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ABSTRACT
The 12,000-foot long, 11-foot diameter North Dorchester Bay consolidation conduit will provide complete
capture of overflows from seven combined sewer overflow (CSO) outfalls tributary to Dorchester Bay and the
bathing beaches of South Boston (Figure 1). The conduit will be sized to capture the peak flow hydraulically
feasible at the seven CSOs and convey the flow to a dedicated CSO facility at its downstream end. The
facility will provide coarse screening, effluent pumping, fine screening, disinfection, and dewatering for flows
collected bythe consolidal~on conduit. Flow up to the available storage capacity in the conduit will be pumped
back to the interceptor system atthe end of each storm, and flow above the storage capacity will be treated
the CSO facility prior to discharge into the Reserved Channel.
Even with the complete elimination of CSO discharges, water quality violations were still predicted along the
South Boston bathing beaches. It was determined that the North Dorchester Bay consolidation conduit and the
Reserved Channel CSO facility could be sized to capture separate stormwater tributary to the CSC) ouffalls
downstream of the CSO regulators without significantly affecting the project cost. The capture of separate
stormwater was determined to cost-effectively increase the water quality benefits of the project.
INTRODUCTION
In July 1997, the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) completed facilities planning for
controlling CSOs in the Greater Boston area in accordance with state and federal CSO policies and in
compliance with a federal court schedule. MWRA’s CSO control plan consists of 25 projects, including the
North Dorchester Bay consolidal~on conduit. This project will eliminate seven CSOs which currently discharge
to North Dorchester Bay, along the most extensive bathing beaches in Boston. The North Dorchester Bay
receiving water segment supports both swimming and shellfishing, which are considered critical uses under
the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) CSC) control policy. This policy requires
that CSOs be elim~ted from ~ use areas unless it is infeasible to do so. The North Dorchester Bay CSC)
reloca~n project will eli’ninate CSOs without creating the increase in stormwater discharge and the continued
violations of bacterial water quality standards that would be associated with sewer separation. Instead, this
project will also provide the means to control pollution from separate stormwater that is currently tributary to
the CSO outfalls downstream of the CSO regulators without a substantial increase in project cost.
Implementation of the MWRA’s CSO control plan is currently underway, with projects now in design or in
construction. Several smaller projects have already been completed. Design of the North Dorchester Bay
consolida~on conctuJt began in August, 1997. Construction is currently scheduled to begin in February, 2000,
about seven months ahead of the court-mandated construction start date. Construction is scheduled to be
completed in early 2003. The estimated capital cost of the North Dorchester Bay consolidation conduit,
including the downstream CSO facility and other related features, is $140 million. The MWRA’s financial
commitment to this project and aggressive project schedule clearly demonstrate the Authority’s dedication to
fulfilling court-ordered requirements for CSO control in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements
and in an environmentally responsible manner.
This paper presents pertinent project background, identifies the CSO control alternatives considered, and
focuses on the development of the recommended alternative for elimination of CSO discharges from North
Dorchester Bay.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
The North Dorchester Bay CSO relocation project was developed based on an understanding of the features
and uses of the receiving water segment, an in-depth understanding of the wet weather operation of the
combined sewer system in the project area, and the regulatory framework established by the Massachusetts
and national CSO control policies.
Receiving Water Segment

The North Dorchester Bay receiving water segment extends from the mouth of the Reserved Channel to
Columbia Point in Dorchester. This area is classified as SB-Fishable/Swimmable with restricted shellfishing
in approved areas. Massachusetts DEP-designated critical uses for this receiving water segment include
swimming and shellfishing. Existing water-based uses within this area are primarily recreational and include
power boating and sa~lboarding, swimming, and t’~hing. Although the Division of Marine Fisheries has identified
a significant shellfish resource in the Carson Beach area, shellfishing is currently prohibited due to the fecal
coliform levels in the overlying waters and the proximity of the CSOs. Pleasure Bay also contains shellfish
beds, which are currently closed for management reasons.
Many of the land uses along the shore of this receiving water segment support water-based recreational uses.
The Metropolitan District Commission, a state agency, controls much of the waterfront in this area, although
certain parcels are controlled by the city of Boston or by private water-based interests. Much of the waterfront
is used for passive recreation, and a number of separate beach areas, some including bathhouse facilities, are
located in this area. Immediately inland is the densely developed residential neighborhood of South Boston.
The seven CSOs winich currently discharge to NOrth Dorchester Bay are the predominant source of fecal
coliform bacteda during larger storms, such as the 1-year, 24-hour storm event. Although the average
concentTation of fecal coliform bacteda in stormwater is substantially less than the concentration in CSO, the
total annual volume of stormwater discharged to North Dorchester Bay is substantially greater than the annual
volume of CSO. Approximately 85 percent of the storms that occur in a typical year do not cause CSO
discharges to Norlh Dorchester Bay, but do generate stormwater discharges. In terms of other pollutants, such
as biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), nutrients, and toxics, pollutant Ioadings
from stormwater appear to be substantially greater than the loads from CSOs.
System Understanding
Several methods were applied to gain an understandt=g of the configuration and performance of the combined
sewer system. These included a careful review of system plans and record drawings, field inspections, flow
monitoring, and detailed sewer system modeling. For this project, the EXTRAN block of the U.S. EPA
Stormwater Management Model (SWlVEVl) was used to predict system response to specific design storm events
and to assess a range of CSO control alternatives.
A total of 11 CSO regulators provide relief of the local combined sewer system and interceptors through the
seven CSO outfalls tributary to North Dorchester Bay. On an annual basis, the CSOs discharge about
34,000 m3 (9 million gaJlons) of combined sewage. AclJvation frequencies among the seven outfalls range from
a low of four discharges per year to a high of 15 per year.
The interceptor network serving the 11 North Dorchester Bay CSO regulators is presented schematically in
F’~jure 2. All of the interceptors associated with the regulators, the South Boston Interceptor (SBI) South and
Main Branches, the Dorchester Interceptor, and the Boston Main Interceptor (BMI), are ~butary to the
Columbus Park Headworks. This headworks directs flow into a deep rock tunnel for conveyance to the MWRA
Deer Island wastewater treatment facility. The headworks capacity is 8.1 m3/sec (185 mgd), and typical dry
weather flows are about 2.2 m3/sec (50 mgd), indicating that substantial capacity is available for conveyance
of wet weather flows to Deer Island. Since the heactworks capacity matches available capacity in the deep rock
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F~GURE 2. SCHEMATIC OF INTERCEPTORS TRIBUTARY
TO THE COLUMBUS PARK HEADWORKS

tunnel and at the Deer Island treatment facility, increasing the wet weather capacity of the headworks woutd
not be possible without construction of a new deep rock tunnel and increased treatment capacity at Deer Island.
In smaller storms, much of the combined sewage is captured and conveyed to Deer Island for secondary
treatment. During a 3-month, 24-hour storm, the capacity of the Columbus Park Headworks is exceeded, and
the headworks must be choked to limit its influent flow to 8.1 m3/sec (185 mgd). This choking causes
surcharging in the South Branch of the SBI, but not in the other interceptors serving the North Dorchester Bay
CSOs. In larger storms, such as the 1-year, 24-hour storm, choking at the headworks causes substantial
surcharging in all of the interceptors, affecting all of the area CSOs.
This system understanding enabled the following conclusions to be drawn:
¯

North Dorchester Bay CSOs that activate infrequently (e.g., 4 to 6 times per year) are most
likely influenced by interceptor surcharging which results from relatively large storm events.

¯

North Dorchester Bay CSOs that activate more frequently (e.g, 11 to 15 times per year) are
likely affected by local hydraulic restrictions.

¯

Alternatives based on interceptor relief would not control the North Dorchester Bay CSOs in
storm e~nts greater than the 3-month to 1-year, 24-hour storm, due to capacity limitations at
the Columbus Park Headworks, the deep rock tunnel to Deer Island, and the Deer Island
treatment facility.

This system understanding was necessary to define and evaluate CSO control alternatives for the North
Dorchester Bay CSOs, as discussed below.
Regulatory Framework
In addition to understanding the features and uses of the receiving water segment and the wet weather
operation of the combined sewer system, an understanding of the regulatory framework established by the
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IVlassachusetts and national CSO control policies was important in developing appropnate control alternatives
for the North Dorchester Bay CSOs.
Under the Massachusetts policy, CSO elimination must be considered during the development of CSO control
I~lans for all receiving waters, and CSO elimination is stressed for critical use receiving waters that support
swimming and shellfishing, such as North Dorchester Bay. The policy identifies both sewer separation and
CSO relocation as technologies for eliminating CSO discharges from critical use areas.
The national CSO control policy also emphasizes CSO elimination in sensitive areas, which include waters that
support primary contact recreation. Similar to the Massachusetts policy, the national CSO control policy
requires that overflows to sansitJve areas be controlled by elimination or relocation wherever physically possible
and economically achievable, except where .elimination or relocation would provide less environmental
protection than additional treatment.
ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION
A broad range of alternatives was considered for the elimination or control of CSO discharges to North
Dorchester Bay. The evaluation of CSO control aJtematives involved a sedes of screening steps. Using
preliminary hydraulic evaluations, system knowledge, and knowledge of the on-shore and water-based uses
of the receiving water segment, certain altematives were eliminated from further consideration without
developing detailed cost and performance data. These included the following:
¯

Local sewer separation. Sewer separation upstream of only l~e seven North Dorchester Bay
CSO outfalls did not eliminate CSO discharges during the 1-year, 24-hour storm, due to
interceptor surcharging and backwater from choking at the Columbus Park Headworks.

¯

Individual t~eatment or storage facilities for each outfall. It did not appear to be cost-effective
or feas~le to site and construct seven separate facilities in a densely populated area featuring
heavily used parks and beaches.

¯

Outfall consolidation to treatment. All of the outfall consolidation alternatives had sufficient
storage volume in the conduit to capture the 1-year, 24-hour storm volume, suggesting that
treatment processes would operate very infrequently.

For alternatives that passed the initiaJ screening step, ~formation on cost, performance, construction risk, public
acceptance, water quality, construction-related impacts, and long-term environmental impacts was developed
and assessed. This information was developed for the following alternatives:
¯

Consolidated near-surface storage conduit. This alternative involved constructing a
consolidation conduit, sized for the 1-year or 3-month, 24-hour storms to capture North
Dorchester Bay CSOs up to the available conduit storage volume. Captured CSOs would be
pumped back to the interceptor system following each storm event. CSOs in excess of the
conduit volume would discharge untreated via the seven existing North Dorchester Bay CSOs.

¯

Interceptor relief ~ local controls at three CSO outfalls. This alternative involved
construc~g a new interceptor parallel to the South Branch of me SBI. The relief interceptor
was predicted to eliminate CSO discharges at all but three North Dorchester Bay CSO outfalls
in the 1-year, 24-hour storm, and local storage and/or system optimization measures would
be implemented to control the relatively minor discharges at the three outfails remaining
act~e. CSOs in larger storm events would continue to be discharged untreated via the seven
existing North Dorchester Bay CSOs.

¯

CSO elimination bysystem-wide sewer separation. Sewer separation of all combined sewer
areas trbutaw to the Columbus Park Headworks was predicted to eliminate CSO discharges
from the seven North Dorchester Bay CSOs.

5
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¯

CSO relocation to Reserved Channel. This aitemative involved a consolidation conduit
running along the South Boston beaches to a CSO facility located along the Reserved
Channel. The conduit and CSO facility would be sized to convey the maximum peak flow
hydraulically capable of reaching the conduit from the CSO regulators tributary to the seven
North Dorchester Bay CSOs. The CSO volume stored in the conduit would be returned to the
interceptor system by pumping following each storm event.

The alternative to relocate CSOs from North Dorchester Bay to the less-sensitive Reserved Channel was
determined to be in compliance with the Massachusetts and national CSO control policies based on the
characteristics and land-based uses of the Reserved Channel. The Reserved Channel supports deep water
container shipping and cruise ship access into the Port of Boston. In addition, it supports a bulk fuel delivery,
storage and distribution operation. These uses preclude the use of the Reserved Channel for pdmary contact
recreation and shelit"=sh~g, and I~it opportunities for passive recreation. On this basis, the Reserved Channel
was considered to be less sensitive than North Dorchester Bay, and CSO relocation was considered to be an
appropriate option for eliminating CSO discharges to North Dorchester Bay.
Based on cost-performance evaluations, the initially preferred alternative was interceptor relief with local
controls at three CSO outfalls. This alternative.would not, however, achieve the goal of CSO elimination in the
cr~ use area of North Dorct~ester Bay. Of the two alternatives that would eliminate CSO discharges, CSO
relocation was determined to be preferable as compared to system-wide sewer separation. Sewer separation
would have involved extensive construction impacts in densely populated, residential areas, and the area
required to undergo sewer separation would have extended beyond the area tributary to the North Dorchester
Bay CSOs. Sewer separation would also have significantly increased the fecal coliform bacteria load to North
Dorchester Bay due to the increased stormwater volume. This result would be inconsistent with the nationaJ
CSO policy, which requires CSO elimination in sensitive areas except where elimination would provide less
environmental protection than other alternatives. While the relative impacts and health dsks associated with
fecal coliform bacteria from stormwater versus CSO origins can be debated, it is clear that as long as fecal
coliform bacteria rema~s the ~dicator species used to measure compliance with the swimming standard, the
standard would continue to be violated if sewer separation were implemented. In contrast, CSO relocation
would capture all of the overflow from the 11 North Dorchester Bay CSO regulators and either store it or
relocate it to the less sensitive Reserved Channel. For these reasons, CSO relocation was selected as the
preferred alternative.
DEVELOPMENT OF PREFERRED/M-TERNATIVE
Following selection of the preferred alternative, the CSO relocation concept was further developed. This
process involved establishing peak design flows, evaluating conduit construction and lining alternatives,
developing technologies for conduit ventilation and odor control, and determining appropriate pumping and
treatment technologies for the CSO facility. In addition, a formal process was followed to evaluate and
compare altemative routes for the consolidation conduit and alternative sites for the CSO facility.
Design Flows
The peak design flow for the consolidation conduit and CSO facility was assessed by determining the peak flow
hydraulically feas~le at each of me 11 regulators associated with the seven North Dorchester Bay CSO outfalls.
Curves of peak flow versus storm recurrence interval were plotted for each regulator to establish the flow rate
at which increesing the storm size did not substantially increase the peak flow. The peak flows, representing
the urdrnate delivery capacity of the tributary combined sewer system, were generally attained for the 25-year,
24-hour storm, although peak flow was essentially reached at some regulators by the 10-year, 24-hour storm.
To establish the ma~rnum rate of flow in the consolidation conduit, the relationships among timing of peak flows
at the individual regulators, travel time in the conduit, and volume of flow in the conduit were evaluated. Since
the peak flow into the conduit would occur after the conduit had filled, minimal attenuation of peak flows would
occur. The peak flows in the consolidation conduit over a range of storm recurrence intervals are presented
in F~ure 3. Based on the peak flow of appro~#nately 22.3 m3/sec (510 mgd) derived from this analysis, an 11foot diameter conduit at a slope of 0.001 was selected.
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RGURE 3. PEAK FLOW VS. DESIGN STORM IN THE DOWNSTREAM REACH
OF THE NORTH DORCHESTER BAY CONSOLIDATION CONDUIT

With the exception of approximately 24 hectares (60 acres) of separate storm drainage tributary upstream of
certain CSO regulators, storm drainage tributary to the seven North Dorchester Bay CSO outfalls enters
downstream of the regulators and would continue to be discharged following project completion. Receiving
water analyses determined that the continued discharge of separate stormwater would result in violations of
the bacteria standard for sw~nming on a regular basis. Given the critical uses in this receiving water segment,
an assessment of the impact of capturing stormwater tributary to the North Dorchester Bay CSO outfalls
downstream of the CSO regulators was conducted. Using the same type of analysis described above for
assessing peak CSO-onlyflows, the peak flow of CSO plus separate stormwater trib~ary to the consolidation
conduit was determined to be about 26.3 m3/sec (600 mgd). This flow rate represented an increase of about
4 m3/sec (90 mgd) as compared to the CSO-only peak flow, and it was determined that the 11 foot diameter
conduit at a slope of 0.001 would be adequate to convey the 26.3 m3/sec (600 mgd) peak flow. It was also
determined that the increase in firm pumping capacity at the CSO facility could be achieved by changing the
pump impeller. Based on these assessments, a relatively minor incremental increase in project cost and
compledty would be associated with capturing separate storm drainage tributary to the North Dorchester Bay
CSO outfalls. Given the critical uses of this receiving water segment, these changes appeared to be justified
and the capture of separate stormwater was incorporated into the project.
Conduit Construction Alternatives
Based on hydraulic requirements of the project and available information on local geology, the consolidation
conduit was recommended to be constn~,--ted b soft ground, as opposed to being constructed in bedrock. The
CSO outfaJls to be connected to the consolidation conduit are located at relatively shallow depths, and can be
readily intercepted by a soft ground tunnel. In the project area, the approximate depth to competent bedrock
is greater than 30.5 m (100 ft). A deep rock tunnel would have increased the cost and complexity of
appurtenant features such as dropsha~ts and the pumping components of the CSO facility.
The presence of beth soft clays and relatively clean sand and gravel deposits along portions of the conduit
aJignment, and proxim~to North Dorchester Bay dictated that a closed-face tunnel bodng machine (TBM) be
used to avoid groundwater-related instability. In addition, groundwater contamination involving floating product
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was encountered along a portion of the alignment. A closed-face TBM represented an effective approach to
prevent the drawdown of contaminated groundwater into the tunnel horizon. Open cut construction was not
considered to be feasible due to existing development in the project area, as well as construction-related
difficulties of maintaining a trench at depths of 7.6 to 18 m (25 to 60 ft) through the soil and groundwater
conditions described above. Open face mining techniques were also considered to be infeasible due to the
anticipated soil and groundwater conditions.
Conduit Lining Alternatives
A precast concrete bolted and gasketed segmental lining system was recommended for the North Dorchester
Bay consolidation conduit over other lining technologies. The anticipated soil and groundwater conditions
necessitated the installation of a water-tight liner both for construction and long-term operation. During
construction, a water-tight liner was deemed necessanj to prevent tunnel instability and groundwater inflow.
S~ce CSO storage h the consolidation conduit is an important project feature, a water-tight liner, which would
enable the conduit to remain empty between storm events, was a key project requirement. Other lining
technologies considered did not offer the advantages of a precast segmental lining system. A jacked pipe lining
was considered, but would have required the installation of shafts at all changes in direction and at distances
as required to prevent e~cessive jacking loads. The precast segmental lining system could be installed along
horizontal radii, and would not require intermediate shafts. These features were advantageous given the
densely developed character of the project area, where sites for shafts are extremely limited. A cost
comparison indicated that the precast segmental liner would be about $10 million less expensive than jacked
pipe. This cost comparison aJso supported selection of the precast segmental liner system.
Conduit Ventilation and Odor Control
An activated carbon odor control system and exhaust fans at the upstream end of the consolidation conduit
were recommended to provide conduit ventila~n and odor control. The system would consist of two dual-bed
carbon adsorption units, centrifugal fans, ductwork, and isolation dampers. This equipment would be housed
within an above ground visual screen. The visual screen would be attached to a small above-ground building
housing mechanical and electrical equipment.
Conduit Route Alternatives
The first step in the route selection process was to identi~y a wide corridor through which the consolidation
conduit could pass. Since the purpose of be conduit is to intercept overflows from the seven CSOs tributan/
to North Dorchester Bay, the corridor was defined by the distance between each CSO regulator and the
downstream terminus of each CSO outfall. This corridor was divided into an upstream, middle, and
downstream reach, and specific route alternatives were then defined for each reach. Route alternatives were
generally confined to public rights-of-way or open areas such as park land and the beach. Routes under
buildings or other structures were avoided because of the potential for ground settlement or heave during
conduit construction end to reduce the need for taidng easements or acquiring properties. Three to five route
alternatives were init~ly identified along each reach of the consolidation conduit. In most cases, any route
alternative from an upstream reach could connect to any route alternative in the next downstream reach.
Through an evaluation process that compared each route alternative based on engineering, environmental,
community, and economic factors, and an extensive public participation program, the number of route
alternatives to undergo additional evaluation was reduced. As a result of this evaluation process, three route
alternatives were selected for additional evaluation for two of the reaches, and two route alternatives were
selected for the third.
A planning-level subsurface exploration program was conducted to obtain necessary information on ground
conditions and to define top of roct< for the route alternatives undergoing aclditional evaluation. Soil profiles and
rock contours from exist~g borings and geophysical programs were obtained and reviewed, and additional
borings and geophysics were performed. Borings were spaced from 150 to 610 m (500 to 2,000 ft) apart,
depend~g on the aveiabillty of exist~g irfformat~on. A seismic refraction survey along two of the three reaches
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of the conduit was performed to determine top of rock in areas where there was concern that rock could rise
to the depth of the invert of the soft-ground conduit.
Route alternatives within each conduit reach were compared based on cost and construction risk factors,
including soil conditions, groundwater flows, the potential to encounter obstructions, and the potential for soil
and groundwater contamination. Environmental impacts were also evaluated and compared. The preferred
routes within each reach were combined to create the overall preferred alternative for the North Dorchester Bay
consolidation conduit. In general, the selection of preferred routes reflected a balance between cost and
construction risk. For the upstream reach of the conduit, the second-lowest-cost route alternative was
preferred. The cost for the preferred route alternative was seven percent higher than the low-cost alternative
and presented the lowest construction risk of the three alternatives. In the middle reach, cost varied by only
five percent among the route aJtematives, and the alternative with the lowest construction risk was chosen. For
the downstream reach, the higher-cost route alternative was preferred. Even though the preferred alternative
had an approox~nately 15 percent higher cost, the lower-cost route represented an unacceptable construction
risk. The lower-cost route would follow a narrow residential street, while the higher-cost, preferred altemative
would run through a park. If the "IBM were to encounter an obstruction and require recovery by excavation from
the surface, the impacts of the excavation on the residential area would be substantially greater than the
impacts on the park. Since the potential level of disruption to the residential area was judged to be
unacceptable, the higher cost alternative was selected. The overall preferred route for the North Dorchester
Bay consolidation conduit was shown in Figure 1.
CSO Facility Treatment and Pumping Technologies
A CSO facility at the downstream end of the North Dorchester Bay consolidation conduit was recommended
to provide the necessary tz’eatment, effluent pumping, and dewatering functions for flow conveyed and captured
in the consolidation conduit. When the storage capacity of the conduit is exceeded, the facility would provide
coarse screening and pump the excess flow to the Reserved Channel. Prior to discharge, flow would be
treated by sodium hypochlorite disinfec0on and sodium bisulfite dachlorination. Rowrates up to the peak which
would occur in a typical year would also receive fine screening prior to discharge. At the end of each storm,
when interceptor capacity is available, the facility would dewater the consolidation conduit to the local
interceptor system.
The CSO facility would consist of an approximately 150-foot diameter circular below-grade structure with five
above-grade structures. The following major equipment, and features would be included:
¯

F’~e 6.6 m3/sec (150 mgd) wet well / dry well centrifugal effluent pumps installed below grade

*

Two 0.44 m=/sec (10 mgd) wet well / dry well centrifugal dewatering pumps installed below
grade

¯

Two mechanically-cleaned trash racks with 64-mm (2.5-inch) bar spacing installed below
grade

¯

Three mechanically-cleaned fine screens with 6.4-mm (0.25-inch) bar spacing installed in an
above-grade building

¯

Sodium hypochlorite disinfection and sodium bisulfate dechlorination storage and feed
equipment housed in an above-grade building

¯

222. m3/sec (47,000 cfm) wet scrubber odor control system housed in the same above-grade
building as the disinfection and dechlorination equipment

¯

Above-grade electrical substation

¯

Personnel spaces, electrical and mechanical equipment, and an area for the removal of
coarse screenings housed in an above-grade building
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¯

Above-grade effluent channel around one half of the perimeter of the circular pumping station

¯

Dual barrel 3,050 mm (10-foot) diameter effluent conduit and subaqueous outfall

Technology evaluations were performed to compare alternative types of effluent pumps, fine screens, and
ar~nfectJon and dechlorination processes. Alternatives were compared based on capital and O&M costs and
non-monetary factors such as effectiveness, operational complexity, and track record for similar prior
applications.
In addition to technology evaluations, a total of four alternative CSO facility sites were evaluated and compared.
Srnilar to the process followed to identify altemalive routes for the consolidation conduit, the first step in the site
selection process was to identify a wide area within which the facility could be located. This area was defined
by establishing an optimum location for the facility, based on tunnel route and out/all discharge location, and
clefin~g the boundary of the aJtema~ve site area based on incremental cost. Moving the facility away from the
optimum location would incur additional cost for the consolidation conduit and/or the facility outfall. An
increment of 10 percent of the total facility cost was chosen to establish the alternative site area boundary.
A planning-level subsurface exploration program was conducted to obtain necessary information on ground
conditions. Site alternatives were compared based on cost, performance, construction risk factors, and
environmental impacts. In general, the differences among the sites based on these factors were not
pronounced. Cost varied by less than two percent. While the environmental impacts associated with the
altemalJve sites were different, none of the sites was clearly preferred over the others based on environmental
~npacts. The lowest cost site was determined to offer the greatest performance and the lowest construction
risk, and was selected as the preferred CSO facility site.
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND FUTURE ACTIONS
Based on experience gained on the North Dorchester Bay CSO relocation project, the following conclusions
and recommendations are presented:
¯

CSO relocation should be considered whenever CSO discharges are present in two adjacent
or nearby receiving waters, one of which supports critical uses such as swimming or
shellfish~g while the other does not. The two key factors that made C$O relocation a viable
solution for the seven North Dorchester Bay CSOs were proximity of North Dorchester Bay to
the Reserved Channel and the bathing and shellfishing uses in North Dorchester Bay as
compared to the commercial shipping use of the Reserved Channel.

¯

In addition to understanding the characteristics and uses of affected receiving waters, it is
important to gain an understanding of the configuration and wet weather operating
characteristics of the combined sewer system in order to properly size and evaluate CSO
control altern~Jves. A detailed understanding of system hydraulics is necessary to assure that
CSOs can be permanently closed by relocating these discharges to another receiving water
segment.

¯

Compared to sewer separation, CSO relocation offers water quality advantages to the
receiving water from which CSOs are eliminated. Pollutants in the additional stormwater
discharges that result from sewer separation can partially or even completely offset the benefit
gained by elkninat~g CSO. In addition, CSO relocation offers the potential to control existing
stormwater discharges in conjunction with relocating the CSOs.

As previously noted, the North Dorchester Bay CSO relocation project is currently under design. Additional
subsurface hvestJgations are being performed to develop the consolidation conduit design, and treatment and
pumping technologies for the CSO faculty are berg refined. Additional hydraulic evaluations and modeling are
undemrayto refine the siz.~g of both the conduit and CSO facility. These steps, along with other aspects of the
design process, w[ll lead to the successful implementation of this project to eliminate CSO discharges to North
Dorchester Bay.
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ABSTRACT
The Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) combined sewer overflow (CSO) Control Policy
encourages municipalities, as part of their long-term CSO control planning, to maximize treatment of wet
weather flow at existing POTWs. EPA points out the benefit of this action includes:
¯
Minimizes wet weather overflows.
¯
Ensures that wet weather flows receive primary treatment.
This paper illustrates another important benefit of maximizing wet weather flow to the POTW, its cost
effectiveness. This is demonstrated using data from New York City’s (NYC’s) Inner Harbor CSO Facility
Planning Project, which has shown that this control strategy can lead to a 74 to 88% capture of CSO.
NYC’s Inner Harbor CSO project area is served by three (3) wastewater treatment plants with a total CSO
drainage area of 20,000 acres. The Inner Harbor has 165 CSO locations and a residential population of
1.7 million people.
The Inner Harbor treatment plants have the capacity to treat up to twice their design flow during wet
weather. Calculations were performed during CSO facilities planning using a rainfall runoff model to
simulate the annual average capture of combined sewage at each of the three POTWs. The analysis
indicated that a significant portion (74 to 88%) of the potential CSO could be captured and treated to
primary treatment levels maximizing wet weather flows to the treatment plant.
This CSO control slTategy has been shown to be the most cost-effective method of addressing CSO in
NYC’s Inner Harbor since it makes use of existing treatment and conveyance capacities.
INTRODUCTION
In April 1994, the EPA finalized and signed its CSO Control Policy in the Federal Register (EPA, !994).
The Policy set a comprehensive national framework for CSO control planning and provided guidance to
municipalities and permitting authorities in their CSO planning. With almost 1,000 communities nationally
with CSO systems and a projected cost of over $40 billion to control CSO discharges, the Policy has a
significant national impact.
This paper addresses one of the required control strategies in EPA’s CSO Policy, maximizing wet
weather flow to the treatment plant, and demonstrates its cost-effectiveness based on New York City’s
Department of Environmental Protection’s (NYCDEP) implementation of this strategy. Maximizing wet
weather flow is beneficial since it: 1 ) reduces the magnitude, frequency, and duration of CSO events; and
2) provides the required minimum treatment of CSOs, which includes screening, settling and disinfection.
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The EPA’s CSO Control Policy requires CSO communities, as part of their planning efforts, to maximize
treatment of wet weather flow at the treatment plant. Specifically, both the nine minimum controls section
and the long-term control plan section of the Policy require that wet weather flows be maximized to the
wastewater treatment plant. The "Guidance Document for Nine Minimum Controls" (EPA, 1995) in its
description of this control strategy, calls for an analysis of plant flow capacity on evaluation of treatment
performance for both dry and wet weather pedods, and states that municipalities should further evaluate
this control during the development of the long-term control plan.
In addition to the CSO Policy requirements, POTW discharge permits generally require that the existing
plant capacity be maximized during wet weather conditions. This is a requirement of NYC’s State
Pollution Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) permits for its 13 treatment plants that serve combined
sewer areas. In NYC, the treatment plants primary facilities (i.e., screens, primary tanks, and chlorine
contact tanks) are designed to treat up to twice their design dry weather flow capacity during wet weather.
The use of this treatment capacity is required by the EPA CSO Policy and plant discharge permit.
NYC’s Proqram
The NYCDEP is currently developing and implementing its City-Wide CSO Facility Planning Program.
This $1.5 billion program is addressing CSO pollution in New York City. With over 4,800 miles of
combined sewers and approximately 400 CSO discharge locations, New York City has the largest and
most extensive CSO system in the nation.
To make city-wide CSO planning manageable, the City has been broken down into four area-wide
planning areas (see Figure 1 ). One of the four facility planning areas is the Inner Harbor. The Inner
Harbor study area contains a population of approximately 1.7 million people, encompasses over 20,000
acres of land, has approximately 160 CSO locations, and includes the drainage area of three major
wastewater treatment plants: North River, Newtown Creek and Red Hook as shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Inner Harbor - Existing Conditions
Dry Weather Wet Weather Combined
Flow
Flow
Sewer
Capacity
Capacity
- Drainage
No.
Treatment Plant
(mgd)
(mgd)
Area (acres)
of CSOs
North River
170
340
5,600
61
Newtown Creek
310
700~ ’~
12,000
78
Red Hook
60
120
3,400
28
(1)
Currently be upgraded from 620 to 700 mgd wet weather _r~__~nacity

Population
(Thousands)
560
970
195
t

METHODOLOGY
To estimate the CSO volume capture of the Inner Harbor treatment plants, a rainfall-runoff computer
model was developed. The model was developed to have the ability to quickly run long-term hourly
rainfall records which was found to be time consuming and cumbersome with the SWMM EXTRAN
models developed for this project. A one-year hourly rainfall record can be analyzed in minutes with the
rainfall-runoff models, as compared to SWMM EXTRAN, which requires several days to perform a similar
calculation.
The rainfall-runoff model can be used to calculate CSO capture for a given treatment plant drainage area
based on the following input parameters:
¯
¯
¯

Regulator Drainage Area
Regulator Dry Weather Flow
Regulator Hydraulic Capacity
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Westchester
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Figure 1 - New York City Areawide CSO Areas
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¯
¯
¯
¯

Regulator Drainage Area Runoff Coefficient
Treatment Plant Diurnal Flow Pattern
Treatment Plant Hydraulic Capacity
Houdy Rainfall

For the three treatment plant drainage areas in the Inner Harbor, the above listed input parameters were
collected and developed. The model was executed with over 30 years of historical hourly rainfall from a
National Weather Service rain gauge located in Manhattan’s Central Park. The results of the model runs
are described in the next section.
RESULTS
The results of the rainfall-runoff model runs are presented in Figure 2 and Table 2. Figure 2 graphically
presents the resulting total CSO capture from maximizing wet weather flow to the Inner Harbor treatment
plants. The hydrographs show that by using the available wet weather treatment capacity (i.e., twice the
design dry weather design flow) a significant portion of the potential CSO volume is captured at the plar~t.
CSO capture at the plants ranges between 69 to 83% with an additional 2 to 5% capture due to in-line
storage, mainly in the interceptor sewers. The total CSO capture at the plants ranges between 74 to 88%
by maximizing the use of existing facilities.
Table 2 summarizes the results of the rainfall-runoff model for the three treatment plant drainage areas.
Annual average volumes and percent capture are presented and are based on the 33-yeer rainfall retort.
Table 2

Treatment Plant
North River
Newtown Cm~
Red Hook

Annual Average CSO Capture
Annual Average
Wet Weather Captured
at Treatment plant (rag)
CSO Volume (mg)
8,570
1,220
15,750
5,430
3,220
1,110

% CSO Capture
88
74
74
The volume captures presented have been calculated~based on the "Guidance for Long-Term Control
Plan" (EPA, 1995) which states that volume capture is based on "the total volume of flow collected in the
combined sewer system during precipitation events on a system-wide, annual average basis".
DISCUSSION
The analysis of wet weather capture at the Inner Harbor plants indicates that a significant portion of the
wet weather flow generated can be captured and treated to primary treatment levels. By using the
existing regulator, interceptors, and wastewater treatment plant capacities results in a cost-effective
method of CSO reduction.
The Inner Harbor long-term CSO facility plan (NYCDEP, 1993) recommended the capture of wet weather
flows at the treatment plants to address CSO pollution. It was demonstrated during the facility planning
process that Inner Harbor CSOs have a minimal impact on dissolved oxygen and coliform levels in the
open waters of the study area. This is due to the fact that the open waters (i.e., Hudson River, East
River, and Upper Bay) are large waterbodies with substantially mixing and dilution capabilities. No water
quality violations of DO or coliforrns in the Inner Harbor are attributable to CSO discharges.
CONCLUSION
By maximizing wet weather flow and using existing facilities, traditional capital intensive CSO solutions
such as off-line storage tanks, tunnels, and swirl concentrators, were avoided resulting in significant cost
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Figure 2- CSO Volume Capture
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savings. EPA’s CSO Needs Survey projected a CSO control costs of approximately $630 million for the
Inner Harbor area based on area and population. However, the recommended plan, which relies on
maximizing wet weather flow to the treatment plant, is estimated to cost $15 million.
Thus, this control strategy is cost-effective and results in a significant reduction in CSO volume.
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ABSTRACT
The City of Winnipeg initiated a major Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Management study in 1994 to
"establish a cost-effective pdontized implementation plan for remedial works based on assessment of
costs and benefits of practicable alternatives°. Results from phase 3 of the 4-phase study strongly
indicate that use of available in-line storage in the 43 individual combined sewer districts (total area about
10,000 ha) is the most effective and logical first step in the emerging wet weather pollution control plan. A
"demonstration approach" was used to assess whether or not a proposed control plan could effectively
achieve specific water quality objectives. As well,, it was deemed important to asses options that were
consistent with the EPA "presumptive approach" goals of 4 overflows and 85% capture.
A detailed review of Winnipeg’s combined sewer systems confirmed that the volume of available in-line
storage was substantial but unevenly distributed. Planning level models were developed to assess the
use of existing in-line storage, identify strategic locations for additional storage/district transfers, optimize
dewatedng and conveyance rates, evaluate wastewater treatment plant limitation/upgrade requirements,
and assess receiving stream water quality improvements. Real-time control and non-RTC strategies were
evaluated to identify practicable control options which could maximize the use of available in-line storage
without increasing the risk of basement flooding. It was found that strategies involving local RTC were
less costly and could fully utilize available storage but contained a small element of dsk. A non-RTC
option involving "finger’ weirs was found to be effective, contained no risk, but could not fully utilize
storage.
This paper will present the analyses and the description of trade-offs between cost, dsk, and performance
measures of the range of storage options.

KEYWORDS
combined sewer overflows, in-line storage, real time control

INTRODUCTION
Winnipeg is the capital city of the Province of Manitoba, Canada, and is situated on the confluence of two
major rivers, the Red and the Assiniboine rivers. Winnipeg’s current population is about 650,000 and
comprises a developed area of about 28,000 ha. The older central portion of the City is about 10,000 ha
in size, and is serviced by a combined sewer system. The combined sewer serviced area is divided into
43 combined sewer districts, each of which overflow from 7 to 37 times dunng the recreation season (May
to September, inclusive). Dunng dry weather, the flow is diverted into interceptors and brought to three
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water pollution control centers (VVPCCs) for complete secondary treatment. Plans are underway to
disinfect the dry weather effluent from one of the treatment plants and the other two plants are under
study.
The City is currently working on a combined sewer overflow (CSO) management strategy to develop
various plans to control CSOs in the future. The CSO control strategy plan development involved an
extensive technology review. This included:
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯

Best Management Practices (BMP);
Separation (either full or partial) of the combined system;
Storage (with and without district transfers)
- off-line
- tunnel/transport
- in-line
High rate treatment
- Retention Treatment Basins (RTB)
- Vortex Solid Separators (VSS)
Floatables capture.

An integrated modeling approach was used to determine how each of the vadous candidate options for
CSO control would perform. The integrated modeling approach involved three types of moclels which
were sequentially linked:
¯

an urban hydrology model to estimate the runoff from a wide-variety of rainstorms over the year;,

¯

a sewer system/control alternative model to simulate behaviour of the hydraulic system and thus
determine when and where overflows would occur, the volume of interception, the volume of overflow,
and the benefits of various control measures; and

¯

a receiving stream model was used to assess the hydrodynamics and biokinetics of the river water
quality, i.e., transport, mixing, fecal coliform die-off, etc., in response to dry and wet weather Ioadings
from the full range of urban discharges.

The various alternatives were assessed in terms of their performance with respect to vadous performance
measures such as number of overflows, volume of overflows and compliance with surface water quality
objectives for the receiving streams.

SEWER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Winnipeg is a very flat praide city located in the Red River Valley. Generally, the elevation difference
throughout the City is about 3 to 4 m (10 to 13 fL). The Red and Assiniboine rivers water level is only 3 to
4 m below street level along the riverbanks. In addition, the hydrology of the praide region, which may be
relatively dry compared to the East Coast cities, creates large and intensive thunderstorms at least once a
year. These geographical factors resulted in the design of existing sewer systems for protection of
basement flooding with very flat grades and large diameters.
During dry weather flow, all wastewater is diverted into an interceptor and subsequently conveyed by a
gravity to one of three wastewater pollution control centers (WPCC) for full secondary treatment
processing before it is discharged to the dvers. However, during wet weather conditions, flow into the
system is significantly greater than dry weather flow (DWF) and results in combined sewage overtopping
the diversion weir and spilling into the river.
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A typical sewer in one of the 43 districts has a 3 m diameter pipe extending 2 to 3 km perpendicular to one
of the dvers. Dudng typical operation, the dry weather flow in the combined sewer occupies only a small
depth in the bottom of the sewer. A low weir, 0.3 to 0.6 m in height, typically diverts dry weather flow
(DWF) either directly into an interceptor or to a pump station where it is delivered to the interceptor.
Dunng severe rainstorms, these same sewers are often surcharged, however, significant sewer storage
volume is available for more routine rainstorms and could be potentially accessed for use as in-line
storage.
The odginal sewer designs in the city allowed for flood protection of up to a storm of a 1-in-2 year
occurrence. Over the past three decades, the City has been upgrading the combined sewer system to
allow protection from basement flooding for a storm of up to a 5-year occurrence. These sewer relief
programs have often resulted in the addition of a second major sewer pipe in each combined sewer
district of comparable size to the main combined sewer trunk (e.g., 3 metres). These relief pipes offers
the potential for increasing the volume available for in-line storage in each district.

DEVELOPMENT OF IN-LINE STORAGE ESTIMATES
In-line storage is the latent volume contained withinthe existing sewer pipe network that can be safely
accessed through the use of a control device. Specifically, the control device is intended to cause
excessive flows in a the sewer system to be stored in the pipes up to a safe level that does not decrease
the existing level of the basement of flood protection. Figure 1 illustrates a typical profile of a combinecl
sewer trunk found in Winnipeg.
Preliminary analysis of Winnipeg’s combined sewer system found that large volumes of in-line storage
may be available and could significantly reduce the number and volume of CSOs in a cost-effective
manner. Accordingly, it was necessary to conduct a detailed review of the combined sewer systems to
assemble the data needed on pipe geometry and critical elevations (invert and ground) to improve the
accuracy of in-line storage volume calculations for all 43 combined sewer districts in Winnipeg. Once this
information was assembled, it was possible to calculate the volume of storage available in each pipe for a
specified weir or control elevation.
Dunng the course of the CSO study, the need to investigate the different in-line storage concepts and
control technologies evolved. The following three control concepts are the most relevant to the Winnipeg
situation.
¯
¯
¯

Automated gate control
Fixed finger weirs
Accessing existing passive / latent storage.

The following discussion elaborates on these three control concepts as they relate to Winnipeg’s CSO
study and relevant local circumstances.
Real Time Control Gate Option
A review of rainfall history (recent 35 years) was conducted to understand the number and size of
rainfall/runoff events that Winnipeg typically experiences dudng the open water recreation season (May 1
to Sept. 30 inclusive). It was found that most rainfall events are well below the hydraulic capacity of the
combined sewer and could be stored within the system. The use of an automated gate system to access
available in-line storage by temporarily holding wet weather flows (VWVF) within the system dunng and
after small rainfall events is one option under consideration. Runoff from these small rainfall events could
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be completely stored within the combined sewer system and then dewatered during and after the storm
event (see Figure 2b).
The gate control option was assessed to estimate receiving stream impacts. The gate, initially open and
in the "home position", would shut during the start of a wet weather event and remain shut until the event
was completely over and the sewer was dewatered unless the water level in the sewer rose to a specified
cdtical condition. If the water level or the rate of dse met a predefined tdgger condition at selected
strategic locations within the sewer system, the gate could be operated in the following two different
modes.
¯

continuous modulation of the automated gate to fully utilized in-system storage while maintaining the
existing level of basement flood protection; or

¯

opening the gate fully and leaving it open to assure that levels in the sewer would not threaten
basement flooding.

In the first method, the maintenance of the level in the sewer at an elevation that would not threaten
basement flooding would maximize the volume of in-line storage. It requires accurate hydraulic
representation of the sewer system under the range of gate operating procedures to achieve this available
storage without a threat to basement flooding.
Other operating concerns related to repeated surcharging of the systems presented serious design
considerations. There was concern that the modulating method may lead to watemammer, air surges,
weakening of structural integrity, and increased the formation of sinkholes in or along the sewer system
clue to repeated surcharging.
An alternative gate protocol was developed involving the release of all of the stored combined sewage
whenever the water level reached the specified cri~cal elevation. This operation would cause more
volume of combined sewage to be released to the dver. Since even a small overflow would likely cause a
violation of the microbiological water quality objective (i.e., fecal coliforms) designated to protect recreation
(either 200 fc/100 mL or 1,000 fc/100 mL), the number of overflow events throughout the recreation
season would be the same regardless of the operating protocol used. It should be noted that the
automatic gate operation can be accomplished by local, i.e., district-specific RTC, since each district acts
as a relatively discrete watershed to the interceptor. The clewatedng of the various in-line storage
elements in the different districts may require a system-wide or global RTC.
A second consideration used in the development of the gate operation strategy was the selection of the
specified target eleva~on below which the combined sewage could be safely stored without affecting the
existing level of basement flood protection. The water level and/or its rate of rise would be closely
monitored and used to initiate gate opening to maintain the existing level of service with respect to
basement flood protection. A key factor in gate automation is the speed at which it could be opened to
permit system hydraulics to react quickly enough to keep pace with changes in a storm intensity and
associated runoff and inflows. The gate operation is considered to have a fully automated real-time
control system. Selec’don of these ’l~igger" conditions would have to be developed using sophisticated
computer modeling.
A Workshop involving North Amedcan and European experts was held on the operations of in-line storage
systems to review and assess its practicability to local conclitions. The session identified that, clue to the
very flat sewer grades found in Winnipeg, there was the potential that air could be trapped in pockets at
the top of the sewer and result in a air surges during wet weather operation of the gates. These air
pockets could cause air surges to develop in response to the rapid filling of the combined sewer system
under close gate conditions and could translate into pressure surges in service connections of homes and
businesses at vadous locations along the sewer system. To prevent this conditioned from forming, it was
determined that in-system storage levels should not exceed the obvert elevation of the sewer pipe at the
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selected location for automated gate control. Due to the relatively flat grades of the sewers, limiting levels
to this control elevation would still allow for substantial realization of available in-line storage in each
combined sewer district.
A second constraint was placed on the water surface profile to maintaining existing basement flood
protection levels. A minimum depth of 3.0 m (approximately 10 ft) below minimum ground level was used
as the maximum elevation the water surface profile would be allowed to reach in order to protect against
basement flooding under in-line storage conditions, i.e., depths greater than 3.0 m below minimum ground
elevation were considered adequate to protect against basement flooding for the current level of service.
Accordingly, the minimum elevation of either the obvert or minimum ground elevation less 3.0 m was used
as the control elevation to estimate available in-line storage.
One of the pdmary concerns associated with the use of real-time control for an automated gate to access
available in-line storage is the potential increase in basement flood threatening dsk. In order to minimize
basement-flooding dsk associated with gate control to a "virtually fail-safe" condition, additional design
factors were considered:
¯

inlet restriction on catchbasins should be utilized to reduce the rate of inflow into the combined sewer
system and result in system flow hydraulics no worse than that generated by a one in five year
synthetic design storm;

¯

the logic of gate control systems (with redundancy) have to be developed to open the gate if there is a
malfunction or failure in any of the water level sensing monitors;

¯

gates would have to be designed to open automatically in case of power failures or interruptions (e.g.,
an air-accumulator connected to a hydraulic operator or an air-driven motor); and

¯

utilization of the existing flood pumping stations to initiate emergency dewatering of the combined
sewer system if the gate fails to open, (e.g., shaft breakage or mechanical malfunction).

Fixed Weir Option
The control concept described above was considered to be "virtually fail-safe". Given a history of
basement flooding, there was still concern about added dsk of basement flooding to the citizens of
Winnipeg under extreme contingencies. Accordingly, other alternatives, which were inherently fail-safe,
were considered. A fixed weir utilizing long weir lengths to minimize flow depth over the weir was
considered both fail-safe and practicable (see Figure 2c). This option requires the construction of a large
weir chamber utilizing finger weirs in the sewer system to achieve the lengths of weir needed (60 m in
some cases) to access available in-line storage. The weir chamber would be 13 metres wide, and fit
within the roadway right-of-way. A design condition of 150 mm (6 inches) depth of flow over the weir to
safely pass a 1-in-5 year design storm was selected. The existing hydraulic gradeline (HGL) for each
sewer system under the design event was reviewed to establish the top elevation of the weir (i.e. each
HGL-0.15 m).
To maintaining existing basement flood protection levels under this option, a minimum depth of 3.2 m
(approximately 10.5 ft) below minimum ground level was used to protect against basement flooding.
Accordingly, the minimum elevation of either (HGL less 0.15 m or minimum ground less 3.2 m) was used
as the con~’ol elevation to calculate available in-line storage.
A fixed finger-weir system to utilize available in-line storage has the advantage of little need for operational
attention relative to an automated gate control system and is inherently more fail-safe. However, it is more
costly to construct and will only ~lize about 80% of the in-line storage that could be achieved through the
use of an automated gate control system.
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Passive and Latent Storaqe
Many of the underground combined sewer districts have relief sewers to reduce basement flooding. The
primary purpose of the relief systems in Winnipeg is to improve the hydraulic conveyance of wet weather
flows (WWF)so as to protect basements from flooding for a given design level of service (e.g. 1-in-5 year
return frequency storm). The relief systems are designed to be active (i.e., overflow to the rivers) only
dudng rainfall conditions. As described eadier, a low-level weir was historically installed in the combined
sewer trunk and used to redirect DWF through an off-take system to the interceptor system. The
diversion structures were originally designed to divert about 2.75 times DVVF. To avoid dry weather
overflows from occurring in the r~lief systems, careful attention was placed on the hydraulic modeling and
design of relief overflow activation levels. Specifically, hydraulics in both systems (combined sewers and
relief piping) were synchronized such that overflow from the relief system did not occur prior to overflows
from the combined sewer system. The storage of combined sewage contained in the combined sewer
system up to this activation level represents existing passive in-line storage volume.
Currently, many of the relief sewer pipes that are part of the combined sewer systems are below normal
river water level (see Figure 2d). Each relief system outfall has a flap-gate installed to prevent river water
from entedng the sewer system. The majority of these relief pipes do not have a dewatering system and
remain partially full under normal dyer water level conditions. As such, the combined sewage will remain in
the relief pipe between storms until it is displaced by flows resulting from the next rainfall event. If this
combined sewage could be dewatered to the interceptor, a significant amount of storage would be
available to store small storms, and accordingly is considered latent storage.

COMPARISON OF IN-LINE STORAGE AVAILABLE
In-line storage calculations were performed for each of the 43 combined sewer districts to quantify the
potential volume of storage available for each of the 3 control concepts previously discussed (i.e., gate,
weir, and latent storage). The results are summarized on Figure 3. The automated gate option allows for
the greatest volume of storage to be utilized, about 360,000 m3. The fixed-weir option achieves about
300,000 m3 of storage. Accessing existing passive and latent storage would provide in the order of
130,000 m~ of storage. The cost of the automated-gate option is about $ 50 Million compared to the
higher cost for the fixed weir of $100 Million. The risk of failure associated with the automated-gate option
must be considered and the economic penalty of failure accounted for in the decision-making process. In
order to safely access in-line storage, (i.e., reassure the public that there is no increase in the risk to
basement flooding), the fixed weir option may be the only option the public will support. Existing latent
storage could be accessed now but would require dewatering facilities to be installed and ensuring flap
gates are operating correctly. This cost associated with accessing latent storage would be significantly
lower than either of the other two options.

INTEGRATION WITH FUTURE BASEMENT RELIEF PROJECTS
The City of Winnipeg has an ongoing program to improve basement flood protection on a prioritized basis.
The most flood-prone combined sewer districts are ranked and given highest priority for installation of
relief sewers. Figure 4 shows the combined sewer districts that have been relieved and the remaining
districts that require some degree of relief to improve basement flood protection. An estimate of potential
increase in the in-line storage that could result from new relief pipes, for each of the in-line storage control
concepts considered is shown on Figure 3. The analysis indicates that latent storage could be significant
if it were possible to install all new relief pipes at a depth that the normal river level would control (i.e.,
below river level and held back by flap-gates). Specifically, future relief projects could potentially achieve
as much in-line storage as the existing system with an automated gate control scheme, although the
distribution of the storage in the system may not be optimal. New relief projects represents a very
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~mportant opportunity with respect to supplemental in-line storage volumes that could significantly reduce
the need for more expensive and complicated control technologies. Clearly, the addition of new relief
p~pes can provide improved basement flood protection while reducing the number and volume of CSO.
The need for CSO control provides the opportunity to expand the design criteda of proposed relief projects
tc include consideration of cost-effectively maximizing in-line storage and minimize wet weather impacts.

CONCLUSION
In-line storage can be a c~st-effective method of reducing combined sewer overflows. The use of
automated gate controls is one method of .maximizing the use of the available in-line storage at a
reasonable cost. Concerns from the public that this automated system may increase the dsk of basement
flooding under worst-case contingency events, even if the risk is very low, may preempt its use.
Alternative methods such as use of fixed weirs and using latent storage may access significant in-line
storage for CSO control
Designing future basement relief projects With due consideration for increasing latent storage may prove
to be a very effective integrated long term CSO control solution.
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ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A WET WEATHER STORAGE/TREATMENT FACILITY
Foster McMasters, Metcalf & Eddy, Inc.*
David Bingham, Metcalf & Eddy, Inc.
Frank Greenland, Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District
Tina Wolff, Metcalf & Eddy, Inc.
* Metcalf & Eddy, Inc., 1300 E. Ninth Street, Suite 1215, Cleveland, OH 44114 U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
Performance data and treatment effectiveness at a CSO treatment facility are presented and discussed,
Dunng the spring and summer of 1997, extensive flow monitoring and sampling of the influent and effluent
of the facility was conducted. Six storm events of various rainfall depths and duration were monitored for
influent and effluent activity. Data were analyzed to assess pollutant load removal effectiveness for
various parameters, including biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), suspended solids, bacteria, ammonia,
and seven metals.
KEYWORDS
combined sewer overflow, treatment effectiveness, wet weather flow, combined sewer overflow storage
INTRODUCTION
A study was undertaken as part of the Westerly CSO Phase I~ Facilities Plan to evaluate the treatment
effectiveness of the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District’s (District) Westerly Combined Sewer
Overflow Treatment Facility (CSOTF). Flows and pollutant loads were measured and the level of
treatment determined for the varying storm events evaluated.
The District owns and operates three wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) that serve the Greater
Cleveland area: Westerly, Easterly and Southerly. The Westerly District consists of approximately 40.47
km2 (10,000 acres) on the west side of the City of Cleveland, 75 percent of which are served by combine~
sewers. Four interceptors---Westerly, Walworth Run, Northwest and Low Level--convey flows to the
treatment plant. The Westerly _WWTP is currently designed for 1.5 m3/s (35 mgd) of dry weather flow.
Wet weather flows up to 3.1 m~/s (75 mgd) currently receive fu~l treatment. Additional improvements
planned at the plant will increase future wet weather capacity to 4.38 m3/s (100 mgd). Rows above 3.1
m~/s (75 mgd) are currently directed to the CSOTF.
The CSOTF was constructed for storage and treatment of combined sewer overflows collected from
various locations across the service area. The Northwest Interceptor (NWI) functions with CSOTF to
collect combined sewer overflows from the Lake Erie beach areas and Rocky River area and convey them
to the CSOTF for storage and treatment.
Description of Facility and Operation
The facility is designed to provide storage for up to 47 300 m~ (12.5 MG), sedimentation for up to 13.!
m~/s (300 mgd~), coarse screening for up to 39.4 m3/s (720 mgd), and to hydraulically convey a peak flow
rate of 78.9 m°/s (1,800 mgd). Gates at the northerly end of the CSOTF infiuent channel open when flow
rates exceed 13.1 m3/s (300 mgd) and excess flow is transported to Lake Erie.
Flow to the CSOTF is controlled by a combination of static and automated regulators in the upstream
interceptor system. During wet weather, excess flows from combined sewers and the Westerly
Interceptor are routed to the NWI. A sluice gate diverts the Westerly Interceptor flow from the treatment
plant to the NWI during high water level conditions at the Westerly weir diversion structure. All flow
entering the 6.1 m by 2.74 m (20 ftx 9 ft) rectangular NWI is sent directly to CSOTF. The NWI operates
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only during overflow conditions. The control strategy during overflow conditions preferentially accepts flow
from Walworth Run at the WWTP while diverting the Westerly Intemeptor flow to the NWI and CSOTF.
Figure 1 is a site layout of CSOTF. Overflow from the Westedy system passes through 50.8-mm (2-inch)
o~enings in two coarse bar screens into a 6.1 m x 6.71 m (20 ft x 22 ft) concrete center channel. The
center channel is lined with 16 sluice gates which control the flow into four quadrants (quads). Each 30.78
rn (101 ft) wide by 33.53 m (110 ft) long quad is comprised of four bays. At the entrance to each bay is a
1.22 m by 1.22 m (3 ft x 3 ft) sluice gate. Just past the gates is a 1.68 m (5.5 ft) pocket to collect the
settled solids. As the water level climbs above 5.73 m (18.8 ft), a settled overflow begins and wastewater
cl=scharges over the weir opposite the sluice gate. The settled flow is collected in an open effluent channel
and is directed through the outfall conduit to Lake Ede.
Bypassing the CSOTF is accomplished through the center channel using three downward operating sluice
gates at the downstream end of the center channel. The 2.13 m x 3.05 m (7 ftx 10 ft) center gate and the
two 3.05 m x 3.05 m (10 ft x 10 ft) outer gates are 2.9 m (9.5 ft) above the center channel floor. The gates
are operated independently of each other based on water surface levels in the quads and the center
channel. Operation of the vadous bypass gates is controlled by level rise rates in the center channel.
When flow to the quads exceeds 13.1 m3/s (300 mgd), the sluice gates are opened to allow discharge
directly to the outfall. If flow entering CSOTF exceeds the bar screens’ capacity, the bar screen bypass
gates are opened and the sluice gates to the CSOTF quadrants are closed. All flow then bypasses
treatment and travels through the center channel.
The storage volume in the CSOTF is about 22 710 mz (6 MG). The NWI provides an estimated 22 710 m3
(6 MG) of additional storage. Storage of 1892 m3 (0.5 MG) is also estimated to be available in the
downstream portions of Walworth Run and Westerly Intemeptors. Mass balancing using the flow
monitoring data agreed with this estimates. After high flows subside, the stored volume is pumped back
to the Westedy WWTP for full treatment.
After an overflow event ends and influent flows to Westerly WW’FP decrease, the return flow volume and
settled solids are pump%=cl~ to the headworks for full treatment. High-rate dewatedng pumps, capable of
flow rates up to 0.11 m’/s (18,000 gpm), deliver the return flow to the screen building. Sludge pumps
remove the solids and discharge them upstream of either the screen building or the aerated grit tanks.
Recent improvements at Westerly WWTP allow Quad B of CSOTF to be used for pdmary treatment
during short-term maintenance at the headworks and pdmary clarifiers. During these conditions, influent
flow is directed to.the CSOTF for primary treatment and is returned to the Westerly WWTP for secondary
treatment. The return pipe from CSOTF to the plant has a hydraulic capacity of about 1.3 m3/s (30 mgd).
METHODOLOGY
CSOTF operations were evaluated based on flow monitoring and water quality sampling results from six
rainfall events, each of which resulted in overflows at CSOTF. The flow monitoring and sampling effort to
collect data for the CSOTF effectiveness evaluation is described in this section. Water quality sampling
results and their use in evaluating pollutant removal effectiveness are presented later in this paper.
Flow Monitoring and Water Quality Sampling Program Description
CSOTF effectiveness was assessed based on monitored flows and water quality samples collected at
selected locations on both the influent and effluent sides of the facility. These locations are identified on
Figure 2. System-wide flow monitoring in the Westerly ww’rP district began in mid-March and extended
through mid-June, 1997. Eleven flow monitors--three at CSOTF, two at the Westerly WWTP influent and
the six most downstream interceptor monitors--remained in service until mid-August.
Influent water quality sampling occurred at a concrete access chamber, located on the line entering
CSOTF (Location 1). Each influent sample consisted of three grab samples collected from three different
depths within the channel and composited to account for possible vertical variability in influent quality.
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Surcharging of the line, combined with restricted space, prohibited the installation of a flow meter.
Therefore, the influent flows into CSOTF are based on the effluent flow meters.
Effluent sampling and flow monitoring occurred in the two settled wastewater discharge channels exiting
CSOTF (Locations 2 and 3). Flow meters were installed in each of these two channels. Locations 2 and
3 were also equipped with automatic samplers which were operated manually to retdeve samples at onehour intervals during overflow events.
Three groups of depth sensor gauges were placed in the center channel near the bypass gates. The
depth readings were used to estimate the volume of flow through the center channel bypass gates dudng
a CSOTF overflow. Water quality samples are routinely taken at this location and from the Quadrant B
settled overflow by WWTP personnel for compliance reporting. Results from suspended solids and BOD
tests of these samples were used in this evaluation.
Water Quality Sampling Parameters
Samples were collected and tested in the laboratory for the following parameters: Total suspended solids
(TSS), BOD, COD, ammonia, hardness, oil-& grease, E. co/i, fecal coliform and metals (Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb,
Hg, Ni, Zn, Fe). Field analysis of the samples included pH, DO, temperature and conductivity. All
parameters were analyzed on the first storm event. Based on the sampling results that tested below
detection limits, the decision was made to eliminate cadmium, lead, nickel and oil & grease parameters
from analysis for subsequent events.
Overflow Events Monitored
Overall, six events were sampled for the CSOTF evaluation. A summary of these events, based on the
rain gauge located at the WWTP, is provided in Table 1.
Table 1. CSOTF Evaluation Events
Rainfall
Date

Depth

Duration

(mm)
(in)
(hr)
4/12/97
24.38
0.96
7.5
5/19/97
11.94
0.47
0.25
5125/97
18.03
0.71
10.83
5/31/97
19.81
0.78
12.0
6/2./97
2.2.61
0.89
4.75
8/13/97
10.16
0.40
4.0
¯ CSOTF used for Westerly WW’I’P primary settling

Peak 15-min.
Influent Flow
mm/hr
in/hr
7.11
0.28
28.44
1.12
5.08
0.20
6.09
0.24
16.2.5
0.64
9.14
0.36

Days Since Facility
Last Used
0*
4
4
4
0
0

RESULTS
The results of the monitoring and sampling programs were used in the calculation of removal efficiencies.
Tables 2 and 3 present CSOTF removal efficiency for TSS, BOD, chromium, copper, iron and zinc for
each of the sampling events. All Apdl 12th field data for the listed parameters and the associated flows is
shown in Tables 4 and 5, as an example of the data analysis used to calculate removal efficiencies.
Ammonia removals were negligible for all events monitored.
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Table 2. CSOTF Removal Efficlencles for TSS, BOD and Metals during 6 Sampled Events (Metric)

Comment

""

;0
o
~
¯ .,4

Sample Peak Flow Incremental Peak CSOTF TSS (kg) BOD (kg) Chrom Copper Iron (kg) Zinc
(kg)
(kg)
(kg)
Site Rate (m3/s) Volume (m~) Loading
(m3/day/m2)

Event 1 CSOTF Influent
1
12.4
129 409.2
22 340.1 6 315.6
8.1
13.8
737.8 57.8
4/12/97 CSOTF Quads C&D Effluent
55 261.0
226.6 7 145.1 3 109.8
1.9
2.9
209.9 14.8
2
5.4
CSOTF Quads A&B Effluent
3
7.0
74 148.2
291.2 7 040.8 2 049.0
1.8
3.3
220.8 16.0
42% 47%
Removal Efficiencies
36%
18% 55%
55%
22
108.9
2
654.9
1.0
2.3
204,9
10.1
Event 2 CSOTF Influent
1
13.0
33 989.3
2
6.2
15 821.3
261.3 2 112.9
377.8
0.3
0.7
67.9
3.2
5119/97 CSOTF Quads C&D Effluent
..............................................................................................................
3
............. .................... ........ ........... .......... ........... ............ ..........
CSOTF Quads A&B Effluent
23% 28%
Removal Efficiencies
78%
70%
35%! 30%
~
1.3
1.1
55.0 12,7
6.8
49 015.8
2 052.J) 2 101,6
Event 3 CSOTF Influent
1
0,3
15.1
8.9
2
3.1
22 104.4
129.2
968.7
282.1
0,8
5/25/97 CSOTF Quads C&D Effluent
28.8
10.3
26 911.4
153.9
1 036.3
200.5
1.0
0.5
CSOTF Quads A&B Effluent
3
3.7
2%
35% -49%
24%
16% 51%
Removal Efficiencies
3.2
1.1
156,8
14.3
1
10.3
124 072.3
6 853.5 2 315.6
Event 4 CSOTF Influent
804.5
2.5
1.5
120.5
9.1
2
4.6
56 018.0
192.5
3 141.0
!5/31/97 CSOTF Quads C&D Effluent
1.8
96.0,
9.3
236.8
3
222.2
506.1
1.9
3
5.7
68 054.3
CSOTF Quads A&B Effluent
-38%1 -29%
7%
43% -40% -206%
Removal Efficiencies
8.2
410.9 56.3
17 615.4 2 403.2
7.7
Event 5 CSOTF Influent
1
13.2
218 545.9
946.5
128.5
19,6
6.9
104 049.7
288.4
7 393.7
1.3
2.7
6/1/97 CSOTF Quads C&D Effluent
2
2.3
3,1
155.1 20.5
3
7.5
114 496.3
312.9
9 371.9 1 002.3
CSOTF Quads A&B Effluent
1
2.(}
5 526.1
Event 6 CSOTF Influent
1.(}
2
384.6
2
8/13/97 ..C....S...O.T.F..,,Q..,u.,a...d...s.....C...&...D.,.,.E..!!.l..u...e..n.t...~
3
1 .(}
3 141.6
CSOTF Quads A&B Effluent
Removal Efficiencies
* All values below detection limit.

42.5
44.8

0.3
0.2
0.1
10%

0.2
0.3
0.1
- 182%

0.2
*
0.2
*
0.1
-76% *

7.5
5.7
2.8
-13%

1
0.7
0.4
-4°/~

Table 3. CSOTF Removal Efficlencles for TSS, BOD and Metals during 6 Sampled Events (U.S. Customary)
Comment

Sample Peak Flow Incremental PeakCSOTF
TSS
BOD
Site Rate (mgd) Volume (MG)
Loading
(Ib)
(Ib)
(gpd/sf)
Event1 ..C....S...O....T..F...!n.!!.~! ...............................
1
282.36
34.19
49,260 13,926
4112/97 CSOTF Quads C&D Effluent
2
123.55
14.6
5,560
15,755 6,857

Chrom Copper Iron (Ib) Zinc (IbI
(Ib)
(Ib)
17.87
4.23

Removal Efficiencies

30.38 1,625.12
6.45 462.42

36%
18%
55%
1
296.49
8.98
48,750 5,854
2.2
2
142.47
4.18
6,412
4,659
833
0.61
3
...C....S_.0..T.F .Q...u..a..d..s.....A..&...B.....E.
154.02 !!!..u...e.~!.
4.8
6,931
6,005
917
0.82
Removal Efficiencies
78%
70%
35%
Event
3
CSOTF
Influent
1
154.36
12.95
4,525 ’ 4,634
5/25/97 ..c..s ,O.,T...F.....Q....u...a..d...s.....C..&...D.....E.!.f.!u.e.n.,!.
2.76
Event 2 .C,..S..O....T...F...!..n..f.!..u..e...n..! ...............................
5/19/97 CSOTF Quads C&D Effluenl

CSOTF Quads A&B Effluent
Removal Efficiencies
Event 4 CSOTF Influent
5/31/97 CSOTF Quads C&D Effluent
=CSOTF Quads A&B Effluent
Removal Efficiencies
Event 5 CSOTF Influent
6/1/97 CSOTF Quads C&D Effluent
CSOTF Quads A&B Effluent
Removal Efficiencies
Event 6 CSOTF Influent
3/13/97 ............. .........................

2
3

70.43
83.93

5.84
7.11

1
2
3

234.06
104.95
129.11

32.78
14.8
17.98

4,723
5,810

1
2
3

300.73
157.26
170.62

57.74
27.49
30.25

7,077
7,679

1

45.73

1.46

3,170
3,777

2,136
2,285
2%
15,112
6,926
7,105
7%
38,842

62;~
442
35%
5 106
1,774
1,116
43%
5,299
2,087
2,210
19%
0

6.95
5.44
4.28
-40%
17.01
2.89
5
54%
0.36

0
0
10% -182%

0.28
-76%

16,303
20,665
5%
1

1.82
2.3
-49%

55%
5.13
1.4z
2.13
30%
’ 2.42
0.71
1.1
24%
2.41
3.41
3.97
-206%
17.98
5.84

42%
451.41
149.61
195.85
23%
121.15
33.34
63.5
16%
345.32
265.38
211.38
-38%
905 09
282.95
6.81
341.71
39%
31%
*
16.53
; ................

127.28
32.69
47%
22.28
7.03
8.97
28%
27.99
19.61
22 7
51%
31.48
20.15
20.49
29%
124 04
43.07
45.16
29%
2.19
~~

........ ................ ....................
.....
:/ ........... .................

CSOTF Quads A&B Effluent
Removal Efficlenc es
All values below detection limit

3

22.58

0.83

1,100

*
¯

62
-13%

0 81
-4%
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CSOTF Sampling Events
Overflow Event #1 occurred on Apdl 12. The rainfall amounted to 27.94 mm (1.1 in) over a 9-hour-and20-minute pedod. CSOTF experienced an 8~/2-hour settled overflow and about a l~-hour CSOTF
overflow. Approximately 22.36 tonnas (24.63 tons) of TSS entered CSOTF and 14.20 tonnes (15.64 tons)
left it. CSOTF removed an average of 50 percent of the metals that entered the system.
The second overflow event happened on May 19. Rainfall was intense though highly vadable and widely
scattered. A CSOTF overflow occurred at the beginning of the settled overflow and lasted one-half hour.
Over 21.79 tonnes (24 tons) of TSS entered the system dudng this event and only 4.54 tonnes (5 tons) left
it. Removal efficiency was high as the high-intensity storm flushed the sewer system. The short duration
of the overflows allowed the majority of the TSS to be captured in CSOTF. This event showed good
removal efficiencies for both TSS and BOD. Metals removal efficiency averaged just under 30 percent.
The May 25 rain event produced 21.08 mm of rain (0.83 in) in over 11 hours. CSOTF reacted with a
settled overflow lasting 7!~ hours. A CSOTF overflow did not occur. The low flows were apparently not
high enough to flush out the system, as only 2.04 tonnes (2.5 tons) of TSS entered the system. The
CSOTF removal efficiency of TSS for this event was 2 percent. Removal efficiencies were highly variable.
The fourth CSOTF overflow event happened on May 31. 25.4 mm (1.0 in) of rain fell in just over 12 hours.
CSOTF experienced a 33~/=-hour settled overflow and a l~/=-hour CSOTF overflow. The influent Ioadings
of all parameters were low compared to Events 1 & 2. The TSS removal efficiency was 7 percent. A
pattern similar to May 25 was observed where settled TSS appears to be resuspended and washed out.
The removal efficiencies of the metals are negative, indicating the previously settled metals may have
been m-suspended and washed out of the system.
The fifth event closely followed the fourth event. About 21.64 mm (0.86 in) of rain fell in 4aA hours on June
2. CSOTF was already full. The settled overflow which ended at 2:35 a.m. was restarted at 8:45 a.m. A
CSOTF overflow occurred from 8:58 a.m. until 11:44 a.m. The settled overflow continued until 12:55 a.m.
on June 3. The sampling analysis shows 5-percent TSS removal. The effluent TSS increased during the
event while the influent TSS continually decreased.
The sixth and final sampled event occurred on August 13. Roughly 10.16 mm (0.40 in) of rain fell in 4
hours. CSOTF had a settled overflow event that began at 2:40 a.m. and lasted until 4:00 a.m. The
sampling analysis showed 10 percent of TSS was removed. The removal efficiencies of BOD and the
metals were all negative, possibly reflecting the use of CSOTF eadier on August 12.
The pattems of CSOTF reactions to the vadous rain events indicate that the facility removed total
suspended solids significantly more efficiently when the loading was greater than 20.43 tonnes (45,000
Ibs). For the very low TSS Ioadings, CSOTF was ineffective. A correlation between low removal
percentages and timing of quality sampling does not appear to exist. Flows during the initial portion of an
event are generally not sufficient to flush the system. CSOTF removal efficiencies for metals generally
were 30- to 50-percent.
DISCUSSION
The six studied events had a total rainf_all of 117.09 mm (4.61 in) and a total volume of 872 212 m3 (230.5
MG). Of the total volume, 558 140 m= ~147.5 MG) was settled flow through CSOTF, 118 060 m3 (31.2
MG) overflowed CSOTF, and 238 013 m (62.9 MG) was returned flow to the WWTP. Return flow for the
May 31 event was recorded as zero since the WWTP flows did not allow retum of stored flow from the
May 31 to June 2 rainfall events until after June 2.
Overall, CSOTF removed approximately 35.6 percent of both total BOD and suspended solids load (see
Tables 6 and 7). As a combined sewer overflow storage facility, approximately 22 percent of the total
CSOTF flow and its associated BOD and suspended solids load was stored and returned to the WW’TP.
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Table 6. CSOTF Performance Summary - TSS & BOD (Metric)
Date Rainfall Flows
Item
1997 (mm)
(m-~
4/12
27.94 129~447 Settled Overflow
47,691 Return
10,220 CSOTF Ovedlow
187~358 Event Subtotal
5/19 10.922 34~065 Settled Overflow
47~691 Ret, urn
38,607 CSOTF Overflow
120~363 Event Subtotal
5/25 21.082 49,205 ,,Settled Overflow,
49,584 Return
0 CSOTF Overflow
98~789 Event Subtotal
5/31
n/a~
n/a Settled Overflow
n/a Return
n/a CSOTF Overflow
n/a Event Subtotal
6/2
21.844 218~395 SettledOverf!ow
47~691 Return
54,126 CSOTF Overflow
320~211 Event Subtotal
8/13
10.16 5~678 Settled Overflow
48,448 Return
0 CSOTF Overflow
54~126 Event Subtotal
Total 91,948 436~789 Settled Overflow
241,105 Return
102,952 CSOTF Overflow
7801846 Event StJbtotal

TSS
BOD
In (kg) Out (kg) Removedi
%
In (kg) Out (kg) Removed
%
(kg)
(kg)
22 358 14 !95
8 16:~ 36.5% 6 30~1
5 170
1 134 18.0°/=
4 671
0
4 671 100.0% 1.. 587
(]
1 587 100.0%
2 902
2 902
0 0.0%
862
862
0
0.0%
29 93; 17 098
12 834 42.9% 8 753
6 032
2 721 31.1%
22 132
4 853
17279 78.1% 2 630
816
1 814 69.0%
10 295
0
10 295 100.0% 1 224
0
1 224 100.0%
32 653 32 653
0 0.0% 4 036: 4 036
0
0.0%
65 079 37 506
27 574 42.4% 7 891
4 853
3 039 38.5%
2 041
45 2.2%
726
499
! 995
227 31.3%
2 086
0
2 086: 100.0%
726
0
726 100.0%
0
0
0
n/a
0
0
0
n/a
4 127
1 995
2 132 51.6% 1 451
499
952 65.6%
6 848 6 349
499
7,3%
n/~
n/a~
n/a
n/a
0
0
0
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
1 497
1 497
0 0.0%
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
8 345
7 846
499
6.0%
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
17596 16780
816
4.6% 2 404
1 950
454 !8.9%
3855
0
3 855 100.0%
544
0
544 100.0%
4 898
4 898
0 0.0%
590
590
O
0.0%
26 349 21 678
4 67" 17.7% 3 537
2 540
998 28.2%
0.29
0.26
0.03 1,0.8% 0.16
0.51
(0,35) -213.9%
0.22
0
0.22 100,0% 0.12
0
0,12 100.0%
0
0
0
n/a
0
0
0
n/a
0.52
0,26
0.25 49.1% 0.29
0
(0.23) -79,4%
70 975 44 173
26 803 37.8°,/o 12 064
8 435
3 628 30,!%
20 907
0
20 907 100.0% 4 082
0
4 082 100.0%
41 950 41 950
0 0.0% 5 488
5 488
0
0.0%
133 833 86 123
47 710 35.6% 21 633 13 923
7 710 35.6%

Table 7. CSOTF Performance Summary - TSS & BOD (U.S. Customary)
TSS
BOD
Flows
Item
In (Ibs) Out (Ibs) Removed %
In (Ibs) Out (Ibs) Removed
(MG
34.2 Settled Overflow
49=300
31 300
18 000 36.5% 13,900
11 400
2 500
12.6 Return
10,300
0
10 300 100.0%
3,500
0
3 500
2.7.CSOTF Overflow
6~400
6 400
0
0.0%
1 900
1 ,,900
0
49.5 Event Subtotal
37 700
66~000
28 300 42.9%
13 300
19~300
6 000
5/19
0.43
9 Settled Overflow
10 700
48~800
38 100 78.1%
1 800
5~800
4 000
12.6 Return
22~700
0
22 700 100.0%
2,700
O
2 700
10.2 CSOTF Overflow
72 000
72~000
0 0.0%
8 900
8,900
0
31.8 Event Subtotal
82 700i
143~500
60 800 42.4%
10 700
1 ,7,400
6 700
5/25
0.83
13 Settled Overflow
4 400
4~500
100
2.2%
lm600
1 100
500
13.1 Return
0
4m600
4 600 100.0%
1~600
0
1 600
0 CSOTF Overflow
0
0
n/a
0
0
26.1 Event Subtotal
4 400
9~100
4 700 51.6%
3,200
1 100
2 100
5/31
n/a
n/a Settled Overflow
15~100
14 000
1 100 7.3%
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a Return
0
0
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla CSOTF Overflow
3=300
3 300
0 0.0%
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a Event Subtotal
18~400
17 300
1 100
6.0%
n/a
n/a
n/a
6/2
0.86
57.7 Settled Overflow
38~800
37 000
1 800
4.6%
5,300
4 300
t 000
12.6 Return
8,500
0
8 500 100.0%
1~200
0
... ! 200
14.3 CSOTF Overflow
10 800
10~800
0 0.0%
1 300
1~300
0
84.6 Event Subtotal
58,100
47 800
10 300 17.7%
7m800
5 600
2 200
8/13
0.4
1.5 Settled Overflow
0.65
0.58
0.07 10.8%
0,.36
1.13
-0.77
12.8 Return
0.49
0.49 100.0%
0.27
0.00
0.27
0 CSOTF Overflow
0
0
n/a
0
0
14.3i Event Subtotal
1.1
0.56 49.1%
0.6
0.63
0
-0.5
Total
3.62
115.4 Setlled Overflow 156,501
97 401
59 100 37.8%
26~600
18 600
8 000
63.7 Return
0
46 100 100.0%
46=100
9~000
0
9 000
27.2 CSOTF Overflow
92,500
92 500
0 0.0%
1..2.~100
12 100
0
206.3 Event Subtotal
295,101. .
189 901 105 201 35.6%
30 700
47=701
17 0001
BOD concentrations for this storm were mostly below detection limit (12 mg/I); thus, calculations could not be performed.
Dale
1997
4/12

Rainfall
(in)
1.1

%
18.0%
100.0%
0.0%
31.1%
69.0%
100.0%
0.0%
38.5%
31.3%
100.0%
n/a
65.6%
n/a
n/a
n~
n/a
18.9%
100.0%
0.0%
28.2%
-213.9%
100.0%
n/a
-79.4%
30.1%
100.0%
0.0%;
35.6%

As a pdmary treatment facility, the CSOTF tanks provided 37.8 percent suspended solids removal and an
associated 30.1 pement BOD removal.
Comparing the quantity of solids from the May 19, 1997, storm relative to the other storms is important in
evaluating CSOTF performance. The higher peak flows in the May 19, 1997, storm (10.92 mm [0.43 in] of
ram) generated more than two times the solids in one quarter the flow compared to the sustained storms
of May 31 and June 2 (46.99 mm [1.85 in] of rain). CSOTF solids removal performance at these higher
suspended solids Ioadings was significantly better (78.1 percent) than at the lower suspended solids
Ioadings (4.6 percent). The authors’ opinion is that the performance difference relates to a higher
concentration of inert materials at the higher Ioadings but this has not been verified by testing.
CSOTF Loading and Performance Characteristics
A distinct peak loading characteristic was documented for the Westerly District collection system. Peak
flows in excess of the CSOTF 13.1 m3/s (300 mgd) design flow rate appeared to mobilize and convey
solids stored in the collection system to the Westedy WWTP. Peak flows of 13.1 m3/s (300 mgd) and
33.3 mZ/s (760 mgd) for the April 12 and May 19 storms produced peak concentrations of 628 mg/I and
980 mg/! suspended solids and 208 mg/I and 120 mg/I BOD respectively. Over 50 percent of the pollutant
loads recorded for these storms were during peak flow conditions.
The May 19 storm was a relatively short duration, widely scattered storm with areas of high rainfall
intensity. Rainfall averaged 10.92 mm (0.43 in) with a peak intensity of 70.61 mm (2.78 in) per hour at
one rain gauge. The storm produced both the highest peak flow rate through CSOTF of approximately
33.3 m3/s (760 mgd) and the highest total suspended solids loading of the storms evaluated. This storm
generated over 48 percent of the total suspended solids recorded dudng the evaluation pedod.
Following peak suspended solids loading conditions, a pedod of solids carry-out was noted. Effluent
concentrations were elevated for 2 to 4 hours following a peak influent loading condition. A shorter period
of solids carry-out was also noted when flows increased later in a storm event.
CONCLUSIONS
As a result of the CSOTF performance evaluation, future CSO treatment options should consider
improving inlet hydraulic conditions and using lower peak design loading rates. In-system options should
be considered to minimize the peak flow/peak loading condition impacts. In-system options should
include identification of low-velocity sewers and areas that may accumulate suspended solids dudng dry
weather conditions for replacement or periodic flushing and optimizing treatment plant influent flow control.
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GLOSSARY
Settled Overflow: A CSOTF event in which settled flow goes over the quadrant weirs to Lake Erie.
CSOTF Overflow: The portion of flow that passes through the center channel bypass gates directly to
Lake Erie.
Return Flow: The quantity of combined sewer system overflow retained in the CSOTF and NWI and
returned to the Westerly WWTP for full treatment.
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STORAGE/SEDIMENTATION FACILITIES FOR CONTROL OF
STORM AND COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOWS:
DESIGN MANUAL
Joyce M. Perclek, Richard Field, and Mary Stinson, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency*
Shih-Long Liao, Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education
"U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2890 Wcodbridge Avenue, Edison, New Jersey 08837-3679
ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes a report of the same title (Stallard et al., 1998), which describes applications of
storage facilities for wet-weather flow (WWF) control and also presents step-by-step procedures for the
analysis and design of storage-treatment facilities. In both the report and this paper, retention and
detention storage, and sedimentation treatment are classified and described. Retention storage facilities
capture and dispose of stormwater runoff through infiltration, percolation, and evaporation. Detention
storage is temporary storage for stormwater runoff or combined sewer overflow (CSO). Stored flows are
subsequently returned to the sewerage system at a reduced rate of flow when downstream capacity is
available, or the flows are discharged to the receiving water with or without further treatment.
Sedimentation in storage basins alters the WWF stream by gravity separation. The stormwater runoff
and CSO must be characterized to estimate the efficiency of any sedimentation basin. International as
well as national state-of-the-an technologies related to storage and sedimentation treatment are
discussed.
KEY WORDS
wet weather flow, sedimentation, detention storage, retention storage, combined sewer overflow,
stormwater
INTRODUCTION
Among the earliest examples of public works are urban drainage systems designed to convey urban
storm flow or WVVF away from populated areas to receiving waters. WWF may consist of stormwater
alone, or it may consist of both stormwater and sanitary or domestic wastewater in combined sewer
systems, which is known as CSO when it overflows. Discharges from WWF conveyance systems have
significant impacts on receiving-water quality. Recognition of their significance has increased as the
quality of effluents from municipal wastewater treatment plants has improved as a result of the Clean
Water Act. National cost estimates for controlling pollution from WWFs are substantial. As reported by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (Field eta/., 1996), the cost of meeting water quality
standards for stormwater discharges has been projected to be as high as $400 billion in capital costs and
$540 billion/year in operation and maintenance (O&M) costs. Capital costs for CSO abatement are
estimated to be more than $50 billion for eleven hundred communities served by combined sewer
systems.
The vadable nature of WVVFs makes controlling them difficult. Transport and treatment facilities for
controlling excess WWF, which generally are designed to handle medium-intensity, medium-duration
storm-flow volumes, are frequently idle dudng dry periods and overflow during large storms. Temporary
storage of excess WWF can be an effective and economical method of controlling flooding and pollution.
Excess WWF stored dudng large storms or during more intense rainfall periods can be released slowly
when capacity in the drainage and treatment system is available. As a result, overflows occur less often
than they would without this storage.
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PLANNING METHODOLOGY
The solution to WWF problems is most often a combination of various best management practices (i.e.,
nonstructural and low-structurally-intensive alternatives) and unit process applications (i.e., physical
treatment for removal of settleable and suspended solids and floatable material). Storage and/or
sedimentation facilities are and should be the backbone of such an integrated WVVF management plan.
The following are the elements of planning a storage or sedimentation facility:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

general planning conditions,
establishment of treatment goals,
planning methodology,
cost optimization methodologies,
storage-volume determination methods,
effect of storage and/or sedimentation, and
integration with existing system.

General planning conditions include determining whether storage or sedimentation is the best solution
for dealing with the problems involved in terms of the type of WWF and the treatment goals. The
feasibility of locating such a facility must be examined. Treatment goals include, but are not limited to,
the maximum number of yea~y over/low events, maximum overflow volume, and desired detention time.
Figure 1 illustrates the planning methodology for source control options. The basic planning
methodology includes the following steps:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

identify functional requirements,
identify site constraints,
establish basis of design,
select storage and/or treatment option,
estimate costs and cost sensitivities,
evaluate option for compliance with treatment goals, and
refine and complete or modify and repeat

The cost optimization methodologies used for storage or sedimentation facilities depends on the
purpose of the facility: flow control only, or a combination of flow control and pollutant reduction. The
Mass-Diagram Method should be used for flow control facilities, and the Production Theory Method
should be used for flow control and pollutant reduction facilities. Both of these methods are described in
the report.
Storage-volume determination methods demonstrate the effect of different possible combinations of
storage and/or sedimentation design parameters (e.g., settling time and facility size) on flow control.
Methodologies for approaching these calculations include the following: desktop hand computations;
statistical analysis of rainfall and flow data; simple, continuous simulation of WWF systems; and
detailed, continuous or single event simulation of VWVF systems. Deciding on the approach to be used
depends on the size and complexity of the drainage area and/or sewerage system. For small and simple
systems, hand computations can be used. For large and complex systems, computerized continuous
simulated models can be used.
To evaluate the effect of storage/sedimentation alternatives being considered, the degree to which
they achieve the goals developed must be compared. Cost and performance of each should be
considered. Thus, the best apparent alternative should be the most cost-effective one meeting the
technical goals established.
Integration of a storage or sedimentation facility with an existing sewerage or drainage system involves
selecting control methods that are both applicable to and compatible with the existing facilities and goals.
The following steps should be taken: identify existing components and function, establish system needs,
identify applicable control alternatives, and determine control method compatibility.
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design procedures and operation considerations for the most common retention storage facility types dry and wet ponds.
Size and location are important design considerations for both types of ponds. Size requirements
include not only volumetric capacity but also surface area and soil interface area requirements. The
pond configuration depends on:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

the runoff storage volume needed,
the surface area, configuration, and weir length required to assure adequate set’ding dunng
sedimentation operation,
the surface area needed for adequate transfer of oxygen into the pond water to allow aerobic
decomposition of organic pollutants,
the soil-water interface area needed for adequate percolation of storecl runoff between storm
events, and
the area needed to serve whatever multiple uses the basin may have.

The suitability of a site within a drainage area for locating a retention pond facility depends on:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

site availability,
compatibility of surrounding land uses with a stormwater retention facility and its other functions,
the area required,
soil permeability,
tributary catchment size, and
the site’s relationship to other sewer or drainage facilities.

The procedure presented for design of retention facilities consists of the folk)wing steps:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

quantify functional requirements,
identify waste load and flow reduction,
determine preliminary basin size,
identify feasible pond sites,
investigate most promising sites,
establish basin sizes,
design solids removal facilities, and
determine pond configuration.

The approach, which should make use of existing experience, known concepts, or developed theories,
must be integrated to insure that the desired functions of the ponds (sediment removal, infiltration and
percolation, flood control, or flow reduction) are compatible with the type of flow reaching the pond
(stormwater runoff or CSO) and any other multi-use aspects (recreation, irngation, aesthetics, etc.). In
actual practice, retention ponds are very seldom used for CSOs because the organic solids tend to seal
the pond bottom and reduce the soil infiltration capacity.
The e~ciency of retention ponds in reducing stormwater pollutant Ioadings depends heavily on the
underlying soil as a treatment medium. The mechanisms of removal include settling, filtering, biological
ac’dvity, coagulation, adsorption, and chemical reason. The major operational .problems with ponds
center around handling captured solids. Other operational concerns are the inlet and outlet structures,
maintenance of vegetative cover through alternating wetting and drying periods, insect control, odor
control, and maximizing availability of the pond for alternative uses. Pond const~ction costs can be
estimated from graphs that show the costs for e~er area or storage capacity required such as the 1979
and 1980 figures presented in the report. Operational costs must be estimated on a site by site basis.
Design of Detention Storage Facili~e~ Detention storage delays excess runoff and attenuates peak
flows in the surface drainage system. Dunng peak flows, detention storage holds excess water until the
inflow decreases and releases it during low-flow periods. Because of sedimentation that occurs during
detention, detention storage in tanks or basins can also be considered a treatment process for high storm
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flow volumes that create tank or basin overflow. Site constraints to be considered for detention storage
facilities include tributary area, topography, local land use, and area available for the structure or basin.
The types of detention storage include onsite and in-system. Onsite detention is the detention of
stormwater or CSO at the source before it reaches a sewer network or receiving water. Onsite detention
occurs in natural ditches, open ponds or basins, rooftops, parking lots, or recreational facilities. Insystem detention storage holds storm flow either in series or in parallel within the collection system. Insystem detention storage includes inline storage and offline storage. Inline storage can be accomplished
by using the available volume in trunk sewers, interceptors, wet wells, and tunnels to store excess VVWF.
Excess flows are stored off line in open or covered basins, caverns, mined labyrinths, and lined or
unlined tunnels. Functionally, the application of onsite detention differs little from in-system storage
other than the location where the storage occurs. However, while onsite detention is used primarily to
minimize the cost of constructing new storm sewers to serve a developing area, in-system storage is
generally used to decrease the frequency and volume of overflows from combined sewer systems.
Factors to be considered in the design of onsite detention storage facilities are:
¯
¯
¯
¯

tributary area,
storage area and volume,
structural integrity, and
responsibility of the owner.

Factors to be considered in the design of in-system detention storage facili~ties are:
¯
¯
¯
¯

size and slope of sewers,
peak flow rates,
controls required for system operation, and
resuspension of sediment.

The design methodologies for onsite storage and in-system storage are, very similar and consist of
the following steps:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

identify functional requirements,
identify site constraints,
establish basis of design,
select storage options and locations,
estimate costs, and
complete design.

The construction costs for in-system storage have been reported for selected demonstration sites. Since
construction costs are highly site specific, they are not very useful as a basis for estimating costs. These
costs also vary considerably depending on the complexity of the flow regulators and control systems.
Detailed O&M cost data are limited. O&M costs must be estimated for specific facilities from the
operation plan and maintenance schedule.
Design of Sedimentation Facilities Sedimentation in storage basins, commonly referred to as
storage/sedimentation, alters the WWF stream by gravity separation. Storage/sedimentation is the most
commonly and, perhaps, most effectively practiced method of urban CSO and stormwater runoff control
in terms of the number of operating installations and length of service. Conw,=rsely, storage/
sedimentation is frequently criticized for lack of innovation because of its simplicity and high cost due to
size and structural requirements.
Functionally, the applications of downstream storage/sedimentation facilities ’vary from essentially total
containment, experiencing only a few overflows per year, to flow-through treatment systems where total
containment is the exception rather than the rule. For total containment, the =major concerns are the
large storage volume, the provisions of dewatering, and post-storm cleanup. For flow-through treatment
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systems, performance hinges on treatment effe~veness and design considerations including loading
rates, inlet and outlet controls, short circuiting, and sludge and scum removal systems. In the case of
offline facilities, the option exists to selectively capture the portion of storm flow with the highest pollutant
load, referred to as the first flush, and bypass the balance of the flow to avoid the discharge of much of
l~e pollution.
Factors to be evaluated in the design of storage/sedimentation facilities include the following:
¯
¯
¯
¯

storage volume,
treatment efficiency,
need for disinfection, and
site constraints.

The following are storage/sedimentation facility design procedures:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

identify functional requirements,
identify site constraints,
establish basis of design,
select sedimentation facility configuration,
identify and select pre1~’eatment,
determine auxiliary systems needed,
estimate costs and conduct cost-effectiveness analysis, and
complete design.

The major O&M goal of downstream storage/sedimentation basins is to provide a facility that is available
to its full design capacity as long as needed. Secondary goals include clear, p]’ompt, and complete
records of performance, reliability to provide for real location of personnel and l~cilities in non-storm
periods, and dual-use operations, such as, backup treatment and/or flow equalization for dry-weather
plants. The O&M requirements and procedures should be developed from the operational plan; there are
no indust~-wide standards.
The report presents detailed design considerations and procedures for down~-eam storage/
sedimentation basins, which are illustrated by example and through references of designed and operated
facilities. Cost information is also provided. Examples of representative CSO storage/sedimentation
basins and auxiliary support facilities are shown in Figure 2.
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
The application of storage/sedimentation controls for urban WWF problems is not unique to the United
States. In this era of excellent communications and increasing technology-sharing on an international
scale, similar approaches are found in many areas of the world. Several technologies developed
internationally are introduced including flow-control devices developed in Sweden, Denmark, and
Germany; an in-receiving water flow balancing system developed and applied in Sweden; and an
innovative self-cleaning storage/sedimentation basin used in Zurich, Switzerland.
For certain cases, the flow from storage/sedimentation facilities can be controlled by means of speciallydesigned flow-control devices, which provide more effective flow control than can be accomplished with
conventional static devices. An advanced static device, the Steinscruv flow reclulator, developed in
Sweden in the 1970s by Stein Bendixsen, consists of a stationary, anchored, s~:rew-shaped plate that is
installed in a pipe. In that part of the plate which fits against the bottom of the pipe, there is a bottom
opening to release a specified base dry-weather flow. The Hydrobrake, developed in Denmark in the
mid-1960s, is used to control outflows from storage structures. Hydrostatic pressure associated with the
water level controls the rate of flow through this device. A device with a similar operating principle, the
Wirbeldrossel or turbulent throttle, developed in Germany in the mid-1970s, also regulates flow fTom a
storage facility. Another flow regulator valve, developed in Sweden in the late ~1970s, is a central outlet
pipe surrounded by a pressure chamber filled with air. Water pressure on the upper portion of the device
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displaces the fabric at the outJet, which controls the discharge volume.
The Flow Balance Method, an innovative approach to urban VWVF treatment for the protection of lakes,
has been developed and applied at several locations in Sweden by Kad Dunkers. Also being used in
other locations, the Flow Balance Method uses a portion of receiving-water volume within a hanging
curtain to store runoff, while allowing for suspended solids sedimentation, before discharge.
Typically, removal of settled solids TTom an inline storage facility has been a problem that requires an
auxiliary flushing system of some sort An innovative approach to eliminating this problem has been
implemented in Zurich, Switzerland. A continuous dry-weather channel, which is an extension of the
tank’s combined sewer inlet, is formed by a number of parallel grooves connected at their end points.
Any solids that have settled in the basin during its storage operation are resuspended by the channelized
high-velocity flow during the drawdown following a storm event.
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COMPUTER MODELING FOR DESIGN AND PRACTICAL PURPOSES
Combined Sewer Overflow Abatement Program - Monroe County, New York
James W. Matzat, P. E., LaBella Associates, P. C.
Salvatore A. LaBella, P. E., LaBeila Associates, P. C. *
Sean P. Murphy, P. E., Monroe County Department of Environ~mental Services
¯ LaBella Associates, P.C. 300 State Street, Rochester, New York 14614
INTRODUCTION
Monroe County has a long standing history of being at the forefront of protecting water quality and
enhancing the recreational use of area surface waters. In the eady 1970’s, Monroe County had begun
developing one of the first Combined Sewer Overflow Abatement Programs in the nation. During the
planning phases of the program, several abatement technologies were evaluated with a deep-rock tunnel
storage and treatment system being selected for construction. Continuing Monroe County’s philosophy of
improving the protection of water quality, enhanced methods of operation and maintenance of the storage
and treatment system are being developed:
Monroe County and its consultants recognized the value of the mathematical models used during the
planning and design phases of the program. The huge modeling effort put forth dudng the early 1970’s is
being brought forward to the 1990’s to assist in the development of an operations model. This work
increases the value of the initial modeling efforts by facilitating the development of an operation and
maintenance model to enhance the day-to-day operation of the system.
HISTORY OF THE SYSTEM
In December 1976, the Wastewater Facilities Plan for the Rochester Pure Waters District’s Combined
Sewer Overflow Abatement Program (CSOAP) was completed by a joint venture of Erdman Anthony
Associates; Lozier Engineers, Inc.; and Seelye Stevenson Value & Knecht, Inc. This plan contained
recommendations for a deep-rock tunnel storage system for storing and conveying combined sewage
overflowing from various points in the surface sewer system.
The final plan included the design and construction of a 33 mile network of deep-rock tunnels, 54 drop
shafts, five control/relief structures, a bridge, and wastewater treatment facility upgrades. The service
area for Monroe County’s Rochester Pure Waters District encompassed more than 10,000 urban acres.
The design basis for determining the amount of storage volume and level of pollution abatement for the
tunnel system included an analysis of the quantity and quality of overflows from the surface sewer
system. This analysis was based on historical rainfall events and their effect on established water quality
standards for the local receiving waters. The volumes of overflow from each rainfall event were
calculated through the use of the Hydrograph-Volume Method (HVM) Model and the Quantity-Quality
Simulation (QQS) Model developed by Dorsch Consult Ltd. of Munich, Germany.
The effective storage volume recommended in the 1976 Facilities Plan was approximately 10 million
cubic feet. This related to approximately 2 water quality contraventions per year.
Subsequent to the review of this methodology by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US
EPA) and New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYS DEC), the size of the project
was reduced by establishing an effective target volume of 6.3 million cubic feet of storage. This volume
related to approximately 3.5 water quality contraventions per year. This target volume was contingent
upon the results of hydraulic analyses of the tunnel system to determine the sensitivity of the tunnel
volume on the dynamic performance of the system and the effect on water quality.
The study report for the 1976 Facilities Plan was published in eight volumes. Each of the volumes
presented the data, methodology, results, conclusions, and recommendations of its respective study task.
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The subject of each volume were Volume I - Planmng Analysis; Volume II - Network Analysis; Volume I11 Overflow Quantity-Quality Analysis; Volume IV - Receiving Water Quality Study; Volume V - Geotechnical
Report; Volume Vl - Infiltration/Inflow Study; Volume VII - Environmental Assessment Statement; and
Volume VIII - Network Analysis Data. The study conducted for the 1976 Facilities Plan represented a
huge planning effort where extensive hydrogeometric data (land surface characteristics) and hydraulic
data (sewer network characteristics) for the vast majority of the Rochester Pure Waters District’s surface
sewer system were developed.
Dudng the design, technical questions had to be resolved involving the behavior of flows in the proposed
tunnel system. The tunnel system would be receiving substantial inflows at various points within the
system. Depending on the path of any given storm, these inflows would be proceeding both upstream
and downstream within the tunnel system. Also, at any given point in time, ’,some portions of the tunnel
system could be partially full while other portions of the system are pressurized. These conditions could
induce severe pressures in the system that could cause damage to the tunnel or cause geysedng of flows
back up the drop shafts.
The St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory (SAFHL) of the University of Minnesota and Dr. Chades C. S.
Song were retained to develop a mathematical mixed flow hydraulic transient model for the tunnel
system. The model could accurately simulate the actual process of pressurization and depressurization
during the filling and emptying periods of the tunnels. It traced the pressurization surges and calculated
flow and pressure at every node along the system continuously throughout a simulation.
The purpose of Dr. Song’s model was to assist in the preliminary geomel~c design and to analyze
hydraulic transient effects on the proposed tunnel system. Larger diameters were recommended in
certain tunnel sections to reduce the potential for hydraulic transients such as geysering, column
consolidation, water hammer, excessive beckflows, and to attenuate peak hydraulic pressures generated
in the system. From a hydraulic stability standpoint, the analysis indicated that 11.3 million cubic feet of
static storage was required for proper hydraulic performance of the proposed tunnel system and to meet
the water quality goals set for the program.
The federal grant programs of the 1980’s made the construction of the CSOAP Tunnel System possible.
To date, the wastewater treatment facility upgrades and 30 miles of the originally planned 33 miles of the
tunnel system with associated dropshafts and control structures have been constructed and are in
operation. All combined sewer overflow discharge points to local receiving waters have been redirected
to the tunnel system. A schematic plan of the CSOAP Tunnel System is presented in Figure 1.
THE DISCOVERY
A condition of the federal grant required Monroe County to complete the estimated $750 million project
regardless of the status of the availability of federal funds in future years. By the early 1990’s, the federal
grant program had essentially ended, leaving three segments of the tunnel system unconstructed. These
three segments represented approximately 15 percent of the originally planned volume for the tunnel
system. Monroe County was facing the financial issue of locally financing approximately $75 million of
additional tunnels.
Monroe County suspected that the portion of the tunnel system which was already constructed, could
meet the water quality goals originally set for the program. These suspicions were based on the
following: constrictions in the sur~ce collection system were attenuating the ,design peak inflows to the
tunnel system; portions of the tunnel system were constructed to diameters larger than designed due to
favorable competitive bidding; and operational strategies were refined as operators gained experience
with the system.
The hydraulic stability of the tunnel system is related to the conveyance capacity of the tributary sewer
network and the resulting rate of flow entering the tunnel system. Dr. Song’s odginal modeling work was
based on flow rates for a long-range future condition where the entire tributary system would be upgraded
to eliminate in-system flow restrictions. The implementation of these surface improvements was not part
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Figure 1. Schematic Plan of CSOAP Tunnel System
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of the program and was to be accomplished over an extended period of time:. Some improvements have
been made, but most have noL Therefore, the rates of inflow to the tunnel system for which the effective
storage was designed have not yet been achieved, and all the effective volume may not be required until
those improvements are made.
Proving Monroe County’s theory required development of revised inflow hydrographs, representing the
existing tributary sewer network, for selected drop shales. It also required the development of a model to
simulate the hydraulic performance of the existing tunnel system.
The original model of the tributary sewer network was completed using the ]-IVM and QQS models on a
mainframe computer. This work was well documented in hard copy format, with the majority of the design
variables and calculations detailed in the study report. Almost twenty years later, the original HVM and
QQS models used in the 1976 Facilities Plan were unavailable. The origina~i model was recreated on a
PC platform using the US EPA’s Storm Water Management Model (SVVMM) to develop the revised inflow
hydrographs. The superior documentation and verification of the original modeling work greatly facilitated
the recreation in a fraction of the time. The subsequent modeling work using SVVMM was again well
documented, this time in electronic format.
The effective storage volume and hydraulic performance of the constructed portions of the tunnel system
were analyzed using an improved version of Dr. Song’s mixed flow hydraulic transient model based on
the revised inflow hydrographs.
A revised water quality contravention analysis, similar to that presented in the 1976 Facilities Plan, was
conducted to assess the performance of the existing tunnel system in abating combined sewage
overflows. The analysis indicated that the constructed tunnel system volume and configuration meets the
water quality goals (3.5 contraventions per year) associated with the target volume set by the US EPA
and NYS DEC for the program. The unconstructed portions of the tunnel system are not presently
needed provided the water quality classification of the receiving waters remains unchanged and until
extensive improvements are made to the tributary sewer network.
A secondary goal of the program was to minimize surface flooding and reduce the frequency of basement
backups. The performance of the tunnel system, as constructed, has reduced the occurrence of flooding
and backups. Currently, there are no plans to make additional major improvements to the ~butary sewer
network. However, over an extended period of time,-the tributary sewer network will undoubtedly be
upgraded and inflows to the tunnel system will increase. Larger inflows will eventually result in increased
hydraulic pressures generated in the tunnel system and increase the potential for adverse hydraulic
transients. The need for add~onal facilities will be evaluated when significant changes to the tributary
sewer network are proposed, when additional inflows are directed to the tunnel system, or when changes
are made to the water quality classification of the local receiving waters. I~lence, the analysis models
onginally developed in the 1970’s and recreated in the early 1990’s, will be used again at some point in
the future.
WHAT WAS LEARNED
Monroe County’s Combined Sewer Overflow Abatement System consists of a network of deep-rock
tunnels. These storage-conveyance tunnels are an extension of the wastewater treatment system. The
operational objectives of the total system can be expressed as follows:
¯

Provide the maximum level of treatment for all flows through the treatment system pnor to discharge
to the local receiving waters.

¯

Minimize both tile number of combined sewage overflow events and the volume of combined sewage
discharged into the more sensitive local receiving waters.

¯

Minimize the cost of operating and upgrading the system to meet future neods.
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The studies of the early 1990’s highlighted the interdependence between the surface sewer system,
storage tunnels, and treatment system. A more in-depth understanding of the relationship between the
surface sewer system efficiency, storage volume, treatment rate, and impact on water quality will improve
Monroe County’s ability to maintain the objectives of the combined sewer overflow abatement system.
These studies have also brought to light the importance of the real-time operation and control strategies
which are currently being employed, and their potential effect on water quality. There are two systems
which aid in the operation ef the tunnel and treatment systems, the Supervisory Control System (SCS),
and the Data Acquisition System (DAS). These systems combine to form a supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) system and provide operational recommendations as flow rates and levels are
detected. The vadous set points defined in the SCS can then be modified, but this modification is made
after the flow rates or levels have already been observed. These systems do not provide forecasting of
anticipated storm flows for the specific event to allow operators to make modifications which would enable
them to better utilize the treatment plant and tunnel system, maximize the level of treatment, and
minimize overflows.
The flow regime in the tunnel system can be ve~j dynamic. Pressurization surges can move both
upstream and downstream within the system. Some portions of the tunnel system can be partially full
while other portions of the system are pressurized. Dudng the course of the studies of the early 1990’s, it
was revealed that only five sensors measuring water depth, in a 30 mile tunnel system, were used by the
operators to indicate the tunnel system’s storage status. Four of the sensors were located at the
downstream end of tunnel subsystems.
A real-time model which integrates the tunnel system operations with the treatment plant’s ability to
accept flows would help in the evaluation of a multitude of storm flow conditions.
REAL-TIME APPROACH
Monroe County is currentJy in the process of the phased development of a real-time Operations/System
Management Model. This operations tool will: show the current status of the system based on real-time
data measured within the system; forecast the status of various portions of the system into the near future
dudng a rain event, based on current status and current rainfall; and suggest operational strategies to
reduce the frequency and magnitude of overflows and maximize the degree of treatment for all
wastewater discharged to the local receiving waters.
The first phase of the Operations/System Management Model development consisted of the refinement
a storage volume model for the tunnel system, giving real-time tunnel storage status and the
instantaneous rate of filling or emptying. The storage and rate of increase or decrease of storage data for
each tunnel subsystem is provided by sensors measuring water depth at various locations. Because the
filling process is very dynamic, characterized by the existence of surges, a single depth measuring device
is not sufficient to provide the knowledge of storage in a tunnel subsystem. Depth information at two or
three locations in a tunnel subsystem with an associated empirical equation, relating the multiple del~th
data with storage volume, was necessary. These empirical equations were derived from the output of Dr.
Song’s mixed flow hydraulic transient model operating under a range of storm inflow conditions.
The real-time data obtained from the depth sensing devices will be conveyed to a central control room via
a combination of telephone lease-lines, radio, and a fiber network. The empirical equations will be
incorporated into a graphical user interface where the operators will be able to monitor the status of the
tunnel system throughout the course of a rain event. The first phase of development is nearly complete
and is scheduled to be operational in 1998.
WHAT’S NEXT
The second phase of the Operations~System Management Model development will incorporate a network
of rain gauges into the model. This will give the model the capability to predict what the tunnel storage
status will be in the near future dunng a rain event, thus giving operators additional response time to
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make adjustments to the system. The relationship between rainfall intensity versus measured tunnel
inflow at key locations, and tunnel inflow versus near future tunnel storage status will I~e developed. This
will improve the model’s accuracy in predicting storage status and an estimated time to overflow/empty,
based on rainfall.
This phase will also include the development of objective functions specific to the tunnel system. The
goal of the objective functions will be to optimize the storage capaioilities of the existing system. Key
control issues that the objective functions will address include simultaneous operation of control
structures, diversion of flows within the tunnel system, and diversion of flows within the surface system.
The third phase will involve the development of the treatment po~on of the Operations/System
Management Model and incorporating the model developed in phase two, into the framework of the
overall model. This framework will consist of a model composed of several algorithms and subroutines
representing the treatment plant, the tunnel system, major pump stations, and interceptors. It is
envisioned that the treatment portion of the model will include each liquid treatment unit process within
the plant and their associated treatment efficiencies versus hydraulic capacities. An objective function will
be developed for the storage/treatment/overflow decisions to minimize the impact of overflows on the
most sensitive receiving waters.
CONCLUSIONS
Modeling of was~ewater collection systems began as a way to analyze and design the hydraulic
performance of systems. When these models are correlated with actual flow data and modified to
compute in real-time, they are very useful operational and maintenance tools. Modeling to improve
operation and maintenance is seen as a growth area.
Monroe County has demonstrated that design models can be modified to compute in real-time to be
effective operational and maintenance tools. This effort was greatly facilitated through the use of well
documented planning studies and record drawings.
Modeling completed for the Monroe County system is growing ~om predicting what has happened to
being able to predict what will happen. This will improve the operational and maintenance function, and
the quality of the receiving waters. It is the way of the future.
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ABSTRACT
The most recent release of the City of Detroit’s regiona! sewerage collection system model includes
refinements and improved characterizations of vanous model parameters such as rainfall dependent
inflow and infiltration (RDI/I) and dry weather flow (DWF). After these improvements to the model were
implemented, the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) requested that the parameter
uncertainty impacts on model results be evaluated. As par~ of this evaluation, the seasonally varying
parameters were evaluated to assess the impacts of temporal distribution. A simplified approach for
evaluating the temporal distribution in seasonally varying parameters was used by comparing model
results of annually averaged value conditions and seasonally varying value conditions. The
characterization of RDI/I, DWF, and evaporation are discussed followed by an evaluation of the impac~ of
these seasonally varying parameters on model results with respect to the annual averaged values.
KEYWORDS
dry weather flow, rainfall dependent inflow and infiltration, evaporation, seasonal variation, modeling,
combined sewer overflow
INTRODUCTION
The Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD) developed a Greater Detroit Regional Sewer
System (GDRSS) model using a modified United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Stormwater Management Model (SWMM) to assist in developing the best approach to reduce combined
sewer overflow discharges. The GDRSS collects flows from the City of Detroit and all or part of 76
surrounding communities covering nearly 2,300 square kilometers and serving approximately three million
people. The hydrologic model consists of 337 distinct subbasin drainage areas, and the hydraulic model
consists of more than 1,400 explicitly modeled conduits with over 140 combined sewer overflow (CSO)
locations. The model has been used to predict system response to vadous storm events under various
CSO control altematives. At the request of the MDEQ, the variability in model results due to uncertainty in
parameters’ values was evaluated. As part of this evaluation, the impacts of seasonal variation in certain
parameters were investigated.
To address this issue, an approach was developed to investigate seasonal varying parameter impacts on
continuous model results. The parameters that were investigated included: DWF, evaporation, and RDI/I
volume. The seasonal variation was evaluated to determine the impacts on model results relative to
annually averaged values of dry weather flow, evaporation and RDIII volume parameters. Seasonal
variation impacts were evaluated for the continuous model using both an annual and a seasonal extreme
period (representing a wetter period of the year in Detroit, March through May).
Model simulations were performed and the results compared to that of the baseline model. The parameter
values were input as either seasonally varying or annually averaged. The extent of the model parameter
impacts depends on the model’s sensitivity to the given parameter, the degree of difference between
annual average values and the seasonally varying values, and the period of the year evaluated.
The results of six model simulations (five continuous and one baseline simulation) were evaluated to
quantify discharge to the Detroit collection system fTOm suburban districts as well as overflow occurring
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before entry into the Detroit system. W~thin Detroit, the flow to the wastewater treatment plant (WVVTP)
and upstream overflows were evaluated. All results were compared to the baseline model conditions with
a detailed accounting of continuity error impacts. Conclusions are presented in terms of the relative
tmpacts of these parameters relative to the baseline model.
METHODOLOGY
Parameter Selection
The parameters selected for these analyses were based on the experience of GDRSS model users. This
exl~edence includes model development, sensitivity analyses, calibration and validation of the continuous
and event models. Furthermore, parameters were chosen for which new methodology was developed or
for which substantially increased detail was added throughout the project. Dudng the GDRSS project,
new methodology was developed for parameter spatial distribution such as RDI/I C factors that vary as a
function of sewer construction age. Furthermore, more detail was added to model seasonal variation in
DWF’. Seasonal variation in evaporation is not a new methodology; however, it was considered to provide
a reference to which the other results could be compared.
Dry Weather Flow
DVVF was varied using monthly multiplication factors of the base DWF value. The TRANSPORT monthly
flow factor parameters were added to the SVVMM model by Camp Dresser and McKee (CDM) to facilitate
Phase III GDRSS project needs. The DWF factors were developed using a correlation of district (billing
regions) flows to WWTP flows for each district An example of this is shown in Figure 1 for Western
Wayne County. Seasonal DWF factors for each region could then be determined for any year, within
reason, based on observed flows at the WVVTP. For the GDRSS model, these factors are input as
monthly values to account for seasonal variation in these flows. Figure 2 shows the flow factors for
Westem Wayne County. All district factors are listed in Table 1. Different sets of values are used
depending on the location within the system as determined from the source data. Areas of the system
with large DVVF factor variation throughout the year are typical of older, leakier systems. Whereas,
regions of the system with minor variation in DWF factors throughout the year are typical of newer
systems. To evaluate the impacts of seasonal variability in DWF, the monthly factors were averaged to
obtain an annual value for each region.
50o

2~

Best Fit Line
0
15o0

2~

25~

~0

~P (lO00xm~lday)

Figure I DWF Correlation Plot of Western Wayne to the ww’rP
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Figure 2 DWF Factors for Western Wayne County
Table I DWF Factom by District
District
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN
Detroit
1.18 1.14 1.29 1.33
Allen Park, Melvindale
1.13 1.09 1.20 1.23
Centedine
1.16 1.12 1.25 1.28
Fox Creek/East Side
1.22 1.16 1.35 1.40
!Clinton-Oakland
1.03 1.02 1.05 1.06
East Dearborn
1.09 1.06 1.14 1.15
WestDearbom
1.28 1.21 1.44 1.50
Evergreen- Farmington 1.15 1.11 1.23 1.26
Farmington
1.25 1.19 1.40 1.4~
Macomb
1.11 1.08 1,17 1.19
WestemWayne
1.16 1.12 1,25 1.29
S. E. Oakland
1.16 1.12 1.25 1.29

1.15
1.10
1.13
1.18
1.03
1.07
1.23
1.12
1.21
1.09
1.13
1.13

OCT
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

NOV DEC
1.11 1.04
1.07 1.03
1.09 1.03
1.13 1.05
1.02 1.01
1.05 1.02
1.16 1.06
1.08 1.03
1.15 1.06
1.06 1.02
1.09 1.03
1.09 1.03

Evaporation
The SWMM RUNOFF block allows monthly evaporation values for input. The evaporation parameter
ranges were determined from the relative difference of the local vanation obtained from a hydrology
textbook (Viessman et al.). The relative difference was applied by month to the model’s baseline annual
distribution. This yielded the ranges shown in Figure 3. The monthly values were averaged to obtain an
annual value. The average value is also shown in Figure 3 as a horizontal line. All values for evaporation
were applied globally to the model.
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Figure 3 Global Evaporation Parameter
Rainfall Dependent Inflow and Infiltration Volume
RDI/I response volume consists of four parameters. The initial abstraction, Vo, represents the available
storage at the beginning of a rainfall event. If the rainfall is below Vo, then no response will occur.
However, Vo depends on antecedant moisture and ranges anywhere between zero and the second
parameter, maximum Vo. Rainfall causes Vo to reduce and the third RDI/I volume parameter, Vo recovery
rate, allows increases in Vo up to the maximum during interevent time periods. When rainfall exceeds Vo,
the response volume depends on the fourth parameter, the RDI/I C factor. Each of these parameters is
varied seasonally. The Vo parameter is dependent on the maximum Vo and the recovery rate, and is used
as model input only in the form of an initial cond~on.
The model characterization of RDI/I volume is shown in Figure 4. Further information regarding the
characterization of RDI/I can be found in the papers by Sherman et al. The four parameters used to
characterize RDI/I are varied by season as shown in Figure 5. The bottom chart shown in Figure 5
depicts Vo and maximum Vo as being equal. For initial condition input to the model, V° was assigned the
same value as the rnax~mum Vo. Once the simulation begins, Vo is vaded throughout the simulation based
on rainfall and interevent recovery. The seasons are defined as dormant (December through Apdl),
growth (June through September) or transition (May and November). To address seasonal variability in
RDI/I volume, the monthly parameters for maximum initial abstraction, initial storage, recovery rate for
storage, and the total response volume originally defined for the dormant, growth, and transition seasons
were time weighted averaged to obtain an annual value. The individual parameters were not evaluated
independently. That is the four RDI/I volume parameters were aggregated for simulation, either all four
parameters treated as seasonally varying or all four parameters treated as annual averages. The
seasonal variation in the RDi/I C factors was correlated to housing unit age as a surrogate for sewer
construction age and is shown in Figure 6.
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Slope = RDI/I C dormant

Slope = RDI/I C growth

V0 dormant

Rainfall

l~ V0 growth--vI
Figure 4 RDI/I Characterization

Accounting of Continuity Error on Results
The EPA SVMMM model calculabons produce a certain level of continuity error when balancing flows into,
out of, and stored in the system. This error is relatively small. However, for simulations in which the
seasonal variation impa¢l~ are small relative to the baseline simulation, continuity error may be significant.
This is because the simulation results may represent either the parameter variation or the differences in
the continuity error. This problem is further exacerbated because multiple submodels are used and
hydrologic and hydraulic models are coupled i.e., each submodel and each model type had continuity
error during the simulations. The use of submodels simplifies debugging and simulation.
An approach was developed to account for the impact-of the continuity error on the results. For each
RUNOFF submodel, it is assumed that all the continuity error is due to the calculation of RUNOFF outflow
volume i.e., assumes all modeled volumes are calculated without error except the RUNOFF outflow. This
gives a worst case evaluation of continuity error impact on the resulting objective statistics, toward
treatment and to overflow volumes. This RUNOFF outflow volume is that which is used as input to the
TRANSPORT model.
By assuming all continuity error is due to the calculation of RUNOFF outflow, a worst case outflow volume
is calculated by setting the continuity equation equal to zero. The worst case class~cation applies,
provided the assumption that the other flow components of the mass balance are calculated without error.
This new RUNOFF outflow volume is then substituted into the TRANSPORT continuity equation and a
composite continuity error is calculated. A similar approach is used for the continuity error in
TRANSPORT outflow points from submodels to the central, downstream-most, submodel. The various
submodels’ output are combined using the SWMM COMBINE block. It was not necessary to consider the
effects of combined submodels on continuity error for districts within a given submodel, except that due to
the coupling of RUNOFF with TRANSPORT. In either case, a composite continuity error value was
obtained for each district. This composite continuity error was compared to the TRANSPORT continuity
errors for each dis~ct. From this comparison, the largest magnitude continuity error was used to
calculate a modified relative difference as follows in Equation 1:
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Difference =
Where, V is the output volume and ~ is the composite continuity error for the simulation in question and the
baseline. The results of Equation 1 and 2 are compared to ascertain the impacts of continuity error on the
results. The continuity, error has a significant contribution to the change observed in the mocte! response
to the perturbation of a parameter if the relative differences calculated using Equations 1 and 2 are
markedly different

Difference = - Vb=" . 1 O0

(2)

For every simulation these two equations are evaluated and compared. Results are discussed in a
qualitative context and have not been used to correct model output for continuity error. The continuity
error evaluation results are indicators of potential impacts due to numerical error.
Each submodel simulation had continuity error and it was assumed that the error could be uniformly
distributed throughout the submodel. This assumption was used to apply the continuity error to the district
level. Furthermore, the City of Detroit district is unique because it spans two submodets of the
TRANSPORT simulations. Consequently, the continuity error was weighted by total outflow from each of
the submodels before applying to the relative difference calculation. Likewise, for the result totals, the
continuity error was weighted for each submodel and applied per Equation 1.
Ilodel Configuration of Pte~:ipitation
The continuous model (RUNOFF/TRANSPORT) simulations were each evaluated as coupled hydrologic
and hydraulic models. A three-year (1984 through 1986) precipitation record was used for all
RUNOFF/TRANSPORT simulations. The three-year period was chosen because its data has similar
statistics to long-term rainfall averages. The spatial and temporal variation in the rainfall record is
assumed uniform throughout the system i.e., no moving front and the same rainfall distribution over all
modeled areas. It should be noted that precipitation is a model input that may have significant seasonal
impacts on model results, particularly in regions of the country with pronounced rainy seasons, snow
accumulation/melt, and year to year changes. The results discussed below could be significantly different
if another precipitation record were chosen.
RESULTS
The seasonal variation impacts are discussed in terms of overall model totals and for one of the
predominately separate sewered districts, Western Wayne County. It should be noted that the results for
other districts that are not discussed and that are either predominately separate or combined sewers will
differ significantly from these system-wide results. The system is comprised of approximately 75 percent
separate and 25 percent combined sewers. Slightly more than half of the dry weather flow originates from
the combined sewer areas. RDI/I is not modeled in the combined sewer areas of the system since the
directly connected impervious area runoff dominates any RDI/I components observed for these regions.
Therefore, when reviewing the results for the entire system, it is clear that RDI/I yields relatively small
impacts. And, when reviewing the results for the separate sewer regions of the system, RDI/I yields
significant impacts.
The seasonal variation impacts primarily yield insight to the significance of modeling these parameters
seasonally versus modeling these parameters as average annual values. Seasonal variation results for
the continuous simulations were expected to have little difference on an annual basis. Consequently, the
continuous model was also evaluated for a three-month period (March - May, 1984). This period was
considered a seasonal extreme for two of the three parameters. Evaporation was not at the extreme
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dudng this period, but was slightly above its annual average as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, a second
seasonal extreme pedod was selected (November 1984 through January 1985) that corresponded to the
seasonal extreme for evaporation. The seasonal extreme for each parameter is considered as the pedod
with the wettest response. This is because the overall modeling project is focused on overflows, with peak
flows being the most important. One could, however, also evaluate the opposite or driest response
extreme.
Table 2 summarizes all RUNOFF/TRANSPORT seasonal variation impacts for the three-year continuous
simulation and a three-month subset. The three-year simulations yielded similar results regardless of
whether seasonal variation or average annual values are used. Since there tends to be a predominance
of larger or higher intensity storms dudng the three-month seasonal extreme pedod the annual results do
exhibit a slight reduction in flows toward treatment and to overflow when annual averages are in place,
with the exception of evaporation discussed below. This observation was expected for annual distribution
of rainfall for this three-year pedod.
11
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Solid lines are seasonal
Dashed lines are annual averages
Figure 5 RDI/I Volume Parametem - Seasonal Variation
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Table 2 Seasonal Variation Impacts Continuous Simulation Results Entire System
l’ype
Non $~,..-.’
Towasd Trea~’~,~t
all as Avg. Anaua] l’o Ovm’fiow
Dry W~-~.-- Flow !Towm’d T~,~,~.
as Avg. Anm~
To Overflow
RDI/I V._.:....r
Towa=’d T~ ~;--~;
~Avg. Annual
To~w
!E~,-~_- -,--~:.,
Towm’d T~ ~-;..-=~_
as Avg. Annual
To Overg, ow

1,0eex(’-}/yr)
996,019
72,$90
996,019
72,$90
996.019
72,890
996,019
72,$90

Auual Av~.
l,O0O~m=/yr)
990,213
72,505
995,501
72,x25
994,4g0
72,965
992,375
72,436

Relative
Bm~Iiae
F.A’~reme
~elalWe
Diffet~aee(%) t,0eex(m~/yr)
1,0(X)x(m~/yr)
-0.6
90,773
83,273
-8.3
-0.5
4,895
4,619
-5.6
-0.1
90,773
83,7$7
-7.7
-0.1
4,895
4,714
-3.7
..0.2
90,77"3
90,202
-0.6
0.1
4,895
4,$35
-1.2
-0.4
90,77~
90,833
0. l
-0.6
4,895
4,854
-0.8

The results in Table 2 indicate that the DWF seasonal representation is quite significant during the
seasonal extreme period. The seasonal variation in the RDI/I representation yields significantly less
impact. Although still dominated by DWF, the districts with primarily separate sewers yielded a
significantly greater impact from RDI/I. See Table 3 for results for Westam Wayne County, a
predominately separately sewered disthct.
The RDI/I results are important. Without having performed the parameter analyses regarding the
seasonal variation of RDI/I, incorrect annual average values would have been obtained in most cases for
these parameters. For example, if one assumed that RDI/I parameters could be obtained from data
collected during the summer months and used as a single annual average value in the model, the model
would grossly underpredict the dormant season flows. The importance of com.=ctly defining annual
average RDI/I parameters cannot be overemphasized. Since many modelers will not go through the
detailed model characterization as done herein for the seasonal variation in RDI/I, an appropriate annual
average must be used to account for the seasonal variation on the annual basis. Regardless of whether
or not a reasonable annual average is chosen, one who uses the annual averaged values will still run the
risk of inaccurately predicting flows for seasonal extreme periods relative to the average.
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Table 3 Seasonal Variation Impacts Results for Western Wayne Coun~f (Predom|nately Separate)
Simulation ID

Result
Basefine
Annual Avg.
Re~atwe
Base,he
Extreme
Re~atwe
Yyp¢
l,O00x(m~lyr)
l,O00x(m~/yr)
Difference (%)
l,OOOx(m~lyr)
LOOO~m~./yr) DiffeR~ce (%)
Tow~r~ Treaunen~
Non Seasona~
29,140
29,060
-0.5
2,706
2,430
-10.2
g92
all as Avg. Aaaual To Ovcrt~ow
$g5
-0.8
62
59
-4.8
DD/Weath~Flow Towar,~ Treatment

2~),140

29~-39

0.3

2,706

2,492

-7.9

as Avg. .~mmal
KDI/! Volume
as Avg. Armual
Evapora~=on
as Avg. Azmual

$92
29,140
$92
29,140
892

892
28.987
892
29,117
$g4

0.0
-0.5
0.0
-0.1
-0.9

62
2,706
62
2,706
62

6l
2,645
60
2,706
62

- 1.6
-2..3
-.3.2
0.0
0.0

To Overflow
Towara Treaancnt
To Ov=’J~low
!Toward T~
To Overflow

The seasonal extreme pedod evaporation values were slightly above the annual average; consequently,
the evaporation only simulation yields even greater difference than when all seasonal variation is
converted to annual averages. Evaporation was evaluated at the seasonal extreme for DWF and RDI/I as
shown in Tables 2 and 3. However, this period is not the seasonal extreme for evaporation. The
seasonal extreme for evapora~on is the November to February period, as shown in Figure 3. This time
period is a seasonal extreme because lower evaporation can contribute to greater system responses.
The evaporation only simulation and the baseline were reanalyzed for a seasonal extreme more relevant
to evaporation impacts, November 1984 through January 1985. Table 4 shows the results of this
additional analysis, and indicates significant impacts for evaporation during this seasonal extreme.
Table 4 Evaporation Re-evaluated (Nov. - Jan. Extreme)
SimuitUon ID
Evaporazion
as Avg. AnauaJ

Remit
Baseline Annual Av~. J~Lttive
Base.re
Extreme
Re~uve
Type
1,00~m~/yr)
l,OOex(m~/yr) I Differeoee (%)
1,O00x(m~/yr)
I,Oeex(m~./yr) Differe=ce (%)
Toward Tream~tt
996,019
992375
-0.4
82,~06
81,.372
-1.4
To Overflow
72,890
72,436
-0.6
2,650
-3.3
2,56.3

The continuity error influence was negligible for all the RUNOFFITRANSPORT seasonal variation impacts
simulation results. That is Equations I and 2 produced the same value. This is not always the case in
modeling; therefore, it is important to mention only to show that there are no expected impacts due to
continuity error. The three-month seasonal extreme pedod results were extracted from the three-year
continuous simulation results; therefore, continuity error checks during that period may not be
representative although assumed accurate. Even though the observed change is minimal between the
relative difference calculations, the period considered for the continuity error may be important. Improved
confidence in the continuity error impact estimates would be possible if additional simulations for the threemonth period were performed; however, additional simulations were not wanranted.
DISCUSSION
The results give some insight into model sensitivity to seasonal variation in parameter values. However,
some other EPA SWMM seasonally varying parameters were not included in the analysis. For example,
these analyses did not include parameters such as precipitation, temperature, snow melt, or RDI/I shape.
RDI/I shape parameters define the response hydrograph shape by three component hydrographs, an
early direct response (inflow), an intermediate response, and a delayed response (infiltration). For
Southeastern Michigan, the seasonal variation in precipitation was not expected to be significant;
however, for other systems for which a rainy season is more pronounced, seasonal variation in
precipitation is likely to yield significant impacts since precipitation is the parameter for which RUNOFF is
most sensitive.
Furthermore, a simplification was made when aggregating the parameters included in the characterization
of RDI/I volume. These four RDt/I volume parameters were aggregated and not evaluated individually. If
each aggregated parameter was evaluated individually, more insight would I:~ gained as to which of the
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four parameters were of the greatest importance to accurately quantify if the modeler chooses to use
annual average values instead. Of the RDI/I volume parameters, the most important parameter to
quantify for the GDRSS was the RDI/I C factor. RDI/I volume parameter importance was evaluated
through continuous simulation sensitivity analysis by Sherman et al. (1998).
CONCLUSIONS
This work represents an effort to provide a basis for the users of the model to understand how seasonal
variation impacts model results. The seasonal variation versus annual average values for DWF, RDI/I
volume, and evaporation were considered. From these results, DWF produces the greatest impacts due
to seasonal variation througt~out the system. RDI/I produced small impacts to the entire system; however,
for predominately separate sewer districts the RDI/I yielded significant impacts. The seasonal extreme for
evaporation did not occur dudng the same pedod as for DWF and RDI/I. Therefore, another period was
considered between the months of November and January to better understand the seasonal variation
impacts due to the evaporation parameter. Evaporation did exhibit a significant impact during the second
seasonal extreme period chosen when compared to the annual average.
The most important conclusion is that when any seasonally varying parameter is modeled as annually
averaged values, the data used to generate the average value must account for seasonal variation.
Figures 2, 3, and 5 can be used in conjunction with the results to support this claim For example, if July
through December data were used to estimate DVVF as shown in Figure 2, the value used as an annual
average would be significantly lower than that determined using a full 12 months of data. The seasonal
extreme impact during March through May would then be far more significant than that elucidated by the
simulations herein. As a result, it is important to base annual averages on an appropriate weighting of
data spanning the entire year. If limited data is available for single periods, such as growth or dormant
periods, an attempt should be made to make estimates of annual performance values and apply these for
long-term simulations. For simulations less than one year, the parameter values chosen should represent
the seasons evaluated using either seasonally varying values or an appropriately derived average for the
pedod in question.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPLEX INTEGRATED MODEL OF THE BATON ROUGE
CITY/PARISH PRESSURIZED AND GRAVITY WASTEWATER COLLECTION
SYSTEM
Neil R. Moody, Supervising Professional, Montgomery Watson
Clinton J. Cantrell, P.E., Supervising Professional, Montgomery Watson
ABSTRACT
The City/Parish of Baton Rouge operates a highly complex wastewaxer collection system that
includes a combination of gravity sewers, lift stations, and a ve~ large manifold force main
system with in-line booster pumps. In September of 1995, the City/Parish embarked on a
comprehensive SSO Corrective Action Plan (SSO CAP) that required an analysis of the
wastewater collection system, including the assessment of IfI impacts and the requirements to
accommodate furare growth. In order to achieve the objectives outlined in the SSO CAP, it was
necessary to construct detailed hydraulic models of the collection system that could accurately
simulate the dynamics of wet weather impacts and cou/d be used 1:o assess and design cost
effective overflow control measures.
Due to the nature and complexity of the collection system, it was necessary to develop a model
that is highly robust and can handle both long pressure force main and gravity sewer hydraulics
simultaneously, as well as incorporate the real time control mechanisms currently used to operate
the in-line booster stations on the pressurized system.
This paper details the steps taken to construct the calibrated mode.l of the South Suburban
Transport Network (STN) sewerage system which integrates the large manifolded pressurized
trunk system with the gravity collector pipe network. This paper discusses the development of
this model, including the data management and GIS system, model calibration, observations and
discoveries made during the modeling process and finally application for the model to develop
cost-effective improvement schemes for the Baton Rouge City/Parish.

hydraulic modeling, real time control (RTC), pressurized sewer modeling, sewer, hydraulic,
hydrologic, model calibration, booster stations
INTRODUCTION
Baton Rouge is the capital of Louisiana with a population nearing 400.,000 people and is situated
along the east bank of the Mississippi River in southern Louisiana. The land generally falls
gently away from the river with a difference in elevation of less than 16m (50ft) between the 5
and 95 percentile manhole. The Baton Rouge sewerage collection system consists of over
36,000 manholes, approximately 2516 km (1564 miles) of gravity :sewer, over 400 pumping
stations, two major pressurized collection systems containing approximately 307 km (191 miles)
of forced mains and three major waste water treatment facilities which discharge to the
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Mississippi. Due to rapid ~ow~h in development and excessive level:~ of inflow and infilu’ation,
parts of the system have reached full design capacity 10 years ahead oi." expectation.
In September of 1995, Phase 1 of the Baton Rouge City/Parish (C/P) SSO Corrective Action
Plan was initiated. The objective of this effort was to develop a detailed strategy and scope for a
system-wide sewerage master plan that addresses both future ~owth and the reduction of SSO’s.
The result of this effort was a strategy for a Phase 2 effort that focused on the detailed analysis of
the complex wastewater collection system using sophisticated hydrologic/hydraulic models.
For the Phase 2 effort the collection system has been divided into five discrete catchment
models. Three of r.hese catchments consist primarily of older g-ravity sewers and common lif~
stations. The other two catchments are comprised of multiple discrete ~aviry systems that pump
into two complex manifolded force main systems, referred to herein as the Suburban
Transportation Networks (STN), North and South.
Many other municipalities that operate similar pressurized trunk sewer systems, particularly in
the South East United States, have grappled with how to best analyze these complex type of
system. This paper will focus on the analysis of the South STN system, discuss in detail how
this system has been modeled and analyzed using a state of the art computer model and describe
the benefits that this type of tool can provide to a collection system rrtanager. It is intended that
this paper will serve as a guideline for wastewater collection managers as to the steps required to
develop such a tool and provide an insight into the technology currently available in this field.
BACKGROUND TO SOUTH STN SYSTEM

The South STN sewer system serves the rapidly developing south-east of Baton Rouge and
consists of relatively small catchments of 20 to 200 hectares (50 to 500 acres) which drain by
gravity pipes and 20 ~avity lift stations into 90 pumping stations which inject directly into a
manifolded pressurized trunk system. Figure I illustrates the extent ofthe modeled pipe network
for the South STN model. Flows within the pressurized trunk system are conveyed to the
treatment works via 7 major in-line booster pumping stations and 2 mini-booster stations.
Average daily dry weather flows at the South treatment works from the STN are in the order of
0.4~ m !s (I0 MGD) wath recorded peak wet weather flows in excess of 2.63 m3/s (60 MGD).
The in-line booster stations are designed to activate when flows exceed 30% of peak capacity
and the pressure in the force main at the booster exceeds a predetermined set point. The
objective of each booster station when operating is to maintain a steady pressure on the suction
side of the pumping station. During periods of high flow the booster pumps are controlled with
variable speed drives to fix the pressure on the suction side which enables the injection pumping
stations upstream of the booster to discharge into the system.
Static KY-Pipe models of the Iruak system have been historically use,.~ to analyze the effect of
additional peak flows from proposed developments connecting into the STN system. These

models are however unable to simulate the complex dynamic interaction between the gravity
sewers, injection pumping stations and booster pumping stations. Furthermore, these static
models do not allow analysis of potential optimization schemes that could significantly improve
system performance and reduce operation costs.
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MODEL DEVEL OPME,N~I"

The following provides a summary of the key tasks undertaken during the development of the
South STN model:
A physical inspection and survey program of approximately 700 manholes (out of 5,000
manholes system wide) which included all pipes 250ram (10 in.) im diameter and larger as
well as selected 200ram (8 in.) pipes in critical locations such as known SSO’s or where
there is a potential hydraulic throttle.
¯ Development of a state of the art GIS / dam management system capable of storing all sewer
and catchment attribute information, producing model input files and processing and
displaying results.
¯ Sub-basin delineation and geoprocessing within the GIS to distribute Census data, water
usage data and land use information to the modeled sub-basins.
¯ Physical inspection and pump testing of major gravity lift stations to construct "actual" pump
curves for use in the model.
¯ Collation of physical attribute dat,~ for the pumping stations, booster pumping stations and
force mains in the STN systems from "as built" records and input into the GIS.
¯ Collation of pump curves for each STN pumping station and determination of booster station
operation rationale from O&M manuals, discussions with operators and system designers,
observations during wet weather, development of real time conu’ol (RTC) logic to mimic
booster pumping station operation and input of data into the GIS.
-. Simplification of the model within the GIS by aggregating pipes of the same size and
hydraulic characteristics.
The final model contains;
¯ 7 in-line booster stations,
¯ 7 RTC actuated sluice gates,
¯ 20 l~ stations,
¯ 90 pumping stations injecting into the manifolded force main network,
¯ a manifolded pressurized network containing 243 pipes, and
¯ 522 gravity pipes ranging from 200ram (8 inches) to 450ram (18 inches)
The modeling soft~-are selected for this project was HydroWorksTM V2.2 as it was the only
commercially available dynamic modeling software capable of dealing with pressurized pipes
and the real time control (RTC) functionality necessary to model the booster pumping stations.
MODEL CALIBRATION

The models were calibrated with data from the following sources:
¯ Flow monitoring and rainfall data from a comprehensive 60 day temporary flow monitoring
survey of the gravity sewers conducted from August to October 1996.
¯ Flow records from the influent meter at the treatment works.
¯ Weekly chart records of flow rates and pressures from the 7 booster pumping stations.
A challenging aspect of the model calibration effort was the development of RTC logic to mimic
the complex operation rationale of the booster pumping stations in the STN system. Each station
has either 2 or 3 variable speed pumps whose operation and speed is governed by a series of
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algorithms w-ida inputs from the pressure sensors located upstream and downstream of the
booster stations as well as the flow rate recorded by in-line flow meters downstream of each
booster.
The models were first calibrated to accurately simulate the weekday and weekend diurnal dr?.,
weather flow patterns using an integrated facility within the HydroWorksTM modeling software
called the "Waste Water Generator" (WWv’G). Model files produced from the GIS included
residential and equivalent commercial populations, diurnal profile indices and ground water
infiltration. When conducting simulations the WWG used this information to develop dr?."
weather inflows "on the fly". Key advantages of developing dry weather flows using this tool
include:
¯ Differentiation between sanitary flows and ground water infiltration.
¯ An internal clock which references the actual dates and times of the simulation event. By this
means the appropriate weekday or weekend diurnal dry weadaer profile is automatically
applied to a simulation trial.
¯ The modet is constructed such that it can be readily migrated for use in Water Quality.
simulations in the future.
¯ Using the GIS to store attribute and catchment information faciiitates an effective audit wail
and efficient model updating for assessing the effects of future development.
Following dry. weather calibration the model was calibrated agains~t a range of recorded wet
weather events. Wet weather calibration was achieved using a run-off and routing algorithm
within the model well suited for the simulation of lit response characteristics. Interesting aspects
ofdae wet weadaer calibration process undertaken include:
¯ The model calculated pump rate for each injection pump static)n was constantly updated
depending upon the level in the wet well and the HGL in the pressurized system.
¯ The process for producing wet weather response hydrographs is internal to the model as
opposed to the traditional method applied in the U.S. where the wet weather hydrographs are
generated external to the model.
¯ The sewerage system and topography of Baton Rouge is particularly flat and susceptible to
high levels of surcharge during wet weather. Routines were developed to calculate and apply
the additional surcharge storage volume available from the unmodeled pipes and manholes
and applied to the modeled manholes.
¯ During calibration the model results were compared to both the recorded flow and depth to
enable differentiation between hydrologic processes and the hydraulic attenuation of flows.
¯ During the flow monitoring survey a selection of storms were recorded ranging from short
intense bursts of just over an hour duration to soaking rains of c)ver 2 days duration and 2
year rentrn period. With the model’s integrated hydrologic and hydraulic routines it was
possible to calibrate the model to adequately simulate both flow and surcharge depth for both
extreme events involving extensive surcharge as well for lesser storm events.
¯ The model was able to simulate the complex interdependency bet-,veen the booster pumping
station operation in the STN trunk system, the pumping rate delivered by the smaller
injection pumping stations and the surcharge levels in the gravity components oft.he STN.
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APPLICATION OF THE CALIBRATED MODEL
The calibrated model can now be readily used to simulate individual storms, a batch of historical
storms or conduct long term rainfall simulations. Providing the rainfall file has a start date and
time, the model will automatically synchronize and apply the approp:date diurnal dry weather
flows for the duration of the simulation as well as the calculated wet weather flows to the model.
With this high level of fi.mctionality the model can be readily used for tkte following:
¯ Optimization of system operation by batch simulating a storm serie:~, analyzing the results to
identify any non-optimal practices, developing and simulating revised operational sequences.
* Identifying and simulating the application of proposed SCADA control systems to maxknzize
the utilization of existing in-system surcharge storage.
¯ Analyzing the effect of future development on the whole of the hater-dependent system to
assess opth-nal augmentation strategies.
¯ Identifying the cause of flooding from historical rain_fall events.
¯ Analyzing the long term cost benefit of L’I mitigation works versus transfer system
augmentation~ installation of storage facilities and or ~reatment plant upgrade.
DISCUSSION
The Baton Rouge south STN model is possibly the largest hybrid pressure / gravity sewer model
constructed to date. As the pressurized pipe solution is a relatively new feature in
HyckoWorksTM a number of "traps for young players" were encountered along the way before
coming up with the final model solution. Prior to embarking on a sinfilar modeling effort it is
advisable that modelers first become familiar with the nuances of such :systems, both in the field
and from a modeling viewpoint.
Due to the complexity of the system, calculations required to come up with a stable solution
during a simulation tend to require a fairly short time step. A 48 hour dry weather simulation on
a Pentium 266-64Mb RAM computer.took approximately 6.5 hours. The positive aspect is that
major wet weather simulations run for 32 hours on the same computer take approximately 4.5
hours. Thus there is no noticeable time penalty due to. heavy surcharge in the gravity pipe
system during wet weather events.
As a by-product of the investigative process undertaken from data col~iection through to model
calibration and storm analysis, a number of system characteristics have become evident which
were not readily identified from the traditional static analysis. The following examples illnstrate
some of the observations made to date:
Inefficient Dry Weather Pump Operation - during dry weather operation, which accounts for
90-95% of the run time for each pump, many of the injection pumps., sized primarily for peak
wet weather, operate a long way.out on their curves. This results in inefficient operation for
most of their run hours and in some cases indicates the onset of cavitation and high impeller
wear due to low net positive suction head (NPSH’).

¯ Erratic Booster Station Operation - during the early stages of modeling a great deal of
difficulty was encountered when trying to mimic the speed control algorithm for the booster
pumps using RTC logic. With flows near maximum capacity the modeled booster pumps
performed in a reasonable manner, however when flows were lower the modeled pumps
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would behave in a manner which appeared to indicate insl:ability. Subsequent site
investigations revealed that the booster pumps did in fact continually speed up and slow
down following milder storms in accord with the logic programmed into the PLC controllers.
A revised logic was tested on the model to stabilize booster operation and has successfully
been installed at 4 of the booster stations and is soon to be installed in the remaining sites.
¯ Identification of Cavitation Conditions - since its commissioning in the early 1990’s, booster
station 514 had suffered from problematic operation in near all conditions other than dry.
weather or extreme wet weather. Due to excessive vibration,, the impellers from two out of
the three pumps at the station had worn loose and were out of action for some months while
repairs took place. As this booster station pumps directly to the treatment works the
discharge pressure or back pressure on the pumps is directly related to the amount of flow
through the station. Through the review of model simulations it became apparent that the
differential pressure across the pump station was insufficient for the pumps to remain on theix
curves at medium to low flows and hence cavitation through insufficient N’PSH was the
likely source of the vibration. A reasonably successful temporary solution has been to
partially close the gate valves downstream of each pump to increase the backpressure.
¯ Pumps Exceeding Design Flows - the static model used to design the injection pumping
stations assumed that the water level in the wet well remained at the pump switch on Ievel
and conservative friction factors to make allowance for future pipe deterioration. In many of
the pumping station basins the peak wet weather flows exceed the pump capacity. As a result
the water level in the wet well can rise up to 12 ft above the pump switch on level thus
reducing the static head to pump against. Combined with the less than estimated pipe friction
loss (from relatively new pipe) this has resulted in some pumps operating further out on their
curves than designed and in some cases pumping up to 50% above their design capacity..
The down side is that within each "cell" of the system, as defined by an upstream and
downstream booster station, there is a finite rate of flow which can be injected into the
system. For each pump exceeding its design capacity there :is another pump which is
restricted from injecting into the trunk system.
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CONCLUSIONS

The development of an integrated gravity and pressurized pipe model provides waste water
system managers and engineers with a powerful tool to analyze and manage these complex sewer
systems. Key features of the Baton Rouge South S’IN model are:
¯ A powerful GIS-data management system, which can readily produce model, input files.
¯ The model is capable of simulating the hydraulics in both gravity sewers and long
pressurized force mains.
¯ The model includes all pipes 10 inches and larger (with some 8 inch sewer included in
chronic flooding areas), and includes an allowance for the unmodeled storage to enable
differentiation between hydrologic and hydraulic effects in the calibrated model. The
inclusion of the unmodeled system storage has been found to be critical in terms of
successful calibration efforts.
¯ By calibrating the model with both surcharge and non-surcharge storm events a greater level
of confidence can be attributed to sknulation results.
¯ The ability to simulate the wet weather I/I response to rainfall interaal to the model lends to
the efficient simulation of multiple storm events with different scenarios.
A robust integrated hydraulic model combining both the gravity, and pressurized components of a
manifolded sewerage system is a powerful tool to achieve the holistic level of understanding
necessary for the operation and optimization of such interdependent systems.
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COMBINED SEWER SYSTEM: TO SEPARATE...OR...NOT TO SEPARATE
Taymour EI-Hosseiny, Ph.D., Project Manager, EMH&T, Inc.*
Laurie A. Mehl, P.E., CM, Project Engineer, City of Columbus, OH, DPU
Gary W. Gilbert, P.E., Project Engineer, City of Columbus, OH, DPU
* EMH&T, Inc. 170 Mill Street, Gahanna, OH 43230 U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
The City of Columbus, OH has implemented the minimum control of maximizing collection system storage
as part of the Combined Sewer System Operational Plan. Due to the suocessful implementation of the
storage procedure as designed and the current water quality of the receiving streams, no Long Term Control
Plan programs or facilities are required. However, the City is planning to implement previously recommended
separation projects to increase collection system capacity. The Chestnut Street Regulator Relief Project was
one recommendatJon which urged separau_’on of a large storm sewer from the combined system.
Concurrently, the City developed a program (Columbus Sewer Capacity Study) to study the hydraulic
performance of its sanitary and combined sewerage systems in a comprehensive approach. One purpose
of the study is to increase the City’s knowledge of real time system hydraulics using modeling techniques and
to provide tools to assess system capacity alternatives. Preliminary investigations of the Chestnut Street
Regulator project indicate implementing system seperat~on may not reduce the number and duration of
overflows from the combined system. This separation project may have a negative impact on the receiving
stream and the main intercepting sewer due to the time of concentration change effect on peak flows, and
the potential increase in the hydraulic grade line of the combined interceptor.
This paper describes the analysis of a combined sewer system separation project in a global and local
approach. It provides insight to the feasibility of utilizing current modeling techniques to offset the expense
of a rigorous water quality sampling effort. Results may significantly reduce ¢~pital expenditures.
Keywords:

Sewer system management, modeling, computer applications, database, wastewater,
Permanent Flow Monitors, CSOs

INTRODUCTION
The City of Columbus, Ohio has implemented the minimum control of maximiziing collection system storage
as part of the Combined Sewer System Operational Plan. Due to the successful implementation of the
storage procedure as designed and the current water quality of the receiving streams, no Long Term Control
Plan programs or facilities are required. However, the City is planning to implernent previously recommended
separation projects to increase collection system capacity. The Chestnut Street Regulator Relief Project is
one recommendation which urged separation of a large storm sewer from the combined system.
Concurrently, the City developed a program (Columbus Sewer Capacity Study) to study the hydraulic
performance of its sanitary and combined sewerage systems in a comprehensive approach. One purpose
of the study is to increase the City’s knowledge of real time system hydraulics using modeling techniques and
to provide tools to assess system capacity alternatives. Preliminary investigations of the Chestnut Street
Regulator project indicate implementing system separation may not reduce the number and duration of
overflows from the combined system. This separation project may have a negative impact on the receiving
stream and the main intercepting sewer due to the time of concentration change effect on peak flows, and
the potential increase in the hydraulic grade line of the combined interceptor after bulkheading the storm
sewer.
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BACKGROUND
The city of Columbus, Division of Sewerage and Drainage services a total area of approximately 100,000
acres (40,470 hectare) and designs its facilities for ultimate service area of 564 square miles (1,460 square
kilometer). The current (1996) service area includes 5,286 acres (2,139 hectare) of combined sewerage
drainage, which represents 5.2% of the current service area. There are approxirr~tely 2,016 miles (1,957 km)
of sanitary sewers 1,216 miles (1,957 km) of storm sewer, and 202 miles (325 kin) of combined sewers within
the service area. Of these sewers, approximately 550 miles (885 km) are major interceptors. There are two
wastewater treatment plants (WW’FP) with total capacity of 150 million gallons a day (mgd) (6.57 m3/sec)
dudng dry weather flow (DWF) and 252 mgd (11.03 m3/sec) during wet weather. In addition, the city operates
two pdmary treatment facilities for wet weather flow. The Whittier Street Storm Tanks 0NSS’I’), which were
built in Columbus in 1932, are the first combined sewage holding facility built in the United States.
During the mid-1980s, the Division of Sewerage and Drainage (DOSD) detem~ined that knowledge of the
operations and flow patterns within the main interceptor system was lacking. The Division raised concerns
regarding the physical condition of the system and the adequacy of the hydraulic capacity of the interceptors
and trunk sewer segments. A program was developed to increase the city’s kno~vledge of the characteristics
of the interceptor system and to provide the tools with which to study possible changes to the system.
The program included the development of a collection system hydraulic model based upon an accurately
developed sewer system physical description and calibrated against observed field flow data at key locations.
The DOSD uses the model to accurately establish pertinent variables and to conduct statistical analysis for
assistance in the decision making process.
Objectives of the program, now known as the "Columbus Sewer Capacity Sl:udy", include the following:
understanding the sanitary and combined sewer system performance under various flow conditions; identifying
the need for addi’donai interceptor sewers; inve~gating the impact of, and possible solutions for iden~ed
problems, zoning variations, and/or development; and to establish the best method to control and menage
the combined sewer system (CSS).
In 1989, the city of Columbus undertook a Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Study to determine the extent
of the pollutant load in the receiving stream caused by combined sewer overflows. One finding of the study
was suppressed aquatic life in the Scioto River between the WSST discharge point and the Jackson Pike
VWVTP (JPWWTP) ouffali. The suppressed aquatic life in.the Scioto River is attributed largely to the frequent
activation of the WSST discharge.
Recommendations of the CSO Study included elimination of the storm discharge from a 108-inch (2700 ram)
diameter sewer to the Olentangy Scioto Interceptor Sewer (OSIS), which is the primary interceptor to the
JPVVWTP. This connection is just upstream of the Chestnut Street Regulator. As shown in Figure 1, the
existing system also has a 72-inch (1800 mm) diameter pipe from the 108-inch (:2700 mm) diameter into the
regulator. The ~butary area to this 108-inch (2700 mm) diameter pipe includes highway drainage from
Interstate 71 (I-71), Interstate 670 and from their interchange area. The Chestnut Street Regulator also has
a 117-inch (2925 mm) diameter combined sewer discharging to it which also carries storm runoff from 1-71.
The CSO Study recommended that this separate storm sewer from 1-71 be diverted to the 108-inch (2700
mm) pipe and then separated from the remaining flow to the regulator.
The CSO Study also recommended that the effluent from JPWWTP be diverted to the vicinity of the WSST
outfall during low flow periods to provide dilution (w~ high quality effluent) for CSO discharges and storm
water discharges in this stream section. These recommendations were made as a means of reducing CSOs
from the WSST and to reduce the impacts to aquatic life in this river segment.
The DOSD did not immediately proceed with the Chestnut Street Regulator separation work due to other
higher priority projects. In addition, the Division put all separation projects on hold due to uncertainties
associated with the C~’s Stormwater NPDES permit.
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SEPARATION MODEL APPLICATION OBJECTIVES
During the development of the city’s Combined Sewer System Operational Plan, the CSCS hydraulic model
was used to determine remaining capacity w~in the city’s interceptors. Prompted by questionable record plan
~nformation, unknown field conditions (are bulkheads in place, level of debris in chamber, etc.), and
unexpected frequency of simulated reverse flow conditions through an upstream regulator, further
investigation into the proposed Chestnut Street Separation Project was undertaken. An application of the
model was developed to answer the following questions and verify the CSO Study recommendations:
1)

Wil/the proposed separation improve collection system performance?

2)

Will the proposed separation negatively impact the streams?

FLOW MONITORING AND RAINFALL DATA
A comprehensive Flow Monitoring and Rain Gauge Program was developed in conjunction with the CSCS
hydraulic model development. This program’s objectives are to provide the CSCS team with information on
the collection systems hydraulics dudng dry and wet weather. A network of sixty four (64) flow monitors and
thirty nine (39) rain gauges are owned and maintained by the DOSD. The model application was run using
flow monitoring data captured dudng a 2-year storm event as recorded during the July 26, 1995 rain event.
During the initial model application runs, flow data was provided by monitors located within the combined
sewer system upstream and downstream of the Chestnut Street Regulator. An additional flow monitor was
placed in the OSIS interceptor at a location between the WSST and the Chestnut Street Regulator following
the initial model application runs.
HYDRAULIC MODELING EXERCISE
The Columbus Sewer Capacity Study uses historical rainfall events and measured flow data to calibrate the
EPA Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) developed for the city of Columbus service area. This model
is used to incorporate the collection system’s physical description and meteorological data to determine the
related hydraulic/hydrologic process. Odginal design reports were reviewed to determine basis of design
criteria to compare to existing system conditions. The collection system is divided into smaller components
based on the collection system drainage starting from service connections continuing to the point of
interceptor discharge. The same procedure is followed in the runoff catchments (RC) based on topography
of streets combined with linkage order of the CSS. All interceptors, including the Olentangy Scioto Intercepter
Sewer (OSIS) are modeled using the SWMM EXTRAN block to consider the impact of surcharged cond~ons.
Initial model runs that were undertaken to evaluate remaining capacity in the OSIS shows that the Hydraulic
Grade Line (H.G.L) inside the OSIS is higher than the weir crest elevation of a certain group of regulators.
This indicates there may be reverse flow from the OSIS between this group of regulators. In addition, the
H.G.L. in the OSIS is found to be below the overflow crest elevation of another group of regulators. This
indicates that there may be no reverse flow to this group. To verify the model results, a flow meter was
installed at Henry Street Regulator to record water depth and velocity at the intercepting connection. Figure
2 illustrates recorded water depth and velocity during the storm event on July 18, 1996. The recorded data
shows that at the beginning ofthe storm, veloc~ pattem increases while water depth increases up to a certain
time. When the water elevation rose above the weir crest elevation, the velocity pattern dropped and became
negative, which indicates reverse flow and confirms the model results.
As shown in Figure 1, the Chestnut Street Regulator tributary area includes 56::3 acres (227 hectare) within
sanitary sewershed (SS) 18, which includes 214 acres (86 hectare) of runoff catchments (RC). The ini~al
proposed separation of 97 acres (39 hectare) of storm and combined sewers from RC 18 (as described in
the 1989 CSO Study) would reduce the total RC area to 117 acres (47 hectare). The 108-inch (2700 mm)
storm sewer to be removed from the OSIS, the subject of this modeling, has the design capacity to provide
gravity storm sewer services to the runoff catchment in both SS 18 (RC = 375 acres) and SS 17 (RC = 214
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acres). The second phase in this effort, would provide immediate removal of the 46 acres of Interstate
roadway drainage from the tributary flow to the regulator.
The analysis included flow estimates of DWF and wet weather flow (WWF), and were entered as point
sources at certain nodes in the collection system. The combined flow was routed in the SWMM EXTRAN.
The Chestnut Street Regulator was described in the model as depicted in Figure 3, where a 66 x 66 inch
sluice gate controls the flow from the regulator. The gate settings is 33 inches above floor level to allow a 66
x 33 inch opening. The overflow weir crest is set at elevation 717.88.
To investigate the impact of the separation, the RC is reduced to 117 acres in the SWMM RUNOFF model
using the same historical rainfall data (7/26/1995- 2 year storm), and using the same parameters for current
conditions.
MODELING RESULTS
The modeling results of the proposed ini~al separation of storm sewers (97 acres)indicate that the maximum
computed flow rate in the 108 inch (2700 mm) sewer has dropped from 247 mgd (10.8 m3/sec) to 200 mgd
(8.76 m3/sec). However, the computed maximum H.G.L. in the OSIS does not show significant change before
and after the separation. Figure 4 illustrates a hydraulic profile of the OSIS showing computed maximum
water depth and regulator elevations (i.e., weir crest level and floor level).
Table 1 lists all regulators that have been impacted by the separation showing computed overflow volume at
each regulator before and after the separation.
The modeling results indicate the total reduction in overflow volume is approximately 0.52 MG (1,968 m3) (0.42
at WSST and 0.11 at Henry Street Regulator).
Based on these results, the proposed separation is not expected to have a significant reduction in either
overflow volume or overflow frequency at WSST for the 2 year storm level.
Table 1. Combined Sewer Overflow Reduction: 2-Year Storm Event
Volume of Overflow
Node
Number

Overflow Location

Before
Separation

Reduction in
Overflow Volume

After
Separation

2 Year Event

1201

Whittier Street Storm Tanks

164.3

621,876

163.9

620,362

0.419

1,586

9.3

12101

Rich Street Regulator O/F

0.029

110

0.024

91

0.005

19

17.0

13101

Town Street Regulator O/F

0.013

49

0.013

49

0.000

0

0.0

15101

Long Street Regutator O/F

0.085

322

0.072

273

0.013

49

15.0

16101

Spnng Street Regulator O/F

0.915

3,463

0.839

3,176

0.022

83

2.0

1703

Chestnut Street Regulator O/F

0.000

0

0.000

0

0.000

0

0.0

20101

Henry Street Regulator O/F

2.821

10,677

2.710

10,257

0.111

420

4.0

21201

First Avenue Regulator O/F

0.082

310

0.076

288

0.006

23

7,0

23101

King Avenue Regulator O/F

0.092

348

0.085

322

0.007

26

8.0
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Figure 3. Plan and Profile of the Chestnut Street Regulator (Pirnie, 1996)
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FIELD VERIFICATION
Verification of actual field conditions is recommended when the level of certain~! of modeling results is critical.
During the detailed modeling of the Chestnut Street Regulator, questions were ~aised as to whether or not the
record plans reflected as-built conditions. Specifically, there were two bulkheads shown on the record plans
that were to be installed during the final stages of construction. Verification that these bulkheads are in place
was performed by the CSCS field crew who also noted the following:
a. Substantial debris was observed within the Chestnut Street Regulator structure during a December,
1996 CSCS field crew site visit. This regulator is extremely difficult for maintenance crews to clean due to
location, chamber design, and depth of deposits. During a May, 1997 field crew site visit, it was noted that
the regulator structure had been cleaned, with little deposition built up.
Deposition was observed to be clogging the 72-inch (1800 mm) diameter storm sewer pipe entering
the OSIS within the Chestnut Street Regulator structure dudng the December, 1996 site visit. During the May,
1997 site visit, this pipe is open and flowing into the OSlS.
c. Recommended locations for flow monitor installations were investigated. Installation and
maintenance of proposed flow monitors wi~in the 72-inch by 84-inch (1800 by 2:100 mm) connection between
the OSIS and the regulator gate may be difficult due to the hazardous flow conditions.
These observations provide very useful information that can support the prediction of reverse flow through
the Chestnut Street Regulator and infrequent ac~vat~on of the overflow weir during high intensity storm events.
In addition to the site visits performed by the CSCS field crew, the Storrnwater Management Program currentJy
monitors overflows at all regulators within the CSS. The location of a wooden block initially placed on the weir
wall in each regulator is checked on a periodic basis. Historical data collected by the stormwater group do
not indicate block movement at the regulators not expected to activate, further supporting the confirmation
of model application findings.

FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
Based upon the results of~he CSCS model application described in this paper, the following recommendations
were identified as beneficial to undertake prior to the DOSD proceeding with the proposed Chestnut Street
Separation project:
1. Continue the use of the CSCS hydraulic model and flow monitoring program to optimize the
performance of all of the regulators by simulating modifications to weir elevations and gate settings.
Assuming negligible spatial variation of rainfall, discharge of combined flows during wet weather should occur
at the storm tanks until the regulators simultaneously crest their weir elevations.
2. Continue use of the CSCS model to analyze incremental levels of rainfall to determine the receiving
stream’s level of protection from combined sewer overflows presently provided by the combined sewer
system. In addition, determine the level of stream protection at Chestnut Street following separations and
optimization of the combined sewer system.
Findings of these two exercises can be used to aid in determining whether or not to proceed with the
separation project
3. If the DOSD proceeds with separation work, implement a flow monitoring program of the Olentangy
Scioto Interceptor Sewer, WSST, and Chestnut Street Regulator before and after the construction of
separation work to determine separation efficiency.
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CONCLUSIONS
The application of the Columbus Sewer Capacity Study hydraulic model, supported by the use of flow
monitoring data and field verifications obtained by the CSCS field crew proved to be a very valuable exercise.
It successfully demonstrated that it is crucial to consider global impacts as well as local impacts clunng the
decision making process of whether to separate or not separate combined sewer flows. Not only did the
preliminary results as stated in this paper indicate that the impact of separation work may provide insignificant
improvements in water quality, the results indicate that there may be other improvements that can be made
to the system to more effectively spend capital improvement program funds to realize greater benefits to the
receiving stream.
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Simulating Infiltration and Inflow in Sewer Systems
using SWMM RUNOFF
Paul Kadota, M.A.Sc., P. Eng., pkac~ota@gvrcl.bc.ca
Yassine Djebbar, M.A.Sc., P. Eng., y~jebbar@gvrcl.]~.ca
Greater Vancouver Regional District, 4330 Kingsway, Burnaby, B.C., Canada V5H 4G8
ABSTRACT
Creating effective plans to address sanitary sewer overflows requires good understanding of collection
system response under a variety of operating conditions. To extend the usefulness of measured data, the
Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District modified SWMM RUN~:DFF to improve simulation of
wet weather flows in sanitary sewers through computer modelling. The addition of an effective infiltration
area factor and improvements to tracking head differences between the groundwater stage and pipe
tailwater level produced calibrated results that were typically __.15% of measurement~ This level of
accuracy in simulating immediate and seasonal infiltration and inflow response provides the basis for
evaluating a wide range of options that ad~Iress wet weather issues.

KEYWORDS
SWMM, RUNOFF, infiltration, inflow, sanitary sewer, overflow, computer simulation.
INTRODUCTION
Rainfall-induced infiltration and inflow (I/I) is described as the seepage of percolating rainwater that finds
its way into the sanitary sewer system through pipe defects. While rainfall-induced [/I occurs during and
some time after the rainfall event, it can result in peak flows that excs~d sewer design capacities
culminating in sanitar~ sewer overflows (SSOs). Reactive measures to eliminate SSC)s by up-sizing flow
conveyance and treatment capacities will often lead to a path of high-cosll solutions. Improving one’s
understanding of H and engaging in a thorough assessment of improvemenl’= options can provide a set of
cost-effective solutions to address SSOs. Computer simulation of I/I is one of several program steps the
Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District (GVS&DE)) is undertaking to identify, quantify, and
evaluate system improvements.
Objectives of this computer modelling effort included:
Minimizing discrepancies between measured and simulated I/I under a w~ide variety of rainfall patterns
and antecedent moisture conditions.
¯ Extrapolation of U1 response to unmonitored areas and to extended durations that cover seasonal
variations.
¯ Overall assessment of existing sewer system performance for light and heavy rainfall years.
¯ Performance evaluation of options such as increased conveyance, treatment capacity], I/I source
reduction, and peak flow storage.
This phase of work focuses on modelling the hydrological process of rainfall, !;]roundwater percolation, and
infiltration to sanit~ sewers.
Previous I/1 Modelling Methods
Various methods of estimating [/I can be categorized as follows:
(i) direct measurement;
(ii) application of unit infiltration rates;
(iii) the multiple unit hydrograph approach; and
(iv) the physically-based approach.
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Direct measurement of VI is required in any program aimed at identifying and quantifying a realistic flow
response to rainfall. It is generally the first step to defining the extent of the problem. However,
measurement devices generally can not be located everywhere in the collection system and maintained
indefinitely given the cost implications. Direct measurement’s ability to a~sess existing response will
provide a means of checking indirect methods, but it will not provide estimation of future response or
under "what-if" scenarios.
Unit infiltration rates empirically dedved from measured data are widely used for design purposes. Its use
precludes modelling of a system’s houdy or minute-by-minute response to actual rainfall. Unit infiltration
rates are typically not correlated to return pedod storms, but rather represent rules-of-thumb.
Because of its simplicity, the multiple unit hydrograph approach is by far the most often used method to
estimate I/I response. For example, the City of Edmonton applied a three unit hydrograph model that
describes: fast inflow; fast infiltration; and slow infiltration (Christopher et al., 1996). The City of Alexandria
in Virginia applied a two unit hydrograph model to simulate fast and slow VI components (Oakley and
Warren, 1995). The main drawbacks of the multiple unit hydrograph approach are: (i) it does not provide
a physical insight to the hydrologic processes, but treats it as a "black-box"; (ii) it generally does not
consider the effect of antecedent moisture.conditions; and (iii) it assumes procasses are linear.
In comparison to multiple unit hydrograph models, there has been limited dew.=lopment in physically-based
I/I estimation models. One notable example was the CEMGREF model developed in France for
application in rural watersheds (Beihadj et al., 1995). While the CEMGREF model provides a physicallybased approach that accounts for hydroclimatic conditions, as well as, surface and subsurface
characteristics, the developers have indicated that it does not simulate urban sanitary sewer systems to
desirable levels of accuracy.
METHODOLOGY
Since the early 1990’s, the GVS&DD has successfully used the RUNOFF module of the Storm Water
Management Mode~ (SWMM) to simulate the hydrologic process for several of its combined sewer
overflow studies and programs. Early attempts to apply the same approach to sanitary sewer systems
highlighted weaknesses in RUNOFPs ability to adequately describe the physical process. While peak
flows could be made to match field measurements, simulated storm recessions and nightly low flows
differed substantially both dudng and after storm events. Also noted and confirmed by field measurement
was that sanitary discharges account for a substantial portion of the flow depth, even during storm events
in sanitary sewers. This effect is much less pronounced in combined sewers.
On the basis of these observations, it appeared that sanitary discharge,,; can effectively ’regulate’
groundwater 1/I via diurnal fluctuations in the tallwater depth in the sewer. (-~iven that the difference in
elevation between the groundwater table and the tallwater depth provides the driving head for infiltration,
diurnal vahations in the tailwater depth would tend to decrease infiltration potential dudng sanitary peaks
and conversely increase infiltration potential during nightly low flow pedods (see Figure 1). To properly
account for this physical process, the RUNOFF module would need to deal with dry weather flow inputs for
regulating groundwater flow in its subroutines.
Recognizing that sanitary sewers and storm drains typically share the same catchment area in an urban
environment, one can describe the area of I/I contribution to the sanitary sewer as a fraction of the total
catchment area. Many other factors such as pipe depth, material, age, condition, existing quality of joints,
and number of connections also influence the effective area of I/I contribution (see Figure 2). Hence, the
idea of introducing an effective Vi contributing area factor, ~z, a user-defined value as a fraction of the total
catchment surface area.
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Modifications
Version 4.31 of RUNOFF provided the basis of implementing concepts surrc, unding input of dry weather
flows and application of an effective area factor. The modified version of RUNOFF named v4.31d now
provides the option of:
¯ including 24-hourly, 7-day, or long-term dry weather flows to any given sul:x:atchment
¯ applying an effective area factor for I/I contributions to any given subcatchment.

,~ Groundwater (GW) Percolation

Wet Weather GW Table (GWT)

Eady / Recession GWT

D~y Weather Gw~r

Figure 1. C~nceptualization of tailwater effects that tend to d~:mase I/I
I~tential during sanitary pea~ and increase I/I potential during nightly I~

Figure 2. Conceptualization of a user-defined effective I/I cont~ributing area
factor as a fraction of the total catchment surface.
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In addition, the functional form of the groundwater flow equation (GWFLW) was modified slightly to better
describe the head difference concept.
The standard version of SWMM RUNOFF uses a groundwater equation to calculate infiltration flow at any
given time-step using equation (1) given by the following:

I/1= a~(GWT-pl)b’ - a~(TW_PI)b, + a3(GWT) (TW)

(1)

where GWT = the water table elevation; PI = pipe invert elevation; TW = the tail water elevation; and
az, a~, bl, and b~ = discharge coefficients.
Note that the standard equation does not directly represent the driving head for groundwater infiltration
flow given by the difference (GWT - TW). Only in the event if al = a2, bl = b;,, would equation (1) provide
the (GW’I" - TW) head potential.
"
The revised groundwater equation is given by equation (2).

I/I = a~(GWT- TW)b’ - a~(TW_ pi)b, + a~(GWT) (TW)

(2)

GVS&DD staff tested modifications to RUNOFF v4.31 on dozens of catchment models which calibrated
with generally good results. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the calibration prc~’ess and revised data flow
paths.

Dry Weather
Flow Data

Surface &
Subsudaca

o

Sewer System
Data

Measured Flow
Data

v4.31d

Figure 3. ~hemabc of ~e ~libmtion pr~ess and da~ flow paths.
N~es on the Calibr~on Pr~e~
¯ As sho~ in ~gure 3, d~ weather flow ~ is now an input to the h~mlogic m~el, RUNOFF, rather
~n ~ input tmd~on~ly into the sewer h~mulic model. NI ~ibmtions in~ud~ houdy d~ weather
flow p~ems for e~h ~tchment over a 7~ay
~wer ~hm~ were ~i~ di~re~d i~o ~ ha are~. Ph~ic~ ~tchment da~ such es area,
average slo~, ~h, ~illa~ su~on, h~ulJc condu~, ~d potos~ were esGm=~ e~er by
me~umment or inte~olat~ from book v~u~; most pa~em ~h no or J~e adjustment dudng
~ibm~on. Disch~e c~ffic~ and t~e ~ibmbon ~etem. were us~ e~ens~ely to ob~n
sab~a~o~ simulat~ ~ul~.
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¯

Historical rain data from 20 tipping bucket gauges distributed over the st~dy area at a density of about
one gauge per 2000 ha were used. Recent flow data were available al: 44 upper catchment sites to
calibrate the hydrologic and hydraulic models.

¯ RUNOFF’s simple hydraulic model was used to calculate the tailwater elevation for each catchment.
Only the subsurface flow component was considered in simulating 1/I flows. Surface runoff was
assumed to discharge into appropriate drainage systems.
¯ Simulation start-times were set to well ahead of the comparison pedod to ensure stabilization of ground
conditions (e.g., soil moisture; groundwater table)from initial values.
RESULTS
Figure 4 (a) shows an example of simulation results using the standard version of RUNOFF v4.31. It
appears that without the modifications, low flows, peak flows, and time to peak flows are not well
simulated. The poor fit is likely a function of not correctly balancing the fast a, nd slow I/I responses. In this
particular case, there appears to be over-storage of percolated flows resultiing in overestimation of 1/1 as
the groundwater equation continues to release water well after the rain storm has ended.
Figure 4 (b) shows the results of including the effective area factor. The prediction of low flows after the
storm is improves somewhat, but at the expense of poor fit dudng peak stom~ flows.
Adjustment of groundwater equation coefficients, the subsurface hydraulic conductivity, and the field
capacity produced the final calibrated result shown in Figure 4 (c). The subsurface hydraulic conductivity
was increased to accelerate I/I response so that the time to peak could be better simulated. The overall fit
is substantially improved, but with some loss in accuracy dudng the storm of 27-Dec.
Calibration of the first few catchments took significant effort as paramete:r sensitivities were explored.
Experience grew with each catchment calibrated, providing insigh! on how to accelerate the calibration
process. One simplification made to heady all models involved reducing the groundwater equation to only
the first term with starting coefficients as follows:
Table 1. Default coefficient values in Equation 2.
Parameter

al

bl

a2

Default value

20

0.001

0.0

~
0.0

a~
0.0

The calibrated value of the effective area factor vaded significantly from 5% to 20%.
Once calibrated, the hydrologic model can extend its application to:
¯ continuous simulations
¯ estimation of VI response to any storm (e.g., historical high, low, new data, return-period design
storms)
¯ extrapolation to unmonitored areas (via parameter transference).
As an example, F~gure 5 shows two snapshots of a 12-month continuous simulation run, to which only 4
months of measured data exists over the simulation period. Total flows as well as rainfall-induced
infiltration and inflow can be determined by year, by season, or by day to assess wet weather performance
of the upstream collection system. A review of such statistics for the dozens of calibration points or
hundreds of extrapolated and interpolated points will help to identify areas with particularly excessive I/I.
The areas can then be pdodtized for targeted I/I reduction programs.
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DISCUSSION
In general terms, RUNOFF’s subsurface routines can be conceptualized as flow movement in and out of a
non-linear reservoir. For the most part, the effective I/I contributing area, the depth of pipe, field capacity
and porosity define dimensions of the reservoir. The percolation process and associated parameters such
as hydraulic conductivity and moisture content determine the inflow rate into the reservoir. The
groundwater equation and its discharge coefficients describe the release rate out of the reservoir.
Catchments characterized by significant i/I, even days after the storm event, can be represented by a
large reservoir volume and small discharge coefficients at its outlet. Conversely, catchments with quick
response can be represented by a small reservoir volume, large discharge coefficients, and high
percolation rates. Using this physically-based conceptualization helps to betller understand the I/i process
and often leads to highly satisfactory results. As with any other physically-based approach, RUNOFF
v4.31d can be readily applied to other geographic areas with sta~ng parameters from known values set
for the new study area before calibration begins.
The modifications to RUNOFF have substantially improved its ability to sucoessfully simulate wet weather
conditions for a sanitary sewer system. However, simulated results still show some discrepancy from
measurement. While there could be a variety of reasons for this, a few are suggested:
¯

The I/I process is much more complex than can be described by reservoir concepts. RUNOFF is a
deterministic one-dimensional model that averages I/I processes over a relatively large catchment. In
reality, there exists a wide variation of conditions that can not be described by the simple concepts
used in RUNOFF. For example, sewers within a catchment are located at different elevations; the
contributing area varies; there are other sources of drainage such as storm sewers, ditches, deep
percolation, and evapotranspiration.

¯

To offer a means of balancing inflow versus infiltration, the original intent was to implement a separate
effective area factor for surface and subsurface flow components i~n RUNOFF. Programming
difficulties forced compromise to a single effective area factor for both the surface and subsurface
components.

¯

RUNOFF v4.31d is able to deal with infiltration when the groundwater table is at a higher elevation
than the taiiwater level in the sewer. However, exfiltration is currently not modelled, should the
groundwater table drop below the tailwater elevation.

¯

In some cases, sewer backwatering occurs which could significantly impact the actual tailwater
elevation. RUNOFF’s simple hydraulic model is not able to model such effects.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a new approach to infiltration and inflow analysis in separated system. The approach
uses a modified version of the SWMM RUNOFF model, which includes the following: (i) addition of an
effective area factor to control the 1/I contributing area, and (ii) consideration of sanitary discharge
influences on the tallwater depth in estimating I/I.
The effective area factor provides a means to control the I/I contributing area and thus the 1/I volume. It
appears that the rate of I/I release can be adequately controlled using 2 o;;’ 5 coefficients in RUNOFF
v4.31d’s groundwater equation.
Sanitary flow can have a significa~’rt influence on 1/i contributions through tailwater effects. The presence
of sanitary flow increases the tailwater elevation, reducing the driving head differential with respect to the
groundwater stage. RUNOFF v4.31d accounts for tallwater fluctuations due to sa~nitary discharges and
rainfall-induced flow components.
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Calibrated hydrologic models using the modified version of RUNOFF produced very good results when
applied to sanitary sewer systems spanning some 36,000 ha. The GVS&DD uses RUNOFF v4.31d to
investigate sewer overflows, address operating and maintenance issues, extrapolate I/I response to
unmonitored areas, supplement measured flow data, and evaluate sewer improvement options under a
vadety of rainfall patterns.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Kenneth A. Pew

Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District, 3826 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44115-2504 U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
This presentation provides the historical perspective and background for the nine following presentations
regarding vadous aspects of the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District wet weather programs.
KEYWORDS
wastewater, treatment, sewer, combined, overflow, Erie, Cuyahoga
CONDITIONS IN THE LATE 1960s AND EARLY 1970s
Water quality during the late 1960s and early 1970s was definitely impaired. The Cuyahoga River and Lake
Erie were polluted by sentry and industrial wastewater. Numerous oil spillls occurred at combined sewer
overflows. The Cuyahoga River "burned" in 1969. Beaches were routinely closed. =Help - I’m dying" was
painted on a break wall on Lake Erie.
There was also tension among all levels of government. Federal agencies filed litigation against the City of
Cleveland for polluting the Cuyahoga River and Lake Erie. State agencies pla¢’~l a building ban on Cleveland
and other communities connected to the Cleveland sewer system. The communities filed litigation against
Cleveland over sewer rate inequities. All litigations were consolidated into one case.
NORTHEAST OHIO REGIONAL SEWER DISTRICT
The Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District was created by the court order ending this case in July, 1972.
The District was made responsible for wastewater treatment, interceptor sewers, combined sewer overflow
control, industrial waste contzol, and development of a plan for regional mana!;]ement of wastewater collection
and storm drainage.
The court order defined Subdisthct 1 to be Cleveland and Subdis~ct 2 to be all other communities. The order
then specified that the District would be governed by a seven-member Board of Trustees, appointed as
follows:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Two by the Mayor of Cleveland
Two by a Suburban Council of Governments
One by the Commissioners of the County of Cuyahoga
One by the Subdistnct with the greatest wastewater flow (currently Subdistrict 1)
One by the Subdistrict with the greatest population (originally Subdistdct 1, but now Subdistrict 2)

The District currently has a 295 square-mile service area, which includes 75 square miles served by combined
sewers. The service area encompasses all or part of 53 communities, each responsible for their own local
sewer system. The District serves over one million people and treats over 3:30 million gallons of wastewater
per day on average.
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The District owns and operates three wastewater treatment plants, six pump stations, 207 miles of interceptor
sewers, 467 static combined sewer regulators, and 29 automated combined sewer regulators. The 496
combined sewer regulators discharge to the environment at 126 locations permitted by the National Pollutant
Discharge Eliminat~on System. Discharges at these 126 locations impact many receiving waters:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Lake Ede
Four streams tributary to Lake Erie
The Cuyahoga River
Four streams tributary to the Cuyahoga River
The Ohio Canal
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WET WEATHER PLANT OPERATION
Lewis Debevec Jr.
NORTHEAST OHIO REGIONAL SEWER DIS’r’RICT
3826 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44115

ABSTRACT
The creation of the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District by court order in 1972 was done to
resolve water quality problems that existed in the greater Cleveland area. These problems were
due in part to the inability of treatment facilities to treat wet v~ather flows. Teday, the three
award winning treatment plants have been exemplary in their day to diay operation. Beyond that,
they have maintained their permit conditions utilizing strategies to deal with high flows during wet
vm..ather conditions. Each plant is unique and this paper explores their uniqueness in handling
wet weather operations.
KEYWORDS
wastewater, treatment, wet weather, process, flow
INTRODUCTION
The Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District operates three-wastewader treatment plants in the
Cleveland area. The oldest facility is the Easterly Wastewater Treatment Plant that is located on
the east side of Cleveland and discharges into Lake Erie. The largest facility is the Southerly
Wastewater Treatment Center located on the south side of the City of Cleveland in Cuyahoga
Heights. This facility discharges its treated effluent into the Cuyahog-’l River. The smallest of the
three plants is the Westerly Wastewater Treatment Plant located c~ the west side of City of
Cleveland and discharges its treated effluent into Lake Erie.
EASTERLY WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
The Easterly Treatment Plant is a conventional activated sludge plant with a design dry wea~er
flow of 155 MGD and a wet weather flow of 330 MGD. The plant I~as no conventional solids
handling facilities. The plant pumps it solids through a thirteen- mile pipeline to the Southerly
Treatment Plant. The plant’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit
has thirty day limits of 15 milligrams/liter (mg/l) ¢atlx~ac~:~ biochemical oxygen demand, 20
mg/I suspended solids and 1.0 mg/l total phosphorus in the effluent.
Process Flow Scheme
The flow enters the plant, as show in Figure 1, through one of three interceptors-Coilingwood,
Heights-Hilltop or Easterly. When the flow is within the design criteria it receives preliminary
treatment consisting of screening, grit removal and comminution. Row is then measured and
given primary treatment. After primary treatment, the flow goes into the activated s~udge
process in the step feed mode. From the final ctarifiers the effluent is disinfected with sodium
hypochlodte and dechionnated with sodium bisulfite. The v~ter elevation in the final clarffiers is
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lower than the present lake level; therefore, the effluent is pumped by screw pumps up to the
lake level.
Wet Weather Flow
In wet weather, when the total plant flow is less than 330 MGD the Colling~x~ pumps lift all
flows less than 100 MGD into the plant and the Heights-Hilltop and E~edy interceptors will flow
by gravity into the plant.
When the total plant flow exceeds 330 MGD and the Collingv~:~xI flow is greater than 100 MGD
the excess flow in the Collingwood interceptor overflows a fixed weir an automatically bypasses
the treatment process. This plant receives approximately 0.250 MGD of water plant sludges.
When the plant flow is near the bypass level, the wastewater plant I~as an automatic telephone
dialer that sends a call to the water plant and informs them of the impending bypass. The water
plants take the necessary action to shutdown their sludge pumping Ol~;ration.
When the total plant flow exceeds 330 MGD and the Coilingwood flow is less than 100 MGD the
flow in the Coilingwood interceptor, is throttled. This is done by shutting down the Collingv~x~cl
pumps to allow an overflow of the fixed weir and automatically byl~SS the treatment process.
Again, when this occurs, the wastewater plant’s automatic telephone dialer sends a call to the
water plant and informs them of the impending bypass. The water plants take the necessary
action to shutdown their sludge pumping operation.
The wet vv~ather-operating scheme for this plant is to accept the more concentrated sanitary
flows and to allow the more dilute sewage to be bypassed. Therefore, the plant will allow the
flow from the Coilingwood Interceptor to overflow first and then bypass from the Eastedy
Interoeptor. As a last resort, if the flow from the Heights-Hilltop Interoeptor exceeds the 330MGD it will be allowed to bypass.
SOUTHERLY WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
The Southerly Treatment Plant is a conventional two-stage activated sludge plant with a design
dry weather flow of 200 MGD and a wet weather flow of 735 MGD. The plant’s National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit (NPDES) has thirty day limits of 16
milligrams/liter (mg/I) carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand, 16 mg/t suspended solids and
1.0 mg/l total phosphorus in the effluent.
Process Flow Scheme
As shown in Figure 2, the flow enters the plant through one of five interoeptom-Big Creek, Mill
Creek, Cuyahoga Valley, Southwest or Southerly. In addition, ,,Judge from the Easterly
treatment plant is pumped into the influent of Southerly. When the flow is within the design
criteria it receives preliminary treatment consisting of screening, g~it removal. Row is then
measured and given primary treatment. After primary treatment the flc~v goes into the first-stage
activated sludge process currently operated in the step-feed mode. After the first-stage treatment
the flow is pumped to the second-stage activated sludge process for nitrogen removal. From the
final clarifiers the effluent flows through gravity sand filters. It is then disinfected with sodium
hypochlorite and dechlodnated with sodium bisuifite. The plant disct~rges its treated effluent by
gravity to the Cuyahoga River.
Solids handling consists of primary sludge cyclone degritting, gravity thickeners and gravity belt
thickeners. A medium-pressure thermal conditioning process to prepare the sludge for
dewatering. Centrifuges and vacuum filters devoter the thermally, conditioned sludge and
incinerators to reduce the volume of sludge. Since the plant receives sludge from the Easterly
treatment plant, it must process about twice the amount of sludge thai ;a plant with the same flow
would process.
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Wet Weather Flow
In wet weather, when the flow to Southerly is less than 175 MGD, the. total plant flow will receive
preliminary, primary, first-stage, second-stage treatment and fiil~ation. The full flow is
disinfected with sodium hypochlonte, dechlodnated with sodium bisulfite, and discharged to the
dyer.
VVhen the flow exceeds 175 MGD, but is less that 400 MGD, the flow receives preliminary and
pdmary treatment. Only 175 MGD of this flow receives first-stage treatment However, the full
flow up to 400 MGD goes to the second-stage and receives secondary treatment. The flow up to
400 MGD can be filtered. The full flow is disinfected with sodium hypo~iorite, dechlorinated
with sodium bisulfite, and discharged to the dyer.
When the flow exceeds 400 MGD, but is less than 735 MGD, the flow receives preliminary and
pdmary treatment The flow exceeding 400 MGD, up to 335 MGD, will receive this degree of
treatment. Of the remaining flow, only 175 MGD of this flow reo~ives first-stage treatment
However, the full flow of 400 MGD goes to the second-stage and receives secondary treatment.
The flow up to 400 MGD can be filtered. The 400-MGD flow is disinfected with sodium
hypochlorite, dechlonnated with sodium bisulfite, and discharged to the river. The portion of the
flow above the 400-MGD is discharged to the river.
The wet weather operating scheme for this plant is to provide n~]x, imum treatment to the
concentrated sanitary flows and reduce the amount of treatment when the flows becomes diluted
with rain water. All available tankage in the primary and second=a-y is used for storm flow
retention or flow through.
WESTERLY WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
The Westedy Treatment Plant is a trickling filter/solids contact (TF/SC) biological process plant
with a design dry Weather flow of 33 MGD and a Wet Weather flow of 100 MGD. The plant’s
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit (NPDES) I~as thirty day limits of 15
milligrams/liter (mgfl) carbonaceous bioct}emical oxygen demand, 20 mg/I suspended .solids and
1.0 mgJl total pl~osphorus in the effluent.
Process Flow Scheme
The flow enters the plant through one of two interoeptors-Westedy and Northwest. Flows within
the design criteda receive preliminary treatment consisting of screening, grit removal and
comminution, as shown in Figure 3. Flow is then measured and given primary treatment. After
pdmary treatment, the flow pumped up to one of three trickling filters. Then the flow goes to
through the solids contact tanks and to the final clarifiers. From the final darffiers the effluent is
disinfected with sodium hypochlorite, dechlorinated with sodium bi=Jlt’rte, and discharged into
Lake Erie.
The plant processes all biosolids collected from the wastewater. The plant uses gravity
thickeners to thicken the solids. The plants centrifuges dewater the solids for the incineration
process or in an emergency to transport the solids to an approved landfill.
Wet Weather Flow
in wet Weather, when the flow to Westerly is less than 70 MGD the flow receives preliminary,
primary and secondary treatment. The full flow is disinfected with sodium hypochiodte,
dechlodnated v~th sodium bisuifite, and discharged to the lake.
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When the flow exceeds 70 MGD, but is less that 100 MGD, the flo~ receives preliminary and
primary treatment. Only 70 MGD of this flow receives full secondary treatment. The remainder
of the flow up to 100-MGD flows to blend with the secondary treated flow. The full flow is
disinfected with sodium hypochlodte, dechlodnated with sodium bisulfite, and discharged to the
lake.
When the flow exceeds 100 MGD, but is less than 400 MGD, the flow up to 70 MGD receives
preliminary, primary and secondary treatment. The plant will control the flow into the treatment
facility by valves in the headworks so that the plant treats 100 MGD. The flow exceeding 100
MGD, up to 300 MGD, will receive preliminary and pdmary treatment utilizing the Combined
Sewer Over/low Treatment Facility (CSOTF). The CSOTF is old imhoff tanks converted to
primary settling tanks with sludge withdrawal provisions. Only the treatment plant flow of 100
MGD is disinfected with sodium hypo~lodte, dechlodnated with sodium bisulfite, and discharged
to the lake. The portion of the flOWN above the 100-MGD is also dis~arged to the lake.
When the flow exceeds 400 MGD, but is less than 1,800 MGD, only 70 MGD of the flow receives
preliminary, pdmary and secondary treatment. Again, the plant controls the flow into the
treatment facility by valves in the headworks so that the plant provides preliminary and pdmary
fJ-eatment to 100 MGD. The flow exceeding 100 MGD, up to 1,800 MGD, will utilize the
Combined Sewer Overflow Treatment Facility (CSOTF). Flows abows 300 MGD are bypassed
through the center channel to avoid tank flooding. As an added preca~on, gates in the CSOTF
pump building will also open to protect the catenary bar screens in conjunction with and effluent
sluice gates on the influent center channel also open to regulate the fl¢~v. At this point, the plant
is receiving higher flow rates than can be treated and the system bypasses the process. Only
the treatment plant flow of 100 MGD is disinfected with sodium hypochlorite, dechlodnated with
sodium bisulfite, and discharged to the lake. The portion of the flow a~x~ve the 100-MGD is also
discharged to the lake.
The wet weather operating scheme for this plant is to provide m~mum treatment to the
concentrated sanitary flows and reduce the amount of treatment when the flows becomes highly
diluted with rain water.
CONCLUSIONS
During wet weather, the three plants are operated to take advantage of all available tankage in
the primary and secondary process stream to be used for storm flow retention or flow through.
This is evi!:lent in the peak wet weather event of February 27, 1997. The design Wet weather
capacity of the three plants is 1,365 MGD. Table 1 shows the flo~s Ilandled by eac~ plant on
Thursday, February 27, 1997, when heavy rains and snow melt run-off taxed each p/ant to near
capacity. The result was that 86 percent of the total capacity ~s utilized.
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P LAN T
Easterly Southedy Westerly CSOTF Total :

F LOW
240 MGD
709 MGD
60.3 MGD
338.6 MGD
1,347.9 MGD

WW CAPACITY
330 MGD
735 MGD
100 MGD
300 MGD
1,365 MGD

% of CAPACITY
73,%
96%
60%
11:3%
86%

TABLE 1. Wet Weather Flow on Thursday, February 27, 1997
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Weslerly Wastewater Treatment Plant
Process Row giagram

FIGURE 3. Westerly Wastewater Treatment Plant Schematic
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Advances in Urban Wet Weather Pollution Reduction - Cleveland 1998
Conference
The Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District Wet Weather Programs
Session 4 (9:00 am - 12:00 pm)
Daniel M. Hudson
Manager of Systems Operation and Maintenance
In-line Storage of Wet Weather by Real-Time Control (9:30 am - 9:45 am)
Early on the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District (District) recognized the need
for combined sewer overflow abatement. As early as 1972 the District constructed
in-line storage devices that regulated the flow through three combined sewer
regulators. The system included twelve rain gauges and twelve sewer level
gauges. Monitoring and control was performed with a centrally located
minicomputer. Control algorithms were calculated with one central computer and
transmitted over dedicated data lines for remote control. "Ilae reliability of this
system depended on the telephone lines, power service, and computer
trustworthiness. By 1990, the District constructed 29 automated regulator, 25 rain
gauges, 37 remote level monitors, and 50 remote flow monitors. Majority of the
equipment was designed for distributed control with progr~mamable logic
controllers (PLC). Personal computers distribute information on a local area
network (LAN) through a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
system.. Collection system information, such as wet weather flows, rain intensities,
and systems levels, are delivered to the treatment plants in real-time. Plant
operators make process control decisions based upon the sewer system data.

Each automated regulator has been constructed at an existing overflow regulator
chamber or at a newly constructed chamber that was created by consolidation of
several regulators. At each site a hydraulically operated ksaife gate, plug valve, or
in-sewer timber gate controls the amount of flow in the dr3, weather pipe. Where
possible, the size of the dry weather outlet pipe was increased to allow greater flow
to be delivered to the interceptor. Fixed weirs were replaced with either an
inflatable dam or a hydraulically operated bascule gate. Sewer levels upstream
and downstream of the automated regulator are measured with bubbler level
sensors. At some automated regulators, interceptor levels remote to the site are
telemetered to the local controller. All control equipment iis typically contained in
a prefabricated underground control vault. The vaults conl~in support equipment
for the automated regulators, including level and flow sensing systems, hydraulic
systems, pneumatic systems, motor control panels, unintercuptibal power supplies,
and a programmable logic controller.
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During the design and construction of the real time control system, consideration
was given to controlling the largest amount of combined sewage with the smallest
number of automated regulators. The 29 automated regulators eliminated
approximately 80 fixed weir regulators. Pipes were constructed that collect water
from several regulators and direct the flow to one point whe, re flow could be
controlled and storage in the system. The 29 automated regulators control nearly
one-quarter of the total flow from the 500 regulators in the Cleveland area. This is
equivalent to preventing about 2 MGD of flow from entering the environment
untreated every day.
The District’s experiences in real time operation and maintenance of a CSO
facility are not unusual when compared to other organization with similar systems.
Problems with inflatable dams started with the original construction over 20 years
ago. Most problems stemmed from the original design and construction. The
failure rate of the dams is currently approaching 50 percent llotal. The majority of
the problems with the dam revolves around substandard design and installation.
Most of the dams are manufactured with seams. Seam separation is the most
common failure mode. Incomplete vulcanization from the original manufacturing
process appears to be the major factor for seam separation. "l’he original anchor
design was a complicated system of rods, anchors and fabric:. Improper
installation of anchor bolts and placement of the fabric under the clamping rods
has also led to some of the dam failures.
The District has currently replaced six of the original seam-type dams with a
seamless design. The new design has proven to be reliable. The seamless dams
have been in-service for about five years with no failures. T, he anchors for the
seamless dams are a simple clamp that is mounted to the sewer walls by anchors
imbedded in epoxy adhesive.
The annual operating and maintenance cost for each automated regulator annual
cost is about $I 1,000. This includes all of the labor and mat~,n’ial expenses
required for preventive and breakdown maintenance. Capital cost and the original
design and construction cost are not included. Each rain gauge costs about $2,600
per year to operate and maintain. The flow and level monitors cost about $3,000
each per year.
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Less then one percent of the total capital expenditures for the District was used for
the construction of the in-line storage system. Even with such small capital
expenditures, in-line storage of CSO’s has proven important in the reduction of
overflows and resultant pollution loads to Lake Erie. Experiences at the District
have shown that with intelligent design and construction, deliberate management,
and maintenance, in-line storage can be environmentally effective and cost
efficient.
Stored - Combined Sewage
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COMBINED SEWER SYSTEM BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Robert Gow, Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District

The Northeast Ohio ReNonal Sewer District’s (District) Wastewater collection System is
as diverse as the people who populate the District’s two-hundred ninety-five (295) square
mile sercice area.
The District currently owns and/maintains two-hundred and seven (207) miles of
intercepting sewers. These interceptors are located primarily within the boundaries of
Cuyahoga County. One-hundred fifty-two (152) miles of these sewers are greater than
forty-eight (48) inches in diameter, many of which were constructed in deep tunnels. The
remaining fifty-five (55) miles of sewers are less than forty-eight (48) inches in diameter
and were primarily open trench construction. One-hundred and two (102) miles of
interceptors are less than thirty (30) years old and fabricated with reinforced concrete
pipe. Brick sewers comprise the remaining one-hundred and five (105) miles of
interceptors. These brick sewers range from fifty (50) to over one-hundred (100) years
old. The average manhole depth of the old existing interceptors is twenty (20) feet.
Whereas, some of the new deep tunnel interceptors exceed two-hundred (200) feet in
depth.
The District also maintains four-hundred sixty-seven (467) Combined Sewer Overflows
throughout Greater Cleveland. These are the fixed weir-type regulators of which there
are four (4) styles in the Cleveland area:

¯
¯
¯
¯

Perpendicular Weir
Side Channel Weir
Leaping Weir
Relief Pipe

The leaping weir regulator is uncommon throughout the United States and seems to be
unique to Cleveland. Historical data also reveals an increased susceptibility for
maintenance problems at this .type of regulator.
In addition to interceptors and regulators, the District assumes maintenance responsibility
for nineteen (19) bar racks, twenty-eight (28) drop pipes, one-hundred twenty-five (125)
permitted outfalls, twenty-four (24) miles of storm water outlets from regulators, and
other sewer related appurtenances.
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The District differs from other sewer authorities in the United States. Unlike other
agencies, the District does not maintain the small local sewers. Each community
maintains their own sewer system or has entered into a maintenance agreement with the
Cuyahoga County. Sanitary Engineers.

Inspection and maintenance of the District’s Collection System is the responsibility of the
Sewer Maintenance and Repair Section. This group includes eight (8) Field Technician
Operators, who normally operate the sewer cleaning and inspection equipment, and
routinely function as crew leaders also. The operators are supported by sixteen (16) Field
Technicians who aide with equipment set-up, traffic control, and assist with actual
cleaning and inspection activities. Two (2) supervisors and a manager complement the
group. An additional supervisor is slated for later in 1998 (see Table 1).
The Sewer Maintenance Department employs a variety of equipment and vehicles. The
following is a list of inspection and cleaning equipment routinely used by the group:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Three (3) Combination Machines (Jet Vacs)
One (1) Jet Truck
Two (2) C.C.T.V. Trucks
One (1) Easement Machine
One (1) Manlift System
Twelve (12) Inspection/Companion Vehicles
One (1) Set Bucket Machines
Miscellaneous gas/electric/air!hydraulic power tools

The Sewer Maintenance and Repair Section’s goals and priorities are to maintain an
unrestricted flow ofwastewater to the District’s Wastewater Treatment Plants, and to
ensure against any dry weather discharges to the environment. These tasks are
accomplished through the implementation of an aggressive inspection and maintenance
program by skilled and dedicated District personnel.

Regulator maintenance is a priority item at the District. The four-hundred sixty-seven
(467) regulators have been compiled into a set of inspection route books based on
drainage area, ei,~dat by receiving waters or interceptors. The regulators are inspected at
least twice per month. Regulators that exhibit a history of maintenance problems have
been collected into a set of four (4) trouble-spot route books and are inspected weekly. A
routine inspection crew consists of two (2) or three (3) teehniciam, depending upon the
route book being inspected. Normally, three (3) inspection crews are in the field on a
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daily basis. To further enhance our inspection/maintenance program, a straight jet truck
with a two (2) man crew inspects troublesome regulators on a daily basis. Preventive
maintenance is performed at each site as necessary.
During the course of the work day, should an inspection crew encounter a blocked
regulator, it is immediately reported to a Sewer Maintenance supervisor via two-way
radio. The supervisor will then dispatch a jet vac to the site to relieve the blockage. This
process has dramatically reduced response time to clean a blocked regulator. Anytime a
blocked regulator is discovered by District personnel, the Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency is also notified of the dry weather upset condition via fax. A status report follows
when the regulator has been cleahed.
During 1997, District personnel inspected sixteen-thousand one-hundred and ninety-eig!at
(16,198) fixed weir regulators (see Table 2). Total and partial blockages were removed at
one-thousand six-hundred and forty-nine (1,649) sites (see Table 2). This intensive
inspection/maintenance progam reduced the number of chronic regulators, those that are
blocked more than three (3) times per year, to four (4) (see Table 2). Further, the number
of inspections it requires to locate a blockage increased to 265, compared to 87 in 1992
(see Table 2). Response time, the actual time to relieve a blocked regulator from the time
it was reported to supervision, has been reduced to a little over an hour. Only a few years
ago, a twenty-four (24) hour turnaround was the norm.
Looking to the future, the District will continue to pursue its goal to reduce dry weather
overflows by incorporating new technolo~ into the daily routine of sewer maintenance
operations. Bar codes, commonly used in grocery/department stores, are now being used
by District Sewer Maintenance personnel to inspect regulators. The District initiated a
pilot program in early 1998 by ~vhich seventy-one (71) regulators are being inspected
with the use of bar codes. The bar code system eliminates handwritten
inspection/maintenance reports currently being used by the field crews. Bar code readers
are downloaded into a computer at the end of each work day. The computer, in turn, logs
each inspection and generates an inspection and maintenance report. Thus, increasing the
number of yearly regulator inspections.
By years’ end, the maintenance deparmaent intends to inspect the remaining regulators
with the bar code system. Eventually, this pro_m’arn will be expanded to include bar racks,
drop pipes and other general sewer maintenance activities.
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3.

Number of htspebnion~ m ide.ntify a D~" W~thcr (~’crllow
1992:
9~3: 134

904:

9P5:230
996:23 8
997:26

4,

"[’iJlt¢ ~o Unhlock a Rcguimor
1993: .A.pproximately 24 hou~
1994: $0~-;~ in 24 &r~: 60% L=s~ e~an 2 hours
1995: 83% in 2 hour~
19~: 89% less than 2
1997: [ 32 hou~
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INTERCEPTORS & BIOFILTERS
RICHARD J. SWITALSKI
NORTHEAST OHIO REGIONAL SEWER DISTRICT
3826 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44115
INTRODUCTION
Like many of the older Metropolitan areas in the country, the wastewater collection system for Greater
Cleveland is comprised of both separate sanitary sewers and combined sewers. A master sanitary interceptor
plan was initiated in 1966 to minimize pollutant overflows into Lake Erie and tributary streams.
One of the primary goals of the master plan was to intercept separate sanitary sewer flow for priority treatment
at the wastewater treatment plants, thereby:
¯

Reducing separate sanitary overflow (SSOs) into environmentally sensitive urban streams
and lakes.

¯

Reducing flows to the combined sewer areas thereby reducing the volume and frequency
of combined sewer overflows (CSOs).

Two interceptor systems were eventually designed and constructed as a result of the master plan. They are
the Southwest Interceptor and the Heights/Hilltop Interceptor. Together these two projects consist of 50 miles
of interceptor sewers which service over 500,000 people at a cost of $242 million. The first part of this paper
will focus on one segment of the aforementioned interceptors, Hilltop Interceptor Contract G, from design
through construction.
DESIGN
The design of the Contract G was based on a five year, one hour storm event. Initial design concepts included
the consideration of a new surface storage facility consisting of a concrete lined detention tank. However, the
concept of a storage-conveyance tunnel proved to be more economical. However, due to the depth of the
tunnel, it is feasible to construct additional detention tanks next to the interceptor should the need for
expansion be identified in future studies.
OVERFLOW STRUCTURF
The concept for the overflow structure was based on characteristics of a typical detention basin’s outfall
stnJctures used for surface drainage systems:
1.
2.

Control outlet discharge rate by an orifice device.
Provide an overflow weir to allow for controlled discharge of flows exceeding the design rate.

However, early in the design stage, it was recognized that to design an outlet control device operating under
105 fl_ of a hydrostatic head and discharging into the existing tunnel would require hydraulic modeling. An
empirical design approach was considered too risky without guaranteed performance results for the $750,000
structure. The critical issue was to assure stable overflow conditions and still provide acceptable flow
characteristics in the shaft and the downstream tunnel.
The design was initiated on a system that would detain incoming flows in the tunnel by controlling the outlet
rate through a small diameter pipe (the throttle pipe) at the overflow structure. When the incoming flows
exceed the outlet discharge, the water level continues to rise, utilizing the tunnel as a detention tank, until the
outlet rate exceeds the inflow rate, at which time the storage in the tunnel is depleted.
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From the flow monitoring data which was incorporated into the SWMM program, a hydrograph of the design
storm was developed to calculate the size, depth and profile of the tunnel, length and size of the throttle pipe
and the volume of the desired storage capacity. Once the system was sized, the data, along with conceptual
construction details were sent to the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research (IIHR) for modeling. As a result of
the IIHR modeling, a smaller diameter throttle pipe was incorporated into the system to decrease its length.
A reducer was added to the end of the throttle pipe, in the opposite direction of the flow, with a short larger
diameter pipe at the terminus of the thro~e pipe to reduce the existing flow veloc~es.
The IIHR also studied the shape and width of the overflow weir to produce stable flow conditions in the event
that the design storm runoff rate is exceeded or the throttle pipe becomes dogged. The modeling concluded
that dudng the worse case conditions, about 4 ft. of flow would over top the weir within the overflow structure
shaft. The study also concluded that baffles to control the existing velocities were not needed. The findings
from the IIHR modeling were incorporated to finalize the geometry of the full scale structure.
CONTRACT G SYSTEM
When the design of the interceptor was completed, the Contract G system comprised of approximately 11,750
ft. of 132 in diameter storage conveyance tunnel at a slope of 1.00% with 174 tt. of 33 in. diameter throttle
piping with reducer and 10 ft. of 36 in. diameter outlet pipe. The system has a peak discharge rate of 145
mgd. (reduced from 285 mgd.) and a storage capacity of 6.5 m=]lion gal. The discharge from the thro~e pipes
and the overflow weir is directly into a downstream tunnel completed under previous contracts. Three access
shafts, one deaeration chamber, two work shafts, drop pipe and access adit complete the Contract G system.
ACCESS AND WORK SHAFT~
The NEORSD Maintenance Department has a preference that for large diameter interceptors, the spacing
between the access shafts or manholes should not exceed 3,000 ft. This distance is set-by the safety
equipment reach capacity, such as winches, cables and emergency breathing air packs. Also, at this
spacing, ventilation of the system can be accomplished in reasonable time prior to the entry of personnel into
the tunnel.
This spacing requirement, at times, positions an access shaft in an area where available land is limited, not
available or the surface access shaft covers are in the street and/or roadway ~ heavy traffic. This was the
case on the Contract G requiring the designers to utilize an offset access shaft arrangement. In addition,
maintenance access to the tunnel is provided by the NEORSD through the use of a Maintenance Trailer
operating from the surface. The trailer has a man-cage which allows personnel to be lowered and picked up
directly form the shaft inverts (at tunnel level) and allows for air teslJng equipment to be lowered to the tunnel
level prior to the entry of personnel. The cage can also be used to lower air testing monitors any other safety
or support equipment.
CONSTRUCTION
The final bid package consisted of detailed design for shafts and tunnel (final and initial excavation supports),
shaft sites, site restorations, details, geotechnicel report and other information necessary to complete the
package. The contract was bid on in November of 1990 wi~ KM&M, Joint Venture as the successful
contractor. The low bid amountwes $16,084,517.00.
Shaft excavation utilized a vertical boring machine (VBM) and drill and blast methods. The VBM was
developed by the Kassouf Company of Cleveland, Ohio based on designs used in previous NEORSD projects.
The machine was capable of excavating downward into the shales and other soft rocks. The two stage cutter
head moved rock cuttings toward the center, where they were lifted by a vertical auger to a sldp for hoisting
to the surface. As the machine excavates downward, the shaft’s initial supports were installed from the
VBM’s platform.
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The tunnel boring machine (’I’BM) selected was built by Lovat Tunnel Equipment, Inc. and came equipped with
drag cutters and a rear thrust dng requiring dbs and lagging as thrust reaction. The excavation of the main
tunnel started on September 6, 1991 and was completed on February 11, 1992. This resulted in a total of 158
calendar mining days (or 162 mining shifts). The following is the summary of the TBM mining record for the
project:
Average feet per shift (beginning 9/6/91)
Average sets of ribs and lagging installed per shaft
Total footage mined
Total calendar days
Total mining shifts
Highest footage mined - one shift
11/11/91 (1st shift)
Highest footage mined - one work day
12/20/91
Highest footage mined - one work week
12/02/91 thru 12/06191

71.60
17.30
11,671.96
158
163
115.70
223.50
931.60

The adits for the access shaft and the deaeration chamber were excavated by a smaller TBM without any
trailing gear to avoid ddlling and blasting. After the excavation, reinforcing steel was placed in the adits and
dearation chamber, followed by the placement of concrete.
The final lining in the tunnel was cast utilizing a 210 ft long form. The average daily placement was 180 ft
utilizing with 300 cy. of concrete. The placement started at the upper limit of the tunnel profile. Cleaning of
the invert, reinforcement placement and rail removal was performed ahead of~e concreting operation. Forms
were stripped when concrete lining reached 1,000 psi. After the concrete raached its full s~ength, contact
grouted was employed in the crown area.
For the overflow structure, shaft, and outfall sections of the tunnel (throttle pipe), the final lining concrete
mixture contained microsglica, The microsilica additive produced concrete wiith an average strength of 7,500
psi that was of a higher density and resistant to abrasion.
The throttle pipe consisted of DIP piping, anchored down with reinforcing steel to the final lining and was
completely encased in concrete.
CONCLUSIONS
The Contract G proved to be a very successful tunnel project. The geotechnical conditions and initial support
type requirements were predicted during the design stage. The construction on the project was authorized
to proceed on January 9, 1991 with the completion deadline of June 22, 1993. The actual completion was
on December 1, 1993. The delay resulted from a change order requiring the Contractor to dispose of the rock
muck saturated with natural oil in the same manner as hazardous waste. The muck was tested and the
disposal locations were documented.
The original bid price was $16,084,517. The final cost of the project was $16,225,741. Total extra work on
the contract amounted to $905,039 and the total deductions were $763,814, this resulted in a net increase
to the contract bid pdce of 0.88 percent.
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BIOFILTERS
INTRODUCTION
Initial flow into portions of the HHI and the SWI began in 1991. When these mincr (10 percent of design) flows
were diverted into the tunnels several years ago, the District immediately began to receive odor complaints.
At first, the problems were relatively minor and were attributed to low flow conditions. District personnel
corked certain manhole lids to alleviate local odor problems and the odor complaint issue was considered
solved. However, dunng the summer of 1995, when more flow was introduced into the upstream portion of
the system, odors became much more prominent and widespread.
When it was recognized that the odor problems were a direct result of increased flow and that the problem
could not be solved by corking manhole lids, the District immediately moved forward to investigate the problem
and find a solution. The goal of the investigation was to understand the cause and extent of the tunnel odor
release problem, evaluate altematives to solve the problem, select the appropriate technology and retrofit the
system with the most reliable odor control facility possible. Because the proh,able locations of any odor control
facilities would be remote sites in the collection system, the District recognized that one of the most important
aspects of the selected treatment system would be operation with minimal operator intervention.
INVESTIGATION
The investigation found that both the HHI and SVVl tunnel systems were being pressurized by the eduction
of air through the drop shafts. The amount of air educted varied wRh the quantity of wastewater being
dropped and the size and shape of the drop structure. When the wastewate:r flow down the drop pipe is low,
surface tension holds most of the water against the wall of the pipe creating a large central air core. Little air
is educted in this case. In fact, ifthe pressure in the tunnel is high enough, =dr will overcome the force of the
downward dra~ in the vortex pipe and vent to the atmosphere through the large central air com. However, as
the wastewater flow down the vortex shaft increases, fric0on increases, the central air core becomes smaller
and the educted air pressure overrides the pressure in the tunnel. Therefore, as the wastewater flow down
the vortex shat~ increases, the amount of air being educted also increases.
The surface tension of water is another reason why increased westewater flow down the vortex shafts causes
greater air educ~on forces. Under low flow, most of the wastewater falling dc~m a vortex hugs the wall of the
pipe. This is the effect of the surface tension of water. The wetted surface ollthe pipe acts as an anchor and
the surface tension between the individual molecules of water act to keep the water from shearing and forming
individual droplets.
As the volume of wastewater increases, surface tension forces are not strong enough to hold the water
against the surface of the pipe and shear distorts the water surface in the form of wave fronts which travel
down the pipe. This wave is the first indication that shear forces, induced by gravity, are overcoming the
surface tension because the wave front travels faster down the pipe than t~ water next to the pipe wall.
When the flow down ~ vortex pipe becomes large, surface tension forces are only exerted for a short
distance from the pipe wall and the rest of the water is in full hydraulic shear. As the droplets shear from the
wall they fall like "rain" down whatever may remain of the central air core causing increased surface area upon
which fri~on with the air can act. Under this cond~on maximum air is being educted down the vortex pipe.
EVALUATION OF ODOR CONTROL ALTERNATIVES
All feasible alternatives were considered for odor treatment or control on the HHI and SWI deep tunnel
collection systems. The final recommendation was to employ biofilters.
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Biofilters are a type of odor control system that adsorbs/absorbs and oxidizes odorous compounds using
microorganisms growing in a soil or compost substrate. Biofilters are successful in treating hydrogen sulfide,
ammonia, organic odors and volatile organic compounds from municipal wastewater treatment plants and
pump stations, ¢omposting facilities, rendering plants, and other solids processing facilities. Odors are
absorbed into a thin water film surrounding the substrate parlJ¢les and also adsorbed directly on to the
particles. The sorbed compounds are then metabolized by bacteria and converted to sulfite or sulfate, carbon
dioxide, ammonia and water. This oxidation step frees the sorptive sites for additional odorous compounds,
thereby continuously regenerating the biofilter.
Biofilters have been used to treat hydrogen sulfide in wastewater collection and treatment systems in the
United States since 1959. Their increasing popularity is due to the simplicity of the system, lack of intensive
mechanical equipment, and the use of no treatment chemicals. Biofilters have gained acceptance in recent
years with more research and full-scale operating experience. The major components of a biofilter system
include a fan for transfer of odorous air to the biofilter, a distribution system consisting of a header/lateral
piping network and distribution plenum, and the substrate. Usually, biofilters also require an irrigation system
and a humidifying system to maintain moisture content of the substrate.
Influent air must be evenly distributed across the entire area of the biofilter for optimal treatment. Failure to
achieve uniform distribution may result.in localized channeling through the substrate, unequal contaminant
loading, odor breakthrough, and development of high headloss with a corresponding drop in airflow. The
most basic and commonly used distribution system consists of PVC headers ~th perforated laterals in a silica
stone gravel bed. Some installations have used manufactured blocks to achieve uniform distribution,
however, these systems are proprietary and not commonly used.
The biofilters will be conservatively sized using a loading rate of 3 to 4 ¢fm/sf and a headloss of 6 inches. The
depth of the biofilter will be 3 tt and will consist of yard and sludge compost and shredded bark. The treatment
bed will be about 85 feet long and 25 feet wide. Maintenance costs will include pedodic replacement of the
substrate. Capital and O&M will be relatively low, approximately $0.6 million, for one biofilter. S~x biofilters
are the projected need for the HHI and 5 biofilters on the SW1.

Joyce, J., Kiunzinger, D. and Switaiski, R.
*Odor Release and Ventilation Dynamics of Deep, Large Diameter Sanitary Sewer Tunnels - The Cleveland
Experience." WEF, 1996/Dallas, Texas
Switalski, R., Sisley, T. and Zurawski, J.
"Hilltop Interceptor Contrat G Storage and Conveyance Tunnel Cleveland, Ohio."
RETC, 1997/Las Vegas, Nevada
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BRICK MASONRY SEWER REHABILITATION
USING SLIP LINE METHOD
RODNEY J. DELL’ANDREA, P.E.
THE NORTHEAST OHIO REGIONAL SEVVER DISTRICT, CLEVELAND, OH
ABSTRACT
Slip lining circular brick sewers involves inserting a slightly smaller pipe section inside the existing sewer.
The annular space left between the new liner pipe and the host sewer is filled with grout. Lateral and side
sewer connections generally must be excavated and reconnected to the new liner from the extedor of the
existing sewer. The method is most practical for sewers of circular cross section in reaches where there are
few existing lateral connections. Slip lining can maintain the structural integrity of the existing bdck sewer and
improve the hydraulic capacity of the sewer even though the finished diameter has been reduced.
INTRODUCTION
All sewer collection systems require constant maintenance. W~ time, all structures deteriorate, and circular
bdck masonry sewers are no exception. The objective of all sewer rehabilitation is to maintain the viability
of the conveyance conduit and this is accomplished by (1) ensuring its structural capability, (2) reducing
infiltration and inftow (I/I), and (3) controlling exfiltration. The selected rehabilitation method will depend on
the rehabilitation objectives and a cost vs. benefits analysis. Most structural rehabilitation methods provide
for a reduction in rates of I/i, however, most infiltration control rehabilitation= measures have very little impact
on enhancing structural integrity. A proper and thorough evaluation of sewer defects is. paramount in
determining the appropriateness of a given repair method. The selected rehabilitation measure should be
chosen for its ability to best correct the cited defects.
CRITERIA FOR REHABILITATION
The structural integrity of a circular brick masonry sewer relies on the support of the surrounding soil.
Regardless of its cross section, the crown of a brick .masonry sewer is a semicircular arch. This arch behaves
as a compression ring supporting vertical loading from above and the lateral loading of the backfill soils at the
sides of the sewer. If voids in the backfill material develop near the sewer’s spdngline, lateral support is lost
and the sides of the arch can move outward under the weight of the soils above the crown. Void development
is associated with soil displacement due to groundwater. Fine granular bacldills can be "piped" inside the
sewer through cracks, open mortar joints, or poorty made lateral connections. This mechanism will cause the
crown to flatten and crack. When vertical deflections of the crown develop and achieve at least a 10%
reduction in height, the sewer is considered to be at risk of structural failure. Mortar loss through erosion or
sulfite attack from sewer atmospheres can result in displaced or missing bricks which can eventually lead to
collapse. Infiltration problems can develop into mineral deposits, deposition of debris in the invert, dropped
inverts, and loss of hydraulic capacity. Invert debris can alter flow velocities causing excessive weanng of
the invert surface. Cracks, fractures, and holes can allow the undesiral~le development of exfiltration of
sanitary flows to the environment.
THE WESTERLY INTERCEPTOR: A CASE HISTORY
The advance of time has not been kind to the old brick masonry combined sewer known as the Westedy
Interceptor owned by the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District. The age of the sewer is estimated to be
approximately 80 to 100 years old. Several existing conditions, such as periodic surcharging and the proximity
of its alignment to a heavily used rail line, have lead to advancing its deteriorated condition beyond its years.
In August of 1994, after an unusually heavy rainfall event, a twenty foot long sec’don of 87-inch diameter sewer
collapsed forcing emergency cast-in--place concrets repairs totaling upwards of two hundred thousand dollars.
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In September of 1995, the District once again paid a contractor to mobilize on an emergency basis to replace
a 150 foot long reach of 90-inch brick sewer with reinforced concrete pipe of similar size. This effort resulted
in costs totaling more than six hundred thousand dollars. While replacement of damaged or severely
deteriorated sewer sections is totally effective in meeting the objectives of sewer rehabilitation, the cost of
performing work utilizing replacement methods is staggering. The Districts recent experiences with the
Westerly Intercept~r focused its attention on adopting a preventive maintenance approach. Consultants were
hired to study and assess the structural condition of the Westerly Interceptor. The reach of sewer to be
evaluated is approximately a 4,000 foot long se~on located along and parallel to the Conrail railroad tracks
beginning at Lake Avenue and continuing in a northeasterly direction to W. 65th Street and Father Caruso
Drive on the near west side of the City of Cleveland. Its size ranges from fiw.= foot in diameter at the western
end to eight foot in diameter at the eastern end.
A sewer stability assessment report prepared by Woodward-Clyde Consultants in July of 1995 arrived at
several conclusions after observing defects evident in visual inspections performed specifically for the study,
and these are listed as follows:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Inner brick ring mortar matrix has deteriorated to a point that: will promote more rapid dng
delamination
Delamination of the crown brick is decreasing sewer cross section
Brick loss indicates deterioration of middle brick dng
Structural integrity of the sewer is being compromised as a result of further mortar matrix deterioration

In May of 1997, the consulting engineering firm, Brown & Caldwell, released the findings of their localized
geophysical investigation on ttte same reach of sewer. Seismic resonance testing (SRT) indicated potential
areas of void in the backfill soils surrounding the sewer. Identifying areas containing significant amounts of
void within the surrounding backfill provides information about confining earth pressures and the ability of the
sewer to capably support or resist the stresses imposed by existing service Ioadings. Their findings and
recommendations are listed as follows:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

The proximity of the interceptor to the railroad tracks and the associated high levels of ground
vibration increases the potential for soil migration through existing defects in the sewer and the
potential for future collapses
The general area of the sewer in the region of the 1994 collapse should be strengthened using grout
piles or other soil grouting techniques
Cracks, fractures, and defo~s in the sewer reach between ma~hole(MH)65 to MH60 should be
corrected and the soil surrounding the sewer in this region should be strengthened with grout
Brick sewers with cracks, fractures, and other physical defects are under obvious distress and are
subject to catastrophic collapse, especially sewers where surcharging can occur
Rehabilitation of the sewer only ( i.e. relining without adding structure) is insufficient in these areas
since the surrounding soils lack the required strength to support the brick sewer

Loss of confining soil pressure, surcharging flows and extemal vibration Ioa=dings (due to heavy rail traffic)
continue to add to the distress of the Westerly Interceptor. Loss of mortar due to aggressive sewer
atmospheres and external groundwater pressures promotes movement and (~lelaminatJon of brick, leading to
further loss of arch compressive strength of the crown. Mortar loss is occurring throughout the entire length
of the Interceptor study area to varying degrees and is a function of exposure time to acidic sewer
atmospheres and groundwater fluctuations.
SELECTION OF SUP LINING AS THE REHABILITATION MEASURE
If elimination of significant void development in the backfill soils around the oL~side of the sewer is a primary
objective, then lateral support of the crown arch can be rnaintained, thus preventing the flattening and cracking
of the arch due to vertical loading from the weight of soil above the sewer’s crown. Another objec’dve in
maintaining the strength of the section would be to mitigate surcharge conditions that occur due to wet
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weather events. This is significant in areas where voids in the backfill have already developed due to piping
diminishing the compressive stress developed within the arch. Steadily increasing intemal pressures dudng
surcharging can counteract the dead load compressive stress and cause the brick/mortar matrix of the arch
to develop tensile stresses which is very undesirable. The reality is that certain storm events will produce
some surcharge conditions somewhere within the system. The practical approach to meet the objective of
maintaining s~rength dudng these events would be to minimize the internal pressures distributed to the
brick/mortar matrix by installing a lining capable of supporting these stresses.
The current WesterlyNValworth Interceptor Rehabilitation project designed b!! Brown & Caidwell specified the
use of a glass fiber reinforced therrnose~ng resin pipe matedal to be instelled as a slip line within a 1,700
lineal foot reach of the Westerly Interceptor along the Conrail easement. "l’he use of slip line pipe satisfied
all project objectives by providing the necessary strength (for both external and internal loading), reduction
of inflow and infiltrations, and mitigation of exfiltration of sanitary flow to the environment.
CONSTRUCTION PHASE SLIP LINE ACTIVITIES
To gain access to the sewer for slip lining, two access pits had to be excavated along the alignment.
Coordination with the railroad was required during the design of the braced cofferdams and their installation.
W~thin the pits, the crown of the sewer required careful removal from spnngline to springline for approximately
a 21 foot length. Approximately 1150 linear feet of slip line pipe was insllalled by the contractor from the
western most access pit by pulling the pipe material into position from each direction. Approximately 550
linear feet of slip line pipe was pulled into position utilizing the access pit at the eastern end of the project.
The contractor, following an approved confined space entry and safety plan of his own development, accesse~
the sewer to assess existing conditions and make field verifications prior to ordering the slip line material for
the project. All dry weather flow was diverted to another combined sewer on a parallel alignment and
provisions were made to overpump flows fTom local side sewer connection=s.
The sewer was prepared for the installation by pressure washing the existing brick interior surface to remove
slime, obstructions, and loose debris and also to enhance bond between the II~rick and the annular space grout
to be pumped in behind the slip line pipe at a later stage. The contractor also took the opportunity to conduct
the necessary pre~nstallation checks and verify cross-sectional tolerances. Two lines of light pipe rails were
installed in the invert of the existing brick sewer to a tolerance established I;~y the contractor’s survey crews.
The rail system was established to hold grade and assist in skidding the slip line pipe along the invert as it was
pulled into place. Each twenty foot length of slip line pipe was winched into place by a crawler crane using
a special pull ring with the cable running through the barrel of the pipe segment pulling the pipe back toward
the cable drum of the crane. As pipe sections were pushed home, each piece was blocked with timber at the
spnngline and crown and one intermediate point each side of crown center. The blocidng was positioned to
extend across the joint between pipe segments. The installed slip line sections were bulk, headed with concrete
at manholes prior to grouting. All existing side sewer connections were reconnected from inside the existing
Westerly Interceptor.
Slip line pipe does not require extraordinary strength to withstand e:~ternal pressure from soil and
groun0water, due to its structurally efficient circular shape: The condition critical to the design of the liner
segment is the effect of the annular space grouting operation. If blocking is not properly placed, and the liner
segment is buoyed upward by the grout, a concentrated load will develop ;along the crown of the segment,
distorting the segment out of round. Additionally, the hydrostatic pressure e~(erted by the grouting procedure
is likely to be greater than the hydrostatic pressure from groundwater, and will be acting on the liner pipe
segment before the slip line has the circumferential support of the fully set grout. The contractor elected to
use a light weight grout so as to minimize the buoyant force on the pipe segments. He also elected to grout
in lifts to control the development of uplift forces. Displaced air and water venting, grout pressure monitonng
and grout volume monitonng helped to provide for a successful installation. Grout coverage was verified
through hammer soundings and discrel~onary drilling through the liner into the annular space. Patching was
performed with fiberglass resin two-part mix.
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CONCLUSIONS
The slip line pipe installed on the Districts Westerly Interceptor project was done so under what could be
termed very favorable cond~ons. Costs were kept in line due to readily accessible sites, a minimum number
of existing side sewer or lateral reconnections, and fairly straight reaches of sewer alignment. Unit prices bid
for the slip lining of 1,142 LF. of 84-inch and 87-inch diameter brick sewer witt~ 66-inch inside diameter Hobas
Pipe and 572 LF. of 90-inch and 96-inch diameter brick sewer with 77-inch inside diameter Hobas Pipe were
approximately $955.00 per L.F. and $1200.00 per L.F. respectively. These prices compared very favorably
to open cut total replacement coste which could have approached several thousand dollars per foot of the
same alignment due to the additional braced excavation costs required for work on railroad property.
REFERENCES
Water Environment Federation(1994) "Existing Sewer Evaluation & Rehabilitation’, Second Edition
Collins, Marie A. and Stude, C.T.(1995) "Masonry Sewer Rehab", Civi/Engineerfng/Sept. 1995, pp. 65-67.
Thomas, ~(1995)=Manholes- No Longer the Missing Link in Collection System Rehabilitation", Trench/ess
Technology, August 1995, pp. 44-47.
Woodward-Clyde Consultants (1995) "Sewer Stability Assessment W. 70th Street and Father Caruso Drive
Cleveland, OH’, Report prepared for the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District.
Brown & Calclwell Associates of Ohio (1997), "NEORSD Westerly and Walworth Interceptors Seismic
Tomographic Imaging Memorandum’, Report prepared for the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District.
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NORTHEAST OHIO REGIONAL SEWER DISTRICT CSONVATERSHED PLANNING
Frank P. Greenland, P.E.
Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District, 3826 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44115

INTRODUCTION
The Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District (District) sen~ice area contains both combined and
separate sewered areas. Fadlities planning in the separate sewered areas during the early 1980s
resulted in a major separate sanitary interceptor construction program which is nearing completion.
F.ssantJaily, this construction program has removed the separate sanitary sewer area’s contribution to
the downstream combined sewer area. Although substantial combined sewer overflow (C$O)
reductions have occurred from this effort, significant CSO volumes remain uncontrolled.
The combined sewer system in the District’s se~ce area covem the major~’y of the City of Cleveland
and a number of subuman communities. The combined sewer area covem appro~matety 50,000
acres and contains 125 CSOs. Each of the District’s three wastewater treatment plants (WWTP),
Easterly, Westerly and Southerly, have tributary combined and separate sewerecl areas. The District
has an NPDES Permit for its CSOs which requires the completion of CSO control plans before 2002.
To sa’dsfy this permit requirement, the D~ict has chosen to complete its CSO fadlities plans in
several pluses. The following areas are being addressed:
¯
¯

Mill Creek Watershed
Westerly CSO District

¯
¯

Doan Brook Watershed
Southerly CSO District

F~3ure I outlines each of these planning areas.
FAClLITIF.~ PLANNING TASKS
In conjunction with or during each facilities planning project, the followir~] tasks have been/are being
¯

Dw-Weal~er Outfali Surveys: Every outfall within each stucly area b being located and
sampled (’d’ flowing) during dry weathor. Outfalis showing appredable bacte~ai contamination are
being invesl~gated for iilic# connec~ons.

¯

Inten:eptor Inspection: All District intemeptom are being televised and intemaily inspected to
assess condition, identify rehabir~tat~oNcleaning needs and to verify fl~ connectivity.

¯

WWI"P Wet Wemher Capacity EvaluaZion: The wet weather capabilities of ~ the Easterly
and We=erty WWTPs have been assessed prior to each applicable ¢~SO fadlities plan.

¯

Community Sewer Flooding: An assessment of community sawer flooding areas is being
pedormed during CSO facgities planning. Where peas~Ue, coo~liination of commun~ sewer

¯

Stream Flooding: During both the Mill Creek and Doan Brook Watemi~ed Studies, an analy~s
of stream flooding was incorpo~ted into each project.
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¯

Macroinvertebrate Sampling: Macroinvertebrate sampling programs are being performed to
gauge the biological health of various receiving streams.

FACIUTIE~ PLANNING AREA~ - OVERVIEW
Mill C~=ek Watershed
In 1996, the District completed the fi~t of its CSO planning projects in the Mill Creek Watershed area.
Mill Creek is a small tributary to the Cuyahoga River and is located wit~in the District’s Southerly
WWTP see~ice area. The Mill Creek Watem~ed area contains separate, combined and common
trench sewe~. Twenty-eight (28) CSOs are located within the watershed and basement flooding is a
problem throughout much of the water~ed. Common trench separate :sewer systems, across the
District’s service area are in the over/under, separate manhole or common manhole/dividing wall
arrangement, as shown on Figure 2. The common trench sewer system is particularly troublesome,
as study results indicated that bacteria levels from the common trench storm sewers were comparable
to CSO bacteria levels. Mill Creek currently does not meet Ohio EPA’s [~maw contract recreation
standan:l during dW and wet weather conditions.
A watershed approach was utilized to identify key dry and wet weather impacts in the study area. Key
recommendations or timings of the study were:
¯

Construction of a storage/conveyance tunnel would serve as the backbone of an integrated
approach to solve basin-wide issues, such as basement flooding reduction and C~O control.

¯

Community projects were needed to relieve wet weather sewer flooding problems.

¯

E]imina’don of illicit sanitary connections to storm sewers is needed.

¯

The high level of impervious area within the watershed (30%) appears to be the primary cause for
non-attainment of the Creek’s biological use designation.

Construction of the 20 foot diameter Mill Creek tunnel is ongoing. Once completed, CSO volume
basin-wide wgl be reduced by over 90%, C,SO frequency will be less than 5 CSOs/year at each Mill
Creek C,,RO Ioca~on and increased capacity (up to a 5-year storm) will be available to convey separate
Westerly CSO DL~’tdct
The second ~ planning project is currently ongoing in the Westerly C~D District. This planning
area cove~s approximately 10,000 acres on Cleveland’s west side, with 75% of the area served by
combined sewe~. Common trench sewe~ serve a I=ge part of the rernaining 25% of the service
area. A number of the common trench sewer manholes have a removable; plate in the invert of the
storm sewer. This plate is removed to provide access for maintenance of the sanitan/sewer which
runs parallel to;but below, the storm sewer. Twenty.six (26) C,SOs are I~¢ated across this service
area. Previous CSO control efforts in this area included the installation of 8 hydrobrakes and 8
automated regulato~ (]nfletable robber clams or hydraulic gates) for irHiine storage of combined
sewage. A storage/conveyance tunnel, kno~m as the Nmthwest Interceptor, has been in operation
since the l gS0s. This tunnel stores ~ flows and releases these flo~s to a combined sewer
overflow treatmem facil’rty (C,SOl"F) located adjacent to the DisUtct~ We=my WWTP.
C,SOs in the Westedy planning area discharge to Lake Erie, Big Creek, Rocky River and the
Cuyahoga River. A public swimming beach is located along Lake Ede within the project area. Due to
the I=ge size of the drainage areas of these receiving wate~ (both the Ro~-y and Cuy~oga Rivers
have significant drainage areas outside of the District’s service area), the ~rel of detail in "wate~t~ed
assessmer~ is not as great as that employed during the Mill Creek project. The Westerly C,SO study
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is scheduled for completion near the end of 1998. Currently, computer modeling and alternative
evaluation activities are ongoing. Key findings of the study to date are:
Rising Lake Ede levels (near all-t~me recoils) have caused bactdiow of the Cuyahoga River into
the District’s interceptor system. River inflow control facilitates are under design.
¯

Numerous invert plates in the common trench system were either missing or misaligned.
Computer modeling ac~vitJes will determine the benefits of invert plate correction.

Easterly C~O District
in early 1998, two CSO fadlitJes planning projects were initiated in the District’s Easterly VVVV’FP
combined sewer area. The first, know~ as the Easterty District CSO Study, covers the entire Easterly
CSO area. This study area covem appro~mately 15,000 acres of combined sewer se~ce area and
contains forty-six (46) CSOs. C,~Os discha~je to Lake Erie, the Cuyahoga River and numerous
smaller urban streams and culverts. A public swimming beach is located along Lake Ede within the
project area. Although the construction of the District’s Heights/Hilltop Interceptor will reduce system
CSG volumes by a projected 500 million gallons annually, significant CSO volumes will remain. As in
other CSO planning areas, a mix of .combined, separate and common trench sewers exist in the study
area. Project completion is scheduled for 2000.
Doan Brook Watershed
W’~in the overall Easterly ~ Study area boundary lies the Doan B=~ok Watershed. The Doan
Brook Watered encompasses a total area of approximately 8,000 acres, with 4100 acres se~ed by
combined sewers. Sixteen (16) C~Os are located along Doan Brook. ’The Doan Brook Watershed
Study was initiated in early 1998 and is expected to be completed by 2CO0. In addition to traditional
facilities planrdng tasks, a comprehensive assessment of watemhed problems and pollutant sources
will be performed. Analysis of slmam flooding characteristics will occur, ~s flooding exists in the lower
po~on of the Doan Brook Watershed. A U.S. EPA demonstration grant is funding a portion of this
Southerly C~O District
The final District ~ faolities planning study is scheduled to begin in 1999 in the Southerly WWTP
combined sewer area. This planning area encompasses approximately 17,000 acres of combined
sewer area and contains twenty-five (25) C,SOs. The Cuyahoga River ;and Big Creek receive P..,SO
discharges from the Southerly study area, although each of these r~ceiving waters have large
upstream tn~Jtary areas.
SUMMARY
The development of C,SO control fadlities plum ~oro~ the District’s combined sewer service area is
an ongoing t~k sct~eduled for compl~on in 2002. A total of five separate studies are being
performed to complete the Disldct~ long-term planning for C~O control. In certain urban watersheds
Oist~s responsi~ to irmement) am recommended community-besecl projects (to aliev~ate
flooding). Cuffently, the District does not have direct jurisdiction over se~l:~rate storm drainage within
its sen~ice area. Therefore, required projects to alleviate storm flooding or quality (’~icit connections)
problems are the responsib~dy of the al~cable affecmd community. A Distdct program known as the
Community Dbchan3e Permit Program is used to manage community-based Ixojects. Details
regarding this program can be obtained by refemng to the a’~:ussion provided by Jeffrey F_ Duke.
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COMMUNITY DISCHARGE PERMIT PROGRAM
Jeffrey E. Duke, P.E.
Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District, 3826 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44115
ABSTRACT
The Community Discharge Permit Program was established as a result of grant conditions for the
District’s Heights-Hilltop (HHI) and Southwest (SVV]) Interceptors. The Community Discharge
Permit system is applied to communities serviced by separate sewers areas in the District
service area. Two important aspects of the Community Discharge Permit Program are the
Performance Objectives, which includes the control of separate sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs)
and the establishment of peak flow limitations at designated design storms, and the Community
Compliance Plan, which includes required Technical Program projects and reporting on
community best management practices.
INTRODUCTION
The Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District IDistrict) received significant grants from the EPA for
the construction of the Southwest Interceptor and Heights-Hilltop Interceptor. Conditions of the
grant included the adoption of regulations to monitor flows enterin!;~ the Interceptor sewers,
essentially providing protection of the investment of grant funds into the District’s interceptor
system. In response to these grant conditions, the District developed ~l-~ie Iii - Separate Sanitar~
Sewer Code of its Code of Regulations. ~tle III provides a procedun.= by which the District and
each member community served by District facilities can cooperate to control SSOs and peak
flows from community sewer systems at the point of connection into sewers owned by the District
or another community.
COMMUNITY DISCHARGE PERMIT PROGRAM ITEMS
In 1986, the Community Discharge Permit Program was established to implement "l-~de III and
issue Permits to communities serviced by separate sewers. Forty-Fn/e (45) communities have
been issued Community Discharge Permits. The Community Discharge Permits consist of the
following attachments:
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯

Attachment A- General Conditions
~ No Improper Connections
~ Ident~f SSOs
=> No new SSOs
= Implement sewer maintenance program (Best Management Practices - BMP)
Attachment B - Performance Objectives
= Control SSOs to the applicable design storm
~ Establish Peak Flow Limitations at design storm
Attachment C - Community Compliance Plan
= Annual Compliance Report Checklist
= Technical Program Projects
Attachment D - Outline for Best Management Practice (BMP) Fact Sheet
Attachment E - Approved Community Compliance Plan
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TECHNICAL PROGRAM
Communities that have been issued Permits have been divided into two categories: Priority 1
communities and Priority 2 communities. Priority 1 communities are communities that face
mandatory expenditures to construct relief sewer or rehabilitation projects need to achieve
Performance Objectives as stated within Attachment B of the Community Discharge Permits.
Communities are required to meet established Peak Flow Limitations at points of connection into
sewers owned by the District or another community and control SSOs to specified design storms.
However, previous sewer system evaluation survey (SSES) studies have found that many
existing sewer systems lack the necessary capacity to meet the performance objectives.
Therefore, the SSES recommended rehabilitation and relief sewer projects necessary for the
communities to meet the established peak flow limitations.
The recommended projects are included in the community’s Permit Technical Program. Fourteen
communities have been identified as Priority 1 communities with required Technical Program
projects. A summary of the completion status of the Technical Prog~’am Projects is included in
Table 1.
Table 1
Technical Program Project Statistics
Total Number of Community Projects

91

SW1 Tributary Area Communities
HHI Tributary Area Commun~es

35
56

Total Number of Community Projects Complete

55

SW! Tributary Area Communities
HHI Tributary Area Communities

(60.5%)

23
32

SEPARATE SANITARY SEWER OVERFLOWS
The construction of many of the community technical program pro~.=cts have resulted in the
alleviation of many of the SSOs in the member community sewer system. The Technical
Program projects include relief sewers which provide needed capacity to convey the westewater
flows, and rehabilitation projects to reduce infiltration and inflow (I/I) in the sewer system, thus
freeing capacity to convey wastewater flows. The District has compleI~l the construction of the
SWI and is nearing the completion of the HHI, thus providing capacity tbr the local sewer system
improvement projects. The District is also construction a series of intercommunity relief sewers,
to assist in the conveyance of intercommunity flow (flow from 2 or more communities) to District
interceptors.
As a result of the completion of several projects, both District and comrnunity, several SSOs have
been alleviated. A summary of the operational status (alleviated or uncontrolled) status of the
SSOs is included in Table 2.
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Table 2
Status of Sanitary Sewer Overflows
Tota; Number of Sanitary Sewer Overflows ~n Permits

187

SWI Tributary Area Communities
HHI Tributary Area Communities

74
113

SSO’s Alleviated
SSO’s Uncontrolled

39% (73 out of 1871
61% (113 out of 1871

SSO’s Alleviated in SVV] Tributary Area Communities
SSO’s Alleviated in HHI Tributary Area CommuniZes

51
22

A breakdown by community of SSOs in the Community Discharge Permits and the number of
required Technical Program projects is included in Table 3.
Table 3 SSO and Technical Program Project Breakdown by Community
Community
SSO$ in Permits
# Technical Program Projects
Beachwood
2
7
Berea
19
3
Brook Park
17
19
Brooklyn
4
Cleveland
2
2
Cleveland Heights
42
21
East Cleveland
4
2
Gates Mills
2
Highland Heights
2
Lyndhurst
3
8
Maple Heights
2
Mayfield Heights
7
9
Mayfield Village
3
Northfield
5
Oakwood
1
Parma
16
9
Parma Heights
2
Richmond Heights
4
Sagamore Hills
1
Seven Hills
1
Shaker Heights
8
2
South Eudid
33
4
Strongsviile
7
1
University Heights
2
2
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
The alleviation of SSOs in community sewer systems has been an, ongoing, and sometimes
difficult process. Commun~es perform Best Management Practices (typically sewer inspection
and cleaning) to o~mize the performance of the sewer system. Attachment D of the Community
Discharge Permit contains a fact sheet outline for community Best M;Inagernent Practices. The
communities are required to identify their community BMP programs.
Table 4 contains a summary of information communities are required to provide regarding their
Best Management Practices.
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Table 4 Best Management Practices Fact Sheet Outline
Section
Topic
Subtopic
Cleaning
Sewers
Frequency
Method Employed
Additional Information
Overflows

B.

Inspection

Sewers

Frequency
Additional Information
Frequency
Additional Information

~ Manholes

C.

Frequency
Additional Information
Emergency Contract and Repair Procedures

The general conditions of the Community Compliance Plan require that each community submit
an Annual Compliance Report to provide information on the operation and maintenance of the
community’s sewer system. An Annual Compliance Report Checklist is; sent to the communities
to assist in submitting the necessary sewer system information (see Table 5 for additional
information).
Table 5 Typical Questions in the Annual Compliance Report Checklist
¯ Has the community met its Technical Program milestone dates for the reporting year?.. Has the community complied with their Best Management Practices for the reporting
year?.
¯ Has the community performed any sewer system studies, investigations or
monitoring?
¯ Is the community aware of any new SSOs within the boundaries of the community?
¯ How much has the community spent on capital improvements to comply with the
Permit?.
¯ Have any extensions of service been completed in the last 1:2 months?
* Are any extensions of service anticipated in the next 12 months?
¯ Has the community updated is sanitary sewer map during b~.= reporting year?.
CONCLUSION

The Community Discharge Permit Program was established to regulate flows from member
communities to the environment through SSOs and into facilities owned by the District or another
community. Member communities have made significant expenditures to control UI and alleviate
SSOs. As a result, the Permit Program has increased community awareness on the need for
BMP to meet the Performance Objectives stated in the Permit.
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Current Water Quality Conditions in the Greater Cleveland Area
James F. Weber
Superintendent, EMSC
Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District
Abstract
The quality of the waters of the Cuyahoga River and Lake Erie in the vicinity of Cleveland Ohio
have been substantially improved over the last two decades. The natural conditions of the river
system, with its low seasonal flow and high suspended solids, has contributed to many of its
problems. Efforts of the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District and other point source
dischargers to the river have eliminated virtually all water quality standard violations. Several
water quality problems remain. The Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District will attempt to
address the remaining issues in its future planning activities.
KEYWORDS
Cuyahoga River, Lake Erie, wastewater, ~eatment, water quality
GEOLOGY OF THE GREATER CLEVELAND AREA
The water quality conditions of the Greater Cleveland area may be betIer understood with some
background information of its geology and history. Lake Erie was formed about 20,000 years ago
during the last ice age, known as the Wisconsin Stage, when glaciers ,dug out the Great Lakes. As
the glaciers receded, the ground-up rocks, boulders, pebbles, sand and clay; collectively known
as glacial till, formed hills to the south of where Cleveland is now located. To the east, the area
now known as the Heights are on the westernmost foothills of the Apl:~lachlan Mountains. The
land to the west is a flat terrain scrapped by the glaciers and covered with a thick layer of clay laid
down by glacial lakes as the glaciers receded. A deep river valley separated the Appalachian
escarpment (to the east) from the flatland (to the west). This ancient, deep, preglacial valley, filled
in with glacial debris, is the current alignment of the main stem of the Cuyahoga River.
The source of the Cuyahoga River is on the Appalachian escarpment. The headwaters of the
Cuyahoga River have an elevation of 1,300 feet above sea level and the river has an average fall
of about 4 feet per mile. As the river moves southward, from its souro,= towards Akron, it falls at a
rate of about 25 feet per mile. This 71 mile-long river drops off the escarpment at the Cuyahoga
gorge in a series of waterfalls then turns norl~ward cutting through the. aforementioned glacial
deposits and carving out the wide, deep Cuyahoga River valley. Borin!;]s done in conduction with
sewer interceptor projects indicate that clay and silt layers can be as clleep as 41 feet below the
bed of the river. Sediment transport studies conducted by Heidelberg University state that the
Cuyahoga River has the greatest concentrations (time weighted mean concentration) of
suspended solids among the eight Lake Erie tributary rivers studied. \N’~ rain, the river
transports large concentrations of mud and silt, During dry weather the dver is remarkably clear, a
tribute to the fact that during low flow periods, and about 80% of the nver is from sewage
treatment plants.
The river and its tributaries drain a small area as far as rivers with big reputations go. The river
drains 813 mi~ (1,300 kilometers2), which includes over 100 cities anc~l townships with two major
urban areas; Akron and Cleveland, before its relatively small volume empties into Lake Erie. The
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average flow of the Cuyahoga River is 1,200 ft3/sec (36 m3/s), which is 17% of the flow of
Toledo’s Maumee River and 0.5% of the flow coming down the Detroit PJver. Because of this
relative small flow and high sediment yield, it did not need much human intervention to cause
major pollution problems. Eady explorers noted that the river was naturally contaminated, emitting
a noxious odor.
HISTORY OF THE CUYAHOGA RIVER
The Cuyahoga River was known to the founding fathers of our Country. Upon a recommendation
from Benjamin Franklin in 1765, Thomas Jefferson authorized a fort to be built at the mouth of the
Cuyahoga River. As this location was strategically located between the iron ore field of the West
and coal mines in the East, the Greater Cleveland area became an early manufacturing center.
Major pollution problems of the dver can be traced back to the mid 1800’s when the City of
Cleveland had 20 oil refineries, including the largest refinery in the wod~[. A brochure produced by
the Standard Oil Company boasted that its Cleveland refinery used more water than the entire city
of Cincinnati. Cleveland also had the world’s largest iron-ore receiving port and numerous iron
mills along the river. For over a century, the Cuyahoga River was a working river providing both
transportation and waste disposal functions.
FIRES ON THE CUYAHOGA RIVER
The first report of a Cuyahoga River fire was in 1902. The river was so polluted with oil and debris
that, in 1936, river debris caught fire by a weldeYs torch and burned for five days! The river
burned again in 1952. Even so, the river was not perceived by the public to be polluted. Pollution
had another meaning for people in times past. The oil-laden dyer and di~rty smoke emitted by
smokestacks were symbols of prosperity. The river was a working river and Lake Ede was
thought to provide an infinite source of dilution of the oils and chemicals that were discharged to
the river.
By the 1960s, however, Lake Erie and other Great Lakes were showing signs that they could no
longer assimilate the massive amount of sanitary and industrial wastewater that was being
discharged by the 45 million people living and working around the Great: Lakes area. Lake Ede,
being the smallest in volume of the Great Lakes, was eutrffying at an alarming rate. It was
estimated that half of the bottom of Lake Ede had become anoxic, that is, devoid of oxygen, due
to decaying organic material. In the summer of 1969, the Cuyahoga Riwer again caught fire. It was
reported in Time Magazine, shortly after this fire, =Some river! Chocolate-brown, oily, bubbling
with subsurface gases, it oozes rather than flows." "Anyone who falls into the Cuyahoga does not
drown," Cleveland citizens joke gdmly, =he decays." The Federal Water’ Pollution Control
Administration noted that the lower Cuyahoga has no visible life, not even lower forms such as
leeches and sludge worms. Cleady, this time the fire was not perceived as a symbol of prosperity
but a sign of disgrace. The burning of the Cuyahoga River became a national symbol of just how
polluted we let our waters become. There was a tremendous ground swell of support and demand
from the public to clean up our waterways. Although lasting only 28 minutes, this famous
conflagration was one of the banners for the social movement that lead to the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972.
PROBLEI~IS IN LAKE ERIE
Lake Erie had its share of problems too: Eutrophication/over enrichment of nutrients, ever
increasing algae blooms, malodorous algae mats washing up on beaches and settling to the
bottom to decay. This decay caused widespread anoxia in Lake sediments. This, along with overfishing, was the cause of the extirpation of the prized blue pike. Lake Erie, in the 70’s, became the
butt of national jokes. There were comments about Lake Ede dying or Lake Erie was dead. Lake
Erie never died in the conventional sense. The fact is that the opposite was true. The Lake was
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becoming too productive. The Lake passed rapidly from Oligotrophi¢ 1:o eutrophic. It changed from
a clear lake into the early stages of a swamp, with ever-increasing alglae blooms and Joss of
diversity,, including the loss of prize game fish and anaerobic benthic conditions.
The Lake has rebounded. W~th phosphate reductions in detergents, phosphate control at sewage
treatments and upgrades to secondary treatment, the Lake was declared to have passed back to
oligotrophic conditions in 1984. Ironically, with the advent of the zebra mussels in the late 80’s and
eady 90’s, recently, it has been suggested that perhaps the Lake is too clean to support its
excellent walleye and perch fishery.
IMPROVEMENTS IN WATER QUALITY
The improvement in the water quality of Lake Ede is one example of the substantial improvement
to area waters. These improvements have been brought about by over a billion dollars of
infrastructure improvements and industrial wastewater control by; the NEORSD, the City of
Cleveland and area industries. The improvement was so dramatic that AMSA considered the
improvements to the water quality of the Cuyahoga River as one the major =Clean Water Success
Stories."
The Southerly Wastewater Treatment Plant, situated at about River Mile 10.3, contributes as
much as 50% of the total flow in the river dudng the summertime low flow periods. Consequently,
any major change in the character of the plant effluent will have a significant impact on the water
quality of the dver. Due to industrial waste control and major reconstruction of this treatment
facility, substantial reductions in pollutant loading were realized. The following table highlights the
reductions in pollutants discharged to the river over time.
Table 1. Southerly VMWTP- Percent reductions in pollutant parameters
Parameter
Cadmium
Zinc
Total Metals
Ammonia

Time penod
1977 to present
1977 to present
1977 to present
1977 to present

Percent Reductions
98%
95%
92%
97%

Table 2. Cuyahoga River- Water Quality Improvements
Parameter
Ammonia*
Fecal Coliform*
*downstream of Southerly

Time period
1986 to present
1977 to present

Percent Reductions
89%
96%

There are other notable water quality improvements in the Cuyahoga iRiver. Dissolved Oxygen
violations were once very common in the main stem of the Cuyahoga River. There hasn’t been a
recorded violation since 1988. Metals, including copper, nickel, chrome and zinc, have been
reduced by 89% since 1978. These improvements in regional water quality came about by water
pollution control programs to reduce pollutants by better transport and treatment Many of the
programs to reduce CSO and SSO flow during wet weather are currently under design so that the
impacts will not be seen for some years to come.
The water quality of the Greater Cleveland area has improved dramatically over the last 30 years,
i.e., not to suggest that all of the problems have been dispatched. Several major problems still
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remain. Some of these problems, I suspec:, are due to optimistic expectations as much as they
are due to point or ncnpoint discharges.
The State of Ohio has chemical and biological standards for assessing compliance with water
quality standards. It is a rare event to find a violation of chemical standards. The Ohio EPA
and the NEORSD have found that the number of species of fish found in the Cuyahoga River
has increased from a low of one or two species in 1984 to a cumulative total of 51 species in
recent years. The main stem of the Cuyahoga River still does not meet the State’s biological
criteria because the Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI) scodng is still too low. That is to say; that the
IBI indicates that the Cuyahoga River does not have sufficient popuitations of certain preferred
types of fish, like darters, bass, etc. It may well be that the poor fishery has more to do with
geological conditions, soil erosion and bedload movement. These are habitat issues. This is
consistent with the State’s 305b Report which declared that the major cause for impairment in
Ohio is nonpoint source pollution and hydro-modification, not point source discharges.
¯

Although substantial reductions have been observed, the sediments of the shipping channel
are still considered heavily polluted for a number of heavy metals and oxygen demanding
parameters.

¯

The dyer conveys an enormous amount of tree trunks, root masses., branches, and other
woody material from trees tha~ were undermined in the forested area between Cleveland and
Akron. This, along with a muddy appearance following a rain event, detracts significantly from
the aesthetics of the dyer and detracts from boating and other recreational uses. Floating
debris removal is currently under study by the NEORSD.

¯

The shipping channel will have several days in the summer time that the DO falls below the
dissolved oxygen c~edon. This again has much to do with the fact that the shipping channel
is dredged to maintain a depth of 26 feel This depth is too great for the low summer time
flows to adequately maintain aeration through its entire depth.

¯

Most area streams fail to meet the State’s biological criteria.

¯

Bacterial levels in many of the smaller urban streams are impacted with bacteria due to aging
separate sewer infrastructure with its many cross connections, breaks, and leaks.

Our own planning studies are indicating that even with the full implementation of the CSO control
program, the area waters will still fail to meet all of the water quality standards and solve the
above-listed problems. A report issued by Ohio EPA, as part of the 305 ]planning process,
indicates that by the year 2002 only 1.6% of the impacted waters of Ohio are so because of point
sources. There is good reason to believe that nonpoint sources are the continuing cause of water
quality impairments. These problems transcend the traditional "transport and treat" role of the
Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District. In order to successfully address these remaining issues,
the District may expand its traditional function into new areas where it can exert soma control over
nonpoint issues; restoring urban stream habitat, stormwater and drainage control, and
intercommunity flood control.
REFERENCES
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NEORSD (July 1997) "Greater Cleveland Water Quality Report"
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
Kenneth A. Pew
Northeast Ohio Regional Sawer District, 3826 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland. Ohio 44115-2504 U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
This presentation provides wrap up for the nine preceding presentations regarding vadous aspects of the
Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer Dis~ct wet weather programs and comment on considerations for the future.
KEYWORDS
sewer, storm, sanitary, combined, overflow
EQUITABLE CHARGES FOR WET WEATHER FLOW
The Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District rate structure has historically been based on metered water
consumption. Over the years, water consumption has decreased. On the other hand, sewer systems have
deteriorated and wet weather programs have increased wastewater flows. Water consumption decreased
from 55 to 46 bilr~n gallons per year since 1980 (16 percent) while treated wastewater increased from 92 to
122 (33 percent).
COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW CONTROL
The District is developing Combined Sewer System Long-Term Control Plans on a segmented basis. The
current National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit requires all plans to be complete by March,
2002. The Mill Creek plan is complete. The Westerly, Easterly, and Doan Brook plans are currently underway.
The Southerly and Big Creek plans well begin next year.
SEPARATE SEWER OVERFLOWS
Many District member communities have separate sewer overflows..Many have been alleviated through the
intercommunity relief sewer program. However, many more need to be addressed.
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY PROPOSED STORM WATER PHASE !1
RULE
Since no District member community meets the 100,000 population criteria for the Storm Water Phase I Rule,
no permits have been issued or applied for in the Cleveland metropolitan area. However, many communrdes
will be impacted by the Phase II Rule.
REGIONAL PLAN FOR SEWERAGE AND DRAINAGE
The court order that created the District mandated that "The District shall develop a detailed integrated capital
improvement plan for regional management of wastewater collection and storm drainage to identify a capital
improvement program for the solution of all intercommunity drainage problems (both storm and sanitary) in
the District’. Although the District has made substantial progress in the "wastewater collection" area, the
"storm drainage" area is still "unfinished business". Work on Phase I of the comprehensive Regional Plan for
Sewerage and Drainage began early this year.
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INNOVATIVE MULTI-CHAMBERED STORMWATER CONTROL DEVICE! FOR CRITICAL SOURCE
AREAS
Robert Pitt, University of Alabama at Birmingham*
Brian Robertson, former graduate student, University of Alabama at Birmingham
Richard Field, Wet Weather Flow Research Program, Water Supply and Water Resources Division,
National Risk Management Research Lab., U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
*Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
University of Alabama at Birmingham Hoehn Engineering Building
1075 13m Street South Room 120
Birmingham, AL 35294
ABSTRACT
This reseamh project is part of a multi-year investigation funded by the U.S. I--PA to charactenze and treat
toxic stormwater contaminants. The first, project phase investigated typical toxicant concentrations in
stormwater, the origins of these toxicants, and storm and land-use factors that influenced these toxicant
concentrations. Nine percent of the eighty-seven stormwater source area samples analyzed were
considered extremely toxic. Thirty-two percent of the samples exhibited moderate toxicity, while fifty-nine
percent of the samples had no evidence of toxicity. All metallic toxicants analyzed were commonly found
in all samples analyzed. Only a small fraction of the organic toxicants analyzed were frequently detected,
with 1,3-dichlorobenzene and fluoranthene the most commonly detected organics (present in 23 percent
of the samples). Vehicle service and parking area runoff samples had many of the highest observed
concentrations of organic toxicants.
The second project phase investigated the control of stormwater toxicants using a vadety of conventional
bench-scale treatment processes. The most beneficial treatment tests incl~uded settling for at least 24
hours (up to 90% reductions), screening and filtering through at least 4.0 ~m screens (up to 70%
reductions), and aeration and/or photo-degradation for at least 24 hours (up 1:o 80% reductions). Because
many samples exhibited uneven toxicity reductions for the different treatment tests, a treatment train,
called the MCTT (multi-chambered treatment train), was designed and constructed for pilot-scale and fullscale testing during the third project phase.
The third project phase included testing of a prototype MCTT). This device, through pilot and initial fullscale testing has been shown to remove more than 90% of many of the stormwater toxicants, in both
particulate and dissolved forms. The MC’T-I" is most suitable for use at relatively small and isolated paved
critical source areas (gas stations, oil change stores, salvage yards, maintenance yards, etc.) that are
about 0.1 to 1.0 ha (0.25 to 2.5 acres) in area. The MC’I-T is an underground device that has three main
chambers: an initial grit chamber with volatile organic removal; a settling chamber with sorbents for the
removal of fine sediments and floating hydrocarbons; and a sand/peat filter for the removal of filterable
toxicants. A typical MCTT requires between 0.5 and 1.5 percent of the pavecl drainage area, about 1/3 of
the area required for a well-designed wet detention pond.
The pilot-scale MC’FI’, constructed in Birmingham, AL, was tested over a six-month monitonng pedod
during a vadety of rainfall events. Two additional full-scale MCTT units werE.= also constructed and were
monitored as part of Wisconsin’s 319 grant from the U.S. EPA. During monitoring of 13 storms at a
parking facility, the pilot-scale MCTT was found to have the following overall removal rates: 96% for total
toxicity, 83% for suspended solids, 60% for COD, 40% for turbidity, 90-100% for heavy metals, 90-100%
for the detected semi-volatile organics. The peat filter caused a color increase in the effluent and an
overall drop in pH of about one-half unit. Ammonia nitrogen was increased ;=nd nitrate-nitrogen had less
than 20% removals. The MCTT operated as intended: very effective removal rates for both filtered and
particulate stormwater toxicants and suspended solids, but at the expense of iincreased color, lowered pH,
and depressed COD and nitrate removal rates. The full-scale test results substantiate the excellent
removals found during the pilot-scale tests, while showing better control of COD and nutrients and less
detrimental effects on pH and color.
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KEYWORDS
Urban runoff treatment, settling chamber, sand/peat filter, wet weather flows
INTRODUCTION
Runoff from paved parking and storage areas, and especially gas station areas, has been observed to be
contaminated with concentrations of many critical pollutants. These paved areas are usually found to
contribute most of the toxicant pollutant Ioadings to storrnwater outialls. Polycyctic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs), the most commonly detected toxic organic compounds found in urban runoff, along with heavy
metals are mostly associated with automobile use, especially dudng starting vehicles.
Numerous manufacturers have developed small prefabricated separators to remove oils and solids from
runoff. These separators are rarely specifically designed and sized for stormwater discharges, but usually
consist of modified grease and oil separators. The solids are intended to settle within these separators,
either by free fall or by counter-current or cross-current lameliar separation. Many of these separators
have been sold and installed in France, especially along highways (Rupperd ’1993). Despite the number of
installations, few studies have been carded out in order to assess their efficiency (Aires and Tabuchi
1995). Available results from Fourage (1992), Rupperd (1993) and Legrand, et al. (1994) for stormwater
treatment show that:
¯ These devices are usually greatly undersized. They should work reasonable well at flow rates
between 20 and 30% of their design hydraulic capacity. For higher flow rates, the flow is very
turbulent (Reynolds numbers > 6000) and the removal efficiency is wery poor.
¯ These devices need to be cleaned very frequently. If they are not cleaned, the deposits are
scoured dunng storm events, with negative efficiencies. Currently, llhe cleaning frequencies are
very insufficient and the stormwater pollutant control efficiencies are very limited.
¯ There are relatively low levels of free-floating oils in most stormwater runoff.
Prefabricated separators could be used for stormwater treatment if the following conditions are respected:
¯ realistic design hydraulic capacity in terms of maximum flow rates, flow distribution and flow
regime;
¯ realistic solids removal efficiency, the finest and polluted solids will usually not be trapped with a
high efficiency because of too high hydraulic velocities;
¯ frequent cleaning and/or an automatic extraction to assure good ove=~l efficiency;,
¯ specific conception for stormwater that takes into account the solids charactehstics, the rapid
flow variations, and the maintenance requirements.
METHODOLOGY
The Multi-Chambered Treatment Train (MCTT) was developed to specifically address many of the above
concerns. It was developed and tested with specific stormwater conditions in mind, plus it has been tested
at several sizes for the removal of stormwater pollutants of concern. Figure 1 shows a general crosssectional view of a MCTT. It includes a special catchbasin followed by a two chambered tank that is
intended to reduce a broad range of toxicants (volatile, particulate, and dissolved). The runoff enters the
catchbasin chamber by passing over a flash aerator (small column packing hails with counter-current air
flow) to remove highly volatile components. This catchbasin also serves as a grit chamber to remove the
largest (fastest settling) particles. The second chamber serves as an enhanced settling chamber to
remove smaller particles and has inclined tube or plate settlers to enhance sedimentation. This chamber
also contains fine bubble diffusers and sorbent pads to further enhance the removal of floatable
hydrocarbons and additional volatile compounds. The water is then pumped to the final chamber at a slow
rate to maximize pollutant reductions. The final chamber contains a mixed rnedla (sand and peat) slow
filter/ion exchange device, with a filter fabdc top layer. The MCTT is typically sized to totally contain all of
the runoff from a 6 to 20 mm (0.25 to 0.8 in) rain, depending on interevent time, typical rain size, and rain
intensity.
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Catchbasin
Main SeHlin9 Chamber
- P~cked ~lumn - so~ent ~llows .
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oe~t~
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Tiltsr~nq Chamber
- sorOent filter
- mix~ m~ filter laye~r
(sand and pe~)
- g~el
underd~;n

Figure 1. General Schematic of the Multi-Chambered Treatment Train (M,CTT)
A pilot-scale MC’~-I" was constructed and tested in Birmingham, Alabama, at parking and vehicle service
area on the campus of the Universit~ of Alabama at Birmingham. The catchhasin/grit chamber is a 25-cm
vertical PVC pipe containing about 6 L of 3-cm diameter packing column spheres. The main settling
chamber is about 1.3 m2 in area and 1 m deep which with a 72-hour settlin_gztiime was expected to result in
a median toxicity reduction of about 90%. The filter chamber is about 1.5 m in area and contains 0.5 m of
sand and peat directly on 0.15 m of sand over a fine plastic screen and coarse gravel that covers the
underdrain. A Gundert)oomTM filter fabric also covers the top of the filter media to distribute the water over
the filter surface by reducing the water infiltration rate through the filter and to provide additional pollutant
capture. During a storm event, runoff from the parking lot is pumped into the catchbasin/grit chamber
automatically. During filling, an air pump supplies air to aeration stones located in the main settling
chamber. When the settling chamber is full, all pumps and samplers cease. After a quiescent settling
period of up to 72 hours, water is pumped through the filter media and discharged. Samples were
collected before and after each chamber of the device and were partitioned into dissolved and particulate
components before being analyzed for a wide range of toxicants, as listed on Table 1.
RESULTS
Observed Performance of the Pilot-Scale MCTT
Table 2 summarizes some of the significant percentage changes in concentrations of the constituents as
they passed through each chamber (settling chamber, filter, and overall) of the MC’I-I’. No data is shown
for the catchbasin/g~ chamber because of the lack of significant concentration changes observed.
Figures 2 and 3 are example plots showing the concentrations of suspended solids and unfiltered z~nc as
the storrnwater passed through the MC’I-I’. The four data locations on these plots correspond to the four
sampling locations on the MCTT. The sample location labeled =inlet~ is the overall inlet to the MCTT (and
the inlet to the catchbasin/grit chamber). The location labeled ~catch basin" is the effluent from the
catchbasin (and inlet to the main settling chamber). Similarly, the location labeled =settling chamber" is the
outlet from the settling chamber (and the inlet to the sand/peat chamber). Finally, the location labeled
=peat-sand" is the outlet from the sand/peat chamber (and the outlet from the MCTT). The slopes of the
lines indicate the relative removal rates (mg/L reduction) for each individual major unit process in the
MCTT. If the lines are all parallel between two sampling locations, then the removal rates are similar. If a
line has a positive slope, then a concentration increase occurred. If the lin~.~s have close to zero slope,
then little removal has occurred (as for the catc~basirdgrit chamber for most constituents and samples).
The suspende~ solids trends (Figure 2) show the significant reductions in suspended solids
concentrations through the main settling chamber, with no removal occurring in catchbasin/g~ and
sand/peat chambers. However, the first storm had a significant increase in suspended solids
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Table 1. Compounds Analyzed during MCTT Pilot-Scale Testing
Compound Categor~
Semi-Volatile
©rganics
(BNA Extractable’)
Pesticides

Compounds
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Phthalate Esters
Phenols
Pesticides

Heavy Metals

Cadmium
Copper
Lead
Zinc
Toxicity Screening Test

Toxicity
Nutrients
Major Ions
Conventional
Pollutants

Particle Size

Testincj Methodology/IDetection Limits~
GC/MSD .- particulate and dissolved
fractions (11 to 10 t~g/I- MDL)
GC/ECD -- particulate and dissolved
fractions 10.01 to 0.1 F~/L MDL)
GFAA - particulate and dissolved
fractions (1 to 5 ~g/L MDL)
MicrotoxTM - particulate and dissolved
fractions
Ion Chromatography - dissolved
fraction (1 mg/I. MDL)

Nitrfte + Nitrate
Ammonia
Phosphate
Cations (Ca, Mg, K, Na, Li)
Ion Chromatography
Anions (Cl, SO=, F),
fraction (1 mg/L MDL)
Chemical Oxygen Demand
Color
Specific Conductance
Hardness
Alkalinity
pH
Turbid~
Solids (total, dissolved, suspended,
volatile)
Particle Size Distribution (1 - 128 Fro) Coulter Multisizer lie

-

dissolved

Table 2. Median Observed Percentage Changes in Constituent Concentrations
Constituent
Total solids
Suspended solids
Turbidit~
pH
COD
Nitrate
Ammonia
MicrotoxTM (unfiltered)
MicrotoxTM (filtered)
Lead
Zinc
n-Nitro-di-n-propytamine
Hexachlorobutadiene
Fh/rene
Bis t2-eth~hex~! phthalate

Main Settlincj Chamber Sand/Peat Chamber
Common Constituents
31%
2.6%
91
-44
50
- 150
-O.3
6.7
56
-24
Nutrients
27
-5
I
- 155
-7
I
Toxicants
18
70
64
43
89
38
39
62
82
100
72
83
100
rVa
99
-190

Overall Device
32%
83
40
7.9
60
14
-400
96
98
100
91
100
34
100
99

concentration as it passed through the peat due to flushing of fines from the incompletely washed media.
This contributed to the negative removals of the filter chamber. For the other monitored storms, removal
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occurred (although the percent reduction was small). The relative toxicity changes (as measured using the
MicrotoxTM unit) (not shown) indicate significant reductions in toxicity, especially for the moderate and
highly toxic samples. No effluent samples were considered toxic (all effluent samples were "non toxic", or
causing less than a 20% light reduction after 25 minutes of exposure using the Azur MicrotoxTM screening
toxicity test). Figure 3, for zinc removal, shows significant and large reductions in concentrations, mostly
through the main settling chamber (corresponding to the large fraction of stormwater toxicants found in
the particulate sample fraction). Zinc also had further important decreases in concentrations in the
peat/sand chamber, where removal of the remaining dissolved zinc in the ston’nwater occurred.

Figure 2. MCTT Performance for
Suspended Solids

Figure 3. MCTT Performance for
Unfiltered Zinc

Preliminary Full-Scale MCTT Test Results
Preliminary results from the full-scale tests of the MCTT in Wisconsin (Corsi, Blake, and Bannerman,
personal communication) were encouraging and corroborate the high levels of treatment observed dudng
the Birmingham pilot-scale tests. Table 3 shows the treatment levels that have been observed during
seven tests in Minocqua (dudng one year of operation) and 15 tests in Milwaukee (also dudng one year of
operation), compared to the pilot-scale Birmingham test results (13 events). These data indicate high
reductions for SS (83 to 98%), COD (60 to 86%), turbidity (40 to 94%), phosphorus (80 to 88%), lead (93
to 96%), zinc (90 to 91%), and for many organic toxicants (generally 65 to 100%). The reductions of
dissolved heavy metals (filtered through 0.45 !~m filters) were also all greater than 65% during the fullscale tests. None of the organic toxicants were ever observed in effluent water from either full-scale
Mc’rF, even considering the excellent detection limits available at the Wisconsin State Dept. of Hygiene
Laboratories that conducted the analyses. The influent organic toxicant concentrations were all less than 5
~g/L and were only found in the unfiltered sample fractions. The Wisconsin MCTT effluent concentrations
were also very low for all of the other constituents monitored: <10 mgJi. for SS, <0.1 mg/L for phosphorus,
<5 l~g/L for cadmium and lead, and <20 !~g/L for copper and zinc. The pH changes in the Milwaukee
MCTi" were much less than observed dudng the Birmingham pilot-scale tests, possibly because of added
activated carbon in the final chamber in Milwaukee. Color was also much better controlled in the full-scale
Milwaukee MC’I’T.
DISCUSSION
The Milwaukee installation is at a public works garage and serves about 0.1 ha (0.25 acre) of pavement.
This MCTT was designed to withstand very heavy vehicles driving over the unit. The estimated cost was
$54,000 (including a $16,000 engineering cost), but the actual cost was $72,000. The high cost was likely
due to uncertainties associated with construction of an unknown device by the. contractors and because it
was a retrofit installation. It therefore had to fit within very tight site layout constraints. As an example,
installation problems occurred due to sanitary sewerage not being accuratelly located as mapped. The
Minocqua site was a 1 ha (2.5 acre) newly paved parking area serving a state park and commercial area.
It was located in a grassed area and was also a retrofit installation, designed to fit within an existing storm
drainage system. The installed cost of this MC3-1" was about $95,000.
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It is anticipated that MC’I~" costs could be substantially reduced if designed to better integrate with a new
drainage system and not installed as a retrofitted stormwater control practice. Plastic tank manufactures
have also expressed an interest in preparing pre-fabdcated MCTT units that could be sized in a few
standard sizes for small cdtical source areas. It is expected that these pre-fabdcated units would be much
less expensive and easier to install than the custom-built units tested to date.
Table 3. Preliminary Performance Information for Full-Scale MCTT Tests, Compared to Birmingham
Pilot-Scale MCTT Results (median reductions and median effluent quality)
Milwaukee MCTT
(15 events)
98 (<5 m~/L.)
94 (<5 m~/L)
86 (13 mgiL)
94 (3 NTU)
-7 (7.9 pH)
47 (0.06 rag/L)
33 (0.3 m~L)
88 (0.02 rag/L)
78 (0.002 m~L)
na
na
91 (0.1 FI~-)
66 10.05 Fg/L)
90 (3 Fg/L.)
73 (1.4 Fg/L.)
96 (1.8 Fg/L)
78 (<0.4 ~g/L)
91 (<20 pg/L)
68 (<8 Fg/L)
>45 (<0.05 Fg/L)
>95 (<0.1 Fg/L)
89 (<0.02 p.g/L)
98 (<0.1 Fg/L)
>90 (<0.1 p.g/L)
99 (<0.05 pg/L)
na
na
98 (<0.05 Fg/L.)

suspended solids
volatile suspended solids
COD
turbidity
pH
ammonia
nitrates
Phosphorus (total)
Phosphorus (filtered)
Microtox® toxicit~ (total)
Microtox® toxicity (filtered)
Cadmium (total)
Cadmium (filtered)
Copper (total)
Copper (filtered)
Lead (total)
Lead (filtered)
Zinc (total)
Zinc (filtered)
benzo(a)anthracene
benzo(b)fluoranthene
dibenzo(a,h)anthracene
fluoranthene
indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene
:~henanthrene
:)entachlorophenol
phenol
pyrene
naa: not analyzed
ndO: not detected in most of the samples

Minocqua MCTT
(7 events)
85 (10 m~L)
na"
na
na
na
na
na
80 (<0.1 m~L)
na
na
na
na
na
65 (15 ,~t.)
na
nd (<3 p.g/L)
na
90 (15 !~g/L)
Na
>65 (<0.2 ~I]L)
>75 (<0.1 .~g/L)
>90 (<0.1 .~cj]L)
>90 (<0.1 pg/L)
>95 (<0.1 pg/L)
>65 (<0.2 ~g/L)
na
Na
>75 (<0.2 u.g/L)

Birmingham Mc~r
(13 events)
83 (5.5 rag/L)
66 (6 mg/L)
60 (17 mcj/L)
40 (4.4 NTU)
8 (6.4 pH)
-210 (0.31 mg/L)
24 (1.5 mgiL)
nd=
nd
100 (0%)
87 (3%)
18 (0.6 F!~/L)
16 (0.5 Fg/L)
15 (15 Fg/L)
17 (21
93 (<2. F~L)
42 (<2.
91 (18
54 (6 ~.g/L)
nd
nd
nd
100 (<0.6 Fg/L.)
nd
nd
100 (<1 ~g/I.)
99 (<0.4 Fg/L)
100 (<0.5

Design of the MC’i-I"
Catchbasin. Catchbasins have been found to be effective in removing pollutants associated with coarser
runoff solids. Moderate reductions in total and suspended solids (up to about 45%, depending on the
inflow water rate) have been indicated by pdor studies (Lager and Smith 1976, Pitt and Bissonnette 1985).
While few pollutants are associated with these coarser solids, their removal decreases maintenance
problems of the other chambers. The size of the MCT’I" catchbasin sump is controlled by three factors: the
runoff flow rate, the suspended solids (SS) concentration in the runoff, and the desired frequency at which
the catchbasin will be cleaned so as not to sacrifice efficiency.
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Main Settlin,q Chamber. The main settling chamber mimics completely mixed settling column benchscale tests and uses a treatment ratio of depth to time for removal estimates. In addition to plate or tube
settlers, the main settling chamber also contains floating sorbent "pillows" to trap floating grease and oil
and a fine bubble diffuser. The settling time in the main settling chamber typically ranges from 1 to 3 days.
Peat/Sand Ion Exchan,qe Chamber. Based on literature descriptions of stormwater filtration, especially
by the City of Austin (1988), Galli (1990) and Shaver (undated and 1991), earlier UAB bench-scale
treatability tests (Pitt, eta/. 1995), and the preliminary UAB filter media column tests (Clark, eta/. 1995), it
was determined that a mixed media sand and peat =filter= shouid be used as a poiishing unit after the main
settling chamber. This unit provides additional toxicant reductions, especially for filtered forms of the
organics and metals. The surface hydraulic loading rate of this filter/ion exchange chamber should be
between 1.5 and 6 m per day (5 and 20 ft per day). The 50=/=/50% mixture of the sand and peat should
have a depth of 0.5 m (18 in), resting on 0.15 m of sand. The sand used in the testing had the following
size: 71% finer than #30 sieve (0.6 ram), 65% finer than #40 sieve (0.425 rnm), and 0.5% finer than #50
sieve (0.18 ram). The effective size (D10) of the sand was 0.31 mm and the uniformity coefficient
was 1.45. A filter fabric was used to separate these layers from the gravel and perforated pipe underdrain.
In order to facilitate surface spreading of water on top of the media and to prevent channelization, another
filter fabdc (GunclerboomTM) was placed on top of the media.
Example Design
The design of the MCTT is very site specific, since it is highly dependent on local rains (rain depths, rain
intensities, and interevent times). A computer model was therefore develop~:l to determine the amount of
annual rainfall treated, the toxicity reduction rate for each individual storm, and the overall toxicity
reduction associated with a long series of rains for different locations in the U.S. Table 4 gives the
simulation results for the sizing of the main settling chamber for 21 cities (rain depths range from 180 mm
(7.1 in) (Phoenix) to 1500 mm (60 in) (New Orleans) per year).
Table 4. MCTT Settling Chamber Sizes (48 hr hold times, except as noted; 1.5 tn settling depths)
City
Phoenix, AZ
Reno, NV
Bozeman, MT
Los Angeles, CA
Rapid City, SD
Minneapolis, MN
Dallas, T’X
Milwaukee, W I
Austin, "IX
St. Louis, MO
Buffalo, NY
Seattle, WA
Newark, NJ
Portland, ME
Atlanta~ GA
Birmingham, AL
Miami, FL
New Orleans, LA

Annual Rain Depth
(mm)
180
191
325
378
414
671
749
785
800
861
953
986
1074
1105
1234
1384
1463
1516

Runoff Capacity (mm) for
70=/o Toxicant Control
6.35 (24 hours)
5.08 (18 hours)
6.35
7.62
5.08 (18 hours)
8.13
2.70
9.14
5.59 (18 hours)
7.62
8.89
6.35
12.2
10.7
14.0
9.40
10.2
20.3

Runoff Capacity (in) for
90% Toxicant Control
8.89
5.08
10.2
11.4
5.59
2.70
24.4
16.5 .
8.13
12.5
2.70
10.2
24.4
18.3
24.1
13.5
18.5
23.4

The overall range in MCTT size varies by more than three times for the sarne level of treatment for the
different cities. The required size of the main settling chamber generally increases as the annual rain
depth increases. However, the interevent period and the rain depth for individual rains determine the
specific runoff treatment volume requirement. As an example, Seattle requires a much smaller MCTT than
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other cities having similar annual total rains because of the small rain depths for each rain. Rapid City
requires a smaller MCTT, compared to Los Angeles, because Los Angeles has much larger rains when it
does rain. Similarly, Dallas requires an unusually large MCTT because of its high rain intensities and large
individual rains, compared to upper Midwest cities that have similar annual rain depths.
In all cases, the most effective holding time is 2 days for 90% toxicant control (for the 1.5 m, 5 ft, settling
chamber depth). In most cases, a toxicity removal goal of about 70% in the main settling chamber is
probably the most cost effective choice, considering the additional treatment that will be provided in the
sand/peat chamber. Figure 4 shows the runoff volume requirements for an IVlCT’I" having a 0.6, 1.5, 2.1,
or 2.7 m (2, 5, 7, or 9 foot) settling depths in the main settling chamber for Milwaukee, Wl. This example
shows that the required runoff depth storage capacity increases as the depth of the main settling chamber
increases. As an example, for 90% toxicant control at Milwaukee, the storage requirement for a 1.5 m (5
ft) settling depth was shown to be 16.5 mm (0.65 in) on Table 2. Figure 4 indicates that the required
storage Volume for a 0.6 m (2 ft) settling chamber would only be 14 mm (0.5,=; in) of runoff, while it would
increase to 19 mm (0.75 in) of runoff for a 2.1 m (7 ft) settling depth and to 2,’3 mm (0.9 in) for a 2.7 m (9
ft) settling depth. The greater depths require more time for the stormwater particulates to settle and be
trapped in the chamber, while the shallower tanks require a greater surface area. The best tank design for
a specific location is based on site specific conditions, especially the presence of subsurface utilities or
groundwater and hydraulic grade line requirements. A large surface tank is usually much more expensive,
even though the required volume is less, especially if heavy traffic will be traveling over the tank.
A combination of a 48 hour holding time and 11 mm (0.45 in) runoff storage volume would satisfy a 75%
treatment goal for Milwaukee conditions, as shown on Figure 3. This 11-mm ru:noff volume corresponds to
a rain depth of about 13 mm (0.51 in) for p_avement (Pitt 1987). The 11-ram runoff storage volume
corresponds to a live chamber volume of 22 m3 (7"70 ft~) and a surface area of 10 m2 (110 ft~) for a 0.2 ha
(0.5 acre) paved drainage area. The surface area of the MC’FT would therefore be about 0.5 percent of
the drainage area_ This device would capture and treat about 80% of the annual runoff at a 95% toxicity
reduction level, resulting in an annual toxicity reduction of about 75% (0.8 X 13.95). The size of the main
settling chamber would need to be greater than this because about 0.7 m (two feet) of =dead" storage
must be added to provided for standing water below the outlet orifice (or pump) which would keep the
inclined tubes submerged. About a 0.2 m (6 inch) height is also needed below the inclined tubes for the
flow distribution system and for long-term storage of fine material that will accumulate.
Additional treatment beyond the 75% level would result in the filter/ion exchange chamber. The pumped
effluent from the main settling chamber would be directed towards a mixed I~.=at/sand filter/ion exchange
chamber, which must provide a surface hydraulic loading rate of between 1.5 and 6 m per day (5 and 20 ft
per day), and have a depth of at least 0.5 m (18 in). In addition to the pumped effluent, any excess runoff
after the .main settling chamber is full would also be directed towards the filter.
Each of the treatment chambers need to be vented, mosquito proofed, and be easily accessible for
maintenance. The device needs to be inspected, the initial catchbasin should I;~ cleaned, and the sorbent
pillows should be exchanged, at least every six months. It is expected that the ion exchange media should
last from 3 to 5 years before requiring replacement (as determined during our filtration experiments).
CONCLUSIONS
The development and testing of the MCTT showed that the treatment unit provided substantial reductions
in stormwater toxicants (both in particulate and filtered phases), and suspended solids. Increases in color
and a slight decrease-in pH aJso occurred during the filtration step at the pilot-scale unit. The main settling
chamber resulted in substantial reductions in total and dissolved toxicity, lead, zinc, certain organic
toxicants, suspended solids, COD, turbidity, and color. The filter/ion exchange unit is aiso responsible for
additional filterable toxicant reductions. However, the catchbasirdgrit chamber did not indicate any
significant improvements in water quality, although it is an important element in reducing maintenance
problems by trapping bulk material. The use of the MCTT is seen to be capable: of reducing a broad range
of stormw ter pollutants that have been shown to cause substantial receiving water problems (Pitt 1995).
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Figure 4. MCTT Main Settling Chamber Required Capacities - Milwaukee, Wl
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the applicability of four high-rate disinfection technologies; for treating combinedsewer overflow (CSO) and sanitary-sewer overflow (SSO). The four technologies are treatment with:
ozone (O~), chlodne dioxide (CIOz), ultraviolet light irradiation (UV), and high-voltage electron beam
irradiation (E-Beam). These high-rate technologies are compared to each other and to conventional
chlorination/dechlorination. Utility of increased mixing in concert with any disinfection technology is also
discussed.
Disinfection of CSO and SSO is generally practiced to control the discharge o1~ pathogens and indicator
microorganisms into receiving waters. Because these overflows are wet weather events, the disinfectant
used at a facility for treatment of CSO or SSO should be adaptable to intermittent use. Other
considerations include effectiveness, oxidation/disinfection rate, and safety. Since commonly used
disinfection by chlorination forms toxic residual byproducts, the newer disinfectants such as CIO=, O~, UV,
and E-Beam have a far lesser potential to generate toxic byproducts. Since CSO and SSO flow rates and
volumes are significantly greater than dry-weather flows, use of high-rate processes requiring less
tankage and space is more cost-effective than use of conventional processes.
Comparative effectiveness and cost of high-rate disinfection technologies are :supported with data from
pilot-scale evaluations conducted primarily on CSO at the 26th Ward Water Pollution Control Plant
(WPCP) in New York City.
KEY WORDS
wet-weather flow, combined-sewer overflow, sanitary-sewer overflow, storm~ater, disinfection, oxidation,
ozonation, chlorination/dechtorination, irradiation, pathogens, indicator microorganisms
INTRODUCTION
The National CSO Control Policy requires disinfection after primary treatment iin areas where disinfection
is required by local authorities. Conventional municipal sewage disinfection processes generally use
chlorine (CI2) gas or sodium hypochlorite (NaOCI) due to their rapid oxidation capabilities and relatively
low cost. Disinfection of CSO and SSO is generally practiced to control the diischarge of pathogens and
indicator microorganisms in receiving waters. CSO and SSO have the characteristics of being intermittent
and having high flow rate, high suspended solids (SS) content, wide temperatt=re variation, and variable
microorganism quality.
Therefore, the disinfectant used at a facility for treatment of CSO and SSO should be adaptable to
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intermittent use and to treatment of flows of variable quality and quantity. Other considerations include the
disinfection effectiveness, oxidation/disinfection rate, and the safety and ease of feeding. CI= and
I~ypochlorite (OCI’) will react with ammonia (NH3) to form chloramines and react with phenols to form
chlorophenols. These are toxic to aquatic life. The adverse impacts associated with chlorination are
among the issues leading to the need for development of altemative methods of disinfection.
Newer disinfection technologies such as CIO=, 03, UV, and E-Beam have a far lesser potential to generate
toxic byproducts. CIO= does not react with NHz and completely oxidizes phenols. O3 is also effective in
oxidizing phenols. UV disinfects water and wastewater by altering the genetic material (DNA) in cells so
that microorganisms can no longer reproduce. UV disinfection does not generate any toxic byproducts but
=s affected by high SS content. E-Beam achieves effective pathogen kill, does not generate any toxic
byproducts, and is not effected by SS content. Effectiveness of the new disinfection processes needs to
be verified by pilot testing on wet-weather flow or on wastewaters with similar clharacteristics to VVVVF.
Since CSO and SSO flow rates and volumes are significantJy greater than those of dr~-weather flows, use
of high-rate processes requiring less tankage and space is more cost-effective than use of conventional
processes. The need for advanced technologies evolves from the National CSO Control Policy that
requires treatment at the existing wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) and at: satellite locations at out/all
points during the high flow periods. A similar requirement can be extended to SSO. The objective of these
technologies is to secure treatment effectiveness of the plant at the increased throughput, which cannot
be accomplished with the use of conventional technologies. High-rate disinfe~ion, i.e., decreased
disinfection contact time, can be accomplished by:
¯
¯
¯
¯

increasing mixing intensity,
increasing disinfectant concentration,
using faster-acting oxidants, UV, E-Beam irradiation, and/or
using combinal~ons of these.

Use of increased mixing with any disinfection technology provides better dispersion of the disinfectant and
forces disinfectant contact with a greater number of microorganisms per unit time. The increased rate of
collisions decreases the required contact time, which enables a high-rate disinfection (Field et al., 1996).
NEW HIGH-RATE DISINFECTION TECHNOLOGIES
Disinfection processes based on the use of CIO=, 03, UV, and E-Beam can accomplish high-rate
treatment because they provide greater and faster microbe-killing power than conventional
chlorination/dechlorination. E-Beam technology has been in commercial use in other applications, such as
food processing and hazardous waste treatment, but is considered new for CSO and SSO. However,
chlorination processes, considered here as conventional, can also be optimized to accomplish high-rate
treatment. Chlorination, especially when followed by dechlodnation, maintains ~is competitive edge over
the newer disinfection technologies (Field and O’Connor, 1997).
~ - a yellowish gas at room temperature, is an effective disinfectant for the c~estruc’don of pathogens
and inactivation of viruses. Compared to chlorine, CIO= is 10 times more soluble in water, is stable in
water solutions, does not react with nitrogenous compounds, is effective over wide pH range, and is
effective over longer periods. CIO= is generated onsite from sodium chlorate (N.aCIOz) by solu’don
processes or from sodium chlorite (NaCIO=) with the use of CI~ gas. A new aqueous UV process
generates CIO= from NaCIO= directly in UV-light reaction cells. The UV CIO2 generator is particularly
attractive in an urban setting by eliminating the need for transport and handling of CI= gas.
Sequential addition of CI= followed by CIO= at intervals of 15-30 seconds enhances high-rate disinfection
beyond the expected additive effect. A minimum effective combination of 8 mg/I of CI~ followed by 2 mg/I
of CIO= showed disinfection effectiveness equal to 25 mg/I of CI= or 12 mg/I of CLIO= when used individually.
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O_.= - a gas, is formed by elecldcal discharges in the presence of oxygen and is. a very powerful oxidant and
disinfectant. Because O3 disinfects more rapidly than CI2, it requires shorter contact time and requires
smaller and less expensive contact chambers. O3 is highly unstable, must be generated onsite just pdor
to application, and must be quickly and efficiently contacted with the treated flow. Dosage and contact
time requirements depend on the characteristics of the flow but are usually 1-10 mg/I and < 15 minutes.
Ozonation produces some byproducts but no chlorinated hydrocarbons and no residual 03. in general, O3
systems have relatively high capital and energy costs.
U~M - light disinfects flows at the germicidal wavelength of 254 nanometers (qm) by altering the genetic
matedal (DNA) in cells so that microorganisms can no longer reproduce. In UV disinfection systems, the
UV lamps are submerged in either a dosed vessel or an open channel. Thin film flows past the UV lamps
and for a few seconds the microorganisms are exposed to a dosage of UV energy. UV performance and
lamps fouling depend on flow characteristics, such SS concentration and particle size distribution,
presence of other UV absorbing compounds, and concentration of microorganisms. Of the various
alternatives to conventional chlorination/dechlodnation for the disinfection of WWFs, UV has been the
most widely tested.
E-Beam - a stream of high-energy electrons is directed into a thin film of water or sludge. The electrons
break apart water molecules and form highly reactive species, namely the oxidizing hydroxyl radical
(OH"), the reducing aqueous electron (e-aq) and hydrogen atom (H’). Reactions of these intermediates
with contaminants and microorganisms occur at diffusion-limited rates, and the treatment is complete in
less than one-tenth of a second. Processes based on the electron beam irradiation principle have been
used in the food preparation/packaging industry and for disinfection of wastewater treatment sludges.
The E-Beam technology has been demonstrated for treatment of hazardous organic compounds that are
either dissolved or suspended in groundwater or wastewater. The E-Beam process has the potential to
deactivate a wide range of pathogens in a very short contact time and should penetrate turbid flows with
high solids concentration as well. However, testing of this technology for WWF is ve~ limited and there
are some concems with safety and cost (Camp Dresser & Mc Kee and Moffa & Associates, 1998).
Rapid mixing - in combination with any disinfection technology is a critical p~rameter, particularly when
desired contact times are less than 10 minutes. Mixing provides better dispension of the disinfectant and
assures contact of the disinfectant with a greater number of microorganisms per unit time. Mixing can be
accomplished by mechanical flash mixers at the point of disinfectant addition, at intermittent points, or by
specially designed plug flow contact chambers containing closely spaced, comJgated parallel baffles that
create a meandenng path for the flow (Glover, G.E., 1973).
PILOT TESTING OF HIGH-RATE DISINFECTION TECHNOLOGIES ON CSO
Project Team
The above described four high-rate disinfection technologies have been recen~tiy pilot-tested by the New
York City Departtnent of Environmental Protection with contractors Camp, Dresser & McKee (CDM) and
Moffa & Associates. For testing of the E-Beam pilot, the above affiliates were joined by the New York
Power Authority of New York, NY. In August 1997, CDM entered into a con~kct with the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for pilot testing of a UV-light generat~l CIO= system, that has not
been tested before, and for additional testing of the UV technology as well. 331e EPA-CDM project will be
a part of a much larger pilot program, which will involve all of the above affiliates again (Camp Dresser &
Mc Kee and Moffa & Associates, 1997 and 1998).
Pilot Facilities and Operation
The completed pilot testing of CIOz, 03, UV, and E-Beam high-rate systems and of a
chlorination/dechlorination unit, was performed at the 26th Ward WPCP, which will also be the site for the
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forthcoming testing of the UV-light generated CIO2 and UV. The purpose of tl’~e pilot study was to
evaluate performance of disinfection technologies that are alternative to chlodnation/dechiodnation for a
possible selection to be used as a suitable alternative at the Spdng Creek Auxiliary Wastewater Pollution
Control Plant (AWPCP), an off-line CSO storage fecility.
Pilot testing was designed to subject the selected four disinfection technologies to a wide range of influent
quality typical of CSOs and to compare the technologies for their relative effectiveness in decreasing
bacteria throughout the range of water quality. Four indicator bacteria were used as a measure of each
technology effectiveness: total coliform, fecal coliform, Escherichia ¢oli (E.co#’), and enterococcus.
Bacteria kills, in terms of log reduction and effluent concentration, were related to the disinfectant dose for
each of the technologies. To evaluate performance of technologies, a satisfactory disinfection
effectiveness was defined as 3 to 4 log bacterial reduction.
Pilot test runs for ClO2, O=, UV, and ¢hlodnationldechiorination were performed from December 17, 1996
through March 12, 1997. The pilot units were located side-by-side for concurrant operation. A total of 16
test runs were performed dudng both dry and wet weather. The E-Beam pilot testing was performed from
February 24, 1997 through March 26, 1997. A total of 20 test runs were perforrned.
Wastewater flow to the pilot facility was supplied from either the pdmary settling tank influent or the
pdmary settling tank effluent to assure a wide range of water quality. Wastewater feed and effluent piping
was sized .to provide a minimum flow velocity of 2 ~sec to prevent solids deposition. Each pilot system
was subjected to the same wastewater to compare the performance of one directJy against the other.
The disinfection pilot units used in the study were:
~ The contact/treatment skid was provided by UVD Inc. of Syracuse, NY and included the contact
tank, mixer, and residual instrumentation. CDG Technology of New York City, NY provided the onsite
CIO2 generator. The tank was sized to provide a detention time of 5 minutes at 50 gpm.
O_= The O3 unit was a trailer mounted system manufactured by Aquiflne Wedeco Environmental Systems,
Inc., (AWES), of Valencia, CA. O~ was generated onsite and on-demand using 90% pure oxygen and a
corona discharge type O3 generator. The tank was sized to provide a minimum detention time of 10
minutes at 10 gpm.
U...~V The UV unit was provided by Aquionics, Inc., of Edanger, KY. The unit wes a medium pressure, highintensity type. Manually controlled flow to the unit varied from 75 to 250 gpm.
E-Beam The E-Beam pilot unit was developed by High Voltage Environmental Applications (HVEA) of
Miami, FL. The unit was housed in a trailer equipped with an electric generator to provide the necessary
power (500 kV differential) to operate the system. The unit operated at a flow rate of 20 gpm during runs
1 through 4 and 10 gpm dudng runs 5 through 20.
ChlorinationlDe~hlorination The unit, provided by UVD Inc., was a skid mounted system consisting of
chlorination and dechlodnation 250 -gall contact tanks wi~ mixers, chemical tanks with solenoid metering
pumps, and residual instrumentation.
Results
Dose-Response Relationships
AJl technologies achieved bacterial reductions of 3 to 4 logs. CIO2, Oz, and chlorination/dechlorination
achieved these levels over a full range of wastewater quality tested. UV showe~l lower effectiveness at
SS concentrations above 150 mg/l.
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Disinfection doses required to achieve a 4 log reduction of fecal coliform and of fecal coliform effluent
concentrations < 1,000 cfu/100 ml, for CIO=, 03, UV, and chlodnation/dechlodnation, were
found to be 8 mg/1, 40 rag/l, 55 mWs/cm 2, and 20 mgJl, respectively. The E-Beam did not achieve the 4
log bacterial reduction dudng any run and the disinfection levels did not appez,r to be a function of
disinfection dose, wastewater quality, or delivery configuration.
Diffednq sensitivities of bacterial qroups to each disinfection treatment
In the case of:
ClO, - enterococci showed a greater susceptibility and less variability in concentrations between
6 and 10 mg/I than did fecal coliform
~ - there were only minor differences between fecal coliform and enterococci
UV- enterococci showed a greater susceptibility than did fecal coliform and there was less
variability in concentration
E-Beam. no trend was observed but effluent fecal coliform and E.co/i were below the 1,000
cfu/100 ml effluent target for 25% of samples
Chlorine - enterococci showed a greater susceptibility between doses of 16 and 24 mg/I than did
fecal coliform
Effect of Wastewater Characteristics on Technol ,ogy Performance=.
In case of UV the effect of SS at concentrations > 150 mg/l decreased the disinfections efficiency.
However, there is limited data on UV performance at SS concentrations higher than 150 mg/l.
The remaining technologies showed no apparent trend of reduced disinfection effectiveness with
increased SS concentrations.
Reliability of the Units
The CIO2, UV, and chlodnation/dechiorination units showed a reliable perforrr~znce. The O3 pilot was
slightly less reliable. The E-Beam unit was not designed for testing of CSO that contains particulate
matter. The unit’s delivery system was found to be clogging w~ solids and did not allow for sufficient
electron penetration throughout the entire contact area. An increase in energy (dose) did not show
increased disinfection efficiency. It is likely that a portion of the wastewater wa~ not treated. As a result,
this test did not show the full potential of E-Beam technology for disinfection.
Cost Comparison and Enerqy Us~.
In this study the cost comparison of disinfection systems tested was tailored for application to the Spring
Creek AWPCP. It al~pears that chlorination/dechlorination and ClO~ are most cost effective for this facility.
E-Beam, UV, 03, CIO2, and chlorination are listed in order of decreasing energy.! use.
FUTURE NEEDS (Field et a/., 1996, Field and O’Connor, 1997)
Pilot Testinq
¯

Pilot testing of improved disinfection technologies, such as the UV-light generated ClO2 system,
on CSO and SSO
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¯

Evaluate the effects of adequate mixing on performance of disinfection technologies

¯

Develop realistic and thorough cost estimates for new disinfection technologies

¯

Repeat pilot testing of E-Beam technology with equipment suitable for WWF

Research
¯

Evaluate byproducts of disinfection for promising technologies

¯

Evaluate potential for bacterial regrowth following disinfection

¯

Evaluate development of viral indicators in addition to bacterial indicators for determining
disinfection effectiveness

¯

Evaluate effect of particle occlusion as impairment of disinfection efficiency since microorganisms
can be contained or occluded inside larger protective solid particles
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ABSTRACT
The Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project (RPO) is a federally funded initiative with
the objective of developing demonstration projects to evaluate a variety of urban nonpoint source pollution
(NPS) reduction best management practices (BMPs) for the Rouge River watershed. These
Oemonstrations will in sum improve the quality of storm water runoff to the Rouge River. The function of
wetland filtration for water quality improvement has been recognized as one potential BMP.
Wetlands increase storm water detention capacity, increase storm water attenuation, moderate low flows,
and improve water quality by removing nutrients, sediments and metals. The goal of this wetland
clemonstration project was to evaluate the effectiveness of freshwater wetlands in the treatment of storm
water. The wetland demonstration project (WETL-1) utilized existing, enhanced, and created wetlands to
demonstrate the value and effectiveness of wetlands in treating storm water runoff. Future evaluations will
identih] pollutants removed by the demonstration wetlands, the efficiency of the removal processes and the
effects of sediments on this removal efficiency.
This manuscript summarizes the WETL-1 activities including wetland design, construction, and monitoring
required to implement the Rouge River wetlands demonstration project.
KEYWORDS
storm water, wetlands, forested wetlands, runoff treatment, water quality
INTRODUCTION
The Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project is a federally funded initiative with the
objective of developing a wet weather management plan for the Rouge River watershed that will improve
water quality. The project includes a vadety of demonstration projects which, in sum, will improve the
quality of storm water runoff to the Rouge River. The Rouge project includes a vadety of demonstrations
of urban Nonpoint Source Pollution (NPS) reduction methods known as best management practices
(BMP’s). These methods include structural controls, source controls, treatment of impoundment
sediments, detention basins, public participation and wetland treatment. This report summarizes the
activities associated with the WETL-1, wetlands demonstration project.
The Rouge River, located in southeast Michigan, runs through the most densely populated and urbanized
land area in the state. It is approximately 465 square miles and includes 48 municipalities in three
counties, with a population of 1.5 million people. Pollution is a significant problem throughout the Rouge
River Watershed. The State of Michigan Water Resources Commission has indicated that the water
quality of the Rouge severely impairs the designated uses of the dyer, including recreation, water supply,
aesthetics, and aquatic organisms.. The demonstration projects, in sum, will improve the quality of storm
water runoff to the Rouge River and hopefully reinstate the River’ designated uses.
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J JR incorporated in association with Tilton & Associates worked together to develop a demonstration
project to evaluate whether wetlands can be used as a low cost alternative to treating pollutants from
storm water runoff. The alternative is one of the best management practices that the Rouge River Wet
Weather Demonstration Project is interested in evaluating. The project is a demonstration of using
existing, restored and created freshwater wetlands to control pollution from nonpoint source discharges.
Wetlands are known to improve water quality by increasing storm water attenuation, moderating low flows,
and removing nutrients, sediments and metals. This demonstration project will compare the pollutant
removal effectiveness from storm water for four different types of wetlands systems that occur in the
landscape: 1) an existing forested wetland; 2) an existing wetland system that supports a combined
forested, emergent and scrub/shrub; 3) a newly created emergent wetland; and, 4) a mature created
emergent/shrub/scrub wetland system.
Four wetland areas were identified within the City of Inkster, north of Michigan Avenue between Inkster
and Henry Ruff Roads. The design of the wetland projects as storm water pollution control sites
incorporated features that allows for the manipulation of storm water flow, quantity and duration, and
provides direct comparison of the effectiveness of pollution control in each of the wetland types. The
contributing storm sewer drainage for each site was defined and modeled so that the effect of a given
wetland area on water quality and quantity can be determined. Design criteda were developed from the
modeled hydrological data in combination with characteristics of the available treatment area. Common
elements of the design included the incorporation of a sediment forebay to filter the large particles before
the storm water enters the wetland system; treatment of "first flush" for mos~I storm events; engineered
discharge outlets to the Rouge River with monitoring capabilities; and inte~rmediate rnonitodng points
where applicable..
METHODOLOGY
Although past storm water management designs utilized natural wetlands to treat storm water, regulatory
agencies discouraged this approach. This position is pdmadly a function of jurisdictional policy
implemented against poorly designed systems that have traditionally impaired the functional uses of
natural wetlands. There is a lack of research on the quantity and quality of storm water that natural
wetlands are capable of treating without being negatively impacted. Constructed wetlands in contrast, are
being built specifically for treating point source discharges and storm water runoff. Consequently there is
no intention of replicating ecological functions other than water quality treatment. Only a few examples of
wetland BMP’s occur in the Rouge River watershed.
The RPO included a demonstration of nonpoint source control from the use; of existing, restored and
created freshwater wetlands (WETL-1). The overall nonpoint source pollution (NPS) control strategy of
WETL-1 has been documented in various publications available at the Rouge Project Office (RPO). The
strategy consisted of demonstrating: 1) a site selection process that emphasizes the potential for
integrated solutions, "Selection of Appropriate Wetland Nonpoint Source Pollution Abatement Locations"
(RPO-NPS-TM36.00); 2) a basis for design development that accounts for wetland habitat protection and
water quality improvement goals, "Conceptual Design of Wetland Management Systems" (RPO-NPSTM37.00); 3) biological and water quality monitoring program unique to wetland habitats, "Wetland
Biological Monitoring Program" (RPO-NPS-TPM48); 4) the operation and maintenance program for the
wetland systems "Operation and Maintenance Manual Nonpoint Work Plan (WE’/’L-I), Task No. 3 (RPO-
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NPS-TPM37.00 ). The current status of the wetland project of the RPO is that site selection, design
development, monitoring plans and construction documents have been completed. Construction of the
wetland projects was virtually completed in November 1996 and preliminary water quality monitoring data
is now becoming available.
The intent of the WETL-1 project was to increase storm water detention capacity by utilizing wetlands in
the Rouge River watershed. Wetlands increase storm water attenuation, moderate low flows, and improve
water quality by removing nutrients, sediments and metals. The future goal of this demonstration project is
to evaluate the effectiveness of the demonstration wetlands in the treatment of storm water. This
evaluation will include identification of pollutants removed by the demonstration wetlands, the efficiency of
the removal processes and the effects of sediments on this removal efficiency. Ultimately, the
demonstration project will compare the pollutant removal effectiveness of different types of wetlands:
¯
¯
¯
¯

An existing forested wetland;
A mixed forested, open water and scrub wetland system;
Newly created emergent wetland; and,
A mature created emergent!shrub/scrub wetland system.

The basis for design of NPS control wetlands, regardless of whether the wetlands are existing, restored or
created, presents an integrated approach that accounts for wetland ecolog!/, wetland hydrology, water
quality considerations, watershed characteristics and surrounding land use. Utilizing these guiding
principles, a selection process was initiated to identify appropriate sites for wetlland demonstration projects.
Site Selection Process
As part of this project, an extensive investigation was completed to identify and select appropriate wetland
sites in the watershed where pollution abatement was feasible and prudent. The investigation included
collecting relevant information to aid in the search for targeted wetland sites. The information included
Michigan Resource Information System (MIRIS) maps, National Wetlands Inventory maps, soil maps,
aerial photography, land use maps, recreation maps, Wayne County Rouge Program Office (RPO)
Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping of storm water discharges, and existing and historical
drainage maps. Utilizing this information, potential sites were field surveyed. The sites included existing
constructed wetlands, naturally occurring wetlands, potential Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) sites for
constructing new wetlands, and sites draining approximately 100 acres where wetlands could be restored.
This investigation also included a review of the existing information on site specific wetland ecology,
wetland ecosystem processes, and the use of specific wetland sites for the control of storm water. A
review of the wetland types and existing plant communities existing in the watershed identified four
wetland types: forested wetlands, wet meadows, scrub-shrub and shallow water wetlands. These Rouge
River wetland types periodically flood with nutrient-enriched waters.
A total of 25 sites (9 constructed, 13 existing, and 3 CSO) were considered as potential nonpoint source
abatement locations. Five Areas were selected (3 existing and 2 constructe¢l wetlands) as prudent and
feasible for further consideration. Technical Memorandum, =Selection of Appropriate Wetland Nonpoint
Source Pollution Abatement Locations" (RPO-NPS-TM36.00) is available from the Rouge Program Office
for review. These Areas are located within the City of Inkster, north of Michigan Avenue between Inkster
and Henry Ruff Roads. A created wetland built approximately eight years ago in West Bloomfield
Township has also been selected to evaluate and compare its effectiveness witl’~ newly created wetlands.
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Wetland Design Development
The design of the wetland projects as NPS control sites incorporated features that allows manipulation of
storm water flow quantity and duration, and allows for the direct comparison of the effectiveness of NPS
control in existing and created wetlands receiving storm water runoff from a single watershed. Design
criteda for each of the wetland areas were developed from modeled hydrological data in combination with
characteristics of the available treatment area. The wetland creation and enhancement areas contain
similar design elements that provide comparable experimental data which can be related to known design
parameters. These elements include the incorporation of a sediment forebay to filter the large particles
before the storm water enters the wetland system; treatment of "first flush" for most storm events;
designed discharge outlets to the Rouge River with monitoring capabilities; and, intermediate monitoring
points where applicable. The contributing storm sewer area for each area has been defined and modeled
so that the effect of a given wetland area on water quality and quantity can be determined. The influence
of directly adjacent land is assumed to be negligible.
Design Characteristics of Wetland Area 1. Wetland Area 1 is designed to demonstrate the efficiency
of storm water treatment by a newly created emergent wetland. Approximately 3.0 acres of emergent
wetland was designed and constructed to receive storm water from an aPlDroximately 48 acre older
residential neighborhood. Storm water from the storm sewer area was being discharged through a short
swale directly connected to the Rouge River. The design elements of Area 1 inoludes a sediment forebay,
designed to capture the storm water flowing from the existing 42-inch storm. All of the storm water from
each rain event is directed to the wetland system via the sediment forebay and a vegetated swale.
Soil boring information was acquired to document and test wetland creation designs with varying soil
types. Area 1 was evaluated to determine the need for a clay liner in sandy soil,,;, soil fertility, soils in direct
contact with ground water, etc. An outlet structure was designed that inc, luded a manhole for the
installation of water quality and flow monitoring equipment. Manipulation of flow rates and retention pedods
may be discontinued at the end of the demonstration pedod. The wetland area however has been
designed to be sustained by the contributions from the existing storm sewer area. This area will continue
function as an emergent wetland after completion of the demonstration project
Design Characteristics of Wetland Area 2. Among the demonstration site.,; the project selected two
forested wetlands. These were selected to demonstrate the effectiveness of this type of wetland in
controlling NPS control. The majority of the existing wetland habitat in the Rouge River watershed is
forested and forested wetlands are common in certain parts of the world. "]’he demonstration of the
effectiveness of forested freshwater wetlands in control of NPS pollution is critical to the long-term
implementation of a wetland component in a comprehensive NPS management strategy. Forested
wetlands, as NPS control sites have not been widely studied, although emergent and open water systems
have been studied and are utilized much more frequently. One of the more frequent negative
environmental impacts of the use of forested wetlands is flooding and destruction of tree species and
subsequent loss of forested wetland habitat. The site selection methodology and basis for design of the
forested wetland basins were adapted to account for the sensitive nature of these wetlands and the
hydrologic impacts of using forested wetlands will be assessed. Demonstrating the use of forested
wetlands as effective NPS control sites and, perhaps more importantly, demonstrating the design elements
necessary to protect forested wetland habitat from adverse impacts associated with NPS control is one
benefit of the demonstration project.
Wetland Area 2 is proposed to demonstrate the efficiency of storm water treatment by an existing forested
wetland. Approximately 3.0 acres of forested wetland has been enclosed by small berms designed to
retain a specified amount of storm water from the storm sewer area. Storm water from approximately 165
acres of mixed land use has historically been discharged directly to the Rouge River via a 60-inch pipe.
Area 2 wetland utilizes a lift station to deliver a specified portion of the storm water from the storm sewer to
the wetland. Storm water is transported to the wetland area from the storm sewer via an underground
pipe into a catch basin designed to function as a sediment forebay. Both the pipe and catch basin are
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constructed in an upland area. The wetland area ~s enclosed by a berm along the northern boundary of
the site to isolate it to a known and measurable area. This berm runs parallel to the Rouge River and is
set at an elevation of 610 which will be crested by 100 year flood waters from the Rouge River.
This wetland previously discharged water to the Rouge River at one location situated at the far eastern
point of the site. Overflow from wetland Area 2 will continue to discharge from this location. The outlet
has been modified to control the outflow rate and allow for monitoring activities,. Minor grade modifications
were necessary for the installation of a weir and valve to control outlet flow levels. The low point of the
weir has been set to retain water within the wetland and slowly release it to the Rouge River.
Design Characteristics of Wetland Area 3. Area 3, is also located south of the Rouge River between
Inkster and Middlebelt Roads, approximately 1,800 feet west of Area 2. The entire site is within the 100
year floodplain of the Rouge River. The site is bisected by an 80 foot long channel which currently
conveys storm water runoff from the 183 acre, residential and commercial watershed directly to the Rouge
River. The ditch has partially filled with sediments resulting in some storm water flow being diverted to the
wetlands on the east and west sides of the ditch. The 4.7 acre wetland on the east side of the ditch
contains forested/scrub/shrub/emergent and open water communities. Existing vegetation includes willow,
cattail, water plantain, elm, cottonwood, sedges, rushes and snags. Water discharges from this wetland to
the dyer through a shallow swaJe along the site’s eastern nver bank.
Approximately 2.4 acres of emergent/scrub/shrub wetland are located along the west side of the ditch.
This wetland also receives storm water from the existing sewer line due to the clogged ditch. This wetland
contains pdmadly willow, dogwood and cattail. While no detailed hydrogeologic data has been collected,
moderate base flow in the ditch indicates groundwater may also contribute to the wetland hydrology.
Wetland Area 3 contains two separate treatment areas, 3-East and 3-West. A sediment forebay is located
at the inflow of each wetland area. Three outlets were constructed in this basin to direct first flush and
small storm event flow to wetlands 3-East and 3-West, and overflew from larger storms is discharged
directly to the Rouge River through an existing swale.
Wetland Area 3-East is an existing wetland system that supports forested, emergent, scrub/shrub, and
open water systems. The objective of the design is to enhanced the flow through this wetland to utilize
each of the wetland types in the treatment of storm water. The designated area is enclosed by eighteen
inch berms. Storm water flow from the sediment forebay is discharged into the existing wetland. A
containment berm was constructed along the northern portion of the wetland area. Within the wetland the
flow achieves a maximum flow length ratio and utilizes various wetland types in the treatment train. Berms
do not impede the 100 year flood flow from the Rouge River flood conditions. Area 3-East drains to the
Rouge River at a low point located along the eastern boundary. Overflow from this area will continue to
discharge from this location. The outlet has been modified to control the flow rate and allow for monitoring
activities

Wetland Area 3-West contains an emergent and scrub/shrub wetlands created within a former upland
area. The created wetland was apportioned into two areas; one and two acre wetland cells. Row from the
sediment forebay is released directly into this one acre wetland. The succeeding wetland is approximately
two acres in size. This sizing allows for an assessment of water quality treatment from specified areas of
created wetland. The water flows through this two tier system to an outlet to the Rouge River. This outlet
is located at a naturally occurring low point within the forested wetland along the River’s banks. A
controlled outlet structure was installed at the outlet point to control retention time, water depth and allow
for monitoring activities. These wetlands are created in conjunction with wetland mitigation; therefore, they
are designed to function as wetlands with minor modifications, if any, after the demonstration is completed.
Construction of the Wetland Project. Construction documents and specifications for the construction of
these projects were completed in November 1995. Bidding and award of the projects allowed construction
to begin in February, 1996. Construction was substantially complete in November 1996. The construction
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schedule for these projects was extended by approximately five months. Various reasons accounted for
prolect delays including; spring flooding of the Rouge River, vandalism of power supply panels, delays in
equipment orders, unknown utilities encountered and land owner disputes. The operation and
maintenance of this wetland demonstration project requires regular inspections of earthwork, landscaping,
s~ructural components and other aspects of distribution system. The construction contractor as part of the
contract has provided this task. An Operation and Maintenance Manual (RPO-NPS-TPM37.00) was
prepared for the wetland projects. A written summary of Operations an,d Maintenance activities is
provided on an annual basis.
RESULTS
Inrtial data results are now being reported. The following tables represent the average of six wet weather
events collected from September 1996 to September 1997: Table 1) West Bloomfield Wetland, a mature
created wetland; Table 2) Wetland Area 2, forested wetland and Table 3) Wetland Area 3 East, a mixed
community wetland. The results indicate that neady every measured pollutant of storm water was
sagnificantly reduced through the wetland treatment system. Nitrate and nitrite nitrogen removal
percentages ranged from 22 to 53 percent;, Total Phosphorus removal efficiency ranged from 11 to 43
percent; Total Suspended Solids were reduced from 63 percent up to 86 percent; and heavy metals
removal percentages were reported from 10 percent to 73 percent reductk)n. In a few cases some
parameters increased, most notably ammonia nitrogen, total kjeldahl nitrogen and orthophosphate. The
averages for these parameters were elevated pdmadly due to late summer sampling events when plant
die-off and decomposition skewed the results. The summary of the results reported thus far are typical of
what has been reported in the literature for wastewater treatment wetlands (Hammer and Kadtec, 1983).
All of the wetlands will continue to be monitored for the next five years including the forested and
enhanced wetland systems. The results will be tabulated and published thorough the Rouge Program
Office and will be presented on the Intemet Web Page at the RPO.

Table 1
Rouge River Natienal Wet Weather Demonstration Project
Pellutant Remeval Effectiveness
West Bieomfield Wetland
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Table 2
Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project
Pollutant Removal Effectiveness
Inkster Wetland Area 2
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Table 3
Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project
Pollutm~ Removal Effectiveness
Inkster Wetland Area 3 East
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DISCUSSION
The use of wetlands for wastewater treatment has been researched for approximately twenty years. The
results of this body of information define the effectiveness of wetlands in pollutant removal efficiency in
wastewater treatment systems. However, this information may not be directly applied to the use of
wetlands for nonpoint source treatment systems. Specifically, the two systems are different in hydrology,
pollutant loading, pollutant characteristics, and operation and maintenance practices. Wastewater
treatment wetlands tend to receive a constant flow of water whereas storm water systems receive pulse
loading of storm water with inconsistent pollutant levels. Typical pollutant rernoval rates reported in the
literature for wastewater systems include: 75-93 percent for Total Suspended Solids; 70-90 percent for
BOD; 30-50 percent for total phosphorus; and 75-95 percent for total nitrogen.
Under the Clean Water Act, the EPA has responsibilities for wetland protection and specifically for
regulation of discharge of waterborne pollutants (Section 401 and 402). The use of natural wetlands has
been a source of controversy for receiving storm water runoff. The EPA does not support the use of
natural wetlands for treating storm water due to the potential ecological and environmental degradation of
the wetland. This position is pdmadly a function of jurisdictional policy implemented against poorly
designed systems that have traditional impaired the functional uses of natural wetlands. There is a lack of
research on the quantum, and quality of storm water that natural wetlands are capable of treating without
being negatively impacted. The use of natural wetlands in treating storm water may be considered,
particularly in an urban setting if; 1) other treatment options are limited; 2) the existing wetland has i~een
disturbed or degraded thereby limiting its plant and animal diversity; 3) the existing wetland is small,
isolated, and incidental compared to the watershed area; or 4) the existing wetland could be enhanced by
increasing the amount of flow and increasing its biodiversity.
This project has only begun to evaluate the effectiveness of freshwater wetlands in treating storm water
runoff. To date only a limited number of sampling events have occurred and in the case of Wetland 3
West, a newly created wetland, sampling will begin in the spring of 1998. Future evaluations will quantify
the pollutants removed by the demonstration wetlands, the efficiency of the removal processes, direct
comparisons of pollutant removal efficiencies for different wetland types and the effects of sediments on
this removal efficiency. Biological monitoring running concurrent with the water quality monitoring will
closely monitor the wetland ecosystem as the project progresses. In addition, tissue analysis is being
proposed on aquatic organisms to determine if bioaccumulation of heavy metals should be of concern in
wetland treatment systems.
CONCLUSIONS
The initial results look promising as the natural wetlands and created wetlands are removing a significant
amount of pollutant loading that would otherwise be discharged to the Rouge River. Future strategies that
would consider the incorporation wetland treatment systems into a storm water management plan should
be seriously considered.
Assessments of the benefits relative to these wetland systems will be provided on an annual basis for five
years in separate biological and water quality monitoring report. Three annual biological monitoring
reports, RPO-NPS-TPM48.00, RPO-NPS-TPM48.01 and RPO-NPS-TPM48.02 (pending) have been
prepared to develop baseline information. Direct assessment of pollutant remow~ls started in the spdng of
1997 when the wetland water quality-monitoring program was implemented and initial data results
reported. Preliminary assessments indicate that the hydrology of the existing forested wetlands has been
slightly modified during the study. In anticipation of this altered hydrology a tree survey was completed as
part of the biological monitoring report. All trees greater than six inches were surveyed using GPS
technology. The trees identified exhibit a wide range of tolerance to inundation. Therefore, it is not
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anticipated that the altered hydrology will greatly affect the wetland areas. "[he volume of water flowing
through the systems is being monitored and controlled so as not to be significantly different from the preconstruction condition. The wetlands will continue to be monitored closely to ensure the existing function
and structure are not impaired.
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ABSTRACT
The NewYork City Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) has conducted a study to analyze
the feasibility of utilizing supplemental aeration in conjunc~on with a combined sewer overflow (CSO)
facility proposed at Paerdegat Basin, Brooklyn, NY. The goal of the study ~as to determine the overall
cost effeo~veness of limil~ng the amount of conventional C,SO storage rt.,quired, and supplemen~ng
dissolved oxygen levels within Paerclegat Basin through either in-stream or side-stream aeration.
Unlike existing current uses of aeration to supplement cissolved oxygen levels in water bodies, this
study considered the technical aspects of implementing aeration within a ma~ine environment in a narrow
man-made tributa~ extending ove~ a mile inland from Jamaica Bay.
In addition, original computer modeis and water quality projections ¢leveioped for the proposed
Paerclegat Basin Water Quality Facility plan v, ere updated and run for varying levels of CSO abatement
supplemented with aeration. Specifically, aeration modeling wes based on the USEPAs aeration design
conditions. Adcitionally, a fine-grid ~ater quality moclei ~es deveioped to represe~ conditions within
Paerclegat Basin, and assist in the design of an aeration distribution system.
Considering CSO controls and supplemental aeration analyzed in this .,~ty, a recommenclation for
attainment of,,~ter quality dissolved oxygen stanclams in Paerclegat Basin ~=s deveioped.

INTRODUCTION
Studies conducted by the New York City Department of Environmental Protection (NYCDEP) in the
late lgT0’s showecl that Paemegat Basin, located in southeastern Brooklyn, New York, wes severely
impacted by degraded weter quality concrdion~ Combined sewer overfio~ (C~Os) ~ere identilied as a
major soume of the poilutien entedng Paen:legat Basin, contributing to significant vidiations in the New
York State Department of Envinmmental Conservation (NYSDEC) state .water quality standards for
The Paerdegat Basin Water Quality Facility Plan ($eptember, 1991), as cleveloped, included the
reduction of C~O impacts through the maximized use of existing facilities (sewers, interceptors, and weter
pollution control plants 8/t,l=CPs)), and construc~on of a 30 million gallon I[M8) off-line C~O retention
tank. The resulting CSO retention facility ha¢l a capacity 0n-line and off-line slorage) of 50 MG.
The original C~O plan had an estimated construction cost of approximately $200M (million) and
resulted in sigrificant weter quality improvements in Paemegat Basin. Medel pmjeotions indicated up to
DO levels woulcl be met throughout Paen:legat Basin, except at the head er~ where they were projected
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to drop to 3.0 mg/L about 1% of the time as a result of heavy rainfall conditkx~s. At all other times, DO
levels v~re above the NYSDEC standan:l of 4.0 mg/L.
Subsequent to development of the Paerdegat Basin Facility Ran, an alternative proposal
presented by the NYCDEP in the Jamaica Bay Comprehensive Watershed Management Ran (December
1993). This alternative proposal asserted that similar v~ter quality improvements in Paerdegat Basin
could be aol~ieved through the volumetric reduction of CSO storage capacity, while simultaneously
supplementing the reduced storage volume with aeration. The proposed system was to fully comply with
dissolved oxygen standards in Paerdegat Basin.
The goal of investigating supplemental aeration for Paerdegat Basin v~:s to evaluate the tectmical
feasibility of using aeration technologies to supplement a reduclJon in CSO retention volume. This paper
describes the engineering evaluation that was conducted to evaluate the feasibility of applying vadous
aeration alternatives to a revised CSO facility design at Paerdegat Basin. lit v~s concluded from this
retention volume can be supplemented
with aeration to maintain adequate levels
of dissolved oxygen in the basin, and
potentially reduce overall project costs.

Project Area
Paerclegat Basin is a rectangular,
dead-encl ct~annel approximately 6,600
feet long, 450 feet wide at points, and
varying from 1 to 16 feet in depth
is located in southlem Brooklyn, New
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of approximately 6,000 acres. The basin
Class I by the NYSDEC where fishing
ar~ secor~la~ contact recreation is its’
never less than 4.0 rng/L in Paerdegat
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Paerdegat Basin is tributary to the
Figure 1 - Localion Ran
larger Jamaica Bay situated to the east,
where the v~ters are designated by NYSDEC as Class SB. Class SB waters I~ave a higher DO standan:l
wtti~ is never less than 5.0 mg/L. Figure 1 ~ows the general location of Pa~legat Basin, its proxirr~ty
METHODOLOGY
Discu~ion of Aeration Technologies
Several systems are currently available for the artificial aeration of natural: v~ater bodies with low DO
levels such as Paerdegat Basin. Systems inoludng direct in-stream aera~on through the use of stmreAaditionally, side-stream aeration systems where low DO vler is pumped to a shore-side aeration tank
anti aerated by forced air crdfusien (suct~ as used in water treatment proces=~s), or a cascade system
were considered. Technology reviews of alternative applications currently available for aeration, includng
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One of the major engineering obstacles facing successful aeration of a= large body of water such as
Paerdegat Basin involves not only the c~rect application of a suffident quantity of oxygen into the water,
but also completely distxibuting it throughout the water column. This task v~s further complicated by the
relatively stagnant ’,~ters of Paerdegat Basin, where complete flushing of the basin has been estimated
to occur only once during a pe~od of fourteen (14) tidal cycles.
Preliminary Evaluation of Aeration Technologies
Each of the aeration technologies identified below was suDjected to a Weliminary screening process.
Each technology was evaluated with consideration given to cost, technological conslraints, siting issues,
environmental issues, community concerns, operation and maintenance, permitting, and other issues.
Aeration technologies reviewed included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

In-stream mechanical aeration;
In-stream natural aeration;
In-slTeam forced air ciffusion;
Side-stream forced air diffusion;
Side-stream cascade aeration;
Side-stream aeration with pure oxygen, and
OzonatiorL

In-Stream Mechanical Aeration
An in-stream mechanical aeration system consists of equipment placed on the water surface that is
designed to mecha~cally agitate the v~ater ~iumn. Mechanical surface aenators are conceptually one of
the simplest aera’don equipment presently available, wt~ich is one of thalr advantages over other
technologies. They consist of a submerged or partially submerged impeller attached to a motor that is
either anchored to the basin bottom or fixed on plafforms/structta’es. The impellers agitate the water
cotumn vigorously while simultaneously entraining air into the water. In some cases, surface aerators are
equipped v~ submerged draft tubes that enhance mixing by bringing liquid from the bottom of the v, eter
column up through the tube and into the aerator’s impeller. It is ~ noting that draft tubes are normally
used where the ~ exceeds 15fL
eleclxic-ddven propeller submerged at the end of a hollow shall The action of the propeller rotation
draws air from the atmosphere through the shall Cornbned air velocity and propeller acl~on creates
turbuler~ce forming small bubl:tes that (Mfuse (=xygen into the water column. This type of aerator can also
be floaldng or permanently plalform mounted.
Both of the above types of in-stream mect~nical aerators would requi~’e sh(xe-side construction to
locate the electric se~ice and house the control equipment. Power to the ~,~its ca~ be either floating or
bottom rurL In adoption, a pullout station equipped with a crane to remove the surface aerators, ar~
provisions to load and off-load trucks for transpor[ to a storage/malntermnce facility could also be

Basin is that they are relatively simple to operate, and have a goocl maintenance record. They can also
be taken off-line easily and spare units activated if necessary. They also have the capability of opera~ng
under changing process conditions an(J have excellent rnix~ng ac~on.
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Disadvantages include the mooring system r~qL~rements, the shore-side support facility required, the
power distribution to the individual units, and the impact on ~e basin’s accessibility for recreational
boaters. The impact on basin’s accessibility resulting from the lloat~ng L~its is considered a major
disadvantage to the ui’dmate goal of the water quality restoration of Paerdegat Basin and its use as a
passive recreational ~ater body. As a result, the use of mechanical aerators for in-stream mechanical
aeration at Paerdegat Basin ~ not further developed.
In-S~’eam Natural Aeration
An in-stream natural aera’don system is a relatively simple system utilizing coarse bubble
technology, Airflow to the basin is distributed through a series of perforated hoses a~l/or pipes located
on the basin bottom, and attached to a shore-side air supply system. Aeration is accomplished without
the use of ddfusers and is employed generally for mixing stratified water bodie~ During the mixing
process, bottom layers having low DO levets are brought to the surface and mixed with higher EX~ v~ters.
At the surface, re.aeration occurs by direct tinnier from the atmosphere. Bubbles rising through the
v~ter column also transfer oxygen to the water body, as w~l as aid in transporting the low DO water layer
to the surface. Oxygen transfer in this manner is more efficient however, in water bodies with greater
depth.
In-stream natural aeration systems have been used primarily in lakes ar~ water supply reservoirs for
mbdng purposes. Because these systems are designed prirnadly for mixing, they tend to be of smaller
capacities. Adcr~onally, aer~on is I:~madly accomplished by vertical mixing ac~ons in a stratified wat~
body. Direct diffusion of air is a secondary transfer mechanism in this apptk;ation, and is typically more
effective at greater depths. Paerdegat Basin is co~sidered a mallow water body without much
stratification, and is therefore not a good candidate for natural aeration technology.
in-Stream Forced Air Diffusion

An in-stream forced air dffusion system would consist of equipment typically located on the bottom
of the water body, designed to dffuse air up through the water column thereby accomplishing oxygen
transfer. The complete ctffused air system would consist of porous or non-porous submerged diffusers,
headers, air mains, and ~e blov~r and app~termnc~ through which the air I:~sses.
While the most common materials of constru~on for the a~fuser is ceramic, many types of m~terials
have been utilized. Porous diffusem also come in many types, such as plates, tubes, domes and discs.
Rates, domes and disc diffusers are normally installed in a total floor configuration, but they also have
been placed along the perimeter of tanks or basins to generate a single or double roll pattern. Disc and
domes are normally arranged in a grid pattern with variable spacing. Generally, full floor coverage is the
Non-porous diffusers are available in a wide va~ety of shapes and materials and have larger orifices
than porous devices. Non-porous ddfusem can vary from ~mple holes drilled ir~ piping to specially
designed openings in metal or plastic devices. Typical system layouts for nor~-pomus crdfusers are similar
Oxygen transfer to the v~ter column is much greater ~ a decrease in the bubble size. Therefore,
fine bubble diffusers generally have the highest oxygen transfer efficiency. There are times when actual
field and/or process conddions preclude the use of fine bubble technology’, and medium and coarse
bubble d’dfusem are used. While fine-bubble dffu.sers are more efficient at the trar~er of oxygen to
water, they could poterYdaily prove problematic (i.e. dogging) in Paerdegat [~sin due to the sotids and
sediment in the basin. Therefore, coarse bubble technology was considered for this particular
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Side-Stream Forced Air Diffusion
A side-stream forced air system would require construc~on of a side-sb~.am aeration tank adjacent
to Paerdegat Basin. Under this scenario, porous or non-porous diffusers ~ld be utilized to tTansfer
oxygen into the water column.
A side-stream aeration tank would be constructed of reinforced conc~e and could be either open to
the atmosphere, or covered to control poter~at volatile organic compounds (VOC) emissions. Air would
be transferred to the flow within the side-stream aeration tank via porous and/or non-porous ~rffusers.
The actual choice of diffuser would impact the side-stream aeration tank’s configuration ana geometry.
Implement~don of this type of aeration system would also require co~struc~o~ of an inlet pumping
stati(~ consisting of instrumentation and mechanical controls, influent channels, mechanical bar screens
and screening handling/disposal, isolation gates, and cistribution channels to ff~e aeralJo~ tanks. The air
supply system would consist of centrifugal blowers h(~used in a btow~r buik|ng, air discharge manifolds,
and air supply piping, all located adjacent to the aeration tank.
The advantages of using a side-stream forced air dffusion system for Paerdegat Basin is that it is a
proven efficient means of supplying and transfe~Ting oxygen to a liquid. The enlJre system would be landbased making maintenance and operatJo~ easier over previously discussed in-stream systems.
Disadvantages of the side-stream forced air diffusion system is that it would require extensive
smJctures be built along the besin, and also requires both pumping and air supply systems be operated
and maintained. It ~11 also require an ouffall to cistribute ff~e aerated flow back to the head of the basin.
Side-Stream Cascade Aeration
A side-stream cascade aeratJor= system ~ouid consist of pumping w~ter from Paerdegat Basin to a
series of elevated o~-shore shallow pools that are linked by cascades. Discl’~’ge of aerated flows would
also be through an outfall stTucture/piping backto the basin.
The on-shore pools would be constn~cted at an elevalJon that would allc~v water from the first pool to
flowinto a series of progressively Iow~- pools, eventually discharging beck to the basin. The pools would
series of weirs. AeratJo~ ~ould occur as a result of the free fall over the v~irs and the resulting
turbulence of flow in the next pool A rough spillv~/surface could also be designed to further enhance
Either screw or centrifugal pumps would be used to pump the water to the cascade pools. ~rew
pumps have an added advantage in that the design of ~e open screw also ailo~ simultaneous aeration
of the flow during t~ansport. An intake structure is required and v~3uld be constructed of reinforced
concrete. The facility ~uld also include a bar screen, screenings handling and dis!~sal, a series of
isolation gates, and dislribution piping to the cascades. The pump statior~ would include multiple units to
pump the range of flov~ as.process conditions dictate.
As discussed above, use of any of the side-stream altema’dves will require t~e use of an ouffall
system to return the aerated flov~ to the basin. The ciscflarge could be frorn a single point or through a
rnarffold system to provide e~fec~ve mbdng.
Side-Stream Aeration Utilizing Pure O~gen/~on
A pure oxygen system is complex both mect~nically and operationally requiring a specially trained
operations staff. A backup liquid oxygen facility v~Jtd require liquid oxygen supplies be periodically
trucked onto the site. A pure oxygen system is also a highly ene~gy-inter~ve system.
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Ozone is also a strong oxidizer and therefore, is very corrosive. Special consideration must be giver~
to all components and tanks used in an ozone system.
In light of these issues, a side-stream aeration system u’dlizing forc~d pure oxygen or ozone
generatdon is not recommended for usage at Paerdegat Basin.
Aeration Sysmm Design Conditions
The se~eclion of a supplemental aeratio~ technology for Paerdegat Basi~n v~s dependent on many
vaned factors. These factom include the quan’dty of aeration required, technical chamcterts~cs of
aeration equipment and the physical and environmental parameters of Paerdegat Basin.
During this evaluation, a range of CSO retention vdumes (coml~ined volumes of both in-line and offline sto~lge) w~=re evaluated in conjunc’don with aeration. It was found that to reasonably improve tt~e DO
levets throughout Paerdegat Basin, a CSO volume reduction of 10 MG (for a total in-line and off-line
combined sewer storage of 40 MG) coupled with the add~on of 20,000 It;s/day of oxygen (C~z)
necessary. Assuming that water entering the basin is at 90 percent (%) of saturation, or 6.3 mg/L
(temperature dependant), each technology v~s sized appropriately to deliver the required 20,000 Ibs/day
Water Quality Modeling
An exis~ng three-dimer=sionai water quality model originally developed for Paerdegat Basin v~as
modeled to provide a finer spatial modeling grid at the headwaters of the basin, while also allowing
eva/uatJor~ of the impacts of distributing aerated flov~ to the basin. The od~inal receiving water quality
model utilized during preliminary design ~ the Paerdegat Basin facility v~s cleveloped using a. six-layer
model adapted for exisling conditions found in ~e basin. The original model considered the basin in
segments spanning the entire width of the basin extending from the buikh{~=cl located at the farthest
upslream reach, out into Jamaica Bay. Each segment averaged approximately 500 feet in length tov~rds
the head er~l, becoming larger as it approached Jamaica Bay. The model also included CSO loading
and the interac~on between the ,~ter column and the underlying basin seclime~’~s.
The original model v~s re-developed to include a finer-grid layout at the head end of the basin. The
first 1200 feet of the v~t~ was subdivided into 10Oily 100-foot b~xes, with 10 layers in the vertical
plane. These mo~fications allowed detailed evaluation of the receiving ~aters thmugtmut the head end
of Paerdegat Basin, and provided insight into the most cost-effecSve ae~l~on distrib~o~ layout.
IImprovements to the

and side-stream) within t~e
basin. Rel~nement of the mode/
in this v~y allowed detailed
analysis of aeration impacts on
the ,~ter quality in cls~inct
model segments of the receiving
waters of the basin.

F’~ Gr~ ~
7 Column~

of a~tiort layouts d~ing the
mocleting process. Initial runs
for t~e in-sl~-eam alternalive
Figure2-1n-StreamAeralion Moclel Configuration
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shore to shore, and from the exi~ng bulkhead to roughly 1,150 feet out (maintaining the aeration grid
approximately 100 feet from the shoreline). A second alternative aerated l~wo (2) strips 100 feet v~de,
again from the bulkhead at the head end, to 1,150 feet down the length of the basin. The final
configuration maintained the two (2), 100 foot wide rov~ of aera’don out to 1,150 feet from the bulkhead,
but maintained a 100 foot dstance off the bulkhead (see Figure 2). Mocleling showed that sufficient
mixing and aeration v~s obtained in this corffigum~on while minim~ng the nl~nber of c~ffusers required.
While the in-stream aeration
economical location of the
aeration grid within the basin, the
concern with side-stream aeration
proved to be where the basin
v~ter was withdrawn, and
ultimately, where it v~s replaced.

"

were examined inctudng
withdrawal at the side of the basin
7 C4~umns
nearest the aeration facility, and
10 I.aye~
replacement back to the
headwate~ where the DO deficit
is the greatest. Numerous
scenarios were examined in
which the aerated water v~s
pumped back to the head end in
Figure 3 - Side-Stream Aeration lVloclel Configuration
cF=fferent locations. U~mately, it
wes determined that to
reasonably maintain acceptable DO, it v~s necessary to return the flow thr~Jgh outfalls and cr=ffusers to
three (3) moo~ segments located just oil the bulkhead (see Figure 3).
RESULTS

above resulted in the selection
of three (3) technologies for
further
development.
Specifically, in-stream forced
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forced air ~Iffusion, and sideEach of these three (3)
technologies v~s further
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the project. As mont~oned
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of never less than 2.0 mg/L
Figt~e4- ln-Sl~eam Aeration ~ Ran
in order to reasonably improve
DO condi’dons in Paerdeget Basin with these goals in mind, a range of CSO retention volumes (coml:ined
volumes of in-line ~ off-line storage) were evaiuated in conjunc~on with ~mration. The coml:ination of
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CSO volume reduc~on to 40MG with the addifion of 20,000 Ibs/day of oxygen (O~) would be necessary to
produce desired results in the basin. Each of the following technologies were further designed to supply
the required amount of oxygen to the ~ater body as discussed below.
In-Stream Forced Air Diffu=ion
Designing a coarse bubl~e aeration system to deliver 20,000 Ibs/day of O~ was the process criteria
used to size the blow~s, manifolds, headers, air distribution piping, and ultimately the c~sers. It
found that using four (4), 300 Hp cent]’ffugai blowers during operation would be sufficient to deliver 29,400
standard cubic feet per minute (sofm) through 1,470 stainless steel coarse bubble tube diffuse~3, each
with a capac~ of 20 scfm, and located at the basin’s bottom. The conceptual layout of the diffuse~ in
the basin is shown in Figure 4.
Life cycle costs assumed the projects’ useful life to be 20 years, with a yeady inflation rate of 3.4%.
It ~as also assumed that some of the costs such as the availability of pow~’, dswate~ng, geotechnica~
considerations, and dredging w~re already incluaed in the cost of construction of the CSO retention
fad,ty.

the in-s am forc air dffusion

Side-Stream Forced Air Diffusion

~

aeration tanks (see Figure 5)
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Figure 5 - Sic~lmam Aemlion Site Plan
of the CSO retention facility and final
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fide. The depth ct the side-stream aera~on
tank ~es set at 20 feet to allow more efliclent
h~ed Air ae~on

o~’r~o.
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Therefore, the required blov, er capacity
reduc~ considert~iy, requi~ng only 17,000

$~’7,000 $1,4~0,000 $1,17~,000 diffusers v~s al~o rel::luGe~ to ~.~0, again

OF CAPIT~i. & O & M
Figure 6- Aerafion Te(:~lnoiogy Cost Comparison

mounted at the bottom of the tank~ Process
air requirements ctctated that five (5)
blowers, each 200 Hp, be capable of
delivering 17,000 scfrn of airto the tanl~.

A flow rate of 430 MGD, and hydrauJic detention tJlTle of approximately 30 minutes, required that 4
aeration tanks be constructed, each measuring 200 feet by 50 feet by 20 feet deep. Pumping
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requirements of 430 MGD were met with four (4) pumps each with a capacity of 110 MGD. The aerated
flows would be returned to the basin through 2-10 foot diameter submerged (~alls.
Capital costs asso~ated with the side-stream forced air ~FdT’usion technology were in the range of
$38.7M, while operation and maintenance (O&M) costs were $1.5M. The resulting present ~ cost
v~s approximately $48.1M (see Figure 6).
Side-Stream Cascade Aerabon
Similar to the side-stream forced air diffusion altemalJve, the cascade :system (see Figure 7) w~uld
also be required to pump 430 MGD from the basin to the cascades. Six .(6) open screw pumps were
chosen that were 40 feet in length, set at a 30-degree angle to hodzontai, ro~,~l~ly 8 to 10 feet in c~arneter,
and powered by a 420 HP electric motor mounted at the top of each screw. "~l’he cascacles were designed
to drop the flow over 18 feet, and req=Jred a weir length of 235 feet. This a~ltema~ve would also require
the construction of 2-10 foot
diameter submerged ouffaiis to
~~_~
return the flow to the basin.
~
pm,~m,~
\ou~an

-’-------- s=m, ~
~
s.~.~
~

i
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techn~ogy were $24.5M, while
opera,on and maintenance
(O&M) costs ~ $1.2M The
resullJng present worltl cost w~s
approximately $32.9M (see
Figure 6).
Dis¢:lJssiorl

~

Figure 7- Si0e Stream Cascade Aeration Site Plan

~t~il~ ail three (3) of th~
aerat~ion technologies f~ which
have demons~’ated their ability to
imprc~,e low DO condtions
existing in Paerdegat Basin
during the summer mont~, each

Specifically, v~ile the in-stream forced air aitemative ~es clernonstrate~ to be the least costly, the
issues of permanent consmJ~on an0 cor~nuecl mantenance ’4~d~in the waten~y remains a
disadvantage. In-basn maintenance ’,~ouicl require e~er removai of the ;~r~cted component, or the use
of dive teams to locate and correct any problems. Other opera~onai concerns center on the ability to
keep the cl~ruse~ c~ean throughout the year. Expected increases in solicl~ Ioadng to the basin as a
diffusers. It is expected that the in-stream system ~11 be operated du~ing the off-season at a reduced air
flow rate to lessen the impacts of clogging. However, the added expenses ~md continuous maintenance
Side-stream forced air cliffu~on lends to an easier air distribution sys~Iem and ~ network to
both operate and n’~ntain. All the equipment required for the operation is legated on-shore, and as v~th
aerafio~ tanks located at WPCPs, an aeration tank can simply be taken off-line pedodcally for rou~ne
faOlity. Not only are there the obem~onal costs associated ~ the aeration system, but there is the
additiona cost of puml~ng flow rates in excess of 400 MGD.
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Side-siTe, am cascade aeration appears to be ~e s~mplest system to both operate and maintain.
Essentially, the only equipment requiring maintenance v~ld be pumping ancl s~’eening equipment. One
drawback however, remains the extefL~ive st~ore-side construction required.

A common disadvantage to both the side-stream alternatives involves tlne consmJction of a large
ouffall pipe to return the aerated flows back to Paerclegat Basin. Water quality modeling ~owed that the
greatest positive impact on the v~ten~ay would be to return the aerated flows towards the head end of
the basin. Return of these flows would require the construction of a large outfall structure capable of
conveying the flo~s men’doned.
VOC genera’don is another concern common to all three (3) alternative technologies. However, the
side-stream altemal~es lend themselves to a solution. The side-stream tanks, at a significant acldition to
the construc~on cost, could be covered and the off-gases collected in some form of emission control
system. VOCs generated by the in-stream aeration alternative cannot be readily contained, and remains
as a disadvantage that would require further investigation.
CONCLUSIONS
Three (3) aera’don technologies were further deveiopecl as having l~e pc~entdai to sufficiently raise
the levets of DO in Paerclegat Basin throughout the summer months. Specifically, in-stream diffused air
employing blowers ar~ an air distiibutJon netv, ork on the basin’s bottom, and t~o (2) side stream
altemal~es were evaluated. One side-stream alternative retied on pumpir~3 equipment to bring the
waters of ~ Basin to an on-shore aeration tank, where aeration is accomplished using air
clistributJo~ piping and coarse bubble diffusers. The second on-shore altema’dve ~lized screw pumps to
move v, eter from Paerclegat Basin into a series of cascades designed to physic~ly aerate the flow. Both
side-stream alternatives w~Jid require constm~on of large outfall pipes to cleihter the aerated flows back
to Paerdegat Basin in model segments v~ere it was shown through water quality modeling to be the most
The exclusive use of any of the in-stream or side-stream technologies disc=~ssed above as a CSO
treatment alternative would not, by themselves, meet all water quality goals in tJ’=is CSO basin. The use
of aera~on as a supplement to conventional C80 controls (i.e. mmdrnized use (~f exislJng facilities,
reter~on tanks, etc~) could be used to address DO concerns. However, the conl~nued discharge of solids
cludng wet weather events would result in an increased oxygen demand by the ,,~:liments within the basin
ancl must be carefully considered. Further information is required regardng the long-range impacts of a
reclu~on in CSO storage volume and the resuflJng additional loading of solids, ~iforms, and BOD to the
basin. The comt:ined use of CSO volume carXure and supplemental aeration c~xJId provide the needed
improvements to water quality in Paerdegat Basin.
All three (3) alternatives have been presented to the NYCDEP recently, and remain under final
review and evaluation. Each of the alternatives for aeration of Paerdegat Ba~dn v~zters ~ill be retainecl
and further analyzecl in conjunction ~ resizing of the CSO retention facility. Remaining issues to be
analyzed are as follov~:

3. Impact of increased soticlshJiltalion on in-stream aeration equipment;
4. Potential VOC germm’don ~ impacts;
5. PerTniffing and conslnJc~on issues.
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ABSTRACT
Filtration is attractive in the treatment of storrnwater runoff because filters will work on intermittent flows
without significant loss of filtering capability. They also do not require a large surface area, and can easily
be retrofitted in urban areas at the base of a watershed or problem point source area where land is
expensive. Several types of media, peat moss, activated carbon, zeolite, sand, composted leaves, and an
agrofiber have been used successfully or have been proposed for use in stormwater runoff filters in the
United States. Experiments have been run dudng the past three years to test the usefulness of each
medium as a storrnwater filter under lypioal’ loading rates, to determine the chemical breakthrough of
each medium when in solution with other competing ions, and to analyze the effect of non-normal pHs and
ionic strengths on the sorption ability of each medium. Each of these media was combined with sand in a
50/50 mixture by volume in order to control the hydraulic flow rate through each column.
Results of the field testing under ~3~pical’ conditions showed that the activated carbon, peat moss, zeolite
and compost were the most efficient at removing toxicants (including organics and metals) from the runoff
and retaining them dudng subsequent flushings with clean distilled water. Sand, the most common filtering
medium, was found to effectively remove toxicants from the runoff; however, analysis of the effluent from
subsequent flushings of the sand with clean water indicated that the toxicants were being displaced from
the pores where they were "trapped" by the water, resulting in effluents that were more toxic than the
influents. Additions of color-causing compounds occurred in both the compost and peat media. Both a
high ionic strength influent (conductivity > 1000 i~S/cm) and a high pH influent (pH > 9) were shown to
interfere with sorption of many pollutants for all media examined. Pollutant removals were poorest when
the pH and ionic strength were both high, although each could affect pollutant removal independently.
Breakthrough tests at extreme conditions of low pH show that these media are capable of removing
greater than 80% of the influent copper until the cumulative copper loading on the media exceeds 0.1 0.4 mg Cu/g media for the zeolite, agrofiber, and activated carbon and 1-1.5 mg Cu/g media for the peat
moss and compost. Tests done under more normal conditions (influent pH 6.5-7) showed that copper
removals exceeded those at low pH conditions. Eighty percent removal is expected for these media at
neutral pH until the cumulative copper loading exceeds 0.35 mg Cu/g media for the activated carbon and
zeolite and greater than 1-2 mg Cu/g media for the peat moss, compost, agrofiber, and a cotton textile
plant waste. For phosphate, greater than 80% removal of phosphate from a low pH influent was possible
until the cumulative loading exceeded 0.1 - 0.4 mg POJg media for the compost, peat moss, and zeolite,
and exceeded 1.2 mg POdg media for the activated carbon and agrofiber. When the influent pH was
neutral, the cumulative Ioadings for 80% removal were significantly poorer than they were for the low pH
conditions, approximately 10% of those found for the low pH conditions.
Data from these laboratory tests has been used to prepare design guidelines; for stormwater filters. If the
runoff is not being pretreated by settling, then the suspended solids loading on the media will be the
controlling design factor. The filters will clog long before their chemical removal capacity is approached.
However, if the runoff is pretreated by sedimentation, then the chemical capacities of each media for the
pollutant(s) of interest will control the quality of the effluent and the life of the filter. Example design
calculations are given in the discussion section of this paper.
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INTRODUCTION
Two popular methods of disposing of urban stormwater runoff are discharging it to a surface water or
infiltrating it at designated locations to replenish the groundwater. Due to urbanization, many natural
infiltration areas have disappeared permanently, due to both covering the land with roads and buildings
and to the regrading and compacting that accompanies construction. Along with the decrease in area
available for infiltration, the volume of runoff from urban areas has increased, as has the runoff’s pollutant
Ioadings. The need for ’relatively clean’ stormwater runoff for either surface water discharge or infiltration
has led to the investigation of cost-effective treatment techniques, especially for areas where the pollutant
Ioadings are expected to be greater than normal. The rationale for treating runoff at its source comes from
the knowledge that stormwater runoff from many areas is not badly polluted and is suitable for discharge
or infiltration. It is just the runoff from certain problem locations, =critical source areas," that cause the
receiving water or groundwater problems, and it is cost-effective to treat these smaller volumes of water
before they contaminate the larger volume of runoff in a municipal storm sewer system. Examples of
these ’critical source areas’ where higher than normal pollutant Ioadings can be expected include the
following: airport deicing facilities, auto recyclers/junkyards, commercial nurseries, parking lots, vehicle
fueling and maintenance stations, bus or truck (fleet) storage areas, industrial rooftops, marinas, outdoor
transfer facilities, public works storage areas, and vehicle and equipment washing/steam cleaning facilities
(Clark, 1996).
Urban runoff is comprised of many different flow phases. These may include dry-weather base flows,
stormwater runoff, combined sewer overflows (CSOs) and snowmelt. The relative magnitude of these
discharges varies considerably, based on a number of factors, especially season (cold versus warm
weather or dry versus wet weather) and land use. Land development increases stormwater runoff volumes
and pollutant concentrations. Impervious surfaces, such as rooftops, ddw.=ways, and roads, reduce
infiltration of rainfall and runoff into the ground and degrade runoff quality. Generally, the 5-day
biochemical oxygen demand (BODs) and nutrient concentrations in stormwater are lower than in raw
sanitary wastewater; they are closer in quality to treated sanitary wastewaters. However, urban stormwater
has relatively high concentrations of bacteria, as well as high concentrations of many metallic and some
organic toxicants. A bdef summary of stormwater runoff quality is given in Table 1.
Single, small point-source treatment devices have been developed and are currently being marketed.
Most of these treatment devices, however, are designed to remove settleable solids, not colloidal or
soluble pollutants. Only recently are these in-line treatment devices beginning to use filtration as a planned
treatment step to remove the colloidal and soluble pollutants. Filtration removes pollutants from the
solution by attaching them either to the media itself or to previously attach~.~l particles. Filters with an
adsorption/ion exchange capability will retain pollutants that were removed dudng prior storms and not
allow them to be flushed out of the filter. The performance of these filters is measured not only by the
traditional filter parameters (surface area, depth and profile) but also by percentage of removal of the
pollutants of interest from the influent. Stormwater filters currently in operation typically use sand, leaf
compost, or peat. The purpose of this project is to determine the design parameters for stormwater filters
based upon both the physical and chemical capacities of the different media.
Sand
Sand filtration is common throughout the United States, especially in water and wastewater treatment
plants. Slow-sand filters are characterized by low filtration rates, an extremely narrow range of particle
sizes (low uniformity coefficient, between 2 and 5), the lack of chemical pretreatment, relatively long filter
runs between cleanings and surface scraping and sand removal instead of backwashing. Slow sand filters
are extremely effec*Jve in removing suspended particles (effluent turbidlties below 1.0 NTU), bacteria,
viruses and Giardia cysts. Sand filters in Austin, Texas, used both for single sites and for drainage areas
less than fifty acres, are designed to hold and treat the first one-haft inch of runoff with very good pollutant
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removal ability. Sand filters inthe Washington, D.C. area are designed to retain and treat three-tenths to
one-half inch of runoff, depending upon the impervious surface amount in the drainage area. The
Delaware sand filter should remove 75 - 85% of the influent suspended solids but with minimal to no
removal of soluble compounds (Clark, 1996).
Table 1. Stormwater Runoff Quality (concentrations in mg/L)
Location
Land use
Susp. Solid COD
Toronto,
Residential
22
55
Ontario
(median values)
Toronto,
Industrial
117
106
Ontario
(median values)
Bayreuth,
Urban roof & street 4-296
N/A
Germany
(range)
Topeka,
Resident/commercial
362
46
Kansas
(median values)
Topeka,
Agdculture
671
40
Kansas
(median values)
Milwaukee, Residential
N/A
38
Wisconsin
(mean values)
Milwaukee, Commercial
N/A
81
Wisconsin
(mean values)
Boulder,
Resident/commercial
24- 3730
9Colorado
!ran<:je)
1557
Ref. 1. Pitt and McLean, 1986.
Ref. 2. Daub, et aL 1994.
Ref. 3. Pope and Bevans, 1984.
Ref. 4. Novotny, 1986.
Ref. 5. Bennett, etaL 1981.

Total P
0.28

Copper Lead
0.03
0.06

Zinc
0.06

Ref.
1

0.75

0.06

0.08

0.19

1

N/A

0.005
-0.14
0.07

0.071.17
0.11

2

0.36

0.01-.
0.11
0.02

0.79

0.02

0.02

0.06

3

0.26

N/A

0.12

N/A

4

0.28

N/A

0.52

N/A

4

0.2-7

N/A

N/A

N/A

5

3

Activated Carbon
Activated carbon has been used for more than fifty years in the ddnking water treatment industry tc
remove taste- and odor-causing compounds, along with most synthetic organic chemicals, pesticides,
herbicides, color and tdhalomethane precursors. Slow granular activated carbon filters achieve excellent
(> 90%) organic removals, with the removal efficiency being limited by the depth of the filter due to
’slowness’ of the transport kinetic and attachment mechanisms inherent in activated carbon sorption.
Aged activated carbon filters, i.e., those with a growing microbial community are especially effective at
treating wastewaters with toxic or inhibitory organic chemicals in it. Iodine and iodide compounds, chlorite,
phenols, hexavalent chromium and mercury have been successfully removed by activated carbon (either
granular, powdered, or imbedded in a synthetic fiber) (Clark 1996).
Peat
Peat filters can extract substantial amounts of either free-phase or dissolved hydrocarbons from water.
Peat adsorption generally seems to increase as the degree of decomposition increases. The binding of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) appears to be controlled by both adsorption and partitioning with
the filter media. Nitro and hydroxyl groups on a sorbate molecule tend to strengthen the molecule’s
sorption. Peat can easily adsorb polyvalent cations, including transition metals, and polar organics.
Substances adsorbed by peat include calcium, copper, lead, zinc, mercury, nickel, iron, manganese and
chromium. When filtenng unbuffered solutions of metals with peat, the pH will drop between 0.2 and 0.6
pH units because of the release of humic and fulvic acids during adsorption or ion exchange. Another
disadvantage of peat as a filter material is that it will leach color and possibly some nutrients upon wetting.
Peat-sand filters have been used for stormwater treatment. They are expected to have excellent removal
rates for phosphorus BOD, trace metals and pathogens, and with a good grass cover, other nutrients
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(Clark, 1996). Multi-Chamber Treatment Trains in Milwaukee, Wl (peat-activated carbon-sand filter) and
Minoqua, Wl (peat-sand filter) in which the filter has been used to ’polish’ the settling chamber effluent
have shown that the device to remove heavy metals, PAHs, pesticides, and COD (Pitt, et aL 1997).
Compost
Composts made from yard waste, primarily leaves, have been found to have a very high capacity for
adsorbing heavy metals, oils, greases, nutrients, and organic toxins from thP- influent water due to their
high humic content and large number of sorption sites. The composted leaf filter was developed by W&H
Pacific for Washington County (WA), the Unified Sewer Agency and the Metropolitan Service District of
Washington County, and is now marketed by Stormwater Management Systems, Inc. (Portland, OR). The
filter consists of a bottom impermeable membrane with a drainage layer above it. Above the drainage
layer is a geotextile fabdc upon which rests the compost material. Dudng testing of the prototype as a
treatment for stormwater runoff, turbidity, suspended solids, volatile suspended solids and settleable
solids removal was greater than 80%, as was removal of copper, zinc, lead, aluminum, iron, petroleum
hydrocarbons and oil and grease. Removal of total solids, COD, total phosphorus, ammonia and total
Kjeldahl nitrogen was between 40 - 80% (CSF Systems, 1994).
Zeolite
Zeolites have been used for many years in the chemical process industry as molecular sieves, i.e., they
will adsorb a wide range of compounds up to the size limit of their pores. Unlike activated carbon, zeolite
pore sizes are more uniform without having macropores, mesopores and micropores. Also, because
zeolites are polar, it will have not only van der Waals forces to aid in sorption, but also induced dipole
interactions and other electrostatic forces, such as polarization, dipole and quadrupole interactions.
Zeolites can adsorb higher molecular weight aromatics, as well as unsaturated hydrocarbons. Modified
zeolites can remove chlorinated aliphatics and benzene derivatives, as well as transition metal cations
(such as lead, chromium and selenium) (Clark, 1996).
Agrofiber and Cotton Textile Waste
The Forest Products Research Lab agrofiber product was developed as both an economic oil adsorbent
and an economic ion-exchange media for pollutant removal from water. Kenaf and iute fibers, along with
forest wastes such as barks and pine needles, have been found to remove copper efficiently from water
(Forest Products Research Lab, 1995).
The cost of disposing of large quantities of waste cotton thread has led Russell Athletic Corp. (Alexander
City, AL) to look for alternative uses for this material, such as its use in stol’rnwater treatment devices.
Prior testing of a cotton waste called Enretech (RAM Services, Birmingham, AL.) indicated that there was a
limited capability for sorption and ion exchange on these cotton wastes with removal capabilities being
approximately equaJ to that of the agrofiber.
METHODOLOGY
The main objective of this research was to monitor a variety of media used to treat stormwater runoff to
determine their overall pollutant removal capabilities. The media included those described in the
introduction (sand, activated carbon, peat moss, zeolite, compost, agrofiber and cotton textile waste).
Generally, a vadety of mechanisms, including straining, sorption, and ion-exchange, is responsible for
removing pollutants during "filtration." No attempt was made to determine which mechanisms were
responsible for removing a particular pollutant.
Filter columns containing the various media were constructed in glass, Kimax..brand, one-liter, graduated
burets (ID = 48 mm), giving a cross-sectional area for filtration of 18 cm2. Filter columns were constructed
first by placing a square piece of fiberglass window screen in the bottom of the buret and filling the buret to
the 1000 mL line with epoxy-coated fish tank gravel (3-4 cm depth). A 15 cm deep layer of fine sand
(sandblast grade from Porter Warner Industries, Birmingham, AL) was added on top of the gravel (fill to
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700 mL line) before a 30 cm layer of selected filtration media was put in the column (fill to 100 mL line).
The columns were constructed using the recommended depths for the Austiin sand filter and preparatory
times and steps being those of compost filter system, as supplied by CSF S~;tems, Inc. All sorption media
were mixed with an approximately equal volume of sand in order to maintain a relatively consistent
hydraulic conductivity between media. Filter columns were reconstructed between each type of test.
The filter columns were placed on a specially constructed carousel. The water was delivered to a flow
splitter using a Masterflex® Peristaltic Pump with Masterflex Tygon® tubing. A funnel-type flow splitter
was constructed of DelrinTM plastic. Reinforced Tygon® tubing was used to deliver the water from the flow
splitter to the individual columns. Pdor to construction of the carousell and splitter, all proposed
construction materials were leach-tested by soaking representative pieces in 18 M~ water for
a!~proximately 65 hours. Testing of the leachate water showed that the mal!edais were acceptable, with
minimal-to-no adverse contamination expected.
The first tests performed were those which determined the solids removal capacity and solids loading at
clogging for these media. The solution used was tap water in which a known quantity of a local clay soil
had been suspended (approximately 4 g/L). A constant head of approximately 8 cm of clayey water was
maintained on the tope of each column. -The flow rate of the effluent was rneasured for each column at
designated intervals until clogging occurred.
The second sedes of tests (performed on new columns) included evaluating the effects of pH and ionic
strength on the pollutant removal capabilities of these media. This work was performed as a 2 x 2 factorial
design for pH and ionic strength. The test water was runoff water collected at the storm drain inlet for the
UAB Remote Transportation Parking Lot and Fleet Services Maintenance Yard. This location was used
because it was expected that the pollutant Ioadings from this area would be similar to that found at similar
locations, pH was adjusted using sulfudc acid (pH 4- 5) or sodium hydroxide (influent pH 9 - 10). Ionic
strength was adjusted using a salt made from evaporated sea water. Influent and effluent samples for
each media were analyzed for toxicity, turbidity, conductivity, color, pH, chemical oxygen demand (COD),
hardness, suspended solids, particle size distribution, and heavy metals (copper, lead and zinc).
The third series of tests were the breakthrough tests to determine chemical capacity of the media. These
tests used a tap water to which specific concentrations of certain stormwater pollutants (reagent grade
copper, lead, zinc, phosphate, nitrate, and ammonia) were added. Since the standard solutions were
acidic (pH < 4), they used up the buffering capacity of the tap water. Sodium hydroxide was added to the
test water for the neutral pH breakthrough tests to raise its pH to 6.5 - 7. Influent and effluent samples
were tested for turbidity, conductivity, color, pH, chemical oxygen demand (COD), hardness, and heavy
metals (copper, lead and zinc).
The final sedes of tests included evaluating the filtering ability of the media using pro-settled stormwater
runoff. The runoff water was from the UAB Remote Transportation Parkiing Lot and Fleet Services
Maintenance Yard. The samples were analyzed for toxicity, turbidity, conductivity, color, pH, hardness,
solids (total, dissolved and suspended), particle size distribution, major cations and anions, semi-volatile
organics, pesticides and heavy metals (copper, lead and zinc).
RESULTS
The ability to remove suspended solids also is dependent upon the particle size distribution of the influent,
with all media having difficulty removing solids that are less than few microns in diameter. Removal
efficiency is generally greater when the influent TSS is higher for two reasons: 1) captured particles help
trap other particles by reducing pore sizes; and 2) runoff with a low TSS likely has more particles that are
closer in size to the pore size of the media (therefore less likely to be capt~,=red). The test observations
indicated that only about 2.5 cm of the filter columns (about 10% of the column depth) were actually used
for solids retention dudng these tests. It is assumed that a full-scale filter could use about 5 times these
depths for solids retention if careful, selective piping to deeper depths, while preventing short-cimuiting of
the entire filter, was allowed. Results of the clogging tests are shown in Table 2 for a full-scale filter
installation.
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TABLE 2. Removal Efficiency for Suspended Solids for Pre-settled and Unpresettled Influents
Media
Sand
Carbon-Sand
Zeolite-Sand
Agrofiber, Cotton Waste
Peat-Sand
Compost-Sand

Percent TSS Reduction
(Av9. Influent TSS = 10 m~/L)
>50%
20-50%
<10%

Percent TSS Reduction
(Avg. Influent TSS = 30 to 60 mg/L)
>90%
>90%
>90%
80%
80-90%
80%

The effects of pH and ionic strength were also investigated. It was found that a non-neutral influent pH and
=onic strength generally significantly affected the removal capability of the media. In the carbon-sand
material, metals removal was dramatically affected by influent pH, with the greatest removal efficiency and
best effluent quality occurring when the influent pH was greater than 7. A high ionic strength enhanced the
carbon-sand’s ability to reduce turbidity but negatively affected its ability to remove toxicity, color and
COD. For the peat-sand material, a low influent pH caused a poorer effluent ,:luality in terms of hardness,
zinc, copper and color, while a high influent pH caused higher effluent COD concentrations. The effluent
turbidity and color were lower for the zeolite-sand matedal when the influent ionic strength was high, but
the effluent hardness was greater. For the metals for the compost-sand medium, the poorest effluent
quality occurred when the influent pH was low and the influent salt concentration was high. The addition of
salt to the influent also increased the effluent hardness of the compost-sand material. The benefit of the
compost is that it always moved the solution pH toward neutral (for both low and high influent pHs).
Chemical capacity of the media was evaluated in a sedes of breakthrough tests. The results are shown
below for copper and phosphate for both the low pH and neutral pH tests (compost not shown for
phosphate since no removal occurred). Copper removal improves when the pH is closer to neutral while
phosphate removal is best when the influent pH is low. Figures 1 through 4 illustrate the chemical capacity
of the media as found dudng the breakthrough tests.

~ Cop~r (mg)~ ~on ~b (9)

~gure 1. Cop~r B~rough at
Nell pH (Influ~t 6.5 - 7)

Figure 2. Cop~ B~rough at
Low pH (Influent 3.5 - 4)
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Figure 3. Phosphate B~a~rough at
Nell pH (Influe~ 6.5 - 7)

Figure 4. Phosphate Br~hrough at
Low pH (Influent 3.5 - 4)

~esting ~h ~re-se~ sto~water was
times before e~her clogging or chemical ~re~hrough occurred. ~he se~ling re~uce~ the sto~water
suspen~ solids co~centm~ons to ~out
in size. The pmseNing also r~uce~ the other sto~water pollut~ts (for example, color
~ 50% ~ ~O~ ~ ~out 90%). ~his ~ese~lin~ h~ m si~ffi~n~ ~ffect o~ t~ media’s ~oll~a~
remowi penuche w~ the resu~s show~ i, Table 3.
Table 3. Removal ~pabil~ Using Pre~ffi~ Influent (Influent TSS = 10 m~)
~edia
Cain-Sand
Peat-Sand

Z~lit~Sand
A~mfiber-Sand
Sand
Compost-Sand

~itional ~omments
Removed toxic~ (80%), color (25%), alkalin~ (>95%), ~nc (~75%), COD (8595%), 2,~in~rophenol (40%), bis(2-eth~he~) phthalate (~%), with minimal
effluent d~mdation
Remov~ to~c~ (60%), alkalin~ and harness (50-1~%), chlonde (~0%), large
solids (<~%), ~nc (~-70%), 2,4-din~rophenol (35%), di-n-b~phthalate (65%),
bis(2~th~he~) phtha~te (20%), dield~n (70%), ~ile adding color, m~id~, and
r~ucing pH (1-2 un~s)
Remov~ tox~ (>~%), chlonde (<10%), potassium (~%), calcium (15%), ~nc
(~-75%), bis(2~th~he~) p~hatate (80%), pentachlorophenol (90%), w~h minim~
effluent degradation
Remov~ ~ ~7~80%), pentachlorophenol ~90%), w~h minimal effluent degradation
Remov~ volatile solids (<10%), zinc (75-80%), bis(2~th~he~) p~halate (100%),
~ minimal effluent degradation
Remov~ ~nc (75~0%), while addin~ color to effluent
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DISCUSSION
As can be seen by these results, the characteristics of the influent water should greatly influence the
selection of the treatment medium. Generally, most stormwater filters are designed based upon the
influent suspended solids concentration and desired suspended solids removal. For most applications,
this likely will remain the pdmary design factor. However, the choice of media likely may be different when
the influent suspended solids concentration is low, or when the pH is not near neutral and/or the ionic
strength is high. Designers also must remember that most of these media are ion-exchange materials.
This means that when ions are removed from solution by the treatment material, other ions are released
into the effluent. In most instances, these ions are not a problem in receiving waters, but the designer
should know what is added to the water. For this activated carbon, the exchangeable ion was found to be
typically sulfate; while for the compost, the exchangeable ion was found to be usually potassium. The
zeolite appeared to exchange sodium and some divalent cations (measured as increasing hardness).
Design of Filters for Specified Filtration Durations
The filtration durations measured during these tests can be used to develop preliminary filter designs. It is
recommended that allowable suspended solids Ioadings be used as the pdmary controlling factor in this
design. For these designs, clogging is defined to occur when the water flow rate through the medium
becomes less than one meter per day. Filtration, obviously, will still occur when the flow rate becomes less
than one meter per day; however, except for small rains in add areas, much of the runoff would have to
bypass the filter and would not be treated. Table 4 summarizes the results of these tests by giving the
amount of suspended solids that can be loaded onto a full-scale filter before the capacity is reduced to the
flow rates shown. A multiplier of five was used to account for the greater anticipated filter flow capacity
associated with full-scale operations.
Table 4. Filter Categories Based on Capacity as a Function of Suspended Solids Loading
Capacity to <1 m/day (gSS/m2)
5,000
5,000
10,000
15,000

Capacit~ to 10 m/dab/(gSS/m2) Filtration media in category
1,250
Cotton-sand; A~lrofiber-sand
2,500
Compost-sand; Peat-sand
5,000
Zeolite-sand; Carbon-sand
7,500
Sand

The wide ranges in filter run times as a function of water loading are mostly dependent on the suspended
solids content of the water, especially for the tests where the water was presettled. For this reason, the
suspended solids loading capacities (Table 4) are recommended for use when selecting a filter. The most
restrictive materials (the cotton textile waste and the agrofiber) are very fibrous and, even when mixed
with sand, they still show some compaction. The most granular media (activated carbon and zeolite) are
relatively uniform in shape and size but are very large when compared to the sand grains. Sand was used
with the carbon and the zeolite to reduce the water’s flow rate through the media to increase contact time
for better pollutant removal.
One proposed maintenance technique to ensure longer filter run times is the mechanical removal of the
clogged layer (top five centimeters). Mechanical removaJ of the clogged layer to recover filter flow rates
was not found to be very satisfactory during this research, but it has been used successfully during fullscale operations. Great care must be taken when removing this layer since loosening the media may
enable trapped pollutants (associated with the suspended solids) to be easily flushed from the media.
The above filter capacit~ ranges are associated with varying test conditions and may be further grouped
into the approximate categones shown in Table 4. A multiplier of five was used to account for the greater
anticipated filter flow capacity associated with full-scale operations.
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Example Filter Designs (Pitt, 1996)
Filter designs can be performed based on the predicted annual discharge of suspended solids to the
filtration device and the desired filter replacement interval. As an example, volumetric runoff coefficients
(Rv). can be use~ to approximate the fraction of the annual rainfall that would occur as runoff for various
land uses and surface conditions. Table 5 summarizes likely suspended solids concentrations associated
w~th different urban areas and waters.
Table 5. Suspended Solids Concentration by Land Use

Source Area
Roof runoff
Paved parking, storage, driveway, streets, walk areas
Unpaved parkin9 and storage areas
Landscaped areas
Construction site runoff
Combined sewer overflows
Detention pond water
Mixed storrnwater
Effluent after high level of pretreatment of stormwater

Suspended Solids Concentration (mg/L)
10
50
250
500
I 10,000
20
150
5
I

100

Using the information in the above table and the local annual rain depth, it is possible to estimate the
annual suspended solids loading from an area and to size a needed stormwater filter. The following three
examples illustrate these simple calculations.
Example 1. A 1.0 ha paved parking lot (Rv = 0.85), in an area receiving 1.0 m of rain per year:
(50 mg SS/L) (0.85) (1 m/yr) (1 ha) (10,000 m2/ha) (1,000 L/m~) (g/1,000 rag) = 425,000 g SS/yr
Therefore, if a peat/sand filter is to be used having an expected suspended solids capacity of 5,000 g/m2
before clogging, then 85 m2 of this filter will be needed for each year of desi:red operation for this 1.0 ha
site. This is about 0.9% of the paved area per year of operation. If this water is pretreated so the effluent
has about 5 mg/L suspended solids, then only about 0.2% of the contributing paved area would be needed
for the filter. A sand filter would only be about 1/3 of this size but would provide little added benefit if the
water was pretreated.
Example 2. A 100 ha medium density residential area (Rv = 0.3), 1.0 m of rain per year:.
(150 mg SS/L) (0.3) (1 rrdyr) (100ha) (10,000 m2/ha) (1,000 L/m~) (g/1,000 mg) = 45,000,000 g SS/-yr
The unit area loading of suspended solids for this residential area (425 kg SS, q~a-yr) is about the same as
in the previous example (450 kg SS/ha-yr), requiring about the same area dedicated for the filter. The
reduced amount of runoff is balanced by the increased suspended solids concentration.
Example 3. A 1.0 ha rooftop in an area (Rv = 0.85) having 1.0 m of rain per year:.
(10 mg SS/L) (0.85) (1 m/yr) (1 ha) (10,000 m2/ha) (1,000 L/m~) (g/l,000 rag) = 85,000 g SS/yr
The unit area loading of suspended solids from this area (85 kg SS/ha-yr) is much less than for the
previous examples and would only require a filter about 0.2% of the roofed drainage area per year of
operation.
CONCLUSIONS
Filtration can be a very successful treatment technique for urban stormwater runoff, if the filters are
designed and maintained correctly. In general, it is recommended that the filter media be about 50 cm in
depth and that a surface grass cover be used (roots should not extend below the top haft of the filter). This
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should enable a filtration life of about five times the basic life observed dudng these tests. In addition, it is
highly recommended that significant pretreatment of the water be used to reduce the suspended solids
concentrations to about 10 rag/l_ before filtration for pollutant removal. This pretreatment can be
accomplished using grass filters, wet detention ponds, or other specialized treatment (such as the
sedimentation chamber in the multi-chambered treatment train described by Pitt, 1996). The selection of
the specific filtration media should be based on the desired pollutant reductions, and the selection should
include amendments to plain sand if immediate and permanent pollutant reductions are desired.
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TECHNOLOGY IN TI-IE SEWER BUSINESS

Lisa Martin, Sanitation District No. i
Joe Castillo, Woolpert LLP
Drew Ackerman, Limno-Tech, Inc.
ABSTRACT: The increasing public awareness of the health hazards associated with wet weather pollution
has prompted the Sanitation District No. 1 of northern Kentucky (the District) to develop a sophisticated
=mplementation and response system. The Distdct is utilizing technology to develop strategic plans to meet
environmentad sewer system regulations and serve its customers. The plans begin with databases and
mapping in a Geographical Information System (GIS) for a three county wide area. The District has then
taken GIS to the next level, it uses a translator to provide the data from GIS to external applications. The
applications include hydraulic sewer and river models which simulate combined sewer overflows and the local
rivers. The model results are then used in GIS to illustrate and develop plans to address sewer system
~sues which included combined sawer overflows and inflow/infiltration. This paper explores the applications
which use GIS data to assist the Distdct in project scheduling and manageme~=t.
INTRODUCTION: In early 1995, the Distdct comprised the trunk and interceptor sewers in northern
Kentucky’s Campbell and Kenton Counties. Late that year through county and city acquisitions the District
grew from 100 miles to more than 1,000 miles of sanitary sewers. The District now serves more than 301,000
people and a facility plan projects that number will be around 392,000 in the year 2017. From development
of a Geographic Information System (GIS) to computer modeling to billing implementation, technology
investments were viewed as necessary changes to allow the organization to meet the needs of the region into
the 21 st century.
METHODOLOGY
Geographic Information System: In early 1995, all plan and profile information for the sewer system in the
newly consolidated distdct were on paper. An existing third party Arc/lnfo GIS was used to develop the
District’s sewer system. With basic attribute data in the GIS, the framework for a Computer Maintenance
Management System (CMMS) was developed that included sewer component tables.
Vadous forms of information can be input into the GIS coverages. These can be defined in Polygons---shapes
input to define data in specific areas~which were created to identify different types of statistical, soil, or land
use information. The polygons for soil can be used to develop stormwater runoff coefficients. The land use
polygons were used to calculate dry weather flows. The statistical landuse polygons were used to develop
population projections within certain areas. Through the development of programs within ARC/INFO and
FoxPro, this data was indirectly used as input for the sewer system models. The GIS coverages developed
or used are shown in Figure 1. Satellite technology-based Global Positioning was used to update the
mapping for modeling environmentally sensitive structures such as combined sewer overflows.
A coverage containing all the generaJized land uses was developed for planning purposes. Polygons were
created to separate different land uses throughout the District. The land use database was used to develop
dry weather or sanitary flows for use in the model. Soil survey data was collected for the three counties from
the National Resoumes Conservation Service. The soil survey data was categorized into four hydrologic soil
groups necessary to perform the runoff analysis. Population census tracts can be unioned with other polygons
to determine populations within certain areas. This provides the population densfties within certain land uses
in a sewershed. Hydrologic soil type, curve type, and curve number polygons can be used to develop wet or
rain weather flow. The polygons have their areas and typical land classifications. These values were imported
into a translator where they can be queded for each item in a sewershed.
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For a logical development of the land uses within the northern Kentucky area, 1995, 2002, 2007, 2012 and
Figure I

"ultimate" land use polygons were developed. To create the future hydrographs, the respective land use
polygons were used..~, schematic .with the years a\,aJ]~,3ble in GIS is shown in Fi!;lure 2. These polygons will
permit the District to set up different alternatives on how the system will o.oerate in any cf those years.
This complete methodology allows for change in the land use da~a. Any changes in the land use covem.;es
Figure 2

in GIS can be updated by creating a new polygon file. The file can then be expolted to XMS in FoxPro for a
new system analysis.
The 2017 and Ultimate polygons were used to develop the Facilities Plan. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate how the
high density residential area, shown in yellow, is projected to increase by the year 2017.
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Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5 numerically represents the landuse and is available for each polygon in the GIS land use coverage
The future land use polygons are estimates of how the area will develop. As actual developments occur, the
databases should be updated to represent actual conditions. This complete methodology allows for change
in the land use data. In order to generate accurate results the land use data must be periodically revised. Any

......................... ................................

Land Use Code:
Hydr~lo~il: $=3
SCS C~e ~

changes in the land use coverages in GIS can be updated by creating a new polygon file. The file can then
be exported to a FoxPro XMS for a new system analysis.
FoxPro---GlS Translator
With the concurrent tasks of updating the GIS and the startup of a facility plan for the new District, a common
database was developed. The purpose of the database was to provide a central location where data could
be stored and used for the benefit of all tasks. An XP-SWMM Management System (XMS) was developed
within FoxPro which provides the translator between software packages. It provides the user with a database
that keeps track of all items entered by a naming setup in the GIS. Using this setup will allow the data in XMS
to easily be transferred to the CMMS in Arc/Info, or other software packages. The pdme objectives of the
District models are to simulate actual field conditions and to provide a tool for rnodeting alternatives. Using
FoxPro, the polygon data can be used to generate values needed to develop both wet and dry weather
hydrographs. Through the development of programs within Arc/Info and FoxPro, this data can indirectly be
used as input for sewer system models.
The development of the XP-SWMM Management System (XMS) within FoxPro provided the needed link
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between GIS and XP-SWMM. The purpose of the database was to provide a centraJ location where data could
De stored for use in the models. FoxPro, a relational database management tool capable of performing large
quenes, was identified as the appropriate package for integrating the sewer system data. It is understood that
tr~e land use polygons will change over time. This translator between GIS and XP-SWMM was developed to
accommodate the changes in GIS. As the coverages are updated in GIS, a database file is created for import
into XMS.
RESULTS

Virtual Hydraulic Modeling: The final product is a compilation of testa work encompassing databases, GIS
and hydraulic models. Each team member played an important rote in the creation of dynamic models
accurately representing the sewer system and its effects on the environment. Creating a virtual model
required the use of several complex modeling packages. The software chosen to model the Distdct sewer
system was XP-SWMM. The hydrodynamics of the Ohio and Licking Rivers are being modeled using RMA2V. WASP5 is being used to develop predictions of bacteda levels in the Ohio and Licking Rivers from XPSWMM Ioadings. The results of these three software products, GIS and an IBM Data Explorer resulted in a
wrtual model of sewage flow from the sewer system into and through the Ohio River. The following sections
outline and illustrate how the virtual models’at the Distnct were setup and how ’they are being used.
DISCUSSION

Fibre 6

XP-SWMM Model Development: An important factor for choosing a sewer model included its ability to
represent both hydraulic and physical field conditions. These models required extensive input requirements
to account for the sewer components. Inputting of a single pipe required the opening of several timeconsuming windows. Therefore, building the sewer model conventionally would have meant manually inputting
physical characteristics for more than 6,280 pipes and manholes. The immense amount of manhole and pipe
data to be input into the sewer model required the automation of the task. This was accomplished by
developing a program within XMS. The program provided a single input window for each manhole or pipe and
formatted the data into a setup that was useful by the sewer model. F~jure 6 is a typical links input table for
pipes. The Links table connects the pipes to their appropriate manholes by name association. The conduit
type defines the shape of the pipe. After the shape is defined, the correct sizing menus are highlighted by
XMS. Specific model requirements are entered and from that XMS calculates the slope and design flow of
the pipe. For model data management the District service area was broken up into six models. Using the =XPSWMM Model" field, XMS inserts this particular manhole in the correct import file.
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Hydrology: The XP-SWMM models require hydrographs in order to simulate actual hydraulic conditions in
Fi~u-e 7

the sewer system. For each sewershed and point source a hydrograph was developed. The fields in Figure
7 show the type of data entered for each sewershed. The upstream hydrographs were accounted for by
inputting them into their actual receiving manholes (Node Name) in the model. Travel times to get to the
interceptor sewers were assigned to upstream hydrographs. The creation and manipulation of these
hydrographs were performed in XMS. The program in XMS first lags all sewersheds in reference to time zero.
Then all sewersheds with the same inflow node are added to make a composite hydrograph. The hydrographs
account for flow over a 24-hour period, with inflow at every 15 minutes. These calculations would have been
painstaking using regular methods; XMS quickly generates new import files to be used by the sewer model.
Using this information dry weather hydrographs were developed for use in the facility plan models. The wet
weather hydroghraphs for the combined sewer overflow (CSO) models were developed in XP-SWMM using
areas developed in GIS.
To develop dry weather flows, XMS quedes for the sum of the different land uses within a sewershed. The
land use classifications used include low and high-density residential, agriculture, low and high-density public,
open space, and commercial development. Flows from industrial land use are ac~unted for as point sources.
User input based on monitored data define unit hydrographs in XMS to represent land use flows. The unit
hydrographs are then multiplied in XMS by areas with the
same land use to obtain hydrographs. The separate land
Fi~m’e
use hydrographs produced within a sewershed are then ’~. ..........: _ =-._ ......
"~"
added to make a sewershed hydrograph.
Sewer Modeling: Once input parameters are defined in
XMS, hydrographs can be developed for the sewer
models. XMS can provide the peak flow and volume of ~’"
a combined hydrograph for a storm within the monitored ~
range. These hydrographs are then exported into XP-t"
SWMM and checked from monitored data. Hydrographs,
can be calibrated by adjusting the input variables in XMS. ~..

-

"- .... ~-.

Figure 8 is a view of a sewer profile in XP-SWMM.
Using this model the District can analyze the hydraulic ]
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levels in the sewer pipes based on monitored data. The CSO XP-SWMM models provide output used for
modeling of the local dyers.
River Modeling: The Banklick Creek water quality model is a one-dimensional finite element model. The
hydraulic model, HEC-RAS was used to develop a relationship among velocity and segment depth with flow.
This relationship allowed the model to be run dynamically to estimate the stream’s response to CSO Ioadings.
Since the CSO flows were estimated to be equal to, or greater than the creek flow, the water mass loadings
were included in the overall hydrodynamic modeling of the wet weather event~i.
The hydraulics and geometry of the Licking/Ohio River system were determined using RMA-2V. This finite
difference model conserves momentum to determine the flow conditions based on upstream flow and
downstream head. The water quality model of the dyers is two-dimensional. The linkage of the finite
difference hydraulic and finite element water quality models presented a unique problem in that RMA-2V only
conserves momentum while WASP5 requires conservation of mass. Thus, an algorithm was developed to
smooth the flows from RMA-2V and route them through the finite element water quality model.
Water quality: The water quality model WASP5 was employed to estimate the response of Banklick Creek
add the Ohio/Licking River system to CSO loads. The WASP5 model simulated fecal coliform loading and
a first order die-off term to the system. The dissolved oxygen dynamics consisted of nitrogen kinetics, two
types of CBOD decomposition (rivedne and CSO), and algal concentrations to scale production/respiration.
The model included two CBOD types because the readily available fraction for consumption is different (the
"fresher" organics from the CSO discharges are more quickly broken down).
Visualization: The visualization of the system using IBM Data Explorer incorporates all aspects of the efforts.
Within one series of images, we have included GIS
streams and roads (as a frame of reference), rain gage
information (initial frame of reference for runoff),
Fiigure9
XP-SWMM output (give a frame of reference to load
sizes to the streams), Banklick Creek model output
-_
(show fecal coliform response of the creek), and
Creek and CSO Ioadings and the response of the
rivers).
The inclusion of these data, as shown in Figure 9,
provide an overall picture of the system that was not
available before. By including all five data sources, a -------.----.-.__
more complete cause-effect relationship is presented.

~-. /""-

Management Software
The incredible growth of the District required the implementation of a maintenance management system. The
growth of the sewer system also meant an increase in customer complaints and maintenance crews. CK
System Inc. developed a management system named MaintiMizer. It was implemented to keep track and
schedule the daily operations of the District’s field crews and operations. Each incident about a structure
becomes a permanent record in the MaintiMizer. The history of all maintenance in the system is maintained
and any item can quickly be queded in the system. It is used to inventory supplies and to keep track of
matedai as it is installed at different locations. Continuing the planning for the eventual consolidation of all
databases in Aw.Jlnfo, the naming scheme for the pipe and manholes was maintained. This will allow the data
to be imported into the existing databases in Arc/lnfo by name association. Using this software in conjunction
with Arc/Info allows incoming customer complaints to be referenced with pipes and manholes. This software
has eliminated large amounts of paper work and improved customer complaint response time.
Tetemetenng is used to monitor pump stations. All data is sent to a central location where a single person can
dispatch crews to a malfunctioning station.
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CONCLUSIONS
The District has implemented technology that will take it into the next century. The continued use of databases
with the same naming schemes will allow for all data to be centrally located. The eventual goal is to have all
databases export their data into Arc/Info. All pipe and manhole changes will be input into the Arc/Info
databases. Arc/info will be the central location from where all hydrograph polygon databases and physicat
model parameters can be exported into XMS. XMS will then develop the input for the sewer model. The use
of MalntiMizer moves the District into a scheduled system. Through planning and immediate action these
systems have streamlined the time to correct problems in the sewer system. The billing system databases
could also eventually be tied into Arc/Info. This would tie customers to certain parts of the sewer system. The
continued development of the Arc/Info CMMS will provide the District with a central location for data
management as shown in Figures 10 and 11. These tables in GIS are being used to inventory the new
developments within the District.
Figure 10
Figure 11
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The Dist~ct is using technology to face i~ environmental challenges and a~is~ in prJo~tJ~ng of
proj~ts. The resu~ ob~in~ from ~e modeling and inflow and infiltra~on studies are being
graphi~lly repr~ent~ in p~blic m~ngS by USiRg GIS. Using XP-SWM~ ~e user is ~Je to view
sewage levels in pipes including b~assing ~rough CSO s~u~res. This i~fo~ation is ~en fe~
into RMA-2V and WASP to anaJ@e the hydrod~ami~ and bacte~a concentra~ons of aff~t~
~vem. These add~onal resul~ are ~en im~ into ~ IBM Da~ ~iore ~em ~e eff~ of ~e
ove~Jows are s~n in a ~al model of ~e ~er. Todays t~hnolo~ pro~des ~e Dis~ct ~ da~
in ARC~NFO to a ~ic ~al~ of ~ ~we~ opera~o~ and eff~ on the en~mnment. ~e goal
of providing quali~ se~ces to i= customem has ~ken ~e Dis~ct into ~e 21 st centu~.
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ABSTRACT
Many cities and municipalities throughout the United States experience overflows and bypasses from
sanitary sewer systems during periods of intense rainfall. W~th the nation’s population becoming more
environmentally conscious, environmental regulatory agencies have seen increased pressure to
implement more stringent regulations and ~nforcement policies. Most regulatory agencies encourage and
=n some cases require cities and municipalities to implement a Sanitary Sewer Evaluation Study (SSES)
as a first step to reducing sanitary sewer overflows and bypasses.
Oftentimes, management of data collected during SSES field activities becomes overwhelming and
requires automated tracking methods. Data collected during field investigations may include manhole
inspection, smoke testing, dyed-water testing, lamping inspections, flow monitoring, CCTV inspections,
flow isolation, and building inspections. In addition to SSES field data, historical information, such as
maintenance records, reported overflows, and previous rehabilitation, is also evaluated and used as a
basis for determining locations of further field investigations.
Once data has been collected, the seemingly insurmountable task of evaluating all the data and
developing recommendations for cost-effective inflow and infiltration (l/I) removal and structural
rehabilitation must be completed. The data evaluation process can be somewhat simplified with the use of
graphical methods to view the data. In an effort to avoid cumbersome paper maps, the industry has
developed computerized Geographical Information Systems (GIS) for mapping and graphic data queries.
As with many types of new technologies, development of a GIS can be quite time consuming and costly,
preventing smaller municipalities from successfully acquiring such tools.
The purpose of this paper is to present the steps followed by Wade & Associates and the City of Fort
Worth, Texas in the implementation of a low budget GIS used for successfully evaluating field data and
developing recommendations for I/I and structural rehabilitation of the City’s Main 390 sanitary sewer
collection system. Wade & Associates linked the database developed during field investigations, past
maintenance records, and reported overflow records to the City’s current AutoCAD® sewer map and
orthographic images, using, resulting in a valuable evaluation tool. By using existing computer aided
drafting (CAD) maps and providing only information required for sanitary sewer evaluation, costs were
kept well within typical non-GIS SSES costs and completed within a short time frame. In addition, due to
the time schedule stipulated in the City’s Administrative Order, the $20 million rehabilitation effor~
recommended during the study will require multiple design consultants. The GIS developed during the
study will be used to track design efforts of each consultant.
KEYWORDS
Sanitary Sewer Evaluation Study, Geographical Information Systems, Rehabilitation, ArcView®,
AutoCAD®, Orthographic
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INTRODUCTION
History
The City of Fort Worth operates and maintai~ns an extensive system of wastewater collection facilities. The
Main 390 Drainage Area (Study Area) is comprised of approximately 130 kilometers (81 miles) of pipe anti
is located within the collection system tributary to the Village Creek Treatment Facility. Currently, the
entire collection system contains approximately 3,860 kilometers (2,400 miles) of sanitary sewer pipe.
The Main 390 Drainage Area contains primarily residential housing, but also includes some tight-industrial,
and commercial development. This project is part of the City of Fort Worth’s Wastewater Program in
response to an Environmental Protection Agency Administrative Order (AO) requiring the City to elimina:e
sanitary sewer overflows.
Goals Of Study
The City retained the consulting engineering services of Wade & Associates, Inc. in August of 1995 to
conduct a flow monitoring program and comprehensive I/I investigation in the Main 390 Drainage Area.
Based on the City’s past experiences with excessive emergency maintenance and reoccurring storm
related backups and overflows, it was believed that I/I contributions from the Main 390 Drainage Area
were resulting in excessive flows in the collection system. A comprehensive I/I investigation of the
sanitary sewer collection system in the Main 390 Drainage Area was conducted to develop a cost-effective
plan for sewer rehabilitation and to develop projections of rehabilitation costs required to alleviate 1/I
related overflows within the sewer system. The intent of the study was to identify sources of I/I and to
present recommendations for reducing excessive I/I through proper management approaches such as
sewer system rehabilitation, and selective relief or replacement sewers.
Background Of Study
Historically, the City has experienced problems with wastewater overflows and backups during pedods of
either short, high intensity storm events or prolonged rainfall events. In addition, dry weather overflows
have been reported which were likely due to blockages in the collection system..
Problems occurring within the system included:
¯
Wastewater overflows and backups.
¯
Structural deterioration of pipes and manholes.
¯
Increased frequency of maintenance and associated capital expenditures.
Study Outline
The City commissioned the study to develop a pro-active rehabilitation program for minimizing the
hydraulic impacts of I/I.
The first phase of the study was initiated in August 1995. Intensive manhole inspections, lamping
inspections, large and small diameter pipe cleaning, smoke testing, dyed-water testing and closed circui:
television (CC’I’V) inspections were conducted to characterize and quantify the defects within the
collection system that contribute excessive 1/I to the sanitary sewer collection system. In an effort to
simplify tracking field investigations and quantifying l/I, the Main 390 Drainage Basin was further dividea
into 15 sub-basins.
During the second phase of the study, a flow-monitoring program was established to evaluate the
hydraulic behavior of the collection system under various rainfall events and conditions. The main
objective of this phase of the study was to quantify I/I rates for each sub-basin and establish a correlation
between peak flow response and rainfall.
The third phase of the study involved development of a hydraulic model of all ,City owned sanitary sewer
lines identified within the Main 390 Drainage Area. By creating such a model, the hydraulic impact of 1/1 on
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the existing sewer system could be evaluated for specified storm events. Where peak flows exceeded the
hydraulic capacity of segments in the system, the model selected the appropriate relief/replacement
sewers and determined the associated probable cost to implement the relief/replacement sewer plan for
the drainage area.
The fourth phase included recommendations for a comprehensive rehabilitation program.
Recommendations were based on records of excessive past maintenance problems and costeffectiveness analysis (CEA) which identified the least-cost means of reducing excessive infiltration,
transporting, containing, and treating the remainiP.g peak flows under conditions that correlate to a
specified rainfall intensity (or return period). This anaiysis included a com~ination of 1/1 reduction and
relief/replacement sewers. The study was conducted assuming that all inflow sources, as well as all
infiltration sources found to be cost-effective to eliminate, will be removed through various means of
rehabilitation. Subsequent models were developed for various I/1 reduction alternatives.
The fifth and final part of the study presented recommendations regarding the specifics of the costeffective rehabilitation plan.
Basic study components included in each phase are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
General Components of the Study
Phase
I

Task
I/I Investigation

Purpose
Identifies and quantifies I/I sources in each of the selected sub-basins.

II

Temporary Flow
Monitoring

Provides information regarding wet-weather flows. Temporary flow
monitors in each sub-basin quantify gross I/I and help determine the
relationship between rainfall and peak flow response (basin rainfall
sensitivity).

III

Hydraulic Model

Allows computer simulation of hydraulic behavior of sanitary sewer
system under varying storm events and I/I reduction levels. Identifies
relief sewer requirements.

IV

Cost-Effectiveness
Analysis

Identifies the "least-cost" option of III reduction through sewer
rehabilitation and relief or replacement sewer plan.

V

Final
Recommendations

Presents specific recommended improvemen’Is resulting from the CostEffective Analysis. Outlines the projected costs for system rehabilitation
in the Main 390 Drainage Area.

METHODOLOGY
Typically, field data gathered during a SSES is entered into a database and tracked graphically using a
CAD program. Normally, the time required for CAD mapping can become quite extensive. For our
project, all field data collected during the first phase of the project was entered into a SSES database and
hydraulic modeling program called Pipedream,© developed by Wade & Associates, specifically for sanitary
sewers. At the beginning of the project it was decided that a GIS would be used to track information and
provide graphics to be used for reporting. After extensive research, ArcView~ was selected as the GIS
package that would be integrated with Pipedream©.
Prior to the development of the ArcView® GIS we, as do many people, had the preconceived notion that
the development of a GIS would be costly and very time consuming. Since the project was under the
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constraints of an AO, time was limited. We also wanted the GIS development to be reasonably close to
the estimated cost of tracking our information using a common CAD system. Our intent was to develop
GIS to be used solely for the sanitary sewer system. No attempt was made to incorporate active themes
for water lines, storm sewers, streets, Iotstparcels, etc., resulting in reduced cost and time. We, however,
knew that we would have a substantial learning curve ahead of us.
Implementation of the GIS began with the line-cleaning portion of the project. During the initial phase of
the project, it was decided that 75% of the lines in the sanitary sewer system should be cleaned, tn
addition, 20% of the lines selected for cleaning would be televised for QA/QC purposes. Our goal was
systematically identify lines requiring cleaning rather than a random selection process. To do so, it was
decided that sewer maintenance records, reported overflows, field investigation data, and isolated
rehabilitation projects currently in progress would be identified.
The City’s sewer maintenance records were reviewed and a list of lines requiring chronic maintenance
efforts was compiled and entered into a database. Prior to the cleaning project, approximately 1030
manholes within the Study Area were internally inspected. During the internal manhole inspections each
line entering and exiting the manhole was lamped in an effort to identify structural defects or other physical
characteristics that may cause hydraulic deficiencies such as poor line grade or debris. Also, during fieid
investigations, each sewer line was smoke tested. Each defect identified was logged onto standard fieici
forms and entered into the database.
Our goat was to provide the City with a map that identified lines with; (1) excessive maintenance history/.
(2) smoke defects, (3) broken, collapsed or partially collapsed pipe, (4) moderate or heavy debris,
moderate or heavy root intrusion, (6) recently rehabilitated or replaced or currently scheduled for such
activities, and (7) reported overflows. Once the map was developed, representatives from the City’s
engineering and maintenance departments met with the proiect engineer to discuss the lines
recommended for cleaning. During the meeting, lines recently cleaned by the City were removed from the
list and any lines known to have a troubled past history and not identified on the map were added.
Following the meeting, a final list of lines to be cleaned and a map were provided to the cleaning
contractor. Cleaning and CCTV activities were also tracked using the GIS.
So, what did we learn? As with any first time endeavor, we did a few things the hard way. We did,
however, learn a few important lessons that have increased our productlvi~! tremendously. Based on
what we have learned so far, the following is a brief summary of how to get started:
CAD Mapping
A common perception by most novices is that GIS is a CAD system. Although some GIS packages
have tools to conduct automated drafting, the GIS package we have selected is not known for its
sophistication in drafting capabilities. Therefore, we used AutoCAD® as our drafting software. The City
provided us with AutoCAD® drawings which included sanitary sewer lines with identification labels,
sanitary sewer manholes with identification labels, streets, street names, lots and blocks, streams, and
railroads. Hydraulic modeling and defect data were stored in FoxPro® data files.
For our project only two features were selected to be truly active, sanitary sewer manholes and sanitary
sewer lines. We displayed all other data as simple images. Data shown as images in ArcView~ could be
seen but could not be queried by selecting a feature such as a single lot or parcel. Each active element to
be included in the GIS map must have an identification label. For simplicity, we used the City’s current
manhole numbering system for manhole identification labels. Each record in the database must have a
field containing the exact identification label used to identify its corresponding feature in ArcView®. The
line segment identification labels were a combination of the upstream and downstream manhole numbers.
All data collected in the field was also identified with the City’s manhole numbering system, providing the
common link between the databases and the GIS.
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For active sanitary sewer line segments, the fctlcwmg characteristics should be established:

1. All sanitary sewer lines should be on a single layer with no other information.
2. Each sewer line must be drawn as a polyline and connected from end-point to end-point. It mav also
be helpful to draw the line from the upstream manhole to the downstream manhole. This praciice is
not absolutely necessary but if you want to develop a hydraulic model from tables created by
ArcView~, the data will have the appropriate connectivity.
3. Each line segment must have a unique identification label. That exact identification label must ~e
contained in the database for each record the user wishes to link to a feature. This label must be an
attribute block and connected to the sewer line. To prevent overlappincl of labels, we found it helpful
to label the lines at the midpoint.
4. All sewer line labels must be on a sing=le layer with no other information.
For active sanitary sewer manholes, the following characteristics should be established:

1. All sanitary sewer manholes should be on a single layer with no other information.
2. All manholes must be drawn as a point.
3. Each manhole must have a unique label. Each label must be an attribute block and connec:ecl
directly to the manhole point.
4. All manhole labels must be on a single layer with no other information.
An example of the sewer line and manhole identification is shown in figure 1.
Figure

We have yet to find a CAD document prepared by a municipality with the anticipation of being used for a
GIS. Therefore, each sewer line and each manhole must be redrawn.
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A~I non-active information tha~ you would like to display should be on a layer by itself. For example, if you
would always like to show the streets and lots/blocks at the same time, they should be on the same layer.
Street names may be located on a separate layer so the user can turn them on or off. It is wise to select
¯ e size of characters you want to display in ArcView~ while you are in AutoC,~kD®. ArcView~ will allow you
to change the character font but will not allow you to change the character size. A list of common nonacuve display layers is shown in Table 2.

Table 2
Common N0n-Active Display Layers
Item No.
Display Layer
1
Sewer Line Identification Text
2
Manhole Identification Text
3
Streets/Lots/Blocks/Parcels
4
Street Names
5
, Streams
,

Item No.
6
7
8
9
10

Display Layer
Railroads
Study Area Boundary
Drainage Area Boundary
Drainage Area Sub-Basin Boundary
Orthographic Images

ArcView~ can view CAD images in either of two methods, as a shape file or from a permanent shape file.
Each method has advantages and disadvantages. If the CAD file is read directly by ArcView® and a
shape file created each time the project is opened, any changes made to the CAD file will automatically be
recognized by ArcView~. The disadvantage to this method is that more time is required when opening a
project in ArcView~. If a permanent shape file is created by ArcView~ from the CAD file, the project will
open much quicker but changes are not automatic. The user must recreate the permanent shape file
each time the CAD file is changed. As a general rule of thumb, we have found it much faster to create the
shape file directly from CAD on projects where multiple changes will be required. If the shape file will be
created each time the project is opened, it is possible to delete all of the tables before saving the project.
The tables will be recreated each time the project is opened, saving valuable time.
(3IS
Before the user determines the appropriate procedures for developing the GIS, they should consider the
use of the GIS for future projects. As a consultant, it is important to implement a GIS shell that is
somewhat genedc and can be applied with few modifications to multiple projects.
ArcViewewill allow the user to define multiple views for each project. A view is an interactive map that lets
you display, explore, query, and analyze geographic data. For our project only one view was developed.
For our project, ArcView~ was used only as a graphic viewer. Each piece of active information that the
user would like to display, such as a manhole or sewer line, is considered a feature. Each feature must
come from a feature source that may include individual layers from a CAD file, an orthographic image,
photographs, or clip art. Each active feature to be displayed must be one of four types; (1) a point, (2)
line, (3) annotation, or (4) polygon. Features may also be geocoded in ArcView~. Geocoding is a method
of attaching active points, or features, to a map, using ArcView~.
For our project two types of active features were used, points for manholes and lines for sewer lines. All
other images displayed were non-active. The point and line files were joined using ArcView® to form a
shape file. After the shape file is created, it can be opened as a table. Additional data fields may be
added to the tables to be used for display purposes.
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Once the shape files have been created, themes must be created to display the data contained in the
shape files. ArcView~ features a table of contents containing a list of available themes for each view. For
themes that the user will always keep in the table of contents, such as sewer lines, manholes, or study
area boundary, the themes should be created and saved with the project. Each time the project is
opened, the themes will be displayed in the table of contents.
Data that may be constantly changing, such as data collected in the field and entered into a database, can
be displayed by writing scripts that create themes used to display da~a. ~l’he scripts must be written in
Avenue program language for use in ArcView~. If the information in the database changes, the themes
will not automatically change. By deleting the themes and recreating them using the scripts, the current
data will be displayed. The Avenue scripts can be added to the ArcView~ menu for ease of use. Learning
to write Avenue scripts can be quite time consuming. Several example scripts, which the user may 5rid
helpful, are provided with ArcView~.
ArcView~ can create two types of plots, layout and view only. The most common method for plotting from
ArcView® is by using plot layout. Layout will allow the user to select the paper size, orientation of the ;Io:,
title, legend and north arrow. ArcView® allows the user to save multiple ]ayo~,,ts so a new layout won’t have
to be created each time a plot is desired. Plots may be sent directly to a plottedprinter or exported ~o a
file. VVhen exporting to a file, ArcView~ creates a raster image, sometimes requiring a tremendous amount
of memory. If no legend or title is required, the user can plot a view only image.
Resources
Developing a GIS did consume a substantial amount of time. Our effort can be broken down into two
major tasks, preparation of the CAD maps and development of the ArcView~ themes. Development of the
ArcView~ themes can be further divided into two categories, permanent themes and themes created from
scripts. Keeping in mind that we were near the bottom of the learning curve for ArcView~, a summary of
hours used to develop the GIS is shown in Table 3. Since the implementation of the Main 390 project, we
have developed several other projects, each requiring much less development time. An estimate of hours
required to develop the Main 390 project at our current location on the learning curve is also shown in
Table 3.
Table 3
Project Resource Summary

Task
CAD Map Preparation
’
Creation of Permanent Themes
Creation of Scripts for Non-Permanent Themes *"
Total

Actual Project Hours
48
10
220
278

Estimated Project
Hours *
24
4
2
30

¯ - Estimated Project Hours determined based on substantial knowledge of GIS development
¯ *- Significant learning curve for Avenue program language
Learning Avenue programming language required a significant effort. Since scripts written for the Main
390 project were generic, development costs were distributed among several projects, reducing the
amount of hours billed to the project. As can be seen in Table 3, the time required to utilize the existing
scripts for non-permanent themes is minimal compared to the initial theme development.
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Based on the size of the Main 390 project, approximately 4 hours are required to input unique information
into the databases, create the theme, and review for accuracy. Graphically tracking information, such as
maintenance records, with ArcView~ requires only a simple data entry and no changes to the CAD map,
reducing the actual time required for each map by as much as 50 percent. We estimate approximately 8
hours would have been required if CAD maps were developed and checked for accuracy for each of our
plots. If 4 hours were actually saved for each plot, using GIS will become cost-effective when 70 plots are
created.
For our project, we anticipate in excess of 60 plots will be generated prior to submitting the Final Report to
the City. In addition to the anticipated plots, several plots were required to show rehabilitation efforts from
multiple design consultants. ArcView~ will be used to track progress of the c~esign consultants throu.ch
completion of construction. Based on the intedm project review and reporting requirements imposed by
the client, we will exceed the 70 plots required. Since we use the GIS shell developed during the project
for other projects, our savings is considerably more. If the GIS/database is provided to the municipality
and continually used, the savings becomes even greater.
CONCLUSIONS
By utilizing a GIS, we believe we have enhanced our performance and improved the quality of project
deliverables. Although our initial project resource savings were not substantial, we have proven on
projects since, significant resource savings may be achieved.
By implementing a GIS as the initial phase of a project, field activities are easily tracked, eliminating the
need for cumbersome master maps, which require daily updating. Although a GIS does require daily
updating, it is quicker to enter the field data into a database, which is required anyway, and simply
recreate the appropriate theme(s) than to hig~hlight maps.
Following the old-fashioned methods of presenting project findings and recommendatJons using limited
graphics and tables is inadequate by today’s standards. There is no real comparison of the archaic
reports of the past to the value of an active GIS provided to a client following project completion.
Implementation of a GIS can be seemingly exhausting. If a fully active GIS is tJ~e ultimate goal, months or
even years may be required for such development. By providing some forethought, the GIS application
we have described can be integrated with the ultimate goal, while still being useful within a short time
frame.
REFERENCES
Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. (1996) =Using ArcView~ GIS." ArcView~ GtS, The
Geographic Information System for EveryoneTM
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PARRIS ISLAND AM/FM/Gi~
Ronald S. Lynn, RJN Group, Inc.
RJN Group, Inc. 2209 W. Hillsboro Bird, Deerfield Beach, Florida 33442
ABSTRACT
To better manage its sewer infrastructure, the Madne Corps Recruit Depot (MCRD) in Parris Island,
South Carolina, has implemented an automated mapping and facility maintenance management program
with a geographic information system (AM/FM/GIS). This program consists of a link between ArcView 3.0
(the geographic information system), which views AutoCAD (automated mapping) files, and CASS
WORKS (facility maintenance management program).
The primary goals of implementing this plan were to create physical inspection and inventory databases
of the sewer infrastructure; up~ate the sewer system AutoCAD map; and to have a linkage between the
facility management program, where the databases were to reside, and the sewer map. The secondary
goals were to make rehabilitation recommendations based on physical inspections, establish a
preventative maintenance plan, and create a work order history.
Results of Implementation
The primary goals ware achieved with a combination of a sewar physical inspection and the MCRD’s
exL~ng database. Above-ground manhole inspections and television inspections were conducted for
one-third of the MCRD’s sewer system. Physical inspection databases for manholes and line segments
were created in the facility maintenance management program as a result of the field inspections. Also,
sewer and line segment inventory databases were created from a combination of collected data and the
MCRD’s existing data.
The MCRD’s sewer map was contained on twenty-five different drawings. One seamless sewer map
drawing was created to be viewed in ArcView 3.0. The sewer drawing was updated for those portions of
the sewer system that ware inspected. Updates to the sewer map included ~abeling both new manholes
and sewer pipes, as well as abandoned manholes and sewer pipes.
The databases in the facility management program ware linked to the sewer map structures. The result
was an inter-related connectivity between the facility maintenance manager and ArcView 3.0. The
advantage of ArcView is the ability to pedorm spatial analyses of the sewer system.
The secondary goals were achieved by performing rehabilitation and cost analyses on the collected data
using cost analysis program functions in the facility maintenance management program. This task also
sewed to p~oritize rehabilitation based on severity and cost. A preventative maintenance plan was
established in the facility maintenance mar~agement program to inspect the remaining structures in the
e .wer syste..m..F.utu. _m__wo_rk o.n:lers will begenerated listing the structures to be inspected. A work order
is~ory enaDies me MCRD to Keep track of costs as related to repairs for each structure or overall costs
for all repairs.

~.
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The end result is an AM/FM/GIS program that allows the MCDR to perform queries, spatial analyses, and
cost analyses on the databases. The databases and sewer map will become updated as the entire
system becomes inspected.
INTRODUCTION
To better manage their sewer infrastructure, the Marine Corps Recruit Depot (MCRD) in Parris Island,
South Carolina, has implemented an automated mapping and facility maintenance management program
with a geographic information system (AM/FM/GIS). This program consists of a link between ArcView 3.0
(geographic information system), which views AutoCAD (automated mapping) files, and CASS WORKS
(facility maintenance management program).
The primary goals of implementing this plan were to create databases and inventories of the sewer
infrastructure; update the sewer system AutoCAD map; and to create a linkage between the facility
management program, where the databases were to reside, and the sewer map. The secondary goals
were to make rehabilitation recommendations based on physical inspections, establish a preventative
maintenance plan, and create a work order history.
To accomplish these goals, the project was divided into two phases. The first phase involved creating
one seamless AutoCAD drawing, to be viewed in ArcView 3.0, from the 25 existing sewer drawing files.
After viewing the new sewer drawing for consistency, it was linked to the facllitil~ maintenance
management program through ArcV~ew.
The second phase included the following tasks; manhole and television inspections of the sewer system,
building physical inspection and inventory databases, and analyses of the collected data with
rehabilitation recommendations.
METHODOLOGY
Map ~n~ng
In order to achieve the goal of linking the sewer system entities to the sanitary facility maintenance
management software (CA$S WORKS) a single project sewer drawing containing only the sewer system
was needed. This was accomplished by combining 25 AutoCAD source drawings of the sewer, provided
by the MCRD, into one seamless AutoCAD drawing.
The first step for creating a seamless AutoCAD drawing was to remove from each source drawing all title
blocks, sheet borders, legends, etc. -Also, the layer colors and entity colors of each source drawing ware
set and standardized. These were the initial steps for developing the seamless sewer layer drawing.
Next, the 25 individual source drawings were combined into one drawing. The source drawings were
geo-referenced in a common coordinate system. This is important because the, placement of each
individual source drawing relative to one another in the seamless drawing beco.mes a semi-automatic and
exact process, rather than a manual placement process based on the judgment of a CAD Technician.
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The new seamless drawing was then edited to conform to translation specification. Before an AutoCAD
drawing can be easily and cleanly translated into ArcView, it must adhere to specific topological, entity
type, and layer specifications. For example:
¯
¯

¯
¯

Manholes, line segments, fome mains, and pump stations must be on separate AutoCAD layers.
In the source drawings from the MCRD, these features were on the same layer.
A single and continuous line segment must connect two manholes or two pump stations. This
condition was not always true in the source drawing. Line segments along tile edges were
broken between manholes. Elsewhere in source drawings, broken Iline segments were ooserved
and there were cases in which a single line segment connects three or more manholes.
Line segments must be digitized in the direction of flow. This condition was not inherent in the
source drawings.
Manholes and pump stations should be represented by AutoCAD attribute blocks with their
structure number embedded in the attribute block as the attribute value. In the source drawings,
the manholes and pump stations were represented as elementary AutoCAD entities, such as
filled polylines, and the structure number was a simple text entity positioned near the structure.

The AutoCAD editing involved was a manual process. The seamless source drawing was traced over
and its entities replaced by standardized entities on standardized layers. The resulting drawing adhered
to an AutoCAD drawing specification that translated easily and cleanly into ArcView. A series of
AutoCAD menus was used to facilitate the editing of the source drawing.

Once the editing process was completed, the seamless drawing (which is now the project sewer layer)
was viewed in ArcView for consistency. After proofing for consistency, mal~s were pdnted and provided
to the Depot for consideration in determining the line segments to be televised. Nine maps were
provided, along with an index sheet, which contained geographic areas/grids of the MCRD for each map.
Also provided was a line segment listing by gdd that was generated from AmView.
In order to reference one force main intersection from another, a reference point was required where
force main symbols met at an intersection or did not have a point where it intersected a pump station. To
complete this task, nodes and node numbers were placed at each pump station where force mains begin
or end and at the intersection where force mains joined together.

The last phase of the map linking involved linking CASS WORKS to the sewer layer in ArcView using a
series of ArcView operations. Once this linkage was established, GeoCAD enabled CASS WORKS to be
directly accessed from AmView, or Arcview to be directly accessed from CASS WORKS.
FIELD INVESTIGATIONS
The field investigations consisted of above-ground manhole inspections which were performed in
conjunction with the television inspection of the gravity sewer lines.
Manhole Inspections
The purpose of this task was to visually inspect sanitary sewer manholes and record the materials and
condition of the manholes. In addition, this task served to update the AutoCAD sewer drawing based on
a physical survey of the areas inspected. The MCRD sewer system is divided into a system of 25 grids,
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with 193 manhole inspections conducted in 11 of the gdds.
The manhole inspections were conducted from above-ground and all observ;dions recorded on standard
Manhole Inspection Forms. The manhole inspections focused on specific areas of observations. For
example, the inspection differentiated between the condition and type of defect (e.g. cracked or
deteriorated), construction, and evidence of inflow among the frame, frame seal, and corbel. A rate
expressed in gallons per minute (gpm) was assigned to each defect during inspection if active. If inactive
a rate was expressed by a default value based on manhole location, location characterL,~tics, and defect

The manhole inspection for this project was divided into seven specific areas. The following lists an
overview of the specific areas with their corresponding recorded observations;.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Manhole Surrounding Area - Type of precipitation, ground condition, manhole location, and location
characteristics.
Cover Description - Type, cover to rim f’~, diameter of c.Jear opening, cover bearing surface, number of
holes in cover and size, grade elevation, and evidence of inflow.
Frame - Condition, frame adjustment construction, frame to corbel seal condition, and evidence of
inflow.
Corbel - Construction, condition, and evidence of inflow.
Walls - Construction, condition, and evidence of infiltration.
Bench/Trough - Trough construction, trough condition, bench deposition, evidence of infiltration, pipe
seal condition, and evidence of infiltration.
Miscellaneous - Step condition, surcharged at time of inspection, evidence of surcharging, and
indication of groundwater level.

Three additional observations were also recorded, which is not part of the standard Manhole Inspection
Form, dudng the inspection. The number of laterals within each manhole and whether a manhole
contained a rainguard or was previously grouted were recorded. These additional observations helped
update the new sewer source drawing and the MCRD records of maintenance.= previously performed.
Television Inspections
This task consisted of conducting a physical survey of selected gravity sanitanj sewer lines. It also
assisted in updating the sewer drawing and supported the manhole physical survey for the areas
inspected.
A total of 31,603 linear feet of gravity sewer lines were televised. All observa~tJons were recorded during
the television inspection process. This included recording observations such as lateral location and
position, identification and quantification of defects, and line segment length. During the inspection a rate
expressed in gallons per minute (gpm) was assigned to each defect if active or by severity if inactive. If a
defect was inactive and was not quantified during the inspection, then a default value was assigned
based on the type of defect.
Observations were recorded electronically using a television inspection software, Lineview with Video
Capture for Windows. Video capture allows the user to capture images of defects in a digital format so
that they may be viewed on a computer. An image becomes part of the database because it is linked to
its associated line segment.
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RESULTS
The results, analysis, and rehabilitation recommendations were based on utilizing specific program
functions within ArcV~ew 3.0 and the facility maintenance management program. ArcV~ew 3.0 enables
the user to perfonn spatial analyses. The fadlity maintenance management program’s report wrtter is
used to create television reports, cost analysis reports based on television inspections, and perform
queries such as total length of sewer pipes televised
Spatial Analysis
The number of manholes and line segment lengths per grid of the entire sewer system were acquired
using ArcView 3.0 spatial analysis functions and from the revised AutoCAD drawing from the field
inspection phase. New manholes found during the field investigations were addad to the AutoCAD sewer
drawing. Adjustments to the location of an existing manhole, which in effect adjusts the length of a line
segment, were only made in those caseswhere moving a manhole would not affect any upstream
manhole locations. The spatial analysis also indicated there was a total of ~4,307 linear feet of gravity
sewer lines and 565 manholes for the entire sewer system.
The spatial analysis functions for ArcView 3.0 were also used to determine the total lengths of the force
main. This consisted of determining the length of each force main from pump station to pump station and
pump station to force main. Results of the spatial analysis indicated 50,343 linear feet of force main exist
in the system.
Manhole Inspections
Data collected from manhole inspections was input into the facility maintenance management program to
create a manhole physical inspection database for the MCRD. The manhole, physical inspection module
in which the database was created, is modeled after the standard Manhole Inspection Form. Therefore,
all of the data collected was entered into the physical inspection database, including the three additional
observations recorded.

A database for the entire system of manholes was also created in the sewer inventory module. The
sewer inventory manhole database includes manhole number, manhole type, street name, location, map
reference, remarks, as well as other manhole specific information. The infonT=ation in the manhole
inventory database varies depending on whether the data was provided from the manhole inspection or
from the MCRD’s existing data, or both. For those manholes inspected, the rim and invert elevations from
the existing MCRD database were added to the manhole information entered from the inspection. If a
manhole was not inspected, then only the manhole number, rim and invert elevations, and grid location
from the existing database were added to the manhole inventory database.
The invert elevation from the MCRD’s database was entered into the ’user defined’ field in the manhole
inventory and the ~n elevation into the ’dm elevation’ field. The depth was automatically calculated from
the dm elevation minus the invert elevation. It was assumed that the rim and invert elevations were
obtained from the same datum.
Manholes that no longer existed were removed from the sewer drawing to retlect accuracy, but were
included as part of the manhole physical inspection and inventory databases. Manholes that no longer
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existed were included in the databases for possible future reference and as a matter of record to show
that a physical survey was performed for those manholes.
Television Inspections
All observations recorded in LineView with Video Capture were uploaded into the fadlity management
program. Television inspection reports were generated from the facility management program for each
line segment televised. The first page of the television reports include the direction of gravity flow from
upstream manhole to downstream manhole, length and diameter of pipe, tape index, street name or
building number, remarks, and general observations. The second page of the television report contains a
listing, in chronological order, of the observations recorded during the inspection.
Cost reports produced from the facility management program list the unit costs and total rehabilitation
cost for each repair method. The unit rehabilitation costs listed are the ratio of the repair cost to
removable infiltration in $/gpd and the ratio of the repair cost to length of pipe in S/ft. The reports
recommends rehabilitation by choosing the rehabilitation method with the lowest $/glxI. The cost analysis
and rehabilitation recommendations are based upon various factors such as repair methods, repair cost,
length between joints, and number of laterals.
Preventative Maintenance Plan
A preventative maintenance plan was established in the facility maintenance management program to
inspect the remaining structures in the sewer system. Future work orders will I~e generated listing the
structures to be inspected. A work order history will enable the MCRD to keep try track of costs as
related to repairs for each structure or overall costs for all repairs.
DISCUSSION

Maps were generated from ArcView that visually displayed the manholes and line segments, based on
tables created listing manhole I/I severity and line segment infiltration, for each grid of the system where
field investigations were performed. To identify manhole structures symbols of varying sizes and color
were used to represent ranges of I/I severity. For line segments, different colo~rs were used to represent
ranges of infiltration severity. The resulting maps produced a visual representation of the clustering of
manholes and pipe by extraneous flow severity. The benefit of this type of map display is that it enabled
the MCRD to see visually where the greatest concentration of extraneous flow was entering into the
system. This visual scenario of cluster concentration can be used for any criteria, such as the cost to
treat ($/gpd) to determine where to proceed with rehabilitation based on the cost-effectiveness of repair
and reduction of infiltration migration.
Atler all the data was entered, an analysis was performed on the manhole database which produced a
listing of all defects, associated inflow or infiltration, cost to repair, and rehabilitation recommendation
based on the type, location, and characteristic of the defect for each manhole. Tables were created
which listed by grid number the results of each manhole rehabilitation analysis.. Included on the tables
were manhole construction, I/I quantification, cost of rehabilitation, unit rehabilitation cost in $/gpd, and
recommended rehabilitation.
To generate rehabilitation recommendations of all defect sources as required by the MCRD, the cost to
treat wastewater was set at $100/gpd in the cost analysis report.
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The following were other considerations in determining costs and rehabilitation recommendations:
¯ A rehabilitation recommendation for a cost report is based on the most cost-effective rehabilitation
method ($/gpd) from MH to MH (e.g. Fold & Form). Individual joint groulling and spot repairs are not
considered as a MH to MH rehabilitation, but as a combination they are. If no MH to MH rehabilitation
is cost-effective, then spot repairs or grouting is recommended if either ks cost-effective. If neither is
cost-effective then no recommendation is made.
¯ Being a study project, exact unit pdces for the MCRD area were not determined. Repair costs were
based on previous unit budgetary design/construction projects.
¯ Majority of repairs occur in paved areas or where unpaved areas are not easily accessible.
¯ Five feet is a nominal length for determining repair length.
¯ Recommended spot repairs (point repairs) may be needed before MH to, MH rehabilitation begins.
The need to pedorm each spot repair should be evaluated before the start of rehabilitation.
¯ The costs for spot repairs are not reflected in rehabilitation costs, when a different rehabilitation
method (such as Fold & Form) is more cost-effective.
All joints are recommended for grouting to prevent groundwater migration to unrehabilitated joints.
Joints may not be active with infiltration, but may become active when the joints with visible infiltration
are rehabilitated.
¯ Generally, the reduction in capacity from lining is not significant unless the system is already flowing
at full capacity. The reduction in cross-sectional area is compensated by the reduction in friction.
Unit prices include the following estimated construction and related costs:
¯ By-pass pumping and dewatering
¯ Trenching and backfill
¯ Sheeting and shodng
¯ Nominal select fill and seeding
¯ Pavement removal and replacement

The rehabilitation methods considered for the cost analysis included fold and form, cured in place,
complete replacement, joint grouting, and spot repair. The cost of repair for.’several methods were
calculated so that dudng the construction bidding process, when the MCRD receives bids from
contractors in their area of specialty, the cost report can be a barometer for the different types of
construction bids that come in.
CONCLUSION
The end result is an AM/FM/GIS program that allows the MCDR to perform queries, spatial analyses, and
cost analyses on the databases. The databases and sewer map will become; updated as the entire
system becomes inspected.
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RELATIONAL DATABASE SYSTEM FOR
IN-SEWER AND CSO MONITORING
Martin Tremblay, CEGEO Technologies inc.
Eiise Villeneuve, Asseau-BPR*
Hdl~ne Charest, CEGEO Technologies inc.
*Asseau-BPR, 5100, Sherbrooke East, suite 400. Montreal, Quebec, HIV 3V9
ABSTRACT
In urban hydrology, the refining of models for calculating sewerage system dynamics requires more and
more numerous measurements which can be taken at time steps down to the order of a minute.
Hydroiogists and hydraulic engineers are now faced with the problem of managing, validating and
processing these measurements or time series. We have developed a relational database application,
which specifically addresses the problem of managing time series in urban hydrology.
The relational model contains three fundamental entities, which are the local station, the sensors linked to
a local station, and the measurements taken by the sensors of a local station. VVith these three entities,
the positions of time sedes in time and space are determined, which permits l~he establishment of relations
among them and the ident~ication of behavior expectations for the sewerage system. Complementary
entities are also included which help grasp the more global aspects of the in-sewer flow such as its
behavior during dry weather, rainy periods which are deduced from rainfall measurements, and the
dynamics of the controlled devices.
A group of primitive functions makes it possible to validate and process the time series through a graphic
interface. These primitives introduce vadous techniques such as splines,, averaging and exponential
filters, Manning’s formula, etc. Once processed, the data can be used with a simulator, and exported or
printed in vadous report formats. The database is an open system and its relational format renders the
data accessible to any specific processing procedure.
The database was used for in-sewer and CSO on-line monitoring in the City of Paris (France). More thant
100 points were monitored simultaneously, of which 50 were permanent, the others were moved from one
site to another after having recorded enough data. Measurements included water levels (at three levels)
and water velocities. Flow was computed out of this data and with consideration from in-sewer sediment
level data. Water quality data included suspended solids, BOD and COD, atthough the database accepts
more water quality parameters.
This first application demonstrated the good representation of the relational data model the great
performance of the query mode. Object-oriented modules were later added to enable data input in both
on-line and off-line modes, and to validate and adapt to hydraulic or hydroh~ic simulation models. The
time series can then be used for the model calibration, for system diagnos~s, and for the design of new
engineering structures.
KEYWORDS
Urban Hydrology, Relational Database, Combined Sewer Over/low, Monitori~lg, Data management, Local
Station, Sensors, Measurements.
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INTRODUCTION
In urban hydrology, activities such as monitoring, characterization, diagnosis, calibration, simulations and
real time control require more and more measurements which become difficult to manage. The quantity of
measurements, which can be taken at one minute time steps and often on a period of one year or more,
easily attains a few million for each sensor. Hydrologists and hydraulic engineers are now faced with the
problem of validating, storing, recuperating, and processing all this data.
A relational database becomes essential and seems to be the solution to efficient and reliable data
management. A relational database enables a logical and conceptual description of elements such as
sensors and all the associated data, eliminating the problem of having a rnultitude of files. Moreover,
recent developments of database structure and Object-Oriented enables to recuperate and process data
with simple query tools.
Having numerous experiences in urban hydrology activities using a great quantity of data, Asseau-BPR
through CEGEO Technologies research program has developed a relational database specifically for this
purpose including user-ffiendly interfaces with numerous functions to calculate, produce reports, link to
models such as SWMM, graphically observe simulation results or measurements, etc.
The database called MED-DB was used in 1996 for in-sewer and CSO on-lin~e monitoring in the City of
Paris and V’minity (France) (population: 8 million). More than 100 sites were monitored simultaneously,
which 50 were permanent, the others were transferred from one site to another after having recorded
sufficient data. Measurements included water levels (at three levels) and water velocity. Flow was
calculated from this data and with consideration of in-sewer sediment level data. Water quality data
included suspended solids, BOD and COD.
This first application and others since, have demonstrated the good representation of the database and
the great performance of the query mode. This paper will present the database model necessary to secure
and structure data as well as the interfaces developed to facilitate the query mnde and the overall work in
urban hydrology.
Database Model
Two qualities required for a relational database used in urban hydrology are the robustness and a great
volume capacity. For these reasons, Oracle was chosen as the basis of our development, although other
relational database software can be used along with the interfaces described in the next section.
The key to a good relational database is the simplicity and the quality of the I~;lical structure of its model.
This will assure stable and reliable perfon’nances for queries and will facilitate the management and
maintenance. For example, when a database model contains too much relationship levels and inheritance,
the performance of data processing is poor and queries are difficult to perform. On the other hand, a
simple logic database structure enables the easy access to information and short time process. For the
Paris project, MED-DB was used on an IBM RS 6000, the disk space used by the large quantity of data
was 4.5 GIG and the response time to a query was less than 30 seconds and around 15 seconds in
average.
In the MED-DB, the logical structure is very simple, it is based on the three fundamental field elements:
¯ Local stations
¯ Sensors
¯ Measures
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These three elements constitute the entities of the relational model. Among these three entities, relations
of time and space are determined to propedy represent reality.
In the database each entity is represented by a table, rows being the inst;=nce and columns being the
attributes of the entity. Table 1 illustrates a simplified example of these tables.
Table 1. Entities represented by tables in the database model
Local station
Identification
P1
P2
WWTP1

In service

Time of
acquisition

96/04/25
96104125
96/04/25

11:23:44
11:23:51
11:23:57

Status
permanent or
Temporary)
P
T
P

Phone number or
IP address

Localization (X,Y~

4188665567
4188665543
145.200.120.240

1432522,2002428
1432538,2002404
1432562,2002389

Sensor
IdentJficatio
n

Local station
identification

Channel

In service

P1
P1
P2

Q1
F1
Q1

96104125
96104125
96104125

Quality I
Flow I
Quality I

Out of
service
.

Absolute
Minimum;
Maximum
~0;120)
~0:~
(~0;130)

Acceptable
Minimum;
Maximum
(30;100)
(30:90)T

o.o

Measure
Local station
identification
P1
:P2
VWVTP 1

Channel
Q1
Q2
F3

Date of
Duration
acquisition
~min)
96106/27 5
96106127 5
96/06/27 10

Value
63,4
-545
3,6

Validated Validation
value
method
63,4
60
Frequency
3,6

Validation
status
Valid
Invalid
Valid

.oo

This structure has been developed with the objective of quew time saving. For example, the relations
created between tables with foreign keys enables the access to data using only two tables at the same
time, this reduces time of response. In fact, each measurement is independent from its sensor. Hence,
measurements at one local station become a stream of measures without interruption and independently
of its sensor and the local station. The relation between sensors and measurements, through the local
station table, is used only for data validation.
A good relational database model is essential to ensure the security of ~lata, to store it in a more
convenient and logical manner and to reduce time of SQL queries. On the other hand, the database model
with SQL is not enough to ease the engineering work behind all this data. Even if one is perfectly at ease
with SQL queries, the data analysis, the data validation, etc. are not easily performed. The next section
will present the user-friendly query mode of the MED-DB database that has been developed for this
purpose.
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Interfaces, the query mode
The query mode has been developed with one objective: facilitate the work of engineers. Once that a good
relational database is developed, efficient and easy access, treatment, printing as well as storing data and
results are possible with practical interfaces. The interfaces were developed in C++ Object-Oriented and
Delphi. These software combine the performance of screen display and graphic quality (C++) to the
rapidity of development and customization (Delph=). C++ Object-Oriented and Delphi software have the
advantage of producing direct executables in compiled language to reduce management file time.
The database MED-DB is linked to 4 Work Modules : Monitoring, Modeling, Simulation-Optimization
(MED-SOM), and Real-Time-Control. These Modules work in hand with a utility called MED-MEASURE.
This utility is used for handling measurements, hence it is the main tool of irv.sewer and CSO monitoring.
MED-MEASURE is useful to observe and treat data and to prepare data for further steps such as
simulations for diagnosis, design and operation. Only MED-MEASURE will be presented in this article. For
more information on the Work Modules, refer to other articles in the present arid in past WEF conferences.
MED-MEASURE is composed of a set of interfaces acting as a bridge between the database and the user..
The query mode becomes simple because of the SQL pre-programmed queries. MED-MEASURE has the
following main functionality:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Data acquisition
Validate data
Data analysis
Export data and reports

Data acquisition
VV’dJ~ different research types(parameters, pedod, location), MED-MEASURE can retrieve data from the
MED-DB or from any other database. Furthermore, field data can be recuporated and integrated in the
entity tables in real time or in differed time. Furthermore, the user can pre-program a field data retrieval at
each chosen time step. This direct data acquisition reduces risk of errors and minimizes the engineering
time normally needed for these operations. A first interface enables to retrieve data and an other to
visualize the data arriving graphically as time series.
When data is retrieved in differed time, data is read by a standardized format file, as it is done in most
software. The files are read, measures are verified, according to predefined validation, and they are
integrated, file by file by the SQL Loader tool furnished by Oracie. In real time data acquisition, a
communication is established between the database and the local station, and measures are directly
transferred into the database tables with automatic verification of data. In both cases, the local validation is
predefined with upper and lower acceptable limits.
Data validation
Although sensors are more and more robust, communication breakdowns, calibration default, etc. often
occur. Therefore, the user must be able to validate or invalidate and replace da~a. According to the graphic
interface the user can choose a time series for which he will identify non-valid data. The invalid data or
time zone is selected with scroll bars and can be invalidated and replaced with new data. Figure 1 and 2
show the interface for selecting a time series anti the data validation interface. MED-MEASURE provides
different validation methods to replace invalid data such as:
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Duplication
Interpolation
Filtering
Thresholding
Flow recalculating
Fitting curves
Orthogonal search (for signal reconstitution)

The validation results can be saved in the database as well as the original time series. A registered
measure in the database contains the origina! value, the validated value and the validation method used.
The user is able at any time to recuperate odginal time series for equipment verification or revalidation.
Data analysis
FK3ure 3 shows the interface which enables the user to display multi-curves of any type of data. The user
can elaborate its one graphs along with its ~eeds of comparison. Measures cain be compared to simulation
or calibration results. 6 different vadable types can be displayed and 14 diffen.=nt time series. To facilitate
different analysis, the user has the possibility of choosing his templates, whereas axis, time zones,
parameters, etc. are variable. The templates developed by the user can be saved and retrieved.
Rainfall analysis can also be done, whereas highs, maximum intensity, frequency, etc. are automatically
calculated. Figure 4 illustrates the interface developed to select rainfall events along with their calculated
characteristics.
Export data and reports
Data treatment is ol~en used to prepare input for future analysis. Validated measures are available for
these studies through the other modules with an export program that transfers data in table format. For
monitoring campaigns and preliminary analysis, treated and untreated data can also be pdnted as
graphics or as reports through other modules or directly through MED-MEASURE.
CONCLUSION
The database MED-MEASURE has been utilized with success for different projects. For the Paris project,
MED-MEASURE became essential to manage 500 sensors for 100 sites of w~hich 50 were permanent for
a campaign that took more then one year. Automatic data processing on top of usual data treatment
processes was useful to validate and take advantage of the 4.5 GIG of field dalla. These measures and the
same database is know used for a diagnostic for the lie-de-France Region (Paris and surroundings)
whereas the same measures are transferred to the Mouse and Caredas simulation models. The lie-deFrance Region project is a good example were the database enabled to evolve from a monitoring
campaign towards a diagnosis. The evolving aspect of the database will enable also to facilitate a further
step towards Real Time Control.
The development of a database such as MED-MEASURE is not a scientific breakthrough, useful database
software development exists for that matter and facilitates database development. The interest of this
database is not the development but the result it answers specific needs in urban hydrology that is to
facilitate data management.
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Figure 1. Selection of a time series
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Figure 2. Data validation
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Figure 3. Multi-curves display
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F~gure 4. Selection of a rain full event
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A DESK’TOP GIS/HYDRAULIC MODELING APPLICATION FOR SSO REDUCTION
Rod Moeller, Montgomery Watson*
Kent Mudd, City of Baton RougelParish of East Baton Rouge Sewer Commission
Jeffrey Sapia, Montgomery Watson
* Montgomery Watson, 7742 Office Park Blvd., Bldg. C, Suite 2, Baton Rouge, LA 70809
ABSTRACT
Desktop mapping systems, also known as Desktop GIS, have improved greatly in power and
functionality in the last few years. Geoprocessing that would have required tens of thousands of
dollars in hardware and software just five years ago can now be performed on a mid-range
desktop system with about fifteen hundred dollars worth of software. Further, the software is
easier to learn and use, and a wider vadety of data formats is supported, making Desktop GIS a
very attractive platform for some sophisticated geoprocessing in support of environmental
engineering studies.
This paper explores the application of a Desktop GIS to the East E;aton Rouge City/Parish
Sanitary Sewer Overflow Corrective Action Plan. While the GIS was instrumental to all phases of
the process, including data collection/translation, database development, hydraulic modeling,
model calibration, and options development, its key functionality was in the areas of overlay
analysis and network tracing. Overlay analysis was used to allocate residential population from
the census data to the sewer subbasins, and to compile a breakdown of land use by sewer
subbasin. Network tracing was implemented to a) characterize the area upstream of a point, such
as a pump station or flow meter;, and b) to select facilities downstream of a point, for example to
determine which facilities must be in a model for a selected area.
Other tasks the GIS was employed to perform include:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

QA/QC of survey data through automated profiling
Calculation of storage volumes
Calculation of angular head losses
Export of model input files
Import/display of model results

The desktop system was able to handle a large amount of data. Over 35,000 manholes and
pipes, about 400 pump stations, 1200 subbasins, 350 census blocks and 10,000 land use
polygons were in the study. This project proves that it is possible to build an effective GIS without
spending a lot of time and money, and that the investment in Desktop GIS can save an incredible
amount of time in. the hydraulic modeling process.
KEYWORDS
Hydraulic modeling, geographic information systems, wastewater, sanitar3r sewer overflow
INTRODUCTION
The East Baton Rouge Sewerage Commission (EBROSCO) is responsible for sewerage services
for most of the Parish of East Baton Rouge and all of the City of Baton Rouge, Louisiana. In
anticipation of Federal EPA requirements concerning Sanitary Sewer Overflows, EBROSCO
initiated an SSO Corrective Action Plan, a two-year study involving water quality monitoring, flow
monitonng, system data collection, and hydraulic modeling, with the goal of eliminating sanrtary
sewer overflows.
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THE HYDRAULIC MODELING PROCESS
Because of the expanse and complexity of the EBROSCO sewer system, a sophisticated.
dynamic computer model was required to analyze the system and plan corrective measures. The
Hydroworks hydraulic model by Wallingford Software was chosen because it can handle a
manifolded pressurized main system and real-time control options. The hydraulic modeling
process is very data-intensive. Steps in the process include data coltectic, nltranslation, database
development, model calibrat~ontverification, and solution options development. It was immediately
obvious that some sort of Geographic Information System (GIS) would be required to manage and
process all of the data.
This paper examines the application of a Desktop GtS to the hydraulic rnodeting of the sanitary
sewer system in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The focus will be on some sophisticated GIS
functionality that was not available on the desktop until fairly recently.
GIS: THE SOLUTION FOR DATA HANDLING
Desk’top GIS systems have come a long way in the past ten years. What started out as very
basic GIS data viewers have evolved into fairly powerful systems capable, of some sophisticated
GIS functionality. ArcView GIS by ESRI was chosen for this project because of its capabilities,
low cost, and ease of customization through its Avenue programming language. This paper
focuses on two key GIS functions:
1. Overlay Analysis, and
2. Network Tracing,
but first, let’s look at the GIS data structure.
GlS Data Structure
This GIS implementation utilizes a classic node-link "tree" structure, with polygonal area themes
as the "leaves." Nodes include any point-type feature, such as manholes, pump stations, flow
monitors, etc. Links include anything that conveys sewer flow from one node to another, such as
pipes, force mains, pumps, weirs, orifices, and the imaginary subbasin-to-manhole linkages. Area
themes include subbasins, land use, and census blocks. Subbasins are the basic unit of area in a
hydraulic model.
Oveday Analysis
A critical input to the hydraulic model is residential populations by subbasin. This can be derived
from the census data, by overlaying census blocks and subbasins, ass~’,ming that a population
distribution can be defined. Another critical input is a breakdown of land uses by subbasin. This
is a straightforward overlay of land use and subbasins.
Components of the overlay process described herein are:
1. Census Data in Mapinfo Format
2. Land Use Data Digitized in Microstation
3. Sewer Subbasins Digitized in ArcView
The census data were translated to ArcView shape files. The land use data could have been
used in its original Microstation format, except for a problem with "doughnut" polygons.
=Doughnut" polygons are polygons that completely surround one or more other polygons. In the
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overlay process, the ArcView routine cuts these "doughnuts" incorrectly. Nonetheless, it was easy
to translate the Microstation files to ArcView shape files so that the topology could be corrected
(no "doughnuts°) in ArcView. Sewer subbasins were digitized right in ArcView, with sewers,
streets and land use in the background for reference.
An overview of the overlay process is as follows:
1. Census and land use are ovedain to produce a population distribution map.
2. The resulting population distribution map is checked against the odginat census data, and
3. Subbasins and the population distribution map are overlain to derive:
a. Residential population of each subbasin, and
b. Land use breakdown of each subbasin.
Population from the census is moved around based on land use weighting factors. No population
is moved from one census shape to another, and the sum of the populations of the resulting
fragments for a given census shape is equal to the original, given population of that census
shape.
The land use weights are relative to each other, and do not have to add up to any particular
number. In this case the single-family residential number is set to 1.0 and all of the others are
related to this. See Table 1 for an example.
Table 1. Land Use Weighting Factors
Land Use

Land Use Weighting Factor

Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
High Density Residential
Rural Residential
Industrial
Park
Commercial
Agriculture

1.0
2.0
3.0
0.25
0.05
0.0
0.1
0.1

The output theme has all of the fields and information in the two input themes, plus more. The
additional derived output information includes each resultant polygon’s area, population, and
population density. This theme must be checked to ensure that no population has been lost, and
there are no unrealistic population densities caused by aberrations inherent in the oveday
process.
Items to check in the output theme include:
1. Attach the same population distribution legend as on the census l~eme to this theme.
First make the "Classification Field" the same as in the census theme. The picture should
look exactly like the original census, except for more polygon outlines.
2. Attach the same land use legend that you have on the land use theme anci compare to
the original land use. They should match.
3. Look for unreasonable population density values.
Residential population from the population distribution theme is aggregated by intersecting the
theme with the subbasin theme, and multiplying the fragment density from the population
distribution theme by the resultant fragments’ areas, and then summing up. Landuse breakdowns
are simple additions of fragment areas for each land use.
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The output table has all of the fields and information in the two input tables, plus each resultant
polygon’s population, area, and population density. The output theme and table are intended for
checking purposes only. The population and land use data are put directly into fields in the input
subbasin table.
The processing of this overlay analysis takes place in two customized Avenue scripts. The
sample script named "intersect.ave," which is provided with ArcView, was modified to include the
area-weighting calculations used in generating the population distribution map. The same sample
script was also used as a base for the sul3basin population calculation step. See Figure 1 for an
example of the analysis of one census distr~ct.
CENSUS
BLOCK

Population Dens~
l---] <1 persorv’acre
~1-2
~2-4
~4-8
~ 8- 16
~ > 16 peopletacre

LAND USE

POPULATION
DISTRIBUTION

SUBBASIN
POPULATION

Land Use
~ Commercial
I’-’--q Low Dens F~es
F-’-I Parks
~ Public
~ Open
l"-"q Industrial
t’--"1 High Dens i~es
~ Transportation

FIGURE 1. Population Distribution by GIS Overlay Analysis. For clarity and simplicity, only
two subbasins are shown. Note that the residential population density is highest in the residential
land use areas.

Network Tracing
Network tracing is the process of selecting elements upstream or downstream of an element
based on directional connectivity of the network. There are two fundamental reasons for tracing
up or downstream:
1. Tracing Upstream:
To characterize the area upstream of an element, such as a manhole, pump station, or
flow meter.
2. Tracing Downstream:
To select facilities downstream of a point, for example to determine which facilities must
be included in a hydraulic model for the selected area.
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Tracing is performed by an Avenue script that iteratively searcries through the links table, which
contains fietds for upstream and downstream-side node identifiers (record numbers). These
identifiers are unique for each node in the system. When a downstream search is at a link with
downstream node number 2351, a query is issued to select all links with an upstream node
number of 2351. These links then go into a list of links to process. The whole process moves
hand-over-hand up or down the system until there are no more links left in the list of links to
process. Then connecting manholes are selected, and, if it is an upstream trace, connecting
subbasins are selected as well.
The obvious application for this process is in the selection of facilities to model for a given area.
The user may select the subbasins to.model, trace down, and then export a hydraulic model
based on the setected subbasins, links, and nodes. Alternately, the user may select a point, for
example a pump station, trace up to select the contributing subbasins, and then trace down to
extract the required facilities to include in the mode!.
MODELING
The modeling process is made up of five steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Element Selection / Model Export
Model Running and Import of Results
Model Calibration and Verification
Model Simplification
Solution Options Development

Element selection and model export are performed as described in the network tracing section.
The model exp~rt process writes a text file in a format readable by the hydraulic modeling
program, which then reads this file and verifies the data. The user may then run the model.
Hydroworks puts out a text file summarizing hydraulic grade lines, flow velocities, and flow rates
for each facility in the modeled system, which are then read back into GIS tables.
In the calibration process, the user views model result graphs and compares them with recorded
graphs at the flow monitors, and makes adjustments to such things as groundwater infiltration,
dry-weather flow profiles, fast and slow-response contributing areas, in an effort to make the
model results match the recorded flow. This GIS implementation facilitates this activity by
allowing the user to select subbasins to edit based on the flow monitor immediately downstream.
The model result graphs and recorded graphs and subbasin data can be. displayed on screen all
at once, allowing the modeler to quickly make edits to the subbasin data to make the results fit the
recorded data. See Figure 2 for an example.
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FIGURE 2. Model Calibration. The user selects a gauge in an ArcView dialog and the subbasin
data for the area tributary to that gauge is immediately accessible for modification.
Once the model has been calibrated and verified (tested with data from different rainfall events),
the model is simplified by generalizing the facilities, that is, taking out as many nodes as possible
without affecting the hydraulic response of the model. This simplified model is then used as the
base model for options development.
SUMMARY
With this desktop GIS/Hydraulic modeling system we have been able to perform some
sophisticated geoprocessing, including oveday analysis and network tracing, in support of
hydraulic modeling. Just six years ago, this functionality required a $30,0l:;0 unix machine running
$10,000 worth of GIS software. Now the same can be done on a $3000 PC with $1200 worth of
GIS software.
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UTILIZATION OF GIS IN HYDRAULIC MODEL BUILDING PROVIDES NUMEROUS BENEFITS
Gerald T. Preau, P.E., Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans
Martin T. Dorward, P.E., Montgomery Watson
Robert Armstrong, C.Eng., Montgomery Watson
ABSTRACT
Many SSO and CSO programs require the building of a hydraulic model for the evaluation of sewer
system response to dry and wet weather conditions. These models require the collection, storage and
utilization of large quantities of data that will be available from numerous sources and in varied formats. In
New Orleans, the collected data was integrated into a GIS system that will aid in the development of the
model and provide a tool for future facility planning, design and operation.
Model data was collected from the following sources and converted to an electronic format for integration
into the GIS.
Paper sewer maps for location of sewers, lengths and connectivity
Physical surveys for manhole elevations, pipe sizes and invert levels
Systemwide network of flow monitors for system response to dry and wet weather conditions;
Physical inspections and paper records for details of pump stations and other structures (i.e..
siphons)
Paper zoning maps
Digital land use maps
Digital census data
Pump curves
Aedal ortho-photography
Digital water use database
Digital collection system inventory and work activities database
Digital two-line streets maps for background mapping
Utilization of a GIS to collect and store the converted data in a single location will not only ease the model
building and calibration process, but will result in secondary benefits to the operator long after the
modeling phase of the project is complete. The GIS benefits include: single location of collected data,
direct download of data to the model, geographical display and interrogation, connectivity quality checks,
and review of data before it is entered into the model. System design and operations staff are provided
with a useful infrastructure management tool that may not have been developed were it not for the need
to develop the hydraulic model as part of a wet weather control program.
KEY WORDS
Hydraulic Model, GIS, Wet Weather, Sewer Rehabilitation
INTRODUCTION
The Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans (S&WB) has turned a mandate to rehabilitate their
sewer system into an opportunity to develop a useful graphic information system (GIS) database that will
help manage existing and future system planning and maintenance functions.
The strategies and processes utilized by the S&WB to convert numerous inforrnation sources into a single
integrated Arcview based information system should provide a useful blueprint for other water and
wastewater utilities to utilize a GIS database and automated applications tc, better manage and run their
facilities.
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BACKGROUND
New Odeans, the largest City in Louisiana, is located near the mouth of the IVlississippi River on the Guif
coast. Most of the City lies below sea level and is protected by a system of natural and man-made
levees. The City’s average annual rainfall of 1476 mm (58.12 inches) is exceeded by only one other
metropolitan area in the country. The unusual topography and high annual rainfall that generally comes
in frequent, high intensity deluges create special challenges with respect to drainage and sewage
conveyance.
The wastewater system has evolved through many additions and improw.=ments since its inception
around the turn of the century. The system, which is operated and maintained by the S&WB, services an
area of approximately 220 km2 (86 sq. miles) and a population of approximately 497,000. It consists of
over 2080 km (1,300 miles) of gravity collection and trunk sewers ranging in size from 200-millimeters (8inches) to 2100-millimeters (84-inches) in diameter and over 160 km (100 miles) of force mains ranging in
size from 150-millimeters (6-inches) to 1800-millimeters (72-inches) diameter. There are 83 pump
stations which help convey wastewater to the City’s two wastewater treatment plants on the East and
West banks of the Mississippi River with a combined capacity of 500 megatiters per day (MI/day) (132
million gallons per day (mgd)).
During the 1970s, the S&WB concentrated their financial resources on wastewater improvements at the
East Bank plant, increasing its capacity from 87 MI/d (23 mgd) to 461 MI/d (7’,22 mgd). The 38 MI/d (10
mgd) West Bank plant is in the final stages of an expansion that will double its treatment capacity.
With the treatment plant expansion program successfully nearing completion, the S&WB is now focusing
on the capital improvement needs of its aging wastewater collection system.
SEWER SYSTEM EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM
In response to regulatory pressures and the desire to provide excellent customer service and protect the
waters of Lake Pontchartrain, the S&WB has embarked on a multi-year systemwide sanitary sewer
rehabilitation program aimed at restoring structural integrity and improving wet weather performance. The
program, named the Sewer System Evaluation and Rehabilitation Program (SSERP), is comprehensive in
nature and will likely result in over $200 million of system rehabilitation and capac~ upgrade
construction.
Early in the SSERP process the S&WB recognized that a successful, cost-effective capital program
required careful and thorough planning to provide a complete understanding of system behavior during
both dry and wet weather conditions. An essential requirement in achieving that understanding is the
development of an accurate, systemwide, dynamic, hydraulic model. This hydraulic model will predict
system response to dry weather conditions and, more importantly, to the freq~Jent short duration but high
intensity rainfall experienced in this Gulf coast city. The model will help i~lentify stress points in the
collection system and confirm the viability of possible solutions.
MODEL DATA REQUIREMENTS
A typical modeling process, as depicted in Figure 1, begins with the collection of data and ends in the
development of a Corrective Action Plan. The reliability of the model outp:ut to accurately predict the
behavior of the wastewater system dunng wet weather events is founded on accurate, organized and
properly formatted physical system data.
The recent improvements in computing power have allowed increased sophistication in the detail included
in computer hydraulic models of sewer systems. This heightened sophistication has lead to increased
requirements for the collection, storage and analysis sewer system data.
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Figure 1
Following is a discussion of the data collected for use in the SSERP, its relevance to model building, an.d
how the GIS has been utilized to store and manipulate the data.
Physical Data
The geographical configurations of both the S&WB’s sanitary sewerage arid water distribution systems
are held on 616 paper plans on a double-line streets layout, each measuring 1-meter by 0.79-meters (42inch by 31-inch). These plans only contain details of pipe size and location, as well as the location of
manholes and water valves. Each manhole has a unique indentifier based on map sheet and manhole
number. There is no information on manhole depths or rim elevations.
The S&WB uses a proprietary database system, CASS WORKS, to store details of its asset data, work
activities and maintenance schedules. Within CASS WORKS there are two separate databases, one for
manholes and one for pipes. The data in both of these is referenced the same as the manhole
references on the paper maps. These databases contain incomplete inforTnation on street locations,
ground elevations and invert levels. Also, the CASS WORKS database does not allow for the
geographical display of the information.
Manhole surveying was carried out as part of the model-build task to complete missing data on pipe
sizes, manhole dm elevations and pipe inverts. The X, Y and Z coordinates of each surveyed manhole
was also established with the help of Global Positioning System (GPS) teohnology so that each manhole
could be located accurately for modeling.
There are 83 pumping stations in the New Orleans sanitary sewerage s~tem which are owned an~d
operated by the S&WB. As part of the model build exercise, all of these pump stations were inspecte~:~
and tested. Information collected included wet well sizes and pump on and off levels. Every pump was
tested for a range of flow rates and delivery heads in order to obtain its current performance curve.
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Data for Model Calibration
A temporary flow survey of 75 flow monitors and 20 rain gauges was carried out over an eight week
period to obtain dry and wet weather flow data for model calibration. A permanent flow survey of 24 flow’
monitors and 10 rain gauges is ongoing.
The S&WB has recently completed the installation of a SCADA system covedng all of its 83 pump
stations. Data returned at regular intervals includes wet well levels at each pump station plus delivery’
pressure and run time for each pump.
Data for Estimating Base Sanitary Flow
Census tract boundary data was obtained in digital format. Details of the 1990 census were obtained as
tables on paper and entered into the digital database of the census tracts.
Monthly water use data was obtained for each of 19,443 accounts throughout the City. For each Iocatior~
the water use was divided into five categories relating to the type of use (i.e., residential, industrial,
The information was supplied as an electronic spreadsheet with street addresses.
Additional Data
The CASS WORKS system contained a database of 62,720 work activities which had been carried out
the sanitary sewer system since 1992. Each work activity was given a street address and the data was;
queried geographically. This query identified potential trouble spots in the sewerage system and was
used to prioritize areas to be modeled.
GIS SYSTEM UTILIZATION
In order to store, manipulate and carry out quality assurance checks on all the collected data it was
decided to use a GIS Arcview based system. The City of New Odeans was in the process of developing
its own GIS system and the S&WB was working along side the City to include its data in the system..
Arcview was determined to be compatible with the City’s system -- an essential requirement.
The City had also completed detailed digital aeriaJ ortho-photography of the city. These photographs
were used to produce a new map of the City in GIS format which was supplied in 296 separate AutoCAD
drawings. At the start of the modeling process the City’s drawings contained only street lines. Some
the mapping had been enhanced to show l o foot elevation contours and building outlines, but these
features only covered part of the City’s area. Both the photography and the street maps were obtained to
help with displaying the sewer data geographically and to help in determining land use. To supplemen~I
the two-line street maps the paper zoning plans for the City, which contained detail down to individual
housing plots, were scanned to create digital images.
A land use map produced for the City in a GIS compatible format was also obllained.
Development of the GIS system
The first step in the GIS development process was to digitize the sewer lines from the 616 paper plans. A
major challenge to this task was that the plans were drawn at random orientations and did not conform to
any defined grid pattern. This problem was overcome by creating scanned images of the paper plans,
lining them up electronically with the 2-line GIS street map, and then tracing off the lines directly into the
computer. Once this task was completed, the 616 individual units had to be combined into a single entity.
Checks were carned out to confirm that all the pipes were connected and could deliver flow to the
wastewater treatment plants. Finally, the digitized database of the sewer lines and manholes was crossreferenced to the CASS WORKS database and any mismatches were investigated and resolved. The
pump curves for aJl the pumps were expressed in digital format and entered into the GIS database along
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with the details of wet wells and on/off levels. The location of all pump stations was hightightecl
geographically.
In order to geographically express the data in the water use and work activity databases, the data was
geocoded. This is a GIS technique which matches a street address to a geographical location. The
locations of flow monitors and rain gages, used for obtaining calibration data, was also expressed
geographically in the GIS system.
The 296 separate drawings forming the 2-line street maps were combined into a few larger groupings
making them more manageable. The resolution of the aedal ortho-photography was digitally reduced so
that each image only was only 300Kb in size instead of the 9.8 Mb of the original. This allowed the;
simultaneous display of multiple photographs without over-stretching the; available memory on the:
computers.
The scanned images of the zoning maps were scaled, rotated and positioned to line up with the 2-line
street maps. Figure 2 on the following page shows the results of the digitizing efforts.
Use of the GIS in Model Building
One of the first uses of the GIS was to carry out quality assurance checks on the manhole survey data.
The data was displayed geographically using the surveyed X and Y coordinates and compared to the
digitized network to show any discrepancies. It was not expected that there ’would be a perfect matct~ as
the digitized location of the manholes was thought to be approximate, but gross differences would be
investigated. Longitudinal sections were also drawn along each surveyed line using the surveyed
elevation data to highlight anomalies. Figure 3 illustrates the utilization~ of the GIS in this qualiq!
assurance process.

Figure 3
The aerial photo on the left indicates the location of a manhole within a street
intersection. The photo on the right indicates the positiion of the manhole
determined from the X and Y coordinates obtained in the field topographic survey.
GIS enabled the model builder to check the accuracy of the survey by comparing the
actual location of the manhole with that determined by survey.
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Figure 2
This is a sample of a GIS display showing the overlay of many layers of data. Displays like this
allow the compilation of data for model build.
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By overlaying the sewer network over the streets, land use and flow monitor data, it was possible to
define model sub-basins on screen. The overlay made it possible to partition the sewer service areas
logically, taking into account changes in land use and flow monitor locations. The model was to be a
macro model including only pipes of 300 mm (12-inch) diameter or larger. The network feeding into each
modeled manhole was defined by performing upstream traces from that point. Use of the GIS simplified
the calculation of each sub-basin area. The defined areas also allowed the abstraction of population and
water use data to assist with the estimation of the base sanitary flow likely to be generated. The GIS was
also used to link the sub-basin to the most appropriate rain gauge for estimating run-off.
The GIS acted as a database for holding all information relative to the model. It was possible to write files
compatible with the hydraulic modeling software directly from the GIS. Equally, it was possible to read
model results files back into the GIS system for graphical display.
Advantages of the Use of a GIS System in Model Building
The major advantages of using a GIS system have been:
Q Providing a single repository for all-mode! data. If data requires amendment it onty needs to be
altered at one location, thereby maximizing efficiency and minimizing data entry errors
Q The ability to display geographically and interrogate all data relevant 1:o model building leading to a
greater understanding of the system
Q GeographicaJ display allowing network connectivity to be checked easily
Q Geographical display simplifying definition of sub-basins
Q The GIS acts as a convenient platform for performing quality assurance checks on data
Q The ability to download data directly to the model preventing data entry errors
SECONDARY BENEFIT OF GIS - REHABILITATION PRIORITIZATION PROCESS
The S&WB plans to capitalize on the GI;S developed in the modeling process to help in other related
planning and operational areas. One of those areas is management of the extensive library of CCTV
data collected by staff and consultants conducting Collection System Evaluation Surveys (CSES)
throughout the collection system service area. These surveys will collect the data necessary to identify
the structural condition and soumes of infiltration and inflow (I/I) in the sanitary sewer facilities in each of
the ten service area basins that make up the entire S&WB managed collection system.
The CSESs involve numerous field activities such as smoke testing, dye-water testing, night flow isolation
flow monitoring, manhole inspections, sub-basin flow monitoring and closed-circuit television (CCTV)
inspection of sewer lines. Each study will generate approximately 72 km (45 miles) of CCTV footage, the
primary tool utilized for the prioritization and method selection of sewer line rehabilitation. Because each
of the ten studies will be conducted by different prime and subconsultant entities, the S&WB recognized
the need to develop a centralized system that provides for consistent collection and interpretation of the
CCTV data. The S&WB will utilize the GIS to help manage the storage, review and utilization of that
extensive supply of system information.
The CCTV data collection system will include the following components:
[]
[]
~
[]
~

Consistent Coding of defects by field crews
Consistent format of collected data
Easy retrieval and review of findings due to CD-ROM indexing
Consistent rating (grading) of defects with one S&WB standard
Pdodtization of lines for rehabilitation based on the S&WB’s goal for rehabilitation
(structural, l/I removal)
[] Selection of cost-effective rehabilitation method for each line segment

CCTV contractors will be required to record CC’I’V video images in CD-ROM format. Coding will also be
provided in digital format utilizing a defect coding system developed and provided by the S&WB. The
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coded information will be downloaded into the GIS system where defects will automatically be assigned a
rating based on a predetermined grading system. The coded and rated CCTV data will then be run
through a sorting process within the GIS-Arcview database that will provide for a prioritized list of sewer
segments requiring rehabilitation. The sort will be based on criteda established by the S&WB to fit the
goals and financial capability of the rehabilitation program.
Once the pdoritized list of sewers requiring rehabilitation is generated, each sewer segment on the list will
be run through a method selection decision process to determine the most cost-effective methodology to
complete the rehabilitation. The method selection process will be programmed within the GIS database
from decision trees. The decision process will consider all factors required to select the best
methodologies including capacity needs, methodology limitations, physical pipe characteristics, surface
restoration, unit costs, etc.
Dudng the rehabilitation design process it will be necessary to review images and live video of the pipe
inspections. This is where the GIS system will save time and money. With the CCTV coding residing as
a layer in the GIS mapping system, and with video stored on desktop CD-ROM players, the designer can
quickly access defect images with a simple ’point and click’ on background system maps. The image will
be displayed on screen almost instantaneously saving the time and frustration of fast-forwarding and
rewinding necessary to find the sought image in the VHS format. The following Figure 4 provides a
typical screen display of a CCTV image generated through the link between the line map (in background)
and the video image file resident on the desktop CD-ROM.

Figure 4
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Finally, the GIS system will provide the necessary mapping and graphical information required to
efficiently develop maps and plans for rehabilitation construction packages.
CONCLUSION
Utilization of a GIS to collect and store the converted data in a single location not only eases the model
building and calibration process, but results in secondary benefits to the operator long after the modeling
phase of the project is complete. The benefits of GIS use in model building include: single location of
collected data, direct download of data to populate the model, geographical display and interrogation,
connectivity qual~y checks, and review of data before it is entered into the model.
The secondary utilization of GIS to help ma~nage the S&WB’s sewer rehabilitation is but one example of
how utilities can maximize the use of GIS systems in the planning and operation of sewer and water
systems. The single "one stop" geographic reference of system assets provides for quick and easy
query. This can reduce emergency response times by quickly providing operations personnel with facility
component locations (i.e., valves) for both the wastewater and water systems. It also provides a
database to monitor operational trends, plan future work efforts and provide graphical pnnt outs of system
maps and details to assist in field reconnaissance and design activities.
In New Odeans, the S&WB system design and operations staff now have a useful infrastructure
management tool that may not have been developed were it not for the need to develop the hydraulic
model as part of a wet weather control program. Once in place, the full potential of GIS utilization is only
limited to the imagination and a thorough understanding of its capabilities.
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Wet Weather Standards and Their Role in Clean Water Act Compliance

David E. Evans, McGuire, Woods, Bat-tie & Boothe LLP
901 East Cary Street, One James Center, tLichmond, VirgJaaia 23219
ABSTRACT

Today’s "dry weather" water quality standards, which are designed to protect water quality during
drought flow conditions, may not always be appropriate for judging the water quality impacts of
stormwater and combined sewer overflows. EPA and many states have acknowledged the need to
review the wet weather uses of receiving waters and, where appropriate, refine the designated uses
and associated water quality standards. However, few states have taken advantage of the
oppommity to conduct such wet weather designated-use reviews. There are a variety of reasons
behind this, including scarce state resources and other priorities, compounded by limited state
agen~ experience with, and understanding of, wet weather uses and crite~Sa and their role in Clean
Water Act compliance. Unless something is done to promote the review of wet weather uses, over
the next decade communities throughout the United States face the prospect of spending billions of
dollars to control wet weather discharges to meet water qualJW standards designed to protec~ dry
weather uses. This presentation will explore this problem and offer suggestions for promoting wet
weather use reviews and the development and the identification of associated water quality
standards.
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BOSTON WATER AND SEWER COMMISSION FINDS SEPARATION TO BE THE
APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF CONTROL
Paul W. Keohan, P.E.,
Boston Water and Sewer Commission *
¯ Boston Water and Sewer Commission, 425 Summer S~’eet, Boston, Massachusetts, 02210

ABSTRACT
The focus of this paper is the Boston Water and Sewer Commission’s efforts to reduce the
adverse impacts on water quality in the Lower Charles River from the combined sewer overflows
carried by the Stony Brook Conduit. During the development of its CSO Plan, the Massachusetts
Water Resources Authority’s proposed a screening and disinfection facility to reduce the impact of
combined sewer overflows in the Chades River. The Boston Water and Sewer Commission
undertook a study of alternatives to the Massachusetts Water Resources Authorftys proposed
facility because it believed that combined sewer overflows could be significantly reduced and
possibly eliminated. The Boston Water and Sewer Commission’s study recommended that all of
the combined sewers along the Stony Brock Conduit be separated instead of screening and
disinfecting flows at the proposed facility. After reviewing the study, the Massachusetts Water
Resources Authority accepted the Boston Water and Sewer Commission’s recommendation and
revised its CSO Plan.
KEYWORDS
CSO Plan, Boston Water and Sewer Commission, Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
INTRODUCTION
Charles River
The Chades River begins in Hopkinton, Massachusetts, and flows in a serpentine course
eastward to Boston Harbor. Visitors to Boston are familiar with the Lower Chades River Basin
where the river serves as a boundary between Cambridge and Boston Massachusetts.
The Lower Chades River is pdmadly used for rowing and sailing. The park reservation along both
banks of the river is also used for walking, jogging and gatherings. Water quality samples
collected from the Lower Charles River indicate that the state’s bacterial water quality standards
for boating are often violated in wet weather and sometimes in dry weather. In dry weather,
contamination probably comes from sanitary sewers connected to storm drains or leaking pipes
that carry wastewater. Efforts are underway in Boston, Cambridge and the other communities
along the river to identify and correct these conditions.
This paper will address the issues related to the wet weather conditions.
The Charles River’s flows into Boston Harbor are controlled by the Charles River Dam, a flood
control facility built by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Contaminated flows have a significant
affect on water quality in the basin.
Sources of Contamination
In wet weather, there are two major sources of combined sewer overflows (CSOs) to the Lower
Charles River. They are from the Massachusetts Water Resources Authorit~s (Authorfty) Cottage
Farm CSO Storage Facility on the Cambridge side of the river and from the Boston Water and
Sewer Commission’s (Commission) Stony Brook Conduit on the Boston side of the river.
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Overflows from combined sewers along the Stony Brook Conduit can enter the Lower Charles
River from two outfalls; either the Authority~s CSO outfall or the Commission’s, both of these are
shown on Figure 1. The Authority’s outfall is the primary outfall for drainage from the
Commission’s Stony Brook System. Although essentially all of the flow out of this outfall comes
from the Commission’s collection system, the outlet belongs to the Authority. Dunng very severe
storms, the Commission’s CSO outfall serves as another way for CSOs to enter the Lower
Chades River. When flows in the Stony Brook Conduit overtop the sluice !gates at the
Commission’s outfall, they enter the Muddy River. The Muddy River flows into the Lower Charles
River near the Authority’s outfall.
DISCUSSION
The Authority’s CSO Plan for the Stony Brook Conduit

The Authority evaluated various methods for reducing the impact of CSOs on the Charles River.
They looked at stodng overflows until .capacity was available at the treatment plant. Stodng
overflows from a large storm event such as the 1 -year storm was rejected by the Authority
because it would be difficult to find enough area for the storage tanks.
The Authority also considered diverting some of the overflows caused by a three-month storm into
an interceptor with excess capacity (the Commission’s Stony Brook Valley Sewer), and stodng the
overflows from the rest of the combined areas in a storage tank. Although the area needed for
storage was less, this alternative was also rejected. The improvement in water quality did not
justify the cost of the storage tanks and the diversion.
As another possibility, the Authority investigated separating sanitary and stormwater, but
concluded that separation was too difficult and too costly since most of the combined sewers are
in highly developed urban areas.
Finally, the Authority investigated and ultimately recommended that the combined flows in the
Stony Brook Conduit be screened and disinfected before being discharged to the Chades River.
A screening and disinfection fasility was proposed, located near the end of the conduit, because
overflows occur along this downstream portion of the conduit.
Along much of its length, the Stony Brook Conduit serves areas with separate storm drains.
About 2,533 hectacres (6,260 acres) contribute separate stormwater flows to the upstream
portions of the conduit (see Figure 1). Along the downstream sections, at~ut 617 hectacres
(1,524 acres) contain combined sewers. Overflows from combined sewers contribute a relatively
small pementage of the wet weather flows camed by the conduit.
According to the Authodty’s computer model, the facility would be activated about 26 times in a
~ypical year". During these events, about 2.328 million cubic meters (615 million gallons) of
stormwater plus CSOs would be treated at the proposed facility. A "typical year" is a group of rain
events developed by the Authority that provides a way measuring performance on an annual
basis.
When the facility screens and disinfects, most of the flow would be stormwater. Only 155,185
cubic meters (41 million gallons) or 7 percent of this volume actually come,,; from CSOs; the rest
is stormwater and brookflow from four brooks upstream that discharge into the Stony Brook
Conduit.
On average, about 80 rain events occur each year. If the rainfall is not large enough to cause
overflows, the proposed facility would not be activated. During the smaller rain events, about 54
times a year, stormwater would be discharged into the Charles River without any screening or
disinfection.
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Commission Concerns
Based on its knowledge of the Stony Brook sewer system, the Commission believed that more
alternatives should be evaluated before giving its support to a screening .and disinfection facility.
Alternatives closer to the source of overflows needed to be investigated so that less stormwater
would be handled. If overflows could be reduced further upstream rather than near the end of the
pipe, then it should cost less to reduce CSOs.
The Authodty’s proposed facility was to be located near the end of the pipe which would result in a
significant amount of stormwater being treated whenever the facility activated. Over the life of the
facility, most of its operating expenses would be due to treating stormwater, not CSOs.
The Commission recognized that stormwater also adversely affects water quality. Screening and
disinfecting, however, reduces bacteda and solids, but not the other pollutants found in
stormwater. The Commission questioned whether screening and disinfecting would be the
appropriate level of treatment for stormwater.
In addition to the concerns about how effectively the facility would reduce the impacts of CSOs,
several issues surfaced that created other resen~ations about the constructing a facility.
The Commission realized that there was not a consensus on the water quality goals for the
Chades River among citizen groups and the Authority. The citizens clearly supported fishable
and swimmable waters in the Chades River at all times. If the facility could not prevent CSOs it
might only be an intedm measure and not a long-term control.
Most of the vacant lands along the downstream portion of the Stony Brook Conduit are either
used or designated for use by one of the institutions that are located in this section of Boston.
The Authority encountered significant resistance from the local neighborhood associations,
colleges and the city’s housing authority about siting a screening and disinfection facility in this
area.
Additionally, since chlorine was to be used for disinfecting the flows from the Stony Brook Conduit,
the Authority would be required to dechlorinate the flows before they reach the Charles River. It
appeared likely that the Authority would encounter problems finding an additional location to
dechlodnate the flow.
The Commission’s Stony Brook Sewer System Study
After reviewing the Authority’s plan to reduce and treat CSOs from the Stony Brook Conduit, the
Commission undertook its own study to find an alternative to the Authority’s proposed facility. The
Commission did not wish to duplicate efforts, but to address issues raised dunng the review of the
Authority’s plan.
The Commission believed that controls such as separation and storage, should be re-examined
and studied in greater depth before building a costly and unpopular screening and disinfection
facility. Even if an altemative to the proposed facility was not found, the Commission hoped that
the study could identify ways to reduce the size of the screening and disinfection facility, the
number of times it was activated and therefore its cost.
The Commission’s study looked for controls in each sub-area where combined sewers overflow
into the Stony Brook Conduit. Controls were evaluated based on their ability to reduce CSOs to
four times a year or less.
Under the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s 1994 National CSO Policy, CSO controls and
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compliance with water quality standards can be developed using either the presumption approach
or the demonstration approach. For this study, the Commission used the presumption approach
where it assumed that if no more than four overflow events per year occu~Fed, water qualify
standards would be met.
Alternatives examined
To reduce overflows to less than four times a year, the Commission looked at:
separating sanitary and stormwater flows,
stodng overflows,
enlarging the connection at each regulator
diverting overflows into other sewers.
In each sub-area, the study examined separating flows from a portion of the combined sewer area
rather than the entire area. The area to be separated would need to be just large enough to
reduce overflows to four times a year or less. Before making these calculations, it appeared that
separating a portion of the combined sewer area could reduce overflows significantly and would
cost less than complete separation. However, the calculations showed that almost the entire area
needed to be separated to reduce overflows to four times a year or less.
The study evaluated two types of storage aitematives, one used existing sewers and the other
proposed the construmion of new facilities. The first alternative looked at whether overflows could
be stored within existing pipes in the Stony Brook System. It was quickly determined that the
existing sewers were not large enough. Then the study looked at building :storage close to where
the overflows occur. This alternative was dropped because siting and operating storage facilities
in several sub-areas presented too many insolvable issues.
Enlarging the connection from the regulator to the interceptor was examin~.~l, because it would
increase the amount of wet weather flow that stayed within the collection system, resulting in less
overflows. The reduction in overflows, estimated by the Commission’s computer model was not
significant at most of the regulators. At two regulators, it appeared that reductions could be
achieved, but more detailed investigations were needed to determine whether enlarging the
connections was feasible.
Diverting overflows into a sewer that was able to direct the flows to the treatment plant was also
examined. The Stony Brook System is a complex network of interceptors ;and outfall pipes.
Using the Commission’s model, overflows were routed into an interceptor wfth excess capacity.
The model’s results indicate that it would be possible to divert overflows from a three-month storm
into an interceptor where the flow would be conveyed to the Authority’s treatment plant.
Findings.
After evaluating the alternatives, the Commission’s Study found the following:
- It is possible to use a combination of methods such as separation, diverting overflows,
and enlarging connections to reduce overflows to four times a year or less.
- The largest reduction in the frequency of CSOs occurs when all ,of the tributary areas
are completely separated. According to the Authodty’s hydraulic model, overflows will
occur about two times in a "t~pical year".
- Separation removes pollutants, such as total suspended solids and biochemical oxygen
demand, that would not be removed by a screening and disinfectic~n facility.
- Complete separation of the combined sewer areas tributary to th, e Stony Brook Conduit
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costs about $ 6 million less than the screening and disinfection facility
However, separation increases the amount of stormwater discharged into the Charles
River, which raises the concern about the effect on water quai~y from this additional flow.
Recommendation
The Commission’s study recommended the complete separation of the combined areas tributa~
to the Stony Brook Conduit as well as the control of floatable materials, if overflows still occur in a
"typical year".
To make sure the water quality of the stormwater will not further degrade the water quality in the
receiving water; the Commission’s study also recommended :
best management practices, such as cleaning catch basins and public education
programs on the proper disposal of motor oils and pet wastes,
-

the removal of illegal connections in all the already separated areas, and

-

the rehabilitation of existing sanitary sewers in common trenches

Authority Revises its CSO Plan
Shortly after the Commission’s study was completed, the Authority reviewed the study, analyzing
the separation recommendation with its computer model. It agreed that complete separation of
the areas tributary to the Stony Brook Conduit was an attractive solution, because it provides a
higher level of control than a screening and disinfection facility. Several citizens’ groups
concerned about water quality in the Clhades River had urged the Authority to provide a higher
level of control than the screening and disinfection during the review of the Draft CSO Facilities
Plan.
After deciding to adopt separation for the Stony Brook System, the Authority offered to reimburse
the Commission up to $ 45 million for constructingof a separate system in the combined areas
tributary to the Stony Brook Conduit. The Commission readily accepted the cost ceiling and
responsibility for this project.
When the Final CSO Facilities Plan/Environmental Impact Report was issued in July of 1997, the
Authority changed its recommendation from a screening and disinfection facility to the complete
separation of the areas tributary to the Stony Brook Conduit. The Authority appears to have
made this change because of difficulty in siting the facility, the increase i~= the cost of the CSO
facility and concerns about water quality from several citizens organizations. The selected site
presented concerns about the pipes into and out of the proposed facility would be constructed.
The cost estimate for the proposed facility was higher than the estimate in the Draft CSO Facilities
Plan because the Authority discovered that it was necessary to dechlodnate the flows. It was
also attractive that the Commission would be responsible for implementing separation and
operating the separate systems whereas the Authority would have been responsible for operating
the CSO facility.
RESULTS
Authority and the Commission enter into an aqreement
Under the Final CSO Plan, the Authority will implement most of the other improvements such as
interceptor relief, storage, a treatment facility, upgrade of existing CSO facilities and the relocation
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of CSOs. The Commission has already undertaken two separation projects within the city of
Boston; the Stony Brook Conduit project will be its third CSO separation project.
In May of 1994, the Commission entered into an agreement with the Authority for the separation
of combined sewer areas in Dorchester and in East Boston. This agreement defined the
responsibilities of each agency. These separation projects were given pdority because overflows
in these areas discharge into Boston Harbor near waters used for bathing.
The Authority’s CSO Plan was developed under a Court Order. The Court oversees the
implementation of the plan. The Commission is responsible for completing the separation,
according to a schedule set up by the Court. In turn, the Authority will reimburse the Commission
for the design and construction costs associated with separation.
The Commission has completed the preliminary design for the Dorchester separation. According
to the preliminary design about 130,000 linear feet of storm drains will be installed in Dorchester
to separate its combined sewer areas. By comparison, complete separation complete separation
of the areas tributary to the Stony Brook Conduit will require as a very roug~h estimate, about
100,000 linear feet of pipe.
Both the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection support the Authority~s recommendation to complletely separate the
areas tributary to the Stony Brook Conduit. Later this year, the EPA and the Authorffy will submit a
schedule for the implementation of the CSO Plan to the Court for their approval. When the Court
schedule is available, the agreement between the Authority and the Commission will be amended
to include the separation of the areas tributary to the Stony Brook Conduit.
From the Boston side, CSOs from the two outfalls into the Chades River will be reduced to two or
less a year by 2005.
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CONSTRUCTED WETLANDS BALANCE URBAN WET WEATHER CHALLENGES
Thomas M. Evans, ASLA
Senior Landscape Architect
URS Greiner, 800 West St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44113

ABSTRACT

Urban Planners and Engineers often face conflicting goals when dealing with urban storm water runoff: flood
reduction, water quality enhancement, and hal3itat enhancement or preservation. This paper demonstrates
the multiple advantages that constructed wetlands can offer to balance these challenges.
Creatively designed storm water wetlands can serve multiple purposes, be an attractive community asset,
and provide ecological as well as economic benefits. Potential benefits of ,sonstructed wetlands include
replacement of impacted wetlands, storm water management, storm water purification, reducing combined
sewer overflows, parks and open space, scenic enhancement, an outdoor learning laboratory, and wildlife
habitat. These additional benefits can be optimized by incorporating constructed wetlands into the design
of a variety of project types and settings such as land development, parks or school projects.
Many cities and counties today face flood control, water quality, or open space issues with limited funds to
address such issues. Constructed wetlands can offer cost-effective solutions to such issues. The zoning
or wetland permitting process can in fact produce replacement wetland projects which fulfill community
needs at no cost to the City.
Land developers can realize the economic benefits of incorporating constructed wetlands into their
developments thru the added value to surrounding residential lots; through the creation of a low cost, low
maintenance open space amenities; and by providing potential addition~al revenue from the sale of
mitigation credits.
Three case studies are presented which demonstrate constructed wetlands in a range of settings:
the Wetland Conservation Area: located in New Albany, Ohio; combining wetland mitigation, storm
water management, and educational use in a 30-acre wetland park.
the Streetsboro Wetland Park: located in Streetsboro, Ohio, combining wetland preservation,
wetland mitigation, and flood control in a 58 acre open space development amenity and city park.
the Oakland Ravine Wetland Treatment System: located in the Borough of Queens, New York C;ty,
combining CSO reduction, storm water treatment, park enhancement, and educational use.
KEYWORDS
Constructed wetlands, wetland mitigation.

INTRODUCTION
Urban planners and engineers often face quite a number of challenges when addressing urban storm water
issues: flooding, erosion, wetland preservation, habitat restoration, and water quality. Urban stormwater
may also be related to other urban issues such as parks and open space, park funding, property values and
economic development.
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Creative planning and design can produce constructed wetland projects which successfully balance
ecological, economic, engineering and aesthetic values. Constructed wetlancls can be successfully
incorporated into a variety of suburban and urban settings such as parks, schools, commercial and industrial
landscapes. Wetland preservation and wetland replacement can also be a funding tool for open space
preservation or parkland acquisition. A growing body of literature is available on the engineering aspects
of constructed wetlands such as stormwater management, pollutant treatment and water quality
improvement; however, not much literature exists on other wetland benefits such as economic development
and scenic enhancement.
METHODOLOGY
Three constructed wetland project case studies are presented to illustrate how to balance multiple challenges
with creative planning and design techniques. These projects will demonstrate the multiple advantages that
constructed wetlands can offer such as:

-

provide replacement wetlands, fulfill regulatory requirements for wetland im!3acts,
creation or enhancement of parks and open space,
stormwater management, by reducing peak runoff rates by providing stormwater storage,
reduction of flood damage and enhanced economic development,
water quality improvement, water filtration pollutant reduction,
restoration of watershed habitat, increase wildlife diversity,
scenic enhancement,
increase the value of surrounding real estate,
reduction of runoff volume by providing increased soil infiltration, evaporation and transpiration,
provide a setting for environmental education.

RESULTS
The Wetland Conservation Area (WCA) is located Northeast of Columbus, Ohio, in New Albany, Ohio, south
of SR 161. The WCA is the first significant sized wetland mitigation project undertaken by the Ohio
Department of Transportation (ODOT) and is a landmark project in Ohio in demonstrating that wetland
mitigation can be an integral, multipurpose element in land planning and may even be planned as a
centerpiece to surrounding development.
Project goals were to replace wetlands impacted by an adjacent highway project. The project represents
a very successful publicJprivate partnership between ODOT and the developer, the New Albany Company,
and the Village of New Albany, in conjunction with the New Albany School District. A unique ’win-win-win’
situation developed where ODOT fulfilled its regulatory needs; the Developer got a theme element, a
stormwater basin, and increased land values; the Village and Schools got a new park and land lat3 valued
at $2 million, at no cost to the Village.
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Figure 1. This aerial photo
provides an overview of the
WCA’s surroundings:
deliberately located at the
primary expressway
interchange entrance to a
new 5,000 acre community.
This location produces a
high visibility open space
area that establishes a
strong natural theme for the
New Albany community.
Commercial, residential,
school development, roads
and trails have been
designed around all sides of
the WCA.

Figure 2. This plan view illustrates a number of basic design features of stormwater wetlands such as a
forebay for sediment trapping, and a circuitous flow pattern to enhance pollutant reduction effects. The park
provides a total stormwater storage area of more than 13 acres, dramatically reducing peak discharge rates
significantly below code requirements. The control structure is the result of extensive hydrologic modeling
to analyze stormwater management functions, as well as water balance modeling to document the viability
of the constructed wetlands. These software analyses resulted in the design of a unique three stage control
structure to enhance wetland hydrology during low flows, provide complete adjustability of discharge rates
and water levels, and accommodate peak flows from the ultimate build out of the waterst~ed.
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Figure 3. Constructed wetlands can be
successfully established in urbanized
surroundings. The naturalized open space area
is considered a desirable neighbor. It is reported
that homes adjacent to the WCA are selling for
$10,000-$15,000 more than homes across the
street. Shallow water depths, gentle slopes, and
moderate water level fluctuations are compatible
with public access and in fact pose far less public
safety issues than ponds or retention basins.

Figure 4. Wetlancl vegetation is most diverse,
successful and beautiful in water depths of 0-6 inches.
This diversity of form, texture, color, and height
creates a visually riciq landscape. From an ecological
design perspective, one of the project’s most unique
aspects is the design of three distinct ecological
zones, open emergent, emergent and forested vernal
pools, a unique combination in a constructed wetland
project.

Figure 5. The vernal pool area is perhaps the most
unique ecological zone in the project. A number of
small, organically shaped and randomly placed pools
were designed in an existing wet woods area to
mimic natural vernal pools. The wooded wetland
areas not only add to the site’s flood storage capacity
but also provide a fascinating laboratory for the study
of how each pool is being colonized by different
species of frogs and salamanders. A number of
adjacent schools and colleges have visited this area
for biological study. Forested vernal pools are
considerd one of the highest quality wetlands in the
Ohio EPA classification system.

The WCA proiect earned an Honor Award in 1997 from the Ohio Chapter of the American Society of
Landscape Architects.
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The Wilcox Wetland Park is located in Streetsboro Ohio, on the eastern fringe of the Cleveland metropolitan
area, between SR 303 and SR 14. Project goals were to develop a plan which integrated wetland
preservation, wetland mitigation and stormwater management for a 200 acre mixed use development
including residential, industrial, and commercial uses. The plan incorporated the preservation of
approximately 20 acres of existing wetlands and a stream corridor, enlarged existing wetlands by an
additional 12 acres, solved chronic flooding of SR 303, provided stormwater management for the project,
all within a 56-acre central open space amenity. Presentation of this plan to City Council was instrumental
to gaining rezoning for a critical piece of the property. The rezoning issue was headed for denial;
presentation of the open space plan resulted in unanimous passage and praise as a prototype for an
environmentally sensitive project.

Figure 6. A plan was developed to integrate the p~eservation of existing wetlands, construction of new
wetlands, a proposed 22 acre park to be donated to the city. The plan will eliminate chronic flooding of a
state highway, and provide a huge stormwater storage facility of more than 35 acres of storage area to
significantly reduce flows and volume. The result represents a successful ’win-win’ between private
development and public benefits.

Figure 7. The combination of existing
wetlands and replacement wetlands will
create an extraordinarily large central open
space amenity to this mixed use project.
This open space reduces the overall density
of the proposed residential development and
builds upon the scenic character of the
surrounding landscape.
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Figure 8. Native herbaceous wetland
vegetation can add a unique visual character to
urbanized settings; adding textures, unusual
forms, lushness, and subtle shades of green, not
seen in typical landscapes. These naturalized
landscapes require little or no maintenance.

The Oakland Ravine Stormwater Wetland Treatment System is located in the Borough of Queens, New York
City, adjacent to Alley Creek Park. This project illustrates that constructed wetlands can be designed into
even highly urbanized settings. Oakland Ravine is a landmark project in New York City, designed to reduce
combined sewer overflows (CSOs) and provide stormwater treatment. This project will be presentecl in
greater detail in a subsequent paper.

!:igure 9. Oakland Lake, the receiving body for treatment wetland flows, is a heavily used recreational lake
~n the New York City Park system. Project design goals were to reduce CSOs by disconnecting a storm
sewer from the combined system and route the discharge through a 2.5 acre treatment wetland for filtration
orior to entering a recreational lake. Multiple other design goals include stabilization of severely erodecl
"avine slopes, stormwater management of the adjacent area, ecological restoration, park access, public
education.
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Figure 10. The site is surrounded on all sides by a community college, a grade school, and dense
residential neighborhoods. This location will provide an educational resource to the three adjacent schools.
A number of design elements, such as a paved sediment forebay were included to minimize maintenance
opera:ions. The stormwater treatment wetland is projected to reduce most pollutants by 50-75%. The
Prelirninary Plan has achieved an interagency consensus between two city departments, the Department
of Environmental Protection (DEP) and the Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR).

Figure 11. Oakland Ravine slopes are 60-80 feet in height, heavily wooded, and severely eroded at a
number of locations. A priman/design goal was to develop a naturalized design character for all hydraulic
structures such as headwalls, energy dissipaters, channel protection, and control structures. This
naturalized design character will provide scenic enhancement of the park and take the form of rock
cascades, plunge pools, restored stream channel, and planted gabions.
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DISCUSSION
The evolution of wetland protection regulations is an expression of society’s growing recognition of the
services wetlands provide. Current regulations require each project to demonstrate avoidance and
minimization of impacts to existing wetlands. Small impacts may be permitted and mitigated with relative
simplicity. Larger impacts may require a thorough documentation of project alternatives to convincingly
demonstrate the unavoidable need for wetland impact. Unavoidable impacts may be replaced or mitigated
either onsite or offsite according to a replacement ratio tailored to each project. Both Federal and State
wetland regulations are growing more protective. In May, the Ohio EF’A implemented water quality
regulations implementing a wetland classification system which effectively increases the wetland
replacement ratios required for wetland impacts. Impacts to wetlands classified as high quality require
higher ratios of wetland replacement. These regulations make wetlands a major factor in the land planning
equation. In many parts of the country, it is virtually impossible for any major infrastructure or land
development project to avoid wetland impacts.
Watershed planners should be prepared to take advantage of mitigation opportunities for watershed
restoration purposes. An integrated mitigation strategy which incorporates wetland preservation, wetland
mitigation and stormwater management can provide higher levels of wetland functions and values than the
wetlands impacted. Offsite wetland mitigation can provide a funding vehicle to address urban watershed
restoration by creating opportunities for public/private partnerships. Larger wetland mitigation areas can be
permitted to form "Wetland Banks" to cost effectively provide for present and future wetland impacts. Many
park districts have created wetland mitigation banks to advantage of these opportunities and capture
additional revenues for wetland projects.
The integration of wetland preservation, mitigation wetlands and stormwater management functions requires
both careful design and close coordination with regulatory agencies. Erosive flow velocities, sediment
deposition and large water level fluctuations can threaten the establishment c,f a healthy and diverse wetland
community. Constructed wetlands can be engineered to provide stormwater retention using many of the
same modeling techniques used for retention basins, such as TR-55 and HEC-RAS. However few, if any
regulatory agencies will approve mitigation credit for retention basins. Successful integration may require
a number of design techniques such as enhancement of existing wetlands, storm sewers discharging to
pretreatment pools, and hydrologic modeling to document non damaging flow velocities and water levels.
Projects which successfully integrate on site wetland preservation, wetland mitigation and stormwater
management usually result in storage areas significantly larger than a traditional retention basin; a key factor
for moderating water level fluctuations.
One shortcoming of most stormwater management codes is increased runoff: volume. Retention basins can
effectively reduce peak rate discharges from proposed developments, nonetheless, more impervious
surfaces mean flood peaks for longer durations. The large storage area .of wetlands can reduce runoff
volumes through several methods: soil infiltration, evaporation, and plant transpiration. The degree of
volume reduction can be modeled with water balance equations or software to determine the volume
reduction effects of each project.
Wetlands have been described as nature’s kidneys. Stormwater treatment wetlands provide both physical
and biological processes for pollutant removal. Sedimentation is usually the predominant pollutant removal
mechanism, using gravity to remove suspended solids. The abundance of ’water in wetlands makes them
the most biologically productive ecosystems in North America. This high rate of biological activity provides
wetlands with the ability to transform many common pollutants into harmless by-products or essential
nutrients.
A sizeable body of scientific and governmental publications have documented treatment wetlands as a
proven technology for the improvement of surface water quality. Stormwater wetland treatment systems use
both physical and biological processes for pollutant removal. Sedimentation and filtration of floatabtes are
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usually the predominant physical pollutant removal mect~anism. Adsorption of pollutants onto the surface
of sediments, vegetation and organic matter is a principal mechanism for removal of dissolve~J or floating
pollutants. Biological processes consist of pollutant digestion by bacterial action, decomposition of organic
matter, and nutrient uptake by wetland plants. Published results on wetlands’ ability to remove pollutants
from stormwater indicate that total suspended solids and selected nutrients and metals may generally be
reduced by 50-75%. Removal efficiencies may be affected by a variety of= factors such as wetland sizing,
seasonality, hydraulic conditions, climate, and reporting procedures (Strecker 1996). Numerous wetland
treatment systems are already in place across the country, efficiently improving water quality in agricultural,
mining, industrial and wastewater treatment applications.
Careful design of constructed wetlands can serve both ~ydraulic functions and produce a rich and diverse
wildlife habitat. Irregular shoreline configurations, small islands, and small pools provide a variety of habitat
niches for waterfowl, shorebirds, songbirds, amphibians, aquatic insects. Wetland complexity helps to avoid
undesirable wildlife scenarios such as the ’goose pond syndrome’ common to parks and golf courses
containing ponds adjacent to grass areas. Such settings can develop a year round population of ducks and
geese which will consume large volumes of wetland plants and leave vast quantities of droppings which raise
nutrient levels in ponds. Perhaps thegreatest fear about stormwater wetlands is that they will become
infested with swarms of mosquitoes. In reality, mosquito problems have i3een seldom encountered with
stormwater wetlands (Schueler 1992). A design which avoids stagnant water areas with adequate hydrologic
flushing is one design strategy. Mosquitoes are part of a food chain which includes mosquito predators such
as frogs, toads, salamanders, dragonflies, purple martins, and bats. Bats are the single most effective
mosquito predator, consuming up to one half their body weight in a 24-hour period.
Constructed wetlands can produce significant scenic enhancement benefits. A diverse wetland plant
community can create a rich visual variety of shapes, textures, patterns, colors; in sharp contrast to the
typical lawn and pond landscapes found in many parks and commercial landscapes. Many wetland plants
produce colorful flowers and can be designed into the aquatic landscape like an impressionist painting. The
winter wetland scene can contain a variety of plant heights and textures and resemble a large dried floral
arrangement. Creative design of hydrologic features such as open water, small islands, small pools and
naturalized stream channels add further visual drama.
Incorporation of constructed wetlands and stormwater functions into urban parks is not a new idea. In the
late 19th century Frederick Law Olmsted, the father of the Landscape Architecture profession, designed
several large urban parks which successfully combined stormwater features, water reservoirs and the
creation of natural scenery in well known urban parks such as Central Park and Prospect Park in New York
and Fenway Park in Boston. The restorative powers of natural scenery to delight the eye and refresh the
spirit was one of Olmsted’s fundamental design goals (Beveridge !995). The psychological value of natural
scenery in urban areas is under appreciated, overlooked, or trivialized in contemporary park design.
Constructed wetlands may also be planned to produce a number of powerful economic effects. Land use
in planned developments may be optimized by integrating wetland preservation, constructed wetlands, and
stormwater management, into an open space amenity. Studies of open space have found property value
increases of 7-23%, where property faced open space (Welch and Zeibst 1973). Increased property values
are beneficial to both the public and private sectors, in increased tax rolls a~nd higher revenues from land
sales. Stormwater management becomes an economic development issue when chronic flooding creates
community disinvestment. Identification of strategic stormwater projects to solve these chronic flooding
conditions can encourage reinvestment in formerly blighted areas.
Constructed wetlands adjacent to schools can be an exciting addition to the curriculum of all ages. As an
outdoor land they can provide hands on experiences to students and make: curriculums more relevant in
variety of subjects such as math, biology, chemistry, ecology, art, and English.
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CONCLUSIONS
These case studies illustrate that skillfully designed constructed wetland projects can balance multiple
challenges; fulfill ecological and engineering criteria, be aesthetic and enhance economic development.
Such projects can be a vehicle for the restoration of degraded urban watersheds and represent a tool for
communities to show compliance with the upcoming Phase II NPDES regulations to be implemented in
March 1999.
Stormwater wetlands can be constructed for the relatively low cost of earthwork, simple hydraulic structures.
and plantings. Operation and maintenance costs are also relatively low due to the utilization of natural
energies of the sun, plants, soil, and animals. No fossil fuels or chemicals are necessary for the operation
of stormwater wetland treatment systems. Stormwater wetlands may be constructed at costs ranging from
$10,000-$40,000 per acre depending on earthwork requirements and site amenities.
A multi discipline design team is fundamental to fully realize the multiple benefits of such projects. The
projects presented are the result of a multi discipline collaboration of Landscape Architects, Hydraulic
Engineers, Wetland Scientists, Permit specialists, and Geotechnical Engineers. Each discipline brings to
the taL)le unique skills necessary for a successful project: watershed hydrology, hydrologic modeling, soils
engineering, plant communities’ identification, ecological restoration, regulatory compliance, as well as skills
in land planning, park design, grading, and landscape design.
Throughout the Great Lakes Basin, 43 Remedial Action Plans (RAPs) are in operation, formulating
strategies to improve water quali~ and enhance hal3itat. The Washington, D.C. metropolitan area has
implemented numerous stormwater wetland projects as a means of improving water quality in Chesapeake
Bay. One may envision metropolitan areas throughout the Great Lakes region planning an array stormwater
wetland parks throughout their urban watersheds to solve wet weather c, hallenges and address other
community issues. Such projects could provide significant public benefits and be partially funded by private
sector wetland mitigation requirements. Many urban areas contain numerous candidate sites waiting for
such projects, such as parks with damaged water features, degraded floocl plains, abandoned quarries,
leftover commercial or industrial sites, or damaged municipal detention basins, that may be creatively
reconfigured to provide an attractive asset to the watershed and the community.
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ABSTRACT
The City of Winnipeg initiated a major Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Management study in 1994 to
"establish a cost-effective prioritized implementation plan for remedial works based on assessment of
costs and benefits of practicable alternatives". Results from phase 3 of the 4-phase study strongly
indicate that use of available in-line storage in the 43 individual combined sewer districts (total area about
10,000 ha) is the most effective and logical first step in the emerging wet weather pollution control plan. A
"demonstration approach" was used to assess whether or not a proposed c~)ntrol plan could effectively
achieve specific water quality objectives. As well, it was deemed important to asses options that were
consistent with the EPA "presumptive approach" goals of 4 overflows and 85% capture.
A detailed review of Winnipeg’s combined sewer systems confirmed that the volume of available in-line
storage was substantial but unevenly distributed. Planning level models were developed to assess the
use of existing in-line storage, identify strategic locations for additional storag,=Jdistnct transfers, optimize
dewatering and conveyance rates, evaluate wastewater treatment plant limitation/upgrade requirements,
and assess receiving stream water quality improvements. Real-time control and non-RTC strategies were
evaluated to identify practicable control options which could maximize the use of available in-line storage
without increasing the dsk of basement flooding. It was found that strategies involving local RTC were
less costly and could fully utilize available storage but contained a small element of dsk. A non-RTC
option involving =finger" weirs was found to be effective, contained no dsk, but could not fully utilize
storage.
This paper will present the analyses and the description of trade-offs between cost, nsk, and performance
measures of the range of storage options.

KEYWORDS
combined sewer overflows, in-line storage, real time control

INTRODUCTION
Winnipeg is the capital city of the Province of Manitoba, Canada, and is situated on the confluence of two
major rivers, the Red and the Assiniboine rivers. Winnipeg’s current population is about 650,000 and
comprises a developed area of about 28,000 ha. The older central portion of the City is about 10,000 ha
in size, and is serviced by a combined sewer system. The combined sewer serviced area is divided into
43 combined sewer districts, each of which overflow from 7 to 37 times during the recreation season (May
to September, inclusive). Dunng dry weather, the flow is diverted into interceptors and brought to three
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water pollution control centers (WPCCs) for complete secondary treatment. Plans are underway to
disinfect the dry weather effluent from one of the treatment plants and the other two plants are under
study.
The City is. currently working on a combined sewer overflow (CSO) management strategy to develop
various plans to control CSOs in the future. The CSO control strategy plan development involved an
extensive technology review. This included:
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯

Best Management Practices (BMP);
Separation (either full or partial) of the combined system;
Storage (with and without distdct transfers)
- off-line
- tunnel/transport
- in-line
High rate treatment
- Retention Treatment Basins (RTB)
- Vortex Solid Separators (VSS)
Floatables capture.

An integrated modeling approach was used to determine how each of the various candidate options for
CSO control would perform. The integrated modeling approach involved three types of models which
were sequentially linked:
¯

an urban hydrology model to estimate the runoff from a wide-variety of rainstorms over the year;,

¯

a sewer system/control alternative model to simulate behaviour of the hydraulic system and thus
determine when and where overflows would occur, the volume of interception, the volume of overflow,
and the benefits of vadous control measures; and

¯

a receiving stream model was used to assess the hydrodynamics and biokinetics of the dyer water
quality, i.e., transport, mixing, fecal coliform die-off, etc., in response to dry and wet weather Ioadings
from the full range of urban discharges.

The various alternatives were assessed in terms of their performance with respect to various performance
measures such as number of overflows, volume of overflows and compliance with surface water quality
objectives for the receiving streams.

SEWER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
W~nnipeg is a very fiat prairie city located in the Red River Vatley. Generally, the elevation difference
throughout the City is about 3 to 4 m (10 to 13 ft.). The Red and Assiniboine rivers water level is only 3 to
4 m below street level along the rwerbanks. In addition, the hydrology of the prairie region, which may be
relatively dry compared to the East Coast cities, creates large and intensive thunderstorms at least once a
year. These geographical factors resulted in the design of existing sewer systems for protection of
basement flooding with very fiat grades and large diameters.
Dunng dry weather flow, all wastewater is diverted into an interceptor and subsequentJy conveye~ by a
gravity to one of three wastewater pollution control centers (WPCC) for full secondary treatment
processing before it is discharged to the rivers. However, during wet weather conditions, flow into the
system is significantly greater than dry weather flow (DWF) and results in combined sewage overtopping
the diversion weir and spilling into the river.
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A typical sewer in one of the 43 districts has a 3 m diameter pipe extending 2 to 3 km perpendicular to one
of the rivers. Dudng typical operation, the dry weather flow in the combined sewer occupies only a small
0epth in the bottom of the sewer. A low weir, 0.3 to 0.6 m in height, typically diverts dry weather flow
(DVVF) either directly into an interceptor or to a pump station where it is clelivered to the interceptor.
Dunng severe rainstorms, these same sewers are often surcharged, however, significant sewer storage
volume is available for more routine rainstorms and could be potentially accessed for use as in-line
storage.
The original sewer designs in the city allowed for flood protection of up to a storm of a 1-in-2 year
occurrence. Over the past three decades, the City has been upgrading the combined sewer system to
allow protection from basement flooding for a storm of up to a 5-year occurrence. These sewer relief
programs have often resulted in the addition of a second major sewer pipe in each combined sewer
district of comparable size to the main combined sewer trunk (e.g., 3 metres). These relief pipes offers
t~e potential for increasing the volume available for in-line storage in each district.

DEVELOPMENT OF IN-LINE STORAGE ESTIMATES
In-li~e storage is the latent volume contained within the existing sewer pipe network that can be safely
accessed through the use of a control device. Specifically, the control device is intended to cause
excessive flows in a the sewer system to be stored in the pipes up to a safe level that does not decrease
the existing level of the basement of flood protection. Figure 1 illustrates a typical profile of a combined
sewer trunk found in Winnipeg.
Preliminary analysis of Winnipeg’s combined sewer system found that large volumes of in-line storage
may be available and could significantly reduce the number and volume of CSOs in a cost-effective
manner. Accordingly, it was necessary to conduct a detailed review of the combined sewer systems to
assemble the data needed on pipe geometry and critical elevations (invert and ground) to improve the
accuracy of in-line storage volume calculations for all 43 combined sewer districts in Winnipeg. Once this
information was assembled, it was possible to calculate the volume of storage available in each pipe for a
specified weir or control elevation.
During the course of the CSO study, the need to investigate the different in-line storage concepts and
control technologies evolved. The following three control concepts are the most relevant to the Winnipeg
situation.
¯
¯
¯

Automated gate control
Fixed finger weirs
Accessing existing passive / latent storage.

The following discussion elaborates on these three control concepts as they relate to Winnipeg’s CSO
study and relevant local circumstances.
Real Time Control Gate Option
A review of rainfall history (recent 35 years) was conducted to understand the number and s~.e of
rainfall/runoff events that Winnipeg typically experiences dunng the open water recreation season (May 1
to Sept. 30 inclusive). It was found that most rainfall events are well below the hydraulic capacity of the
combined sewer and could be stored within the system. The use of an autorm~ted gate system to access
available in-line storage by temporarily holding wet weather flows (WVVF) within the system during and
after small rainfall events is one option under consideration. Runoff from these small rainfall events could
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be completely stored within the combined sewer system and then dewatered dudng and after the storm
event (see Figure 2b).
The gate control option was assessed to estimate receiving stream impacts. The gate, initially open and
in the "home position", would shut during the start of a wet weather event and remain shut until the event
was completely over and the sewer was dewatered unless the water level in the sewer rose to a specified
critical condition. If the water level or the rate of rise met a predeflned trigger condition at selected
strategic locations within the sewer system, the gate could be operated in the following two different
modes.
¯

continuous modulation of the automated gate to fully utilized in-system storage while maintaining the
existing level of basement flood protection; or

¯

opening the gate fully and leaving it open to assure that levels in the sewer would not threaten
basement flooding.

In the first method, the maintenance of the level in the sewer at an elevation that would not threaten
basement flooding would maximize the volume of in-line storage. It requires accurate hydraulic
representation of the sewer system under the range of gate operating procedu~’es to achieve this available
storage without a threat to basement flooding.
Other operating concerns related to repeated surcharging of the systems presented serious design
considerations. There was concem that the modulating method may lead to waterhammer, air surges,
weakening of structural integrity, and increased the formation of sinkholes in or along the sewer system
due to repeated surcharging.
An alternative gate protocol was developed involving the release of all of the stored combined sewage
whenever the water level reached the specified cdtical elevation. This operation would cause more
volume of combined sewage to be released to the dver. Since even a small overflow would likely cause a
violation of the microbiological water quality objective (i.e., fecal coliforrns) designated to protect recreation
(either 200 fc/100 mL or 1,000 fc/100 mL), the number of overflow events throughout the recreation
season would be the same regardless of the operating protocol used. It should be noted that the
automatic gate operation can be accomplished by local, i.e., district-specific RTC, since each district acts
as a relatively discrete watershed to the interceptor. The dewatenng of the various in-line storage
elements in the different districts may require a system-wide or global RTC.
A second consideration used in the development of the gate operation strategy was the selection of the
specified target elevation below which the combined sewage could be safely stored without affecting the
existing level of basement flood protection. The water level and/or its rate of nse would be closely
monitored and used to initiate gate opening to maintain the existing level of service with respect to
basement flood protection. A key factor in gate automation is the speed at which it could be opened to
permit system hydraulics to react quickly enough to keep pace with changes in a storm intensity and
associated runoff and inflows. The gate operation is considered to have a fully automated real-time
control system. Selection of these "trigger" conditions would have to be developed using sophisticated
computer modeling.
A Workshop involving North American and European experts was held on the operations of in-line storage
systems to review and assess its practicability to local conditions. The session identified that, due to the
very flat sewer grades found in Winnipeg, there was the potential that air could be trapped in pockets at
the top of the sewer and result in a air surges dunng wet weather operation of the gates. These air
pockets could cause air surges to develop in response to the rapid filling of the combined sewer system
under close gate conditions and could translate into pressure surges in service connections of homes and
businesses at various locations along the sewer system. To prevent this conditioned from forming, it was
determined that in-system storage levels should not exceed the obvert elevation of the sewer pipe at the
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selected location for automated gate control. Due to the relatively flat grades of the sewers, limiting levels
to this control elevation would still allow for substantial realization of available in-line storage in each
combined sewer district.
A second constraint was placed on the water surface profile to maintaining existing basement flood
protection levels. A minimum depth of 3.0 m (approximately 10 ft) below mini]mum ground level was used
as the maximum elevation the water surface profile would be allowed to reach in order to protect against
basement flooding under in-line storage conditions, i.e., depths greater than 3.0 m below minimum ground
elevation were considered adequate to protect against basement flooding for the current level of service.
Accordingly, the minimum elevation of either the obvert or minimum ground elevation less 3.0 m was used
as the control elevation to estimate available in-line storage.
One of the pdmary concerns associated with the use of real-time control for an automated gate to access
available in-line storage is the potential increase in basement flood threatening dsk. In order to minimize
basement-flooding dsk associated with gate control to a "virtually fail-safe" condition, additional design
factors were considered:
¯

inlet restriction on catchbasins should be utilized to reduce the rate of inflow into the combined sewer
system and result in system flow hydraulics no worse than that generated by a one in five year
synthetic design storm;

¯

the logic of gate control systems (with redundancy) have to be developed to open the gate if there is a
malfunction or failure in any of the water level sensing monitors;

¯

gates would have to be designed to open automatically in case of power failures or interruptions (e.g.,
an air-accumulator connected to a hydraulic operator or an air-driven motor); and
utilization of the existing flood pumping stations to initiate emergency dewatedng of the combined
sewer system if the gate fails to open, (e.g., shaft breakage or mechanical malfunction).

Fixed Weir Option
The control concept described above was considered to be "virtually fail-safe". Given a history of
basement flooding, there was still concern about added dsk of basement flooding to the citizens of
Winnipeg under extreme contingencies. Accordingly, other alternatives, which were inherently fail-safe,
were considered. A fixed weir utilizing long weir lengths to minimize flow depth over the weir was
considered both fail-safe and practicable (see Figure 2c). This option requires the construction of a large
weir chamber utilizing finger weirs in the sewer system to achieve the lengths of weir needed (60 m in
some cases) to access available in-line storage. The weir chamber would be 13 metres wide, and fit
within the roadway right-of-way. A design condition of 150 mm (6 inches) depth of flow over the weir to
safely pass a 1-in-5 year design storm was selected. The existing hydraulic; gradeline (HGL) for each
sewer system under the design event was reviewed to establish the top elevation of the weir (i.e. each
HGL-0.15 m).
To maintaining existing basement flood protection levels under this option, a minimum depth of 3.2 m
(approximately 10.5 ft) below minimum ground level was used to protect against basement flooding.
Accordingly, the minimum elevation of either (HGL less 0.15 m or minimum ground less 3.2 m) was used
as the control elevation to calculate available in-line storage.
A fixed finger-weir system to utilize available in-line storage has the advantage of little need for operational
attention relative to an automated gate control system and is inherently more P=lil-safe. However, it is more
costly to construct and will only utilize about 80% of the in-line storage that could be achieved through the
use of an automated gate control system.
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Passive and Latent Storaqe
Many of the underground combined sewer districts have relief sewers to reduce basement flooding. The
primary purpose of the relief systems in Winnipeg is to improve the hydraulic conveyance of wet weather
flows (WVVF)so as to protect basements from flooding for a given design level of service (e.g. 1-in-5 year
retum frequency storm). The relief systems are designed to be active (i.e., overflow to the rivers) only
dudng rainfall conditions. As described earlier, a low-level weir was histoncally installed in the combined
sewer trunk and used to redirect DWF through an off-take system to the interceptor system. The
diversion structures were originally designed to divert about 2.75 times DWF. To avoid dry weather
overflows from occurring in the relief systems, careful attention was placed on the hydraulic modeling and
design of relief overflow activation levels. Specifically, hydraulics in both systems (combined sewers and
relief piping) were synchronized such that overflow from the relief system did not occur pdor to overflows
from the combined sewer system. The storage of combined sewage contained in the combined sewer
system up to this activation level represents existing passive in-line storage volume.
Currently, many of the relief sewer pipes that are part of the combined sewer systems are below normal
nver water level (see Figure 2d). Each relief system outfall has a flap-gate installed to prevent river water
from entedng the sewer system. The majority of these relief pipes do not have a dewatering system and
remain partially full under normal river water level conditions. As such, the combined sewage will remain in
the relief pipe between storms until it is displaced by flows resulting from the next rainfall event. If this
combined sewage could be dewatered to the interceptor, a significant amount of storage would be
available to store small storms, and accordingly is considered latent storage.

COMPARISON OF IN-LINE STORAGE AVAILABLE
In-line storage calculations were performed for each of the 43 combined sewer districts to quantify the
potential volume of storage available for each of the 3 control concepts previously discussed (i.e., gate,
weir, and latent storage). The results are summarized on Figure 3. The automated gate option allows for
the greatest volume of storage to be utilized, about 360,000 m3. The fixed-weir option achieves about
300,000 m3 of storage. Accessing existing passive and latent storage would provide in the order of
130,000 m3 of storage. The cost of the automated-gate option is about $ 5(:3 Million compared to the
higher cost for the fixed weir of $100 Million. The risk of failure associated with the automated-gate option
must be considered and the economic penalty of failure accounted for in the decision-making process. In
order to safely access in-line storage, (i.e., reassure the public that there is no increase in the risk to
basement flooding), the fixed weir option may be the only option the public will support. Existing latent
storage could be accessed now but would require dewatenng facilities to be installed and ensunng flap
gates are operating correctly. This cost associated with accessing latent storage would be significantly
lower than e~er of the other two options.

INTEGRATION WITH FUTURE BASEMENT RELIEF PROJECTS
The City of Winnipeg has an ongoing program to improve basement flood protection on a pnoritlzed basis.
The most flood-prone combined sewer districts are ranked and given highest pdonty for installation of
relief sewers. Figure 4 shows the combined sewer districts that have been relieved and the remaining
districts that require some degree of relief to improve basement flood protection. An estimate of potential
increase in the in-line storage that could result from new relief pipes, for each of the in-line storage control
concepts considered is shown on Figure 3. The analysis indicates that latent storage could be significant
if it were possible to install all new relief pipes at a depth that the normal river level would control (i.e.,
below river level and held back by flap-gates). Specifically, future relief projects could potentially achieve
as much in-line storage as the existing system with an automated gate control scheme, although the
distribution of the storage in the system may not be optimal. New relief projects represents a very
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important opportunity with respect to supplemental ~n-tine storage volumes that could significantly reduce
the need for more expensive and complicated control technologies. Cleady, the addition of new relief
pipes can provide improved basement flood protection while reducing the number and volume of CSO.
The need for CSO control provides the opportunity to expand the design cdteda of proposed relief projects
to include consideration of cost-effectively maximizing in-line storage and minimize wet weather impacts.

CONCLUSION
In-line storage can be a cost-effective method of reducing combined sewer overflows. The use of
automated gate controls is one method of maximizing the use of the available in-line storage at a
reasonable cost. Concerns from the public that this automated system may increase the risk of basement
flooding under worst-case contingency events, even if the risk is very low, may preempt its use.
Alternative methods such as use of fixed weirs and using latent storage m,~=y access significant in-line
storage for CSO control
Designing future basement relief projects With due consideration for increasing latent storage may prove
to be a very effective integrated long term CSO control solution.
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Figure 1: Illustration of Potential In-line Storage in an Actua~l CS Trunk
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CATCH BASINS. EFFECTIVE FLOATABLES CONTROL DEVICES
Gary Grey, HydroQual, Inc.*
Frank Oliveri, P.E., New York City Department of Environmental Protection
*HydroQual, Inc., 1 Lethbddge Plaza, Mahwah, N,J 07430
ABSTRACT
One of the major issues of urban wet weather pollution is the control of floatable pollution. Studies conducted
in New York City have shown street litter to be a major contributor of floatables to New York Harbor. Several
methods for controlling floatables are being considered including increased street sweeping, end of pipe
treatment technologies, booming and skimming at CSO outfalls and catch basin controls. Catch basins, which
exist in most urban areas, offer a means of controlling floatable material at the source. They are simple
devices which if properly maintained can be very effective in removing ftoatable material from stormwater.
This paper presents New York City’s efforts in evaluating the effectiveness of catch basins as well as a Citywide program to inspect, map and hood all catch basins.
Catch basin designs for most urban areas throughout the US are similar. The most important aspect of this
design, with respect to f!oatables removal, is the presence of a hood or trap which is generally hung over the
basin’s outlet. The hood, which extends into the water surface, provides a seal which prevents the release
of sewer odors into the surTounding neighborhood. The hood also acts as a baffle at the water surface which
prevents the release of floatable material to the sewer system. Studies conc~ucted in New York City have
shown hoods to be capable of retaining 70 to 90% of floatables entering the catch basin.
New York City is implementing a City-wide catch basin hooding program as part of its CSO control program.
This effort includes inspection, inventory and mapping of all catch basins. There are approximately 130,000
basins throughout the City. Following the inspections, basins are cleaned and hoods are installed where
needed. The program, which is expected to be completed over a four year period, was started in February
1996.
A database is being constructed from the information being collected during the inspections, which includes
approximately 150 data items per basin. GIS mapping of the basins is being integrated with the database to
produce a comprehensive management tool which will be used to direct future catch basin maintenance and
repair activities. This program, with periodic basin inspections, will provide a means of maintaining hoods on
catch basins and thereby ensure the effective use of catch basins as a ftoatables control.
KL=YWORDS
catch basins, floatables, combined sewer overflows
INTRODUCTION
The City of New York operates a wastewater collection and treatment system for approximately 1.4 billion
gallons per day of sewage flow. The collection system covers approximately 190,000 acres of which
approximately 120,000 acres are serviced by combined sewers. The City is in the process of developing a
comprehensive plan for managing combined sewer overflows. The control of floatable pollution is a major
component of this plan.
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The City has conducted several studies since 1988 investigating sources and controls of floatable pollution.
The primary source of floatables has been identified as street litter. Controls that have been or are currently
being investigated include:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

booming and skimming
catch basin hoods
increasing wet weather flow capture at wastewater treatment p~lants
enhanced street cleaning
centrifugal separators
in-line storage
public outreach programs

Many of these controls have been adopted in the USEPA’s Nine Minimum Controls for combined sewer
overflows. The City has adopted booming and skimming as an interim control while a long term strategy is
developed. Part of that long term strategy is the hooding of catch basins througi~out the City.
The primary function of catch basins is to ir~tercept and transport storm water from streets to a collection
system. New York City has approximately 130,000 catch basins, most of which discharge to either combined
or storm sewers. During wet weather events the catch basins receive storm water as well as litter scoured
from the street by the storm water. The litter captured by the catch basins can be released to. New York
Harbor through storm water outfalls or combined sewer overflows. This pathway is believed to be a major
source of floatable material found in the open waters and in beach wash-ups around the City.
Catch basin designs for most urban areas like New York City are similar (see Figure 1 ). They generally
include a curb inlet or grate (or both), a sump and an outlet. Another common feature is a hood which restricts
the venting of sewer gases through the catch basin (see Figure 2). It does this by covering the outlet pipe to
a point 4 to 6 inches below the invert of the pipe. Typical catch basins hold water up to the outlet invert. The
submergence of the hood creates a water seal which prevents the venting of sewer gases. The hood also
acts as a baffle which prevents floating material, such as most street litter, from passing through the outlet.
While many catch basin designs include hoods, these devices are often missing due to their own deterioration,
deterioration of mounting hardware or accidental removal during basin cleaning or maintenance operations.

Figure 1 - Typical New York City Catch Basin
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Figure 2 - Typi~l Catch Basin Hood
The effectiveness of hoods in their ability to retain floatables in the catch basin was investigated. This paper
will present the methods and results of those studies as well as the catch basin hooding program wt~ich is
currently being conducted in New York City.
METHODOLOGY
Two basic protocols were used to evaluate the effectiveness of catch basin hoods. The first protocol was
developed for sampling the material discharged from catch basins to the sewer. The objective of the
procedure was to develop estimates of the floatables loads discharged from catch basins as well as
characterizing the matedal discharged. This test relied on rainfall events to transport street litter to the catch
basins. The second procedure was a series of batch efficiency tests which used a synthesized litter matrix
and a fire hydrant to simulate street runoff fl;ows.
Both methods included the same sampling equipment and installation (see Figure 3). This included a
13"x13"x36" high galvanized mesh basket. The lower-half of the basket was screened with ¼" mesh, the
upper half with ½" mash. The basket was positioned on a wooden platform in a manhole just beneath the
catch basin outlet pipe. It was tethered to the wall of the manhole to permit placement and removal without
having to enter the manhole.

OUTI-L=T
13" x 13" :msS ~~,~

Figure 3 - Catch Basin Sampling Equipment
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Catch Basin Sampling Protocol
In the first protocol sampling .equipment was installed at 38 locations (six to ten in each of the five boroughs).
The initial intent of this sampling program was to characterize material and loads released from catch basins.
While selecting sampling sites it became apparent that approximately 60% of tha City’s catch basins did not
have hoods. As a result half of the sampling sites selected had hoods, half did not. In addition to
characterizing the loads and the material released from the basins, this also offered an opportunity to
characterize the effectiveness of the hoods.
All 38 sites were continuously monitored for 3 to 4 months between the spring and fall of 1993. Eight sites
were sampled weekly for approximately 4 months, the remaining 30 sites were sampled bi-weekly for
approximately 3 months. The samples were collected by deploying the baskets for the one or two week
sampling period after which the contents were transferred to a sample bag. The baskets were then replaced
for the next sampling period and the samples were analyzed at a field laboratory. Sample analysis consisted
of sorting the matedal into 13 matedal categories (see Table ! ), measuring and recording the number of items,
surface area and weight for each category.
Table 1 - Material Type Categories for Catch Basin Sample Analysis
Cate,qory
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Sensitives
Paper-Coated/Waxed
Paper-Cigarette
Paper-Other Products
Plastic
Polystryene
Metal/Foil
Rubber
Glass
Wood
Cloth/Fabric
Misc. Floatables
Non-Floatables

Examples
syringes, crack vials, baby diapers
milk cartons, dnnk cups, candy wrappers
cigarette butts, cigarettes
newspaper, cardboard, napkins
spoons, straws, sandwich bags
cups, packing material, some soda bottle labels
soft drink cans, gum wrappers
pieces from autos, pieces from toys
bottles, light bulbs
popsicle sticks, coffee stirrers
clothing, seat covers, flags
citrus peelS, pieces of foam
opened food cans, broken bottles, bolts

Efficiency Test Protocol
The second procedure involved seeding a street gutter or catch basin pit with ten pieces each of 12 different
floatable items (120 items total). This mathx included the following common street litter items: plastic bags,
candy wrappers, straws, bottle caps, juice bottles, hard plastic pieces, glass vials, aluminum cans, polystyrene
cups and pieces, cigarette butts and medical syringes. Each unit of matrix also corresponded to a total
volume of approximately 1 ~. A fire hydrant was used to provide a water flow of 75 gallons per minute which
is equivalent to 0.28 inches per hour of rainfall over a 40,000 square foot drainage area. This rainfall intensity
correspends to the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of the maximum hourly storm intensities at John F.
Kennedy Airport for the 1988 to 1994 period of record. Additional tests were also conducted at 25 and 150
gallons per minute.
A sampling basket was placed beneath the catch basin outlet and flow was applied until no mare floatable
items passed to the basket (five to ten minutes). The items remaining in the basin and captured in the basket
were separately retrieved and counted. This process was repeated 5 times for each test. Tests were
conducted in this manner with and without hoods at seven sites. Ten tests were conducted in all.
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RESULTS
The effectiveness of catch basin hoods in retaining floatables became apparent during the course of
performing the catch basin sampling studies. Field observations also indicated that hooded basins exhibited
an accumulation of floatables and litter while basins without hoods did not. The effectiveness of hoods was
further supported by the results of the efficiency tests.
Catch Basin Sampling Studies
As stated previously, the objective of the catch basin sampling program was to estimate the floatables loads
from catch basins to the sewer. The loads were developed on the basis of number of items, surface area and
weight per linear foot of street or curb length tributary to the basin. The effectiveness of hoods became
apparent when this data was reduced to hooded and unhooded basins (See Table 2).
Table 2 - Average Litter Loads and Impact of Hoods for
Catch Basins Sampled During the Monitoring Program
Condition
Hooded
Unhooded
Load Reduction*

Number of Items
(No/100ft/d)
2.5
8.4
70%

Surface Area
(sq in/100ft/d)
7.6
16
53%

Weight
(qm/100ft/d)
3.3
11
70%

*Load reduction is based on load without hood, ie = [(unhooded - hooded)/unhooded] x 100.

As shown in the table hoods reduced floatables by 53% to 70%. This should be viewed as a qualitative
estimate of their effectiveness because the comparison is being made between two different groups of catch
basins. Each basin in the study was unique wi~ respect to the following variables all of which could also have
affected performance:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Tributary area which affects litter loads and runoff flow
Street litter loads
Basin type, dimensions and outlet alignment which affect turbulence within the basin under wet
weather conditions
Grit levels which may also affect turbulence

The efficiency test procedure eliminated these variables by permitting studies to be performed on the same
basin with and without a hood.
Efficiency Tests
The efficiency test procedure was developed to be a direct way to evaluate the effectiveness of catch basin
hoods. Eleven efficiency tests were performed and, in all cases, hooded basins exhibited a substantial
reduction in the floatables load to the sewer (see Table 3). This reduction averaged 72% for the number of
items discharged and 85% for the surface area of the items discharged. This is believed to be a more
quantitative assessment of their effectiveness because the other variables which may affect performance were
held constant.
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Table 3 - Summary of the Floatables Capture Efficiency of
Catch Basin Hoods Using the Efficiency Test Procedure

Test
No.

Flow

Percent of Floatable Items
Discharge to
Sewer
%
Hood No Hood
Improvement*

1/2
3/4
5.6
11/12
22/25
23/24
13/14
15/16
17/18
37/38

78
156
78
75
25
150
75
78
78
78

7.1
16.1
2.8
7.7
0.2
8.0
22.5
21.9
6.9
3.0

Overall Average Improvement

40.1
45.2
6.8
21.8
12.6
23.8
39.0
62.2
45.3
35.3

82
64
59
65
98
66
42
65
85
92

Percer,t of Surface Area
Discharge to
Sewer
%
Hood No Hood Improvement*
9.1
9.4
0.6
0.7
0.0
2.3
11.9
6.7
0.2
0.5

38.3
48.4
11.0
10.2
7.2
6.2
2.4.6
66.5
41.0
28.0

72%

76
81
94
93
100
63
57
90
99
98
85%

*Improvement with respect to performance without hood = [(no hood - hood) / no hood] x 100.
An obvious effect of the use of hoods in catch basins will be the accumulation of floatables and other litter in
the basins. This raises a question. Will the efficiency of hoods decrease as floatables and litter accumulate
in the basin? If so the use of hoods could require more frequent cleaning to keep their effectiveness at a
maximum. This was investigated using a m~xtgScation of the efficiency test pmt~:~l. The basic d~fferen~ was
that larger units of matrix were used (two cubic-feet) and the material retained in the basin was nbt removed,
rather, it was allowed to accumulate. Only the items discharged from the basin were collected and analyzed.
Floatables capture efficien~ for ~he particular basin studied was initially 93% (see Figure 4). This gradually
declined to 86% as the basin became approximately 56% full of accumulated matrix. This test demonstrated
that the accumulation of floatables and litter in a hooded catch basin does not adversely impact a hood’s

Figure 4 - Effect of Litter Accumulation on Hood Efficiency
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performance. It may impact the hydraulic performance of the basin and cause premature flooding. This
aspect of catch basin hoods as well as additional floatables and litter accumulation tests are scheduled to be
performed in the future.
DISCUSSION
The studies presented in this paper demonstrate that catch basin hoods can reduce the release of floata~)les
to any collection system (combined or separate) by approximately 70 to 90%. Based on these results a Citywide catch basin hooding program was started in February 1996. This program encompasses the entire
190,000 acres serviced by the City’s collection system, including combined and separately sewered areas.
This program is being conducted in three phases:
Phase I

44,000 structures

Areas with high street litter loads and existing controls in less than
50% of the drainage area.

Phase II

58,000 structures

Areas with moderate street litter loads or no existing controls.

Phase 111

28,000 structures

All remaining areas of the City.

In implementing catch basins as a floatables control technology, the City is going beyond ensuring that hoods
are simply placed on the catch basins. All catch basins are being fully inspected and located on an accurate
computer based curb-line base map of the City developed from recent aerial photography. ArcView (ESRI)
is being used to develop the GIS application which will employ the base map. The inspection data is being
incorporated into a database which is also linked to the catch basin map. This provides a comprehensive GIS
management tool which will be used to manage and maintain the City’s catch basins.
The basins are being inspected by field crews who record information on approximately 150 different data
items such as the basin’s location, type, dimensions, and condrdon. Each basin is permanently stamped with
a unique six digit tag number which is entered into the database and the ArcView map.
Reports indicating basin cleaning and hooding needs are prepared for each of the City’s fifty-nine Community
Districts. These reports are used to direct the work of catch basin maintenance contractors who clean the
basins and replace the hoods. The contractors maintenance activities, as well as the City’s, are documented
and also incorporated into the database to develop a maintenance history for each catch basin.
The approximate costs for this program are as follows:
Inspection, database and mapping
Catch basin cleaning
Catch basin hooding
Contractor oversight

$45 per basin
$170 per basin
$45 per basin
$23 per basin

To date, all Phase I inspections, cleaning and hooding have been completed. Phase II inspections will be
completed by June 1998 and cleaning and hooding of these areas is expected to be completed by November
1998. Phase III work is expected to be completed in 1999. The City has also instituted a catch basin
reinspection program which will be performed every two years. This inspection will determine if a basin
requires a hood or if it needs to be cleaned. This is being done to ensure that hoods are maintained on the
basins.
Between 1993 and 1995 the City instituted an interim floatables containment program (IFCP) consisting of the
installation of 23 containment booms and four skimmer vessels. The installation of these facilities was based
on pilot studies which demonstrated that containment booms reduced open water floatables by approximately
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71%. The IFCP currently encompasses approximately 52% (62,000 acres) of the total CSO drainage area
of the City.
As the hooding program proceeds through Phase II, the hooding coverage will encompass most of the tFCP
drainage areas. As catch basin hooding is completed in each drainage area an attempt will be made to
access the hooding programs effectiveness by reviewing IFCP loads before and after hoods were installed.
Other information to be considered in the analysis will be rainfall records and street litter loads for both
periods.
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FLOATABLES CONTROL IN COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOWS (CSOs)
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ABSTRACT
Underflow baffles have gained in popularity over the last few years as a viable mean to intercept
floatables in Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs). This has happened in consideration of the extremely
low application cost of the solution although the efficiency of underflow baffles has never been cleady
proven. Furthermore, there are no guidelines helping planners in the correct and efficient design of
underflow baffles. For this reason, review of the behavior of floatables in a rapid flow is paramount.
Subsequently, comprehensive design criteda for the underflow baffle itself and the overflow chamber
can be deduced. Pilot scale tests, performed in a 17 meters long basin at wldous flowrates, show that a
critical horizontal velocity for floatables may develop in the overflow chamber (Vcr). Whenever this
critical velocity is exceeded, floatables that wouid normally dee to the surface are kept within the flow
and can consequently not be intercepted by surface restrictions. In other words, the underflow baffle
cannot, under specific flowrate conditions, be effective in intercepting floatables. The equation relating
the critical horizontal velocity to the vertical velocity in still water of any given floatable type is found to
be ¯ Vcr = 16 w RH 1/6, where w is the vertical velocity in still water and RHis the hydraulic radius of the
pipe. This deduced criteda can also be used to evaluate the efficiency of existing overflow chambers.
Preliminary analysis of existing chambers show that interception efficiency of fioatables using underflow
baffles can be, at best, very low.
INTRODUCTION
The presence of floatables in Combined Sewer Overflows (or CSOs) represents a pollution that is both
aesthetically unpleasant, affecting harbors, beaches, coves and dyer beds, and a source of physical and
chemical pollution. Floatables have also been known to impede propellors and cause navigational
hazards in harbors (St-John et aL, 1994). The USEPA recenses approximately 11000 CSOs in 1100
American cities and towns (EPA, 1994). Removal of floatables from these remaining CSOs is one of the
Nine Minimum Controls required under the April, 1994 EPA CSO Control Policy (EPA, 1994a).
Utilisation of underflow baffles in front of overflow weirs for control of floatables in CSOs is one of the
several technologies considered by EPA. The Agency recommended it as a short-term BMP and, also,
as part of long-term solutions. This technology has attracted much interest from consultants and utilities,
due to its apparent simplicity, low cost and, especially, advantages in the operation and maintenance
(O&M). All this ~ook place although the actual efficiency of the underflow baffles has never been clearly
demonstrated.
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In this context, we have been actively pursuing the study of interception of floatables in CSOs using
baffles. The objective of this article is to present the results of experimental data leading us to
befieve that a critical velocity exist rendering the underfiow baffle ine;ffective unless some very
severe design conditions are respected.

DEFINITIONS
Ftoatables are solids that are lighter than water (psoL~c< 1000 kg/m3). In favourable circumstances, they
tend to rise to the surface of the flow. These floatables are divided in two categories according to their
state in the flow:
1. If they are suspended within the flow, by the action of turbulence, they are called swimminq solids. (p
soL~ --- 1000 kg/m3)
2. If they are floating on the flow surface, they are called floatinq solids.
It should be noted that some suspended solids that initially behave as floatables, would turn to settleable
solids after becoming saturated with water. Furthermore, a given floatable at a given time may be either
swimming or floating, depending upon hydraulic conditions of the flow, i.e. according to the velocity of
the flow. The comprehension of this concept is crucial for the deisgn of efficient underflow baffles.
The critical velocity concept.
The transport of floatable solids in a suspended state (swimming) is due to the condition of the flow. It is
generally accepted that the turbulence lifts upward the settled solids from the bottom and drags
downward floating solids from the surface. In laminar flow, all "heavy" solids would gather at the bottom
of the channel and all light solids would float at the surface of the flow, as it is the case in a gentle stream
or a stagnant body of water.
Previous work done on oil-water separators by the petroleum industry have shown that a critical velocity
(Vcr) of oil globules exists in the flow. Conclusions from these research project have shown that an
horizontal velocity of 15 times the vertical velocity of the oil globules will refrain the oil globules from
reaching the surface, keeping them in suspension in the flow (API, 1990).
IF,, __- 15]#

(Eqn 1)

where :
~Fo, = Cdticai velocity of the oil globule in the separator, in (m/s);
w = Vertical velocity of the design oil globule in still water, in (m/s);
Floatables found in an overflow chamber dudng a CSO event can be assimilated to oil globules in an oilwater separator. Does the same phenomenon apply to floatables in overflow, chambers as encountered
in CSOs? It is evident that the wide composition of floatables in CSO’s wil~ generate a wide range of
vertical velocities. A good knowledge of the floatables vertical velocity distribution is then paramount. If
this were the case, the evidence of a critical velocity (Vcr) would mean a ia~;]e difference in the optimal
design of a baffle.
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If the average horizontal velocity of the flow in an overflow basin is lower than the critical horizontal
velocity, the swimming floatable should rise towards the surface without dropping back by the action of
the turbulence. On the other hand, if the average horizontal velocity of the flow is greater than the critical
horizontal velocity the suspended floatables should remain imprisoned in the flow and could not be
intercepted by the baffle.

METHODOLOGY
Floatables used for the essays.
The floatables used in these tests correspond to those sampled in the Greater Montreal area as
described in Paradis et al. (1996). A total of 51 experimental classifications representing all 2021
intercepted items were formed. The principal representative of CSOs are: ciigarette butts (1045), Q-Tips
(169), plastic debds (118), candy wrappings (101), polystyrene debds (72), preservatives (47), etc...
Description of the essays.
Hydraulic essays were conducted in a channel 1 m wide and 17 m long at the Hydraulics Laboratory of
the I~cole Polytechnique of Montreal. These studies had the objective of verifying the existence of a
critical flow velocity (Vcr) for floatables, for a given efficiency and a given chamber length, and to relate
it with the vertical velocities of the floatables as in the API studies. The critical velocity will therefore be
expressed as VCR %,D, the critical velocity not to exceed to reach a given percentage (%) of removal of
floatables for a given length of chamber D.
Figure 1 shows the trajectory of a floatable and the different dimensions used in the definition of terms
K~ and K2.

Horizontal distance traveled =D
Time elapsed = t
~
Height of ¯
flow = Y I

Baffle

Vertical dist~~ce

-

traveled= H ~,,~.~

Width of basin = B

Floatable

Figure 1. Schematic view of.a channel used for the vertical velocity essays
The KI Ratio.
The parameter K1 measures the ratio of horizontal velocities of the floatable in the flow. K1 is defined
as
V’
K: =- (Eqn 2)
V
where
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V = Av~rag~ horizontal velocity of flow in basin = ~ ,in (m / s)
D
V’= Horizontal velociD." of float.able in flov,’= --, in (m / s)
t

The K2 Ratio
On the other hand, the rise of floatables is studied through the relation K2 defined as:
K~. =- (Eqn 3)
w’=Verdcal velocz~’ofa floatableina flow=-- ,in(m/s)
t
w =Vemcal velociW ofa floatable instill water;in (mi s)
The Rouse number
The influence of turbulence is given in relation to the Rouse number (Z) as described by Simons et aL
(1977) and Van Rijn (1984). This number is mainly used in transport of sediments.
Z = ~ (Eqn 4)
~:U*
where
~¢ = Van Karman constant = 0.4
w = Vertical velocity of a floatable in still water (m / s)
t

and
n = Manning coefficient = 0.017 for our concrete basin
g = Gravity. accelamtion = 9.8 m / s2
Rh = Hydraulic radius of the cross section of the basin ,in (m)
Experimental protocol
An essay consists of the release of the floatable, in the flow, at a given proportion of the depth of the
channel, ranging from 20% to 50% of the total water depth. Two informations are retrieved for each
essay: the horizontal distance travelled (D) and the elapsed time (t) for the floatable to reach the surface.
Whenever a floatable does not reach the surface, its elapsed time to reach l~he surface is infinite and
therefore its vertical velocity is considered nil. Ten repetitions of the release for each of the floatable
were done to obtain a signiflcative average and median. The horizontal water velocity in these
experiments ranged from 0.2 to 1.4 m/s. Twelve catecjofies of CSOs were used in 8 sampling campaigns
for this study for a total of 75 experimental points. Vertical rising velocities for a particular floatable are
ranked in descending order for a serie of 10 essays. The vertical velocity of the 8th element of the ten
essays represents the minimal velocity (w’ 8/10) to obtain an efficiency of 80%. In a number of tests,
some solids released in the flow at different depths were not able to rise to the surface for the entire
length of the test channel. These pilot-scale essays seem to confirm the existence of a critical velocity
(Vcr, %, D) for floatables in CSOs.
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RESULTS
The K1 ratio
Results show that the horizontal velocity of the floatables is roughly stable tl~roughout the flow. We also
noted that K1 is not greatly affected by the turbulent flow and corresponds to the average horizontal
velocity of the flow. The numerical value of K1, for all practical purposes, is therefore of 1. This means
mat we can correctly hypothesise that the horizontal velocity of the floatable is the same as the velocity
of the flow.
The K2 ratio
A graph of K2 in function of U* is presented in Figure 2. In this case, results show that vertical velocities
can be enhanced or hindered according to the value of the root-mean squam velocity of the turbulent
flow (U*). A turbulent velocity ranging between 0.015 et 0.035 m/s will, on average, ameliorate vertical
velocities by a factor of up to 20% when compared to the vertical velocity measured in still water. Higher
turbulent velocities will, on average, create adverse situations where the vertical velocity will be greatly
reduced. A very high intra-essay variability was measured for each of the replicates, ranging from 25 to
50% of the mean values. These large variations am to be expected when dealing with such random
events. The error bars plotted on the experimental data show that for the turbulent velocity range
previously discussed, 0.015 to 0.035 m/s, the vertical velocity of the floatable can range between an
increase of 50% or a decrease of 30% from the average vertical velocities values. Outside this range,
the vertical velocity diminishes as soon as the turbulent velocity increases, reaching as low as 20% of
the vertical velocity in still water.

1,8oo

Predictive equation

0,8oo
0,4O0 -~
N=75
0200 "
01000!
0,000

I 1Averagevalue°fK2 i
0,020

0,040

0,060

0.080

O, 100

Figure 2. Graph of K2 in function of U*
The critical velocity, VCR, %, D
Finally, Figure 3 shows a graph of the Rouse number (Z) calculated for each ,of the essays in function of
the minimal vertical velocity necessary to obtain an 80 % efficiency (w’8/10) for a chamber length D. This
curve shows that an exponential relationship exists between the Rouse number and the vertical velocity
necessary to obtain an 80% efficiency in floatable removal. Although them is a lot of dispersion in the
experimental points and a low coefficient of correlation derived fmrn the data, the general trend of the
curve is well established. Fifty of the 75 experimental data points falls between the minimal and maximal
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lines of influence. The critical horizontal velocity in the flow is obtained when the vertical velocity of the
8t~ element tested is equal to zero, i.e. when w’8/10 is equal to zero. This means that the 8th floatable
= 0the
found
in our data
Z.CR’ and
80%-2.89
w’8/10by
m/s.
The basic
tenetThe
of this
analysis
is number
that a
never reached
theissurface
was
not when
intercepted
underflow
baffle.
cdtical
Rouse
floatable that doesn’t reach the surface in 17 m will probably never reach the surface. In this sense, the
notation Z.CR, 8O~o. c becomes ZcR. 80%. ~= =.
Z rn= = 5.78e13.’t~l=l°)
/

70 -,
~
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Figure 3. Graph of Rouse number (~ in fun~ion of w’(8/10)

Determination of the critical velocity
It is possible to relate the critical Rouse number exhibited in a flow to the horizontal critical velocity
%, D)- By simultaneously solving for U* in equations 2 and 3, it becomes possiible to isolate VCR %,D.
U* = -- (Eqn 6 dedved from Eqn 2)
U* = Vn / ~----~--- (Eqn 3)
,~ Rh! / 3
Combining equations 6 and 3, it becomes possible to solve for the horizontal velocity, V.
w

~" 2 Rhli6
V - wRhl/6 = wRhl/6

1 . (Eqn7)
I

If we introduce the critical Rouse number (ZcR) found earlier and the numerical values in the right hand
terms, we can derive an expression for the critical horizontal velocity of the flow.
wRh I / 6
VCR KZcR n~ 16wRhl/6 (Eqn8)
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The results of our hydraulic study indicate that a experimental coefficient of 16 in Equation 8 is valid for
a removal efficiency of 80% of the floatables in our experiments and a chamber length of 17m.

CONCLUSIONS
A critical horizontal velocity ~v’cR’ %, D) can develop in overflow chambers under certain hydraulic
conditions. Floatables found in the flow when this critical velocity occurs will refrain it from reaching the
surface. Therefore, this critical velocity greatly influences the configuration and design of the overflow
chamber. Presently, this critical velocity is not taken into account in the design of underflow baffles.
Although an inexpensive solution, this renders inefficient existing overflow chambers outfitted with
underflow baffles. Two different approaches can be explored to correctly control floatables : stricter
design rules should be provided in order to insure a better interception efficiency of floatables or
investment in more sturdy and reliable equipment installed in the overflow chamber, like bar screens, for
example.
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WESTERLY DISTRICT INTERCEPTORS - INSPECTION AND EVALUATION PROJECT
BENEFITS AND LESSONS LEARNED
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ABSTRACT
The Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District (known hereafter as the District) owns, operates and
maintains a large network of interceptor sewers and combined sewer overflow (CSO) sewers in the
Cleveland metropolitan area. The District undertook the Westerly District Interceptors - Inspection and
Evaluation Project to assess the condition of the interceptors and CSOs, the first in a series of large
infrastructure assessment projects planned.
Several inspection and evaluation techniques were utilLzed. Many benefits and lessons were learned and
rehabilitation recommendations were developed as a result of the project. Dunng the pedod of October
1996 to September 1997, extensive inspection and evaluation was performed on over 200,000 lineal feet
of sewers and appurtenances (manholes, regulators, hydrobrakes, etc.). Depending on the pipeline and
flow characteristics, several inspection technologies including closed-circuit television (CCTV), manual
walk-through, sonar and subsurface geophysical (Seismic Tomographic Imaging (STI)) were used. with
varying degrees of success.
The Westerly project established several guidelines for future District condition assessment projects.
Guidelines were established for manhole and pipeline defect classification and procedures for condition
assessment were also developed.
INTRODUCTION
Project Description
The District owns, operates and maintains the large-diameter interceptor sewers and combined sewer
ouffall sewers serving the greater Cleveland metropolitan area. Some of these large conveyance sewers
are more than 100 years old. The Westerly District Interceptors inspection and Evaluation Project was
undertaken to locate and assess the current condition of interceptors, combined sewer overflow (CSO)
pipelines, and dry weather outlet (DWO) pipelines throughout the Westerly project area (shown in Figure
1). The project was a first step towards developing a comprehensive facilities plan for the Westerly
District, which includes a detailed CSO facilities plan.
Inspection information was to be used to recommend and prioritize sewer reh;abilitation projects that serve
as a basis for a capital improvement program for the coming years. The scope of the project included:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Documenting the structural and operational condition of the manholes and pipelines;
Ident~ing and verifying interceptor and CSO flow routes;
Locating and mapping all interceptor and CSO conduit manholes; and
Identifying rehabilitation needs and estimated rehabilitation costs.

Work on the project consisted of five tasks:
¯
¯
¯

Assembly and review of background information;
Inspection of manholes, interceptors and CSOs;
Perform condition assessment based on inspection tapes, photographs, and field records;
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¯
¯

Development and implementation of a data management system; and
Project administration - including project workshops and meetings.

Several different inspection techniques were utilized I~ased on the pipe and flow characteristics. For pipes
small than 66 inches, closed-circuit television inspection was performed. If :~ow levels permitted, wall<through inspections were performed on pipes greater than 66-inches high. Sonar inspection was
performed on pipes with large amounts of known debris, or flow depths greater than half-full (50% of
clepth) and fully submerged pipes. Subsurface geophysical investigations (Seismic Tomographic Imaging
(STI)) was utilized on the Westerly Interceptor near the site of a previous sewer collapse, and on a branch
of the Walworl~ Interceptor under Interstate 90.
Description of Project Area
The Westerly Wastewater Treatment Center (VVWTC) is located at 5800 West Memorial Shoreway in the
Cit~ of Cleveland. It currently serves approximately 110,000 residents, primarily from the west side of
Cleveland. An estimated .sewered area of approximately 10,000 acres (15.6 Sq. Miles) is currently
tributary to the WVVTC and its general boundaries are the Cuyahoga River to the east, the Rocky River to
the west, Lake Erie to the north and Big Creek generally forms the southern boundary of the tributary
area. There are four main interceptor systems in t~e Westerly Dis~ct - Low Level interceptor, Northwest
Interceptor, Westerly Interceptor, and the Walworth Run Interceptor. Additionally, them are 26 CSO
pipelines that carry wet weather flows to the local receiving streams and Lake Erie. Construction of the
interceptors in the Westedy District was I:~-=gun in the early part of the century with the constru~on of the
main branch of the Walworth Interceptor and the Westerly Interceptor. The Low Level interceptor was
constructed in the 1930’s and the Northwest Interceptor added in the late 1970’s.
Known problems in the interceptor system include:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Considerable grit and sediment in the Low Level interceptor.
Inspection concerns at the seven hydrobrakes (storage structures) in the Northwest Interceptor, and
debris that is known to accumulate immediately upstream of the hydrobrakes.
Collapse of the Westerly Interceptor from Desmond Avenue to West 65= Street in the vicinity of the
Consolidated Railroad (Conrail) tracks in 1994. Soil subsidence is still noted along the repaired route
of the Conrail collapse, between Lake Avenue/Desmond Avenue to West 65~ Street
Flows in the Westerly Interceptor are controlled to minimize CSOs, even if this normally results in
surcharging the brick line.
There were no known major structural and operational problems in the Walworth Interceptor.

Sewer Characteristics - Sizes and Lengths
The size of the sewers contained within the Westerly Interceptors ranges from 6-inches (dry weather
outlets from combined sewer overflow regulators), to 108-inch by 240-inch box culverts at the downstream
end of the Northwest Interceptor, at the entrance of the Westerly Wastewater Treatment Center. This
very large range presented challenges to the inspec’don crews. Several different inspection contractors
and inspection techniques were employed to ensure that complete information was gathered from all
types of sewers. The distribution of sewer sizes in the Westerly District Interceptors is summarized in
Table 1. A breakdown of sewer lengths in summarized in Table 2.
METHODOLOGY
Defect Identification Guidelines
Prior to commencement of the field inspections, the project team establisl~ed inspection criteria and defec~
identification cedes to ensure that the inspections would be conducted in a consistent manner and
produce reliable data. Specific criteria were developed to ident~y structura~l and operational condition
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defects that might be found in manholes and sewer pipes. An important product of this project was the
Manual of Sewer Defect Classification. This manual is now being utilized in a current District project and
will be utilized in all future inspection and evaluation projects. It help ensure that subsequent District
inspections are performed in a similar manner to the inspections performed on this project and that
inspection defects are encoded correctly and consistently.
Table I
# of Pipe
Segments
867
(MH to MH)

Total Length
of Pipe (ft)
226575

Pipe Size
Range
Minimum
6" (DWO’s)
Maximum
108"x240"
(Northwest)
(Northwest)-

Totals

Sewer
Shape
Circular
Egg
Rectangular
Elliptical
Unknown

226575

Total Length
3074
13907
18845
19036
32767
33440
37536
45072
16643
5794
561
226575

Sewer
Length (ft)
185873
28742
7485
2642
1833

Sewer
Material
Brick
Cast-in-Place
CMP
DIP
PVC
RCP
VCP
Unknown

226575

Table 2
Pipe Size
<15
15-24
27-36
39-48
49-60
61-72
75-96
98-120
121-240
#7-#15 Egg
Other
Totals

Summary of Sewer Information
Sewer
Length (ft)
111083
2637
2473
116
57
99735
10154
320
226575

Summary of Length of Sewer by Pipe Sizes
Low Level
486
5055
5167
0
5775
0
0
0
8
1440
0

Northwest
0
0
1990
0
324
1307
4504
33336
4284 "
0
0

Walworth
18
1441
879
3905
6439
11262
3266
5665
6019
827
0

Westerly
0
1567
2309
1882
7095
7394
6881
2692
0
325
0

CSOs-DWOs
2570
5844
8500
13249
13134
13477
24241
2023
6232
3202

Intemal Condition Assessment
A key part of a rehabilitation program is to translate the defect data into repair and rehabilitation needs.
This process considers the severity of a defect or defects and assigns thE: sewer reach an =internal
condition grade." Internal condition grades were developed by assigning a score for a specific defect and
summing those defect scores. The Westerly project utilized a condition assessment grading system with
5 grade levels. The five internal condition grades for the project are defined as shown in the Table 3.
Rehabilitation
Upon assignment of the structural and operational cond~on grade of the sewer, a rehabilitation level was
developed for each segment of sewer. Dudng the Westerly project, s~veral possible levels of
rehabilitation assignments were utilized. The levels of rehabilitation are:
¯

Level 1

Continue monitoring periodically (required for all sewers - typically recommended every
5-10 years).
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¯ Level 2
¯

Level 3

¯ Level 4
¯

Level 5

¯

Level 6

¯ Level 7

Perform maintenance of the existing system. Examples include, cleaning, local repairs,
replacement of manhole covers, etc.
Stabilize the existing system. Examples include repointing of the brickwork to prevent
further deterioration or external grouting.
Structural relining of the existing sewer. This option may be accompanied by the
construction of other relief facilities if capacity problems are an issue.
Replace or abandon the sewer. The structure is completely deteriorated or hydraulic
capacity is an issue due to the condition of the sewer.
Perform further investigations to gather the additional information needed to help define
the rehabilitation needs (e.g. geotechnical/geophysical investigations to identify the
presence of voids).
Provide immediate attention (typically local repairs if the sewer has collapsed or failed).

All sewers were assigned a level of rehabilitation of at least Level 1. It is imperative to note that the main
rehabilitation levels assigned to the sewers were typically 1 through 5. The rehabilitation levels of 6 and 7
were used as supplemental to the main ratings of 1-5 to either provide more information or to recommend
immediate action. For example, a sewer could receive a rehabilitation level of 2-6, meaning maintenance
should be performed and that further investigation is warranted to determined the extent of maintenance
that needs to be performed.
Table 3
Condition Grades
Condition Grade

Structural Condition

Operational Condition

1

No defects, structural condition of the
sewer is like new.

No defects, operational condition of the
sewer is like new.

2

Minimal near-term risk of collapse but
potential for further deterioration,

Minimal risk of failure - potential for further
deterioration; minor impact on operation.

3

Collapse unlikely in the foreseeable
future, further deterioration likely,

Failure unlikely in the near future, but
moderate impact on operation of system.

4

Collapse of sewer likely in the
foreseeable future

Failure likely in foreseeable future; major
impact on operation.

5

Sewer is collapsed or collapse
imminent in very near future

Operational failure (e.g. blockage) or failure
imminent.

RESULTS
Benefits Realized
The Westerly project provided the first thorough inspection and evaluation of the Disthc~ interceptors and
CSOs in the project area. In many cases, this was the first time since construction that the sewers were
inspected. Substantial amounts of Ioc~don, inspection and condition data was gathered and produced
throughout the project. Subsequently a thorough understanding of the condition of the system was gained
and many benefits were realized during the project. These benefits can be divided into 3 main categories
- operational benefits, structural benefits and system knowledge/data i~enefits.
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Operational Benefits
¯

Identification of Buded Manholes - Throughout the project, inspection crews identified over 100
manholes (out of approximately 800 in the system) that could not be located. These manholes are
either buded by debds, are paved over in the roadway, or have been removed at some time prior to
District ownership. In several locations, a manhole is close by that allows for access for maintenance,
ventilation, etc. However, there are locations where a significant number of sequential manholes are
missing and are needed for cleaning, ventilation, access, etc. purposes. For the manholes that are
needed, the District will issue a manhole rehabilitation contract to locate., inspect, raise manholes, and
if needed perform rehabilitation. The sewer inspections identified the location of these missing
manholes, making the subsequent location easier.

¯

Identification of Sewers Requiring Gleaning - Over 59,000 lineal feet of sewer throughout the project
area was identified as requiring cleaning (for more details see Table 4). Over 20,000 lineal feet of
sewer could not be inspected because of debds and sedimentation(causing impassable conditions for
CCTV equipment and/or dangerous and impassable conditions for the rnanual walkthrough inspection
crews). These sewers require "heavy’~ cleaning (heavy being defined as more than 1 or 2 passes with
a JetNac). As some of this cleaning is beyond the District’s equipment and personnel capabilities, the
Distdct is preparing to issue a cleaning contract to remove the debds tc, allow subsequent inspection
and evaluation.

¯

Hydrobrakes - The District operates and maintains several hydrobrakes (structures that store flow in
the Northwest Interceptor). The hydrobrakes have accumulated large amounts of sediment behind
them, in some cases up to 2 feet of debris - extending back 500 to 1500 feet. This translates amount
to a significant volume of debris. A cleaning project will be performed in-house prior to issuance of a
cleaning contract. The benefit of cleaning will be to increase the volume of storage during rain events.

¯

Miscellaneous Benefits - Many minor benefits resulted from the field inspections. In one location a
weir was discovered where a 40’ sewer segment has been repaired at some time in the past. The
weir causes wastewater to pond behind wall and reduces conveyance capacity of the interceptor.
Other benefits included the location of isolated blockages, videotapes .and photographs of problem
areas and others too numerous to mention.

Structura/ Benefits
¯

Early Action Projects - Two areas were identified throughout the project as in need of immediate
attention. These areas are the Westerly Interceptor near the site of the previous collapse and the
Walworth Interceptor underneath Interstate 90. Severe cracks and ~actures were noticed in the
sewers. In some cases inspectors were able to put a fiat metal probe through the sewer wall into the
soil behind. As a result, Seismic Tomographic Imaging and soil bodngs were performed at each of
these locations to verify the presence of voids in the surrounding soil. As a result, the District initiated
an emergency rehabilitation project (currently underway) that is providing structural relining and
grouting in the sewers. The major benefit realized is the avoidance of any catastrophic collapse of
these interceptors - the Westerly Interceptor parallels a high-speed railroad track and the Walworth
Interceptor is a 10’ diameter sewer, that runs perpendicularly under an eight-lane highway (Interstate
90) with a depth of 6-10 feet to the crown.
Recommended Rehabilitation Projects - AS a result of the inspections, many locations are
recommended for rehabilitation. The benefits realized will be longer life of the sewers, and decreased
capital improvement/construction costs (as a result of paying for rehabilitation vs. paying for
emergency repairs on collapsed sewers). For more information see the Rehabilitation
Recommendation Section later in this report
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System Knowledge/Data Benefits
Compatible Data Management System Initiated - With any project of this nature and size, enormous
volumes of data will be collected. It is important to properly store that dat;i in a manner that is readily
and easily available for use. Also, with the nature of technology today, it is necessary for data to be
compatible to multiple sol~vare uses. For the data collected on this project, multiple detailed Microsoft
ACCESS databases were developed to store the manhole and sewer inspection data. This format
was chosen because of its compatibility with any GIS platform (such as ARClnfo), infrastructure data
management system (such as HANSEN) or data warehouse system (suct~ as ORACLE) that may be
used in the future by the District.
¯

Consistency in Defect Classification - The development of the Manual of Sewer Defect Classification
ensures that current and subsequent District sewer inspection projects are performed in a similar
manner and sewer defects are identified and encoded correctly and consistently. The consistency in
classifying sewer defects would exist regardless or whether the inspections were performed in-house
by District crews or by multiple sewer inspection contractors.

¯

System understanding/Connectivity/Inventory - Throughout the project area, there are many locations
where flow direction and connectivity was very confusing. Past top-side reconnaissance and dye
testing provided a better understanding of the system, but not a complete and thorough
understanding. By performing detailed manhole and sewer inspections throughout the project area, a
thorough complete understanding of system connectivity and inventory was gained. This information
proves useful for the Westerly CSO Phase II Facilities Plan hydraulic modeling task and future
maintenance and rehabilitation work.

¯

Data Availability - The data collected during the Westerly project has provided, and will continue to
provide, useful information for other projects, both District and non-District. The Westedy CSO Phase
II Facilities Plan Project is using location and inspection data to assist iin the development of the
hydraulic model of the system - which will be used to help analyze CSO control alternatives. The data
collected will also prove useful when rehabilitation contracts are issued. The contractors will be able
to use the inspection date to pinpoint spot repairs, identification of cleaning locations, assistance in
manhole location and rehabilitation and so on.

DISCUSSION
Lessons Learned
This project was the largest infrastructure inspection and evaluation project to date for the District. While
there were many benefits, many lessons were learned by the consultant team and the District. The lack of
consistent basemap/historical information, data management system and institutional restrictions all led to
various problems throughout the project. As a result, many steps have taken !place to ensure that these
problems do not reoccur. Some of the major lessons learned are as follows:
Importance of Data Management System - QA/QC of Data
With any project of this size where enormous volumes of data will be gathered/produced, it is vital to
establish a detailed data management system or at least a detailed data man=agement plan. This data
management system should be developed prior to the commencement of the inspections. The major
lesson learned on Westerly was that the lack of a data management system at the beginning of the
project, coupled with a desire to commence field work as soon as possible, resulted in lots of data
collected with =no place to go". Throughout the inspection process the data was stored in many ways:
field logs, spreadsheet files, miscellaneous reports, etc., and the attempt was made to archive the data
into a project database too late in the project schedule. This result was delays in project schedule, QNQC
problems and missing data.
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¯

The implementation of a good data management system was the most important lesson learned
throughout the Westerly District Interceptors - Inspection and Evaluation project. This lesson is
probably the most valuable lesson learned that was directly applied to the District’s current interceptor
inspection and evaluation projecL

Background Information
Lack of consistent maps led to problems early on the project. There were many sources of information
regarding the facilities to be inspected. City of Cleveland general sewer maps, orthophoto maps with
District interceptor sewers ovedaid on top (without CSOs, regulators or any local sewers), and sets of
construction plans (although incomplete) Were used to assist in understanding the sewer system.
However, the different sources of information were inconsistent (i.e. the construction plans did not match
the sewer maps) and this led to many problems in determining the actual characteristics of the sewer
system.
¯

The lesson learned is that the development and assessment of aft data available at the beginning of
this type of project is vital to the success of the project.

Manhole Identification System
Pdor to the Westerly project, no consistent manhole numbering system has been established across the
Dis~ct service area. The District has had at least two different numbering systems used on past projects
and several of the surrounding communities tributary to the District have implemented identification
systems for their local sewer systems.
A new manhole numbering system was developed for this project for use throughout the District. The
manhole numbering system is length - 15 characters long - and has identifiers for Interceptor Basin,
Branch, Manhole Number, Community, Manhole Type and Sewer Type. However, the numbering system
was not fully implemented at the beginning of the manhole and sewer inspections. A temporary
numbering system was used to allow the contractors to begin their inspections. Problems arose with the
use of the temporary numbering system in trying to rectify the temporary manhole numbers and inspection
information with their permanent ident~licatiOn numbers in the data management system.
The new manhole numbering system provided a unique identification for each manhole. However, due to
the length and complexity of the system, widespread implementation was difficult. The Westedy CSO
Phase II hydraulic modelers did not use the numbering system because of the length ( the numbering
system was greater than 8 characters long). Other problems including the plotlJng of the numbers on
digital sewer maps - the numbers can clUtter a map to the point that the sewer cannot be properly
identified.
The lesson learned from this is that it is important to have a usable manhole numbering system
implemented prior to inspections.
Manhole Inspections
The odginal intent of the project was to perform topside inspections of manholes, supplemented by
information provided by the pipeline inspection contractors when they entered the sewers to perform the
sewer inspections. Complex manhole configuration, numerous manholes with significant depth (greater
man 30’) and lack of proper illumination led to gaps and incorrect information in the manhole database.
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¯

The lesson learned from performing the manhole inspections is that a t.horough detailed structural
inspection can not be achieved from top-side inspection only. There needs to be manual entry on
some manholes in order to gain a full understanding of structural problems.

Defect Identification Guidelines vs./nspection Contractors/nterpretations
Several contractors (2 CCTV, 2 walkthrough and 1 sonar) all worked on the pipe inspections during the
Westerly project The defect identification guidelines did ensure consistency of classification of inspection
data. However, different presentation forms ,were submitted by the contractors, resulting in inconsistency
of data submittal formats. While all submittals met the scope of work criteria, some contractors general
standards of submittal (photos, inspection logs, even video tape labels) were preferred over the others.
The reason for this is that clear requirements were not established at the beginning of the inspections.
¯

The lesson leamed is that one should establish "exact" or =precise" standards for data submittal, and
not leave the format open for contractor’s interpretation.

Recommendations for Rehabilitation
The major deliverable of the Westerly District Interceptors - Inspection and Evaluation Project was the
numerous rehabilitation recommendations that were developed. The recommendations were basically
broken down into the following categories: sewer cleaning, repair of side sewer connections and stubouts,
manhole rehabilitation and the repair of major sewer defects. The rehabilitation recommendations for
each category were further broken down by interceptor/CSO basin.
Summaries of preliminary cost estimates for each rehabilitation recommendation category or included in
the following tables.
Table 4

Recommended Sewer Cleaning and Sewers Not Inspected

Interceptor Basin
Sewer Cleaning L~ngth Length Not Inspected
Reason(s)"
Low Level Interceptor
5823
716
Poor Access
Northwest Interceptor
27601
0
Walworth Interceptor
7414
563
Blocked - Submerged
Westerly Interceptor
5857
2362
Poor Access
CSO’s & DWO’s
12524
Multiple Reasons
17027
Totals
59219 Ft.
20637 Ft.
Costs not inctuded due to difference~difficulty in estimate of debris volume.
Table 5
Interceptor Basin
Low Level Interceptor
Northwest Interceptor
Walworth Interceptor
Westerly Interceptor
CSO’s & DWO’s
Totals

Recommendations for Repair of Side Sewer Connections and Stubouts
No. of Connections
0
0
198
170
182
550

Cost of Rehab
0
0
$157,000
$172,000
$200,000
$529,000
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Table 6
Interceptor Basin
Low Level Interceptor
Northwest Interceptor
Walworth Interceptor
Westerly Interceptor
CSO’s & DWO’s
Totals

1-3 Years Urgency
$34,000
$750
$54,000
$24,000
$69,500
$182,250

$$ < 1 Year Urgency
0
0
0
0
$24,500
$24,500

Table 7
Interceptor Basin
Low Level Interceptor
Northwest Interceptor
Walworth Interceptor
Westedy Interceptor
CSO’s & DWO’s
Totals

Recommendations for Repair of Ma.holes
3-5 Years Urgency
0
$20,000
0
$32,000
0
$52,000

Recommendations for Repair of Major Defects

$$ < 1 Year
$150,000
$25,000
$623,600
$1,862,500
$1,187855
$3,848,955

i $$1-3 Years
$638,424
$711,000
$1,644,800
$175,530
i $745,472
$3,915, 225

$$ 3-5 Years
$211,000
$11,000
$975,800
$216,000
$237,852
$1, 651,652

$$ 5-10 Years
$85,000
0
$4,845
0
$1,788
$91,633

CONCLUSIONS
The Westedy District Interceptors Inspection and Evaluation project provided used condition assessment
data for the manholes, interceptor sewers and CSOs and DWOs in the project area. Over $9,000,000 of
rehabilitation projects were recommended which, upon completion, will result in a more operationally
efficient and structurally sound wastewater collection system. Many operational, structural and system
knowledge benefits were gained as well as an education in large scale inspection and evaluation projects
and their components, such as data management systems, condition assessment procedures and a
thorough understanding of the collection system. The most important product of the WesteMy project may
be the/essons learned and application of these/essons learned on subsequent projects.
As previously stated, there were several tasks that were not performed according to plan on the Westedy
project. However, many tasks did go well and these, along with the lessons learned, were applied to the
District’s current project - Easterly District Ittterceptors - Inspection and Evaluation Project. The Eastedy
project is 2 times the size of the Westerly project (Over 550,000 lineal feet of sewers to be inspected
versus 225,000 lineal feet in Westerly).
Lessons learned on the Westerly Inspection and Evaluation project that were applied to the current
inspection and evaluation project include:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Full-scale Data Management System established prior to the initiation of the inspections.
Utilization of one sewer map to provide baseline information (City of Cleveland General Sewer Map)
supplement and verify this information with construction plans, community sewer maps and field
inspections.
Detailed standards established on all deliverables from inspection contractors and consultants.
Establishing a sewer cleaning allowance in the inspection contract to ~erform some =light" cleaning on
the sewers when necessary.
Increased communication and coordination between the contractors, consultants and other projects
working simultaneously in the project area.
Manhole numbering and preliminary location (on maps) performed prior to field inspections beginning.
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ABSTRACT
Due to increased awareness of the extent of pollution in stormwater runoff, we now recognize the need to
manage adverse water quality impacts of stormwater runoff from developing and developed urban areas.
Growing numbers of cities and counties are preparing and implementing comprehensive stormwater
management programs to prevent and cont~’ol adverse water quality impacts fi’om stormw ter discharges.
Establishing a separate department or a separate utility with its own enterprise fund is a viable approach to
financing and managing stormwatar issues in a sustainable and equitable manner that provides a dedicated,
stable, and predictable source of revenues for stormwater controls and best management practices.
Stom’Nvater ~lity revenues fund stormwater management services such as capital improvements, operation
and maintenance, and program administration. This paper provides an overview of key components and
issues--legal, financial, inst~Jtional, and political--in setting up a stormwater u~l~.
KEY WORDS
Stormwater Utility, Stormwater Management, Finance
INTRODUCTION
Ston’nwater management in the United States is largely the responsibility of local governments. In the past,
communities traditionally financed stormwater improvements from the general fund through property tax
revenues and developed their stormwater programs primarily for drainage management or flood control.
Increased awareness of the extent of pollution in stormwater runoff is leading local governments to develop
more comprehensive sto rnw ter programs--designed to manage both water quantity and water quality
impacts of stormwater runoff. Managing the water quality impacts of runoff is an important concern in part
because of EPA’s stormwater regulations, Which require prevention and control of adverse water quality
impacts from stormwater discharges. Local governments subject to the stormwater regulations and other
communities seeking ways to address local stormwater problems need effective and feasible financing
options.
Addressing local stormwater management prOblems will be costly for many communities, particularly where
retmfit’dng of exislJng stormwater infiastmcture is necessary to manage the water quality impacts of runoff.
This paper provides a broad assessment of the need for funding and an overview of stormwater utilities as
an effective and feasible option for raising the necessary funds.
FUNDING NEEDS
Estimation of funding needs for ston’nwatar management programs to control the quality of stormwater runoff
depends on many different factors. These factors include the characteristics of runoff quantity and quality,
the size of the watersheds where projects are being planned, the extent of existing development, the severity
of water quality problems, the water qualitY objectives, and the types of structural contTois or best
management practices (BMPs) that are being proposed. Recognizing the variability among places, most
experts agree that stormwater management programs will be expensive, ranging from tens of thousands of
dollars in reletively small places to achieve modest objectives to tens or hundreds of millions of dollars in
larger c~es with moderate to severe problems.
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Several brief examples of the potential magnitude of the costs of storrnwater managernent programs are
prov~eq below. These examples are by no means exhaustive and they are not necessarily representative.
Nevertheless, they are published estimates of national costs or local examples (for an urban watershed and
large city) to demonstrate tttat experts believe costs will be significant and controversial. Additionally, these
examples should demonstrate that a critical task in implementation of effective stormwater management
programs is identifying adequate funding sources.
In a recent study for the American Public Works Association (APWA, 1992), James M. Montgomery estJrnated
the capital and operation and maintenance (0&M) costs for large and medium cities to comply with EPA’s
Phase I stormwater regulations. Capital estJrnates ranged from $147 million to more than $400 billion,
depending on the assumptions about the level of treatment for runoff. Estimates of O&M costs ranged from
$1.2 billion to more than half a trillion dollars, again depending on assumptions about level of treatment.
Reasonable questions can be raised about the APWA estimates. Some experts suggest that they are too
hKJh because advanced treatment has not been contemplated for stormwater runoff. Other critics contend
that these estimates were made primarily for !political purposes to support opponents of EPA’s stormwater
regulations who argued that the costs were prohibitive. Regardless, they demonstrate clearly the potential
magnitude of funding needs and show that the costs of storrnwater management programs will be
controversial.
More recently, as part of the 1996 Clean Water Needs Survey (EPA, 1996), EPA modeled the Phase I
stormwater needs to inform Congress of the costs of local Phase I stormwater management programs to
control pollutants in urban runoff. Approximately 266 Phase I stormwater program permits will be issued
covering about 850 municipalities or countieS. The modeled Phase I stormwater needs were prepared to
estimate the public storrnwater management costs that might be eligible under state revolving fund (SRF) loan
programs. The SRF-eligible costs include costs for developing and implementing municipal stormwater
management programs, including capital costs for structural controls and BMPs. The total modeled.Phase I
sto~r needs are $7.4 billion. These costs do not include O&M costs, land acquisition costs, permitting
costs, costs of developer-financed BMPs, and several other categories of costs that are not SRF-eligible.
These CWNS modeled estimates of Phase I Storrnwater needs, which were subject to peer review prior to
their release, are also significant.

In general, better cost estimates can be made for smaller geographic areas because it is possible to take
site-specific factors into consideration and make fewer general assumptions. The Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources (WDNR, 1992) has estimated the costs to achieve pollutant reduction objectives for the
Menomonee River watershed in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The Menomonee River watershed is 136 square
miles, is 60 percent urban, and contains 18 mUnicipalities and parts of four counties. To meet ambient water
quality standards, programs are needed to reduce sediment by 50 percent, phosphorus by 50 to 70 percent,
and lead by 35 to 70 percent. The corresponding cost es~mates for "segment" controls for existing areas of
deveioprnent range from $94 million to $184 million.
Finally, in Indianapolis, Indiana, a Mayor’s blUe ribbon panel e.stimated the costs to rehabilitate stormwater
infrastructure at $283 million. The infrastructure includes 1,750 miles of storm sewers, more than 1,000
outfalls, more than 50 miles of levees, and a number of regional detention ponds. The panel’s estimate
represents a significant cost simply to meet generally accepted engineering standards for storrnwater
conveyance and flood control. The panel did not estimate costs for programs to manage pollutants in runoff,
such as implementation of BMPs to meet wamr quality objecl~ves..
THE STORMWATER UTILITY APPROACH
Financing storrnwater management through a public utility approach is an innovative alternative to the
traditional financing of local sto~r programs by property tax revenues. Public resistance to property tax
increases has limited the ability of local governments to raise additional funds for stomwrater management
or other environmental programs through the property tax. After several communities successfully
implemented a uffiity approach to finance stormwater management in the 1970s~most notably, Bellevue,
Washington, and Boulder, Coioradc~--stormwater util~es became a viable financing mechanism for other
communizes. Currently, several hundred communities across the country have instituted stom-P, vater utilities.
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A stormwater utility is a public utility established to provide stormwater management services. Stormwater
utilrdes, like other utilities, rely on dedicated user charges related to the level of service provided. These user
charges are usually based on the amount of impervious area (paved surfaces and structures) on a property
(i.e., a proxy for ~ estimated amount of runoff discharged from a property) and are typically paid by property
owners. Impervious area is generally defined as surfaces that either prevent or retard infiltration of stormwater
into the ground. Dedicated means that the revenues are placed and managed in a separate enterprise fund,
which can only be used to finance stormwater management.
Most stormwater utilities are administered under public works dsparVnents or local departments of utilities that
also provide wastewater or water services. Stormwater utilities have been established for both large and small
service areas, with populations ranging from Several thousand to over 500,000 persons and ranging in size
from several to over 500 square miles. While most utilities serve a single jurisdiction, several serve multiple
jurisdictions and a few serve the unincorporated areas of a county.
Experience with stormwater utilities has shown that they are capable of generating substantial revenues and
providing financial self-sufficiency for local ston’nwater management programs at relatively nominal charges.
Typical monthly charges for residential users range from $2 to around $6 per month. Nonresidential property
owners typically pay more because their property is generally larger and developed more intensively.
The stormwater utility concept offers several advantages over the traditional financing by property tax
revenues. Stormwater ~lities provide a moreisecure revenue source for local stormwater management than
property taxes. Because property tax revenues usually go into the general fund to finance a wide variety of
local services, many programs compete for funding from such revenues. W’~hout a dedicated revenue
source, storrnwater programs often do not gain priority in the local budget process and thus lack adequate
funding. In addition, stormwater utilities allow a closer relationship between the charges and services provided
than proper[7 taxes.
Stormwater ~lit~..s offer three major advantages over financing local stormwater programs from the general
fund through property tax revenues. These three major advantages are that a stormwater utility:
1)

Provides a dedicated, stable, and predictable source of funds for all facets of local
stormwater management programs (capital improvements, operation and maintenance, and
program administration);

2)

Raises funds through charges based on a user’s contribution to local stormwater runoff
problems so a utility approach is o~n seen as more equitable to rate payers or the public;
and

3)

Provides an institutional mechanism to incorporate incentives (e.g., reduced charges) for
implementation of on-site stonnwater management.

KEY COMPONENTS AND ISSUES IN SETFING UP A STORMWATER UTILITY
To develop and implement a stormwater utility, each community must address a variety of legal, financial,
institutional, and pol~ issues. Key components and issues~gal, financial, institu~onal, and political-in
setting up a stormwater utility (USEPA, 1994b) are summer~zed below.
Legal components
A combination of state enabling legislation and local ordinances is generally required to establish a stormwater
utility, although the exact legal requirements vary according to the laws and precedents in each state. The
major legal components in setting up a stormwater utility are enacting state enabling legislation, adopting a
local stormwater utility ordinance, and avoiding legal challenges.
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En_~__’na smt~ enablina leoislation
State enabling legislation must authorize the formation of local stormwater utilities. Many states already have
such legislation either in general form, authorizing local governments to form public utilities~ or specifically
authorizing storrnwater utilities.
Ado~no a stormwater utility ordinance
Stormwater utilities are typically created by the adoption of a local ordinance. "ro assure flexibility in reviewing
and adju~ng stormwater program goals as well as rates charged by a utility, communities often adopt two
ordinances. The first ordinance establishes the community’s operational authority and storrnwater
management program and the second ordinance establishes the stormwater utility and its rate structure. An
advantage of this approach is that wher~ rates require adjustment, the ordinance authorizing the local
stormwater program remains intact.
Av0idina leaal challenaes
To anticipate and avoid legal challenges, utility planners need an in-depth understanding of legal issues
associated with stormwater utilities. Several stormwater utilities across the country have been challenged
legally. Most legal challenges am related to the legality of imposing utility charges or the specifics of the rate
structure. Legal challenges are often based on the grounds that a utility service charge is really a tax or that
previously tax-exempt erCdl~s, such as churches or hospitals, also should be exempt from stormwater utility
charges. To avoid legal challenges, it is important to distinguish the utility charge from the property tax by
clearly establishing a direct relationship between the utility charge and stormwater management services
provided by a utility.
Financial components
The ability of the utirdy approach to provide a dedicated, stable, and predictable source of revenue to finance
local stormwamr management services is a primary advantage of establishing a utility. When designed
property, a s’cmTtNater utility rate structure allocates costs among users according to services received. The
major financial components in setting up a storrnwater utility are:
¯

Estimating revenue requirements,

¯

Determining the rate base, and

¯

Developing the rate structure.

Estimetina revenue reauimments
Many stormwater util~ee rely almost entirely on revenues from utility charges. To develop a rate structure
that raises sufEciem revenues to cover the full costs of a local stormwater program, ~lity planners must
estimate the total costs of desired stormwamr management services. Often, financial, economic, and
engineering analyses am necesssn/to deten~ine revenue requirements for the capital costs of constructing
needed stoanwamr management facili’des. Cost est~nation also involves long-range planning for construction
of needed storrnwater management facilities.
Determinino the rate base
Ir~ determining the rate base, utility planners must decide who will pay the ~iity charges and whether to allow
any exemptions. Ratepeyers are typically property owners that contribute stoanwater runoff. Thus, many
utilities include in their rate base only developed property, which usually contains impervious area. Although
publicly owned or nonprofit properties am normally exempt from the property tax, storTnwater utilities often
include such properties in their rate base. This practice has withstood legal challenge--most notably in
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Louisville and Jefferson County, Kentucky--where the court determined that utility charges were a fee, not
atax.

Developinq the rate structure
Developing an appropriate rate structure is critical to establishing an effective stormwater utility. When
designed properly, the rate structure allocates costs among users according to services received. The three
basic elements of developing a stormwater utility rate structure are:
¯

Determining the basis for charges,

¯

Determining the billing unit, and

¯

Setting the rate.

Stormwater utility charges are usually based on an estimate of the amount of stormwater runoff contributed
by a property. This contribution may be estimated, for example, by total impervious area on a parcel or a ratio
of impervious area to total property area. The rate structure can also be tied to the intensity of development
(e.g., as reflected by land use categories such as residential, commercial, or industrial).
Using impervious area as the basis for charges allows a utility to develop a uniform billing unit based on the
amount of impervious.area for the typical residential property and use that unit to calculate charges for other
types of property.. A common billing unit is the use of equivalent residential or runoff units (ERUs). An ERU
represents the average impervious area associated with residential parcels (e.g., single family homes) in the
utility service area. A utility develops an ERu by estimating the total impervious area of residential parcels
and dividing this amount by the total number of residential parcels. These calculations usually are based on
a statistical sample of residential parcels in the service area.
With the ERU approach, the billing unit represents an estimate of the impervious area associated with the
average residential property. For example, an ERU may represent 2,500 square feel The billing unit for all
residential properties is one ERU. For parcels in other land use categories (e.g., commercial, industrial), the
runoff potential is based on the number of ERUs associated with the impervious area of each parcel. The
amount of impewious area on a nonresidential property is divided by the ERU square footage to calculate the
number of billing units (ERUs) for each nonresidential parcel in the rate base.
Utilities that use ERUs as the billing unit generally set the rate per ERU. If a utility charges a monthly rate of
$3.00 per ERU, for example, then all owners of residential properties, which represent one ERU, would pay
a $3.00 monthly utility charge. Utilities using ERUs generally calculate stormwater utility charges for
nonresidential property owners individually by calculating the number of ERUs associated with their
nonresidential parcel and multiplying by the rate. A typical billing algorithm for nonresidential properties is:
(total impervious area/ERU square footage) x (rate per ERU). Using this billing algorithm, for example, the
monthly utility charge for a nonresidential property with an impervious area of 10,000 square feet would be
$12.00, where the ERU represents 2,500 square feet.
Although the most common type of stormwater utility charge is based on the amount, or square footage, of
impervious area on a parcel, other indicators or proxies for the actual volume of stormwater runoff from a
property are used by some utilit~s. Other bases for stormwater u’dlity charges include the area and proportion’
of impervious cover on a parcel, the intensity of development, and the type of land use. Recently, a few
utilities have experimented with actual estimates of the volume of runoff or some estimate of the concentration
of pollutants in runoff as the basis for charges. Examples of more complex stormwater utility rate structures
are presented in the case studies below.
Experience with stormwater utilities shows that they are capable of providing financial seif-suf~ciency for local
stormwater management programs at relatively nominal charges. Single family residential charges for most
stormwater utilities currently range from $2.00 to around $6.00 per month. Some sto~ utilil~s establish
in~al rates at Iowe~ levels and schedule rate increases as the utility provides an increased level of stormwa~
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management services. Communities may budget for contributions from the general fund to the Lfdlity over a
certain time period to allow for a gradual transition to a fully established utility.
Institutional components
Institutional issues are also important to successful creation and implementation of a stormwater utility.
Selected institutional issues discussed below are the appropriate administrative structure for local stormwater
¯ management, the role of public education and involvement, and credits as economic incentives for on-site
stormwater management.
Determining an administrative structure for stormwater management
Most stormwater utilities are administered under public works departments or local departments of ~lities that
also provide wastewater or water services. To determine the most appropriate administrative structure for
providing stormwater management services, each community must examine its stormwater management
goals and specific functions (e.g., administration, planning, design and engineering, construction, operation
and maintenance, regulation and enforcement, and billing and collection of utility charges) performed to
provide those services.
"
ImplementinG public education and involvement programs
Public support is cdtical to establishing a successful stormwater utility because such support ensures that a
utility will have adequate financial resources to perform ston’nwater management activities. Education and
involvement programs for local elected officials and the general public help develop a clear understanding of
the need for and expected benefits from a utility’s activities.
Credits as economic incentives for 0n-site st0rmwater management
Stormwater utilities provide an institutional mechanism to incorporate incentives for implementation of on-site
stormwater management through credits or reduced user charges. Providing such incentives creates greater
flexibility by allowing each user to chose the least-cost option--paying the stormwater utility charge or
implementing on-site stormwater managemenL A recent paper (Doll, Scodari, and Lindsey, 1998) provides
examples of stormwater utilities with credits for on-site stormwater management, including credits for peak
runoff controls, implementation of water quality BMPs, and proper maintenance of on-site stonnwater facilities.
Also discussed are issues associated with establishing credits as economic incentives to encourage
prevention or reduction of stormwater runoff iproblems. As economic incentives, credits must be sufficient
to induce changes in behavior;, however, their impact on total utility revenues must be examined carefully.
Political components
Finally, political support is important to establishing a utility rate structure. The nature of local government is
that key players in utility design and implementation are seldom the key players in local politics. In designing
a utility rate structure, utility planners can attempt to minimize controversy by gaining the support of local
elected officials.
As an example, in the City of Indianapolis~ Indiana, considerable controversy arose over a proposed
stormwater utility. A credit system was proposed to help overcome general opposition to new charges or
taxes. Through a credit system, utility planners and local elected officials attempted to make the proposed
stormwater utility charges mere equitable and acceptable politically. The credit system in the final dratt
ordinance (Proposal No. 657, 1997) was a relatively complex approach to provide a reduction in stormwater
user fees for nonresidential properties based On certain conditions. The dratt ordinance outlined a two-tiered
credit based on watershed area as well as the size of the on-site detention/retention basin. Efforts to establish
a credit system for on-site detention/retention addressed concerns of nonresidential property owners and
generally increased the perceived faimess oflthe proposed rate structure. It is now clear that inclusion of a
credit system was not suf~lent to ensure adoption of the stormwater utility and overcome other objections.
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Despite significant efforts to gain political acceptance, the utility proposal was w~hdrawn pending completion
of more detailed planning studies.
CASE STUDIES OF SELECTED STORMWATER UTILmES
Th= section presents case studies of selected stormwater utilil~es. The selected utilities are Austin, Texas;
Bellevue, Washington, and Boulder, Colorado (USEPA, 1994a).
Austin, Texas
In September 1982, the Austin City Council approved the first drainage fee charged on Austin utility bills.
Revenues from the drainage fee were initially used to supplement general funds used for drainage-related
activities. Historically, the drainage fee provided support for drainage-related activrdes of several city
agencies, including the Department of Public Works and Transportation, Environmental and Conservation
Services Department, and the Parks and Recreation Department. In September 1989, the City Council
dedicated all drainage fee revenues to drainage-related activities. In September 1990, the City Council
created the Drainage Fund as a cledicated account for managing the receipt and expenditure of drainage fee
revenues. City Council action in September 11991 increased Austin’s drainage fees from $1.30 per month for
resident~i property and $14.04 per acre per month for commercial and industrial property to $3.32 per month
and $35.83 per acre per month, respec0vety. These increases were approved to begin developing and
implementing solutions to the water quality pmbierns of Austin’s urban watersheds and Town Lake.
When the Drainage Utility (DU) was established in November 1991, drainage fee revenues were fully
dedicated to the Drainage Utility Fund. Thel drainage fee is assessed to all electric, water, or westewater
oC~n~..
(e:x.
.p.m .pe~.
by the
state,
and school
districts)
the incorporated
o me c~7.
In~C~l~t__f~_r
1~3, me arainage
tee ~was
$3.82
percounty,
household
per month
for within
residential
customersarea
and
$41.23 per acre per month for commercial and industrial customers. The utility generated approximately $5.4
million in annual revenue from commercial and industrial customers, and $9.0 million in annual revenue from
households, for total annual revenues of $14~4 million in 1993.
Most of the city’s storrnwater programs are funded by DU. Additional financing for some aspects of
stormwater management comes from other sources, including annual storm sewer discharge permit fees,
development fees, and federal grant funding for selected projects (e.g., development of innovative oontml
structures for retrofitting high density urban ore areas).. Review of drainage or flood control plans by the
Planning and Development Department is not funded by DU.
The urban retrofit program established by Aus~dn’s Urban Watersheds Ordinance has an estimated capital
cost of $250 million over a 25-year period. Because this represented a substantial increase in capital
expenditures, DU planned to issue revenue! bonds to finance the construction and acquisition costs for
drainage improvements under the urban retrofit program. The bonds would be repaid by drainage fee
revenues.
Bellevue, Wa=hington
When first established in 1974, the City of Bellevue’s Storm and Surface Water’ Utility (SSWU) focused on
examining various solul~ons to contToI flooding !and preserve watBways. The utility selecm:l an "open stream
concept" using streams as the main conveyance system for stormwater runoff. This system uses regional,
in-stream flood control facilities to attenuate peak flows for older development. The utility also manages the
municipal storm drainage system. In addition, regulations require developers to provide erosion and
sedimentation controls at all construction sites and on-site stormwater controls for new development.
successful flood control systems in place, theifocus shifted to water quality controls including requirements
mandated by the federal Clean Water Act. For tt~ most par SSWU’s comprehensive effort to solve
stormwat~ quality problems is preventive in nature, but the ~iity also recognizes the need for retrofit’ring and
new capital improvements for treatment.
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The City of Bellevue decided that the most equitable system of drainage service charges would be to base
them on the estimated amount of runoff individual properties contribute to the surface water system. All
properties are classified according to their intensity of development. Each classification is assigned a rate (per
2,000 square feet of property area), with rates in 1993 as follows: undeveloped ($0.17), light development
($0.99), moderate development ($1.23), heavy development ($1.83), and very heavy development ($2.46).
Wetlands are also a class, however, wetlands are not charged due to their value in water quantity and quality
control. The classification combined with the total square footage of the property determines the service
charge, which is billed every two months.
Revenues grew slowly until rates were raised tO fund the adopted Capital Improvement Program, which was
initiated by issuance of $10 million of revenue bonds. Three major rate increases occurred in 1980 (70
percent), 1982 (90 percent), and 1986 (35 percent), and subsequent rate increases have remained in the
single-digit category largely to cover inflation. Although the majority of SSWU revenue is from service
charges, other revenue sources include clearing and grading permit fees, general facilities charges, and
interest on fund accounts. Revenues from the! utility service charges and these other sources cover the full
costs of Bellevue’s storm and surface water management program.
Single family customers made up 92 percent of the 24,000 accounts and contributed 45 percent of the
revenue in 1993. An average single family household paid $16.44 every two months ($98 per year) for
10,000-12,000 square feet of property with a typical home. Tax-exempt properties are not exempt from the
utility charges (Washington State highways and Bellevue streets are SSWU’s two biggest ratepayers).
Boulder, Colorado
The Boulder Storm Water and Flood Management LYdlity was created in 1973 by Boulder City Ordinance No.
4749, which is codified in T’dle 11, Chapter 5 Qf Boulder’s City Code. It serves an area of approximately 40
square miles and was created in the U~itles Division of the city’s Department of Public Worlds and is under
the control of the City Manager. Boulder’s utility has no governing structure or officers, a~ough it does
receive input and guidance from the Lrdlitles Advisory Board. The utility primarily serves as a mechanism to
manage dedicated revenues from storrnwater and flood management fees within the UtiliZes Division of the
Department of Public Works. Dudng the late !980s, Boulder developed a "Comprehensive Drainage Utility
Mastm" Plan" (CDUMP) to address flooding and stormwater issues. In 1989, Boulder’s Storm Water Quality
Program was developed as a component of CDUMP to address water quality issues related to stormwater
runoff.
~ conducted by Boulder’s Storm Water and Flood Management Utility are financed by user fees. All
owners of developed property in the city must pay a monthly stormwater and flood management fee, which
is determined according to the anticipated use !of drainage facilities. Undeveloped parcels are exempt from
the fee. The fee is calculated according to the following formulas:
Fee = $4.40 x (parcel runoff coef~ient/0.43) x (property area/7,000 square feet)
Parcel runoff coefficient = ((0.9 x impervious square footage) + (0.2 x pervious square
footage))/total square footage
The average residential charge is $4.40 per month (for < 15,000 square feet). It can range up to $5.40 (for
15 to 30,000 square feet) or $6.60 (for ¯ 30,000 square feet). The stormwater and flood management fee
is collected on the city’s water and westewater utility bills.
Annual revenues for 1993 ft’om the stormwater and flood management fees were $2.5 million. The Storm
Water and Flood Management Utility holds all fee revenues in a dedicated account and may make
expenditures only for the following purposes:; 1) development review, administration, stormwater quality,
inspection, construction, installation, repair, maintenance, improvement, replacement, and reconstruction of
drainage facilities in the city, and all other facilities necessary to handle stormwater runoff and floods in the
city; purchase of land or easements ttmt may be required to implement stormwater and flood management
in the city; and repayment of any revenue bonds issued by the city to finance any of the above activities.
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Boulder has issued a revenue bond, backed by the stormwater and flood management fees, to finance some
of the utility’s capital improvement projects. The utility spends about $1..3 million annually on capital
improvement projects.
In addition to the stormwater and flood management fee, the Boulder utility charges a developer fee for the
development of previously undeveloped property, annexation of developed property, and changes or additions
to developed property. This developer feels based on the square footage of the extended service area, or
the utility may also allow a developer to ibuild their own approved system extensions. Revenues from
developer fees are used solely for the purpose of capital improvements, reconstructions, or expansions.
Annual revenues for 1993 from these developer fees were $75,000.
CONCLUSION
Stormwater utilities are now well established as an effective and feasible financing option for raising the
necessary funds for local stormwater management programs. Clearly, there is a large funding need for
stormwater management programs to prevent and control the adverse water quality impacts of storrnwater
runoff in our na’don’s urt)an and ufoanizing areas. Most of the key components and issuas--~egel, financial,
institutional, and political--in setting up a Stormwater utility are manageable. The critical component at the
local level in setting up a stormwater utility iS o/ten political, where local elected officials and the public must
make difficult choices among many needed! local services. Once established, however, a stormwater utility
provides a dedicated revenue source for stonnwater management and is o/ten seen as more equitable to rate
payers or the public because charges are based on each user’s contribution to local stormwater runoff
problems. Storrnwater utilities can generate substantial revenues and provide financial serf-sufficiency for
local stormwater management programs at relatively nominal charges.
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ABSTRACT
Impairments to beneficial uses such as rec~ation, sediment dwelling organisms, and fish and wildlife
habitats have been, in part, caused by discharges from sewage treatment plants (STPs), combined
sewer overflows (CSOs) and stormwater. Municipalities in areas identified by the International Joint
Commission as Areas of Concam (AOCs) are addressing these problems by conducting Pollution
Prevention and Control Plans (PPCPs) and camjing out the recommended implementation strategy.
Environment Canada’s Great Lakes 2000 Cleanup Fund and the Ontario Ministry of the Environment
have provided funding and techniCal assistance to conduct these PPCPs. Joint
federal/provincial/municipal projects are also underway to develop and demonstrate lower cost
technologies as alternatives to conventional options that are typically recommended in the PPCPs.
This paber highlights the findings of PPCPs conducted in the various AOCs and their status of
implementation. In addition, demonstration :projects related to low-cost innovative technologies aimed at
reducing the costs of implementing the PPCPs are described.
KL=YWORD$: pollution control planning, pollution prevention, storrnwater management, CSOs, Great
Lakes, Areas of Concem
INTRODUCTION
During the later part of the 1980s, Pollution Control Plans (PCPs) were carried out by many Ontario
municipalities under Ontario’s Beaches ImProvement Program to develop cost-effective solutions for
controlling the impacts of point sources (frOm s’rPs and industries), and non-point sources (CSOs and
stormwater). The planning process followed iisa means of integrating technical concerns and public input
to arrive at cost-effective solutions that satisfy social, environmental and economic goals. Since 1990,
greater emphasis has been placed on prevention aspects in addition to control, with a change in the
name of the studies to Pollution Prevention and Control Plans (PPCPs). The names are used
interchangeably in this paper.
The steps generally used in a PPCP are :
1. Assess Ioadings and relative receiving water quality impacts of the municipal effluents.
2. Evaluate the most appropriate pollution prevention and abatement measures forthe STPs CSOs and
stormwater discharges.
3. Conduct the study in conformity with the Class Environmental Assessment for Municipal Water and
Wastewater Projects under the provincial Ertvironmental Assessment Act.
4. Develop the Pollution Prevention and COntrol Plan to optimize environmental objectives and costs.
POLLUTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL PLANNING IN AOCs
As shown in Table 1, PPCPs have been completed in four AOCs while three are underway. The PPCPs
for Belleviile, Trenton and Severn Sound municipalities deal with stormwater only since there are no
CSOs in these municipalities. STP effluents are of concem for Samia, Cornwall, Thunder Bay and
Windsor, since these municipalities provide; only a primary treatment level for their sewage. Pollution
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Control Plans have been completed prior to the availability of federal funding for a few other
municipalities with CSO problems in AOCs,, i.e. Hamilton-Wentworth in the Hamilton Harbour AOC, and
Toronto area municipalities in the Toronto Waterfront AOC.
TABLE 1: POLLUTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL PLANS IN AOCs
MunicipatitylArea
of
Municilx iI Effluents
Status
Concem
addressed in PCP
Samia/St. Clair River
CSO, SW, ,~ ;TP
Completed 1993
Cornwall/St. Lawrence River CSO, SW, ,<;TP
Completed 1995
Thunder Bail/Lake Supedor CSO, SW, ,~ ;TP
Completed 1996
Windsor/Detroit River
CSO, SW, ,= ;TP
Underway
Belleville/Bay of Quinte
SW
Completed 1996
Trenton/Bay of Quinte
SW
Underway
Severn Sound municipalities SW
Underway
Beneficial use impairment attributed to muniCipal effluents include:
¯ degradation of benthos due to accumulation of heavy metals and organic chemicals in bottom
sediments
¯ degradation of aesthetics caused by algae and floatables
¯ negative impact to fish and wildlife habitat (e.g. fish edvisodes, and poor aquatic habitat)
¯ limitations on recreational use of the receiving waters (e.g. beach postings)
City Of Samia Pollution Control Plan - SL Clair River AOC
The City of Samia (population: 74,200 ) is located at the southern edge of Lake Huron, on the shore of
the SL Clair River. The city lies on the border between Ontario and the State of Michigan in the U.S.
Beneficial use impairments attributed to municipal effluents include degradation of benthos, limitations
on recreational use and negative impact on fish and wildlife habitat. Restrictions on consumption of fish
and wildlife exist because of high levels of mercury and polyc~lorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in the fLsl~ and
wildlife.
As shown in Table 2, the STP contributes the greatest amount of suspended solids (SS), biological
oxygen demand (BOD), phosphorus (P) and bacteria to the St. Clair River. For the local Samia
watertight, CSOs are the main source of bacterial pollution to the waterfront during wet weather. During
wet weather, stonnwater runoff is the main source of SS to the SL Clair R. The amount of P in
storrnwater is similar to that from the STP under wet weather conditions.
TABLE 2 : POLLUTANT LOADINGS - CITY OF SARNIA
T$S
TP
BOD
Bacteria,
(bMPN/1000 mL)
,
~|P’
(dry 263,300
6,800
526,600
54x 10Q
weather)
uiP,
(wet
66,060
1,700
132,100
12x 10Q
weather)
,
SW
258,300
1,200
23,280
lx10~
CSO
33,370
625 !
9,900
2 x 10~’
Note: Loadings represent period from Apdl 1 to October 31. Units: kg/rainfall season
The PCP recommended (1) upgrading of the primary STP to secondary treatment standard and yearround disinfection, (2) provision of more settling capacity (for the interim period till the secondary STP is
built) to fully treat all flows and hence, eliminate bypassing of flows, (3) construction of 4 CSO tanks to
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achieve a 90% level of volumetric runoff control), (4) collection of stormwater flows into an interceptor
pipe and conveyance to a storrmvater pond.
The total cost of implementing the recommendations from the PCP was estimated at $48.5 million
(19935) STP upgrade cost - $29.2 million, 4 CSO storage tanks - $12.7 million)
Implementation of the recommendations is underway. In 1996, the City of Samia constructed one CSO
storage tank at a cost of $4.73 million (funded under the joint Canada-Ontario Municipal Infrastructure
Program). This tank was designed to handle the volume requirements of two-originally proposed tanks,
realizing a cost saving of several hundredl thousand dollars. The pre-design of the secondary STP has
been completed. Detailed design and cOnstruction is expected pending the availability of sufficient
funding resources.
Cornwall Pollution Control Plan - SL Lawrence AOC
The City of CorrnNall,(population: approximately 47,000) is situated on the banks of the St. Lawrence
River. The beneficial use impairment of the St. Lawrence AOC associated with municipal effluents as
well as other point and non-point sourceidischarges include impact to t’~sh and wildlife (consumption
restrictions, population degradation, deformities, tumours and habitat losses); beach closings,
degradation of benthic communities and cldnking water restrictions.
As shown in Table 3, the STP is the main source of pollutants during dry and wet weather. During wet
weather, the TSS Ioadings from CSOs and stormwater are of the same order of magnitude as that from

the STP.
TABLE 3" POLLUTANT LOADINGS FROI~I CITY OF CORNWALL
TSS
TP
BOD
Bacteria
org/hr- fecal
~ I ~’

weather)
STP

weather)

coliform).

(dry 169,270

3,070

482,130

5.2 x 10~

(wet

2~25

69,550

5.1 x 10~

66,11u

SW
45,880
; 37
6,080
2.2 x 10"
CSO
51,710
286
4,270
3.9 x 10:
Note: Loadings represent pednd from A ~il ’[ to October 31. Units: kg/rainfali season
From the PCP, stormwater impacts would ;be more pronounced in the tributary drains that receive the
stormwater rather than the St. Lawrence River itself. For example, one of these drains (the South Branch
of the Raisin River) has a low baseflow. Hence, the additional stormwater with its relatively higher
concentration of contaminants (in pafdcular; total phosphorus, iron, zinc, mercury and fecal coliform) was
likely contributing to reported impairment in water quality.
The PCP recommendations ware pdoritized as follows: implement CSO control measures followed by
stormwater measures and then finally, upgrede the S’I’P to secondary treatment. This prioritization
reflected the need to fi~t eliminate uncontrolled discharge of untreated sanitary wastes to the St.
Lawrence River from the existing CSOs, thereby improving the quality of the nearshore waters. The
stormwater measures would improve the Water quality and aquatic habitats particularly in the tributary
drains (South Raisin River and Grays Creek). Finally, the STP upgrade would further improve the water
quality of the St. Lawrence River.
Recommendations for CSO control included (1) provision of a 17,500 m3 underground storage tank and
consideration of first flush storage and satellite high rate treatment to reduce the cost of storage, (2)
continuation of ongoing program of on-lot;flow reduction especially in subcatchments with high wet
weather infiltration/inflow (!/I), (3) continuation of real time control with the Brookdale gate, (4)
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continuation of the City’s water conservation strategy and (5) completion of :sewer separation projects
planned for selected subcatchments.
Recommendations for SW abatement included (1) continuation of existing stormwater best management
practices (e.g. street sweeping and catchbasin cleaning, (2) enhancement of vegetation and flow
distribution in the Fly Creek storrnwater pond to improve its water quality function, (3) completion of a
detailed feasibility study for stormwater quality control wet ponds in existing developed areas, (4)
adoption of a comprehensive Stormwater Quality Discharge Control program for new development
areas, (5) implementation of ston’rerater ponds wl~erever feasible for existing developed areas.
Recommendations for improving sewage treatment included (1) conduct a pilot testing program of
secondary treatment options, (2) develop a detailed facility plan to refine capital cost estimates of
secondary treatment options.
The total cost of implementing the recommendations from the Cornwall PCP was estimated at $44.3
million (19935) (CSO storage tank - $11.0 million, STP upgrade - $31 million). Since the PCP was
completed, an environmental study report .identifying options for upgrading the Fly Creek Stormwater
pond for quality control has been undertaken,
Thunder Bay Pollution Prevention and Control Plan - Thunder Bay AOC
The City of Thunder Bay (population: aPl~Oximately 114,000) is situated on the west shore of Lake
Superior. There are seven water coumeS in the study area. All of these and Lake Superior are
considered important fisheries habitat or pathways to spawning grounds. Table 4 presents the pollutant
Ioadings from the city’s sewers. The results of the receiving water impact study of the PCP that CSOs
and stormwater discharges were not significant sources of pollutant Ioadings in the area.
TABLE 4: POLLUTANT LOADINGS FROM CITY OF THUNDER BAY
TSS
TP
BOD
31,750
2,381,400
STP(dry weather)
1,352,400
,
1,566
119,070
STP(wet weather)
67,620
,
1,030
61,360
SW
423,080
6,090
50
1,380
CSO
Note: Annual Loadings; Wet weather 5% of the time; units: kghjear
The PCP study found that the objectives could be achieved by replacement of many of the CSO
regulato~ and other O&M type actions. The overall recommendations of the PCP was set out in a 2
stage process ( a short term PPCP and a long term PPCP.
The cost of the short term PPCP was estimated at $3.9 million. W’dh the short term CSO control
recommendations of replacement of 12 regulators and other O&M type actions, the CSO volume criteria
of 90% volumetric runoff control could be met. Recommendations for the STP included conducting a
pilot study to investigate treatment technologies for secondary upgrade to the STP and improving
digester mbdng. Pollution prevention measures recommended increasing the scope of routine catch
basin cleaning/street sweeping, and downspout disconnect and public education programs.
Total estimated cost of the long term PPCP recommendations for the collection system was $15.5
million (excluding the STP upgrade). The !ong-term PPCP includes collection system management in
the context of controlling and managing excess wet weather flows, considerations for future development
and elimination of basement flooding. Recommendations for the collection system included provision of
a 8760 m3 storage tank (est. cost $5.4 million), new storm sewer construction and providing an additional
pumping station. The estimated $30 milliOn upgrade of the STP to secondary treatment would be
pending the results of the pilot study which was initiated in 1996.
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Windsor Riverfront Pollution Control Planning Study
This study consists of three phases. The Phase I work (completed in 1995) determined the quantity and
quality of the municipal effluents discharged under wet and dry weather conditions to the Detroit River.
The pollutant Ioadings are shown in Table 5. The study also estimated the impact of the municipal
effluents on the river. The City of Windsor is served principally by combined sewers, with practically no
separated systems. Storm relief sewers have been installed in some areas to relieve flooding in the
combined sewer system - these are considered to be CSOs.
TABLE 5: POLLUTANT LOADINGS FROM THE CITY OF WINDSOR
TSS
~ ~
BOD
STP
812,600
", ~.0,000
1,253,000
STP Bypass
55,700
,000
86,000
Storm Relief
640,900
~ ;,000
131,000
CSO
885,000
.~ 1,000
279,000
Inclustdal
37,500
-.
Note: Annual Loadings; Units: kg/year
It is worthwhile to note that the above Ioadings account for 1% to 5% of the contaminant Ioadings to the
dyer in this area - the remainder being discharged from the Detroit area.
Phase 1 determined that Windsor’s municipal effluents had minimal impact on the Detroit River. Since
no bathing beaches are present in the immediate areas of the discharges, recreational use is not
impaired. Consequently, the objective adopted for the study was to meet the minimum requirements of
the MOE CSO policy - that is, that 90% of ~the wet weather flow from the CSO system is to receive at
least pdmary treatment. Phase II of the stUdy, completed in 1997, evaluated options for meeting this
CSO objective.
It is proposed that a short term program be initiated to address operational concerns, pollution prevention
and non-structural control measures. Long term control measures being considered include 1)
construction of storage faci~es to detain wet weather flows for eventual treatment at the West Windsor
STP, and 2) satellite treatment using retention treatment basins (or some other high rate treatment
method such as vortex separation).
Because of site constraints that will limit the use of high rate treatment at some of the CSO locations,
only part of the system can be controlled using this method. Control costs for storage alone, using
underground tunnel storage and conveyance, are $61 million, rising to $148 million ~ the inclusion of
storm relief flows. Control costs for use of R’tention treatment basins for part of the area, along with a
smaller storage tunnel are $48 million, rising to $93 million with the inclusion of storm relief flows. All
options include an increase in primary treatment plant capacity to increase the dewatedng rate for the
sludge from the storage tanks.
Phase III, undenNay in 1998, will present long term control options to the public, including the Remedial
Action Plan Public Advisory Committee, to input into the preferred option.
City of Belleville Pollubon Control Plan - Bay of Quinte Area of Concern
Bacteriological contamination of surface waters in the Bay of Quinte has impaired beneficial use related
to recreational activities in the Bay. The bacterial contamination is attributed primarily to stormwater
runoff.
The PCP for the City of Belleville quantifie~ and located the sources of bacterial contamination under
both dry and wet weather. Under dry weather, some of the storm outfalls are occasionally contaminated.
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However, the level of contamination is quite variable. For those sewers that were consistently
contaminated, the source was identified and the problem tributary lines were isolated. Sanitary crossconnections and/or sewer leakages were suspected to be the cause of bacterial contamination in these
lines
During wet weather, bacterial contamination occurs in the receiving waters of the Moira River, increasing
by approximately an order of magnitude compared to dry weather periods. These elevated bacterial
concentrations lead to contamination of east Bayshore of the Bay of Quinte within the City of Belleville
and a beach (Riverside Beach) within the Moira River.
The high levels of bacteda are attributed to washoff of bacteria-laden sediment from urban surfaces, and
suspension and transport of sediments that accumulate within the storm sewers dudng events. For the
Riverside Beach, however, pigeons residing: under the highway bddge at this location are suspected to
be the source of contamination since the contamination occurs dudng both dry and wet weather.
A stormwater control plan was developed for the City of Belleville. Core components were (1) a source
control program, (2) a centralized stormwat.er retrof’d treatment and (3) a project by project stormwater
control and treatment. Recommendations related to source control included street sweeping/catchbasin
cleaning, identifying/eliminating sources of dry weather storm sewer contamination (sewer crossconnections), minimizing runoff from existing industrial and commercial properties, pet-litter control,
public education and minimizing runoff volumes as a principle to be applied to new development and to
mad/sewer reconstruction projects.
For (2), the recommendations consist of installation of end-of-pipe stormwater treatment to treat existing
outfalls, where opportunities exist. For the project-by-project stormwater control and treatment, a
stormwater control policy was recommended that sets out guidelines and procedures for reviewing the
design of drainage systems for all new development and redevelopment projects, as well as road and
sewer improvement projects. This policy iS intended to ensure that, on each project, all opportunities
are utilized to reduce stormwater volumes an stormwater contamination.
Disinfection, using ultraviolet irradiation, was recommended for consideration, only for those areas of
high recreational use.
Specific recommended control measures included (1) c~ntinued surveillance of the storm sewer system
for bacterial sources, (2)following the recommended stormwater control policy, (3) construction of end-ofpipe stormwater quantity/quality ponds for Specific outfalls, (4) implement bird control program (at the
Highway 401 bridge) for reducing/eliminating the pigeon population and a public information program to
discourage feeding of gulls and waterfowl. Estimated cost of the control measures was $3.18 million.
Pollution Control Plan - City of Trenton
The Trenton PCP, like that of Belleville’s, was initiated to address bacterial contamination within the
Trent River and the Bay of Quinte at Trenton. Phase 1 was completed in 1997. The results of the
monitoring program indicated that bacterial quality (under dry weather conditions) had substantially
improved since eadier studies. This improvement was due to the City of Trenton’s ongoing effort to
upgrade sewers and eliminate sanitary-to-st0rm cross-connections. Under wet weather conditions, there
remains bacterial contamination of the Trent River (south of Dixon Drive Bridge to the mouth of the
river). The main cause appears to be contaminated discharges from the City’s storm sawem.
Phase 2 of the PCP, currently underway, is aimed at identifying the source of this wet weather bacterial
pollution, and monitoring the effect of corrective actions. Corrective actions include recent elimination of
cross connections in the system, proposed cleaning of sewers to flush out sediment. Wildlife, such as
racoons, is also suspected of contributing tO the bacteria levels in the stormwater discharges. Phase 2
will also address options with respect to PhOsphorus load control. Phosphorus loads from Trenton are
estimated at 1,000 kg/year. Ultimately the PCP will provide a long-term strategy for stormwater pollution
control from the City of Trenton.
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Severn Sound Remedial Action Plan Urban Stormwater Study
Impairments caused by stormwater in the Severn Sound AOC were problems associated with
eutrophication and beach closings and effects of toxic contaminants on fish and benthic communities.
Rough 1993 cost estimates for achieving a target of 20% reduction in phosphorus Ioadings was $35
million. The PCP was therefore initiated! in 1996 to provide more definitive costs and options for
managing stormwater in this AOC. The stUdy encompassed 4 municipalities - the Town of Midland, the
Town of Penetanguishene, the Township of’Tay and the Township of Severn.
The PCP identified the annual pollutant I~:ls entedng into Severn Sound. A planning level moclel
(Retrofit Stormwater Management Practices) allowed various storrnwater management options to be
evaluated for the entire Severn Sound area, as well as the individual munidpalities. The sequence of
stormwater management options takes into account source control measures fimtly, followed by end-ofAs a result of the PCP, Ioadings estimatesfor phosphorus to Sevem Sound has been revised from 3,300
kg/year to 1,368 kg/year. A 15% reduction of phosphorus loading is achievable with best management
practices. A 20% reduction of phosphorus was considered to be uneconomical. Estimated cost for the
15% reduction target was $4.3 million.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION
The total estimated cost for implementation of the PCPs for the seven cases described previously
amounts over $330 million. Much of these costs are associated with the need for upgraded STPs,
storage tanks for CSOs and storrmNater ponds. Many municipalities need stormtwater controls to be
Enre~mn~
added GL2000
to existing
drainage
sy~erns
in developed areas, which requires new technologies.
meritorCanada
CUF,
in partnershi
p with the Ministry of Environment and municipalities, is
also supporting the evaluation of technologies (described below) that have the potential to reduce the
costs of implementing these PCPs.
Conventional secondary treatment plants that use activated sludge can convert to step-feed operation
during wet weather to reduce bypasses and ;overflows. The conversion in many cases can be made with
minor modifications to the process flows. In a demonstration of the ~ure at the W(xxJward Ave.
STP in Hamilton Ont., modification costingl only $132,000 (1991) reduced secondary bypassing during
storm flows over a ten month period by 97% (Chapman, 1998)
For CSO control, high rate treatment could provide substantial cost savings compared to sewer
separation or storage and central treatment. ;In a 1992 study, the costs were estimated at $107 million for
satellite treatment using high rate processes, $441 million using the storage and central treatment option
and $3.7 to $5.9 billion for sewer separation for AOCs. The high rate treatment option is being evaluated
in a pilot study initiated in 1994 (Avedll et al, 1997). High rate treatment processes evaluated to date
include the Storm King vortex solid separator (with and without chemicals), microscreening, parallel plate
separators and tertiary filters as a polishing unit. Disinfection of CSOs treated by the effluents from the
vortex separator ar,:l other unit processes: was also evaluated. Key findings are (i) for the CSOs
encountered, the vortex unit was able to meet the MOE’s requirement of 90 rng/L TSS at a loading rate
of 5 - 10 m/h, (ii) using a polymer coagulant resulted in substantially higher ioadings (in excess of 40
m/h), (ii~ similar loading rates could be aChieved with a pilot rectangular tank, suggesting that tank
geomatry was not an important factor. The project has evolved into a full-scale demonstration project in
which the effectiveness of the polymer coagulant is being evaluated in a CSO/stormwater tank in
Toronto.
Real-time control of a sewer system is a means to take advantage of existing excess storage in a sewer
system (resulting from a large sewer system, or of under utilized, or ovemized sewer elements).
Installation of a system of sensors, automatically operated control gates and pomps, with a computer
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management system can take advantage of this excess storage and reduce overflows. This may reduce
control costs by up to 30%, based on European experience. A demonstration study is underway in
Hamilton-Wentworth has developed the necessary software to control the extensive network of combined
sewers and storage tanks (V’dasovic et al, 1993). Actual demonstration of the system is expected in
1998. The system is expected to result in improved performance in controlling overflows and reductions
in capital construction of additional storage or treatment components.
Technologies using low cost measures for stormwater treatment are also under evaluation through the
Stormwater Assessment Monitoring and Performance Program (SWAMP) supported by a partnemhip of
Environment Canada GL2000 CUF the Ministw of Environment, Ontario Ministry of Transportation,
Toronto and Region Conservation, and municipalities. This program is currently evaluating a number of
technologies applicable to stormwater systems, including a stormwater pond performance assessment, a
stormwater pond retrofit to improve water quality, underground tank performance, exfiltration and
filtration systems (discussed below), flow-balancing systems (discussed below),, and oil/grit separators.
In Etobicoke, an exfiltration system (constructed in 1993) is under evaluation (D’Andrea, 1998). Storm
drainage is diverted to perforated pipes installed in the same trench as the conventional storm sewer.
The system has great potential for reducingthe costs of stormwater treatment, since it will add only 10 to
20% to the cost of sewer replacement (when road reconstruction is being carded out) and be less costly
than altemate storage or treatment schemes. Since the system is built in the right-of-way, no land need
be purchased, which makes the method attractive for controlling existing problems in built-up urban
areas. The system performance to date has shown the system will exfiltrate up to 63 mm of rainfall.
Optimization of the design is currently underway. Other aspects under evaluation include pollutant
removal, groundwater transport of pollutants; and maintenance requirements.
In Scarborough, the Dunkers Flow Balancing for control of storrnwater will be evaluated in 1998 (MackMumford, 1998). The system uses an embayment that is sectioned off into treatment cells for removing
suspended solids. Plastic suspended curtains suspended act as the cell walls. A low-cost alternative to
an underground storage tank, the capital cost of the Dunkers system was $3 million versus $22 million
for a storage tank.
In a separate study carried out in Scarborough, Ont., a watershed planning approach was developed to
evaluate retrofit measures for exL~ing urbanized areas (l.i, 1997). In the demonstration carried out on
Centennial Creek, watershed goals were translated into specific targets for reduction of total suspended
solids by 50% and runoff volume by 25%, A number of different measures were then screened for
applicability in the area. Retrofit measures that would fit into the municipality’s capital works budget for
rehabilitation and replacement of roads and sewers were included such as the exfiitration system
discussed above. In addition, downspout disconnection, oil/grit interceptors, stormwater pond retrofits
and new stormwater ponds to be constructed on munidpal property ware evaluated. A multi-efficiency
model that accounted for the suspended solids reduction for both treatment measures (e.g. ponds) and
infiltration measures was used to assess overall performance.
SUMMARY
Pollution prevention and control plans conducted in municipalities in AOCs have provided hard data on
pollutant Ioadings and options to minimise these ioadings from the vadous municipal sources (STP
effluents, CSOs and stormwater). The municipalities in the AOCs now have an implementation strategy
to minimize the municipal pollution to the Great Lakes. The costs of the implementation strategies are
substantial. Opportunities for reducing these costs may arise from the technology evaluation projects on
lower cost altematives currently underway. Retrofit technologies that can be implemented in existing
urbanized areas are important for AOCs to address existing problems. Environment Canada Great Lakes
2000 Cleanup Fund continues to provide support for these technologies.
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT STRATEGIES FOR URBAN COMMUNITIES
William L. Hurt, PR Networks, Inc.
PR Networks, Inc. 400 Renaiss=nce Center, Suite 2250, Detroit, MI 48243 U.S.A
ABSTRACT
Utilities contemplating projects that will affect the lives of the general public (short or long term) in many
instances have a mandated requirement to also inform the public. This process, normally called public
involvement, can contain any combination of these components: public information, education, and/or
participation.
In many situations, utilities are not thoroughly aware of how these component parts impact their project(s)
within the communities serviced. Moreover, in today’s diverse yet often segregated communities it is
critical to understand how communities receive, interpret and act upon messages.
This manuscript will seek to provide the strategies necessary in developing effective and successful public
involvement campaigns specifically directed toward urban markets. The mar~uscript will address such
issues as:
Public relations v. public involvement
Public involvement that meets the urban community’s need
Audience identification
Partnership development for successful public involvement
Selection of appropriate communication techniques/vehicles to deliver your message
What to do when your community will not cooperate
The methodologies are general for application in other municipalities seeking to inform and engage their
publics.
KEYWORDS
Target audiences/stakeholders/publics, CSO, public involvement, public participation, public information.
INTRODUCTION
The public involvement component of the Detroit Water & Sewerage Department’s (DWSD) Long Term
Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Control Program is a requirement set forth in the CSO provisions of the
current National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit (NPDES), issued by the Michigan
Department of Environmental Quality (MDE~) to DWSD.
The primary objective of the public involvement program is to inform local customers, elected officials, the
press and broadcast media, and special interest groups about projects that will effect and impact their
lives, and to solicit their input in the process.
The following is a partial listing of add~onal activities associated with projects of this nature:
formulating a strategic approach
creating a project identity
reviewing and revising the media/presentation kit
se~ng up an advisory coalition
establishing a project workgroup
researching and reviewing communication tools and public involvement activ~es previously
conducted including surveys, wholesale customer meetings and partnership sessions.
In Detroit, the strategic public involvement plan had eight component audiences.
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Wholesale customers
Retail customers
Community Organizations
Environmental Groups
DWSD Employees
Media
Business leaders
Political officials
Each audience, required a different strategy because of the information and how it should be presented.
(A more detailed review of these audiences is listed separately in Audience Identification.)
The overall objectives of our communication efforts were to:
Provide approved information to the various audiences in a timely and easily understandable and
professional manner. Compile and interpret responses and make recommendations.
Position department as an effective utility making a positive impact on issues of importance to its
customers.
This paper presents methodologies and results of the City of Detroit’s Combined Sewer Overflow Control
Public involvement Program.
METHODOLOGY
The very first task to accomplish in constructing a meaningful public involvement program is to gain a
clear understanding of the differences between public relations and public involvement~
Bnefiy, the basic practice of public relations involves assuring that your publics perceive you as you wish
to be perceived. While, public involvement provides a basis for shared decision-making power.
As a part of the public involvement process, a determination must be made if one or both of its component
parts will be applied. The component parts are public information and participation. In the normal course
of a public involvement program, the application of public information and participation may vary. The key
is to understand when to apply each.
Public information is a one-way communication process- telling a story or providing other pertinent
knowledge about the program. It is not impodant here that any feedback is received. Public participation
on the other hand does as it name states-- involve the public’s participation in the process. Pa~cipation
can vary from a limited one-time occurrence to on-going. This is why the determination on the type and
level of public involvement must be made at the beginning during the strategic planning stage.
To assist in const~Jcting a public involvement program that will meet the needs of urban communities, ask
and answer these questions during the planning stage:
-

Why conduct public involvement?.
What are the benef-~s of involving the puiblic?
When is public involvement necessary?
How to include the public in the process
What level of involvement is appropriate to reach the desired outcome?
Which public should and/or need to be involved?
Can we define the importance of the program to the community?
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Answers could include the following:
Why Conduct Public Involvement Programs
Prioddze issues
Build credible relationships
Is required for many publicly funded projects
Public becomes part of decision making prOcess
Expand solutions and understanding of solutions
Benefits of Involving the Public
More effective and responsive decisions
Broader acceptance and commitments
Saves time and money
When is Public Involvement Needed
The decision will affect your public unequally
The decision is a change of policy or service
The decision can’t be made without public support
To build support with regulatory agencies
To build support with your customers
How to Include the Public/Level of Involvement
One time meeting for specific closed-end decisions
On-going public involvement process
Public meeting
Collateral development
One-on-one meetings
Ad hoc advisory committee
(Community influentials)
Toll free information hotline
Define Importance of Program to the Community
Explain all aspects of the program
Why the program must be undertaken
Community’s role
Be responsive to community concerns
Which Publics to Involve
Whose help do you need to show this is a legitimate decision and process?
Who can disrupt the process?
Who stands to gain or lose the most?.
Who has the skills, contacts and experience to help the process?
In urban areas, these questions take on added importance due in part to the diversity of culture and
population.
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AUDIENCE IDENTIFICATION
One of the first lessons we learn in the study or communications is "Know You~" Audience’. This rule takes
on added significance when structuring messages for urban environments. Your audience is also referred
to as =stakeholders" because they have a direct and/or indirect stake in the public involvement process.
Stakeholders are comprised of internal and extemal publics. They may enter or have access to the
process at varying stages. However, knowing who they are or represent may be the most underrated and
least understood facet of the process. In urban communities, the stakeholder profile should reflect the
ethnic diversity present in each city. It is therefore likely that a series of tailored messages may be
needed.
Typically, stakeholder groups will consist off
-

rate payers/users
affected residents and associates
regulators and elected officials
special interest groups
internal public

Two specific groups-affected residents/associations and interest groups are highlighted here for
discussion.
In Detroit, to effectively reach these groups, we used a strategy commonly referred to as =push-pull". We
identified influentials who had credibility within the community and neighborhood groups, religious and
civic associations and politics. Once identified, we sold them on our plan and enlisted their assistance in
our efforts to deliver our message to the community. Community meetings were held at recreation
centers, churches, schools, block club leader’s homes and any other place where people would gather.
As a result, we were able to communicate our message and not get side-tracked by non-related issues
that residents might wish to debate.
Listed below is a profile on each stakeholder= group identified for DWSD’s public involvement program.
Wholesale Customers
This group has very specific concerns that could be addressed through "Wholesale Customer Meetings’.
Messages that are important to this group inClude:
Waatewater sites
Alternatives
Meter accuracy
Water quality
Public health issues
The plan
Wastewater treatment
Communication vehicles may include any of these:
1. Wholesale customer meetings
2. One-on-one & small group meeting
3. Speaker Bureau
4. Newsletter
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Retail Customers (Residents/Users)
Objective
To educate the city’s residential and business rate payers on the necessity for and benefits of the plan and
accompanying construction.
To generate comments and input from these groups that may be of benefit to the city.
Methodology
The most efficient and cost-effective method for reaching large numbers of customers at one time would
be to develop messages primarily for mass media (if the budget permits). Included here could be a mix of
broadcast (primarily radio with some television) and print (community papers). If not, then community
meetings are recommended. A secondary communication vehicle might include direct mail. Information
of most interest to this group include benefits and/or quality of life issues.
A question and answer sheet on the project could be a good introduction to the project for retail
customers. Public service announcements.and a toll-free telephone hotline should also be developed and
then promoted on radio and television as needed.
Other possible opportunities exist using customer service personnel. A hotline number and limited
program information on a wallet sized card will allow them to answer basic questions wth the public.
Possible Outcome
A) The public-at-large is provided any and all relevant information needed to be informed and educated
in a timely way.
B) The utility can be positioned as proactively addressing water quality issues for all its customers.
C) A more informed public can respond one of two ways. The first and preferred response would be to
accept the information with no controversy or opposition. The second and more likely response
which will occur is one of some level of! initial anxiety depending on how information is reported.
There will be some who will be upset oVer cost, others will question the perception of how it will affect
=their" community. This can be resolved by staying =in touch" with the community.
Community Organizations
Objective
To educate and enlist these groups to act as channels through which information can be distributed.
Methodology
Community groups like business leaders are ideal situations to use a speaker’s bureau. Community
organizations include churches and religious organizations, community based and civic organizations, and
educational institutions.
Apart from a speaker’s bureau for use at community meetings, schools, etc., these organizations can be
excellent conduits to get information out to the community. Introduction of new programs, ideas ancl other
messages can be targeted by using those in leedership positions to sell throug~ our position.
Possible Outcomes
A) When "tapped" into properly, these groups can become additional salespeople for the project, and be
available to give support at community meetings.
B) If not sought out and lobbied, some could ;pose serious problems because of their ability to impact
community decision making.
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Environment Groups
Objective
To present information in a way that addresses environmental impact concerns on Me utility’s plan and
implementation.
Methodology
Although environmental groups will want information on rates and meter accuracy, it is believed that the
issues of water quality, public health, alternatives, wastewater treatment and the long-term plan will be
their =bread and burneY’ issues.
It will therefore be necessary to fashion information in a similar format as for the residential customers.
The focus should be on the end-results; how the environment will be enhanced functionally and
aesthetically.
The primary communicat|on tools to be used in addressing this group consists of one-on-one & small
group meetings, brochures and other collaterals, and a speaker bureau.
Possible Outcomes
A) If the information is received and it responds to the questions of interest/concern for these groups, a
working majority buys into the utility’s vision and plan, and then works with the utility by lending their
support to the project.
B) Because of their size many are (small and neighbomood oriented) some of the more outspoken
groups have a single issue that needs addressing. If the issue(s) can be identified and responded to,
the smaller groups may not be much of:a concem.
C) Use a tie-in of some sort with their issues and create a presentation for public (primarily school) use
to help educate other publics.
DWSD Employees
Objective
To inform all staff with emphasis on field and customer service employees with an overview of the
mechanics of the plan for the purpose of directing public inquiries to the appropriate response channels.
Methodology
Working closely with the utility’s public ralat|0ns division, design a "crib sheet~ of basic information that
employees can use if approached by the general public. This crib sheet will have in bullet formal
questions and answers about the project. It will also have the toll-free hotiine number that will be given for
additional inquiries.
Possible Outcomes
A) Field and customer service employees will become an informal speaker’s bureau as well as a
distribution channel for information.
B) As a part of this methodology, a flow chart showing how information would be responded to should be
C) All employees will on some level become knowledgeable about the plan and its execution. As a
result, employees will have some ownership in the final product.
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Media
Objectives
To provide in a controlled manner information about the plan and any related construction.
To identify and use those mediums and individuals that will be supportive voices for the project.
Moreover, to identify and develop a strategy to minimize media opposition.
Methodology
The most direct method to build a support base is to be proactive in managing the media. The initial
approach is to schedule editorial visits with local newspaper editors and =beat" writers. These one-on-one
sessions provide for relationship building.
Additionally, reporters are always looking for information, therefore, the utility can become a conduit of
information that tells the ut~iity’s story. It also opens up opportun~es to position the utility in a positive way.
A media kit using current information is another tool that allows media access to information.
Important to media will be the development of a speaker’s bureau and crisislissue management plan.
Both should be ready to be employed at a .moment’s notice.
Possible Outcomes
A) Media has to be viewed as a two-headed serpent and treated as such. The initial approach would be
to enlist them as an ally, however, one should always be mindful that your interests are usually not
the same. Information has to be controlled and channeled through a single voice to the media.
B) The public relations division will need !to direct the majodty of media contact. Therefore, the
contractors’ efforts should be in synergy with the utility.
Business Leaders
Objective
Educate and enlist these influentiais as a support base for the project.
Methodology
The focus here will be on-on-one personal contacts with groups such as the Chamber of Commerce, civic
associations and ethnic associations. These are the most probable audiences where a speaker’s bureau
can be used.
Possible Outcomes
A) Business leaders can use their position to pull-through our information to vadous audiences,
B) Employee-based education programs and information can be implemented, focusing on preventive
and ecology friendly behavior of workers.
Mayor’s Office and City Council
Objective
Provide timely updates and information on the progress and status of the plan.
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Methodology
The department accompanied by the project administrator should provide the briefing to the ci~s
administrator and/or their designated staff.
A strategy to inform other poli~cai officials(city and suburban) will evolve from the direction given by the
administration.
Possible Outcomes
A) In Detroit, the process called for the administration to carry information to city council; DWSD personnel
along with the contractor are available to answer specific questions before council.
B) Council members are approached and infOrmed individually by a team consisting of a lead individual
from the administration, DWSD and the contractor.
DEVELOPING PARTNERSHIPS
An often used formula for creating successfuil partnerships begin by developing trust between the
participants. As discussed in audience identification, DWSD created a strategy that allowed for input and
comment at different stages and with a variety of individuals. Another ingredient in establishing successful
parmerships include having a firm understanding of the public involvement strategies and the desired
outcomes sought.
Public Involvement Strategies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clarify objectives
Confirm commitment
Understand roles, responsibilities and resources available
Determine the opportunities to influence the decision-making process
-

Frame the problem
identify stakeholders
Confirm the problem
Determine the criteria for a good solution
Identify potential solutions
Evaluate alternative solutions, identifying the trade-offs
Recommend decision to decision maker

5. Prepare appropriate methods and materials to meet objectives
Desired outcome
-

Only involve public if they have a legitimate role
Public Involvement comes with no guarantees
Public is a resource to managers, not a surrogate
Effectiveness of program, not efficiency
Give all stakeholders opportunity to be involved
Involving public does not equal decision up for vote
Not everyone wants to be involved

COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUESNEHICLES TO DELIVER MESSAGES
There are two types of people who travel. The first type are those who are not concerned with how they
get from point "A" to point "B’. They are normally only thinking of getting to their destination. The vehicle
or mode of delivery is secondary. Then there are those who carefully plan their trip, taking into account
potential detours, delays or other external factors that could affect their trip. In most situations, it is the
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prudent planner that enjoys the trip as much as getting to their destination. So it is also for the utility that is
conducting a public involvement program. The trip itself is critical to reaching the destination or goal. In
order to reduce the detours and delays, an inventory of available resources is appropriate. Vehicles that
can deliver messages include:

-

-

Billing inserts
Logos, letterhead and mascots
Door hangers
Newsletters
Fact sheets & brochuras/literature drops
Specialty items-placement, table tents
Displays at community events
Speakers Bureau presentations to groups
Public events such as water week, river rescues, storm drain stenciling, tours
Survey (telephone, mail, personal, door-to-door)
Public meetings
Information phone line (hotline)
Advertisements-television, radio, pfir~t, billboards
Media kits
Press releases
Television and radio interviews & talk shows
Newspaper inserts or special sections
CD--ROMS, Videos, Web Site, Slides

These vehicles may be used together or as a stand alone, depending on the audience. Urban residents
vary in how they receive information. ChoOsing the correct "vehicle" to deliver the message is sometimes
more important than the message when dealing wi~ these communities.
WHAT TO DO WHEN THE CO~IMUNITY WILL NOT COOPERATE
Community cooperation is the glue that holds a successful program together. Therefore, when the
community will not cooperate, the odginal Strategy should be reviewed. For example, we discussed eadier
that it should be determined whether a program was information or participation driven. Knowing this
could prevent lack of cooperation from the community. People may not be cooperating because they:
1) do not fully understand the process and their role or responsibility
2) may not be direotJy impacted or affected by the process, so it has little or’ no value, or
3) they simply do not wish to be involved in the process.
The following chart highlights where people should ideally be in the public involvement process.
In addition, if it can’t be determined that the problem exists as described in example one or two above,
leveraging the relationships established with the influentials i.e. ministers, community leaders, may be
appropriate.
The public involvement process is constantly changing, people enter and exist at varying stages of the
process, creating a on-going learning curve. To overcome indifference, and non-cooperation remember
one very important phase =patience is a virtue and the virtuous are rewarded in the end’.
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Public Involvement Technique for
Different Levels of Time and Interest

HighLots I nte.reStof t~me H i ~N~I n.te rest
time
Public Participation
Public Information
Public Information

Low Interest
No time

Low Interest
Lots of time

Assess value of

Public Participation
Public Information

their involvement in
their process

CONCLUSION
A successful public involvement program will follow this basic recipe:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Develop a strategy/plan and set up obtainable objectives
Identify stakeholders
Identify all issues that directly/indirectly impact plan; create message(s)
Build trust by using influentials
Determine level of involvement desired
Establish a program identity with corresponding collaterals
Staff with adequately trained pe .~nnel
Measure results throughout the process

The methodologies presented in this paper will have a wide spread and long lasting positive impact on
public involvement in urban communities regardless of their size.
REFERENCES
PR Networks, Inc. 1996-97 CSO Public Involvement Strategy. Consultant Services Contract Number
CS-1265, Detroit Water and Sewerage Department, Detroit, Michigan.
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SUCCESS ACHIEVED IN REDUCING SANITARY SEWER OVERFLOWS USING THE PROGRAM
M~NAGEMENT APPROACH

By
Rosanne W. Cardozo, P.E.
Program Manager, Momgomery Watson
William M. Brant, P.E.
Deputy Director, Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Department
Anthony J. Clemente, P.E.

ABSTRACT
After the Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Departmem (the Department) was hit with enforcement
actions from the state and federal government to address wastewater facility capacity issues, the
Director of the Department quickly realized that an organized and highly focused approach was
needed to successfidly comply with the requirements of the enforcement actions, to lift the County’s
building moratorium and to reduce the occurrence and volume of sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs).
Momgomery Watson was brought on board to provide program management services for the
Department on its $1 billion wastewater improvements program.
Through this program management approach, the Department has achieved a 56 percent reduction
in the occm-rence of wet weather SSOs over a three year period, and has seen a 66 percent reduction
in the total volume of SSOs. The Department has also met more than 800 milestones set forth in the
enforcement actions, many of which carry stipulated penalties of up to $10,000 per day for
noncompliance. Moreover, a fast-track collection system improvement program resulted in the early
removal of building moratoriums covering Miami-Dade County.
This program management approach has aiso provided the Department a mving~ in time and money,
a solution to peak staffing needs, instantaneous expertise in wet weather and management issues, a
uniform approach in implementing hundred~ of projects and a single point of responsibility in
ensuring the success of the program.
This paper will provide details on the success of the program management approach in addressing
Miami-Dade’s SSO challenges.
INTRODUCTION
The Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Department is the largest water and wastewater utility in the
Southeast United States and serves a population of over two million located within a 600 square mile
service area. The Department owns, operates and maintains over 2,400 miles of gravity sewers (up
to 72-inch diameter), 640 miles of force mains (up to 102-inch diameter) and 906 pump stations.
The three regional wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) operated by :he Department have recently
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been upgraded from a permitted capacity of 298 million gallons per day (mgd) to the current
treatment capacity of 355.5 mgd.
As is common with most utilities of this size, the Department has had difficulty in controlling
overflows from the sanitary sewer system, especially during wet weather events. The occurrence
of these overflows drew the unwanted attention of the state and federal regulatory agencies. Over
a two year period, the Department negotiated two separate Settlement Agreements with the State of
Florida, and two Consent Decrees with the federal government. These enforcement actions required
$1 biRion in improvements to be made to Miami-Dade’s wastewater facilities over a ten year period.

THE CHALLENGE
The Department was faced with some unique challenges in implementing this $I billion
improvements program. The Department-had to comply with multiple enforcement actions imposed
by two separate regulatory agencies that contained extremely short proje~ completion schedules and
costly penalties for not m~ting the schedules. The enforcement actions also mandated a moratorium
on development within the County until a large amount of the improvements had been completed.
This building moratorium outraged land developers who were heretot0re enjoying a fast-growing,
highly profitable boom in the area of land development. The residents of the County were also
outraged when their water and sewer rates more than tripled, when their sa-oets and landscaping were
tom up, and when traffic jams became the norm due to road closures. The Department was also faced
with an enormous amount of work in addition to their day-to-day responsibilities, ~ staff,
limited experience in addressing wet weather issues of this magnitude and a collection system that
was in desperate need of repair.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT TEAM ORGANIZATION
Confronted with these difficult issues, the Department quickly made the decision to engage
Montgomery Watson to assist them in the management of this program. Montgomery Watson and
its subconsultants founded the Program Management Team (PMT), which was structured to act as
an extension of the Department. A 10,000 square foot office filled with a staff of 75 people was
established adjacent to the Department’s main office. The PMT provided the following services:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

coordination of design consultants;
planning, design review, permitting and material procurement;
construction management;
developer coordination;
multi-agency coordination;
regulatory reporting and negotiation assistance;
creation of a Small Conwactor Development Program to increase small and minority business
participation on construction projects;
project scheduling and cost control;
document control;
technology transfer/training;
and public relations/information.
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THE PROGRAM
A program of improvements was established to improve the Department’s management of SSOs
and to satisfy the reqnirements of the enforcement actions. These improvements ranged from
changes in operation and maintenance of the collection system to capital improvemem projects, as
detailed below:
¯
¯
¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

Wastewater treatment plant improvements to include an incr,-’zse in treatment capacity of
67.5 mgd, the installation of odo~ control facilities, an optimization of plant operations.
Construction of a regional pump station and force mains, including a subaqueous 102-inch,
S mile force main.
A comprehensive program was developed to monitor and inspect the 905 pump stations. The
operating hours of the pump stati.’ons are monitored via elapsed time meters to determine if
there are operational or capacity problems. Each pump station is also field inspected on a
weekly basis, and is repaired and/or upgraded if required. To date, almost 500 pump station
projects have been identified as requiring upgrade, of which, 400 pump station projects have
been completed.
A Supervisory Control and Dam Acquisition (SCADA) system is being installed on all 906
pump stations to better monitor operations and identify any periodic or chronic maintenance
problems.
An aggressive Infiltration/Inflow (I/I) reduction and sewer rehabilitation program is well
underway. The entire 2400 miles of collection system is being evaluated and rehabilitated
as needed to minimize I/I and to improve the structural integrity of the system. Program
activities include 100 percent television inspection, smoke-testing, flow metering, installation
of manhole inserts, and sewerlmanhole repair and replacement.
An ordinance has been enacted which requires municipalities that discharge to the
Department’s wastewater facilities to implement a similar comprehensive wastewater
collection system improvements program. A provision of the ordinance also requires the
owners of privately-owned laterals to correct any defects.
A grease trap ordinance was enacted to control the discharge of grease and oil from industrial
and commercial users into the collection system. It was determined that the majority of pipe
blockages which caused overflows, occurred due to an abundance of grease build-up.
The development of a comprehensive sewer model and peak flow study will be utilized to
refine operation and maintenance procedures to achieve optimal transmission capacity of the
collection sysmm. This model will also be used to evaluate the impact of I/I rehabilitation
projects, and proposed system modifications to further address wet weather capacity issues.
A comprehensive maintenance tracking system capable of tracking maintenance activities,
equipment histories, and scheduliag preventive maintenance activities has been developed.
Emphasis has been placed on preventive maintenance, which has served to reduce the need
for unscheduled maintenance.
A compmerized spare parts invenzory management system is being utilized to ensure that a
sufficient supply of routine and critical spare parts are in stock to satisfy scheduled and crisis
related collection system maintenance requirements. Through this process, equipmem
inventories have been successfi.dly reduced by several million dollars.
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¯

¯

An SSO database and contingency plan have been developed to track and minimize the
quantity and volume of SSOs discharging to surface waters. The weather is monitored
continually, and upon notification of an impending severe storm event, Department personnel
are quickly mobilized to aid in the emergency transfer of flows away from highly sensitive
areas in the collection system. In the event of a spill, investigation crews are also dispatched
to correct the problem and clean the ~rea.
An ongoing water conservation program serves to educate the public about the importance
of water conservation, and aids low-income residents through the instailation of ultra low
flow toilets and showerheads in their homes in order to reduce their water usage charges.

The Department has also implemented the following programs that are not requlred by the
enforcement actions, but which serve to improve the operation and maintenance of the collection
system.
*
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

A long-term corrosion control program to include the lining of" existing force mains and
replacement of sewers subject to corrosion.
The development of new design standards to minimize the potential for I/I and corrosion
within the collection system.
The installation of standby power generators at major pump stations to minimize operation
interruptions.
The development of a Geographical Information System (GIS) to aid in operating and
maintaining the collection system.
A scheduled sewer cleaning program for sewers that experience frequent grease buildup and
blockages.
An intensive cross-training program for personnel to enable them to better maintain and
operate the collection system.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The Department has completed over 65 percent of the program improvements and is more than
satisfied with the preliminary results of the program. The Department has:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

met the terms of the enforcement actions to date and has not had to pay any stipuiated
penalties;
eliminated dry weather capacity SSOs and significantly reduced the quantity and volume of
wet weather SSOs;
created a more reliable, strucngally sound collection system;
improved customer service;
appeased the developers by mini~aizin£ the duration of the building moratorium;
grown small/minority construction businesses within Miami-Dade through the Small
Contractor Development Program (59 percent of pump station projects were awarded to
SCDP contractors);
established an excellent relationship with the regulatory agencies, ~#ao now acknowledge that
Miami-Dade has a model program; and,
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*

has successfully educated the pubhc on the value of the program :hnprovements and related
issues through different media presented in English, Spanish and Creole.

CONCLUSION
Through this program management approach, the Department continues to be successful in reducing
its SSOs and in meeting the requirements of the enforcement actions. Moreover, this approach has
allowed the Department to maintain its focus on providing good customer service throughout the
implementation of this massive improvements program.
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CALCULATING INFLOW IN COMPLEX HYDRAULIC
NETWORKS WITH PUMPED FLOW INPUTS AND BYPASSES
John S. Gresh, P.E., RJN Group, Inc.
Frank T. Torre, RJN Group, Inc.
Atlanta, GA
RJN Group, Inc., 3230-t. Peachtree Comers Circle, GA 30092
ABSTRACT
When performing flow metering for evaluation of infiltration/inflow levels in a sanitary sewer system,
meter locations should be selected to avoid manipulation of data between upstream and downstream
meter sites to obtain net flows within a defined area. Sites also should be selected to avoid the impact of
force main discharges upstream of the meter because analysis of the inflow components from pumped
flow data is more difficult. This paper will ;examine a large scale metering project in Gwinnett County,
Georgia. The county is served by multiptewastewater reclamation facilities, which receive flow from
approximately 130 pumping stations. Various pump stations and treatment facilities have bypass
structures, which send excess flow beyond the capacity of the facility to an alternative downstream
facility. This introduced additional difficulty into an analysis effort that was daunting by its sheer size
alone.
KEY WORDS
Flow metering, bypasses, inflow, data analysis
INTRODUCTION
A unique aspect of this wastewater system is that the collection lines and customers are often located
away from the treatment facilities best equipped to handle the flow. The county Department of Public
Utilities has employed a strategy of pumping flow from the sewersheds with iimited treatment capacity to
those within the county with available capacity. Some of the newer pumping stations have been
designed to allow flow to by-pass to oiler treatment facilities, while "shaving off" peak flows to newer
facilities in alternate sewersheds. The combination of multiple pumped flow inputs and four major bypass points provided challenges when choosing meter sites and analyzing data. These features of the
Gwinnett County system are illustrated on f’~3ure 1.
The metering project for Gwinnett County was designed to provide countywide data for the winter 1997
monitoring season. Data from 101 temporary sites was collected. Select meter sites were subject to the
effects of pumped flow inputs because the large number of sites, pumping stations, and network layout
prevented this condition from being avoided in every case. Four locations were monitored to track bypass flows. Although it is always preferable to analyze flow meter data which is independent from other
locations, this is rarely feasible, in particular, the calculation of peak flows to obtain inflow quantification
is complicated at these sites. Pumping stations act to dampen peak flow effects, which are otherwise
clearly observed in a gravity flow scenario.
METHODOLOGY
A variety of challenges exist when conducting analysis of flow data from meter locations subject to
upstream pumped flow and by-passes.. These include:
¯ The shape of the pumped flow hydrograph is not the same as that of a gravity flow sewer
hydrograph.
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Flow Schematic of Owinnett County

¯
¯

The point in time of peak flow from an upstream site is extended because of wet-well detention
times.
By-passed flows are not predictable and may vary without respect to inflow related events.

Inflow in a sanitary sewer system is defined as extraneous flow that is a direct result of stormwater
runoff. Inflow may enter the sewer from a variety of sources including; downspouts, area drains, storm
sewer cross connections, and manhole covers. Inflow replaces valuable system capacity in collection
networks and treatment plants and may cause sanitary sewer overflows (SSO) if present in sufficient
quantities. The determination of inflow rate is made by comparing the antecedent, dry-day conditions at
a given meter site with peak flow recorded at the meter site during a rainfall event. The rainfall dunng
the peak 60-minute rainfall intensity was plotted against peak inflow for a variety of storms to determine
the relationship between the data sets. For example, if the wet-day flow rate at the peak period is 4,690
liter/minute (L/m), or 1.75 million gallons/day (mgd), and the corresponding dry-day flow at the
corresponding time is 3,943 L/m (1.50 mgd), the inflow is expressed as the wet-day flow rate minus the
dry-day flow or 657 L/m (0.25 mgd).
Several techniques were applied to facilitate inflow analysis in light of the limiting factors mentioned
above. These included:
¯ Averaging data over known pumping cycles.
¯ Differential time adjustment to match peak flows between upstream and downstream locations, and
¯ Graphical hydrograph comparison for data verification and cumulative effect analysis.
Data Averaging
Data may need to be averaged over the normal pumping cycle when picking a point to analyze for inflow
in the case of a pumping station with constant speed pumps. The hydrograph produced by pumped flow
does not mirror the actual flow in the system upstream of the pump station. The observed peak is limited
by the maximum capacity of the pump not the actual flow that would otherwise be observed. (In many
cases, the pump capacity will exceed the peak inflow rate tributary to the station.) What will occur is that
the frequency of pumping increases during wet-weather. The minimum (pump off) and maximum (pump
on) rates will not vary, but the peaks will be closer together with respect to time. Therefore, the data
must be averaged over a period of time during the storm event. It is not practical to select a discreet
data point.
Differential Time Adjustment
The analyst should account for the time difference between peaks observed at connecting meters, based
on the distance between sites, and whether or not they are connected by gravity sewer or force main.
For situations where pumped flow inputs occur, the length of sewer and the flow velocity can be
determined to estimate travel time. This travel time can be significant if the pumped flow originates from
a long distance away. The travel time is subtracted from the time the peak is observed at the
downstream meter. The peak comparison can then be made for the same storm event at equivalent
times.
Graphical Comparison
An effective means to analyze inte~Telated sets of data is by graphical superimposition to detect
observable time of concentration differences in upstream flow inputs, including pumped flow and bypassed flow. This technique allows for analysis of storm inflow effects at the desired meter location while
accounting forthe influence of the upstream inputs. The downstream hyclrograph can be viewed as a
composite of the upstream hydrographs. In this way, choosing the peak inflow point for the analyzed
meter site was done after accounting for the upstream peaks finally flowing past the meter site. This
technique is used in conjunction with differential time adjustment to pick the time of peak inflow. Once
the true peak point is established, then the upstream inflow values are subtracted from the desired
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downstream meter location. The difference is the amount of inflow attdbutabl,e to the drainage area in
question, and not upstream sources.
RESULTS
Data Averaging
Initially, data was collected regarding pumping stations to determine whether or not they were supplied
with constant speed or variable speed pumps. This information assists the analyst when interpreting the
flow data. An example of a meter site subject to upstream pump station influence is illustrated in figure
2. The upstream pump station serves a residential area and is supplied with constant speed pumps.
The graph represents flow data averaged over 5-minute intervals. Longer pump run times produce
higher flow rates at expected times such as mid-morning and eady evening. The general shape of the
graph depicts a typical diurnal hydrograph; however, the effects of pumping are also apparent from the
continuous oscillation of flow throughout the day. This makes picking the true flow peak difficult. In this
case, the data was graphed using 15-minute averages. This produced a smoother graph with an
obvious peak at 11:25 p.m., as shown in figure 3. The preceding dry-day flows are superimposed to
show the expected flow rates during dry conditions. The dry-day peak flow for comparison was
determined to be at 11:35 p.m. after examination of tabular 5-minute data. This point accounts for
pumping. This example produced a wet-day flow of 2847 L/m ( 1.083 mgd) and a dry-day flow of 1698
L/m (0.646 mgd). The net difference is 1149 IJm (0.437 mgd), which is the inflow for this location.
Differential Time Adjustment
The peak hourly intensity for the rainfall event in the above example began at 10:15 p.m. After allowing
for detention time in the wetwell, a clear peak can be observed in figure 3. This peak is not shifted
radically, occurring about one hour after the peak rainfall intensity. It is important for the analyst to
unde~tand the nature of the collection system upstream of the meter site. In this case, the pumping
station has approximately 1,400 linear feet Of force main which discharges about 6,000 linear feet
upstream of the meter location. It is known that the gravity sewer velocities in this portion of the system
range from 0.61m/s (2 ft/s) to 1.22 m/s (4 ft/s), this would produce a time of concentration of 40 to 80
minutes. The peak was observed at 11:25 p.m. and is consistent with the known collection system
cnteda.
Graphical Comparison
Figure 4 illustrates how superimposition on a common scale of wet-day/dry-day and
upstream/downstream meter data helps the analyst to interpret inflow effects. The feature that is initially
obvious is the shift of inflow peaks from the upstream, by-pass meter at site BRW-12 to the downstream
meter at BRW-03. The BRW-12 site measures flow by-passed from an upstream pump station at
Bromolow Creek. This effect is consistent with the known conditions of the system and serves as a
verification check of the data from both locations.
It is also observed that anomalies in flow can occur from by-pass sites. These types of s~tes can have
broad variations based on either the mode of operation of the pumping station or treatment plant just
upstream. In this case, BRW-12 shows a dry-day flow spike at roughly 6:30 p.m. This would skew the
inflow results downward if this point was chosen as a dry-day reference, it was helpful to use these
points, however, to determine the differential time adjustment between sites.
For this example, rain effects are very noticeable at each site. Dry-day and wet-day flows track closely
until the peak storm intensity occurs at 2:15 p.m. Both curves then begin a pronounced increase. The
peak is observed at BRW-12 at approximately 4:15 p.m., reflecting the relatively large drainage area to
this meter. The peak at BRW-03 is shifted tp-approximately 5:15 p.m., reflecting the separation between
sites. The calculated gross inflow at site BRW-12 is 1,632 L/m (0.621 mgd) and 4,101 LJm ( 1.560 mgd)
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at site BRW-03. The net flow from BRW-03 is 2,469 LJm (0.939 mgd). Table 1 shows the data values
extracted from the graphs for inflow analysis.

Table 1.

Inflow Computation Example Data

Peak Wet-day Flow (A)
Time
Meter Location Rate (L/m)i Date

Peak Dnf-day Flow (B)
Rate (L/m) Date
Time

(A)-(B)
inflow (L/m)

BRW-03

7,313 2/21/97

17:35

3,212 2/20/97

17:05

4,101

BRW-12

3,912 2/21/97

17:35

2,279 2/20/97

17:05

1,632

Net Inflow at BRW-03

2,469

DISCUSSION
If data for a meter site which is subject to pumpe0 flow inputs is not averaged, it is possible to pick a data
point on the downside of a pump cycle, giving an inaccurate result. W’~th respect to differential time
adjustment, it should be noted that small pump stations or overdesigned stations may have a large
impact on inflow analysis because of relatively long wet well detention times. It is important that the
analyst understands the exact nature of upstream pump stations to assess probable detention times.
Typical inflow analysis requires a minimum of three to four measurable storms to generate an inflow to
rainfall intensity relationship. When plotted on log-log paper, the points will form a line from which a
linear regression analysis can be performed, The level of confidence of data correlation is improved with
additional data points. When dealing with the effects of pumped or by-passed flows, it is desirable to
obtain additional data points to improve the fit of the inflow-rainfall intensity curve. This helps mitigate
the potential error introduced when interpreting pumped flow data.
CONCLUSIONS
Although meter sites may be chosen to avoid pumped flow or other irregular inputs, they cannot be
avoided in all cases. The techniques described in this paper provide approaches which the data analyst
may employ to account for the unique flow patterns produced by pumped flow and by-passed flow inputs.
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AN INTENSIVE FIELD SAMPLING PROGRAM IN SUPPORT OF
A NUMERICAL TOXICANT FATE AND TRANSPORT MODEL AND RISK ASSESSMENT OF
THE DUWAMISH RIVER AND ELLIOTT BAY, WASHINGTON
Scott Mickelson, King County Environmental Laboratory"
Randy Shuman, King County Department of Natural Resources
Sydney Munger, King County Department of Natural Resources
*King County Environmental LaboratOry, 322 West Ewing Street, Seattle, WA 98119-1507 U.S~.
ABSTRACT
The Duwamish River and Elliott Bay urban estuary, located in Seattle, Washington, is an important natural
and economic resource for the Puget Sound region. A field sampling program was undertaken in the
winter of 1996-97 to provide data to support a toxicant fate and transport modeling effort and risk
assessments on combined sewer overflow (CSO) discharges in the Duwamish River and Eiliott Bay
system. Results of this CSO Water Quality Assessment will provide decision makers with information
integral to long-range CSO control planning.
The field program sampled conventional ;parameters, bacteria, trace metats and organic compounds in
matrices including the water column, sediments, CSO discharges and fish and invertebrate tissues. Water
column and sediment samples were collected weekly, with daily water samples collected for the three
days following CSO events. CSO samples were collected by automated samplers. Biological samples
were obtained through a number of methods, including fishing and trawling. A special study with
transplanted and wild mussels documented differences in tissue chemical concentrations encountered in
dry and wet seasons. Surveys were undertaken to characterize differences in the benthic community
proximal and distal to a CSO.
A number of specialized sampling and analytical techniques were used. Organic concentrations were too
low to detect using our traditional sampling and laboratory methods. Semi-permeable membrane devices
were deployed to assess water column cOncantrations of organic compounds, these samplers estimate
the average concentration of organic compounds over time. Low level mercury sampling was also
employed to estimate mercury concentrations in the water column.
KEYWORDS
water quality, combined sewer overflows, field sampling program, Duwamish Estuary
INTRODUCTION
The King County CSO Water Quality Assessment for the Duwamish River and Elliott Bay was funded in
1995. Its purpose is ~o provide information for making decisions about the future of the CSO control
program in King County. The Slate of Washington has adopted a long-range standard for CSO control
equivalent to no more than one overflow per discharge point per year in an average rainfall year. The
long-range planning process for wastewater tream~nt in King County has estimated the cost of achieving
this standard to be $600,000,000.
The primary question, on the part of county decision makers, is: What is the significance of risks caused
by CSOs and how can the region most effectively address these risks? Evaluating these risks will provide
decision makers with information for optimizing the CSO program through priorit~.ation of current and
future CSO control projects.
The Water Quality Assessment was designed to answer these questions using both the US EPA
Ecological Risk Assessment Framework (EPA, 1996) and the Water Environment Research Foundation
(VVERF) protocols for Ecological Risk Assessment (WERF, 1996). Risks to people are being assesse0
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within the framework of ecological risk but using the EPA Human Health Risk Assessment Guidelines
(EPA, 1989). The first objective of the Water Quality Assessment was, to understand the existing
conditions of the Duwamish River and Elliott Bay in terms of level of risk to aquatic life, wildlife, and people
who use these water bodies. A second objective was to understand the significance of CSO stressors
compared to those of other sources.
The purpose of the field sampling program for the Water Quality Assessment was to provide empirical
data that could be used in the human health and ecological risk assessments and to calibrate the toxicant
fate and transport model. The field sampling program was integral to addressing the first objective of the
Water Quality Assessment - the risks to human health, aquatic life, and wildlife from existing conditions in
the Duwamish River and Etliott Bay.
COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOWS
Combined sewer overflows or CSOs, are discharges of untreated sewage and stormwater released
directly into surface waters during periods of heavy rainfall (King County 1995). Combined sewers, those
which carry sanitary sewage and storm ru.noff in a single pipe, are found in much of metropolitan Seattle.
Because combining systems was the standard engineenng practice, all of Seattle’s sewers built from 1892
until the early 1940s were combined sewers. As newer sewers were installed in Seattle, storm water was
separated from household, commercial, and industrial wastewaters.
Combined sewer overflows serve as safety valves for the sewage treatment system. In combined
systems, the trunk sewers and interceptors have fixed capacities. During periods of heavy rainfall,
wastewater volumes may exceed the capacity of the sewer pipes to convey the westewater to the
treatment plant To prevent damage to the system and to prevent sewers from backing up into homes,
combined sewers are designed to ove~ow, Typically, overflows are designed to discharge to rivers and
marine waters where the flushing action of tides and currents can disperse pollutants.
City of Seattle and King County (formerly Metro) overflows occur within the study area in both the
Duwamish River and Elliott Bay. From 1981 to 1983, nearly 2.4 billion gallons of untreated sewage were
discharged from this system each year. As a result of control efforts, this volume was reduced to 1.8
billion gallons per year by 1994 (King County 1995).
PROJECT METHODOLOGIES
The methodologies for ecological and human heard~ risk assessment designed by the US Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA 1989; 1992; 1994; 1996; and the Water Environmental Research Foundation
(Parkhurst et ai. 1996) are being used to descdbe risk that may be occurring to aquatic life, wildlife, and
people who use the Duwamish River and Btiott Bay, and how the risk could change with control of CSOs.
A model that predicts the concentrations of chemical stressors and other potential changes in the water
body will drive the risk assessment The model is essential to predict conditions in the estuary if CSOs
are eliminated. The model also provides a way to fill gaps in data on current cond~ons. The modeling
effort is supported by a sampling program that allows model calibration and detailed characterization of
the physical, chemical, and biological stressors entering the Duwamish River/Elliott Bay ecosystem. This
paper will describe the various components of the field sampling program which provided the input to the
water quality model and risk assessment
STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION
The Water Quality Assessment study area, shown in Figure 1, includes the Green-Duwamish River from
just upriver of the East Division Reclamation Plant (Renton Sewage Treatment Plant) downstream to
where it enters Elliott Bay, a distance of approximately 24 kilometers (kin). "l~e study area also includes
the portion of Elliott Bay east of an imaginary line drawn from Duwamish Head north to Magnolia Bluff.
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The lower Duwamish River is a highly industrialized, salt-wedge estuary influenced both by river flow and
tidal effects. At its mouth, the river splits into the East and West Waterways, flowing around Harbor Island
into Etliott Bay. The river is considered an estuarine system, exhib~ng both marine and fresh water
characteristics. During periods of normal river flow, the salt wedge extends upriver approximately 13 km
with its terminus or "toe" near the navigational turning basin. From the turning basin upriver to the Renton
Sewage Treatment Plant, the river flows through areas of light commercial and residential uses.
The lower portion of the Duwamish River, below the turning basin, has been straightened, dredged, and
rip-rapped to facilitate navigation and commerce. Upriver of the turning basin the river continues to flow
through its historic channel. River depths range from approximately 17 meters (m) near the mouth to less
than a meter in some areas of the upper por’don of the study area. Bottom sediments range from coarse
sand to fine silt depending on sediment sources and river hydrodynamics. River flows are largely
controlled by releases from the Howard Hansen dam, located in the upper Green River watershed.
Summer flows, gaged at Auburn, Washington are in the range of 7 cubic meters per second (cms). Winter
flows average approximately 45 to 55 cms with peak flows greater than 150 cms during storm events.
Elliott Bay, approximately 21 square km in. area, forms the western boundary of the commercial core of
Seattle. Land use surrounding the bay is mainly marine-oriented industrial and commercial with marine
traffic on the bay heavy at all times of the year. The bay opens to the main basin of Puget Sound to the
easL
Depths in the bay on the western edge of the study area range from 150 to 180 m while depths near the
Seattle waterfront are in the range of 10 to20 m. The open portion of Elliott Bay is dominated by Puget
Sound marine water masses with the fresh water lens from the Duwamish River occupying the upper 5 m.
Natural shorelines with intertidal zones are present along the northeast and southwest shores of the bay.
In the commercially developed portions of the bay, piers and rip-rapping have replaced natural shorelines.
Bottom sediments in the bay range from fine sediment to coarse gravels and cobble.
FIELD SAMPUNG PROGRAM FOR THE WATER QUALITY MODEL
The field sampling program for the water qUality model generated data from three matrices; CSO effluent,
receiving water, and sediment. These idata will be used to model the chemical, physical, and
microbiological characteristics of the Duwamlsh River and Elliott Bay during both storm and non-storm
conditions. All sampling and routine analytical work was performed by staff of the King County
Environmental Laboratory.
CSO Effluent
Effluent samples were collected during discharges from five CSO locations. At two of the locations,
sequential and composite autcsampiers ware placed side-by-side at the outfall structure. The placement
allowed comparison of effluent chemical and microbial concentrations at various times during the
discharge event (sequen’dal sampling) to concentrations over the entire dura’don of the event (composite
sampling.
At the third location, three composite autosamplers were placed with the sampling intakes at three
different depths in the effluent stream. This placement allowed comparisons of conoentmtions at the
bottom, middle, and surface of the effluent st~’eam.
Placements at the fourth and fif~ locations included, respectively, side-by-side sequential autosamplers to
provide replicate sampling for field quality control and a single, composite autosampler.
Intake lines for the autosampiers were placed in the wet well at each location. Sampling events were
triggered by flow conditions monitored by King County’s computerized flow-monitoring system SCADA
(Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition).
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CSO effluent was routinely analyzed for the following conventional parameters: chemical oxygen
demand, total organic carbon, volatile suspended solids, ammonia nitrogen, nitrate/nitrite nitrogen, and
total suspended solids. Chemical oxygen demand, total organic carbon and volatile suspended solids
provided an estimate of the organic content of the CSO effluent. Analysis of the various forms of nitrogen
allowed evaluation of the contribution of these nutrients to receiving water from CSO effluent.
Conventional parameters measured in the field included temperature, conductivity, and pH.
Metal parameters included the following thirteen priority pollutant metals: antimony, arsenic, beryllium,
cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, selenium, silver, thallium, and zinc. Analysis of these
samples was performed by ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy) to obtain the lowestpossible detection limits. The samples also were analyzed by ICP (inductively coupled plasma optical
emission spectroscopy) for calcium and magnesium to allow a hardness calculation since fresh water
quality criteria for metals are hardness normalized.
To obtain the lowest possible detection limits for mercury, a separate low level mercury study was also
undertaken for CSO effluent and receivir~g water. Sampling methodologies followed guidelines specified
in EPA Method 1669, the "clean hands/dirty hands" technique. Collection of a greater number of field QC
samples allowed evaluation of the final ~luality of the data. Low level mercury analysis by Cold Vapor
Atomic Fluorescence was performed by Brooks Rand, Inc. of Seattle, Washington.
Organic parameters included all of the priority pollutant base/neutral/acid (BNA) extractable semivolatile
organic compounds w~ the addition of caffeine and coprostanol, two compounds which act as tracers for
the sewage component of CSO effluent.
Fecal col~orms were routinely analyzed in CSO effluent samples as an indicator species for other
pathogens.
Receiving Water
Receiving water samples were collected from 21 stations in the Duwamish River and Elliott Bay to
evaluate the chemical, physical, and microbiological characteristics of receiving water during both storm
and non-storm conditions. Samples were ~ collected over two 26-week pedods.
At most stations in the river and bay, samples were collected from two depths; one mater below the
surface and one meter above the bottom (or a maximum depth of 20 m at the deeper stations). Sampling
at two depths allowed an evaluation of the differences between the overlying fresh water and the salt
water at each station. At very shallow Stations samples were collected only at a depth of one meter.
Samples were collected weeidy except in the event of storm conditions causing a significant discharge at
two or more of the target CSOs. During Storm conditions, samples were collected at all 21 locations daily
for a period of three days following the CSO discharge event.
Routine receiving water samples were collected either from the King County Environmental Laboratory’s
research vessel Uberty or from shore. In non-navigable areas, receiving water samples were collected
from bddges. Samples collected from bridges employed Van Dora or Niskin bottles lowered by rope to the
water surface. Sample bottles were lowered to a depth of approximately one meter below the surface and
the closing mechanism tripped to facilitate ithe collec’don of a discrete sample.
Samples collected from the LJberty used Niskin bottles deployed on a hydrowire. The Nisldn bottles were
lowered on the hydrowire to depths of one meter below the surface and one meter above the bottom (or
20 meters in depth) simultaneously at each station.
Receiving water was routinely analyzed for the following conventional parameters: total organic carbon,
volatile suspended solids, ammonia nitrogen, nitrate/nitrite nitrogen, and total suspended solids. Where
the receiving water is fresh, analysis of !chemical oxygen demand was also performed. Conventional
parameters measured in the field included dissolved oxygen, temperature, conductivity/salinity, and pH.
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Fresh and marine receiving water was analyzed for the same suite of metals mentioned above by ICP and
ICP-MS. The salinity and dissolved solids concentration of marine water, however, imparted a high
degree of interference to the ICP-MS analysis. Special sample preparatior~ was conducted on marine
receiving water samples prior to analysis. The sample preparation consisted of a "reductive coprecipitation" process which both removed chloride and other dissolved solids interferences as well as
concentrating the sample to improve detection limits.
BNA compounds (including caffeine and coprostanol) were analyzed for every fourth set of receiving water
samples. Grab sampling did not prove to be the most successful method for detecting organic
constituents and routine analysis was done to confirm that these compounds were not present above
standard detection limits.
Receiving water samples were routinely analyzed for fecal coliforms.
In addition to the receiving water sampling scheme described above, separate sampling tasks were
undertaken for the evaluation of trace-level organics and mercury.
To obtain the lowest possible detection limits, special sampling events for the collection of mercury
samples were undertaken in association with Brooks Rand, Inc. of Seattle, Washington. Sampling from
the LJberty employed a peristaltic pump and Teflon® tubing to allow virtually hands-free collection of water
samples in situ. This minimized contamination either from sampling equipment or the environment.
Sampling from shore employed a Teflon® bailer and associated deployment equipment. Special
precautions outlined in EPA Method 1669 were followed and several field QC samples were collected,
including tubing blanks, atmosphere blanks, filter blanks, and bailer blanks. Sampling equipment was
supplied and Cold Vapor Atomic Fluorescence analysis of mercury was performed by Brooks Rand.
Organic compounds are difficult to detect in ambient receiving water samples collected as discrete grabs.
To better understand the existing organic ompound concentrations in receiving water, semipermeable
membrane devices (SPMD) were employed to collect time-integrated water samples. The SPMD were,
essentially, pre-cleaned polyethylene sheets which accumulated organic compounds over time. The
SPMD concentrate non-polar or iipophilic compounds over a specified time period. Resul~ng data can
then be used to estimate the average receiving water concentrations by applying compound-specific
partitioning coefficients. SPMD analysis was performed by Battelle Marine Sciences Laboratory in
Sequim, Washington. Analytical parameters inc/uded polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)
compounds, chlorinated pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) Arociors®, and PCB congeners. The
SPMD were deployed at two locations in the Duwamish River for a period of two weeks. SPMD were
attached to a rope-float-anchor assembly Which was deployed and retrieved as quickly as possible to
minimize contamination. To assess possible contamination by airborne organic compounds, a trip blank
was exposed to the air for the same amount of time as one SPMD during deployment and retrieval.
Sediment
Sediment samples were collected f~om five locations in the Duwamish River for a period of 18 weeks. At
one CSO location, sediments were collected weekly for the entire 18 weeks. At a second CSO location
and at an in-dyer reference Ioca~on, sediments were collected weekly for a period of 14 weeks. At two
other in-river reference locations, sediments ware collected weekly for a period of four weeks. At each
location, a single sample was composited from 10 sediment grabs, laid out on a 5-m square grid.
Samples were collected from the top two centimeters (cm) at each grab station. Sediment samples were
collected from the Liben’y using a modified, stainless steel Van Veen grab sampler. The grab sampler
was lowered on a hydrowire and, upon retrieval, the sample was visually inspected for acceptability. If
acceptable, a 200 cubic centimeter aliquot was collected from the sample using a stainless steel cookie
cutter and placed in a stainless steel bowl. An aliquot was collected from each of the subsequent nine
grab stations and the sample thoroughly homogenized before placement in sample containers. Oxidationreduction potential, was measured in each of the ten individual grab samples with an electronic meter.
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Sediment was routinely analyzed for particle size distribution, total solids, total organic carbon, ammonia
nitrogen, and total sulfides. Particle size distribution and total sulfide analysis was performed by AmTest,
Inc. of Redmond, Washington. Analysis of total solids allowed sediment organic and metal data to be
normalized to dry weight. Some organic data are also normzalized to organic carbon, based on the
results of the total organic carbon analysis.
Sediment analysis also included those metals regulated under the State of Washington Sediment
Management Standards (Chapter 173-204 WAC) which include arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper,
lead, mercury, silver, and zinc as well as the remaining priority pollutant metals (antimony, beryllium,
nickel, selenium, and thallium). The mineral metals, aluminum and iron, also were analyzed to provide a
potential method for normalizing other metal concentrations to local geological conditions. Organic forms
of metals, including butyltin isomers and methyl mercury, were also analyzed in sediment due to their
potential toxicity through bioaccumulation. Methyl mercury analysis was performed by Frontier
Geosciences, Inc. of Sea, e, Washington.
Sediment samples were analyzed for all organic parameters specified in the Sediment Management
Standards. These parameters include the BNA compounds and PCBs.
FIELD SAMPLING PROGRAM FOR THE HUMAN HEALTH AND ECOLOGICAL RISK ASSESSMENTS
The field sampling program for the ecological and human health risk assessments generated two types of
data; chemical concentrations present in fish and shellfish tissue and abundance of benthic infaunai
organisms. These data will be used directly in calculations used to ascribe risk to human health and the
ecological receptors established as risk assessment endpoints for the WQA project.
Bioaccumulation of Chemicals in Fish and Shellfish
Chemical concentrations present in fish and shellfish from the Duwamish River and Elliot Bay were
evaluated through two studies.
An in situ bioassay using transplanted mussels was conducted twice near several CSO ouffalls and inriver reference stations. Mussels were collected from a "clean" baseline location and transplanted into the
Duwamish River and Elliott Bay for a periOd of one month, both during wet and dry season river-flow
conditions. Mussel tissue was analyzed and chemical concentrations will be compared between
transplanted mussels, ambient or wild mussels, and mussels from the baseline sampling location.
Chemical analysis of various fish and shellfish tissue was conducted on samples collected by Washington
State Department of Fish and Wildlife personnel as part of their Puget Sound Ambient Monitoring Program
work. Tissue was collected from English sole, quillback rockfish, Dungeness crab, spot prawn, and
numerous small fish. In addition, samples of squid and benthic invertebrates were collected by King
County personnel for chemical analysis. Tissue samples were resected, homogenized, and analyzed by
King County personnel. All tissue collection was performed following methodologies suggested in
Recommended Guidelines for Sampling Marine Sediment, Water Column, and 77ssue in Puget Sound1
(PSEP, 1996).
All tissue samples were analyzed for the thirteen priority pollutant metals mentioned above in addition to
butyltJn isomers. Tissue samples were also analyzed for BNA compounds (including caffeine and
coprostanol), PCBs, and percent lipids and total solids. Analysis of total solids and percent lipids allowed
normalization of tissue chemical data to dry weight and lipid content, respectively.
Fecal coliforms were analyzed in tissue samples collected from wild mussels located near one in-river
CSO. Baseline samples were collected prior to a discharge event and additional samples were collected
following the discharge event, in addition to fecal coliforms, mussel tissue samples were analyzed for
viruses, salmonella, and Yersinia bacteria.
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Abundance and Diversity of Benthic Infauna
Numbers of species present in benthic sediment in an area influenced by a CSO were compared with
similar data from an in-dver reference area. Additional comparisons between the impacted and reference
sites were made by employing standard reference species numbers and other indices developed by the
Washington State Department of Ecology for Puget Sound. In addition to the benthic analysis, I~e
sediment samples were analyzea for chemical and physical characteristics.
Sediment samples were collected near a CSO ouffall and at an in-river reference station. Both sampling
sites included a transect of five grab stations. Samples were collected by Striplin Associates personnel
assisted by King County personnel. Sample collection followed methodologies suggested in
Recommended Guidelines for Sampling Marine Sediment, Water Column, and 7~ssue in Puget Sound
(PSEP, 1996) and Recommended Protocols for Sampling and Analyzing Subtida/ Benthic
Macroinvertebrate Assemblages in Puget Sound (PSEP, 1987).
In addition to the taxonomic analysis, the benthic sediments were analyzed for the physical and chemical
analyses mentioned previously. This analysis provided data regarding the chemical and physical nature
of the sediment in which the benthic organisms reside.
SUMMARY
Completion of the field sampling program has provided the project team with a large volume of high-quality
data with which to model toxicant fate and transport in the study area as well as perform human health
and ecological risk assessments, thus meeting the initial goals of the field sampling portion of the project.
The field data, in addition to hydrodynamic data, have been used to successfully calibrate the toxicant fate
and transport model for 19 chemicals of potential concern as well as fecal coliform bacteria. One-year
model simulation runs have been completed and the output has been submitted to the risk assessment
team. Ten-year model simulation runs and the risk assessments are scheduled to be completed during
the summer of 1998.
In summary, during the course of the King County Water Quality Assessment project, over 13,000
analyses were performed on nearly 2,000 water, sediment, and tissue samples. Challenges to this
intensive field sampling program included mobilizing field and analyticaJ staff during storm events,
development of new field and analytical methodologies, and management of sample throughput and large
database;
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SEASONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF STORMWATER QUALITY
IN AN URBAN RESIDENTIAL AREA
Amy M. Schofield, Boston Water and Sewer Commission*
Lisa D. Egglsston, P.E., Eggleston Environmental
* BWSC, 425 Summer Street, Boston, MA 02210
ABSTRACT
The Residential Stormwater Monitoring Project was initiated by the Boston Water and Sewer Commission
in Mamh of 1997. The purpose of the project was to characterize the seasonal variation in the quality of
stormwater discharged from a low-density residential area. The project included precipitation monitoring,
stormwater quality sampling and quantification of flows at a single manhole location for up to five storms
per season for a period of one year, surface stormwater quality sampling at five gutter locations, and
inspection and sampling of dry weather flows in storm drains. Based on the data collected event mean
concentrations and loading estimates were calculated and compared with earlier data, and recommendations were developed for stormwater qualit~= improvements for the project area and for future stormwater
monitoring projects.
INTRODUCTION
The Boston Water and Sewer Commission is statutorily responsible for maintaining storm drainage
systems in the City of Boston. The Commission currently maintains 92 major and 98 non-major storm
drain outfalls. Approximately one quarter (11 square miles) of Boston is served by separate storm drains.
The remainder is served by combined sewers or separate storm drains which discharge to combined
sewers.
The Commission completed a two-part NPDES Stormwater Permit Application (Permit Application) and
submitted it to EPA in 1993. As part of the application the Commission collected stormwater quality and
flow data during a four-month period for five i representative land use areas in Boston. Annual pollutant
Ioadings were calculated based on an event,mean concentration for each parameter. Inherent in the
calculations was the assumption that pollutant concentrations do not vary significantly throughout the year.
While this assumption is reasonable for some parameters, others may be subject to seasonal variations
due to specific activities occurring within drainage areas during certain times of the year, as well as the
effects of temperature and other ctimatic conditions on pollutant levels.
The Commission initiated the Residential St0rmwater Monitoring Project in March of 1997. The purpose
of the project was to characterize the seasonal variation in the quality of stormwater discharged from a
low-density residential area. Low-density residential is the primary land use in the separated areas of
Boston. The study area is an 84 acre area lOcated in the West Roxbury neighborhood of Boston. The
study area is part of a larger 484 acre drainage area tributary to Bussey Brook which is located in the
Chades River Watershed. A small portion of the study area and most of the larger drainage area are
located in the neighboring town of Brookline. The area was monitored during preparation of the
Commission’s Permit Application. Topography in the drainage area is relatively flat, with an average slope
of five percent. Land use in the study area iS primarily single-family residential with two-family houses
interspersed. Of the 523 housing units in thestudy area, 369 or 71 percent are single-family and 29
percent are two-family. The Thomas J. Hynes Field, a public park about 6-1/2 acres in size, and the
Lyndon Elementary School are also located in the study area. The average single-family home lot size is
about 118 of an acre. Taking road surfaces, driveways and parking areas into account, as well as roof
drains which are hydraulically connected to the drainage system, impervious area in the study area is
estimated to be about 37 percent.
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Storm drains vary in size from 10-inches in the drainage area’s upper reaches to 60-inches at each of the
two parallel outfalls. Theoretically, flows from the study area can discharge through either outfall.
However, most of the flow discharges through one outfall due to the configuration of the drainage system
and siltation in the other discharge pipe.
METHODOLOGY
To characterize stormwater runoff quality, and reflect seasonal variations in weather patterns and
pollutants, the Commission attempted to sample up to five storms per quarter for a pedod of one year. At
least two of the storms sampled per quarter were to meet the representative =base case" storm criteria set
forth in EPA’s NPDES Stormwater Sampling Guidance Document (EPA 833-B-92-001, July 1992). For
Boston the representative storm criteria were determined to be as follows:
Antecedent dry weather:.
Rainfall:
Duration of rainfall:

3 days (72 hours)
0.4 to 1.0 inches
6 to 18 hours

Up to three additional storms, which did notmeet the base case storm crfteda were to be sampled each
season under varying antecedent conditions. The storm criteda were modified for the winter season,
since it was expected that much of the precipitation would be in the form of snowfall, and runoff would be
in the form of snow-melt.
Flow/Precipitation Monitoring
To ~nonitor flow in the drainage area, an automatic area/velocity flow meter was installed in the same
storm drain manhole monitored dudng the preparation of the Commission’s Stormwater Permit
Application. To enable remote retrieval of data, the flow meter was telemonitored via a telephone service
line connected to a nearby telephone pole. it was programmed to provide continuous readings at fiveminute intervals and record precipitation in one-hundredths of an inch at all times dudng the project.
To measure local volume and intensity of rainfall in the study area, a precipitation monitoring station was
established on the roof of a nearby establishment. The precipitation monitoring station was equipped with
a tipping bucket rain gauge with a data logger and associated software. The rain gauge was programmed
to operate continuously at five-minute intervalls throughout the duration of the project. The rain gauge was
not equipped to record accumulated snowfall.
Weather was monitored continuously throughout the project through the INTELLICAST Boston Weather
intemet web site, the NOAA weather (radio) Station, and the National Weather Service.
Stormwater Quality Monitoring
The automatic composite sampler used for the project was connected to the tetemonitored flow meter in
order to allow remote activation dudng storm events. EPA’s Stormwater Sampling Guidance recommend
flow-weighted composite samples collected dudng a representative storm for the first three hours, or for
the duration of the storm if less than three hours long. For this project, the decision was made to extend
the compositing period to four hours in order to obtain data which were more representative of average
New England storm conditions.
Composite samples collected from the sampling manhole were analyzed for total dissolved solids (’rDS),
total suspended solids (TSS), biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD),
nitrite/nitrate-N, ammonia-N, total kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN), organic-N, total phosphorus, chloride, and total
and soluble cadmium, copper, lead, zinc andl sodium. Total cyanide was analyzed during the winter
quarter (January through March), since cyanide is commonly used as a road salt anti-caking agent, and
soluble metals were included to enable evaluation of potential toxicity to aquatic biota. Parameters for
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analysis were selected based on the following criteria:
o

they were present at elevated concentrations in samples collected for the study area dudng the
preparation of the Stormwater Permit Application (bacteria);

o

they are pollutants of specific concem in developing management controls (bacteria, solids);

o

they are pollutants of specific concern in evaluating receiving water impacts (soluble metals,
bacteria);

o

they are expected to demonstrate seasonal variability in concentrations (BOD, nutrients, bacteria,
solids, metals, cyanide).

Consideration was given to monitoring for pesticides. However, since all of the pesticides detected in
samples collected dudng the preparation of the Permit Application are no longer being manufactured,
pesticides were not included in the project parameters.
In addition to composite samples, grab samples were collected from the monitoring manhole to be
analyzed for pH, temperature and conductivity and bacterial sampling for fecal coliform, fecal strep and E.
coll. The grab samples were collected between one and two hours after the start of the storm to avoid
skewing the data from first flush effects and to ensure contribution from tributary land surfaces. Oil and
Grease (O&G) samples were collected at the outfall, not at the monitoring manhole since collection of the
sample directly into the sample container, as protocol requires, could not be done without entenng the
manhole during wet weather. Also collected were surface runoff samples from gutters situated at five
representative locations throughout the drainage area to be analyzed for fecat coliform, fecal strep and E.
coll. The fecal strep measurement was included primarily for use in determining the fecal coliform/fecal
strep (FC/FS) ratio. Two of the gutter sampling locations, the VFW Parkway site and the site at Cadson
Circle, were also sampled for O&G. The purpose of this sampling was to assess the contribution of
pollutants from surface runoff. Samples were collected between one and two hours after the start of the
storm from the deepest part of the surface flow as it approached catch basins.
Dry Weather Inspections
Once during each project quarter, the outfall, monitoring manhole and up to 10 additional manhotes in the
drainage area were visually inspected during dry weather. Dry weather was defined as three continuous
days with less than 0.1 inches of precipitation. Where observed, dry weather flow was measured using a
portable velocity meter, and grab samples were collected for on-site analysis of temperature, pH,
conductivity, chlorine (residual), copper, surfactants and phenols using a CHEMetrics storm drainage field
test kit. Where sanitary sewage contamination was suspected, grab samples were collected and analyzed
for fecal coliform, fecal strep, E. coil, ammonia-N and fluoride. These tests and further inspection of
manholes and dye testing of houses in the study area by the Commission revealed twelve sanitary sewer
connections to storm drains in the drainage area, eight of which were located in the study area. Two of
the eight in the study area were located in the Town of Brooidine. It is interesting to note that despite the
sanitary sewer connections to storm drains in the drainage area, no evidence of sanitary sewage was
observed at the outfall dudng previous monitoring for the Permit Application, nor during the course of this
project.
Six of the sanitary sewer connections in the study area, including the two in Brookline, and the two
sanitary sewer connections outside the study area were corrected by the beginning of the third (fall)
quarter. The two remaining sanitary sewer connections in the study area required special engineering to
eliminate, and thus were not scheduled for correction until after the conclusion of the monitoring project.
Dry weather inspections conducted in the third and fourth quarters of the project confirmed correction of
the eight sanitary sewer connections.
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RESULTS/DISCUSSION
Flow/Precipitation Monitoring
Upon installation in April of 1997, the flow meter measured base flow in the storm drain at about 1.5
inches. The base flow gradually decreased over time down to about 0.2 inches by the end of the dry
summer quarter, and gradually rose again to about I inch dudng the wetter wimer quarter, indicating that
the base flow is pdmadly due to residual runoff and groundwater infiltration.
On close inspection of the first quarter data, regular daily flow increases were observed which
corresponded to the daytime hours, when people were most likely using water in their homes. This
suggested that at least a small portion of the base flow was due to the existence of sanitary sewer
connections to storm drains in the study area. Sanitary sewer connections to storm drains in the study
area were confirmed dudng dry weather inspections and subsequently eliminated as described in the
previous section.
Precipitation in Boston was significantly below average dudng the first three quarters of the monitoring
project (April through December). For 1997 overall, average precipitation was 8.43 inches below normal.
January through March of 1998 were fairly wet but very mild. Of the 54 storm events occurring dudng the
monitoring pedod, only eight met all three of the storm criteria established by the Commission at the
beginning of the project.
Given the lack of rainfall dudng the previous months and the insufficient number of storms meeting the
storm criteria, the Commission decided midway through the summer quarter to modify the storm criteria in
order to capture more storms events. The crfterla were relaxed to include any event with more than 0.3
inches of precipitation rather than the previously required 0.4 inches, and a minimum storm duration of
four hours. Antecedent conditions were reviewed on a case-by-case basis to determine the suitability of
an event for monitodng.
As winter approached the Commission developed special criteria for sampling flows in the drain under
varying winter conditions, i.e. after a road de.icing and sanding event or following snowpack melting.
However, lack of snowfall in the winter of 1998 prevented much sampling under such specific conditions.
The resultant monitoring events included two mixed precipitation events with associated deicing activity,
and two winter rain storms.
Based on precipitation and flow data, runoff coefficients were calculated for all precipitation events
exceeding the base case minimum precipitation volume of 0.4 inches. The event runoff coefficient was
calculated as the portion of precipitation that resulted in runoff, i.e. total runoff volume divided by total
precipitation volume. Total precipitation volume was calculated as the total precipitation multiplied by the
land area in the study area. Runoff coefficients for this project ranged from 0.03 for a 0.97 inch
precipitation event (0.52 in/hr maximum intensity) to 0.28 for a 2.74 inch precipitation event (0.03 in/hr
maximum intensity). Runoff coefficients for the winter months were notably higher, possibly due to
saturation of the water table or due to frozen ground. Overall the runoff coefficients were consistently
lower than those calculated for the Commission’s Stormwater Permit Application, even for similar size
storms, and they ware significantly lower that the coefficient calculated for the area based on EPA’s
Guidance Manual for Part 2 Applications.
Although 1997 was a very dry year, it is unlikely that this alone would account for the low runoff
coefficients demonstrated in this study. The Commission attributes the differences in the runoff
coefficients to the use of a different rain gauge location (in closer proximity to the study area) than was
used for the Stormwater Permit Application, use of a different, more accurate flow meter, different
placement of the meter probe in the drain pipe, and installation of a flow control structure in the drain pipe
to improve the accuracy of low flow measurements. Since a portable velocity meter was used to confirm
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the accuracy of the flow meter, the coefficients calculated for this project are believed to be the most
accurate.
Water Quality Data
Storrnwater quality data was obtained for 10 storms during the monitoring period. This was only half of
the 20 planned at the onset of the project. Of the storms sampled only two met all of the storm event
criteda established for the program. Sample Mean Concentrations (SMCs) for conventional pollutants in
the composite samples collected from the monitoring manhole are shown in Table 1. Event mean
concentrations (EMCs) calculated for the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) and EPA’s
Freshwater Acute Water Quality Criteria are included in Table 1 for comparison purposes.
The relatively large (0.84 inches) storm on November 22, 1997 was sampled twice; once within the first
four hours of the storm and a second time after the storm had peaked and rainfall had begun tapering off.
The purpose of this sampling protocol was to evaluate the validity of using composite sampling data
collected in the first several hours of a storm event (per EPA’s sampling protocol) to represent event mean
concentrations applicable to the entire runoff volume for the event.
Total Suspended Solids
The storm event on August 13, 1997 exhibited elevated TSS levels in comparison to the August 20-22,
1997 event. This is likely due to the high intensity of the rainfall occurring dudng the composite sampling
collection, resulting in more scoudng of pervious and impervious surfaces.
Deicing Parameters
Sodium, chloride, total dissolved solids (TDS) and total suspended solids (TSS) were higher during the
late fall and winter storm events after snow storms requiring road de-icing and salting. Cyanide was also
detected in composite samples collected on January 23, 1998 and February 12, 1998 after previous storm
events required roadway de-icing. Since cyanide was not detected in samples collected dudng the spring
and summer months for the Permit Application it is believed that its presence in the runoff is limited to the
deicing season.
Toxic Metals
Copper and zinc exceeded the 1986 EPA Freshwater Acute Ambient Water Quality Criteria in 40 percent
and 50 percent of the samples respectively, based on total recoverable metals concentrations. However it
is EPA’s current policy, as stated in its October 1, 1993 =Metals Policy" memorandum, to recommend the
use of the dissolved metal concentration to set and measure compliance with water quality standards,
because the dissolved metals concentration more closely approximates the bio-available fraction of metal
in the water column. Table 1 also lists the EPA acute toxicity criteria expressed as dissolved metals
concentrations, derived using the conversion factors that were subsequently published in the EPA’s
=Conversion Factors for the Calculation of Dissolved Freshwater Aquatic Life Criteria for Metals" (U.S.
EPA, 1995). Comparison of these adjusted criteda with the dissolved metals concentrations measured in
the project indicates only one exceedance of the zinc criterion and none of the copper criterion. It should
be noted however, that EPA’s criteda are hardness-dependent, i.e., the toxicity of the metal is a function of
the hardness (expressed as CaCO3) of the water, and EPA’s criteda presented in Table 1 are based on
moderately hard water (100 mg/I as CaCO3). As a result they may underestimate the toxicity of metals in
the softer surface waters typical of New England.
Besides sodium, zinc was the only metal to demonstrate any degree of seasonal variation with the
concentrations in samples collected in the falll and winter deicing seasons being higher than
concentrations in the summer. Sources of zinc include automotive fluids, tire wear, metal corrosion, paint
and deicing salts.
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Table 1. Wet Weather Convenllonal Pollutant Concentrations
Anniyle
Reporting
Units

Field Parameter~
PH su
Temperalure °C
Conductivity
pmhos
Total Metals
Cd mg/L
Cu mg/L
Na mg/L
Pb mg/L
Zn mg/L

~J
u1
~

~0
C)
I~
.,a,Ot
’-~
O~

Regulatory
Limit(z)

NURP
Median
EMC

8ample Mean Concentration (SMC) (q
4117/97

8113/97

8/21197

10/25197

10/27/97

11/1/97

11122/97
Ead~,

11/22/97
Later

1/7/98

1123198

2/12/98

28.3(3)
NA

NA
NA
NA

6.64
19.6
830

6,95
19.6
1250

6,81
10.1
1030

7.21
10.1
1010

7.92
9.6
370

6.84
12.3
830

NA(7)
NAt~)
NA(~)

NA(7)
NA(~|
NA(~)

8.40
7.6
465

8.32
4.0
1635

8.02
6.33
1340

0.0039(4)
0.018(4)
NA
0,082(4)
0.120(4)

NA
0.034
NA
0.144
0,16

------

<0,001
0,019
18.6
0.028
0.096

<0.001
0,015
13.2
0.034
0.046

<0.001
0,019
4.56
<0.050
0.11

<0,001
<0.010
5.68
<0.050
0.052

<0,001
0.014
18.3
0.021
0.212

<0.001
0,022
530
0.028
0.139

<0.001
0.010
82
0.013
0,064

<0,001
0.007
55.1
0.011
0.036

<0,001
0.005
1730
0.008
0.095

NO
0,025
833 "
0.045
0.144

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

<0.001
<0.005
54.9
<0.005
0.042

<0.001
0.014
1830
<0.05
O. 126

ND
0.006
880
ND
0.089

651
22.8
75.5

140
11.4
38.5

Cd mg/L
NA
<0.005
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
NA
0.037(4)
0.013
0.008
0.007
<0.010
<0.010
NA
Cu mglL
0.017(4)
NA
NA
Na mglL
NA
NA
141
19.3
14.1
11.2
4.34
<0.020
<0.020
<0.020
NA
Pb mglL
0.065(4)
NA
<0.020
0.006
NA
0.065
0.057
Q.034
0.057
0.07
NA
Zn mglL
0.117(4)
Other nerametera
19.4
7.0
7.0
33.0
Chloride mglL
NA
HA
370
27.1
NA
9
-9.76
4.62
23.4
11.0
8.1
BOD mg/L
52.8
75.3
40
50.3
34,5
50.8
COD mglL
NA
65
0.022
Cyanide mg/L
<0.03
<0.03
NO2-N mg/L
NA
NA
ND
0.06
0.054
<0.03
0,68(~)
1.82
t .01
0,878
0.468
0.276
0.523
NO3-N mg/L
NA
NA
0.647
0.914
0.336
0.468
0.204
0.492
Ammonla-N mg/L
30(5)
NA
1.50
1.9
2.02
0.92
1.3
1.72
27.2
TKN mg/L
! .52
26.7
Organic N mgP_
HA
HA
!.25
1 o! !
0.584
0=832
0.352
0.236
0.329
0.23
0.324
Total P mg/L
NA
0.33
0.479
0.12
-0.165
0.196
0.225
0.174
<0.05
o-Phosphate mg/L
NA
NA
NA
826
t 42
130
40
40
96
TDS mg/L
12
28
11
37
TSS mg/L
NA
100
41
55
Notes: (1) Concentrations based on flow-weighted composite sample
(2) Based on EPA Freshwater Acule Waler Quality Crilerla (1986) and adapted for dissolved metals (EPA 1995)
(3) Massachusetts Surface Water Quality Standards for Class B Inland Waters
(4) Based on assumed hardness = 100 mg/L
(5) Based on pH = 6.5
(6) Results presented as combined nitratelnltdte
(7) Field equipment malfunctioned, no results available.

0.031
0.497
0.401
1.75
0=209
0.277
0.196
1,300
40.0

95
3420
9.3
4.86
31
29.0
<0.01
0.062
<0.03
<0.03
<0.03
0,622
0.436
0,223
0.172
0.108
0.429
2.62
0.85
0.65
0.069
0.742
0.22!
0.147
0.119
0.093
0.096
0.052
<0.05
270
178
58 t 0
10.0
12
25.0
SMC = Event Mean Concentration
NA = Not Available or Not Analyzed
ND = Not Detected
NC = Not Calculated

1610
7.41
87.0
0.079
0.055
0.437
0.539
1.60
! .06
0.356
0.056
2540
91.0

With respect to individual metals concentrations, cadmium was not detected in any of the runoff samples
and does not appear to pose a threat to receiving water quality.
The SMCs of lead measured were significantly lower than those reported in the NURP study and, to a
lesser extent, lower than the concentrations measured in the same drainage area during preparation of
the Permit Application five years eadier. This trend is consistent with other more recent stormwater
investigations and is directly attributable to. the decreased use of lead in gasoline. None of the SMCs
measured exceeded the acute toxicity criteria for lead.
Nutrients
Concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus were generally comparable to the NURP EMCs and the
Permit Application data for the drainage area. Except for the generally higher concentrations of these
parameters in samples collected on August 1, 1997, seasonal variations were not significant. It is possible
that the higher concentrations on that datawere attributable to summer landscaping activities. However,
the conditions were not repeated in any other monitoring event during the spring or summer.
In comparison to other events monitored, I~igh levels of TKN and organic nitrogen were observed in the
composite sample collected on November 11, 1997. The concentrations of other forms of nitrogen or of
associated parameters were not unusual in this sample. No explanation is evident for this one incident of
high TKN and organic nitrogen.
Bacteria
Table 2 shows the results of the wet weather bacterial monitoring at the monitoring manhole and at three
of the five of the gutter sampling locations. The results of the bacteria sampling conducted during the
storm on November 22, 1997 were not included since the data produced was highly inconsistent, and
discussions with the laboratory director indicated that the samples may have been mislabled.
Table 2. Wet Weather Bactedal Concentrations
4/17/97

8/13/97

;8/21197

10/27/97

Monitoring Manhole
Fecal Coliform (#1100 ml)
Fecal Sty) (#/100 ml)
E. coli(#/lO0 ml)

11/1/97

1/7/98

1/23/98

2/12/98

37,000
2,300
NA

50,000
1,600
40,000

150,000
23,000
21,000

4,000
700
1,200

27,000
6,100
19,000

11,000
4,700
6,000

800
5,500
100

900
2,400
800

Itynes Field
FecaJ Coliform (#/100 ml)
FesaJ Strep (#/100 ml)
E. coil (#/100 ml)

30,000
74
NA

90,000
3,000
60,000

NS
NS
NS

20,000
5,000
9,000

140,000
1,000
1,000

NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS

Bonad Road
FecaJ Coliform (#/100 ml)
Fecal St~’ep (#/100 ml)
F_ co/i (#/100 rnl)

7,000
600
NA

23,000
5,200
3.700

NS
NS
NS

1,100
200
500

4,000
300
4,000

NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS

Carlson Circle
Fecal Coliform (#/100 ml)
Fecal Strep (#/100 ml)
E. coil I#/100 ml)

1,200
91
NA

11,000
800
2.600

NS
NS
, NS

7,000
2"000
4,000

4,500
1,400
500

NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS

Notes: (1) Concent~dorts based on grab samples
NA = Not Available or Not Analyzed
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The Massachusetts Class B Water Quality Standard for fecal coliform bacteria is a log mean of 200
colonies/100 milliliter (ml). Massachusetts does not have a standard for either t:ecal strep or E. co/i.
However, the EPA recommended criterion for freshwater bathing beaches is 235 colonies E. Co/i
organisms per 100 ml. In urban runoff, fecal coliform concentrations frequently exceed water quality
standards, with typical warm weather concentrations in the 10,000 to 100,000 colonies per 100 range
(NURP, 1983). The medan fecal coliform concentration for all the NURP sites was around 21,000
colonies per 100 ml.
As indicated by the data presented in Table 2, fecal coliform concentrations measured in the study area
were consistent with the NURP data, although they frequently exceeded the Massachusetts standard.
The fecal coliform concentrations measured during preparation of the Permit Application were significantly
lower. However, it has been concluded that the Permit Application bacterial data were subject to
laboratory error.
Concentrations of bacteria were significantly higher during the warmer summer months, as compared to
samples collected during the colcler fall and winter months. This was not surprising since it is known that
bacteria will survive longer under warm conditions. Antecedent conditions also appear to impact bacterial
concentrations, since the two events preceded by only one day of dry weather (October 27, 1997and
January 7, 1998) had the lowest concentrations relative to the season. The highest concentrations of
bacteria were observed in the surface grab samples collected at the Hynes Field. Observations made
during visits to the park and conversations with local residents indicated that the park is a common
destination for dog owners in the neighborhood. This strongly suggests that pet waste is a major
contributer of bacterial contamination to the stormwater runoff in the project area.
Oil and Grease
Higher concentrations of oil and grease were observed at the surface location which receives runoff from
the VFW Parkway as compared to the Cadson Cimle site. The VFW Parkway is a highly traveled, fourlane roadway while Carlson Circle is a residential side street. The concentration of oil and grease was
below detection in the samples collected during the two events with only one day of antecedent dry
weather (October 27, 1997 and January 7, 1998). This is likely due to most of the accumulated oil and
grease O&G having already been washed off the road surfaces.
Pollutant Loadings
The two sets of samples collected at different phases of the same storm on November 22, 1997 yielded
significantly different results. Pollutant concentrations were consistently lower in the composite sample
collected later in the storm. Only nitrate and TKN increased in the later sample, possibly indicative of
nitrification processes taking place. These results indicate that the use of composite data from the first
several hours of a larger storm event to represent the event mean concentration could result in an
overestimation of pollutant Ioadings due to the more dilute concentrations which occur later in a storm
event.
RNDINGS/CONCLUSIONS
Runoff coefficients calculated for this project and for the Commission’s Permit Application were
significantly lower than the value calculated using the method recommended in EPA’s Guidance Manual
for Part 2 Applications. Since the runoff coefficients calculated for this project were based on metered
flows, they are believed to be the more accurate, thus suggesting that the EPA method overestimates
runoff coefficients, particularly for smaller storms.
It appears that EPA’s storm criteria are too restrictive for the Boston area. Due to weather conditions few
of the storms (only eight of all fifty-four) occurring during the monitoring period rnet the initial storm criteria
of 0.4 to 1.0 inches of rainfall, 6 to 18 hour storm duration and 72 hours of antecedent dry weather. Of the
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ten storms sampled, only two met the initial storm criteria. It should be noted however, that 1997 was a
particularly dry year in Boston and precipitation was much lower than average.
Seasonal variations in pollutant concentrations occurred most frequently in parameters that are associated
with winter deicing practices.
Comparison of the two data sets collected on November 22, 1997 indicated that the use of composite data
from the first several hours of a larger storm event to represent the event mean concentration could result
in an overestimation of pollutant Ioadings since significantly more dilute concentrations occur later in a
storm event.
Although the bacterial concentrations in samples collected from the monitoring manhole and the gutter
locations were similar to concentrations reported in NURP, most samples exceeded Massachusetts’ water
quality standards for Class B waters. While some of the bacterial contamination in the samples taken
from the monitoring manhole can be attributed to the influence of the two remaining sanitary sewer
connections to upstream drains, it is unlikely that the surface runoff grab samples were contaminated with
human waste. Thus it appears that the Massachusetts standard for Class B waters is unrealistically high
for urban stormwater runoff.
The highest concentrations of bacteda were measured in the surface grab samples collected at the Hynes
Field, where local residents are known to bring their dogs. Thus, it was concluded that the pdmary soume
of bacterial contamination in the drainage area is urban runoff that had come into contact with deposited
pet waste.
The FC/FS ratio for all of the bacterial samples collected in this program were greater than unity, and most
were greater than four. Ratios greater than four typically suggest human sources, while those less than
0.7 indicate non-human (animal) sources. Since it is unlikely that the surface runoff grab samples
collected in this program were contaminated with human waste, the data suggest that the FC/FS ratio is
not a good indicator of bacterial sources in stormwater.
The concentration of oil and grease were below detection in the samples collected during two events that
had only one day of antecedent dry weather October 27, 1997 and January 7, 1998), indicating that the
previous storms had washed all the accumulated oil and grease off the road.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Stormwater Management
The Boston Public Works Department (PWD) is responsible for roadway de-icing and street cleaning in
the City of Boston. The Commission will encourage the PWD to closely monitor and modify its de-icing
practices and minimize use of de-icing agents and sand. PWD should also be encouraged to conduct
more frequent street cleaning in the study area to remove street deposited automobile fluids, oil and
grease, sediments, leaves, litter and accumulated pet waste.
The City of Boston’s Animal Control Unit is responsible for enforcing the city’s dog fouling ordinance,
Section 16-1.10A of the Boston City Ordinances. Fines are $50.00 for failure to remove dog waste. The
Unit should be encouraged to upgrade its surveillance and enforcement efforts, in the study area.
The City’s Parks Department has already installed signs at Hynes Field to inform residents of the
repercussions of falling to clean up after their pets. In addition the Commission has asked the Parks
Department to consider installing mutt-mitt dispensers to assist dog owners in collecting wastes.
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The Commission should encourage town officials in Brookline to implement activities similar to those
described above to improve stormwater quality in the drainage area which lies in Brooldine.
Future Monitoring
The Commission was surprised at the initiation of the program to discover several sanitary sewer
connections to the storm drains in the study area, especially since there had been no evidence of sanitary
sewage contamination in the monitoring manhole or at the outfall during preparation of the Permit
Application. In the future dry weather inspections of manholes in any drainage area to be monitored will
be conducted prior to initiating the monitoring program.
Strict adherence to the criteria established by EPA restricted the number of storms suitable for sampling.
More flexibility in the storm criteda established for future programs must be allowed, if a sufficient data
base is to be developed.
The results of the dual sampling on November 22, 1997 suggest that the use of composite data collected
during the first several hours of a larger storm event to represent the event mean concentration could
result in an overestimation of pollutant Ioadings. In order to obtain composite samples that are more
representative stormwater quality for the entire storm event, composite samples should be collected over
a longer duration.
Future stormwater monitoring programs should include analysis for soluble metals, since EPA’s current
policy, is to recommend the use of the dissolved metal concentration to set and measure compliance with
water qual~ standards. In addition the hardness of the stormwater should be monitored during future
sampling, since the toxicity of the metals is a function of its hardness.
Additional sampling under winter conditions should be conducted to evaluate the effect of various
conditions on stormwater quality, i.e. after road de-icing and sanding events, following extended periods
with snowpack and during melting. Additional monitoring for Cyanide should also be conducted to obtain
a more complete database.
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WATER QUALITY MONITORING FOR THE DETERMINATION OF EFFECTS OF COLLECTION
SYSTEM DISCHARGES ON RECEIVING WATERS
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ABSTRACT
Water quality monitoring programs have recently been completed in two metropolitan areas within the
United States. One program was designed to assess the effects of sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) on
receiving waters. The other program was to determine the impact of combined sewer overflows (CSOs/
on a local river. The experiences during these major water quality monitoring programs have proved tha;:
(1) Detailed planning prior to the beginning of the program will minimize logistical problems; (2) The
mobilization of sampling staff for a wet weather event when multiple entities are involved can wreak havoc
on the program; (3) Several meetings with laboratory staff prior to the program can help set the proper
course for laboratory analyses during the course of the program; (4) Constant reliability checks are
necessary to prevent instrument drift and to assure that representative data are being collected; and (5)
Opportunities for innovation can lead to pleasantly surprising results. This paper will relate in more detail
the lessons learned during the course of these sampling programs. The paper will also present
techniques and innovations developed for collecting and analyzing water qual~l data.
KEYWORDS
monitoring, sampling, SSO, CSO, overflows, DO
INTRODUCTION
Many programs repeat common mistakes, which lead to the collection of large quantities of data that
provide very little benefit. This paper will serve as a guide for municipalities who are in the process of
beginning a water quality monitoring program. An outline will be presented for the design and
implementation of a monitoring program which ensures the collection of sufficient data to adequately
characterize both the collection system discharges and the receiving water impacts. Additionally,
techniques for reviewing and assessing the quality of the data collected will be described. Data analysis
methods currently in use in the United States and abroad are compared, and several emerging
technologies are discussed.
METHODOLOGY
Before undertaking any activity to mitigate collection system discharges into receiving waters, it is
imperative that the effects of those discharges on the receiving waters are understood. A well designed
and executed water quality monitoring program can help engineers assess these effects. Figure 1
displays a flow chart for designing a water quality program.
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Program Design
The first step in the design of a monitoring
program is to define the goals of the program:
What information do you want to obtain from
the monitoring program? The answer to that
question will determine the level of detail in
your subsequent monitoring program, and the
type, accuracy, and frequency of data to be
collected. Other factors in determining the
objectives of the monitoring program include:
¯
¯

WATER QUAL[TYMONITORING
PROGRAM

State and local regulations
Designated uses of receiving waters of
interest

Defining the goals of a water quality program
lays the groundwork for determining .the
components of the sampling program. A
defensible monitoring program will have, at a
minimum, the following components:
¯
¯
¯

Figure 1
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Dry weather sampling,
Wet weather sampling, and
Continuous water quality monitoring.
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Dry weather sampling determines the
background conditions in the receiving waters.
Wet weather sampling in the receiving waters
and at the points of discharge from the
collection system will determine the system response to storm events. Continuous water quality
monitoring, pdmadly for dissolved oxygen (DO) and temperature, will provide useful data on the health of
the receiving waters dudng both dry and wet weather conditions.
Dudng this planning process, it is important to look for opportunities for innovation. For example, the CSO
monitoring program used both biological monitoring and sediment monitoring data to contribute to aspects
of the project objectives. Biological monitoring was performed to address regulatory issues and
requirements for their system. Both lab and in-stream toxicity tests were performed to determine acute
and chronic effects of CSO discharges. Sediment sampling assessed metals in the receiving water.
Sediments from both the CSO structures and the receiving waters were analyzed for the same
parameters to try to identify potential contamination resulting from CSO discharges. The use of these
types of analyses can provide a more complete picture of the monitored system’s response to wet weather
discharges.
Another innovation was the use of long-term dissolved oxygen monitoring. In both the CSO and SSO
programs, continuous water quality monitors were employed to show the effects of overflows on receiving
waters. In the SSO program, the DO probes were installed and maintained for nearly six months. The
data collected from these meters indicated that dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations at less than the 5
mg/L state water quality standard were not caused by SSO discharges but by the diurnal fluctuations in
dissolved oxygen. Further, there was no measurable response of the receiving water systems’ monitored
DO during storm events where SSO discharges were occurring.
Finally, QA/QC protocols for the water quality monitoring program will ensure that all samples collected
are representative of the waters they were collected from and that the quality of the data is quantified. The
QNQC program should include both a field sampling component and a laboratory component to ensure a
high degree of confidence in the data collection and analysis. Sampling QNQC protocols typically call for:.
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¯
¯
¯
¯

Field blanks to evaluate whether there was any cross contamination occurnng that was
attributable to sampling equipment or practices,
Field duplicates to evaluate the sampling process with respect to the ;repeatability of the results,
Tdp blanks to measure cross contamination during transport, field handling, and storage, and
Equipment blanks to measure the adequacy of the decontamination of sampling equipment after
its use.

Because sample analysis is expensive, it is common practice to collect a full compliment of blanks, and
then only analyze the field blanks. If the analysis indicates no problems with the field blanks, then the
other blank samples may be discarded (Keith).
Site Selection
Once the goals of the monitoring program are clearly defined, the site selection process can begin. Often
monitoring sites are located in a haphazard manner, leading to installations which are difficult to sample or
which are not strategically located to meet the goals of the program. Another common flaw is to begin
overflow monitoring without an accurate, understanding of the collection system hydraulics, especially
when monitoring overflows from sanitary sewers. A detailed understanding of the collection system
topology is required in order to locate sampling points where they will best collect data to meet the defined
goals. Key hydraulic points such as pump stations and diversions should also be taken into consideration,
as these elements can have a significant effect on the monitored hydraulics and the discharge quality.
Local knowledge of chronic problem areas can also assist the engineers in planning the monitoring
program.
The final step in the site selection process is to perform field investigations to determine the adequacy of
the selected sites. The adequacy of a sampling site is based on three factors:
¯
¯
¯

The data needs of the monitoring program,
The feasibility of sampling and flow ’measurement, and
The sampling crew safety concerns.

In order to quantify total loads from overflows and in receiving waters, accurate flow data is required in
conjunction with quality monitoring throughout the event. Keep in mind that, for most analyses, it is
important to characterize re/ative differences; the actual flow rate or volume is not as important. Hydraulic
factors to take into consideration when assessing the candidate sites are siltation or heavy debris buildup
in the overflow pipe, complex hydraulics such as 90-degree bends or multiple inflows in receiving water
sites, and pump station influence. The use of automatic flow measurement equipment should be
investigated at the candidate locations. This can significantly improve the quality of the data collected
while minimizing the staff necessary at each location. Receiving water flow data can be obtained from
USGS gaging stations located near the monitoring sites. Automatic flow meters were successfully applied
at all stream monitoring sites in the SSO monitoring program.
Consideration should also be given to sampling logistics when determining monitoring locations. Most
sampling programs involve coordinating with a large field staff, analytical laboratory staff, and the weather.
Since the concern of most monitoring programs is wet weather water quality, it is important that sites are
selected such that sampling teams can be notified and respond in time to sample the entire event.
Clustering sites can allow the use of one team to sample a number of sites, provided the sample intervals
are adequately spaced (e.g., half-hour sample intervals). Sites should be located within a short ddve of
the lab(s) in order to minimize travel time and ensure that samples meet the required holding times.
Staffing
Teaming with client and even regulatory agency staff can provide unexpected benefits and can contribute
greatly to the success of a sampling program. The obvious benefit of using these groups is the cost
savings in the overall program, as they will minimize the reliance on in-house staff. Even more important,
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however, is the sense of ownership and cooperation achieved when working with client staff, and also with
regulatory agency representatives. Involving state or local agency personnel provides an excellent
opportunity for them to observe the actual sampling techniques and conditions. Dudng the SSO program,
members of the state regulatory body participated in field staff training and actually mobilized for a number
of sampling events. When presenting the results of the program, the agency staff had a better
understanding of how the data was collected, and the actual site locations and conditions under which the
data were collected.
Similar teaming was performed with the state regulatory agency dudng the CSO program. Biological
sampling as part of the CSO study was tied in to an existing study being performed by the state agency.
This resulted in the shadng of data, and sampling was actually split between the client staff and the
agency staff. The result was a greater spirit of cooperation between the client and the regulatory agency.
Teaming with client staff can also be an educational experience. The client provided needy 75 percent of
the staff for the CSO sampling program. This was originally set up as a cost saving measure; however, it
led to a greater understanding of the system and its effects on the receiving waters by the client staff. A
senior staff member actually mobilized and collected samples at a CSO outfall..
The mobilization of sampling staff for a wet weather event can wreak havoc on the program. This is
particularly vexing when multiple entities are involved. For instance, the CSO sampling program required
the consideration of the union call-out procedures of the City staff. Early in the SSO sampling program,
field sampling performed by an environmental sampling services firm limited the flexibility that exists when
using your own staff or sub-consultants. In either case, make sure that call-out procedures and points-ofcontact are cleady defined before beginning the monitoring program, and are documented so that all
parties have a clear understanding of their responsibilities and expectations.
Finally, involve the contract laboratory with the sampling effort early in the program. Lab staff can be used
as runners for sample pick-up. In the SSO program, the lab provided space onsite for sampling
equipment, and served as the staging area for all sampling events. This type of service ensures "buy-in"
in the program by the lab staff.
Installation and Training
Prior to the beginning of the sampling program and after final site selection, all monitoring locations should
be visited and prepared for the upcoming sampling events. Staging areas should be defined and clearly
marked to assist the sampling teams. Because receiving water sampling typically occurs at bddge
crossings, the location where the samples are to be taken should be identified with a mark on the bddge
rail.
Corresponding flow measurements will be necessary at the wet weather sampling locations. Most flow
measurements can be determined by using a portable velocity meter;, however, it may be possible at
some locations, particularly the overflow locations, to install automatic flow measurement devices. If
manual flow measurements are performed at the receiving water monitoring sites, measurement points
along the cross-section of the channel should be cleady marked on the bddge rail. Regardless of the flow
measurement technique in the receiving waters, full surveys of the cross-section will need to be completed
in order to define the geometry of the channel.
Any equipment such as automatic samplers and flow monitors must be installed before training of the field
crews. This equipment can greatly assist in the collection of wet weather data by providing a much more
consistent data set than can be achieved using human labor. The sampling requirements for bacteda
usually do not permit the use of automatic samplers to collect samples during the wet weather events.
However, in the SSO monitoring program, automatic samplers were used successfully to perform the
sample collection. Bacteda requirements were addressed through the use of selective grab samples
during the course of the event.
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Training sessions in proper sample collection, handling and submission, and general field procedures
must be conducted for all field staff. Specific emphasis should be placed on QNQC issues as well as
upon health and safety. All field crews should receive additional training in instrument calibration,
receiving water sampling, and overflow sampling. As part of the training for the SSO sampling program,
field crews mobilized to their actual monitoring site and performed many of the functions that would be
done dudng a sampling event. This gave field crews the opportunity to:
¯
¯
¯

Get to know their assigned sites,
Become familiar with the SOPs and sampling techniques, and
Become comfortable with all procedures and functions that would need to be performed during an
event.

Field crews should be provided with a field manual as part of the training effort for ready reference. The
manual contains Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for all facets of field work on this project. The
field manual serves as an on-site trouble shooting tool if the sampling team has a question about which
parameters to sample for and when, how to calibrate the DO meter, etc. Sampling and equipment
operation SOPs present the field protocols in simple, "cookbook" procedures.. These SOPs provide the
field staff with guidance while performing .alll functions of the sampling program. At a minimum, the field
manual should contain the following items:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Definition of wet or dry weather sampling event (i.e., 72 hour period of dry weather followed by
threshold rainfall amount to qualify for wet-weather event; 72 hour period of dry weather to qualify
for dry-weather event).
Step-by-step procedures for collecting, documenting, storing, and transferring samples from
stream and overflow sites.
Timetable for sample collection dudng sampling events. This will include sampling frequency,
parameters to be sampled for, and frequency of blank and duplicate submission.
Calibration and maintenance of field instrumentation.
Decontamination procedures for sampling equipment and instrumentation.
Health and safety issues including protective clothing and equipment, emergency procedures, the
phone number and route to the nearest hospital, and a list of phone numbers of project
management personnel.

Monitoring and sampling activities present a variety of potentially hazardous situations. Safety protocols
should be developed and included in the field manuals to present procedures and required equipment that
are to be implemented to minimize this potential. These protocols can include all applicable company,
local, state, or federal regulations. However, it is the responsibility of each individual worker to comply
with all applicable regulations. All staff invOlved in the monitonng program should read and understand
these procedures pdor to commencing work.
Routine Maintenance
Routine maintenance requirements will vary depending on the scope of the monitoring program and the
type (if any) of equipment utilized. Most monitoring programs will use continuous monitors for DO and
temperature as well as flow meters in the monitored overflows and sometimes in the receiving
waterbodies. Continuous monitoring relies on sensitive equipment installeq in a hostile environment.
Constant reliability checks are necessary to prevent instrument drift and to ensure that representative data
are being collectecL Typical maintenance activities include:
¯
¯
¯

Frequent site visits to ensure automatic equipment operation and to collect data,
Routine calibration and verification of probes and flow meters,
Pedodic review of sampling techniques.

Dudng any site visit, field data should be collected to compare with the recorded data. The companson of
field measured data to the continuous probes is used to indicate drift in the measurement of dissolved
oxygen occurring in continuous monitors. Possible causes for observed drift may include build up of
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bacterial growth on the sensor membrane or low batteries. However, a rigorous maintenance schedule
adhered to throughout the deployment of the monitors can control and enhance the operation of the
continuous probes. Monitor locations should be visited and cleaned twice s~ week. Monitors should be
caJibrated and the membranes replaced every two weeks. Note that membrane wear is more likely to
occur when the sondes operate in water temperatures in the 25-30° (3 range.
Data collected from any equipment should be frequently reviewed during the course of the program. This
w~ll assist in the detection of potential problems early in the program so that corrective action can be
taken. In many cases, alternative methods of obtaining data may need to be explored due to particular
site conditions.
Event Sampling
Because of the small number of samples and the flexible collection time, dry weather sampling requires
only one team of two people. However, wet weather sampling requires many more samples as well as
flow measurements. Therefore, sampling teams of two people for each of the monitoring sites should be
used whenever possible.
Monitoring programs often rely on composite samples or post-storm event samples for stream wet
weather response characterization. Experience gained during both the SS(D and the CSO sampling
programs proved that discrete samples taken before, during, and after the storm event provide a complete
picture of stream response as well as overflow characteristics. Figure 2 displays a storm event
pollutograph (monitored concentration versus time) at a receiving water sampling location monitored
dudng the CSO program. As can be seen, the full response of the system can be analyzed using this
sampling technique. Composite samples or post-storm event samples would have masked this response
pattern, which may ultimately lead to the under-design or over-design of overflow control measures.
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During each wet weather event, every sample location will have a unique sample matrix listing all samples
to be collected. An example of a receiving water sample matrix is shown in Table 1. This matrix assists
the sample teams in collecting aJl samples and completing aJl measurements. As the sample team
collects each sample, that box of the matrix is checked, and the time is recorded. The field supervisor for
each event will monitor sample times througt~out the event.
Detailed field notes should be taken for all sample events. Obvious observations often become very
important later on in a study. Any unusual or atypical conditions must be noted. Standard field forms can
be developed for each site, and should include at a minimum:
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P.eceivinq Water Sample
!Event Begin
Time:

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Number
1
2
3

Time
0
30
60

5
6
7
8
9
10

120
150
180
210
240
270

TABLE 1
EXAMPLE $-~.~PLE CHECKLIST

Discrete Sample

Event End
Time:
Fecal Grab

In-Stream Measurements
DO
Temp
pH

Date and time of sample, and sar~ple station identification
sample preservation
date of last rainfall
name/~nitials of sampler
water and air temperature
noticeable odors, oil sheens, water color, etc.

Analysis and Verification
Review and evaluate analytical data immediately upon receipt from the lab to facilitate corrective actions if
any were deemed necessary. Specific QA/QC screening procedures that should be followed as part of
the data review effort include:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Field blank data review to ensure that field blanks do not exhibit concentrations greater than the
detection limit for the parameter being tested. ~
Duplicate sample review to ensure that duplicate samples have reported concentrations within
25% of each other.
Range checks to evaluate whether observed concentrations are within expected range.
Internal consistency checks (e.g., TKN>NH3, BOD>CBOD, and dissolved oxygen < saturation).

Blank sample results give an indication of any contamination that may have occurred during the sampling
process. The relative percent differences between results of duplicate samples provide an indication of
analytical precision. Range checks provide a comparison of monitored data to historical data. Internal
consistency checks provide an indication of the quality of the analytical procedure followed by the lab.
It should be noted that these criteria should be defined at the beginning of the monitoring program.
Further, there may be instances where data not meeting the criteria stated above would still be valid,
useable data. For instance, monitored dissolved oxygen concentrations can exceed expected DO
saturation values for a given tempereture where the streams monitored are highly productive and
experience exposure to sunlight.
If any of the data I:x~ints fail to pass the above screening level checks, the data in question should be
investigated. The investigation of failed data points includes at a minimum:
¯

Review field notes for possible explanation of the anomalous result.
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¯
¯

Check for transcription error. Was the sample properly identified in the field notes, on the chain of
custody, and on the lab report?
Check with the laboratory for:.
= Reporting error - was the result correctly transferred from bench sheets to report?
= Sample ID - Was the sample properly identified dudng the analysis?
= Equipment performance - did the equipment used for analysis achieve acceptable
performance criteria?

If the investigation reveals any questionable results on the part of the lab, a re-analysis should be
requested for the parameter in question. Any questionable results will be flagged so that future analyses
are conducted with an awareness of potential problems associated with that data point(s).
Figure 3 presents a typical technique for assessing the operation of continuous dissolved oxygen probes.
The figure displays a frequency distribution for the differences between field-measured and monitormeasured dissolved oxygen observations. This type of analysis can provide an indication of the reliability
of the continuous monitor. By maintaining data such as this on a routine (typically weekly) basis, staff can
quickly detect potential equipment problems and can help guide the routine maintenance of the sondes.
Frequent analysis of the analytical results is also recommended. Be sure to get a fast turnaround time
from the laboratory, as this can affect future analyses. Figure 4 presents a technique for reviewing
analytical sampling results. This figure displays the relative percent difference (RPD) versus the average
monitored constituent concentration. The RPD value represents the percent difference for duplicate
sample results and provides an indication of analytical precision. As can be seen on Figure 3, the
greatest RPD values are at the lowest observed concentrations. This may be of concern, depending on
the nature of the monitoring program. However, if the goal is to accurately quantify when high
concentrations are occurring, then this graphic indicates that analytical precision is greater at the higher
concentrations, thus giving greater confidence in those results.

Figure 3
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Analysis of the discrete monitoring data from both the receiving waters and the overflow discharges also
provides some insights. Comparisons of upstream and downstream receiving water monitoring data can
indicate whether overflows actually effect the receiving water quality. Figure 5 shows an example of this
type of analysis.

18

I

Note that the data displayed in Figure 5 is on log scale. This was done so that the comparatively small
SSO loads would show when compared to the receiving water loads. The monitoring dat~ displayed in
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Figure 5 indicate that, compared to the downstream site (RWQ2), the SSO loads represent less than 0.5
percent of the TSS loading. Further, the graph indicates that SSO loads are less than 0.5 percent of the
increase in load from the upstream site (RWQ1) to the downstream site.
CONCLUSIONS
The experiences during these major water quality monitoring programs have provided the following
insights:
Plan .A.head: Detailed planning prior to the beginning of the program will minimize logistical
problems. During the SSO program, detailed standard operating procedures (SOPs) were
developed. During a dry run session, sample crews mobilized and sampled according to the
SOPs.
Loqistics Can Kill: Staffing of a sampling program can make or break it. Use the opportunity to
build relationships with client and regulatory agency staff. The CSO sampling program effectively
involved staff from both groups ea.rly and often, which led to benefits at the end of the program.
Note that mobilization of sampling staff for a wet weather event can wreak havoc on any program,
but especially when multiple entities are involved. For instance, the CSO sampling program
required the consideration of the union call-out procedures of the City staff.
Know Your Laboratory:. Do not assume the laboratory understands the goals of your program or
the nature of the samples that they will be receiving. Several meetings with laboratory staff pnor
to the program can help the laboratory to determine proper detection limits for the analyses as
well as plan for the necessary dilutions. Be sure to get a fast turnaround on wet weather lab
results, as this can affect future analyses.
Maintain Equipment: Continuous monitoring for DO and temperature relies on sensitive
equipment installed in a hostile environment. Constant reliability checks are necessary to prevent
instrument drift and to assure that representative data is being collected.
Look for Innovation Opportunities: The CSO program performed sediment sampling in both the
receiving river and in the collection system. These comparisons provided useful insights into the
contribution of metals from the CSOs. The SSO program used continuous dissolved oxygen
monitors in conjunction with discrete overflow monitoring data to show that SSO discharges were
not responsible for the non-attainment of the DO water quality standards.
Analysis: Use upstream and downstream monitoring sites to assess the effect of overflows on
receiving waters. Comparisons made between monitored overflow loads and monitored receiving
water loads can provide insight into the receiving water response and the overall effect of overflow
discharges. For example, monitoring dudng the SSO program revealed that SSO discharges
represented less than one percent of the monitored loads in the receiving waters.
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DYE DILUTION TESTING IN THE GREATER DETROIT REGIONAL SEWI~R SYSTEM- LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION AND FIELD SCREENING TECHNIQUES
Tim Dekker, Ph.D., Camp Dresser and McKee*
Mark TenBroek, P.E., Camp Dresser and McKee
Rashila Karsan, Vision Engineering
"Camp Dresser and McKee, One Woodward Avenue, Detroit, MI 48226
ABSTRACT
Evaluation of flows entering the Detroit Water ancl Sewerage Department (DWSD) collection system from
outlying suburban areas requires high quality continuous flow monitoring at a number of key inflow
locations. As part of a large scale collection system management project, the method of dye dilution was
selected to investigate the accuracy of existing flow meters and evaluate new meters installed under the
project. The dye dilution method for flow rate estimation involves the addition of a small, constant stream
of fluorescent dye into a sewer and measurement of dye concentration at a downstream location after the
dye has been thoroughly mixed across the sewer cross section. A mass balance calculation on the
injected dye can then be used to determine the flow rate in the sewer.
This paper describes results of a detailed laboratory investigation and field implementation of the
fluoromethc dye testing technique. In particular, the potential for interference due to abrupt changes in
suspended solids and background fluorescence was observed, indicating the need for monitoring of
suspended solids in virtually all field testing scenarios. A field technique for flagging potential interference
by continuous monitoring of light absorbanCe at the rhodamine WT excitation wavelength was developed.
A comprehensive error analysis was also performed, describing the magnitude of error introduced by
variability in injected dye flow rate, fluororneter variability, error in standards curve preparation,
temperature correction, travel time error, and variability in background fluorescanca and suspended
solids. In general, the majodty of error introduced in a typical dye test is related to preparation of
standards curves and variation in suspended solids and background fluorescence. A thorough
understanding of the theory and potential sources of error in dye testing makes it possible to minimize the
key sources of error and perform highly accurate flow rate estimates. The accuracy, portability, and
flexibility of the dye testing technique makes it a highly useful method for evaluation and improvement of
metering accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
As part of a system-wide evaluation of the accuracy of large meters in the Greater Detroit Regional Sewer
System (GDRSS), a dgorous dye dilution testing technique was developed and tested under a detailed
laboratory investigation and field implementation procedure. This paper presents highlights of the
laboratory study and field work, and concludes with some general guidelines for high-quality dye testing
and meter evaluation.
THEORY
A dye dilution test is performed by adding dye to the sewage flow at a constant rate, allowing the dye to
mix completely with the sewage flow, and measuring the diluted dye concentration at a downstream
location. A mass balance on all fiuoresoir~g materials in the system can then be used to estimate the
sewage flow based on the degree of dilution observed at the downstream sampling point. Such a mass
balance is given by:
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where:
Q~ = Injected flow rate
Ci = Injected concentration
Co = Concentration in mixed (output) flow
CB = Background concentration
Qo = output flow rate to be measured
Expression (1) can be rearranged as:

= Q,.Co - QiC,
c~ -Co
Co can be assumed to be very small relative to C~, so that:

The analysis technique used in this study eliminates the effect of background fluorescence by using
standards prepared from sewage samples. In such a case, a mass balance can be performed on
fnodamine dye only, removing CB from the above development. In this case,

Q~= Q,C~

Co

or

where D is the measured dilution of injected dye, defined as D = C~ / CO.

Qi, Ci

Q~,~

~~

~~ Qo + Qi, Co
Figure 1. Dye test schematic
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LABORATORY INVESTIGATION
Prior to implementing rhodamine dye testing in the field, a laboratory investigation was performed to
refine the analytical technique used for measuring dye concentrations, quantify the expected sources of
error, and develop a standard testing protocol. Issues explored in the laboratory investigation included:
¯ variability in the measurement of fluorescence
¯ variability in dilution preparation and standards curve preparation
¯ bias or variability due to temperature correction
¯ variability due to suspended solids fluctuation
¯ variability or bias due to changes in background fluorescence
¯ potential effects of poor mixing or non-conservative dye
¯ consistency of dye injection
VVhile each one of these issues can have a great influence on dye testing performance, space
considerations will limit us to a subset of the list given above. This paper will focus on the error involved
in standards curve preparation, the importance of temperature correction, and the potential influence of
suspended solids and background fluorescence on flow rate predictions. For all investigations reported
here, a Turner Designs model 10-AU fluorometer was used for analysis of rhodamine VVT concentrations.
Standards Curve Preparation
As noted above in the development of the dye testing equations, the rhodamine dye analytical technique
employed, in this study.~i~nvolves preparation of standards curves horn. site- and time-spacific sewage
samples =n order to account for background fluorescence and possible effects of suspended solids.
Standards curves are prepared by performing serial dilutions of dye to known concentrations and
developing plots of known concentrations vs. measured fluorescence.
A laboratory study was conducted to identify the optimal range over which concentration measurements
can be made using the rhodamine W]" fluorescence technique. Standards were prepared for several
concentTation ranges in order to identify the point at which concentration and fluorescence no longer
exhibit a linear relationship. Figure 2 shows plots of the standards curves for concentration ranges in the:
(a) 0-200 ppb range, (b) 0-500 ppb range, and (c) 0-1000 ppb (1 ppm) range. The fluorometer was
respanned for each of the concentration ranges explored. The lower of the three ranges exhibits high
linearity, as is claimed in the manufacturer’s specifications for the Turner model 10-AU for analysis of
rhodamine WT. Extending to the 500 ppb range results in a departure from linearlty at higher rhodamine
concentrations. The observed nonlinearity is most clearly demonstrated in the 0-1000 ppb standards
curve. Even a relatively small deviation from the best fit line as shown in 2b will result in a large increase
in the error associated with concen1~’ation prediction. For this reason, 200 ppb was identified as a
reasonable upper limit for precise concentration measurements.
Standards curves prepared at very low concentrations (0-2, 0-0.2 ppb) in distilled water also showed high
linearity, with some increase in scatter at the lowest (<0.1 ppb) ranges. However, a more restrictive lowend constraint in sewer flow rate measurement applications is the presence of background fluorescence,
which can obscure low rhodamine concentrations. Measured background fluorescence in samples of
sewage collected throughout the GDRSS has generally been in the range of 0.2 to 1.0 (expressed as ppb
of rhodamine VVT). A factor of 20 times this range gives an effective lower limit of approximately 20 ppb
for measurement of rhodamine concentrations. As long as measured fluorescences are significantly
greater than background levels, background fluorescence variability will have little impact on measured
concentrations.
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Reduction of data by regression of a standards aata introduces error in the estimation of concentration,
due to errors in fluorornetric analysis and dilution preparation. The amount of error associated with data
scatter can be quantified using the standard error of the estimate produced by the regression. For a
regression of the form:

y =mx + b

(5)

the standard error of the estimate is related to the standard error of the regression by:

where s is the standard error, n is the number of points used in the regression, x" is the x value at
which the estimate of y (.v° ) is made, and .~ is the mean value of x over the range of the regression. A
95% confidence interval on the estimate of y is used to estimate the dilution error contribution due to
standards curve preparation, and is given by:
S(D)~, / D = (to~,._2 ¯ s~. )/y"

(7)

where t is the t-distribution tabulated in most statistics textbooks.
Error estimates based on (6) and (7) above for a standards curve prepared from wastewater obtained
from the Detroit collection system are presented in Figure 3. The accuracy of the estimate is a function of
the location on the curve, with the tightest bound on accuracy typically between 60% and 80% of the
range of fitted data. Other similar standards curves prepared for the 0-100 ppb range have generally
shown estimation errors on the order of 0.5 - 2.0% for the upper 50% of the curve. Based on these
results, standards curves prepared for analysis of dye test data are set up so that the majority of collected
data falls in the region of minimal estimation error.

R^2 = 0.999
200 _ s=1.822
n 18
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Figure 3: Standards curve with 95% Cl on estimate of concentration
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Temperature Compensation
It ~ known that measured fluorescence varies w~ temperature according to an exponential function of
t~e form:

F, =
where ~ is the reference temperature, ~ is the sample temperature, ~ is the observed fluorescence of
the sample, ~ is the fluorescence, adjusted to the reference temperature, and k is the dye batch specific
temperature coefficient. Plotting fluorescence vs. temperature data on a semi-log plot (In(F) vs. 7") should
grve a straight line with slope equal to -k. Linear regression of temperature/fluorescence data is used to
eatimate the magnitude and 95% confidence interval of the temperature coefficient for each batch (30gallon drum) of the Cole-Parmer line of rhodamine W’F. Data is obtained by continuously pumping a
standard solution through the flow-through cell of the fluorometer, and either chilling or warming the
reservoir containing the standard. In order to examine the utility of the relationship over the range of dye
concentrations expected, standards of 50 ppb and 10 ppb are used. Sample results of such a linear
regression is presented in Figure 4. Repeat trials of temperature correction coefficient calculations show
highly consistent results within each batch of dye. However, the coefficients can vary by as much as 10%
from batch to batch, potentially introducing a major source of error in dye test flow rate estimates if batchspecific values are not determined and used.

Figure 4: Regression of temperature-fluorescence data for calculation of temperature coefficient
Suspended Solids
The presence of suspended solids in the sewage stream attenuates the amount of fluorescence exhibited
by a sample, due to absorbance of the light used to analyze for dye concentration. The fluorometric
method used to estimate the concenlTat~ons described above implicitly corrects for the presence of
suspended solids through the use of sewage to prepare the standards curve dilutions. However,
fluctuation in the degree of turbidity can contribute to uncertainty in the measured dye concentrations.
Numerous field tests have indicated that the quantity of suspended solids in the sewage stream can
fluctuate significantly over the course of a test. Since these fluctuations can occur rapidly, a method is
needed to continuously screen for suspended solids changes.
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In order to quantify the degree of interference caused by different amounts of suspended solids, a
spectrophotometric method was developed. The fluorometric analysis technique used to analyze for
rhodamine WT involves bombarding a sample with light at a wavelength of 550 nm, and measuring the
emittance of light at the fluorescent wavelength of rhodamine WT of 580 nm. Accordingly, a
spectrophotometer was used to measure light transmittance at the two wavelengths of interest in a set of
standards prepared at different rhodamine concentrations and with sewage samples from different
locations.
Figure 5 shows a fluorescenceJabsorbance relationship for a standard prepared with sewage obtained
from a 36" sewer located in the Clinton-Oakland County Sewerage District. Standards were prepared at
concentrations of 20 and 100 ppb rhodamine WT. Fluorescence and absorbance (550 nm) were
measured for the standards under well-mixed (high suspended solids) conditions, and after successive
amounts of suspended solids had been removed by settling and centhfugation methods. Fluorescence
values were then normalized by dividing by the predicted fluorescence in the middle of the range of
measured absorbances (Abs = 0.35) in order to make results for the 20 and 100 ppb standards directly
comparable.
The results are plotted vs. relative absorbance (measured absorbance minus; the reference absorbance
of 0.35). As expected, removal of suspended solids has the effect of decreasing light absorbance and
correspondingly increasing the measured value of fluorescence. The line fit appears to be equally
appropriate for the 100 ppb standard data (triangles) and the 20 ppb data (squares), indicating that this
type of relationship is relatively insensitive to the measured concentration.

Figure 5: Fluorescence/absorbance relationship for sewage obtained at W. Utica and Dequindre
Initial attempts to use a relationship of the form shown in Figure 5 to correct measured fluorescence
values were unsuccessful, as such relationships were found to be highly site- and time-specific. In order
to account for the potential influence of light absorbance, the field testing protocol includes collecting
upstream (blank) wastewater samples on a fifteen-minute interval, and preparing standards curves from
t~em for time points throughout each test. While absorbance monitoring is not used as a corrective
measure, the method is crucial for screening for periods of excessively high absorbance or for rapid
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changes in abso~ance that cannot be accounted for with 15-minute interval standards curves. After
performing approximately 100 dye tests, our experience has shown that sudden variation in absorbance
is the rule rather than the exception, and screening for absorbance changes is a necessity for estimating
both flow rate and the error bound associated with estimated rates. Sample test fluorescence and
absorbance traces are shown in Figure 6, showing a clear relationship between measured absorbance
and the Rhodamine analytical technique.
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Figure 6: Sample test fluoms~nce and abso~an~ ~s

~o ga,on

¯
Figure 7 (a) dye inj~t van; (b) ~mpling ~iler
FIELD IMPLEMENTATION
The dye testing method was implemented in the field by constructing a van-based dye injection system
and a trailer used for sample collection and data analysis. Schematics of the van and trailer setups are
shown in Figure 7a and b. A fluid metering pump is used to deliver dye into the sewer at a constant rate
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(7a), with periodic flow rate checks made by timing the duration required for drawdown of a 250 mL or
500 mL burette. Measurement of the dilution of the dye at the downstream sampling location is
performed in the sampling trailer (Tb), which utilizes a system of submersible pumps to deliver a sample
stream to a fluorometer and spectrophotometer in series. Both the fluommeter and spectrophotometer
are linked to a laptop PC for continuous collection and plotting of fluorescence, absorbance and
temperature data.
RESULTS
In order to. check for bias in the testing method, dye testing results were compared w~ high quality
magmeter flow estimates and with drawdown testing performed at the Greenfield pump station, located in
Dearborn, Michigan. Testing was performed by abruptly closing the wet well influent gate and recording
well depths while dye testing and magmeter recording was underway downstream. Flows were
calculated by determining the cross-sectional area of the wet well at the depths recorded during the test,
and multiplying by the change in depth for each time interval recorded. Results of the drawdown testing
are presented in Figure 8, showing a consistent drawdown rate over the five minute run of the test and an
average flow over the test of 21.3 cfs. The dye test/meter comparison is given in Figure 9, showing
agreement between dye test and meter values at the three comparison points (standards curve prep
times). An overall summary is found in Table 1, indicating a good three-way comparison between the dye
test, drawdown and meter flow rate results (dye test/meter multiplication factor = 0.99 _+ 0.05,
meter/drawdown comparison 20.4/21.3 cfs at 12:40). These results are highly’ consistent with similar
testing performed in March of 1997.

Figure 8: Drawdown testing results
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Figure 9: Dye test/meter comparison
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Table 1: Dye test/magrneter/drawdown test companson
Flew (cfs)
Time
Dye Test
Meter
Drawdown Test
12:15
20.7
20.5
12:25
20.5
20.5
12:40
20.4
21.3
12:45
18.3
19.0
average:
*MulUplication factor =dye test results/metered values

Nluit. Factor
1.01
1.00

Dye Test LTacert~iaty
(]~SS)
5.0%
5.1%

0.96
0.99 ± 0.05

5. I%
5.0%

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
While space considerations limit us to a brief discussion of our development of a rigorous dye testing
method, the complete error analysis performed to support this study identified a number of key
requirements for accurate and reliable dye testing. While not detailed in this paper, these requirements
are listed below:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Continuous monitoring of dye injection rate
Verification of dye consistency throughout
Accounting for time-of-travel
High quality standards curve preparation from representative sewage samples
Frequent standards curve preparation
Continuous monitoring of suspended solids
Comprehensive error analysis

Peformance of a comprehensive error analysis includes accounting for the contribution of each one of
these factors to the overall uncertainty of the flow rate estimate. In general, the majority of error
introduced in a typical dye test is related to preparation of standards curves and variation in suspended
solids and background fluorescence. In general, a thorough understanding of the theory and potential
sources of error in dye testing makes it possible to minimize the key sources of error and perform highly
accurate flow rate esUrnates.
~
The testing methods described in this paper have been ~sed to perform well over 100 dye tests at
metering sites throughout the greater Detroit area. The method has been use~ to measure flows from 3
to 350 cfs, and has been shown to give highly accurate and consistent results throughout the range of
measured flow rates. As part of a system-wide evaluation of meter accuracy in the GDRSS, dye testing
has been invaluable in identifying problems with existing meter installations and building confidence in the
operation of many of the meters in the system. Dye testing has also been a valuable tool for verifying the
accuracy of new meters and debugging problems with installations.
Based on our experience with a wide range of metering technologies, including point- and transit-time
ultrasonic meters, magmeters, and flurr’-~s and weirs, our general observation has been that problems
with meters tend to be related to specific installations, rather than to any particular technology or
manufacturer. Given this observation, it is our recommendation that calibration or verification of meter
accuracy should be performed for virtually any installation, regardless of manufacturers claims to the
contrary. Our experience has shown dye testing to be a valuable tool for achieving this goal.
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IS COMPREHENSIVE REHABILITATION FOR I/I REMOVAL COST EFFECTIVE IN HOUSTON?
Yeh-Min Maa, City of Houston, Department of Public Works & Engineering, Wastewater Division
Michael J. Bagstad, Montgomery Watson, City of Houston Wastewatsr Program*
William H. Sukenik, Montgomery Watson, City of Houston Wastewatsr Program
Gise Ju, Montgomery Watson
"1100 Louisiana, Suite 1100, Houston, Texas 77002
ABSTRACT

The City of Houston was under mandates from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (’TNRCC) to control wet-weather overflows caused
by excessive infiltration/inflow (I/I) during ~ainfail events by December 31, 1997. The City of Houston
complied with these regulatory orders by Completing the largest Sanitary Sewer Overflow (SSO)
correction program in the country, notwithstanding extremely tight schedule constraints and a massive
$1.17 billion capital improvement program. The Wastewater Program (Program) was created in 1992 to
manage the work toward mandated compliance.
One of the aiterna~ves analyzed for achieving compliance with the administrative orders was sewer
system rehabilitation to reduce I/I. The analysis made the assumption that comprehensive rehabilitation
is required to achieve significant I/I reduction. Rehabilitation that addresses all components of the
system (mainlines, laterals, and services) is termed "comprehensive rehabilitation". The analysis
determined that this type of rehabilitation was not cost effective on a system wide basis for Houston. It is
speculated that this is due in part to Houston’s unique climatology and collection system characteristics.
It should be noted that this analysis studied only comprehensive rehabilitation. Other kinds of
rehabilitation may prove to be cost-effective even in Houston.
A rehabilitation demonstration project was= undertaken to determine the costs and effectiveness of two
levels of rehabilitation in reducing rainfall dependent I/I (RDt/I). The extent of rehabilitation under both
levels was less than that of comprehensive rehabilitation. Both approaches were less effective at
reducing RDI/I than the method for comprehensive rehabilitation assumed in the Houston analyses. In a
subsequent analysis in one of the demonstration basins, the incremental cost to complete the
rehabilitation effort on private property (i.e. expand the rehabilitation effort to comprehensive) was shown
to be more expensive than providing relief sewers in that basin to alleviate potential overflow conditions.
KEYWORDS
RDI/I, rehabilitation, cost effec0ve, comprehensive rehabilitation
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of the cost-effectiveness of sewer system rehabilitation used in the City of Houston CostEffectiveness Analysis (CEA) has been based on the assumption that significant requctions in RDI/I can
only be achieved in a given area of the system when every sewer line up to 30.5 cm (12 inches) in
diameter is rehabilitated. This includes all main lines in the public right-of-way and in easements, and all
laterals and private services. The rationale behind this assumption is that water migrates. If only the
detected leak defects in a sewer reach are fixed, the water will migrate to other nearby undetected
defects or the next sewer reach, which may not have been previously leaking. In 1980, EPA analyzed 18
municipal sewer systems that had completed EPA Step 3 Constru~on Grant projects on sewer line
rehabilitation (Conidin, 1980). They found that realized RDI/I reduction fell short of predicted recluction.
One of the contributors was a migration of Water from repaired joints to joints that had not been repaired.
Since then, rehabilitation projects throughout the country have reported wide ranges in RDI/I reductions,
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demonstrating the complexity, and difficulty in predicting the I/I redu~on benefits from sewer system
rehabilitation.
For the Houston CEA, assumptions were made on the effectiveness or efficiency of removal of RDI/I by
comprehensive rehabilitation. For other methods of rehabilitation which did not address all mainlines,
laterals and private services, it was assumed that the effectiveness of RDI/I removal could not be
conclusively established theoretically but only through demonstration projects.
METHODOLOGY
Houston’s large sanitary sewer collection system encompasses 9,656,000 km (6,000 miles) of mainline
pipe in 51 wastewater treatment plant service areas. It was divided into three groups, called Rounds in
the administrative orders, for analysis purposes. The Round 1 service areas encompass approximately
26 percent of the City by area, and the Round 2 service areas encompass approximately 53 percent of
the City. Due to schedule considerations, the Round 1 CEA had to be completed in the first 90 days of
the Program. This necessitated that simplifying assumptions be made to accelerate the analysis.
Round 1 Analysis
The comprehensive rel~abilitation assumption was applied to each hydrograph basin, the smallest unit of
flow input to the Program’s SWMM EXTRAN model. A hydrograph basin typically consists of several
upstream temporary flow monitor subbasins, each comprised of 1,500 to 6,000 m (5,000 to 20,000 linear
feet) of main line sewers. Therefore, a typical hydrograph basin might include 6,000 to 30,000 m (20,0(~0
to 100,000 linear feet) of main line sewers.
Comprehensive rehabilitation was assumed to achieve a 70 percent reduction in RDI/I (both volume and
peak) within the area rehabilitated. It was assumed ti’mt roughly 80 percent of the RDi/I was contributecl
by the worst 50 percent of ~ basin. Therefore, comprehensive rehabilitation within the subbasins
comprising the worst 50 percent of the basin would reduce the total basin RDI/I by about 50 percent (70
percent reduction of 80 percent of the RDUI equals 56 percent reduction, which was rounded down to 50
percent).
The total pote~al cost savings in relief, treatment, and wet weather facil~es resui’dng from
comprehensive rehabilitation was estimated for each service area and allocated to each hydrograph
basin in proportion to its RDI/I contribution. The total service area overflow correction cost (sum of relief,
treatment, and wet weather facilities plus comprehensive rehabilitation) was plotted as a function of
increasing RDI/I removed, and the lowest total cost was determined from this curve. The curve was
developed by making broad assumptions about the relationship between flow reduc’don in the upstream
basins and the resultant sizes of downstream relief projects. For each service area, model runs were
made for the 0 percent and 100 percent rel~abilitation scenarios (equivalent to 0 and 50 percent RDI/I
reduction, respectively) plus two intermediate points, and the curve was interpolated between these
points. The resultant cost-effectiveness curve for the FWSD No. 23 Service Area in Houston is shown in
Figure 1.
Based on these assumptions for the Round 1 service areas, it was determined that comprehensive
rehabilitation was not cost-effective. Rather, the most cost-effective overflow control alternative was
found to be a combination of relief and treatment, and wet weather facilities in some service areas.
Round 2 Analysis
The comprehensive rehabilitation assumptions were modified for the Round 2 service areas for several
reasons. The schedule allowed more time to do a more detailed analysis, and there was genuine
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interest in giving comprehensive rehabilitation every chance to succeed. The Round 1 rehabilitation
assumptions were modified for the Round 2 analysis, as follows:
The unit of analysis for comprehensive rehabilitation was the smaller subbasin rather than the larger
hydrograph basin.

Relief/Treatment Costi
Comprehensive
Rehabitation Cost
Totad Ca~t

10

~

2o

3o

4o

5o

gl Reduction (%)

Figure 1. Typical Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Curve
It was reasoned that if every main line, lateral, and service within a subbasin were rehabilitated, then the
resulting RDI/I rate should reasonably be similar to that of a newly constructed sawer system, regardless
of the existing RDI/I rate. The 2-year design storm peak RDUI rate used in the CEA for areas of future
development is 23.4m3~ha/day (2,500 ~pad). The RDI/I rate, or "cap=, for a newly rehabilitated subbasin
was set at twice this amount, or 46.8 m°/ha/day (5,000 gpad). This cap was assumed to be the same
whett~er the existing RDI/I rate for a subbasin was relatively low (e.g., 93.5 mZ/ha/day; 10,000 gpad) or
very high (e.g., 1,870 m3/ha/day; 200,000 gped). This more aggressive approach in RDI/I reduc’don was
intended to target the leakiest basins in the: City. Figure 2 shows the range of projected design flow rates
for one of the Round 2 service areas. One ;hundred percent rehabilitation in a subbesin was assumed to
be required to achieve an RDI/I rate of 46.8 m3/ha~day (5,000 gpad).
In the Round 1 cost-effectiveness analyses, the specific subbasins that formed the 50 percent of the
basin which was rehabilitated were not identified, nor were the specific downstream projects affected by
comprehensive rehabilitation in each basin identified. The Roundl analysis simply assumed that
downstream projects in general would diminish in direct proportion to the redu~on in flow attributed to
comprehensive rehabilitation of the upstream subbasins. For the Round 2 analysis, a direct relationship
was established between the reduction in RDI/I due to the rehabilitation in a particular subbasin or group
of subbasins and the resultant change in ~ required downstream projects. The cost savings realized
through the elimination or downsizing of a downstream project was distributed to each upstream
subbasin that contributed to the savings. Distribution was on the basis of peak flow reduction in the case
of relief and treatment facilities and flow volume in the casa of wet weather facilities.
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CE ratios. The cost effectiveness of comprehensive rehabilitation was determined by comparison of the
cost to rehabilitate a subbasin to the cost saved by the redu~on of downstream projects. A costeffectiveness (CE) ratio was calculated for each subbasin. The CE ratio is defined as the ratio between
the cost savings realized in the downstream project reductions due directty to the comprehensive
rehabilitation of an upsU’eam subbasin and the cost to rehabilitate the subbasin. Needed structural
rehabilitation in a subbasin was also considered in the analysis. This was accomplished by reducing the
estimated cost for comprehensive rehabilitation by the cost of either incurred or planned structural
rehabilitation. For subbasins in which structural rehabilitation plans have not been developed, structural
rehabilitation costs were estimated based on the structural rehabilitation costs in adjacent subbasins.
This adjustment was made to ensure that deterioration of the existing pipe system was accounted for in
the analysis.
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high flow projections are not supported by the fielcl investigations summarized in the Physical Inspection
Reports. Flow re-monitoring has the potential to both reduce projected design flows and eliminate or
reduce the need for downstream projects, which would likely reduce the CE ratios to below 1.0.
In addition, the final CE ratios are based only on life cycle capital costs. There are other costs associated
with implementation of a private services rehabilitation program including such things as inspection,
testing, and legal fees. If the City were responsible for all or a portion of these additionai costs, the
rehabilitation alternative becomes more expensive and less attractive; the CE ratios decrease. For these
reasons, it was concluded that comprehensive rehabilitation was not cost-effective in the Round 2 service
areas. Comprehensive rehabilitation analysis was not undertaken in the remaining service areas. It was
reasoned that Rounds 1 and 2 encompass approximately 80 pement of the City, and the chance that
comprehensive rehabilitation would be found cost effective elsewhere in Houston was too small to
expend the effort in analysis.
There are several factors which are believed to contribute these results. Houston/Gulf Coast climatology
is characterized by two types of storm events. Frontal storm events usually are of longer duration anti
have lower intensities. These storms do ~0t tend to be the ones that cause the overflow problems.
Summer thunder storms with short durations, high intensities cause flows with wet-weather peaks
typically 20 times the dry weather flow. These storms are the ones likely to cause overflow problems.
However, while these storms cause high peak flows, they are low volume events. The isolated facilities
in the system, trunk sewers and lift stations, that do not have sufficient capacity to convey the peak flow
cause the flow to back up in the system anti overflow. When these bottle necks are relieved, the
overflows are eliminated. It is generally much cheaper to relieve these bottle necks than to rehabilitate all
of the pipes in an area to keep the flow out in the first place.
Cedar Bayou Service Area
Whereas the Round 2 comprehensive rehabilitation analysis was more detailed and aggressive than the
Round 1 analysis, it also made some simplifying assumptions with regards to the number of pdvate
service in a service area, the manner and magnitude of future growth, and the cost of relief facili~es. An
analysis was prepared for the Cedar Bayou Service Area in which these quantities were refined further.
Based on the CEA for the Cedar Bayou Service Area, a relief, t~ansport and treat alternative was
identified as the cost-effec0ve solution. The recommended facili~es were progressed through preliminary
and final design resu~ng in the following estimated capital costs shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Total Overflow Control Costs Without Rehabilitation
Cedar Bayou Service Area
V~-i-P LS and Sto~Twater Clarifier ’
WCID No. 73 LS, 40.6 cm (16 in) FM, 76.2 cm (30 in) °,.~.-,~sr
Sunny Glen LS a~-~ 30.5 cm (12 in) FM
Gleng~le LS and Ra~ief
TOTAL

$2,971,000
$5,359,000
$1,526,000
$347.000
$10.203.000
It was decided to revisit the rehabilitation analysis beginning with the design flows. There are a total of
675 served and 377 unserved dwelling units in Cedar Bayou for an e~mated population of 3,156 (1,052
units X 3.0 people/unit). A population projec~on was prepared based on current census tract growth
rates temperecl by the availability of infrastructure improvements to encourage growth. The projected
population for the year 2030 (the planning horizon) is 4,960. Future flow estimates were based on this
number.
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assuming reductions of RDI/I as high as 95 percent for comprehensive rehabilitation. Even in these
cases, comprehensive rehabilitation was not cost effective. The conclusion is that comprehensive
rehabilitation is not cost effective in Houston. It is cheaper to relieve Houston’s collection system bottle
necks for the short dura~on, high intensity thunder storms of the Gulf Coast region.
In addition to comprehensive rehabilita~on, a rehabilitation demonstration construction project with preand post-rehabilitation flow monitoring studied two other methods of rehabilitation less extensive than
comprehensive rehabilit=,tion. These two methods were found to be effective at reducing RDI/I, but were
less effective at reducing RDI/I than the method for comprehensive rehabilitation assumed in the
Houston analyses.
It should be noted, however, that many types of rehabilitation with varying levels of rehabilitation were not
tested and could prove to be cost effective. In addition, the methods of rehabilitation tested could prove
to be cost effective for more limited, localized problems in other portions of the City’s system. Finally, soil
characteristics and climatology vary from region to region as well as sewer system conditions and
available system capacity, and the conclusiOns found for Houston may not be applicable in other parts of
the country.
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TEST BASINS FOR I/I REDUCTION AND SSO ELIMINATION
Peter Keefe - ADS Environmental Services
Cummings Research Park
5025 Bradford Boulevard
Huntsville, AL 35805 U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
This paper discusses a method of evaluating and optimizing effectiveness of sewer rehabilitation. It
proposes standard methods for reporting and evaluating sewer rehabilitation projects that will allow
readers to understand the project and compare it to others,
KEY WORDS
I/i Reduction, Sewer Rehabilitation, Effectiveness, SSO Elimination
INTRODUCTION
Thousands of communities and municipalities, nationwide have rehabilitated portions of their collection
systems, yet very few know whether or not they have been successful. With its current focus on SSO’s,
EPA expects communities to spend more than $20 billion on sewer rehabilitation in an effort to eliminate
SSO’s. The big problem is that no one can forecast how effective the rehabilitation will be. EPA doesnl
kno~, the communities don1 know and the engineers don~ know. That amounts to a $20 billion program
whose outcome is extremely uncertain. It might make sense to find out more about the actual
effectiveness of rehab before committing the entire county to a $20 billion project.
This paper proposes using small test basins or pilot projects in each community to find out what really
works before committing the community to a large-scale sewer rehabilitation program. On a small basin,
a community and its engineer can afford to ,experiment without breaking the bank. Tr7 to eliminate direct
connections and see how much I/I that removes. If that doesn’t remove enough I/1, try rehabilitating the
sewer mains and see how much more I/I that eliminates. And if that doesnl work out very well, try
rehabilitating the building laterals. If none of the rehab strategies work, then the municipality may need
to abandon rehab altogether and just build ;bigger sewers, bigger plants and perhaps off-line storage for
wet weather flows. In the end each community should be able to settle on a ,strategy that works the best
for its own sewer system.
The large majority of North American engineers and regulators, with a few notable exceptions, take a
pessimistic view of sewer rehabilitation. Very few believe that rehab can remove any more than 30% or
35% of the I/! from a sewer system, in Ohio, its even institutionalized; Ohio EPA will not issue loan
money to communities that forecast I/I reductions that exceed 35%. They don1 believe a community can
achieve better than 35% reduction. So how successful can rehabilitation really be?
Extensive research through published literature and engineering reports has yielded some interesting
information about sewer system rehabilitation:
1. Iil reduction information is available from at least 91 sewersheds worldwide
2. The average reported reduction is 49% of peak I/I rate
3. The standard deviation is 25%, meaning that about two-thirds of the reported projects fall between
25% reduction and 75% reduction
4. Twelve projects exceeded 75% reduction
References for most of the sewersheds cited above are included at the end of this paper. Table 1,
shown below, shows the I/I reductions as reported in the literature. References are cited in the rightmost
column.
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Table 1 - Published VI Reduction Results
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75%

?

8O%

50%

13

Sydney

AusU. DqXo MC-19

1994

61%

?

80%

50~

13

Sydney

Aus~. Oqohan School Creek- N lg~7

48%

?

14%

25%

6

Sydney

Austr. Orphan Scho~ Creek - W 1994

42%

?

24%

17%

13

Dunsmu~r

CA

Stege SanMary District, CA

CA

Subarea N

1980

0%

?

?

?

21

1990

86%

100%

100~

100%

17

?

92~

?

?

?

1982

63%

65%

1%

1 0%

22

?

?

0%

8

Tailahassee

FL

St~’eamwo~

IL

Broadvw~

IL

1995

59%

Mattesen

IL

1995

82%

Me~rose Park

IL

1995

49~

?

?

0%

8

Elk Grove Viage

IL

1987

42~

100%

2%

31%

20

W’~’~etka

IL

1987

68%

100%

12%

6%

20

St~amwood
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Hoffrr~n Estates

IL
IL

1987

32%

100%

7%

14%

20

1987

61%

100%

15%

3%

20

~ Fayette Urba~ Co~rdy KY

Highlands P.S.

1992

32%

89%

0%

0%

9

L.exingtott Fay~te Urban Couttty KY

Mint Lane P,S.

1995

66%

84%

0%

0%

9

L~ Fayette Urban County KY

Hartlarld #1 P.S.

1995

44%

93%

0%

0%

9

L.~ Fayelte Urban Courlty

KY

Hartland #’2 P.S.

1995

43%

71%

0%

0%

9

LexJrlgton Faye~e Urban County

KY

H~ #3 P,S.

1995

38%

92%

0%

0%

9

Lex~ Faye~e Urba~ Co~Jnty KY

Arm~ Mill P.S.

1995

12%

86%

0%

0%

9

Lex~.on Fayelte Urban County KY
Govemn~nt
New Buffalo
MI

Eas~ Lake P.S.

1995

24%

76%

0%

0%

9

1980

1%

?

NC

Gunn Creek

?

49%

?

?
?

?
?

21

Burlington
Cha~rg Utility

NC

CB-14

1997

46%

100%

100%

100%

5

Chark:~e-M~ LYdlib/

NC

M-9

1997

57%

100%

100%

100%

5

Cha~~~ Utility

NC

CC-6

1997

13%

40%

40%

0%

5

~ Utilit~

NC

CC-14

1997

0%

6%

6%

0%

5

Fairport H~bor

OH

FP2

1988

39%

0%

100%

100%

18

FairlxIrt Harbor

OH

FP1

1988

0%

0%

100%

0%

18

Norl~ O~

OH

1994

60%

39%

215

12

Toledo

OH

PP-12

~ 998

49%

0%

0%

19%

2

United Se~lge Ag~lncy of

OR

Cedar Hills

1993

60%

92%

92%

79%

14

OR

Forest Grove

?

70%

?

?

?

?

?
~

21

9
~

21

~

4

~

4

"~

4

Wash~gtoe Co~y
Unit’~d Sewage Agency of
wasNngton Cou~
M~. Hcdly

PA

1980

23%

?

?

Amity

PA

! 980

24%

?

?

Coyn~

PA

1980

17%

?

?

Lower Paxto~ Town~hip

PA

Sub/~sin 1

1997

90%

?

?

Low~ Paxl~ Town~

PA

Su/abasin 2

1997

56%

?

Lower Paxton Tow~

PA

Subba~n 3

1997

53%

?

Lower Paxton Towr~

PA

Subb~in 6

1997

81%

?

Att~ns

TN

?

63%

?

?
?

?

/~
Na~wil~

TN

Bradyville Road

1987

85%

?

?

~

19

TN

Oa~ Valley

1991

79%

41%

41%

~

16

Na~ile

TN

Collier

1994

54%

12%

12%

">

11

N~le

TN

Hopedale

lg94

73%

21%

21%

~

11

Na~Jwile

TN

Kenner

1994

88%

45%

45%

~

11

Nastwille

TN

West Lin~len

1994

45%

93%

93%

~

11

Nastwile

TN

Seve~ Mile IDU45

1997

0%

1%

1%

~

11

Nashvil~

TN

Lower East Na~witle (5}

1997

43%

12%

12%

?

11

Nashville

TN

Su~

1997

51%

15%

15%

?

11

Na~Mlie

TN

Pa~gon Mills (PM1)

1997

86%

21%

21%

?

11
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21
4

Nastrville

TN

Anderson Road (PR3)

1997

40~

22%

22%

?

Nashville

11

TN

Lower Easl: Nashville (6)

1997

19~

25%

25%

?

Nashville

11

TN

Smith Sphngs (SS3)

1 997

41%

33%

33%

?

Nashville

11

TN

Paragon Mils (PM2)

1997

81%

46%

46%

?

11

Croa~y

TX

CO-3

1994

60~

100%

0%

0%

10

Houston

TX

?

80%

?

?

?

Houston

TX

11109

1998

39~

?

?

?

1

Houston

TX

11149

1998

72~

?

?

?

1

Houston

TX

11017

1998

54%

?

I"X

11021

1998

27%

?

?
?

?
?

1

Houston
CastJe Rock

WA

1983

60%

?

100%

12%

Centralia

21

WA

1980

3%

?

Shelton

?

?

21

WA

1980

-6%

?

?

Sussex

?

21

WI

1980

7%

?

?

?

21

1

REPORTING STANDARDS
The large number of question marks and blanks in Table 1 above suggest the need for consistent
reporting standards. If the industry is to learn what works and what doesnt, then authors should report
their results more completely. In effect, authors should report enough informaUon to complete Table 1
above.
First the rehabilitated sewer system should be fully inventoried and described. Describe sizes and
lengths of mainline sewer as well as pipe materials, joints, type of backfill and type of trenches, (i.e.
common trench versus separate trench, see Figure 1). Describe manhole construction and materials
including frames and covers. Discuss the condition of the joint between the frames and the top section
of manhole. Don~ forget building laterals. Report the number of buildings, the sizes and types of pipe
used both inside and outside the right-0f-way. Discuss
ownership of the laterals and describe the location and
configuration of cJeanouts, if any.
Report the percentage of mainline sewers, the percentage of
manholes and the percentage of laterals actually rehabilitated.
To estimate actual I/I reduction, compare rainfall derived I/I
(RDII) versus rainfall for many storms both. before and after
rehabilitation. Report the number of wet weather events used
- both before and after. Calculate both the imean percentage
of I/I removed and the standard deviation. Finally, report the
same statistics for the control basin to adjust for seasonal or
antecedent differences between the pre-rehab RDII and the
post-rehab RDII.
One reason that most agencies and professionals remain
skeptical of rehabilitation is that the information published in
Table-l, above, has not been well publicized. Compiling the
list has involved researching every reference listed at the end
of every manuscript on I/I reduction that the author has ever
read. In addition, it has involved questioning engineers, over
the last 10 years about measurable I/I reduction projects in
which they had been involved. A second reason that many
professionals remain skeptical is that thousands of their own
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communities have had negative experiences with sewer rehabilitation. That is, many communities have
spent lots of money on sewer rehabilitation with no discernible, tangible or measurable results.24
Even though a list of 91 projects may seem impressive, it represents less than 1% of all sewer
rehabilitation projects ever conducted. Why are successful sewer rehabilitation projects so ram? Why
does rehabilitation apparently fail to remove significant portions of I/I so often? How many rehabilitation
projects may have actually been successful with no way of knowing?
These are important questions since one Of the central strategies in SSO elimination is I/I reduction. To
the extent that I/I reduction is successful, all the other strategies become less expensive. For instance, if
a community can eliminate 70% of its I/! then it may not have to enlarge any sewers or treatment works
saving an immense amount of money. Conversely, if that same community fails to remove any more
than 30% of its I/I, then it may need to invest millions more dollars in sewer system enlargement to
eliminate S$O’s.
After more than a quarter of a century of sewer rehabilitation experience the collection systems
community still can not predict, with reasonable cont’K~ence, how much I/I a community could expect to
eliminate. We don1 have enough data and it’s our own fault. EPA hasn~ demanded it; consultants
haven1 requested it, and municipalities h~ven~ required it. So were still operating in the dark on a $20
billion question.
METHODOLOGY
One way to capture the needed data is to set up a network of small test basins. If each community
contemplating significant sewer rehabilitation would set up a small test basin, say 5,000 to 15,000 linear
feet of mainline sewer, and also set up a control basin of similar size, then we could start collecting the
needed data quickly. If WEF or EPA would agree to be the clearinghouse for shadng experiences and
results through their Web pages, then the iinformation could be disseminated quickly. It is important to
publish not only successes, but also failureS, because the profession can learn as much from mistakes as
it can from successes.
Each test basin needs to "---’--’-"
have a long-term monitor
RDII - Before and After Rehab
installed at the downstream
16
end and a rain gauge
¯
situated within it; the same
14
for the control basin. The
12
¯
concept is to gather rainfall
~ 10
and flow data from dozens
F=
of storms
prior to
8
rehabilitation, dozens of
¯ ,~
~e,
storms during rehab and
6
dozens after rehab so that
-"
4
we can create a statistically
~emeaningful
2
relationship
o
between rainfall and I/I
~’
0
before and after rehab, see
0
20
Figure 2
40
60
¯ Rm (m~d) - ~=r= R~=h I
Rain (m g )
In this case rainfall and RDil ,, ~ (~d)- Af=,r ~=b
data were taken from 20
storms before rehab shown P’i~-e 2
by the dark triangles and also from 20 storms after rehab shown by the boxes. Both sets of data show a
lot of scatter and they overlap. The solid trend line shows a linear regression estimate of RDII before
rehab. The dashed line shows a linear regression estimate of RDII after rehab.
A control basin should also be set aside as a scientific control for the experiment. It serves the same
function as a laboratory blank does in chemistry. The control basin should be left alone with no
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rehabilitation. The control basin helsps account for the differences between a wet pre-rehab period and a
dry post-rehab period or vice versa.
By keeping the test basins relatively small, a community can limit its "experimental" expenditure on I/I
reduction. If the rehab strategy works, then the strategy can be expanded to other parts of the collection
system. If it doesnl then another rehab strategy can be tried without dsking too much capital. Since
each collection system is different, there is no assurance that what worked so well in Lower Paxton
Township4 in 1997, will work in Columbus. Small test basins also make the inevitable work on private
property more politically palatable, since their are fewer building lateral owners to deal with. Finally,
smaller basins allow engineers and municipalities to practice dealing with I/I migration issues on a small
scale before trying to extend a possibly incOmplete strategy to the rest of the collection system.
The downstream long-term monitor serves three other important functions. First, the people hired to find
all the sources of l/I (sewer system evaluation survey) know that they need to look a little harder because
they’re being watched by the monitor. Second, the engineer hired to design the rehab project knows that
he or she had better recommend effective rehab because they’re being watched by the monitor too. And
finally the contractors performing the rehab know that they better do the job just right, because they’re
also being watched. A little accountability goes a long way and this industry needs it.
Engineers who have tried to compare before and after rainfall and flow data from sewer rehabilitation
projects know the difficulties and frustrations associated with trying to reach a simple conclusion. Many
factors affect the rainfall-to-runoff relationship in a sanitary sewer, so there is inevitably a wide scatter in
the data, again see Figure 2 above. Factors most affecting the rainfall to runoff relationship within a
basin include: 1) rainfall intensity, 2) antecedent moisture, 3) season, 4) storm duration, 5) surface water
coverage, and 6) new construction or rehabilitation. In fact, the scatter caused by these 6 variables is
often so wide that a simple comparison of a month’s worth of I/I before rehab to a month’s worth of I/I
after rehab is highly unlikely to capture the true effectiveness of rehabilitation. The solution is to collect
data from many, many storms before, during and after rehab. Test basin monitors, therefore, should
stay in the ground for I to 4 years or more. Since the monitors and rain gauges need to operate for such
a long period of time, they should be connected to phone lines. Collecting data for 25¢ per phone call is
much less expensive than sending $70 per hour crews into the field to collect data.
The key units to measure are: 1) rainfall intensity, 2) rainfall duration, 3) rainfall derived I/I (RDII) rate,
and 4) RDII volume. Figure 3 shows a graphical definition of RDII rate and volume. The key
relationships to calculate are 1) peak rainfall intensity to peak instantaneous flow rate, and 2) rainfall
volume to I/i volume. See F~ure 3.
Engineers can use some
interesting units of measurement

,or ,=,e

i
common,,
i
measured in millimete~ per hour

i

i
!

i
!

rain or millions of gallons per day ~. ~
of rain (mgd). Converting rainfall
rates into common wastewater
_
flow units provides an unusual
~o i

~

or inches par hour can be

.o.ve on

amount of rain that comes out. of
the sky. It also makes direct
comparisons quite easy.
Two test basins have already been
set up in Ohio: one in the Point
Place neighborhood of Toledo and

i

o

i

.-.

i
Peak ~tDII Rate
..-

!,RDIIVolum~
., .......,

!
~ weemer rlo~ hvhite|

~g~re 3
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one in Erie County near the center of Huron. Both communities also have control basins. Each test
basin and each control basin have a telemetered flow monitor and a telemetered rain gauge installed.
Both sets of test basins in were set up in 1996 as part of the I/I monitoring.
Toledo performed Sewer System Evaluation Survey work in Point Place in 1996 and eady 1997. Scott
Weasel, P.E. and Jim Breznai, P.E. from Peterman and Associates out of Findlay, Ohio were the
Engineers. ADS Environmental Services performed the fieldwork under subcontract to Peterman.
Based on the results of the SSES, Peterman recommended replacing the storm sewer in the test basin
because it was structurally deteriorated and its outlet to Maumee Bay was plugged. Fieldwork also
indicated that the storm sewer surcharged and leaked indirectly and profusely into the sanitary sewer
mains and laterals during rainstorms. The storm sewer was replaced and 6 of the 54 building laterals
were also replaced, within the right-of-way, in October and November 1997.
Pre-rehab analysis of 25 storms dating from December 1996 through October 1997, shows that RDII
rates averaged 22.6% of the rain falling on the ground. The standard deviation was 17% indicating a
wide scatter in the data. Post-rehab analysis of 6 storms between November 13, 1997 and January 4,
1998 yielded an RDII rate of 10.4% with a standard deviation of 4%. This means that rehabilitation
removed an average of 54% of the RDII in the test basin. The preliminary certification letter from
Peterman and Associates conservatively claimed only a 50% reduction in I/I..
This is the first time that sewer rehabilitation in the state of Ohio has achieved documented success of
50% or more. These results give the City of Toledo confidence that sewer rehabilitation can successfully
remove large amounts of I/I from their collection system.
Four more test basins and control basins are scheduled to be installed in Ohio in 1998, 2 in Columbus
and 2 in Clermont County. Hopefully all four municipalities will be able to share their experiences, both
positive and negative, through a VVEF Web site or an EPA Web site.
CONCLUSIONS
1. I/I reduction is more effective than most people think. The average reduction reported from 91
basins worldwide is 49%. Twelve basins exceeded 75% reduction.
2. Test basins should be used to check out sewer rehabilitation strategies on a small scale before
committing a community to a large-scale program that may be incomplete and ineffective.
3. Before-rehabilitation results should be reported many, many storms of varying intensities. Likewise,
alter-rehabilitation results should be reported from a similar number of storms. Control basins should
be used to account for differences in antecedent moisture between the before-rehabilitation data set
and the alter-rehabilitation data set.
4. Reports on rehabilitation results should include enough standard inforrfiation about the project for
other communities to learn about the scope needed for effective rehabilitation. Reports could benefit
the most people by being posted on a World Wide Web site set up for sewer rehabilitation.
5. Based on the results of the test basin, the City of Toledo knows that it is possible to reduce RDII in a
neighborhood by over 50%. Stated differently, the City knows that plugged storm sewers can create
enormous amounts of indirect I/I into the sanitary sewer system. Replacing the storm sewer and also
replacing some of the sanitary laterals !beneath the storm sewer can reduce the RDII rate by 50% or
more.

FOOTNOTE
Test basins are not a new idea. USEPA in =Facilities Planning 1981~ Section 5.4.4, states: "For projects
where large ... scale work is proposed the recommended approach is rehabilita~ng first a selected
sample of sewers or a small subsystem. Analyze the results of the pilot rehabilitation to be sure the
benefits are attained before conducting a full scale rehabilitation." USEPA thought of this idea 16 years
ago, but its value is just now becoming apparent.
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THE INSPECTION OF SURCHARGED SEWERS
USING SONAR TECHNOLOGY
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, sewer rehabilitation efforts adopted by many municipalities throughout the United
States, especially in older cities where wastewater collection systems are approaching their life
expectancy, are based on similar assessment techniques. The ability to inspect aging sewer lines in a
manner that would provide useful information to engineers and professionals is a major challenge. In
addition to the typical smoke testing, dye flooding, and closed circuit television (CCTV) methods used
to assess the condition of the gravity sewer systems, sonar inspection (a new emerging technology) is
beginning to get recognition in the United States. Used in Europe for over 10 years, this new method
of inspection, survey, and evaluation is providing valuable information to engineers on sewer lines that
are fully or partially submerged and unable to be inspected by other methods. For example, estimating
the amount of silt accumulation in any segment of a sewer line has always been desired in order to
prioritize cleaning operations, but considered impossible. The new sonar technology can not only
provide estimations of silt accumulation but can actually measure it. In this paper, the authors
introduce this exciting new inspection technology, provide a historical background on its development,
and explain the makeup of its components. The paper also demonstrates how high-resolution sonar
gives an internal cross-section profile of a sewer, so that a pipeline can be surveyed and fully
assessed, including measuring the magnitude of defects. An inspection project in the City of New
Orleans that successfully utilized the use of sonar technology combined with typical CCTV is
presented and discussed as a case study. Videotape that shows the findings of Totally Integrated
Sonar and CCTV Inspection Technique (’FISCIT) ~’il be available as background material. Sonar and
TISCIT, with their ability to assess the condition of partially submerged sewers (CCTV system being
positioned above the waterline and the sonar below resulting in a 360-degree survey of the pipeline),
are new approaches to sewer inspection.
BACKGROUND
The advent of surveying sewer pipelines with Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) in 1965 became a
great boon to pipeline engineers as they could, at last, plan system maintenance in advance of
pipelines collapsing. They could also help in improving the longevity of the pipelines by rehabilitating
damaged pipelines based on the defects found and the environment in which the pipelines exist (i.e.,
its strategic importance). This development created an immediate market in rehabilitation and
renovation techniques of which now there are solutions for almost any situation found in the pipeline.
Because pipeline engineers could plan renovation and remedial measures, the need for more
information about the pipelines increased:, which caused a dramatic increase in the number of CC’I’V
surveying companies offering their services. With the accumulation of so much data and the desire to
capture more, it soon became apparent that the CCTV survey techniques available at the time were
limited. The restrictions were generally related to the inability of the CCTV camera to survey pipes
greater than 60 inches in diameter, the inability of the CCTV camera to "see" under the water line (in
case of sewers that are difficult to de-water), and the inability of the CCTV camera to accurately
measure the degree of pipe deformation. These restrictions were addressed by a number of
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companies as follows:
a. With the use of charged-coupled device chips instead of the tube inside the CC’FV camera, the
sensitivity greatly increased over the years as technology advanced. This advancement meant
that CCTV cameras could now survey pipes in excess of 120 inches in diameter. The
development of the =Pan and Tilt" type cameras increased this ability even further.
b. In 1988, the United Kingdom’s Water Research Center (WRc), Amtec Surveying Inc. (Amtec), and
MEL Inc. (a B~ish offshore sonar company) developed a short range, high resolution, sonar
system giving continuous survey information on the condition of pipelines below the water line.
The sonar can be used alone for fully surcharged pipelines, or in conjunction with a CCTV camera
for semi- surcharged pipelines (CC’I’V above the water line ancl sonar below resulting in a 360degree survey of the pipeline). This method is called the Totally Integrated Survey and CC’I’V
Inspection Technique (TISCIT).
c. LightLine, a method developed by Amtec, enables the shape of the pipe to be accurately profiled
and measured. LightLine enables =p!nch points" to be measured along the pipeline where more
accurate dimensions are required. It is a particularly effective method for surveying plastic pipes
(or any other flexible material pipe) where measunng deformation by CC’i’V is ineffective.
SEWER SYSTEM EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The Sewerage and Water Board of New Odeans (S&WB) is implementing a multi-year Sewer System
Evaluation and Rehabilitation Program (SSERP). The purpose of this program is to eliminate sewer
system overflows by fixing the major structural defects in the collection system. The SSERP will also
address the collection and transmission system bottlenecks by upgrading pipeline carrying capacity
utilizing a system-wide hydraulic model.
Several Collection System Evaluation Studies (CSES) are planned to provide physical assessments of
the gravity sewer conditions. These CSESs include the typical techniques of sewer inspection and
survey such as smoke testing, dye flooding, flow monitoring, night flow isolation and CCTV. However,
due to the age of the New Odeans sewer System (over 100 years old) and to the fact that some large
diameter sewer lines were impossible to de-water for normal CC’I’V, new techniques were researched
and evaluated which led to the use of sonar technology as a pilot project.
PILOT PROJECT
The S&WB’s Clare Street sewer is one of the key gravity lines in the New Orleans collection and
transmission system. This sewer line carries the flow of multiple interceptors that collect wastewater
from the Carmllton, Uptown and Central Business District (CBD) service area basins. The Clare
Street sewer line is constructed of mostly brick and is more than ninety (90) years old. This sewer is
approximately 22,000 feet of 36-inch diameter to 84-inch diameter pipeline that terminates at the
regional sewer pump station (=A’). The objective of this pilot project was to internally inspect, survey
and evaluate the Clara Street sewer usingi the Sonar and TISCIT systems. Another objective was to
establish the ability to document and determine the interior condition of pipes in varying material,
shape, and size from the data generated by this technique.
TECHNOLOGY USED
Sonar System
The Sonar System used in this project was specifically designed for the survey of submerged pipelines
in that it uses high resolution/short range sonar. High-resolution sonar gives an intemal cross
sectional profile of a sewer, so that the; pipeline can be surveyed and fully assessed, including
measuring the magnitude of defects. Theisystem itself is capable of surveying pipelines that vary in
size from eight inches to in excess of 18 feet in diameter.
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COLLECTION OF DATA
in order to collect the data and analyse it in an organized, uniform way, a coding system that is
based on the Manual of Sewer Condition Classification (prepared by the United Kingdom Industry
Engineering and Operations Committee) was adapted and utilized for this project. This coding
system rates each defect feature based on defect magnitude (or severity). Table 1 lists some of
these sewer condition codes.
For the Pilot Project, the rig manager complete a report sheet (field sheet), per survey, on site
which was subsequently imported into a data handling software. The software had a very high
level of validation that resulted in momaccurate data. The collected data was then imported into
a data interrogation software (Examineir, by Amtec) for subsequent analysis.
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TABLE 1. Sewer Condition Codes
CODES
BCL(J)
CCIJ)
CM(J)
FL(J)
FC(J)
FM(J)
B(J)
H
D
DH
DV
X
JDS
JDM
JDL
OJS
OJM
OJL
SSS
SSM
SSL
SWS
SWM
SWL
MS
MM
MT
DB
MB
DI
RF(J)
RT(J)
RM(J)
IS(J)
ID(J)
IR(J)
IG(J)
EL(J)
EM(J)
EH(J)
ESL
ESM
ESH
DE(J)
DES(J)
DEG(J)
OB(J)
WL
LL
LR
LU
LD

DEFIN~|ONS
Crack longitudinal at ... olclock (at joint)
Crack cimumferential from.., to ... o’clock (at joint)
Cracks multiple from ... tO... o’clock (at jointI
Fracture longitudinal at. o’clock (at joint)
Fracture cimumferential ~om ... to ... o’clock lat joint)
Fractures multiple from .., to ... o’clock fat joint)
Broken pipe at... (OR from ... to...) o’clock (at joint)
Hole in sewer at... (OR from ... to ...) o’clock
Deformed sewer... %
Deformed sewer... % loses of horizontal dimension
Deformed sewer... % loses of vertical dimension
Sewer collapsed ... % cross-sectional area loss
Joint displaced slight
Joint displaced medium
Joint displaced large
Open joint slight
Open joint medium
Open joint large
Surface damage, spailing slight at ... ((DR from ... to ...) o’clock
Surface damage, spalling medium at ... (OR from ... to ...) o’clock
Surface damage, spelling large at ... (OR from ... to ...) o’clock
Surface damage, wear sli lht at ... (OR from ... to ...) o’clock
Surface damage, wear medium at... ((DR from ... to ...) o’clock
Surface damage, wear large at ... (OR from ... to ...) o’clock
Mortar missing surface at i-.- (OR from ... to...) o’clock
Mortar missing medium at ... (OR from ... to ...) o’clock
Mortar missing total at ...~OR from ... to ...) o’clock
Displaced bricks at ... (OB from ... to...) o’clock
Missing bricks at ... (OR from ... to ...) o’clock
Dropped invert, gap ... mm
Roots fine (at joint)
Roots tap (at joint)
Roots mass... % cross-s, ctional area of loss (at joint)
Infiltration seeper at ... (O :1 from ... to ...) o’clock (at joint)
Infiltration dripper at... (O :~ from ... to ...) o’clock (at joint)
Infiltration runner at... (O! ~ from ... to ...) o’clock (at joint)
Infiltration gusher at... (oR) from.., to ...) o’clock (at joint)
Encrustation light from ... ~o... o’clock (at joint)
Encrustation medium from ... to ... o’clock ... % cross-sectional area loss (at joint)
Encrustation heavy from ... to... o’clock ... % cross-sectional area loss (at joint)
Scale light from ... to ... o’Clock
Scale medium from ... to .=.. o’clock
Scale heavy from ... to... io’clock
Debris (non-silt/grease) ... % cross-sectional area loss (at ioint)
Debris silt... % croas-secl ional area loss (at joint)
Debris grease from ... to .~. o’clock ... % cross-sectional area loss (at ioint)
Obstruction ... % height/diameter loss (at joint)
Water level ... % height/diameter loss
Line of sewer deviates left;
Line of sewer deviates right
Line of sewer deviates up
Line of sewer deviates doWn
~2
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DESCRIPTION OF DEFECTS
Eighty-seven (87) surveys were attempted throughout the Clara Street sewer iine. Seven-five
(75) surveys were successfully completed and twelve (12) survey attempts were abandoned due
to debris and excessive silt accumulation. The following describe and summarize some of the
defects found during Sonar/TISCIT inspections.
StnJctural Defects
Structural performance refers to the structural integrity of the system. Structural defects may
ultimately worsen, resulting in failure by sewer collapse. Some structural defects are defined
below as:
¯

Cracks and Fractures

Cracks can be identified as lines visible on the sewer wall, with the pieces of the wall still in place.
A crack may be either longitudinal (i.e., following the longitudinal axis, or length, of the sewer), or
circumferential (i.e., around the periphery of the sewer). Cracks are not sedous defects, but are
indicative of the initial stages of sewer deterioration. Multiple cracks are a combination of both
longitudinal and circumferential cracks.
Fractures may be identified where the wall of the sewer is visibly open along the length and/or
circumference of the sewer, with the pieces of the sewer wall in place. As with cracks, a fracture
may be longitudinal or circumferential. The sewer may be seen to suffer from some distortion.
The defect is indicative of the secondary stage of sewer deterioration and constitutes a more
sedous problem than a crack. Multiple fractures are a combination of both longitudinal and
circumferential fractures.
¯

Broken Pipes

When broken pipes are encountered, pieces of the sewer conduit are noticeably displaced,
differentially, and some pieces could be missing. Thus, a hole in the fabric of the sewer is also
classified as broken. A broken sewer is the most structurally serious defect. A chipped sewer
wall is not considered broken, but should be note~fand kept under observation for possible further
development into a break.
¯

Deformed or Collapsed Pipes

Deformation of a pipe is a measure of the vertical and horizontal reduction or change in the crosssection of a sewer as a result of serf-weight or external forces. Three levels of deformation are
normally observed:
0-5 percent deformation is acceptable, may not need structural upgrading, and normally requires
monitonng.
5-10 oercent deformation requires some form of structural enhancement, possibly a lining; and
10 percent deformation is a collapse condition and the sewer should be replaced.
¯

Displaced or Open Joint

A displaced joint is one in which adjacent conduit sections are not concentric. An open joint is
one in which adjacent conduit sections are open. Displacements are observed as a fraction of
the wall thickness (t) of the conduit as follows:

~

Medium
La~e

<t
< 1.5 t
>1.5t
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¯

Corrosion

A sewer conduit may be damaged in vadous ways, including spalling, wear, erosion, or by any
deleterious mechanism.
Service Defects
Service performance relates to the ability of the system to perform its intended function, i.e.,
convey wastewater. Problems that impair service performance include severe root intrusion,
debris accumulation, sags in pipes, etc. These types of problems are typically not considered
structural defects, but nonetheless can result in operational failures of the system due to
blockages and resultant flow backups and overflows.
¯

Infiltration

Groundwater that enters the wastewater collection system through defective pipes, pipe joints
and manhole walls is classified as g!roundwater infiltration. The magnitude of groundwater
infiltration depends on the condition of the collection system components, the depth of the
groundwater table with respect to the defects, and the pementage of the collection system that is
submerged. Variation in groundwater levels and subsequent groundwater infiltration is normally
seasonal. Groundwater infiltration will be a relatively constant volume throughout individual
seasons. Groundwater infiltration will be greater in the rainy seasons when the water table is
high and less in the dry seasons when the water table is low. Where sewers are constructed in
year round swampy areas, or in proximity to and below the level of major creeks or other water
bodies, groundwater infiltration will be relatively constant dudng all seasons.
The vadous levels of ground water infiltration may be identified as follows:
See~er - The slow ingress of infiltration through sewer or manhole structure, identified by a
glistening effect of the water under the influence of a survey lighting apparatus;
Ddpper - Infiltration characteristically dripping into the wastewater system through sewer or
manhole structural defects;
Runner - Infiltration running into the wastewater system through sewer or manhole structural
defects;
Infiltration - Infiltration entedng the wastewater system under hydrostatic pressure via structural
defects.
¯

Roots

Root intrusion may occur through defects of sewer conduits, laterals, or manholes, and can be
described as fine, mass, or tap roots depending on severity.
Fine roots - are slender or fibrous roots that result in a partial reduction in hydraulic capacity;,
Mass roots - are a formed congealed density of roots that restrict flow; and
Tap roots - are individual root strands over 12.5 mm thick.
¯

Debris

Debris includes grease, rocks, sand, and silt in a sewer line, excluding items mechanically
attached to the line (e.g., intruding service connections or intruding pipe and joint materials).
Debris can cause turbulence in the sewer conduit and a reduction in hydraulic capacity.
Debds is normally identified by the following characteristics:
Genera~l (e.g., rocks, grease)
Mechanical
Structural
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Strata (e.g., sand, silt)
The estimated amount of silt accumulation identified in the Clara Street Sewer Pilot Project is
shown in Table 2 below:
Table 2. Silt Accumulation in Clara Street Sewer
Amount of Silt

Approximate Distance Affected

Less than 3 inches

11,000 feet

Between 3 inches and 5 inches

6,000 feet

From 5 inches to 12 inches

5,000 feet

Construction Defects
Construction defects include those defects relating to junctions, connections, and manholes.
They sometimes fall under the category of service defects, since they can impair the service
performance of the system.
¯

Connection

Have become damaged during or after construction,
Are incorrectly positioned,
Are of poor workmanship, or
Obstruct the flow, causing a reduction in hydraulic capacity and efficiency.
¯

Intruding Connection

An intruding connection is one in which the connection intrudes into the sewer and has become
damaged during or after construction, causing a reduction in hydraulic capacity and efficiency.
Most intruding connections are defective.
DEFECTS SUMMARY
Table 3 provides a listing of some major defects identified from the Clara Street Inspection along
with the number of their occurrences.
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Table 3. Major Defects
Defects
A - Structural
Breaks
Crack - Circumferential
Crack - Longitudinal
Deformed
Displaced Brick(s)
Fracture - Circumferential
Fracture - Longituclinal
Hydro Sulphide Attack Heavy
Hydro Sulphide Attack Medium
Joint Displaced Large
Joint Displaced Medium
Missing Brick(s)
Mortar Missing Medium
Open Joint Medium
Surface Wear

t
I

Number of Occurrences

B - Service
Debris
Infiltration Running
Obstruction

I
I
I

501
1
20

C - Construction
Connection Intruding

I

2

1
9
7
2
65
10
4
1
3
1
1
24
8
2
48

CONCLUSION
The Sonar/TISCIT technology has enabled inspection of the surcharged Clara Street sewer line
for the first time since its original installation more than 90 years ago.
The locations of defects varying from broken segments of the pipelines, longitudinal and
circumferential cracks, displaced and missing bricks, longitudinal and circumferential fractures,
displaced joints, corrosion, intruding connections, debris, infiltration, and obstructions were
identified and recorded using Sonar/TISCIT. This inspection technology also assisted in better
estimating the amount of silt accumulation in various parts of the sewer line.
Superimposing a captured sonar image of a particular line segment onto a CC’I’V picture allowed
the engineers to see both above and below the water line resulting in a 360-degree survey of the
sewer. Determining the severity of deformation for an existing pipe is another valuable feature
this technology provides. This was aCcomplished by utilizing tools that plot the exact crosssectional figure of the pipe (based on its original diameter) and then comparing it with a sonar
image of the existing sewer. The same tool measures the depth of silt accumulated in the bottom
of the sewer providing more accurate debris quantification.
The Sonar/TISCIT technology has proven to be a valuable method for surcharged sewer
inspection. This technoiogy’s ability to detect, identify, and locate defects in sewer lines that are
partially or fully submerged is both effective and efficient. The ability to quantify the amount of silt
accumulated in various sections of sewer lines utilizing Sonar/TISCIT helps prioritize sewer
cleaning efforts. It has been recommended that the Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans
adopt these technologies for all future surcharged sewer line inspections, rehabilitation and
cleaning tasks.
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BASEMENT FLOODING- SALEM, OREGON’S EXPERIENCE
Ken Roley, Facilities Engineer*
Randy Pecor, Sewer Superintendent
Jim Long, Project Coordinator
"City of Salem Public Works, 1410 20= Street SE, Bldg. #2, Salem, OR 97302
or E-mail kroley@open.org
ABSTRACT
in recent years, a significant number of residents in the City of Salem, Oregon have had the unpleasant
experience of finding raw sewage backed up in their basements. The City of Salem has an aging sanitary
sewer collection system which experiences extensive surcharging during rainfall events.
It is estimated that as many as 500 homes within the City are experiencing basement flooding due to
sanitary sewer backups. During the winter of 1996-97, the City in~ated an investigation of eight selected
neighborhoods and identified alternatives for reducing or eliminating basement flooding. The investigation
consisted of surveying customers, inspecting sewer lines, smoke testing, and flow monitoring. City staff
worked closely with the neighborhoods in finding a solution.
As a result of the investigation four alternatives were identified which would reduce or eliminate basement
flooding from sanitary sewage. These alternatives include:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Rehabilitation/Replacement (R/R) of significant portions of the sewer collection system in selected
neighborhoods including replacement of sewer laterals.
Infiltration/Inflow reduction program using grouting, sliplining, spot repairs, etc.
Modify the interior plumbing of the home and install a backwater valve.
Modify the interior plumbing of the home and install a new service and ejector pump.

Alternatives C and D were selected since they provide the highest level of protection at the least cost.
These alternatives allow sewer mains to surcharge without flooding area basements and bring older
homes up to current plumbing code standards.
As a result of the investigation, the City of Salem implemented the Positive Protection Program. This
program provides technical assistance to the homeowner and zero interest loans for making needed
improvements which protect the basement from future storm events.
Approximately 100 home owners are currently signed up for the program. The City has budgeted
$790,000 for the initial year of a multi-year program. Total cost is estimated at $4.0 to $5.0 million.
KEYWORDS
Sewer backup, infiltration, basement floodir~g, rehabilitation, backwater valves, ejector pumps, Positive
Protection Program.
INTRODUCTION
The City of Salem, Oregon is located in the heart of the Willamette Valley. The City operates a regional
wastewater treatment facility which provides service to approximately 183,000 people including the City of
Keizer and several unincorporated areas. The wastewater collection system consists of approximately
1,094 km (680 miles) of sewer mains and 30 pump stations. Main lines consists primarily of concrete pipe
15.2 cm (6 inches) to 1.9 meters (75 inches) in size. Portions of the collection system date back to the
late 1800s.
The City has a rehabilitation and replacement (R/R) program which concentrates on replacing unders~.ed
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or structurally deficient portions of the collection system. Follow up studies on some of the City’s earlier
PJR projects indicated only a minimum amount of success in reducing groundwater infiltration when sewer
service laterals were not upgraded along with the sewer mains. Since 1990, the City has included as an
integral part of all FUR projects, replacement of the sewer service laterals from the main to the house, at
public expense.
Salem residents are accustom to wet winter weather since the area receives nearly 102 cm (40 in.) of
annual precipitation. However, 1996 was a record year with approximately 152 cm (60 in.) of rainfall. This
included a February storm event which lasted for over a week and included four consecutive days with
over 6.0 cm (2.4 in.) of rainfall. Statistically this is equivalent to an 80 to 100 year storm event. The City
experienced extensive surface flooding in addition to many flooded basements and was forced to shut
down the treatment plant for a short pedod of time. Salem hasn’t experienced a storm of this magnitude in
over 30 years.
While still recovering from the February storm event, the City experienced another large storm in
November 1996. Dunng this storm evenL 11.5 cm (4.52 in.) of rain fell over a two day penod. This
amount of rainfall is in excess of a 50 year storm event. In addition to these two large storms, six other
smaller but major storms helped make 1996 the wettest year on record. Meteorologists are predicting that
the next 20 years will be wetter than normal.
In recent years basement flooding from sanitary sewer backups has resulted in a great deal of frustration
on the part of the property owners as well as Public Works staff who maintain and operate the sewer
collection system. In November 1996, a large group of citizens went before the City Council requesting
that a solution be found regarding basement flooding and the City made a commi~nent that this problem
would be resolved.
Sewage backing up into a basement could be caused by grease, roots, or other types of blockages in a
sewer main. Effective maintenance programs have contributed to the relatively rare occurrence of this
type of problem which can normally be corrected in a short amount of time.
A more common and difficult cause of basement flooding results from an excessive flow in sewer lines
during periods of heavy rainfall. This results in the carrying capacity of the sewer line being exceeded,
backing up the flow in the sewer mains and eventually ending up in basement storage and living areas.
The excessive flow results primarily from infiltration of groundwater which enters the sewer lines through
cracks, holes, and joints in the pipes. Older homes may also have their footing drains attached to the
sewer service lateral resu~ng in a large source of infiltration. Inflow may also conthbute to sewer
surcharging, but is not believed to be the primary source of excessive water within the Salem collection
system. Inflow results from direct connections with surface water, such as roof drains, catch basins, open
cleanouts, etc.
A typical plumbing system for an older home in Salem with a basement is illustrated in Figure 1. Plumbing
from the upper floor of the home is typically tied into the basement plumbing resulting in a common service
line which runs under the basement floor and continues to the sewer main located in the alley or street.
As illustrated in Figure 1, in many homes the basement floor is often less than a meter above the top of
the sewer main. In this situation, only a relatively minor surcharging event can result in significant
basement flooding. Even a few centimeters of water within a basement living area may cause extensive
damage. Many homeowners have indicated to the City that any incidence of basement flooding from
sanitary sewer backups is unacceptable.
METHODOLOGY
During the November 1996 storm event, 160 residents throughout the City reported to Public Works that
their basements were flooded from a sanitary sewer backup. Many more residents are believed to have
experienced basement flooding but chose not to report it to the City. It is estimated that as many as 500
homes within the City could be exbedencing basement flooding from sanitary sewage. Many of these
homes have experienced flooding on a frequent basis even for relatively small storm events.
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Typical plumbing system for an
older home with a basement.
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Figure

In December 1996, the City of Salem Public Works Depar[’ment established an investigative team to
identify alternatives for reducing or eliminating basement flooding resulting from sewer backups. A total of
eight neighborhoods were included in the field investigation. Study areas were prioritized based on the
number of incidences of basement flooding reported to the City. The investigative team consisted of
engineers and technicians in both the Engineering and Operations Divisions of Public Works.
The investigative process for each study area included:
¯

Surveying the neighborhood with questionnaires ~o de~ermine the scope of the problem.

¯

Assessing the condition of the sewer lines via video inspection records.

¯

Monitoring sewer flows within the study area.

¯

Reviewing existing smoke testing records where available.

With this information, the investigation team was able to assess the overall condition of the sewer
collection system and determine where bsse~ent flooding was taking place. Informational meetings were
held with the affected neighborhoods to report the findings and recommendations.
Questionnaire/customer survey
Questionnaires were sent to all residences in each selected neighborhcod. The purpose of the survey
was to determine which homes had a basement and of those homes which ones were experiencing
basement flooding caused by sanitary sewer backups. The survey also gathered information about the
number and type of fixtures in the basement and whether a backwater valve had previously been installed.
Results from the questionnaires were supplemented with a "windshield survey" in order to quantify the
number of homes having a basement within the study area. Survey information was used to estimate the
total number and location of homes within each neighborhood which were experiencing basement
flooding. Results of the each survey was visually displayed on a map using the City’s Geographical
Information System (GIS).
TV investigation
A video inspection of all sewer mains was performed within each study area. This investigation was used
to determine the overall condition of the lines and de .termine if there were any restrictions which could
have conVibuted to the basement flooding.
Much of the TV inspection was conducted dudng the winter months while groundwater levels were high.
Clear water was noted to be flowing from many of the sewer service laterals in basement flooding areas.
Many of these services are 60 to 80 years old and installed at the time the home was const]’ucted.
Estimated flows from the services ranged from 0.06 to 0.32 liters/sec (1.0 - 5.0 gpm).
As a result of the "IV inspection each sewer main received a rating of good, fair, poor, or bad. Ratings
were based on the overall structural condition of the pipe. Typically 20 - 25 percent of the sewer mains
within the study areas were rated as poor or bad. Those lines considered to be in bad condition are
sl]’ucturally deficient to the point where rehabilitation of the line segment is warranted. Line segments in
this category would typically have erosion along the inside of the pipe, holes, wide joints, large cracks and
pieces of missing pipe. Typically the sewer service lines Connected to these line segments are also in
poor Condition and a major source of groundwater infiltration.
Flow monitoring
Flow monitoring was used to determine the response of the sewer collection system to a rainfall event.
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The City of Salem has a number of portable flow monitors which can be placed in a sewer mainline and
provide a continuous measurement of flow at a particular site. Flow information can then be compared
with the quantity of rainfall measured at one of the ten rainfall gauging stations located throughout the City.
The system response to a storm event is dependant on the time of the year. Heavy rainstorms in the fall
will elicit a much different response then the same storm occurring during the winter months. Once the
groundwater dses within the vicinity of the sewer line, the collection system appears to respond very
quickly to a rainfall event increasing the possibility of basement flooding.
The flow monitoring results indicate that areas expenencing basement flooding typically have high peaking
factors. The peaking factor is determined by dividing the peak wet weather flow by the peak dry weather
flow. Peaking factors in the range of four to seven were not uncommon in basement flooding
neighborhoods, depending on the magnitude and duration of the storm event
Smoke testing results
The entire sewer collection system within the City of Salem was smoke tested twice during the 1970s and
early 1980s. Numerous sources of inflow were removed during that time pedod.
Smoke testing results from 1994 where available for approximately half of the study areas. The results
typically indicated that these areas did not have a high number of inflow sources (roof drains, catch
basins, open cleanouts). However, smoke test results did indicate a high number of failing sewer service
laterals and other sources of infiltration.
RESULTS
The following conclusions were reached as a result of the field investigation:
1.

Basement flooding is most pervasive in the City of Salem within older neighborhoods
located in areas with relatively fiat topography.

2.

A significant portion (20 - 25%) of the sawer collection system wi~in the basement
flooding areas is structurally deficient and needs to be replaced. However, the majority of
the sewer mains within the problem neighborhoods are rated in good condition.

3.

A large amount of rain induced infiltration appears to be widespread throughout the study
areas. This conclusion was reached on the basis of the field investigation, the number
and location of flooded basements within each study area, and flow monitoring results.

4.

A significant portion of the infiltration is believed to be coming from the sewer service
laterals. This conclusion is based on observations made dunng the "IV inspection of the
sewer mains. As a result of follow up improvement projects, it was also learned that many
older homes with basements have footing drains attached to the sewer service laterals.

5.

In some locations there appears to be little eleva~on difference between many of the
basements and the sewer main. Therefore, only a relatively minor amount of surcharging
(one meter), or backup in the system can result in the basement flooding.

DISCUSSION
The alternatives evaluated for reducing basement flooding can generally be divided into two groups. The
first group involves alternatives which would reduce the surcharging or backup within the trunk sewer
system. These alternatives either provide additional trunk sewer capacity or reduce the amount of
groundwater infiltration. By increasing capacity or reducing flow, these alternatives decrease or eliminate
surcharging of the system, reducing the potential for system backups which causes the basement flooding
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t~e basement area from the remaining por~on of the house. Backwater valves have been installed for a
number of years, are fairly reliable, and require some annual maintenance.
The cost for Alternative C as illustrated in Figure 2 will vary depending on the amount of existing finish
w~rk in the basement. Those homes which have a fully finished living area in the basement are more
expensive to retrofit with this type of system. A cost of $6,000 per dwelling, including $3,000 for a new
service lateral, was used for estimating purposes.
Alternative D--Modify the interior plumbing of the home and install a new service and ejector
pump.
This alternative includes the installation of a new sewer service line from the sewer main to the house. It
also includes the installation of a new ejector pump system within the basement floor which pumps
sewage from the basement area into the new sewer service line. This system allows the basement to be
used under any surcharge conditions which are taking place within the tnJnk sewer line and is illustrated in
Figure 3. This alternative may be more appropriate for those homes that have a bathroom in the
basement living area or plan on constructing one in the near future.
Alternative D provides a lower risk of failure however, as with Alternative C, some maintenance is
required. Ejector pump systems have been used in thousands of installations and have proven reliability.
This alternative results in major costs to retrofit the existing house plumbing, install new equipment, and
provide a new sewer service lateral. Costs will vary depending on the amount of existing finish work in the
basement and the location and length of the new sewer service lateral. More excavation and labor will be
required for this installation than for Alternative C. Costs for Alternative D average about $10,000 per
home in Salem including the cost of the new sewer service lateral.
Evaluation of alternatives
In order to evaluate and compare alternatives, the following criteria were used:
¯

Effectiveness- How effective is the alternative in keeping the basement from flooding from sewer
backups?

¯

Timeliness- How fast can the alternative be implemented? It is likely that further basement
flooding wilt occur in Salem during future rainy seasons which extend from October to April.

¯

Cost effectiveness- Do the benefits outweigh the costs for the selected altemative?

¯

Implementation- Is the alternative implementable? How easy is it to install and make operational?

Using this set of criteria, an evaluation matrix was used to rank the alternatives. Based on the selected
criteria, Altematives C and D ranked higher than Alternatives A and B. Alternatives A and B could reduce
the amount of basement flooding which is occurring in the affected neighborhoods. However, it is unlikely
that Alternatives A or B would ever eliminate basement flooding from occurring under severe conditions.
Alternatives C and D provide positive and relatively reliable protection against basement flooding cause~
by sewer surcharging even during severe conditions. Even if alternatives A or B were selected, some
property owners would find it advisable or necessary to install backwater protection devices
recommended under Alternatives C and D.
The modifications undertaken as a part of Alternatives C and D are relatively easy to implement and use
proven technology. Most area plumbers have the experience and skill to install these facilities.
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Alternotive D: Modify the interior plumbing of the home ond
instoll o new service ond ejector pump.
PIPE FOR SUMP

Positive Protection Program
In July 1997, the City Council adopted the Positive Protection Program (PPP) as a strategy for partnering
with homeowners to eliminate basement flooding. Some of the features of this program include:
¯

The home must be located within a study area, have a basement, and experienced flooding due to
sanitary sewer backups.

¯

The City provides technical assistance to the homeowner and a zero interest deferred payment
loan (DPL) to fund improvements similar to Alternatives C or D.

¯

There are no income requirements to be eligible for a deferred payment loan.

¯

The homeowner is encouraged to receive bids from at least two contractors to do the work. The
owner is not required to accept the lowest bid, however the selected bid is reviewed by City staff
and must be reasonable.

¯

Repayment of the deferred paymentloan is not required until the property is transferred.

¯

To be consistent with the City’s existing R/R program, the cost of a new sewer service lateral for
the home, if required, is funded at public expense.

¯

Footing drains, when encountered, are diverted to a separate sump and pumped to the curb.
Cost for this portion of the project are included in the DPL.

CONCLUSIONS
Over 100 homeowners are currently participating in the Ci~s Positive Protection Program. To date 39
improvement projects have been successfully completed at a total cost of approximately $405,000.
AJtemative D has been selected the most often by area residents, This may be due to the fact that the
majority of the participants in the program consider their basements as a portion of the home’s living area
and not simply for storage.
The alternatives developed as a result of the City’s investigation are believed to be a successful means of
eliminating basement flooding in older homes caused by sanitary sewer backups. The program has also
been successful in partnering with the community in finding a solution to an ongoing problem.
The Salem City Council is currently reviewing the Positive Protection Program. It is anticipated that some
changes in funding for the program may occur in future years.
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ABSTRACT
Compared to other cities, New York City (NYC) is abundantly endowed with parklands and open spaces,
many of which can be utilized to treat and dissipate stormwater runoff flows, in conjunction with the
preservation, restoration and creation of ecological systems. Such use of available parklands and open
spaces has the benefit of decreasing costs for stormwater treatment and conveyance, while atthe same time
enhancing the natural biological systems. Through the combined efforts of the NYC Department of
Environmental Protection (NYCDEP), which is responsible for stormwater control, and the NYC Department
of Parks and Recreation (NYCDPR), which is responsible for preserving and restoring the ecological systems
of parklands and open spaces, URS Greiner, Inc. (URSG) developed a project to provide for the treatment
of stormwater and the attenuation of peak stormwater flows through restoration and creation of wetlands
within Oakland Ravine (located in the denSely populated northeastern section of the Borough of Queens,
NYC). The proposed Oakland Ravine Stormwater Treatment System Project was developed in conjunction
with the East River Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Abatement Project, which is part of the NYC
comprehensive program to reduce CSO discharges into receiving waters. Discharges into Alley Creek
through Outfall TI-7, an outfall located about one-half mile northeast of the ravine which has been designated
for CSO abatement, will be reduced as a result of the proposed stormwater treatment system project. The
principal objectives of the project are to reduce discharges into Alley Creek, address stresses and
disturbances identified within Oakland Ravine and Oakland Lake (located at the north end of the ravine) with
regard to erosion and lack of vegetation on the slopes of the ravine and deterioration of the water quality in
the lake, reduce/eliminate sewer system flooding in areas adjacent to the ravine and lake, and create a
natural park setting in an urbanized area. These project objectives will be met by re-routing stormwater from
adjacent sewer systems into the upper (s~uth) end of the ravine and providing primary and secondary
treatment of the stormwater within sediment pools and created/restored wetlands, prior to the water being
discharged into Oakland Lake, and ultimately into Alley Creek. The project will also include stabilization and
planting of the slopes of the ravine with vegetation and trees native to the area, and construction of access
trails through the ravine, including bridges over the wetlands, for use by persons walking and riding bicycles.
KEYWORDS
storTnwater, wetlands, treatment, ravine, lake
INTRODUCTION
Oakland Ravine, which is part of a City-owned park, is situated in the densely populated northeastern section
of the Borough of Queens, NYC. The park also includes Oakland Lake, located immediately north of the
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ravine. Figure 1 shows the location of Oakland Ravine and Lake within the Borough of Queens. The park,
which is surrounded by residential development and educational facilities, serves as an important open
space for local residents to engage in such recreational activities as walldng, fishing and interacting with the
waterfowl which frequent the lake. The ravine is undeveloped and generally consists of trees, scrub plants
and wetlands. The slopes of the ravine are steep (ranging from 30 to 60%) and heavily eroded in several
areas due to ovedand stormwater runoff flow from the Queensborough Community College campus which
borders the ravine to the east, and from Springfield Boulevard located along the ravine’s western boundary
as shown on Figure 2. In addition, the portion of the ravine located in proximity to 56th Avenue, which
extends along its southem boundary, contains fill material and some debris.
As a result of past studies and investigations relating to the effects of CSO discharges into Alley Creek and
to the general degradation of Oakland Ravine and Lake, problems have been identified that need to be
addressed to allow the area to be environmentally rehabilitated. In a draft report entitled "Stormwater
Treatment and Environmental Quality in Oakland Ravine," prepared in 1993, The Gala Institute indicated
that Oakland Ravine and Lake are ecologiCal systems with impaired functions. Specifically, the report
identified a number of stresses and disturbances within Oakland Ravine and Lake, which have resulted in
a reduction in biological diversity and loss of native ecological communities capable of purifying incoming
water and modulating temperatures. Thesi~ stresses and disturbances could be reversed by re-routing
stormwater from the existing stormwater sewer systems into the ravine. The principal problems identified
that need to be addressed from an environmental perspective are as follows:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Reduced water quality in Oakland Lake and Alley Creek, which have resulted in seasonal anoxic events
in the lake.
High CSO peak flows into Alley Creek through Outfall TI-7.
Sewer system flooding along 56th Avenue and Springfield Boulevard.
Erosion and lack of vegetative growth on the ravine slopes.
Reduction in the amount of water available within the ravine to support native ecosystems as a result
of aiteratJon of the surrounding area due to development.
Sediment buildup in Oakland Lake.

Through the combined efforts of the NYCDEP, NYCDPR and URSG, a project was developed to address
the above-listed problems through the re-routing of stormwater into the ravine, and the restoration and
creation of wetlands within the ravine to treat the stormwater. The proposed project, referred to as the
Oakland Ravine Stormwater Treatment System Project,-was developed in conjunction with the East River
CSO Abatement Project which includes abatement of CSO discharges into Alley Creek through Outfall TI-7
as shown on Figures I and 2.
The principal objectives of the proposed stormwater treatment system project are to address the six (6)
problems identified above. An additional objective of the project isto provide enhancements to a City-owned
park located in an urbanized area for the use and enjoyment of the local residents and visitors.
EXISTING SEWER SYSTEM
Re-muting of stormwater into Oakland Ravine from the existing sewer systems is a critical feature necessary
to meet the objectives of this proposed stormwater treatment system project. As indicated by the existing
sewer system schematic presented on Figure 2, the sewers located in proximity to Oakland Ravine and Lake
consist of those that convey strictly stormwater (storm sewer) as well as sewers that convey a combination
of sanitary sewage and stormwater (combined sewer). During storm events, the combined sewage is
conveyed through the combined s=’,wers and discharged into Alley Creek through Outfall TI-7 at peak flow
rates as high as 499,620 cubic meters per day (m~/d) (132 million gallons per day [mgd]). In addition to the
sewage from the tributary sewers, the overflow from Oakland Lake is discharged into Alley Creek through
Outfall TI-7 as shown on Figure 2 for the purpose of maintaining an ecological balance within the creek.
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PRINCIPAL WATER SOURCES
The sources of stormwater identified for re-routing into Oakland Ravine to supply the water necessary for
implementation of the project consist of the following:
¯
¯
-

Flow from the storm sewer located in 56th Avenue.
Runoff from the Queensborough Community College campus.
Runoff from the areas in the vicinity of Springfield Boulevard.

The storm sewer located in 56th Avenue, which varies in diameter from 530 to 1,500 millimeters (21 to 60
inches), extends westerly from Cloverdale Boulevard to Springfield Boulevard. The drainage area served
by this storm sewer consists of approximately 24.7 hectares (61 acres) of which about one-third is located
within the boundaries of the Queensborough Community College campus, and the remaining two-thirds
encompasses the predominantly high density residential area located south of 56th Avenue. The area of
the college campus, which is not included in the drainage area of the storm sewer located in 56th Avenue,
consists of about 6.1 hectares (15 acres). Therefore, the total drainage area available for generating
stormwater runoff for re-routing into Oakland Ravine from the storm sewer located in 56th Avenue and the
Queensborough Community College campus is approximately 30.8 hectares (76 acres).
A large combined sewer located in Springfield Boulevard along the west side of Oakland Ravine conveys
sanitary sewage and stormwater from predominantly residential areas south of 56th Avenue and west of
Springfield Boulevard. This sewer discharges into the combined sewer located in 46th Avenue. The
stom’mater runoff generated within this drainage area is the third principal source of stormwater for re-routing
into Oakland Ravine.
The projections of the flow volumes and pollutant Ioadings anticipated to be discharged into the proposed
stormwater treatment system from the storm sewer in 56th Avenue and the storm sewer system located on
the Queensbomugh Community College campus were determined. A combination of manual drainage
calculations and modeling of the storm sewer systems utilizing the RUNOFF Block of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency Stormwater Management Model were used to develop the projections.
Rainfall quantities measured in the local area, and measurements of flows and pollutant concentrations
within the storm sewer in 56th Avenue during six (6) storm events (three in 1997 and one each in 1990, 1992
and 1993) were used to develop the model. The projections of the annual flow volume and quantities of
pollutants anticipated to be discharged into Oakland Ravine through re-routing of the stormwater from the
storm sewer in 56th Avenue and the Queensborough Community College campus for a yearwith an average
rainfall of approximately 1,092 millimeters (43 inches) (based on measured rainfall at LaGuardia Airport for
the pedod of 1948 through 1995) are presented below in Table 1:
Table 1: Average Annual Projections of Flow and Pollutant Loadings
Flow Volume: 189,270 cubic meters (50 million gallons)
Pollutant Loadings: kilograms (kg)
Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BODs): 1,565 kg (3,450 pounds)
Ammonia (NH~): 45 kg (100 pounds)
Nitrate (NO~): 132 kg (290 pounds)
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN): 36 kg (80 pounds)
Total Phosphorous (’l’P): 54 kg (120 pounds)
Total Suspended Solids (TSS): 2,885 kg (6,360 pounds)
The projected annual pollutant Ioadings presented in Table 1 are relatively low. Therefore, such results
provide confidence that the wastewater being conveyed within the storm sewer in 56th Avenue and from the
cp. Iiege’sstormwater collection system consists predominantly ofstormwater. The investigation to determine
similar flow and loading projections for the stormwater runoff from the areas adjacent to Spnngfield
Boulevard are still underway.
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EXISTING HABITAT CHARACTERISTICS
A major consideration in development of the proposed Oakland Ravine Stormwater Treatment System was
to maintain and enhance the native characteristics (tree species, plant and animal habitats, lake water
quality, etc.) of the ravine and lake to the greatest extent possible. Extensive evaluations and assessments
of the ravine and lake were conducted to establish and identify the native characteristics for use in
development of the proposed stormwater treatment system. Following is a summary of the principal results
of these evaluations and assessments:
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Approximately 300 trees with trunks larger than 150 millimeters (6 inches) in diameter as measured at
about 1.4 meters (4.5 feet) above the ground ware identified as to species and their locations were
documented; the ravine slopes are generally dominated by large oaks with occasional large hickories,
beeches and tulip trees, and with smaller hickories, black cherries, birches and maples located in the
understory.
A total of twenty-two different species of birds were observed within the ravine and lake, and healthy
populations of sunfisl~, bluegill, white crappie, bass, large carp and goldfish were observed in the lake.
Anoxic conditions were observed in most areas of the lake near the bottom with anoxic/hypoxic
conditions extending to within 4 feet ofthe water surface.
Nutrients in the lake water were relatively low; phosphate levels were below 0.05 milligrams per liter
(mg/l) at all times, and nitrate levels ware below 0.25 mg/I during warm waather and rose to slightly more
than 1.0 mg/I in colder weather.
Macmphyte coverage of the lake was; observed to be extensive with Potarnogeton ctfspum being
predominant in early summer and by mid-summer being replaced by Cabornba caro/~niese.
One (1) wetland area was identified in the ravine encompassing an area of 0.57 hectare (1.4 acres)
consisting primarily of palustrine persistent emergent.
No rare, threatened or endangered species were identified.

DESCRIPTION OF STORMWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM
Based on the information and data obtained from evaluations and assessments of the ravine and lake,
investigations of the sewer systems in the vicinity of the ravine and lake, discussions with individuals who
possess specific knowledge of the local area, and literature searches, a conceptual plan for the proposed
Oakland Ravine Stormwater Treatment SyStem was developed. This conceptual plan was developed to
meet the project objectives, thereby addressing the identified problems, as previously discussed, with
stormwater being re-routed into the ravine from the three (3) principal sources. The conceptual plan of the
proposed stormwater treatment system is presented on Figure 3 and illustrative sections of the plan are
presented on Figure 4.
The major components which make up the proposed stormwater treatment system are as follows:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Re-routing of stormwater from the storm sewer in 56th Avenue, the Queensborough Community College
campus and areas adjacent to Springfield Boulevard into the ravine.
Plunge pools with rock cascades for energy dissipation.
Rock check dams with naturalized rock ,channels for velocity reduction and habitat enhancement.
Pools for collection of sediment, floatables and debris.
Restoration/creation of wetlands to treat stormwater.
Stabilization and planting of ravine slopes.
Trails and signage throughout the ravine with bridges extending over wetlands to create a park setting.

The measures included in the conceptual plan of the proposed stormwater treatment system for re-routing
the stormwater into the ravine from the storm sewer in 56th Avenue and the Queensborough Community
College campus are shown on Figures 3 and 4. Storrnwater from the storm sewer in 56th Avenue will be
re-routed into the ravine by disconnecting the 1,500-millimeter (60-inch) diameter storm sewer from the
combined sewer located in Springfield Boulevard, constructing a diversion chamber within 56th Avenue at
a location approximately 115 meters (380 feet) east of Springfield Boulevard, and extending a 1,500millimeter (60-inch) diameter storm sewer in a northerly direction from the diversion chamber into the ravine
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where the storrnwater flow will be freely discharged into the upper plunge pool. Stormwater runoff from the
Queensborough Community College campus stormwater collection system will be re-muted to a stormwater
collection system constructed along the tops of the eastern slopes of the ravine as shown on Figures 3 and
4. This proposed storrnwater collection system consists of an underground 1,500-millimeter (60-inch)
diameter collection/detention pipe with holes through the walls to allow the water to percolate into the eastern
slopes of the ravine in a controlled manner. The collection/detention pipe will be installed in a rock-filled
trench to enhance the percolation of the water into the soil and to provide increased storage volume.
Percolation of the water into the slopes o~f the ravine is important to sustain vegetative growth. Although
re-routing of stormwater runoff from areas adjacent to Springfield Boulevard is a component of the proposed
stormwater treatment system, the method of how this re-muting of flows will be accomplished, is still under
investigation, and as such, the facilities required to re-route these flows are not shown on Figures 3 and 4.
However, it appears that a stormwater collection system installed along the tops of the western slopes of the
ravine, similar to that proposed for the eastern slopes, to allow a controlled percolation of water into the
slopes may be the preferred method.
As shown on Figure 3, the proposed stormwater treatment system is separated into four (4) zones; identified
as Upland Cascades, Rock Riffles, Wetland Forebay and Emergent Marsh. The principal features and
benet’Rs pertaining to each of these zones are summarized as follows:
¯

~ascades
1,500-millimeter (60-inch) diameter pipe discharging stormwater from the storm sewer in 56th
Avenue.
Series of three (3) plunge pools with gabion mattresses or natural rock bottoms and rock cascades
to dissipate energy for a 6.1-meter (20-foot) drop.
Aeration of stormwater by rock cascades.
Access trail from 56th Avenue.

Stabilization and re-vegetation of area.
¯

Rock Riffles
Series of four (4) rock check dams with rock channels to further dissipate velocity.
Aeration of stormwater with rock cascade having a vertical drop of about 2.4 meters (8-feet).
Access trail.
Stabilization and re-vegetation of slopes.

¯
Further dissipation of velocity.
Retention and collection of floatables, oil, grease, debris and settleable solids in pools.
Primary treatment of stormwater within pools and wetland fringe having a combined area of about
0.53 hectare (1.3 acres).
Earth berm with control structure and discharge conduit designed to discharge stormwater into the
Emergent Marsh Zone while preventing the passage of floatables, oil, grease, solids and debris.
Emergency rock channel spillway tO pass high flows caused by large storms (greater than the 25year storm).
Access trails with bridges.
Stabilization and re-vegetation of slopes.

¯
-

Secondary treatment of stormwater within an emergent wetland having an area of about 0.49
hectare (1.2 acres) through pollutant breakdown by bacterial action and nutrient uptake by plants.
Hydraulic connection to lake.
Access trails with bridge.
Stabilization and re-vegetation of slopes.
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The proposed Oakland Ravine Stormwater Treatment System provides both physical and biological
processes for pollutant removal from the stormwater. Physical treatment processes include flow moderation,
settling of solids, filtration and adsorption. Biological treatment processes include pollutant breakdown by
bacterial action and nutrient uptake by plants. The Wetland Forebay Zone will be designed to efficiently trap
floatables, oil, grease, debris and settleable solids to protect the downstream Emergent Marsh Zone. Within
the Emergent Marsh Zone, pollutant removal will take place as a result of the biological processes. A
circuitous flow path will be provided through the Emergent Marsh Zone to increase contact time between the
water and the plants to enhance the biological treatment.
Based on the performance results of wetlands being used to treat stormwater, it is anticipated that the
proposed Oakland Ravine Stormwater Treatment System will reduce the levels of total suspended solids in
the stormwater by about 50 to 75%, total phosphorous by 45%, total nitrogen by 25% and organic carbon
by 15% with some reduction in metals. These reductions in the pollutant levels will have a significant impact
on the quality of water in Oakland Lake with a lesser impact on the water quality in Alley Creek. However,
the proposed stormwater treatment system will have a significant impact on Alley Creek by attenuating the
CSO peak flow discharges through re-routing of stormwater through the ravine and lake.
The estimated cost to construct the proposed stormwater treatment system, excluding facilities to re-route
stormwater into the ravine from areas adjacent to Springfield Boulevard, is approximately $5,000,000.
Construction of the project is anticipated to be completed in the year 2001.
CONCLUSIONS
In conjunction with the NYC East River CSO Abatement Project, a project has been developed to provicle
for the treatment of stormwater in Oakland Ravine, located within the densely populated northeastern section
of the Borough of Queens, NYC. Stormwater, which will be re-routed into the ravine from adjacent sewer
systems, will receive pdmary and secondary treatment within a naturalized treatment system consisting of
water pools, rock cascades and created/rest0red wetlands. The project will address the following identified
problems pertaining to the environmental quality of the area:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Reduced water quality in Oakland Lake and Alley Creek.
High CSO peak flows into Alley Creek through Outfall TI-7.
Sewer system flooding along 56th AvenUe and Springfield Boulevard.
Erosion and lack of vegetative growth o=1 the ravineslopes.
Reduction in the amount of water available within the ravine to support native ecosystems.
Sediment buildup in the lake.

In addition to providing solutions forthe identified problems, the project will provide enhancements to a Cityowned perk located in an urbanized area.
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TULSA ADDRESSES SANITARY SEWER OVERFLOWS
Wayne Dillard, Bums & McDonnell*
Robert Shelton, City of Tulsa
Nam Nguyen, City of Tulsa
*Bums & McDonnell, 9400 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO 64114 U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
An Administrative Order issued by Region Vl of the U.S. EPA and a Consent Order entered into with the
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality require the Tulsa Metropolitan Utility Authority (TMUA) to
report overflows and complete projects to eliminate overflows and bypasses on a specified schedule. This
paper describes data collection and computer modeling to identify and correct deficiencies in a group of subbasins tributary to one treatment plant. The project required evaluation of over 300 km of 150 mm through
1,500 mm gravity sewer, approximately 5,300 manhole structures, several inverted siphon crossings of area
drainage courses, and a dual barrel crossing of the Arkansas River to the plant influent pump station. A
computer model of the major (typically 250 mm and larger) gravity lines was used to evaluate the system’s
ability to pass the design storm flow.
TMUA operates several long-term flow meters, six of which provided flow data for this project. 27 additional
area velocity temporary flow meters and 6 rain gauges were installed to subdivide drainage basins into
reasonable tributary areas. Dry and wet weather flow data were collected and analyzed to establish flow
patterns and calibrate the model. Data from four of the six long-term sites were determined to be usable,
but inconsistencies in data from the other two sites prevented their use.
Flow data confirmed that no capacity problems exist under normal conditions, but capacity is frequently
exceeded during wet weather. Peak dry weather flows ranged from a low of 5.7% to a high of 64.5% of
nominal capacity while peak wet weather flows ranged from a low of 20.9% to a high of 272.3%. Evaluation
of data established that the predominant problem is inflow, with some 63% originating in six tributary basins
outside of the study area. Four sub-basins contribute in excess of 50% of the inflow attributable to sources
within the study area. Computer modeling of the system further defined the extent of capacity problems
within the project area and confirmed necessary corrective actions to eliminate overflows.
Approximately 97% of the manholes were inspected for inflow contributing defects. The remaining 3% were
inaccessible. All lines were smoke tested and CCTV inspection in conjunction with dye testing of suspected
inflow sources was completed for selected line segments. A dynamic computer model, capable of
accurately modeling open channel, surcharged and restricted flow, was used to simulate existing system
response and project response following rehabilitation.
KEYWORDS
Inspection, monitoring, modeling, rehabilitation, SSO, testing.
INTRODUCTION
The sanitary sewer collection system tributary to Tulsa’s Southside Wastewater Treatment Plant is subject
to large increases in flow during rainfall and snowmelt events. The entry of extraneous wet weather flow
into the system has frequently resulted in overflows from surcharged manholes, backups in low-lying
structures, and bypasses into the Arkansas River and its tributary creeks which pass through the
metropolitan area. The TMUA has been addressing the extraneous flow problems in its entire wastewater
system for the past several years through a niumber of flow monitoring studies, sewer system evaluations,
relief sewer construction programs, and rehabilitation of existing lines and manholes. Both the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
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have issued enforcement orders to reduce the frequency and duration of overflows and bypasses from the
sewer system.
The sewer subsystem described in this paper collects wastewater from the most downstream basins
tributan/to the Southside Westewater Treatment Ptant and conveys flow originating in upstream basins to
the plant. The subsystem includes over 300 km of gravity sewers ranging in size from 150 mm to 1,500 mm
in diameter, a crossing of the Arkansas River by twin 900 mm lines, several multiple barrel siphon crossings
of area creeks and drainage courses, and approximately 5,300 manholes and lampholes. The specific
purpose of the study described in this paper was to determine the extent of the infiltration/inflow (I/I) problem,
locate and quantify specific sources of I/I, and establish a cost-effective rehabilitation program to reduce flow
in the collector and interceptor sewers so that no bypasses or overflows would occur during any wet weather
event up to and including the five (5) year design storm.
Significant lengths of sewer line in the project area have been in service for more than 50 years and display
the typical signs of aging expected in sewers of that vintage. Vitrified clay pipe (VCP) and concrete pipe
(RCP) are the predominant materials of construction for these sewers. Cast iron pipe (CIP) or ductile iron
pipe (DIP) have been used to a limited extent, primarily where the lines cross beneath small creeks and
other surface drainage features.
METHODOLOGY
A total of 27 temporary flow meters would be installed for a period of 45 days at the beginning of the study
to measure flow within the system at key points. Data collected would be supplemented with data from six
(6) TMUA-owned long term meters installed in several of the major interceptors. Six (6) automatic tipping
bucket rain gauges would be installed at selected locations across the study area to provide rainfall data for
correlation with the flow data. Analysis of the flow and rain data would permit identification of specific areas
where wet weather appears to most heavily impact the system under study. The data also would be used
to calibrate the computer model and confirm that it represented the sewer system and its response to wet
weather events with reasonable accuracy..
A visual inspection of the sewer system would be conducted to determine the condition of the manholes and
segments of connecting pipe visible from the manholes. Smoke testing would be conducted on the entire
system (with minor exceptions) to locate defects such as suspected cross connections between the storm
and sanitary sewers, area drain connections, defective manhole frames, covers and seals, and pipe defects
which could admit ground water into the system. Following the visual inspection and smoke testing, suspect
areas would be inspected by use of dosed circuit television cameras in conjunction with dyed water flooding
of suspected sources of extraneous flow, to confirm the type, location and sevedty of the suspected defects.
In addition to location of defects, the inspection methods would be used to confirm manhole and line sizes,
depths, and connectivity to permit accurate System modeling and updating of existing collection system
maps. Field surveys would be conducted to provide correct elevations at manholes where data were not
available from record drawings or previous modeling activities.
Data collected through the various inspection methods would be analyzed to categorize defects by priority
and anticipated method of rehabilitation. In addition to defects contributing to I/I, defects potentially affecting
the structural integrity of the sewer system would be evaluated and their correction prioritized. Defects
posing an immediate hazard would be reported to TMUA staff for prompt attention. Likewise, any defects
noted on private property would be reported tO TMUA staff for resolution with the property owner(s). Data
would be collected and entered into a database for ease of manipulation and analysis. Photographic
documentation of defects would be digitally recorded for ease of reference and recovery.
The major interceptor lines, and smaller collector lines in which temporary flow monitors were installed,
would be defined in a computer model which would be calibrated from the monitored flow data and tributary
area land use and population. The calibrated model would then be used to determine the expected
effectiveness in eliminating overflows and bypasses from completion of the recommended rehabilitation
measures. The modeling results would indicate to what extent correction of defects within the study area,
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DISCUSSION
The Southside Plant Influent Sewer System Evaluation Survey is but one of a number of investigations
undertaken by the TMUA in response to wet weather conveyance problems in TMUA’s service area. The
overall correction program has been underway for a number of years, and has involved the efforts of many
consultants as well as Tulsa Department of Public Works (DPW) staff. The City of Tulsa recently celebrated
~s 100= anniversary, and some of the sewer lines serving the city are approaching their centennial
anniversary as well. Tulsa’s decision to address problems on a system-wide basis provides a consistent,
integrated approach which should yield the most cost-effective long term solutions, while still providing for
a quick response to high priority problems.
Row monitoring
A network of long term flow monitors installed by TMUA, supplemented with temporary flow monitors placed
at key locations during each separate area study, permitted pdoritization of problem areas for further
analysis. In addition to helping identify significant problem areas, the long term monitors provide a means
to measure the general effectiveness of rehabilitation work accomplished over the life of the program by
providing comparative data throughout its duration. Two separate flow paths exist at two locations within
the collection system described in this paper, as can be seen on the flow schematic in Figure 1. The use
of two additional temporary flow monitors to determine how flow is split between the separate flow paths at
each of these locations would have increased the accuracy of the flow analysis for the system. However,
since a significant difference in invert elevations exists between the two flow paths at each location, the
absence of the additional flow monitors had no effect on dry weather flow measurement. Assumptions were
necessary regarding the percentages of flow carried in each line during the wet weather flow analysis.
Flow monitoring data indicated that the monitored sites experienced neither depths of flow greater than 0.7
times pipe diameter nor peak flows in excess of 80% of the nominal full pipe capacity dudng any of the
monitored dry weather periods. Likewise, data indicated that 15 of the monitored sites surcharged (depth
of flow exceeded pipe diameter) and 9 sites ,experienced flow rates in excess of nominal full pipe capacity
during at least one wet weather event. Four of the sites that surcharged did not experience flows in excess
of full pipe capacity, indicating they were experiencing backwater conditions. Figure 4 shows a typical wet
weather response observed at the temporary monitoring sites, indicating that inflow sources represent a
larger SSO problem than do infiltration sources. Inflow is indicated by the immediate response to the heavy
rainfall the night of October 20th, followed by a rapid return to slightly elevated flow levels. Infiltration into
the system is represented by the more gradual return to pre-storm flow levels following the longer duration
but lower intensity rainfall on October 22".
Manhole inspections
Approximately 97% of the manholes and lampholes were physically inspected for defects and to confirm
depths to pipe inverts and connectivity of the sewer system for modeling purposes. Since a significant
portion of the system being investigated was constructed in easements rather than in dedicated public rightsof-way, a limited number of the structures could not be accessed for inspection. Typical reasons included
construction of obstructions (fences, decks, outbuildings, etc.) over the recorded location of the structures.
It is suspected that a number of structures were buded by subsequent fill or paving operations. The
inspections completed were extensive enough to be representative of the entire study area and the absence
of smoke escaping from suspected buded manhole locations indicated that I/1 admitting defects were
unlikely to exist at those uninspected sites.
All identified manhole defects were assigned a rehabilitation priority based upon the seventy of the defect
(or combination of defects in a single manhole). Severities were determined from both personnel safety and
I/I volume estimates associated with the defects. A majority of the defects identified were significant enough
to warrant either immediate or very near term corrective actions being taken. Significant inflow removal is
expected to result from replacement of the large number of vented manhole covers identified by the
inspection program and by installation of flexible seals between the frames and the manhole chimneys.
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including those on private property which would be the responsibility of individual property owners, would
result in attaining the required reductions in overflows and bypasses. It would also indicate the extent to
which reductions in wet weather flows from upstream basins may be necessary should sufficient reductions
not be attainable within the study area basins alone.
RESULTS
Flow monitoring
Of the 33 meters used during the 45 day flow monitoring period, 31 produced results which could be used
in analyzing dry and wet weather flow at key points in the sewer system. Two of the long term meters
produced data of questionable accuracy during this period. One site experienced erratic velocity readings
during the pedod and the flow data supplied was based upon Manning’s equation. The depth at this site was
also suspect since the recorded level increased significantly dudng each rainfall event and, unlike other
sites, failed to return to normal values after conclusion of the rain event. The second questionable site
recorded levels an average of 2.5 to 10 cm lower than upstream meter sites. Physical examination of this
site following receipt and review of the questionable data showed levels approximately 7.5 to 10 cm higher
than reported under similar conditions dudng the monitoring pedod. Figure 1 is a flow schematic indicating
the relationship between each of the flow monitors in the collection system monitored for this study. Flow
monitoring confirmed that no problems with system capacity exist under normal dry weather conditions, but
conveyance capacity was exceeded at several monitoring locations during the 45 day monitoring pedod.
Manhole inspections

Figure I - Flow Schematic

5,174 manholes and lampholes were
physically inspected for defects which
could admit extraneous flow or affect the
integrity of the structure. An additional
151 which could not be located in the
field, were buried, or were otherwise
inaccessible, were not inspected.
Included in the 5,174 total were a number
of manholes and corresponding line
segments which did not appear in TMUA
records but were discovered and added
to the records during the inspection
process. Each manhole that could be
opened was inspected, regardless of its
condition, and inspection observations
were recorded on standard manhole
inspection forms for trensfer into the .................. IJ
appropriate database records. Manhole
inspections identified in excess of 5,000
individual defects which warranted
attention, either immediately or within the
next five (5) years. The most common
defect contributing to significant inflow
problems within the area studied was
vented manhole covers located in areas
subject to surface runoff ponding or sheet
flow. Manhole inspections also identified
potentially significant defects in a number
of the sewer lines where they entered the
manhole, or within the first few pipe
segments visible from the manhole.
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Figure 4 - Typical Wet Weather Response
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All manhole inspection data were entered on Standard manhole inspection forms for subsequent scanning
into the manhole database. Standard entry codes were used to minimize errors in input and scanning or
misinterpretation of entries during subsequent analysis of the data. Provisions were made at the outset to
identify new structures which were not included in the original TMUA database or did not appear on the
sewer atlas sheets. Standard numbering of manholes and consistent references were maintained
throughout the inspection and analysis activities.
Standard forms and codes were also used for entering pipe inspection data conducted concurrently with the
manhole inspections. Adhering to the standardized numbering system for identification of line segments
minimized errors in assigning inspection results to the correct line segments. Standardization also provided
consistency in reporting among the different orews used to perform the inspections.
Smoke testing
Smoke testing was conducted throughout the Study area, with the exception of the sewer lines immediately
adjacent to a large hospital and its corresponding medical complex. All of the facilities connected to the
lines near the hospital which were not smoke tested were included in the building inspection program for
detection of significant I/1 sources. Smoke testing located a large number of defects on private property,
including major I/I sources such as area drains~ Roof drain connections to the sanitary sewer system do not
appear to be a significant source of inflow within the study area.
Data from smoke testing were also recorded using standard defect codes on standard forms for scanning
into the database. In addition to photographic documentation of defects evidenced by smoke escaping from
the lines under test, sketches showing the location of each defect relative to known features were made.
Photographs and sketches were converted into computer files with links to the specif’K: defects. Electronic
recording of the data and supporting documentation will permit easy access for review and follow-up by
TMUA personnel as the program progresses. Smoke testing results became a primary source for selection
of specific lines to be inspected by CCTV.
CCTV inspection
Approximately 5% of the total length of sewer lines were selected for CCTV inspection to confirm suspected
defects identified by pipe inspections or smoke testing. Highest priority was given to investigating possible
cross connections to the storm sewer system due to the potential for extremely high inflow rates through
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such connections. Although smoke was seen to escape from a number of storm sewer inlets, only one
.direct cross connection was detected through CCTV inspection, in this particular instance, what appears
m ~)e a short relief line was constructed between the storm and sanitary sewer systems in such a manner
that it could operate as a relief line in either direction, depending upon the flow level in the respective
sewers. Other cross connections appear to be of the indirect type, where the two systems either cross or
are within close proximity to each other, and both systems have defects which permit exchange of flow.
All CC’I’V inspections were conducted with color cameras equipped with movable heads to permit
examination of service connections to the main line and the first few sections of pipe in the service lines
themselves. Dyed water flooding was performed in conjunction with CC’I’V inspection of many suspect line
segments. Positive detection of dyed water entering the sewer system was recorded for over 90% of the
suspected sources tested in this manner. Although some sources showed I/I rates that were barely more
than slow seepage, rates exceeding several liters per minute were estimated at a significant number of the
positive locations. Some major I/I sources confirmed by this method were heavy leakage from flooded storm
sewers through significant defects in the sanitary sewer lines (broken or shattered pipe, open or broken
joints, holes in the pipe, etc.) and defective service connections in the vicinity of sink holes visible on the
surface. Several significant structural defects were noted (collapsed pipe sections, shattered pipe sections,
circular and longitudinal cracks, etc.) which-did not demonstrate active I/I at the time of the CC’I’V inspection
and were not adjacent to dyed water testedi segments, but may well serve as I/I entry points.
A large number of the VCP lines showed evidence of root penetration through nearly every pipe joint. This
problem was not unexpected considering the age of the lines and the extensive usage of side and rear yard
easements for construction of the sewer lines. A number of the smaller diameter concrete lines displayed
evidence of deterioration from corrosion. CIP and DIP segments displayed varying degrees of deterioration,
with none representing structural problems at this time. However, some of the older iron pipe segments
have developed interior tuburculation sufficient to create hydraulic restrictions.
Compumr modeling
Computer modeling of the study area was intended to serve a Figure 5- Overflow Gate
number of purposes. First and foremost was to determine
whether or not removal of identified I/I sources within the study
area would eliminate bypasses from an overflow structure
(Figure 5) on the east bank of the Arkansas River at the
upstream end of the dual pipe river crossing to the South Side
Wastewater Treatment Plant. An additional purpose was to
identify problem areas which could result in backups or
overflows at other locations in the sewer system and the extent
of VI reduction necessary to prevent this from happening.
Since a number of the projects completed or underway in
sewer basins upstream from the area of this study included
provision of relief sewers to alleviate bacl(up and overflow
problems, the modeling would also have to project the impact
- --*~" .... "’~" ~ - "
.I
of receiving upstream flows at a faster rate than has previously occurred. TMUA is also planning to divert
flow from one pumping station which currently discharges into the Southside Plant system into another of
their treatment facilities. The modeling addresses the effect of this flow reversal on the collection system
in the study area and upon the treatment plant flow.
Modeling of the collection system, the river crossing, and the Southside Plant influent pump station confirms
that adequate dry weather capacity is available to convey all tributary flows without bypassing or overflowing
from the system unless an unexpected blockage occurs. It also confirms that correction of IA sources, both
public and private, identified in the study area are necessary to prevent regular overflows during extreme
wet weather conditions.
"
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CONCLUSIONS
One major conclusion can be drawn from the results of the study reported in this paper. The TMUA can
effectively reduce the frequency and volumeof bypasses from the Southside Plant Influent Sanitary Sewer
System by continuing the program of evaluation and rehabilitation they initiated several years ago. The
investigations conducted and recommendations resulting from this study, when completed, will reduce wet
weather peak flow rates to within the capacity of the sewer system and the treatment plant. Implementing
the recommendations will not be inexpensive, but phasing of the work in accordance with the priorities
established will address the most sedous cOncerns first and provide the most cost effective approach to
correcting the overall problem.
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COMBINED VERSUS SEPARATE SEWERS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS :
A CASIE STUDY IN MONTREAL
Alain Charron, Asseau-BPR *
Mohamad Osseyrane, City of Montreal
Jean-Nicolas Simoneau, Asseau-BPR
Yves Charron, Asseau-BPR
¯ Asseau-BPR, 5100 Sherbrooke Est, Suite 400, Montreal, Quebec, H1V 3R9
ABSTRACT
Under provincial regulation, the City of Montreal is required to separate wastewater and stormwater for all
new developments. This even applies to small areas enclosed into an existing urban watershed drained
by a combined sewer network. In some cases, this situation can generate significant costs because of the
need to prolong the stormwater pipe to an appropriate outfall.
Based on environmental analysis and on investment comparison, we demonstrated for one watershed
situated in the City of Montreal, that pursuing the development of the combined sewer network for new
urbanized areas, associated with in-line retention and real-time control, is cheaper and it reduces the
impact to the environment. The demonstration was obtained through the development of a sewer model,
calibrated on rainfall and overflow recordings.

KEYWORDS : combined sewer overflow, urban wet weather pollution, global planning, selection of sewer
type, real time control modeling.
INTRODUCTION
New developments in the City of Montreal are restricted to a few urban watersheds, and about 90% of the
existing sewer networks are combined. For more than twenty years, provincial regulations demand the
implementation of separate sewer systems for all new urban development and give priority to the
separation of the tributary collection system. Until recently, special authorization could be obtained to
continue combined sewer construction in predominantly urbanized watershed already served by a
combined sewer network. For the last two years, the authorities are uncompromising in their reguiation’s
application. Their recent acknowledgement of the impacts of combined sewer ovedlow (CSO) seems to
be the main cause.
In view of this, the City of Montreal has chosen to perform a detailed analysis on one case study in order
to compare the benefits of combined versus separate sewers for new small development areas enclosed
in a combined sewershed. The case study concerns ZONE 01, a residential development project, which
forms part of the Marc-Aur~le Fortin watershed. This watershed is already more than 82% urbanized and
ZONE 01 only represents 11% of the total area. Table 1 shows the zoning and the corresponding surface
area, and figure 1 presents a simplified map of the watershed.
The main collector of the Marc-Aur~le Fortin (MAF~ watershed is linked to the North Interceptor of the
Montreal Urban Community (MUC). It is a combined sewer and has the capacity to accept flows from
ZONE 01. ZONE 01 is located 1480 meters away from the downstream regulation and interception
chambers. The interception system consists of a 30 kilometer long tunnel ranging in size from 3.35 to
4.88 meters in diameter. Its capacity is 45 m=/s and it runs along the North border of the Island of
Montreal. Twenty (20) derivation/regulation chambers control the flows from the combined collectors to
the interceptor. The interceptor drains a total of 12 000 ha of urbanized area. Automated gates regulate
the inflows to the North Interceptor, and local dynamic control is applied at each regulation chamber. The
system is designed to maximize inflow from each site. The MAF watershed is located 9 km upstream from
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the end of the North Interceptor that is, at the wastewater treatment plant. Figure 2 shows a diagram of
the MUC interceptor system.
Table 1 : Zoning and corresponding surface areas of the Marc-Aur~le Fortin watershed
Zoning
Residential
Commercial, institutional and industrial
I Green spaces
Undeveloped land
Zone 01
Others
Highways
Actual Total
Total after Zone 01 ’s development

Surface area
Surface area
(ha)
(%)
63.6
!
36
68.1
38
i
7.4
4
!
I
20.4
11
t
11.6
7
7.8
4
178.8
1(~0
178.8
100

Impermeability effective
(%)
43.3
74.8
1.7
31.0
0.0
43.0
45.8
49.6

METHODOLOGY
The methodology to compare options to either develop ZONE 01 in combined or separate sewer network
focused mainly on environmental assessment and cost analysis.
Stormwater runoff transports a significant pollutant load leaching from urban areas. It represents a high
proportion of pollutants present in combined sewer overflows. The same pollutants are present in
stormwater pipe discharge, albeit with different concentrations (Chocat, 1994; OTV, 1994). Hence, in
both cases, the environmental analysis has to consider the impact of either stormwater or combined
sewer overflow, although usually impact analysis are only prescribed for CSOs.
The analysis used the following tools:
¯

A detailed representation of the hydrology and hydraulics of the MAF watershed with the
RUNOFF and EXTRAN blocks of XP-SWMM. The model was calibrated against data obtained
from an extensive monitoring campaign;

¯

A modeled representation of the real time control (RTC) system of the MUC interceptor. This was
needed because some events and configurations on ZONE 01 affected CSOs not only on the
MAF watershed, but also downstream along the interceptor, because of the presence of the RTC
system. The MUC model was custom designed twenty years ago. It includes runoff
representation of tributary sewershed and collectors, a time-lag routing method for the interceptor
hydraulics, and local dynamic control at each regulation site;

¯

All simulations for rainfall events from an average year (May 1= to October 31=) to evaluate
impacts generated by common and frequent events.

¯

An evaluation of CSO discharge to the Des Prairies River (the receiving water body), in terms of
flow and suspended solids, BOD, and COD loading;

¯

Cost estimation for each alternative.
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SEWER DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES
Three distinct options have been retained for the Zone 01 ’s development:
I.

Combined sewer, ootion A: Implementation of local combined sewer linked to the existing main
collector;

2. Combined sewer, oDtion B: Implementation of local combined sewer linked to the existing main
collector. Use of the in-line capacity of an existing 2400 mm O main sewer, by adding a control gate,
instrumentation and control. The retention capacity is designed to create no more overflows than at
present;
3. SeDarate sewer option : Implementation of local separate sewers. Installation of a new storm sewer
and a new sanitary sewer from ZONE 01 to the derivation/regulation chamber of the existing
combined collector. The sanitary sewer would be directly linked to the interceptor, without regulation,
while the storm collector would be connected to the CSO outfall pipe.
RESULTS
Calibration of the model was performed against 1995 data. Five rainfall stations were used for the entire
MUC territory, and flow data and RTC data were available for all 6 CSO events recorded at the MAF
watershed. Table 2 shows the comparison between measured and simulated overflows. The MUC model
provides a good estimate of the CSO volume and duration, despite the scale of the territory versus the
number of rainfall stations, the number of inflows to the interceptor, and the operating conditions.

Table 2 : Measured and simulated overflow comparison for real development
Rainfall
No
Depth (ram)
5
22.1
9-10
25.7
22
35.3
23
19.6
27
11.9
39
17.8
Total
t
Average I

DuratiOn (h)
7.25
10.42
9.92
2.92
3.25
7.08
’

Measured
Duration (min)
140
555
275
100
95
140
1 305
218

Simulated
Volume (m=) Duration (rain)
11 250
155
15 525
300
21 150
240
2 775
80
4 050
120
10 050
155
64 800
1 050
10 800
175

Charts 3 and 4 present CSO volumes at the Marc-Aurele Fortin site, and at 5 other sites downstream in
the interceptor. These evaluations were made under existing conditions but including the development of
ZONE 01. First, we notice that Zone 01’s development generates no new CSO events. Second, results
show a total overflow increase of 613 m=/s due to Zone 01 ’s development, of which most of it, 575 m3/s, is
generated at the MAF site.
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Table 3 : Annual CSO at the MAF overflow site

!
!
i

Total
Average

Real
development
Volume (m~)
64 800
10 800

,

Zone 01 with overflow

Increase

Volume (m3)
68 250
11 375

Volume (mz) ! Volume (%)
3 450 t 5%
575 ] 5%

Table 4 : Annual CSO at the MAF overflow site and at 5 other downstream overflow sites

I
!
t

Total
Average

Real
development
Volume (m3)
385 725
64 287

Zone 01 with overflow

Increase

Volume (m3)
389 400
64 900

Volume (m~) Volume (%)
3 675 t 1%
613 {
1%

From these results, we can proceed to compare CSO according to the different development options.
The pollutant Ioadings are evaluated with the use of average concentrations dudng wet weather. We
estimated there was no need to use a model to represent the variability of pollutant concentrations, since
the purpose of this exercise is to compare options. The average concentrations are based on results
from past studies and our monitoring experience in numerous cities. Their range in value also
correspond to those presented in different publications.
Table 5 : Average concentrations during wet weather according to network types
Parameters
Suspended Solids (mg/I)
BOD5 (rag/I)
COD (rag/I)

CSO
175
100
270

Stormwater
85
15
85

Table 6 shows the resulting flow and pollution loads of the different development options.
Table 6 : Wet weather discharge and costs estimates for each development option

Number of discharge events
Volume (m=)
Suspended solids (t.m.)
BOD5 (t.m.)
COD (t.m.)
Costs estimate (US $)

Current :Combined option Combined option Separate option
A
B
6
6
6
32
64 800
64 350
68 475
79 450
11.3
12.0
11.3
12.6
6.5
6.8
6.4
6.7
17.5
18.5
17.4
18.7
$2 800 000
$6 200 000
$3 200 000

DISCUSSION
Table 6 results clearly show that developing a combined sewer network under option A on Zone 01 is the
most economical option. Option B, that is option A with added in-line retention, is slightly more costly,
although it does not include management, operation and maintenance annual costs. Building a separate
sewer system is much more costly than the two combined sewer options.
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From a technical point of view, developing a separate sewer system demands the implementation of two
parallel sewer networks connected to the i~nterceptor chamber and the overflows interceptor on 1480 m of
land and roads already cluttered with underground infrastructures. The costs are important and it is
commonly believed to be justified because of the benefits to the environment. The present case
demonstrates the opposite. This is due to two principal factors: the discharge evaluation includes both
CSO and stormwater discharge into the Des Prairies River; the interceptor system with RTC has a
significant residual capacity to intercept most wet weather flows.
The combined sewer, option B with in-line retention, presents comparable discharge to current conditions,
while the combined sewer, option A, presents higher pollutant discharge. Option B represents the context
where combined sewer system extensions would be allowed if CSO would not increase. Results show the
retention need would equal 613 m= to ensure an annual CSO equal to present conditions. The added
benefit of adding flow regulation to profit from in-line retention seems marginal: there are no changes in
the annual number of CSO events, and CSO volumes and loading are reduced by 6%.
The MUC interception system has significant residual capacity for wet weather flow control thus allowing
a limited overflow frequency. This is particularly true for the downstream CSO sites along the North
Interceptor. Our evaluation shows that an important proportion of flows generated by the ZONE 01
development can be intercepted. As a result, there is little increase in CSO volume and it is limited to only
a few events each year.
The interdependence between upstream and downstream sections of a network leads to evaluate the
effects of new developments not only individually, but globally (Valiron and Tabuchi, 1992). Taking such a
global perspective could lead to more pertinent solutions to improve the quality of the environment, such
as for example seeking lower CSO frequency from the North Interceptor. The average number of CSOs
from 1994 to 1996 varies from 1.3 to 12.3 annually and from site to site. A study performed by the MUC in
1995 indicates that investments in the order of 55 M$ US would be needed to significantly reduce the
number of CSO events to 4 times per year. To attain this goal, an additional 87 000 m3 retention capacity
would be required. This represents a concrete objective showing the intervention level needed to
adequately protect the environment.
CONCLUSION
An environmental and cost analysis was performed to compare how a new development project included
in a combined sewershed should be better sewered: with separate or combined sewers. The case study
is taken from the Marc-Aur~le Fortin watershed in the City of Montreal.
It is demonstrated through an extensive analysis that for this case study, building a separate sewer
system on the new development project, ZONE 01, enclosed in a combined sewershed, would be much
more costly and discharge more pollution to the Des Prairies River than if developed as a combined
sewer network, including equipment to benefit from in-line retention capacity in an existing collector. As a
result, we find that applying generic regulations may be detrimental when arbitrarily applied. In many
cases, this is particularly true when assessing whether to develop a separate or combined sewer for new
urbanized areas and overlooking the effect on the receiving water body.
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Figure 1 " Marc-Aurele Fortin watershed

Figure 2 ¯ MUC interceptors network
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ABSTRACT
King County (Washington) Department of Natural Resources is completing a water quality assessment
that compares the Human Health and Aquatic risks from existing combined sewer overflow (CSO)
discharges with the risks from other contributing soumes (e.g., stormwater, surface run-off, groundwater,
etc.).
"
King County selected the 3-dimensional Environmental Fluid Dynamics Computer Code (EFDC) model to
simulate density flow and toxicant transport and fate of the contaminants within the Duwamish Estuary
and Elliott Bay. The Duwamish Estuary is located in the heart of Seattle’s industrial area. It is a heavily
used shipping channel and is a significant habitat area for salmon. The estuary is well stratified (saltwedge type) and the position of the wedge toe is very dynamic, being controlled by tides and fresh-water
flow.
An intensive 26 week field sampling program was performed to collect water and sediment chemical data
for the toxicant transport and fate module. Physical data was collected over a ten month period for the
hydrodynamic module. Results from the modeling effort are being used in a Human Health and Aquatic
Risk Assessment (RA) to compare potential exposure to humans, plants and animals from CSOs and
other sources.
This paper focuses on the modeling techniques used and the assumptions and results from the modeling
effort. It also presents an overview of the Water Quality-Assessment, including the monitoring and
sampling program.
KEYWORDS
Water quality modeling, CSO impacts, water quality assessment, toxicant transport
INTRODUCTION
King County owns and maintains the wastewater treatment plants and large conveyance pipes, collecting
wastewater from Seattle and most of the smaller cities within the county boundaries. In parts of the
conveyance system, the system is connectecl to both sewage and stormwater lines in what is termed a
combined system. During pedods of dry weather the conveyance system transports mainly sewage to the
treatment plants. When the county experiences a significant rainfall event, the capacity of the
conveyance system is exceeded thus forcing combined sewage and stormwater to overflow into the local
water bodies surrounding Seattle. These sites are termed combined sewer overflows (CSO). CSOs only
discharge when the ability of the conveyance system to transport sewage is exceeded due to the rainfall
event. Currently the largest number of CSOs are in the Duwamish Estuary; hence the focus of this study
is in the estuary. (See Figure 1)
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The Department of Ecology (DOE) requires the
county to keep records on the number of
discharges, volume of overflow, and chemical
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Figure 1. WQA study area

As. part of the county’s commitment to maintain
or improve water quality, it embarked on the
task to determine how significant CSO
discharges into the Duwamish Estuary are
compared to other contaminant sources that
discharge into the estuary as well. The project,
called the Water Quality Assessment (WQA),
looks at the dsk to human health and aquatic life
as it exists today and what it would be without
CSOs discharging into the estuary. To assess
risk, the county is using chemical concentrations
in the water, sediments, and aquatic life
(primarily fish). Values for the water and
sediment chemical concentrations will be
obtained from a computer model that has been
calibrated against observed field data.

Chemicals of Potential Concern
Eutrophication is not a problem in the Duwamish Estuaryand Elliott Bay. Sampling of dissolved oxygen
revealed that DO concentrations were always above 7 mg/I, even during CSO events. Flow through the
estuary is rapid enough such that no other eutrophication processes pose significant risk to aquatic life.
The chemicals that are of potential concern (COPC) in the estuary and bay were selected based on
availability of data, water and sediment standards, and those known to impact the health of humans or
aquatic life. The COPCs modeled in this risk assessment are,
¯ Metals
¯ Arsenic, Cadmium, Copper, Lead, Nickel, Zinc, Mercury, Tributyltin
¯ Organic Compounds
1,4 Dichlorobenzene, 4 Methylphenol, Bis(2 ethylhexyl)Phthalate, Fluoranthene,
Phenanthrene, Total PCB, Pyrene, Benzo(k)Fluoranthene, Chrysene,
Benzo(b)Fluoranthene
¯ and Fecal Coliforms.
Use of a computer model for the WQA study is twofold: 1) it will be used as a mass balancing tool to
estimate chemical contributions from other sources given CSO, ambient, and boundary chemical loads,
and 2) it will be used as a surrogate field sampling program. This paper discusses how the model was
prepared and applied for the WQA dsk assessment.
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The Duwamish Estuary
The Duwamish Estuary is located in the heart of Seattle’s industrial area southwest of downtown, and
flows north into the southern tip of Elliott Bay. It is a heavily used shipping port and is a significant habitat
area for salmon and other wildlife. The estuary is defined as the body of water starting from the mouth at
Elliott Bay to 18.5 kilometers upstream. Most of the estuary is dredged for shipping with dredging
extending approximata~y 12.5 kilometers upstream from the mouth. The mean river flow is about 42.5
cms (1500 cfs). The estuary is well stratified (salt-wedge type) when fresh-water inflow rates are greater
than 28 cms (1,000 cfs); but when flows are less than 28 cms, the lower 5.5 kilometers of the estuary
grades into the partly mixed type. Cross-channel distribution is generally uniform for a given location and
depth. Salinity migration is controlled by tides and fresh-water flow. The upetTeam extent of the wedge is
dependent upon fresh-water inflow and tide height and can range from 2 to 16 km upstream from the
mouth. Dye studies indicate that downward vertical mixing over the length of the salt-wedge is almost
non-existent.
Freshwater flow into the estuary comes from the Green River. The river is regulated at the Howard
Hanson dam for flood control However, flow rates do vary considerably day to day because of: storm
runoff and snow melt_ Upstream tidal flow reversal has been observed in the Green River 21 km
upstream of the mouth.
Water depth in the dredged sections of the estuary vary from 15 meters at mean lower ~ow water (MLLW)
at the mouth to 3.6 meters at 14th Ave bridge (9.5 kin). The channel above the turning basin is not
dredged and varies in depth from 1 to 2 meters (MLLW). Elliot[ Bay, at its deepest location, is about 1
meters (MLLW). ~des in the Duwamish have ranged from minus 1.4 to plus 4.5 meters from mean lower
low water. Freshwater flow f~m the Duwamish discharges into Ellictt Bay causing a freshwater Jens atop
the saline waters in the bay.
MODELING OBJECTIVE
The objective of the modeling program was to use the computer model as a mass balancJn9 tool to
determine mass loading contributions from SOUrCes other than CSOs. The model was then used to
assess the differences in resulting water and sediment concentrations due to CSOs and ~other sources".
These differences could then be used in a Risk Assessment to quantify the risk to humans and aquatic
life from CSOs relative to "other sources’. Therefore, it was assumed that there are three basic chemical
sources in the estuary: boundaries, CSOs, and "other sources’. King County had limited financial
resources and limited it’s scope of work to collecting information on CSO chemical compounds and
ambient chemical concentrations. Knowing two of the three sources, the computer model was employed
as the third equation to estimate inputs from the other chemical sources.
COMPUTER MODEL DESCRIPTION
King County selected the Environmental Fluids Dynamic Computer Code (EFDC) developed by Dr. Jo~n
Hamrick for application to the WQA modeling. It was selected over other models because it can simulate
highly stratified flows and both nutrients and toxic compounds. It has been applied to many estuarine
studies, and it is non-proprietary. The county reviewed 13 different models for application to the
Duwamish. They were rated against a set of requirements defined by the county which were based on
the needs of the WQA and observed, conditions within the estuary. (See Walton, 1998)
EFDC is a curvilinear-orthogonal, three dimensional hydrodynamic-chemical transport and fate model.
The hydrodynamic and transport modules are coupled. The vertical dimension is transposed into a
stretching coordinate system where cell layers move with the free surface. Hydrodynamics are solved
using the depth integrated momentum equation and employs a turbulent intensity and length scale
transport equation to solve for turbulent viscosity and diffusion. Transport and fate is solved using the
mass transport equation and incorporates a near field model which can be coupled to the mass transport
model. For a detailed explanation of the model derivation see Hamrick (1992).
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The study area was segmented into 500 cells in the horizontal plane, and ten layers in the vertical for
5,000 cells in total. The EFCD model was modified to simulate near-field CSO effects within the larger
model cells, and to simulate chemical fate equations as a function of the physical and chemical state of
the estuary and bay.
FIELD MONITORING PROGRAM
Water velocity, elevation, temperature, and salinity were collected during the field monitoring program.
Acoustic doppler current meters were used to measure water velocity. Three meters were deployed in
the estuary and two in EIliott Bay. The meters measured the horizontal and vertical components of the
water velocity. Velocities were measured at half-meter intervals in the estuary and at 4-meter intervals in
Elliott Bay. Salinity, temperature, and water elevations were measured at three field stations in the
estuary. Two stations had two instruments placed one meter below the surface and one meter above the
bottom. The third station had a single instrument placed one meter below the surface.
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To determine the feasibility of an intense field
sampling program, King County did a pilot study
to see if it was possible to collect the number of
samples required and if current laboratory
analytical techniques were appropriate. The
pilot study revealed that most of the organic
compounds were non-detects and the saline
water of the estuary significantly interfered with
measuring metals. The County instigated new
laboratory procedures to remove the saline
matrix from the water samples, also lowering
the detection limit by an order of magnitude. To
overcome the inability to measure organic
compounds using conventional laboratory
procedures. Semi-Permeable Membrane
Devices (SPMD) were used. The SPMDs were
deployed for two weeks and provide a time
averaged estimate of water concentrations over
the deployment period. Organics were still
sampled using conventional methods
approximately once per month and except for
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)Phthalate, all other organic
COPCs were non-detects.
The field monitoring program was started
October 31, 1996 and ended June 4, 1997.
Approximately 26 sampling thps where
performed dudng this time period.

Figure 2. Locations of sampling and field
instrument sites.

Samples were taken either once or three times
per week. If the three largest CSOs were not
discharging (non-storm event), one sample was
collected for that week. If the three CSOs were
discharging (storm event), then sampling occurred over three consecutive days. Personnel were put on
24 hr alert, 7 days a week to mobilize for storm sampling. For safety reasons, it was decided that
sampling would only occur dunng daylight hours. Because of this, some storm sampling trips did not
commence until the tail end of the storm period when CSOs had slowed considerably.
Sampling locations were selected along the length and width of the estuary, see Figure 2. Samples were
taken 1 meter below the surface and one meter above the bottom at most river sites. Samples were
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Table 1, Quantities Measured for COPCs
Chemical Of Concern

Measuring Technique

Metals:
Standard Analytical
As,
Cd,
Cu,
Pb,
Ni,
Zn
Methods (SAM)
I
Organic:
1,4-Dichlorobenzene,
SAM
4- Methylphenol,
SAM
; Bis(2-ethylhexyl)Phthalate,
SAM
Total PCBs,
SPMD,Mussels
Pyrene,
SPMD,Mussels
: Benzo(k)Fluoranthene,
SPMD,Mussels
Fluoranthene,
SPMD,Mussels
Phenanthene,
SPMD,Mussels
Chrysene,
SPMD,Mussels
i Benzo(b)Fluoranthene,
SPMD,Mussels
~
’
Others:
i
Mercury
Ultra-Clean Methods
i
Fecals
SAM
,~
Tdbutyltin
Mussels
Total Suspended Solids
SAM
T Total Concentration
D Dissolved Concentration
TOC Total Organic Carbon
TS Total Sulfides
"l’vS Total Volatile Solids
TAT Total Time Averaged Concentration
PD Phi Size Distribution
0.45 0.45~ Filter

Measured Quanbty
Water
Sediments
T,D

T,TOC,TS

T,D,TVS
T,D,TVS
T,D,I’VS
TAT,’I’VS
TAT,’I’VS
TAT,’I-VS
TAT,TVS
TAT,’I’VS
TAT,TVS
TAT,TVS

T, TOC,TS
T, TOC,TS
T, TOC,TS
T, TOC,TS
T, TOC,TS
T, TOC,TS
T, TOC,TS
T, TOC,TS
T, TOC,TS
T, TOC,TS

taken 15 to 20 meters
below the surface in Etliott
Bay. Samples were taken
at 3 locations across the
river at most of the river
sites. The parameters
measured are listed in
Table

CSO contaminant
concentrations were
obtained by sampling five
of the largest CSOs that
discharge along the
Duwamish. They were
Brandon, Connecticut,
King, Hanford, and Chelan
Regulators. The sampling
T,D
T,TVS
program
was designed to
T
test whether chemical
TAT
concentrations changed
0.45
PD
over the duration of the
discharge event (first flush
effects), whether they
varied between CSO
outfalls, or whether they
vaded across the. depth of
the CSO pipe. Additionally,
previous testing results
were available for the
Denny Way CSO site
regarding chemical analysis, and solids settling, and how metals partition to suspended solids.
Sampling QA/QC
Collection of water samples was started before the County had developed the analytical techniques to
remove the saline matrix from the samples. The new technique lowered detection levels an order of
magnitude below what was previously achievable. While this was good, it also proved to be a problem.
The lower detection limit increased the degree to which sample contamination could be observed.
Standard QNQC revealed significant field blank contamination had occurred in most samples for lead,
copper, and zinc. The sample values were Subsequently blank corrected using the limited information
that was available.
MODEL CONFIGURATION
John Hamrick from TetraTech Inc. configured the model with assistance from King County staff.
Elliott and Duwamish Boundary Conditions
At the model boundaries, Elliott Bay is forced by a phased harmonic tidal sehes. The Harmonics and
phasing where determined from water level time series data taken near Fourmile Rock and Alki Point.
The phasing accounts for the time it takes the tidal wave to travel across the boundary length. At the
upstream 1-405 Green River boundary tidal effects are minor. Conditions at the Green River boundary
were ddven by fresh water flows obtained from the USGS flow station at Auburn. Daily average flows
were used.
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Chemical data gathered from the field monitoring program at the Tukwila and Duwamish Head field
stations were used at the Green River and Elliott Bay boundaries respectively for model calibration.
Boundary conditions for the one-year and ten-year simulations were generated from a simple stochastic
model developed from observed data. Correlation analysis of the Tukwila data indicated a significant
relation between zinc, lead, and copper, but less so with nickel. No significant correlation existed for
arsenic and cadmium. Analysis of the Duwamish Head data at the 20 meter depth indicated a correlation
between cadmium, copper, and arsenic. Analysis of all data indicated no significant correlation between
river flow, rainfall, or CSOs. Data generation for both boundaries entailed generating a primary
constituent with the same statistical properties as the observed field data, and then generating the other
constituents from the primary, maintaining the observed correlation.
CSOs
Currently 13 King County CSOs discharge into Elliott Bay and the Duwamish Estuary. Hydrographs used
for the calibration are from flow data recorded over the 96-97 year. Hydrographs for the ten-year runs
were generated from the county’s basin run-Off and hydraulic routing models and historical rainfall data
from a recent ten year period. The rainfall pedods were matched to the historical Green River flow data
at the Auburn station.
Analysis of the chemical data from the CSO monitoring program indicated that there were was no
significant change in concentrations over the duration of the discharge. Concentrations appeared to vary
over the depth of the pipe, and that there were subtle differences in concentrations between a few of the
CSOs and a few of the metals of concern. AS a result, average concentrations for each of the five CSOs
for each of the COPCs were used in the model. For the remaining seven CSOs that were not monitored,
concentrations were estimated from one of the five CSOs based on similar basin characteristics, see
Appendix A for grouping and concentrations.
Other Sources
The actual number of other sources that discharge into the Duwamish Estuary and Elliott Bay are
unknown. However, an estimate of total run-0ff into the estuary was modeled using the County’s basin
run-off model. The county currently maintains a basin run-off and conveyance model for the Westpoint
and Renton treatment plants to estimate sewer flow through the pipe network. The model is calibrated to
observed flows in the sewer conveyance system and includes effects from stormwater inflows generated
by rainfall. The portion of the stormwater from impervious areas flow that does not enter the sewer
system was considered to drain into the storm system. Run-off flow was routed along basin drainage
lines and discharged into the Duwamish and Elliott Bay as an other source. Forty-one discharge
hydrographs of stormwater were generated from the run-off model.
Chemical input for the other source loads was obtained from historical stormwater data. Since the intent
of the modeling was to estimate chemical loads from other sources, stormwater chemical concentrations
were adjusted until model predictions were cOmparable to observed data. Exact concentrations were not
required, only reasonable estimates were needed. Use of the stormwater data does not imply all loads
from "other sources" are solely from stormwater drains. The review did not provide stormwater chemical
data for some of the COPCs. In these instances, non-sewage-related CSO data was used. Appendix A
summarizes initial chemical conditions for other sources.
Sediments and Suspended Solids
Sediment concentrations from Elliott Bay and the Duwamish were obtained from the DOE SedQual
database. This data set was supplemented With data collected from the WQA. Sediment particle size for
the bay and estuary was obtained from GeoSea Consulting which gathered the data for the Elliott
Bay/Duwamish Restoration Program. This data was also supplemented with particle information
collected by Science Applications International Corp 1991 for ACOE dredging at the turning basin. Very
little sediment chemistry and particle data information is available for the Green River section of the
model. A small amount of particle size information was obtained from an in field assessment of percent
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fines, at four locations, by c~unty technicians. Anecdotal evidence from the USGS was also used. The
data was collated to initialize sediment concentrations and particle distribution within all model cells.
Multiple points within a single cell were averaged into a single value. Cells with no data points were
interpolated from neighboring cells.
Review of all the sediment and CSO sampling data indicated that the sediments could be divided into
three general classes, fine sand to course silt, silts, and fine silt to clay. Solids concentrations at the
Green River boundary for fine sand/course silt class were generated using the Corps of Engineers
Suspended Solids Loading Equation (ACOE 1981). Concentrations for the finer solids were generated
from a similar regression equation using TSS field data collected for the WQA and USGS Auburn flow
data. The field monitoring program provided suspended solids concentrations for CSOs. Solids
concentrations for other sources were obtained from existing stormwater studies.
Chemical Properties
Chemical partition values for the metals As, Cu, Cd, Pb, Ni, and Zn were estimated from field data using
the following equation (Thomann 1987),

Equation 1
})=cT - c~

Where:
P is the partition coefficient
CT is total chemical concentration
c~ is dissolved chemical Concentration
m is total suspended solids concentration

An average partition coefficient was computed for each sample site and the sample averages were
combined to compute a single partition coefficient. A constant partition coefficient was used for all
chemicals. However, sample averages indiCated that partitioning varied along the length of the estuary.
An attempt was made to develop a regression equation to explain the observed relation between salinity
and the partition coefficient, but none of the equations proved to be statistically significant. Chemical
partitioning for the organic compounds, Tdbutyltin, and Mercury were obtained from literature references
(Hamrick 1998).
Table 2. COPC Chemical Properties
Chemical of Concern
Decay (l/sec)
Arsenic
’Cadmium
Copper
Lead
Nickel
Zinc
Tdbutyltin
1,4-Dichlorobenzene
4- Me~hylphenol,
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) Phthalate
Fluo~a~,t~hene
Phena~t~ene
Total PCBs
Pyrene
B snzo(k)Fluoranthene
C hrysene
Benzo(b)Fluoranthene
Mercury

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
3.5e-7
3. le-6
7.7e-6
None
9.4e-5
3.9e-7
1.5e-5
2.7e-7
None

Partition Coefficient (I/m~l)
Water
Sediments
0.02
0.005
I
0.004
I 0.018
0.11
0.025
4.4
0.4
0.042
0.01
0.082
0.02
1.0e-3
Same
8.1 e-5
S~,me
2.4e-6
Same
4.8e-3
Same
9.8e-3
Same
8.4e-4
Same
2.2e-3
Same
3.4e-3
Same
3.0e-1
Same
2. le-2
Same
1.5e-1
Same
4.4e-.4
Same

~9

Chemical decay rates for the
organic compounds were
obtained from literature
references (Howard et al
1991). Minimum rates were
used for both water and
sediment columns. A zero
decay rate was used for
unlisted chemicals. Partition
and decay values are
summarized in Table 2.
MODEL CALIBRATION
John Hamdck calibrated the
hydrodynamic portion of the
EFDC computer model and
sent the calibrated model to
King County staff for the mass
calibration of the COPCs.
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Sediments
The first constituent to calibrate was the suspended solids. The only parameter adjustment was the
suspended solids settling velocity. While the model requires specifying a cntical sediment stress at which
resuspension occurs, no field measurements were made to estimate a critical stress value. Instead
literature references were used as suggested by Hamrick/1.6e-4 Ira/s)z non-cohesive and le-4 (m/slz
cohesive). At first, two sediment types were selected; fine sand and silt. Sediment samples from AC©E
(SAIC 1991) pre-dredging studies indicated that most of the solids deposited in the turning basin are fine
to medium sands. A third solids class was added with a seffiing velocity similar to clays and flocculated
material due to the fact that too much sediment was settling out. The solids in the CS(~s were also
divided into silts and clays, with the same settling velocities as those used in the river.
Settling velocities and solids Ioadings at the Green River boundary were adjusted for all three classes
until an optimum fit between observed and predicted solids concentrations was reached. The best fit
occurred with a suspended solids distribution at the Green River boundary of 78% fine sands, 15% silts,
and 7% clays, and 100% clay at the Elliott Bay boundary. Suspended solids from CSOs and other
sources were negligible compared to that from Green River. Final sewing velocities for each class was
0.01 m/s for the fine sands, 0.004 m/s for siltS, and lx10~ rT~/S for the clays. The final calibration graph for
total suspended solids at the Brandon site are shown in Figures 3 and 4, for the surface and bottom
levels.
Metals
Metals were calibrated after the sediment calibration was completed. Calibration entailed adiusting load
inputs from "other sources" until simulated metals concentrations were comparable to observed data.
Metals loading from CSOs were not adjustedi, since it was assumed that inputs horn CSOs had been
adequately defined in the sampling program.
The model simulated the transport of metals in two phases, dissolved and particulate. Division between
the two phases was defined by the partition coefficients given in Table 2 and the suspended solids as
given by equation 1. It was assumed that the partition coefficients remained constant in both space and
time. Given that the partition coefficient does not vary, and that the suspended solids field has been
defined; differences in simulated and observed metals concentrations were ascribed to other source
loads. The model simulates chemical loads using a hydrograph and chemical concentration time series.
It multiplies the flow rate by the chemical concentration to give a chemical flux into the cell. To adjust the
load that discharges into the cell, either the flow rate or the chemical concentrations can be manipulated.
For the EFDC model it is easier to manipulate the chemical concentration time series rather than the
hydrograph.
Caiibration was carTied out in a series of steps, each step refined the previous steps. The first steps were
to match the general fit of model predictions to field observations. Al~er the general fit was completed the
next steps refined model predictions at specific points in the observed time series. This entailed adjusting
either the existing hydrographs, chemical time series, or adding a separate hydrograph and chemical time
ser~es as needed to match observed field data. Final calibration graphs for zinc at the Brandon site, 1
meter below the surface and 1 M above the bottom, are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
Organic Compounds
The organic compounds were calibrated using sample data from mussels and SPMDs. The
concentrations in the mussel tissue were converted to average concentrations in the water column which
would approximately result in the sampled tissue concentration. Concentrations in the SPMDs were
placed in the water for two weeks. The concentration of contaminants in the SPMDs were converted to
average water column concentFations that would result the SPMD values. Data hom the model was
saved and averaged over the time periods that the mussels and the SPMDs were in the water.
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Calibration Results
Final chemical concentrations for other source inputs are listed in Table 3. Final CSO concentrations are
shown in Table 4.
Table 3. Final Chemical Concentrations for Other Sources
Metals
Other Sources
Source (rag/I)
Arsenic t Cadmium
Pre-Julian day 400 4.64
0.95
Post-Julian day 400 3.9
0.95

Copper I
22
22~

Organics
Eastside Inputs
Lead ! Nickel
TBT I Phenanthrene
I Zinc
22.8
0.0
134
0.0 i
1.44
10.8 1 0.0 t 70.8
1.44
I 0.0 i
Westside Inputs

22!
20.9 ! 7.1
114 0.0 i 1.44
Organics
Source (ug/l) Chrysene Fluo~u3thene Pyrene 11,4-Dichloro 4-Methyl Benzo(b) Benzo(k) Total i
benzene
phenol ’fluoranthene fluoranthene PCB
Eastside Inputs 0.06
2.32
0.43 t 3!59 I 0.15
0.015
0.0005 0.0
Westside InputsI 0.06
0.43
3;59 I 0.15 ! 2.32
0.015 i 0.0005 l 0.0
RESULTS OF MODELING
!Post-Julian day400 3.9

0.9

The calibrated model was run for one-year and ten-year periods. The one-year penod simulation looked
at differences between CSOs and other sources in the water column and estimated differences in the
sediment column. Chemical concentrations, were saved every hour for every model cell. The ten-year
pedod was run to vedfy or correct the one-year sediment estimates. The ten-year run was necessary
because of the generally slow response of sediments to loading changes, and it was not known if current
sediment concentrations were in equilibrium with the existing environment.
Table 4. Arithmetic Mean Chemical Concentrations for CSO
Arsenic ~3admiurn
2.87 |0.51
Total
PCB
0.0

}Chrysene
0.242

Metals (ug/I)
Lead Nickel
Zinc
Mercury (ng/]) I TBT (ug/])
30.68 ’ I 8"24 I 130-17
26.95
0.0
I
Organic (ug/I)
’
lu~=,,b~ene I hen,==~rene Pyrene ,4-Dichloro ! -Methyl Benzo(b)
Benzo(k)
benzene phenol luoranthene fluoranthene
0.43
0.439 ’ ~ 0.363
0.382
5.62
0 ~-~-~
0.208
Copper
32.78

Model results for the one-year simulations with and without CSOs have not been evaluated at the time of
writing this paper. Therefore, a comparison of the impacts between CSOs and other sources has not
been done at this time. However, the calibration process did reveal some information about the models
ability to simulate the highly stratified conditions in the estuary, and the relative influence of boundary
sources to observed metals concentrations. The model is able to give a reasonable simulation of
contaminant transport through the estuary, and the results are being used to perform a Risk Assessment
on the impact of CSOs relative to other sourCes.
SUMMARY
The Duwamish Estuary and Elliott Bay is a highly stratified flow system when CSO and other sources
tend to discharge into the system. The EFDC model adequately simulated the stratified flow and
transport of metals and organic compounds through the estuary and into the bay, maintaining observed
chemical differences between the fresh water lens and the saline wedge. Assessment of the calibration
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process indicates that the most influential source of arsenic and cadimum is from Puget Sound. The
Green River is the primary source for nickel.
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COORDINATION WiTH STATE WATER QUALITY STANDARDS
DURING DEVELOPMENT OF A LONG-TERM CSO CONTROL PLAN
Michael J. Hornbrook, Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
Cheryl A. Breen, Metcelf & Eddy, Inc.*
Donald F_ Walker, Metcalf & Eddy, Inc.
Daniel W. Oonahue, Metcalf & Eddy, Inc.
* Metcalf & Eddy, Inc., 30 Harvard Mill Square, Wakefield, MA 01880-5371, USA
ABSTRACT
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published its final CSO Control Policy in April, 1994. In
response to the new national polo’y, the Massachuse~ Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) revised
the state’s water quality standards to include waterbocly c~assifications that reflect a range of circumstances
under w~ich CSOs d~charge and issued a new CSO Policy and Guidance Document, incorporating increased
flexibility for permittees to demonstrate that CSO discharges are being controlled to the maximum extent
feasible. The CSO control plan developed ~ the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) is the
first one to be reviewed and appro~=cl under the new s~ate policy and regulations. The planning approach used
and clocumenta~on provided ~y the MWRA will serve as the template for other regional westewater agencies
and municipalities seeking approval of CSO control plans from Massachusetts DEP and EPA.
KEY WORDS
CSO policy, water quality standards, percent compliance, des~:jnated uses, sens~ve use areas, use attaina~il~
analysis
INTRODUCTION
Recent changes in EPA and Massachusetts CSO policies now provide more options for regulating CSO
d~charges. Both policies require that permittees fulfil~ specific requirements in developing long-term control
plans and that certa~ criteria are met to successfully demonstrate that water quality standards will be achieved
and designated uses protected.
National CSO Policy
EPA’s policy evolved with extensive input from numerous state, municipal, and environmental stakeholder
organizations in an open participatory process. One intention of the policy was to ensure that permittees,
regulators, and the public engage ~ a comprehensive and coordinated planning effort to achieve cost-effective
CSO controls that complywilt~ water quality standards and protect designated waterbody uses. It provides for
flexibility in developing long-term CSO control plans and allows CSO controls to be tailored to address sitespecific impacts of CSOs.
The policy specifically states that development of a long-term CSO control plan should be coordinated with the
review and appropriate revision of state water quality standards and implementation procedures for CSO~pacted waters. Further, the policy states that this coordination process provides greater assurance that the
long-term plan selected and the Iknits and requirements included in the NPDES permit will be sufficient to meet
water quality standards and comply with the Clean Water Act.
Massachusetts CSO Policy
As a f’~st response to EPA’s 1994 national policy, DEP issued a new draft CSC) strategy in August, 1995. The
agency also revised its water quality standards in 1996 to provide a regulatory framework for additional
waterbody classifications that would reflect the range of situations in which CSOs occur. After a dedicated
public outreach process, DEP issued its final updated CSO Policy and Guidance Document in August, 1997.
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The new state CSO policy and guidance reinforce DEP’s original goals for CSO abatement measures:
¯
¯

Eliminate receiving water impacts from CSOs.
Where elimination of CSOs is not feasible, minimize CSO impacts to the maximum extent feasible and
attain the highest water quality achievable.

In receiving waters where CSOs remain, the identification and protection of sensitive areas that support critical
uses is essential. The el~nination of CSO discharges through sewer separation, or relocation of CSOs to less
sensi~ve receiving water segments, is required wherever it can be achieved based on economic and technical
evaluations. To demonslzate that CSO discharges can not be eliminated, the permit’tee must show that the cost
of sewer separation would cause "substantial and widespread economic and social impact." The DEP CSC)
guidance document states that the demonstration of severe economic and social impac~ can be made by
showbg that the costs of sewer separation (or CSO relocation) are excessive when compared to the benefits
to be achieved. When determining the benefits to be achieved, potential interactive and overlapping pollution
sources (such as discharges from storm drains after separation) can be taken into account.
The state CSO policy contains a hierarchical =menu" of surface water classifications based on the frequency
and impact of overflows to regulate CSO discharges that can not be eliminated. In all cases, permittees are
required to knplement the nbe minimum controls necessary to meet technology-based limitations specified in
EPA’s national CSO policy.
MWRA CSO Control Plan
The MWRA defined its long-term CSO control plan in its final CSC) facilities plan, which was completed in July,
1997. In accordance with EPA’s CSC) policy, the recommended CSO control plan was developed over a fiveyear period with cont~ual hteract~n and direction from DEP, the state agency responsible for enforcing water
quality standards. Durbg the MWRA CSO plannhg process, DEP reviewed its regulations and determined that
changes ~ water quality standards were warranted to better reflect site-specific wet weather impacts of CSOs.
METHODOLOGY
The process leadk~g to approval of MWRA’s CSO control plan bvolved a concurrent, cooperat, ve effort by DEP
and MWRA. DEP established new water quality classifications and MWRA demonstrated compliance with
them, us~:j a watershed-based approach that considered each receiving water segment on a site-specific basis
and that assessed control alternatives using technology-based and water quality-based evaluations.
New DEP Water Quality Classifications
DEP’s CSO policy contains a hierarchical listing of surface water classifications to regulate CSO discharges
based on the frequency and impact of each overflow. The classifications for CSO-impected waterbodies are
summarized in Table 1. The Class B or SB classifications indicate that CSO discharges have been
elim~ated. If CSOs are not eliminated, the regulatory options include: Class B(CSO) or SB(CSO), indicating
minimal CSO impacts whereby Class B standards are met greater than 95 percent of the time; a variance,
allowing a short-term modification of standards through the NPDES permitting process to provide time to
gather more water quality impact information; a partial use designation, indicating intermittent impairment of
water quality goals; and Class C or SC, a downgrade in classification if permanent and sustained impairment
of water quality goals is documented. These (:lassifications are discussed below..
Class B(CSO) or SB(CSO). Where elimination of CSO is not feasible and the impacts from remaining CSC>
discharges will be minor, the segment will be identified as B(CSO). Overflow events may be allowed without
a variance or partial use designation, provided that certain conditions are met. DEP’s 1996 revisions to the
water quality standards regulations formally recognized the B(CSO) water quality category by establishing
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF WATER QUALITY CLASSIFICATIONS FOR
CSO-IMPACTED WATERS
Classification

I Requirements

B, SB

CSOs are eliminated

B(CSO), SB(CSO)

CSOs remain but must be compatible with water quality goals

Variance

CSOs remain when allowed under a short-term modification of water
quality standards through an NPDES permit

Partial Use Designation

CSOs remain with moderate impacts resulting in intermittent impairment
of water quality goals

C, SC

CSOs remain, causing permanent and sustained impairment so that
Class B water quality goals can not be met

Note: C~ass SB and SC denote coastal and marine waters

regulatory significance for the notation =CSO" shown under "Other Restrictions" in the state water quality
standards for impacted receiving water segments. The following criteda must be satisfied in order to receive
a B(CSO) designation:
a.

An approved facilities plan provides justification for the overflows.

b.

The DEP t"rK~s through a use attainability analysis, and EPA concurs, that achieving a greater
level of CSO control is not feasible for one of several reasons.

c.

Existing uses and the level of water quality necessary to protect the existing uses shall be
maintained and protected.

d.

Public notice is provided through procedures for permit issuance and facility planning.

A designation of B(CSO) for a particular receiving water segment will be made only if DEP’s facilities planning
process and watershed planning efforts show that the allowance of minor CSO discharges is the most
environmentally protec’dve and cost-effective option available. B(CSO) does not denote a downgrade of water
quality, ra~er it indicates that Class B or ClassiSB water quality standards will be met most of the time and that
CSO impacts were minimized to a level compatible with water quality goals.
The condi’dons for show~g that a greater level of CSO control is not feasible are the same as those that allow
removal of a use that is not an existing use, a partial use designation, or a variance. It must be demonstrated
that at least one of six specific conditions eXists. In general terms, these conditions include: impacts from
naturally occurring pollutant concentrations; natural or low flow conditions; natural physical conditions;
hydrologic modifications; human caused cOnditions, which can not be remedied or would cause more
environmental damage to correct; or damon of substantial and widespread economic and social impact.
DEP’s new policy states that generaJly eligibiity for Class B(CSO) status is limited to discharges which can meet
water quality standards more than 95 percent of the time, but the highest level of control must always be
achieved for each case as determined in the fa~ities plan through a cost/benefit analysis. Pdority will be given
to relocating or elimi’~ating CSOs in sensitive areas such as outstanding resource waters, bathing areas, water
supply intakes, endangered species habitat, and shelffish beds. It is DEP’s responsibility to prepare a Use
Attainability Analysis (UAA), based on the facilities plan, to document that achieving a higher level of CSO
control is not feasible or appropriate.
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Variance. A variance provision added to the state’s water quality standards allows short-term modification of
the water quality standards in permits when interim control measures or further studies are appropriate. A
variance will be used where long-term attainability of the standard is uncertain, the CSO abatement plan
includes phased implementation, and/or DEP believes the standard may ultimately be attained. Unlike a
=partial use" designation, a variance would be both discharger and pollutant specific, time-limited, and would
not change the currently designated waterbody uses (Class B or Class SB). A variance would allow CSO
discharges to be in compliance with ~modified" water quality standards in the NPDES permit while additional
analyses are conducted and progress is made toward meeting the existing standard.
Variance procedures involve the same substantive requirements that apply to a B(CSO) designation; but since
variances maintain the currently designated uses~ a formal UAA is not required. DEP intends to use the NPDES
permit as the vehicle to grant the variance. Public notice of the permit will clearly state that the variance
temporanly modules the state’s water quality standards. Variances will normally be reviewed every three years,
and if deemed necessary may be codified in the water quality standards at the required triennial standards
review. The regulations allow a variance under the same conditions as a Class B(CSO) classification or a
partial use designation, as listed above.
Partial Use Designation. In receiv~g water segments where DEP is certain that designated uses or standards
can not, and will not, be attained on a permanent basis during intermittent storm events, a partial use
designation will be granted for specific segments through a regulatory revision, following a UAA. The UAA will
assess physical, chemical, biological, and economic factors affecting beneficial uses. The analysis also will
evaluate whether a designated use could be attained if CSO controls were implemented, or if background
conditions or non-CSO sources would preclude uses even if CSOs were completely eliminated. Partial use
is the term used to descrbe waters occasionally subject to short-term impairment of uses, but which generally
support those uses. Generally, short-term impairment means that the standards are met at least 75 percent
of the ttne, but DEP will determine the permissible level through the facilities planning process on a case-bycase basis. Pafdal use can be defined by seasons or a particular storm event when a use such as swimming
wil be unattabable in CSO-~pacted waters. The use must be fully protected downstream, in other seasons,
or during smaller storm events.
DEP may find that a permittee has demonstrated that a use is not attainable under circumstances identified in
the regulations. Information to support a designation will be developed largely in the facilities plan or
environmental knpact report. The informattm contabed in the facilities plan and available watershed plans will
include most information necessary for the UAA, which must be submitted to EPA prior to the designation.
Change in Classification. Where designated uSes can not and will not be met on a permanent and constant
basis in the foreseeable future, DEP will consider a change in classification from Class B (or SB) to Class C
(or SC) to be appropriate, though this will be the option of last resort. As with a partial use designation, a UAA
will be required for a change in classif’mation.
Development of MWRA CSO Control Plan
MWRA’s long-term control plan was developed for CSOs that are located in Boston, Cambridge, Somerville,
and Chelsea. These CSOs impact Boston Harbor and its major tributaries, including the Charles River.
Because of the diversity of the watersheds Mbutary to the CSO receiving waters throughout the study area and
their geographical separation, major waterbodies were divided into 14 receiving water segments. Each
segment had dis~ct characteristics and specific Water quality issues to be addressed. Together, the segments
support a spectrum of uses that range from bathing beaches and recreational areas to shipping channels and
other industrial operations.
As with EPA’s 1994 national CSO policy, demonstrating compliance with DEP’s CSO policy involved fulfilling
the requirements of a CSO control planning process. The process required MWRA to cover nine elements in
developing its long-term CSO control plan, including system characterization, monitoring, and modeling;
maximizing flows to the central treatment plant, evaluation of a full range of control alternatives, and
cost/performance analyses. Consistent with the demonstration approach in EPA’s policy, compliance with
water quality standards to protect designated uses was confirmed through the CSO control planning process.
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The demonstration approach involved detailed assessments of receiving waters and the impacts of CSC)
discharges and other soumes of wet weather pollutants on water quality. The MWRA CSO control plan was
developed using the demonstration approach because sufficient data on CSO ancl non-CSO sources of
pollution and corresponding water quality impacts were available and were considered in determining
appropriate controls on a site-specific basis. If standards or uses could not be met clue to backgrouncl
conditions or pollution sources other than CSOs, it was shown that remaining CSO discharges would not
preclude attainment of water quality standards if other sources were controlled. In general, the planned control
program demonsJTated that the magnum pollution reduction benefits reasonably attainable would be provided.
Water Quality Evaluations
Receiving water quality models were developed and applied to compare the performance of varying levels of
CSO control to baseline conditions in the receiving waters. Tabular presentations were used to compare
predicted hours of violations of the state water qual~ standards for swimming and boating. Hours of violation
were compared for baseline conditions, baseline conditions for non-CSO pollutant sources only (stormwater,
clry weather, boundary conditions), the recommended plan, and the recommended plan considsring CSC)
sources only.
The annual percent compliance with the bacteria standard for swimming (200 colonies per 100 milliliters) was
calculated to estimate the impact that the remaining untreated CSO discharges would have on water quality.
For each receiving water segment, the frequency and volume of untreated CS(3 discharges remaining in the
typical rainfaJl year were determhed us~g an ;annuaJ model simulation. Hours of violation associated with each
untreated discharge event were conservatively assigned based on the hours of violation associated with the
1-year, 24-hour storm. This methodology was used to calculate the range of percent compliance (based on
all sources and CSO-only sources) with the bacteria standard for swimming for all receiving water segments
which will continue to have untreated CSO discharges following implementation of the CS(3 control plan.
RESULTS
Table 2 presents the hours of violation of the fecal coliform bacteria standards for swimming and boating from
the 3-month, 24-hour storm for baseline conditions and for the recommended plan. For all of the receiving
water segments, the hours of violation after implementation of the recommended plan due to CSO-only
discharges is zero for both the swimming and the boating standards. Violations would occur in the Charles
River and Alewife Brook, if dry weather sources of fecal coliform bacteria were considered. Comparing the
=recommended plan CSO-only= results to the =baseline conditions non-CSO onhi’ results, it is clear that the
vk)lations of the bacteria standards remaining after implementation of the recommended plan will be caused
by the impacts of non-CSO sources.
As an e~ample, Table 3 summarizes the information used to calculate the annual percent compliance for the
Upper Inner Harbor receiving water segment. Under the recommended plan, five storms in the typical year will
cause overflows to occur from at least one of the four CSO ouffalls discharging to the segment. The total
overflow volume for each storm was compared to the volume discharged from the ouffalis in the 3-month and
1-year, 24-hour storms. Under the recommended plan, none of the ouffaiis discharges during the 3-month
storm and only two outfaJis discharge dudng the 1-year storm. In the typical year, the volume of CSO
discharged dur~g two of the five storms is relatively insignificant, while the volume for each of the other three
storms is comparable to the 1-year, 24-hour storm.
For CSO-only discharges, the bacteria standard for swimming is not predicted to be exceeded in the Upper
Inner Harbor dur~g the 3-month, 24-hour storm, but is predicted to be exceeded for 8 hours during the 1-year,
24-hour storm. Conservatively assum~g that all five storms ~ the typical year would cause 8 hours of violation,
the total number of hours in the typical year that the swimming standard would be violated due to CSO
discharges equaled 40 hours. This means that on an annual basis, the swimming standan:l would be met
99.5 percent of the time. Even assuming that there would be 17 hours of violation per storm based on all
sources of pollutants, the compliance is still 99.0 percent.
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TABLE 2. HOURS OF VIOLATION OF BACTERIA STANDARDS
FOR 3-MONTH, 24-HOUR STORM
(based on 96-hour simulation)
Hours of Violation of Swimming/Boating Standards(1) for Fecal Coliform
Baseline
Conditions~
(all sources~

Baseline
Conditions
/non-CSO onlv~

Recommended
Plan ~
(all sources~

Recommended
Plan
(CSO onlv~

North Dorchester Bay

13 / 0

5/0

0/0

0/0

!South Dorchester Bay

11 / 0

11 / 0

13 / 0

0/0

Neponset River

72 / 35

72 / 35

72 / 36

0/0

Constitution Beach

25 / 0

24 / 0

25 / 0

0/0

Upper Charles River

96 / 86 "

96 / 86

96 / 86

0/0

Lower Charles River~ .

86 / 36

86 / 36

86 / 40

0/0

Alewife Brook

96 / 88

96 / 88

96 / 88

0/0

Upper Mystic River

88 / 56

88 / 56

88 / 56

0/0

Upper Inner Harbor

28 / 0

0/0

0/0

0/0

Lower Inner Harbor

14 / 0

0/0

0/0

0/0

Mystic/Chelsea Confluence

45 / 0

45 / 0

45 / 0

0/0

Reserved Channel

24 / 4

0/0

0!0

0/0

28 / 0

0/0

Receivina Water Seament

Fort Point Channel
45 / 31
27 / 0
(1)
Swimming standard = 200 # / 100 mi; Boating standan:l = 1000 # / 100 ml.
Includes boundary, stormwater, dry weather, and CSO sources.
(2)
Includes Back Bay Fens.
(3)

The hours of violation for the 1-year, 24-hour storm and annual percent compliance for all receiving water
segments is shown h Table 4. The annual percent compliance, even using the extreme case based on hours
of violation caused by all sources h the 1-year, 24-hour storm, is greater than 95 percent in all receiving water
segments. Using hours of viola~on based on CSO-only sources for the 1-year, 24-hour storm, the compliance
for all segments is greater than 98 percent. The annual percent compliance calculations demonstrate
compliance with DEP’s requirements for B(CSO) or SB(CSO) designations for minimally-impacted receiving
waters. It should be noted that the upper end of the range of percent compliance for the Charles River and
Alewife Brook receiving water segments is based on model results, assuming no dry weather fecal coliform
bacteria contributions. If dr~ weather sources were included, the bacteria standard for swimming would be
violated all of the time.
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TABLE 3. BASIS FOR WATER QUALITY COMPLIANCE
UPPER INNER HARBOR
Outfall

Typical Year Storm Volume (MG)
5/’3

6/1

9/24

9/27

10/24

Total Volume

BOS009

0.06

0.01

0.23

0.02

0.29

0.61

BOS012

-

-

_

0.01

0.01

BOS019

-

0.26

0.32

-

0.58

BOS057

-

-

_

0.43

0.43

0.06

0.27

0.55

0.73

1.63

Total

Ouffall
BOS009

Design Storm Volume
(MG)
3mos.
l~r.
-

0.02
Fecal Coliform
Standard

0.24

BOSO 12

-

-

BOSOlS

-

0.2~

BOS057

-

_

"l’otaJ

0

0.53

Hours of Violation - Recommended
Plan
3too.
1~.
All

C~O

A~I

CSO

Sources~’)

only~

Sources{~)

only~

>200

0

0

~7

8

>1000

0

0

0

0

CSO orgy:. 5 storms @ 8 hours = 40 hours -~ 99.5%
Ni sources: 5 storms @ 17 hours = 85 hours -~ 99.0%
(~) Inc~:~es Ix)unclary, storm~ter, dry wea~’~, ar~ CSC~ sources

DISCUSSION
MWRA’s recommended CSO control plan will maximize capture of combined sewage flow and provide
treatment at its Deer Island treatment plant or CSO treatment facilities for almost all of the total annual
combined sewage volume. Implementation of the recommended plan will reduce the annual volume of
untreated CSO discharges by 95 percent compared to baseline cond~ons. Of the annual CSO volume
remaining after implementation of the recommended plan, 95 percent will be treated at MWRA CSO facilities
prior to being discharged. When conveyance to the Deer Island treatment plant is considered, 99.7 percent
of the total annual combined sewage volume will be captured and treated.
For receiv~g water segments where CSOs will continue to discharge, calculating annual percent compliance
using all sources and CSO-only sources based on the combined system’s response to the 1-year, 24-hour
storm results in a realistic range of compliance that can be expected in a typical rainfall year. Most of the CSO
discharges that will rema~ foliow~g implernentatJon of the recommended CSO control plan are small volume,
short duration occurrences which will cause very short-term receiving water impacts. In fact, under the
recommended plan, all segments will be more significantly impacted by dry weaner conditions, upstream or
boundary conditions, and stormwater discharges than by the remaining CSO discharges. Therefore, CSO
discharges remaining after implementation of the recommended plan will not preclude attainment of water
quality standards or designated uses.
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TABLE 4. HOURS OF VIOLATION OF BACTERIA STANDARDS
FOR 1-YEAR, 24-HOUR STORM
(based on 96-hour simulation)
Hours of Violation of Swimming/Boating Standards~1~ for
Fecal Coliform
Baseline
Conditions~;
(all
~oum~s~

Baseline
(non-CSO
or!Iv/

Recommend
Plan~
(all source~l

Recommend
Plan
(CSO onlv~

Annual
Compliance
%
All sources
w CSO only

North Dorchester Bay

20 / 6

16 / 0

0/0

0/0

100

South Dorchester Bay

17 / 0

17 / 0

23 / 0

0/0

100(4~

Neponset River

71 / 35

68 / 33

70 / 33

0/0

100(~

Constitution Beach

27 / 3

27 / 1

27 / 1

0/0

100(~>

Upper Charles River

96 / 84

96 / 84

96 / 84

0/0

98.9 - 100~

Lower Charles Rive~=

88 / 56

88 / 50

88 / 56

0/0

98.0 -100

Alewife Brook

96 / 90

96 / 90

96 / 90

0/0

95.6 - 100~

Upper Mystic River

90 / 70

90 / 60

90 / 64

0/0

100(s)

Upper Inner Harbor

37 / 14

7./0

17 / 0

8/0

99.0 o 99.5

Lower Inner Harbor

28 / 0

0/0

8/0

0/0

99.6 - 100

Mystic/Chelsea

50 / 17

49 / 16

49 / 15

0/0

97.8 - 100

Reserved Channel

30 / 16

0/0

0/0

0/0

100~e

25/13

98.5-98.9

Receiving Water
Seam~nt

Fort Point Channel
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

48134

,29/14

33/18

Swimming stanz:Ja~l = 200 # 1100 ml; Boating starKlan:l = I000 # / i00 ml.
~ndudes boundary, stormwater, Ory weatt~r, and CSO sources.
Includes Back Bay Fens.

cso ~ are e~’nPate~.
These segments viotate ~e bacteria standa~ ~or swimming all t~e t~me if clnj wea~er ~~ ~ ~.

Treated dsctwges only.

MWRA’s CSO control plan is one of the first plans to be reviewed under the new state CSO policy. The control
plan provides justification for its recommendations for (1) maintaining Class B or SB designations in the most
sensitk~ receiw~g waters that support ~ uses (swimming, shellfishing) by eliminating CSO discharges, (2)
making Class B(CSO) and SB(CSO) designations in other receiving waters where compliance was
demonstrated to be achieved at least 95 percent of the time, and (3) using a variance for ~e Chades River
while more information on impacts from non,CSO sources can be obtained through on-going watershed
planning investigations. Table 5 summarizes the water quality classifications for the 14 receiving water
segments.
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TABLE 5. DEP WATER QUALFI’Y STANDARDS CLASSIRCATIONS

Receiving Water Segment

Designation

Major CSO Control Method

North Dorchester Bay

SB

CSO Relocation

South Dorchester Bay

SB

Sewer Separation

Neponset River

B

Sewer Separation

Constitution Beach

SB

Sewer Separation

Upper Chades River

Vadance

Hydraulic Relief

Lower Charles River

Variance

Sewer Separation/Upgrade
Treatment

Back Bay Fens.

B(CSO)

Sewer Separation

Alewife Brook

Variance~

Partial Sewer Separation

Upper Mystic River

Vadance(3~

Upgrade Treatment

Upper Inner Harbor

SB(CSO)

Interceptor Relief/
Storage/Upgrade Treatment

Lower Inner Harbor

SB(CSO)

Interceptor Relief

Mystic/Chelsea Confluence

SB(CSO)

Hydraulic Relief/Interceptor
Relief/Upgrade Treatment

Reserved Channel

SB(CSO)

Storage/Treatment

Fort Point Channel
SB(CSO)
Storage/Tre~__tment
(1) Plan rnay contain adcition~ conlm~
(2) Origina/ly proposed as B(CSO) under IvWvRA!s recommended plan.
(3) Originally proposed as SB(CSO) under MWRA’s recommended plan.
DEP found MWRA’s recommended CSO control plan to be adequate to support its administrative
determinations on CSO-impacted waters and prepared a UAA based on the information MWRA provided. In
making its final determinations, DEP carefully considered comments submitted on its tentative decisions for
waterbody classifications that underwent public review. Based on public comments, DEP’s administrative
determinations i~cluded MWRA’s proposed waterbody classiFmations except in two instances, where variances
were determined to be more appropriate for the Alewife Brook and the Upper Mystic River. DEP agreed w~
comments stating that more information on causes of water quality violations in these waterbodies should be
obtained before changes to water quality standards for CSO-impacted designations are made.
In waters that will cont~ue to be affected by CSOs, DEP’s UAA confirmed its determinations that higher levels
of CSO control, beyond those recommended by MWRA, were not feasible based on current information. DEP
concurred with the cost/benefit analyses in MWRA’s plan that showed that the cost for higher levels of control
would not yield improved attainment of designated uses. According to its CSO policy, DEP deemed that
MWRA’s plan demonstrated that more stringent controls would result in "substantial and widespread economic
and social impact."
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CONCLUSIONS
DEP responded to EPA’s new national CSO policy by developing a state policy and regulatory revisions that
allow flexibility in developing CSO control plans and demonstrating compliance with water quality standards.
DEP’s new policy and regulatory revisions reflect the agency’s understanding of the real~es of wet weather
events and the nature of their impacts on receiving waters. The creation of the Class B (CSO) water quality
standard provides the regulatory flex~oility to acknowledge potential short-term excursions from Class B criteria,
resulting from extreme and infrequent storm event conditions, without downgrading water quality standards.
The MWRA prepared its CS(3 control plan in conformance with DEP’s planning requirements and
Oemonstrated compliance with state water quality standards. DEP prepared a UAA that confirmed its approval
of MWRA’s recommended CSO control plan. DEP’s adrn~nistralJve determinations on waterbody classifications
included the classifications proposed in MWRA’s plan, except in two instances where variances were
determined to be more appropriate. EPA has concurred with DEP’s UAA and administrative determinations,
thereby approving the changes in state water quality standards.
For over five yearn, MWRA and DEP cooperated in a comprehensive CSO planning process and a regulatory
revisions process, both of which involved extensive public review and comment. The joint processes have
resulted in an approved CSO corrt~ol plan which will meet water quality standards and protect designated uses.
The coordinated effort undertaken by MWRA and DEP is a successful example of how to effectively regulate
CSOs and achieve water qual~ improvements.
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Development of an Effective Quality Assurance Project Plan
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ABSTRACT
Doan Brook serves the cities of Beachwood, Cleveland, Cleveland Heights, Shaker Heights, and
University Heights. The watercourse is about 9.4 miles in length and discharges into Lake Erie. The total
drainage area is approximately 20 square miles and is comprised of primarily of low-density urban landuse with some institutional and commercial land-use in the lower and middle sections of the watershed.
Open spaces, parks, and conservation areas are cioseJy linked to the watercourse.
During wet-weather, a number of combined sewer overflows discharge into Doan Brook and historical
water quality and flooding problems are well documented. In order to improve water quality, reduce
erosion and flooding problems, and enhance the aquatic habitat of Doan Brook, the Northeast Ohio
Regional Sewer District has embarked on a comprehensive watershed investigation. This paper provides
a discussion of the development of the water quality monitoring program associated with this investigation
and provides a progress report on the earh/stages of the field program.
The defensibility of the clata collected throughout the course of the project represents an important
consideration. Therefore, dgorous quality control and quality assurance measures are built into the
monitoring program. A comprehensive Quality Assurance Project Plan, or QAPP, was developed for the
water quality monitoring program. In support of this effort, appropriate data quality objectives, or DQO’s,
were developed through a systematic evaluation of the project goals and objectives. An overview of the
QAPP development process is provided in this paper. Also, this paper describes how various computer
models are going to be used to analyze alternative control options.
KEYWORDS
quality assurance, quality control, wet-weather, monitoring, stormwater, receiving water
INTRODUCTION
Background
During wet-weather, a number of combined sewer overflows discharge into Doan Brook and contribute to
water quality and flooding problems. Currently t~ere are 16 combined sewer overflows (CSO’s) that
discharge into Doan Brook in wet-weather.
There are documented water quality and flooding problems along Doan Brook. Available data shows that
there is bacteriological contamination during dry’ and wet-weather at various ioca~ons. Previous surveys
of mac~oinvertebrate communities along Doan Brook indicate poor~luali~ habitat that is probabiy due to
organic pollution sources. These conditions point to the need for a CSO facilities plan, as well as storm
water control facilities, to control discharges to the Brook. The Doan Brook Watershed Study was
designed to flJlfill this need, as well as to further the community’s goal of restoring Doan Brook and
Shaker Lakes as assets to the community.
This paper focuses on a fundamentel component of this watershed study: the development and
implementation of an effective monitoring program. The design of the monitoring program and the
development of the quality controJ procedures supporting the fieldwork am discussed in this paper.
Unfortunately, at the time of publication, only limited amount of water quality information from the ongoing
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1998 program was available. It is anticipated that preliminary field measurements for dry and wetweather will be available for the conference presentation of this paper.
Since this investigation was partly funded by an EPA grant, a comprehensive Quality Assurance Project
Plan, or QAPP, was required in support of the monitoring program. The relationship between the QAPP,
and other quality control documents such as Standard Operating Procedures, Field Monitoring and
Sampling Plan, and Data Quality Objectives are outlined in this paper. As a result of the rigorous quality
control and quality assurance procedures built into the monitoring program, the data collection efforts will
yield high-quality and defensible informatiOn that will ultimately provide a solid framework for the final
watershed and facilities plans.
The monitoring program was organized into four major categories:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Flow Monitoring: A flow monitoring program was required for major sewers, sources, and
streams.
Source Monitoring: An assessment of source pollutant loads from combined sewer overflows,
storm sewers, and mixed sewer systems was necessary.
Stream Monitoring: A sedimentand water quality program was necessary to assess stream
conditions in wet and dry weather.
Lake Monitoring: A sediment and water quality program was necessary to assess the
characteristics of the Shaker Lakes and other impoundment:

Specifically, the monitoring program was designed to support:
¯
¯
¯
¯

The determination of existing water quality in Doan Brook.
Comparisons of the water quality of Doan Brook with appropriate water quality regulations.
The development of stream water-quality and hydraulic models to be used for facilities and
watershed planning.
The estimation of seasonal and annual pollutant Ioadings for input into a Lake Erie water
quality model.
The definition of water quality and hydraulic relationships between Doan Brook, the Shaker
Lakes and Lake Erie.

Study Area
Doan Brook flows through the cities of Beachwood, Cleveland, Cleveland Heights and Shaker Heights.
The watercourse is about 9.4 miles in length and discharges into Lake Erie. The total drainage area is
approximately 20 square miles and is Comprised of primarily low-density urban, institutional and
commercial land-use. Open spaces, parks, and conservation areas are integral components of the
watercourse. An illustration of the study area is provided in Figure "1.
Overview
This paper is organized into three major sections:
1. Quality Assurance / Quality Control Planning:. This section provides an overview of the QA/QC
planning process and a brief description of the field-monitoring program.
2. Preliminary Field Measurements: Initial field measurements of water quality of Doan Brook
during dry and wet-weather is presented in this section. Since the field program has recently
been initiated, only a limited amount of field information is available..
3. SurnrnarF. A brief summary of the QA/QC process and preliminary field measurements.
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Figure 1. Doan Brook Study Area
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QUALITY ASSURANCE I QUALITY CONTROL PLANNING
Since this Doan Brook Watershed Study is funded, in part, by an EPA grant, the defensibility of the data
collected throughout the course of the project represents an important consideration. Therefore, rigorous
quality control and quality assurance measures are built into the monitoring program. There are four
major categories to the quality assurance / quality control process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Data Quality Objectives, or DQO’s,
Quality Assurance Project Plan, or QAPP.
Standard Operating Procedures, or SOP’s,
Field Monitoring Plan, or FSP, and

A brief overview of the DQO, QAPP, and DQO documents is provided below. The FMP provides detailed
instructions for field personnel in terms of where and when to sample or obtain field measurements.
Data Quality Objectives (DQO’s)
DQO’s were established according to EPA g!uidelines (EPA, 1994). In general, data quality objectives are
designed to match the desired quality of information collected with the intended application of the data. In
this case, the data collected through the course of the study will serve as a basis for:
¯
¯
¯

A datum of existing water quality conditions (to serve as a benchmark for future comparisons)
and to allow for assessment of compliance with respect to Ohio water quality objectives.
Calibration and verification of all hydraulic and water quality models.
Development of facilities plan alternatives and preferred strategies.
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¯
¯

Development of a Doan Brook Watershed Plan.
Integration with other water quality investigations in the Cleveland area.

Clearly the scope of the intended application is broad and as a consequence, the quality of the data
collected must be relatively high. The systematic approach to determining appropriate DQO’s involved:
1. Identification of all significant issues to be resolved in the study. For the Doan Brook
Watershed Study issues focused on current status, pollution sources, receiving water impacts,
watercourse flooding, erosion, control options and facilities planning.
2. Identification of what information is required to address each issue.
3. Identification of what parameters must be measured, where and when.
4. The development of a suitable approach to data collection that f’~s within various constraints of
the project (time, budget, requirements of larger Easterly project).
As an illustrative example of the process, a summary of the issues surrounding current status and the
information required is provided in Table 2. Similar analyses were completed for other relevant topics
such as pollution sources, receiving water impacts, and watercourse flooding.
Table 2. Issues and Information Required for Evaluation
Of Current Status

¯

¯

¯

¯
¯

¯
¯

ISSUE
is existing water quality in
compliance with current
regulatory standards?

¯

How does existing sediment
compare with available
guidelines or scientific
thresholds for protection of
aquatic habitat and aquatic
life?

=

What is the current biological
state and quality (i.e. diversity
and health of aquatic species)
in the system?
What factors other than water
and sediment quality may be
affecting biological status?
What is the current trophic
status of the Shaker Lakes
and what inputs and
processes are responsible for
present conditions?
What are the effects of existing
nutrient Ioadings on the lakes?
What is the rate of sediment
accumulation within the lakes
and what are the probable
sources of sediment inputs?

¯

¯

¯
¯

¯
¯

INFORMATION REQUIRED
Measurements of water quality parameters for which there
is a regulatory standard. Measurements needed at various
locations along the system in order to gauge the impact of
various inputs to the system.
Measurements needed in both dry and wet weather to
account for temporal variability.
Measurements of sediment quatity for parameters for which
there is a regulatory standard or scientifically accepted
standard or guideline.
Measurements needed at various locations along the
system at which sediment deposition occurs. Multiple
locations needed within the Shaker Lakes to account for
spatial variability in sediment deposition patterns.
Sampling and inventory of macroinvertebrate populations
at locations along the system, at same locations at which
sediment and water quality are being sampled, to allow
biological data to be correlated with sediment and water
quality data.
Data are to be adequate to allow computation of accepted
indices of aquatic habitat diversity, health and quality.
Measurements of biomass productivity, nutrient levels,
water clarity, density stratification and water quality at
various locations within each lake, to account for potential
spatial variability.
Assessment of mixing conditions, using direct
measurements and/or hydrodynamic computer modeling.
Measurement of lake bathymetry to provide information on
lake depth, geometry and volume, and allow assessment of
changes that have taken place over time due to
sedimentation or other processes.
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Table 3. Parameters of interest and General Approach to
Data Collection for Surface Water Quality
Of Current Status
PARAMETER
Fecal coliform and E. coil
Metals (Total Recoverable and
Dissolved):
Cd, Cu, Cr, Fe, Pb, Zn
TSS, conductivity, hardness
Dissolved oxygen and CBOD
Nutrients (TP, SRP, TKN)
Temperature, pH, Ammonia

,

REQUIRED APPROACH TO DATA COLI _~CTION
A wet-weather sampling program is required to
address stream water quality during and immediately
following rainfall. Both spring frontal rainfall events
and summer convective storms should be
addressed.
¯ A dry-weather sampling program is required to
address water quality during extended dry-weather
periods.
* Regular sampling (regularly spaced through time) is
required to address the expected seasonal variability
in water quality along the watercourse, arid expected
variability in water column conditions within the
Shaker Lakes.
¯

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s)
SOP’s were developed for every sampling or measurement task to be undertaken in the monitoring
program. The SOWs were developed according to EPA guidelines and are presently under final review
by EPA staff. Every task, from sewer flow monitoring to field instrument calibration, is provided with a
SOP. In the case of sample collection, the individual SOWs provide detailed instnJCtions regarding
sample tracking and chain of custody. Furthermore, SOP’s inctude procedures for data management and
control, as well as detailed field protocols. A list of SOWs prepared for this investigation is presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. Standard Operation Procedures Developed for
The Doan Brook Watershed Study
SOP Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

SOP Title
Sample Bottle Preparation
Sewer Flow Monitoring
Stream Flow Monitoring and G~_uging
Grab Sample Protocol
Automatic Sampling Protocol
’
Sediment Sampling Protocol
Macroinvertebrat__e Sampling Protocol
Quan!itative Habitat Suitability Index Sampling Protocol
Lake Water Quality Monitoring
Aquatic Macrophyte Survey and Identification
Macroinvertebrate Identification and Enumeration
Field Instrument Calibration Methods
Analytical Procedures
Sediment
Grain Size Analysis
,
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Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP)
The QAPP document sets out detailed plan and procedures for meeting the data requirements defined in
the DQO’s. The QAPP incorporates a set of SOP’s that provide field personnel with detailed instructions
on individual sampling and monitoring tasks. THE FSP sets out the precise details of when and where
sampling and monitoring are to Take place, including specific requirements regarding QA/QC (e.g.
submission of duplicate samples, bottle blanks and field blanks). The linkages of the various documents
are illustrated in Figure 2. The QAPP builds on the DQO document by defining detection limits, accurac~
goals, and data volume targets for each parameter of interest. Furthermore, the QAPP provides an
indication of the number of measurement replicates and the desired measurement precision.

Figure 2. Project QA/QC Documents

¯ Systemagc development of field program requireme~s
¯ What pm’ameters should be examined and why

¯framework of field pm~m

Field Monitoring l:~an: FMP

¯ De~iled inSl~uc~ns for field crews
¯ Whe~ and Where of field ~mpUng

~

J

~1/

Qnal~ Assurance Project Plan: QAPP

.Integr~oaQA/QC
of DQO’s,
$OP’sdocumen~
and FMP
~ .comprehensive
project

Standard Operating Procedures: SOP’s

¯ Demi/ed protocols for each dam collection rusk
¯ Standardized field procedures

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE FIELD PROGRAM
The field program includes monitoring of sources, Doan Brook, and assoclatecl lakes and impoundments.
At the time this paper was prepared, no water qual~ or sediment quality analysLs results were available.
However, a limited amount of water quality information from in-stream data-loggers (Hydrolab
instrumentation) was available. A typical data logger installation is illustrated in Figure 3. This particular
monitoring site is near the confluence of the Dcan Brook and Lake Erie and is referred as Site I. Field
observations indicate that Site I is immediately upstream of normal backwater cond~ons and water
velocity at Site I is normally low.
~ample monitoring data from Site I is prov~led in Figures 4 and 5. A continuous plot of dissolved
oxygen (expressed as an estimate of percent saturation), and temperature is provided in Figure 4, while
Figure 5 provides a continuous plot of conductivity and temperature. The dissolved oxygen
measurements are preliminary unverified data and the final review has not been completed. Both Figures
4 and 5 cover a monitoring period star’dng at 18:00 on April I, 1998 and ending at 15:00 on April I0,
1998.
Approximately 1.5 inches of rain fell on the study area on April 8 and 9, 1998.. The impact of this rainfall,
in terms of dissolved oxygen and conductivity changes is evident in the plots. As Figure 4 illustrates, the
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regular diumal dissolved oxygen cycle is interrupted following the rainfall event. A prolonged period of
relatively low dissolved oxygen occurs during and immediately following the rainfall event. In dryweather, for example form April 1, 1998 through April 6, 1998, the dissolved oxygen rises to supersaturated conditions during the mid-afternoon and drops to below saturation during the night hours. This
diurnal cycle is probably due to aquatic plant and algae photosynthesis and respiration. Similar diurnal
patterns have been observed in other, low-velocity, nutrient enriched, river systems (Hulley eta/, 1996/.

locked enclosure for autosampling equipment and data
loggers
~

Doan Brook
submerged data
logger (Hydrolab

double wailed submerged sample line

The relatively low velocity during and after the rainfall event is presumably a result of wet-weather
pollutant loads. However, this conclusion has not been confirmed wi’~ direct measurements of
biochemical oxygen demand.
The conductivity measurements at Site 1 indicate that during dry-weather there is no significant diurnal
variability, however, during and following the rainfall, the conductivity drops from about 1700 uS/cm to
less than 1000 uS/cm. Presumably the reduction is a result of dilution since the conductivity of CSO
inflow and overland runoff is less than ambient in-stream conductivity.
The results presented in Figures 4 and 5 are preliminary and have not been subject to the required quality
control review process. Although the absolute values of water quality parameters, such as dissolved
oxygen and conductivity, may be adjusted in the final data review, the dry and wet-weather trends
illustrated in the Figures provide an indication of wet-weather impacts.
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WET WEATHER POLLUTION EFFECTS ON
WATER QUALITY IN CRUM CREEK
Sonja L. Downing ’98 end Arthur E. McGarity, Ph.D.*
Swarthrnore Coillege, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania
Frank Dowman
Crurn-Ridley-Chester Creek Volunteer Monitors
Parkside, Pennsylvania
*Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, PA 19081
ABSTRACT
The Crum Creek, running through suburbs west of Philadelphia, shows impacts of wet weather
pollution on the health of the stream. The creek is used for water supply and recreation, and it
supports wildlife. Signlf’~cant oxygen deficits have been measured in the creek by volunteer
monitors. This paper reports results from an intensive monitoring project on a section of the creek
near Swarthmore College to further characterize this problem, and to investigate its causes.
Factors found to influence oxygen deficit include elevated BOD in the water column following
rainfall events and sediment oxygen demand exerted in pools along the creek. The elevated
BOD levels during rain may also be caused by landfill leachate, animal waste, and untreated
human waste from leaking sewers. Transient variations in conductivity and turbidity were
measured by an electronic sonde dudng rainfall events. These measurements suggest the
existence of a two-part process during the first three hours of runoff: a dissolved solids flush
followed by a suspended solids flush.
KEYWORDS
Dissolved oxygen, oxygen deficit, BOD, conductivity, turbidity, runoff, urban stream
INTRODUCTION
The focus of this paper is Crum Creek, a suburban stream west of Philadelphia, in Delaware
County, Pennsylvania. The creek is approximately 100 km (-62 miles) long with a drainage basin
of 99 krn2 and an average flow of 0.71 m3/s (DuPoit, 1983). Its headwaters are formed in part by
runoff from the town of Paoli, Pennsylvania, and it discharges into the Delaware Estuary in the City
of Chester, Pennsylvania. It has one major reservoir, the Gelst (Springton) Reservoir, which is
operated by the Philadelphia Suburban Water Company (PSWCo). This investor owned utility
company supplies drinking water to the northern and western suburbs of Philadelphia. There is a
small intake pond downstream from the rese~oir at PSWCo’s treatment plant and pumping
station. All of our monitoring activities on the creek have been carried out within a 2.4 km (1.5
mile) stretch from a point just below the treatment plant to a point just below the Swarthmore
College campus.
Just downstream from the treatment plant intake, the creek flows through a county park (Smedley
Park) which is used extensively for recreation. Also, the creek is fed by small tributaries that drain a
country club, golf course, and the parking lots of a large shopping mall and another major
shopping center containing a popular multi-theater cinema complex. A closed landfill in
Springfield Township, has a permitted leachate discharge into another tributary which joins the
creek in the park. A paper mill was operated during the first half of this century on land just above
Smedley Park in an oxbow of the creek. Discharges from the settling ponds of this mill probably
contributed significantly in the past to organic sediments, which may still add to the sediment
oxygen demand.
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Interstate 476, which connects Interstate 95 to the Pennsylvania Turnpike was constructed above
the creek bed during 1989 - 1990. The highway crosses over the creek in several places. The
construction caused sign~cant sediment runoff into the creek, and now there is potential for
runoff canying gasoline, oil, and, during icy weather, road salt into the creek from many storm
sewers that discharge into the creek. The highway serves commuters in the Philadelphia
metropolitan area, and a great deal of irderstate travel, including large trucks. It frequently
experiences lengthy back-ups with traffic coming to a complete stop during peak hours.
Significant oxygen deficits at various points on the stream have been observed during the past
seven years through the water quality monitoring activities of a volunteer monitoring organization,
the Crum-Ridley-Chester Monitors and an affiliated student group at Swarthmore College called
the Crum Creek Monitoring Project (McGarity, 1997). Our program of intensive monitoring on the
creek during the summer, fall, and early winter of 1997 has helped to characterize the pattems of
and effects on dissolved oxygen levels in the creek, including those caused by wet weather
pollution.
METHODOLOGY

.

During the summer of 1997, data were taken daily at three sites that we call A, B, & C on Crum
Creek where it passes through the Swarthmore College campus. The readings included DO
(dissolved oxygen), temperature, pement oxygen saturation, BOD (biochemical oxygen
demand), water height over a stationary sewer pipe (for flow measurements), and, occasionally,
E.coli. Dudng the fall of 1997, weekly measurements of the same parameters were taken at the A,
B, & C sites as well as three sites at the landfill ieachate discharge in Smedley Park. The park sites
are: (U) upstream from the leachate discharge, (L) in a small tributary containing the leachate, and
(D) downstream of the leachate discha~e. An electronic sonde collected data at site B on oxygen
concentrations, temperature, conductivity, and turbidity at 15 minute intervals for thirty five days
during December, 1997 and January, 1998. On 12 December, 1997, a =creek walk" was taken to
obtain a one-day profile of dissolved oxygen at many additional points al<~ng the entire section of
the creek involved in our monitoring studies.
Specific Tests
¯ Dissolved oxygen measurements were taken using a variety of methods, in order to ensure
correct calibration of each method. A DO meter (Yellow Springs Instruments model 55) was used
regularly, and checked with periodical Winkler titration method DO tests.
¯ Biochemical oxygen demand tests were performed by filling a 300 mL BOD bottle with sample
water and incubating at 20°C for 5 days.
¯ E.Coli measurements were obtained by collecting samples with WhirI-Pak bags, diluting the
samples properly to multiple dilutions, filtering the dilutions and incubating them at 35 degrees
Celsius for 24 hours in =m-coil blue" broth from Hach Company.
¯ The sonde is a Yellow Springs Instruments 6000 muitiprobe instrument which took automatic
readingsof dissolved oxygen, temperature, conductivity, and turbidity. The data were stored in
the sonde’s internal memory. The sonde was deployed at approximately the midpoint of the water
column, at a depth of about 0.46 m (1.5 feet) and about 0.46 m above the stream bottom.
RESULTS
Dry Weather Dissolved Oxygen Profiles
During normal, dry weather flow conditions, oxygen deficits occur downstream from slow moving
pools, which occur frequently in the creek. The drop in dissolved oxygen may also be caused by
sediment oxygen demand present mainly in the pools. Riffle areas and algae help to replenish
oxygen in the water. F~gure 1 and Table 1 show data from sites A, B, and C which demonstrate
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this ~xx~l sag" effect. Site A is above a long pool, site B is below this pool and above a riffle, and
site C is below the riffle. Data from all of our readings of DO, pement DC) saturation, and
temperature were combined to produce the statistical analysis shown in Figure 1. The box plots
show the average deficits (the line inside the box), and the ranges of variation in the deficits. In
Table 1, which shows the average changes in deficit across the pool and the riffle, data from the
summer and fall are separated to show seasonal differences.

5

Box Plots for Deficit above pool,
below pool, below riffle

!

I

:3

_

-!

D (A)

D (B)

D (C)

Figure 1. Deficit (D) above pool (A), below pool (B), and below riffle (C), for all measurements
o

Table 1. Differences in deficit
across the pool and riffle

Average increase in deficit
through pool (rag/L)

Average decrease in deficit
through riffle (rag/L)

Both seasons

1.33

0.50

Surnrner

1.40

0.46

Pal

1.04

0.61

The "Creek Walk" graph (Figure 2) shows a profile of the DO, deficit, and temperature of the Crum
Creek over a 1.5 mile stretch, on one day in mid-December, 1997. Again, the pools contribute to
an increase in deficit and the riffles reaerate the water. The areas at sites 33-35, 24U-26, and 1-5
are clear examples of deficit increase along pools. There is also a trend of rising deficit between
sites 13 and 23, interrupted only by the confluence with an oxygen-rich tributary named Whisky
Run. The areas especially showing riffle effects are 23-24U, and 5-13. The presence of algae,
observed in the last riffle, is likely contributing to the supersaturation found at the end of that riffle.
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DO and Deficit along creek

Ultimate BOD vs Rain
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F~gure 3. Ultimate BC)D (mg/L) vs Rainfall (dally values at airport)
for both Summer and Fall
A pos,~le source of BOD is leachate from the closed landfill, so the leachate was monitored for
both BOD and DO. It turned out that the water flowing from the landfill into the creek had
significantly higher dissolved oxygen concentrations than the rest of the creek, and during dry
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weather, the BOD in the leachate was. lower than the BOD in the creek upstream of the discharge.
However, after a two-day period of rain, the BOD in the landfill leachate was recorded as
signif’~,antly higher than that in the creek. So, the landfill leachate is probably one source of the
wet weather BOD increase in the creek.
In order to further determine the soume of BOD, the relationship between BOD and E.Coli is
analyzed. Since E.Coli is an indicator of human and animal waste, increases in BOD occuning with
increases of E.Coli would show that some of the BOD may be coming from such waste. E.Coli
does increase during rain, as seen in Figures 4 and 5 which show how the E. Coil count increases
with streamflow. If the one extremely high E. Coil count (more than 10,000 colonies per 100 mL)
is rernoved, an almost linear increase with flow rate is observed.

E.Coli vs Flow (all points)
12000
10000
8000
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¯
l¯Coli/lOOmLi
’"
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¯
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0.4

m^3/s
Figure 4. E.Coli count vs Creek Flow Rate (m3/s)

E.Coli vs Flow (minus outlier)
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Figure 5. E.Coli count vs Creek Row Rate (m3/s) (without outlier)
Figure 6 plots BOD versus the E. Coil count. There is a slight increase in BOD with increasing E.
Coil, which suggests that runoff of animal waste or, perhaps, leaking sewer lines may be partially
responsible for increased BOD during wet weather. The sanitary sewer system in the area makes
much use of the creek valleys as corridors for sewer pipes, and these sewer lines are known to
have problems with infiltration during wet weather. Thus there is also potential for "exflitration"
from the overloaded pipes at man holes and at breaks near the top of the sewer lines that do not
leak unless the line is nearly full.
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BOD vs E.Coli
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Figure 6. Average BOD (mg/L) vs E.Coli readings taken at the ABC sites
Continuous Monitoring by Electronic Sonde
During most of December, 1997 and the first week of January, 1998, for a period of 35 days, the
Crum Creek at site B was monitored continuously using an electronic sonde which recorded data
every 15 minutes around the clock.
The reason for deploying the sonde was to catch transient variations in the water quality
parameters caused by storm runoff events. Figure 7 shows the daily rainfall totals at the airport for
the month of December, 1997. During the rainfall events of December 23, December 25, and
December 30, the conductivity exhibited a very interesting transient behavior, first spiking
upwards for about one hour, then plunging downwards for the next hour to far below the original
value. Figure 8 shows a dose-up of the specific conductiv~ and turbidity on December 23. The
specific conductivity is about 580 I~S/cm before the runoff reaches the stream, then it rises to 765
I~cm during the first hour of runoff followed by a d~op to 310 ~S/cm. The specific conductivity
then returns rapidly to 450 lzS/cm and begins to decay exponentially until the next rainfall event
on December 25, which causes another, less dramatic transient swing.
Abrupt increases in turbidity correspond exactly with the conductivity transients. Close
examination of the turbidity data reveals that the turbidity begins increasing at the same time that
the conductivity transient begins its upward swing. However, the peak turbidity readings occur
when the conductivity reaches the low point of the transient. These results suggest the
occurrence of a =two flush" phenomenon in the runoff. The first flush contains high dissolved
solids which cause the conductivity to increase. The second flush contains high suspended
solids which cause the turbidity to peak and the conductivity to dip.
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The concentration peaks between 7 and 10 PM in early December, and later in the month,
between 3 and 6 PM.
The most obvious effect of rain on oxygen levels is that during periods of heavy rain the cyclical
pattern of the DO and deficit is interrupted. As seen in Figure 9, the diurnal cycles are interrupted
during rainy days, particularly those w~th rainfall over half an inch. On 12/13, 12/15, and especially
12/30, the concentration flattened out for several hours.
Oxygen Concentration and Rainfall
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Rgure 9. O~gen Concentration and Rainfall for 1~97 to 1/5/98
CONCLUSION
~e ~parent eff~t d ~is on o~gen defic~ in the Crum Creek may be due to several fa=om. It
b d~ t~t in the ~ls the water ~ d~ and moving slowly enough to allow for the BOD to ~
~e~, a~ the rate of o~gen consu~tion o~we~hs the rote of reaemtion. ~en in the ~,
t~ r~era~on rate o~eighs the rote of consumption causing the defic~ to d~r~se. Although
the BOD in the water column was faidy consistent througho= the s~es, s~iment o~gen de~nd
~y ~ntr~=e to increas~ defic~ in ~ls. ~e creek bosom in pools along the roach examin~
in ~ ~ walk is n~W always ~ffer, muddier, and cover~ with more organic mmedai than the
~llow, r~ ~om of r~les.
~ i~i~tions of the ~urces of ~e water column BOD are reveal~ by ~his study. Our r~u~s
~g~ that hu~ or ani~l ~e and ~n~ll leachate are pa~ial contdb=ors to ~e incr~ in
BOD dudng wet weather. The m~ff is pmb~ly ~ing signifi~nt BOD from n~y ~11 ~ng
~ts a~ Intemtate 476, orphic ~tedak on the creek ~nks, and from lawns in neigh~~
through which the creek ~ns.
~ile ~ive and exces~e E.Coli ~unts indicate the presence of animal or hu~ w~e in the
~k, ~ ~ not ~s~ble to dae~ine exa=~ the source of these bacteria from the t~ts we
~~. ~ere are many Camden gee~ l~ing year-round in Stanley pa~, and their w~e
~y ~ ~ in t~ runoff from ~e ~k dudng a rain. The ~ibil~ that ~n~w ~wer lin~ am
I~ng during wet wea~er will be inve=ig=~ fu~her. This ~pe of leak is a ~mmon ~cu~en~
in ~er ~ in the area, esp~l~ in L~ie Crum Creeks, which drains mo= of Swa~hmore
~gh ~st of C~m Creek.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR SHORT TERM FLOW MONITORING PROGRAMS
Alan J. Hollenbeck, P.E.
RJN Group, Inc.
200 W. Front St., Wheaton, lllinois 60187
Abstract
Improvements in flow meter technology have continued to increase the accuracy of depth, velocity, total
flow and surcharge level measuremenL~ in sanitary and combined sewer systems. Short-term flow
monitoring programs, often conducted in conjunction with !/I, SSES, and CSO studies, are normally faced
with the following three questions:
¯
¯
¯

When is the ideal time to install short-term monitors?
How long after installation can adequate dry/wet weather data be gathered?
What data is needed?

These questions and the response to each can have significant impact on the cost and effectiveness of
short-term flow monitoring programs. BaSed on the flow meter interval (distance between short-term
monitors) and the duration of the program, the cost of flow monitoring can approach or exceed the cost of
physical inspection activities such as smoke testing and manhole inspection.
Short-term flow monitoring data is often utilized for prioritizing basins for I/I source detection activities,
balancing flow monitoring data with quantified source data, and inputs for various hydraulic models.
Storms which occur during a short-term monitoring program can normally be categorized as follows:
¯
¯
¯

System response without surcharge.
System response with surcharge but no overflows (containment).
System response with surcharge and overflows (non-containment).

The first category of storm (normally greater than 0.15 inches per hour) can provide data on both wet
weather peak flow and volume. The second category can provide data on volume but limited useable
peak flow data. The third category normally cannot provide useful data on either. Flow monitoring
programs should be established (wherever possible) to maximize the likelihood of monitoring as many of
the previous conditions as possible within the shortest possible time pedod.
Keywords - Flow Monitoring, Rainfall, I/I, SSES
Introduction
The implementation of cost-effective successful short-term flow monitoring programs is an integral part of
most urban wet weather pollution reduclJon planning level studies. These short-term flow monitoring
programs are a key component of planningl level studies for urban wet weather projects for both
combined and separate sanitary sewer systems.
Implementation of cost-effective, successful, short-term flow monitoring programs requires an analysis of
three key questions:
¯
¯
¯

When is the ideal time to install monitors?
How long is required to gather adequate data?
VVhat data is needed?

The answers to these general questions wilil vary from region to region and project to project.
.Short Term Flow Monitorinq Question-~ - When, How Long, and What Data?
Improvements in flow meter technology have continued to increase the accuracy of depth, velocJty, total
flow and surcharge level measurements in combined and sanitary sewer systems. Short-term flow
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monitoring programs, often conducted in conjunction with [/I, SSES and CSO studies, are normally faced
w~th the following questions:
¯
¯
¯

When is the ideal time to install short-term monitors?
How soon after installation can adequate dry/wet weather data be gathered?
What specific data is normally required?

These questions and the response to each can have significant impact on the cost and sucess of shortterm flow monitoring programs. Based on the flow meter interval (distance between short-term monitors)
and the duration of the program, the cost of flow monitoring can approach or exceed the cost of the
balance of the planning level study such as physical inspection activities like smoke testing and manhole
inspection.
~;hort Term Flow Monitoring Answers - Determining Collection System Response to Storm Events
Answers to the key questions are the first step in implementing a cost-effective and successful short-term
flow monitoring program. Although sometimes these answers can be generalized by c|imatic region,
there are o/ten project-specific issues that can influence the final short-term flow monitoring program
clesign.
Timinq of Initiation of Short term Monitorinq - By definition, short-term monitoring programs are designed
to gather necessary data in a relatively short period of time. This process therefore involves
compromises that result in the collection of less data than "long-term" monitoring programs that cover
more than one climatic season.
The challenge in short-term monitoring programs is often to select the best starting date for the flow
monitoring, in most cases, the sanitary or combined sewer system is being studied because it cannot
convey flow after intense storm events without surcharging and overflows. As shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2 the response of the sewer system to storm events is also influenced by:
¯
¯
¯

Antecedent soil moisture conditions
Ground water levels
Frozen ground conditions.

l
TIME
Figure
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Figure 2
Timing the initiation of a short-term monitoring program is a function of both historical climatic conditions
and current year conditions. Timing the programs to start a few weeks before and end a few weeks after
seasonal storms provides an opportunity tO collect =dry weather" data dudng the short-term flow
monitoring program with a high likelihood of collected data not being influenced by storm events.
Pre-Selection of short-term flow meter locations well in advance of the metering program allows for guide
mobilization and installation at the optimal time. The hydraulic characteristics of individual manholes for
flow meter installation and operation cannot be propedy evaluated without full descent inspection.
Completing these flow monitoring manhole inspections well before initiation of the monitoring program
prevents the last-minute moving of flow monitors to more suitable locations. Key criteria which normally
influence the selection of meter sites include access to manhole, system geometry, localized hydraulics of
individual manhole incoming and outgoing iline plus benck/trough, dose proximity of li/t stations, and
close proximity of interceptor sewers (especially where collector lines connect to interceptors below the
normal flow line in the interceptor).
Short Term Flow Monitorina Prcoram Duration
The ideal short-term flow monitoring program for a sanitary sewer system would be the shortest period in
which the following wastewater flow components can be analyzed:
¯
¯
¯

Base flow (water consumption plus permanent infiltration)
Peak infiltration (base flow plus peak groundwater induced infiltration)
Peak inflow (rainfall induced infiltration and/or inflow)

The ideal short-term flow monitoring program for a combined sewer system would be the shortest period
in which the following wastewater and urban runoffflow components can be analyzed:
¯
¯
¯

Base flow (water consumption plus permanent infiltration)
Peak infiltration (base flow plus peak groundwater induced infiltration)
Wet weather flow (base flow plus peak groundwater infiltration plus urban stormwater runoff)

Almost every separate sanitary sewer system will experience some level of surcharging after intense
storm events, such as a 1-year recurrence interval storm. Analysis of intense storm events requires a
reliable methodology for predicting how a wastewater collection system will operate under extreme
conditions that cannot be monitored because of system surcharge and sometimes overflows. Any such
methodologies are dependent on empirical data analysis and have built-in uncertainties because of the
need to project peak wet weather flow and volume up to design storm conditions.
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The best mechanism to increase the reliability of any empirical projection technique is to have more data
points to correlate. Flow monitoring programs of thirty days or less rarely provide enough data points to
produce a reliable correlation. Flow monitoring programs of 90 to 120 days normally do produce 6 to 8
discrete storm events, which typically results in a reliable correlation. Flow monitoring programs between
30 days and 90 days are subject to the uncertainty of local climatic conditions.
The peak flow and volume projection uncertainty requires more research and discussion in relation to
SSC) regulations. The need to narrow this sometimes large range of uncertainty seems to have been
overshadowed by the debate over the relative accuracy of flow meter technology among the major flow
meter manufacturers. Calibration of meter sites under high water conditions are cdtical to establishing
peak inflow under design storm conditions. Experience has shown that the hydraulic elements curve (and
resulting Manning’s equation) is most likely to deviate from actual site hydraulic conditions between 75
percent of full pipe depth and full pipe flow. Adequate on-site calibration of sites after storm events (when
flows above 75 percent occur) are necessary to collect this data. It cannot normally be acquired during
routine servicing of flow meters.
In some cases, plugging or partial p/uggingoof sewer lines upstream of a meter site followed by quick
release of the plug may be necessary to induce high enough flows to do these on-site calibrations.
Caution must be exercised, however, to ensure that the sewers downstream of a monitoring site are not
subject to hydraulic restrictions that would impact the hydraulics at the meter site. Dye dilu6on
measurements are normally not reliable with a rapidly varying flow rate past a meter site, and are limited
by the difficulty in mobilizing quickly and efficiently alter a storm event.
The ability of current meter technology to measure "average" flow profile velocity is only one step in the
process of predicting sewer system behavior under intense storm events. The other components of SSC)
events are the volume and duration of the overflow. The relationship between storm recurrence interval
and duration and peak wet weather flow volume and duration also relies on empirical data. This
relationship is more difficult to quantify than the rainfall and peak flow relationship. The sizing and the
resulting cost of deep tunnel storage solutions in large urban systems relies on accurate predictions of
wet weather flow volume from the design storm event.
VVhat Specific Data is Normally Required?
Separate sanitary sewer systems have, in most cases, been designed not to surcharge under peak flow
conditions. However, the combination of growth and infiltration and inflow (I/I) otten results in surcharging
alter intense storm events. In communities Subject to basement backups, detailed modeling of hydraulic
grade lines may need to be performed if some level of "acceptable surcharge" is going to be allowed
under the design storm, peak wet weather flow. This analysis requires elevation data for manhole rim
and pipe inverts along with basement elevations for homes without overhead sewers.
Storm recurrence interval (1-year, 5-year, and others) must ahvays be coupled with storm duration
(1-hour, 6-hour, and others) in relation to S~O occun’ences. The storm duration most likely to cause
SSOs in a sanitary sewer system is approximately equal to the time of concentration of the system
tributary to the SSC~. On the smaller diameter collec~on system level, this is often a 30-minute duration
storm created by a small storm cell over a small geographic area. On a larger scale, this may be a sb<hour duration storm caused by a large storm cell over an entire watershed. The characteristics of the
individual system will dictate the "critical" storm duration most likely to cause an SSO occurrence.
Key data needs for each flow component can be summarized as follows:
- Base Flow
Base flow data is normally utilized to compare to water consumption data and then for calibration of
hydraulic models. Most systems exhibit repetitive dry weather diurnal flow variations. A large number of
dry weather days are normally not required to adequately determine base flow diurnal patterns. Normally,
one week of complete data that has not been impacted by storm events is adequate. Ideally, this one
week period is isolated by at least three weeks from any significant storm events or snow melt conditions.
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- Base Flow Plus Peak Infiltration
Base flow plus peak infiltration data is normally used to evaluate the rate of gi’oundwater infiltration into
the sewer system by individual basin as well as to calibrate hydraulic models ’for base flow plus peak
infiltration conditions. A large number of days of base flow plus peak infiltration data are normally not
required to adequately determine system flows under these conditions. One week of complete data that
has not been impacted by storm events is normally adequate. Ideally, this one-week period is isolated by
at least three days from any significant storm events. The three-day pedod normally allows for rainfallinduced infiltration to taper off after the end of the storm event, leaving the system subject to stJ-ictly
groundwater level-induced infiltration.
- Base Flow Plus Peak Infiltration and Inflow
This data is dependent on the occurrence of intense storm events. The ideal confirmation of high
groundwater levels and intense storm events provides system data under =worst case" conditions for
system conveyance capacity.
The determination of how many SSO evegts per year will occur, and the dura’~tion of each event needs to
account fo~the impact of antecedent moisture conditions. SSO system solutions designed around design
storm events during low soil moisture conditions typically will result in system surcharge and continued
SS(D events for the design storm after rehabilitation construction.
This same phenomenon can be observed when a second intense storm everrl occurs shortly after an
initial intense event. The response to the second storm is disproportionally higher and more likely to
cause an SSO occurrence than the first storm event.
Intense rainfall occurrences vary dramatically from one region to another. Fo~" example, the 5-year,
60-minute duration storm for New Odeans is approximately 8.89 cm/hr (3.5 in./hr), while the same storm
in Northeastern Illinois is only 4.83 cm/hr (1.9 inJhr), a difference of 84 percent. If it can be assumed that
the occurrence of SSOs is related to rainfall intensity and duration, then it could be far more costly to limit
overflows in New Orleans to one SSO event per year than in Chicago.

Flow Balancing

~igure 3
A reliable correlation between rainfall intensity and a stormwater inflow is critical to developing a source
data/flow data balance. As shown in Figure 3, this flow balance compares the peak one-year storm inflow
(or other appropriate storm reoccurrence interval) to the sum total of all qualified I/I source defects. This
reliable correlation is also important in evaluating post-rehabilitation flow monitoring data. As shown in
Figure 4, the system response to intense storm event must be compared at the same flow monitoring
locations both before and after system rehabilitation to accurately determine the magnitude of wet
weather flow reduction as a result of system rehabilitation.
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¯ Relationship of
,Peak Inflow
to Rainfafl
-intensity

Figure 4

Conclusions
Short-term flow monitoring programs should be designed to focus on the purpose for which the data will
be used. The nature of local climatic conditions will influence both the starling date and the duration of
the program. Starting dates approximately two weeks prior to initiation of the normal "storm season" are
preferable. A minimum of 90 days and preferably 120 days of short-term monitoring are necessary to
determine a reliable relationship between rainfall intensity and stormwater inflow.
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Expanding the Coverage of the NPDES Storm Water Program:
The Proposed Phase II Rule
John Kosco, P.E.
Environmental Engineer
U.S. EPA, 401 M St., S.W. (4204), Washington, DC 20460
ABSTRACT
On January 9, 1998 EPA published in the Federal Register =Proposed Regulations for Revision of the
Water Pollution Control Program Addressing Storm Water Discharges", or commonly referred to as the
NPDES Storm Water Phase II proposed rule..EPA requested comments on this proposed rule until Apdl
9, 1998. The proposal designates two classes of facilities for automatic coverage on a nationwide basis
under the NPDES program, (1) small municipal separate storm sewer systems located in urbanized areas
(about 3,500 municipal~es would be included in the program); and (2) construction acfivities (pollutants
include sediments and erosion from these sites) that disturb equal to or greater than one and less than five
acres of land (about 110,000 sites per year will be included in the program). Those facilities designated
above would need to apply for NPDES storm water permits in 2002. EPA is anticipating that most
permittees would be covered under general permits.
EPA is also proposing to conditionally exclude from the NPDES storm water program Phase I facilities that
have =no exposure" of industrial acthddes, such as industrial products, processes, or raw materials, to
storm water, thereby reducing application of the program to many industrial activities currently covered by
the program that have no industrial storm water discharges.
KEYWORDS
storm water, Phase II, NPDES
FINAL RULE
NOTE: The Phase II rule was proposed on January 9, 1998 and is currently scheduled to be finalized by
March 1, 1999. This paper discusses the requirements in the proposed rule. For information on the final
NPDES Storm Water Phase II rule a~ter it is published in March 1999, contact EPA’s Office of Water (web
site http:/lwww.epa.govlow).
BACKGROUND
Congress added Section 402(p) to the Clean Water Act in 1987 which requires implementation of a
comprehensive approach for addressing storm water discharges. This section requires NPDES permits
for storm water discharges associated with industrial activity and municipal separate storm sewer systems
(MS4s) serving populations greater than 100,000. EPA issued final regulations for these ’Phase !’ sources
on November 16, 1990.
Section 402(p)(6) requires EPA, in consultation with States and local officials, to issue regulations for the
designation of the remaining unregulated discharges to be regulated to protect water quality based on
studies conducted under section 402(p)(6). "rhese studies resulted in a Report to Congress on potential
phase II discharges (EPA, 1995), which recommended that the storm water program focus on the 405
=urbanized areas" iden~fied by the Bureau of the Census.
EPA developed the proposal with extensive outreach and stakeholder involvement_ Valuable input was
received from a cross section of interested stakeholders including members of a subcommittee under the
Urban Wet Weather Federal Advisory Committee (Phase II FACA Subcommittee). The Phase II FACA
Subcommittee included representatives from rnunicipalities, industrial and commercial sectors, agriculture,
environmental and public interest groups, States, Indian Tdbes, and EPA. The FACA subcommittee has
met thirteen limes between September 1995 and April 1997, providing valuable comments and feedback.
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EPA also convened a Small Business Advocacy Review Panel to evaluate and minimize the potential
impact of the proposed rule on small en~es.
The proposed rule was signed by Administrator Browner on December 15, 1997 and published in the
Federal Register on January 9, 1998. The comment period was open until April 9, 1998 with a final rule
scheduled to be signed by March 1, 1999. The following sections summarize the three main components
of the rule: the Phase I no exposure revision, small construction sites, and regulated small MS4s.
PHASE I NO EXPOSURE REVISION
"No exposure" means that all industrial materials or activities are protected by storm resistant sheltering so
that they are not exposed to rain, snow, snowmelt, or runoff. Industrial facilities (except for construc’don)
which document that they have =no exposure" to storm water could apply for a cond~onal exemption from
the Phase I storm water requirements. EPA has proposed a two page checklist for no-exposure
cerl~fication for NPDES Storm Water Permitting in the proposed rule. The owner or operator must submit
a written certification to the NPDES permitting authority once every five years.
SMALL CONSTRUCTION
The proposal extends existing Phase I regulations to apply to construction activities including clearing,
grading, and excavating activities that result in land disturbance of equal to or greater than one acre and
less than five acres. Sites disturbing less than one acre are included if they are part of a larger common
plan of development or sale with a planned disturbance of equal to or greater than one and less than five
acres. The permitting authority may also designate sites less than one acre based on the potential for
contribution to a violation of a water quality standard or for significant contribLfdon of pollutants to waters of
the United States. The operator of the construction site would be responsible for applying for the NPDES
permit. EPA anticipates that most permittees would be covered under general permits.
The perm~ng authority may waive the requirement for a notice of intent (NOI) under a general permit for
construction sites less than 5 acres. In addition, to minimize redundancy in the construction permit
requirements, permitting autho~es can incorporate by reference the requirements of qualifying State,
Tribal or local erosion and sediment control programs.
The NPDES permitting authority may waive the otherwise, applicable requirements for a storm water
discharge from construction activities that disturb less than five acres where:
(1) The rainfall erosivity factor (=R" in the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation) is less than two during the
period of construction activity. This is the =low rainfall~ waiver provision. The owner/operator must certify
that construction acl~ty will take place during the period when the rainfall erosivity factor is less than two;
(2) On a case-by-case basis the annual soil loss for a site will be less than two tons/acre/year. The owner
or operator must certify that the annual soil loss for their site will be less than two tons/acre/year through
the use of the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation, assuming the constants of no ground cover and no
runoff controls in place; or,
(3) Storm water conlTois are not needed based on either: (i) Wasteload allocations that are part of "total
maximum daily loads" (’I’MDLs) that address the pollutants of concern. The owner or operator must certify
that the construction acl~v~ will take place, and storm water discharges will occur, within an area covered
by the TMDLs; or, (i~ A comprehensive watershed plan, implemented for the waterbody, that includes the
equivalents of TMDLs, and addresses the pollutants of concern. The owner or operator must certify that
the construc’don activity will take place, and storm water discharges will occur, within an area covered by
the watershed plan.
W’~in urbanized areas, construction activitdes are proposed to be covered by the municipal storm water
program, which is discussed in the next section. The waivers discussed above and the ability to
incorporate by reference qualifying State, Tdbal, or local erosion and sediment conl~ol programs also
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apply to the municipal construction minimum measure.
REGULATED SMALL MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEMS
The proposed Phase II rule would apply to owners or operators of small municipal separate storm sewer
systems (MS4s) located within an =urbanized area" (defined below). Perm~ng authorities are required to
evaluate for potential designation all small MS4s located out,de of urbanized areas with a population of at
least 10,000 and a population density of at least 1,000. In addition, permitting authorities may designate
small MS4s that contribute substantially to the storm water pollutant Ioadings of a physically
interconnected MS4 that is regulated by the NPDES storm water program or based on significant
contributor of pollutants to waters of the U.S.
The municipal component of this proposed rule applies to urbanized areas as determined by the latest
Decennial Census by the Bureau of the Census. An urbanized area is generally defined as =a place and
the adjacent densely settled surrounding territory that together have a minimum population of 50,000
people." The =densely settled surrounding territory~ generally has a population density of at least 1,000
people per square mile and is contiguous with other qualifying territory. There are 405 urbanized areas in
the U.S. that cover 2 percent of the total U.$, land area and contain approximately 63 percent of the
nation’s population (these statis~dcs include Phase I c~es).
The owner/operator of the regulated small MS4 must develop, implement, and enforce a storm water
management program designed to reduce the discharge of pollutants from the MS4 to the maximum
extent prec~dcable (MEP) and protect water quality. The storm water management program must include
the six minimum control measures described below and identify BMPs and measurable goals for each
minimum control measure. The program can incorporate by reference qualifying local, State or Tribal
requirements and there is a requirement to evaluate program compliance, the appropriateness of the
identified best management practices, and progress towards achieving the iden~ied measurable goals.
MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURES
The following six minimum control measures must be a part of the storm water management program
developed by the regulated small MS4. The permitting authority will issue a menu of regionally
appropriate and field-tested BMPs that they believe to be cost-effec’dve. This menu of BMPs can be used
by the municipality to select BMPs for the minimum control measures.
(1) Public educa~on and outreach on storm water impacts. The municipality must implement a public
education program to distribute educational materials to the community or conduct equivalent outreach
activities about the impacts of storm water discharges on water bodies and the steps that can be taken to
reduce storm water pollution.
(2) Public invo/vement/par~cipa~on. The municipality must comply with State, Tribal and local public
notice requirements. For example, provide opportun~es for the public to pa~cipate in program
development.
(3) l/licit discharge detection and elimination. The municipality must develop a sewer system map of major
pipes, outfalls and topography; effectively prohibit illicit discharges and implement appropriate
enforcement procedures; implement a plan to detect and address illicit discharges; and inform the public
of hazards associated with illegal discharges and improper disposal of waste.
(4) Construction site storm water runoff cor#~ol. The municipality must develop, implement, and enforce a
program to reduce pollutants in storm water runoffto the MS4 from constru~on ac’dvities of greater than
or equal to one acre. The municipality must also use an ordinance that controls erosion and sediment to
the maximum extent practicable and control other waste at the construction site that may adversely impact
water quality, such as discarded building materials, concrete truck washout, and sanitary waste. The
program must also include, at a minimum, requirements for construction site owners or operators to
implement appropriate BMPs, provisions for pre-construction review of site management plans,
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procedures for receipt and consideration of information submitted by the public, regular inspections during
construction, and penalties to ensure compliance.
(5) Post-construction storm water management in new deve/opment and redevelopment. The municipality
must develop, implement, and enforce a program to address storm water runoff from new development
and redevelopment projects that result in land disturbance of greater than or equal to one acre and that
discharge into the MS4. The program must include a plan to implement site-approphate and cost-effective
structural and non-structural BMPs and ensulre adequate long-term operation and maintenance of such
BMPs. The program must also ensure that controls are in place that would prevent or minimize water
quality impacts.
(6) Pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations. The municipality must develop and
implement a cost-effective operation and maintenance program with the ultimate goal of preventing or
reducing pollutant runoff from municipal operations.
PROPOSED DEADUNES
Proposed Rule Becomes Final
PermitlJng Authority Issues Menu of BMPs for Regulated Small MS4s
PermitlJng Authority issues General Permits
Regulated Small MS4s submit permit applications
Small Construction submits permit applica~ons
Regulated Small MS4 programs Developed and Implemented

3/1/99
3/1/01
5/31/02
2007

311102
5/31/02

TOOL BOX
EPA is developing a =tool box" to assist States, Tribes, municipalities, and other parties involved in the
Phase II program. EPA is committed to having a preliminary working tool box by the time the proposed
rule is finalized in March 1999 and a fully operational tool box atthe time of the general permit. The tool
box will consist of the six main components: fact sheets, guidances, an information clearinghouse, training
and outreach efforts, technical research, and support for demonstTatJon projects.
SUMMARY OF MAJOR COMMENTS RECEIVED
EPA received 500 comments from States, Tdbes, municipalities, Federal agencies, environmental groups,
cont]’actors, industries, and associations representing all stakeholders.
No exposure provision
Many commenters expressed strong support for the no exposure provision. Some commenters wanted the
change implemented quickly rather than waiting for the phase 2 rule. There were also numerous
comments and requests for clarifica~on on specifics of the no exposure check list.
Small construction site requirements
Municipalities and contractors submitted extensive comments on the requirements for small construction
sites. Many of these commenters stated thatEPA does not have data that demonstrates a need to
regulate small construction sites. EPA also received comments asking for additional waivers and
complaints about the diflicullJes involved in implementing the proposed waivers.
Permitting approaches
Most of the commenting States and some municipali~es supported the use of State alternatives to the
NPDES approach. The environmental groups along with a few States and municipalities supported
requiring an NPDES approach. Many commenters expressed strong support for general permits and for
not requiring NOIs for small construc’don sites. Many commenters wanted the rule to be clearer about
implementation issues such as allowing Phase 2 municipalities to work together in developing their
programs and submitting their NOis.
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Six minimum measures
Municipalities and DOTs commented that EPA or the State should be responsible for public education.
Several municipal~es and States asked for clarification on the illicit discharge requirements.
Municipal~es and contractors stated that the new developmentlredevelopmen~ measure is impossible to
achieve.
Municipal coverage
A number of States and municipalities asked for revisions to Appendix 6 or clarifications on urbanized
areas and incorporated places. They also had numerous comments about the designation criteria, stating
that it is too burdensome to apply and EPA has no jus~cation for designating municipali~es based on
population. Several of these commenters also stated that the rule pushes development outside of
urbanized areas, thereby encouraging urban sprawl. Commenters made various suggestions for
expanding municipal waivers to exclude more small municipali~es.
Municipal storm water management program
Many municipalities commented that municipal regulation of construc’don sites is redundant; the rule
violates the 10th amendment; and the rule interferes with local land use planning. They also said that
there should be no effluent limits or monitoring and the rule should not mention TMDLs.
Costs and benef’~s
Many municipalities and contractors stated that EPA underestimated the rule costs and overestimated the
benefits while environmental groups stated that EPA overestimated the costs and underestimated the
benefits. Municipal~es also stated that the rule is an unfunded mandate. Several States and
municipal~es mentioned that they could not implement the rule without additional funding.
Overall
Municipalities stated that EPA should consider agncultural sources when regulating storm water and that
EPA needs to better evaluate Phase 1 before issuing Phase 2. They also commented that EPA should
only regulate places with known water quality problems. Municipal~es and several municipal associations
stated that EPA should not me~on flow while environmental groups and some Tdbes stated that flow
must be addressed.
Differences among MS4s
Several groups commented on specific issues that they believe should allow them to have different
requirements or more flexibility in implementation. These include State DOTs, military facilities, and c~es
with CSOs.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
This rule fulfills a major part of the commit~nent made by the President’s Clean Water A~on Plan
announced on February 19, 1998 (information on this is at httpJ/www.epa.gov/cleanwater). Copies of the
proposed rule can be obtained from the January 9, 1998 Federal Register, EPA’s web ~e at
http://www.epa.gov/OWM/sw2.htm or limited paper copies are available by calling the Water Resource
Center at (202) 260-7786. If you have questions on the proposed rule, please email them to
sw2@epamail.epa.gov or call (202) 260-5816.
REFERENCES
EPA. 1995. Storm Water Discharges Potentially Addressed by Phase II of the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System Storm Water Program - Report to Congress. Office of Water. EPA 833-K94-002.
63 FR 1536-1643, January 9, 1998 (Proposed Storm Water Phase II Rule)
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EFFICIENT/EFFECTIVE DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM YIELDS
A RELIABLE HYDRAULIC MODEL
Gregory Anderson, PE, Woolpert LLP
Lamont Curtis, PE, URS Greiner
Woolpert LLP, 5040 Corporate Woods Dive, Suite 120
Virginia Beach, VA 23462 U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
Hydraulic modeling of wastewater utilities has become a critical component in the overall assessment of
the operational characteristics of sewerage collection and conveyance systems. Modeling allows for
identification of conduit capacity limitations and locations within the systems that may be more susceptible
to overflows. While the findings of modeling have become more critical, the importance of providing
defendable conclusions is sometimes overlooked. Models are routinely developed from outdated, or
unreliable data, and although the modeling results greatly affect the decisions to perform costly
improvements, the need to build a precise model sometimes becomes a secondary issue. In many cases,
the detailed attribution, which is necessary to develop a reliable model, exceeds the cost of the modeling
effort itself and therefore the necessary activities are not performed. The question then becomes, how
much of the existing data should be checked, and when does it become imperative that new data be
collected? The importance of constructing a model that emulates real life hydraulics should be intuitive,
but in some instances the lack of operational data has forced modelers to establish conservative initial
assumptions, which in fact sway the results before any actual modeling is undertaken. While the impacts
of improving system hydraulics has a relatively high price tag, the cost to assemble a reliable model is
rarely factored into a matrix that could justify its worth.
This paper discusses how a hydraulic model can be developed that will ensure the level of accuracy that
should be required as part of any hydraulic evaluation of wastewater piping systems. When propedy
assembled, the achieved model will not only be reliable, but also defendable if required.
KEYWORDS
Modeling, Inflow, Infiltration, Flow Monitoring, GPS
INTRODUCTION
How many times have you heard the saying "Garbage In, Garbage Out’? Never has it been more true
than when one looks at hydraulic modeling. Routinely during some phase of a hydraulic modeling
endeavor the validity of the data being input has been questioned. Much of the concern evolves when
systematic hydraulic inadequacies are displayed onto the computer screen during the modeling process.
The problems identified are generally caused by relatively flat or negative pipe slopes for gravity systems,
or insufficient pipe size for both pressure and gravity systems, while the model may have been developed
fTom some archaic scroll dating back to the 1940s, or ’as-built’ information from several projects with
different vertical datums, the actual piping size, slope and configurations are rarely field verified.
Having spent a significant portion of their respec~dve careers completing Sewer System Evaluation
Surveys, the authors recognize the importance of having accurate data to help establish the specific
hydraulic characteristics of wastewater collection/conveyance systems. Groundwater infiltration and
storm water inflow (111) volumes are easy to attain, but determining the impact of the add~onal flows is
nearly impossible if the location and elevation of the piping system have not been established. In far too
many cases the mapping used to select the flow monitoring sites was outdated and did not reflect the
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By utilizing open channel flow meters and companng water usage records to dry weather flow rates, a
quick analysis can be completed to identify the potenrJai of excessive groundwater infiltration. By isolating
flows dudng non-peak water usage hours (1:00 a.m.-5:00 a.m.), it is faidy easy to identify which piping
systems experience significant infiltration. Because the open channel flow meters are usually installed in a
mini-basin-by-mini-basin application, and each mini-basin generally has in excess of 10,000 linear feet of
gravity piping, additional evaluation is required to quantify the volume of infiltration entedng each piping
run. Night flow isolations are performed using pre-calibrated weirs or other means to determine the
infiltration rates for each piping run. The isolations can be completed from manhole to manhole, or can be
completed for several piping sections. The infiltration rates established from the night flow isolations are
then added to the flows determined by water usage records and the total flow measured by the open
channel flow meter should be comparable. It is important to realize that the actual volume of water
entedng the collection piping from system users may vary from that being metered at the curb and that an
allowance for this occurrence must be made. If accurate groundwater infiltration rates are established, the
required vadance will establish itself. Groundwater elevation establishment is also, very important and in
some cases has led to the development of individual models for both high and low groundwater
conditions.
A reliable model has now been developed and capacity limitations for average houdy dry weather and
peak dry weather flows can be determined. Locations where SSOs are more likely to occur can accurately
be depicted and the cost of remediation generated. Wrth the model for dry weather conditions established
the impact of inclement weather on the collection/conveyance system can now be evaluated. The overall
storm water inflow quantification of an individual rainfall event is simple to measure, but the effect of
different magnitudes of rainfall of varying durations is much harder to predict To propedy establish these
effects it is imperative that the modeler have at least three metered events to use for model calibration.
For this reason collection of accurate rainfall data becomes a very important aspect of the calibration
procedure. It is very important that incremental rainfall over the mini-basin being monitored is accurately
measured and that flow spikes caused by direct inflow are separated from increased volumes associated
with rainfall induced infiltration (RII). If the inflow volumes warrant identification of the source(s) a
smoke/dye testing program is usually undertaken. Without these activities the modeler has relatively no
idea where in the piping system the additional flows are being introduced, and therefore what the impact of
removal will have on individual potential overflow locations. Upon completion of the smoke and dye testing
activities the model can be rerun without the established direct inflow volumes and the impact of only RII
can be measured. If there was an abundance of funding for system rehabilitation this would not be a great
issue, but because the most expensive element of reducing wet weather flows pertains to elimination of
RII it is one of the most important features to establish. Utility owners and operators want to know how
much it will cost to eliminate the overflows and the total cost savings of performin!:a the remediation.
CONCLUSION
In summary, the following elements are key to successfully completing a hydraulic modeling project~
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Accurately map the piping system- GPS is an efficient tool
Perform the necessary attribution - Properly retrieve the data
Conduct open channel flow metering - Ensure proper calibration/operation
Establish a dynamic dry weather model - Utilize infiltration data
Determine impacts of wet weather events - Complete smoke/dye testing

With the establishment of an accurate model built on real data, a powerful tool has been created---a tool
that will allow for proper recommendations to be made for improving system hydraulics and thus
minimizing the negative environmental affects caused by SSOs. The model will also serve as a great tool
to gauge the impact of future development and to identify potential future operational needs. If a project
involving hydraulic modeling is to be successful the basic informational needs to I~uild a reliable model
must be understood and accepted by everyone involved in the project. If the proper steps are not
completed, and the operational data not validated, the modeling results should be accompanied by a
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d~scJaimer that identifies the data sources utilized, the assumptions made and the potential limitations of
~ model, because everyone should recognize "Garbage In" does equal "Garbage Out" when it comes to
rnocleling.
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OPTIMIZATION OF OFF-LINE STORAGE TANK OPEFL~TION
USING REAL TIME CONTROL MODELING
Nell R. Moody, Montgomery Watson
Andrew Baldwin, Montgomery Watson
7742 Office Park Blvd, Baton Rouge, LA - 708{}9
ABSTRACT
Hydraulic modeling is ~ecoming an integral process of sewer planning studies. Dynamic models are
being used to simulate flows and depths in complicated sanitary sewer systerns and analyze the operation
of storage facilities controlled by real time control (RTC) systems. The modeli;ag process involves
calibration against dry weather and storm flows ensudng processes such as sl;orage tank filling and
emptying are modeled correctly. Applications for the calibrated models include predicting spill locations,
improving tank storage operation and pre-design of major capital projects.
KEYWORDS
Sewer, hydraulic, dynamic modeling, operations, force mains, pump stations, real time control,
maintenance, in-system storage, peak flows, optimization
INTRODUCTION
In 1989, two off-line sewage storage tanks were constructed in the pumping station no. 50 (PS 50) basin
of the Baton Rouge sanitary sewerage system which was prone to frequent SSO activation. Since the
tanks were commissioned there has been a significant reduction in SSO spillage, however the tanks have
not been as effective as expected in eradicating SSO’s.
A component of the Baton Rouge SSO corrective action plan has been to dew.=lop dynamic hydraulic
models of the sewerage system calibrated against recorded flow and rainfall. Model construction included
the development of Real Time Control (RTC) code to simulate the operation and performance of two major
off-line storage facilities during the recorded storm events.
Once the model was calibrated, a series of historical storms were simulated on the model to analyse the
current system operation. From this analysis a number of operational modifications and system
augmentations were proposed and simulated on the model to optimize the use of the tanks and reduce the
frequency of SSO spillage.
BATON ROUGE SEWER SYSTEM
The Baton Rouge sewerage collection system consists of over 36,000 manholes, approximately 2516 km
(1564 miles) of gravity sewer, over 400 pumping stations, two major pressurized collection systems
containing approximately 307 km (191 miles) of forced mains, two off-line storage tanks and three major
waste water treatment facilities which discharge to the Mississippi.
The PS 50 basin has a contributing area of over 2000 ha (5000 acres) and is Ic,cated in the north east
portion of the South Consolidated Sewer Disthct (SCSD). Pumped flow from PS 50 is directed into a
gravity trunk main located due south via a 480m (1580 if) long 500mm dia. (20 inch) force main. Average
dry weather flows through PS 50 are 0.20 mZ/s (4.56 MGD) with peak wet weather pumping capacity of
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0.41 m3/s (9.4 MGD). Figure 1 illustrates the major components of the PS 50 sewer system included in
the model.

PS51
,

Little Peak

= .......

~-

Peak

Fig. 1 Major Sewer Corr onentsin PS 50 Basin

SEWER MODELING USING HYDROWORKS
The sewer model used for the hydraulic analysis of the Baton Rouge system is I-lydroWorksTM (Version
3.3). The package simulates time-varying flows and depths generated from dry weather and wet weather
flow inputs. The selection of the software was based on the accurate and robust simulation engine, ease
of linkage to GIS, data viewing facilities, graphical views and real-time control (RTC) modeling
functionality.
The PS 50 portion of the model includes 12 pumping stations and two off-line storage tanks wt~ich have
three RTC controlled gates to regulate filling and emptying as well as 5 RTC regulated pumps. The
HydroworksTM RTC functionality enabled the modeling of the complex operatio~al features of the two offline storage facilities for both existing and future alternative scenarios.
EXISTING OFF-LINE STORAGE FACILITIES
The off-line storage facilities located in the PS 50 sub-basin are referred to as Little Peak and Big Peak.
These off-line storage tanks are designed to store excess wet-weather flows in l~e system whilst reducing
the effects of surcharging and spills upstream and further downstream in the system The storage tanks
use a combination of sluice gates, pumps and control systems to automatically till, store and empty during
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and following major wet-weather events. The location of both structures is shown in Figure 1 with further
details described in the following and displayed in layout schematics in Figures 2 and 3.
Little Peak Storage Facility
The Little Peak storage tank is located adjacent to Pumping Station No.51 (PS 51) which serves an
upstream contributing area of 601 ha (1484 ac) and an equivalent residential population of 8145. The
storage facility comprises a below-ground tank with a maximum capacity of 4.4 ML (1.16 MG), two storage
tank filling pumps that extract water from the existing pump station wet-well, fl)rce main / gravity return
drain, motorized sluice gate, two elevation sensors located in the wet-well and storage tank, and a PLC
unit programmed to fill, store and empty the tank following a sequence of pre-defined operational rules.
The tank is also equipped with a sophisticated washing / cleaning system that activates following the filling
and emptying sequence.
The ’set-points’ (i.e.; pre-determined elevations that trigger pumps or gates) were determined from
discussions with Baton Rouge operational I maintenance staff supported by analysis of wet-well and tank
elevations recorded during dry and wet-weather pedods. The following is a summary of the commands
used to control the operation of Little Peak storage facility.
1. Normal operation :

Pumping station maintains wet-well elevations below fill pump switch-on level.
Storage tank empty.

2. Tank fillinq :

Wet-well elevation exceeds fill-pump switch-on level and starts filling tank.
Tank stops filling when; i) wet-well elevation falls below fill-pump switch-off
ii) tank is full

3. Tank storaqe :

Tank stores water until emptying conditions are satisfied.

4. Tank emDtyin,q :

Tank empties when;

5. Wash cycle :

When tank is empty, wash cycle flushes tank and discharges effluent to
the wet well.

i) wet-well elevation below fill pump switch-off, and
ii) 2 hours after wet-well etewation reaches normal level.

t incoming Grav~y Sewer
Fi~. 2 - Little Peak Storage FacilitF Layout
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Big Peak Storage Facility
The Big Peak storage facility is located downstream from Little Peak, off-line from the 900mm (36 inch)
main sewer which drains to PS 50. The facility is much larger than Little Peak i~roviding off-line storage of
17.4 ML (4.6 MG) which is filled via a gravity line and a lift pump station. The flow is controlled by a
motorized sluice gate situated on a side branch from the main sewer which opens and closes depending
upon system water elevations measured in the main sewer at the off-take. The sewage flows by gravity
into the lift pump station then is pumped up to the storage tank. The tank elevation is above the main
sewer pipe which allows the tank to empty via gravity. The emptying flow rate is controlled by a sluice
gate situated on the outlet from the tank.
The tank is also equipped with a washing facility which flushes sediment and debhs deposited on the tank
floor during the storage period. This process operates every time the tank is utilized regardless of the
storage time or the amount of water stored.
At the completion of tank emptying and washing routines a sump pump located in the base of the pumping
station drains the water remaining in the pump wet well and gravity pipes back into the sewer system.
The following details the operational sequence of Big Peak storage facility.
1. Normal operation :

System elevation remains below’tank-fill’ set-point.
Storage tank empty.

2. Tank fillinq :

System elevation exceeds tank-fill set-point and opens; sluice gate.
Flow drains via gravity to lift pump station.
Lift pump station activates and begins to fill storage tank
Tank stops filling when; i) system elevation falls below set-point, and
ii) sluice gate closed, or
iii) tank is full.

3. Tank storaqe :

Tank stores water until emptying conditions are satisfied.
Sluice gate is closed and lift pumps switched off.

4. Tank emptyinq :

Tank empties when;

5. Wash cycle :

When tank is empty, wash cycle flushes tank and discl~arges effluent to the wet
well.

i) system elevation falls below set-point, and
ii) 2 hours after system elevation reaches normal.

MODEL CALIBRATION
The models were calibrated with data from the following sources:
¯

Flow, depth and rainfall data from a comprehensive temporary flow monitonng sur~ey of the gravity
sewers and SSO’s conducted from Jan to March, 1993 involving 19 temporary in-sewer flow monitors
and 5 SSO monitors.

¯

Flow, depth and rainfall data from permanent flow monitors and rain gauges located at key locations in
the gravity system.

¯

Wet well depth charts from th~ major pumping stations

¯

Charts recording water levels at key locations in both storage tanks.
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To confirm the validity of the model for present day conditions the model was verified with data from the
City Parish permanent flow monitoring network and the charts from the stora¢le tanks for storms occurring
in later half of 1997.
"
Dry Weather Calibration
The models were first calibrated to accurately simulate the weekday and weekend diurnal dry weather
flow patterns using an integrated facility within the HydroworksTM modeling software called the "Waste
Water Generator" (VWVG). Advantageous features of developing dry weather flows using the WWG tool
included:
¯

Ability to differentiate between different types of sanitary flows and ground water infiltration.

¯

An internal clock which references the actual dates and times of the simulation event. By this means
the appropriate weekday or weekend diurnal dry weather profile is autornatically applied to a historic
simulation trial.

¯

Ready linkage to the project GIS-data management system to facilitate an effective audit trail and
efficient model updating for future scenarios.

Wet Weather Calibration
Following dry weather calibration, the model was calibrated against a range of wet weather events from
the flow monitoring survey conducted in 1993. Wet weather calibration was achieved using a run-off and
routing algorfthm within the HydroWorksTM model well suited for the simulation of I/I response
characteristics. Interesting aspects of the wet weather calibration process un¢lertaken include:
¯

The process for producing wet weather response hydrographs is internal Io the model as opposed to
the traditional method applied in the U.S. where the wet weather hydrogr~[phs are generated external
to the hydraulic model.
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¯

Routines were developed to calculate the adclt]onal surcharge storage volume available from the
unmodeled pipes and manholes and to distribute and apply the additio;nal storage to the modeled
manholes.

During calibration the model results were compared to both the recorded flow and depth to assist in the
differentiation between hydrologic processes and the hydraulic attenuation .of flows. W~th the model’s
integrated hydrologic and hydraulic routines it was possible to calibrate the model to adequately simulate
both flow and surcharge depth for a range of events.
Real Time Control Modelling
The operation of Little and Big Peak storage facilities was modeled using the real time control (RTC)
feature in HydroWorks. The modeling process involved creating an RTC file containing rules, logic
statements and control parameters which control the operation of the variable sluice gates and pumps
according to the sequence of rules specified by the modeler.
The hydraulic model simulated the filling, storage and emptying cycles for the observed wet-weather
events recorded during the flow monitoring period. To enable simulation of the operation rules to closely
mimic the observed operation it was necessary to closely simulate both the flows and surcharge depths in
the mains sewer.
The model results were compared with measured flow and depth data recorded in the tanks as well as at
flow monitors upstream and downstream of the storage facilities for a number of different storm events.
Figure 4 shows flow and depth hydrograph comparisons from flow monitor NE 15 located approximately
500m (1620 ft) downstream from the off-take to Big Peak storage tank. Note t~e saw-tooth cattem on the
depth hydrographs resulting from the opening and closing of the sluice gate to fill Big Peak ~torage tank.
STORM ANALYSIS
To verify, the validity of the model to current conditions a number of storms from late 1997 were simulated
on the moclel. Simulated flow and depth data compared favourably with data from the 5 long term flow
monitors located in the basin. Fig 5 illustrates flow and depth comparisons from permanent monitor SD 10
located 1000m (3200 ft) downstream of the off-take to the Big Peak storage ta~k
In addition the model was run with a series of historic rainfall events with average recurrence intervals
(ARI’s) of 1, 2 & 5 years and duration’s of 2, 3, 6, 12 & 24 hours.
Analysis of the results from the verification storms and the historic rainfall series identified the following
problems in the system:
¯

With a peak pumping capacity of just over twice ADWF, PS 50 is a major hydraulic throttle in the
system and will need to be augmented if the system is to handle the large one year plus storms.

¯

During smaller storms, flooding occurs in a number of locations pdor to the storm tanks commencing
to fill.

¯

Due to hydraulic restriction in the gravity pipes upstream, the water level in PS 51 at which the fill
pumps to Little Peak switch on can only be reached if the hydraulic gradeiine is within a few feet from
ground level 540 m (1770 ft) upstream of the pump station.

¯

Rather than being activated by the water levels immediately adjacent to the facilities, both tanks
appear as though they would provide greater protection from flooding if they were actNated by depth
sensors strategically located near manholes that flood.
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Fig5 - Flw~ and Depth Comparisons - 20th December ]_997

DEVELOPING SOLUTIONS AND SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS
The calibrated hydraulic model was used to investigate various scenarios for improving the operation and
performance of the sewer system. The focus of the improvements was on the reduction (i.e. frequency
and volume) of spills occurring due to hydraulic deficiencies and excessive inflows entenng the system.
The objective of the sewer planning study was to develop working solutions that provide a significant level
of improvement whilst minimizing design and construction costs.
An innovative solution currently being developed requires the modification of the existing RTC systems
operating both Little and Big Peak storage facilities. The process involves relc,cating the ’control’ sensors
to critical sites within the sewer system (e.g. nearby a region where significant :surcharging and spill
occur), increasing storm tank pumping rates, and modifying the control algorithms to capture an increased
amount of storm flow.
Initial results of these developments show reductions of spill volumes and frequencies for typical annual
storms. However, large storm events generate excessive inflows, which exceed the capacity of the
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system causing major spills and surcharging. Further capital improvements including increased pump
capacity for PS 50 and a large in-line storage tunnel are being tested using the hydraulic model.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The development of a well calibrated dynamic hydraulic model was a key component of the study.
Without such a model, a clear understanding of how the system operated and behaved, along with the
development of cost-effective solutions could not have been obtained.
2. Model calibragon and verification are essential for developing accurate and reliai~le hydraulic
predictions. Ensuring the model predicted reasonably accurate surcharge depths was vital for this
modeling study.

3. Modeling existing and proposed RTC systems enables the engineer to predict the behavior of the offline storage facilities and improve the system operation by making adjustments to the algorithms and
sensor configuration.
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USING REAL-TIME CONTROLS TO EXPLORE ALTERNATIVES TO RELIEF SEWER
CONSTRUCTION
Bradley (Brad) T. Pierce
Preston C. Diilard
Applied Geographic Technologies, Inc.*
*Applied Geographic Technologies, Inc. 1412 W. Magnolia Ave, Fort Worth, "IX 76104-4249 USA
ABSTRACT
Using real-time control (RTC) to regulate the movement of flows into and out of flow storage or diversion
facilities (wet weather facilities), certain alternatives can be fully analyzed, possibly eliminating or
minimizing the need for traditional parallel relief sewers. Through the use of RTC, utility owners can
realize significant cost-savings when solving hydraulic capacity problems.
KEYWORDS
Real-time control (RTC), hydraulic modet, SSO abatement, HYDROWORKS, ’wet weather storage
INTRODUCTION
While used throughout Europe, the concept of real-time control (RTC) is fai=ty new in the United States as
a viable solution to sewer system problems. Even when real-time co=~trol has been thought of or
implemented, it has commonly been in conjunction with combined sewe~r or storm drainage systems.
Also, with the advent of more advanced, capable & dynamic hydraulic modeling software in the recent
years, hydraulic modeling of potential RTC solutions prior to implementation has made RTC solutions
even more attractive than ever. Due to increasing demand from the municipal and consulting community
for knowledge regarding the capabilities and applicability of RTC, this paper will explore some uses and
benefits of some real time controls in today’s separate sanitary sewer systems by modeling them w~th an
advanced hydraulic modeling software package.
Detailed objectives for this paper include:
¯ Answering the indust~’s need for knowledge about what real-time control is and how it might benefit
collection system owners throughout the United States.
¯ Evaluating real-time controls and associated facility scenarios on an actual existing sewer system.
¯ Investigating the benefits of real-time control vs. traditional approaches in dealing with capacity
problems.
Answering the Industry’$ Need for Knowledge about RTC
For this discussion, Real Time Control (RTC) in a sewer collection system is simply defined as the al~ility
to manipulate various flow control structures in the collection system based upon conditions elsewhere in
the collection system. The pumps in a pump station are undoubtedly the most common flow control
structures found in sewer systems today.
Just like in a pump station with a float switch, Real Time Control is implemented by placing some kinc~ of
sensor where it can obtain data about the sewer system or its hydraulics. The sensor then ~-iggers"
some kind of reaction from a control structure when the data it obtains meets certain pre-set criteria, such
as a rising water level tilting a float switch enough to turn a pump on.
On one level, RTC can be applied to manipulate isolated, individual flow control structures such as
constant speed pumps, variable frequency drive ~umps, variable height gates, variable crest anc~ width
weirs, and inflatable darns to provide localized control of flows.
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AJtematively, RTC can be used to globally manage flows throughout an enti~re sewer network. A sensor
can be placed anywhere in the system, and using telemetry, data from the sensor can be acted upon
e~sewhere in the system to restrict or divert flow, increase usage of available storage and, hopefully, stop
sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs).
Why should a sanitary sewer system owner consider managing system hydr~ulics using RTC? This is an
explanation found in the HYDROWORKS On-line Technical Documentation by Wallingford Software, Ltd.:
"As the standards for the performance of sewer systems become more strir=gent, engineers need better
tools and techniques for planning the reduction of flooding and pollutant s!3illage." Real Time Control
"...allows engineers to make the most of the latest in-sewer technology, in order to optimize the
performance of existing sewage networks and to design more cost-effective new systems."
While experimenting with control structure locations, sensor locations and operating rules can be done
without first modeling, it can result in very unsatisfactory results if a mistake is made and there still might
be a more effective solution. By modeling several scenarios with a dynamic hydraulic modeling software
package before implementation, many more scenarios can be developed, tested and evaluated at a
fraction of the construction costs.
The scenarios that can be tried are only limited by the engineer’s imagination. The HYDROWORKS RTC
model provides sensors that can be placed throughout the system to sense ~ variety of parameters. The
available parameters in the model are: flow, velocity, depth, rate of change of flow, rate of change of
depth, level, rate of change of level, 10-minute average rainfall, pump state, adaptive pump control,
regulator state, date-time, and the values of a variable, a lookup table, a =:ange or a logic (true/false)
record.
Evaluating Real-Time Controls
For the confines of this technical paper, the authors have selected a sample sewer system to evaluate.
The sample used is a real, existing sewer system. It is projected that for the year 2020, this sample
sewer system will have a problem: Several significant SSOs due to a lack oI hydraulic capacity in pipes
and inadequate pumping in a downstream pump station. The authors have selected a few likely
scenarios for this system that have the best opportunity to eliminate or significantly reduce overflows and
also utilize real time controls.
Real-Time Control Vs. Traditional Approaches In Dealing With Capacity Problems
As with all new technologies, there is a time to implement them and a time, to go with more traditional
met.hods. RTC is no different_ Sometimes a larger or parallel sewer line can be constructed with opentrench methods to resolve capacity problems relatively quickly and inexpensively. Often, however, due to
limited access, traffic disruption, =NIMBY" (Not in My Back Yard) attitudes, or just a large amount of sewer
that would have to be paralleled, options can be limited and costs can be prohibitive.
Modeling with real time control as an alternative provides the municipality and its engineers yet another
tool to discover more options. Instead of constructing long, large diameter relief lines to conduct more
flow, more quickly, RTC offers the engineer the option of managing hydraulics by diverting peak flows into
storage facilities or other parts of the system.
An added benefit to using RTC vs. traditional relief line approaches is that with relief lines, more flow is
just passed downstream faster. That may solve a local problem, but it often passes the problem
downstream. The eventual impact on downstream pipes may also warrant relief sewer construction,
bigger pump stations, or worst of all, even increasing treatment plant capacPl¥. With RTC, flows can be
=managed", not passed downstream. Flows can be stored, or even diverted to elsewhere in the system
that can handle it.
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METHODOLOGY
With the power of modem day hydraulic modeling software, the simulation of RTC can be readily
performed. This provides the engineer the capability to explore numerous options for optimizing flow
movement in a sewer system. For this analysis, the authors utilized the HYDROWORKSTM hydraulic model
with the HYDROWORKSTM RTC module by Wallingford Software, Ltd. of the United Kingdom.
The sewer system used is a separate sanitary sewer system, located in North Central Texas. The
system’s physical attributes, diurnal unit hydrographs, and per capita wastewater contributions were
converted to HYDROWORK$ from a static hydraulic modeling software, con~pleted as part of a previous
study by others. The model was calibrated using observed dry weather flow meter data and one
observed wet weather event. Drainage area population was updated to e,stimate year 2020 conditions.
All models runs reported on here are based on these parameters.
The existing system was modeled first. This model projects that the systern will have numerous sanitary
sewer overflows (SSOs) with significant volume in the year 2020 with the selected design storm. (See
Figure 1) Conventional design approach would be to plan relief sewers to provide additional hydraulic
capacity in order to carry wet weather flows and reduce overflows. This paper considered RTC measures
to increase storage capacity for wet weather flows, in lieu of adding relief sewer capacity. Three different
RTC scenarios were modeled to accomplish this. Each RTC scenario is configured to provide sufficient
storage volume and control for reduction in SSO locations and volume, while maintaining the existing;
pump station pumping rate.
Figure 1: Existing System Plan View
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The modeled system is a gravity system outfalling to a large pump station and force main. The force
main flow rate cannot be allowed to increase above current levels, due to significant hydraulic constraints
downstream. The cost of relieving these downstream hydraulic constraints were assumed to be too
great, due to large amounts of relief sewer piping that would be required in congested areas. The pump
station has a total pumping capacity of 0.20 m3/sec (4.6 MGD). Attributes of the modeled separate sewer
system and the simulation design storm are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Modeled Sewer System and Simulation Design Storm Attributes
Population:
20,968
Number of Manholes:
311
Drainage Area:
9,952 hectares (4,028 acres)
Larger Pipe Diameter:
690 mm (27 in.)
Smallest Pipe Diameter:
250 mm (10 in.)
Storm Modeled:
10 year, 2 hour
Storm Volume:
1,407,567 m° (371.8 MG)
Peak Intensity:
130 mm/hr (5.1 in./hr)
Total Rainfall:
86 mm (3.4 in.)
Total I/1:
4,692 m° (1.3 MG)
’Simulation Duration:
48 Hours
RTC Scenario One
This scenario centered on a wet weather storage facility adjacent to the pump station. The facility is
located in line, just upstream of the drainage basin discharge into the pump station. This location allows
the storage facility to act as an extension of the pump station wet well, and subject to the pump controls
located there. (See Figure 2)
Figure 2 - Scenario One Plan View
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This location was chosen due to its proximity to some of the large volume SSOs in the sewer system, and
that land and maintenance resources were available from the existing pump station.
RTC Scenario Two
The second scenario consisted of two in-line storage tank locations, in pl~ce of the pump station wet
weather storage facility. The mid-section of this drainage area also contained several SSOs. One tank
was located in the upper part of the drainage basin on the main collector line, upstream of most SSOs.
The second in-line tank was located on a major branch line in the mid-section of the drainage area, just
upstream of the main line and the larger SSO locations. Tank location was selected based upon proximity
to SSOs, consideration for land space, and proximity to large branch flows entering the main collector
line. (See Figure 3)
Figure 3 - Scenario Two Plan View
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Each in-line tank had RTC gates located at the downstream end. Each gate is controlled to react to a
downstream water level sensor. The sensors have been placed in locations with quick reacting hydraulic
grade lines. Once the water level in these sensor points rises past the trigger elevation, the RTC gates
are closed and wet weather storage volume is utilized. Each tank also has an upstream safety override
sensor that reopens the RTC gate if excessive backup occurs in the sewer system upstream of the in-line
tanks.
RTC Scenario Three
The third scenario combined scenarios one and two. The desired effect would be to minimize SSOs, with
the combined storage volume being less than that of alternatives one and two combined. (See Figure 4)
Figure 4 - Scenario Three Plan View
--
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RESULTS
The HYDROWORKSTM hydraulic modeling software was utilized to simulate the existing condition, as well
as the three RTC scenarios.
TaDle 2 displays the results of the simulation runs. Maximum discharge is the peak flow rate determined
in the downs~eam pipe segment of the drainage basin, just phor to entrance into the pump station wet
well. The results indicate that the existing system simulation and scenario two have the highest
discharge, while scenario one is significantly lower. Total discharge volume is the volume discharged out
of the drainage area into the pump station wet well over the 48 hour simulation duration. All simulations
I~ave essentially the same discharge volume. Number of SSOs is the count of manholes which overflow
at any time during the simulation. Total SSO volume is the cumulative volume of all the overflowing
manholes. The results indicate that all scenarios significantly reduce the number and volume of SSOs,
compared with the existing simulation.
Table 2: Simulation Results
[ Scenario I Maximum Discharge Total Discharge Vol,
i Existing I 0.24 m~/sec (5.4 MGD) - 19,952 m~ (5.3 MG)
1
19,676 m’ (5.2 MG)
I 0.10 m°/sec (2.2 MGD)
2
0.24 m=/sec (5.5 MGD)
19,886 me (5.3 MG)
I 3
~ 0.21 m°/sec (4.8 MGD) I 19,900 m° (5.3 MG)

# of SSOs I
12
2
I
5
1
2

Total SSO Volume
2,076 m° (0.55 MG)
6 m~ (0.002 MG)
582 m~ (0.15 MG)
0.01 m° (0 MG)

The tank volumes displayed in Table 3 provide an indication of how efficiently each scenario
accomplishes the goals of reduced SSO locations and volume, while not exceeding existing pump station
capacity. The largest single required storage volume is the wet weather facility located near the pump
station in scenario one. The smallest required storage volume is the second in-line storage facility used
in scenarios two and three. Scenario two has the lowest total storage volume..
Table 3: Simulation Storage Tank Volumes
Scenario Wet Weather Facility In-Line Storage 1
In-Line Storage 2
Existing
0
0
0
1
2282 m° (0.6 MG)
N/A
N/A
2
N/A
640 m° (0.17 MG) 466 m° (0.12 MG)
°
3
867 m (0.23 MG)
640 m° (0.17 MG) 466 m~ (0.12 MG)

Total
0
2282 m~ (0.6 MG)
1106 m" (0.29 MG)
1973 m~ (0.52 MG)

The results displayed in Tables 2 and 3 provide the criteria to evaluate the RTC scenarios.
DISCUSSION
RTC Scenario One
Scenario one achieves the goal of significantly reduced SSOs while not exceeded the existing pump
station capacity. This is accomplished with one large tank. A tank of this size could pose certain
maintenance and =NIMBY" concerns. This scenario is most effective at reducing the peak flow rate into
the pump station. Advantages and disadvantages are shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Scenario One Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages
t
Dis=_dvantages
Essentially eliminates SSOs
J Largest tank volume
Does not exceed existing pump station capacity ! Large footprint required
Single tank location
Highest maintenance
Outlet discharge rate is owest of all scenarios
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RTC Scenario Two
Scenario two also achieves the simulation goal, but somewhat less successfully since there are still some
SSOs in the lower reaches of the basin. The RTC gates have effectively provided storage sufficient
enough to reduce SSOs (particularly those in the middle and upper reache~;), while not incurring "new"
SSOs upstream. However, it appears that scme downstream storage is; required in order to fully
eliminate all SSOs. Advantages and disadvantages are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Scenario Two Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages
t
Disadvantages
L.owesttotal storage volume
Highest drainage basin outlet discharge; no
change from existing and higher than LS capacity
Does not exceed existing pump station capacity Reduces, but does not eliminate SSOs
Lowest maintenance
Multiple tank locations
RTC Scenario Three
This scenado also essentially eliminates SSOs, but accomplishes this goal with less total storage volume
than scenario one. Most notably, the downstream storage facility at the pump station is about one-third
the size of the facility in scenario one, making it less expensive and more suitable for many locations.
Even though the basin discharge is not reduced as much as in scenario one, the discharge has been
reduced to match the pump station pumping capacity. Advantages and disadvantages are in Table 6.
Table 6: Scenario Three Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages
Disadvantages
Essentially eliminates SSOs
Total storage volume greater than Scenario Two
Does not exceed existing pump station capacity Discharge greater than Scenario One
Total storage volume less than Scenario One
Medium maintenance
Drainage basin outlet discharge equivalent to Multiple tank locations
LS capacity
Footprint required less than Scenario One
CONCLUSIONS
As demonstrated by these three RTC alternative simulations, RTC can provide an alternative to treditional
approaches for handling wet weather flows in separate sanitary sewers. The three simulations have all
met the specific constraints of this example sewer system: reduction in the number and volume of SSOs
without exceeding the existing pump station capacity at the drainage outlet. These constraints improve
the overall quality of service a utility provides, avoid simply =passing the problem" downstTeam, and
negate the need for costly relief sewer construction within and downstream of the modeled drainage area.
Scenario one does the job, but may be unfeasible in certain ne~Jhborhoods. ’The RTC gates in the in-line
storage tanks of scenario two provide some reduction without creating new SSOs, but as configured are
unable to fully eliminate SSOs in the lower react~es of the drainage basin. Scenario 3 seems to provide
an optimized combination of underground, in-line storage in the upper and middle reaches of the basin
with a downstream storage facility that is almost one-third the size of the storage facility in alternative one.
The results of these simulations add credence to the consideration of RTC solutions in separate sanitary
sewer systems.
Modeling with real time control as an alternative provides the utility and its e,ngineers yet another tool to
discover more solutions.
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REAL TIME CONTROL MODELING
FOR SEWER SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION
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ABSTRACT
Flooding and overflows of untreated wastewater can occur even when there is sufficient storage in the sewer
system to contain the volume of flow during a storm event. In many sewer systems, the flows are net
effectively routed, failing to take advantage of available storage. Real Time Conl~’ol (RTC) enables effective
use of the latest technology in sewer systems modeling to optimize the performance of existing systems and
to design more cost-effective systems. RTC makes it possible to determine tJ~e best locations for sewer
appurtenances and the most efficient operating patterns uncier a wide range of hydraulic and hydrological
conditions.
This paper illustrates the benefits of using RTC for flow control in sewer systems for the optimum and most
cost-effective operation, with significant cost savings, and pollution reduction. The paper also demonstrates
that RTC modeling enables multiple "what iF scenarios to be evaluated using hydraulic computer models of
the sewer systems before investing in costly and sometimes disastrous improvements.
KEYWORDS
Real Time Control (RTC), optimization, in-system storage, overflows, SSOs and CSOs.
INTRODUCTION
Real Time Control (RTC) can be used to optimize the performance of existing systems. The optimization
frequently involves the use of in-system storage in the sewer system to reduce l:he frequency of Combined
Sewer Overflows (CSOs) and Sanitary Sewer Overflows (SSOs). RTC modeling allows sewer appurtenances
to be modeled, using rules which are specified by the user, to regulate flows at a location in the sewer system
related to flows, depths, or rainfall intensities elsewhere in the sewer system.
RTC management of sewer systems involves the use of sensors to monitor flow.,; continuously, telemetry to
pass measurements from sensors to flow regulating appurtenances such as pumps, movable gates and weirs,
and controlling devices which can change the state of appurtenances dunng a storm event. RTC can be
applied to individual appurtenances to provide local control of flows, as well as to make global management
of flows possible throughout the sewer system: a level meter at the most upstream of the sewer system may
operate a penstock near the treatment works.
RTC modeling parameters can be combined to build complex rules, giving engin~,=rs the enormous scope to
explore the potential storage capacity and optimal operating patterns in the sewer system. Engineers can
evaluate the system under a wide range of "what iF scenarios for numerous dry and wet weather conditions
by varying the duration and intensity of the rainfall, or the wetness of the catchment, or the spatial variability
of the rainfall event.
By using telemetry in actual system RTC implementation, the engineer can implernent a control system using
local or global operating rules. This involves the installation of sensors such as i’ain gauges, flow and level
meters, and appurtenances such as penstocks, variable level gates, pumps, or weirs to monitor and regulate
flows through the sewer system.
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WHY USE RTC?
As regulatory agencies tighten the rules governing pollutant discharges to receiving waters, and as the
standards for the pen~rmance of sewer systems continue to become stringent, engineers need increasingly
mnovative and sophisticated tools and techniques for planning the reduction of l]ooding and pollution. RTC
allows engineers to make the best use of technological advances in sewer systems modeling to optimize the
performance of existing sewer systems, and to design more cost-effective new systems.
In order to design an RTC system, it is necessary to test and evaluate the different RTC measures and their
~mpacts on the collection system. It is impractical to test the RTC measures on a real system. Applying
untested RTC measures to the real system would be not only impractical, but also a high nsk-investment.
Different RTC strategies have to be evaluated under a wide range of condition.s, including storm events of
d~fferent intensities, ciurations and spatial variability to minimize the dsk of failure when implemented on an
actual system. Such conditions are impossible to generate on the actual syste~m within a reasonable time
frame. For this reason, mathematical modeling is an obvious choice and a cdtical part of any sophisticated
and complex RTC system design. Several years of available time series rainfall data covering a wide range
of hydrological conditions can be used to evaluate the RTC system prior to, actual implementation.
HydroWorks and MOUSE are the only hydraulic models that have the RTC option allowing engineers to
~nvestigate possible options, such as diverting flows from one part of the system to the other utilizing a logic
which specifies that if flows in a given sewer exceed a certain rate, excess flows are diverted to another
interceptor sewer, or if rainfall exceeds certain intensity, certain penstock gates within the sewer system will
open to divert the excess inflow to a creek or a river. RTC makes it possible to evaluate the merits of various
improvement schemes to identify the most economical solutions, and testing o1: planned flow management
strategies under fully dynamic hydraulic and hydrological conditions and control instructions for local and
global appurtenances. Planning and designing the operation strategy is a vital stage in the introduction of any
RTC system, and modeling is a critical part of the planning and design process.
RTC SYSTEM COI~PONENTS
The RTC system consists of the following components:
Regulators: Control structures which can physically constrain the flows, they can be either continuous,
where the variable can take any value within a permitted range such a:s a sluice gate, or discrete,
where the variable can be only "off" or "on" such as a pump. A regulate~l variable is controlled by a
regulator - either the physical position of the regulator, (for example the opening of a gate), or the flow
at the regulator.
¯
Setpoint: The desired flow condition to be maintained by regulators, or the target value of the regulated
variable which a regulator is to achieve.
¯
Range: Trigger levels for measured variables such as flow, depth, or rainfall.
¯
Conditions: Logical conditions which can be true or false depending on whether ranges have been
triggered.
¯
Rules: Combinations of one or more ranges which allocate a setpoint to a regulator. An incremental
rule moves the regulator by a fixed increment to either increase or decrease.= the se~ng of the regulator.
A rule gives a value to a setpoint based on the value of the output condition.
¯
Controllers: Devices which define the detailed operation of how a regul~=tor meets a set point.
A condition is a logical vadable which has a label and a value of true or false. It can be output by a
measurement range or by a logical operator, and can provide the input to a local regulator. A logical operator
is a combination of logical conditions which provide an output condition.
Direct control is used where the structure is under the direct control of a regulator. For example, if the target
is to control the flow to treatment works, then a discharge control would do this directly. A sluice gate can be
controlled indirectly by relating the gate position to the flow through the gate.
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Typical PID Controller
to Regulate Flow
Figure 1

VARIabLE SLUICE GATE

RECENES SIC~L~ FROM SENSOR
AND MOVF.S UP AND DOWN TO
REGULATE FLOW AT D

/ RECORDS FLOWS

,...

PID Control
Rgure 2
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A Proportional Integral Differential (PID) controller is a method of controlling a regulator to achieve a setpoint
by placing a measurement sensor at the point where the defined condition is requirecl and using this to control
the movement of the gate. The controller takes int~ account the rates of change of the measured variable and
the regulator. For a PID controller, the measurement interval is the time step at which the controller compares
the setpoint and the actual variable to set a new value of the regulator.
Figure 1 shows a PID controller for regulating flows. The objecl~ve of the PID controller is to regulate flows
through sewer segment EF, by raising or lowering the variable sluice gate regulator at D, so that flows in
segment EF do not exceed 1.0 m~/s. In the hydraulic model, a sensor is placed at location E to measure flows
through sewer segment EF. A PID controller uses the information from this sensor to vary the opening of the
sluice gate to achieve the setpoint flow of 1.0 m3/s in sewer segment EF. At the next time step dunng the
simulation, the PID con~’oller again checks the flow through segment EF and adjusts the position of the sluice
gate accordingly to maintain the flow through segment EF at 1.0 m3/s. This process is repeated throughout
the simulation at each time step. This example demonstrates how a PID controller can be used to evaluate
the backwater effects caused by regulating flows to the treatment plant at 1.0 m~/s in sewer segment EF. The
excess flow can be backed up in the sewers upstream from the vadabte sluice gate or discharged through
the bypass in segment CB.
The combination of RTC rules gives engineers the ability to investigate multiple options of optimizing the
operation of the sewer system.
For the PID controller described, a maximum and minimum range is defined in the RTC file. The range for
the sensor is used as a scaling factor for the variable E, which forms a part of the equation used by the
controller.
E = Observed - Setpoint
Rat~ge

Where:

E
Observed
Setpoint
Range

=
=
=
=

Scaling factor for measured variable
Value from the sensor
Value to be maintained (1.0 m~/s)
Trigger levels for measured variables

The equation used by the PID controller to calculate how much change to make to the operation of the
regulator is given by equation 2:

Where:

AS
P
E
I
D

=
=
=
=
=

Action to be performed by regulator
Proportional coefficient
Scaling factor variable (See equation 1 )
Integral coefficient
Differential coefficient-
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DATA REQUIREMENTS
The data required for defining RTC facilities in HydroWorks hydraulic model f~r example are the physical
structure geometry and the operating limits. The physical structure of the regulator and the operating limits
are defined with the network inventory. The sensors and control rules are described in a separate RTC file.
For a regulator, the data required may consist of crest level of a variable crest weir, width of the variable sluice
gate, height of gate (sluice gate or penstock), vertical opening of the gate, and maximum or minimum
discharge. An initial value of the regulated variable can be defined which gives the initial state of the regulator.
The minimum and maximum settings, the speed or the rate of change of the regulated variable, and the
thresholds of the regulator can all be defined in the RTC file. If the change which is to be made by a regulator
in a time step is below this threshold, the action will not be performed.
RTC APPLICATIONS
Dunng the past few years RTC has been emerging as an alternative approach to reducing CSOs, SSOs, and
pollution problems. Although there are still only a few applications of RTC in collection systems throughout
the world, on many projects the cost of RTC system has been found to represent only a small fraction of the
cost of constructing such alternatives as parallel or replacement sewers, or new storage facilities. Sewell and
Schultz(s) in 1986, found that the cost of developing an RTC system would be between $0.21 and $0.31 per
gallon per year, while the costs of building storage facilities to provide equivalent: reduction in CSO would be
between $1.50 and $2.00 per gallon per year. Examples of RTC applications in system optimization are:
¯
Seattle, WA - Control of flow in sewer system to reduce CSOs.
¯
Brighton, England - Control of flow from a storage tunnel to an existing interceptor.
¯
Bradford, England - Management of numerous storage tanks and CSOs.
¯
Bilbao, Spain - Interceptor management to minimize pollution.
¯
Pads, France - Management of CSOs and flows through to the treatment works.
Brighton is a coastal town and a popular holiday resort in southem England. The: existing interceptor sewer,
which runs along the beach, is overloaded dunng wet weather, causing discharges to sea. In order to alleviate
the impact of CSO discharges, a 150,000 ms storage tunnel was to be constructed along the beach to
intercept flow from eight CSOs dudng wet weather. The intercepted flows are to be returned to the existing
interceptor from a pumping station located at the outfall of the 5.1 km storage tunnel when the storm subsides.
The HydroWorks model of the sewer system developed for this analysis inct~tdes the RTC option, which
allows the control system of the outfall pumping station to be modeled. Thus, the return of flows from the
storage tunnel to the existing interceptor is realistically represented in the model. The extent of the system
sewing approximately 250,000 residents is shown on Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the longitudinal profile of the
storage tunnel, the location of the pumping station to be controlled for the optimum utilization of the storage
tunnel, and the location of the RTC sensor which triggers the operation of the pumping station. Figure 5
shows the return pump which turns on to begin emptying the storage tunnel when spare capacity becomes
available in the existing interceptor. Spare capacity becomes available when flows in the existing interceptor
fall below 3.0 m-~/s. In effect, the RTC system involves maintaining flows to treal~’nent at 3.0 m3/s. Figure 6
shows how flows to the ~eatment plant are maintained through pumping from tl~e storage tunnel whenever
there is capacity available in the interceptor. The objective of the study is the RTC of return pumping from the
storage tunnel to minimize: pumping; flooding; pollution; and combined sewer overflows. The RTC provided
a platform for studying a range of options for improvement of the sewer system, allo~qng full evaluation of the
performance of the storage tunnel and the hydraulic performance of the existing sewer system. This enabled
the potential investment in the sewer system to be tested thoroughly so that cost-~=-ffective solutions could be
confidently developed. The following are the main benefits of the Brighton RTC modeling:
¯
Optimizing in-system storage on existing interceptor and new storage tunnel facility.
¯
Equalizing and maintaining flows to treatment at 3.0 m3/s.
¯
Preventing surcharge conditions in the existing interceptor sewer.
¯
Minimizing the number and volume of overflows from the storage tunnel.
¯
Optimizing the operation of the outfall pumping station on the storage ~unnel, thereby mir, imizing
energy consumption of the pumping station.
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Many existing collection systems have limited RTC systems, such as variable discharge pumping stations,
variable sluice gates, and automated penstocks. The objective of such systems is to adjust pump speeds,
and gate positions dudng a storm event to increase the use of in-system storage; in response to changes in
rainfall patterns and flow conditions within the sewers. In most real time control systems, the decision making
process is computenzed. In a computer-controlled system, a pre-programed computer decides when and how
regulators are to be operated, though it is supervised by operators and can be manually over-ndden at any
time. During a hydraulic model calibration of such systems, it is important to accurately represent the RTC
system and calibrate the operation of the RTC system against operational data, providing confidence in the
operation of the RTC system, pdor to using the model for hydraulic evaluation. The calibration is achieved
using a hydraulic model with the RTC option. Dudng model calibration for the Derby Improvement Strategy
Project in England, it was necessary to use the HydroWorks RTC module to accurately represent the real time
behavior of penstocks protecting the treatment works at the ouffall of the sewer system. The penstocks are
closed when the flows to the treatment works exceed the plant capacity. When the gates are closed, the
interceptors upstream from the treatment works are utilized for storing excess flc,w until the storm subsides,
and the gates begin to open.
It can be seen from Figure 7, that the penstock gates are closed at approximately :3 hours into the storm event
and remain closed for about 2 hours. The gates begin to open about 5 hours in:Io the storm event.
By using HydroWorks RTC, the real time behavior of the penstocks was accure[tely modeled during model
calibration, thus gaining valuable insight into the operation of the penstocks, before using the model for further
evaluation of the sewer system. W=thout accurate representation of the RTC rules in the model, it would not
have been possible to realistically predict the behavior of the penstocks, and to recommend improvements
to the system.
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CONCLUSIONS
Real Time Control (RTC) modeling enables sewer system controls, such as penstocks and movable weirs,
to be modeled in a sophisticated manner, with consideration to their real time functioning. Even if the sewer
system has adequate capacity to contain the flow, flooding and spills of untreated wastewater can occur. In
many systems, the flows are not effectively routed, failing to take advantage ,~f the storage capacity in the
system. RTC enables effective modeling techniques for planning preventive measures against flooding and
pollutant spills and for optimizing the performance of existing systems, as well as aiding in the design of more
cost-effective and efficient systems. It enables the selection of the best locations and operating patterns for
sewer system appurtenances under a wide range of hydraulic and hydrological conditions. RTC modeling
requires the use of accurate and sophisticated models to a much higher star~dard than ordinarily used for
sewer studies. The governing equation of the hydraulic model must be St. Venant’s flow routing unsteady
state equation, capable of simulating full backwater and attenuation in the sewer system. Of the major
hydraulic modeling software programs available (HYDRA, HydroWorks, MOUSE:., and SWMM), only MOUSE
and HydroWorks have full RTC capability. It is not only impractical, but also a high-risk investment to
implement an untested expensive RTC system in a collection system. Thus, modeling provides the obvious
choice for testing the RTC system prior to implementation, enabling the invesl:ment in the sewer system to
be throughly tested so that cost-effective solutions are confidently developed. "l’he cost of developing an RTC
system is usually between $0.21 and $0.31 per gallon per year, while the costs of building storage facilities
to provide equivalent reduction in CSO could be between $1.50 and $2.00 per gallon per year ~3~. Thus, the
cost of RTC systems represent only a small fraction of the cost of constructing such alternatives as parallel
or replacement sewers, or new storage facilities.
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ABSTRACT
Real Time Control (RTC) is viewed more and more as a very effective ~nd inexpensive solution
for CSO control, by maximizing the use of in-line and off-line retention, and wastewater treatment
capacity. While Municipalities and Water Commissions are realizir[g that RTC would be
advantageously applied to either reduce CSO and/or reduce the size of their CSO control
infrastructures, few are well prepared to integrate this technology in their overall plan, the different
type of RTC system could adapt better to their situation, and how it can be implemented.
Real time control systems can take many configurations, from local control, with or without
supervision, to global integrated automated predictive real time control. Each of these
configurations is best applied to specific network conditions. The potential advantage of each
configuration must be evaluated against the level of sophistication and automation that can be
supported locally. A more centralized, integrated, and predictive system., improves the gain from
the management of a complex network of stations, but entails the implementation of more diverse
software and equipment.
Asseau BPR has been involved in many studies and application of CSO control projects that
involved RTC applications since more than ten years in the city of Lav~l (Canada), the Quebec
Urban Community (QUC, Canada), the lie-de-France Region (France), the Northeast Ohio
Regional Sewer Dist~ct (Cleveland, Ohio). While realizing the QUC RTC system in the early
1990s, we realized tools to analyze RTC operation were unexistant and available RTC
technology were deficient in many respect when applied to sewer network applications.
Compared to most industrial operations, the context of RTC of sewer network is quite different:
local stations are spread over a large territory, working conditions are septic and highly corrosive,
and events highly variable in time and space.
This is the reason why Asseau-BPR initiated a five year R & D project, ending in June 1998, to
develop methods, software, and technology specifically designed to realize CSO control projects
with coherent and integrated tools that cover all phases from the monitoring, diagnosis and
design phase, to implementation of real time control. We present here the technological evolution
that lead to the development of some of these tools and technology a.nd now make real-time
control a more feasible and accessible solution than ever before.

KEYWORDS
Combined Sewer Overflow control; Real-time control; Long term CSO pla=nning.
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INTRODUCTION
Real Time Control (RTC) is viewed more and more as a very effective and less expensive
solution for CSO control, by maximizing the use of in-line and off-line retention, and wastewater
treatment capacity. While Municipalities and Water Commissions are realizing that RTC would be
advantageously applied to either reduce CSO and/or reduce the size of their CSO control
infrastructures, few are well prepared to integrate this technology in their overall plan, the different
type of RTC system could adapt better to their situation, and how it can be implemented.
Real ~me control systems can take many configurations, from local control, with or without
supervision, to global integrated automated predictive real time control. Each of these
configurations is best applied to specific network conditions. The potential advantage of each
configuration must be evaluated against the level of sophistication and automation that can be
supported locally. A more centralized, integrated, and predictive system, improves the gain from
the management of a complex network of stations, but entails the implementation of more diverse
software and equipment.
The potential of RTC implementation must be assessed rapidly, as ano’ther element of a CSO
plan alternative. This was shown extensively in the previous WEF Wet Weather Specialty
Conference in Quebec City (June 1996). The most difficult element to define to assess the
potential application of RTC, is to evaluate the control rules or algorithm tl’[at will best regulate the
flow for specific network layouts. Hence, it is most valuable to have within a hydraulic model not
only the capacity to simulate dynamic flow control devices, but also an engine that can find,
through an optimization process, the best control logic for each configuration that is tested.
When RTC potential is assessed, its implementation must be resolved and must translate the
potential into reality, which involve the following elements: the control strategy; the configuration
of the control system; each element of a control system; the choice of technology; the robustness
required; etc.
Asseau BPR has been involved in many studies and application of CS.O control projects that
involved RTC applications since more than ten years in the city of Laval (Canada), the Quebec
Urban Community (QUC, Canada), the lie-de-France Region (France), the Northeast Ohio
Regional Sewer District (Cleveland, Ohio). While realizing the QUC R’I’C system in the early
1990s, we realized tools to analyze RTC operation were unexistatTt and available RTC
technology were deficient in many respect when applied .to sewer network applications.
Compared to most industrial operations, the context of RTC of sewer network is quite different:
local stations are spread over a large territory, working conditions are septic and corrosive, and
events highly variable in time and space.
This is the reason why Asseau-BPR initiated a five year R & D project, ending in June 1998, to
develop methods, software, and technology specifically designed to realize CSO control projects
with coherent and integrated tools that cover all phases from the mo~nitoring, diagnosis and
design phase, to implementation of real time control We present here the technological evolution
that lead to the development of some of these tools and technology and now make real-time
control a more feasible and accessible solution than ever before.

A SURVEY OF EXISTING REAL-TIME CONTROL SYSTEM
Real-time control systems (RTC) applied to the control of sewers and CSOs has been devetol~ed
since as early as the late 1960s. The idea is not new. At the time, RTC s~.=med a very worthwhile
venture to reduce the risk of flooding and the impact of combined sewer overflows. Because of
the risk involved in developing these new systems, the US Environmental Protection Agency
helped finance some demonstration projects.
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The first US EPA demonstration project in this field started in 1966 and was implemented in
Minneapolis-Saint-Paul. Other projects followed. In the United States, nine real time supervision
and control projects have been found in the literature. Most of them were initiated in the 1970s
and implemented in the 1980’s. Among them we have : Seattle, Wa; Rochester, NY; Cleveland,
Oh; Detroit, MI; Chicago, IL; Milwaukee, Wl; San Francisco, Ca; Minneapolis-Saint-Paul, MI;
Lima, Oh.
All these projects have implemented supervisory systems and, except for Seattle, all their control
systems operate gates, inflatab!e dams, and pump stations with local reactive control logic.
Seattle is the only remaining automatic central control system in operation, although many others
had planned to implement such centralized control. Reasons for not going forward with central
control include : unreliable communication (Cleveland); hardware faiilures (Detroit); operators
resistance (Rochester, Detroit); the control system never worked as planned (Minneapolis-SaintPaul); abandon (San Francisco). Reference (Schilling; 1987; Gonwa and Novotny, 1993).
In Europe, real time control projects lagged behind the North American experiences. It was not
until the 1980’s that such project emerged, although from the few experiments of the 1980’s, such
as in Hamburg (Germany) and Seine-Saint-Denis (France), the impetus has never vanished, and
has even gained momentum in recentyears.

¯

In France, there are presently 8 real time control systems in operation in Bordeaux, Hauts-deSeine, Marseilles, Metz, Nancy, Seine-Saint-Denis, Val-de-Marne, and the Paris agglomeration.
In Germany, we found 4 real time control projects (Bremen, Hamburg, Munich, and Stuttgart),
while in Switzerland there are also 4 RTC systems in operation (Berne, Fribourg, Geveva,
Lausanne), in Sweden one (G(~teborg), and in Denmark (Copenhagen). The objective of these
systems is mostly for flood control, although the most recent applications are for CSO control.
The configuration of these systems are quite similar to those in the U.S. : they all have central
supervisory systems, and except for four applications, all have implemented local reactive control
rather than centralized control. This list is certainly not exhaustive and will grow steadily in the
future.
CRITERIA FOR NEW REAL-TIME OONTROL TEOHNOLOGY
Since the development of the first RTC systems, the computer and information technology has
taken a giant leap in processing capacity, in user-friendliness, in accessibility, robustness and in
reliabil~. This has helped increase the capacity and reliability of all elements of RTC systems,
most notably in the speed and memory of local stations, of telecommurfications systems, and of
central computing and polling capacity. Rapidity of processing is key t,3 many real time control
projects. Where concentration time is small, decisions have to be made rapidly, say each 5
minutes, and this for all conEol sites.
Many of the original technological hindrances in implementing RTC systems now form part of the
folklore of the past, although there still remains some deficiencies to be addressed. Technology
failures are still present in any system. Hence, often in early systems, many RTC systems were
never put into operation because everything had to be in perfect order before it could properly
function. Because of the multitude of components involved, equipment failures occur. Instead of
overlooking this aspect, or declaring forfeit before trying, we now realize that RTC systems must
handle downgraded modes that is, still perform when for example, a sensor or a local station is
not responding, when some data did not reach the central, when a gate is blocked, when sensors
send erroneous or diverging data, etc. Reliability is also built into a RTC system by applying data
validation - not only data filtedng -, and by adding some redundancy ir~ the most crucial places.
The reliability of RTC systems is best analyzed during the design phase. At that stage, it is crucial
to test the effect of the toss of each component in the system or their malfunction. Risks must be
assessed and addressed at an early stage.
Data management has also evolved much. Now, huge amounts of dat~a can be processed and
stored in real time, data organization has changed from the past linea~" file format, to relationai
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database organization and even object oriented databases. Hence, delta can be easily stored,
organized and accessed, dudng and after events. This improves reaction time during events and
the capacity to analyze and improve control performance based on past events. To do post event
analysis, it is best if the on-line control software can be the same a.s the design, or off-line,
software, hence more readily ensure that what we see during the design is what we get dudng
operation. This capacity to continuously improve the performance of control can be best
approached when the control logic software is used both for analysis and for operation.
The capacity of local stations have also improved much. Local PID units have more memory, they
can be programmed in C language, they can handle more data, and be I.eft unattended for longer
periods of time. Hence, the control logic can be decentralized a lot more than few years ago. And
because much information is better accessible at the local level, new real time control system
configuration must take advantage of this.
When considering central control, telecommunications speed and reliability are key to the whole
performance of the RTC system. Decision making is based on the accuracy and reliability of field
monitoring data, on information on the state of the system. Furthermore, control set points are
transmitted back at the flow regulation stations at each time step. The pressure on the
telecommunication system makes it difficult not to develop new tetecomn~unication protocols and
management programs to find an equilibrium between reliability and speed of transmission.
We will see in the next section how it is possible to address these criteria to design and develop a
family of integrated tools for real time control design and operations.

A COHERENT AND INTEGRATED APPROACH TO RTC
A the end of the 1980’s and beginning of the 1990’s, Asseau-BPR was involved in two CSO
control design projects in Quebec: for the Quebec Urban Community (QUC) and the city of
Laval. Both these systems were good candidates for introducing real time control. In Quebec, a
centralized system seemed to yield better results, while the city of Laval could initially do with
local reactive controls. At the time, no hydraulic software represented dynamic regulation. To
analyze RTC operation, we asked the National Research Institute (INRS-Eau) to developed a non
linear simulation-optimization model that could rapidly simulate and optimize central dynamic
control and be put into operation. This system was custom made for the QUC application. For
modeling local reactive control in the Laval project, we limited our works to programming local
reactive logic and integrated the module into SWMM.
The more we advanced in the design of these two systems, the more we found we could not
readily find systems that could well adapt to the kind of specifications we developed to make
these RTC systems work properly with all the robustness and performance we expect.
Furthermore, we recognized the great potential of RTC applications to reduce CSO control costs
and the need to develop an integrated system that could be applied to many applications
elsewhere, save money and time in its development, and not to start anew everytime.
We then initiated in 1992, a $10 million R & D project. Half of the fund.,; were attributed to the
development of sewer analysis and CSO control plan design methodologies and software among which, a standardized diagnosis methodology, a simulation-optimization software for CSO
control plan development including real time control operation aspects. Another important part of
the project consisted of real-time control systems components, such as local stations
configuration, control programs, data validation programs. Also, telecommunications protocols,
communication management software, and speed and reliability tests during storm events.
Finally, real time control database, and configuration of supervisors. Most of these components
have been completed and tested in the realization of projects (lie-de-France, QUC, Laval).
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We describe below the main characteristics of the resulting integrated system. This will show Row
we address some of the problems identified in some of the existing RTC systems presently in
operation. The integrated approach using system called MED, for Minimization of Effluent
Discharge. Each components or modules have been given names addressing the affiliation to
MED. Just keep in mind that solution is based on approach, technologies, and experience;
modeling tools are like pipe wrench for a pipe frtter, only a tool
CSO control design tools
The design of a CSO control long term plan is performed in four complementary phases:
1. Characterization of the existing network
2. Diagnosis of the existing CSO problem, usually through modeling and calibration
3. Design of a CSO control strategy (long term plan)
4. Tests of the performance of the control strategy.
This process involves many different specialists and the processing of an important amount of data.
Adding treatment, transfer, or retention capacity to control CSOs can be very costly. Therefore, it is
essential to ensure maximum use of the existing system and any additional facilities needed to
comply with the conEol requirements. Real time control proves to be a very efficient and economic
solution whenever some capacity transfers within a sewer network submitted to heterogeneously
distributed real rainfall events are possible.
Furthermore, it is most advantageous to be able to design, test, and operate a real time control
system with the same tool. Conceptually, the system can be compared to a robot assembly line.
At each stage of the assembly line, each robot produces an action which adds a sub-part to an
object constructed from a succession of robot action. When the proces,,~ needs to be modified,
system engineers design new routines and test them off-line with dec~iicated simulation tools.
System efficiency can be best adjusted oft-line and implemented whenever it is fine tuned.
Necessarily, the simulated program is the one to be implemented in the assembly line. The same
design and implementation process applies to the CSO control field. This is also why, off-line
simulation capabilities are useful even after the implementation of real-time control in order to
learn from experience and continuously fine tune the control procedL~res. This concept was
retained in the development of MED-SOM, a linear simulation-optimization model software used
for the design optimization of CSO control long term plans and the operation of RTC systems.
MED-SOM can simulate and optimize the main flow regulation control modes that is, static
control, local reactive control, and global predictive control. (See Colas, 1998 for more information
on MED-SOM) MED-SOM is a design tool, connected to your prefer’red modeling software
(MOUSE, HYDROWORKS, SWMM, XP-SWMM, which can be used as re,al time decision making
tool, but does not keep your organization as a slave.
DIAGNOSIS AND DESIGN
Real time control is applied to maximize the use of facilities. Because it ma!! not be the panacea for
all situations, the potential benefit of real time control must be assessed first. Long term planning also
involves a complete analysis of the network to find the most feasible, reliable, and economical set of
solutions that fulfills the overflow requirements. Solutions include: adding conveyance capacity to
locally restrictive sections of the network; adding control gates for in-line retention; adding detention
tanks with inflow and outflow control gates; modifying and/or adding capacity to wastewater
treatment plants; adding online treatment at overflow sites.
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Based on the behavior of the modified network, the next step consists of identifying distribution
constraints imposed to the simulator-optimizer, ~n order to favor overflow at selected sites and
eliminate overflows at other more sensitive sites. MED-SOM simulation-optimization results help
demonstrate the power and the flexibility of the real time control tool since it can transfer overflows
from one site to another, impose and respect constraints and manage simple optimal actions from
control strategies. Furthermore, those control strategies enable managing the filling and draining of
retention tanks without creating any surcharge on the interceptor network ard/or at the wastewater
treatment plant.
Architecture of the integrated MED system
The MED system architecture is shown in F~gure 1. The MED database system serves as the central
bond between various tools and processes required for off-line simulations and for on-line real-time
control. Some of the dedicated processes are used in the two modes, off-line and on-line, while
others are more specific. Finally, the urban drainage network model, once designed, is read from the
database by the real time control system.and it becomes the network to control.
Figure 1. Functionalities of the integrated MED system throughout the ~esign attd operation
process

Real time control mode

Offline mode

Strategy(high level management)
Automated
design tool

Optimal controller
MED-SOM

RTC simulationoptimization
(MED-SOM)

Graphics &
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(MED database)

Radar forecasting
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L
As it can be seen in Figure 1, there is a set of tools for each activities.
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Monitoring :
Field data can be received online from local stations and recorded into the database, and!or entered
manually. The data include rainfall, water depth, flow velocities, and water quality (SS, BOD, COD,
Cu, Pb .... ). These measurements can be validated by a skilled technician with the help of
specialized graphical tools. Once validated, the data can be easily maniputa.ted to produce statistics,
data sedes at any time steps, graphics, tables, and reports. Different clata sedes can then be
superimposed to facilitate the analysis of results, and the choice of events for calibration, validation,
and design. This data is then available to calibrate models. The MED Monitoring data management
module can work on its own or with the complete package. It is a powerful monitoring data
management tool that was designed for analysis and design purposes, not only for visualization of
data.
Diagnosis :
Within the integrated system, the diagnosis of combined sewer overflows requires three sets of tools.
All data input and output are handled by the MED database. This enables the user to interface with a
variety of modeling and simulation software, such as SWMM, HYDROWORKS, MOUSE,
CAREDAS, etc. As such, modeling tools will assist the user in defining the characteristics of the
sewer network, catch basins, and other facilities. The simulation tools provide the functionality to
easily define the simulation framework, identify a simulation package among those available, provide
the input files to the simulator and read back the results into the database. Graphics and repor~ tools
can then be used to visualize results. The integrated system includes a built-in simulator, a real-time
simulator-optimizer, MEDoSOM. Parameters are then set according to the choice of simulators.
Consequently, the same network can be simulated with different simulators.
Planning and testing a CSO control s~ategy :
As it was presented above, the dynamic simulation-optimization model, MED-SOM, is used to
maximize the use of exi~ng capacities, w~ or without the use of real-ti~e control. This dynamic
model is able to auto-calibrate itself on a fully non-linear hydraulic model that runs in parallel.
Retention and or 1~eatrnent capacities can then be added, if necessary, to attain the desired level of
CSO control. The design strategy can be handled manually, by a trial and error method, or
automatically processed based on a set of optimization techniques. Wi~ this automatic procedure,
one has to define the physical locations, type, cost curves and performance parameters of potential
facili’des. An optimization routine chooses among this framework the least costly solution set that
satisfies CSO control cdterias. The size and location of the new facilities are then defined. This
routine is coupled with the dynamic simulation-optimization model for the analysis of performance.
The modified network can then be tested through simulation against vadous rainfall events to ensure
fine tuning of the optimal solution set. All types of monitoring errors or other equipment failures can
be simulated. The resulting performance can then be compared to see how the operating strategy
will perform under downgraded situations.
Modules for the operation of a real-time control system
An integrated predictive RTC system operates the general state of the network. In order to
accomplish this task, these types of systems need to be central remole control systems. The
network control is distributed over three hierarchical levels. At the first control level, local stations
are responsible for automatic regulation of flow regulators and the network monitoring. At the
second level, the supervisory system acts as an interface between the operator and the network.
It also is responsible for task scheduling and programming, and for alarms management. At the
third level, the decision support system (DSS) is responsible for the optimization of flow regulation
control set points Communications between level two and three is ensutred by radio or modems
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and telephones lines. Level one and three communicate through a local area network (I_AN). A
radar rainfall prediction system completes the architecture of the system (figure 1 ). This system is
also linked by a I_AN to the DSS. The heart of the system is composed of a relational database
management system (RDBMS) that stores al! information and is the center for data exchange
among level three and level two programs. The data model contains the description of all
elements of the system" local stations and sensors; the sewer netwo~rk and all its possible
configurations; the parameter of the DSS and the control objectives. It also stores all time
dependant data, such as all measurements and flow regulation set points.
Local stations :
There are as many local stations as there are data acquisition and flow control sites. Local stations
are typically composed of sensors, flow regulators and data logging and communication apparatus.
Local stations perform arithmetic functions dudng rainfall events, such as: transformation of local
signals into data, local and remote communication, transformation of cor~trot set-points into field
implementation, and implementing default or local flow control strategies in case of communication
failures or equipment breakdowns. Also,.a local data validation routine has been designed to ensure
the transmission of locally validated data.
Data validation :
Data validation is crucial to real time control. In the Asseau-BPR .~;ystem, data validation
responsibilities is shared amongst the three levels. At the field level (level one), data validation is
based on redundancy or cross validation among the sensors and flow calculation methods. It is
mostly applied at critical locations for decision making. Redundant data are processed by a
statistical method derived from quality control in industrial processes. Measurements are declared
valid with an associated probability, giving as such a confidence level to the data. Traditional data
validation techniques do not permit determination of the data validity, although the local station
needs reliable data to operate local regulators under downgraded modes. Furthermore, without
reliable data the DSS would receive erroneous information on downgraded states and transmit
back false control set points to local stations. Both at level one and three, data is filtered by
simple control techniques, such as minimum and maximum limits, measurement gradients, and
the like. Level three uses these data in ~s re~’oactive loop of the control system. This retroactive
loop process helps correct prediction errors of the hydraulic model included in the retroactive
process (kalman filter).
Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) :
Field devices grouped into local stations, are linked to a supervisory control and data acquisition
system (SCADA) in order to ensure remote supervision, transmission and implementation of setpoint control measures, and management of alarms. The MED system is designed to be linked to
many types of supervisory software
Rainfall forecasting system :
Setting optimal flow control set points implies that it is possible to find, wi~’=in a fixed time horizon, a
series of instructions as a function of rainfall forecasts for the watershed. Tl~,ese rain forecasts can be
obtained with the use of a radar system continuously calibrated with rain gauge data. The MED
system was designed to work in parallel wi~ the radar rainfall forecasting software, CALAMAR.
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Optimal control system :
Essentially, this module is responsible for the simulation of the sewer network and the selection of
the optimal flow control strategy in order to maximize the use of the retention and treatment
capacities within the combined sewer system, including the wastewater treatment plant. Many
simulation and decision support tools and techniques can be used. Although they must be robust
enough to still perform satisfactorily within a noisy environment and under downgraded conditions,
such as missing data and communication or other equipment failures. MED-SOM, used for the
design of the CSO s~’ategy, coupled to specific modules embedded in the database management
system has the ability to operate a real time control system under such adw.=rse conditions.
Data flow :
Monitoring data are transferred from level one to level three through different communications
media Validated data are transferred directly to level three MED database. They are read by the
control program which computes control set points for the entire prediction hodzon. Set points are
stored in the database and synchronized to current data. They are then transferred back to the
local stations linked to flow regulators. Synchronization is ensured by the communication system
and by the supervisor. In order to speed up data transfer for our applications, new communication
protocols with error detection had to be developed.
Asseau-BPR has developed this coherent RTC approach to CSO control planning and operation
over the last 5 years. The design tools have been extensively used in projects (QUC, Laval, liede-France, Paris, Cleveland). Most components of the RTC system have been tested on some
applications, and are presently being implemented in the city of Laval, Quebec, and in the
Quebec Urban Community.
CONCLUSION
We presented some of the characteristics of real-time control projects that lead to the
development of new tools and approach to real time control design and operation Based on a
/arge experience of C$0/ong term p/arming for a/arge gap of sewer networks from small ones to
/arge comp/ex ones using this novel integrated RTC system, called MED, is composed of many
elements that can be used for the design of CSO control plans, including different types of
operational modes, such as static control, local reactive control, and global predictive real-time
control. From extensive experience is CSO long term planning for a large group of sewer
networks from small ones to large complex ones using this novel integrated RTC, MED was
developed. It is composed of many elements that can be used for dew~=lopment of CSO control
plans, including different types of operational modes, such as static control, local reactive control,
and global predictive real-time control. Hence, the operating performances have a better chance
to converge towards design performance than with systems designed with modeting too/s which
can not represent real time contTO/ benefits in on a convenient way. A central database system,
MED database, acts as the central link for the design and operating components.
Among others, the most salient advantages of this integrated MED system and approach are :
¯

It can be adapted to any CSO control applications, whatever the adw~ncement of the project.

¯

It contains all the components to design CSO control long term plans, including real time
control operation

¯

MED is calibrated on your preferred modeling tool leaving your staff ,in control of the modeling
results; all optimization functions are exposed and no black box syndrom can be associated
to MED
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¯

All components for operating real time control systems have been developed and offer the
most up-to-date RTC techniques and performance. They can also be configured to many
types of existing or preferred technology.

¯

All components are coherent with one another.

¯

Some of the components can be used independently, such as the monitoring data
management module.

¯

The MED system is continuously being maintained and improved to offer the best
performance.
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WET WEATHER MODELING FOR A LARGE WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM
Randy Prlce, Clty of Los Angel~
FemarKlo Gonzal~z, CRy of Los
The City of Los Angeles has a large and complex wastewater collection sy~:em sen~g 3.5 million people in
about 1684 square kicrneters of service area. The network consists of 10,500 k~orneters of sewers vanj~g in
s~ze f~crn 20 to 380 cent~neters in dmmeter. Of those sewers, 1,046 kilometers are primary sewers (larger then
46 cm in diamet~) aTe:barging to the major outfaii system (large sewers carrying flow to the ~’ealTnent plants).
Ove~ 50 percent of the primary sewers are 50 years or older with some of ther~l in poor stTuctural condition due
to age and corrosk~n. The major outfall sys~=m is about 306 kilometers long s~.~ng four JTeatment plants. The
outfaJl system has pumping plants, large and complex diversion structures and an off line storage site for wet
weather conditions. Besides the City, the collec~on system and 1~eatment plants serve about 23 conlTact
agenc~s, which are incorporated and non-incorporated areas in Los Angel(~ County.
This paper descrl:~s the existing wastewater collecticn system and the modeling of the system w~th hydraulic
madal~g software called MOUSE in both dry and wet wea~er seasons. The ~%oer includes wet weather case
studies where MOUSE was ulJized as a-tool in the decision making process.
INTRODUCTION
The C~ of Los Angetes has a large and complex wastewater collection system serv~g 3.5 milion people in
about 1684 square Idometers of service area that includes 25 contract agencies incorpormed and nonineoq:x:~al~d areas in Los A~ County. The network consists of 10,500 k~c~’neters of sewers vary~g in s~ze
crn in diameter) discharging to the major oub~l system (large sewers cany~g flow to the 1~eatment plants).
The major outtail system is about 306 kilometers long serv~g four t~eatme~lt plarr~s.
The oulfail system has pumping plants, large and complex diversion slnJctures and an off line storage site for
wet weather cono’~Jons. The cornplexity of the outfall network makes the task of predicting the system’s
behavior very difficult. Sewer management under these conditk)ns has been based on l~al-and-error and
observation of past experiences. Over 50 percent of the primary sewers are 50 years or older w~h some of
them in poor stnJctural condilJon due to age and corrosion. In addition, ~cre~ses in populal~on in the service
area and increasing ~d~tratk~n and billow are conln~Jt~g to need of optimizing sewer flow managemenL
Furthermore, potential natural disasters and other unpredictable phenomena increase the uncer~ about
The Bureau of Eng~ slaff has developed a series of hydraulic models of muRiple altemalJve responses
in case of severe damage to the collection system or the ~’ea~’nent process. Moreover, to meet the planning
and opera, on needs of the system, a dry wea~er dynamic flow modet of the oulPall sysl~m was developed
weather deign concerns is crucial to effecthmly provide valuable waatewa~er coilec~on management. The
modet~g of such scenarios can save the Bureau of Enginee~g and the City of Los Angeles l~ne and money.
Th~ paper briefly descn]~ the e~sting collection system w~h some of the k~lown problems, the wet weather
model devalopment procedures, and model results ol~aJned in so~ and unde~ the known problems.
METHODOLOGY
The MOUSE model was developed ~ two major phases, the Memo Model zmd the Valley Model. The Metro
model is the model south of the Santa Monica mounta~s in the me~’opol~an area, and the Valley mode~ is
north of the Santa Monica mountains in the San Femando Valley. Since most of the Cb{s ongoing planning
projects are in the melzo area, this model was developed first. F~jure I describes the various components of
the model ~ and the steps that were ~ in building input f~es for MOUSE.
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Figure 1

The Physical Network Fabrication
The physical network fabnc~JJon process was customized by the City so llhat incorporating pipes, nodes,
pumping plants, special cor~ol smJctures, and lteatment plants could be accomplished efficient. Overcoming
the size and cornptex#y of the City’s sewer outfall network and the lack of readily avalable information
recjarding the sewer network, special cross-sect~ons, t)’eatTnent plants, pumping plants, and control structures
was a major challenge. For effective utilization of the electronic sewer inventory data, the City developed
efficiem data manipulation and conversion procedures us~g database programs.
Dimensions of pipes, invert and top elevations, were taken from the inventory component of the City of Los
Angeles Sewer Informa~on and Maintenance Management System (SIMMS). Geographical information, such
as coordinates, were take~ from the GIS priman/sewer network coverage. Overflow weir crests, pump wet
wells and speciaJ cor~cl slnJctures were taken from the C~s As-Bu~t records. F~td measurements were used
to verify current set~ngs records.
The original Sewer Work~g File (SWF)is composed of 1,516 nodes, 2 pumping sta~ons, 14 weir functions,
and 1~561 pipes rang~g m d’Bmeter from 76-crn to 381-crn for a total length 4~ 263,195 meters. The network
and the prof~e draw~g tool.
MOUS~ GIS network ed~or was used for fur~er processing and network sir~lplificat~on. The c~efia used for
s~npliEtca~xt was: a flow ~ change >30~ , a slope change >0.1%, a dian~leter change >5%, flow capacity
change >5%, or an invert elevatk)n change >0.05 meters. The average simplification rate was 41% for pipes
and 42% for nodes. The ~ s~np~i~ed network consisted of 568 nodes and 670 pipes, 2 pumping stations, and
14 we~ functions.
Through the years, as the needs for conveyance, cons~uctability, and hydraulic efficiency have changed,
different hydraulic cross-secl~ons were designed and built into the City’s sewers. In total 74 special crosssections had to be defined and input in the database to describe the City’s sewer network. These 74 shapes
were varialk)ns of 4 fundamanlal cross-seclUde. They are Oval, designed in 1890, Ellipl~al, designed in 1905,
Semi-Elliplk:al, desk3ned b 1915, and Bums-McDonnell, designed in 1929. Several speciaJ programs were
written to define height-to-width data for input ~ the model.
The pumps in the model are represented by cut-~Vcut-out levels and H-Q performance curves. These data
were obtained from pumping plant capacity test and technical data from the pumping plar~ elecl~onically
recorded flow da~. Puml~g plants are speca~ed to operme at885 1.~ at28 meters Total Design Head (TDH)
and secondary ope~al~ng points of 570 US at 35 meters TDH.
The City’s outfall s~wer system contains 54 major diversion st~’uctures. To s~nulate the opera~m and the
correct flow spl~, b~e model includes 34 flow regulation func~:)ns and 14 we~ func~ons. In 14 cases o~her
node. The last 14 s~’uclures requ~ed the crea~on of special "short pipes- to m~nic sps~aj flow condil~ons such

Catchrnent basins were de6ned using Arclnfo tools. DeWIng the sewer bas~ was an iterat~ve process. F’rst,
upsl~eam tTace was performed on the sewer networks, buffers around the sewers were drawn, and polygons
splits and cal~tment areas, many basins were rede~ed and merged. Later, during the calibra~on proces-~
some sewer lines were ex~nded for proper modeling of the network, requiring subdivision of the ups~eam
basins. GIS prcMdes the flexibility to rede~te the affected basins w~ very li~e difficulty.
Dry-Weather C~n~ration
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A wastewater flow model was developed in GIS to assist the engineers in planning, analysis, and collec0on
system management ac0vities. The model is based on basic sanitary engineering concepts and runs on Arclnto
GIS software. The model has four major ~ components, residential flows, employment flows, ground
water infittra~on, and industrial flows.
The wastewater model ~ defines catchment areas and overlays It~rn with the Census coverage. This overlay
process provides residential and employment population in each basin. Th~ population numbers are then
converted to westewater flows using standard residential and employment ~low generation rates. Next, the
model est~ates groundwater infiltration for the catchment area by overlaying the catchment basins with
Ird~a’a~x~/Inflow (I/r) basins. The I/I basin boundal~ and the infiltration rates were determined from an earlier
I/I study. F’malty, the model determines the industrial component from indus0"ial discharge permit data. The
summa~on of all these components yields the total est~rnated Average Dnj Weather Row (ADWF’) for the
t~ibutary basins. The model generates the flows for the current year and for future years based on projected
numbers. The results for the GIS based wastewater model provide the informa~on necessary to define the
catchments in the MOUSE HD model.
The MOUSE HD model defines diurnal varia~ons of flows using the "D~ Weather Row" opOon from the
Boundary Data Overview. This option allows a single unit sewage flow rate and a s~gle diurnal variation to
generate sanitary curves for each tributary basin. A statistical analysis of czdibrated historical data from 33
ultrasonic flow monitors defined the diurnal wastewater flow variation. Further processing of the results from
the Arcinfo flow model were required to calculate equivalent catchment data. A~ equivalent populabon density
was defined for each catchment basin. This number was obtained by dividing the t(Xal 24-hour flow generation
by the unit wastewater flow rate. Catchments whose area was bigger than 1,000 hectares were adjusted by
proportk)nalty increasing the equivalent population density.

0.~ -~
DRY WEATHER
.~ WET WEATHER FLOW

~S

F’Kjure 2

Wet Weather Generation Model
As part of a system wide I/I reduction study, rainfall data was collected from i~jhteen con~uousty recording
rainfall recording slalions. The results ofthe analysis indicated that Rainfall Dependent Inf~’aboNIrrflow (RDI/I)
can equal or exceed peak dry weather flow rates; groundwater and surface: flow from storms cont~x~te to
~l~al~on; inflow comes almost e~tusi~dy from storm wal~. Studies of the Irrffitta~on/Inflow in the Los Angeles
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water~ed determined that appro~drnately 10 to 20 percent of the total RDI/I is inflow and 80 to 90 percent is
infil~ation. F’~lure 2 shows a typical normal dry weather base flow and wet weather flow hydrograph.
The volume of storm wa~er entering the sanitary sewer system is related to the age and condition of pipes and
maintenance holes, and the number of direct connecbons from illegal lawn and roof drams. These are
coral:reed ~ a runoff ~ "R," which is expressed as a percentage ofthe t~XaJ volume of rainfall that could
potentially enter the sewage collection system. Values for all 206 drainage t~sins previously ident~ed were
developed us~g a geographic analysis by using isohyets contours, sewer age data, maintenance records, and
information from the !/I study for the City of Los Angeles.
The wet weather inflow hydrographs were generated using MOUSE Surface Runoff Models. From the choices
available, Surface Runoff model "A= ~ level of catchment descr~ 1 was chosen because no detail
description of the catchment area is used. Rain water is reduced for a value ofthe initial loss plus a lumped
hydrological reduction. The actual hydrological losses and the runoff process itseff axe left out of the
=R" factor previously de~ed.
I~Klel Verification
To cal~ a large model takes a long t~me and it is ver~ difficult to maintain the overview with a model of this
coral:alex~. Therefore, the approach taken was to verify the ability of the hydraulic model and flow generabon
model to replicate the observed behavior of the actual system on bo~ dry weather scenarios and wet wea~er
scenarios for 9 sub-models.

F~ure 3
Dry Weather Behavior
The Manr~g’s nfri~on factor and the predicted nodal irrflow were calibrated to match the actual dry weather
as well as other unknown phenomena. Such n values were within a much I~rger range than those specified
~ trod books based on pipe material only. The modeled flows and levels were then compared to gauged flow
rates and levels from 33 permanent ADS ultrasonic flow monbxing statkxts. The goodness-of-fit standard was
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set at 80 pemem of absolute variation.
Wet Wuttmr l~tmvior
The rainfall event setec~ed for wet weather calibration was a gauged front loaded 2-year return frequency
ever~ This storm event was gauged between Decem her 22-24, 1996 at the C~’s rainfall monitoring stations,
and was the biggest storm event during the 1996-1997 rain season. The rain data was processed by the
MOUSE Runoff Model "A" to generate flows for input directly to MOUSE HD.
The routed flow rates and levels from me model were compared with the ,gauged flow rates and levels
receded at 32 permanent ur0"aso~ic ADS flow monitoring stations. The goodness-of-fit standard was set at 80
percent of absolute variation. Figure 3 shows the calibration results of the same 4 major outfaJls described
above.
The wet weather preparedness and operation planning group of the Bureau .of SanitalJon defined eight (8)
different emergency scenarios and co~d~x~s to be slucled for the 1997-98 rainy .,mason in Southern Califorma.
Peak wet weather flow con~:B~x~ were run for each scenario defined. The peak wet weather was based on the
synthetic 10-year back-loaded intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) curve.
Rain Event
Based on recommendations in Technical Memorandum 6B of the Advanced Planning Report, the 10-year
the baseline level of preparedness in the event of heavy rainfall. It provide<| a high (90 percent) level of
preparedness against system o~rl~ows and conveyed all but one of the historic storms that occurred over the
past 40 y~ats of record. The one ~ was a 100-y~ar storm in the San Femando Valley in February 1980.
Neusrthaless, the 10-year IDF storm is conse~a0ve. It assumes the unl~ely e~.~t of uniform storm intensities
and durations from the 10-y~ar e~ent througtmut the c~. The Februa~ 1980 event is an e.~u’nple of valances
but it was bellow l~e 10-year return frequency in the downtown and West Los Angeles areas.
The Intensb~-Duration-Frequency (IDF) melhod allows dkect comparison ofthe e~ects of differing storm return
frequencies wh~e e~n~ng the storrn duration and intensity variables. An IDF ,,~z~rn has a synthetic, variable
~ens~ hyelograph, which confabs the rakdall k~ens~ for the desired storm return frequency for all durations.
For the 10-year return storm the peak hour intens~y and volume are the inten.s~ and volume associated ~
the 1-hour intens~ and volume for a 10-yem storm.
Simulation Re=ult=
To better understand the dynamic s~nula~on results, the wastewater collec~n system was divvied into 27
different segments. Each segment defined a porl~on of a major outfail sewer network. A prof~e was t~en
def~md for each segment and the Hydraulic Grade L~e (HGL) studied carefully. Surcharge and potential sills
were identical throughout the network. Other areas of interest cor~sidered are the pumping plants, the
on-line. No collapses are considered in the s~nulal~on and dbersion s~’uc~jres are set to their "normal"
operat~g pos~on. A summary of ~md~ga from the dynamic sknulad~on can I~.= seen in Figure 4.
Sewer sp~ls are represented as ckcles in F-Kjure 4 and descried in the folio~ng list.
AVORS
Along Burbank Bird between Sepulveda and Tyrone
EVRS
Upstream of the Tujunga Wash Siphon
LCSFVRS
Upstream of the WHIS junction
NOS
Along Mission Rd between Glendale Bird and Eagle Rock B~KI
NOS
Ups~eam of 41st and VanNes~
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S~wer Urte Surch~Res
The following lines pre~=, nt potential surcharge conditions:
VORS
NOS
NOS
NOS
NOS
NOS
NOS
SB MAZE
COS
LCIS

Along Acama between the Hollywood Fwy and Forman Ave
Along Magnolia between Kester and Woodman
Along LA River between Universal and Griffith Park
UpstTeam of the LA River siphon at Ventura Fwy
UpstTeam of the LAG inlet
between Glendale Bird and the 23rd St junction
UpstTearn of the 41st and Van Ness Diversion
Along Vernon, Crenshaw, and MLK
Between LAX and Imperial Ave
Upstream of NORS diversion structure #2

A t~jplcal sewer proffie wilh the hydraulic grade line can be seen in P-Kjure 5. A longitudinal profile of the sewer
line along Mission Rd. between Glendale Blvd. and Glendale Blvd. and Eagle Rock Blvd. is displayed. The
h~ched area represents the space between the pipe and the ground surface.= Maintenance holes are labeled
along the alignment. The w’~ter surface, represented as pressure line, has been plotted. Surcharge conditions,
along the erfdre line, are identified where the water level line is higher than the pipe soffiL Spill conditions, at
nodes 468K029, 468K046, and 4681:=001, are represented where the water line is higher than the ground
Concluding Rent~rk=
For a large collection system wilh lImited staff resources, the response to an overta,~=d system during rainfall
~ can be critical. The use of wet weather sknulabon gives engineering staff the necessary toots to plan
for (x:mt~gencies and alloc~e staff during aclual storm events. The hot spots in the City are highlighted so the
response can be coordinated w~h the various ma~tenance yards and o~=-ceJl staff can be shitted to the
necessary a~eas.
Many challenges were encountered in the development of the Model of the C~ of Los Angeles Outfall Sewer
Sy=em. The model network fabrication was a major task because of the size, and comple~ty of the collect~x~
sy~em. ~, effeclJ~e da~ transfers, us~g e.,~sting eleclTonic databases and GIS tools, were the keys to
s~nuiation of large urban sewage networks. The model has successfully s~nu;la=ed flows within the City’s large
hydraulic struclures, and reveme flow condoms. With the successfld develo~nent of the model, MOUSE wil
become an integral part of the planning and design activities for the City’s wastewater taciities.
The City’s primary planning slrategy w~ll incorporate GIS and MOUSE linked toge~er in a comprehensive
scheme which allows increas~g soph~ in the modeling procedures. The MOUSE model w~l be
integra~d ~0 ~ ~ management frorn planrmg and design flows to operational procedures, and
can accommodate both a system-wide approach or localized special studies. With GIS, co~l~uous gauging
increasing role in oplimiz~g the life of~, thus sa~ng Ciy’s precious dollars and infrastruoture investment.
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ABSTRACT
The central zone of the lie-de-France Region includes some 8 million inhabitants, neady 200
municipalities, 4 Departments, including the city of Pads, and parts of 4 other Departments, covedng an
area of 1900 km2 (750 sqomi.).
The study’s goal is to design a plan that enables to meet, in the year 2015, the dry and wet weather water
quality objectives of the Seine and the Marne Rivers. Hence, the study includes all sources of water
pollution: urban and industrial wastewater, dry weather overflows, CSOs, SSOs, and stormwater.
In order to obtain a streamlined approach, a watershed approach was retair~ed taking into consideration all
sources of pollution and ensudng to meet the water body quality objec~ves. The approach consisted in
defining the maximum load capacity of receiving water bodies, during dry weather and vadous rainfall
events. Four very distinct scenarios were developed.
Comparison of the four scenarios is based on their environmental performance, the nuisance created by
the construction and operation of the facilities in these densely urbanized and sometimes histodc areas,
and their operating and construction costs. We used a mul~-criteda analysis to sort out the best scheme
and developed its implementation schedule according to the financial capal:,ilities.
KEYWORDS
Watershed analysis, CSO Control plan, Wastewater, Treatment, Stormwater, River analysis.
INTRODUCTION
The central zone of the lie-de-France Region, namely the Greater Paris agglomeration, includes some 8
million inhabitants, nearly 200 municipalities, 4 Departments and parts of 4 others, and covers an area of
1900 km2 (750 sq.mi.). In this territory, two levels of government, municipal~es and Departments, and the
Paris Agglomeration Wastewater Commission (SIAAP) are directly involved in the management of
wastewater and stormwater networks. The French Government, the lie-de-France Region, and the SeineNormandie Water Agency all help finance the construction of waterworks. The SIAAP is more specifically
responsible for the interception of wastewater and its treatment.
In 1992, the SIAJ~P prepared a wastewater management long-term plan. The plan relied on highly
centralized wastewater treatment solu’dons, which received a strong opposition from the public. It also
proposed the construction of very large infrastructures for the control of CSOs. In 1995, the French
Minister of Environment requested the preparation of a wastewater study, which would take into
consideration diverging views on the orientation of the wastewater t~eatrnent scheme. The goal of the
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study was to meet, within a time span of the year 2015, the dry and wet weather water quality objectives of
the Seine River and the Marne River, along with requirements from Northern Sea Water Quality Treat~.
Hence, the study included all sources of water pollution: urban and industrial wastewater, dry weather
overflows, CSOs, SSOs, and stormwater.
In March 1996, Asseau-BPR, in collaboration with two other French engineering firms, was commisioned
to conduct the study of the central area of the lie-de-France Region dry and wet weather wastewater
management plan under a watershed approach.
Approach
Asseau-BPR devised a watershed approach taking into consideration all sources of pollution and ensuring
the satisfaction of the water quality objectives.
First, it consisted in defining the maximum load that the receiving water bodie~; could assimilate, dunng d~
weather and dudng vadous rainfall events.
Having fixed these maximum allowable loads that can meet water quality criteria, it was possible to design
scenarios that reduced loads accordingly. Four scenarios were designed. They reflected to vadous
degrees the views of the proponents of more centralized and more decentralized wastewater treatment
system. All f~ur scenarios were equivalent in meeting dry and wet weather water quality criteria.
Comparison of the four scenarios is based on their environmental performance, the nuisance created by
the construction and operation of the facilities in these densely urbanized, and sometimes histodc areas,
and their operating and construction costs. A multi-criteria analysis was used to sort out the best scheme
and develop its implementation schedule, and the cost.
Review of the existing situation
Given that they are located in a densely populated area where combined sewer systems are predominant,
the Seine and the Marne are highly u’dlized by sewer overflows, particularly during ralnfaJl events. In fact,
there are nearly 240 stormwater outfalls in the Seine and the Marne (SSO,CSO, stormwater outfalls).
Moreover, some municipal and industrial sectors are still not connected to the sanitation network and the
wastewater is poured without treatment into those rivers, during wet or dry weather. All that results in a
water quality deficiency on the Seine and Marne, which restrains the use of the area and impact on
aquatic life.
The wastewater t]’eatment system is served by 4 main treatment plants : the downstream Seine plant
(Ach~res, 2 100 000 m=/d), the upstream Seine plant (Valenton, 300 (300 rn=/d), the downstream Marne
plant (Noisy, 18 000 m=/d) and the Bonneuil plant (50 000 m=/d). Another station is presently under
construction, the center Seine de Colombes with a planned capacity of 240 O00
in addition to these plants are three pre-treatment plants ensuring the effluent grit and sand removal (the
Clichy plant, the Bdche basin, and the lie MaYdnet pump station). These plants’ effluent flows through the
great SIAAP interceptor, which is one of the 5 interceptors that flows to Ach~res WWTP.
The netwodCs average flow during dry weather is evaluated at nearly 2.8 Mm3/d, and will reach nearly
2.9 Mm3/d in year the 2015. In addition to the wastewater (sanitary and industrial) representing nearly 61
of total supply, this volume includes a significant quantity of infiltration and inflow.
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Although the water quality of the Seine and the Marne is average good to passable during dry weather, in
accordance with the water quality objectives, the situation is quite different during rainfall events. Take for
instance the rainfall events of the summers of 1994 and 1995, which caused significant water quality
deterioration and a considerable quantity of fish kills.
The Marne has high ammonia content in dry weather, greater than 0.5 rag/l, due to upstream overflows.
The Seine deteriorates along its course and its quality is strongly affected downstream of the main
treatment plant’s effluent discharge (Ach~res). The contents of dissolved oxygen reaches 2 mg/l
downstream of Ach~res, while the concentration in BODs becomes superior to 10 mg,~ and the
concentration of NH4÷ is greater than 2 mg/l all along the Seine downstream of this same treatment plant.
During rainfall historical events (July 1994 and July 1995) the dissolved oxygen content of the Seine fell to
0 mg/l after violent rainstorms, occurring several dozens of kilometers do~stream of Paris. Moreover, we
have observed considerable fish kills following violent rainstorm events.
Water quality criteria
The receiving water body’s quality objectives are the local pdodty. France’s agreements in regards with
the Northern Sea Treaty quality criteria are:
¯
¯

5 mg/I of dissolved oxygen during dry weather, and 4 mg/I for 24 hour duration, 2 mg/I for 6 hour
duration, and 1 mg/1 in any time duration dudng wet weather;,
0.5 mg/l of ammonia, 50 rag/1 of nitrate, 11 mg/i of total nitrogen, and 0.5 mg/I of phosphate at any
time.

Evaluation of required interventions
We first assembled all information to forecast dry weather sewage produclJon and wet weather generation
in the year 2015, and assessed the sewer system and wastewater t~eatment plant conditions and
efficiency. We developed a hydrologic and hydraulic water and sewershe~:l model, to assess wet weather
flows, CSOs, and stormwater flows. The models were calibrated against data from large histodc rainfall
events (July 1994 and July 1995). Thus, overflow hydrographs of each CSO site have been obtained.
These hydrographs are associated to overflow p011utograms used for receiving water quality impact
modeling.
Representative overflow pollutographs of different collectors and interceptors of Pads and its suburbs
were built from a water quality wet weather database. These representative poilutograhs are separated in
a maximum of 15 water quality classes. These classes are associated 1:o the overflow sites, which the
network’s characteristics (watershed and planned water quality behavior) au’e the nearest to the measures
sites defini~on used to generate them. The overflow hydrographs are an=dyzed and separated in phases
of rise and drop of water level to allow the association of the different quality classes. These pellutographs
have easily been built, thanks to the use of the MED software, developed by Asseau-BPR.
Dry weather
A first level ot intervention has been applied on all scenarios:
¯ Correc~on of connections/jun~ons in sectors non-attached to the net~ork;
¯ Reduction of infiltration and inflow by 300 000 m~/d;
¯ For all WWTP, addition of nitrification and phosphorous removal facilities.
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Wet weather - Evaluation of volumes and pollution loads to control
From a first evaluation of volumes and pollution capacities, poured into the receiving water body during
historical events and reference homogeneous rainfall, it has appeared that a small number of important
overflows represented more than 80 % of the organic mass overflow during rainfall events. Therefore, it
was chosen to priori~ze the efforts in controlling pollution in these overflow sites. It has been shown that
the control of 80 % of organic loading overflows, for a 6-month return period rainfall, enabled the
achievement of water quality objectives. Thus, it has been chosen to completely control the overflows on
the main CSO sites (42 out of 240 sites) for hi-annual rainfall. The choice of a 6 month return period to
size CSO control facilities is backed up by the possible load control obtained for small return period rainfall
events: 60 % for 1 year rainfall, 48 % for 2 year rainfall, 38 % for 5 year rainfall and 29 % for 10 year
rainfall.

Intervention scenarios
To allow the control of these wastewater volumes, and to meet the receiving water body quality criteria, 4
intervention scenarios were developed. Each of the four scenarios (see table 1) were designed for
structural improvements, including combinations of best management pracl~ces (in-line/off line retention,
centralized/satellite high rate treatment, water transfers from one basin to another, etc) and for evaluating
the potential of implementing global integrated predictive real time control. For this, we used a sofa,rare
we developed in-house (MED-SOM).
The scenarios apply for both dry and wet weather. They reflected to various degrees the views of the
proponents of more centralized and more decentralized wastewater treatment systems. All four scenanos
were equivalent in meeting dry and wet weather water quality criteria.

Table 1. Summary of the main infrastructures proposed for CSO controll during rainfall events
Scenario A

Scenario B

Scenario C

Scenario D

16 detention tanks
892 000 m=

16 detention tanks
878 000 m3

15 detention tanks

14 detention tanks

847 000 m=

840 000 m3

3 detention tunnels

2 detention tunnels

4 detention tunnels

4 detention tunnels

(19.6 km; 751 000 m=)

(10.1 km; 543 000 m=)

(20.6 kin; 801 000 m=)

(16.6 kin; 675 000 m~)

1 high rate treatment
plant
(2.5 m3/s)

7 high rate treatment
plant
(8.5 m3/s)

1 high rate treatment
plant
(2.5 m~/s)

1 high rate treatment
plant
(2.5 m3/s)

7 WWTP
Capacity
Dry w. : 34 m3/s
Wet w. : 107 m=/s

7 WWTP
Capacity 3
Dry w. : 33 m/s
Wet w. : 105 m~/s

9 WWTP
Capacity
Dry w. : 34 m3/s
Wet w. : 96 ma/s

9 WWTP
Capacity
Dry w. : 34 m3/s
Wet w. : 105 m=/s

To these infrastructures are added, for all scenarios, the connection of all non-connected sectors to the
sanitation networK, the separation of some areas and the doubling of certain collectors. Note that the
existing wastewater treatment plants are included in the compilation.
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Thus, the scenarios are analyzed and compared between them, in order to determine strengths and
weaknesses and to identify the best scenario. For this analysis, 3 rainfall events are used: homogeneous
rainfall of 6 month and 10 year return pedods and the 2rid July 1995 historical rainfall event.
Hydraulic analysis of scenarios - Dynamic management
When trying to maximize wastewater treatment and flow interception, dynamic flow control represents an
additional solution to all the proposed interventions. The influence of dynamic flow control of the great
SIAA.P interceptors, compared to a static flow regulation, has therefore bee~, evaluated. This analysis has
been made from the MED-SOM model, developed by Asseau-BPR, allowing the simulation and
op~mization of the wastewater treatment system management.
The four intervention scenarios were the objects of a MED-SOM modeling for two reference
homogeneous rainfalls (6 month and 10 year return period), and the July 2nd 1995 historical rainfall event.
The simulations have also been done in the static management mode with help of the CAREDAS modet.
The comparison of the results allows seeing the advantages of the dynamic management
Table 2 compares, for each scenario, the overflow results in accordance with the management mode
applied. Alone the networks’ downstream zone of the lie-de-France Regio~’s central zone is included in
this evaluation, which con-esponds to about half of the studied zone’s whole ,overflow.

Table 2. Results of the downstream section of the zone of study

Rain

1/6 months

Scenario
A
B
C
D

1/10 years

A
B
C
D

02-July-95

A
B
C
D

Overflow volume (Mm~)
Static
Dynamic
Situation
1 826
46
0
67
0
0
0
0
0
4 596
2 207
1 787
2 316
2 247
2 240
1 694
2 081
1 332
4 195
1 400
1 016
1 932
1 403
1 831
1 367
1 846
1 332

So it appears that for the 6 month rain period, the scenarios allow a 100 % elimination of overflows (a little
less for the static). For the 10 years rain, the dynamic management allows in average, a 62 % reduction
of overflowed volumes whereas the gain obtained with the static management is 52 %. However, the
dynamic control influence is greater in a real rainfall event: dynamic management allows for a 70 %
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reduction in overflows for the 2nd July 1995 rainfall event, while the reduction with the static management
mode is 58 %.
The performance comparison, in the situation of either a real time or static (:~ntrol, shows that it is very
interesting to integrate, within each scenario, certain advanced solution pos.,~ibilities caJling for re<~ t~me
control. In the situation of the actual rainfall event of the 2nd July 1995, the re~l time control actually allows
performance 30 % to 25 % better than a scenado considering only static control. This increased
performance is obtained by the optimal use of WWT plants capacity during an important period, as shown
on graphics comparing the flows at the Acheres’ wastewater treatment plant in static or real time control
for the 2nd July rainfall event for scenado A (diagram 1). Thus, static contr(~l allows full capaci~ use of
the station dudng 16 hours for this event.
Figure 1. Scenario A - Inflow to Ach6res WW’TP for the 2nd July 1995 rainfall event.

,.~enano A - Stat=c control

control ......

0
00.’00

02:O0 04.’00 06.1)O 08.’O0 10:00 12.~0 14:0C 16:~0 18:00 20.’0~ 22:00
Time (hh:mm)

Receiving water body impacts (environmental perfonnances of scenarios)
The receiving water body quality impact evaluation is performed with the PROSE model, developed by
CERGRENE in the context of the Piren-Seine projecL This model evaluate.=; the variation in water quality
of the Seine and the Marne. The pollution associated to the hydrographs simulated to each SS(~ is
included as data for the PROSE model.
Dry weather
The simulation results demonstrate that the developed dry weather scenarios allow for the improvement of
the receiving water body quality. The dissolved ox’Fjen, the NH4 and the PO4 are the parameters showing
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the most noticeable gains. The downstream sites are the most favorably influenced by the proposed
facili’des.
¯
¯
¯
¯

DO: all scenarios allow, the reach of quality cdteda.
NH~: strong improvement but objectives are not achieved everywhere because of high ammonia
concentration upstream in the Marne River.
NO3: respect the quality target ever3N¢here, however a significant rise downstream of Ach~res due to
the high level of nitrogen load in the effluent.
PO~: the four scenarios cause a significant concentration reduction compared to the reference
situation, without however conforming to prescribed cdteda.

Wet weather
In average for the 4 scenarios, the planned interventions allow to reduce organic loads in receiving water
body by 80 % for the 6-month rainfall, 45 % for the 10 years rainfall and 65 % for the 2nd July 1995 rainfall
event.

Table 3. Evaluation of the overflow reduction for different scenarios.

Overflow reduction percentage
compared to the reference situation
Rain Scenario Volume

SS

BOD

COD

NH4

6 months

A
B
C
D

55.3
54.8
54.5
54.5

70.5
70.0
69.7
_ 69.7

79.9
80.1
79.8
79.8

72.8
730
72.7
72.7

63
63
63
63

10 years

A
B
C
D

28.0
25.7
27.5
29.2

40.2
39.0
39.6
41.9

45.8
43.8
46.1
48.6

38.4
36.9
38.6
41.4

31.6
25.2
30.6
28.5

2 July 95

A
B
C
D

42.5
39.1
38.6
38.9

54.6
52.8
51.8
52.2

67.0
64.7
64.4
65.1

59.0
55.6
55.6
55.7

46.3
36.6
42.1
38.4

Wet weather impact on water quality was simulated with the PROSE softvrare, developed by the E~cole
des Mines de Paris School, respecting the following summer conditions:
¯

The overflows generated by 6 month and 10 year return pedod rainfall, and the 2rid July 1995 rainfall
event, on low reference condi~ons, of once in 5 year return period;
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¯

The overflows generated by the 2nd July 1995 rainfall event on low water cond~ons prevailing on the
2rid July 1995.

The pollutant load reduction results in the Seine’s and the Marne’s sharp water quality improvement. The
quality objectives are reached for the 6-month return pedod rainfall event and the 2nd July 1995 historical
event. However, a 10 year return pedod homogeneous rainfall and the 2nd July 1995 rainfall event,
associated with a low flow situation (5 years return frequency), always leads to anoxic conditions.
Moreover, we have demonstrated that the conjunction of low frequency rainfall and severe low water flow
was very unlikely. For example, these past 18 years, there was only one important event combining low
water conditions and rain susceptible to cause more cr~cal effects than the 2rid July 1995 historical event.
The scenarios’ multi-criteria analysis
The four scenarios A, B, (3 and D represent contrasting development ~dternatives. The proposed
developments allow the achievement of the receiving water body quality objectives dunng dry weather.
During wet weather, the differences between the scenarios are more pronounced, particularly in nitrogen
polluted inflows.
The costs and nuisances associated to each scenario are also contrasted and depend on many factors,
more or less favorable to one or another of the scenarios.
To classify the scenarios and to single out the most effective one, it is necessary to proceed to a multiobjective analysis, allowing the classification of the scenarios by relative performance according to
different criteria. The criteria considered in this analysis are: environmental performance, progressive
implementation capacity, operating nuisances, implementation constraints, construction nuisances,
operation costs, and investment costs. These analysis criteria are only technica~ and we give them a
score between of 2 to 5 relative to each other.
For each studied criteria mentioned eadier we have obtained a classification. The final results are shown
in table 4.
Table 4. Multi-table analysis of the four intervention scenarios

Analysis criteria
Environmental performance
Functionin~l flexibili~
Pro~lressive implementation
Exploitation nuisances
Implementin~l constraints
Construction nuisances
Exploitation costs
Investment costs
Total(X/5)
Total (%)

Before balancing Balanc
in9
A B C D
3 2 5 4 25 %
15 %
2 3 4 5
10 %
5 4 3 2
15 %
4 2 5 3
10 %
5 3 4 2
5%
5 4 3 2
10 %
5 3 4 2
10 %
5 4 3 2

After balancing
A
0.75
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.25
0.5
0.5

B
0.5
0.45
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.4

C
1.25
0.6
0.3
0.75
0.4
0.15
0.4
0.3

D
1
0.75
0.2
0.45
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2

57 I 4.15
83 I 3.1
62
78 I 2-85
I 3.9

Resulting from this multi-objective analysis, scenado C appears to be the most efficient of all four
scenal’~OS.
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CONCLUSION
The sewer system of the central zone of the lie-de-France Region serv~ices a population of 8 million
inhabitants over a territory of approximately 1900 km=. In its present state, water quality of the Seine and
Marne Rivers is severely impaired by effluents from existing WWTP, SIS(~s, CSOs, and stcrmwater,
during dry and wet weather.
Asseau-BPR has been mandated to conduct a planning study to meet dry and wet weather water quality
criteria in a horizon of the year 2015. A watershed approach was performed, where water quality in the
two main rivers draining these watersheds became the main design c~terion, both for dry and wet
weather. We present here the main result of this study, which was finalized in a time of 1 o5 years.
Four scenarios were developed. They include the construction of some 1.4 Mm= to more than 1.6 Mm= of
new retention capacity and 2.5 m3/s to 8.5 m~/s of high rate treatment plant capacity. The existing 5
wastewater treatment plants are to be upgraded to include more wet weather capacity and nitrogen and
phosphorous removal. Depending on the level of wastewater treatmel~t decentraliza~on, two more
treatment plants are also included.
All of these four scenarios help meet water qual~ criteria during dry weather and wet weather, for events
such as the historical rainfall event of July 2n= 1995, which has a return peri¢,:l of 5 to 10 years.
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USE OF THE WATERSHED MANAGEMENT APPROACH TO REDUCE THE IMPACT OF COMBINED
SEWI~R OVERFLOWS AND TO ADDRESS STORM WATER PHASE! II "DONUT HOLES"
Daniel Rourke, Water Pollution Prevention Program Manager - City & County of San Francisco *
Geoff Brosseau, Environmental Consultant
¯ City & County of San Francisco, PUC-BERM, 3801 3rd Street, Suite 600, San Francisco, CA 94124
ABSTRACT
The City and County of San Francisco operates and maintains the City’s ¢~mbined sewer system and
wastewater treatment plants. The combined system collects and stores for treatment, both sanitary and
industrial wastewater, as well as storm water runoff. To meet stdcter effluent limits for discharge to San
Francisco Bay and the Pacific Ocean, the City’s Bureau of Environmental P, egulation and Management
(BERM) operates the Water Pollution Prevention Program (WPPP)--which is targeting categories of
discharges, such as industrial, commercial, and residential, to reduce their loading of heavy metals and
other pollutants of concern to the City’s system and ultimately the Bay and Ocean. The City recently
completed a 20-year, $1.4 billion dollar Master Plan for Wastewater Management that significantly
reduced the number of combined sewer overflows (CSOs) that occur dudng wet weather. The goal of the
new Storm Water Pollution Prevention Program (Storm Water Program) is to reduce the potential impact
of the few remaining overflows by minimizing the amount of pollutants that enter the combined sewer
system from outside sources during wet weather.
The City implemented the Storm Water Program as a pilot effort in one drainage basin (i.e., watershed)
sta~ng in 1995 to test its efficacy and appropriateness for the City as a whole. The WPPP chose to focus
the program on a watershed of concern to the City and its efforts to: 1) protect its citizens and the
environment, and 2) remain in compliance with environmental regulations. /ks a result, the Storm Water
Program was implemented in the Lower Army and Lower Selby sub-basins ol= the Islais Creek watershed.
The combined size of these two sub-basins was small enough to allow 1=or the implementation of a
comprehensive storm water pollution prevention program while being large enough to represent a
significant effort in the watershed. The Lower Army and Lower Selby sub-basins are the closest subbasins in the watershed to Islais Creek, and are a representative sample of the whole watershed’s land
uses including industrial, commercial, residential, and transportation.
The Water Pollution Prevention Program used a watershed management approach, and linked the Storm
Water Program to: 1) the requirements of its NPDES permits, 2) USEPA’s Combined Sewer Overflow
Control Policy, and 3) upcoming Phase II requirements. San Francisco’s combined sewer system
presented an interesting opportunity to use the watershed management approach, which is associated
more with nonpoint source pollution, in a "point source" situation. San Francisco’s well defined major
basins, sub-basins, and drainage dis~cts facilitated the use of data on wet weather hydrology and the
combined sewer system’s hydraulics to understand flows and drainage patterns, and their impact on
CSOs. Integrating traditional storm water management techniques and the watershed management
approach into the City’s existing water quality control programs not only helped it to reduce the potential
impacts of combined sewer overflows, but will also facilitate San Francisco’s efforts to comply with Phase
II storm water regulations well ahead of schedule.
INTRODUCTION
The City and County of San Francisco operates and maintains the City’s combined sewer system and
wastewater treatment plants. The combined system collects and stores for treatment, both sanitary and
industrial wastewater, as well as storm water runoff. To meet stricter effluent limits for discharge to San
Francisco Bay and the Pacific Ocean, the City’s Bureau of Environmental Regulation and Management
(BERM) operates the Water Pollution Prevention Program (WPPP)---which is targeting categories of
discharges, such as industrial, commercial, and residential, to reduce their loading of heavy metals and
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other pollutants of concern to the City’s system and ultimately the Bay and ,Ocean. The City recently
completed a 20-year, $1.4 billion dollar Master Plan for Wastewater Management that significantly
reduced the number of combined sewer overflows (CSOs) that occur dunng wet weather. The goal of the
new Storm Water Pollution Prevention Program (Storm Water Program) is to reduce the potential impact
of these few remaining overflows by minimizing the amount of pollutants that enter the combined sewer
system from outside sources during wet weather. The City implemented the Storm Water Program as a
pilot effort in one drainage basin (i.e., watershed) starting in 1995 to test its efficacy and appropriateness
for the City as a whole.
METHODOLOGY

Framework
The City developed a Program Plan that describes the framework for the pilot Storm Water Program. The
Program Plan is a living document designed to grow in length and detail as the Storm Water Program
evolves and becomes more defined. The first phase of the pilot program was designed to identify, scope
out, and develop the elements of a comprehensive, long-term watershed management effort. The first
phase work set the stage for further program implementation in subsequent phases. The City chose to
use information on watershed management planning provided in the "(g) Guidance" (USEPA, 1993) to
develop the framework for their pilot Storm Water Program. The "(g) Guidance" includes a table (’Fable 411. Watershed Management A Step-by-Step Guide) adapted from Livingston and McCarron (1992) that
describes the general steps for developing a watershed management plan. The steps include:
¯ conducting inventories and creating maps of watershed characteristics,
¯ identification of pollutant sources,
¯ identification of expected changes in land use and infrastructure,
¯ setting resource management goals and pollutant reduction targets,
¯ selecting management practices, and
¯ developing the watershed management plan.
The City adapted these steps to their situation in developing the Program Plan.
Program Approach
San Francisco used this watershed management approach, and linked the Storm Water Program to: 1)
the requirements in the City’s NPDES permits, 2) USEPA’s Combined Sewer Overflow Control Policy, and
3) efforts of other Bay Area storm water programs. The watershed management approach is being used
more and more in storm water programs to create effective and efficient urban runoff management
programs. This approach attempts to ensure that the dght things are done, in l~e dght places, at the right
times. San Francisco’s combined sewer system presents an interesting opportunity to use the watershed
management approach, which is associated more with nonpoint source pollution, in a "point source"
situation. San Francisco’s well defined major basins, sub-basins, and drainage districts facilitated the use
of data on wet weather hydrology and the combined sewer system’s hydraulics to understand flows and
drainage patterns, and their impact on CSOs. The following steps were; used in developing and
conducting the Storm Water Program.
1. Characterize watershed and identify problems - As a result of previous work, BERM staff had
identified heavy metals (particularly copper and mercury), PAHs, PCBs, dioxin, and selected pesticides as
the pollutants of concern for San Francisco. However, it was important to review and verify this list on a
regular basis. Of this list, some pollutants are more likely than others to be "storm water~ pollutants, that is
pollutants that enter the combined sewer system via runoff. In addition, the list of problem pollutants can
change because of stricter regulations or permit limits, changing treatment ca!:~l~ilities, or new monitonng
information.
In addition to identifying the problem pollutants, Water Pollution Prevention Program staff decided to focus
the program on a watershed of concern to the City and its efforts to p~’otect its citizens and the
environment, and to remain in compliance with environmental regulations. As a result, the Storm Water
Program was implemented in the Lower Army and Lower Selby sub-basins of the lslais Creek Watershed.
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This watershed is in the southeast portion of the City and drains to San Francisco Bay. It is expected that
the combined size of these two sub-basins is small enough to allow for the implementation of a
comprehensive storm water pollution prevention program while being laE;e enough to represent a
significant effort in the watershed. The Lower Army and Lower Selby sub-ba=$ins include the Potrero Hill
and Bemal Heights sections of the City, represent the closest sub-besins in the watershed to Islais Creek,
and appear to be a representative sample of the whole watershed’s land uses including industrial
commercial, residential, and transportation. To implement this part of the approach, the following tasks
were undertaken:
¯

Delineate and map on a geographic information system (GIS) the sub-watershed boundary and subbasin boundaries.

¯

Inventory and map on GIS the storm water conveyance, storage, and treatment system including
streets, catoh basins, open channels, pipes, pump stations, Southeast Wastewater Pollution Control
Plant, storage structures, outfalls, and overflow structures. Provide information on size, storage
capacity, treatment capacity of the system, and frequency, volume, and duration of overflows. Note
the parts of the system, if any, that are not connected to the Southeast Plant.

¯

Identify and map to the extent possible ongoing and planned infrastructure improvements, their size.
storage and/or treatment capacity, and the date they are expected to be operational.

¯

Inventory and map current land use by sub-basin. Define and map by at least major categories, suc,~
as commercial and residential, and consider defining and mapping sul:~-categones such as single
family residential and multi-family.

¯

Identify and map zoned land use by sub-basin using the same categories and level of detail as used
for current land use inventory and mapping.

¯

Identify and map to the extent possible ongoing and planned si!gnificant developments or
redevelopments by land use.

¯

Inventory and map impervious area (e.g., streets, sidewalks, and roofs) and significant areas of open
space or bare soil. To the extent possible, note impervious area that is directly connected to the
storm water conveyance system.

2. Identify significant storm water sources with the highest potential of influencing the quality of
the City’s combined sewer overflows. Based on studies conducted by the City and other agencies.
there is relatively complete information on the sources of storm water pollutants. However, new
information is always being generated and the sources can change because of changing processes,
practices, or products. Therefore, it is important to track this information by reviewing literature and
networking with staff from other agencies. It is also important to a watershed management effort to
identify and involve stakeholders including residents, businesses, and community groups. As a result, the
City recognized that this step could be a major one, so the City focused on ~eveioping a framework and
the tools first, that could be used later to expand or revise the Storm Water Program, as necessary. To
implement this part of the approach, the following tasks were undertaken:
¯

Review the list of storm water pollutants of concern and identify the most likely sources by land use
category or sub-category (e.g., category = residential or sub-category = single family). Generate a list
of these land use categories and sub-categories. *

¯

Identify and record contact information on the major stakeholders in the watershed including large
businesses, trade associations for business types that have a significant presence in the watershed.
large municipal and other government facilities, City deparl~nents with responsibilities that may
impactJprotect storm water quality, commercial business districts, community groups, and
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neighborhood associations. Use existing data bases such as the City’s business tax license, and inhouse lists of trade associations, business district contacts, and community and neighborhood groups.
¯

Gather and review the City’s information on wet weather hydrology and the combined sewer system’s
hydraulics and operations to understand flows and drainage patterns, and their impact on CSOs
Note the ¢lirnaticJhydrauiic conditions, if any, when combined flows do not go to the Southeast Plant
but rather to overflow structures. *

¯

Based on this review, and the information gathered previously on the.= storm water conveyance
system, identify geographic areas that could be significant sources of pollutants to storm water runoff
and discharges through combined sewer overflows. *

¯

For businesses, review USEPA’s list of industries subject to the Phase I ,~;torm water regulations and
confirm or modify the categorization based on the specific information for the Islais Creek watershed. ¯

" These tasks will result in a list of potentially significant sources of storm water pollutants of concem.
Sources will be on this list because:
¯ the land use category or sub-category has been identified as a potentially significant source of storm
water pollutants by studies conducted by the City or others, or
¯

the geographic area is a potentially significant source because of the design and operation of the
storm water conveyance system, or

¯

the business type has been identified as a potentially significant source
of storm water pollutants by
studies or permit programs (e.g., State Industrial General Permit).

The relative contribution of problem pollutants can be estimated by using source and monitoring data.
Although these celculations often have large margins of error because of incomplete or inconsistent data,
it is still important to go through the exercise, especially when new data becomes available, to confirm the
relative importance of the soumes. It is also important when focusing on sources to compare their
contribution with other sources (e.g., commercial vs. residential) to keep the programs focused on the
most significant problems. To implement this part of the approach, the following tasks were undertaken:
¯

Review studies and reports conducted by the City or others to determine the priority of these potential
sources for each of the storm water pollutants of concern. These studies arid reports included:
¯ for businesses - source identification and outreach programs in the City and elsewhere, inspection
and permitting information from the Department of Public Health and BERM, commemiaVindustnal
watershed-based efforts in other jurisdictions, and the USEPA Multi-Sector Permit (1995);
¯

for residential - source identification studies and outreach programs in t~e City and elsewhere;

¯

for transportation - reports and studies from the Federal Highway Administration Caltrans, storm
water programs, and others.
’

3. Identify practical storm water pollution prevention strategies that woulld reduce the amount of
pollutants entering the City’s combined sewer system - The strategy for dealing with storm water
pollutants is fairly generic but the mix of program elements can change depending on factors such as,
land uses, relative contribution of problem pollutants, number and size of busine.,mes in the watershed and
their general awareness of environmental regulations. Program strategies may include ordinance
revisions, modified discharge permits to include storm water criteria, inspections, monitonng,
interdepartmental coordination, workshops, on-site vis~, outreach materials, aclvisory committees,
feedback mechanisms, and incentives. The City decided to develop a watershed management approach
for dealing wffd~ all the major storm water pollutant dischargers in the watershed that is based on the
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success of their current programs and incorporates the appropriate program elements. To implement this
part of the approach, the following task were undertaken:
¯

Using the pdoritization of sources by storm water pollutant of concern, a ,’strategy was developed for
each pollutant. The strategies vary depending on the predominant source(s).

¯

For residential sources, the strategy focuses on outreach including potentially: mailings, speakers
bureau for neighborhood meetings, displays at community events,, and citizen’s advisory
committee(s).

¯

For businesses, the strategy starts with outreach as well, including potentially: establishment of
advisory committees, workshops, on-site visits, distribution of outreach materials/such as a general
storm water pollution prevention guide), and follow-up. The strategy also includes permitting via the
City’s Class 11 permit including a qualifying checklist and storm water’ pollution prevention plan
provisions.

¯

For transportation sources, there are two categories---public (roads, bridges, and parking) and private
(driveways and parking).
1. For the ~ transportation areas, the strategy differs based on which agency (City or State) has
jurisdiction. As it has in the past, BERM will work with other City departments to develop and
implement a strategy for =City streets." The strategy includes enhanced street cleaning, catch
basin cleanouts, and special programs for bridges and parkincj lots. For State-owned
transportation areas, the City is working with Caltrans’ ongoing storm water pollution prevention
program.
2. Significant sources on ~dvate parking areas and driveways are dealt with through either the
business or residential elements.

4. Develop storm water technical outreach materials to be distributed to targeted storm water
sources - Like the strategies for dealing with storm water pollutants, the best management prances
(BMPs) are also fairty genedc. Technical outreach materials (e.g., general storm water education
booklets, specific BMPs, checklists) have been developed for the vast majoril~y of polluting activities and
target audiences. BERM has developed many of these materials and used these existing materials to
develop new materials for San Francisco. This approach allows BERM to concentrate on verifying,
modifying, and fine tuning existing information for San Francisco and a combined sewer system. To
implement this part of the approach, the following tasks were undertaken:
¯

Develop a generic outreach piece suitable for multiple audiences that explains the overall Storm
Water Prograrn~its goals, approach, elements, roles of different stakeholders in the watershed, anti
City contact information.

¯

Develop a generic storm water pollution prevention outreach piece suitable, for businesses. Develop a
companion storm water pollution prevention checklist for disthbution to business sources that are not
likely to be getting more specific outreach and/or permitting information.

¯

For specific sources, review existing City as well as other agency outreach materials for
appropriateness to the Storm Water Pollution Prevention Program. Modify existing or develop new
outreach materials for specific sources. The specific technical outreach materials will likely include:
general information on storm water pollution, source-specific information on storm water pollutants
and pollution prevention practices, and checklists to be used either in selfoaudits or for on-site visits by
the City.

¯

For the permitting portion of the business strategy, review the existing Class II permit provisions for
storm water for appropriateness for specific business types. Modify existing or develop supplemental
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provisions, as necessary, to ensure the effectiveness of the permit in preventing storm water pollution.
Use the State’s Industrial Storm Water BMP Handbook (SWQTF, 1993), Industhal General Permit
(State of California, 1992), and USEPA Multi-Sector Permit as guidance to activities of concern and
BMPs.
5. Develop a GIS data base containing the targeted storm water sources - Water Pollution
Prevention Program staff used the existing GIS data base work at BERM and integrated it with the GIS
efforts elsewhere in the City. The GIS data base assisted in tracking storm water pollutant sources and
facility audits, as well as in program implementation and evaluation. Use of GIS is integral to watershed
and storm water management and the City’s early work with GIS greatly facilitated implementation of the
Storm Water Program.
6. Conduct educational storm water pollution prevention audits - For business and government
facilities, having determined the pollutants of concern, their sources, the area of focus (i.e., parts of the
sub-basin(s)), and the pollution prevention strategy, tools, and BMPs; the City conducted pollution
prevention audits or other educational outreach to the target sources. To implement this part of the
approach, the following tasks were undertaken:
¯

Conduct pollution prevention audits including an identification of storm water sources, determination of
their significance, and assessment of BMP or pollution prevention practice implementation. Use
checklists and outreach materials developed under previous tasks to facilil"~te the audits and educate
the facility ownedoperator. Non-storm water discharges entedng the storrn water conveyance system
will be reduced using pollution prevention practices. Non-storm water discharges entering receiving
waters directly will be eliminated as soon as possible after discovery.

¯

Provide feedback to owners/operators at the end of visits and through pedodic mailings.

¯

Develop a follow-up strategy based on threat to water quality, implementation of pollution prevention
practices, and when appropriate, compliance with permit conditions.

7. Evaluate the effectiveness of the storm water pollution prevention program - To evaluate the
program’s long term success, ways of measuring results must be incorporated into the program design.
The sooner that the types of data necessary to measure success are identified and data collection started,
the quicker the feedback and the sooner corrections can be made to increase the program’s
effectiveness. The City developed an evaluation methodology as an integral part of the Program Plan for
the Storm Water Program.
RESULTS
To illustrate implementation of the City and County of San Francisco’s pilot Storm Water Program we will
focus our discussion of results on the pollution prevention audits conducted as par’( of the business
strategy. Audits including identifying sources of storm water pollution, determining the significance of
these sources, and assessing the use of best management practices were conducted of selected
businesses. The choice of businesses was based on a compilation of daltabases including Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) Codes identified in the Phase I storm water regulations, the City’s
pretreatment database, and the City’s hazardous materials program database.
The compilation effort produced a list of 172 businesses located in the project drainage area. The
business locations were fixed on the City’s geographic information system and maps were produced. A
drive-by survey was conducted to verify the businesses’ locations. Dudng the drive-by survey,
businesses that were found but not listed were added to the audit list, and those businesses that were not
found but listed were excJuded. The final candidate audit list consisted of 145 business facilities.
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A checklist of potential outside activities (e.g., vehicle maintenance, outside storage) was prepared and
the businesses were audited. For businesses with storm water exposure, comprehensive audits were
performed including site sketches and comments. For those that had no acIivity or storage exposed to
storm water, only facility information was recorded. Audit information was entered in an Access database
directly from the checklists. The audit results can be summarized as follows:
1. Among the 145 businesses audited, 45 (31%) of them had an activity or storage exposed to storm
water, and 100 (69%) had no exposure.
2. The most common activities at businesses with storm water exposure are:
¯ Outdoor loading/unloading
40% of facilities
¯ Outdoor storage
36%
= Vehicle/equipment washing
33%
¯ Vehicle/equipment fueling
31%
¯ Vehicle/equipment maintenance
31%
¯ Outdoor process equipment
7%
3. Among the 45 businesses with exposure to storm water, only five had outdoor process equipment.
The possibility of storm water pollution from outdoor processing may be relatively low.
4. Some potential outside activities such as building/grounds maintenance, building repair/construction,
and over-water activities were found to be unlikely sources of storm w~lter pollution in the project
drainage basins because no businesses were found conducting these activities.
5. The incidence of storm water pollution in the project drainage area is more likely linked to the improper
handling of leaks and spills, and inadequate protection for vehicle/equipment service and outdoor
unloading/loading areas.
Dry weather flows were found at 21 facilities, which constitutes 47% of the businesses exposed to
storm water or 14% of businesses audited. The majority of the d~.! weather flow was from
washing/cleaning.
7. None of the on-site storm drains were labeled and few were inspected by facility staff. Some drains
were clogged with debris or were heavily contaminated by oil/grease.
8. Of all businesses in the drainage area, the most common Standard Indusl:rial Classification codes in
the drainage basin are: Group 75 (automotive repair, services, and parking) (11%), Groups 50 and 51
(whole sale trade) (10% and 8% respectively), Group 27 (pnnting, publisl3ing, and allied industries)
(8%), Group 17 (construction) (7%), Group 41 (local and suburban transit) (7%), Group 52 (building
materials, hardware, garden supply) (7%), and Group 73 (business service~.;) (7%).
9. A review of the number of facilities with exposure to storm water runoff ,out of the total number of
facilities in the drainage area shows that certain SIC codes appear more likely to have activities
exposed to storm water runoff (see Table 1). The likeiy SIC codes include: Group 43 (United States
Postal Services) (100%), Group 41 (local and suburban transit) (83%), Group 55 (auto dealers and
gas stations) (71%), Group 52 (building materials, hardware, garden supply) (42%), Group 75
(automotive repair, services, and parking) (37%), Group 17 (constru~on) (27%), and Group 73
(business services) (27%).
10. The data showing which facilities are more likely to have activities exposed to storm water runoff can
be extrapolated to the rest of the City to determine the magnitude of expanding this pilot effort Citywide.
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Table 1. List of Standard Industrial Clas,sification Codes
with Likely Exposure to Storm Wal~er Runoff

43
41
55
87
52
75
17
73
20
42
76
51
50

United States Postal Services
Local and suburban transit and interurban
passenger transportation
Automotive dealers and gasoline service stations
accounting, research,
and related
materials, hardware, garden supply, and
mobile home dealer
Automotive repair, services, and parking
Construction-special trade contractors
Business services
Food and kindred products
]nsportation and warehousin,
Miscellaneous repair services
sale trade-non-durable goods
Whole sale trade-durable goods

1/1
10 / 12

100
83

5/7
1 /2

71
50

5 / 12

42

7 / 19
37
3 / 11
27
3 / 11
27
1/4
’
25
1/4
25
1/4
25
3 / 14
21
3 1 17
18
* Based on number of facilities with exposure to storm water runoff out of total number of facilities in
drainage area of same SIC code.
DISCUSSION
The development and implementation of a pilot Storm Water Program in one portion of the City starting in
1995 will greatly facilitate San Francisco’s response to the coming Phase II regulations.
Phase I - Although San Francisco’s total population is high enough for the City to be subject to the 1990
Phase I federal storm water regulations (i.e., > 100,000) the regulations allow a municipality with both
separate and combined sewers to petition USEPA to r~luce its listed population to account for storm
water discharged to combined sewers and treated in a POTW. The reduction method is based on the
proportional length of each sewer type. Since the vast majority of San Francisc~ is served by combined
sewers, the length of separate sewers is insufficient to trigger the Phase I regulations.
Phase 11 - The approach in USEPA’s Proposed rule (1998) is that ;~11 municipal separate storm sewer
systems within a Census-designated urbanized area (e.g., San Francisco) would be regulated under
Phase I1, regardless of whether or not a particular municipality had combined sewer portions of its system.
This approach would require the City to meet storm w
-city (the so-called "donut holes"~ ~,,~ ~, ........ ater_r=eg_ulations
in the storm water" orti
/ =,,u
u, H===~
minimum
~O
con"--~,
........ applicationsP due
San Francisco’s ProactJveness and
Phase
Irs long
timelines
(final
rule
3/1/99,
3of
years,
the
uu=~- =n
[he combined sewerons
sectJons.
go days later = 5/31/02) mean that these regulations will act more as a "backstop" than as a ~driver" to the
City’s Storm Water Program.
Certain industrial activities (identified by SIC code), including construction sites of 5 acres or more, are
covered by State of California’s General Storm Water Permits. San Francisco’s existing Water Pollution
Prevention Program and pilot Storm Water Program are very consistent with the Phase
requirements.
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Table 2. Comparison of Storm Water Management Program Elements
Element
Program Management
New (Re-) Development/Construction
Illicit Discharges
Industrial/Commercial
Public Agencies
Public Education
Program Evaluation/Monitoring

Phase I
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Phase II General Permits San Francisco
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

The permitting process for San Francisco will likely be similar to other Storm Water Management
Programs (SWMPs) where a plan is developed and submitted with an application. It is expected that the
NPDES permit language will be mostly boilerplate and refer to the plan which can be updated without
affecting the permit language.
Since the City currently holds three NPDES permits (one each for its two PC)TWs and one for Bayside
CSOs), the City and the Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Board) will explore the possibility
of merging requirements into one or two permits. However, this effort may be constrained by the differing
legal statutes behind the requirements (i.e., (:;SO, storm water). In addition, the Recjional Board is starting
to consider developing a General Permit for municipal storm water. The City and Regional Board will
decide at the time of the application which permitting approach to use (e.g., General Permit, individual
perm~ "merged" permit).
Since San Francisco is served by both combined sewers and separate sewen~, the application will clearly
indicate which geographic areas of the City are served by separated systems including the Port of San
Francisco, parts of Golden Gate Park, and presumably new portions cf Bayside that are being
redeveloped---China Basin, Mission Bay, Candlestick Point, Hunter’s Point, ~[’reasure Island). Because
the industrial storm water regulations are written to hold the "ownerloperal:or" responsible, the City’s
application will also include information on how- the City has de¢ided to handle pnvate
industrial/commercial facilities on City property served by separated systems.
The City will use several guides in developing its permit application including USEPA and State guidance,
as well as the current plans of neighbonng Storm Water Management Programs (e.g., Alameda, San
Mateo). The application will cover the following elements of SWMPs, which are consistent witt~ both
Phase I and II requirements, as well as the elements of the City’s pilot Storm Water Program.
¯ Program Management
¯ New (Re-) Development/Construction
¯ Illicit Discharges
¯ Industrial/Commercial
¯ Public Agencies
¯ Public Education
¯ Program Evaluation/Monitonng
CONCLUSIONS
Integrating traditional storm water management techniques and the watershed managemem approach into
the City’s existing water quality control programs not only helped it to reduce the potential impacts of
combined sewer overflows, but will also facilitate San Francisco’s efforts to comply with Phase II storm
water regulations well ahead of schedule.
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ABSTRACT
In July, 1997, the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) completed facilities planning for
controlling combined sewer overflows (CSOs) in the greater Boston area in a~:ordance with a federal court
schedule. The CSO control plan was developed using the demonstration approach dascr~ed in the national
CSO policy issued bythe U.S. EnvironmentaJ Protection Agency (EPA) in Apn], 1994. Under the demonstration
approach, MWRA cont’rmed through the fa~. ities planning process that the recommended plan complied with
water quality standards. Both technology-based and water quality-based evaluations were performed. The
MWRA CSO control plan was developed using the demonstration approach because sufficient data on CSO
and non-CSO soumes of pollution and corresponding water quality ~npacts were available and were
considered in determining appropriate controls on a site-specific basis. This paper presents the process
followed to document compliance with the criteria for a successful demonstration under the EPA CSO control
policy.
KEY WORDS
technology-based evaluations, cost/performance, water quality standards, hours of violation, project
optirnization
INTRODUCTION
EPA, foilow~g extensive hput from numerous state, municipal, and environmental stakeholder organizations,
published its new national CSO Control Policy in Apn], 1994. The policy ~nplements a national strategy to
achieve cost-effective CSO controls that meet appropriate health and environmental objectives. It provides for
flexi0ility in developing long-term CSO control plans and allows CSO controls to be ta~]ored to address sitespecific i-npacts of CSOs. The policy requires that nine min~num control techn~)logies be ~nplemented and
establishes a planning process for developing long-term CSO control plans by evalua~g a range of CSO
control altematJvas and demonstratbg compliance with water quality standards, to protect designated uses.
According to EPA’s CSO policy, plans for long-term CSO control and compliance with water qualib/-based
requirements of Ihe Clean Water Act can be developed by using either a "prasumption" or "demonstration"
approach. Under the presumption approach, compliance ~ water quality s~andards is presumed, if one
of three performance cnleria is met: ~ ovediows are reduced to no more than --u~ average of four events per
year on an annual average bas~s, il) no less 1ban 85 percent by volume of the combined sewerage collected
on a system-wide annual average basis is el~ninated or captured for treatment, or b-) no less than the mass of
pollutants causing water quality inpairment for the volume reductions in number il is elongated or reduced.
Undar 1ha demormlration approach, compliance with water quality standards is conf~Tned through the CSO
control planning process. This approach was btended to provide flex~iiify in developing a long-farm CSO
control plan, part, larry where water qualbj standards are not met due to non-CSO sources of pollution. While
not necassady satisfying the performance criteria of 1he presumption approach, the plan can be shown to be
adequate to meet water quality standards. The demonstration approach depends on a detailed assessment
of receiv~g waters and ~he inpacts of CSO discharges and other sources o! wel weather pollutants on water
quality.
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Under the definition of a successful demonstration, a long-term control plan must meet the following criteria:
The planned control program is adequate to meet water quality standards and protect
designated uses, unless standards or uses cannot be met as a result of natural background
conditions or pollution sources other than CSOs;
ii

The CSO discharges remaining after implementation of the planned control program will not
preclude the attainment of water quality standards or designated uses, or contribute to their
impairment. Where s~=.~ndards and uses are not met in part because of natural background
conditions or pollution sources other than CSOs, a total ma,~rnum dally load (’I’MDL) allocation
should be used to apportion pollutant loads, including a waste load allocation and a load
allocation or other means;

iii

The planned control program will provide the maximum pollution reduction benefits
reasonably attainable; and

iv

The planned control program is designed to allow cost effective, expansion or cost effective
retrofitting if additional controls are subsequently determined to be necessary to meet water
quality standards or designated uses.

MWRA developed its CSO control plan using the demonstration approach because detailed information on
CSO and non-CSO sources of pollutant loads and resulting water quality impacts was collected and could be
evaluated in determining appropriate controls based on site-specir~ conditions.. The MWRA successfully
demonstrated that its recommended CSO control plan fuffilled each one of the required criteria.
METHODOLOGY
Because CSOs are considered to be point sources of pollution, both technology-based and water quality-based
requirements of the Clean Water Act apply in their control to meet water quality standards and protect
designated uses. The development of the MWRA’s CSO control plan included evaluation of a full range of
CSO control technologies, as well as detailed water quality assessments of CSO impacts on specific receiving
water segments. MWRA’s approach followed the planning requirements of EPA’s CSO policy, confirming
compliance with state water quality standards.
MWRA’s long-term corrtzol plan recommends CSO controls for Boston, Cambridge, Somerville, and Chelsea.
CSOs from the large sewerage system serving these communities impact Ek~ston Harbor and its major
tributaries, including the Charles River. Due to the size and complexity of the system, as well as the diversity
of the affected waterbodies, the plan was organized to address 14 distinct receiving water segments.
Technology-Based Evaluations
Technology evaluations were conducted for each outfall and/or group of hydraulically-related outfalls. The
alternatives evaluation process involved several screening steps to ensure that detailed evaluations were only
performed for feasible alternatives. One method for comparing alternative technologies involved
cost/performance curves. Cost/performance curves were developed based on ann~=al model simulations. Two
sets of curves were developed, ~ percent reductions based on CSO load reductions and on total load (CSO
plus non-CSO pollutant load) reduction in the impacted receiv~g water. Curves generated for individual project
alternatives showed COST versus CSO load removed as a percent of baseline CSO load, and curves for the
receiving waters showed cost versus total load removed as a percent of baseline total load. Parameters
analyzed included fecal coliform bacteria, total suspended solids (TSS), and biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD) pollutant loads from CSO, stormwater, and upstream or boundary sources, if applicable. This approach
was eff~ in assessing the relative benefit of varying levels of CSO control on the receiving water in terms
of all pollutant sources.
Feasible alternatives were also compared using a rating and ranking methodology to identify a preferred
alternative on a receiving-water-wide basis. Each alternative was assigned ratings for specific cnteria under
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the categories of water quality impacts, cost, and siting. The ratings under each~ category were summed and
a rank order was established. The rank orders of all the categories were then summed to obtain an overall
rank order for the alternatives.
Water Quality-Based Evaluations
EPA’s demonstration approach also requires that the recommended CSO control plan be proven adequate
to comply w~th water quality standards by demonstra~g that each of four criteria is met. Receiving water quality
models were developed and applied to compare the performance of varying levells of CSO control to baseline
conditions in the receiving waters. Comparisons were facilitated using pollutant iisopleths for a 2-dimensional
model of Boston Harbor, and using pollutant concentration profiles for 1-dimen.sional models of the Chades
River and Mystic River. Tabular presentations were used to compare predicted hours of violations of the state
water quality standards for swimming and boating. Hours of violation were compared for baseline conditions,
baseline conditions for non-CSO pollutant sources only (storrnwater, dry weather, boundary conditions), the
recommended plan, and the recommended plan considering CSO sources only. A combination of projectspecific and system-wide cost performance curves were used to demonstrate th~at the MWRA’s CSO control
plan provides the ma,~rnum pollution reduction benefits reasonably attainable and complies with EPA’s national
CSO control policy using the demonstration approach.
The percent annual compliance for the bacteda standard for swimming (200 colonies per 100 milliliters) was
calculated to estimate the impact that the remaining untreated CSO discharges would have on water quality.
The magnitude of each of the untreated discharges was quantified based on discharge volume from each
outfall in the receiving water segment for those storm events in the typical year l~hat cause overflows. Hours
of violation associated with untreated discharges were conservatively assigned based on the hours of violation
associated with the 1-year, 24-hour storm, since none of the untreated CSO ouffalls discharge during the
3-month, 24-hour storm except in one of the 14 receiving water segments (Fort Point Channel).
RESULTS
MWRA’s demonstration approach included the results of both technology-based and water quality-based
evaluations performed for all receiving water segments. This section presents an example of the technologybased evaluations, followed by the results that show how the overall performance of the recommended plan
complies with demonstration approach criteria.
Example of Technology-based Evaluation
The technology-based evalua~ons demonstTated that the preferred alternatives represented the best available
technology (BAT) economically achievable for each outfall. The results of the eva~uations performed to select
controls for two adjacent oulfalLs (BOS072 and BOS073) discharging to the Fort Point Channel receiving water
segment are used to illustrate the evaluation process.
Fort Point Channel is a narrow, shallow embayment at the upper part of Boston’s Inner Harbor. It is classified
as Class SB-fishable/swimmable with restricted shellfishing. No shellfish resources have actually been
i~entified within the channel and sensitive areas that support critical uses, such a,’; swimming, are not located
along the channel. Land uses in the vicinity of the channel are a mix of in~dustrial, seafood handling,
transportation, and parking. Seven untreated CSOs discharge to Fort Point Channel. No upstream sources
or bounclary conditions were identified for this receiving water segment. CSOs are the predominant source of
fecal coliform bacteria, BOD, and nutrients for the 1-year, 24-hour storm and on an annual basis.
Using prel~ni-~3, moclei s~ulations and system knowledge, four control technologies were initially eliminated
from further consideration for outfalls BOS072 and BOS073: CSO relocation, local sewer separation,
interceptor relief, individual or consolidated storage tanks, or primary treatment facilities. Following further
screen,g based on cost, performance, construction risks, water quality, and sociaJ and environmental impacts,
four alternatives were carried forward for detailed evaluations. These included: area-wide sewer separation,
a consolidation/storage conduit sized for the 3-month, 24-hour storm, individua~i screening and disinfection
facilities, and individuaJ floatables control. Altematives for outfalls BOS072 and BOS073 were grouped with
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alternatives for other CSO outfatls in the receiving water segment to facilitate assessment of overall water
quality impacts. The range of controls evaluated for the receiving water generally reflected the range of
corrl~ols for each out/all. Select~n of a preferred alternative was based on the resL=lts of the cost/performance
evaluations and the rating and ranking methodology.
F-,:jure 1 shows the comparison of annual fecal coliform bacteria load reduction as a percent of baseline annual
CSO load for BOS072 and BOS073. The =knee of the curve" indicates that the mc=st cost-effective altemative
for con~’olling fecal coliform bacteria was consolidatiorYstorage of the 3-month, 24-hour storm. Curves for TSS
and BOD yielded the same resulL Curves showing the percent pollutant removal compared to baseline total
receiving water loads from all sources also supported consolidated storage as the appropriate level of control.
While complete sewer separation would elim~ate CSO discharges in Fort Point Channel, the resulting increase
in stormwater loads would cause a decrease in the removal of fecal coliform bacteria compared to
consolidation/storage and a net increase in total TSS and BOD loads.

FIGURE 1. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO FECAL COLIFORM REDUCTION
FOR BOS072 & BOS073
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The rating and ranking method was also used to identify a preferred alternative for Fort Point Channel. This
method included rating water quality impacts and costs for each alternative. Siting impacts were not rated.
Table 1 shows the cost and water quality impact rank orders for the Fort Point Cha~nel alternatives, including
CSO controls for outfalls BOS072 and BOS073. The number I denotes the highest ~rank. While them was only
minor differentiation among altematives, the alternative that included the consolidation/storage conduit for
outfalls BOS072 and BOS073 had the highest overall rank. Since both the cost/performance and ranking
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RANKINGS
FOR THE FORT POINT CHANNEL

CSO Control Alternative
Complete Sewer Separation

Cost
Rank

Performance/
Water Quality
Impact Rank

Sum of
Ranidngs

3

Control of 3-Month Storm (storage/detention/treatment)
Storage/Consolidation Conduit BOS072, BOS073

1

4

2

1

3

Control of 3-Month Storm (screening/disinfection)
Individual Screening/Disinfection BOS072, BOS073

2

2

4

Floatables Control

~ -~ -------------1

3

4

methodologies supported the consolidation/storage conduit for outfalls BOS072 and BOS073, this was the
preferred alternative selected. Facilities planning efforts then involved further evaluations of alternatives for
siting and construction of the conduit, as well as comparisons of costs, construction risks, and environmental
impacts.
Optimization of the Preferred Alternative
The preferred alternative for outfails BOS072 and BOS073 was construction of a 1,500-foot-long, 10-footdiameter consolidation/storage conduit. While the original intent of the storage conduit was to capture the 3month, 24-hour storm, siting issues related to locating tunnel shafts resulted in the conduit being of sufficient
size to capture and store the volume of combined sewage generated from all but two storms in a typical rainfall
year. Stored flows would be pumped back to the interceptor system once wet weather flows in the system
subsided. Flows in excess of the conduit storage capacity would receive floatables control and continue to
discharge from the outfalls to Fort Point Channel.
The feasi~ility of optimizing the preferred alternative to provide a higher level of CSO control was investigated.
Optimization would involve providing either a larger storage volume, or combin~ing the storage conduit with
another CSO technology such as disinfection. The cost-effectiveness, performance, and receiving water
benefits for three incrementally higher levels of control were evaluated. Ths~ benefit of removing more
pollutants from the waterbocty was assessed based on cost-effectiveness, i.e., the unit cost to remove the
increment of pollution, and on the relationship between providing incrementally higher levels of control and
attaining designated uses.
Table 2 presents the cost and Performance of existing baseline conditions, the preferred aJtemative, and the
three higher levels of control evaluated. Based on the net present value per annual pollutant load removed,
the preferred altemative is the most cost-effective level of CSO control in terms of achieving control of fecal
coliform bacteria, TSS, and BOD, followed by the 11-foot-diameter, 1,500-foot st!orage conduit. The higher
level of control would cause a 7 percent ~.,rease in net present value cost for an additional 5 Percent reduction
in annual pollutant load, showing that the increased cost would be proportional tc increased Performance.
Model results indicated that under the recommended plan, the bacteria standard for boating is violated dudng
the 3-month, 24-hour storm near outfalls BOS072 and BOS073. The standard for swimming is violated in the
remainder of the channel. These violations are due to stormwater discharges, since only treated CSO flow
from another out/all is discharged into the channel for this size storm. The model also showed that even total
elimr~tion of CSO discharges from the outfalls would not result in attainment of the boating standard during
the 1-year storm. Since even total eli’nination of CSO discharges would not change the level of uses attained
in the Fort Point Channel dudng wet weather due to stormwater, incrementally increasing the project cost to
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TABLE 2. COST EFFECTIVENESS OF INCREMENTALLY HIGHER LEVELS OF
CSO CONTROL FOR OUTFALLS BOS072 AND BOS(:I73
Annua~ Activation
Frequency

Percent Reduction in
Annual Pollutant Load

Net Present Value per Annual
Pollutant Load Removed
Capital

.~ternative

B(::~07~

Baseline conditions

10

BOS073

Coliform

Fecal
Cost (S/count
Coliform BOO TSS ($ millions) x 10~

BOO
(s/Ib)

TSS
(s/ib)

19 .......

10-It diameter, 1,500-It

2

2

80

80

80

$13.5

$85

~.,670

~1,490

lO-ft diameter, 1,500-ft.

2

2

96.7

93

93

$18.4

$97

$3,175

$1,769

11 -ft. diameter, 1,50~ft.
long storage conduit

2

2

85

85

85

$14.3

$86

$2,685

$1,496

12-ft. diameter, 1,895-ft.

O

0

100

100

$17.2

$88

$2,752

$1,534

!long storage conduit

long storage conduit
with disinfection

long storage conduit

100

achieve a proportional incremental increase in CSO control was not recommended. It was noted, however,
that the concept of incrementally increasing the size of the storage conduit shouk| be m-evaluated based on
more detailed, site-specific information to be developed during design.
Results of Water Quality-Based Evaluations
Results of the water quality assessments performed under the demonstration approach show that MWRA’s
recommended CSO control plan fulfills the criteria set by EPA for a successful demonstration.
Criterion i: The planned contro/ program is adequate to meet WQS and protect designated uses,
un/ess WQS or uses cannot be met as a result of natura/ background conditions or po//ution sources
other than CSOs
The recommended CSO control plan complies with state water quality standards and protects designated uses
in all 14 receiving water segments, eider by elimination or relocation of CSOs, or by meeting the requirements
for the state’s water quality classifications of Class B(CSO) or Class SB(CSO) for minimally impacted waters,
or by using a variance designation until more water quality information is available.
Performance of CSO control alternatives was evaluated in terms of receiving water impacts. Based on the
existing designated uses and associated water quality parameters identified for each receiving water segment,
a number of measures were identified to quantify the impact of the CSO control atlematives on water quality.
Typical output from the receiving water models used in evaluation of CSO contn31 attematives included the
duratbn of vioiatJon of fecal coliform bacteria standards, predicted fecal coliform bacteria density (broken down
by source), and fecal coliform bacteria density isopleths. The modeling analyses focused on fecal coliform
bacteria as the parameter of concern, since designated uses to be protected are shellfishing, swimming, and
boating. The results of fecal coliform bacteria evaluations were summarized by major basin to demonstrate
compliance with EPA criteria for a successful demonstration.
The results of Boston Harbor receiving water model analyses for fecal coliform bacteria under 3-month, 24hour design storm conditions for baselne conditions - all sources, baseline conditions - non-CSO sources only,
and the recommended plan - all sources showed that under baseline conditions, the swimming and boating
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bactena standards are violated in several areas of the harbor. However, when I;,aseline conditions - non-CSO
sources only and the recommended plan results were compared, the fecal coliform bacteria densities were
virtually the same. This means that following implementation of the recommended plan, remaining violations
will be predominantly due to impacts from non-CSO sources.
In the Chades River, violations of both the swimming and boating bacteria standards occurred under all
conditions, and as in Boston Harbor, the model showed that following implementation of the recommended
CSO control plan, remaining violations will be predominantly due to non-CSO impacts. Of particular interest
in the Chades River were the dry weather fecal coliform bacteda concentrati¢,ns that violate the swimming
standard all the time. During wet weather, stormwater and upstream sources contribute a major percentage
of fecal coliform bacteria to the river basin, while CSOs are not a significant source. The recommended CSO
control plan meets Criterion i for the Charles River, since significant pollution sources from the upstream
Charles River watershed prevent water quality standards from being met even during dry weather. Because
efforts are on-going to identify and control non-CSO sources, the regulatory op:!ion for a short-term vanance
from water quality standards for CSO discharges into the Charles River was deemed to be appropriate until
more information on the non-CSO sources is available.
Criterion ii: The CSO discharges remaining after implementation of the planned control program will
not preclude the attainment of WQS or the receiving waters’ designated uses or contribute to their
impairment. Where WQS and designated uses are not met in part because of natural background
conditions or pollution sources other than CSOs, a total maximum daily load, includin a wa
g steload
allocation and a load allocation or "*~ ................ ’
, ~,u ,=, i,==~1~ ~nouta oe usea to apportion pollutant loads
Hours of violation of the fecal coliform bacteria standards for swimming and boating from the 3-month, 24-hour
storm for baseline conditions and for the recommended plan were calculated. For all receiving water
segments, the hours of violation after implementation of the recommended plan due to CSO-only discharges
is zero for both the swimming and the boating standards. When the "recommended plan CSO-only" results
were compared to the ff~seline conditions non-CSO-only" results, it was clear that the violations of the bacteria
standards rerna~g after implementation of the recommended plan will be caused by the impacts of non-CSO
sources.

Table 3 presents the hours of violation of the bacteria standards for swimming and boating due to the 1-year,
24-hour storm for each of the receiving water segments. Table 3 also presents the annual percent compliance
~ the swimming standard, assuming each discharge event in the typical rainfall year had the same impact
as the 1-year, 24-hour storm. As shown ~ Table 3, the pement compliance with water quality standards, even
using the extreme case based on hours of violation caused by all sources in th,e 1-year, 24-hour storm, is
greater than 95 percent in all receiving water segments. Using hours of violation based on CSO-only for the
1-year, 24-hour storm, the compliance for all segments is greater than 98 percent.
Criterion iii: The p/armed control program will provide the maximum [mllution reducbon benefits
reasonably attainable
The planning process has resulted in selecting CSO controls that will provide the maximum pollution reduction
benefits reasonably attainable for each receiving water segment affected by CSOs. The recommended plan
will maximize capture of combined sewage flow and provide treatment at the IVlWRA Deer Island treatment
plant or MWRA CSO treatment facilities for almost all of the total annual combined sewage volume.
Implementation of the recommended CSO control plan will reduce the total annual volume of CSO discharges
compared to baseline conditions by about 58 percent and will reduce the annual volume of untreated CSO
discharges by 95 percent. Of the annual CSO volume remaining after implementation of the recommended
plan, 95 percent will be treated at MWRA CSO facilities prior to being discharged. When conveyance to the
Deer Island treatment plant is considered, 99.7 percent of the total annual combined sewage volume will be
captured and treated under the recommended plan.
As shown by Figure 2, the most significant reductions in CSO volume and pollutant discharges, including BOD,
TSS, and fecal coliform bacteria, are predicted to have occurred from 1988 to 1997, which is consistent with
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TABLE 3. HOURS OF VIOLATION OF BACTERIA STANDARDS
FOR 1-YEAR, 24-HOUR STORM
(based on 96-hour simulation)
Hours of Violation of Swimming/Boating Standards(1~ for
Fecal Coliform
Baseline
(non-CSO
only)

Recommend
Plan~
(all sources)

Recommend
Plan
(CSO only)

North Dorchester Bay

20 / 6

16 / 0

0/0

0/0

100

South Dorchester Bay

17 / 0

17 / 0

23 / 0

0/0

100

Neponset River

71 / 35

68 / 33

70 / 33

0/0

100(’)

Constitution Beach

27 / 3

27 / 1

27 / 1

0/0

100

Upper Chades River

96 / 84

96 / 84

96 / 84

0/0

98.9 - 100(~

Lower Charles River’:~

88 / 56

88 / 50

88 / 56

0/0

98.0 -100(S)

Alewife Brook

96 / 90

96 / 90

96 / 90

0/0

95.6 - 100(s)

Upper Mystic River

90 / 70

90 / 60

90 / 64

0/0

100(61

Upper Inner Harbor

37 / 14

7/0

17 / 0

8/0

99.0 - 99.5

Lower Inner Harbor

28 / 0

0/0

8/0

0/0

99.6 - 100

Mystic/Chelsea

50 / 17

49 / 16

49 / 15

0/0

97.8 - 100

Reserved Channel

30 / 16

0/0

0/0

0/0

100<6)

Fort Point Channel

48/34

29/14

33/18

~,!5/13

98.5 - 98.9

Receiving Water
Segment

(1)

(2)
(3)

Annual
Compliance
%
All sources
vs CSO only

Baseline
Conditions~}
(all
sources)

Swtmming standa~ = 2OO #11OO ml; Boa~ng startdard = l OOO # / l OO ml.

Includes bounaary, storrnwater, city weather, and CSO sources.
Induaes Bac~ Bay Fens.

(4)

CSO dis~l~’ge$ ate elJmu-~ted.

(5)
(6)

These segme~s v~:~,te the bacteria standa.,d for swimming all the time if d~y weather comae’tents are inc~uaed.
Treated discharges only.

system knprovements that were undertaken during that time. The substantial reduction in CSO volumes are
primarily related to increases in pumping capacity at the Deer Island treatment plant. Additional reductions
associated with the MWRA CSO control plan will occur from 1997 to the year 2008, by which time reductions
on the order of 80 to 90 percent will be achieved for CSO discharge volume, BOD, TSS, and fecal coliform
bacteria.
With 95 percent of the flow being captured and conveyed to Deer Island for secondary treatment, further
reductions in CSO volume or pollutant loads after the year 2008 would have relatively little significance in terms
of water quality improvement, and would be even less significant when compared to potential total load
.reduc0ons to the receiving waters. If further improvements to receiving water quaJity are to be realized, these
~provements must come from the control of non-CSO sources. Higher levels of CSO control beyond those
recommended in the CSO control plan would not achieve measurable receiving water benefits.
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FIGURE 2. ANNUAL VOLUME AND POLLUTANT LOADS, CSO ONLY
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Criterion iv:. The planned control program is designed to allow cost effective expansion or cost
effec~e re~’ofit~g ff additional controls are subsequently determined to be necessary to meet WQS
or designated uses
Giver~ the level of control tJ’~t the recommended CSO control plan will achieve, additional controls will not likely
be justified until substantial reduction in non-CSO sources of pollutants are achieved. Where feasible, the
recommended plan would allow for providing higher levels of CSO control if necessary. For example, where
hydraulic relief is currently recommended, storage and/or treatment units could be added in the future.
DISCUSSION
MWRA used the demonstration approach because detailed information on the combined sewer system had
been gathered and the accuracy of models to evaluate system performance and water quality impacts from
CSO and non-CSO sources of pollu’~on had been verified. According to EPA’s CSO policy, the demonstration
approach was ~tended to provide flex~lity in developing CSO plans, such that a plan could be shown to meet
water quality standarcls while not necessarily satisfying the criteria under the policy’s presumption approach.
Analyses conducted dur~g facilit~.s plann~g actually showed that MWRA surpasses the presumption approach
requirements, even before the CSO control plan will be fully implemented.
MWRA’s CSO control plan meets the first presumption criterion by reducing the activations of untreated CSOs
to no more than an average of four events per year on an annual average basis in the typical rainfall year.
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The results of system modeling also showed that the percent capture, or the percentage of flow entering the
combined sewer system dur~g periods of precipitation which is captured for treatment, steadily improved from
1988 to 2008. In 1992, when init~ improvements at ~e Deer Island treatment plant were near completion, but
rnpiemerrlation of major conveyance system improvements and construction of the new Deer Island treatment
plant were only beginning, MWRA nearly achieved the 85 percent capture cited in the second criterion under
~e presumption approach. Under 1997 conditions, assuming full pumping capacit~ at the Deer Island plant,
MWRA e~ceeds the 85 percent capture criterion. Additional combined sewage ¢~pture by the year 2008 will
be achieved when, under the recommended CSO control plan, 95 percent of the flows entering the system will
be treated at the Deer Island plant to meet secondary effluent limits. The third presumption criterion requires
~at no less than the mass of pollutants causing water quality impairment for the percent reduction in volume
achieved be eliminated or reduced. Since 95. percent of the combined sewage flows will receive secondary
treatment, this third criterion will also be met.
Although MWRA meets not one but all of the criteria under EPA’s presumption approach, the demonstration
approach provided the advantage of tailoring CSO controls to specific conditions in distinctly defined receiving
waterbodies. Greater emphasis could be focused on protecting waterbodies that support sensitive uses rather
than making across-the-board reductions without considering site-specific water quality and existing designated
uses.

CONCLUSIONS

The MWRA’s CSO control plan complies with the requirements for a successful demonstration under EPA’s
national CSO policy, confirming that water quality standards will be met and designated uses protected. Using
the demonstration approach involved comprehensive and detailed assessments: to accurately characterize
receiv~g waters, CSO and non-CSO sources of pollution, and associated water quality impacts. By developing
the plan according to the demonstration approach, CSO controls were selected to address site-specific
condtdons. The demonstration approach not only resulted in an environmentally sound plan that provides an
appropriate level of CSO control, but also a cost-effective plan that acknowledges the need to consider
ratepayer interests.
REFERENCES
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Gina K. Beim, P.E., Project Manager, Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District
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ABSTRACT
The Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer Distdct (NEORSD) is the agenm.! responsible for wastewater
treatment in the Cleveland area. Its jurisdiction includes interceptor sewers, three wastewater treatment
plants, and combined sewer overflows (CSOs). NEORSD’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit requires development of a CSO control plan.
The Westedy district of NEORSD’s service area is tributary to the Westerly Wastewater Treatment Plant
(WWTP). It consists of approximately 40 kmz (10,000 acres), of whk:’.h 75 percent are served by
combined sewers. It is entirely located on the west side of the City of Cleveland. The combined sewer
area contains 4 interceptor sewers, 70 static regulators, 8 hydrobrakes, 8 automated regulators, and 26
CSO outfalls. Lake Ede, Cuyahoga River, Rocky River and Big Creek receive CSO discharges from this
area dudng wet weather. When peak wet weather flows exceed the capacity of the Westedy WWTP, the
overflows are routed to the adjacent Combined Sewer Overflow Treatment Facility (CSOTF).
NEORSD is undertaking a study that will result in specific recommendations for a long-term wet weather
control plan in the Westerly district. This paper focuses on aspects of the study that have been completed
and on the results obtained. An extensive monitoring program including rnore than 100 flowmeters was
conducted dudng the spdng of 1997. The separately sewered area, which has over-under sewers, was
included in the investigations. Data management utilizes a Geographical Information System (GIS). A
detailed HydroWorksTM model of the collection system is fully integrated into the GiS. Monitoring and
analysis of the operation of CSOTF was performed.
Based on results of the data collected, several projects have been identified for early implementation.
These projects include location and removal of sources of dry weather contamination and prever~Jon of
river water inflow into the sewer system. While these projects are unclerway, a range of long-term
alternatives are being evaluated for an overall wet weather plan for the Westerly district.
INTRODUCTION
In accordance with its NPDES permit, the NEORSD must develop a long-term combined sewer overflow
control plan (LTCP). Efforts towards this plan were initiated in the early nineties, when the NEORSD
conducted a Phase I CSO study of its entire service area. Phase II studie,s are now being conducted in
the service areas tributary to each of the three District wastewater treatment plants. This paper describes
the study being conducted in the Westerty district. The study was initiated in late 1996 and is scheduled
for completion by the end of 1998. The study area is shown in Figure 1.
The ultimate goal of the Westerly district CSO study is the reduction of the impact of combined sewer
overflows in the receiving waters. The study also intends to devise solutions to alleviate basement
flooding whenever possible.
A thorough understanding of the Westerly district system is paramount to the development of this study.
The Methodology section describes the technologies and procedures utilized to attain this understanding
and summarizes the methods utilized to analyze and manage the infon’nation about the Westerly district.
Results of the data collection and analysis efforts are then presented, along with a description of projects
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being implemented based on the results. The Discussion section contains :Ihe approach for evaluating
alternatives for CSO control and a summary of public information activities. The paper concludes with the
status of the study as of March, 1998, and a summary of its most relevant aspects.

METHODOLOGIES
Flow Monitoring
The general goal of the flow monitoring program was to provide an understanding of flow characteristics in
the Westedy collection system. Specifically, the program provided data for calibration of the sewer system
hydraulic model, for SSES tasks such as determination of infiltration and inflow (I/1) components within the
separate sanitary sewer areas, and to assist in the quantification of study area ;~ollutant loads.
In total, 108 flow monitors and 7 rain gauges were installed within the Westerly district. Prima~ flow
monitoring and rain gauging were conducted from March 3 through June 16, "1997. A subset of monitors
(11 total) remained in place until August 27 to further evaluate the performance of the WWTP and CSOTF
dunng larger rain events. The meters receded flow measurements every 5 minutes throughout the field
investigations.
Water Quality Sampling
Sampling of outfalls to study area receiving waters was conducted during both dry and wet weather.
Dudng dry weather, fietd investigations were performed to determine flows and pollutant loads from
outfalls in the Westedy drainage area. These investigations included a shoreiline reconnaissance survey
to locate the outfalls. Flows were measured and samples were taken for any outfalls found flowing dudng
dry weather. Flows were sampled for bacteda and ammonia as indicators of possible contamination from
wastewater.
Outfall quality monitoring during wet weather was performed to allow quantification of pollutant
concentrations and loads entering the receiving waters. Eight outfalls in the Westerly system were
monitored for water quality dudng five rainfall events. Both automated time-weighted composite and grab
samples were collected at each site for analysis. Parameters analyzed included bacteria, BOD, TSS,
nutrients and metals. Each sampling site was equipped.with an ADS flow meter for measuring depth and
velocity and an Isco Model 3700 sampler for collecting water quality samples. Dudng each storm event,
the Isco Model 3700 sampler was manually activated and collected a 350 ml sample in a glass vessel
every 15 minutes for 6 hours (24 samples).
The eight sampling sites were selected to characterize discharges from outfalls that had large amounts of
storm water (i.e., from highway drainage) or from areas with largely separate over-under sewers. An
extensive database of quality from outfalis with mostly combined sewers was already available from a
previous study (Havens & Emerson, 1994). This approach allowed cost-effective characterization of all of
the major types of pollutant loads from the Westerly district.
Receiving Water Assessment
The Westedy district is interesting in that it drains to four different receiving waters. In each case, there
are numerous sources of pollution other than CSOs entering upstream (or, in the case of Lake Erie, upv~nd). The pollutant loads from the study area (CSO as well as storm water) were estimated and
compared to background or upstream pollutant loads.
CSOTF Evaluation
The flow monitoring and sampling program also assessed the effectiveness of CSOTF. CSOTF stores
and treats wet weather flows that exceed the Westerty WWTP influent capac~/. Six storms were
intensively monitored and sampled to provide flow and mass balance inform~Ltion. From this, pollutant
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removal effectiveness was defined. These results are presented in detail in a separate technical paper
(McMasters et al, 1998).
Sewer System Evaluation Survey (SSES) Information
Existing sewer system information was collected from vadous sources. The HEORSD maintains sewer
plans, profiles, and structural drawings for all interceptors and much of the sewer system. Drawings which
were not available from this source were obtained from the City of Cleveland, who owns and maintains the
local sewers. In 1978, Cuyahoga C~unty produced county-wide aenal maps which were used as base
maps by the City of Cleveland to produce area-wide sewer maps showing sewer alignments, types and
sizes. Regulator schematic drawings and drainage area boundaries were ob~Iained from the NEORSD
Phase I CSO Study. In all, about 1,000 drawings were cataloged and reviewod. This emphasizes the
importance of developing data management methods for approaching large area-wide projects.

FIGURE 2
TYPICAL OVER-UNDER
SEPARATE SEWERS

A field inspection program was carried out to check and
confirm the accuracy of existing information for mapping,
determine the condition of the sewers and obtain information
necessary for developing the hydraulic model such as flow
direction, connectivity, and elevations.

Selected portions of the separate sewered area were
evaluated for infiltration/~nflow. About half of this separate
sewer system has a unique design common in the Greater
Cleveland area known as "invert pl;~te sewer" or "over-under
sewer." In this configuration the storm sewer is directly aDove
the sanitary sewer. At manholes, a removable cast iron plate
which forms the invert allows access to the sanitary sewer. A
~ ~ typical over-under sewer design is shown in Figure 2.
~ Pate

OVER-UNDER

The separate system was inspected in detail. Flow monitoring
results were used to rank suspect I/I stretches. Dye testing
with televising was used to investigate I/I sources. A total of
over 7,700 meters (25,000 feet) of sanitary sewer ranging in
diameter from 20.32 to 45.72 cm (8 to 18 inches) in 145 pipe
reaches were televised.

Geographical Information System (GIS)
The extensive amount of data generated by this project required effective management. In addition,
NEORSD routinely produces presentation-quality maps for its facilities planning projects. Utilizing a GIS
to manage data was a natural choice for the needs of the project.
Cuyahoga County planimetric maps based on 1993 aerial photos were transl,;ted into ArcView~ format
and served as the base maps for the GIS. Local sewers were digitized in Aut:)CAD~ and imported into
ArcViev,~. Under the Westerly District Interceptors Inspection and Evaluation Project (Duke et al, 1998),
data were collected on the NEORSD interceptor sewers and outfails. This data was combined with the
local sewer data to form a complete physical representation of the Westedy district in the GIS.
Digital databases containing manhole and pipe information were linked to the ArcView~ GIS. Other
databases include information on the over-under sewers (condition of each manhole plate), locations of
flowmeters, and water quality sampling results. Spatial information such as land use, ward boundanes,
and neighborhood boundaries were also included in the GIS.
The ArcVie~ GIS was developed to facilitate data storage for both mapping and hydraulic modeling
tasks.
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HydroWorksTM Collection System Model
The hydraulic model for Westerly needed to include all interceptors and outfalls, as well as major trunk
sewers in the combined system, all over-under sewers (down to 20.32 cm [8-inch] pipes) in the separate
system, all hydrobrakes and both static and automated regulators. The HydroWorksTM model was
selected because it could simulate this system in a stable and robust manner. HydroWorksTM capability
to simulate automated flow control structures incorporating the PID control process was particularly
~mportant. The GIS was used for handling the large volume of collection system data dudng the model
0evelopment and as an input and output processor.
RESULTS
Flow Monitoring
The flow monitoring program successfully monitored over 15 storm events, with the majority of the flow
meters being operational for most of the storm events. The data are being used mainly to understand
flows in the system and for calibration of the HydroWorksTM collection system model.
The measured flows were analyzed to determine overall volumes in the system for vadous storm events.
One example of this is shown in Figure 3, in which total volumes for the storm of April 12 are estimated.
The volume treated at the WWTP, at CSOTF, and the volume overflowing are estimated based on the
flow data. This indicates that the treatment facilities in the Westerly system already allow treatment of
about 56 percent of the wet weather volume dudng the one-day pedod. This does not include storage in
the system (autoregulators and hydrobrakes) and in the CSOTF tanks, which results in higher capture.
800.

Figure 3. Westerly System Measured Flows - April 12, 1997
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Dry Weather Outfall Sampling Results
The results of the dry weather outfall reconnaissance and sampling are summarized in Table 1. Only a
small pementage of the total number of outfalls showed evidence of possible contamination from
wastewater. Each of the outfalls was traced upstream by NEORSD staff to determine potential sources of
contamination. Letters were written to responsible parties, and the problems are in the process of being
corrected. It should be noted that the total pollutant load from these dry weather sources was minimal in
companson to background or upstream loads, and can be neglected during facilities planning.
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Table 1. Dry Weather Ouffall Investigations
Receiving Water

Ouffall Data Summary
Outfalls Found I Ouffalls Flowing Ouffalls Needing Further Investigation"
Number Percent

’ Cuyahoga River
Lake Erie
Rocky River
Total

140
19
14
37
1
3
71
24
34
248
44
18
* Ammonia _> 1 rag,4 and/or fecal coliform >_ 10,000 MPN/100ml

Number
9
1
15
25

Percent
6
3
21
10

Wet Weather Ouffali Sampling Results
Concentrations of parameters measured dun.ng this project (mainly in storm water) are compared in Table
2 with CSO concentrations previously measured. Results indicate that ger~erally lower concentrations
were found in storm water than in CSO. These values are being used to est~imate pollutant loads based
on the CSO and storm water volumes computed by the hydraulic model.
Table 2. Comparison of Outfall Quality
Mean Concentration - All Storms and Sites
Parameter (Unit)

Phase II Project Data
(Mainly Storm water)

BODs (mg/l)

12.1

TSS (mg~)

S8

FC (MPN/100ml)
NH3 (rag/l)

33,500
0.8

Phase I Project Data
(Mainly (;SO)
81
855,00,0
4.3

Receiving Water Assessment
This assessment indicated that upstream or storm water loads, rather than Westerly district CSO loads,
were the dominant factors influencing attainment or non-attainment of water quality standards in the
Cuyahoga River, Rocky River and Big Creek. (CSO Ioadings to Lake Erie were insignificant.) The CSO
Ioadings were either larger or of the same order of magnitude as upstream dr~ weather Ioadings (clue to
large upstream drainage areas). However, control of wet weather sources other than CSO was
determined to be equally or more important to water quality conditions.
In consideration of the above finding, rigorous water quality modeling is not bei~g used for the evaluation
and selection of CSO control alternatives in the Westedy district. Instead, models are being used to
demonstrate that the selected CSO control alternative does not in itself prevent attainment of water quality
standards as requirecl by the demonstration approach of the CSO policy. IncrementaJ impacts resulting
from the LTCP are being caJculated and compared to existing conditions and conclltions without CSO
overflows (the.Ohio Strategy requires that the control option of eliminating all CSOs be considered) using
existing models ancl design storms to evaluate incremental water quaJity impacts.
14 Results
Out of 265 manholes with inver~ plates, 140 were intact and positioned properly. The remaining 125
plates (47%) were either damaged (45), seated improperly (24), or missing entire~y (55). The I/I
investigations in these pipe stretches determined that most of the inflow -- and contaminated overflows --
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are the result of the condition of these invert plates. Investigation of separate sewers which are not invert
plate sewers determined that inflow was largely due to private property connections. In order to effectively
investigate and televise these sewers, many reaches required extensive sediment cleaning. Since
basement flooding had been reported in some of these areas, the cleaning is expected to provide some
relief from this condition.
HydroWorksTM Model Calibration
The approach to HydroWorksTM model calibration relies on in-depth knowledcje of the collection system.
Emphasis is placed on drainage system data which includes pipe attributes and land use characteristics.
Calibration was carried out for dry weather and wet weather events. For the initial storm run, model
results showed a good comparison against flow monitoring data. One of the calibration curves is shown in
Figure 4. It depicts the event of May 31, 1997, which had a total rainfall of 2.2 cm (0.87 in.) over a 36-hour
period.
Figure 4. HydroWorks Model Calibration
May 31, 1997, Storm Event
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River Inflow

An unexpected finding was made during the course of the sewer system investigations. Three CSO
outfalls to the Cuyahoga River were flowing into the collection system. The problem was caused by nver
levels being higher than the weir levels at regulators upstream of these ouffalls.
A fast-track study of the affected ouffalls indicated that, although the problem had been observed in a year
when Lake Ede (and thus the Cuyahoga River) had reached record levels, it could persist even at lower
lake levels. The study determined that transportation, pumping and treatment of the inflowing nver water
represented a significant cost, and that collection system capacity was being diminished by the river
inflow. The cost-effective solution to control the problem would be the installation of "duckbill" valves at
two of the problem sites, and the increase of the weir elevation at the regulator vpstream of the third site.
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Study recommendations were expeditiously adopted, and the river inflow control project is currently in its
final design stages. Construction is planned for later this year.
DISCUSSION
At the time of the writing of this paper, the study team has developed a clea=r understanding of system
characteristics. The stage is set for conducting the alternative analysis.
Traditional capital intensive solutions for the control of combined sewer ow~=rflows include increasing
system storage, conveyance, or treatment capacities. In analyzing possible alternatives for the Westerly
district, structures such as tunnels, basins and vortex separators will be assessed. However, special
attention will be paid to optimizing the operation of the existing system. The automated regulators that are
already a functional part of the system make Westedy especially suited for this type of approach.
A multicriteria approach is being employed for the analysis of potential CSO control solutions. Criteria in
the analysis include capital and operational cost, effectiveness, reliability, public acceptance, maintenance
complexity, and permitting issues. The weight of each criteria in alternative evaluation is being
determined by assessing the importance of each criteria to NEGRSD decisic,n makers. A measure of
public acceptance of each potential alternative will result from the extensive public participation program
that is part of this study.
The public participation program was initiated at the local government level. Council representatives of
the wards located in the study area were individually contacted and briefed on the project, as were City of
Cleveland public officials engaged in functions related to wastewater. Outreach to the general public was
achieved by holding public meetings at a library in the study area. Neighborhood organiza~ons and
community groups were invited to attend. In addition, flyers announcing the meetings were posted on
bulletin boards throughout the study area, and advertisements appeared in cornmunity newspapers. Two
of four planned meetings have already taken place, with satisfactory general public attendance. At these
meetings, the public was informed of the goals, status and available results of the study, and had
opportunity to ask questions and raise concerns. At the upcoming meetings, IIhe public will be invited to
comment on proposed alternatives before final recommendations are selected.
CONCLUSIONS
Now in the facilities planning stage, the Westerly study has the database and tools which will allow the
development of a cost-effective LTCP. In the process of developing these data and tools, noteworthy
findings, eady actions, and benef’~ occurred:
¯

As a result of the study’s field investigation efforts, the Cit~ of Cleveland has already received
extensive information on problems with manhole invert plates, system blockages, and potential
improper connections.

¯

Dudng the flow monitonng effort an existing flowmeter located at the ,~tischarge of CSOTF was
revamped and extensively tested, leaving CSOTF with an improved process for measuring and
reporting overflows from the facility.

¯

Water quality investigators meticulously traced every incident of dry weather flow from outfall to
source, notified the appropriate parties, and are tracking the source removal process.

¯

River inflow through the outfalls located in the Westerly distdct will soon be a problem of the past.
Construction of river inflow control facilities will be well underway by the time the Westedy CSO Study
Final Report is produced.
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¯

Thanks to the public information program, res~oents of the study area have a forum where they can
bdng questions and concerns. Even when their sewer-related problems fall beyond the realm of the
NEORSD, residents are educated on how to proceed towards a solution.

¯

NEORSD planners and engineers are making use of the Westedy District Geographical Information
System even as it is still being developed.

If a project’s achievement can be measured by how early the community starts reaping its benefits, the
Westedy study is a success.
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APPENDIX
Abbreviation
BOD
cm
CSO
CSOTF
FC
GIS
I/I
km2
LTCP
rag/1
mgd
MPN/100 ml
NEORSD
NH3
NPDES
OEPA
PID
SSES
TSS
USEPA
WEF
WWTP

Term
Biochemical oxygen demand
Centimeters
Combined sewer overflow
Combined Sewer Overflow Treatment Facility
Fecal coliform
Geographical information system
Infiltration and inflow
square kilometers
Long-term control plan
Milligrams per liter
Million gallons per day
Most probable number per 100 milliliters
Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District
Ammonia
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency
Proportional integral differential
Sewer System Evaluation Survey
Total suspended solids
United States Environmental Protection Agency
Water Environment Federation
Wastewater treatment plant
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CSO PLAN OPTIMIZATION
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ABSTRACT
An approach and a tool developed to optimize long term CSO plans are proposed. The idea consists of
investigating a large number of alternative CSO control measures in a global optim~ation problem and
considering the overall CSO control performance. Alternative CSO control measures include the sewer network
operating mode, the localization and s~Jng of the retention facilities, the transport and treatment capacities of
the sewer network. The optimization tool, MED-SOM, is linked to an hydraulic.~hydrotogic model. It simulates
the behavior of the network scanning through all possible combinations and permutations of CSO control
alternates in order to find the CSO plan that best suit the environmental objectives at the least possible cost.
Preliminan/results show that the proposed CSO plan approach can help reduce the cost of CSO control
programs by as much as 30% compared to more tradi~onal approaches.
KEY WORDS: Combined Sewer Overflow, long term CSO control plan, conceptual design, optimal control,
nonlinear programming, automatic sewer design, sites of intervention.
1.0

INTRODUCTION

The optimization of a CSO plan is generally a complex task. It demands a broad expertise in various fields
including hydrology, hydraulics, environment, mathematics, civil and mechanical engineering, and process
control. ~lt issues such as the localization and the sizing of retention facil~es, the assessment of adcrrtJonal
transport and treatment capacities and the choice of a control strategy have to be addressed and answered,
ultimately in an optimization process. Therefore, to decrease the poten~l risk of designing a CSO plan that is
not properly optimized in terms of implementation cost and/or CSO reduction, most engineers use hydrologic
and hydraulic simulation tools to perform there CSO plarYstudies. In general, the approach followed consists
of finding the CSO sites, according to a prior knowledge of the sewer network behavior, identify control
solutions, and simulate the proposed solutions in order to find to most profitable one in term of CSO reduction
and construction cost.
This conventional CSO plan approach is simple and has proven to be valuable over the years in many cases
of application. However, the conventional approach precludes the study of all combinations and permutations
of a large and diverse solu~on set since each change is evaluated through a trial and error process. Moreover,
most hydrologic and hydraulic softwares used do not have the ability to investigate control outside of static or
local control. As a consequence, there is no guarantee that the best CSO plan found using the conventional
approach is the best CSO plan that could have been proposed.
In the present paper, a new CSO plan approach is presented. Conversely to the conventional approach, the
proposed method breaks the barrior of the ~al and error method and enables to evaluate the environmental
performance and the implementation cost of a large number of CSO control measures. The approach also
evaluates the influence of the selected management strategy on the cost of the I:est CSO plan that complies
with the environmental objectives. The use of the CSO plan optimization method and the software MED-SOM,
developed by ASSEAU-BPR, is illustrated through various projects. The work plan described below is the one
that will be. used for the development of the CSO plan of the Westedy District for the Northeast Ohio Regional
Sewer District (Cleveland, Oh).
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2.0

CSO PLAN OPTIMIZATION WITHOUT THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW FACILITIES

Different operating control modes have been proposed in the literature for the management of sewer networks
(Papageorgiou, 1988; Gonwa and Novotny, 1993; Gelormino and Ricker, 1994). Just changing the mode of
operation of a sewer network from static control to dynamic control can readily =maximize the use of existing
transport, retention, and treatment capacities. Furthermore, it has been shown, in the example of the Quebec
Urban Community CSO control project, that these measures are cost effective compared to the construction
of new facilities (Lavalle et al., 1996). Using the MED-SOM software, the CSO performance of three control
strategies can be evaluated: static conti’ol, local control, and global optimal control. We explain below how
these control modes operate using MED-SOM.
2.1

Static control

The static sites of control enables to simulate the sewer network behavior associated to fixed flow regulators
such as orifices, weirs, gates, and pumps. This flow operation mode is simulated directly by MED-SOM wi~out
any other inputs from other commercial hydrologic an~or hydraulic softwares (e.g., SWMM, HydroWorks). In
this case, the commercial models are used only to valk:late and calibrate t~e simulations done with MED-SOM
In a long term CSO plan, a plan defined with no new facil~es and static control permits tc ~ssess the minimat
acceptable performance.
2.2

Local dynamic control

Local reactive control enables to maintain a prescribed flow or water level downstream of a ~ow regulator. This
type of control is used to minimize the risk of flooding and to maintain hydraulic s’~ability into the network during
rainfall events. Conversely to the static control mode, the locally controlled sites can be des~jned to maintain
a constant flowto the wastewater treatment plant w~thout regards to the hydraulic load found into the sewer
network.
In MED-SOM, the water level set points are conver~ed at each control period as flow set points using
(Proportional Integrative, Derivative) algorithms. All flows and water level set points can be t~me varying,
however, the variations must be defined prior to the beginning of simulations. Wh~;le the behavior of the network
is simulated with the commercial models, the local set points can be defined by the designer or computed by
MED-SOM. If computed by MED-SOM, the local set points are such that the total overflow volume is minimal
for the rainfall event considered. Therefore, with MED-SOM, the design engi~eer can determine the best
performance, in term of CSO redu~on, that can be achieved when using local control.

2.3

Global optimal control

Global optimal control consists of finding, at each control period, the flow set points that enables to achieve
specified control objectives. Control objectives can be : the minimization of the CSO volumes, ~e maximization
of the use of the wastewater treatment plant capacity, the minimiza~n of dewatering time, and ~e minimization
of operating costs. Moreover, this control strategy enables to meet specific requirements at each control sites.
For example, specific pollution sensilJVibj can be assigned to overflow sites in order to transfer overflows from
more sensitive receiving water bodies to areas that can handle more important: pollutant loads.
In MED-SOM, the optimization problem that consists in finding the optimal set points, is solved using a CEOLFC
(Certainty Equivalent Open Loop Feedback Control) strategy in conjunction vdr=h a nonlinear programming
algorithm with linear constraints (Methot and Pleau, 1997; Pleau and al., 1996). The choice of such a problem
formulation reduces computing times and improves the robustness of the glol~al optimal strategy in real time
control. In pa~cular, the robustness problem associated to modeling uncertain~ies is addressed by correcting
the flows and volumes predicted in the optimization loop according to the flows and volumes simulated by an
explicit hydraulic model such as SWIrl. The operating and control objectNes as well as the constraints defined
in MED-SOM are summarized in Table 1.
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The future rainfall needed to built the optimization problem can be provided in MED-SOM either by a
meteorological forecasting model transforming radar images into future rainfall intens~es (e.g., CALAMAR)
or by extrapolation routines based on past measurements. In particular, the future rainfall intensives can be
extrapolated using a bell shape Gauss curve calibrated on past rainfall measurements.
The behavior of the control sites and flow regulators dynamic can be simulated by MED-SOM to reproduce as
closely as possible the behavior of the sewer network. The regulators’ dynamic is approximated to a first order
model with dead times, whereas the sites are controlled by PID algorithms. The architecture of the global
optimal scheme is presented in Figure 1.
The simulation results recorded when all the flow regulators are globally and optimally controlled give a good
assessment of the best environmental performance t~at can be achieved without the addison of new facil~es.
Therefore, if these results do not meet the environmental objectives, one must include the addition or the
replacement of facilities within the CSO plan development.
3.0

CSO PLAN OPTIMIZATION WITH ~’HE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW FACILITIES

In the majority of the CSO plan projects, the environmental objectives cannot be fulfil only by modifying the
control strategy, and new facili~es have to be built or replaced. MED-SOM can be used to simulate and optimize
a predeflned set of CSO control solutions, from a more conventional approach. The added benefit of using
MED-SOM is in evaluating how these facil~es can best be operated, according to one of the operating modes
described above. Under this approach, the planned CSO control facilities can be set to fixed capacilJes or have
an initial null capacities. If the capacities are assumed to be zero. the overflow volumes recorded at each
retention site can be associated to the retention volume that should be built in order to have no overflows.
MED-SOM also enables to perform automatic CSO plan optimizations with basic information such as control
site availability. The approach consists of investigating, in a global optimization problem, all the potential
combinations and permutations of CSO control facil~es, locations, and sizes, and to find the solution set that
meets the environmental objectives at a minimal cost. The construction of the optimization problem is made
by defining a lictitious sewer network including at each possible site an infinite number of new retention tanks,
conduits, or tzeatment facilities. Each facility has a capacity ranging from 0 to a maximum capacity - usually
related to geomet~ of the water works and land availability. From this complete network, including all possible
CSO control solutions and possible operating modes and with an infinite number of potential facil~es, the
automatic CSO plan optimization routine finds the best CSO plan that optimally fulfills the environmental
objectives specified.
3.1

The cost function

The cost function defined in the automatic CSO plan optimization approach is built according to a table relating
costs to retention capacities. The table can be defined by the design engineer or it can be automatically built
by MED-SOM using the physical description of the sites. The cost function is represented in the optimization
problem as a smooth cubic function guaranteeing the convergence of the CSO plan optimization to an
optimum. The parameters of the cubic function are computed using a linear regression routine, such that the
sum of the squared difference between the costs defined in the table and those predicted by the smooth
fun~on is minimal.
3.2

Designing new facilities

The designing mode implemented in MED-SOM is usually used in the planning process to pro-design the new
facilities. In order to use this feature, data related to the geography and the geology of the retention sites have
to be defined. The results provided by MED-SOM include various retentJon tank design information such as:
the volume of excavation, the width, the length and the height of the storage tanks, the thickness of the base
and the roof, the number and the diameter of the columns needed to support the roof, and the depth of the
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tanks in the ground. The design informations are determined in conjonction to the cost function to assure the
lowest CSO plan cost.
3.3

A case study: the Quebec Urban Community CSO plan project

The west side of the sewer network of the Quebec Urban Community (QUC) is composed of three main
interceptors merging at a connecting chamber. Downstream from that point, the flows are conveyed through
a tunnel to the wastewater treatment plant. The plant has a capacity varying between 110 MGD and 135 MGD
depending upon the St-Lawrence River’s tide. The actual storage capacity of the network is provided by two
tunnels, the Affluent Tunnel upstream of the treatment plant (capacity 4 MG) and the Versant Sud Tunne/
located in the south interceptor (capac~ 0,2 MG) (Figure 2).
The objective of the QUC study was to develop a CSO control plan to reduce the total CSO volume below a
prescribed value of 80 MG per summer, taking the summer of 1988 as an average year.
The QUC CSO contToI program will begin by-implementing global optimal predictive control in order to benefit
from the existing in-line retention capacity provided by the two tunnels cited above, and the wet weather
treatment capacity of the wastewater treatment plant. The 4.6 MS investment for implementing this first phase
of the CSO program is very cost effective. It will help eliminate 60% of CSO events and reduce the total CSO
volume by 60% dudng an average year, as shown by simulation with MED-SOM for year 1988 (Lavalle et al.,
1996).
The remainder of the QUC CSO control program for this western portion of its sewer network consist of building
four addilionai retention tanks (sites C,D,E,F) totaling 4 MG of retention capacity. These tanks will also be
operated under global predictive real t~me control for improved performance. Using a conventional control
approach the ezdJmated reten~on volume needed was supedor than 5 MG. Therefore, a reduction of 25% in
volume needed to comply with the environmental objectives was supedor than 5 MG.
3.4

A case study: The central region of lie-de-France

The sewer network modeled within MED-SOM for the CSO plan study of the central region of lie-de-France
is composed of five interceptors located along the Seine River. The objective of the CSO plan was to find a set
of CSO control solution which would help maintain acceptable water quality levels in the Seine and Marne
Rivers for rainfall events of recurrence higher than 1 in 10 years.
Seven poten~ai retention sites, including tanks and tunnels were identified from a first screening process aimed
at locating the land available for the construction of storage facilities. New transport facil~es, allowing the
transfer of water from one interceptor to another or from an interceptor to an existing or planned treatment
station were also considered as potential interven~ons. Alter a second screening process, six transport facilities
and five wastewater treatment plants (new or to be upgraded), were included in the CSO plan study.
In this study, four sets of solutions designed to handle 80% of wet weather over/lows discharged into the Seine
and Marne River for a 1 in 6 months rainfall event, operated under static control. We further analyzed these
four soenados applying global predictive real t~me control and showed we could improve the environmental
performance of all four scenarios by some 30%. This improved performance meant that we could then comply
wi~ wet weather water quality objectives for a 1 in 10 years event.
3.5

A case study: The Westerly District in Cleveland

Asseau-BPR has designed a methodology for the elaboration and opt~’nization of the CSO plan for the Westerly
Disthct of the greater Cleveland area according to the plan described above:
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A~ess the potential of applying a single type or a combination of static, local control, and global
optimal control to the existing system, maximizing in-line storage, and CSOTF and WWTP capacity.
Add transport capacity to the previous scenario if Me existing treatment facility capacity is not attained.
Add new retention facil~es within the combined sewer network, if needed.
Add t~eatment capacity at the wastewater treatment plant or on-line treatment at different points within
the network.
Evaluate the benefit of interbasin transfers to the East or South WWTP District.
The location and sizing of the global combination of these facilities will be facilitated by the automatic design
capabilities of MED-SOM.

4.0

CONCLUSION

A new CSO plan optimization approach has been presented. The approach integrates the sewer network
management rules and all the possible scenarios of intervention that can be planned by the design engineer
in a single CSO plan optimization study. As a consequence, a large number of scenarios of intervention can
be investigated in aven/ effective manner, with little resources and in a short pedod of time. Moreover, since
the automatic CSO plan approach is based on nonlinear programming, the scenado of intervention chosen by
MED-SOM is guaranteed to be optimal with respect to the objectives specified by the operator. And for
robustness, MED-SOM works in Parallel to a commercial model (e.g., SWMM or HydroWorks, etc.) to assure
a good representation of the hydraulics and the hydrology.
This novel optimization approach has been used in vadous projects with substantial success: in the Quebec
Urban Community, we have been able to show a very significant cost effective first step by applying global
oplimal real lime control and the cost of the complete CSO plan has been reduced considerably; in the central
region of lie-de-France, we have been able to increase the environmental performance by applying real time
control to all four set of CSO control solu’dons previously defined for static control. The automatic plan
oplJmizalion process w~]l be further applied to the Westerly District of the greater Cleveland area.
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Table 1. Control objectives and constraints defined in the nonlinear programming problem.
Control objectives

operating objectives

physical constraints

minimization of the
overflow volumes (local
and global)

all the flow conveyed to
an actuator that is
inferior to a fixed set
point must be
intercepted
(local)

continuity equation
around the storage
facilities
(local and global)

the manipulated
variables are bounded
between zero and a
constant
(local)

maximization of the
wastewater treatment
plant capacity
(local and global)

no flow exceeding a fixe
set point can be
intercepted. It must be
stored or overflowed
(local)

maximal dewatering
flow rates imposed by
the hydrostatic heads
(local)

the storage variables
are bounded between
zero and the capacity of
the storage facility
(local)

minimization of the
dewatering time (local
and global)

at a reservoir for which
the overflow location is
at the top, no overflow
can occur before the
reservoir is full

J operating constraints

the flow rates at specific
pipes are bounded
between zero and a
constant (local)

(local)
inimization of the
manipulated flow
variations: first and
second derivative
(global)

the variation of the
manipulated variables
are upper bounded by a
constant : first and
second derivative
(local)

minimization of the flow
exceeding the
constraints imposed at

spedfic pipes

(local)

minimizalJon of the flow
exceeding the
constraints imposed at
the wastewater
treatment plants

(local)
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Figure 1. The CEOLF control scheme
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Table 2. Predicted overflow volumes for the 1988 summer for the West portion of the QUC sewer
network
Rainfall

Overllow volumes

Imaxl0 Imm~h) l Depth (~mm)

Sta~c

! Dynamic

July 10

61.85

41.76

93770

54049

Au~lust 4

59.87

32.83

62250

40222

August 28

44.59

30.62

43900

25787

August 14a

44.59

27.76

55902

34739

August 6

58.44

17.28

35936

15759

July 11

45.60

22.00

38712

27201

July 26

47.86

13.37

27079

14933

August 15

28.34

19.04

27808

9932

August 24

23.47

20.69

20639

4418

July 14b

37.88

10.95

21664

8296

August 26

23.48

16.42

21982

8891

June 22

21.61

14.57

24710

12380

June 28

11.75

20.58

34003

10428

May 16

9.12

20.28

30245

7266

August 13

19.03

9.53

16658

6671

May 23

21.57

7.20

11825

3980

September 4

8.40

17.00

23543

1365

July 30b

18.22

5.69

9377

2281

June 5

10.88

9,19

11186

1053

July 1 b

6.83

11.25

13998

2232

June 25

6.68

10.70

13140

786

September 13

7.39

7.02

9472

5

June 30a

10.58

3.44

4305

129

August 10

10.80

2.58

2679

101

to=,

~

I

--
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EXPERIENCES WITH URBAN STREAM QUALITY MANAGEMENT
(The good, the bad, the ugly, and the promising)
Nancy U. Schultz, P.E., CH2M HILL, 75 Erieview Plaza, Suite 100, Cleveland, OH
This presentation will provide a brief review of how our urban streams got into
their current predominantly degraded conditions, then summarize activities and
results of several recent programs aimed at rehabilitating, or at least protecting,
urban streams. As implied by the subtitle, the experiences described in this
presentation cover the gamut from successful to futile, with several excursions
into interesting. The one thing each of the experiences have in common is that
none of the programs and their impacts have proven to be as simple as originally
thought.
History provides numerous examples of innovative thinking that oversimplified
the problems and consequently contributed to urban stream quality degradation.
Roman paved roads with gutters to direct the drainage away from the pathway
resulted in simultaneous increases in the flashiness of the drainageway flows,
decreases in the vegetative filters bordering the streams, and concentration of
the wastes washed off the roads. Thomas Crapper’s introduction of the water
closet resulted in urban streams becoming the most convenient depository for
human wastes. Putting a lid on the drainageways (enclosing the sewers in
pipes) protected the public from proximate contact with the noxious contents and simultaneously removed any remaining habitat in the small urban streams.
The River Des Peres in St. Louis, Missouri is a prime example where an urban
stream habitat was buried, in that case to clean up the site of the world’s fair.
The cholera epidemics of the late 19t~ century resulted in recognition that the
waste carried away in the sewers could still cause problems in downstream
water supplies. Chicago’s solution to their own pollution of the water supply was
direct, expensive, and effective. The sanitary and ship canal diverted the
Chicago River away from Lake Michigan and directed the river, and all the
sewage from the City, toward the Illinois River. Chicagoans no longer practiced
inadvertent re-use of their wastewater, but the Chicago River, the lower Des
Plaines River, and the Illinois River became open sewers, subject to low
dissolved oxygen, mucky bottoms and noxious algal mats during low flow
periods. By the 1920s, Chicago had intercepted the dry weather flows from most
of the storm sewers, directing the sewage to a wastewater treatment plant that
removed most of the solids and putrecible materials while the urban streams
were left with virtually no flow between storm periods. Most inland US cities
followed that example and built intercepting sewers and treatment plants in the
next few of decades.
The 1972 Clean Water Act started the cities on the path of providing treatment,
beyond mere dilution, of their waste waters. However, Clean Water Act
strategists continued the trend of oversimplifying the problems. Water quality
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standards included numeric criteda allowing simple judgement of compliance or
non-compliance. Those "simple to judge" criteria resulted in most area wide
water quality management plans focusing on the measurable cdteria and the
recognized point sources. This focus on the simple cdteria and the easily
recognized sources of pollution resulted in billions of dollars of expenditure.
Some streams, like the Cuyahoga River, improved dramatically. Nevertheless,
many of our urban streams - like the Cuyahoga - still fall far short of the quality
implied by the Clean Water Act objective of fishable, swimable waters.
Recognition of the remaining problems with our urban waterways has resulted in
a number of urban stream protection and rehabilitation efforts. The presentation
will summarize several examples. Each will be categorized as good, bad, ugly or
promising based on the author’s opinion. Recognize, however, that this opinion
is based on current understa.nding of the probable consequences of the
programs. History has demonstrated that at no time has the then current
understanding proved adequate in the light of hindsight.
Urban stream programs to be summarized will include programs aimed at both
dry weather and wet weather problems, such as:
¯ Chicago’s progression from deep tunnels to side stream aeration and
suburban stormwater management
¯ St. Louis Meramec River greenway planning and River Des Peres
rehabilitation in
¯ Stormwater quality management in Santa Clara Valley, California
¯

Drainage management in Edmonton, Canada

¯ Watershed management in Montgomery, Alabama
¯ Watershed management in Atlanta, Georgia
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THE URBAN STREAM USE DESIGNATION:
A STEP TOWARDS IMPROVED MANAGEMENT
Lester A_ Stumpe, P.E., Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District
ABSTRACT
Urban streams, by definition, have been dramatically altered in ways that have profound impacts on their
function and character. Some impacts, like pollutant sources, are directly regulated. However, a host of
land use changes are Jess easily controlled. These include loss of habitat at a wide range of geographic
scales, changes of the hydrologic cycle, and direct impacts on streams as a result of engineered
structures. In turn these influences tdgger a cascade of consequences that further exacerbate stream
health. A wide range of constraints in urban areas influences control and restoration efforts. Given these
circumstances it is not surprising that urban streams typically do not meet the full range of water quality
standards. At the same time, the current usage and/or the potential value of urban waters to a large
adjacent population is good reason to seriously consider upgrading the quality of urban streams. These
seemingly opposing forces are at the center of the current debate about regulatory use designations for
urban waters.
Issues surrounding urban water quality standards and the concept of special urban use designations are
explored in the context of facilities planning and ongoing watershed restoration efforts. Specifically, this
paper discusses the feasibility of meeting Ohio’s bacteda standards for the protection of recreational uses
and biological criteda for the protection of aquatic life. It is argued that the unique characteristic of urban
problems and the constraints on restoration work in urban area make attainment of existing standards
impractical. The development of special urban use designations is suggested as a vehicle for setting
reasonable goals in urban areas.
This paper is prepared to prompt discussion at an interactive session at the WEF conference "Advances
in Urban Wet Weather Pollution Reduction’. Additional data and graphics will be used in the actual
presentation.
INTRODUCTION & THESIS
Water quality standards, as a form of a goal statement, should generate a creative discomfort zone that
motivates measurable progress to close the gap between the present state and some more desirable
state. Time-honored principals of effective goal statements are that they motivate in the intended
direction, that progress towards goals can be measured and, finally, that stat~:l goals are achievable. The
thesis of this paper is that current standards, as applied to urban streams, are in some cases not
achievable and may actually fl’ustmte progress toward restoration.
Urban streams have been severely altered in ways that are, to some extent, irreversible. Still, urban
streams can be a substantial community resource if the complex maze of urban constraints can be
negotiated. Part of the solution lies in exploring alternative targets for urban streams that benefit urban
communities while protecting the largerecosystem. Without the driving force of realistic targets,
restoration of urban watersheds is likely to be a slow and frustrating process.
Given the intractable nature of the urban stream restoration problem, it is appropriate to consider creation
of specific urban use designations in place of the current dgid deterministic approach. Thoughtfully
constructed, urban use designations could be part of a reinforcement process that helps urban
communities to realistically assess the value of urban streams and motivates them to undertake
restoration efforts. Elements of the reinforcement cycle would include: The state of the environment ,~
community understanding of the problem A water quality goal setting ~, corrective actions that address
root problems A state of the environment.
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METHODOLOGY o THE MILL CREEK CASE STUDY
Mill Creek drains 11 communities before joining the Cuyahoga River, which in turn is a ~butary to Lake
Ede. Mill Creek has a drainage area of 60.6 square kilometers (23.4 square miles) with a length of 20
kilometers (12.2 miles). The average stream gradient is 1%. A unique feature of the water course is the
18 meter (60 ft.) waterfall that effectively divides the upper and lower portions of the stream and provides
a virtually absolute barrier to fish migration.
Land use in the watershed is primarily urban, zoned for single and multiple family dwellings. A po~on,
located mostly along main streets, is zoned for retail business, commercial office or industry. Open space
is limited to parks, cemeteries, golf courses and a racetrack. Detailed sewer modeling studies identified
that the imperviousness for the drainage area is in the range of 35 to 40%.
The drainage system for the area includes separate sewer and combined sewers. A large capital program
to construct storage tunnels, interceptors and connecting local sewers to control point source pollutants is
currently underway. As a part of the facilitied planning process for these facilities, the Northeast Ohio
Regional Sewer District (NEORSD) embarked upon an extensive program to study the water quality
issues of Mill Creek.
RESULTS/DISCUSSION -- AQUATIC USE STANDARDS
¯

OHIO’S AQUATIC USE STANDARDS

Ohio is fortunate to have a mature water quality management program that includes a focus on the end
uses of water bodies. In particular, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) is nationally
recognized for having a model program which sets targets for the biological functions of streams.
In brief, the program establishes criteda for benthic macro-invertebrate populations (utilizing the ICI index)
and the fish community (utilizing the IBI index) based upon the characteristics of a particular water body.
Reference scores, which are specific to eco-regions within the state, form the basis for expected criteda
scores. Ohio EPA has developed its Qualitative Habitat Evaluation Index (QHEI) as a tool in helping it to
evaluate the habitat characteristics of a particular stream segment. An underlying premise is that there is
a strong correlation between QHEI habitat scores and expected IBI scores where the influences of
sources of pollution have been eliminated. Mill Creek has been assigned a use designation of Warm
Water Habitat. which is Ohio’s most common aquatic life use, and the lowest designation that Ohio
identifies meeting as the fishable goals of the CWA.
A question that is explored in this paper is whether biological criteria, derived from relatively un-impacted
reference streams, should be used as a standard for streams that have predominately urban watersheds.
A similar alternative question is whether the QHEi assessment process is adequately sensitive to urban
stresses that would preclude the development of a balanced biological community.
¯

MILL CREEK STUDY DATA

Results of habitat evaluations conducted during the stucly show that the QHEI scores are at the top of the
good to fair range. Yet the results of the Mill Creek water quality s~dy show that the benthic community
was depressed, as measured by ICI scores. The fish community scored in the very poor range on the IBI
scale. These results could indicate that point sources are having a major impact on the aquatic life.
However, the depth of data collected in Mill Creek suggested that while water quality is impaired, it is not
degraded to a degree that would explain the low biological scores. As a result, the Mill Creek study began
to focus on a wide range of other possible contributing influences. This included a geomorphic
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assessment of the stability of Mill Creek’s stream channels. The study team concluded that low fish
scores and depressed benthic scores are the result of a complex mix of factors typical of urban
watersheds. Control of pollution sources is expected to improve water quality for aquatic life, however
habitat loss and hydrologic changes are expected to preclude attainment of aquatic use criteria. A review
of the literature on the subject suggests that streams dominated by urban land uses typically are not able
to maintain biological integrity. The literature has consistently shown that decreased biological function
correlates well with increased levels of imperviousness.
¯

DISCUSSION

Looking at rootproblern causes -- A key to setting realistic expectations for urban streams is to
understand the chain of events triggered by the urbanization process. One chain of events starts with the
alteration of the hydrologic cycle caused by an increase in the amount of impervious surfaces. Altered
hydrology (higher high flows, and lower low flows) can have its own direct effect on the biology of a
stream. For example, low flows result in fewer pools and riffles for fish during cdtical penods. Higher
stream flows translate to higher stream velocities, which may stress certain fish species. A secondary
impact of the increased frequency of higher flows is the disruption of the stream’s natural dynamic
equilibrium. In response higher flows channels typically change by widening or down cuing. The
resulting bank sediment loads can cause significant stresses to a streams aquatic life. Additionally, the
new sediment load can be the trigger for additional channel changes further down stream. Because of
ongoing efforts to protect infrastructure by locking the channel into place with vadous engineered
solutions, the channel is prohibited from achieving a natural dynamic equilibrium. A similar analysis can be
done for primary actions related to the destruction of habitat and engineered changes within the stream
corridor.
The above analysis points to the fact that urban stressors are plentiful and their interactions are complex.
Further, many of these stressors are typically not subject to regulation under the Clean Water Act. At
least not in a practical and direct fashion. Accordingly, most regulatory requirements continue to be
focused on sources of pollutants (typically point sources). This focus can be counter productive if attention
is directed from more fundamental root causes of stream impairments.
Urban environments present mu/tip/e constraints ~ Urban stream restoration efforts, including dpanan
corridor creation, channel re-engineering and soils bio-engineedng in combination with hydrologic
stormwater management, hold some promise for the restoration of streams. However, these techniques
are far from a panacea. In urban setlJngs it is difficult to apply these techniques at the intensity needed to
restore streams to levels that can support the diversity of natural occurring ecosystems.
For example, meaningful corridor restoration is likely to involve substantial land use changes. Further, and
not surprisingly, the amount of corridor restoration needed is related to the degree of biological integrity
that is desired. Creation of a 15 to 25 foot corridor may help substan~ally in stabilizing stream channels.
However, a more comprehensive goal of biological integrity may involve development of corridors 100 to
300 feet in width. In addition to the high cost of land in urban corridors, there are social issues related to
individual impacts upon existing landowners.
Re-engineenng of channel morphology is o/ten severely constrained by the practical cost of moving
extremely expensive infrastructure to achieve desired channel patterns and form. Additionally, stable
channels need to be designed to transport rather large channel forming flows and their sediment loads.
Channel dimensions and features for these high flows are not likely to match dimensions that are ideal for
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supporting desired aquatic life forms under conditions of dramatically lessened base flows (a direct result
of urbanization).
Theoretically, intensive stormwater management can mitigate some of these problems. For example,
storage and controlled discharge can manage peak flows. Infiltration techniques, if broadly enough
applied, can lessen peak flows and help restore base flows. But the application of all of these techniques
may require allocation of significant land areas and in fact substantially impact upon land use.
Starting with Community Values w These practical impediments are not a reason to given up on urban
stream. Urban stream management is in fact an area where interest is growing rapidly. At NEORSD, we
promote urban stream restoration believing that we can be part of community efforts to revitalize and, in
certain cases, may yield a return in hard economic terms. (For instance a major urban neighborhood
redevelopment project is marketing heavily its connection to Mill Creek as an asset_) The key is working
with the community to establish goals that make sense at the community levels.
Our experience with watershed planning at the community level shows that urban flooc}ing concerns are
often the top priority. A second tier of concerns might include degraded stream esthetics, lack of
recreational access, or stream safety. The community does place some value on knowing that a stream is
healthy, but in urban areas there is not generally a strong expectation that streams be returned to a near
natural biological state. The message from our public is that they support stream enhancements at
reasonable costs, where they address understandable problems and where it makes economic sense.
The general public seems willing to accept a varied range of biological integrity for urban streams.
However, Ohio’s use designation process recognizes few permanent intermediate points between a
culverted stream, which is not listed as a water of the State, and the use designatir)n of Warm Water
Habitat that is seen as meeting the goals of the Clean Water ACt for fishable waters. It is logical to
suggest that there should in fact be a range of choices for urban streams, or even a reasonably easy
process for community creation of a =designer" use designation.
Minimum bio/ogical standards w A strong case can be made for the development of some minimum
biological standard. However, minimum standards need to be tailored to account for specific situations.
One important argument in favor of biologic criteria is that the biological community serves as a continuos
sentinel of chemical water quality cond~ons. For example, a poor biological metric score, where a good
score is expected, could be indicative of a toxic spill. Another argument for biological cr~na is that when
they are being met, they may constitute proof of ecosystem health not with standing some marginal
problem wi~ chemical criteria. In both cases, the key is tying a particular metric score to a reasonable
expectation. Because the metric scores that constitute the current standard are derived from sites not
predominately impacted by urban conditions, it is reasonable to question if they constitute an achievable
goal for altered urban areas.
Unfortunately, the selection of an appropriate reference site is not an easy matter. The ideal sites would
seem to be fully urbanized watersheds where point source and nonpoint source controls have been fully
implemented. While degraded biological communities are common in urban areas, many of these streams
have yet to benefit from the full implementation of technology based controls. Additionally, the degree of
urbanization of a watershed should logically be a factor in setting minimum goals. Still another difficulty is
recognizing the impact of a range of different geological conditions. For example, the stability of streams
can be expected to be influenced by valley profile and soil types the degree of hydrologic disturbance, etc.
Fortunately, it may be possible to account for a range of geological variables through by use of stream
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classification schemes. Classification schemes group the responses of stream to multiple variables into a
limited number of stream types. Specifically, it may be possible to develop minimum biological metric that
explicitly account for habitat, and stream type.
Beyond minimum standards -- Some urban area will want to consider restoration beyond a minimum
level. But what levels of restoration are achievable? What are the costs? Which restoration techniques
and which best management practices work for specific circumstances? State environmental protection
agencies have the expertise and data gathering capabilities to help answer some of these questions for
communities who can be motivated to go beyond the minimum. Additionally, these data sets would be
valuable to communities who are considering urbanization. At the current time we do not have a full range
of tools to help urbanizing communities understand the impact of their land use plans on streams.
Additionally, where urbanization is chosen we need tools to help communities quantitatively understand
what measures can be taken to mitigate the impacts. For example, what is the value to a stream of
establishing a given corridor width for a certain percentage of the stream.
Finally, cause-effects data would be valuable for future comprehensive watershed trading. One of the
constraints on tailoring use designations to urban areas is the need to consider the imbacts on a larger
ecosystem scale. For example urban water quality may be significantly impacting a down stream
resource. It is likely that these situations will have to be handled on a case by case basis. Also, because
the cost of environmental protection can be very substantial it may be appropriate to call upon the market
place to help make decisions about how and where such protection can most efficiently be provided. For
this type of market driven watershed trading to occur it would be desirable to have better data on the
impacts of urbanization and the most cost effective restoration techniques.
In summary, biological indices can be valuable in tracking progress of urban stream restoration efforts.
While urban biological metrics are typically low, improvements can be made through the application of
evolving stream restoration techniques. Depending upon the degree of urbanization and the constraints
that exist, major aquatic life improvements may be quite expensive. The key to choosing an appropriate
stream target is to involve the community in the goal setting process. However, the current states of
engineering and science do not allow for a deterministic-approach to stream restoration. Progress is
generally made through incremental approaches and these typically involve learning from errors and
building upon the successes of previous efforts. Logical scientific reasoning and practical aspects of
dealing with urban constraints suggest against regulatory standards based upon reference reaches with
little urban impacts. A case can be made for the development of minimum bio-criteda based upon urban
reference streams. Additionally, a database on the restorative effects of stream restoration practices
would be valuable to communities who are considering voluntary efforts to restore streams, or are in the
process of making land use decisions.
RESULTS/DISCUSSION _ RECREATIONAL USE STANDARDS
¯

RECREATIONAL USE DESIGNATIONS AND CRITERIA

Use designations for recreational use in Ohio are based on the physical depth of the water body and the
type of use anticipated. The "Primary Contact" use designation is assigned to any water body of sufficient
size to allow for the possibility of full body contact. Ohio’s bacterial crfteda for recreational use, as is
common in other states, are based on the concept of indicator organisms. Fecal coliform and E. coil are
assumed to correlate with the presence of pathogens which can be transmitted to, and cause illness in,
individuals which come into contact with the contaminated water. Ohio’s recreational use crfteda are
shown in Table 1.
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¯

MILL CREEK STUDY DATA

Extensive quality and quantity modeling was undertaken to assist in sizing a system of storage tunnels
and conveyance interceptors for combined and separate sanitary sewers in the Mill Creek drainage area.
Using source data in combination with conveyance models and water quality models, facilities planning
studies develop tools to show the positive impact of the controls. Current condition continuous model runs
show that during events that produces significant run off bacteria concentrations will rise very quickly to
levels in the range of 500,000 bacteria counts per 100 milliliters. Generally with in a period of 24 hours,
the stream will have flush out high bacteria concentration and return to typical beck ground levels. Model
runs show that the $180 million capital improvements program will substantially reduce the peak bacterial
concentrations to levels in the range of the 50,000 counts per 100 milliliter. However, the duration of
stream becter~a concentrations which exceed the standard level of 2000 counts per 100 milliliter does not
change substantially. These results reflect the fact that the bacteria concentration of stormwater is
expected to remain high even after reasonable measures to repair the area sewer infrastructure.
¯

DISCUSSION

Urban environments are severely alteredD As discussed in the preceding section, even after a very
expensive program of capital improvements, Mill Creek is not expected to comply with recreational use
standards. Similar situations are common for urban areas across the country. To understand this
problem, it is useful to begin the discussion of appropriate goals/standards for recreational use by
analyzing the factors of urbanization, which contribute to the bacteria problem.
By definition, urbanization creates a density of population that will characteristically be sewed by a system
of sewers. Older sewer systems where characteristically designed with relief points (i.e. combines and
separate sanitary sewer overflow points). W~th large expenditures these sources of poll~on can be
controlled to an extent that they are no longer a dominant factor. Still, this leaves a large underground
wastewater sewer net work which represent a potential source of contamination. Theoretically, collection
systems could be designed and maintained for zero discl~ arge of pollutants. However, in practice every
manhole and every pipe joint (including those of private laterals) is a likely source of pollution during some
part of its life cycle.
The other major source of pollution is the direct run off of becteria from land surfaces. In pre-development
conditions the largest fraction of this load would not make its way to streams. Through the process of
filtration either (e.g. through soils or through the forest litter) much of the bacteria load would be filtered
out. However, in the urban environment, it is only a very short path (typically across pavement) for
surface bacteria to be washed into a storm sewer inlet for a subsequent quick ride to a stream.
Typical standards may not consider the special circumstances of urban dominated streams ~
The construction of Ohio’s recreational Use standards is typical of the approach use by other states (i.e.
setting a requirement for the geometric mean of five samples in thirty days and allowing a percentage of
points to exceed a second higher limit point). Standards constructed in this manner should be able to pick
up long term sources of contamination and yet not record an undue number of positives. In beach
situations, for which standards were probably first constructed, there is also generally a large body of
water that dampens contaminant variability. However, as discussed eadier, urban dominated streams
characteristically experience a quick rise in bacteria concentrations in connection with rain events. The
fall of bacteria concentrations in urban dominated steams is also relatively quick when compared with
bactena decrease for event contamination at beaches. Given this variability it seems unlikely that current
standards are the best possible tools for protecting public health or measuring progress.
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Looking at results of stream modeling before or at~er implementation of controls it is fairly easy to
determine wet weather pedods when recreational contract should be discouraged. However, whether
water quality standard calculations will identify bacteda concentrations as a problem depends on the
chance matching of sampling times with pedods that correspond with rain events.
Restoration efforts are constrained ~ In urban area limited space, cost, individual property rights, and
other environmental goals team up to present tremendous obstacles to wet weather bacteria controls.
Irrespective of water quality standards it is the hope of most urban area to substantially upgrade their
underground infrastructure. But cost practicality, translated to political reality, dictates that current
collection systems will not be replaced in mass to eliminate the multitude of potential sources that a
collection system represents. Implementation of large regional stormwater storage and treatment facilities
is constrained by both space considerations and cost. Further, tunnel storage and treatment as practical
necessity where land is not available, may not be compatible with attempts to restore base flows for
aquatic life uses. Given these constraintsTand the ubiquitous nature of bactedat sources, it is not
surprising that many water quality managers in urban areas are rather blunt in stating that safe
bacteriological levels are not possible to achieve during wet weather flows for urban streams.
Using positive goal setting as a model ~ Viewed outside the framework of a regulatory/enforcement
model it is fairly obvious that many recreational use standards funk the test of having positive motivational
aspects for officials who are charged with achieving them. Standards are imposed externally, at levels
that are seen as unattainable. The real community concerns of cost are discounted by the Clean Water
Act. And measurement of progress in controlling pollution is olden frustrated by the construction of the
standard itself.
In fact, urban communities do want safer waters. But given the constraints many would rather aim for
more realistic targets. Most urban areas seem to accept the proposition that for the foreseeable future
urban streams will have higher then safe bacteria levels_ following rain events. A logical management
option is to discourage contact recreation of urban streams following rain events. In fact this management
approach may be prudent for at least two other reasons. First, even with the most sophisticated controls
imaginable in place, urban streams will always have a high potential to be contaminated. And second, the
hydraulics and unique structures typical of urban streams create multiple safety hazards dudng high
stream flows.
Suggested guide/ines ~ Given the difficulty of controlling wet weather bacteria contamination in urban
stream, a better approach may be to focus on management of contact recreation. The following ideas are
offered as practical regulatory approach for urban dominated streams.
Establish a use designation, with appropriate criteria, that are specific to dry weather pedods. Other
requirements, as presented below, could be tied to this use designation; however, the key concept is to
tailor programs to community concerns:
¯
¯
¯

Dry weather monitoring frequency appropriate for the task of quickly finding and correcting dry
weather discharge problems.
Development of tools to help refine the predictability of pedods when urban streams are not
safe for contact recreation. This would likely include wet weather studies and modeling.
Development of programs to educate the public about limits of the use designation (i.e. when
stream are not safe for recreational contact).
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¯

Implementation of technology based best management practices evaluated against specific
targets such as increasing the number of safe contact recreation day’s and/or to decrease
the peak concentrations of water borne disease indicators.

URBAN USE DESIGNATIONS -- STARTING A CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT CYCLE
The Clean Water Act is rightfully recognized as one of this countries best piece of environmental
legislation. Faidy inflexible standards have, in fact, worked to bdng about improvements that were long
overdue. For instance, the CWA was successful in combining incentives with the requirement for a
uniform level of secondary treatment at municipal waste treatment facilities. More recently, progress has
been advanced by consistent water quality standards. Progress continues to be made in using the
science of ecosystem assessment to define water quality problems and to identify needed reductions of
pollution sources. However, it is also clear that these improvements are in areas in which the CWA has
clear regulatory authority. Further, progress has been achieved by setting goals at reasonable levels.
Restoration of urban dominated streams present unique challenges which do not appear to have yielded
well to the top down standards approach. A viable model for restoration may start w~ acceptance that
the Clean Water Act is not the best approach to control land use decisions related to urbanization.
The suggested starting point for an alternative approach to restoration is a fundamental evaluation of the
problems and cause of urban stream impairments. With this information in hand the community can be
involved in setting goals to drive corrective actions that will s~ike at root problems. Goals should be
achievable, measurable and be in line with community values. This model de-emphasizes the focus on
defining the end point, in favor of efforts to promote continuous improvement. The reinforcing aspects can
be represented by a causal-loop with the following elements: state of the environment A community
understanding of the problem A water quality goal setting A corrective actions that address root problems
~ state of the environment.
To continue to focus on s~ndard setting at the state level to provide direction to the restoration of urban
streams may actually frus~ate e more productive continuous improvement model. Consider how
externally imposed standard can impact the various elements of the proposed reinforcement loop. For
example, current standards do little to provide the basic incentive for an urban community to look
fundamentally at the full range of causes for impairment of urban stream. Instead, standards have
focused our attention on pollution abatement. Too often a meaningful goal setting process is never
started, because externally imposed standards are already set at unachievable levels. We are required to
proceed with expensive controls designed to achieve compliance with pollution reduction standards. But
could this money have been better spent on selected restoration technologies that deal more
fundamentally with the root problems and produce results that are more valued by the community? The
answer to this last question affects the likely hood that the community will feel positive about its
expenditures and will be willing to become critically involved in discussions about the next step of an
improvement process.
In contrast, the development of a specific urban use designation could actually be the catalyst for
community work to fundamentally define the root problems that are at the heart of urban stream
impairments. If flexibility is allowed in setting goals the community can respond with ideas that are
efficient in increasing the value of the resource. In fact these corrective actions may start to target the root
causes of urban stream with measures such as habitat protection or restoration. With the support of data
from state environment agencies, communities might have access to information that could affect choices
about stream restoration or land use. Minimum standard could still be set as needed to protect down
stream resources or to provide needed leverage against particular sources of pollution. Ownership in a
goal, set at the local level, is likely to encourage the concept of individual stream stewardship and
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individual action at the homeowner level. Whether dramatic changes occur quickly should not the
appropriate measure of success for the model. A more important measure is whether the community is
engage in a process of discussion about protection and use of the resource.

CONCLUSION
Urban streams and their immediately adjacent corridors have typically suffered a range of virtually
irreversible direct impacts. (For example, all first order tributaries of a stream may in fact be storm
sewers.) Given these dramatic changes it is unrealistic to expect urban streams to achieve standards that
are attainable in less impacted areas. Further, the numerous physical and practical constraints in urban
areas limit what can practically be accomplished through stream restoration techniques. Large gaps
between the requirements of standards and what is practically achievable in an urban setting can actually
result in a counter productive situation.
Too frequently urban water quality is treated as an all or nothing proposition (e.g. either an urban stream is
treated as a sewer that is not a regulated water body or it is expected to be upgraded to meet full fishable
and swimmable criteria.) Minimum standards are appropriate. However, these standards should in fact
be minimum standards and should recognize that in some cases irreversible changes have taken place,
which are not regulated by the Clean Water Act.
Given the intractable nature of many urban water quality problems it is appropriate to rethink both the
targets set by standards and more fundamentally the role of standards. Urban use designations offers a
way to solve problems by focusing special attention on the particular problem causes and constraints of
an urban areas.
The elements which have been suggested are characteristically described as the watershed approach
(i.e. addressing root probl=.m causes and real world solution constraint, involvement of stakeholders in
goal setting, setting priorities to coordination action on the restoration and/or protection of end uses, and
principals of adaptive management to take advantage of opportunilJes). Watershed approach is being
accepted as the preferred process for dealing with complex and intractable water quality problems. Few
watershed texts would suggest the current process of holding stakeholders to unrealistic externally
imposed standards as a way of pressuring stakeholders for progress.
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Table 1
RECREATIONAL WATER QUALITY CRITERIA
Secondary Primary Contact Bathing Waters

contact

Water Quality Criteria:

Wading

Full Body
Immersion

Bathhouse/
Lifeguard

Fecal Coliform
BACTERIAL COLONIES/100 ML SAMPLE
No Criteria
< 1000
< 200

Geometric mean of at least 5
samples within 30 days:
Maximum for 10% or more of
samples within 30 days:
E. Coli
Geometric mean of at least 5
samples within 30 days:
Maximum for 10% or more of
samples within 30 days:

< 5000

< 2000

< 400

BACTERIAL COLONIES/100 ML SAMPLE
No Criteria
< 126
< 126

< 576

612

< 235

< 235
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Assessing the Condition and Status of Aquatic Life Designated Uses
in Urban and Suburban Watersheds Using Biological Assessments
Chris O. Yoder and Robert J. Miltner
Ohio EPA., Division of Surface Water
Ecological Assessment Unit
1685 Westbelt Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43228
Ohio EPA employs biological, chemical, and physical monitoring and assessment
techniques in biological surveys in order to meet three major c,bjectives: 1) determine
the extent to which use designations assigned in the Ohio Water Quality Standards
(WQS) are either attained or not attained; 2) determine if use designations assigned to
a given water body are appropriate and attainable; and 3) deterrnine if any changes in
key ambient biological, chemical, or physical indicators have taken place over time,
particularly before and after the implementation of point source pollution controls or
best management practices for nonpoint sources. Biological criteria are one of the
principal assessment tools by which the status of water bodies is determined in Ohio.
The results of biological monitoring in selected urban Ohio watersheds shows a
tendency towards lower biological index scores with an increasing degree of
urbanization and allied stressors, becoming more severe as other impact types such as
combined sewer overflows (CSOs) and industrial sources coincide. Out of 110
sampling sites examined statewide, only 23% exhibited good, w;ry good, or exceptional
biological index scores. Of the sites classified as being impa~3ed by urban sources,
only two sites (4.5%) attained the applicable biological criteria. Poor or very poor
scores occurred at the majority of the urban impacted sites (85%). More than 40% of
sites affected by suburban development were impaired with many reflecting the impact
of housing and commercial land uses. The results demonstrate the degree of
degradation which exists in most small urban Ohio watersheds and the difficulties
involved in dealing with these multiple and diffuse sources of stress. In the Cuyahoga
River basin, which contains older and extensively urbanized subbasins, aquatic life use
impairment occurred in the vicinity of 10-20% urban land use. "[]~ese results contrasted
somewhat from a similar analysis of small streams in the Columbus metropolitan area
where full attainment of uses was observed at higher proportions of urban land use. in
both areas the utility of biological criteda to serve as a reliable and consistent vector for
urban land use indicators was demonstrated. Well designed biological surveys using
standardized methods and calibrated indicators can contribute essential information to
urban watershed management. Because the resident biota respond to and integrate all
of the vadous factors that affect a watershed, their condition is the cumulative result of
all significant stressors within watersheds. It is important that ambient monitoring not
only be done as part of the overall urban nonpoint source management process, but
that it is done correctly in terms of timing, methods, and design.
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WATER QUALITY CONCERNS AND REGUI~TORY CONTROLS
FOR NONSTORM WATER DISCHARGES TO STORM DRAINS1
L. Donald Duke and Molly M. Kihara2

ABSTRACT: Nonstorm water discharges to municipal separate
sterrn sewer systems (MS4s) are notable for spatial and temporal
variability in volume, pollutant type, pollutant concentration, and
activity of origin. The objective of this paper was to determine
whether current technical knowledge and existing U.S. policy support an improved regulatory approach. The proposed policy would
use type of discharge as a regulatory basis, merging the concepts of
allowability of de minimis discharges and type-based statewide consistent rules. Specific research objectives were to comprehensively
identify discharge types, characterize their prevalence in CalJfor.
nia. analyze relevant local and regional regulatory guidelines, and
systematically evaluate opinions of experts about potential water

quality impacts. Results

denmnstrate

nonstorm water discharges

were widespread in at least one sector, industrial facilities subject
to a state permit; one discharge for every four facilities was report.
ed in 1995, even though the permit explicitly prohibits such discharges. Clear consensus exists for minimal water quality concern
for seine discharge types when considering both municipal guide-

lines and exports’ opinions. In particular, condensate from a wide
range of equipment and discharges from fire fighting equipment
testing were found to be of low concern. Discharge types with consensus high concern were largely limited to discharges prohibited
under other regulations, such as wastewater and hazardous waste
management controls. Some discharge types where no consensus
was identified, such as landscape irrigation, nevertheless generated
concern for water quality impacts and appear to be relatively
widespread. Available information supports technical feasibility of
the proposed policy because at least some discharge types show
strong consensus for de minirnis impacts among regulatory guidelines and opinions of technical experts,
(KEY TERMS: storm water management; nonpoint source poilu-

tion; separate
runoff.)

storm sewers: watershed management; urban

INTRODUCTION
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (commonmy referred to as the Clean Water Act, or CWA) has
evolved from 1972 to the present, incrementally
addressing additional categories of discharges, includ-

ing nonpoint sources and developing different bases
for pollutant control. In 1972, Congress established
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit program and mandated the imposition of uniform, technology based limits on industrial
and wastewater treatment plant discharges. The
Water Quality Act (WQA) of 1987 amended the CWA,
imposing water quality based requirements on discharges of toxic pollutants, and adding the control of
pollutants in storm water runoff as a national goal.
The WQA explicitly defined storm water discharges
as point sources, therefore subject to NPDES regula-

tions. Subsequent regulations required NPDES permits be held by municipal agencies operating
municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s)
serving 100,000 or more people. MS4s are widely
found in the western United States, where sharp seasonal precipitation patterns have led flood control
agencies to construct systems to convey large peak
runoff volumes directly to receiving waters. MS4s discharge all flows directly to receiving waters, even
small volume low flows including nonstorm water discharges during dry seasons. This approach is less
often applied in the eastern United States, where
urban runoff more commonly is conveyed in combined
systems, so that low flows are routed through publicly
owned treatment works along with sanitary and
industrial discharges, and large storm flows may

lPaper No. 97034 of the Journal of the American Water Resources Association. Di~u~iorm are open until February I, 1999.
2Respectively, Assistant Professor, Environmental Science and Engineering, School of Public Health, University of California, 10833
LeConte Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90095-1772; and Belt Collins Hawaii Ltd., 680 Ala Moans Blvd., First Floor, Honolulu, Hawaii
96813.
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bypass treatment facilities. The WQA storm water
provisions require operators of MS4s to control pollutants upstream of input to the MS4, an approach that
avoids the prohibitive costs of centralized treatment
for seasonal high volumes of urban runoff,
By regulation, municipal NPDES storm water permits must =effectively prohibit" nonstorm water discharges into the MS4 (40 CFR 122.42), and MS4
operators must implement and enforce illicit discharge elimination programs (USEPA, 1990). The policy is driven by the observation that nonstorm water
discharges contribute a potentially significant fraction
of pollutants discharged by MS4s to surface waters in
certain urban watersheds (Line et al., 1996).
The observation is supported by a limited number
of watershed-specific studies. Montoya (1987) determined nearly half the annual MS4 flow volume in
Sacramento, California could not be attributed to precipitation. Pitt and McLean (1986) concluded dry
weather flows accounted for more than half of annual
mass loadings of certain chemical parameters from
two catchments in Toronto, Ontario, during 1984. A
study of Santa Monica Bay, California, identified significant contributions of metals and other pollutants
from dry season discharges (Lau et al., 1994). These
results are highly dependent on land uses and other
factors in the watersheds. USEPA, in proposing its
Phase II NPDES storm water regulations, concluded
that nonstorm water discharges contribute a wide
range of pollutants such as pathogens, metals, nutrients, oil and grease, and phenols to MS4s across the
U.S. (USEPA, 1995). That study’s conclusions are
based on diverse evidence from inspections, end-ofpipe observations, investigation of sediments in storm
sewers, citizen reports, dye testing, dry weather sampling, and fecal coliform tests,
Existing evidence is not sufficiently systematic or
well defined to support general conclusions about
water quality impacts from nonstorm water discharges to MS4s (Duke et al., 1997). Reliable anecdotal evidence, such as a detailed study of nonstorm
water discharges from industrial facilities of the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Mathews
and Welsh, 1995), supports the premise that at least
some discharges are unlikely to cause water quality
problems. However, water conveyed in MS4s is highly
variable in frequency, volume, and pollutant concentrations. Therefore, it is difficult to characterize
chemical composition of specific discharges or classes
of discharges, and to estimate their contributions to
pollutant loadings to ultimate receiving waters. Constituent concentration data from sampling and analysis of individual, facility specific nonstorm water
discharges to MS4s are not generally found in the primary literature,
JAWRA
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Research Objectives
The overall goal was to evaluate water quality
implications of types of :nonstorm water discharges to
MS4s using formal data, indirect evidence in the form
of regulatory data, and informal knowledge of
experienced practitioners. The purpose was to assess
feasibility of a statewide policy to allow selected discharges based on discharge type, incorporating the
concept of de minimis discharges to be consistent with
federal requirements for effective prohibition of nonstorm water discharges ~o MS4s. The research included three specific objectives. The first was to evaluate
current U.S. policy structure to assess the conceptual
feasibility of the proposed policy, and use results of
the data analysis to assess its technical feasibility.
The second was to characterize existing information
about types of such discharges widely found in the
U.S., in particular in California. The third was to
evaluate the current state of knowledge about water
quality impacts of such discharges by type.

METHODOLOGY
First, the existing U.S. policy and regulatory structure was evaluated to determine the basis for the proposed new policy. The research then constructed a
basic characterization of nonstorm water discharges
currently found in California, using the literature to
develop a comprehensive list of discharge types and
using data collected by state agencies to estimate relative predominance of discharges from one sector industrial facilities. The authors then evaluated two
forms of qualitative inibrmation about the current
understanding of water quality impacts of nonstorm
water discharges, categorically by discharge type. The
information evaluated included guidelines now in
place for a number of large municipal agencies in California and opinions of a sample of experts from regulatory agencies, the regulated community, and other
professionals with expertise in water quality of discharges to MS4s.
Discharge Types
By reviewing the academic literature, descriptive
reports by federal and state environmental agencies,
and current regulatory guidelines promulgated by
federal, state, and local agencies (USEPA, 1990, 1991,
1995; CSWRCB, 1995, 1997), 110 discharge types
were identified. The discharge types were organized
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into 20 categories, but otherwise were accepted largely as found in the literature.

Broad Based Survey of California Experts

A questionnaire was administered to professionals
in
California with expertise in storm water quality.
Industrial Discharges
The purpose of the survey was to characterize current
understanding of concerns with potential water qualiThe research evaluated nonstorm water discharges
ty impacts of discharges by discharge type, and deterin annual reports submitted by industrial facilities mine whether current opinions approach consensus
covered under the statewide NPDES General Permit
for any discharge types. Results were compared with
for Discharges of Storm Water Associated with Indusagency guidelines evaluated as described above. If
trial Activities, or General Industrial Permit (Califorlocal agency guidelines were consistent with one
nia State Water Resources Control Board, 1997). The
another within discharge types, and also emphasized
analysis established, for one sector of storm water
controls consistent with water quality concerns of
dischargers, whether individual discharges are
experts statewide by discharge type, we might sugwidespread and which discharge types are most corngest current understanding of water quality impacts
mort. To the authors’ knowledge, no comparable inforis sufficient to support statewide policies. For dismation is available for discharges from other ~ctors.
charge types where agreement was strong, results
This does not imply the industrial sector is necessarisupport selection of those types as candidates for
ly the most important in terms of volume, frequency,
statewide policies.
or pollutants conveyed in nonstorm water discharges.
Details of the structured survey mechanism are
The present research summarized that information
available in Duke et al. (1997), and are summarized
for five of the nine California administrative regions
here. The questionnaire asked participants to indiknown as Regional Water Quality Control Board
care, on a simple numerical scale, their degree of conjurisdictions, or RWQCBs. The five RWQCBs selected
cern with each of the 110 discharge types. =Concern"
include some of the most heavily developed urban
for water quality impacts was defined to include
areas in the state, and are sufficiently geographically
issues of "volume, concentration, and types of poiludistributed to capture potential regional diversity,
tants" for each discharge type, as in USEPA’s definiRWQCB information was acquired under a statewide
tion of de minimis water quality problems (USEPA,
review project, as described in Duke et al. (1997).
1991). Responses were expected to capture a range of
opinions depending on the respondents’ depth and
of experience;
their
interests,
Municipal Agency Guidelines
suchtype
as differing
viewsonheld
byprofessional
regulators and
the
The research next evaluated guidelines from five
agencies with storm water pollution control responsibility for large municipalities in California. Guidelines evaluated included regulations or policies
targeted at discharge types, and intended to categorically prohibit, allow, or allow under certain conditions
discharges of those types to each agency’s MS4. The
five selected municipalities were known to be among
the most active in the state in developing and implementing storm water pollution controls under their
municipal NPDES storm water permits. Description
of the procedures for evaluating agency guidelines
and text descriptions of some of the key agency policies appear in Duke et al. (1997), and are not repeated
here.
Preferences reflected in existing guidelines may be
interpreted as evidence of concern by those agencies
with potential water quality impacts of nonstorm
water discharges. Those concerns may be considered
to reflect current professional judgment about those
discharge types which categorically are expected to be
detrimental to receiving water quality,
JOURN~ O~ THE AMERICAN WATER RESOURCES ASSOCIATION

regulated community; and on regional factors. The
questionnaire instructed respondents to base their
answers on concerns for their own MS4, so the
responses may depend on the relative prevalence of
each discharge type in their region; on characteristics
of regional receiving waters, such as susceptibility to
certain types of pollutants; and on characteristics of
other discharges in the region, with consideration of
cumulative impacts of certain pollutants.
The responses were not specific about causes for
concerns because the compound question allowed
multiple possible reasons for a given score. Further,
the results should not be interpreted as type based
scores to rank discharge types from greatest to least
concern statewide because responses were designed to
reflect concerns of a ~,dven region rather than opinions
about discharge types’ importance on a statewide
scale. This survey design supported the assessment of
statewide consensus by seeking any diversity of opinions on the basis of regional experiences.
For similar reasons, survey respondents were not
selected with an intent to be a representative sample
of all stakeholders or of any specified group, but
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rather as a convenience sample of persons with recognized expertise in the field. The sample was developed from participants in the California Storm Water
Quality Task Force (SWQTF), a public interest group
with advisory status to the California State Water
Resources Control Board. SWQTF attendance is voluntary, so no formal membership rolls are maintained, but consistent attendees consist largely of
high level staff of municipal agencies operating MS4s
that hold municipal NPDES permits for storm water
discharges. Other attendees represent regulated
industrial firms and their trade associations, public
interest groups with broad-based environmental concerns, and public agencies with responsibilities for
storm water regulatory development and enforcement. SWQTF attendees were an appropriate source
for opinions about water quality impacts of dis.charges
to MS4s by virtue of long experience, responsibility
for decisions about storm water pollutants, and a history of active and thoughtful involvement in related
policies. Since the purpose was to identify areas of
consensus, the convenience sample was considered
adequate if it included respondents representing
many of California’s diverse regions and various professional interests.
The questionnaire was presented at a regularly
scheduled meeting of the SWQTF on March 8, 1996.
Questionnaires were completed and returned by 32
respondents, with composition as follows: 17 municipal agency personnel; eight industrial personnel;
three state or federal regulatory agency personnel;
and four consultants, with experience working with
all three above groups. Geographically, respondents
held responsibilities within four regions of intensive
urban development in California. Seven were from
Los Angeles and the immediately surrounding region
(total 1995 population about 9.1 million); 13 from
other Southern California urban regions, from Orange
County in the north to San Diego in the south (about
8.2 million); six from the San Francisco Bay Area
(about 5.1 million); and three from the Central Valley,
from Sacramento in the north to Bakersfield in the
south (about 3.9 million). Three of the respondents
had statewide responsibilities. Together, the represented regions contained a population Of about 26.3
million persons in 1995, more than 80 percent of the
statewide total ofabeut 31.6 million,
In evaluating responses, discharge types were considered to have consensus minimal impact if at least
50 percent of respondents selected ~1" (minimal) as
their degree of concern, and no more than two respondents selected either ~4~ (moderately high) or ~5"
(high). Discharge types were judged to achieve
consensus high concern if the sum of respondents
selecting scores of 4 and 5 represented at least 50
JAWRA
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percent of returned questionnaires. This criterion was
less stringent than the consensus minimal concern
criterion, on the grounds that moderately high concern might be reason enough to justify protecting
receiving waters from the discharge.
In-Depth Survey of Selected Experts
Detailed analysis of experts’ opinions, the rationale
behind those opinions, and the precise nature of their
concerns with water quality by discharge type was
beyond the scope of the present research. However, a
possible approach for detailed analysis was demonstrated by administering a more in-depth questionnaire addressing a small number of discharge types to
a small number of selected experts. Results illustrate
the types of rationale used by the experts to arrive at
their overall condition; the aspects of discharge types
leading to high concern, where present; and the
definitiveness or tentativity of the current state of
knowledge, represented by respondents’ stated confidence in their ability to reach conclusions requested.
Fifteen experts were selected from among regular
SWQTF attendees recognized to have long experience
with storm water quality, high level responsibility
with an agency or corporation, and high respect
among their SWQTF peers. Twelve of the 15 responded to the request for information. Four had responsibility in the San Francisco Bay Area; three each in
the Central Valley and the greater Los Angeles area;
and two in other parts of southern California. The
experts were drawn primarily from the ranks of
municipal agency personnel, but respondents included two regulatory personnel and one operator of a
large industrial facility.
Ten discharge types were included in the questionnaire, selected arbitrarily from the list of 110 used in
the overall survey. Some of the discharge types were
drawn from those where the overall survey showed
consensus, either toward minimal impact or high
impact. These were selected to verify consistency of
the small group with the larger sample and to identify
rationale behind those judgments. Others were chosen from types that did not achieve consensus. These
were intended to assess consistency of the rationale
behind the varying opinions, and also to identify
underlying technical :~actors in the opinions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results are organized as follows. The first section
below presents the regulatory and policy foundations
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for control of pollutants in nonstorm water discharges. The next section assesses the degree to
which these discharges are widespread in California,
through data about the relative frequency with which
industrial facilities reported various discharge types
in their annual report under the statewide General
Industrial Permit. The following section evaluates the
current understanding about water quality concerns
by discharge types, including results of the expert
opinion survey and analysis of municipal control policies. That section is divided into three subsections
according to degree of consensus of the opinion survey. The final section discusses findings of the indepth survey,
Regulatory Structure, Policy, and Basis for a New
Approach
The choice between prohibiting all nonstorm water
discharges and allowing certain discharges depending
on conditions is an example of the choice between
"global~ and =local" environmental regulations, a
recurring theme in surface water pollution control
policies in the U.S. Both have significant advantages,
Global regulation specifies uniform requirements
for all discharges of a given type, or emissions from a
given activity, within a large jurisdiction. Requirements take no account of local or site-specific conditions. The stated rationale for such global regulations
is to facilitate enforcement, as it is unnecessary to
work backward from an over polluted body of water to
determine which point sources are responsible and
which must be abated (EPA v. California ex re.
SWRCB, 426 US 200, 204, 1976 in Percival et al.,
1992). Requirements of the original CWA were global
in nature: NPDES rules for wastewater discharges
specified technology-based, numerical effluent limits
that were uniform by industrial sector. Outright prohibition of nonstorm water discharges to MS4s in California would be a global environmental control policy,
A local approach has the alternative advantage
that regulatory requirements can reflect different
needs of specific receiving waters depending on factors such as their sensitivity to pollutants, assimilative capacity, and pre-existing degree of degradation,
The local approach can avoid inefficient regulating of
pollutants or activities not found to be causing harmful effects in a given locale. Agencies can focus regulatory resources on those pollutants, and polluting
activities, found to be responsible for impairment of
particular receiving waters. Watershed based regulations and discharge standards based on Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) calculations are examples of
local policies,
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN WATER RESOURCES ASSOCIATION

USEPA has interpreted WQA’s language specifTing
"effective prohibition" to require that nonstorm water
discharges either be directed to sanitary sewer systerns or be individually issued NPDES permits for
discharge to MS4s (USEPA, 1990). This interpretation allows, within appropriate limits, discharges to
MS4s that do not present water quality problems in
receiving waters. This approach could achieve some of
the advantages of a local environmental control policy.
Allowing some discharges can avoid costly and burdensome requirements on the regulated community
by permitting storm drain systems to receive nonstorm water discharges which are not expected to convey pollutants that contribute to water quality
problems. These discharges include, for example, certain cooling water that does not contact pollutants on
commercial or industrial surfaces before entering a
storm drain inlet. Some such discharges historically
have been widely practiced.
However, in practice, municipal NPDES storm
water permit requirements to effectively prohibit nonstorm water discharges have ted many MS4 operators
to articulate a policy prohibiting all non-storm water
discharges to their Systems. This outright prohibition
avoids the need to make case-by-case determinations
of whether discharges are causing water quality problems, and averts potential conflict with USEPA over
such determinations. This approach, while possibly
efficient from an enforcement viewpoint, suggests
overregulation, because nonstorm water discharges
that may not have an adverse effect on receiving
water quality need to go through costly and unnecessary treatment and disposal. The approach fails to
achieve the potential advantages of local environmental control policies.
At the same time, because enforcement requires
expenditure of scarce resources and municipal agencies commonly have many responsibilities and competing priorities, many MS4 operators expend little
effort ensuring prohibition even when it is specified in
their permits. In these cases, non-storm water discharges to MS4s may be in effect under-regulated if
some are causing adverse impacts to water quality.
The environment may be better protected if a rational
policy identifies discharges that are not causing water
quality problems in receiving waters and those that
are so that MS4 c, perators may concentrate on
enforcement.
For these reasons, the state of California is considering a statewide or global regulatory guidance policy
which may be used by municipal permit writers to
readily identify types of non-storm water discharges
that may be allowed under conditions of a given
watershed. This guidance would be consistent with
statutory requirements to effectively prohibit nonstorm water discharges and with regulations allowing
JAWRA
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local determination of acceptable discharges. The
underlying principle of the approach is that certain
types of nonstorm water discharges may be acceptable
in all or most watersheds, and that others dependent
on receiving water conditions may be addressed by
local determinations. The approach would help
achieve consistency in rulemaking among jurisdict~ons within the state, increase certainty within the
regulated community about compliance requirements,
and improve efficiency in surveillance and enforcement by MS4 operators and regulatory agencies,
Support for this approach draws from the concept
of de minimis, or insignificant, impacts of particular
discharges. The de minimis concept has had varied
regulatory applications, including determining acceptable risk from construction and operation of nuclear
power plants, describing risk of food additives under
the Delaney Clause, and characterizing Suparfund
liability settlements made by the USEPA. In 1987,
Congress in Section 518 of the WQA directed USEPA
to study whether some discharges of pollutants are
not significant in terms of volume concentration, and
type of pollutant, and to identify the most effective
and appropriate methods of regulating such discharges (Public Law 100-4, 1987). The resulting
report (USEPA, 1991) defines de minimis discharges
of pollutants as not significant in terms of volume,
concentration, and type of pollutant.
The present research, in characterizing knowledge
about discharges by type, explores the feasibility of
establishing a global approach to effective prohibition
of nonstorm water discharges. The approach would be
accomplished by developing comprehensive rules for
discharges by type: identif)dng a wide list of potential
discharges and considering whether rules by type are
effective to control them. Conceptually, an approach
based on discharge types would classify discharges
according to their pollutant characteristics and potential impacts on receiving water quality. Regulations
may specify that classes of discharges be allowed, prohibited, allowed under certain conditions or with
certain associated control measures, or subject to
case-by-case determination.
Regulations such as USEPA rules for municipal
discharges have moved toward rule making based on
type of discharge by identifying a number of specific
types of non storm water discharges to MS4s that
must be addressed in a program to prevent illicit discharges to the MS4 (USEPA, 1990). The rules implicitly accept certain discharge types as potentially
harmful in most conditions and other discharge types
as de minimis, some of these for a given location or
set of conditions. This rulemaking is a rational initial
step to achieve the regulatory advantages of a global
policy within selected jurisdictions, and for a selected
small portion of discharge types,
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Nonstorm Water Discharges by Industrial Facilities
A large number of regulated facilities reported nonstorm water discharges in annual reports under the
General Industrial Permit during 1995. As Table 1
shows, 2,084 discharges were reported by 7,905 facilities in the five evaluated regions, or approximately
0.26 discharges per reporting facility. The proportion
was remarkably similar among regions, ranging only
from a high of 0.31 discharges per facility in the Central Valley region to a low of 0.22 in the Santa Ana
region. This is a large proportion, considering the
terms of the General Industrial Permit specify nonstorm water discharges are not permitted. For similar
reasons, it is likely the total number of discharges is
underreported and the proportion of discharges in
each type is more accurate than the total number of
discharges.
The most widely reported discharge type in all five
regions was landscape irrigation. This accounted for
at least 20 percent of reported discharges in each
region, with a high of 29 percent in the Santa Ana
region. A total of 495 facilities, or about 6.3 percent of
all reporting facilities in the five regions, checked the
space on the annual report specifying at least one discharge to storm drains of landscape irrigation water.
Some regional differences were demonstrated. Air
conditioner condensate accounted for about 15 percent of reported discharges in the Los Angeles region,
and 14 percent of discharges in the San Diego region,
but only 8 percent of Central Valley discharges. Similarly, discharges from auxiliary water supply for fire
prevention and building sprinkler systems accounted
for 19 percent of San Diego region discharges and
about 10 percent of facilities in all other regions
except the Central Valley, where they were only 2 percent of discharges. Conversely, 14 percent of Central
Valley discharges were associated with vehicle washing, a larger number than in the other regions, where
they were between 5 percent and 7 percent of reported discharges.
Opinion Survey and Municipal Guidance
This section summarizes responses to the broadbased survey and analyzes type based guidelines of
selected municipal storm water agencies. The section
is divided into three subsections: discharge types
where the survey showed consensus for low water
quality concern; those with consensus of high or moderately high water quality concern; and discharge
types that did not elicit consensus among survey
respondents. Each subsection includes guidance
for those discharge types from the five municipal
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TABLE 1. Nonstorm Water Discharges Reported by Industrial Facilities
Under the General Industrial NPDES Permit, 1995.
Category
(Dischaz~e Type)

S~. Bay
Number
Pet.

Central Valley
Number Pe~.

Los Angeles
Number Pet.

San Diego
Number Pet.

Santa Ana
Number Pet.

Cl~u~n~
Car W~hing
Floor Washing
Pavement Washing
Truck and Trailer Washing
Vehicle Washing
Vehicle Steam Cleaning
Window and Building Washing

0
0
15
11
26
0
22

0
0
4
3
6
0
5

7
34
18
69
9
20

1
7
4
14
2
4

20
29
23
45
12
16

3
4
3
7
2
2

3
4
1
10
4
7

2
2
0
5
2
4

0
7
12
16
3
11

0
2
4
6
1
4

Con~le~te
Air Compressor Condensate
Air Conditioning Condensate
HVAC Condensate
Refrigeration Unit Condensate

19
66
4
7

4
15
1
2

15
40
0
4

3
8
0
1

25
83
0
6

4
:[2
0
1

2
22
0
3

1
11
0
2

13
41
0
4

4
14
0
1

Construction
Aggregate Pile Cooling Water
Construction Rinse Down
Dust Control Water

0
0
8

0
0
2

0
1
12

0
0
2

0
3
8

0
0
1

0
!
1

0
0
0

0
0
6

0
0
2

0
0

0
0

3
2

1
0

11
4

2

0

0

~

0

57
0
29

13
0
7

10
5
49

2
1
10

67
13
68

[0
2
[0

37
2
’.9

19
1
10

28
1
33

10
0
11

Ground Water
Foundation Drainage
Gruund Water Discharge
Ground Water Infiltration
Treated Ground Water

5
0
12
10

1
0
3
2

4
7
7
0

1
1
1
0

0
4
2
0

0
1
0
0

2
2
4
0

1
1
2
0

0
4
0
0

0
1
0
0

Irri~tion
Lan d~capo/Lawn Irrigation

108

25

104

21

146

21

53

27

84

29

Boiler Blow-Down
Boiler Drains
Cooling Tower Back Wash
Evaporative Cooling Water
Hydrostatic Pre~ure Vessel Test
Liquid-Nitrogen Demineralizer
Process Wastewater
Noncontact Cooling Water

7
0
0
0
0
3
0
8

~
0
0
0
0
1
0
2

4
1
6
6
1
0
15
7

1
0
1
1
0
0
3
1

31
5
18
6
2
0
0
19

4
1
3
1
0
0
0
3

1
1
0
0
1
0
4
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2

1
1
7
7
0
0
0
0

0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0

Collected Rain Water

9

2

10

2

15

2

4

2

5

2

Water SUl~ply
Water Line Cleaning
Well Water Discharges
Well Test Pumping

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
7
3

0
1
1

3
1
0

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

426

100

484

100

691

104)

194

100

2~9

104}

Tank Drains
Filter Drains

F~r~
Fire Auxiliary (building sprinklers)
Fire Fighting (emergency only)
Fire Hydrant Testing

Total~

Total Number of FaeilitieJ
Filln~ NOI u of March 199~ 1465
Di~har~ Per FAcility

0.29

I~M~

2840

756

12~6

0~1

0.24

02.6

0.22

(Note: Percentages may not total to 100 percent due to rounding.)
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agencies considered, in particular the implications of
existing municipal policies for those discharge types.
Survey respondents volunteered a number of discharge types not previously identified in the literature review. No consensus was available for these
discharge types, as they were rated only by those
respondents who wrote them into the questionnaire,
Many of these were minor alterations to types among
the 110 identified, but four were notably different and
potentially important: washing homeless areas;
groundwater discharge mixed with seepage from natural oil discharges; home auto washing; and septage
waste hauler spills,

Consensus Low Water Quality Concern.
Table 2 summarizes results for 21 discharge types
where the survey results suggested consensus of minireal water quality concern. Seven of eight discharge
types in the Condensate category met the minimal
concern criterion; the only type not listed was condensate from chemical tanks and pipelines. Similarly,
four of five types in the Fire Fighting category, and
two of three in the Surface Water category, met the
criterion for consensus minimal concern.
In the Ground Water and Surface Water categories,
the low concern discharge types were naturally occurring: springs, diverted stream flows, and flows from

TABLE 2. Discharge Types With Consensus ~linimal Water Quality Concern~
and Current Guidance From Selected Municipalities.

Category
(Discharge Type)
Condensate
.Air Compressor Condensate
Air Conditioner Condensate
Air Dryer condensate
Heat Pump Condensate
HVAC Condensate
Refrigeration Unit Condensate
Steam Condensate
Drain~
Outside Faucets (routine use)
Fire Fighting and Safety
Emergency Eyewashes
Fire Auxiliary (building sprinklers)
Fire Ho~e and Pump Testing
Fire Hydrant Testing
Safety Showers
Ground Water
Springs

Minimal
Concern

Survey R~spon~s
Moderately
High Plus
High
Total
Concern
Responses

17
18
19
20
20
19
16

1
2
1
1
1
1
1

25
25
23
24
25
25
26

20

2

29

20
20
21
20
24

2
1
1
1
3

29
27
25
29
28

18

0

24

Municipal Guidance
Acceptable
Conditiorud Prohibited

c,d

b,e

e
c, d

b
b,e

b,d,e

Ice Maker (melted ice, condensate)

22

1

26

Surface
Diverted Stream Flows
Flows from Riparian Areas, Wetlands

19
19

2
1

28
27

b,d,e
b,d,e

Water Supply
Backflow Preventer Te~ting
Leaking Potable Water Lines
Preesure Releases
System Failure

16
16
20
16

I
I
0
1

25
25
25
23

c
c
c

Municipal Juri~dicrion~ Considered:
a Alameda County Urban Runoff Clean Water Program (ACURCW’P, 1994).
b County of Los Angeles Municipal Permit (RWQCB, 1996; Gary Hildebrand, 1997, Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, Environmental t~mgrams Division, Water Quality Section, Personal Communication to J. Lilien, May 7, 1997).
c Regional Water Quality Control Board, Santa Ana (RWQCB Santa Ana, 1984; RWQCB Santa Ana, 1996).
d County of Sacramento (Larry Walker Associates, 1992; David Brent, 1996, City of Sacramento Department of Utilities, Personal Communication to J. Lilien, November 18, 1996).
e Santa Clara Valley Urban RunoffPollution Prevention Program (SCVURPPP, 1995; SCVURPPP, 1997).
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riparian habitats or wetlands. In the Water Supply
category, the discharge types identified as low concern
are relatively infrequent and/or of small volume. This
might also explain why respondents expressed little
concern for water quality for discharge types in the
Fire Fighting category. Some of these assumptions
were tested for a few discharge types using the
detailed survey, with results described below,
Table 2 shows reasonably good agreement among
municipal agencies’ policies regarding categorical controls for these discharge types. Nine of the 21 low concern discharge types were categorically allowed by at
least one of the municipalities. (Two of the nine were
allowed under specified conditions, each by two
municipalities.) One discharge type, fire fighting discharge from building sprinklers, was allowed by one
agency but prohibited by another. The other 12 discharge types were not allowed by any of the five
municipal agencies,

Consensus High Water Quality Concern.
Table 3 summarizes results for 15 discharge types of
high water quality concern under the criterion
described above. The distribution of opinions was considerably wider than opinions about minimal concern.
All discharge types classified as sewage or spills (of
either hazardous or nonhazardous compounds)
attained consensus for high concern. This is not a surprising result, and is perhaps not especially meaningful for statewide policy since alternate regulatory
controls prohibit such discharges. A similar rationale
might explain the consensus for two of the 26 discharge types in the Process category, wastewater and
oily waste separators. On the other hand, no clear
consensus was identified for the other 24 Process
category discharge types. This is surprising given the
nature of some of those discharges, such as bilge and
ballast water. The result may suggest that site
specific conditions may be so variable that statewide

TABLE 3. Discharge Types With Consensus High Water Quality Concern:
Survey Results and Current Guidance From Selected Municipalities.

Surve~ l~spon~s
Category
(Discharge Type)
Cleaning
Equipment Washing

Minimal
Concern

Moderately
High Plus
High Concern

Total
Responses

Other
Regulations

3

20

28

(i)

Washing Process, Storage, Fueling, Loading Areas
Truck and Trailer Washing

6
4

17
18

28
28

(2)

Leachate

3

17

25

(3)

Oil/Waste Separator Discharges

2

19

27

(3)

2

17

23

R~iden~ial Activities
Household/Aute Fluids
S~wage
Leaking Sanitary Sewer Lines

3

19

28

Sanitary Wastewater

5

17

27

(3)

Septic Tank Effluent

4

18

26

(3)

3
4

26
11

29
22

Gasoline Filling Station Wastes
Vehicle Dismantling/Parts Storage (fluid drainage)

i
2

23
20

28
27

(2)

Vehicle Maintenance/Repair (fluid drainage)

0

24

28

(2)

Spins
Hazardous Compounds
Nonhazardous Compounds
Tr~nsporta¢ion

(I) Prohibited by two municipal agencies: Alameda Caunty Urban Runoff Clean Water l:h-ograrn (ACURCVv’P, 1994) and Santa Clara Valley
Urban RunoffPollution Prevention Pmgrarn (SCVURPPP, 1997). No other specific guidance for any of these discharge types from any of
the five municipal jurisdictions considered.

(2) Most such discharges are subject to Industrial G~neral NPDES Permit.
(3) Routinely prohibited under other regulations.
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policies are not supported for these discharges. Alternately, perhaps responding experts were not sufficiently familiar with these discharge types to produce
consistent results. This result implies that some California storm water experts may be willing to accept
certain process discharges if the specific process activities and chemical composition of the discharge are
well known and carefully controlled.
Of the five discharge types in the Transportation
category, three achieved consensus for high concern.
All three were associated with vehicle maintenance
and fueling activities. In the Cleaning category, only
three of the 14 discharge types showed consensus,
and all were similar to Transportation category activities: one was fuel related; one was washing of trucks
and trailers; and the third was equipment washing.
This result suggests that nonstorm water discharges
associated with transportation activities in general
may be widely considered for prohibition at the
statewide policy level,
Almost none of the 15 discharge types meeting the
criterion for consensus high concern were addressed
by municipal storm water guidelines. The only exception was process equipment washing, explicitly prohibited by two municipalities. This does not suggest
the five municipalities had no concerns with the other
discharge types, but rather they had not identified a
need to promulgate controls under storm water regulations. As shown on Table 3, most discharge types of
this group were addressed at least peripherally under
regulations or controls specified for hazardous wastes,
wastewater discharges, or other activities. It is not
surprising to find strong consensus on high water
quality concern with discharge types long recognized
as problems and controlled under a variety of regulations. The converse result, that the surveyed group
did not identify other discharge types with high water
quality concern in their own jurisdictions, implies no
other types by nature were necessarily so great a
water quality threat that categorical prohibition was
urgently needed, at least in the opinions of these individuals,
Discharge Types With Absence of Clear Consensus. Table 4 lists discharge types where no consensus was achieved among survey respondents. It is
not surprising this was the largest group, both
because of the restrictive criteria for consensus and
the diversity of interests of the survey respondents,
Results showed substantial diversity of opinion,
Many discharge types received multiple scores of 4
and 5, while also receiving multiple responses with a
score of 1. Four Cleaning category discharge types
received more than 10 responses of 4 or 5, and none of
the 11 nonconsensus types received fewer than five
such scores. Each also received numerous scores of i:
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three to five respondents expressed minimal concern
with vehicle and pavement washing, and at least 10
respondents expressed minimal concern with washing
buildings, windows, and graffiti marked surfaces. A
similar diversity, though somewhat less extreme, was
evident among the 23 nonconsensus discharge types
in the Process category, and all three types in the
Mining category, which may be considered process oriented.
This high diversity of opinion may be attributable
to a number of factors, as discussed above. The
results suggest that current knowledge of these discharge types is not sufficient to support statewide
policies, and that additional research is needed on the
diversity of characteristics of these discharge types.
The nonconsensus discharge types might be considered of high priority for future field research to quantitatively characterize potential pollutants and
determine if characteristics are sufficiently uniform to
support statewide policies.
The diversity of opinions was further evident in the
municipal guidelines. Of the 80 discharge types on
Table 4, 22 were categorically prohibited by at least
one of the five agencies; 21 were allowed unconditionally by one or more municipalities; and conditional
exceptions were found in at least one municipality for
23 discharge types.
A total of 29 different discharge types were either
categorically or conditionally allowed by at least one
of the five municipalities. Only 12 of these 29 t)~es
were allowed by three or more of the five municipalities, a strong piece of evidence for the lack of uniformity in different California agencies’ approaches. The
most surprising result is that five of the discharge
types for which at least one municipality promulgated
a categorical prohibition were either categorically or
conditionally allowed by at least one other municipality. Further, a large number of discharge types allowed
by one or more municipal agencies, presumably
because they generated minimal concern for water
quality impacts, did not achieve consensus of the surveyed experts for the same minimal concern.
The inconsistency of municipal guidelines demonstrates varying responses by local decision makers to
incomplete information about water quality impacts.
Many discharge types were allowed in some municipalities without restriction, and prohibited in other
municipalities. It is not clear how much of the diversity may be attributed to regional differences, such as
varying sensitivity of receiving waters or varying
political climate as expressed in a preference to avoid
burdensome environmental controls on local businesses. It is not considered likely the pollutant content of
the discharges themselves should be strongly different among regions, though variability is expected
among individual discharges. The frequency of certain
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TABLE 4. Discharge Types With Municipal Guidance for Which Survey Results Did Not Achieve
Consensus: Survey Results and Current Guidance From Selected Municipalities.

Category
(Discharge Type)
Car Washing (residential)*
Csr Washing (commercial)*
Carpet Cleaning**
Cooling Tower Heat Exchange Flushing
Exterior Building Washing
Floor Washing
Graf~ti Abatement
L~undr~! Wastewater
Mobile Cleaning Activities**
Psvement Washing
Process Areas Washdewn**
Restaurant Wash Water**
Storm Drain System Residual Flushing
Stree~ Wash Waters
Vehicle Cleaning
Window and Building Washing
Condensate
Chemical Tank/Lines Condensate

~
Concern

Sttrve~ l~spon~s
Mo~ierataly
High Plus
High
Total
Concern
Responses

Municipal Guidance
Acceptable Conditional Prohibited

3

9

29

7
10
9
12
8

7
7
11
5
9

26
29
26
26
27

4

14

29

10
7
5
15

13
9
14
6

29
28
28
29

e

9

4

2

11

26

c

d

h,e

e
e
e
e

a,e
a,b
a.e
b
a,e

C on~uction
Construction Dewatering
Construction Equipment Washing**
Construction Rinse-Down
Dust Contrel Water
Geotechnical Construction**
Material Storage**
Sand Dredging
Saw Cut Slurry*"

1
11

13
2

25
27

7

3

19

Filter Drains
Fountain/Reflecting Pool Drams
Swimming P~l Discharges

6
10
2

6
6
6

27
27
25

a,c

b, d

Fire Fighting

10

7

27

b,d

e

7
2
7

2
11
4

18
23
19

10
12
10
15
15
15
9
13

2
1
0
1
1
0
3
2

24
25
24
27
27
27
27
27

d
e
d
d,e
d
d,e

b,c.e
b,e
b,e
b
e
b

9
9
7
6

5
7
6
12

28
28
28
22

Groundwater
Aquifer Restoration
Brine Discharges (stripper wells)
Dewatering of Vaults and Crawl Spaces
Foundation Drains**
Footing Drains
Ground Water Infiltration
Pumped Ground Water
Rising Greund Water
Treated Greund Water
Water Well Discharges
Well Development
Well Test Pumping
Irrigation
Irrigation Water
Landscape Irrigation
Lawn Watering
Seeps and Similar Discharges

a
a,b,e
e

c
c
c
c
c
c

e
a,e
e

e
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TABLE 4. Discharg~ Types With Municipal Guidance for Which Survey Results Did Not Achieve
Consensus: Survey R~ults and Current Guidance From Selected Municipalities (cont’d.).
Survey Responses
Moderately

High Piu.
Category
(Discharge Type)

Mininm/
Concern

High
Concern

Total
Respormes

Aggregate Pile Cooling Water
Bilge and Ballast Water
Boiler Blow Down
Boiler Drains
Chiller Water
Cooling Tower Water
Dust Control
Evaporative Cooling Water
Fish Hatcheries
Hot Water Temp./Pres. Relief Valve
Humidifier Blow Down
Leaking Tanks and Pipes
Locomotive Sanding
Noncontact Cooling Water
Pressure Relief Valves
Quarries
Sand Blasting
Saw Slurry
Scrap Turnings
Seafood Packaging and Processing
Separators - Liquid/Steam Water
Textile Mile Reused/Recycled Wa~er
Vacuum Pumps

5
4
3
4
6
4
9
10
8
13
15
2
5
14
11
3
1
1
i
3
4
4
5

5
10
9
8
6
7
1
3
5
I
2
12
7
5
2
6
13
8
6
11
5
7
3

18
21
23
24
22
24
24
22
20
24
23
24
15
25
23
19
24
25
18
18
23
17
19

Municipal Guidance
Acceptable
Conditiorml Prohibited

b
e
b,e

c

R~midenti~l A~tivitiea
Motor Home Waste**
Fertilizers/Pesticides**

e
e

Sewage
Sanitary Sewer Overflow’*

e

Storage
Collected Rain Water
Hydrostatic Testing
Water SoRener Tanks

13
9
7

2
3
10

26
24
25

Sur~e~ Water
Pit Dewatering

8

5

26

Transportation
Aircraft Deicing
Inductive Traffic Loop Flushing

3
3

12
6

23
15

13
12

3
2

25
23

c
c

12

4

27

b,c,d

Water Supply
Reservoir Flushing
System Maintenance
Water Filtration Plants**
Water Line Flushing/Cleaning

b
b,c

e

*Commercial vs. residential car washing was not distinguished in survey.

"*Sot ineluded in survey in the same fo~n as ~overed by municipalities’ guideiines.
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Muni©ipal Jurisdi~tion~ Con~idm’~d-a Alameda County Urban Runoff Clean Water Program (ACURCWl~, 1994).
b County of Los Angele~ Municipal Permit (RWQCB, 1996; Gary Hildebrand, 1997, Los Angeles C, ounty Department of Public Works, Envirsnmental Programs Division. Water Quality Section, Personal Communication to J. Lilien, May 7, 1997).
c Regional Water Quality Control Board, Santa Ana (RWQCB Santa Ana, 1984; RWQCB Santa Aria, 1996).
d County of Sacramento (Larry Walker Associates, 1992; David Brent, 1996, City of Sacramento Department of Utilities, Personal Communication to J. Lilien, November 18, 1996).
e Santa Clara Valley Urban RunoffPollution Prevention Pi’ogram (SCVURPPP, 1995; SCV-LrRPpp, =997).
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discharge types may vary among regions, as shown
above in the evaluation of discharges from industrial
facilities, but no evidence suggests municipal agency
guidelines vary among regions in a similar pattern to
varying frequency of industrial discharges.
The large number of discharge types allowed under
specified conditions suggests reasonably wide support
for that mechanism. Conditional permitting could
achieve the benefits of exempting from prohibition
discharges believed to have minimal water quality
impact. However, conditional permitting is considerably more costly than type based prohibition or permitting, both to develop permits and to enforce.
Further, lack of adequate enforcement may lead to
routine violation of conditions and possible water
quality impact.
Results of Detailed Questionnaire for Selected "
Discharge Types
Results of the detailed survey are described in
Duke et al. (1997) and not repeated in detail here.
Table 5 summarizes one aspect of the results, the
number of responses of 4 or 5 to each of nine questions for each of the ten discharge types.
Two discharge types were given scores of 4 or 5 by
a majority of respondents for the question of ~overall
concern,~ intended to be the same question as the
broad based survey. Construction equipment washing,
a subset of the equipment washing discharge type
that achieved consensus high concern in the broad
based survey, was so ranked by nine respondents in
the detailed survey. Further questions revealed 11 of
the 12 respondents would have high concern if the
discharge were widespread or "prevalent" in their
region. The reasons for the concern were pollutant
concentration and types rather than discharge volume
for most of the respondents. Fire fighting discharge,
which did not elicit consensus on the broader survey,
showed the second largest number of respondents
with high concern, again attributable to pollutant
concentration and types rather than volume.
Nine of the ten selected discharge types, with the
notable exception of landscape irrigation, were found
by the respondents to be of much less concern if they
were subject to on-site controls or Best Management
Practices (BMPs). Each respondent was asked to
describe the best currently available BMPs with
which he or she was familiar for each discharge type;
then to describe their degree of concern if those BMPs
were fully implemented for each discharge of that
type. No more than one respondent expressed moderately high or high concern for any of the nine discharge types if the selected BMPs were rigorously
implemented. The availability of BMPs for these
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN WATER RESOURCES ASSOCIATION
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discharge types supports the concept of conditional
allowability, the mechanism noted above in discussion
of municipal guidelines for many of the non-consensus
discharge types in Table 4.
The landscape irrigation discharge type elicited
high overall concern from only three of the 12 respondents under current conditions, but seven respondents expressed high concern if the discharge type
were prevalent. This result is notable because the
review of industrial facility reports showed this as the
single most common discharge type, being reported by
about 7 percent of all industrial facilities filing annual
reports for five regions of California in 1995. Further,
it is a discharge type that appears resistant to on-site
pollution prevention, compared to others, because this
is the only discharge type where more than one
respondent described high concern even if best available controls were rigorously implemented.

CONCLUSIONS
This research acquired data to assess the conceptual and technical feasibility of an approach for nonstorm water discharges to relieve the regulatory
burden of developing and issuing individual permits
that would use discharge type as the basis for regulation.
The first objective was to determine the policy
basis for such an approach. Currently, compliance
with relevant regulations is often inefficient as practiced. Outright prohibition of non-storm water discharges overregulates by prohibiting some discharges
that may not affect water quality. "Effective prohibition,~ specified by WQA, is interpreted by USEPA to
allow individual discharges under separate NPDES
permits, but such permits are not widely utilized by
municipalities operating MS4s because they are
administratively complex, burdensome to develop and
enforce, require detailed evaluation of individual discharges, and are subject to USEPA overrule of local
judgments,
A possible improved approach merges two concepts
derived from current instruments: determination of
de minimis discharges; and consideration of nonstorm water discharges by functional type. The resulting approach would define de minimis discharge types
which may be globally accepted for discharge to storm
drains. Allowing certain such discharges under blanket statewide guidelines can relieve the regulatory
burden and avoid the expense of controlling activities
with little expected environmental impact. Any policy
eventually promulgated should be based on both
technical analysis, which may be guided by this
paper’s preliminary effort, and a full assessment of
JAWRA
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stakeholders’ preferences about costs, regulatory
effectiveness, environmental protection, and other
factors.
The second objective was to characterize existing
information by discharge type. The evaluation produced three major results:
¯ A large number of discrete types of nonstorm
water discharges exist. More than 100 distinct types
of discharges were found in the literature, and several
more were suggested by survey respondents.
° Nonstorm water discharges appear to be
widespread. Approximately one in four industrial
facilities in five California regions reported at least
one type of discharge during the 1995 reporting year,
even though such discharges were required to be
eliminated under permit conditions.
¯ Some discharge types were widespread in industrial facility reports. For example, runoff from landscape irrigation was reported by nearly 500 facilities
within five regions of California, more than 6 percent
of all reporting facilities.
The third objective was to characterize the current
state of knowledge about concerns with potential
water quality impacts of nonstorm water discharges
by discharge type. An integral part of this objective
was to test the strength of consensus among practitioners and responsible agencies - to determine
whether current knowledge supports statewide pollcies for any discharge types. Two forms of information, evaluation of existing municipal guidelines and a
consensus oriented survey of statewide experts,
addressed this objective, and suggested the following
results:
¯ Clear consensus existed about water quality concern for some discharge types. The limited survey,
with a convenience sample of experts, implemented
by this research was sufficient to demonstrate some
consensus.
* Discharge types that achieved consensus for
minimal water quality concern were not uniformly
allowable under current municipal guidelines in California.
¯ Discharge types that achieved consensus for
high water quality concern were almost entirely limited to discharge types readily recognized as important
sources of water quality degradation. Most of these
were prohibited under existing regulations not related
to storm water; few were explicitly prohibited by
municipal guidelines designed for storm water poilution control.
¯ Municipal agency control policies in different
regions of California were highly inconsistent for specific discharge types, especially among discharge
JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN WATER RESOURCES ASSOCIATION
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types that did not achieve consensus in the statewide
survey. This suggests the current state of knowledge
is not sufficiently definite to support statewide policies for a large number of discharge types.
¯ Discharge types failing to achieve consensus
might be considered the highest priority for additional
research. These are the types where feasibility of
global policies could be justified or counterindicated
by better understanding of potential water quality
impacts, such as field data to characterize pollutants
originating with these activities and understanding of
conditions under which pollutants are found in higher
concentrations.
The discharge types were evaluated largely as
found in the literature in order to be as completely
inclusive as possible in this initial stage of analysis.
Critical analysis of discharge types should be a focus
of future research. Aggregating and analyzing discharge types according to similarities in pollutants,
function, applicable best management practices, and
other factors may facilitate implementation of policies
based on discharge type.
An in-depth survey requesting opinions on a limited number of discharge types revealed three notable
results with policy implications:

opinion surveys and review for accuracy and completeness of the
agency report from which many of these results were derived.
Important data and other information were provided by numerous
California State personnel, in particular Dr. Thomas Mumley (San

Francisco Bay Area Regional Water Quality Control Board);

Pamela Barksdale (Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control
Board); and Bob Whitaker (Santa Ann Regional Water Quality Control Board). Reeearc:h assistance at UCLA was provided by
Jonathan Lilien of the Environmental Science and Engineering
Program and Lara Ganse, Thomas Lo, and Patricia Harris of the

Environmental I-lealth Sciences Department. Editorial support was
prodded by Jill M. Barnes.
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AMtract
This research evaluated storm water runoff water quality constituent data collected by industrial facilities under California’s 1992
General Industrial Storm Water NPDES Permit. Data for 13 constituents were evaluated for a sample of 130 metal plating facilities
in Los Angeles County, reported over a 3-year period. Results are intended as a screening level determination of several factors:
proportion of facilities detecting the constituents; their concentrations in a single-industry, single-region set of facilities; and possible trends over time. The analysis also tested the limitations of the self-reported dam, which report concentration rather than load
and may not be representative of facility runoff. Zinc and copper were detected at more than 80% of facility locations; nickel,
chromium, lead, and cadmium were detected at more than 25"/o of locations. Mean concentrations of copper, lead, zinc, suspended
solids, and oil and grease at saraple facilities testing for the constituents were roughly comparable to mean concentrations reported
by US EPA for a similar set of data from a nationwide ~ample of metal products mannfaeturing facilities. As a fraction of water
quality standards, median concentration at facilities detecting the constituents were relatively high for copper and silver compared
to standards for aquatic life, and for cadmium and lead compared to human drinking water standards. Trends over the 3-year
period in concentration of pollutants in facility runoff that may result from regulatory pollution prevention raquirements were
inconclusive. The concentration data show evidence of other confounding influences sufficiently large and systematic to obscure
possible trends in pollutant reduction. ~ 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

areas than from other land uses [6,7]. However, the

characteristics of chemical comtituents in runoff from
Pollutants in storm water runoff associated with
industrial activities are one form of industrial waste
discharge of increasing concern in the US. Urban runoff
and other non-point sources are believed to be important
sources of pollutants in surface waters of the United
States [1-3]. Runofffrom urban activities has been estimated to account for substantial proportions of the total
mass of some pollutants in some receiving waters [4].
The proportion of pollutants in urban runoff origihating with industrial activities relative to other nonpoint sources has been suggested to be substantial in
some areas of the US [4,5]. Research under the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) in the 1970s
and 1980s suggested concentrations of certain poilurants are significantly higher in runoff from industrial

industrial facilities, and their impact on receiving
waters, are not well understood. Pollutant type, concentration, and long-term load may be expected to vary
over time and across locations with factors such as
density of urban development, types of industrial activities, seasonality of precipitation, and proportion of
receiving waters originating as urban runoff. These
variables and others, such as ecological sensitivity of
receiving waters, confound assessment of environmental
impacts of urban runoff [8]. The same factors obscure
the potential impacts of industrial storm water regulations on improving water quality.
Differences in runoff constituent characteristics
among different types of industrial activities are poorly
understood. The groundbreaking NURP studies sampled only a small number of industrialized areas, limited
¯ Co~nding author. Tel.: + 1-310-794-2164; fax: + 1-310-206- tO industrial parks and urban areas with a large pro3358; e-mail: ldduke@ucla.edu,
portion of land zoned for industrial uses, and did not
0956-053X/98/$19.00 ~ 1998 El~eviea. Science Ltd. All rights re~-rved
PII: S0956-053X(98)00009.9
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distinguish among different industrial sectors or types of
acuvmes [6]. It is not clear that runoff constituent concentratJons from industrial activities are sufficiently
umform to be adequately represented by measured discharges from areas zoned for industrial use, which can
encompass industrial activities as diverse as metal
products manufacturing, lumber and wood processing,
concrete products storage and preparation, warehousing, and a wide range of other manufacturing and
non-manufacturing activities.

Systematic data for a large number of facilities, disaggregated by type of industry, first became available
wath US EPA’s analyses of serf-reported monitoring
results for 31 distinct industrial sectors from a nationwade sample [9]. The nationwide US EPA sample
encompassed many facilities subject to a wide range
of climates, rainfall regimes, state and local .level
regulations, and other factors. Those results therefore
may not reliably predict pollutant concentrations within
industry sectors for any given geographic area. The selfreported nature of the data introduces other limitations,
as described in the Methodology section below,
Other results in the literature are limited. Line et al.
[10] reported runoff concentration data for selected
constituents at 20 North Carolina industrial sites
encompassing 10 different sectors. Line and colleagues’
results are much better controlled for data acquisition
and geographic area of facilities than the US EPA data.
However, the samples of two facilities per industry
category is too small to capture the variability in poilutant-generating activities present within a given industrial sector. Both studies were limited because they
evaluated runoff concentration data, an imperfect sun’ogate for pollutant loads, the factor arguably most useful
for identifying impacts on the environment and assessing effectiveness of pollution prevention. To the
authors’ knowledge, no agency analyses or published
research completed to date has systematically evaluated
a sample of industrial facilities to characterize annual
load of pollutants by sector,
In the US, regulations to reduce pollutants conveyed
in runoff from industrial facilities have been promulgated by US EPA under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) of the 1972
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act,
or CWA) and the subsequ~at 1987 Water Quality Act
(WQA) [ll]. The most recent federal regulation includes
specific requirements for each of 29 different sectors,
and is known as the NPDES Storm Water Multi-Sector
General Permit for Industrial Activities (hereinafter, the
Multi-Sector Permit) [12]. States with authority to
enforce the CWA have d~veloped state-level regulations
largely patterned after US EPA guidelines. California,
the jurisdiction of interest for this paper, promulgated a
General NPDES Permit for Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activities (hereinafter, the

General Industrial Permit) [13], first effective in 1992
and renewed in 1997. The number of facilities subject to
the regulation is known to be large, perhaps in the range
of 30,000 to 50,000 in California, but is not well-defined,
for reasons described elsewhere [14]. As of January
1997, about 10,000 industrial facilities in California (of
which about 2500 were in Los Angeles County) had
notified state agencies of their intent to comply with the
General Industrial Permit.
Federal and state storm water permits take a pollution

prevention approach. Facility operators are required to

develop a site-specific Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) with Best Management Practices
(BMPs) designed specifically for their facility. This
approach contrasts with the discharge standards of the
NPDES wastewater discharge permit system, which
specify numerical discharge limitations based on available control technologies. A significant limitation of the
storm water regulatory structure is the inherent difficulty in evaluating both compliance by the regulated
community and progress in reducing pollutants in discharges. The structure of the regulations and reasons for
those limitations are described in more detail in a previous publication [15].
A key feature of the regulations is that facilities
annually monitor storm ’water discharges by collecting
runoff samples, conducting laboratory analyses to quarttify certain constituents in the runoff, and reporting the
results to the responsible agency [1 I]. As a result, a body
ofdata on runoff constituents has accumulated since 1993
in the hands of state agencies. The intent of the monitoring requirements is clearly both to provide information to
facility operators so they can detect potential problems
and evaluate their own BMPs’ effectiveness, and to
allow regulators to assess progress both on a facilityspecific level and at the level of aggregate pollutant discharges into particular watersheds [16]. If the data were
reliable, they might also serve the purpose of characterizing discharges by industry sectors and by industry as a
whole in a form that would support regional, state, and
local decisions about controlling pollutants to most
effectively protect receiving waters.
The data are not ideal for those purposes, for a number
of reasons. Data generated under the monitoring requirements are limited to grab samples of runoff collected
once or twice per year, and analyzed for concentration of
a small number of constituents specified in the regulations or judged by the facility operator as likely to be present. A more thorough understanding of a facility’s
runoff characteristics would require evaluating pollutant
loads generated over an entire wet weather season, or
alternatively evaluating long-term average concentrations
using data from flow-w~ighted composite samples collect~d during representative storms throughout a season. Other reasons are explored in more detail in the
Methodology section below.
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The existence of the broad and time-specific collection
of data accumulated under ~e General Industrial Perrnit allows some evaluation of certain major areas of
uncertainty such as those described above. Despite the
acknowledged limitations, no better data are available
at present for such assessments. It is clearly important
those assessments be conducted to the extent currently
possible to support ongoing efforts to protect specific
r~:eiving waters and to evaluate effectiveness of regulations that impact tens of thousands of businesses in
California. The overall purpose of this paper was to
illuminate key areas of uncertainty regarding runoff
constituent characteristics from a given industrial sector
in a given geographic area, in the context of assessing
progress by facilities in reducing constituents in their
runoff under the regulations’ pollution prevention
approach. The analysis is proposed as a necessary first
step in understanding the curr~nt and potential impact
of regulatory controls. The analysis presented in this
paper is intended to derive all conclusions the available
data are capable of supporting, although those conclusions ultimately are quite limited. A second important
purpose of this paper was to assess the usefulness of the
monitoring data being collected. The limited conclusions we have achieved demonstrates the incomplete
nature of the data, and suggests potential improvements
in the data that would support other conclusions essential to assessing effectiveness of the regulations,
The general objective of this research was to evaluate
water quality discharge constituent data for a sample of
industrial facilities to assess sector-specific pollutant
discharge characterLstics, and their changes over the
time since the General Indus~al Permit has been in
effect. There were four specific objectives. First, the
research evaluated constituent concentration data for a
single industry sector in a single geographical region,
comparing results to those of other sector-specific analyses. This is a screening-level evaluation upon which
future research can build, preferably with load-based
discharge data. Second, the data were analyzed for
information that might be immediately useful in regulatory decisions, specifically regarding which constituents should be required for analysis by facilities of
the metal finishing sector. Third, the research attempted
to identify any impact of pollution prevention efforts
implemented under the storm water regulations for the
selected industry sector that may be observed from the
self-reported monitoring data. The research accomplished this by investigating changes in water quality
constituent concentration from a sample of facilities
that had recognized their duty to comply. This result
also was a screening-level d~tcrmination, intended to
draw conclusions about the ability of the monitoring
data to capture any such trends as well as about the
trends themselves. Fourth, the research analyzed liraitations to this approach, assessed the usefulness of
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self-reported monitoring data for these purposes, and
r~’,ommended modifications to regulatory requir~nents
that might generate data better suited to such evaluations.
2. Methodology
The research evaluated self-reported data of chemical
constituent concentrations in storm water runoff from
industrial facilities of the metal plating industry in the
greater Los Angeles, CA, geographic area. Data were
reported to the Califorma Regional Water Quality
Control Board, Los Angeles (RWQCB/LA), under the
General Industrial Permit. Data were analyzed in three
ways. First, data from the sample were compared to
similar data from US EPA [9] and Line et al. [I0] to
improve understanding of discharge characteristics from
the selected industry sector and to assess the current
degree of understanding by testing similarity of different
studies’ results. Second, data were evaluated for specific
results of interest to the regulatory sector. In particular,
two factors were of immediate interest: the proportion
of facilities identifying presence of certain constituents;
and the median concentrations of these constituents in
facilities where they were identifi~I compared to their
potential effects in the environment. Third, data were
evaluated to attempt to detect trends in discharge characteristics within the sample over the 3-year period for
which monitoring results are available to date.
A single industrial sector was evaluated to reduce
variability in results from the influence of factors such
as widely different production technologies and schedules. The metal finishing industry was selected for a
number of reasons. It is subject to the General Industrial Permit; it is represented by a large number of
facilities filing monitoring reports under the General
Industrial Perrmt; and it is of concern to storm water
quality because a typical facility makes use of many
toxic substances that may be present in storm water
discharges. A single region was used to avoid the influence of potential confounding factors such as difference
in regulatory climate, economic strength and environmental awareness. Los Angeles County was chosen
because it has the largest number of industrial facilities
reporting under the General Industrial Permit of all
counties in California [17].
2.1. Data acquired for Los Angeles metalplating
facilities
The present research acquired data from metal finishing facilities that had filed a Notice of Intent (NOD
to comply with the General Industrial Penmt, and had
subsequently submitted annual reports containing
monitoring data for at least one year of the period 1993
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through 1995. That definition does not cover all metal Table 1
Substances in monitoring reports by one or more facilities in the Los
finishing facilities in the Los Angeles region both
because of incomplete compliance and because the reg- Angel= metal platers ~ample, 1993 to 1995
ulations do not apply to all facilities. The metal finishingMandatory t~sting
Metals
Other
industry is part of Sector AA of US EPA’s Multi-Sector pH
Aluminum
Cyanide¯
Permit, defined as fabricated metal products manu- TSS=
Antimony
facturers. Under the Multi-Sector Permit and the Gen- Specific conductance
Arsenic~
COD
eral Industrial Permit, facilities in Sector AA need to oil ~ grea~
~um
ncryttiam
comply only if thor industrial activities are exposed to TOe,
stornl water.

Cadmium"

Chromaam"

Toluene

Ethyil~nz~ne

As of 1995, 180 facilities in Los Angeles County had
Cobalt
Total xyl~nes
filed NOIs identifying on-site industrial activities to
Copse
Acetone
include operations described by Standard Industrial
Surfaetants
Iron
l.¢act"
Hardness
Classifications (SICs) 3471 through 3479, electroplating
Mercury"
Turbidity
and metal finishing. By comparison, the US Bureau of
Molybdenum
BAS
the Census identified 391 facilities in Los Angeles
Nickel"
TDS
County with SICs 3471 through 3479 for calends.year
1993 [18]. Not all 180 NOI filing facilities submitted
Sil~r"
Th~Uum
monitoring results for all years, and some failed to meet
this requirement in any of the three years. Data for one
zznc
or more years were acquired from a total of 130 facifities,
The 130 facilities tested for a variety of constituents. ¯ Cons~tucnt scl~:tcd for this research.
The 1992 version of the General Industrial Permit specified only four constituents for which all facilities were
required to analyze their samples: pH, total suspended
solids (TSS), specific conductance, and total organic plating facilities’ runoff than at other facilities of the
carbon (TOC). The parameter oil and grease (O & G) fabricated metal products industry. Similarly, no nutriwas permitted to be substituted for TOC. The General ents were selected, because fewer than 10 facilities of the
Industrial Permit also specified runoff be tested for sample tested for any nutrients, although three nutrients
other pollutants the facility operator judged likely to be were included in the US EPA data: phosphorous, total
present. For the metal finishing industry, this mightKjeldahl nitrogen, and nitrate plus nitrite nitrog~.
reasonably include a number of metals and other sub- Specific conductance was not selected because it is
stances used in plating chemistries, such as cyanide, known to correlate poorly to suspended and dissolved
More regent regulations, promulgated by US EPA solids and is not a meaningful parameter for other polunder the Multi-Sector Permit, specify four additional lutants. Finally, this research did not evaluate pH data.
mandatory analytes for Sector AA: total iron; total alu- Acidity of facility runoff may be expected not to vary
minum; total zinc; and nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen,far from neutrality, except in cases of an immediate spill
Those requirements were not in place at the time the of caustic or acidic substances.
data evaluated here were collected. Constituents for
Concentration data for each constituent for each
which at least one facility in the sample conducted aria- facility were conditioned as follows. For faciLities where
lyses in any of the thr~ target years are listed in Table I the monitoring plan included sampling at multiple ondivided into mandatory constituents, metals, and others, site locations, each location was treated separately.
Data for this research were collected for a total of 13 Multiple-location sampling was intended by the General
constituents: three "conventional" pollutants, nineIndustrial Permit only where facilities are composed of
metals including arsenic, and cyanide. These axe also physically and hydraulically separated areas, so conidentified in Table 1. The number of sample facilities centrations from different sampling points are not
testing for each constituent varied from year to year and expected to be correlated, justifying treatment as indeamong constituents. Aluminum and iron were not pendent data points. Data for multiple samples from a
selected for this research because few facilities of the given location, on the other hand, were expected to be
sample reported test results for either aluminum or iron. correlated, especially those representing multiple grab
The more recent Multi-Sector Permit requirements spe- samples from a single storm event. To control for this
cify aluminum and iron for mandatory testing, but few correlation, we produced a single data point for each
facilities of this sample elected to test for them because location by arithmetically averaging all concentration
they are much less important to a typical metal finishing data reported in a single year for a single location.
operation than plating metals (such as chromium and Non-detect data were treated in two different ways for
copper), and they are much less likely to be present in different analyses. If a given constituent was detected in
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only one runoff event of a given year, the concentration
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Another key reason is variation in constituent con-

value for each non-detect event was assigned to be one-

centration with time. Within a given storm, constituent

half of the detection limit reported by the facility (varying among facilities). This approach conservatively
assumed the constituent was likely to be pre~nt in some
amount at a given facility during any runoff event of a
year in which it was shown to be present at least once.
On the other hand, ff all sampling events failed to
detect a given constituent in a given year, we replaced
the non-detect value with zero. While this approach is
not consistent with the more conservative analysis
described above, it was adopted to allow comparison
with summary statistics published elsewhere [9], one of
our goals in this paper. The rationale for this method is
to avoid presuming the constituent to be present in any
amount at all facilities, on the grounds that facilities
where a substance is not in use may actually discharge
zero mass of the constituent in runoff. Facilities with at
least one event detecting a constituent are less likely to
discharge zero ma~ in the next event,
However, using that method, the computed sample
mean and variance for concentration data are strongly
affected by non-detect oec~ces replaced by zero
values. Those statistics are, thus, strongly affected by
the selection of facilities in the sample and, in turn, by
choices of sample facility operators whether to conduct
analyses for certain constituents. That is because data
submitted by facilities where constituents were absent
strongly affects the computed mean and variance, while
facilities where operators chose not to test for the same
coustituent do not affect mean and variance. We calculate mean concentrations and standard deviation for
comparison to US EPA re~ult~ [9] but because these
statistics are affected by ~mple selection, we suggest
they are not m~mingful in our further goal of characterizing expected runoff concentration at a facility
where the analyte constituent is in use. Instead, analysis
in the following ~¢tion us~ the median for a central
tendency statistic, and calculates the median using
detected values only. We sugg~t that parameter is more
useful to estimate conetituent concentrations typical of
an industry sector,
The available data are inherently limited by the
structure of the regulations, for several reasons. The
serf-reported chemical constituent data may not be
representative of varying concentration in facility
runoff with changing indu.~trial activities and chartging long-term conditions. Little age acy guidance was
provided [19], and little enfon:~nent effort was made to
verify adequacy,
One rcason is spatial variability of industrial activities. The Creneral Industrial Permit specifies samples
shotfld be collected from locations "representative" of
the facifity’s runoff pollutants, but regulatory oversight
was not adequate to ensure facifities collected runoff
from areas including industrial activities,

concentration during early stages of runoff is likely to
be different than after hours of rainfall have washed
exposed industrial surfaces. Regulations do not stipulate at what point in a storm runoff should be ~znpled,
so data from multiple facilities were not collected in a
consistent manner. Also, uunpling requirements were
satisfied by grab samples, which are unlikely to capture
the average concentration within a given storm event.
Few facilities in the sample collected runoff composites,
and these were excluded from the anaiysis because data
would not be comparable to the grab samples of the
other facilities.
Further, concentration may be expected to vary
among different storm events. Facilities were required to
collect storm water samples during the wet weather
season from only a small number of runoff events--one
storm in the 1993 season, and two storms for all seasons
thereafter. (The more recent Multi-Sector Permit stipulares a total of two samples, one each during the second
and fourth year of the permit, for the four additional
constituents added by the new regulations.) It is unlikely
that sampling data from one or two storms each year is
representative of constituents generated by changing
manufacturing activities and other conditions at a typical, operating manufacturing facility.
Finally, some data were missing. Facilities were
required to sample storms only if significant runoff
commenced during normal operating hours or within
the 2 h following scheduled facility operating hours.
Some metal platers in the Los Angeles sample claimed
not to have experienced two storms sufficient for runoff
sampling in a given wet weather sea,~n, and therefore
failed to submit any analyses for some y~the reason data were available for only 130 facilities ofthe 180
filing NOIs.
Data were also of questionable comistency among
facilities. Each facility was requir~ to develop and
implement its own monitoring plan, adapted to measure
any pollutants that might originate with the facility’s
particular industrial activities. Since regulatory agencies
did not prescribe or enforce a standard me~hodology,
the sampling and monitoring procedures may vary
sharply among facilities. Of greater concern are the
potential variability and inadequacy in quality assurance and quality control protocols, which also receive
little regulatory oversight. Facility personnel may be
expected to vary widely in training, expertise, and diligence in storm water sampling.
Limitations in available data suggest this research
ideally should be replicated with well-controlled data
collected especially for loads analysis under consistent
research methods, for example u,lng flow-weighted
composite samples over multiple years. However, collection of data over multiple years from a sufficiently
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large sample to be statistically meaningful would be
prohibitively costly and time consuming. A careful
analysis of currently available data is justified before
more extensive efforts are conducted,
2.2. Data characterization and comparisons to other
published data
Our results compare data acquired for the Los
Angeles sample of metal platers to data reported by US
EPA for group-applicant facilities of Sector 29, Fabricared Metal Products [9]. Sector 29 is analogous to
Sector AA in the Multi-Sector Permit; both are broader
se~s of related industrial activities that encompass metal
finishing activities. It is the most closely related sector
for which US EPA data are available. The sample size
was roughly comparable, composed of llS reporting
facilities, not all of which tested for every constituent,
The US EPA data were serf-reported monitoring
results from facilities under the storm water general
permit, which therefore suffer the same limitations in
representativity and quafity control as for the Los
Angeles sample, described above. Consistency of sampiing design and analytical methods, and quality control
for analytical results, may be somewhat better because
all data are from group applicants, who may have
implemented similar methods and operated under some
oversight. On the other hand, the sample of facilities
was drawn from a nationwide pool, so facilities were
subject to more variability in precipitation and other
geographical factors than the Los Angeles sample. US
EPA developed statistics for facility runoff concentration data reported prior to 1 January 1992, for a single
year’s monitoring results; therefore the data cannot be
used to asses trends over time.
US EPA reported data for thr~ metals plus eight
conventional pollutants. Five of thes~ are the same as
constituents evaluated in the present research. US EPA
reported mean, median, and upper fifth percentile concentration data assuming normal distribution. We cornpared these results to the same statistics for data from
the Los Angeles sample, computed separately for each
monitoring year. The comparison both serves to check
validity of the Los Angeles sample results and investigates whether annual fluctuation in the monitoring
results is significant in comparison to the magnitude of
the measured concentrations,
We also compared our data to results reported by
Line and colleagues [10]. Those data were acquired by a
single research team, with well-controlled analytical
quality and sampling protocols replicated across all
facilities. Runoff samples were also controlled for collection time. Each sample was d~signed to capture the
"first flush" of discharge from a given storm event. The
researchers employed a rigorous method for selection of
representative sampling points on e~ch facility. Ali

facilities were located in North Carolina, subject to
relatively uniform climate, rainfall, and hydrogeologic
conditions compared to the US EPA nationwide sampie. Runoff samples were drawn from a single wet
weather season, 1993-1994, and analyzed for concentration of eight metals and presence or absence of 10
organic substances.
The principal limitation to the Line data is the small
number of facilities investigat~l. Data were limited to
one field sample each from a total of 20 facilities, only
two within the fabricated metal products industry (the
same broad classification as the 100-plus facilities of the
US EPA sample). It is not Likely that data from two
facilities are adequate to capture variability in concentration of pollutants generated by industrial aerieities that can vary widely within an industry sector. It is
also not clear whether a single field sample, even when
carefully chosen for spatial representativity and consistency of time within a given storm discharge, is
representative of pollutants generated by changing conditions at a working industrial facility. However, these
are the best-controlled industrial runoff concentration
data of which the authors are aware, and are valuable
for comparison to the present results.
2.3. Data analysis for regulatory decision~
Despite the limitations of the publicly-reported data,
two forms of results describing industry sector characteristics were believed useful to support decisions
about regulatory controls to protect the environment
from pollutants in runoff from the metal plating sector.
The first was the proportion of facilities reporting presence of a given constituent, particularly metals. That
figure is some evidence to suggest which metals should
be included among the mandatory-testing constituents
specified for Sector AA in the Federal Multi-Sector
Permit and for similar facilities in the California General Industrial Permit. The second was a parameter
describing central tendency of the concentration data.
An estimate of the typical concentration that can be
expected from a given facility of this industry type can
help in assessing relative concern with various constituents. The typical concentration may be compared
to concentrations shown by other r~earch to have some
impact on human health or on organisms in the environment.
Our statistical analysis was limited by the representativity of the self-report~i data, but was attempted to
determine whether the method would be useful if the
data were reliable. The authors do not suggest developing numerical discharge standards for facilities or for
industry sectors based on global estimates of concentrations at which ~vironmental impacts are
observed. Such an approach would necessarily assume
that concentration of pollutants in facility discharge
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correlates in some way to concentration experienced by
orgamsms in the environment, an assumption not supported here. Effective policies to control environmental
impacts should be based on estimates of total pollutant
load from facilities in a specific watershed, and on
char~xenstics oft.he receiving water. Those data are not
avaalable. The recommendation is that facilities’ poilutlon prevention plans and regulators’ enforcement
ac~vmes should emphasize measures to control those
constituents found at concentrations relatively high
compared to concentrations impacting aquatic life at
facdiues where the constituents are reasonably likely to
be present.
The central tendency parameter evaluated here was
the median of each constituent concentration measured
at facdiues where the constituent was detected, that is,
omamng non-detect occurrences from the computation,
The median of detected occurrences for facilities in tl~e
Los Angeles sample was compared to three standards or
objectives from regulatory requirements based on concentrations at which aquatic impacts are observed. The
first standard was the Water Quality Objectives promulgated by the California Regional Water Quality
Control Board, Los Angeles Region, in its Water Quality Control Plan (or Basin Plan) [20]. These are ambient
water quality objectives intended to be protective of
aquatic life in inland surface waters. The second was the
US EPA’s National Primary Drinking Water Standards
Maximum Contaminant Limits (MCL) [21]. The third
standard was the California Ocean Plan’s Estimate of
Chronic Toxicity (ECT) [22], ambient concentration
water quality objectives for coastal ocean waters,
2.4. Trends in discharge characteristics within the sample
Three analyses were conducted on the monitoring
reports’ concentration data: proportion of facilities
detecting each constituent; median concentration in
facilities detecting each constituent; and direction of
change in measured concentration at each facility. The
three measures together are expected to help assess
effectiveness of the regulations in reducing storm water
pollutants; or, if such trends are not identifiable, to
evaluate effectiveness of the monitoring data.
In assessing pollution prevention, concentration data
are not the most effective measure. If BMPs were effective they would reduce the total mass of constituents
discharged with storm water in a given year, presumably
by reducing the annual total mass of pollutants generated on-site and left exposed to storm water. Concentration alone would poorly measure this in the
absence of data on annual total precipitation, because
even if long-term concentration values were steady or
declined, total loads would vary greatly with total rainfall. Therefore, our trend analysis was conducted for 2
years with similar rainfall. With that restriction, con-
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centration data would be a reasonably powerful indicator if the measured grab-sample runoff concentration
reported under regulatory requirements reliably reflected the annual average concentration. The limitations in
representativity and quality control described above are
the principal limitations to the results, but the large
sample of similar industrial facilities in a single geographic region makes this a more powerful analysis than
available in any previous research.
About 685 mm (27 inches) of rain were measured at
the Los Angeles Civic Center in water year 1993, and
about 24 inches in water year 1995 [23]. Both were
"wet" years, compared to the 120-year average for rain
at the Los Angeles Civic Center of about 350 mm (14
inches). These 2 years are. the most meaningful for
comparison. (The middle year of the target period,
water year 1994, recorded about 200 mm (8 inches) of
rain, or about 67% of the long-term average.) As an
added advantage, the 2-year interval is more likely to
capture any reduction in pollutants from BMP implementation than a 1-year interval.
The first trend data analysis used the percent of
monitoring events at a given facility in which each
measured constituent was detected. If a substantial
number of the sample facilities’ pollution prevention
efforts succ~ded in eliminating use of a given substance
for production, or completely avoiding that substance
being exposed to storm water, then the proportion of
non-detects would be expected to increase over the life
of the General Industrial Permit. It is not known whether zero or very low discharge of any of tbese constituents is achievable by BMPs available to the metal
finishing industry, so it is by no means certain the proportion of non-detects will increase even with diligent
pollution prevention efforts. This analysis would identify such results if they were achieved.
The second analysis used the median concentration of
each constituent for a second purpose. The central tendency of concentration for each constituent aggregated
across all facility locations may be expected to decrease
in years of similar rainfall if pollution prevention efforts
were successful in at least some facility locations. As a
potential confounding factor, the median of all detected
values might increase if some facility locations reduced
their discharges to below the detection limit. Those data
points would then be excluded from the sample, leaving
in the calculation only facilities with the higher,
unchanged concentration values. Although this calculation is not a reliable indicator by itself, it is useful when
considered along with the proportion of facilities where
the constituent is detected.
The third analysis evaluated the direction of change,
if any, in the reported annual concentration of selected
constituents for each individual facility location. This
analysis may be the most powerful of the three in
detecting storm water potlution prevention among
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facilities of the sample. The relative concentration ofthe mean in 1993.) TSS mean concentration was somemeasured constituents over time, in years of similar what lower in the Los Angeles facilities, ranging from
rainfall, may be a valid indicator of changing pollutantabout one-third to about: one-half the US EPA facilities’
generation. Concentration may be expected to decrease mean. Reported concentration of lead was similar,
at a given facility if its pollution prevention efforts arethough somewhat higher in the Los Angeles sample
facilities, ranging from 20 to 80% higher than the mean
successful,
of US EPA facilities. Concentration of zinc was also
similar.
3. Results and discussion
Median concentrations for the Los Angeles sample
facilities were substantially lower than mean concentraResults fall into three categories: characterization of tions, most particularly for lead, TSS, and zinc. This is
the industry, with comparison to previous research; consistent with the occurrence of a few high-magnitude
central tendency data analysis to support potential reg- data points, as noted above, and as demonstrated by the
ulatory discussions; and trends over time in the sample high standard deviations for some parameters. This
behavior was mirrored even more strongly in the US
concentration data.
EPA data, where the standard deviation was not repot3.1. Comparisons to previously published data
ted, but the median zinc concentration was about onehalf the Los Angeles sample m~dian while the mean
Table 2 presents summary statistics for nine con- concentration was nearly twice as high and the 95th
stituents. Of the 13 constituents evaluated, those four percentile was higher by a factor of two to three.
detected by fewer than four facilities in any of the 3 The presence of a few high data points and a large
years are omitted in Table 2. Table 2 compares the number of non-detects argues that the data may be
concentration data for the Los Angeles metal plating better fitted by a log-normal distribution, demonstrated
facilities sample to similar data reported by US EPA [9], to be a an accurate depiction for storm water pollutant
Line and colleagues [10], and the NURP studies [6].
data by researchers such as Driscoll et al. [24]. However,
Los Angeles metal finishers data included one high since US EPA and NURP data were reported assuming
outlier each for chromium, copper, and nickel during a normal distribution, the same assumption was used to
1994, and for zinc during 1995. Each of these was calculate summary statistics of Table 2.
reported at an order of magnitude greater than any Comparison to data reported by Line et al. [10] for
other data point for those constituents in any year. two North Carolina metal fabricating facilities showed
These were removed, assuming they may have been mis- the mean and median, concentrations for the Los
reported or spurious results. Data for lead in the 1994 Angeles sample to be substantially higher, by an order
sample included one unusually high reading, aboutof magnitude or more. Line et al. did not detect cadtwice the magnitude of concentration reported at any mium at either facility, suggesting that cadmium was
other facility. This was not removed because the same not used at either location. Line et al. also did not detect
facility reported high concentrations during all 3 years, O & G at either facility, to a repor’~! detection limit of
so the data were assumed to reflect actual conditions at 5 p.g/l, although that constituent was detected in more
the facility, and therefore necessary to reflect variability than 80% of the Los Angeles sample facilities each year,
of conditions in the sample. Decisions about which data as noted below. This fact supports the observation that
points, if any, to censor are necessarily somewhat sub- samples at two facilities are unlikely to be statistically
jective, and clearly affect the resulting statistical analy- representative of the range of characteristics in an
sis. This effect is another limiting factor in the use of theindustry sector.
self-reported data.
Compared to NURP data for mean concentrations,
Results of the US EPA analysis reported con- the Los Angeles metal finishers sample mean concentration data for five of the same constituents in its centrations were higher by about an order of magnitude
sample of 115 metal fabricating facilities. Reported for copper and zinc, and about equal for lead. This is
concentrations were generally comparable to con- not surprising given that NURP data are for urban
centrations reported by the Los Angeles metal finishing catchments zoned for industrial land uses, not for spefacilities, considering the substantial variability amongci_fic facilities. Runoff from industries of multiple secthe three years of the Los Angeles data. Concentration tors, from transportation land uses, and from other
of copper was somewhat lower in the Los Angeles metal activities may be expected to be lower in metals than
finishers than the US EPA metal fabricators. O & G metal fabrication facilities. The relatively high conconcentration was similar in the two studies, with the centration for lead may reflect automotive activities.
US EPA mean concentration bracketed by a highly NURP data were somewhat higher in TSS, also to be
variable set of Los Angeles data. (Overall mean con- expected if the catchment included more open space and
centration of reporting facilities in 1995 was about half more streets than the facility sampling data.
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Table 2
Summary statistics for Los Angel~ metal platers constituent concentration data (rag/l) compax~d to other
Los Ang~l~ platm

Mean
Cd
Cr
Cu
Pb
Ni
Zn
O&G
TOC
TSS
Standard deviation
Cd
Cr
Cu
Pb
Ni
Zn
O&G
TSS
TOC
95% ile
Cd
Cr
Ca
Pb
Ni
Zn.
O&G
TSS
TOC
Median
Cd
Cr
Cu
Pb
Ni
Zn
O&G
TSS
TOC

EPA group applicants [12]

1993

1994

1995

Grab

0.07
0.24
0.33
0.13
0.16
1.3
10
19
100

0.08
0.17"
0.39*
0.20
0.26"
1.4
9.2
29
81

0.12
0.10
0.39
0.16
0.35
1.3"
4.9
26
65

0.63
0.11

0.15
0.28
0.28
0.27
0.24
2.5
59
260
32

0.18
0.17"
0.51"
0.32
0.33"
1.5
14
160
40

0.26
0.19
0.37
0.25 "
0.47
1.7"
6.5
170
35

0.41
0.76
0.90
0.83
1.2
3.9
18
430
79

0.41
0.75"
1.3"
0.7!
0.85"
4.8
43
450
76

0.66
0.51 ....
0.87
0.g0
0.76
5.1"
16
200
82 ....

0.00
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.70
1.4
I00
5.2

0.00
0.00¯
0.23*
0.00
0.14"
0.75
3.6
81
17

0.00
0.00
0.33
0.00
0.21
0.54"
2.6
65
12

4.2
6.1
] 90

NURP [6]

Line [10]

0.04
0.18
0.2
180

< 0.004
0.09
0.04
0.07
0.03
0.92
<0.005
_
0.04

Composite
0.46
0.06
2.2
130
-

_
_
_
_
_

-

-

_
_
_
_

-

-

_

4.3
0.89

0.64
0.22

-

-

11
420

-

_
-

-

-

0.02
0.00
0.21

-

< 0.00~
0.09
0.04
0.07
0.03
0.92
< 0.005
0.40

9.8
21
760

0.03
0.00
0.36
2
76
-
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-

Non-detects treated as zero concentration. ~ Tabk 3 for number of observations and number of non-detects m each sample.
¯ Sample censored to omit one high outlier point of questionable accuracy.

The usefulness of these data, based on assumed norreal distributions and including zeros for non-detect
events, is called into question by the substantial differences in central tendency concentration estimates
between the US EPA nationwide sample and the Los
Angeles sample, coupled with the substantial variation
between years in the Los Angeles sample. It is likely that
the selection of facilities in the sample has a strong
influence on the magnitude of the calculated means.
This is perhaps espeoally so for constituents where
smaller proportions of facilities reported no detectable
concentrations, and perhaps further exacerbated when
comparing years of differing rainfall. Since the US

EPA data encompass a much wider variability in rainfail, facility activities, and other factors, the nationwide
sample of I 15 facilities is suggested to be of marginal
usefulness in predicting runoff concentrations for facilit.ies of a particular region, for purposes such as estimating
total load of constituents from a given watershed origihating with a specific industrial sector.
3.2. Data analysis for regulatory decisions
The first analysis examined the proportion of metal
plating facilities where storm water discharges were
expected to contain measurable quantities of various
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constituents. The Los Angeles County self-reported
momtoring data were analyzed to count the number of
facahues testing for each constituent in which the consmuent was detected. Table 3 shows the proportion of
locations where each constiraent was detected, for each
of the 13 ~st constituents for which at least l0 facilities
conducted analyses in any one year.
Of the 13 test constituents, four were identified in
detectable concentrations by at least 80% of facilities in
all three years, and are labeled "frequently detected" in
Table 3. More than 95% of facility locations detected
z:nc in each of the 3 years, and between 80 and 90% of
facdit~es detected copper. These results are not surprisrag. Zinc is widely detected in storm water discharges
I 17]. Copper is particularly widely used in metal plating
activities, and O & G is present in detectable quantities
:n most industrial discharges. Total suspended solids
(TSS) were reported at between 91 and 95%o of’locations, surprising only in that fewer than 100% of facilrues identified soil sediments or particulates in
detectable amounts. Of the four, only copper is not
specified as a mandatory analyte either in the General
Industrial Permit or the Multi-Sector Permit.
Five constituents were identified at between 25 and
75% of facilities in all 3 years, and are noted in Table 3
as "’commonly detected." These included total organic
carbon (TOC) and four metals: nickel, chromium, lead,
and cadmium. TOC was present in detectable amounts
at about two-thirds oflocations in each of the 3 years. A
significantly and consistently smaller proportion of
facilities reported detecting TOC than reported detecting O & G.
None of the four metals is specified as mandatorytesting for facilities of Sector AA, and presumably for
that reason a relatively small number of facility operators chose to test their samples for these substances. No
more than 62 facilities, or fewer than one-half of the
Table 3
Metal plating facility locations det~--ting constituents for each target
year
Number of
locations t~t~d
1993

1994

1993

1994 1995

58

61

98

123

137

96

97 100

61

119

:56

TSS

129

Copper
O&G

109

Cotrmaonly TOC
detected
Nickel

115

28
58

30
57

3~
61

Seldom

Detoct~d

57

det~.s

1995

Zinc

Frequently
detected

l%r~nt

57

95

91

88

84

82

100

89

62
45

73
61

s~
66
69

Chromium
Lead
Cadmium

58
44
31

55
58
~0

Silver

59 36
62 32
g8 26

20

33

42

25
4

35
9

0

12

17

s
11

25
0

14
II

1.5

14

0

7

0

Cyanide
Mercury
Arsenic

:,3
18

24

42
47
25

59
39
29

sample facilities, analyzed for any one of these metals in
any year. However, they were widely found when tested
for. In 1995 nickel and chromium were present at
roughly two-thirds of facilities testing their discharges
for these metals, and lead and cadmium were present at
approximately one-third of facilities. This result suggests that those four metals may be commonly expected
to be present in storm water discharges from metal
plating facilities, and therefore that regulations might
specify monitoring for the four metals at all metal
plating facilities.
Substances detected at fewer than 25% of the locations
include mercury, cyanide, silver and arsenic. These substances are widely recognized in the regulated community
as highly toxic, capable of long-term health impacts and
environmental damages if released even in small quantitles, and subject to hazardous waste and toxic spill
reporting regulations. It is not surprising that few facil=
ities release these substances in quantities that would
produce measurable amounts in storm water discharges.
The second analysis compared the median concentration of detects to relevant environmental standards.
Table 4 shows the median of detected concentrations in
each of the three years for the 13 test constituents.
Table 4 also shows the Basin Plan objectives, the ECT,
and the MCL for those constituents for which they have
been promulgated. Table 4 shows the computed ratio of
the 1995 median concentration of detects to each of the
three standards, as a way to normalize the Los Angeles
platers’ runoff concentration for potential environmental and human health effects. Four constituents
have notably high ratios: silver and copper as a proportion of ECT, which represents effects for aquatic life;
and cadmium and lead for MCL, which represents
effects of human exposure. Table 2, presented above,
shows copper to be present at about 85 to 90% of
facility locations at which the analysis was conducted;
lead at about 30 to 45% of facilities; and cadmium at
about 25 to 35%. This result suggests the three constituents should be strongly considered for mandatory
monitoring in regulatory, programs designed to protect
receiving waters from pollutants in runoff from metal
finishing facilities.
3.3. Trends in discharge characteristics within the
5ample

Data discussed in the previous sections were also used
tO assess trends

in runoff constituents. The median con-

centrations in Table 4 for the two years of similar rainfall, 1993 and 1995, might be expected to decline if
pollution prevention were highly effective at a large
proportion of the sample facilities. That trend is mildly
visible in TSS, zinc, and (to an even lesser extent) lead.
The opposite trend is suggested in other constituents,
most strongly in TOC, O & G, nickel, and chromium.
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Table 4
Los Angeles metal plating facilities concentration compared to health and environmental standards
Median of detects (Ixgi])

As
Cd
Cr
Cu
Pb
Hg
Ni
Ag
Zn
Cyanide
O&G
TOC
TSS

1993

1994

1995

Basin
plan"
(ttgi1)

_~
250
200
300
300
_d
200
_d
700
-e
3350
8950
43,800

_~
260
300
260
280
_d
330
300
750
300
6080
16,500
23,000

_a
300
350
3"/0
270
-~
380
280
570
300
4950
15,000
23,000

50
10
50
50
2
50
-

1995 median
as fraction
o[" basin plan

ECT~
(ttg/I)

1995 median
as fraction
of ECT (%)

MCL=
(~tg!l)

1995 median
as fraction
of MCL (%)

n!a
19
n/a
50
30
8
38
5
7
18
19
100
5
n/a
74
1,300"
5
22
12
0~
nia
0.4
2
nia
48
nia
8
100"
6
3
93
51
11
nia
n/a
10
30
20(F
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
a Water quality objective for aquatic life, Los Angeles Region Barn Plan, CRWQCB (1994).
b Estimate of chronic toxicity, California Ocean Plan, CSWRCB (1997).
= Maximum contaminant limit, national primary drinking water standards, USEPA (1996).
d Concentration data not included: substances detected by fewer than four faclfities conducting analyses in both 1993 and 1995.
Maximum contaminant fimR goal, for substances where MCL has not been promulgated.

The increased median concentrations may signal ineffectiveness of any pollution prevention efforts, or may
be caused by confounding factors. For instance, the
samples included an increased number of facilities
reporting data for metals, including new facilities in the
sample each year where facility operators expected those
metals to be present. This analysis may be useful over
the long term, as pollution prevention becomes widely
practiced, but in the early stages of the General Industrial Permit may be insufficiently powerful to detect
pollution prevention achievements by individual facilities. Pollutant reductions of a small magnitude may be
masked in this aggregate statistic by natural variability
in constituent concentration and changing sample cornposition as compliance improves,
A companion analysis in Table 3 is the proportion of
locations where each constituent was detected for the
two years of similar rainfall. If the hypothesized
improvement in pollution prevention over time were
present in these facilities, Table 3 results might show a
decreasing proportion of facilities where constituents
are detected. Comparing percent detects for 1993 and
1995 in Table 3 shows a small reduction over time for
TSS; increases of more than 20% for nickel and chromium; an increase of 7% for lead; and increases of I to
4% percent for zinc, copper, O & G, TOC, and cadmium. The substantial increases for nickel, chromium,
and lead are probably attributable to increased testing
for those metals among facilities where operators judge
they are likely to be present--in other words, increased
compliance effectiveness--while other facilities elect not
to test, also permissible under permit requirements,

n/a
60
3.5
0.28
Large
n/a
3.8
n!a
n!a
1.5
n/a
n/a
n/a

This approach, like the other aggregate data analysis
method used, may be unable to detect pollution prevention accomplishments given the limitations of the
sample and the data. Further, it is not clear that currently available pollution prevention measures are capable of achieving zero or very low discharge
concentrations for these constituents. A data assessment
of this form, conducted over several years as compliance
increases and additional data become available, may be
one way of determining whether some facilities can
essentially eliminate any of these constituents from their
runoff.
Evaluation of data on a facility-specific basis may be
more effective at detecting pollution prevention
achievements than the two aggregate measurements
described above. That is the rationale for our third
analysis, using the data to evaluate the change in concentration of measured constituents at the individual
sample facilities for the years 1993 to 1995. This result
should show a reduction in concentration over time at
any facility where storm water pollution prevention
efforts were effective over this period.
Table 5 shows the number of facility locations
reporting pollutant concentration changes, categorized
by direction of change for each of the constituents. Fig. !
graphs the relative proportion of facilities where concentration increased and those where concentration
decreased for eight constituents for which a large humbet of facilities conducted analyses during both 1993
and 1995. Pairs of data where the constituent was tested
for but not detected are included in the "little or no
change" category of Table 5. The expected trend was
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Table 5
Trends in concentration of m~nsumd constituents at Los Angeles sample of metal plating facilities. 1993 to 1995
Number of facilities
Decrease

Increase

I~’oportion of faciliti~

Little or no change~

Decrease

Increase

Littl~ or no change"

Metal~
Arsenicb
Cadmiumb
Chromium
Copper
Lead
Mercuryb
Nickel
Silverb
Zinc
Other constituents
Cyanideb
O&G
TO:
TSS

0
2
5
6
2
2
5
0
3
1
15
5
21

0
2
I 0
12
8
I
8
0
17

11
9
I 0
5
11
4
8
I0
6

0.00
0.15
0.20
0.26
0.10
0,29
0.24
0.00
0,12

0.00
0.15
0.40
0,52
0,38
0.14
0.38
0.00
0.65

1.00
0.69
0.40
0.22
0.52
0.57
0,38
1.00
0.23

0
35
8
35

7
I0
0
13

0.13
0.25
0.38
0.30

0.00
0.58
0.62
0.51

0.88
0.I 7
0.0~
0.19

Research for each constituent are limited to the number of facilities testing for that constituent during both yean-s of the comparison.
¯ Includes facility locations wh~re constitumat was t~ted for but not detected in both 1993 and 1995, and locations where change was less than
30% of median of d~Uscts for 1995.
~ Small samples: fewer than five d~tects among facilities r~mrting analytical results for both years.

0.8
I=I Decreased
0.7

¯ Incr~sed

0.6

: 0.4

",~

o 0.3
O

~ 0.2

0.1

0
Cr

Cu

Pb

Ni

Zn

O&G

TSS

Consti~ent
Fig. 1. Proportion of facility locations where constituent concentration decreased versus increased.

not observed. Remarkably, the opposite trend is apparent: measured concentration in runoff increased over the
2-year period for more faciLities than those where it
decreased, for every one of the eight constituents with at
least five data points to compare,
Any of a number of confounding factors may account
for this. The self-reported monitoring data may fail to
capture full natural variability among storm discharges,

Data variability caused by inconsistency and inadequate
quality control among multiple regulated facilities may
obscure any meaningful trends. Changes in concentration achieved by pollution prevention efforts may be
small compared to baseline or background concentrations and to natural variability. Implementation of pollution prevention activities by the metal plating industry
sector during the permit’s initial 3-year period may be
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incomplete, or the measures chosen may be ineffective,
Changing economic activity may have caused an
increase in production over the target period, with a
commensurate increase in pollutant-generating industrial
activities at the sample facilities. Pre-existing contaminants at a facility may not be adequately removed,
contained, or washed through the system. The presence
of such a consistent pattern for all constituents strongly
suggests the presence of some systematic confounding
influence sut~ciently powerful to mask any pollution
prevention achieved by this sample of facilities during

37

and the potential impact of industrial activities on water
quality in surface waters of the US. Important limita~ions to the data limit the conclusions that may be
reached. Conclusions fall into three main areas.
First, data on runoff concentration of constituents in
a US EPA analysis of metal products fabricating facilities appear roughly comparable to runoff concentration
data reported by the sample of metal plating facilities in
Los Angeles County that comply with field sampling,
analysis, and monitoring reporting requirements of the
California General Industrial Permit. The US EPA data

the first two years of BMPs specified under regulatory have been previously presented as an initial screening
requirements,
estimate of pollutant concentration to be expected in
Runoff constituent data reported by facilities under runoff from facilities of particular industrial sectors.
monitoring requirements of the current regulatory The variability of statistical treatments of the runoff
structure were found inadequate to support meaningful constituent concentrations across three years in the Los
analyses of facility conditions or progress. Regulations Angeles sample, coupled with the variability in conrequiring those data to be collected and reported affect ditions of the nationwide sample of facilities reporting
a large number of businesses throughout the US, on the to US EPA, calls into question the validity of those data
order of tens of thousands of facilities in California for planning purposes in developing control strategies
alone. The data are intended for multiple purposes for a given watershed or urban center. It is possible that
beyond the assessment of regulatory effectiveness a better prediction of expected concentration for planattempted here, such as alerting facility operators to ning purposes would be obtained using central tendency
changing conditions they should address with BMPs. of detected data points only, in combination with estiHowever, if US EPA or state agencies intend to monitor mated proportion of facilities where a constituent is
progress by industrial sectors as a whole, they should detected. Alternately, an improved method for handling
consider more complete and better-controlled studies non-detect data might be considered.
for more pollutants of concern, perhaps for a smaller Second, a number of potentially toxic metals widely

number of facilities. More complete evaluations would
capture variability at a given facility across entire wet
weather seasons; and would correlate results with ancfllary factors such as timing of rainfall, type of industrial
activities at a facility, facility production rate, and
BMPs implemented. Better-controlled studies would
ensure consistent sampling techniques and quality control procedures at all facilities, and would limit the
facility group to geographic areas of similar environmental and institutional conditions.

4. Conclusions
Storm water runoff quality is known to vary widely
among industrial categories, and among facilities of
similar types. Runoff chemical composition characteristics are not currently well understood, and improved
understanding is critical to ongoing efforts to protect
waters of the US from possible impacts by pollutants
discharged with storm water associated with industrial
activities. This research evaluated water quality data
reported by metal finishing facilities in Los Angeles
County, CA, as required under regulations pursuant to
the US Clean Water Act. Similar data are being
acquired and reported nationwide. These results are an
initial attempt to systematically evaluate those data, and
use the data to evaluate the effectiveness of the regulations

detected in runoff from the sample facilities are not
specified for required testing by state or federal regulations. The proportion of facilities detecting specific
pollutants was relatively consistent for each of the three
yea~’ monitoring data evaluated, suggesting this statistic is among the more reliable among this paper’s analyses. Zinc and copper were identified in 80% or more
of the facility locations in the sample. Metals identified
by more than 25% of the locations, but fewer than
75%, were nickel, chromium, lead, and cadmium.
Fewer than 25% of the locations detected mercury, silver, cyanide, or arsenic, all substances with known
highly toxic properties and all controlled under federal,
state, and local regulations that reduce the likelihood of
discharge to surfaces contacted by storm water. These
conclusions should be tested by similar evaluations of
the same industry sector in other regions, after
accounting for possible regional variation in activities
conducted at metal plating facilities.
Third, the self-reported runoff constituent concentration data currently available did not reveal any systematic
progress in pollution prevention by the selected industry
sector in a given region using any of the three analysis
methods attempted here. Indeed, the data collected may
not be adequate for such an assessment. That evaluation was one of the stated intentions of the regulatory
requirement that facilities collect and report monitoring
data. It is suggested that any pollution prevention
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achieved in the early years of the regulatory controls
may be too small to discern against "background"
variability using aggregate measures, such as central
tendency of concentration and proportion ofmonitoring
facilities detecting the constituents. A facility-specific
analysis, intended to overcome these limitations, also
failed to detect a trend toward pollution prevention, and
in fact suggests the opposite trend, a systematic increase
in concentration of constituents in monitored storm
water discharges in th© two years of similar rainfall. We
could not determine whether this effect was due to
incomplete or inadequate pollution prevention efforts
by the regulated community; masking of long-term pollutant discharge taznds by natural variability in the
many factors affecting measured runoff constituent
concentration; inadequacies in the self-reported mort-

itoring data; or some combination of factors. Future
research should apply methods presented here to incurporate additional monitoring data as it becomes available
in future years. Detection of such trends may require
more carefully designed and controlled monitoring of
selected samples of industrial facilities, and may require
observation periods substantially longer than the three
years available here.
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Wet weather discharges are a major cause of impacts on surface waters, and their effective
management has become a high priority. Addressing wet weather toxic impacts requires
comprehensive and robust assessment of their effects. However, toxicity assessment requirements
for wet weather events differ markedly fi’om those for continuous flow discharges. The intermittent
nature of wet weather discharges means that time scales of exposure are a key element in selecting
test systems. This study provides a framework for assessing wet weather discharge effects, and it
recognizes that a time scale of response approach (rather than the traditional organism-based
approach) is required for selecting toxicity tests. In this approach, the time-scale characteristics of
response, independent of the test organism, are the main criteria for selecting toxicity tests. This
approach and associated test system selection procedures formed the basis for developing an impact
assessment protocol for wet weather discharges. The protocol starts with a design specification,
addressing specific questions related to general program objectives. Primary design elements
consider sampling location and sampling frequency. Collected samples are subjected to a time-scale
toxicity analysis appropriate to one of three time scales of differing duration (intra-event, event, and
long-term) defined in this project. Toxicity testing follows a tiered approach, moving from basic
to advanced screening and, if necessary, to confirmatory testing. The protocol is designed to be an
integral pan of the Water Environment Research Foundation’s Framework for a Watershed
Management Program.
The lack of appropriate methods to measure intra-event toxicity has led to the modification of
existing tests to provide systems that more closely reflect storm event conditions. Information
generated in laboratory and field studies conducted at different locations in the United States have
been used to facilitate the design of wet weather event assessment programs.
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Objectiv~
This report presents a sunmutry of the research record developed for a project sponsored by the
Water Environment Research Foundation (WERF) entitled, "Region Specific Time-Scale Toxicity
in Aquatic EaosTstems." The project was initiated in September, 1993, with the following research

objectives:
Develop a database for frequency and duration of exposure for contaminants in combined

sewer overflow (CSO) and sto~ nmot~
¯

Review the literature to identify biolosical test systems appropriate for use in detecting acute
and chronic ef~cts of CSO and stonnw~er discharges;

¯

Conduct a series of field studies to quantify the relationships between chemical toxicity and

the frequency and duration of exposure of aquatic organisms to comminams during wet
¯

. Deve~ an e~y~m~0a~d m~msement context for wet weather discha~es that ~esr=es
the need for both regulatory crkeria and the protection of ecosystem health.

An imerim report, 3electing Biological Teat 3ystems to.4~es~ T~me 3caZe To.city, was pub~hed
by WEIIF to dissemble initial project findings (Objectives 1 and 2). Under the umbrella of
Objective 3, the project team undertook literature reviews to quantify relationships between
chemical toxicity and the frequency and duration of exposure-time-scale toxicity. Objective 4 of
the research-to develop an ecolosical context for wet weather discharge assessment and
management--is the subject of this report.
Ba~und
To address time-scale toxicity, it is necessary to implement a comprehensive and robust assessment
ofthe effects of wet weather discharges. To meet this goal, it is necessary to understand how test
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systems respond to wet weather discharge conditions and how to integ~e assessments of direct
toxicity with in-stream biosarveys and chemical analysis. Although methods for sampling and
impact amly~ ofcontinuous flow efl]umts are well developed, and for the most part standardized,
no standard methods exist to determine the effects of storm-related episodic exposure conditions

for episo~ wet ~ events differ markedly from those for continuous flow discharges, such as
standard Whole ~e~t Toxicity (WET) testing, ~ the asmmptions for the latter are
inappropriate for some wet weather event analysis. The intermittent nature of wet weather
discharges means that the time scales of exposure are a key element in analyzing the responses of

test systems.
Protocol
Establishing = time scale for wet weather discharge assessments requires a careful analysis of
program objectives, location, storm characteristics, sampfing needs, and receiving system. Program
objective issues set = time scale for analysis and are constrained by the time-scale characteristics of
the receiving system/~ combination, w~ch is the subject of the analysis. The time scales
identified in this research are: 1) intra-event, which addresses short-term ~ in an event and
encoml~asses time scales of seconds to hours, 2) event, which provides an integration of change that
occurs during a single event and enco~ time scales of hours to days, depending on the
of storm, 3) long-term, which charactez~es event differences and provides an integafion of wet
weather characteristics and encompasses time scales of days to months. Location issues include
position in the watershed and the constraints a specific site places on hydrology, expected water
quay, and ecology. Storm issues are season, frequency, return period, and intensity class, all
of which alter water quality expectstions and affect short- and long-term concentration-duration
relationships, defining toxicity and eventual receiving system hnpact. Sampfing issues define the
precision required in contamin~ identification and the associated identification of concentration
v=~lity, characterize the dynamics of co~ in treatment technologies (and eventually
pipes and open channel flow), assist in the determimfion of contaminant fate, and establish timescale hotmds for biological effect analysis. Receiving system issues are associzted with the physical,
chemical, and biological/ecological characteristics of the receiving system, which combine to
constrain the types of time-scale analysis that are needed, or even pos=’ble.
T~ne-Sca/~ DefznWon. The intra-event, event and long-term time scales were determined based on
analysis of a database of fi’equency and duration of exposure for wzter quality ~hanges developed
f~om literature analysis oftime-rel=ed cont~a~ change in combined sewer overflow (¢$O) and
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monhoring and time sequeuced sampling for contaminant analysis. Chapter 2.0 and Appendix A
~ re~;ional hydrolosic characteristics to provide information on storm event characteristics
to assist in de~ins storm evems. This h-~wy provides a regional perspective on wet weather
related flows, inclndh~ the mean time between storms, categorization of storm events, and a
hydrograph ~on of typical storm even~. Prom this analysis of potential time-related
contaminant chanse~ a wet weather toxicity assessment approach was developed.
~me-~zde Ta~cit~. TI~ approach recognized that current continuous cEscharge assessmem
methods were organism-based in that the time scale of exposure ~s defined by the life history or
other characteristics of the test species. The research in this program adopted a time scale of
response approach in which the time-scale characteristics of the response, independe~ of" the
organism producin~ that response, are the major criteria for selecting a toxicity testing procedure.
Implementation of a time-scale of response approach, and associated test system selection
procedures, form the basis of a receivin~ system impact ~ent protocol for wet weather
disciuu-8,~ which is provided in Chapter 3.0 of this report. The protocol presented for the
development of a wet weather toxicity assessment program uses information on the expected time-

Protocol ApplicaZion. The protocol starts with a design specification developed from general
program objectives and refined by study plans that address specific questions related to these
objectives. Primary design dements consider sampling location and sample-collection frequency,
defined by study objectives and location Samples conected are then subjected to an appropri~e
time-scale toxicity analysis th~ follows a tic-testing approach. Tier testing is initiated with basic
screening tests that establish the presence or absence of toxicity in wet weather event discharges,
and allow a classification by degree and nature of toxicity. Advanced screening tests are then used
to identify sources, characterize eveut toxicity to assist in defining an event toxic unit, and define
effect ~eristics to guide both short- and long-term assessments of receivin~ wa~er impact.
Based on the results ofbasic and advanced screening tests, ana/ysis can continue to a confirmatory
were identified by this resesrch as critical elements of the protocol. When selecting sampling
locations for a wet weather discharge assessment, it should be recognized that while the nature of
the location may define aspects of sampling frequency and biological or ecological test system
validky there misht also be feedback from samplin~ or testing issues used to set sampling locations.
Three objective-reded sampling location categories, in-pipe, receivm" g system - single discharge,
and receivin~ system - multiple discharge, were identified ~nd used to define sample f~equency and
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test system application. The protocol for time-scale toxicity assessment is designed to be an integral
ptrt of the WERF Framework for a Watershed Management
Selecting Biological Test Systems
Supporting the protocol, Chapter 4.0 prmeuts an objective methodology for selecting biological test
systems according to key tes~~ criteria that are based on both wet weay.her event assessment
and general test requirmn~s. One criterion, ~ to pr~ous application to wet wea~er
assessment, stands alone but the remainder are grouped into categories of 1) time-scale issues,
mea~um~ issues, 3) ecological relevance, and 4) cost. As part of this project, im~rmafion on test
systems was developed and summarized to provide a basis for scoring test systems in relation to
criteria, and weighfings based on levels of importance rela~ to specific time scales of analysis.
Chapter 4.0 provides a summary of applicable test systems ~ an example of’test system selection.
Test System Development and Application
C~er ~.0 and Appendix B sunumrize the devdopme= and/or appfication of a range of techniques
used for, or in support o~ basic and advanced screen~ methodologies that can be used for toxicity
characterization, following the establishme= of high or moder=e toxicity in screening tests. The
advanced screening methods descn’bed are 1) a toxicity identification evaluation (TIE) procedure,
which allows identification of specific co~ groups giving rise to toxicity in a sample, 2) a
simple model ~haz can be used to predict site-specific, receiving-system toxicity fi’om hydrog~h
characteristics and expected chemical ¢on=minm~ with lmown toxicity, 3) a toxicity prediction
modeling approach for heavy metals based on empirical mea,mres ofwet weafl~er m, eut toxi~y, and
4) a simple storm sewer ch’aina~ model tha~ can be used for estimating storm hydrographs to define
sampling requirements and assist in identi~7i~ sources of contaminants.
Regional Studies
Information on the study sites, and the storm event assessment information developed as a par~ of
this research are provided in Chapter 6.0. Research focused on three field study sites. The main
study site was the Copper Slough Watershed near Champaign, H~. Other locations used on the
Trinity River Watershed in Ft Wor~ Texas, and the Cuyahoga River Watershed at Cleveland, Ohio.
In-pipe toxicity was assessed in storm water samples taken from the ~ Lake storm sewer
on the Copper Slough watershed and three locations on the Trinity River w=ershed (Cra, Ea=ern
~_dls, and Pylon). Receiving w=ers were assessed in the Copper Slough, the Trin~ River
(Sycamore Creeic), and ~ Creek on the Cuyahoga River. In total, over ~0 storm events were
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In the 1994 campaign, fiileen storms were assessed from May through November, concentrating on
Copper Slough watershed sites (upstream and downstream from a sewage treatment plant). In the
1995 campaign, two storms were assessed in Fort Worth, Texas, and one in Cleveland, Ohio. In
addition, ~ storms were assessed at the Kaufman Lake Storm Sewer (KLSS) in the upper portion
ofthe Copper Slough. In 1996, seven storms were assessed at the KLSS, including a comprehensive
two-week campaisn that ~unpled multiple storms and coordinated laboratory toxicity testing, in situ
toxicity assessmm~ and biosm-,,Ws. An additional storm event in Fort Worth and a storm sequence
Critical Questions and Answers
used in Chapters 7.0 and 8.0 to define and provide answers to questions, which users should ask
when designing wet weather event assessment programs. These chapters also provide relevant
information and answers using information generated in the study for the field sites descn’bed in
Chapter 6.0. Chapter 7.0 covers issues relating to laboratory-based analyses, while Chapter 8.0
deals with field-based analyse~ These two chapters are not intended to provide complete, definitive
responses to common questions represent the range of information developed as a part of this
Conclusions
A number of conch~ons have been reached as an outcome of this research; several are critically
First, it is essential to have a measure of hydrograph response in pandlel with any toxicity
assessment of stormwater, and it is essential to apply test systems that are appropriate to the time
scale of exposure. This r--~earch also found that ~ontaminant concentrations present during wet
weather events follow predictable patterns of a first flush high concentration, followed by lower
concenwations later in an event due to dilution from rainfall/runofF Other peaks in contaminant
concentration can be related to ~ concentration peak times of travel from points in the
Second, to assess the effects of the episodic contaminant levels associated with wet weather events
on organisms or systems, it is necessary to move away from the organism-based approach used for
continuous discharges to a time scale of response approach. Unfortunately, no single test system
adequately meets all criteria required for wet weather event impact assessment, and standard WET
tests, designed for continuous exposure conditions, are inappropriate for assessing some wet weather
A Framework for Asse&~g Hme-Scale Effects of Wet Weather Discharges ES-5
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evems. TI~ research found that modifications to standard toxicity testing methodologies can
produce n~w test systems that are more g~propriate to wet wether event time-scale toxicity
assesm~z~ These ~ for post-e~posure responses of organisms to short-dur~on exposures
~ in the over 50 storms studied, di~ from a number of locations consistently showed

water as measured by in sire tests or biomrveys. A critical finding was that changes in toxicity
during an event can occur rapidly sud sampling imervals ~s short as five minutes or less are needed
to accur~ely measm’e event toxicity characteristics. Furthermore, ~t a single location, a sequence
of storm events can produce ~ l~ls of toxicity.
characteristics of the toxic response to wet weather ~vems th~ could be atm~m~ to specific
regional e, har~,~. The differences in toxicity appem~ to be source- and site-specific, and
Finally, this research reaffirmed tl~ the assessment, monitoring, and managem~ of wet weather
events needs must accommodate ecosystem/watershed issues in a time-scale toxicity framework.
Research Needs
What can be summarized from the extensive literature review, laboratory, and field studies
conducted as a part of this research is that the special needs of wet weather discharge impact
assessment are only now being defined in the ~ntext of time-scale toxicity, and resesrch is needed
in both fundamental and applied m~as of toxicity testing and impact assessment. A number of
fundamental and applied research needs have been identified as an outcome of this research, of
First, research is needed to address test-system responses to v~riable e~posure concenUmion and
frequency of comamina~ monitoring fundamental organism processes and identifying specific
mechanisms of effect. This lack of fimdamemal unde~m~l~g of individual organism response
translates to an even greater gap in our understanding of co--/ecosystem response, where
time-scale toxi~y issues of wet weather events must be integrated with time scales of response of
exposure. Second, research is needed on the ~on of s~orm flows to contaminated sediments,
meeh~ni.~m~ of sediment co~on during storm events, and effects of the resuspension of
~ associated with sedimems during storm events. Third, because response to a toxicant
is affected by environmental conditions, research is needed on the effects of physical stress on
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organisms and the impact of unstable habitat conditions on time-scale toxicity. Finally, research is
needed to transl~e advances in the fundamental understanding of the physics, chemistry, or
biolosy/ecology of the environment into useful tools to guide management and regulatory programs.
Since there are few standard measures of time-scale toxicity, research is needed to provide the
detailed, management practice specific, methods for impact analysis. Once a reasonable basis is
provided for impact analysis, research is needed to validate management practice impact and, most
importantly, develop predictive tools/models that will assist in the design of better management
practices.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction to the Project

This report is the final report for the project "Region Specific T’mae-Scale Toxicity in Aquatic
Ecosystems." The project was initi~ed in September, 1993, with a review of biological test systems
available for the measurement of time-scale toxicity and progressed to field and laboratory studies
to assess time-scale toxicity. In both field and laboratory campaigns, the research has been directed
toward the collection of data on biological test system responses to stormwater-related changes in
water quality and the evaluation of test systems using criteria developed as part of initial project
research. Test systems w~e identified from procedures developed in a test system selection process
that has been the subject of constant review and evaluation throughout the project.
The project team identified four overall research objectives:

¯

Objective #1--Develop a database for frequency and duration of exposure for contaminants

in combined sewer overflow (C$O) and stormwater nmoff~
¯

Objective #2--Conduct a comprehensive review of the literature to identify biological test
systems appropriate for use in detecting acute and chronic effects of CSO and stormwater

¯

Objective #3--Conduct a series of field studies to quantify the relationships between
chemical toxicity and the frequency and duration of exposure of aquatic organisms to
contaminants during wet weather discharges; and
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¯

Objective #4--Develop an e¢~ management context for wet weather
discharges that integrates the need for both regulatory criteria and the protection of

were emp~ resulting in publication of an inmim report--Se/ec~ing Biological Teat Systems
to A~s Time-gca/e To~i~ completion of’ ~ literature reviews. These reviews
supported ~ Objective #3 research to quantif7 relationships between chemicai toxicity and the

frequency and duration of expomre-time-scsle toxicity.
The 1994 campaign involved sampling at several locations in a watershed receiving stormwater
runoff’ and the use of. a range of methods including common biomwveys, in situ use of’ caged
organisms, and time-based storm event sampling Samples ~ subj~d to both chemical analyses
and a toxicity test battery. The results from tlds initial campaign clarified issues relating to timescale toxicity, such as sampling location and frequency and test-method selection. The data
indicated that biosurveys produced little inf.orm~on on short-term time-scale toxicity. Further,
toxicity test battery results suggested the need for specific examinmion of time-of-exposure issues

in the laboratory. Therefore, in 1994, an extensive laboratory-based testing program was initiated
to examine time-of-expomre to common whole ef]]tumt toxicity (WET) species (Hyalella azteca and
Ceriodaphn~a dub/a), and the project team began plmming to deploy successful test systems in

The 1995 field and laboratory campaign can be characterized as an effort focused by the results of
~ research, which was further sharpened by experiences gained from regional field and
laboratory studies. Field studies were conducted in Fort Worth, Texas, as well as Champaign,
Illinois, and were supplemented with storm event samples collected as a part of the Mill Creek
Watershed Project in Cleveland, Ohio. Labor~ory studies were conducted at the University of
North Texas (UNT) and the Environmental ~ Laboratory, Duluth, Nfinnesota (ERL-D). The
1995 laboratory studies comim~ed time-of-exposure experiments and expanded the labormory
analysis program to include fathead minnow (Pimepha/es prome/oa) and to evaluate stock and
dilution water effects on results through testing at the UNT and ERL-D. In addition, analysis of
further test systems was completed. Additional development work was carried out with the
Microtox and Ceriodap/mia dubia IQ (enzyme inhibition) tests to increase their utifity for
monitoring wet weather events. A successful four-month deployment was made of the Mussel
Monitor, monitoring multiple storm events from August through November, 1995. This field and
laboratory research resulted in the production of an interim document, Protocol for Wet Weather
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and long-term changes in receiving system condition or quality.
The 1996 campaign was designed to address specific issues identified in the previous researc~
Specifically, an imensive sampling program was ~ at a storm sewer (K~ Lake Storm
Sewer) near Champaign, Illinois, to provide a detailed water quality and toxic~y record for a
multiple storm sequence, relating storm event toxicity to in-stream impact monitored by sampling
benthic macroinvertebrates and both in situ and sediment related toxicity. In addition, laborstorybased studies included toxicity identification ewalu~on (TIE), and completion of’time-scale toxicity
research. Other aspects of the research have featured a cooperative study with the Northeast Ohio
continuing cooperation with the City of’Fort Worth (furthe~ studies of the Cra site).

This sequence oflaboraxo~ and field- related research re~lects the increased understanding of storm
event toxicity. Initial studies evahtated a range of test systems and their responses to storm event
conditions. The extent of the toxicity of storm water discharges and receiving water impact was
found to be site-specific. Field investigations in Fort Worth, Texas, demonstrated the importance
of sampling for toxicity screening near soumes of s~~. Consequently, the focus of the
resesrch shifted so asto determine the presence and timing oftoxkity during storm ~ and the

taken for laboratory testing was decreased to as little as 150 seconds. This intra-event analysis
supported the development of methods to better char-~erize toxicity during storm events and
provided insight into methods of sampling mitable for storm event analysis.
1.2

Anal~b of Existing Approaches and hsues

Issues smrounding the effect of wet weather related discharges on the environment have grown in
importance as the regulatory focus of the Clean Water Act has shifted from et~ents with
continuous flow to episodic discharges produced by storm events. This change in focus and the
changing regulatory scene necessitated a shift in approach when developing procedures for wet
wea~r discharge impact assessment. The new approach demands ca.,’e~fid integration of sampling
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¯

Sublethal~th~ is, detrimental to responses such as enzyme fun~on, bioluminescence,

growth and reproduction, bm not resulting in death within the exposure period; or
¯

~ is, Causing the death of organisms by direct action Death is usually defmed
as the cessation of all visible signs of movement or activity.

~ can only be achieved by ~n uxute~ding of the nattue of test system responses and the

Although methods for ~ and hnpact analysis of continuous flow e~uents are well developed
and, for the most l~t, stmdm~Rz~ (US EPA 1993a; 1994), no standard methods exist to determine

flow discharges since the assmnptions for the la~er are inappropriate for some wet weather event
mmlysis. The intennitt~ nanne of wet we~e~ discharges means that the time scales of exposure
are key in analyzing the responses of test systems, and the relevant time scales of exposure need
to be reflected in any toxichy assessment program.
1.3

Report Organinfion

This report is organized into ten chapters. TI~ introduction constitutes Chapter 1.0, and Chapter
2.0 deals with time-scale issues and develops a tim~-scale framework to rapport a comprehensive
time-scale toxicity analysis by identifying the c~nditions that lead to organism exposure to
c,o~ in receiving systems (Objective #1). Chapter 3.0 provides a protocol for time-scale
toxk517 assessment, which considers issues of time scale and location in the idm~tiflt~nion of
procedures for time-scale analysis. Chapter 4.0 is a review of biological test systems useful for
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time-scale toxi~y analysis. This chapter builds on the review of the literature completed to meet
Objective #2 and pubEshed in 1994 as Selecting Biological Test Systems to Assess Trme-~,ale
Ta~ctty. Chapter 5.0 provides a review of methods developed and applied in this research Chapter
6.0 provides information on the study sites and a summary of storm events monitored. Chapters 7.0
and 8.0 have been prepared to provide access to the extensive research record developed as a part
of this project. Questions associated with time-scale toxicity, and laboratory and field assessments
have been addressed by" relating elements of the research record to support question responses.
Chapters 7.0 and 8.0 are provided in a question and answer format and should be considered a
supplement to the protocol reviewed in Chapter 3.0 in that these chapters will assist in dealing with
specific implementation issues in time-scale toxicity analysis. Chapters 9.0 and 10.0 provide a
summary of research findings and identify critical research needs in the further development of timescale toxicity analysis. Appendices provide detailed information supporting regiona/storm event
characterization, details on method development and application, and an ecosystem-based
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TIME-SCALE ISSUES
2.1

Introduction

hydrologi~:~--influen~, or are influenced by the time scales of wet weather events. For example,
regional differences in hydrological p~tterns can influence event characteristics, including toxicity,
while natural patterns of variation in biological comnnmicies cause their degree of sensitivity to
vary. Clearly, understmuting these relationships can help target a wet weather event assessment
program and aid in the ~on of the results oFndned in order to arrive ~t appropriate
ma~ge~znt decisions.
In this chapter are discussed some of the more important rel~onships and influences on wet weather
event toxicity, and the concept of a time-scale framework for wet weather event assessment is
introduce~ This framework forms the foundation for the wet weather evem assessment protocol
and the biological test system selection methodology that ar~ developed in Chapters 3.0 and 4.0.
2.2

Thne-Scale Issues in the Physical/Chemical Analysis of the Environment

Time scales required for wet weather event assessment can be short or long. For example, to
analyze toxicity associated with a transient change in the concenUmion of a contanfinant requires
a short time scale, measured in seconds to hours. In contrast, where it is necessary to account for
accumulation of sedimen~ or contanfina~ or to assess habitat alteration in the receiving waters, a
long time scsle, measured in days to years, is required. Short time-scale analysis can be storm- and
location-specific. Long time-scale analysis includes effects of multiple storm events or multiple
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depends on storm event.charactOmic~ An intense ~mdentorm olten deposits a large amount of
rain in a short time, while another, longer storm can consist of’gentle rain falling for hours or days.
To ensure precision and acctwacy of contaminant concentration or flow variability meamrement~
short evmts, while long events might require careful collection of composite samples from the entire
storlxL

In addition, other factors can determine time scales. Since a detention basin is designed to hold a
given volmne of water, which then drains slowly to the receiving waters, the detention time becomes

relevant when natural flows are modified. Because treatment technologies are designed to meet
specific needs, the time scale for a performance analysis might be treatment-technology-specific,

as well as ~e-s~-~c.

The time scale appropriate to mxiving sT=era impact a=e=mmt will be site-spe~c, as yell as
specific to the indigenous aquatic life. For example, a headwaters stream w~ have a short hydraulic
concentration time for any rainfall event so that it is important to sample headwaters with a short
interval between samples. Other factors determine the time scale of assessment at specific sites.

An area of sediment deposition in a stream requires a time scale of assessment that spans the period
of deposition, which might be fiulher modified by decomposition rates. When aquatic life is

considered, a major time consideration is life spa~ Organisms might be short or long-lived, each
species requiring a different time scale for testing or analysis. F’mally, time must be considered in
terms of the dmmion of espomre, which, along with the concentrations of contaminan~ determines

toxi~ty.
Establishing a time scale for wet weather discharge assessments requires a czreful analysis of
location, storm characteristics, sampling needs, and receiving system and program objectives.
¯

Location issues include position in the watershed, as well as the constraints a specific site
places on hydrology, expected water qualily, and ecology;,

¯

Storm i.nes include seasonality, frequency, return period, and intensity ~ factors
tha~ alter water quality expectations and affect short and long-term concentration-duration
relationships, which define toxicity and eventual receiving system impact;
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¯

Sampling issues define the precision required in contamina~ identification and the
asso~’isted identification of concemratien vaziabtT~, ~ the dynamics of
~mamina~s in treatment technologies (and eventually pipes and epen channel flow), assist
in the determination of contaminant fate, and establish time-scale bounds for biological

Receiving ~ i~ues are associated with the physical, chemical, and biological/
ecological characteristics of the receiving system, which combine to constrain the types of
time-scale analysis that are needed, or even pothole; and
¯

Objective i~sum set a time scale for analysis and are constrained by the time-scale
characteristics of the receiving system/discharge combination, which is the subject of the

Spatial and temporal scales must be considered when analyzing wet weather-related water quality
issues in watersheds. W’xth large spatial and temporal scales, the emphasis is on umrce dev~opment
and contaminant loading, W’~th smaller spatial scales, the emphasis is on concentration and duration
of exposure. ~, spatial and temporal scales are important factors that define cause and effect.
As scales of analysis are reduced, a better definition of cause and effect is posst’ble.
2.3

A T’nne-Seale Framework for Wet Weather Event Assessment--Hydrology

2.3.1

Introduction

Objective #1 of the research project supports a comprehensive time-scale toxicity analysis by
i~ the conditions that lead to organism exposure to commninams in receiving systems. The
objective was to develop a database for fi’equency and duration of exposure for contaminants in
approach investigated regional hydrologic characteristics that would help define storm events, and
a l~rary was assembled that provides information on storm event characteristics (Appendix A).
This h~ry provides a regional perspective on storm event characteri~cs and supports analysis of
specific studies conducted in various regions. Analyses have been performed on the Kaskaskia
River near Champaign, rr.; Johnson Creek in the W’dlamette River Basin at Sycamore, Oregon, The
Cuyahoga River at Independence, Ohio (representa~e of Cleveland, Ohio), Ware Creek near
Tom*o, V’trginia (representative of V’wginia coastal areas), the Trinity River in Fort Worth, Texas,
and the Salt River in Phoenix, Arizon& At each ~e, hydrologic data were used to chara~erize
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hydrographs of typical storm events (Appendix A) and to develop sunmutries of" percem of total
storms in small, medium, and large categories, and the mean time between storms (Table 2-1 ).
Table 2-1. Summary of Watershed Analysb
Watershed

Storm Events

.Data

Ceaeai~

(% by Cate~ry)

Mean T’mte between Storm Eveats

0by,)

Kaskaskia River, IL

1986-89

59.3

31.6

9.1

6.06

6.66

9.47

7~,4

Johnsm Creek, OR
Cuyahoga Rive, OH

1989-93
1989-93

64
72~2

2Z4
18~2

13.6
9.6

4.36
4~,1

6.45
4.46

4.36
4.37

4.45
4.62

W~e C~eek, VA

1989-93

67.3

24.0

S.7

4~

4.44

4.70

4.57

Tri~ River, "IX

1989-93

80.4

9.6

1O.O

5.ff7

6.88

7.56

6.08

Salt River, AZ

1983-91

67.3

24.0

8.7

5.8

N/A

6.4

2.8

The hydrologic analyses performed as a pan of this study yielded a fibrin7 of information thax serves
as a regional foundation for the prediction offi’equency and duration of expostwe for cony~mh~ms
in CSO ~..harges and stormwam" run-o~ The analysis identified regional differences in the times
of storms, the time between storm events, storm size, and hydrograph chara~eristi~s for storm
events. These fac’tors all ~ the co~ exposure profile, and, therefore, the toxid~y of an

individual storm event. Discussion of the requiremems for toxicity assessment of storm events ~n
be found in Chapter 7.0. Hydrologic analysis also provided detailed information for local field sites

(such as the Copper Slough, M~I Creek in Cleveland, and Fort Worth study sites near the Trinity
River), where expected storm and flow conditions assisted in the design of sampling programs.
2.4

A T’nne-Seale Framework for Wet Weather Event Assessment-Toxicity/Bioiogy/Ecolegy

A mnnber of time-scale issues affect the potentisl impact of wet weather events in receiving systems
and on how toxicity tests can reflect wet wea~er event time scales. Of these issues, the most
important is how long the organisms are explosed to a ~ontaminant. This, together with the
exposure concentration, defines the contamina~ ~dose." The concentration/duration of exposure
relationship is the foundation for ~ for any toxi~ty malysis, and is particularly important

when considering receiving system impact assessment procedures for wet ~ event applicatiozt
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A test system is defined as a measurement or analysis unit that integrates a complex response and
is used to examine or assess the effect of toxicants (Herricks, Milne, and ~ohnson, 1994). Test
systems can range from simple biochemical assays to e~perimentai manipulation of ecological
the procedure is treed on the time required ~o produce a specific response (e.g~, L¢~ or EC~) in the
species selected for testin~ This is an "organism-based~ approach, which has supported the
to be, widely used in toxicity testing and assessment programs (e.g., WET testing). The organismbased approach ~ fi~m a "time scale of response" approach, in which the time-scale
characteristics of the response, independent of the organism producing that response, is the major
criterion for selecting a toxicity testing procedm-e. The ~ scale of response" approach is
a wet weather toxicity assessment program, an expected concentration/duration condition is used
to select a test system that w~l adequately respond to exposure conditions, specifically the time scale
of the exposure.
Although wet weather event time scales vary widely ~t the same location, as well as regionally, the
project team identified three time scales for a starting point for a time-scale toxicity determination
in wet weather assessments. If a measure is intended to assess an intra-e~mt effect, the analyses
mus~ accommodate rapidly changing conditions. In the intra-event time scale, con~ons
might vary by several orders of magnitude, and exposure times m~ht be as short as seconds,
certainly minutes and poshly a few hours. In l~a~cal terms, intra-eve~t time int~vals are
measm-ed in minutes for short duration ~v~ms and hours for longer events.
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oh=me=ion ofmner ~ ~ (¢.g, return to pre-m~rm g,e~ ~ vahm). In the
Copper Slough watetsh~ at d~ locations, the average e~e~t duration ~ hydro
logic~y was 1.3~ day~ with a stmdsrd deviation of 1.5 days (a n~ghnmn of $.$S and a minirm~m
of 0.~9) and ~’om 1.5 to 4 da~ based on water quality chanse. The event time scale is also modified
by treatment technologies, particulsdy detention facilities. When stornm, ater is detained and

event change is "averaged" usin8 composite samples, or storm-related change is modified by

detention and mixins manasement practices.
For convenience, event time scales fall into two cate~ries: Category #I would be appropriate for
short-duration, convective storms in which event duration is measured in hours, and Category #’2
where event duration requires multiple composite samples, or best management practices (’BMPs)
extend a storm’s influence so that an event duration is measured in days (24-hour increments).

relate intra-event or short duration aorta events rexalt~ to common ;VET texting theft
uses fixed exposure t~nes~of 48 to 96 hours

assess short-term response of spec~c re~ system conrpone~ to a whole storm:
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Finally, a long-term time scale is typical of nmltiple storm events or storm-related residuals that
produce a chronic exposure condition The long-term time scale is particularly applicable when

assess ti~ chronic effect of single or multiple storms
compare seasonal change in s~orm event effect
compm’e effect among multiple sites
assess commtmffy or ecosystem effects of storm waWr ~WJtw~(s)
determine receiving system state and condition with the intentio~ of monitoring
c~etrmed wet weather event effects
An in~ator for a long-term ~ ~ale n~st meet ~fifferent criteria from those appropriate to shorter
time-scale indicators. Further, it should be recognized that longer time s~ales introduce greater
¢omplexi~ in the determination of cause and effe~, requiring either a greater number of indicators
for confirmation of effect or indicators that require a longer time span for ~npletion of analysis
where nmltiple events and other int~ factors a~ect results. Wet weather toxicity testing and
assessment must reflect the ~ extended residence time in the receiving system for both nonconservative and co~ contaminants in wet weather discharges. F’mally, a wet weather
considers the extended duration of potential exposure associated with acctmmla~ed contaminants

These three time-scale divisions rec~3gn~ that effect identification, test system selection, actual
measurement of an effect (physical, chemical, biological/ecological, etc.), and analysis and
interpretation of consequence must all meet criteria that are specific to an identified time scale.
Table 2-2 is a ~ ofthe typ~ ofmeasurements appropriate to different time scales. For a wet
~-based test system selection, if toxicity is the indicator, then in short-term exposur~ ~mtraevent time scale) where concentration transients might be very large (e.g, orders of magnitude),
rapid responses w~ be the best indicators. When analyzing whole events, for example as modified
by BMPs, the time-scale analysis selected (event time scale) should reflect the fa~ that BMP
e~luents will have some chara~eristics of the storm event (e.g., episodic nature with variable
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volume and concentrations assoc~ted with the effluent), but BMP effluents will typically be less
variable with longer, but not constant, efiltu~ flow times. Finally, toxicity amlysis related to
emended ~ residence or aeeunmlafion of ¢on~mina~s w~ require tests appropriate for

2.~

A T’nne-Seale Framework for Wet Weather Event AssessmentmEcology

2.5.1

Seasonal ~

The impact of wet weather events potentially reveals seasonal changes due to the biological
variability of the syste~ Many aquatic species show seasonal patterns in presence or abundance.
In particular, many insect species have aquatic larval stages but terrest~ adult stages. Some of
these insects represent particularly pollution-sensitive groups, for example stoneflies and mayflies,
so the impact of a wet weather event on the aquatic oonmmnity might be more severe during the
season when these aquatic forms are presem.
Table 2-2. Example Measurements Used to Apply the Time-Scale Concept
MEASLYREMEI~

BIOLOGICAU
ECOLOGICAL

TIME SCALE

~ md~cr
~ resp~se, modi~d

~ m~g using
wt~e~x~

Sedim~ ~
md~cr f~id

2-0
R0025445

2.52

Habitat

2.6

A Time-Scale Framework for Wet Weather Event Assessment---Watecuhed and

Drainage System Location

of the syste~ To amlyze or hnerpret we~ weazher evem e~ects in a low-order snwm, the focus ~ ~
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effec~ on recdving system biota are subtle. As the ratio of dimu4~ to tmdiso.a’bed Lind itmrmses, the
above 15% to 20,4 w~ sevecely li~ e~logical integrity (Sturver et al., 1995).
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PROTOCOL FOR TIME-SCALE TOXICITY ASSESSMENT
3.1

Introduction

The protocol for the assessment of wet weather discharge effects on receiving systems starts with
a design specification and ends with consideration of watershed issues, which are important in
defining sampling location and frequency. The development of this design specification is based
on general program objectives and rcfiued by study plans that address specific questions related to
the objectives. Primary design elements take into account sampling location and sample-collection
frequency. Samples collected are then be subjected to an appropriate time-scale toxicity analysis
that follows a tier testing approack Tier testing is initiated with a comprehensive set of.screening
procedures that may involve both basic and advanced screening tests. A schematic illustration of
the protocol is given in Figure 3-1, and Chapters 7.0 and 8.0 ofthis report provide more detailed
information about applying the protocol.
Basic screening tests establish the presence or absence of toxicity in wet weather event discharges
and allow a classification by degree of toxicity. Advanced screening tests can then be used to
identify sources, characterize event toxicity to assist in defining what we will term an event toxic
unit, and define effect characteristics to guide both short- and long-term assessmems of receiving
water impact. Based on the results of basic and advanced screening tests, analysis might continue
to a confirmatory tier that determines or confirms actual effects in the receiving water ecosystems.
Further analysis might focus on a long-term monitoring program to detect any low-level or
cumulative effects on the receiving water ecosysten~ Monitoring can confirm that there are no such
effects affer an initial identification of low stormw~er toxicity or a~er implementing control
meastn’es tO redtice stomlwater toxicity, such as a detention facility. Time-scale toxicity testing can

be combined with chemical analyses, habitat analysis, and other assessment program elements, and
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Figure 3-1. Schematic Overview of Time-Scale Toxicity Test Application Protocol
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3.2

Sampling I~cmfion

The ~ stage of’ assessing wet weather discharge dFects is the selection of sampling location(s).

Applying a ~e-scale co=m when locming sampling sites recognizes th= ~ locations migh~
The ~ in location also reflect the in~uence of hydrologic change on channels and stabil~
~ the level of chemical ~omplexi~y that occurs in samples. Samples fi, om sewer networks mish~
a ~ ~ in headwaters locations or multiple significant sources in downstream locations.
Furthermore, the sampling location within a w=ershed helps detmnine whic~ biological or
ecological t~s ~ ~ to addr~ dif~c~s ~n flora ~d fa~m~ alon~ ~cosyst~n
When selecting sampling locations for a wet weather discharge assessment, it should be recognized
that while location might di~zte aspects of sampling frequency and biological or ecological test
sampling location depends on the objective of the study and wet weather event characteristics.
Three objective-related sampling lo~tion categories are proposed: (1) in-pipe; (2) ~

system-single discharge; (3) receiving system- multiple discharges and outlined in Table 3-1.
Although the time-scale approazh deles the general lo~tion of sites, othe~ aspects need to be
considered. These include safety of access and, where in situ tests are used, selection of sites with

For receiving system sampling, an appropriate reference site must be selected. Depending on the
system and the study objectives, tl~ may be either an upstream, non-impa~ted si~e or a si~ on
another, non-impacted waterc~wse.
Sampling Frequency

set to meet multiple requirements. These requirements could include: identification of the effect
on receiving systems from wet weather events; providing support for test system selection;
allowance for the actual mes.mrm~ of event effect; and support for the analysis and interpretation
of event consequence.
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Receiving System Multiple Dischar~

If the obj~ctiv~ of a study is: 1) estab~ ~ conditicm fc~ a locatim
in a ~ 2) th~ assessme~ of maltiple, ~" difl~se-soun:e discbar~ ~=ts
based on b(~h discharge lc~ticm and r~iving water ~am~’~. Multiple

The appropriate sampling frequency depends on the objective of the study and wet weather event
characteristics. In ~e~eral, with more frequent sample collection it is posm’ble to improve
understanding of pm’ameter variabilhy and assist in ascertaining concentration/duration values for

contaminants to support development of exposure bounds for biological test system selection and

Three sampling-frequency categories are proposed for the ~ development and implementation
of a wet weather ~ assessment program: ( 1 ) intra-event; (2) eveng and O) long-term. Each
category provides information appropriate to the types of objectives addressed by the relevant time
scale. Details of these are found in the Table 3-2.
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Intra-event

Table 3-2. Def’mint~ Smnpiinl~ Frequency
T’~sed or flow-b~.sed sampling to chara~erize var~ili~y ~ a single
storm eve~ ~tiple, discrete s~mples are collected to ~ toxicky through
the evenz’s duration
Sample collection procedures include collection of multiple samples during
the.event using either fixed time interval sampling or flow proportior~l
can d~ctate tl~ consecutive time-specified ~te samples be collected
during an even~ Continuous logging of water quality ctgv~ facilitates
identification of tntra-event variability and suppor~ time or water quality

Event

Event sampling is designed to characterize average conditions or average
change produced by an event. Samples wig be time-based or flow-based
composites, giving an integrative sample representing the whole event.
Saw~ole collection procedures include single or multiple composite samples
typic~ of convective storms, a single composite may be used For longer
duratio~ Category #2 event~, multiple composite samples may be collected
over several day~ Event ~for a B~tP may also use single or multiple
composite samples collected over a Ome appropriate to the design
’fill/drain" cycle produced by a single even~ Continuous monitoring of
water quality change provides a basis for actual identification of event
duration and time or water quality chw~-based sampling for accurate event

Mnitiple-Event Long-term sampling requires consideration of multiple events. Sample
collection procedures should provide sufficient information to address natural
system variability, identify single event ~ with certain, and support

separation of event effects from other influences on receiving system quality.
Sample collection proced~es depend on sludy objectives arm system
complexity. Discrete sampling may be used but dependence is primarily on
periodic composite sampling and ti~ use of in s~tu monitoring techmques
(which do not requ~e sample collection). Co~ monitoring of water
quality change provides a basis for development of comtxo’isons between
storm emms and ~ a long-term record for evatua~g intra-event, and

event sampling ~or~
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3.4

Biological l"m. Testing

3.4.1

Test Tiers

Biological/ecological testing operates aX different tiers of complexly ranging fi’om simple screening
tests to more complex.definitive and confirmatory procedures. Biological testing involves both

discharges (Table 3-3).

Screening

Table 3-3. Defining Biological Testin~ Tiers
Using simple, cost-effective tests to make preliminary decisions about
hazard or risk
Basic:

Initial tests or analyses intended to ~e the problem and
supply sufficient data to identify toxicity and classify samples

to be of no, moderate, or high toxicity.
Advanced:

Confirmatory

Advanced screening tests lead to a more focused analysis and
misht be selected to idem~ sources of contmninafion, better
characterize individual storm events for later comparison or
classification, or identify toxic effect that can be used to direct
confirmatory testing toward appropriate targets.

Analysis based on long-term testing procedures that involve field-based
envirotmmmai/ec~31ogizal analyses (suc~ as in situ tests and biomrveys) to

with monitoring efforts that are designed to idenffy tmamic~pated long-term
or low-level effe~.
In this tier testing scheme, the basic ureening tier uses ac~>~ted screening or range-finding
procedures, modified to provide a measure of~ed sample effects and to consider time scale
of exposure issues. The advanc~ tier screening tests and ~ confirmatory analyses take the
place of the predictive tier ¢ommonly used in hazard evaluation schemes. Therefore, s~reening tests
might be followed by confirmatory tier analyses based on study objectives or lead directly to

emablishing long-term monitoring programs.
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3.4.2

Test Time Scales

In the time-scale approach to wet weather event assessme~ the time of exposure for the selected
test system is based upon study objectives and site-spedfic characteristics. For each testing tier,
~s nms~ meet multiple criteria, indudin~ the appropriate time-scale requirements (Table 3-4); the
~ exposure duration (time scale) is defined by the interval between discrete samples or the
chara~eristics of~he compo~e samples.
Once the approp~e biological te=in~ tie~s) and teeing time scale(s) have been identified, the most
appropriate test systems nmst be sdecCed. As the ran~ of possible test systems increases, the ~
of selec1~z~ the mos~ appropriate test ~or a given purpose becomes more d~cult. Moreover, i~ is
unl~kely that a single test w~l fully meet all the criteria required for a particular tier applicatio~
Chapter 4.0 presents a simple and objective methodology for test selection thai builds on an eartier
project report (Herricks, l~filne, and Johnson, 1994). Test selection is based on how test systems
mee~ the ~ time-scale criteria. In all cases, a baRery of tests (that is, two or more) should be
used ~or basic and advanced sca’eening for the different time scales.
3.4.3

Classification of Toxicity

The classification of time-scale toxicity is developed for intra-evem and event time scales using
basic screening test data; both sample specific toxic response and the nmnber of’samples exia’biting
toxic response during an storm ever/sample collection campaign must be considered. For either
discrete or composite samples t]~ are collected during a storm, the concen~’afions of po~
present varyies through the hydrograph, poshly by several orders of ~_de. The highest
concentrations of most polImm~ are assoda~ ~ the fir~ flus~ As rain~ continues, ~he
concen~ions o~toxicants decline with ds~ztion, although actual concenU~zions depend on source
location, loadiz~ and concemrafion ~me (time of u~el). Xf concenumions of zoxicams are
mffidem to elicit a re~pon~ in test sT~tems, ~t can be used to classy the toxicity of an event. Basic
screening ~es~ sy~ems ~ pre-s~orm samples and samples ~rom terence ~es have shown ~
a variable, but low, level of toxic response (less than 20% effecQ is common ~or the ~es~ systems
used. Based on the expected ~back~und" effec~ a toxicit7 das~cafion has been developed:

¯
~

No toxicity:
Responses meamared in undiluted samples do not exceed 20%
Moderate toxicity: Responses measured in undiluted samples are between 20 and 70%
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a pic~u~ o~le evea~
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For samples taken in receiving systems or end-of-pipe locations where pipe flows might be diluted
by the receiving system, sample toxicity is determined by comparing responses for the storm event
samples with those measured during pre-storm conditions. A minimum of two pre,.storm samples
should be collected, although the number of ple-storm samples collected should reflect the
variability in receiving system quality. The classification of the toxicity of an event reflects the
subtraction ofpre-storm values from the maximum toxic response observed during the storm where
multiple samples are tested or the response of the composite where a single sample is tested. For
in-pipe analysis where no dilution with receiving waters occurs, and a low or absent dry weather
flow precludes pre-storm sampling, toxic response is used directly in the classi~cation scheme.

Further clas~cations of’samples takm during storm events (intra-event) are based on the frequency
and position of toxic r~ponse observed duriag a storm event. If toxic response is observed in few
samples (< 20%), with no pattern, the toxicity is considered k~equent. If toxicity is observed in

2(Y’~ to 50% or" samples, the toxicity is considered intermediate frequency. If toxicity is observed
in the majority of samples (>50 %), the toxicity is considered consistent. Sample toxicity can be
grouped, and response groups might be related to position in the hydrograph (e.g., first flush or
hydrol~raph peak).
On this basis, a sample would be characte=~l as Im~Ang no toxicity if" a < 20 % response is
indicated by all test systems in the battery o~" tests selected for analysis. A sample would be
classified as specific moderate toxicity if" a 20% to 70% response was measured t’or only one test
system and a gene~ moderate toxichy ira 20% to 70% response was observed for two or more test
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systems. A sample would be classified with either specie or general high toxicity dependent on
the number of test systems with a response of greater than 70%. Sample toxic response would be
samples at a wide interval would result in a storm event beh~ dashed as ~ and

specificJgener~ ~md moder~t~gh toxicity depending on the nature of the responses in the test

systems. This syste~ also allows zla=ific=ion of toxicity b~ed on time of o¢o.m’ence during the
hydrograph, suah as moderate, first flusl~ Table 3-5 summarizes the scheme proposed for
classifying wet weather event toxicity. The nature of the classification depends on the sampling
frequency adopted, and for event toxicity where a singte composite sample is tested, the issues of

number of samples showing toxicity and theh" position in the hydrograph are irrelevant.
For each location, there is usually a series of classifications that are event-specific. Since the
concern is with the toxic potential ofthe ~ the actual classification (and the need for further
action, such as toxicity ahara~eriz~ion) should be based on the worst case situation rsther than an
¯ ver~ge of the series of values.
It is importaut to recognize that for in-pipe amlysis, the available dt~ufion and dispe~on in the
receiving w~ter must be onsidered before any ¢onclu~ons are reached on the potential

3.~

lh’otoeol Integration in Watershed Analysis

3.5,1

Introduction

Application of the time-scale toxi~ty assessment protocol is governed by the physical, chemical,
and biological processes in the wstershed. These processes operate over different spstial and

temporal scales and might be spe~fic to a lo~ation in the v~tzrshed (Section 2.6).
~ ~ is needed to n~t e~sy=em integrity goals. W’~h this recognition, the U. S.
Environmental Protection Ag~cy (US EPA) has devdoped a Watershed Protection Approac~

(Wt’A). The VOA helps to zre=e w=~r quality ~ that:
¯
@
¯
¯

Feature watersheds or basins as the basic management units;
Target priority watersheds for management action;
Address all significant point and nonpoint sources; and
Address all significant polh.n.a~ or stressors.
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Table ~.5. Scheme Proposed for ~g Wet Weather Event Toxicity
Toxicity Classification

Response in
Tests (%)

Intra-Eveat
No toxi~y
<20
Mod~rzte/Sl~ificf~flrst ~
20 - 70
Mod~-ate/~c/’m~l. f:mq./first flush
: Mode~te/~c/’mterme~l. fi’~l./peak
Mode~t~sp~ifie/fre~lU~fffirst flush
Moderat e/spex~c/~t/l~ak
Mod~rnte/g~neral/’~ent/first flush
ModmTtte/g~n~raK~~dlmak
Mod~rate/g~ral/’mt~mmd. fr~IJf~ flush
Moderate/g~nm’al/’mtm’mezl. fr~lYl~ak
Mod~a’nte/g~n~I/fr~Itm~/ftrst flush
Mod6~’ate!g~n~’al/f:mqu~mt/ixmk
I-Iigh/spedfic/’mfr~luem/first flush

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
>70

Test
% of Samples
Systems
Showing Toxicity
Responding
and Position
:2 or mo~
1

<20, fi/St flush

"
"
"
"
2 or more
"
"
"
"
"
1

20-50, fn’st flush
20-50,
>50, first flush
>50, peak
<20, first flush
<20, ~
20-50, first flush
20-50, peak
>50, first flush
>50, peak
<20, first flush

rnOg~c."mfrequem/pm~

"

"

High/~cgmmm=t fmqJftrst ~

"

"

20-50, tim flush

<20,

High/~cfmt~rm~L fr~./pe~k

"

"

~ High/~c/frequ~dfirst t~ash

20-50, p~l¢

"

"

mOUsr~e/~qu~t/peak

"

>50, first flush

"

>50, peak

High/ge~eral:~ent/IL,~t flush

"

ni0ug~an’aV~mt/r~a~

2 or more

"

"

High/g~a~al/imerm~l. fr~t./fir~t flush
High/g~a~’al/’mtwm~I. ~r~l./l~ak
High/gmeral/fi’~lUent/first flush
I-figh/g~nerai/fr~lU~t/peak

"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

No toxicity
Mod~a’ate!sp~-ifie
Mod~rate!g~neral
High/specific
I-Iigh/gen~-a-al

Event
<20
20- 70
"
> 70
"

2 or more
1
2 or more
1
2 or more

<20, first flush

<20, ~
20-50, first flush
20-50, peak
>50, first flush
>S0,

-
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¯
¯
¯

Set dear and achievable goals;
Involve stakeholders during all stages of the program;
Use the .resources and expertise of multiple agendes;

¯
¯

Consider public health issues; and
Consider all aspects of ecosystem health including habitat.

WPA projects also feature a strong monitoring and evaluation component, which is intended to
provide data necessary for management decision making.

The Protocol for Tnne-Scale Toxic~y Assessment should be considered an essential element of the
strong monitoring and evaluation component of US EPA’s WPA. A starting point for the
incorporation of time-scale issues in watershed management is the Protocol’s recognition of the
importance of watershed location on sampling frequency and influence of land use related
contaminants sources on the selection of tests in a test battery. The Protocol guides selection of
sampling techniques and test systems that consider relationships among spatial scale, duration of
effect, location, and sources of contsndna~. The Protocol recognizes that measuring the
effectrm~u~ of wet weath~ discharges/flows on receiving system biota and associated measures
of ecological integity begins with an understanding of both contaminant concentration and duration
of exposure.
3.5.2

Connecting to the WERF Watershed Management Strategy

The Water Environment Rese~h Foundation (WERF)has recognized the importance of a
~ed management fi’amework as part ofthe search to identify alternative ways to use existing
management and technical atn’iities to solve environmental problems. This watershed management
fi’amework provides a structure within which the time-scale toxicity test application protocol and

wet weather flow/discharge management strategies can operate.
The WERF watershed management strategy is similar to the WPA. For example, Clements et aL,
1996, identify nine elements for a watershed management framework: (l) geographic managemem
units; (2) stakeholder involvemem; (3) a basin managemem cycle; (4) strategic monitoring (5) basin
assessment; (6) a priority ranking and resource targeting system; (7) capabifi~ for developing
management strategies; (8) management plan docum~mation; and (9) implementation. A critical
element of this fz-amework is identification and coordination of stakeholder roles in six core
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Tune-Scale Toxicity Assessment b designed to be an integral part of the WERF watershed
management strategy. The Protocol assists in developing an accurste, high quafity assessment of
wet wether flow/~ effi~ on receiving systems. Because time-scale effects di~er from the
effects of cont~ous flow, the time-scale toxicity test appfication protocol is a critical element of
strategic monitoring and basin monitoring Furthermore, time-scale toxicity analysis supports

ranking, targeting, developin~ and implementing management strategies. Ther~or~ the issues
raised in Section 5.4.1 should be considered in the WERF watershed framework dealing wi~ wet

weather flows.
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BIOLOGICAL TEST SYSTEMS FOR
TIME-SCALE TOXICITY ANALYSIS
4.1

Introduction

Reviewing available biological test systems and assessing their ~ for the assessment of wet
weather event impa~ was one of the early project activities. A detailed review was published in

for wet weather event assessment and provides updated information on tests that have recently
become available. It then presents a methodology for objectively selecting test systems for a
particular application Finally, an example is given for applying this system in the selection of a test

4.2

Biological T~st Systems with Potential for Wet Weather Event Assessment

V-~ any living system can be used in a bioassay (Schaeffer and Herricks, 1993).
Unfortunately, not all living systems respond in the same manner to the same contamina~ nor can
the response fi’om a single organfsm necessarily be extrapolated to other members of the same
species, other comnmnities oforganism~ orto the ecosystem (Herricks, 1993). For this reason, a
major requh’ement for te~t system selection is the identification of the system or systems that both
respond to a contaminant of interest and provide a basis for extrapolating effects to determine the
risk of environmental damage.
The test systems available include any biochemical, physiological, or behavioral response that can
be measured experimentally, or a range of structural and functional popul~on, connmmity, or
ecosystem parameters that can be monitored for change. Test systems, as well as monitoring or

A Framework for Assessing T~me-Scale Effects of Wet Weather Discharges
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assessment procedures, can operate at any level of the biological/ecological hierarchy and can be
applied either ~ or sequentially in test batteries. To identify an appropriate test system,
it is necessary to select procedures that meam~ a response that can be related to a contaminant or
environmental condition of interest.
Test systems can be categorized according to the level of the biological/ecological hierarchy
associated with the amlysis or according to specific physical or chemical conditions of the receiving
systenL The biological/ecological hierarchy runs ~om the sub-cellular, enzyme level to the entire
ecosystem ffigure 4-1). Test systems are available across most of the spectrmn, from assays of
biochemical function ~ough assessments of whole communities. In practice, test systems generally
stop short of" the ecosystem level for practical reasons.
Figure 4.-1. Biological and Ecological Organization Hierarchies

BIOLOGICAL HIERARCHY

ECOLOGICAL tHERARCHY

As a general rule, tests at the lower end of the biological/ecological hierarchy are more easily
implemented under controlled conditions, but interpretation, in terms of an ecological context, is
challenging. In cozmast, tests at the top end of the hierarchy are more difficult to apply in a
controlled manner, but the ecological relevance of the test ¢ndpoint is generally much clearer.

Table 4-1 lists the range of available eest systems identified as potentially applicable for wet weather
event assessment, categorized according to the biological/ecological hierarchy.
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Table 4-1. Test Systems for Wet Weather Event Assessment

Spec~ su~ss prote~

Bioac=m~on

~ ~ ~o~

Population and Community Responses
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Test Selection Criteria

provides valuable information on test application methodologies g~:ific to wet weather

req~ increa~ e,~po~ periods to ~,:e em~
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within the test or repficate determinations on a sample.

concentration of a particular comaminm~ that w~l elicit a standardized response (for example

co~ .s’p,-~,-~j---The capacity of a memn’e to respond to spe,~¢ ~
typically associated with wet weather eveats. A method is considered to respond to a particular

Avaflabiliw of standard medx~-~This crite~on r~s to the existence of" standard methods,

s~ndard opermins proce,~=, t~ suiddin~ or l~lidaed methodologies ~ = a ~

degree of certainty that a test response is meastm~ For eaample, with an ~le ¢ndpoim,
such as death, it is certain that if a response occurs, it will be measta-e~ In contrast, growth
could be inhibited by awet weather event, but the response could be masked tithe endpoint is
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¯

4.4

Cast

Evaluation of Test System Suitab~ty for Wet Weath~ Event Assessmeat

Table 4-2. Level oflmportauee ofTest Sdection Critm~ for Different T’nne Scales
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Table 4--2 has been used to make a prdimhu~ assessment of the test syste~ identified earlier as likely
to be suitable for wet ~ event assessment over different time scales. For example, the evaluation
of bacterial biol~ine~e~e (e.g, the Mic~otox test) against the selection ~ categories for intraevent time-scale assessment is shown in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3. Evaluation of Bacterial Biolumineseeace A~_’erding to Selection Criteria

ecological relevance: good match

(ecological relevance low bm importance of this categoxy
is low)

Therefore, bacterial biolmnine~mx~ appears to be a good candidate for intra-eve~ time-scale
applicafio~ In cxmtrast, traditional lethality tests used in whole eflhent testing, with an inchaion time
of 24 to 48 hot~ are inappmpfi~ for this time scale, but could be appropriate for an event time-scale
with this approazh of the mitahT~ of the range of test systems identified earlier for application under
each of the time scale~
The measurement ofbehavio~ responses offers considerable potential for assessing the impact of wet
weather events. Techniques that could be applied include those measuring pre£erence-av~dance
(measured both ~ by observation and indirectly through population amlysis). However, only
automated systems are applicable, since it is not feasible to use systems relying on direct observation
~ of the tmpredic~able nature of the onset of wet weather events.
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Table 4-4. Pr~Jimln~vy Assessment of Te~t Suitability for T’tme-Scale Application
Tune Scab

~-.event
(min~xtes to hours)

Suitable Test S~gstmus

general metabolic enzymes
chofineste-~

mixed function oxidase
choline=erase

lo~om~on in ~rates

bacte~ biolun~nescmge (actu:e)

whole body condition index

Event

heat shock proteins

(hours to days)

spec~c stress prote~

general metabofic enzymes

cho~ ac~,ity

~~

bio=cumu~n

shell valve dosure

colonization

whole body condition index

bacte~ t~otun~mce~ (chro~)
weeks to months)

~ethafity (fiekD

mixed function oxidase

shdlvalve dosure

sl~:~c sm~s protei~

coloniz=ion

resph’atio~ rate

endosures

bio~minesc~nce
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phyfiological effects. Howev~, these systems require a considerable body of background data from

Poshive ~ where~ ~h swim asai~ a ctwrem, has been used in a mmaber of automated

confima)mbiomonim~ (Baldwin, 1990). Toxicant exposure ~anleadtoalossofpositiverheota~ and
or bythe fish ~mhing a grid a~ the rear ofthe c~mber (for review see Heath, 1987, Baldwin, 1990).
1982; Hendffks and Stouten, 1993). Toxicant-induced effec~ can result ~ impaired mol~qity and an
~to respond to changing physical comiifions produced by flow dm~s.

system, toxicam-induced effects on the valve opening/closing pattern are electronically measm’ed and

4.~

Det~ed Te~t System Selection Methodology

4.5.1

Inm3du~on

The approach developed in Section 4.4 provides a general framework for assessing the ~ of a
given test to application within each of the three wet weat~ asse~me~t time scales. In some cases,
it is desirable to undertake a more detailed and objective test selection IZxx:ess to choose the most
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req~’emems of each of the two tien ofte=i~
4.5.2

Score Bandings for Test Selection Criteria

criterion. The bands were allocated scores from zero (wor=) to four (be~).

scorn ~ for each time scale are presented in Tables 4-5 to 4-7.
4.5.3

Weightings

weighfngs for each of the test selection criteria. Separate sets of weig~nings were developed for
different testing tie~ to reflect the digeting test re~ For example, ec~logical relevance is
mor~ hnportam for a ~ test than it is for a screening test.

4-10
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Table 4-5. Score Bandings for lntra-Event Time-Scale Test Selection Criteria
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Table 4-6. Score Bandings for Event Time-Scale Test Selection Criteria
Criterion

Scorn

Not~

4-12

Weighiings have been developed for intra-event time-scale tests only, and these are shown in Table
4-8. This time scale of assessment is where time scale of test response is most ~tical and where
um requirements are consistent and independent of study objectives and ~e-spedfi¢ factors. For
ev~ and long=term time scales of assessment, study objectives, site, and w~:ershed-speci~c faotors
become more important in determining the relative importance of test selection ¢riteria~ For
example, site-spedfi¢ fairs that include best management practice (BMP) presence, issues of
¢omeatrsfion time, or hydmgtaph ~¢s determine which time span is appropriate for event
malysis. Watershed-spedfic factors require consideration of both spatial arid temporal scale issues,
oRen requiring multiple locations and multiple or sequenced sampling to [a, ovide useful long-term
assessment results. The weightings are applied by multiplying a test’s score for each of the criteria
by the wdghfing faotors appropriate for the tier of interest to give a weighted score. The weighted
scores are then summed to give a total score that can be compared with tkat for other tests.
Table 4-8. Weighting Factors for Intra-Event Test Selection Criteria

Previous application to wet weather events
Response induction time

3
5

3
5

3
5

Endpoint measurtm~t time
Trac.king ~
Ecological ret~mme of endpoint
Ecological relevance - in-stream impa~

4
5
1
1

3
3
3
3

1
3
5
5

Precision- ~
Precision- reproduc~y
~

3
3
4

4
3
5

5
4
~

Contaminant specificity

4

4

4

Standard method available

2

4

4

co~ ofimplemex~ u~

5

3

3

Unit co~ of co~ te~

5

3

3
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4.6

Example Application of Test System Sdection Method~y

The tes~ system ~ was appfied to a rm~ ~tests fi~m the candida~) tests listed in Section 4.2
for the intm-event time scale to ascertain which tests we~ most l~Sy to be suitable ~ ~1~ ~
a test ~. Table 4-9 shows the ~ scores for potential intra-event time-scale basic screening
tests.

From the data, it was evident ti~ only a limited mmber of cost-effect~" techniques bad response
combined with a high tracking ~. Only gene~-al metabolic enzymes (such as the inhil:~on of ~-

movement) can provid~ rapid reslxms~ but the ~ cab be affected by’ physico-che~cai changes

associa~ with wet ~ m~ts (such as ctmnges in ~ conc~iry or suspended sofids)
rather than toxicity. Changes in dissolwd oxygen, which might be of significance in terms of receiving

Behaviorally-based automatic monitoring systems, such as those using loccm~o’don in &phni& (Knie,
1982) and fish (Baldwin, 1990) and she~valve dosurv in ~ can provide contimom data in real
the capital inws~m~e~t ~ to purchase these monitors is gemer~, hi~ Fm’thermore, the

The use of clams or nmssels is poss~ole with commev~ available produ,~-~s (e.g, Mussel Monitor),
and these systems bev~ proven rdiable and robust. Fmh monitors re~ire considerable time for
operation, covering fish lmsban~, cah2rafion, and maimenance. Nonetheless, the need for confimmus
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Table 4-9. Weighted Scores for Candidate Basic Screening Test Systems for Intra-Event Time-Scale Assessment
Criterion
Microtox

Previous application to wet w. events
Response induction time
Endpoint measurement time
Tracking capability
Ecological relevance of test endpoint
Ecological relevance - instream impact
Precision-replicability
Precision - repeatability
Precision - reproducibility
Sensitivity
Contaminant specificity
Standard method available
Response certainty
Cost of implementing test
Unit cost of conducting test
[TOTAL SCORE
[ (% of maximum score)
I

C. dubia
IQ

Locomotion in
invertebrates

Valve position in
clams or mussels

Ventilation fi’equency_
in fish

6
20
16
10
1
0
12
9
9
16
8
6
8
5
20

0
10
16
10
1
0
12
9
ID
8
4
6
4
15
20

0
20
16
20
0
0
N/A
ID
ID
ID
ID
4
8
0
10

3
20
16
20
0
0
N/A
ID
ID
16
8
4
8
0
10

3
20
16
20
0
0
N/A
ID
ID
ID
ID
4
8
0
5

146
(73%)

115
(58%)

78
(39%)

105
(58%)

76
(38%)

ID - insufficient data, N/A - not applicable
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Although wadifional lethality tests of 24 to 48-hour duration are inappropriate for intra-even~ testing,
previous studies (Abel, 1980a, b; Abel, and Gardner 1986; Jarvinen, Tanner, and Kline, 1988) have

shown that episodic expomre (that is short-term contaminam exposure (<4 h) followed by exposure

to non-~ .... :~t_~ con~ons) ~an cause s~nificant lethality. The~ore, resear~ has be(m carried
out to assess the ~ of modified lethality-based tests with standard WET test o~ that

are appropriate to the intra-ev~t time s~ale (see Cl~r S.O).
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SUMMARY INFORMATION ON METHOD DEVELOPMENT AND
APPLICATION
5.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, a series of key test selection criteria, based on both wet-weather event
assessment and general testing requirements, was developed. Two of the key criteria were: (1)
previous application to wet weather events; and (2) time scale of response ~riteria. Unfortunately,
these criteria were seldom met, particularly for test application at the intra-event. This in.cared
a need for development of methods for time-scale based approaches m toxicity assessment.

The shortfall in existing test systems reilects the fact that they were laxgely developed for assessmeaxt
of’contimaous e~omm to ¢o~a~ma~ through an organism-based approach As identified earlier,
the requirements for assessment of episodic exposure to contaminants, as in wet-weather evenIs,
demand a time scale of response approach Table 5-1 summarizes the key differences between the
two approaches requir~l for assessing continuous and episodic events.
As part of this project, research was initiated to develop or modify testing, analysis, and
interpretation methods to support time-scale analysis and to fill the shortfall in existing testing or
analysis systems. Methods d~w~loped are outlined in this chapter and descn~I in detail in
Appendix B. This research also involved an e~temive field program ~hat incorporated assessments
ranging from analysis of samples from storm events to in sire exposure of organisms and watershed
focused bioassessmeats.

Framework for Assessing Ttme-Scale Effects of Wet Weather Discharges
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Table 5-I. Differences Between Continuous and Episodic Event A~sessment Approaches
Characterization
Exposure regime

Continuous exposure
¯ co~ exposure to
c.onlaminants (concentration
might fluctuate)

Episodic exposure
¯ intermittent exposure to
contaminants, with fluctuating
con~ons during exposure

(BMP may even out
iuctuation)
Test regime

Sampling regime

¯ organism-based approach
¯ standard tests (WET)

¯ "lime scale of response"
approach
¯ modified tests (time scale to
match exposure time)

¯ site specific

¯ storm driven

¯ can target toxicity variability
¯ long-term composite samples
appropriate

¯ focus on concentration or
toxicity peaks
¯ intra-event analysis requires
time-sequenced or flowweighted grab samples
(composites for longer events)
or flow-weighted composites

Time-Scale Toxicity
5.2.1

Im:roducfion

As discussed in Chapter 2.0, existing standard methodologies for toxicity testing generally rely on
test systems tha~ operate on time scales that are not appropriate for the full range of time scales
required for wet-we=her event analyses. A major thrust of this project was to evaluate new methods
and adapt existing standard methods to the shorter time-scales of relevance to wet-weather intra-

Laboratory experiments were conducted zo investigate the effect of short (or pulse) exposures to a
range of contaminant concenUmJons. These concentrations provided a wide range of exposures,
including some concentrations that are higher than might be expected in wet-weather discharges.
These toxicity experiments were not intended to represent the full complexily of wet weather
discharges, rather they were designed to assess short exposure effects using comamJnants known
to occur in stormwater runofE The exposure method placed test organisms in a test solution for
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different time periods (up to 240 minutes) and then removed the organisms to clean water for postexposure obsercafion. These experiments focused on lethal effects but also included sublethal

effects, such as reproduction, enzyme inla’bition, and growth. Table 5-2 shows a summary of the
range of experiments performed. Contaminant concentrations used were multiples of
experimentally-developed 24-hour LC~o concentrations. Organism responses were compared
between species, between contaminants, and between differing stock cultures and laboratory
facilities. The research then ~ttempted to connect the results to actual episodic pollution events,

through the sampling and analysis of urban stormwater runoff evems.
5.2.2

PE-LETso

5.2.2.1

Determination

A new test and metric for the analysis of time-scale toxicity was developed and applied. The
proposed Post-Expomre Lethal Exposure Time for 50% of the population (PE-LETso) adapts the

LTs0 (or time to death) test methodology specifically to the analysis of episodic pollution events.
The PE-LET~o test, like the LT~o test, uses the exposure duration as the test variable; however, the
PE-LET~o test used for stormwater analysis attempts to adjust test exposure duration to more closely
mat~ those of the event. Since episodic pollution events are typically brief (on the order of hours

to days), and the duration of pollutant transients during the event are much shorter (minmes to
hours), the PE-LETso test procedure uses short exposure durations. When short-exposure durations
are used, it is also necessary to incorporate post-exposure observation, for it has been found that
short e~posures to toxi~nts ~ delay effects or allow organism recovery (Abet, 1980a, b; Abel and
Gardner, 1986; Jarvinen, Tanner, and Kline, 1988).

The proposed PE-LET~0 test exposes test organisms to a sample of stormwater, similar to the
effluent sample used in a whole efuent test. Typically, several grab samples are collected during
an event and exposure times in the test adjusted to sample/event characteristics to provide short
exposures (on the order ofminntes to hours). ARer the allotted exposure duration, test organisms
are removed and placed in clean water and observed during a post-exposure period. The postexposure period is long enough to observe the ultimate effect of all samples. Data are then analyzed
to obtain the expomre duration that produces the median lethal response in the post-exposure period,
the PE-LETso. The PE-LET~ is the exposure time necessary to produce 50% lethality of the test
population at the end ofthe post-exposure observation period. The PE-LET~0 is similar to the LT~o
metric, yet the exposm’e durations are discrete, sho~ and response measm’ed at the end of a postexposure period. The PE-LET~0 is compared to other common metrics in Table 5-3.
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Table 5-2. Summary of Supplemental Time-Scale Toxicity Experiments l~erformed

(m~/L)
H.. azteca

C dub~a

P. promglas

UIUC

Cd

0.06, 0.19, 0.4, 0.6,
1.0, 1.9

15, 30, 60, 120,
180, 240

leChafity

Zn

2.0, 6.4, 13.34, 20,
33.3, 64

15, 30, 60, 120,
240

lethality

UNT

Cd

0.06, 0.19, 0.4, 0.6,
1.9

15, 60, 240

lethality

UIUC

Cd

0.37, lag, 2.5, 3.7,
6.0, 11.84

15, 30, 60, 120,
240

lethality,
reprockt~on,

Zn

0.15, 0.4, 1.0, 1.5,
2.5, 4.8

15, 30, 60, 120,
240

l~hafity

Phenol

I0, 32, 66.7, I00,
167, 320, 500

15, 30, 60, 120,
240

lethality

UNT

Cd

0.37, 1.18,2.5,3.7,
6.0, 11.84

15,30, 60, 120,
240

lethality

UIUC

Cd

0.4, 1.28, 2.67, 4.0,
6.67, 12.8

15, 30, 60, 120,
240

lethaLity, growth

UIUC = Unive~’sity of Illinois, Urbana-~aign, UNT = University ofNorth Te~zas.
5.2.2.2

Application

A series of experiments was performed with cadmium and zinc to develop the PE-LET~o.testing and
ansylsis procedures. These tests revealed that following short Cd and Zn exposure, effects increased
during the post-exposure period as evidenced by PE-LET~o values that d~mas~ asymptotically
w/tin increasing post-exposure measurement time. The asymptotic value approached by the PELET~o is termed the ultimate PE-LET~0, or the exposure duration that ultimately produces a 50%
lethal effect. As the post-exposure measm’emem time increased, the measured PE-LET~o value more
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closely aPlm3ximated to the ultimatevalue. PE-LET~0 values stabilized at 24 to 96 h post-exposure.
In general, the 48-h PE-LETs0 closdy approximated the ultimate PEoLETs0 value.

Table 5-3. Comparison of PE-LET~e Metric to Other Metrics in Use or Proposed for Use

Metric

pe-LT~o
’ 2~LT~

Test conditions

Test characteristic
measured

single ~=ntim
Single ¢onmm~m

exposure
Lethality

S~e~
~~a~of
~ ~~ ~

~m20~-

Infornmtion provided

F’~ure 5-1 shows an example plot of PE-LET~o values for H. azteca exposed to cadmium. Further
detail on the application of the method can be found in Appendix B.
5.2.3

Event Toxicity Unit

5.2.3.1

Dete~nation

The PE-LET~ toxicity test assesses the toxicity of an individual sample collected during an episodic
pollution event in units of time (the time of exposure to the sample necessary to produce a 50%
effect during aset post-exposure period). If’the levd oftoxidty (and therefore the PE-LETso value)
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during the event was constant, then the toxicity of the entire event could be quantified as a ratio of
the event duration to the PE-LET~0 value of a sample ~om the event~ This ratio would be a
[unensionless parmneter that relates the duration of the event to the exposure duration necessary to
produce a 50% lethal effect, the PE-LET~o. A ratio of exactly one would indicate tha~ the duration
of the event was equal to the duration of exposure necessary to produce a 50% effect. A ratio
greater than one indicates that the event would be expected to produce >50% effect in the test
population. A ratio less than one indicates that the event did not produce exposure conditions
(~oxicity, duration, or combination of both) necessary to produce a 50% effect. This parameter
would increase with increasing event duration and with increasing magnitude of event toxicity
(measured by the PE-LETs0).

1OOO0

0.6 mgZL

-’’=-- --

~:

0.19 mg/L

10,
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Post-exposure Measurement "lime (hr)

140

160

Figure 5-1. Change in PE-LET~ over Tune for H. a~teca Cd Exposure

The level of toxicity during episodic events, however, is not consl~t, and the PELET~0,therefore,varies with time throughout the event. To obtain the same useful time/PE-LETso
ratio in this case, the PE-LET~o must be defined as a function of time. This is done by performing
PE-LET~o testing on samples collect.ed sequentially throughout the event. The time/PE-LETso ra~o
is then derived in this case by integrating the function 1/PE-LETso over time. This ratio has been

termed the event toxicity unit (ETU). Figure 5-2 shows an example ETU calculation_
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F’~ure 5-2. Example C~iculation of an Event Toxicity Unit (ETU)

intensity, and sequence of toxic conditions. The ETU analysis does not require a detailed knowledge
of contaminant concentrations throughout the event. Furthermore, ETU can also compare actual
event conditions with reference exposure situations of known toxicity.
5.2.3.2

Application

ETU analysis w~s applied to a series oftin~varying concentrations of Cd and Zn. Sixteen exposure
regimes, including Cd and Zn exposures that varied in concentration and duration, were tested.
exposures consisted of three sequential exposures to v’aying concentrations of Cd and/or Zn for
varying durations. Ofthe sixteen exposure scenarios, ETU v-~lues ranged fi:om 0.42 to 1.81.
ETU analysis was also performed on samples collected fi’om urban stormwater discharge events in
Texas and Ohio. Samples were collected fi’om a storm sewer that drsins a 48-acre urban/’mdus~’ial
area of Fort Worth, Texas, that is a tn~uta~ of the Trinity River. Samples fi’om this site were
collected at 30-minute intervals dining a four-hour storm event. Samples were siso collected fi’om
a stream in Ohio that drains a highly devleoped, although predominantly suburban, watershed of
approximately 11,600 acres. At this site, time-composited samples were collected during an
extended storm event. Sub-samples were collected every 1S minutes for six hours, comprising a
single composite. Four composke samples were available for each 24-hour period.
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For the Texas site, the PE-LET~o values were calculated for six samples that showed significant
toxicity in screening tests. Other samples during the event that showed little or no toxicity in 48-h
screening tests were assumed to have very high PE-LET~o values and, therefore, the I/PE-LET~o
value approached zero. The ETU for this storm was 0.98, indicating that the toxicity was at a level
expected to cause 5(P,4 lethal effect to C. dubia. The toxicity results for the Ohio site produced an
ETU of 3.28. This event surpassed the magnitude and duration necessary for 50°,4 lethal effect by
more than a f~tor of thr~. It should be noted that even though the degree of toxicity in the Texas
samples was greater than that in samples fi’om the Ohio site (based on 1/PE-LET~o values), the
severity of the Ohio event was much greater due to the longer duration of the event.
Basic Screening Test Evaluation
5.3.1

Introduction

A major criterion for time-scale toxicity analysis is the response time of the test system, in particular
the need for a test to respond to the short time scales of e~posure in stormwater discharges. Two
test systems were evaluated as additional basic screening tools in time-scale toxicity analysis, the
"IQ" test using Ceriodaphn~a dubta and the Microtox assay.
5.3.2

Cer~odap/mia dub~a IQ Test

The "IQ" assay is an inhfi~on quotient assessment, which measures activity of the enzyme ~gslactosidase. Test organisms are fed an enzyme substrate, which is cleaved by the enzyme,
producing a fluorescent product. The degree of fluorescence, therefore, is a measure of enzyme
activity. The time required for response induction is approximately 15 minutes. Testing conducted
with Cerlodaphnia dubia showed a~ivity was generally inhibited directly following the exposure
period, yet enzyme activity was restored during the following 48 hours. The maximmn percent

effect generally increased with increasing exposure times and with increasing Cd concentrations.
The mean time of maximum enzyme inlffoition was 3.30 hours (with a 95% confidence interval of
2.65 to3.96) af~r the onset of e~ure. Since several of the exposure timeswere less than 3 hours,

oRen the maxinmm percent effect was not reached until after the exposure period had ende~ For

these very short exposure periods, the enzyme in~’bition was actually lower directly ~er the
expomre period, reached a maximum approximately 2 to 4 hours later, and then agsin decreased as

the organisms recovered. This time gives some indication of the total time for the transfer of
toxicants to the site of action and response manifestation--an important benefit of the IQ assay in

time-scale toxicity.
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5.3.3

Nficrotox Assay

A common finding of Microtox assays of stormwater samples w~s the occurrence of stimulation
rather than the expected inln~oition ofbioluminscence~ and this issue was investigated to determine
the possible cause. These investigations indicated that the stimulation observed could be due to
hormesis~a stimulation occuning as a result of exposure to mild toxic~y. Hormesis has been
docum~ted r~p~atedly (~t~bbing~ 1982), although it is not fully und~stood.

Analysis of stormwater samples in this study produced a reasonably consistent stimulation in the
Microtox assay. The consistency of response suggested a more detailed examination of low
concentration response with the Microtox assay would provide suf~dent information to identify an
increased ~ of response not previously reported. A series of studies was initiated to
evaluate stimulation/hormes~s in the Microtox assay. Six metal contaminants (Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, Ni,
and Zn) along with phenol and sodium lauryl sulfate were tested using procedures consistem with
scroening lev¢l testing used in this project.
The experknents supported the conclusion that it is possa~ole to quantify stimulation at low exposure
levels, and, for several contaminants, a concentration-response relationship could be idemified for
the range of exposure concentrations. It was also apparent from this research that the frequency and
magnitude of induced stimulation was affected by several factors. Some comaminams produced
more stinmlstion than others, particularly Cr and the organic compounds, phenol and sodium lanryl
mlle. When the stimnlation levers observed in these experiments were compsred with stimulation
levels observed in stormwater sampling, no single contaminant produced maximum stimulation
levels observed in stormwater (up to 60%). Further resting with binary mixtures and simulated
stormwater confirmed the utility of using the stimulation response in the Microtox assay as a basic

5.4

Advanced Screening Tools

5.4.1

Inn’oduction

The time-scale toxicity testing protocol adopted in this research inifi"""""~y calls for basic screening
tests, then application of advanced tier testing to confirm toxicity and address issues of impact,
sotzoe id~’~on, and ~ options. In this research, advanced tier testing uses advanced
screening tools to compleme~ basic ~ tools. However, the advanc~ tools do not necessarily
The following discussions review a number of advanced ~ tools evahamd as a part of this
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research. These tools range f~om advanced toxicity screening tools, such as toxicity identification
evaluation (TIE), to the application of sewer models to assist in both ideatifying sources of

contaminams and defining approaches to sampling sewers based on source location and flow
concentration time. A mmaber of advanced screening tools, including toxicity testing and analysis
schemes and other methodologies, have been developed or evaluated in this research to ide=~tify

sources and causes of to .xicity (Figure 5-3).
5.4.2

Wam~hed Modeling--Storm Sewer Model

A watershed focus in time-scale toxicity testing incorporates the sense of land use and location in
application of the time-scale toxicity assessment protocol. In urban watersheds, one of the factors
that can alter fundamen~ ~ate~hed ~cs is the presence of storm sewe~. Storm sewers,
by design, collect runoff from areas where land use and other activities might influence its quality
and deliver it to a single Iocatio~ Foram~ely, sewers have been the focus of modeling efforts
around the world so it is pos~le to predict the dynamics of sewer flow in a way that assists in timescale toxicity assessme~s. For example, the sewer model can accta’ately predict concentration times
for flows from different areas of the watershed. Using this information, it is pos.~’ble to connect a
sewer model with time-sequenced sampling at the discharge to identify possible sources of

toxi~y/co~on_

Figure 5-3. Advanced Screening Tools
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Application of an available model is oRen a compromise between detail and availability of model

input and the expected use of model output. As this project evolved fi~om a focus on in-stream
=mlysis of time-scale toxicity to include in-pipe and near-out~ assessment, a need developed to
model outfail hydrology to assist in both interpretation of toxicity during storm events, and
l:~dietion oftoxicity as affected by storm sewer system characteristics. The focus on the I~,,~=~Lake Storm Sewer (KLSS) required an analysis of the sewer"tn’buta~ system to identify possible
~otn~es ofcontandnanm. Furthermore, modeling suggested itself as a means to supplement toxicity
testing with information on sewer dynamics that would assist in developing eonmminanl source and
fr~luency and duration of exposure information.
The most widely used model for this type of analysis is the Stormwater Management Model
(SWMM). Ullforttmately, SWMM is a complex model that requires input data detail that was not
readily available for this project. A second model, the llfinois Urban Drainage Area Simulator
OLLUDAS) was developed locally, had minimal input data requirements, and was supported locally.
II,LUDRAIN (Ver 2.10) was applied to the KLSS system. Model sensitivity was tested for different
antecedent moisture condition (AMC) for several storms. The effect of rainfall amount was
investigated using three storms, the one-year, two-hour rainfall, a moderate storm event, and a storm
of low intensRy. The application of]LLUDRAIN found that the model is sensitive to the percent
grassed area in a watershed. Further, the model provides an option for identifying local mrfac~
hydrographs. The local hydrograph was found to be use~ in identifying potential sources of
contaminants by relating contaminant concentrations observed to the concentration time associated
with watershed locations.
5.4.3

Toxicity Modeling

5.4.3.1

Introduction

Literature reports and observations made during field testing on this project and a general analysis
ofcontam~mnt/hydrograph relationships identified through the literann~ review suggest that toxicity
du~ng a storm-related hydrograph should be predictable. To this end, a simple predictive model of
site-specitic receiving system toxicity associated with storm events was developed. The model was
used to assess the expected toxicity of heavy metals in receiving systems. This simplified model did
not predict metal speciafion or the presence of biologically available metal concentrations. The
model simply related expected change in conemmation to toxic potential based on published criteria.
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5.4.3.2

Hydrograph-Based Toxicity Model

The underlying concept for the development of this model was that it was poss£ole to use regional
hydrologic information to describe hydrograph characteristics. Further, it was possible to Izanslate
expected contaminant concentration into a toxicity unit (TU) and provide an additive estimate of
event toxicity. The model completes an estimation of a hydrograph from a partial specific=ion of
hydrograph characteristics. On the basis of this projection and estimates of contaminant input, the
model then estimates the expected stream toxicity during runoff events. The hydrograph is a
function of the total available overland flow supply, mbmrface flow, groundwater flow, slope of
the overland and steam segments, and geomet~ of channels, which can be separated into two
elements, a rising limb and a recession lhnb. To convert predicted or actual contaminant
concentrations to effect estimates the toxic unit (TU) defined by the US EPA (1991) was used. A
TU is =a measure of toxicity in an effluent as determined by the acute toxicity units or chronic
toxicity units measured" and is simply a reciprocal of the LC~0 or the no observable effect
concentration (NOEC). In this model, the acute toxicity unit based on published criteria was used.
An initial model predicted TU values for only one contaminant where TU values were required as
model input. The model was modified to allow prediction for five comaminants typical of
stormwater discharges (1~b, Cr, Cd, Zn, and Cu), which used the concentration of a contaminant as

an input value, not a specified TU. The model did not account for physical or chemical factors that
affect biological availabifity of metals; it simply predicted the toxicity of metals based upon
concentzazions reported in the literature as being toxic. The revised model calculates a oamulative
toxicity using a simple additive assumption and added the ability tO model storm events that produce

multiple peaks.
The model was used as a tool to assist in developing a conceptual base for time-scale toxicity
analysis. For example, a first flush might be expected to produce an initial peak in toxicity followed
by a rapid decrease and low levels oftoxichy in the remainder of the storm event. Another possible
time-scale toxicity scenario finds a second peak of toxicity in a storm event when previously
monitoring data, the presence of a first-flush-related toxicity was confirmed. Monitoring also
confirmed tOxicity later in the hydrograph The model continues to be useful in providing a
iT analytical tool to determine what changes are needed in initial assumptions to assist in
interpreting po~le causes of an observed time-scale toxicity result for a storm event.
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5.4.3.3

Organism-Based Toxidty Model

Many toxicky models appearing in the literature are based on first-order kinetics of toxic uptake and
depuratio~ These models connnonly represent the organism as a single compartment that can
ingest, store, and excrete a toxicant. According tO this type of model, a toxic endpoint, such as
mortality, occurs when the tissue concentration reaches a critical concentration. LC~o predictions
are based on uptake and deputation rates obtained 1~om the literature or e0cperimental dam.
The model developed as a part of this research was used to predict toxic effects resulting from timevariant Zn concentrations. To test this application, the model was applied to data obtained from the
Fort Worth field campaign in May, 1995. The model predicted significant Zn toxicity at the
industrial site based on predicted total Zn acxamaulatio~ These results are also consistent with the
ETU value of 1.05, which would indicate a highly toxic event.
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STUDY SITE SUMMARY INFORMATION
6.1

Introduction

This chapter provides information on the project study sites. The main site was the Copper Slough
Watershed near Champaign, Hlinois. Regional study sites were the Trinity River Watershed in Fort
Worth, Texas, and the Cuyahoga River Watershed near Cleveland, Ohio. In-pipe samples were
obtained from the Kaufman Lake Storm Sewer (KLSS) in the Copper Slough watershed and at three
locations on the Trinity River watershed (Cra, Eastern Hills, and Pylon). Receiving water samples
were taken from the Copper Slough, Sycamore Creek (a m’butary to the Trinity River in Fort Worth,
Texas), and 1Villi Creek (a tn~outary to the Cuyahoga River in Cleveland, Ohio).
6.2

Copper Slough Watershed

The Copper Slough is a tributary of the Kaskaskia River-near Champaign, Illinois. The Copper
Slough watershed has been the subject of detailed hydrologic, geomorphic, and fisheries analyses
for several years and was a National Urban RunoffProgram (NURP) study site. The Copper Slough
drainage area is approximately 41 km2. Land use in the watershed is about 40°/6 urban and 60%
agriozlawaL The stream originates in the northwest comer of the City of Champaign, flows through
a predominantly urban area for approximately 2 kin, and then flows through agricultural and
mburban areas to its confluence with the Kaskaskia River. A number of storm sewer ouffafis enter
the Copper Slough in the upstream, urbanized area~ Downstream, the Copper Slough is influenced
by a sewage treatment plant (STP) outfidl and urban and agricultural runoff. Two main study sites
were located in the Copper Slough watershed (Figure 6- I). The first study site was associated with
the Urbana-Champaign Sanitary District Southwest Sewage Treatment Plant in the lower Copper
Slough watershed, approximately 1 km upstream fi’om the Copper Slough, Kaskaskia River
confluence. The second study site was the KLSS System, located in an upstream area of the Copper
Slough watershed, approximately 4 km upstream l~om the STP site.
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Figure 6-1. Copper Slough Watershed
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6.2.1

STP Study Locations

Fidd studies were ~ in the Copper Slough Watershed in 1994 focusing on downstream (STP)
study locations. Two stations were chosen th~ represented receiving system, multiple discharge
conditions. One was located 100 m below the STP, called "downstream (DS)" herein. The DS
location was selected as a maximmn impact station, subject to normal stormwater flows and
events). A second station approximately 100 m upstream from the STP outfall, called "upstream
(US)" herein, was selected to provide an indication of urban and agricultm-al stormwater effects in
the absence of STP discharges. Smnmaries of storm events assessed at these stations are provided
in Tables 6-1 and 6-2.
Sampling at the downstream locations included time sequenced water samplin~ artificial substrate
sampling for macroinvenebr~es, in sire deployments of invertebrates and fish, and real-time
moff~ofing~the A.~a~c clam, Corbicula. A continuous record ofleve[, temperature, dissolved
oxygen (DO), pH, and conductivity was kept from May, 1994, to November, 1995, with the
exception of winter months when ice prevented probe deployment and maintenance.
The ~ Lake Storm Sewer System

6.2.2

The KLSS system included a storm sewer that discharged into a short channel, which then drained
into the main channel of the Copper Slough (Figure 6-2). The storm sewer outlet had a diameter
ofapp~o~huately 1.25 m with continuous flow during dry weather. Although dry weather flow may
be due to ground w~er infiltration, there is also the posm~ility of flow maintenance by discharge
fi~om local indus,. Immediately downstream f~om the sewer outlet, the channel was wide with a
well-established pool with a maximum low-flow depth of appro~ 1 m The site is unusual,
because the sewer discharge is to a short tn’butary to the Copper Slough that parallels the reference

by side, ~ both laboratory testing of collected water samples (see Section 7.3.5) and in
studies using both WET species (eriodap/m~ dubS,//.~/el/a aztec~ and the fathead minnow) and
local spe~es (see Section 8.4.1). Further, the storm sewer discharges into the pool produced
conditions where sediment ~es allowing location of in si~ sediment toxicity assays (see

Section 8.5. !).
At the KLSS, a number of locations were used to monitor receiving water toxicity:
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A reference site on the Copper Slough (CS REF) approximately 50 m above the confluence
with the KLSS tributary outlet;

¯

A second reference site used for one biosurvey,

¯

A site just downstream (CONFLUENCE) of the point where the discharge channel joins the
Copper Slough;

¯

A main downstream site (DS MID) about 100 m downstream of the confluence with the
KLSS basin outlet; and

¯

Another site further downstream (DS BRIDGE).

Table 6-3 mmnna.dz~ the toxicity test data and hydrograph information for storm events at the
KLSS in 1995 and 1996. In the study, ten storm events were sampled during the period 7/4/95 to
7/21/96 to provide information on seasonal effects on in-pipe toxicity. Table 6-4 summarizes the
toxicity data (Mierotox, C. dub~a IQ and lethality tests) obtained for the receiving water samples
taken at the KLSS system during an intensive two-week sampling program between 5/20/96 and
6/1/96.

6.3

Trinity River (Fort Worth) Watershed

Four locations were monitored in the Trinity River watershed during a two-week field campaign in
May 1995: Sycamore Creek, Cra, Pylon, and Eastern I-fills. A field trailer provided by Fort Worth
Departnm~ of Environmental Management (FWDEM) was located at the Sycamore Creek site and
served as a base of operations. The Sycamore Creek ~e was monitored continuously during the
field campaign using both a Datasonde mulfiprobe and the Mussel Monitor. Two sites (Cra and
Pylon) were also continuously monitored with a Datasonde multiprobe. At Eastern I-Rlls, stage
height was continuously monitored. Two storm events on 5/2/96 and 5/27/96 were sampled at all
sites and tested for toxicity using the Microtox, . dub~a IQ and lethality tests. Subsequent events
on 7/9/96 and 8/9/96 were sampled by FWDEM at the Cra site and analyzed. Table 6-5 provides
a summary of storm events monitored in the Trinity River (Fort Worth) studies.
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Figure 6-2. Diagram of Kaufman Lake Sites
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Table 6-1. Summary of 1994 Storm Events Monitored in the Copper Slough Watershed (US and DS Stations)
’Storm date Hydrograph
,peak heisht

Dunttion of
elevated flow
(time to 4~"
,lope)

Antecedent
condition~
(time since
prevlout
event)

Conductivity profile Diuolved oxygen profile
(concentration~ in
mS/era)

Miemtox toxicity tm

Rotife~ toxicity test

upstream downstream ulna’earn

618/94

0.8, m

5.5 hr~

9d

drop 0.7 to 0.4

drop I ! ms/I to 9 mff/i

6/23/94

0.85m

3hr~

4d

O,~m

~,~ lu~

~Od

drop 0.7 to 0.3
~op 0,? to03

.o ol~ervable efl’e~t

7/21/94

2~
8/26/94

10.4m

I.Sh,

22d

!drop 0.8 to 0.65

8/28/94

0.95 m

4.5 hr~

2d

drop 017 to 0.3

9/16/94

1.3m

3.Shn

18d

drop 0.8 to 0.2

9/26/94
10/8/94

1.4m
0.$m

6hr~
?h~

10 d
12d

drop 0.6 to 0.1
drop 0.7 to 0.2

10/I 8/94

0.9m

6 hn

9d

drop 0.4 to 0.2

m~/I me~,eam 12 mWI to 15
drop 1 !
<5 m~/i fo~ 3 hr~
drop 7 mWI to <6 m8/10
but followin| diurnal b’end
inhere 6 m~/I to 8 m~ii
drop 9 mWI to 7 msiI
<2hr~
mak curtailed

il/9/94

1.2m

24hr~

3d

drop 0.5 to 0.16

held low

Hyalella toxicity test

dowmtream upetream downstream

lq

lmp? m~/I Io <~ m~l,
<~ m~/I for 6
2 ~lf~4.~ ~ .............

Y - apparent storm related toxic effect
N - no storm related toxic effect
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Y

Y

Y

N

N

lq

lq

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

.

Table 6-2. Summary of 1995 Storm Events Monitored in the Copper Slough Watershed (US and DS Stations)
Date of
Storm

Site Location

Peak Stage Height
Increase (m)

Storm Duration
(hr)

Time Since Previous
Storm Event (days)

Sampling Interval
(min)

2/27/95

US
DS

-0.16

6
6

8
8

30
30

Microtox
Toxicity
Test
N
N

3/20/95

us
DS

o. 18
0.17

4
4

13
13

30
30

N
N

3/22/95

US
DS

0. ! 5
0.14

3
3

3
3

30
30

N
N

-

N
N

7/4/95

US

0.16

3

9

30

N

Y

Y

10/23/95

US

0.21

4

5

30

N

Y

Y
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C.dubia
IQ
Test

C.dub~a
Lethality
Test
N
N
N
N

Table 6-3. Summary of the Storm Event Monitored at the Kaufman Lake Storm Sewer (Copper Slough Watershed)
Date
and time
of storm

Stage
height
increase
(m)

Storm
duration
(hours)

AnteceAent
dry period
(days)

Prestorm
value

Microtox
Samples showing
toxicity

Prestorm
values

Time (h) % effect
7/4/95
- I ! .15

7/23/95 10.20

0,1

0.31

3.0

3

9

19

0

0

-

Time (h)
|0

0.7

54.6

0.92

40.2

. dubla IQ
Samples showing toxicity

I0

% effect

0.53r 0.83
! .3, 3

90
80

I, 1.5, 2.7, 3.2,
3.7
1.2, 2.2, 2.33,
2.5
!.7, 2
1.8
2.8
3.5
0.2, 0.25, 0.28,
0.33r 0.37r 0.45
0.42
0.5, 1.1
0.58, 0.92
0.77, !
0.83, 1.2
0.17, 0.7

40
30
20

. dubla lethality
PreSamples showing
storm
toxicity
values
Time (h) % effect
60
50

70

0.92r 1.17
0.75, !.08,
1.25
0.83

60

1.0,1.42

30

50
40
30
20
90

2.75

20

0.36

60

0.5
0.42
’ 0.~4~, 0.7,
0.77, 1.0

50
40
20

70
60
50

0

0

40

Table 6-3, cont. Summary of the Storm Event Monitored at the Kaufman Lake Storm Sewer (Copper Slough Watershed)
Date
and time
of storm

10/23/96.
19.10

2/26/96
-19.30

Stage
height
increase
(m)

0.2

0.3

Storm
duration
(hours)

4

4

Antecedent
dry period
(days)

5

>6

Prestorm
value

-8.1

-29.4

3/24/96
- 19.00

0.01

5

4

0

5/23/96
- 8.30

0.2

9

5

0

Microtox
Samples showing
toxiGity
Time (h)

% effect

0.5

25.2

0.67
0.75

24.5
23.4

1.83
1.92

57
55

1.67
2.5
0.17, 2. !
1.75
2.25
!.58
0.58

50
48
47
42
36
33
24

0.58
0.67
0.42

87.4
64.9
43.9

Prestorm
values

15

10

C. dubia IQ
Samples showing toxicity

Time (h)

% effect

!,1.1,1.2, 1.25,
1.33r 1.5,2
!.6, 1.7, |.8
0.9, 1.4, 1.75,
1.9
0.38, 1.33
0.33, 0.42 0.5,
1.2~ 3
i .25

85

Prestorm
values

~. ~lubia lethality
Samples showing
toxicity
Time 0t)

% effect

0.42

50

0

75
55
40
30
20

i0

0.92
0.5, 0.58
0.67, 0.75

50
40
30

0

!.08
0.92, 1.25
0.58
1.42, 5.5
2.0

80
50
40
30
20

0

Table 6-3, cont. Summary of the Storm Event Monitored at the Kaufman Lake Storm Sewer (Copper Slough Wate~hed)
Date
and time
of storm

6/!/96 17.20
6/23/96 2.30
7/14/96
- 12.40

7/21/96
I. 1.25

Stage
height
increase
(m)

Storm
duration
(hours)

Antecedent
dry period
(days)

Prestorm
value

Microtox
Samples showing
toxicity
Time (h)

% effect

Prestorm
values

Time (h)

2.5

5

4

-0.13

3.5

14

20

2.7

8

2

0

7

0

69.6
52.2
46.8
42.3
23.1
48
28.8
27.8
26
23.9
21.9’
21.6

10

!2

0.08
0.42
0.25
0.17
2.92
0.08
1.25
1.3
0.25
0.17
0.33
0.83

6-10

. dubla IQ
Samples showing toxicity

0

Prestorm
values

% effect

. dubia lethality
Samples showing
toxicity
Time (h) % effect

0

0.08
0.17, 0.33

80
20

0

0

0.5

20

Table 6-4. Summary of Toxicity Data for Water Samples Taken from Receiving Water Locations
at the Kaufman Lake System
CS Reference

CS Downstream

3ate

Time

Stage ht

~ay 20

1800

!.6

Spcond Microtox C.dubia IQ C.dubla
% effect % effect lethality
% effect
0,657
1.5
0
0

~lay 21

0

2.2

0.669

-0.07

10

0

600

2,6

0.613

2,6

20

0

900

0,61

2,6

0

10

1000

0.62

6.4

20

10

1040

0,54

! 1.4

100

1130

0.47

17.5

1230

0.44

1330
1430

~lay 23

Date

Time

Stage ht

Spcond Microtox C.dubla IQ
% effect
% effect

C.dubla
lethality
% effect

May 20 1800

-0.02

0.7

-4,8.

20

0

2100

0.01

0.7

11.5

0

0

May 21 300

0.04

0.7

1.6

20

0

May 23 930

3.9

0.63

-0.7

90

0

1030

3.9

0.61

2

40

0

0

! 100

3.8

0.61

-5.8

100

0

90

0

1200

3.6

0.59

4

80

0

4.4

0

10

1300

3,5

0.6

3

30

0

0.45

1.7

20

0

1400

3,5

0.62

2

20

0

0.47

-8.5

20

0

1500

3,4

0.64

-8.4

20

0

1800

4.7

0.27

25.3

10

20

May 26 ~230

0.19

0.47

-14,7

10

2100

4,6

0,35

4,8

0

10

2300

0.19

0.49

28.5

20

10

~4ay 27 200

3.2

0.54

9.7

0

10

May 27 )

0.15

0.53

13.5

10

0

June 1

1330

3,7

0,56

12

20

10

June I

1330

0.15

0,63

-0.3

0

0

1700

3.3

0.56

8.6

20

50

730

0.26

0.63

-6.1

0

0

1810

5,9

0.24

38.1

10

10

1810

0.49

0,34

14.3

20

10

1830

5.1

0.16

16.5

0

0

1830

0.39

0.22

9.7

0

0

1850

4.5

0.17

4.9

I0

0

1850

0.31

0.23

10.2

0

0

2030

4

0.27

-0.74

0

0

1930

0.23

0.27

-6.8

0

0

~lay 26

Table 6-5. Summary of the Storm Event Monitored at Locations on the Trinity River Watershed
LPItO

~’--~;

and lin~

hei~ld

of~orm

in.me

~

RlttO~]~

duration

&y pmiod

(h)

(d~y~)

(m)

’

MI~I~)X

Pro-

~xm

8ampll d~owin8

toxicity

valuta

Pro-

~tonn

(.;. ~HP~d IOOIIIIly

value~

Pro-

8amplt ~howtn8

mnn

toxl,Aty

vnlue~
’

’ Cra
5/24/96 17.15

0.06

2

>3

0

5/27/96 1.15

0.07

3

3

0

ND

2

>3

4

5/2/7/96 1.30

ND

2

3

0

5/24/96 1800
5/27/96 i.30

0.15

2

>3

0

O. I

3

3

0

2.5

25

5/27/96

0,22

3

3

0

4.5

!00

0.5
1.0

46.5
31.6

13

0.25-3.75
4.25-4.75

87
77

0

10

0.75
4.75
2.75
3.75
3.25
4.25

90
70
50
40
30
20

0

20

!.25
0.75r 1.75
2.25
2.75,3.25

70
40
30
20

0

7/9/96
8/9/96
Hills
5/24/96.
17,15

(.;. dl~i}fd [!~

8utopia ~howin8 toxicity

1.25

36

0

20

6-12

3.0
0.5r4.5

30
20

0
i0

0

1.5
1.0
0.5t2.5
0.08

60
50
30
20

0

1.25-$.25
0.75

-

100
63

6.3.1

Cra

The Cra watershed is approximately 47 acres dominated by industrial ]and use. Runofftln-ough this
watershed begins as sheet flow through an open, first-order ehatmet, picking up runoff from bar
ditches along a railroad and drainage from a ~ lot composed of industrial landfitl. Before
reaching the sampling site, the flow picks up drainage from 33rd Street. Industries located within
~on centers. Previous studies have indicated eomanfnafion from heavy metals and organics
atthis location. The sampling site at Cra was located ~t the mouth of a storm sewer near American
Ma~ Inc. just south of 33rd Street. The channel downstream from the sampling location
was dominated by emerge~ vegetation (car~). The channel substrate was sand to fine SL~t. Depth
at the sewer ouffaIl was 12 to 18 in. The Datasonde probe and hose intakes for the Sigma sampler
were attached to the bottom of the storm sewer pipe several feet upstream of its opening into the
main channel. The Sigma Sampler was positioned on the left overbank of the main channel in a
sampling cabinet instaIled by FWDEM for previous studies. Water quality measurements were
made at 15-rain intervals, and 500-mL water samples were pumped every 30 min during a storm

6.3.2

Easte~’a Hills

The Eastern IT.dis watershed is approximately 154 acres and consists primarily of residential areas.
Approximately 85% of the watershed is single family residences, while the remaining 15% is multifamily residences. The major sources of posm’ble contamination are residential sewage fi-om
overflowing manholes, n2u:ellmaeous materials present in streets, and pesticides and herbicides used
for lawn maintenance. The sampling site at Eastern Hills was a large storm sewer pipe located near
Weiler Boulevard. The Sigma Sampler was sectured on top of a drop box inlet with the hose inxake
positioned just upstream of the inlet. Since a Datasonde probe was not installed at this site, stage
readings were recorded by the Sigma sampler instead. A Druck pressure-sensitive probe was
connected to the sampler and submerg~ next to the hose intake to provide stage readings. The stage
was recorded every five minutes, and the stage readings were downloaded to a ]aptop computer at
regular intervals throughout the field observation period.

6.3.3

Pylon

The Pylon watershed is approximately 28 acres and encompasses industrial, as well as agricultmzl,
land uses. Various industries, including Graphic Arts, Rayon Industries, and Pepsi Cola Bottling,
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are locaxed within the watershed. Po~ ~’ried by runoff include pesticides, heavy metals, and
debris from parking lots. The Pylon sampling site was located near the comer of Meacham
Boulevard and Pylon Street along a straight channel reach of an unnamed, first-order stream. A
Sigma Sampler was installed on the right overbank of the stream. The Datasonde and the Signa
Sampler hose intake were positioned in the middle of the stream about 10 feet upstream of a
triangular weir. The stream c2mnnel was approximately 15 ft wide with a trapezoidal channel
consisling ofcxmcrete~ "Depth at theinsmmmnt location was app~ 1 ft. The presence of
had been recently removed as a part of regular maintenance activities of FWDEM Datasonde
meamrements were recorded every 15 minutes, and 500-mL water samples were collected every 30

6.3.4

Sycamor~ Crtmk

Sycamore Creek receives runoff fi’om a 30,000-acre watershed with mixed land use dominated by
~ and residential areas. The sampling lo~afion was approximately 2,500 R upstream f~om
the confluence with the Trinity ~ in a fourth- or fiRh-order stream channel. The substmte
materials varied fi’om sand to large cobble with concrete debris present. The stream channel wa~
approximately 60 fl wide with steep banks of 20 R. The reach sampled transitioned f~om a pool
through a riffle/run area around a simUow bencL Samples were near the leR bank (looking upstream)
in a main channel flow. Debris had acom~ed in the riparian vegetation indication previous
stream depths of 10 to 15 i~ The depth at the sampling location was approxinmtely 2 ~.
6.4

Cuyahoga River (Cleveland) Watershed

Mill Creek is a tn’butary of the Cuyahoga River (at River Mile 11.3 ), flowing east and then south
approximately 14.5 km through a completely urbanized watershed including all or part of the

following commux~es: Beachwood, Bedford Heights, Cleveland, Garfield Heights, Highlands
Hills, Maple Heigh~ North Randall, Orange, Shaker Heights, Solon, and Wm’rensv~le Heights. The

drainage area is approximately 11,600 acres with unmodified channel conditions for most of its
length. In general, sampling stations extended fi’om an upstream area affected mainly by residential

discharges through midstream stations subject to indusUial and CSO influence to a downstream
station near the Cuyahoga River.
Sampfing in Mill Creek was conducted by the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District, and samples
were sent ~o the University of Illinois for laborstory analysis. Stormwater samples were collected
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from four sites on MIll Creek dining tim 7/15/95 storm ~zxtt. These samples were tested for toxicity
ruing l~crotox, C dubia IQ and lethality tests. These analyses were part of a larger study assessing
the impact of storm discharges st 11 sites in the Mill Creek watershed. As part of the larger studies,
chemical analyses, toxicological testing, and benthic sarv~ were completed in 1995. Reporting
tm the ~ Creek Watershed Project is available t~om the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District
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LABORATORY-BASED STORM EVENT ANALYSIS
7.1

Introduction

This chapter, and Chapter 8.0, raise questions that users should ask when designing their wet
weather event assessment programs and provide relevant information and answers using information
generated in this research This chapt~ covers issues relating to laboratoxT-based analyses, while
Chapter S.O deals with field-based analyses.
These two chapte~ are not intended to provide exhaustive answers to all the questions the designer
of a wet ~ analysis program might ~ That would be hxqx~ole due to the site-spe~c and
to ask the fight kinds of questions that will lead them to an appropriate design, and the answers will
provide guidance on the issues to address.
7.2

Where Do I Start.*

Since it can be di~oAt and expensive to obtain conclusive data on the ~ of wet weather events,
it is vital that assessment programs are c~’efully designed to meet specified objectives and also to
be cost effective. Two types of objectives must be defined at the outset of the program:

Specific objectives re~fi~ directly to the measurements necessary to meet general program

objectives.
Assessment programs fi’equently fail to meet defined objectives even when carried out as specified,
because the sample size is inmtfic~ent to confirm or reject study hypotheses in a statistically
A Framework for A~s~g Tune-Scale Effects of Wet Weather Discharges
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acceptable manner. This problem stems mainly from the high ~ in runoff" and natural
aquatic systems. Sources of ~ include spstial differences in parameters in a waterbody,
differences in parameters at a location over time (temporal vatiab~7), and errors in the
measurements of parameters. AI! tbe~e potemial problems can be addressed by enmring at the
beginning oftbe study thzt the mmber ofmmples (location, time, and replicates) taken are sufficient

design can be obtained from Mar et aL (1986); Rdndt, Homer, and Mar (1988); Reinelt, Homer,
and Castensson (1992); and Homer et al. (1994). See also Sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.4.
Homer et aL (1994) described a ~ for estimating the cost of programs using the formula:
TC = Co + (T x C=) + (S x T x C, ) + C, (Rx S x T)

(7.2-I)

where: TC = Total cost;
Co = Hxed ov~ead
C~ = Fixed cog for each sampling occ~on;

c, = cost assod=ed with ~ ~J~ sam#tag ~io~
C, = Cost to collect and analyze each sample;
T ffi Number of sampling occasions;
S ffi Nmnber of sampling suttions;
R = Number of replicates on each occasion at each station.

The function R x S x T = the total tmmber of samples, and, for a given budget, the three quantities
can be varied so long as the total remains the same. For example, ifmeasm-ement error is larger than
natural variation, then adding replicates would reduce uncertaimy more than adding stations or
occ~ions. However, if spatial or temporal variation are most important, adding stations or
occasions respectively would be a better strate~.

7.3.1

Where Do I Sample?

The locations sampled within a watershed depend on the objectives of the assessment program and
wet weather event characteristics. The protocol (see Chapter 3.0) defines three objective-related

sampling locations:
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In-pipe, where the objective of the study is analysis of a defined drainage area or assessment
of the performance of control facilities or assessment of a specific source. Samples should
be taken either in the pipe during the discharge or, ifthis is not possible, at a near-discharge
location that provides minhnt~ mixing with the receiving water. The du~fion and dispersion
avsil~e in the receiving v,~ter needs to be considered before any concJusions can be drawn
on the potential environmental impact.

~ watch (siagle discharge), where the objective of the study is the assessment of
the impact of a single discharge. The locations selected should provide a reference (see
Section 7.3.4) sample and a well-mixed discharge/receiving water sample that identifies the
effect of the discharge as modified by the receiving water.
¯

Receiving watch (multiple discharges), where the objective ofthe study is:
a) esmbfishing reference conditions for a loc~tion in a watershed;
b) assessing the effects o’fmultiple, or ~ source, discharge effects at a site or sites;
c) long-term surv~ of dynamic (wet weather)/static (baseline) receiving water
condition

The locations seleoted should be based on discharge locations and receiving water characteristics
and may require consideration of temporal (seasonal, see Section 7.3.3), as well as spatial effects.
See also Section 7. 5.1.
7.3.2

What Do I Sample?

The sampling program adopted again depends on the objective of the study and includes assessment
of both water column and sediment toxicity. In the first instance, a series of water samples should

normally be taken from appropriate locations and tested using basic screening tests (see Section
7.4.2) to assess the level of toxicity (toxicity classification, see Section 3.4.3). The frequency of
sampling required and the nature of the samples taken (grab or composite) depends on the

characteristics of the system under study and the precision called for by the study objectives.
However, over time, runoff pollutants, such as metals, azcunmlate in the sediment rather than the
water column Therefore, assessing ¢tanulafive effeots of watershed nmoffand nonpoint sources
on aquatic systems should include evaluation of sedimems and the toxicity to indigenous organisms.
Akemative assessment methods are needed to determine the actual environmental effects of runoff
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7.3.3

When Do I Sample?

cbaracteri~cs in terms of the input and the receiving water characteristics. The remits of
hydrologic analyses at a ~e should be used to rapport sampling programs. For example,
can all be usefi.d in targeting sampling to m~rrlmi~,~ the chances of capturing storm event data at
minim~! CO~ (see Se~ion 2.3). Information was used in this way to target the sampling program
undmakm in this project at Fort Wort~ Seasonal storm fi’equen~ information was used to ~lect
the sampling period at the Fort Worth sites which would have the highest probabilky o£providing
storm events (see Section 6.3). Fu~er information on typical inte~als between storms was used
to predict the nmnber of storms which might be expected within a sampling program of" a given
duration (for example, see Table 2-1).
In addition to targeting the general sampling period to maximize capture of useful data, one must
consider when to sample in relation to o~ exposure to contamina~. The protocol (Chapter
3.0)defines three sampling frequencies tl~ are designed to meet specific objectives:
¯
¯
¯
7.3.4

Intra-event~
Event; and
Multiple event.
What Constitutes a Reference Sample?

A reference sample is one that is used to compare with those taken during a storm event. When
monitoring in-pipe toxicity, a reference sample can be:
¯
¯

One or more samples taken before the storm event (tha~ is under dry weather flow); or
A laboratory control, if there is no dry weather flow.

When monitoring the impact of singie or multiple discharges to receiving water, two different types
of reference sample can be identified, serving difl~ent purposes:
A local or upstream reference sample is one that is used for direct comparison with an impacted
site to infer the effect of a single discharge, multiple discharges, or runoff zone. Typically, these
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samples are taken at a site upstream of the impacting discharge or impacted area. The results from

samples taken at this site are compared with results fi’om the downstream, impacted site. For
example, at the KLSS system, an upstream reference was located about 50 m upstream of the
confluence with the KLSS basin (see Section 6.2).

Although an upstream reference site atlows the identification of the impact of a particular input, it
does not allow an ider~cafion of the impact of other input sources or a general degradation in
water quality. Collecting a sample from general or background reference sites might aid is making
such a d~.c~o~
A general or background reference sample is taken from a site that is l~ee of (major)
anthropogeni¢ influence and provides a measure of natural background conditions. By comparing
the results of tests on samples taken from a general reference site, an upstream reference site and an
impaled site, it might be possible to infer the relative importance of the impact of the input under
study in relation to that caused by other inputs. A reference site can be situated in the upper reaches
of the watershed, above known inputs, or on a different, unimpacted stream. If samples are taken
from different systems, then it is vital to ensure that resuks of toxicity te~ts are not influenced by
differences in physicochemical factors, such as water hardness and pH_ See Section 7.5.1 for more
detail on this issue.
7.3.5

How Can Toxicity Change Through a Storm Even~?

W’xtl~ an event, the toxicity measured at different times depends on the concentration of substances
prescm in the runoff and their bioavailability to test organisms. The concentrations of" substances
present, and, hence, the resulting toxicity, are almost infinitely variable depending on rainfall
intensity, the length of the antecedent dry period, deposition on urban ~ or application of
chemicals (such as pesticides and herbicides) on farm or residential land during the antecedent
period and surface characteristics.

In a storm event, the first flush of runoff typically contains relatively high concentrations of
contaminants which may then fall markedly and fluctuate at lower levels for the remainder of the
wet weather event. As a result of this corttaminarlt concentration pattern through an event, the
highest levels of toxicity would be expected to generally be associated with this first flush_
However, the first flush sometimes is not apparent, or is less pronounced, when rainfall is not intense
or follows soon after an earlier storm that has removed the majority of the available contaminants.
A secondary peak in contaminant concentrations (and toxicity) can appear if a sudden burst of
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intense rain ~ the evem drives material off surfaces not completely cleaned by the initial runoff
(Homer et al., 1994).
Figure 7-1 shows when peak toxicity values in the Microtox, C. dub~a IQ and lethality tests were
measured aRer the start of storms at the KLSS. Peak toxicity was usually observed with both the
Microtox and C. dubia IQ tests between 5 and 60 rain atter the start of storm water runoff at the

Figure 7-1. Times from Start of Storms to Observation of Peak Toxicity as Measured by
the Microtox and C dubia IQ Tests
An example of the pattern of toxicity measured at the Kaufman Lake storm sewer during an event
is shown in Figure 7-2. The 7/14195 storm event started at 12:40 and the highest toxicity values in
basic screening tests (Microtox and C. dubia IQ) were measured at 12:45. ARer 30 minutes,
out with stormwater samples from various Los Angeles River locations with the Microtox test
(Raco, 1988). See also Section 7..4.6.
To identify toxicity related to a first-flush effect or toxicity related to another specific period of an
event, sufficient sampling will give an adequate profile of effects through the event. This will
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inevitably require event-~ sampling with an auto-sampler. The sampling ~equency sa~ling
depends on the characteristics of the system and the precision called for by study objectives.

Fixate 7-Z, Toxicity Data for the 7/14/95 Storm at KLSS
7.3.6

How Do I Design a Sampling Program to Ident~ISeparate
Water Colunm/Sediment ~?

The ~ling program ’to identifylseparate water cokmm/sediment effects must reflect the time scale

of ¢xpom.,’e of receiving wat~ or~misms.
Aoate toxic responses of receiving water coltmm biota to wet weather events are associated with a

tramient change in the concnmnfion comaminams that can last for onty a short time~ although postexposzm ~fects may occur. The extem of these toxic responses in the receiving water depends on
the magnitude of stomxwater runoff relative to receiving water volume and the e~tcnt of dilution.
Where dgntion is high, contaminant concentrations in the receiving water might not be high enough
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to directly or rapidly affect a~c organisms. However, continued runoff with ~ low
contaminsnt levels ~an eventually za~se toxic responses in two ways:
¯

Ctmmlative water column stress resulting in chronic effects; or

¯

Pollutant szctmmlafion in aquatic sediments resulting in effects on epibemhic and benthic
organisms.

The sampling program must accommodate the need for separate sampling and testing ofw’~ter and
sedknems, as well as combined use of in situ tests and bioassessment programs. The event toxicity
unit (ETU) metric developed as an indicator of time-scale toxicity can be used to identify water
column effects (see Section 5.2.3). Although identified as an area for further research, this project
has developed evidence th~ suspended sofids, possibly resuspended sediment, can co~ to
toxicity during a storm event. For this reason, a complete definition of’water column toxi~y might
require separate testing for soluble attd sofids components of storm samples. In addition, full site
toxicity characterization may require sediment toxicity testing, either laboratory- or field-based.
7.4

Test System Questions

7.4.1

What is the Best Test System for Toxicity Analysis?

In assessing the impact of wet weather events, time-scale considerations are the basis for the
selection of appropriate toxicity assessment procedures. In the protocol descn’bed in Chapter 3.0
to support the assessment of both short-term and long-term changes in receiving water condition or
quality, three thne-s~e divisions (’mtra-evem, event, and long-term) are identified. These divisions
recogniz~ tl~ eft-oct identification, test system selection, and actual measurement of effect, analysis
and interpretation of ¢onsequmce must all meet cri~.a tl~ are spec~¢ to an idemified time scale.
Iftoxic~ is the indictor, ~ in short-term exposm’es (’mu’a-cvem time scale) where concentr~on
transients are very large (orders of magnitude), responses need to ma~ch the time scales of exposure
found during the storm. When analyzing whole even~, particularly as modified by BMP operation,
the time-scale analysis selected (event time scale) should reflect the fact that BMP effluents have
some characteristics of the storm event (for example episodic nature w~h variable volume and
concenlz~ons associated with the e~uenO. However, BMP effluents typically vary less with
longer, but constant efl]uem flow times.
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As a matter of convettience, event time scales are measured in two categories; Category #I would
be g~’oprime for short duration convective storms for which event dmation is measm’ed in hours,
md Category #2 where event duration requires multiple composite samples or BMP presence
emends a storm’s influenc~ so that an event duration is measured in days. F’maIly, toxichy analysis
related to extended co~-t residence or acom~ation of comaminants requires tests
g~ropri=e for a long-term time scale, where exposure durations are very long (days to months).
The protocol also recognizes that a tier testing approach is essential to a logical and cost-effective
analysis of wet weather discharges that are highly variable. Following an extensive evaluation of

test systems, assays, and sampling approaches, the tier testing scheme proposed for wet weather
discharge analysis e~pha~ basic and advanced testing in a screening tier followed by

¢onfirn~ory testh~ which verifies the predictions of the screening tier where requ~. The use
of a structured tier testing approach allows the required level of information needed to be obtained

in a cost-effective manner (see Section 3.4).
Since different test systems are based upon differeat responses to toxicant.s, one test cannot be retied
upon to respond to all wet weather events. Consequently, an opthnized test battery is needed to

minimize incidences of false negatives in detecting the toxicity associated ~ events of different

duratiom The need for a test battery for each time-scale division is consistent with the consensus
view of regulators involved in controlfing point source discharges (US EPA, 1991; Environment

Agency, 1996).
7.4.2

What is a Basic Screening Test and When Should I Use One?

A basic screening test is a simple, easy-to-use, cost-effective test tha~ measures eReCts observed in
an undiluted sample over a period typical of the storm event(s). Basic screexfing tests are intended
to i/!ummate the problem and supply sufficient information to identify toxicity and classify toxicity
as nonexistent, mode-ate, or high. See Section 3.4 for more information on basic screening tests and
their application. An example of test system identification for basic screening tests is provided in
Section 4.6.
7.4.3

What is an Advanced Screening Test and When Should I Use One?

An advanced screening test provides a measure of eRects observed in a series of a sample dilutions
over a period typical of the storm event(s). Advanced screening tests are intended to lead to more
focused analysis to identify toxicant type, contaminant source, mechanisms of toxicity, or toxic
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effect (see Section 3.4). The~e t~--ts ~re selected to identify sources of ~oatarr~-~on, better
characterize individual ~torm events for liner comparison or dassificmion, or identify toxic effects
tJ~t ~aa I~ u.~d to ~ ~n~ma~oty te~ti~ to g~ropd~ ~gets.

7.4.4

What is a Confirm~ory Test and When Do I Use One?

A conflmmto~ t~t is a labor~ory- or field-based procedure to verify e~’ects predicted from earlier

basic and advanced screening tiers (see Section 3.4). If high or moderate toxicity is revealed by
screening tern, confirmatory tier tests ms7 be used to confwm that there is an impact on the
receiving w=er ecosystem (see Appendix ¢). C.onfinn=ory testing ~an be integrated with
monitoring efforts that a~e designed to identify unanticipated long-te~m or low-level effects.
7.4.5

What are the ~cs of an Optimal Test Battery for Storm Event Analysis?

The optimum te~t b~ttery for assessing intra-event, event, or long-term toxi~ty ~ be cos~effective, rr~r~,~ false negatives m~d f~lse positives, but should not incorpor-~te tmnecessary
redundancy (that is, tests showing ~a~ar r~xmses). Careful consideration of the test battery is
required to achieve this balance. Too few tests increases the risk of f~lse negatives (i.e., test not
responsive to a parficttlar contaminant), as well as that of false positives (Le., rogue results from a
~gte test). Remits nms~ be interpreted with care (Section 7.9.4). Identifying appropriate test
batteries for each time-scale division has been a key element of the project, and the selection

procedure =ed Chspt 4.0.
7.4.6

What is the Optimum Screening Test Battery for Analyzing l.ntra-Eveat Toxicity?

For intra-eveat amly~ toxicity tests performed with grab samples must involve expostu’e durations
that range from minutes to a few hours. A po~’ble test bmery, used in this project, inchutes the
acute Microtox procedure, the C. dubia and H. azteca IQ test, and modified time-scale-specific
versions of WET te~ts u~ng C dubia and H. azteaz (see Chapter 5.0 for details of the development
and spplic=ion of these procedures).
Table 7-1 mmmarizes the remits of toxicity tests with the NIicrotox and C. dubia IQ tests on intraevent samples from a series of storms ~t the ~ Lake and Cra (Fort Worth) storm sewers. The
data have been analyzed for correlations between the two tests and to ascertain whether each te~t
indicates toxicity during a particular ~torm event.
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The data in Table 7-1 indicate that the Microtox and C. dubia IQ tests showed toxicity in the same
storm event, but the responses for all samples taken during the event do not correlate closely, the
two tests indicate peak toxicity at different times of the storm hydrograph. On this basis, the two
tests represent a useful screening battery since both would confirm whether or not there is toxicity
in a storm event, but the two tests provide complementary information in terms of when peak

Time-scale lethality tests using C. dubga and H. az’teca (in which organisms are exposed to storm
water samples for periods of 15 to 240 minutes followed by up to 6 days in clean water) are also
considered a component of the basic screening test battery for intra-event analysis. The . dub~a
time-scale test was used to test samples ~om the 5/24/95 storm at the Cra storm sewer taken at
6:30 p.m., 7:30, and 9:00. These samples had previously shown a range of responses to the
Microtox (47%, 32%, and 3.4% light inhibition respectively) and the C dubia IQ test (90%, 80%,
and 80% inHbition of fluorescence). The PE-LET~o values of 64.3, 130, and 1,188 min for the
6:30 p.m., 7:30, and 9:00 samples were consistent with the patterns of’ response for both the
Microtox and, to a lesser extent, the C. dubia IQ test. Overall, the storm event showed an ETU of
1.05 indicating that this event would cause approximately 50% lethality to C. dubia (see Section
5.2.2).

The Microtox test system has been used previously by Raco (1988) to measure responses in storm
water nmoffsamples collected from storm channels at three locations on the Los Angeles River, the
San Gabrid River, and Ballona Creek in Los Angeles County. The maximum levels of response
measured (as % light inla2~on) in storm sewers within Los Az~geles County were 16% to 67% (see
Table 7-2).
The Microtox test has also been used extensively in a screening role in projects carried out under
the US EPA Storm and Combined Sewer Program (for example see Pitt et al., 1990).
7.4.7

What is the Optimal Screening Test Battery for Analyzing Event Toxicity?

For event analysis, the tests used need to have exposure durations consistent with typical sitespecific event duration. Depending on event duration, test systems selected for the test battery can
be divided into two categories: I) response induction, observation, and measurement time < 24
hours, or 2) response induction, observation, and ~ time of 24 hours or greater. Category

#I would be appropriate for short-duration convective storms and would include test systems that
are also appropria~ for intra-cvent analysis. Category #2 would be appropriate for event composite
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samples, BMP assessments, particularly when detention facifities are in use. An optimal test battery
for Category ~2 include comprise standard WET procedures using C. dubia and H. aztec~z
7.4.8

When Do I Need to Conduct Sediment Toxicity Testing?

Sedim~ toxicity testing might be needed for stormwater discharges that are releasing large amounts
of" suspended material to receiving water environments. In these discharges, many toxicants might
bind to the particulate matter, and any resultant in-stream impacts might not be evident in the water

studies where the obj~ is to determine whether receiving water impacts are due solely or in part

to the remspension of material during a storm event.
7.5

Sampling Questiom

7.5.1

When and Where Should I Sample to Determine Intra-Event, Event, and/or LongTerm Toxidty in a Watershed?

The frequency of sampling and the location of sampling stations for intra-event, event, and/or longterm toxicity testing in a watershed must be carefully defined to ensure that study objectives are met
while considering variability and cost constraints. Information on when to sample intra-event, event,
and long-term toxicity is summarized in Table 7-3. In the cases des~’bed in the table, except for
hm’a-evem ~ targeted solely at in-pipe sampling, sampling should be conducted at locations
upstream and downstream of the input. Downstream ~es need to take accotmt of the physical
mixing zones of inputs. A site within the immediate mixing zone might be required to examine
maximum impact, but for the assessmem of the wider downstream impact, sites should be outside
the immediate mixing zone. Sdecting a reference location can be problematic in many studies,

because entire watersheds may be highly modified by twbaniz~on or other changes from natural
land uses. Readers are referred to US EPA discussions on reference areas (US EPA, 1996) and the
discussions in Section 2.6.

7.5.2

How Long Can I Store a Sample?

Any toxicity amlysis of water samples should be carried out as soon as possible. General guidelines
state that the maximum storage time should not exceed 24 hours. However, it should be noted that
sample toxicity can decrease markedly in less time, hiEhliEhtin£ the need to test as soon as possible.
Stored samples should be refrigerated.
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Table 7-1. Comparative Data for the Microtox and C. dubia IQ Tests for Stormwater Samples

Location

Date of
storm

Microtox data

C. dubla IQ data

Correlation between
Microtox and C. dubla
IQ (r)

Toxicity
measured?

Maximum
response
(%)

Time from
start of
storm Ih)

Toxicity
measured?

Maximum
response (%)

Kaufman Lake 6/!/96
7/! 4/96

No
Yes

13.8
59.4

3.17
0.08

1’4o
Yes

10
90

0.17
0.08

0.15
0.67

Cra

Yes
Yes

76.4
81.3

0. i

No
Yes

22
100

O. 18/0.85

0.33
0.33

7/9/96
8/9/96

Time from
start of
storm (h) ,

Table 7-2. Microtox Responses Measured in Undiluted Stormwater Samples Taken at Various Los Angeles River Locations
(after Raco, 1988)
Location
Los Angeles River

San Gabriel River

Ballona Creek
*

Date of storm
114/87
3/21/87
10/22/87
12/4/87
I/4/87

I/4/87
,

Range of Microtox responses (% light

Maximum Microtox response (% light inhibition)

inhibition) durin~ storm

durin{[ storm

13-36
33-67
6-13
10-16
! 5-22
29-40

36
67*
13’
16
22
40*

Might be an underestimate of potential response as samples were not taken during the first peak of flow
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Table %3. Factors for Determining Tune Scale of Toxicity Testing
Intra-event Event-triggered samples are required, taking discrete samples through a storm
event. Precise timing and sample frequency depend on the resolution required
by the program objective.
Event

Flow proportional composite samples are taken by automatic samplers at each
locatio~ Sampling should encompass pre-storm conditions and the entire storm
(as defined by hydrologic or water quality analysis), which might require
collection over 24 hours or longer. The duration of the sampling is determined
by the hydrograph in the receiving systen~

Long-term For the analysis of long-term toxicity, the sampling program depends on the
study objectives and complexity of the system under consideration. Discrete
sampling can be used, but periodic composite sampling is the mainstay of longterm toxicity mom’toring. In sire and biosurvey monitoring techniques should

also be used (see Chapter s.o).
Where events are widdy spaced in time, each storm is treated as a single entity
and a picture of multiple event toxicity is built up from single events. If multiple
event toxicity is being determined, it might be necessary to sample receiving
water between storms to build up a profile of changes in dry weather flow
toxicity. Sample collection procedures should adequately address natural
variability, identify single event effects with certain~, and support separation of
event effects from other influences on receiving water quality. If events follow
each other more dosdy, then the sampling regime can be extended to encompass
all the events. Discrete sampling can be used, but periodic composite samples

should be relied upon mainly.
Sediment and wa~ column toxicity should measured during the program. In situ
monitoring techniques should also be used (see Chapter 8.0). The frequency with
which storm events are sampled over time should reflect the pattern of events at
a particular location (see Section 2.3).

In the course of the testing program, a series of storm water samples were tested after varying
periods fi’om the time of collection. Only stormwater samples showing toxicity in the original tests
were selected for re-testing Table 7-4 summarizes which samples were re-tested using the

Ceriodaphnia IQ and lethality tests and the length of time between re-testing.
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Table 7-4. Summary of the Repeat Tests on Stormwater Samples
Using Basic Screening Tests

Location

Date of

Tests carried out

storm

Tune between tests

(days)

Cra (It Worth)

5/24/95

Cleveland
Kaufmaa Lake

6/17/95
7/4/95

C. dubia IQ and
lethality tests
"
"

29
14
7

(Champaign)

Statistical analysis of the original and repeated tests assessed whether the differences in responses
on the two oc~sions were significantly different from zero (paired t-tests). Table 7-5 shows the
results ofthese analyses and indicates that for C. dubia IQ tests changes in toxicity were not related
to the odginal levd of toxidty or the time between tests. For the C. dub~a lethafity tests, changes
in toxicity appeared to be related to the initial levd of toxicity. However, overall the data indicate
that it is difficult to predict what effect the storage of samples will have on their toxicity. Changes
in toxicity are likely to be dependent on the types of contaminant present, and whether these are
conservative or non-conservative.
Table 7-5. Summary of Statistical Analyses of Repeated Tests on Stormwater Samples

Location

Time between
tests (days)

Significance of comparisons of tests
C. dubia IQ

Cra (It Worth)
Cleveland
~ Lake
(Champaign)

29
14
7

NS
P<0.05
P<0.05

C. dubia immobilization
P<0.05
NS
P<0.05

For the chemical analysis of samples, maximum acceptable storage times vary for different
determinands, depending on their stability or how effectively they can be preserved. Guidelines for
the storage of samples for chemical analysis should be consulted.
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Sedhne~ should ideally be tested as soon as possible after collection but can be stored refrigerated
for up to ~4 days before te~ng (AS~, ~996).
7.5.3

How Much Sample Should I Collect?

The amount of sample required will depend on the analyses (toxicity testing and chemical analyses)
to be performed on ~ tn determining the volume of sample needed it is important to allow some

co~ and whe~ using automatic samplers to remember th= the capacity of the machine will
limit the maximum volume of any one sample. Table 7-6 shows the amount of sample required for
different types of toxicity and chemical az~lyses.
Table 7-6. Volume of Sample Required for Different Types of Toxidty and Chemical Analysis

Type of analysis
Toxicity tests
Nficrotox
C. dubia IQ
C. dubia lethality
C. dubia time scale
H. azteca lethality
H. azteca time scale

Metals(Total)
Metals (Dissolved)
Pesticides
PAHs
TSS

7.5.4

Volume of sample required (ml)
Screening
4
80
80
100
200
1,000

ECho
5
155
155
194
388
1,940

I00
100
2000-4000
2000-4000
250

What Should I Expect Sampling and Analysis to Cost?

Analytical costs vary according to the type of test and the number of samples that can be processed
at one time. Typical analysis costs for metals range from approximately $10 to $20 per metal per
sample. A simple pesticide scan can range from $250 to $400 for organochlorine, and
organophosphate, pesticides, and chlorinated herbicides. Many laboraXories have custom analysis
sets for pesticides commonly used in the area, and analytical costs can be reduced by selection of
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specific pesticides or pesticide groups. Typical polycycli¢ aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) analysis
~ fi’om $250 to $350 per sample. Total organic cm’bon (TOC) costs range fi’om $40 to $60 per
sample; chen~cal oxygen dema~ (COD) is approximately $20 to $30 pot sample; ammonia nitrogen
$15 to $25 per sample and pH, total suspended solids (TSS), conductivity, hardness, etc. typically
costs fi’om $5 to $25 per analyte per sample.

7.5.5

Where Should I Sample in a Sewer System, in Relation to an OutfalJ,
or in a Drainage Network?

The selection of sampling locations in a sewer system is based on the objectives of the study. A
common objective is to determine the source) of identified toxicity, but ~ objective should

recognize that toxicity might originate from a range of sources in a sewer system, even rainwater
(see Section 7.6.5). A first level analysis ident~es ~’atersheds" in a s~wer network and sample ~t
nodes in tl~ network. For example, a typical sewer system has smaller diameter pipes as primary
coIle~tors, then progressively larg~ pipes to can’y greater expected volumes. Sampfing locations
to define watex~hed input can be easily identified by pipe diameter changes in a network. If the
objective is source identification, then sampling points should be selected upstream and downstream
fi’om a suspected soume. To address the ~ ~background" toxic~y, parallel testing of rainwater

m~g~t be req~ed.
There are numerous "special" sampling issues that should be considered in sewer system sampling.
For example, if an outfall is to a receiving system that has different wa~er ~ elevations (e.g,
a tidal system, or a detention facility that might surcharge), then sampling in the pipe should be at
a location where back’v~er effects are not observed.
7.5.6

When and How Should I Collect Composite Samples?

Composite samples should be used if the focus of the analysis is on the event time scale, partioalady
i~the study involv~ a dete~on facility, which tends to average the quafity of a discharge over time.
In int~a-event analysis, the event duration, pardoalarly single storms that last several days, can
dictate that consecutive time-sequenc~l composite samples be collected. Compositing is irrtended
to provide a sample representative of average toxicity over a given time. The most refiable
compositing method is a flow-weighted compo~e, where samples ar~ triggered based on flow
volume passing a sampling point. If the flow conditions are expected to be constam, a dine-

weighted composite can be collected.
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The compositing interval must be selected with care so that is consistent with the event being
evaluated and so that recommended sample holding/storage times are not exceeded. For example,
a long duration storm, which produces a multiple day hydrograph, requires interval composite
sampling where more than one flow-weighted composite sample is required, usually defined based
on a fixed time interval associated with analysis criteria. Some events, particularly in the Pacific
Northwest can be of low intensity and long duration. Again, special compositing techniques can
be required that incorpor-,~te either flow-weigl~ted or time-sequenced sampling to produce an
acoarate storm composite.
As part of time-sequenced storm event samplin~ various post-sampling composites were made to
assess the effects ofcompositing samples on toxic response in C. dub~a (assessing both toxicity and
IQ enzyme response) and M]crotox. Sampling of the storm event began at 19:l0 on February 26,
1996, and was initially set for 30-rain intervals. W’~h the onset of the storm, the sampling interval
was approximately 2.5 minutes. A second event was sampled from 20:40 at five-rain intervals.
Composites were made of the entire sampling sequence, compositing equal volrtrnes from samples
collected at 30-rain intervals. A second composite was made of the early storm event with equal
volumes composited from samples collected at 2.5-rain intervals. A third composite was made of
results oftoxicity testing on the discrete samples are shown in Table 7-7, together with the build-up
of the composite samples.
Table 7-8 shows the results of toxicity analyses of the composite samples. In the total event
composite (#1), individual samples ranged from 0% to 100% toxicity to U. dub~a while the
composite produced 40% toxicity. C. dub~a IQ results ranged from 0% to 100% effect, with all
samples aRer 19:44 producing 100% effect. The composite sample also produced 100%. Microtox
results were variable, with initial samples in the sample sequence, along with samples collected a_~er
21:05, intn"oiting light output. The composite sample produced no response in the Microtox assay.
For other composites, when C dubia toxicity (as ~on of IQ response or lethality) was observed
in individual samples, the composites produced no toxicity (<20% effect criterion). The results for
the Microtox assay indicated toxicity in composite #2 where only stinadafion was observed in
~ samples. This result appears to be anomalous. The ]~ficrotox result for composite #3 was
considered nontoxic (<20% effect), wHle four ofthe individual samples had a toxic response of 20%
O1" greater.
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Table 7-7. Toxicity Analyses of Discrete Samples and Build-Up of Composite Samples

Sample time
19:10
19:40
19:44
19:47.5
19:50
19:52.5
19:55
19:57.5
20:00
20:12.5
20:40
20:45
20:50
21:00
21:05
21:10
21:15
21:20
21:25
21:45

Build-up of

C. dub~a lethality

composites

(% ffcct)

1
1
"2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1

Mierotox

C. dubia IQ

(% ffect)

(% ffcct)

10
100
0
0
0
0
20

0
20
80
100
100
100
100

0

100

24.64
17.51
-45.29
-23.71
-15.75
-13.57
-15.40
-22.23
-24.89

0
70
0
0

100
100
100
100

40

100

0

100

-16.3
-18.39
-22.42
-11.67
3.54
20.25
11.84
27.34
25.12
6.62

Table 7-8. Toxicity Analyses of Composite Samples

Sample

C. dubia lethafity

(% effect
eomp #1
eomp #2
comp #3

40
10
10

Ceriodaptmia IQ

Microtox

(% effe=)

(% eff )

100
100
100

-1.67
63.76
14.35

These results indicate that compositing affects observed toxicity. The expected effect is a reduction
in toxic response because samples with low concentrations of contaminants dilute the concentration
of contaminants in the composite sample, producing a reduced toxic effect. This effect was
observed in the composites from the February 26, 1996, storm event. There was a difference m the
response of the three test systems. The C. dubia IQ test produced a similar effect in both individual
and composite samples. The Mierotox assay produced results that differed between individual and
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composite samples. In composites #I and #3, the results reflect the dilution effect observed in the
C. dub~a results. In composite #2, the ~omposite indicated high levels of toxicity while the
individual samples showed stimulation

The question of compositing in time-scale toxicity determinations should consider the s~y
objective. If the objective is to use toxicity results to assess system response (e.g., first flush or
concentration time analysis) or source identification, then time or flow sequenced sampling and
analysis is preferr~ If the objective of the study is a general assessment of toxicity to accompany
an assesmmm ofcontaznin~ loading, then it is appropriate to perform toxicity tests on compos~ted
samples. It should be recognized that while compositing is appropriate for an assessment of
contamitmnt loadin~ the compos~ting will tend to reduce toxicity by co~ ~on and may
lead to an underestimation of actual toxicity, particularly when short-term exposures may produce
delayed effects.
7.6
7.6.1

Wet Weather Toxicity Questions
How Do I Characterize Intra-Event, Event, and/or Long-Term Toxicity?

The tests used to characterize intra-event, event, and long-term toxicity nmst reflect the time scale
of exposure likely to be experienced by receiving water organisms and the expected change in
concermation in storm waters when closely spaced events result in relatively clean runoff for later
events. For inWa-evem analysis, laboratory tests with exposure durations of minutes to a few hours
are used, whereas for event analysis, laboratory tests with exposure durations ranging fi’om intraevent time scales of a few hours to the 24-48 hour durations more typical of WET procedures may
be used. For multiple events, single event results are integrated together to provide an overall
picture (see Section 8.5). Samples for toxicity testing can be taken in-pipe and also in the receiving
water to determine the effect of dilution on discharge toxicity. In situ deployments and in-stream
assessments may also be used to verify the impact on the receiving water (see Chapter 8.0).
At the Kattlinan Lake site an intensive monitoring program of the storm sewer discharge was carried
out between 5/20/96 and 6/1/96. IXn4ng this period, four storm events took place (5/23, 5/24, 5/26,
and I/o0. Discharges fi, om the storm sewer were monitored for the first and last of these events
(Table 6-3), while receiving water was sampled throughout the period (see Table 6-4).
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The first storm event showed high toxicity (87.4% light inhibition in Microtox and 80%
fluorescence ini~ain’on in the C dubia IQ test). These toxic responses occurred in samples l~om the
storm sewer taken within one hour of the start of the discharge (8:30 to 9:30), and a high level of
light inhibition in the IQ test was evident at 9:30 in the downstream receiving water samples.
Limited toxicity was meamred in the storm sewer discharge for the last ~torm (l 4% light in~"oition
in the Microtox test and 0% fluorescence intu"oition in the IQ test), and no toxicity was measured
downstream.
In-stream monitoring showed that the numb~ of invertebrate taxa at the upstream and downstream
sites changed little before and after the intensive assessment period (Table 7.9). This indicates that
long-term chronic effects might mask the effects of individual storms on the receiving water.
Table 7-9. Invertebrate Taxa at KLSS Upstream and Downstream Sites at
Beginning and End of Intensive Campaign

Sampling date
5121196
6/4196

7.6.2

No. oftaxa at site
CSREF A site
DS MID site
4.7
5.7

3.0
3.7

How Many and What Type of Events Should I Sample to Characterize Toxicity?

At a given location, the munber of samples must be sutficient to cover the potentially most toxic
eve1~ts and those likely to have an acute impact on the receiving water community. For instance,
sampling should encompass times of highest runoff when contaminant delivery is greatest and at
lowest receiving water flow when dilution is lowest. Transitional periods might require only limited
or no sampling coverage. Event characteristics also vary by season For example, storm events
monitored in this study had different levels of total dissolved solids associated with the runoff of
road deicing salts in the wimer and late sprin~
The number of storm events needed to identify wet weather effects depends on study objectives and
the accuracy required by study design quality assurance. A general toxicity characte=dzafion can be
achieved by applying standard sampling criteria (e.g., minimum of 72 hours aller an emiier event
and the event meeting runoff criteria) to one or two events. If seasonal variabil~ is needed, then
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sampling is required for one or more events during each season. If source identification is an
objective, multiple events can be sampled, or an extensive synoptic survey might be implemented
for a single stor~
It is expected that storms of different size produce different levels of toxicity. In this research,
storms were classified as small, medium, and large (see Section 2.3). This classification also related
to expected frequency ofreturn~sm~ storms are more common In selec~dng the nmnber of storm
events to sample, that number can be adjusted by storm size. A practical consideration in the study
design is that it is easier to sample small storms, because they are more common, irrespective of the
region (see Table 2-1).
The experience gained from this project indicates that an ~ screening analysis is needed to
identify toxic potential and that multiple storms should be sampled to con~’m toxicity. This
research also demonstrated that sampling closer to sources, even in-pipe sampling provides a clearer
picture oftoxicity with fewer eveats needed to confirm expected toxicity. However, in-pipe toxicity
does not necessarily equate to in-stream impact, which depends upon the dilution and dispersion
available in the receiving water.
7.6.3

What Happens to Toxicity in Closely Spaced Events?

At a given location, the toxicity of events occurring soon after an initial event might not be
pronounced if the majority of the available contaminants have be=n removed by the first event. At
the Kmfman Lake site, an intemive monitoring program was carried out between 5/20/96 and 6/1/96
in which four storm events took place (5/23, 4/24, 5/26, and 1/6). The first and last ofthe stormsewer discharges were monitored and while the first storm showed high tOxicity, only ~
effects were measured in samples from the last storm (see Section 7.6.1).
7.6.4

Are There Some Events that Should Not Be Sampled?

Events occurring soon after an event that exhibited moderate or high toxicity might be inappropriate
for sampling if the majority of the available contaminants was removed by the first event.
7.6.5

What is the Toxicity Associated with Rainwater?.

Several studies have shown that rainwater an be toxic. This toxicity is not surprising~ since rain
droplets are known to remove particulates and water-soluble contaminants from the atmosphere.
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In addition, ~ ~ is virtually ~e of dissolved solids producing a solution ~ l~s low
hardness, and a low pI-I, which ~s associated with carbon dioxide dissolution It h~s been we~-

~ in toxic~ re=inS th= some ~o~ parti=~lady heavy metals, are more toxic when
hardness levels are low, or pH conditions favor the presence of biologically active forms of the
conta~hla~. This project has documented the drop in conductivity in both runoff’and stream flow

associated with the runoff of rainwmer. Extensive toxicity testing has not idemffied a consistent
pattern that could be ~ to the inherent toxicity in the rainwater, but it is clear from
that affect toxic response.
When designing wet weather assesmamt studies, it is recommended that testing examine runoff from
different portions of the event hydrograph using basic screening or advanced toxicity test systems.
If toxicity is found in samples with low conductivity, testing should be considered to assess

7.7

Water Quality Questions

7.7.1

Where Do I Sample to Adequately Assess Water Quality7.

Ideally, sampling points for water quality should be at, or in the vicinity of; the points at which
samples are taken for toxicity testing
7.7.2

Do I Need to Sample for Water Quality when the Objective of the Analysis is
Toxicity Assessment?

Water quality analyses strengthen toxicity cause-cffect relationships, if the test endpoint can be
related to measured contaminam concentrations. As me, h, chemical analysis can be an important
part of advanced screening or confirmatory testing. However, it should be recogaked that this is
not always feasible where complex mixtures of contaminam are involved and that the whole
rationale for toxicity testing results from the limitations of using chemical analysis alone as a tool
for monitoring stormwaters. Information on basic physicochemical parameters of samples, such as
pH, dissolved oxygen, hardness and conductivity, are important for the interpretation of toxicity
data, particularly when the ¢mzsative agent or agents of’toxicit~ are beJ~ evahmted.
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7.7.3

Why is Continuous Monitoring of Some Parameters Essential?

r~Imion to others over time at a site or between events at ~ sites.

7.7.4

What Water Quality Changes are Typical of Storm Evems and
How are These Related to Changes in Toxicity?.

This research identified that condu~ivity was the most reliable indicator of changing water qual~
during storm events. At KISS, storm events typically were assodated with a decreasing then
increasing conductivity, indicative of the passage of low conductivity rainwater domi,,~-S the
runo~ In addition, spies in conductivity were olten observed during evem indicting first flush
effa~ or the effects of cow.etm’~tion time in a system where increased dissolved solids passed the

The water quafity chang~ that were observed &axing this project were highly variable and depende~
on receiving system type and ~cs, location in the watershed, season, antecedent
conditions, and storm chazactefistics.
7.8

Sources Question~

7.8.1

Must I Do Anything Spe~ to Sample or Analyze for
CSO/SSOFUrban RunoffEffects?

Stormwaters have unique characteristics based upon source characteristics. Combined sewer
overflow (CSO) and sanitary sewer overflow (SSO) sources originate fi’om sewers carrying
wastewater and can be expected to contain a full range of" common wastewa~er pollmams. In
as biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), pathogenic bacteria, etc.,

Because of the higher oxygen demand expected in some CSO/SSO samples, it might be necessary

to adjust toxicity testing procedures and posm’bly include aeration At a minlrrn,rn, special attention
should be given to oxygen monitoring in screening and advanced testing with CSO/SSO samples.
Urban runoff is affected by watershed land use, and the presence of certain land uses can direct
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analysis to specific parameters, or lead to the selection of test systems most suitable for expected,
or known parameters.
The protocol for test system selection is designed to accommodate samples of different’quality and
characteristics. In general, no special sampling is required for basic screening analysis, although
special sampling might be required as advanced testing is implemented to meet specific analysis

objectives.
7.8.2

What Do I Need to Know About a Watershed to Identify Sources?

To identify sources of toxicity in a watershed it is important to know about the pattern of land use
conm~outing to storm water runoff.. Knowledge ofgener~ land use activities, inch as agricultural,
industrial, roads, or residential, in the watershed allow an assessment of the types of
likely to be present. This information can also be useful where there are seasonal applications of
substances in certain locations that might result in seasonal stormwater toxicity.

It is also useful to have specific information on industrial and other eonmaercial activities to pinpoint
likely inputs of known eontaminams. This information can then be tied into the findings of toxicity
testing to identify sources.
7.8.3

How Do I Identify the Source of an Observed Effect?

Toxichy tracing from an outfall back up the system might allow the source of the toxicity to be
identified, while the use of T~E procedures can allow the causative agant(s) of toxicity to be
investigated (see Section 7.9.8). Use of a storm sewer model, which predicts flow times through
different areas of a watershed, in conjunction with time-sequenced samplin~ helps identify poss~le
sources of toxicity. Information on the use of storm sewer models to trace the sources of toxicity
and the use of TIE with basic screening tests are descn’bed in Chapter 5.0 and Appendix B.

7.9

Interpretatiou and Analysis Questions

7.9.1

How Do I Interpret the Data from Basic Screening Tests?

Interpretation of the data from basic screening tests initially involves determining whether there
have been storm-related effects, that is whether the test systems have responded to stormwater
samples. If responses are detected, it is then necessary to determine whether these responses are
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tom,tiered to conslimte toxicity and to classify the storm based on the extent of the responses and
then to identify whether additional advanced or confirmatory testing is needed. R~ponses in basic
screening tests can only be regarded as biologically meaningful if an impact on the receiving water
biota is found to result from stormwater discharges.
7.9.2

How Do I Decide from Basic Screening Test Data Ira Discharge is Toxic?

In basic screening tests, the responses of test organisms (as light output in the Microtox test,
fluorescence in the IQ test, and lethality in mortality tests) in undiluted samples are initially
measm~ Stormwater samples from intra-event or event analysis are regarded as showing toxicity
if responses in test systems exceed 20% (see Section 3.4.3). Note that toxicity shown in a wet

weather discharge sample should not be used to define an impact source. Confirmation of the cause
of an observed impact should consider receiving system dilution of the discharge receiving water
testing to eliminate upstream, or other poss~le, causes of an identified impact.
7.9.3

How Do I Use Intra-Event Analysis to Identify Where Toxicity Occurs in a Storm?

For intra-event analysis of storm sample, datas should be used to identify where test responses
exceeded 20% either as direct measurements for in-pipe samples or by comparison with pre-storm
values where samples were taken in the receiving water near the discharge (see Section 3.4.3).
The measured responses in a test during the event can be compared statistically against the
background pre-storm values using either parametric (for example, analysis of variance [ANOVA])
or non-parametric (for example Kruskal-W~li-0 multiple comparison techniques depending upon
whether the data are normally dism’buted and the variances of test groups are homogeneous. If a
single composite sample is taken in the receiving water during a storm event, test organism response
should be compared with those measured in a pre-storm sample using an appropriate parametric or
non-parametric two-sample statistical analysis.
7.9.4

How Do I Classify Discharges on the Basis of Basic Screening Test Data?

In the protocol, the scheme for classif3dag storm events based on in-pipe sampling (see Table 3-1)
involves considering:
¯
¯

The extent of toxicity measured in samples;
The consistency of response between tests;
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¯
¯

The percentage of samples showing toxin, y;, and
The position of these in the hydrograph.

irrfluenc~ of e~a’eme values for individual samples on the toxidty ¢lassific~tio~ This achieves a
balanc~ between recognizing that events are variable and mlnlrni~n~ f~ po~v~. Section 5.2
averaging low or no toxicity samples te~ts to underestimate toxic potential. That said, any extre~ne

or atypical values might require further investigation, perhaps by ro-tesangr with atternative tests or
organism batches, to ascet’a~ whether the remits are genuine.
For event analysis, classification is based upon the extent of the toxicity measured in samples and
the number of tests in the battery responding
For each disc~r~ there is usually a series of storm dassification measures, since da~a are available
from a series of storm events. It is expired that discharges from a single pipe wiII show varying
degrees of toxicity fi’om one storm to another, depending on a wide r~ge of factors, such as
imensity of rainfall, antecedent dry period, recent pestidde application, sensi~ity of test organisms,

etc. Since the concern is with the toxic potential of the discharge, the ac~.ual classification should
be based on the highest observed toxicily across storm rather than an average of the toxidty
of false positives, ~ although variability in toxicity is to be e~’~ed, classification should not
be based upon isolated and unvexed responses. For example, if a disc~’ge point consistently
shows no toxidty then shows high toxidty for a single storm event, this migl~ wanant investigatio~
The degree of confidence assoda~ed with any estimation of toxic potential depends on the nature
of the results fi~m multiple storms and on the results from nmltiple dements of the test battery,
considering both frequency and consistency of response. Fidd observafion on actual in-stream
An h~dal toxicity screen should be used to design a program that determiz~es the toxicity category
(moderate!high, specific/general, infrequel~mtermediate ~iuency/freque~) and also determines
whether advanced screening is needed.
Using this toxicity classification system, moderate levels of toxicity have generally been measured
at KISS, though the storm sewer would be classified as having the potentia~l for high toxicity based
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on the 5/23/96 sample (see Table 7-10). The Clevdand sites and Pylon site at Fort Worth would
be elassitied as of moderate toxicity, while the Cra site in Fort Worth would be classified as highly
toxic. For sites where samples have been taken in-pipe, the available chqk~on/dispersion in the
receiving water needs to be considered to determine whether there is lLikely to be an impact and
whether advanced screening is needed. When toxicity was evident in the U. dubia IQ test, it was
observed in most samples taken through the storm, whereas for the Microtox ~est, toxicity was
usually only found in a Iknited mmaber of samples.
Table %10. blicrotox and C dubia IQ Data for Intra-Event Analy-~is of Different Storms at
Various Locations and Resulting Classifieatiens

7.9.5

W~aat Course of Action Should Be Followed for Diseha~ge~ Showing No Toxicity
in Basic Scr~ Tests?

An absence of toxicity in storm events indicates that it is possible to eliminate this site l~om furflaer
toxicity testing. In fact, it mgges~ that scarce financial and personnel :resources could better be
appfied to other locations or other aspects of a stormwater maz~gement program. As with toxicity
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scree~ng following US EPA ~ some cominuing monhoring might be needed to confirm
t~t no chang~ o~ur in toxicity potfuL
7.9.6

What Course of Action Should Be Followed for Discharges Showing Moderate or
High Toxicity in Basic Screening Tests?

The presence of moderate or high toxi~y in samples taken in the v~ving wa~er is a clear
indic~on that conditions associated with wet weather discharges are cause for environmental
ooncern. A logical fn~t step is to ~ ~fknown wet w~ather sourc~ are the source of toxicity.
A second critical need is to determine the environmental sign~ficanc~ of known sources, which
might require wato’shed assessment and advanced scr~e~ng Advan~ or confirmatory testing
~x~Id only be ~rried out on samples that show moderate or high toxic~r to more than one test of
the screen~ test I~ttety. ~ approach ensures that resources ~ not be used inappropriately and
effort directed utmecess~y to false positive samples.
If a discharge is judged to have the potential for moderate toxicity, then it is necess~ to consider
more advanced tier testing This advanced tier testing ~an be designed tbr several purposes. The
first would be to identify the toxic agent and, through that identification, the fikely source of
contaminafio~ Another option would be to use the measured toxivity to firect longer term testing,
such as in s~tu tests to assess more subtle effects and possible cumulative effects of multiple storms.
When a laboratory program identifies stormwater samples as toxic, a (aitical adjunct step is to
ascertain to what extent the receiving water biota are affe~ted~ It is clear that moderme levels of
toxi~ty present the greatest d~oalty to both testing/assessment activities and management.
If high levels of toxicity are observed in time-sequenced storm samples ~om a discharge, the need
for advanced tier testing is greater. Fast, the advanced tier testing should involve some type of TIE
procedure to clearly identify the c~use of toxicity and, again, the possible source. Tm~e-scale
toxicity testing can also be used to develop duration values cziticel to the observed toxicity.
Findings of high levels of toxicity present the least difficulty in defining ~mR~anc, ed tier testing and

7.9.7

How Do IUse Advanced Screening Tests to Clarify the Ext~mt of Toxicity Measured
in Basic Screening Tests?

The extent of responses measured in stonnwater samples with basic screenizg tests can be COrLfinned
by conducting concentration-response tests. The derivation of EC(LC)s0 values from these tests can
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provide a better indication of the toxicity of stormwater samples than that available from the test
responses in undiluted samples. For example samples taken at 12:00 and 12:20 during the 7/4/95
storm at KLSS showed 90% and 60% inhibition of fluorescence in the ~Z dubga IQ test and were
subsequently tested using C. dubia IQ concenmafion-response tests. Table 7-11 shows the
concentration ranges tested, the test responses, and the EC~0 values derived. The lower ECho value
for the 12:00 sample compared to the 12:20 sample confirmed the patten of response seen in the
undiluted samples.
Table %11. C dabia IQ Data from Concentration-Response Tests on Stormwater Samples
from the 7/4/95 Storm at KLSS
Sample

12:00
12:20

% inidbition of fluoresceaoe to
C. dubia in undilut~t
samples
90
60

% inidbition of fluorescence at different
cancetm~tions (% sample)
0
25
50
10O
5
5

45
20

75
45

ECs (%)

28
52

95
80

The use of concentration-response tests is particularly valuable where a number of samples show
the same level of response in undiluted samples but may show markedly different EC(LC)~0 values.
7.9.8

How Do I Use Advanced Screening to Ide~ify the Cause: of Toxicity?

The causeof moderate or highly toxic storm events can initiagy be investigated using the toxicity
chara~a~on dement (Phase I) oftbe US EPA toxicity identification evaluation (TIE) procedure.
Toxicity characterization involves separating the stormwater sample (and a dilution water control)
into a series of fractions using processes, such as aeration, filtration thre,ugh glass fiber filters,
solid phase extraction, oxidant reduction, ethyienediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) chelation, and
graduated pH adjustment. The KLSS consistently showed moderate toxicity during storm events,
and a TIE was carried out on the 15:00 sample from the 4/25/96 storm, which initially caused 44%
light inhibition in the Microtox test and 100% inl~’bition of fluorescence in the C. dubia IQ test.
Toxicity c, har, uy~on was carded out with the Microtox test according ~Io the US EPA procedure
described in. Appendix B and indicated that the toxicity observed could have been due to a
combination of volatile materials and heavy metals.
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metal plating facility. Subsequent analysis of heavy metal concmm’aions in discharges showed that
these l¢~,,ls we~ su~cieat to account for the responses measured in the l~ficrotox tests (see
Table 7-12).

Table 7-12. Comparison of Maximum Microtox Responses during Storm Events
with Measured Zinc Concentrations

5/24/95
7/9/96

16
69

23
73

47
76

19-7
353

1-2.5 (20 mira)

The 1W.tctmox data show that fight inhibition in~’msed with increasing expo.mre time--evidence that
the comaninams causing the response were probably dissolved heavy metlls (see Section 6.3). As
noted previously, information on the physicochemical parameters of samples is important in
interprets data and ascertai~g the cause of toxicity. For example, sa~,le pH and hardness have
a marked effect on the toxicity of heavy metals.
7.9.9

How Do I Separate Wet Weather Effects from Other Wattrshed Influences
in Receiving Water Samples?

The ¢ontn’bution of stormwater discharges to in-stream toxicity can Ix; assessed by measm’ing
responses in receiving water samples taken at both upstream and downstream sites as a timesequenced series lmfore, during and after the storm. Identification of the impact of the storm water
discharge is easiest where there is consist~ly limited toxicity measun~l at the upstream site.
Analysis is complicated where there is considerable background varLibility in the responses
observed in upstream samples outside of storm events.
Table 6-4 shows the responses in water samples from locations upstream and downstream at the
KLSS ram,tared with the Microtox and C dub~a IQ tests during an extended sampling program The
sta’v~ was carried out between 5/20/96 and 6/2/96 and 4 storm events. The upstream reference site
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(CS REF) was on the Copl~ Slough approximately 50 m above the confluence with the KLSS
basin, while the downstream site (DS MID) was about 100 m downstre~ of the confluence.

Responses in water samples at the upstream reference site were generaIly limited (<10 % change
f~om pre-storm level) in both the l~:mtox and C dub~a IQ test with the e~ception of samples taken
within a 4-h period ofthe start ofthe storms on the 5/23 (8:30) and 1/6 (17:20). These transient
increases in toxicity above baseline levels probably resulted from the presence of co~
which had entered the Copper Slough system upstream and been washed down to the reference site.

Samples taken at the ~ site showed increased toxicity in the C. dub~a IQ test immediately
following the start of the 5/23 storm (that is in the 9:30 sample). Three hours after the start of the
storm, the elevated toxicity seen in the C. dubia IQ test probably reflected the movement
downstream site of ontaminated water from the upstream site. Subsequ:ent storm events resulted
in no toxicity in water samples taken f~om the downstream site. The absence of toxicity at the
downstream site following the 5/26 and 6/1 storms was consistent with the lack of toxicity measured
in the samples from the storm sewer (see Table 6-3). The absence oftc,xicity in the storm sewer
samples taken for the 5/26 storm probably reflects the limited availab~ity of comamJnants fi’om
runoff after the 5/23 storn~ It indicates that it might not be worth sampling storms occurring rapidly
aiter an ~ event if’that ~ storm showed high toxicity (see Section 7.6.4).
Assessment of~ water samples at the upstream (US) and downm~am (DS) stations on the
Copper Slough consistently showed an absence of toxicity (see Tables 6.3 and 6-4) probably due

to the dilution of the storm-event discharges on the receiving water.
7.9.10

What is the Relationsl~p of Wet Weather Toxicity to
Dry Weather/Baseline Flow Toxicity?

The relatio~p of wet weather toxicity to baseline flow toxicity is site-speci:fic and can be quite

complicated. At one level, wet wemher toxicity simply represents an acute response associated with
the ~on and duration of exposure to conmmimmm during a storm e,~’ent. Laboratory testing

(see Clmpter 5.0). Therefore, toxicity observed aRer an event, such as a fish kill days following a
storm event, might be related to storm conditions and not base flow.
The relafiom~ of wet weather flow toxicity to baseflow toxicity has bee~ evaluated by Crunkilton
et al., 1996. In their study, Daphnia magna and P. prome/as were exposed for up to 14 days.
C~n noted, "Them were no apparent differences in toxicity of orga~=ns exposed to base flow
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and those that were exposed to high flow. Both were equally toxic." The critical finding in this
research was the effect associated with extended exposure where seven-&sy tests indicated no effect
and fourteen-day tests showed significant effect.
7.9.11

Does Toxicity Vary Seasonally?

At a particular location, seasonal ~ces in toxicity can result fi’om event-specific
characteristics, such as the length of the antecedent dry period, the intensity of rainfall, changes in
the natm-e of’deposition of materials on urban surfaces or the use of chemicals on residential or farm
land, as well as receiving water characteristics (e.g., volume). However, given the potential
interaction of these different factors, it might be di~cult to cleady identi~y seasonal factors.
A simple approach would be to divide monitored storms into seasonal categories and examine the
maximum responses obsea’ved in toxidty tests. This analysis was performed for data fi’om KLSS,
but no differences between seasonal toxicity were evident.

7.9.12

Does Toxicity Vary by Location within the Watershed?

For a specific event, differences in toxicity of runoff entering the receiving water system are found
at various locations in a watershed due to the differences in the nature of the inputs. On a
standardized loading basis, the magnitude of comandnants entering a receiving water varies
according to land use and results in different levels of toxicity given the same degree of dilutio~L
The general order of contaminant loading for different land uses from the highest to the lowest is:
indusu~ and commercial > fi~eeway > higher density residential > lower-density residential > open
land (Homer et al., 1994). This pattern was found for basic screening tests on runoff samples
collected from different land types in Fort Worth, Texas, during May, 1995 (Table 7-13). Samples
were taken from the following watersheds:
¯

Cra, which is approximately 47 acres and dominated by industrial land use;

¯

Pylon, which is approximately 28 acres and contains and agricultu~ral land use; and

¯

Eastern Frills, which is approximately 154 acres and consists primarily of residential areas.
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The data showed that, for water samples collected ~om the three sites during a storm event on
5/24/95, the responses in the l~crotox and ~ dub~a IQ test were most marked £or Cra samples with
less toxicity being recorded for the Eastern ~ and Pylon samples.
Table 7-13. Toxicity Data for Storm Event Samples Taken on 5/24/95 from Sites
with Different Land Uses in Trinity River Watershed (FOrt Worth)
Toxicity (% response) for ~he 5/24/96 sawn event

c.
Cra

I00

87

~ ~

36

70

Pylon

0

30

In the receiving water, ~ in toxichy at dHYerent locations can result from the volume of the
receiving water and hence the available dilution at a given locatio~
7.9.13

Does Toxicity Vary by Region?

Toxicity differs between w-at_ersheds in differeat regions because ofthe different uses of]and within
those watershed~ However, for runoff samples derived fi’om specific land uses in different regions,
In urban areas, mowmelt and the release of salt to receiving waters is a n~jor issue in many States,
but not Florida, Texas, etc., which are not subject to extreme clhnatic coz~litions.
The regional testing conducted for this project indicated th~ no fimd~ental di~erences in the
characteristics of the toxic response to wet weather events could be atl~ed to specific regional
charactexisfics. The differences in toxicity appeared to be source- and ~te-spec’~c, and generally
1racked a response pattern that identified both first flush and later response~ which can be attn~outed
to resuspension of contaminants. In general, regional differences in toxicity are not of major
con~fn, although ad~e~: of test proc~iures to a~ommodate regional differences in hydrology

(see Table 2-l) might be needed.
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FIELD-BASED STORM EVENT ANALYSIS
8.1

Assessment Design Questions

8.1.1

When Do I Use In Situ Tests or Biosurveys?

Within the time-scale and biological tier testing framework, in situ 1~’tS a~d biosurveys filld
application in the event and long-term time scales and in the advanc~l ureening and confirmatory
testing tiers (see Chapter 3.0). In situ bioassays and biosurveys gives a measure of actual in-stream
effects and serve as a link between laboratory-based measures (both biologicaJ and chemic~l) and
posu~ole ecological degradation When a laboratory program identifies stormwater as being toxic,
a second, ~iti~l step is to ~ the a~mal environmental impa~ In some situations, for
example where receiving water dilution c~tpac~ is large, acute toxizky of stormwater might be of

little or no consequence in terms of environmental degradation Labc,ratory toxicity testing of
receiving water samples obviously w~l give an indication of whether or not this is the case.

Howevffi, any laborat~ testing brings an aniiicia~ to the analys~ thereby redu~ng its ecological
relevance. Therefore, field assessments should be undertaken as a ~nfirmatory exercise to evaluate

Studies of in-pipe toxidty at the KLSS site consistently showed moderate levels of toxicity
oc~rring in most storms (see Table 6-4). Additionally, laboratory toxic~y testing of in-stream
water samples showed that toxi~y was also present downstream and sometimes upstream of the
point where the storm sewage discharge entered the main Copper Slough Channd (see Table 7-2).
Biosurveys were undertaken at sites along the Copper Slough to ascertain the in-stream impact of
the discharges (see Section 8.4), with invertebrates being sampled on three occasions using both
Surber samples and kick samples.
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8.1.2

When Shall I Perform an In Siva Test as Opposed to a Biosurvey?

The use of field-based assessments fits into a sequenced application of the tools available for wet
weather event hnpact assessment. FL,~t, biomrveys should be tu’~l early in a wet weather
the first indication that degradation due to =orm events has occurred~ Alternmiv~, following the
identification of toxicity of a storm discharg~ through laboratory tox~icity testing a biosunrey can
confmn whether or not receiving watt" is impact~l. Biosurveys results can be used to tailor in situ

or laboratory rests to the roceiving water system by basing the choice of test organisms according
to what is actually lmmat in the receiving system.
Biosurveys generally provide the most ecologically relevant information of any ~ype of biological
testing However, finding a receiving water impact downstream of a discharge does not necessar~y
imply a cause-effect relationship to a particular discharge, although it can provide strong evidence
for such a relationst~.
In contrast, in situ exposure experiments can be used to provide evidence of the impact of a wet
weather discharge through a more controlled experimen~ An exposure experiment yields the most
direct evidence of a cause-and-dfect relationship between storm events and in-stream effects.
Exposure experiments can also be used in place ofbiosurveys where the natural fauna are severely
impoverished due to degraded or poor quality habitat, or where m~ked differences in habitat
preclude the selection of comparable sites for biosurvey sampling. See also Section 8.4.1.
8.1.3

Where Shall I Deploy In Sire Tests or Condu~t Biosmweys?

Precise details of where to deploy in sire tests or conduct biomrveys depends largely on the study
objectives and the constraints imposed by the receiving water system itse~. However, a nttmber of

For both biomrveys and in situ assessments, the position of sites relative to discharges is important.
Firstly, appropriate reference sites are required (see Section 8.1.4). ~econdly, downstream sites
must take accotmt of the physical mixing zones of discharges. A ~e within the immediate mixing
zone might be required to examine maximum impact, but, for asse~fing the wider downstream
impact, sites should be outside the immediate mixing zone. However, defining mixing zones is
complex, and no simple guidance can be given. A tlfird factor that should be considered when
selecting sites is the danger ofpseudoreplication (Hmtbert, 1988), which is the erroneous attn’btrdon
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ofapparem differences between sites to some f~’tor other than the true ~z~se. This problem azises
through inadequate sample repli~tion. In situ tests and biosurveys av~ particularly prone to the
dangers of" pseudoreplication; for example, differences between a single upstream and a single
downslream site could be asm’bed to the impact of a discharge but in fact may be due to some oth~,
unmeasured or unknown, factors, such as habitat differences. The use of" multiple sites does not
directly avoid this problem but goes some way towards avoiding errone~ms conclusions.
For biosnveys, the prime consideration for selecting the exact sampling loc~tions is site similarities.
Since the objective is to compare the resident fauna or flora at two or :more sites, and one of the
major determinants of biological community structure is the physical habitat available, it follows
habitat can result in far greater differences in biological connnm~es thav~ the effect of considerable
levels of contandnafion.
For in situ exposure assessments, site similarities are less critical but still of importance. Every
effort should be made to select sites that are similar in physical factors l~t might effect organism
health and survivat, such as water depth, current velocity, shad~ Figure 6-2 shows the
deployment locations for in sire tests and biosurvey sampling locations on the Copper Slough
Watershed.
8.1.4

What Co~ a Reference Site?

A reference site is one thst is used for comparisons with an impacted site. Two different types of
reference sites exist and serve different purposes.

A local or upstream reference site is one that is used for direct comparison with an impacted site
to infer the effect of a single discharge, multiple discharges, or runoffzorte. Typically, this is a site
that is upstremn of the impacting discharge, or impacted area. The results from in sire deployments
or biosurveys at this site are compared with results fi~m the downstream~, impacted site. Although
an upstream reference site allows the identification of the impact of a partictflar input, it does not
allow an identification ofthe impact.of other input sources or a general degradation in water quality.
Such a distinction may be assisted by use of a general or background ref~mce site. In the KLSS
system, the local reference site (CS REF) was located about 50 m upstreaz~ of the confluence of the
outlet of the KLSS basin (see Figure 6-2).
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A general or background referrmee site is one that is fi~e fi~m (major) anthropogeni¢ influence
and, as suCh is a measure of natural background conditions. By comparing the results of in sire
deployments or biosurveys at a general reference site, an upstream reference site, and an ~
sRe, it is possible to infer the relative importance of the ~ of the input under study in relation
to that caused by other inpms. A reference site might be situsted in the upper reaches of the
watentmd, above known inlmm, or on a different, unimpaoted stream. Clearly, the problems arising
through pseudoreplication and the influence of other, unknown factors are h’kely to be greater for

The Water Envitommm Research Foundation has published reports that discuss selection of
reference reaches for use ~ analysis (Novotny et aL, 1997; Michael and Moore, 1997).
Much of that information would likely apply in this context. See also Section 8.1.5 of this r~port.

8.1.5

What Action Should I Take ira Suitable Reference Site Cannot
Be Identified and Sampled?

A control site is essential for a meaningfifl interpretation of the results of in sire deployments of
biosurveys. Without a conta’ol site, it is impossible to reliably attn’bute any measured effect to the

storm w=er input(s) under ,e=is=ion.
In the case of biomrveys, if a suitable control site cannot be identified (habitat dissimilarities), it
might be appropriate to use an in situ technique instead. Another pom~ility is the use of artificial

W’tth the advent of biocriteria, reference sites are now a critical component of water quality
regulation and a foo.~ of some controversy. Many States, in response to biocriteria development
efforts, have identified reference streams and reference conditions. It might be possible to apply
information from these non-degraded reference sites to evaluate biosmvey resalts.
8.1.6

When and Where Are Sediment Analysis/Assessment F_2~rts Needed?

Sediment toxicity assessment adds an importam dimension to in situ water ¢olunm toxicity
assessments. Sediment toxicity is generally a da’onic phenomenon resulting from sediment buildup over relatively long time scales. Thus, sediment assessments fall into the multiple event/longterm area oft.he time-scale matrix.
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metals and organics. Sediment amlysis might be also needed where remspension of a significant
mount of material that is known to, or suspected of~ c, onm’bufing to water quality problems has
ocx,.a’red. See also Section 8.5.1..
S.2

Smupliug Questions

8~,.I

How Many Measurements Must I Take?

The number of measta~x~ that must be made to answer a question is dependent on the precision
required, the variability of the measurement process and the samples, and cost conswaims (see
Section 7.2). If the variabilities of the mea,smcm~t process and of what is being measured are
known, statistical techniques are readily available for calculating the requh’ed number of samples
to attain a specified precision. This also allows estimation of the statistical power of the tes~ to
detect a given differen~ i.e., the probabi]~ of concluding there is an effect when one exists.
Discussions of the statistical aspects of sampling program design can be found in Mar et aL, 1986;
Reindt, Homer, and Mar, 1988; Reinelt, Homer, Castensson, 1992; Homer et al., 1994.
A problem with in situ assessments and biosurveys is that the samples are usually highly variable,
and variabilities are often unknown. A good starting point for deciding how many meas~ements

to take or how many replicates to use is to assess what was done in other similar studies and how

8.2.2

How Much Do Field Assessments Cost?

The cost of field assessments is quite variable and, again dependent on study objectives that define
the effort and expertise required in a field assessment. The US EPA has developed Rapid
Bioassessment Program (RBP) guidance (US EPA, 1989; also available from www.epa.gov/
OWOW/monitofing/AWPD/RBP/bioasses.html) that has five protocols that require different levels
costs. For example, the level of effort for a RBP 1, a subjective analysis, is estimated to be 1 to 2
hours per station with an additional 0.5 to 1 hour for data analysis per station Costs for this level
of analysis might be as low as $200 to $500 per station As assessmenI requirements increase, the
level of effort and expertise costs increase. A typical screening level test involving
macroinvertebrate sampling and analysis (e.g, identification to the family level for initial metric
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determination) costs from $500 to $2,500 per station Addition of fisheries coile~ons and
identification of samples to the gentts or spevies level add significantly to assessment c~sts. These
estimates are for RBP sampling and would not include the cost of chemical analysis or

8.2.3

Are Unique Devices Needed to Perform In Sire Testing or Biosurveys?

In situ deployments most ~ommonly involve the placing of organisms in cages within the receiving
systen~ There are no standard devices for this purpose but a nmnber of workers have su~
used similar types of design (see Herricks, Milne, and Johnson, 1994).

For invertebrates, a small tube (umally perspex) is used, either with mesh over the ends or with
sealed ends and mesh-~3v~l openings oat into the tube. The prec~ size of the tube is not ~’itical,
and the nmnber of organisms per tube can be adjusted ac~3rding to the relative size of organism ~:1
individ~ tubes are usually aggrega~ into groups in some kind of cage or basket, which is fastened
to the stream bed (e.g., with stakes) or attached to a weight (e.g., c~nczete block). The design and
orientation of the c~ges in the stream must be such thaX su~cient water flows through but not a~ a
velocity that might be excessive for small invertebrates, inch as Cer~odaphnm (Sasson-Briskson and
Burton, 1991).
For fish, larger c~ges are required and these can be constructed from a number of materials. The
only important design requirement is that there is adequate flow of water and food particles.
Other types of in sire assessments include colonization samplers. These can c~nsist of natural
materials, e.g., stones held in a coarse mesh container or be of entirely artificial constru~ion.
Purpose-made colonization samplers are ~omm~ available.
For biosurveys of invertebrates, a number of standard sampling devices are available. The
commonest is a simple pond net used for kick sampling which may have specified dimensions for
the mouth and the mesh size. Others are devices, suc~h as Surber samplers, that enclose a quadrant,
with anintegrfl net to trap dislodged ~. For deeper water bodies, a variety ofgrab samplers
can be used from the bank or a boat.
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8.2.4

Which Organis~ are Best for Held-Based Wet Weather Analysis?

In theory, any organism could be used for field-based wet weather event analysis. In practice,
invertebrates and fish are most commonly used.
For in sire assessnam~ invertebrates are preferred over fish, because they are usually more easily
collected and/or cultured and require smaller, simpler cages. Usually, organisms are deployed
without food, and the maxinmm holding time before death ensues must be taken into consideration
when selecting a test organism. For Ceriodaphn~ this period is 48 hours, while for Hyalella and
slmRar species, and also for fish, it is around one week. Inverteb~e shredders, inch as Hyalella,
can be provided with leaf material as a food source, allowing a longer deployment periocL
For ~ ~ are generally preferred to fish for several reasons, l~u~, they are much
easier to sample. Secondly, being less mobile, invertebrates provide a truer picture of recent water
quality. ARhough invertebrates respond rapidly to adverse conditions and move away from an area
by driffin~ recolonizafion is a much slower process, requiring szv~al weeks at least. In contrast,
fish very rapidly move in response to short-term adverse conditions, such ~s a storm event. Also,
there are well developed biotic indices based on invertebrates that provide a single index fi~om a
more complex data set. A disadvamage of invertebrates compared with fish is that sample
processing and identification is much more labor intensive (see also Section 8.6).
8.2.5

How Long Should I Expect to Maintain a Sampling Program to Assess Effect?

The duration of a sampling program is largely defined by the study objec~ces. The use of in sire
assessments and biosurveys is primarily be directed at multiple event/long-term time-scale analyses.
There might be seasonal factors affecting toxicity of stormwater, (e.g, seasonal appli~tion of
pesticides, seasonal storm patterns, snowmelt) which require a sampling program to cover a whole
year or cet’min parts of the year. In slm assessments probably have a duration of weeks to months,
while a biosurvey program might be ongoing for months to years.
8-~

~ourees Questions

8.3.1

Do I Use Different Tectmiques for Different Sources?

Generally, sources are not a major factor in the selection of techniques, although knowledge of
sources can direct choice. The presence of primarily non-conser¢afive contaminants directs the
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focus of" field assessme~ tn even~ time-scale analyses, wh~e the presence of conservative
co~ call for lon~-term analys~. Where a problem is known or suspected with hea~
meter or organics that bind to psrticula~ ~ or sc, ommlste in tissues, sedhne~ tests or

8.3.2

What M~st I Know about Sources to Effectively Develop afield Analysis Program?

It is desirable, but not essential, to know something about sources. Knowledge about possible
toxicity sources (and, therefore, contanfina~s) can aid in the selection of the organisms for an
assessment program. The presence of a particular corrt, mi,,nt should lead to the use of organisms
with known sensitivity to that co~. For example, where ammonia is considered to be the
causative agent of toxicity, fish should be used rather than invertebr~es due to their greater

causat agent of toxicity.
8.3.3

How Do I Separate/Compare the Effects of Multiple Sources
in a Field Analysis Program?

This is an area where un~ding is poorly developed and relationships are not well understood.
However, responses ofpanicular in sire test systems and test organisms, as well as biosurvey results,
nfight indicate differential effects of’particular sources. For example, bioaco, mmlafion studies might
establish a link with a certain ~ possibly of particular origin. Similarly, differential
responses of organisms in the commun~ can lead to particular sources through knowledge of
differing ~es to particular ¢ont~minau~.

8.4

Wet Weather Event Questions

8.4.1

When and How Do I Use In Situ or Biosmvey Techniques for Event,
Multiple Event, and/or Long-Term Analysis?

8.4.1.1

In Sire Tests

In sire assessments can fairly readu~ be used for event and multiple event analysis provided there
is an intensive, rolling deployment program that extends over a number of months. Because events
are unpredictable except in the very short-term, it is necessary to have a deployment in place, with
frequent observations being taken before an event occurs so that pre-event observations can be
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compared with post-event observ~ons. For long-term analysis of’toxicity at a location, the rolling
deployme~ program ~ need to be carried out for a year or longer. Where the time scale of
interest is eve~ tes~ with ~ shorter induction times are most appropriate~for example
lethality~ tests and feeding rate tests. For the nmltiple event and long-term time scales, these
event-time-scale tests might still apply when deployed in a rolling program, as well as tests with
relatively longer induction ~ such as bio~on tests and colonization c~mbers. The use
of in-stream assessments is ~m important link between the laboratory me~mrement of toxiC! in
samples ~m a sto~ discharge and e~ologieal effect, and these tee~ques are used prima~y
in a confirmatory role.
The effects oftbe 6/I/96 storm at KLSS were investigated using in situ tests with the invertebrates,
D. magna and H. aztec, a, and fathead minnows (P. prome/as). Organisms were deployed at the
Copper Slough r~rence site (CS REF) and in the KLSS basin ~ sediment aud without sediment
(water column only) on 5/31/95 and recovered 48 hours later after the storm event. The results
showed tl~ for water column exposure, lethality was significantly higher (t-test, P<0.05) in the
D. magna and H. azteca deployed in the KLSS compared to those st the r~ference site (see
Table 8- I). However, no toxicity was measured in the discharge ~ ~ storm event, and the
water cohmm toxicity might have been due to the resuspe~on of ~ present in the
sediment at this site. For fathead minnows, there was no statistical difference between the lethality
in organisms deployed at the two locations. Lethality in the organisms deployed at the reference she
was less than 20% for all test species.
Table 8-1. Toxicity Data for In Situ Water Column Tests Deployed
at KLSS for the 6~1/9~ Storm

CS-REF
K1,SS B~sin

20
100

17
46.7

10
6.7

A variety of caged invertebrates were deployed at the US and DS stations on the Copper Slough, but
none showed storm-event-related toxicity responses. The lack of response at these stations
suggested that the ~¢ents did not cause toxicant concentra~ons that were sufficiently elev-a~ to

cause mortality over the sho~ ~posure pe~ods during eve~.
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During other studie~ the project team h~ investigated the effects of CSOs at two sites in the United
Kingdom" Pendle Water ~) and the River Trent (Staffordsh~) (IW.dne et aL, 1992). At
Pmdle W~ter, metal aco.mmlafion and mortality in ~ amphipods (Gammargspu/ex) and metal
accunmlafion in resident mayflies (Baetis rhodam~ were measured. On the River Trent, mortality
in caged G. p~/ex, brown trout (,.~dmo ~) and chub (~ cephoJis) were used.
Deployments of caged G. pu/e~ at sites above and below a CSO on Pend]e Water for 7 to ~4 days
yielded evidence of ao~te toxk~y on 3 of the 4 occasions a storm event occurred during the
deployments. On the River Trent, four storm sewage discharge events during the three deployments
of 33 to 44 days did not have a significant lethal effect on tither caged G. pu/ex or caged fish.

8.4.1.2

Biosurvey Tec, h~ques

Otherwise, biosurveys are most appropriate for assesshg multiple events or long-term analysis. A
series of biosurveys is generally needed at a location so that seasonal effects on community
abundance and diversity can be accounted for in the analysis.
At KLSS, long-term impa~t has been assessed by conducting biomrveys at four locations over an
g-month period from October, 1995, to ~une, 1996 (see Section 8.1.1). Statistical analysis (see
Figure 8-I ) showed thst the invertebrate ~mmnity was sign~Ecamly more diverse at US sites, was
dramadcally impaired at the point where the discharge entered the channd and showed some
recovery DS.
During previous studies, the project team has investigated the effects of CSOs at two sites in the
United I~mgdom: Pendle Water (r ~e) and the River Trent (Staffordshire) (Milne et al., 1992).
The quality of the receiving water was assessed using the BMWP (Biological Monitoring Working
Party) and ASFT (Average Score Per Taxon) scores (~ et al., 1983). The BMWP score is
an index that combines into a single numerical expression both a qua/itative or quantita~e measure
of macroinvenebrate species diversity depending upon the collection procedure and qualitative
in£onn~on on the ecologizal ~es of individual taxa (Metcaife, 1989). Scores are based on
the presence or absence of certain invertebrate ~m~l~es within a sample. The score is obtained by
sumndng the individual scores of all the families present in the sample. Score values (maximum of
10 and minimum of I) for individual families reflect their pollution tolerance based on a knowledge
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of~on and almndance, wi~ pollution intolerant fandlies (such as the Ephemeroptera) having
high scores and pollution tolerant fann~es (such as Oligochaem and Chironomidae) low scores. The
average score per taxon (ASPT) is calculated by dividing the BMWP score by the total number of
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Figure 8-1. Summary of Biosurvey Data for Locations on the Copper Slough

At Pendle Water, sampling of invertebrate eommmaities (by Surber sampler taken on 11 occasions
between August, 1988, and July, 1990) indicated that discharges from a CSO exerted a cln~nic
effect on the benthos downstream. However, the impact was limited to a zone of less than 250 m
(820 fD from the discharge. The munerical dominance of oligochaetes conm’buted to low species
diversity downstream of the CSO. In addition, decreased BMWP, ASP’r, and diversity were
ama3mted to the absence of certain pollution sensitive species probably as a result of the toxic effect
of discharges. Reductions in mean BMWP scores ranged from 2 to 27 when comparing a site I0 m
(32.8 11) upstream of the study CSO to a site 10 m (32.8 11) downstream, and from 3 to 13 when
comparing the upstream site with a site I00 m (328 11) downstream (on the seven occasions witl2n
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the study period that samples were taken at this site). Another observation was the redu~on in
invertebrate population densities following major storm events, although this Ixend was also
obs~ ~ s~ms ups~ ~l ~ oftlm CSO. Physieal disturbanc~ of ttm river bed during
high flow was considered to be the major factor responsible.
Miine eta~ (1992) also studied the River Trent (at Abbey HuRon, Stoke-on-Trent). BMWP, ASPT,
and total taxa tended t.o be higher at sites upstream of a CSO. Redu~ons in mean BMWP scores
(from samples takes on five occasions between Angust, 1991, to January, 1992) ranged from 14 to
27 when comparing downstream and upstream sites. I-figh densities of oligochaetes found 200 m
downstream from the CSO discharge suggested that the CSO discharges were causing chronic
organic polltrfion. Te~a~ive evidence of an acute impact was provided by the large reduction in
mean densities ofBaetidae (may~) downstream from a CSO following one storm event.
Whiting and Cli~rd (1983) investig~md the impact of urban runoff in a small Canadian stream

(Whitemud Creek) within Edmonton, Albe~ Seven sampling stations were used to assess the
impact of six storm sewer overflows and samples were collected ~om each site at approximately
3-week intervals fi’om Aprt~ 1976, to May, 1977. A number of invertebrate spedes common to a
site upstream of the urban area were absent or rare within the city where oligochaetes and
chironomids were very abundant. Species diversity c~Iculated using the Simpson index (Simpson,
1949) and richness (nmnber oftaxa) were much lower downstream within the city than upstrean~
The changes in the ud)an ~ faum were ~ed to the discharge of organic materials and
silt from storm sewer overflows. The magnitude of the effects of storm sewer runoff appeared to
have been directly related to the area dr~ecL Large faunal changes were found below the outlet
of the second storm sewer system that drained 10.4 km2 (2,570 acres), whereas little change was
found below the third outf~ discharge which dra~ed 0.6 km2 (148 acres).
Hoffman and Meighan (1984) studied the impact of a series of CSOs fi’om San Francisco on various
sites on the ~ shore of central San Francisco Bay. The study monitored the effects of three
storm events ~ February and March, 1979, at 16 stations. Replicate benthic infanna samples
were obtained using a 0.05-m2 (0.538-R2) Ponar grab sample. Species diversity was calculated by
the Shannon-Weiner index. A f~heries survey was also carried at six stations, 8 days aRer the end
of the third overflow event using a 7.6-m (25-R) otter trawl. The benthic infatma did not indicate
any defufitive decrease in the mamber of species or individuals per station as a result of any single

overflow event. Species diversity was highest at those stations beyond the immediate degradation
zone fi’om the CSOs. Increased species diversity and biomass were considered to reflect the
availability of food with increased organics in the sediments and increased suspended organic
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materials fi’om the CSOs. Reduc~ fish abundance and diversity was found at the sites closest to
the CSO dischatg~ This was comidered to result from the unsuitabifity of these locations for most
fmh sp~ies due W the influ~ce of CSOs on the ~_~r~,~ and the paucity of benthic invertebrates.

A study of the ~ of urban runoff on benthic macroinv~ebmm conmmni~ composition w~s
conducted at eight sites along two branches of Shabakunk Creek (New Jersey) by Garie and
Mc2ntosh (19g6). Q~mnt~t~ive sampling using a Surber sampler was carried out at six sites on the

heav~ developed West Branch and two sims on the lightly developed Main Branch during 1979/80.

The analysis of the benthic collection was performed by examining changes in taxa richness and
population density = the eight sites. Benthic macroinvertebrate samples collected by the multiplate
artificial substrate samplers differed markedly in terms of connnunity composition fi’om those
obtained by a Surber sampler and were not considered to be ~e of those ~om ~e stream
bed. On the basis of the Surber sampler data, the effects of urban runoff on the benthos of
Shabakm~ Creek included decreases in taxa richness and population density, along with shiRs in

connmmity compos~o~ Inczeas~ concentrations of heavy metals in the mbstrate were considered
to be a conm’butory factor.
Pedersen and Perkins (1986) compared the benthic macroinvertebrate community of a Washington
State stream in an urbanized ~ed (Kelsey Creek) with that in a similar sized stream in a
nearby rural location (Bear Creek). Buried colonization chambers containing natural rock substrates
(Radford and Hartland-Rowe, 1971) were deployed at three shes on Kelsey Creek and two on Bear
Creek. No significant difference existed between the urban and rural stream in terms of the average
number of benthic invertebrates that colonized the samplers. However, a substantial difference

existed between the composition of the benthos in the streams, inch that the rural stream had nearly

twice the functional diversity of the urban strean~ The benthos of the urban stream was reported
to be dominated by a few groups of invertebrates that could adapt to the erosional/depositional
mmre of the substrate and could utifize transient, low-quality food sources.

8.5

Water Quality Questiom

8.5.1

What is the Relationship between Water Quality and Sediment Quality?.

Relationships between water quality and sediment qualiV! are complex and poorly understood.
Chemically bound comaminams can re-emer the water column through chemical processes,
particularly if resuspension occurs during storm flow events. Sediment toxidty is generally a
chronic problem and relates to the long-term time scale. Therefore, it is in the context of this time
scale that this question may be asked. Use of in sire exposure tests with designs that include and
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A field deploymmt of caged Hyu/e//a azteca was undertaken at the KLSS site with the objective of
comparing water colunm toxicity and sediment toxicity (see Table 8-2). Groups of ~ were
caged out for 10 days, either in the water coltmm only or wi~ sediment comz~ The remits showed
that the organim~ in contact with sediment in the KLSS basin mffer~ significantly higher mortality
between water- or sediment-r~lated mortality at the reference site.
8.5.2

Where and When Do I Sample Water Quality to Support In Situ Testing?

Water quality analyses can strengthen the establishment of a toxicity cruise-effect relationship, if
mortality (or another endpoint) can be related to measured contaminant concentrations. It should
be recognized, however, that this might not always be fea~’ble where complex mixtures of
contaminams are involved4 indeed the whole rationale for stormwater toxicity testing rests on the
inadequacy of chemi~l analysh alone as a tool for monitoring stormwater. See also Section 8.1.6.
Table 8-2. Toxicity Data for In Situ/Z azteca Water Column and Sediment Tests

CS REF
KLSS

Water cohnrm

S ~,~limer~

10
43

20
80

Where a particular contaminant is known to be a problem, perhaps ~om bio~on studies,
advanced screening tests, such as TIE (see Section 7.9.8 and Appendix B), might be able to trace
the in-stream problem ba~k to soume.

To link in sire test remlts to storm event chemistry, continuous monitoring is clearly the most
appropri~e methodology, coupled with automatic samplers for parameters that cannot be
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continuously monitorecL Ideally, monitoring points should be at, or in the vicinity o~ the in situ

testing site.
8.6

Test System/Assessment Procedure Questions

8.6.1

What Is the Best In Situ Test System?

The best in situ test system for a particular program is determined by the program obj~ ~ ~e
application of the test system selection methodology. The selection of test systems is based on time..
scale considerations and the performance of the test against time-scale-spe~c criteria. Of the three

time scales identified (’mtra-event, event and long-term), in sire tests systems are relevant to the
event and long-term time scales. Where the time scale of interest is event, tests with relatively
shorter induction times are most appropriate, for example lethality-based tests and feeding rate tests.
For the long-term time scale (multiple event), these event-time-scale tests might still be applicable
whell deployed in a miring program, as well as tests with ~ lol~ger induction times, such as
bio~on tests and colonization.
What Is the Best Biosurvey Procedure?

8.6.2

As discussed above, the selection of test systems is based on time-scale considerations. Biosurveys
are fairly exclusively directed at long-term time-scale assessments though they might be relevant
in the event time scale (see Section 8.4.1). As such, time scale is not the major factor in assessing
which biosurvey procedure is best for a particular progax~ Relevant considerations include:
Which procedure wEl be most cost-effective and provide the most relevant information to

meet study ot~ectives?
What organisms are present in the system and which are most appropriate? (see
Section 8.2.4).
¯

Have any biosurveys been done previously (continuity will allow comparison with tfistoric

data)?
The RBPs developed by US EPA include three protocols for benthic invertebrates and two for ~
The appropriate biosurvey procedure depends on the study objectives. Benthic RBP I and
RBP IV are scree~ug tools to help determine i~biological impairment exists. Benthic RBPs H a~d
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HI and F’~sh RBP V are more rigorous and provide more objective and reproducible evaluations than
RBPs I and IV. RBPs H, ]~, and V are semiquanfitafive and use an integrated analysis technique
to provide conthmit7 in evaluation impairmem among skes and seasons. Each of the RBPs is

8.6.2.1

Rapid Bioa~,essm~ Protocol I--Benthic M~x~nv~t.eb~es and
Rapid Bioasse~m~ Protocol IV----FLsh

These RBPs are scTeening mechanLsms to ident~ biological impairment. They are not intended
to determine the degree of knpainnent nor provide definitive data to establish ~use-and-effect
relationships. They allow a cursory assessment, usins cost and time ef~ciencies to evatu=e a large
number of sites, identify major wate~ quality problems, and help plan and develop management

8.6.2.2

Rapid Bioassessment Protocol H--Benthic Macroinveneb~es

This RBP provides information to rank sites as severely or moderately impaired so that addilional
study or re~l~ory/manasemen~ action can be planned. Like RBP I, this protocol can be used as
a screening tool and allows agencies to eva/uate a large number of sites with relatively little time
and effort. The more documented procedm’~ and integrated metrics of RBP H promotes better

8.6.2.3

Rapid Bioassessment Protocol ul--Benthic Macroinvertebra~es and
Rapid Bioasse~ment Protocol V---Zksh

These two RBPs provide a consistent, well-documented biological assessment. Like RBP I~ they
provide information for ranking site impairment and a way to compare repemable results over time
(trend monitoring). These RBPs include taxonomic identifications to the lowest practical level,
thereby providing information on population, as well as conmnmitT-level, effects. They include an
integrated assessment of metrics and can be used to develop biocfiteri~

8.6.3

Do I Use Different Tests. in Different Regions?

The same camgo6es of test systems are appmpriam for all regions, although in some cases the~e may
be seasonal constraints. What might d~ffer between regions is the organisms used (see Sections 8.6.4

and 8.6.5).
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8.6.4

Should I Use Indigenous Organisms as a Test System?

The use of laboratory stock organisms has the advantage that standard spedes have known
responses and tolerances to co~ and a large body of published information is available to

aid in the int~on of results. Additionally, quality ~,~-mc~Jquality control (QA/QC)
procedures, such as stock ~ control, c~n be undertaken more effectively. Availability is
another factor that influences the decision about which organisms to use.
8.6.5

What Must I Do to Successfiflly Deploy Common Laboratory Species,
such as Ceriodaphnia, Hyu/e//a, etc., in In Situ Test Systems?

To deploy laboratory species, a reliable source of organisms is req~r~. If no local supplier c~n
meet the requirements, a culture must be established and maintained. The other major requirement
is equipment, mainly suitable cages (see Section 8.2.3).
To deploy caged laboratory stock species, the receiving water background physicochemical
characteristics (such as pH, hardness, temperature, and dissolved oxygen) must meet requirements
for their mrvivaL
8.6.6

Are There Special Procedures---Water Qualky or Toxicity Analyses--Supporting
~ Test Systems?

The extem ofphototoxicity due to PAHs can be investigated by deploying test organisms with (’m
the sun) and without (’m the shade) ullzaviolet fight. Ireland, Burton, and Hess. (1996) found a
definke increase in mortality of C. dubia that were in contact with PAHs in the Little Scisto River
and e~po~d to UV radiadon.
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Table 8-3 shows the results ofdepIoyme~ of//. arteca and P. prome/aa in the sun and shade at the
CSoREF and KLSS basin sites. A degree of lethality measm~ at the H. azteca in sire test might
have been due to the photo-induced toxicity caused by the presence of PAHs.
Table 8-3. Toxicity Measured in H. azt~.ca and P. prome/as In Situ Tests
Located in the Sun and Shade

CS REF
KISS

30.0
46.7

15.0
26.7

16.7
6.7

8.7

Interpretation and Analysis Questions

8.7.1

What Does an In Situ Test Mortality Really Mean?

10
10

If mortality is observed at an impacted site following wet weather events, the first and most
important thing to do is to ascert~ that the observed mortality is significantly grea~ than mortality
observed at the reference site, using appropriate statistical techniques. If there is no statistical
difference, then no effect can be ascribed to the wet weather input under investigation If there is
a statistical difference, the obserced mortality might be due to wet weather events. To ~id in the
interpretation of in sire mortality data, look to see if the mortality ties in with the findings of any

biosurveys or laboratory biological test analyses.
8.7.2

How Should I Analyze Field Dam? Must I Identify Species? Which Water Quality
Index is Appropriate for Wet Weather Event of BMP Effect Analysis?

The analytical methods for field data should be established as a part of the ~ study desig~ The
study design includes spec~cation of the type of data to be collected, either structural or functional
data, or both Measurements of strucan~ focus on the numbers and kinds of organisms.
Measurements of function focus on what organisms do.

The relationships between structure and function can be illustrated by what happens when a
conmmni17 is subjected to a contaminant--placed under stress. When a stress is imposed, a
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threshold in response is reached. Initial chaag~ can result in species acclimation to the increased
stress, producing chmgesin function but not stmctm, e. If stress is iacressed, more sensitive species
are lost ~md replaced by more tolerant species; tl~s transition is reflected by a con’esponding abange
in structure but not necessan~ function. Further stress ~ffects even tolera~ species so tha~ with
¯ "hmination of’ organisms, ~nction is lost as well The changes in structure and function can be
modified by the ~ stress level An acute stress, one of high magnitude but short duration, can
lead directly to the loss of" structure and function Therefore, field data should be analyzed in terms
of both structure and function
7.2.1

Structure

The analysis of stmc0ae requires identification of the organisms preset. The fn~t step in biosurvey
data analysis occurs during study design. Study objectives define the taxonomic sophistication
required for organism identification along with specification of data analysis methods or indices.
Guidance for data analysis is provided in many sources; the analytical procedures accompanying
RBP protocols provide a useful starting point for field data analysis ofmacroinvenebrate and fish
data. The major camion in analysis is that most analytical procedm’~ are designed for constant
stress levels and might be inappmpr~e for time-scale analyses needed in wet weather discharge
analysis. This is particularly true for condition and state indices (e.g., Ephemoptera-PlecopteraTdchoptera (EPT) index; application of scraper/~tering collector or shredder to total taxa ra~os;
or application of biotic or community shnilar~ indices) tha~ have not been adapted to address
specific time-scale issues.
A general rule of thumb is that more aco.a~e identification of species prese~ allows more complete
and complex ana/~ca/procedures. Species level identifications are a basis for accm~e conmmnity
~on and also provide a foundation for detailed identification and/or analysis of environmental
favors that might be critical to the species, inch as data on life history or other autecological
requirement. Species ident~cafionsare not needed in all cases, but species identifications provide
the best k£orma~on to any assessment. RBP protocols offer good guidance for selection of
taxonomic dLscdminafion needed in the analysis of field data
A fundamental property of an index is that it selects characteristics from a data set to stunmadze in
the index value. In this summarization process, significant information may be lost or underufil~ed
in fidd data analysis. The most common water quality indices (e.g., tt]lsenhoffIndex or the Index
of Biotic IntegrityDIBI) have been developed to provide only a general assessment of aquatic
conmmnity state or condition. No indices specific to wet wez~her conditions are widely used.
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In sunmmry, the atmlyficaI procedures for biosurvey data should be established as part of’the study
design and meet all r~It~’emen~ of a qua/ity asstwance program. Analysis can be simple or
complex depending on objectives and analysis criteri~ T~onomic sophistication in data analysis
can also vary from ~on ofmacroinvertebrates to orde~ to confirmed species identifications.
The level of discrimination in taxonomy is be set by analy~ objectives. To date, no wet ~er

8.7.2.2

Function

The fundamental functional charactefi~cs measured in biosurveys include biomass production
(ecological enetgetics), trophic or systems regulation, and nutrient cycling. The most promising
measures of these functional character~cs include:

4,
¯

C’banSes in enersy flo~,
c~ns~s in deconpo~on:

The usual focus of analyses for fimcfion~ me~.u’es in biosurveys are ~ted in the following
paragraphs:

const~ms be ~ seiecxed and correlations between photosynthesis and respiration are carefully

developed.
Food Web and Functiona/Regu/ation. The regulation of energy and nutrient dynamics involves
interactions among producers and consumers in an ecosystem. Measurements of these interactions

¯
¯
¯
)

Change in mm~bers of either a producer or a consumer,
Movement ofnmerials;
Alteration of the emtironment; and
Imem~ons with other conmunm"s.
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~/~ateria] and ~ .~zIovement. Energy transformation processes are regulmed by essential
element availability. Common measures include analysis of elemental retention for producers or
consumers or analysis of the motn3~ztion of essential elements and the regulation of these elements.

iiZter acctmmlation and decomposition;
L_~_¢hinzo i.e., materials lost and rate;
Nutrient export; and
Nutrient and mineral ~ (emphasis active accmnu~on and storage).

Regulation Processes. A general measure often selected for functional measurement includes one
or more of the above analyses, emphasizing the assessmem of energy flow or nutrient cycling to
generate some measure of’power" or the total energy movement through the ecosystem per unit of
biomas~ A nmnber of~ included in this category, have been proposed tha~ respond
to perturbation and are related to maximiT~rtlon of persistent biomass. Another measure is the
frequency of response in analysis of some periodic character (’mcluding metabolism, biomass, and/or
nutrient ~). Thisis oRen measured in terms ofag3~Jil3gjI~t or~ andis typically
based on the number of compartments present in the system. It might include quantification of

8.7.3

How Do I Conduct Sample-Specific Analyses?
(What Information Should I Extract ~om a Sample?)

The analysis ofbiosurvey results can be segregated into sample-specific analyses and comparative
analysis between samples. A range of techniques are available for sample-specific analysis for both
strucOJ~ and functional data, with an emphasis on structural data analysis. The starting point is the
definition of sample elements (e.g. organism identification). This identification can range from
discrimination at the taxonomic level of an order to complete species identification. Selection of
dis~imirmfion level defines an operational taxonomic unit (OTU). Once an OTU has been defined,
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then it is pos~le to identif7 which chantcteristics of the sample to measure. The analysis of sample
characteristics usaally includes:

tissue studies (biSon)

general health/rendition (morphological abnormalities or tumors)
2) enumeration of numben and kinds of o~
3) eaumer~o~ of sbund~m~ and biomass of organisms
~) ~o~ ofpopul~on characteristics for ~ OTU
biomass
trophi¢ stares
5) evaluation of ¢onmmnity characteristics

~ abundance of OTUs
OTU dominance

sample
The fLrst step is the preparation of a species or taxonomic listing Then, ¢ounIs will generally be
made of the numbers of individuals in any OTU. It is the species list with individual abundances
that provides the basic data for fimJaer analysis. In single samples, analysis will develop:
~
¯
¯
#

The total number of species or OTUs;
The total nmnber of individuals (standing crop);
A rank abundance tabulation;
Frequency distribution

It is now possible to re, late the sample data to species-specific information, such as species
autecology, niche analysis, trophic organization, OTU guild placement, pollution tolerance, etc.
Once this information has been extracted fi’om the da~ it is possible to perform calculations on

¯

~ Pollution indices are generally developed based on some assessment of
relative tolerance of ~ species, using that information to assess poIlution consequence.
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¯

¯

8.7.4

Diversity Indices--The most common indices used are diversity indices. A divershy index
uses numbers of species and relative abundance to calculate a measure of diversity. The
general ~ssumption is tlmt a more diverse commm~y will be healthier.
~atig,~lie~,--Based on concepts of integrity or a particular view of ecosystem
o~on or function, these indices are based on biotic characteristics. They can include
ecological indice,, such as niche overlap, imerspeciflc associa~on, and imerspecific

How Do I Compare Samples fi’om Different Sites or Different Ttmes?

To compare in situ test or biosurvey data from a different locatiola$ ol~ a watet~h~l, it is necessary
to incorporate a general or background control that is considered to be free fi’om anthropoge~ic
inputs. The values ~enerated at this site can then be used to identify whether the extent of impact

All of the infimnafion develop~ in single sample analysis can be compared between sites or through
time. Typical sample comparison methods include correspondence or resemblance matrix
calculation that allows cluster/n8 or ordinations and various ~e m~tysis techniques.
8.7.4.1

Differences or Similarity

8.7.4.2

Binary Data

The most commonly used binary dat~, simi]arit’y analys~s method is the use of the Jacca~d
coefficient. It c~n be used to ~e between dosely similar samples. It provides a direct
~n of species lists unbiased by species numbe~ but biased by the presence of rare species.
Other coe~cients of~ identified include Kulezynski, Sorensen, and Motmtford coefficients.
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8.7.4.3

Quanfit~e Data

Coefficients of similarity based on binary data take no acconnt of the relative abundances of the
species at each station and tend to overestimate the importance of rare species and underestimate
only species lists but also the relative conm’bution made by each species. Some quantitative
methods are biased by the numbers of individuals in a sample, so data transformations may be
necessary.

common) to 1 (identical samples). The use of a geometric model to represem the relationship
between species lists (communities) is accomplished in calculating distance coefficients. As an
example, a comparison of two conummities each with three species can be accomplished by
representation in a ~onal space with the distance between positions in the three
dimemiom a meamre of ~.
Pedersm and Perking (1986) compared the benthic macroinv~ebrate cotmmafity of a Washington
State stream in an urbanized watershed (Kelsey Creek) with that in a ~tm’larty sized stream in a
nearby rural location (Bear Creek). The Canberra Metric index (Clifforde and Stephenson, 1975)
produced groupings of sites on the urban and rural streams which were consistent with other
meamred data.
8.7.4.4

Cluster Analysis and Ordination

Whan commun~ structure data are analyzed beyond simple ~ilari~y or correlation analysis, the
influence of many variables can take a significant role in associations between samples. Green
(1979) has reviewed multivariate approaches in the assessment of ecological similarity and
identified two broad categories of mltivafiate analysis that are based on the similarity or
resemblance matrices produced when a number of samples are analyzed. These two categories
include cluster analysis and ordination. Both pmcedm’es allow ritual interpretation of sample
relationships and can be combined to increase analytical capabilities.
~ anal3Ms associates in a dendrogram those samples which are most ~ (or dissimilar) and
pmvidm a visual display of sample associations. A number of cbastering techniques and procedm~s
are available for both binary and quamitative data (used to calculate coefficients of ~milarity to
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generate the resemblance of di~mil=~ity matrix). Because the dendrogram provides a twocV~ensional display of complex resemblance patterns measures of ~ of the display are o~en
presented with the dendrogram. A widely used indicator of display accura~ is the coephenetic
correlation ¢oe~iem.
Ch~.er analysis allows discrimination of associations between samples while ordination techniques
are olden applied to identify possible causes for observed associations. Ordination assumes a
or associated on one or more axes tha~ are interpreted with knowledge of known environmemal
conditions. Other techniques, such as principal component analysis, factor analysis, principal
coordinates, canonical correlation, and multidimensional scaling, provide additional nmltivar~e

8.7.4.5

~ Comparisons and Correlations

Comnmnity comparisons can also be made using species ranks. Spearman’s rank correlmion
coefficient and Kendall’s coefficient have both been widely used. The major drawbacks of these
methods are the presence of ~ ties that reduce comparative strength and species absence that
requires decisions on placement in the ranking list or excision fi’om compariso~ Correlation
coe~cients based on probabili~¢ models ~an be cakadated from either binary or quanfita~e data.
The point correlation coefficient and product-moment correlation are both useful correlation indices.
8.7.5

What Do I Do if’In Situ Tests Disagree with Laboratory Testing Results?

The results fi’om in situ tests might disagree with laboratory tests results due to the different
exposure condkions experienced by the organfsms under the two scenarios. Laboratory tests on
sediment samples and in sire deployments with D. magna and H. az’teca were carried out for the
6/1/96 storm st the KLSS system, and for both species, lethali~ was generally lower in the
labor’atory test ~ than the in situ test (see Table S-4). This finding is consistent with a study by

between laboratory and in situ tests might have been due to ~ces in flow rate, temp~,
or higher dissolved oxygen levels in the laboratory than were typical of field exposures. Chemic~l
partitioning of toxicants in the water st the site and consequently the continuous exposure of
organisms to co-t~min~-*_~ st this site could also cause a di~erence in response when compared to
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Table ~-4. Toxicity Data from Laboratory and In Situ Sediment Tests
Using D. magna and H. a~teca

CS REF

23

KISS

20

63

I00

10

27

53

83

In such cases where there are cxmflic’dng laboratory and field results, examination of both field and
laboratory procedures, exposure conditions, and other location- and event-specific factors are
needed. Field tests are less arfifiohl than laboratory tests, although generally at the cost of less
rigorously controlled conditions. Therefore, field test results should be considered to be a more
reliable indicator of actual reoeiving system impact, while laboratory testing should be considered
a more reliable indicator of toxic potenIiaL Clearly, judgment w~ involve consideration of the
degree of discrepancy between tests and possible reasons for observed differences.
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CONCLUSIONS
This project has involved ~ labor’~tory studies, and fidd assessments. An extensivv reseerch
record has been developed and i~ av~lable in annual reporting, interim reports, and pubfications.
The major conclusions of th~ research proje~ relating to each of the project objectives, are

.~b.jff~--Develop a database for frequency and duration of exposure for contaminants
in CSO ud stormwater runoff.
This research quantified the frequency of wet weather events at regional study sites, identified the
presence of toxic contaminants in storm event samples, analyzed mechanisms that lead to the
exposure of aquatic organisms to wet weather contaminants, and developed, from literature sources
and fidd da~ h~formafion on conmminam pre~mce., expomre duration, and cl~nges in fi’equency

of exposure in wet weather discharges that are region, ~ed location, or site specific.

This research also developed a conceptual model that quant~es relationships between chemical

toxidty and the f~luency and duration of e~posure as defined by the hydrologic c~-a~eristi~s of
storm

From this research, the following conclusions were reached:
¯

The description of the wet weather hydrograph is an essential first step in defining time
scales for toxicity determinafioa

¯

It is essential to have a measure of hydrograph response in pm~Ild with any toxicity
assessment of sWrmwster.
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¯

It was possible to develop a simple classification scheme for wet weather flow hydrographs
and use this scheme to predict aspects ofcontaminam loading or exposure.

¯

Hydrosz~h peak values, stage dur~ion, m~l fi’equ~mcy ca~ all be used ~o predJc~ aspens of
contaminant loadin~ or exposure.

Contamin~ ~ons presem durin~ wet weather events follow pmticted patterns of
first flush high concentration, followed by lower concentrations later in an event due to
d~tion fi’om rainfall/runoff.
¯

Varialions on this contazmina~ concentration pattern are common, with a second peak
o~aarring near the hydrograph peak.

¯

Other peaks in contaminant concentration might be related to first flushes of material ~om
more distant points in the watershed or collection system with longer times of travel.

¯

Hydrograph and contamimnt exposure conditions were comparable in the U.S. and Europe,
although site-specific conditions determined actual contaminant presence and exposure
conditions.

¯

Sediment colons to time-scale toxicity are important, both in short-term exposure
conditions associated with sediment remspension and long-term exposure conditions
associated with field sites.

¯

A simple conceptual model has been developed that defines hydrograph characteristics and
calculates toxicity units from contaminant concentration data, providing a predictive tool for

~bj~giy..e~---Conduct a comprehensive review of the Hterature to identify biological test
systems appropriate for detecting acute, chronic, and ecosystem effe~ caused b~ wet weather

In addition to an evaluation of available test systems, a comprehemive review of the liter~ae
dealing with the effects of episodic exposure on receiving system biota and ecosystems was
completed as a part of~ research.
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From this review the following conclusions were rmc, lmd:

No test systmm have been developed specifically for wet weather discharge monitoring.
To assess the effects of wet weather events, it is necessary to move away from the organismbased approach used for continuous discharges to a "time scale of response" approach,

which morn realistically represents the iutennittem exposure to ¢ontaminams with
fluctuating c~ncentrations. This means the time-scale characteristics of response,
independent of the organism producing that response, is the major criterion for selecting test
procedures and test systems.
¯

It is possible to identify criteria for the selection of’test systems that will adequately assess
the time-scale toxicity associated with wet weather discharges. Three time scales have been
identified (’mtra-event, event, and long term), based on analysis of a database of frequency
and duration of water quality changes developed from literature analysis of time-related
¢omamitmm change in wet weather events. These different time scales require different test

¯

An obje~t~ criteria-based selection prcmedure has been developed to identify test systems
that meet specific regional or other needs for testing to assess the effe~ of wet weather
discharges on receiving system biota and ecosystems. The selection procedme evaluates test
methods against criteria grouped into fou~ main categories: time-scale criteria, measurement

¯

No single test system adequately met all the criteria required for wet-weather event

¯

Modifications to standard toxicity testing methodologies have been devdoped as a part of
this research, to produce new test systems that are more appropriate to wet-weather event

time-scale toxicity assessment.
¯

The time-scale toxicity testing procedure developed as a part of this research accounts for
post-exposure response of organisms to short duration exposures to contaminams.

¯

To meet criteria for a given time scale of exposure, a battery of tests is needed that provides
complementary information in a cost-effective manner. For intra-event analysis, a test
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battery of Microtox, C.dubga or tLazteca IQ and C. dubia or H. aztec, a, and P. promelas

time-scale lethality tests has been reed to assess in-pipe or receiving system-single discharge
toxicity. Standard WET tests using ~dubia and H.azteca are proposed for assessing whol~

¯

A tiered assessment system should be adopted for wet weather events, in which basic
screening is carried out to e~ablish the presence or absence of toxicity in discharges and
allow a classification by degree of toxicity. Advanced screening can then be used to identhey
sources, ~ event toxk:itT, and define effect characteristics to guide both short- and
long-term assessments of receiving w~ter impact. Based on the re~hs of basic and
advanced screening tests, analysis can continue to a confirmatory tier that determines or

confirms actual effects in the receiving water ecosystem A key dement of assessing the
effocts of wet weather ,vmm is rdating the responses measured in samples taken in-pipe to
impacts in the receiving water (using in siva tests and biosurv~js). Further analysis can
focus on long-term monitoring programs to identify the pre~nce of any low level or

oamflative effects on the receiving water ecosystem
~higg~__#~.--Conduct a series of field studies to quantify the relationships between chemical
toxicity and the frequency and duration of exposure of aquatic organisms to contaminants in
wet weather discharges.

Field study sites near Champaign, Illinois, in Fort Worth, Texas, and in Cleveland, Ohio were used
in this researclx The primary study site was the Copper Slough watershed, Champaign, ILlinois,
where comprehensive test batteries were used for storm ~’ent toxicity analysis, in situ testing, and
bi~. Storm event toxicity analysis and limited in sire testing were completed at Fort Worth,
Texas, while only storm event toxicity analysis was completed for Cleveland, Ohio. In addition to
the field studies, an extensive laboratory testing program was implemented to assess time-scale
toxicity. The following con~sions can be drawn from this research:

¯

Application of test systems to study sites revealed time-scale toxidty of varying degrees,
depending on site characteristics and the nature of the storm hydrograph.

¯

An important adjunct to the determination of time-scale toxicity is the availability of
continuous monitoring data for key water quality parameters. The availability of this
information helps place samples taken in both an antecedent condition and a storm event
context, provide data to focus costly analytical activities on critical samples, and key
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sampling to water quality tzansiezzts. It Js also ~oz’tam to evaluate toxicity data with regard
to chemical monitoring data so that issues such as bioavailab~ ~an be considered.
¯

Discharges fi’om a tmmber of locations comistemly show~l moderate or high in-pipe
toxicity, as mea.mt~ with a battery of ~ tests. However, the in-pipe toxicity did not
always result in impact inthe receiving water as measured by in situ tests or biosurveys due
to the nature of the du~Mtion of storm discharges in the receiving water. This was evident in
data obtained fi’om sampling downstream locations in the Copper Slough which indicated

inf~lUe~ toxi~.
¯

The tests used to assess we~ weather events need to be appropria~ to the time scale of
exposure likely to be experienced by receiving water organisms. The laboratory-focused
resear~ in tiffs project has shown that even short-term ~posure (< 1 h ) to stormwater
discharges can result in post-exposure toxicity even after baseline conditions have been
restored.

¯

The dmges in toxicity during the first flush of an event can ocoar rapidly and the sampling
strategy needs to reflect this ifnmxknmn toxicity levels in a storm event are to be detected.

¯

At the main study site ~ Lake storm sewer) no seasonal differences in toxicity were
evident although within a partic~tlar seasonal e.~tegory there were differences in the toxicity

of individual storms. The differtm~es in storm toxicity during a season were due to such
factors as the length of the antecedent dry period, the intensity of rainfall, changes in the
nature and deposition of materials on urban surfaces, or the use of chemicals on residential

or farm land, as well as receiving water dma~eristics. Consequently it is important to
assess the toxicity of a number of storms. This is needed to evaluate the cmnulative impact
at a particular location and id~mify what watershed cammcteristi~s influence wet weather

¯

At a single location, a sequence of storm events can produce varying levels of toxicity.
Depending on antecedent rainfall, an initial event, which showed moderate or high toxicity,
might be followed by events with low levels of toxicity. The observation of high levels of
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¯

The data obtained fi’om d~m’ent Ioc~ions on the Trinity ~ watershed (Fort Worth,
Texas) showed ~ in toxicity of" discharges depe~ling on the location in the

watershed and the nature of the inputs. The order of toxicity (highest to lowest) in basic

screening tests was indumial > residential > agricultural, which is consistent with findings
for contaminant loadings in other studies.

regional characteristics. The differences in toxicity appeared to be source- and site-specific
and ge~erally tracked a response pattern that identified both first flush and later responses.

The toxic response later in events was related to samples with high levels of suspended
solid.~ The observed toxicity is sometimes ~le to remspension of contaminants. To
this end, any assessme~ of the imp~ of wet weather events on receiving water organisms
needs to consider the effects resulting from both the water column and the sediment. In
general, regional differences in toxicity are probably not of major concern, although
adjustment of test procedures to a~ommodate regional ditferen~es in hydrology is needed.
¯

In sire testing using caged ~ in the Copper Slough wate~hed produced variable
results. Exposure at in pipe, or near source locations produced a toxic response, exposure
at downstream locations did not indicate toxicity.

¯

Analysis ofmacroinvertebrat¢ communities in the Copper Slough watershed indicated little
short-term response to single events although macroinvertebrates did reflect the ~ects of
identified sources of contaminants.
Laboratory studies, in support of fidd analyses, resulted in the devdopment of improved
metlxxis of time-scale toxicity analysis for time-sequenced sables taken fi’om storm events.

¯

l~gional evaluation of these laboratory test procedures using ~ water sources and
stocks of organisms revealed cz~istent patterns of response aIthough absolute values of
toxicity varied.

An event toxicity u~t (ETU) has bee~ developed fi’om time-scale toxicity testing that
accommodates variable exposure conditions during a storm event.
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Objective #4---Develop a management context for wet weather discharges that integrates the
need for both regulatory ~[teria and the protection of ecosystem health.
ARhough m~nly focused on evem-related time scales, this research did consider impact issues th~
involve longer time scales importa~ in w~ershed/ecosystem assessments. Project activities
impact asse~n~ a range of issues must be addressed tl~ consider new regulatory approaches
(sediment aiteda~mdbioaited~). This research evaluated time-scale effects of toxicants, linking
source identification, physical ffects assessmmts, and the identification of biological effects to link
region or watershed conditions with magnitude, duration, and frequency metrics of wet weather
events. Although no measures of ecological consequence are specifically recommended that
integrate the response of ecosystem-lev, el properties and processes with environmental variability
and contaminant exposure, a new analysis paradigm was proposed.

¯

The assessment, monitoring and management of wet weather events must be can’ied out in
a fi-amework that considers the time scale of exposure relevant to the system under
investigation (for example intra-ev~g event, or long-term). Establishing the time scale of
exposure requires a careful analysis of location, storm characteristics, sampling needs, and
receiving water issues. In particular, the available information on the hydrology of storm
events at a location should be assessed to define the sampling regime to be adopted.

¯

The protocol for wet weather event assessment developed under this project provides a
framework for wet weather event assessment and monitoring with a specific focus on storm
event analysis and represents a starting point for the development of" a ma~gement
fiamework_ The protocol is de~ned to be an integral pan of the US EPA Watershed
Protection Approach and WERF’s Framework for a Watershed Management Program.

¯

A numb~ of uncertainties must be resolved before it will be possible to develop a definitive
ecosystem management context for wet weether events.

A Framework for Assessing Tune-Scale Effects of Wet Weather Discharges
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The project team has explored a range of issues associated with time-scale toxicity and regional
analysis of impacts from wet weather discharges. A number of research needs were identified
during the conduct of this project, and several were addressed as part of the research effort. What
can be summarized from the extensive literature r~view, laboratory, and field studies is that the
of time-scale toxicity, and rmearc, h is needed in both fundamental and appfied areas.
In fundamental areas, the effects of brief exposure to organisms, populations, and communities of
organisms are poorly understood. This lack of understanding includes the identification of
fundamental processes operating in the receiving system (e.g., transport, mobilization,
transformation) and orgsnisms (e.g., contaminan~ uptakeYdepuration, transformations and metabolic
byproducts, detoxicafion), as wall as the potential response spectra of exposed organisms or systems.
In terms of fundamental processes in receiving systems, specific attention should be paid to
contamin=ed ~ mechanisms of ~ontandnation d~ing storm ~ and possibi~ies of
rcsuspension of concenwa~ contaminants. In time-scale toxic~y analysis, the effects ofphysical
stress on organisms, or the effect of unstable habitat conditions are poorly defined. Of particular
importance is the development of better predictive tools that ~ relate channel condition and
stability to changing land use and hydrology, partictdafly when hydrology can be altered by
detention-based best mal~gement practices. There has also beert limited definition of the
relationships between time scales of expo~tre in wet weather events as defined by hydrologic

chmecteristics of the watershed, and rdating specific contzninant concentration to land use and/or
of time-scale toxicity in rd=ion to hydrology is the consequence to both orgazfisms and their habitat
of changi~ frequency of ev=r~s of different masz~de or duration as land use changes and
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The exploration of fundamental processes operating in o~ populations, and conmmnifies is
an extremely fetlile area of research in time-scale issues. A primary element of time-scale toxicity

determination is the availsb~7 of reference data to allow comparison with data from new research.
~ data can take the form ofimown responses for common test species, as well as reference

properties and processes of communities or ecosystems to judge impazt. In terms of common test
species, there is extensive research on the r~ponse of commonly used test species to continuous
exposures, but very little’on the response to variable exposm~ considering both concentration and
fi’equmcy. For e~mple, there is little ~ that adequately addresses the response of commonly
used WET testing species to intra-cvent cznditions (e.g., first flush l~gh cz~on transients)
and mlfiple event exposure to both high and low concentrations of contamina~. This lack of
fundamental understanding of organism response translates to an even greater gap in our
understanding of commm~/ecosystem response where time-scale ~oxicity issues of wet weather
events must be int~ with time scales of response of the conmmnities and ecosystems under
conditions of both constant and episodic exposure. There~o~ research is needed to address test
system responses to v~riable exposure and exposure fi’equency of contaminants, monitoring
fimdamental organism pro~se~ and identifying specific mechanisms of effect. Similar, research
is needed to define specific types of responses to time-scale toxicity in conmm~es and ecosystems,
and the development of metrics applicable to we~ weather event discha~es.
In the applied area, research is needed to tnmsla~e advances in the fundamental understanding of the
physics, chemistry, or biology/ecology of the em, ironment into useful tools to guide management
and regulatory programs. Fundamental issues persist in this applied arena, as well. For example,
for most best management prs~c~, few data address the e~-ectiveness of contaminant removal
through time and under different loading and hydraulic conditions. Because only a few standard
measures of time-scale toxicity exLst, research is needed to provide the detailed, managementpractice-specific methods for impact analysis. Once a reasonable basis is provided for impact

analysis, research is needed to validate management practice impact and, most hnportanfly, develop

predictive tools/models that will assist in the design of better management practices.
Although this research identified a test battery for time-scale toxicity analysis, additional research
is needed to advance test systems testing in management programs. This will provide both specific
guidance for selection of test systems and cost-effective methods to meet minimum inform~on
requirements for ~~t and regul~on.
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STORM EVENT CHARACTERISTICS
Objective #1 of the research project supported a comprehensive time-scale toxicity analysis by
identifying the conditions that lead to organism exposure to comaminants in receiving systems. To
meet this objective, the project team developed a database for frequency and duration of exposure
for contaminants in combined sewer overflow (CSO) and stormwater runoff. This database
considm’ed r~ional hydrologic chara~eristi~ that would assist in defining storm events. A library

was assembled to provide information on storm eveat chara~eristics, leading a regional perspective
on storm evem c~cs and supporting analysis of spedfic studies conduced in various

regions. Amlyses hav~ bern pe~orm~d on the Kaskaskia River near Champaiga, IL; Johnson Creek
in the W’fllamecte River Basin at Sycamore, OR; the Cuyahoga P-dyer in Independence, OH
(represema~e of Cleveland OH), Ware Cr~k n~ar Toano, VA (repr~mmtive of V’u-ginia coastal
areas); the Trinity ~ in Fort Worth, TX; and the Salt River in Phoenix, AZ. At e~ch site the data
gathe~d hchded the m~an time between storms, categorization of storm events, and a hydrograph
chara~erizafion of typical storm events. The search ~iteda for acceptable gauging stations
hrAuded: proximi~ to the ud~n ar~a; at least five years of stream flow record data; a data end date
after 1980; and a drainage area less than 20 square miles. Because of the lack of suitable gauged
streams in some ar~as, these ~ were modified slightly. The U.S. Geological Survey Daily
Values database was provided on CD R.OM by EanhInfo, Inc. and was used for the analysis.

For each analysis, data were gathered for the most recent five-year period for which the data are
complete. To determine seasonal affects, the data were divided into three-month blocks
corresponding to the seasons of spring, summer, fall, and winter. The stream flow data
corresponding to each season were then plotted as cartesian coordinates on a hydrograph with the
mean daily flow as the ordinate (y=axis) values and the day of the month as the abscissa (x-axis)
values.
A Framework for Asse~g Tune-Scale Effects of Wet Weather Discharges
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For the analysis, it was asmmed that a peak on the seasonal hydrograph was associat~l with a storm
event that immediately preceded the peak. To deten~ine the mean time between storm events, the
absck~ va/ue corresponding to a seasonal peak was subtracted from the va/ue corresponding to the
peak that preceded it, correcting the abscissa value for periods that extended past the end of one
month into the next. The analysis was continued until the last peak of the season was reached.
Because each season was analyzed separately, the first and last storm events of each season were

used as the beginning and ending points, respectively, for the analysis. The mean and standard
deviation for each data set and for the entire study period were then computed.
The project team found that the peak flow associated with a storm event was a useful criterion for
differentiating large, medium, and small storm events. For storm size separation analysis, the
relative flow of each urban ~ was examined separately. The storm size separation criteria
were different for each watershed. This reduces ~omparability between watersheds, but is a useful
tool in analyzing storm frequency within a watershed over the five-year period. The stream flow
data were analyzed by year to determine the annual numbe~ of each type of storm event.
Hydrograph Characterization

A mpmsemafive storm from each category was sdected, based on peak flow and a relatively smooth
return to base flow conditions. Following procedures outlined by Linsley, Kohler, and Paulus
(1975), the representative hydrographs were analyzed to determine coefficients for the recession
curves, as shown in Figm-e A-1. The shape of the rising limb of the hydrograph is influenced mainly

by the character (duration, intensity, etc.) of the storm which caused the rise (Linsley, Kohler, and
Paulus, 1975). The character of the storm events in this analysis is not known, due to the nature of
the data available. Mean daily flow values do not supply enough information to accxtrately
characterize the rising limb of the hydros~k However, these data are suflScient to calculate
recession constants for the various segments of the recession curve. The general equation for a
recession curve is (Linsley, Kohler, and Paulus, 1975):
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Copper Slough
Storm Hydrograph January 3, 1993
~0.0

=5.O

Figure A-1. Example Hydrograph frem the Copper Slough, Champaign, IL, Providing an
illustration of Hydrograph Analysi~ for Base Flow Separation

It~ in fact, the recession constant is constant throughout the recession curve, recession data can be
plotted on a semgogatittnnic graph as a straight line. The slope of this line corresponds to the value
ofKr However, normal recession curves indude flow from three types of storage: stream channels,
surface soil, and groundwater. Flow from each of these types of storage has different lag

characteristics associated with the physical structure of the storage type. Actual data plotted on a
semilogarithmic plot can be approximated by three straight lines corresponding to flow from the

three types of storage (Barnes, 1940). The transition point between each type of flow is gradual, and
gr@hical tedmiques are required to determine the recession constants for each section of the curve
(Linsley, Kohler, and Paulus, 1975). These three recession constants correspond to base flow,
interflow, and runoff.
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Hydrologic Analysis Results
Champaign, Illinois. The gauging station selected for this urban area was Station No. 05590000,
located on the Kaskaskia Ditch in the Kaskaskia River Basin at Bondville, Rlinois. This gauging
station has a natural drainage basin area of 12.4 mi2 and is at an elevation of 689.89 f~ above mean
sea level. The Kaskaskia Ditch at Bondville is a second-order stream with land use dominated by
agriculture. It is located at 40 degrees 6 minutes 47 seconds North latitude and 88 degrees 20
minutes 55 seconds West longitude. This station is located one mile east of Bondville, 3.8 miles
west of Champaign at mile 289. Hydrologic data summaries are presented in Table A- 1..
A small storm event would result in a peak flow in the Kaskaskia Ditch that was noticeable above
the normal base flow on the hydrogr~ph, but below 20 ~/sec. A medium storm event would result
in a peak flow of between 20 and 100 fl’S/sec. A large storm event would result in a peak flow that
exceeded 100 flZ/sec. It should be noted that these definitions are based on a graphical interpretation
of mean daily flows in the Kaskaskia Ditch and are not standardized for use in other climatic zones.
The stream flow data were analyzed by year to determine the annual number of each type o~" storm
event. The results are presented in Table A-2.
Table A-1. Summary of Mean T’ma¢ Between Storm Events for Kaslmskia Ditch
Mean Time Between Storm Events (Days)
Year and Parameter
1986 M~an
1986 Standard Deviation
1987 Mean
1987 Standard ~on
1988 Mean
1988 Standard D~viation
1989 Mean
1989 Standard Deviation
1990 Mean
1990 Standard Deviation
M~an for 5-Year Period
Standard Deviation for 5-Year Period

Spring
7.00
2.48
4.06
2.37
7.00
5.34
6.92
4.91
6.38
4.8:3
6.06
4.24

Summer
6.67
6.68
8.50
4.03
5.62
4.73
6.21
4.35
6.77
4.51
6.66
4.9:3

Fall
7.09
5.40
9.33
7.63
7.80
7.39
14.40
20.87
11.60
8.19
9.47
10.72

W’mter
15.80
12.46
7.33
6.81
6.15
4.69
6.15
4.69
5.25
4.92
7.24
7.01
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Table A-2. Number of Storm Events by Category and Year for Kaskaskia Ditch
Year

Small

Large

Total

1986

15 (40.5%)

17 (45.9%)

5 (13.6%)

37

1987

23 (48.9%)

23 (48.9%)

1 (2~,~)

47

1988

31 (72.1%)

10 (23.3%)

2 (4.6%)

43

1989

37 (78.7%)

7 (14.9%)

3 (6.4%)

47

1990

18 (51.4%)

9 (25.7%)

8 (22.9%)

35

Total 1986-1989

124 (59.3%)

66 (31.6%)

19 (9.1%)

209

]

Medium

]

A represe~tive storm from each category was selected, based on peak flow and a relatively smooth
return to base flow conditions. The representative hydrographs were analyzed to determ~e
for a representative storm event in each size catego~y--sma~ medimn, and large. The
representative small storm event occm’red in the period January 1 to January 24, 1989. The
representative medium storm event oc, ctm~ in the period July 9 to July 29, 1986. The
representative large storm event oc~trred in the period December 6 to December 31, 1986 The
~lo21m~ recession ~onstant da~a presented in Table A-3 are based on a 24-hour time ime~.
Table A-3. Recession Coeffidents for Storm Events in Kaskaskia Ditch

Storm Event
Ba~e Flow [ InteHk~

Runoff

Small

0.93

0.69

O. 11

Medium

0.89

0.68

0.45

Large

0.95

0.72

0.33

A second set of hydrologic data was analyzed fi’om Champaign, Illinois for the Copper Slough, an
urban stream that was the subject of intensive wet weather event analysis in this project. The
A Framework for Asse..raing 1"tree-Scale Effects of Wet Weather Discharges A-~
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hydrologic information used in this analysis was obtained from a stage recording station located
approxinmtely 20 rn upstream of the confluence of the Copper Slough and the Kaskaskia River and
is approximately 5 km west of the Champaign-Urbana city limits. The Copper Slough a~ the stage
recorder was a third-order stream with a drainage area of 41 km2. Land use in the watershed is

Hourly stage data have been recorded for the Copper Slough from June, 1991, through December,
1995. The stage data were converted into discharges using a fornmla statistically derived from
measurements of discl~rge and depth (Lawler, 1994). Hourly discharges were estimated for the
period of October, 1991, through June, 1993. Baseflow for the ~reek is in the range of 0.5 to 1.0

A data set with beginnk~ ~ and ~nd times of each storm were tabulated, as well as the peak
discharge. W’~h these da~z, it was possFole to develop a histogram summarizing hydrograph
duration, time between storm events, and the ratio of time to peak and the time of recession of each
storm. In addkion, baseflow separation techniques were applied to a storm event which occurred
on Ja~ay 3, 1993, to ident~ the surface and groundwater conm’bufion to the stream hydrograph.

The Jammry 3, 1993, storm event was chosen to demonstrate the three methods of base flow
separation: straight line, fixed base, and variable dope. The runoff and base flow volumes were then
calculated for each method and these are summarized in Table A-4.
Table A-4. Base Flow and Store Runoff Volume for Juuary 3, 1993 Storm Using
Straight Line, F’gxed Base and Variable Slope Methods

Method

Straight Line
FixedBase
Variable Slope

Hydrogr~h
Volume
(m3 x l0’)

2.51
1.84
1.83

Base Flow

Volume
(m~ x 10~)
6.46
3.37
5.19

% Total
Volume
25.7
18.3
28.4

Storm Rnnoff

Volume
(m3 x l06)
1.86
1.50
1.31

% Total
Volume
74.3
81.7
71.6
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Estimates of the base flow of the storm obtained via the three base flow sepaxation analyses ranged
from 18% to 28.4% of the hydrograph volume. The fixed base method tended to truncate the
hydrograph and yielded the lowest hydrograph volume of the three methods. Even though the total
hydrograph volume of the straight line and the variable slope methods varied by 30O/O, the percentage
of base flow obtained through the methods was fairly consistent. The baseflow volume of 1.83 x
106 m3 computed by the variable slope method is equivalent to a 3.2-cm depth over the watershed.
Hydrographs for the Copper Slough can.be divided into small, medium, and large events. From
baseflow separation of selected storm events, it was observed that the ~e of hydrograph
volume as baseflow decreased as the magnitude of the storm event increased, since there was a limit
ofthe storm nmoffthat could infiltrate into the groundwater. In this context, the percentage ofbase
flow (28%) from a large event, such as the January 3, 1993, storm, is in agreement with the baseflow
perle of 33% obtained from a similar event on August 12, 1993.
A summary ofhydrograph statistics for Copper Slough is shown in Table A-5. For the hydrograph
duration and the time between peaks, there was no observable statistical pattern in the dat& The

histogram for peaks above base, indicated that peak discharge varied inversely with the number of
storms. The ~, time to peak (Tp) divided by recession time (Tr), which relates to the shape
of the hydrograph, was evenly dism’buted between O. 1 and 0.5, indicatelng that there is potentially

a limiting factor in the shape of the hydrograph given a specific peak or recession time.
This time between peaks was compared to regional rainfall data. The analysis found that 30 of the
106 peaks (28%) were within 1 day of each other (Table A-5). According to rainfall data for the
Champaign-Urbana, Ilfinois area, the mean annual time between rainfall events was 6.2 days
(gamma dism2naion). Given the coefficient of variation for the rainfall data of 1.02, the probability
of a storm event within 1 day of another is approximately 20%. This conflict would potentially
indicate that a typical runoff event has multiple peaks due to timing of the runoff or that the area
dism’bution pattern of rainfall for the ~ed would create several runoff peaks.

Additional analysis was l:~-formed for the period from June, 1994, to October, 1994, to relate
rainfall to hydrograph characteristics for a sampling station located approximately 2 km upstream
from the conflumce stage recorder. Level information at this site was obtained from a Datasonde 3
multiparameter monitoring probe fixed to a surveyed elevation in the stream The length of time
from the onset of a storm event to an increase in level varied from approximately 45 min to nearly
4 h, depending on the intensity-time pattern of the rainfall. The time to peak discharge varied less,
generally being between 4 h and 4 h 40 min.
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Table A-& Summary of Hydrograph Statistics for Copper Slough
for October, 1991, to ,hme, 1993
Peaks above
Base

Duration
(Days)

Thne Between
Peaks (Days)

Ratio
Tp/Tr~

I10

50

106

50

2.51
4.26
4.51

0.92
1.36
1.50

2.83
5.12
6.29

0.26
0.33
0.23

26.1
0.73

7.88
0.29

37.5
0.21

1.20
0.05

(m~/s~)
# of
Observations
Mean
Average
Standard
Deviation
Maximum
!vfinimam

* Tp -- lime to peak; Tr --- recession time
Portland, Oregon. The gau~a:~ station sele~--ted for ti~ urban area was Station No. 14211500,
located in the W’d]amelle River Basin in Johnson Creek at Sycamore, Oregon This gauging station
has a naan~l &aimge basin area of 26.5 mi2 and is at an elevation of 228.47 It above mean sea level.
It is located at 45 degrees 28 minutes 40 seconds North latitude and 122 degrees 30 minutes 24
seconds West Iongiaule. This station is located 2.5 mi east of the city limits of Portland at mile 10.2.
The stream is 2/3-order with suburban/urban land use. The data chosen for analysis cover the years
1989 to 1993 (Table A-6).

A small storm event would result in a peak flow in Johnson Creek that was noticeable above the
normal base flow on the hydrograph, but below 100 tP/sec. A medium storm event would result in
a peak flow of between 100 and 200 tP/sec. A large storm event would result in a peak flow that
exceeded 200 ~/sec (Table A-T).
The ~e smaJl storm event ocmned in the pefiod December 4 to December 18, 1989. The
representative medium storm event occurred in the period March 8 to March 21, 1991. The
representative large storm event occurred in the period January 2 to January 18, 1993 (Table A-8).

A-8
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Table A-6. Summary of Mean Time between Storm Events for Johnson Creek
Mean "Hme between Storm Events (Days)
Year and P~m~ter
1989 Mean
1989 Standard Deviation
1990 Mean
1990 Standard Deviation
1991 Mean
1991 Standard Deviation
1992 Mean
1992 Standard Deviation
1993 M~an
1993 Standard EM, viation
Mean for 5-Year Period
Standard D~afion for 5-Year Period

Spring
4.78
3.81
4.21
3.64
4.30
2.79
5.47
5.06
3.56
2.84
4.36
3.65

Summer
5.64
3.71
4.83
3.44
8.44
7.10
8.38
5.17
7.09
5.00
6.45
4.96

Fall
5.21
5.37
4.50
3.74
3.39
4.09
4.26
3.75
4.83
4.49
4.36
4.38

W’mter
4.41
3.58
4.33
4.51
4.81
4.11
4.42
3.01
4.32
3.15
4.45
3.70

Table A-7. Number of Storm Events by Category and Year for Johnson Creek
Year
[
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
Total 1989-1993

Small
40 (60.6%)
52 (74.3%)
42 (61.8%)
42 (68.9%)
36 (54.5%)
212 (64.0%)

I

Medium
16 (24.2%)
7 (10.0%)
15 (22.1%)
13 (21.3%)
23 (34.8%)
74 (22.4%)

Large
10 (15.2%)
11 (15.7%)
11 (16.1%)
6 (9.8%)
7 (10.7%)
45 (13.6%)

Total
66
70
68
61
66
331

Table A-8. Recession Coefficients for Storm Events in Johnson Creek
Storm Event
Small
Medium
Large

K~
Base Flow [ Interflow
0.93
0.60
0.95
0.58
0.90
0.54

Runoff
N/A
N/A
N/A
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C/eve/an~ Oh#o. The 8auging station selected for this urban area was Station No. 04208000 on the
Ovjahoga River at Independence, Ohio, a m’butary to Lake Erie. This gauging station has a natural
drainage basin area of 707 mi2 and is at an elevation of 583.57 R above mean sea level. It is located
at 41 degrees 23 minutes 43 seconds North latitude and 81 degrees 37 minmes 48 seconds West
longitude. This location is located 0.8 mi northeast of Independence, Ohio, and 3.0 mi downstream
from Tinker Creek_ The stream is a 516-order stream with agricultural/suburban/urban land use. The
data chosen for analysis cover the years 1989 to 1993 (Table A-9).

Table A-9. Summary of Mean Tune between Storm Events for Cuyahoga River
Year and Paramemr
1989 Mean
1989 Standard Deviation
1990 Mean
1990 Standard Deviation
1991 M~an
1991 Standard Deviation
1992 Mean
1992 Standard Deviation
1993 Mean
1993 Standard Deviation
Mean for 5-Year Period
Standard Deviation for 5-Year Period

Mean Time between Storm Events (Days)
Spring Summer Fall
W-rater
4.53
4.72
4.11
4.94
3.20
3.71
2.88
4.09
4.44
5.50
5.13
4.58
5.44
3.32
3.50
4.89
3.60
4.78
4.47
3.95
3.12
3.38
3.65
3.31
3.58
3.48
4.58
4.89
2.52
2.70
3.36
3.25
4.40
5.13
3.77
4.87
5.10
6.22
2.50
2.45
4.21
4.46
4.37
4.62
3.96
4.00
3.21
3.75

A small storm event would result in a peak flow in the Cuyahoga River that was noticeable above
the normal base flow on the hydrograph, but below 2,000 f~/sec. A medium storm event would
result in a peak flow of~ween 2,000 and 4,000 ~/sec. A large storm event would result in a peak
flow that exceeded 4,000 RZ/sec (Table A-10).

The representative small storm event occtm’ed in the period July 5 to July 21, 1991. The
representative medium storm event ocom’ed in the period April 18 to May 3, 1990. The
represemafive large storm event oc~mrred in the period April 23 to May 18, 1993 (Table A-11).
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Table A-10. Number of Storm Events by Category and Year for the Cuyahoga River
Year
I Small
1989
53 (74.6%)
1990
50 (72.5%)
1991
55 (67.1%)
1992
60 (75.0%)
1993
52 (72.2%)
Total 1989-1993
270 (72.2%)

Medium
12 (16.9%)
12 (17.4%)
17 (20.7%)
18 (22.5%)
9 (12.5%)
68 (18.2%)

[ Large
6 (8.5%)
7 (10.1%)
10 (12.2%)
2 (2.5%)
11 (15.3%)
36 (9.6%)

Total
71
69
82
80
72
374

Table A-11. Recession Coefficients for Storm Events in the Cuyahoga River
Storm Event
Small
Medium
Large

K~
Base Flow [ Interflow
0.33
0.99
0.91
0.69
0.93
0.72

Runoff
N/A
0.28
0.22

Wi//iomdm~, V’gginia. The gauging station setec~xi for this urban area was Station No. 01677000,
Ware Creek near Toano, VA. It is located in the York River Basin. This gauging station has a
natural drainage basin area of 8.29 mi2 and is at an elevation of 10 R above mean sea level. The
stream was a second-order stream with an urban land use. It is located at 37 degrees 26 minutes 17
seconds North latiaute and 75 degrees 47 minutes 12 seconds West longitude. This station is located
0.8 mi upstream from France Swamp and 4.9 mi north ofToano, VA_ The data chosen for analysis
cover the years 1989 to 1993 (Table A-12).

A small storm event would result in a peak flow in Ware Creek that was noticeable above the normal
base flow on the hydrograph, but below 10 i~/sec. A medium storm event would result in a peak
flow ofbetween 10 and 20 fl~/sec. A large storm event would result in a peak flow that exceeded
20 ~/sec (Table A-13).
The representative small storm event occurred in the period June 21 to July 8, 1990. The
representative medium storm event occurred in the period April 12 to April 25, 1989. The
represemafive large storm event occurred in the period March 23 to April 11, 1992 (Table A-14).
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Table A-12. Summary of Mean Tune between Store Events for Ware Creek
Year aad Parameter

Mean Time Between Storm Events (Days)
Spring Summer Fall
W’mter
3.59
4.05
4.94
1989 Mean
4.78
1989 Standard Deviation
2.35
3.05
2.59
3.87
4.00
1990 Mean
3.58
4.00
5.00
1990 Standard Deviation
2.43
2.93
3.29
3.01
1991 Mean
5.07
5.44
4.83
4.25
1991 Standard Deviation
3.01
4.43
3.83
2.91
1992 Meaa
6.07
4.10
5.12
5.27
1992 Standard Deviation
4.35
3.26
6.05
4.15
1993 Mean
4.20 I
5.00I
3.91 I
4.82
1993 Standard Deviation
2.54
3.19
2.98
2.62
Mean for 5-Year Period
4.28
4.44
4.70
4.57
Standard Deviation for 5-Year Period
3.02
3.35
3.99
3.41

Table A-13. Number of Storm Events by Category and Year for Ware Creek

Year
1989
1990
1991
I992
1993
Total 1989-1993

I

Sm l
43 (57.3%)
53 (66.3%)
56 (80.0%)
53 (75.7%)
42 (58.3%)
247 (67.3%)

I

M Uum
21 (28.0%)
20 (25.0%)
l0 (14.3%)
13 (18.6%)
24 (33.3%)
88 (24.0%)

I

11 (14.7%)
7 (8.7%)
4 (5.7%)
4 (5.7%)
6 (8.4%)
32 (8.7%)

I

75
80
70
70
72
367

Table A-14. Recession Coefficients for Storm Events in Ware Creek
Storm Event

K~

Base Flow
Small
Medium
Large

0.97
0.94
0.98

[

Interflow

[
0.43
0.32
0.44

Runoff
N/A
N/A
0.21
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Fort Worth, Texas. The gauging station selected for this urban area was Station No. 12030102,
located on the Trinity River at 32 degrees 45 minutes 06 seconds North latitude and 97 degrees 17
minutes 21 seconds West longitude on the downstream side of the bridge on Beech Street. It is also
located 1,700 R downstream of the Sycamore Creek. This gauging station has a drainage area of
2,685 mi2 and is 478.70 R above the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929. The stream order
is 5-6 with a ufoan/suburban land use dominating the area of the gage. The data chosen for analysis
cover the years 1989 to 1993 (Table A-15).
Table A-15. Summary of Mean Time Between Storm Events for the Trinity River
Year and Parameter

Mean Time Between Storm Events (Days)
Spring Summer Fall
W’mter
1989 Mean
6.07
7.73
7.33
6.43
1989 Standard Deviation
3.15
6.21
6.22
3.98
1990 Mean
6.07
6.57
8.90
9.89
1990 Standard Deviation
3.62
6.37
4.91
7.01
1991 Mean
5.73
6.29
9.10
7.54
1991 Standard Deviation
4.01
6.17
5.54
4.75
1992 Mean
3.96
6.57
13.50
5.93
1992 Standard Deviation
2.56
4.64
8.34
2.98
1993 Mean
4.14
7.50
4.50
3.75
1993 Standard Deviation
1.91
5.48
2.58
3.11
Mean for 5-Year Period
5.07
6.88
7.56
6.08
Staadard Deviation for 5-Year Period
2.95
7.34
7.45
4.35

A small storm event would result in a peak flow in the Trinity River that was noticeable above the
normal base flow on the hydrograph, but below 1,500 it3/sec. A medium storm event would result
in a peak flow of between 1,500 and 2,500 f~/sec. A large storm event would result in a peak flow
that exceeded 2,500 fl’3/see (Table A-16).
A represema~e small storm evem occam’ed in the period September 8 to September 26, 1989.~ The
representative medium storm event occurred in the time period January 22 to February 11, 1989.
The representative large storm event occurred in the period January 28 to February 16, 1990
(Table A- 17).
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Table A-16. Number of Storm Events by Category and Year for the Trinity River
Y~r
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
Total 1989-1993

Small
39 (95.2%)
33 (84.6%)
40 (87.0%)
41 (74.5%)
48 (69.6%)
201 (80.4%)

Large I

MM~m
1 (2.4%)

1 (2.4%)

0 (0.0%)
4 (8.7%)
3 (5.5%)
16 (23.2%)
24 (9.6%)

6 (15.4%)
2 (4.3%)
11 (20.0%)
5 (7.2%)
25 (10.0%)

Total
41
39
46
55
69
250

Table A-17. Recession Coeffidents for Storm Events in the Trinity River

Storm Event

~

S now [ Xmraow [
Small
Medim
Large

0.95
0.95
0.98

0.07
0.31
0.58

0.06
0.03
O. 10

Phoenix, Arizona. The gauging station selected for this urban area was Station No. 09512190 on
the Salt River at 24th Street in Phoenix, Arizona. It is located in the Gila River Basin. This gauging
station has a natural drainage basin area of 13,391 rni2 and is at an devation of 1,074.80 it above
me, an sea levd. It is located at 33 degrees 24 minutes 56 seconds North latitude and 112 degrees
01 minutes 45 seconds West longitude. This station is located 3.6 mi southwest of the downtown
post office in Phoenix, Arizona. "I:he data ~osen for analysis c, over the years 1983 to 1991
(Table A- 18).
A small storm event would result in a peak flow in the Salt River that was noticeable above the
normal base flow on the hydrograph, but below 5,000 fl3/sec. A medium storm event would result
in a peak flow of between 5,000 and 10,000 fP/se¢. A large storm event would result in a peak flow
that exceeded 10,000 fP/se¢ (Table A-19).
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Table A-18. Summary of Mean Thne between Storm Events for the Salt River
Year and Parameter
1983 Mean
1983 Standard Deviation
1984 Mean
1984 Standard Deviation
1990 Mean
1990 Standard Deviation
1991 Mean
1991 Standard Deviation

Mean Time Between Storm Events (~Days)
Spring Summer Fall
Winter
4.64
N/A
N/A
2.92
3.94
N/A
N/A
3.25
None
None
5.25
2.33
1.89
None
None
6.26
None
None
11.00
None
None
None
0.00
None
9.00
None
None
None
8.69
None
None
None

Mean for Period

5.80

N/A

6.40

2.80

Standard Deviation for Period

5.94

N/A

6.05

3.04

Table A-19. Number of Storm Events by Category and Year for the Salt River

Y~
1983
1984
1990
1991
Total 1983-1991

Small

Medium

8 (36.4%)
2 (25.0%)
4 (100.0%)
6 (75.7%)

7 (31.8%)
4 (50.0%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)
11 (24.0%),

[

20 (67.3%)

L~e [Total
7 (31.8%)
2 (25.0%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)
9 (8.7%)

22
8
4
6
40

The representative small storm event occurred in the period April 5 to April 13, 1991. The
representative medium storm event ocoared in the period March 1 to March 17, 1983. The
repre~n~afive large storm event occurred in the period October 2 to October 17, 1984 (Table A-20).
Table A-20. Recession Coefficients for Storm Events in the Salt River

Storm Event
Small
Medium
Large

Base Flow
0.11
0.98
0.99

Kr
Interflow [ Runoff
N/A
N/A
0.65
0.29
0.75
0.44
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METHOD DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION
Introduction
This Appendix documents the development and/or application of a range of techniques used for, or
in support of~ basic and ~ screening testing The information contained here is summarized
in Chapter 5.0. Fn~g described under basic screening methodologies, is the developmem of a
number of methodologies that can be used to classify toxicity. These methods are aimed at assessing
or predicting the level of toxicity exht~oited by a wet weather event or by individual samples taken

Section 4.6 highlighted the inadequa~es of standard toxicity tests in addressing the range of time
scales associated with wet wea~er events and the resulting need for modified test systems. A
labor~tory program to develop such modified test systems, based on a nttmber of test endpoints, is
~ together with a simple model by which an integrated measure of whole-storm toxicity can
be derived from toxicity analysis of separate samples collected through a storm event~ Also
described are modifications ofthe enzyme-based Inhibitory Quotient (IQ) ~est for application to wet
weather event toxicity assessment and the stimulatory response exhibited by the Microtox bacterial
luminescence test in response to low levels of some contandnants.
Under advanced ~ methodologies, the application of three methods is descn’bed that can be
used to characterize toxicity following the identific~on of high or moderate toxicity through the
initial application of basic screening procedures. The advanced screening methods descried are
a toxicity id~c~on evaluation (TIE) procedure, which allows identification of specific
contaminant groups giving rise to toxicky in a sample, a simple model that ~m be used to predict
site-specific, receiving-system toxicity from hydrograph characteristics, toxivity prediction models
appfied to the predi~on of toxicity due to heavy metals, and, finally, a simple storm sewer dra~ge
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model that can be used for estimating storm hydrographs and assist in identifying sources of

Basic Screening Methodologies

An Introduction to Trene-~cde Toxicity. As ¢Rscussed in Section 1.2, existing standard
methodol~ies for toxicity testing ge~erally rely on test systems tha~ operate on time scales that are
not appmpfiam for the full range of time scales required for wet weather event analyses. A major
they apply to the shorter time scales relevant to wet weather intra-event assessment.
As noted previously, wet westher events are oRen associated with rapid changes in contaminant
concentrations with peaks of high conmmi-~ concentrations that extende for short periods of time
(minutes). These conc.~W~ons can peak at levels that would be highly toxic over prolonged
exposure dmmions (e.g, 48 hours or more). However, the relevant issue is how toxic they are over
the actual exposure time in the receiving water. If concentrations are much higher than those
causing toxicity on longer term expostue~ another important question is that of post-exposure effects,

This Appendix documems the laboratory program and a laboratory-based modeling effort, which
were mtdermk~ to address the above time scale and test development issues and to complement the
field wet weather event assessment program.

Laboratory experiments were conducted to investigate the organismal effect of" brie~ (or pulsed)
expo=wes to a range of conmminam concenuafions. The selected concentzations--higher than those
tl~ might be expected in wet weather ~vided a wide range of con~ons and
would likely elicit responses in test organisms. These toxicity experiments were not intended to
duplicate the fi211 complexity of wet weather discharges, rather they were designed to assess brief
exposure effects using contaminants known to occur in stormweter runoff. Toxicity testing methods
were adapted to subjea organisms to brief contaminant exposures (on the order of wet weather event
time scales) and then remove the contaminant and monitor the post-exposure response. This
research mainly investigated lethal effects but also included sublethal effects, such as reproduction,
enzyme intn’vifion, and growth. Table B- I shows a summary of the range of experiments performed.
Concentrations were multiples of experimentally developed 24-hour LC~ concentrations.
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~ stock o, fltures and laboratory facilities. The research then attempted to c,~nn~-’t the results
to ac~lal episodic portion eve~, through the sampling and analysis of urban stormwater runoff
events. A new test and metric for the analysis of episodic pollution events are described and
demonstrated. Remits are then disoassed in the context of providing guidance for development of
episodic polbation crit~-ia and guidance for toxicity testing approaches to support episodic pollution

monitoring and management.
Table B-I. Summary of Supplemental T’uue-Scale Toxicity Experiments Performed
Species

Endpoints
Measured

Location

Substance

Concentrations
(mg/L)

Exposure
Dm~tio~

UIUC

CA

0.06, 0.19, 0.4, 0.6,
1.0, 1.9

15, 30, 60, 120,
150, 240

lethality

Zn

2.0, 6.4, 13.34, 20,

15, 30, 60, 120,

lethality

33.3, 64

240

0.06, 0.19, 0.4, 0.6,

15, 60, 240

l~mlity

(nan)
H. azteca

UNT

CA

1.9
C. dubta

CA

0.37, 1.18, 2.5, 3.7,
6.0, 11.84

15, 30, 60, 120,
240

~,
reproda~on,

Zn

0.15, 0.4, 1.0, 1.5,
2.5, 4.8

15, 30, 60, 120,
240

leth~ty

Ptumol

10, 32, 66.7, 100,
167, 320, 500

15, 30, 60, 120,
240

lethality

UNT

CA

0.37, 1.18, 2.5, 3.7,
6.0. 11.84

15, 30, 60, 120,
240

lethality

U1UC

Cd

0.4, 1.28, 2.67, 4.0,
6.67, 12.8

15, 30, 60, 120,
240

lethality, growth

U1UC

P. promelas

LrIUC = University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, UNT = University of North Texas.
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Brief ~ Morta/~y Te~. Cadmium ~es: Hya/e//a aztec, a, Cer~odaphma dubia,
P~mept~es promelas. The test ~ were puhe-e~posed to ~lmkun for d~-ations ranging
from 15 to 240 mln As no~ed earlier, the ¢oncem3"ations used were designed to elicit response and
in the tests, wheras math of the metals present in stormwaters are partic~date-bound and, hence, not
bioavailable.

Figure B-I shows the immobility o.trve ofH. agec~ ailer short-term Cd exposures. This graph is
~e ofimmobifity curves for ~ dubia and P. promel~, as well. Immob’ffxty is used here
as the surrogate meamre of mortality. Immobility approximates, but is not equivalent to, mortafiW,
since some organisms regain mobility. In most cases, organisms tha~ were observed as immobile
remained immob~e and were obviously dead as indicated by signs of decomposition (loss of pigment,
morphological alterations, and growth of decaying fungus).

Figure B-1. Percent Innnobility ofUIUC H. a~eca after 60-min Cd Expesure
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Note that in Figure B-1 time on the x-axis is in hours beginning at the initial time of exposure.
Mortality did not generally occur during the exposure period; rather mortality was delayed and
occurred after organisms were placed in clean water. Although exposure times lasted for only 15
to 240 rain, mortality continued up to 70 to120 hr aRer the initial exposttre period (longer for P.
promel~s.). The maximum percent mortality increased with increasing Cd concentration and
increasing time of exposure. The time at which the maximum mortality occtwred with increasing
Cd concentration and duration of exposure.
Information in mortality curves was summarized by calculating 12-, 24-, 48-, 72-, 96-, 120-, and
144--hour post-exposure median lethal exposure times (PE-LETs0 for each concentration. The x-hr
PE-LET,0 is the exposure time necessary to cause 50% mortafity of the test population within x
hours following the exposure. This x-hr PE-LET~o differs fi’om normal LT~o values, which are based
on time until death. This term instead refers to the time of exposure that causes eventual death even
after the contaminant is removed. PE-LET~0 values were calculated fi’om linear regression lines
from plots of percem mortality at x-hours versus the logarithm of the exposure duration
(Figure B-2). This method is a modified verdon of the Litchfield and W’dcoxon (1949) method for
determination of LC~o and LTre values. Confidence limits were also calculated by the Litcldield and
Wilcoxon method. As an example ofthis method, Table B-2 shows the results ofa 1.0-mg/L Cd
exposure on fir. az~ca at 48 hours post-exposure. Similarly calculated PE-LET~o values are plotted
in Figures B-3 to B-5 for H. az~ca, C. dubia and P. promelas.
Table B-2. Percent Mortality of H. azteca at 48 hr after a 1.0-mg/L Cd Exposure

Expesure Dural~on (rain)
15
30
60
120
180
240

Percent Et~ect
0
25
50
85
lo0
100
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B-5

F’~q~re B-Z. PE-LETs~ Determiuation for H. ~ Exposed to 1.0-mg/L Cd

l~re B-3. Clu=ag¢ ia I~-]~T~ ever T’u~e for UIUC H. ~teca Cd Exposure
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F’~,ure B..5. Change in PE-LETs~ over Tune for 17IUC P. ~m,omdas Cd F_,xposure
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The obse~ed delayed mortality caused PE-LET~o values (an inverse measure of effect) to rapidly
decrease soon after the exposure (Figure B-3). The curves then stabilized and approached a slope
of zero, indicating that the maximum effect of the exposure was reached. The PE-LET~o value at this
mortality in the test populafio~ The ultimate PE-LETso was generaIly reached by 120 hours aRer
the exposure for H. azteca (Figure B-3), by 96 hours for C. dubia (Figure B-4), and not by 168
hours forP. prome/as (F’~are B-5). At higher exposure concentrations, this ultimate PE-LETso was
reached more quickly tha, st low concentra~ons~ indicating that the effects of high level stress are
displayed quickly while low level stress might require some time for the effect to be developed
(delayed effect). Figure B-6 illu.mates the acute effect of Cd exposure as a function of exposure time
and concemmdon. As the ~oncentration of exposure increases, the duration of exposure necessary
to elicit a particttlar percent effect decreases and vice versa. It is difficult to tell f~om these data if the
curves asymptotically approach zero from both directions or if some other threshold exists.

F’~re B-6. Percent Immobility ofUIUC H. az~eca as a Function of Exposure Time
and Cd Concentration
lOOO
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Brief Exposure Momal#y Tests: ZAnc Eaposures: H. affeca; C. dubia. Results of short-term H.
azw.ca aztd (Z dubia expo~ares to Zn were ~ to those for Cd exposure (Figures B-7 and B-8).
Organism mortality was delayed after the exposure period. The concentrations of Zn used in H.
azw.ca exposures were nmch larger than for Cd exposures due to greater H. azteca tolerance to Zn_
However, Zn concentrations used in C. dubia exposures were lower, which reflects the differences
in species sensitiv~es to differem contaminants. The ultimate PE-LETs0 was generally reached by
120 hours at~ the exposure for H. azteca (Figure B-7) and by 96 hours for C. dubia (Figure B-8).
Brief Eapos~e Mortal#y Tests: Phenol F2cposures: C. dubia. Representative results of brief phenol
exposures are seen in Figure B-9. No significant delayed effects were observed for any of the phenol
exposure reghnes, which ranged as high as 240-min exposure to 5(X)-mg/L phenol (50 times the 24--hr
LC~ value). All exposure regimes caused less than 20°4 immobili~, control irn~no~ ranged from
0°4 to 25%. Exposure durations of 6 to 48 hours were required to produce any lasting effect on C.
dubia. Interestingly, organisms in the 100-, 166.7-, 320-, and 500-mg/L concentrations were
immobile at the end of each exposure period (15 to 240 rain), yet quickly recovered when placed in
the dilution watt. This ~ a tRmendous potential for recovexy from brief phenol exposures.
It also indicates that short-term phenol toxicity has reversible effects, unlike the irrevers~ole effects
of cadmium and zinc.
Figure B-7. Change in PE--LETso over Time for UIIIC H. azteca Zn Exposure
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Figure B-8. Clumge in PE-LETs, over l’--e
for UIUC C dubia Zn Exposure
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S~vnary. Delayed lethal effects were obserced for H. aztec, a, C. dubfa, and P. promelas after brief
z~lmbam exposure and for H. az~eca mxl ~ dubfa after brief zinc exposure. Other authors have also

ezposure to Lindane, permethrin, cadmium, and cyanide (Abel, 1980a; Abel, 19S0b; Abel and
C.mrdn~r, 1986) and in P. prom~/oa affer brief exposure to chlorpyrifos, endrin, and fenvalerate
(Jm-vinen et aL, 1988). While delayed mortality was observed for cadmium and zinc exposures,
recovery ofC. dub~a yeas observed aifer brief phenol expomre. Green et al (1988) also reported the
recovery ofAse//us aqua~ats sffer brief phenol exposure. These results suggest that care must be
exercised when sssess~ wet v,,~her discharge toxicity. Not only is there the possibility of delayed

effects from brief exposure, there is a potential for recovery. Clearly, a modification of toxicity
assessment procedures is needed that addresses both brief exposure issues and post-exposure effect

The PE-LETs0 metric was effectively used to measure ultimate toxic effects with the consideration
ofddayed effects and recovery. Other metrics that incorporate delayed effects have been previously
proposecL Although the calculation method is similar, the PE-LETs0 differs fi’om other commonly
used or proposed toxicity metrics (Table B-3). The PE-LET~o differs from the LCso and LTso
primarily in th~ it incorporates post-exposure observ~orL The PE-LET~o also differs fi’om other
meu’i~s that do include post-exposure observation.

Pascoe and Shazifi (1986) proposed a pe-LT~o (post exposure median lethal time), which is the time
until 50 percent mortality, measured beginning aiter the exposure period. This metric sounds similar
to the PE-LET~, but is fundamentally different. The time that is actually measured in the pe-LT~o
is the time to death, not the time of exposure which canses eventual death. While this metric
incorporates post-exposure observation, it does not give information on exposure durations which
cause ultimate effects;it simply provides inform~on on the speed at which the toxicant produces an
eff~ Abd (1980b) proposed the use of a 20-day median lethal exposure time. This metric is very
similar to the PE-LET~ and could actually be descn2~ as a 20-day PE-LET~ There is more utility,
however, in an ultimate PE-LET~o which will change in measurement time with a change in species
used. For instance, as seen in this study, a 120-hour PE-LET~o is sufficient for estimming the ultimate
effect (or ultimate PE-LET~o) for H. azteca, while C. dubia requires only a 96-hr PE-LET~ an~
P. promelas requires greater than a 168-hr PE-LET~o. It was also seen that the lime required for
ultimate PE-LET~o determination decreased wi~ increasing magnitude of exposure. Table B-4
summarizes the ultimate PE-LET~o values fi-om tests performed at [HUC.
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The plots of exposure time versus ~oxicaut concenUmion showed curves of’typical forn~ They agree
with the form of the simple C x T model and the Mancini modal (discussed elsewhere in this
Appendix). F’~ting the data to the C x T model yields the co~nt KI for each of the species and
contaminants; however, this constant has no physical significance. Data can also be fitted to the
Mancini model, yielding the constants kJCD and kr The k~ constant (deputation rate) was generafiy
very small (approaching zero) due to delayed effects. The delayed effects, however, do suggest that
modds such as the Man~fini model used to estimate the effect of time varying exposures should use
pulse exposure tests to fit data rather than continuous exposure tests (I-fickle et al., 1995).
Table B-3. Comparison of PE-LET~, Metric with Other Used and Proposed Metrics

LC~o

Continuous exposure to range
ofc~caxtratians

Test ehar’aeteris~
measured
Lethality at end of set duration
exposure

LT~o

~ exposure to single

Lethatity at set times during

The spe~d of a toxic response

pe-LT~0

Single ~ exposu~

Lethality at set times during

The pmt~ time

20 day LT~o Sinsie ccncenlrahc~ exposure
for a rmge ~f e~posum

Lethality at 20 days postexposure

The expiate time required
to prcxiu~ lethality within 20

PE-LET~

~ at s~ ~ during
pos~-exposure observ~ica

Th~ expmur¢ ~ime neczs~ry
to ultmmmly ~ leth~ty

Metrk

Test conditions

Single ccm~smske ~
for a rmge ~ exposme

Information provided
The coacentration necessary
to pratnce a lethal response

Brief Exposure Reproduction Test~. Tests were performed in which <24-hour old C. dubia were
subjected to short-term Cd expomres followed by measurement of reproduction rates. Test results
are summaxized in Table B--5, and a representative plot is shown in Figure B-10. Each group of
expedmems (,grouped by exposure time) was performed on a different day or at a different time, and
control group data are provided in Table B-5. Neonate production was typically reduced at exposure
concentrations just below lethal levels of 6 to 11.8 mg/L. However, these reductions were only
statistically significant (one-sided Dunnett’s t-test atw--0.05) for three exposure regimens. Other
exposu~ regimens that reduced neonate production could not be statistically validated due to the low
number of surviving individuals. This sublethal effect apparently occurred within a narrow range
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between indistinguishable effects and lethal effects. Delayed reproductive onset decreased neonate
production for two concentrations after 240-rain exposure. No neonates were produced until 6 or
7 days after 2.5-mg/L and 3.7-mg/L exposures, respectively.
Table B-4. Summary of Ultimate PE-LET~ Values and Time after Exposure When
Ultimate PE-LET~ Values Were Reached for UIUC Organisms
Spec~
H. azteca

C. dubia

P. prome/~

Subst~~

Conentration

~ PE4.~T~.

T’~ Re.bed

(lag/L)

(la~)

01r)

0.19
O.4
0.6
1.0
1.9

335
113
67
42
23

144
96
144
120
96

2.0
6.4
13.4
20
33.4
64

415
107
61
60
45
43

144
120
120
120
96
96

Cd

0.37
2.5
3.7
6.0
11.8

1013
130
62
46
20

96
72
48
96
48

Za

0.15
0.48
1.0
1.5
2.5
4.8

705
71
41
27
21
19

144
144
144
144
120
72

CA

1~.8
2.67
4.0
6.67
12.8

151
73
24
16
2

168
168
168
168
144

Cd
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Table B-5. UIUC C dub~a ~-day Cumulative Mean N~te ~du~on
N

Cd ~

E~ ~
15

0.0

037

11~
9.19
9.~
9.~

19
19

1.18
2~
3.7

9.~
10.~

16
15
17

6.0
11.~
0.0

8.~
8~
11~
6.~

2
17

0~7

~

9~
11 ~

15
18
16
19

6.0
11.~
0.0

1.18
2~
3.7
6.0
1 I.~
0.0
~37
1.18
~
3.7
6.0

8.78
6.~

19
19

2~
3.7

~

9.59

17
18

0~7
1.18

~

M~

19
16
17

6.~
7.~
5~3
5~
6.~

16
1
17

(&19)
(1-1~
~11)
(&13)
(~1~
~18)
(~13)
~15)
(&12) "
(~1~
(~1~
(~10)
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Figure B-10. Cumulative Neonate Production of UIUC {Z d~bi~
after 240-rain Cd Exposure
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Brief Exposure Enzyme Inhibition (IQ) Tests. Results of the e~fme ixtht’tyition test also indicated
potential for recove~ f~m sublethal effects aRer the exposure period, l~igures B-11 and B-12 show
representative results of enzyme inhibition tests. Galactosidase enzyme ac6viW, was generally
~ directly ~ollowing the exposme pedod, yet recovery of e~zym~ a~ivky was observed during
the following 48 hours. F~a-~ B-13 shows the maximum ~ ~yme in~n’bition for ~tch
and with in~’~sing Cd conc~m’afions. The m~m time of maxinnnn enzyme inhibition was 3.30
hours (with a 95% confidm~ intercRl of 2.65 to 3.96) aRer the onset of~posur¢. Since several of
th~ e~posure times were less than 3 hours, oR~n the maximum percent effect was not reached until
aRer the expomre period had ~nded. For these ve~! brief exposure periods (F~gure B-12), enzyme
b~don was actually lowe~ dir~-~ly aRer the e~posure period, roached a maximum approximately
2-4 hours lamr, and th~n d~d as the organisms rocov~red. This time gives some indic,~tion of
the total rime for the transfer of toxicants to the site of action and response manifestation.

~gm’~ B-14 shows organism recovery time--the time at which the percent enzyme inl~oition of the
population dropped below 20% ~afler brief mdmb,m exposure. Twenty percem was chosen since
the control population response oRen fluctuated below 20% inln~i~ion Recovery time also was a
function of exposure concentration and exposure time. The time necessary for recovery increased
with increasing expomre time and with increasing cadmium concentration.
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F’~re B-11. Percent Inhibition ofUIUC C a~ia Galactosidase Enzyme
after 120-min Cd Exposure
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Figure B-12. Percent Inh~ition ofUIUC C dubia Galactosidase Enzyme
after 1S-rain Cd Exposure
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Figure B-13. Maximum Percent Times and Exposure Concentrations of Cadmium
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Figure B-14. Recovery Time for Enzyme Activity of UIUC C. dubia
after Brief Cd Exposures
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Brief Ertx~sure Growth Test. P. promelas tests were initially designed only for PE-LET~o
determination (lethality measurement). During the test, however, it was noticed that organisms

surviving brief exposures were somewim smaller than control populations, so growth ofP. prome/as
was measured at the termination of the test. Since the experiment was originally designed only for
PE-LET~0 determination, organisms in each treatment were pooled for post-exposure observation
and a pooled weight for each treatment was measured. The pooled weight was then divided by the
number of survivors in each tr~tmem to obtain a mean dry weight/surviving individual. This method
meant that variances of mean dry weights could not be ealetdated except for control populatiom
(since controls were conducted with each group of exposure duration trcatmems). Table B-6 shows
the mean dry weights of P. prome/as exposed to cadmium pulses. The mean dry weight for all
control organisms was 0.159 nag with a 95% confidence interval of 0.078 to 0.241 nag. Statistical
analyses could not be performed among tre, almems because of the lack of replication. However, in
six treatmeats the mean dry weights were below the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval for
con~ol organisms. This deereas~ in mean dry weight oc, eurred in treatments with exposure regimes
just below l~thal levels (generally high exposure concentrations and long exposure durations).
Jarvinen et al. (1988) also showed that P. promelas exposed to pulses of ehlorpyrifos experienced
growth suppression. As with the ~ of~ reproduction in C. dub/a, the effect of decreased
growth in P. prome/as appears to occur in a narrow range between indistinguishable ffects and lethal

~ ofBriefE, wosare and Gmamagus F, apasw~. For C dub/a, the results of brief exposure
tests with post-exposure observation were compared to results of continuous exposure tests. PELET~0 values we~ calculated for bri~fexposure tests, and LTs values were calculated for continuous
exposure tests. LT~0 values represent time of continuous exposure at which 50% mortality occurs.
Figure B-15 compares the PE-LET~0 and LT~0 values for _e~__drnh~m ¢xposttres. At approximately
1,000 minutes of exposm~ continuous exposure and brief exposure with post-exposure observation
produce the same response. At times of exposure less than approximately 1,000 minutes, the two
curves diverge. Brief exposure with post-exposure observation tests produced a more severe
response than continuous exposure tests. Continuous exposure tests, since they ignore delayed
effects, can underestimate the effect ofbrieftoxic e~posures, particularly for fast acting toxicants.
At longer exposures times, the two methods approximate each other, since delayed effects are less
important when exposure times are long. Abel and Gardner (1986) showed the same effect with
Gammantspu/ex e~osed to pulses of cadmium Median lethal exposure times (measured similarly
to PE-LETs~s) were consistently less than median survival times (LTsos), demonstrating an
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underestimation of effect by the continuous exposure regime. In assessing toxicity from brief
exposures it is important to consider both me~hani.~rns of toxic action, and the time required for
response induction i.e., to understand the nazure of the toxicants in relation to the time to induce
response (Section 4.3).

Figure B-IS. Comparison of PE-LET~ and LT~ Values for UIUC C. dubia Cd Exposure

Ytgure B-16 compares the continuous exposure and brief exposure with post-exposure obser~,afion
for zinc exposure. Brief exposure with post-exposure observation tests again show a more severe
response than cominuous exposure tests. For the case of zinc exposure, the difference between the
PE-LET~o and LT~o vatues is much greater than for cadmium exposure. Again the continuous
exposure method would underestimate the efi~ of brief toxic exposures. The two curves for zinc
exposure also converge when the exposure time reaches approximately 1,000 minutes. At longer
exposure times the results from each method are approximately the same.
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Table B-6. Mean Dry Weight of UIUC P. prome/a~ 7 Days after Brief Cd Exposure

0.4

1.28

2.67

4.0

6.67

12.8

Comrol
15
30
60
120
240
Colm’ol
15
30
60
120
240
Coatrol
15
30
60
120
240
Cout~l
15
30
60
120
240
Control
15
30
60
120
240
Control
15
30
6O
120

9
9
10
9
10
7
15
13
15
14
10
8
20
20
18
11
6
2
14
16
5
3
0
0
18
10
8
2
0
0
18
5
2
0
0

0.167
0233
0.200
0.144
O. 110
0.171
0.267
0.231
0.200
0.214
0.100
0.125
O. 150
0.150
<0.056a
<0.091a
<0.167a
<0.500a
0.107
0.063°
0.040°
0.067°
0
0
0.106
0.140
0.113
0.05°
0
0
0.106
0.040°
0.050°
0
0

¯ weight offi~ was not detegmble, so cak~latimwas based oadetec~m limitva]ues.
b mean dry weight was below lower 95% otmfxteace lknit for ~mtrol orgam,m~
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Figure B-16. Comparison of PE-LETu and LTu Values for UIUC C dubia Zn Exposure
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Figure B-I 7 compares the PE-LET~e values and LT~o values for phenol exposure. In this case, the
brief exposure with post-exposure observation test produced a less severe response than the
continuous exposure test. This is due to the fact of organism recovery after the phenol exposure.
In this case, the cominnous exposure (LT~o method) would overestimate the actual effect of pulse
exposure. The two curves again begin to ~onverge as phenol concentrations drop below 10 mg/L
fairly flat. This indicmes a possible m~,im,m threshold for exposttre time but this da~a does not
support threshold detennin~on= Even as phenol ~ons in~rease from !0 mg/L to 500 mg/L
PE=LET~) values do not decrease,. A minirm~m threshold for 50% effe~ in this data, occurs at
approximately 200 minmes of exposure.

Between Species Comparison of Brief ~e Tests: Cadmium Exposures. Brief exposure Cd
tests were performed on H. azteca, C. dubia, and P. promelas. The results were compared to
investigate differences in brief exposure response among species. Figure B-I 8 compares the brief
exposure toxic response (’m terms of PE-LET~o values over the range of CA concentrations used)
co~ (SPSS software). Tukey’s honestly signiScant difference test was used to perform
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nmltiple comparisons among species. The alpha v~lue for all tests was 0.05. Those curves which lie
closest to the origin represent more sensitive populations, since a shorter time of exposure is required
to produce a ~0% response given a fixed cadmimn concentration. H. azteca is the most sensitive of
the three species to short-term cadmium exposures, with C. dubia being the least sensitive, and
P. prome/as failing in between. Each of the curves appears to be linear on a log/log scale within the
range of observatio~ This indicates that if thresholds for cadmium exposure exist, they are very low
and outside the range of concentration and exposure times examined (<0.06 mg/L and <3.93 rain

~). Notice also that the slope of the curves for H. azteca and C. dubia are approximately
equivalent, but the slope of the P. prome/as curve is considerably steeper. In fact, if the curve for
P. prome/as were ex~ended, it would cross both other lines and would be the most sensitive species
at short exposure times and the least sensitive ~t longer exposure times. This difference in slope is
probably due to a difference in mechanisms of cadmium toxicity between the ~ and the

Figure B-17. Comparbon of PE-LET~ and LTu Values for UIUC C. dubia
Phenol Exposure
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F’~mre B-18. Comparison ofPE-LET~ Value~ for Different Species
over a Range of Cd Concentrations
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To determine wh~her d~[ferences in senshivities observed among species were due to d~erences in
their sensitivity to Cd or to differences in sensitivity to short-term exposures, the PE-LET~0 values
were plotted against Cd concentrations which had been normalized to the 24-hr LC~o values for that
organLm~ F~gureB-19comparesthespedessenddvityonanormaEzedbasis. Curves for ~. azteca
Figure B-19. Comparben of PE-LETu Valuta for Different Species over a Range of Cd
Coneeatration~ Normalized to 24-hr LC~ Values
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and C. dubia lie directly on top of each other showing that the differences observed in short-term Cd
exposure tests are entirely attributable to inherent differences in species sensitivity to Cd, and these
differmcesaremerdyarefiectionofdiffermces observed at longer term exposures (24-hr LC~0). The
response of P. promelas, however, was ~ different than for the two invertebrate species. P.
promelas was considerably more sensitive to short-term Cd exposures than/-/, azteca or C. dubia
on a normalized CA concentration basis. This indicates that the 24-hr LCs0 was not a good indicator
of the short-term exposure response ofP. promelas relative to other species. Even though C. dubia
is more sensitive than P. promelas when 24-hr LC~ are considered, P. prome/as is more sensitive
than C dub~a to short-term extx)sures (Figure B-19). This fact is related to the slope ofthe era’yes
in Figure B-18. B~ the P. promelas curve differs in slope from the other species, it is less
semitive (farther from the origin) at longer exposure times yet more sensitive (closer to the origin)
at shorter exposure times. This is again probably due to a difference in the mechanism or multiple
mechanisms of CA toxicity between the P. promelas and the two invertebrate spe~es.
Z,~ ~~. F’~-e 13-20 compares the relative sensitivities ofH. azteca and C. dubia to shortterm zinc ¢xtx)mres.. C. dub~a is the most sensitive to Zn ea~x)sure, whereas H. azteca was more
sensitive to Cd exposure. Notice that the curves are not straight lines as was the case with Cd
exposures. The craves appear to reach asymptotes in both the x and y direction indicating that there
is a threshold zinc concentration and a threshold duration of exposure below which no toxicity
occurs. The thresholds for C. dubia appear to be much lower than those for H. aztec, a.
Figure B-20. Comparison of PE-LETs~ Values for Different Species
over a Range of Zn Concentrations
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Figur~ B-21. Comparison of PE-LETs~ Values for Different Species over a Range of Zn
Concentrations Normalized to 24-hr LCs, Values
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The Zn concentrations were again normalized using the 24-hr LC~o values for each species to
determine whether observed differences in short-term exposures could be explained by differences
in 24-hr LC~o values. For the ~mse of Zn exposure (Figure B-21), the 24-hr LC~o values do not
entity explain flxse diffea’emes. While the two curves are dose to each other, they ~ in slope.
exposure experimettts (Figure B-19). The difference is probably due to the difference in thresholds.
The curves would be altered by the proximity of the 24-hr LC~o to the thresholds.
Between Tox~czmt C~ of Brief Krposure Tests. F~gure B-22 compares the C. dubia
response to different toxicants. C. dubia is most sensitive to Zn exposure and least sensitive to
phenol exposure. Notice also that C’. dubia response to Cd is the most linear within the range
observed. C’. dubia response to Zn showed a curve that decreased in slope as k neared shorter
exposure times, indicating the presence ofa minirm]m threshold of exposure time. Phenol exposure
strongly exhibited the presence of an exposure duration threshold.

Figure B-23 compares the H. azteca response to diffeteat toxioants. Only Cd and Zn were tested
usingH, azteca. While C dubga was more semitive to Zn exposure than Cd exposure, H. azteca was
much more sensitive to Cd eo~posure. Zinc exposure to H. azteca also showed a curve that implies
an exposure time threshold, and Cd exposure again showed a more linear response.
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lrtgure B-22. Comparison of PE-LETs, Values for C. d~bia ~zpos.re to Various Toxicants
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Figure B-23. Comparison of PE-LETs, Values forH. az~,.ca Exposure
to Various Toxicants
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Between Stock Culture Comparison of Brief Exposw’e Testa. Brief exposure tests were performed
using stock cultures ofH. am~.~za and C- dubia from UIUC and the Universi~ of North Texas (UN~.
F’~ttre B-24 compares the resulls of brief CA exposures between the UIUC, and UNT stock cultures.
H. azteca from both cultures were more sensitive to short-term CA extx)sures than C. dubia from
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either cutture. W’~n the same species, the UNT stock cultures were mor(.= sensitive than were the
UIUC cultures. The slopes of the oarves are rdatively consistent between the di~erent stock cultures

waters between the two locations. The ditution waters used at each location were the waters in which
organis~ were norma]ly cutmr~ Hard reconstituted water was used for C. dubla at both locations,
dechlorinated tap water was used for UNT R. azteca stock~ and filtered G~pper Slough water was
used for UIUC H. a~ca stock. The characteristics of these dilution waters is seen in Table ]3-7.

Figure B-24. Comparison of PE-LETs, Values for Different Stock Cultures
over a Range of Cd Concentrations
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Table B-7. Chemical Characteristics of Dilution Wate~rs Used
Dilution Water
Reconstituted water
DechIorinated tap
Com3er Slou~h

pH
7.6 - 8.0
7.2 - 7.5
7.2 - 8.8

Hardness
160- 180
120
210 - 260

Alkalinity
ll0 - 120

Conclusions. Significant effects are indeed seen at very brief exposure times (even at durations of
exposure as short as- 15 minutes). Also, duration of exposure has a profotmd effect on the severity
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of the response. For these masom, wet weather testing should use e~osm~ times that max~h the
duration of true wet weather exposures to adequately assess erects.
Secondly, there exists a potential for either delayed effe~-~s or organza reo~ery aRer brief toxic

exposure. Dehyed ~ were seen for ~. a~ca, C du~ia, and P. prome/as exposm-e to cadndum
and zinc. Recovery fi’om innn~ was seen after C. dubia exposure to phenol. Delayed effects
after cadmium e~posure, yet organisms were able to recover fi’om :rob-lethal effects (enzyme
inhibition).. The potential for delayed effects and recovery indicate that wet weather testing should
use methods which incorporate a post-exposure observation period. As comparisons of cominuous
exposures and pulse exposures with post-exposure observation indicated, measurement of endpoints
only = the end of the exposure period can overestimate effects in the case of recovery and
underestimate effects in the case ofddayed effects.
Different species and even differ~t stock cultures of the same spedes were seen to have different
sensitiv~es to brief toxic exposa’es. This finding supports the test batt~ approach to wet weather
monitoring used in this research. A bettery of different species and different tests is necessary to
adequately assess the effects of wet weather discharges where multiple contaminants and variable
dm’ations of exposure are presen~ In addition, it was also shown that ~n~ifivity ranldng~ done using
longer exposure times do not always reflect sensitivity rankings of :,~zies exposed for short
durations.
The resem’ch also found that certain dm’afion of e~posure thresholds exist for certain contaminants.
A t[n’eshold of appro~mate~y four hours was necessary to elicit a response: to phenol no matter what
the exposure concentration, ff.mc appeared to approach a threshold as eXl~sure times dropped below
15 n~ No expom~e dragon threshold existed for cadmiun~ This finding might affect wet weather
monitoring, since the toxicity of certain comaminams need not be considered ff exposure durations
during the event are extremely short. Conve~e, ly, the toxicity of certain contaminants not displaying
an exposure duration threshold would have to be of concern no matter how brief the duration of

Effects, such as growth suppre~on and reproductive impairment, which a~ generally considered the
effects of chronic expomre, caa occur after very brief (or acute) exposures. ~ research concluded
that these chronic effects ifprese~ were observed on the margins betwe~ lethal e~:posures and no
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effect levels. Cax~ion should be taken to not overlook effects typically d,~med chronic even when

Event Toxicity Integration. As the project team examined frequency aml duration issues in storm
events, it became apparent that it was not possible to eharactefze toxiei~ in a storm event using
traditional measurement and analytical techniques. Because toxicity stems from both eomaminam
concentration and the time-scale of exposure, both concentration and duralion were critical issues in
assessing toxicity in wet weather events. Results of the examination of ~torm event toxicity found
variable toxicity for samples collected sequentially during a storm event. Another need became
obvious: to provide a means of integrating the variable toxicity observed during a storm event into

an integral measure of storm event toxicity.
The PE-LET~ previously desen’bed, can determine a storm event toxie~7 that incorporates time
varying coneemx~ons during the event. This analysis combines PE-LET~o test results from samples
collected dm’ing the event.

To complete this analysis, PE-LET~ vahaes are determined for each smnple collected during the
event. For samples that showed little toxicity (that is less than 50% effect g~s measured in screening
tests on 100% sample after 48 hours) the PE-LETso for that sample is as:,qgned a value >48 hours.
Table 13=8 shows example dam for samples collected during a hypothetical l~ur-hr episodic pollution

Table B-8. Example PE-LET~ Data for Event Toxicity Unit Analysis
Tune of sample

PE-LETs~

1/’PE-LET~

12:00
12:30

>48
6

0
0.167

1:00
1:30

3
.5

0.33
2

2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00

1
8
5
8
>48

1
0.125
0.2
0.125
0
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The reciprocals of PE-LET~0 values for individual event samples were then plotted based on the time
of sample collection sequenfiafiy through the event (Figure B-25). Recil~ls of PE-LET~o values
were used since PE-LET~o values decrease with in~g toxicity. For samples with low toxicity
(PE-LET~o values >48 hours), the 1/PE-LET~o value was set to zero bazed on the assumption that
the conm’bution to event toxicity from brief exposure to these samples would be neglig~ole (since
these samples produced low toxic~y after 48 hours of continuous expomre). For consistency,
PE-LET~ values and event time were plotted using the same units (minutes or hours). The area
under the resulting curve was then numerically integrated using the trapezoid rule (Crosswhite,
Hawkinson and Sachs, 1976). This imegrated area, shown in gray in Figure B-25, then was termed
the event toxidty unit (ETU).
Figure B-25. Example Calculation of an Event Toxicity Unit (ETU)
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The ETU is a dimensionless ratio that relates event char~eristics to the exposure duration necessary
to produce a 50% lethal effect, the PE-LET~o. An ETU greater than one indicates that the event
would be expected to produce >50% lethality in the test population. An ETU less than one indicates
that the event did not produce exposure conditions (magnitude, duration, or combination of both)
necessary to produce 50% lethality. In the example given, the ETU was calculated as 1.975.
Therefrre, the hypothetical episodic pollution event, which lasted for only four hours, was predicted
to have a greater than 50% effect. The value of the ETU is that it allows comparison of events that
may differ in duration, intensky, and sequence of toxic conditions. Furthermore, the ETU can also
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be used to ~ actual event conditions with reference exposure situations of known toxicity or
expefizne~d exposure conditions derived from eve~ characteristics or ~,,v~ modeling.
Testing of’actual eveats was conducted for two events. The first was a storm event on 5/24/95 at
tee Cra site (Fort Worth, Texas). PE-LET~o values were calculated for six samples which showed
~ztificant toxicity in screening tests. Other samples during the event which showed E-tile to no
tmicit7 in 48 hour ~ tests were assumed to have very high PE-/-:ET~o values (>48 hrs) and
therefore, the 1/PE-LET~ value was approximated at zero. The 1/PE-LI:-T~0 values were plotted
against the time of the eve~ as shown in Figure B-26. The area under the curve was integrated to
8~e a evmt toxicity unit (ETU) of 1.05. ~ indicates ~ the toxicity l~mt during the 5/24/95
swrm event at the Cra ~e was of a sufficient magnitude and duration to cause a greater than 50%
lethal effect to . d~b~a.
Figure B-26. 1/PE-LETs, versus Time for 5/24/95 Storm Event at Cra

12

Toxicity results for the 916/96-9/8/96 storm at the Cleveland #35 site appear in Figure Bo27. Eight
samples were tested for PE-LETso values, while five samples throughout the event were estimated
to have 1/PE-LETso values of zero due to Iow toxicity in screening tests. At this site, the samples
were ¢omposited over 6-hr periods. The 1/PE-LETs0 value for each sample was plotted at the
beginning and end of the composite pefio~L This method assumes that the tc~dcity of the composited
sample was consistent th’oughout the composim period. This minimi,es toxicity peaks and gives the
graph a step-change appearance, rather than the peak-and-vaLley appearance of the ETU graph for
the Cra event. The ETU calculated for the Cleveland #35 event was 4.41. ’rais event surpassed the
magnitude and duration necessary for a 50°,6 lethal effect by more than a factor of four. Even though
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th~ samples from th~ Cra event ~ morn toxic than thos~ from the Clevdand #35 site (based on
I/PE-LETso values), th~ Cl~valand #35 ~ was much mor~ seve~ d~ to its Ionge~ duration
Figm’e B-27. I/PE-LETs. versus Thne fer 916/96 Storm Event
at Cleveland #35 Site
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Tables B-9 and B-IO show the LCse values for the samples fi’om the Cra and Cleveland #35 sites,
respectively. The LCse values for the Cra event showed greater toxicity: the LCse does not re£1ect
the chuation of the event and, therefore, does not indicate the overall toxicity of the event.
Influet~ of Suspemied Material on Inhibitory ~uot~ent Test. In undiluted time series samples in
which stormwater samples contained marked amotmts of suspended n~erial, the C. dubia IQ test
consistently showed complete inhibition of fluorescence. It is possible that the orgsnisms were
feeding on the suspended nutterial rather than the test subsw~te. If this occurred, any decline in
iku3rescegl~ levels might not be tOXiCity related but simply because the ol~anisms have not ingested
a consistent amount of test substrate over all treatments. This hypothesis was tested by:
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Table B-9. ~ V~lues for Samples from ~4/96 Event at Cra Site

Sample Date
5/24/96

Sample Tune
6:30PM
7:00PM
7:30PM
8:00PM
8:30PM
9:00PM

I

L(3o (% of whole _~lluent) [
18.58
35.03
not d~ermined
24.88
12.07
12.50

Table B-10. LCs. Values for Samples from 9/6/96 Event at Cleveland #35 Site

Sample Date
9/6/96
9/7/96

9/8/96

Sample Time
4:15AM
IO:ISPM
2:15AM
8:15AM
2:15PM
8:15PM
8:15AM

LC~ (% of whole effln_ent)
22.82
34.02
39.23
32.42
35.36
35.36
68.04

¯

Adding varying anmums ofyeast-cemphyll-trout food (YCT) mixture into exposure vessels
and monitoring changes in the level of fluorescence relative to cor~rols;

¯

Adding varying amounts ofkaotinRe into exposure vessels and monitoring changes in the
level of fluorescence relative to controls; and

¯

Comparing fluorescence in tiltered and unfiltered stormwater samples.

Adding 0.2, 0.4, or 0.8 mL of YCT to test vessels caused a concentrationgte,~endent reduction in the
level of fluorescence (Figure B-28). The addition of 0.4 and 0.8 ml YCT significantly reduced
fluorescence relative to the control.
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Figure B-28. IQ Trot Rmults with YCT Added to Test Solution

20
10
0

Control
0.4 ml YCT
CS-ffitered
0.2 ml YCT
0.8 ml YCT
CS-unfiltemd

The addition of kaolinite clay to test vessels also showed a concentration-dependent reduction in
liuormcen~ over the range I0 to 1,000 mg/L (F’Wa’e B-29). Fluomsc~ was s~gni~cantly reduced,
relative to the control at 10 mg/L with no fluorescence being evident at concentrations of>500 mg/L.
Figure B-29. IQ Test halts with Kaolinite Added to Test Solution
120

lOO
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Comparisons offilten~ and ~ waf~ samples from the 2/26/96 storm at KLSS (19.40, 20.45,
and 21.15) showed that for the IQ test there was a reduction in apparent: toxicity with filtration of
samples. However, the method offiltrafion proved to be ~ snd samples filtered though 0.45tim membrane filters, Microtox solid phase filters, and centrifuged for 5 rain at 5,000 rpm gave
diffenmt results (F’~m’e B-30). F’dte6~ the sample through a 0.45-~m filter only minirrmlly inhibited
fluoresctm~ in C dubia ~ to all samples, whereas differences in inhibition were seen in some
centrifuged samples. It is likely that tilt=ing the samples through a 0.45..l~m filter removes ali the
particalate material, but some toxicants might bind to the filter. Cetttrif~ed samples will not be
affected in this way and an equilibrium will be established between the water and solid phases.
F’dtering samples through the blood serum tubes still resulted in complete h~u’bifion which may have
been clue to the presettce ofpartic,.dates or the leaching of toxic material from the tubes themselves.

lVgure B-30. IQ Results for Different lrdtering Methods

These findings indicate that all samples containing particulate material must either to be centri£uged
prior to the ~. dub~a IQ test, or the test procedure must be modified =~ that az~n&ls were not
exposed to particulates during testh~ This couId be acMeved by taking organisms ~-om the
~ samples after l-hr exposure and then exposing them to the test mbstrate in dean water for
15 rain Enzyme inHbition persisted for several hours after short-term e~osure to cadmimn, so
recovery would not be expected during the 15-min exposure to the test mbstrate in clean water.
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MicrotarStmmlatian/Horme~. A eormmon finding of Microtox assays of stormwater samples was
the presence of stimulation rather than the exp~ed inhibition of light output. Investigations
indicated that the ~on observed could be due to hormesis~a stimulation occurring as a result
of ~sure to mild toxicity. Hormesis has b~m d~ rel~__~dly, ~dthough it is not necessarily
understood. Stebbing (1981) coH~t~i numerous examples ofhorm~s~s involving a wide range
organisms, including algae, protozoa, vertebrates, and invertebrates. The stressors investigated
ranged from heavy metal~ and organic compounds (’~g hydrocarbons), ant~oiotics, and ionizing
radiatio~ The concentration-response curves tended toward a similar U-shaped form where there
was a mild stinmlatioa followed by an increase inla’bition with increasing
Analysis of stormwater samples in this study produced a reasonably consistent stimulation in the
Microtox assay. F~u’e B-31 ilhastrates Mierotox results from a storm event sampled on July 4, 1995,
~t KLSS where the drop in conductivity can be used to show storm event onset and duration. Figure
B-32 iRustrates the results for all test systems used to evaluate this storm event. All other organisms
ex~’bited an inhibition upon exposure to the storm samples, while the.~ Microtox assay generally
indicated stimulation, except in samples taken around the first flusk, where reductions in fight
production of up to 87% were measured (Table 6-3). These results were consistent with data
gathered from storm samples as a part of this project.

The consistency of response suggestod a more detailed examination of low concentration response
with the Microtox assay could identify an increased sensitivity of response not previously reported.
A serios of studies wet¢ initiated with the support of the Microbics Corporation (now AzmEnvironmental) to evah.~te stimulation/hotmeds in the Microtox assay. Six metal co~ts (Cd,
Cr, Cu, Pb, Ni, and Zn) along with phenol and sodium lauryl sulfate w~e tested using procedures
consistent with screening level testing used in this project. A dilution s~Ses often dilutiom of each
contaminam were tested ~ at two temperatures (15°C and 213 °C). Light readings were
recorded at 5, 10, and 20 mimaes. Experiments were performed three times for each metal, each
using a different lot ofreagem Thirty minutes aRer each vial of reagent was reconstituted, but prior
to performing experiments, a test using a staadard phenol solution was l~fOrmed.
Statistical analysis was p~rform~ id~t~ffying the 95% doubl~-sided bound of the controls. This was
consider~ to be the natural variability of the test. Only data points oc~trring outside of this range
were considered significantly different from controls. Table B-11 summarizes the results by
contaminant and temperature for the conlamimnts tested, and Table B-12 provides the concentration
ranges of stimulation by contaminant and temperature.
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Figure B-31. Microtox Assay Results for the July 4, 1995, Storm
at Kaufman Lake Storm Sewer
Mic~’otox Results at Ka~ Lake
for Ston’n on July4, 19~

July ~. 1995

Table B-11. Summary ofllormesis by Contaminant and Temperature
Chemical
Cadmillm

Evidence of Hormesis
yes

Lead
Nidcel

yes
yes

15"C 23"(2
15°C, 23°C

~
Phenol

yes
yes

15ot2
15°(2, 23°C

yes

15°C~ 23°C

~ Lauryl Sulfate

Temperature of Occurrence
15°C
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Figure B-32. Test Battery Results for the July 4, 199~, Store
at Kaufman Lake Storm Sewer

Table B-12. Concentration Ranges of Stimulation by Contaminant and Temperature
[

Contaminant
Cadmium
~um
Lead
Nickel
Zi~

Phenol
Sodium Lautyt Sulfa~

Range ~ I~C (rag/L) Range ~ 23°C (mg!L)
0.05, 0.5-2.5
0.1-10.0
0.001-0.01
0.01, 1.0
0.001-0.I

0.001,0.05
0. I-I.0, 5.0-50.0
_

0. I-0.5, 2.5
0.05-5.0
0.05-0.1
0.0001, 0.001, 0.05-0.5
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The expea~ems supported the conclusion that it is possible to quantify stimulation at low exposure
levds, and for several contaminants a concentration-response relationship could be identified for the
range of exposure concentrations. It was also apparent from this research that the frequency of
occurrence and magnitude ofindaced stimulation was affected by several factors. Some contaminants
produced more stimulation than others, particularly chromium and the organic compounds phenol
and sodium latnyl sulfate. When the stimulation levels observed in these experiments were compared
with stimulation levels observed in stormwater sampling, no single comaminam produced maximum
sfinmlation levels observed in stomawater (up to 60%). Furt~ testing is needed with binary mixtures
It is evident that the presence of ~rtain contaminants in samples at low concentrations may cause
stimulation of light production, with inhibition of fight production being observed at higher
concentrations. This pattern of response needs to be considered when imerpreting receiving water
toxicity data.
Advanced Screening Methodologies

Once high or moderate toxicity has been identified using basic screening tests, then advanced
techniques may be used to identify the causative agent(s) or source(s) of the toxicity.
Toxicity Identification Evaluation (TIE) Procedure. The TIE procedure forms part of a Toxicity
Reduction Evaluation (TRE); it is designed to identify the cause of toxicity in environmental water
samples. It encompasses three phases:

¯

Toxicant characterization (Phase I), where the objective is to identify the fraction(s) of the
sample causing toxicity;

¯

Toxicant identification (Phase ]/), where the objective is to identify the toxicant(s) responsible
for the observed toxidty;

¯

Toxicant confimmfion (Phase m-), where the objective is to confirm the true cause of toxicity.

Figure B-33 provides an outline of the toxicity reduction evaluation procedure and further details on
each phase are provided in the relevant US EPA documents (US EPA 1988; 1989a, b).
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Figure B-33. Flow Chart for Toxicity Reduction Evaluations (from US EPA, l~gS)

Effluen~ sample ]
Phase I
Toxicant Characterization Tests

i TREATABILITY
~ APPROACH
IDENTIFY TOXICANT(S)
Phase II
Toxicant Identification Analyses

~ Toxicant C~xffir~ation Procedures

Toxicity Treatability
Evaluatiom

Source
Investigation

Control Method Selection
and Imple mentation

Post Control Monitoring
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Toxicity characterization involves separating the environmental water sample (and a dilution water
control) i~to a series of’ fi’actions usitlg processes such as aeration, filtration (through glass fiber
filters) and nC solid phase extraction, oxidant reduction, chelation with ethylenediamine tetraacelJc
tcid (EDTA), and graduated pH adjustment. This process is designed to identify in which fraction
or fractions toxicity is present before toxicity identification and confirmation is carried out to
detetmim the specific toxicam(s) respons])le for test responses. The aeration, filtration and ~C solid
phase extraction procedures are carried out at three pH conditions: acid (pH 3), unmodified (’initial
sample pH), and basic OH 11). Table B-13 summarizes the objective of each fi-actionation step in
the characterization procedure.
Table B-13, Objectives of the Different Fractionation Steps in Toxicity Characterization

Characterization step
pH adjustment

Objective
To provide information on the nature of the solubility,

polazit~, volatility, stabilit~ and speciation of the toxicant(s)
A~’ation
To provide information on whether the toxicant(s) is volatile,
sublatabl¢ or oxidizable
Filtration (glass fib~ filt~rs) To provide information on whether the toxicant(s) is
associated with filt~’able material
15C solid-phase extraction
To provide information on whether the toxic, ant(s) is a
relatively non-polar organic compound or metal chelate
Oxidant reduction addition To provide information as to whether the toxicant(s) is
reduced by the addition of sodium thiosulphate. This step
will identify the extent to which toxicity is caused by
substances such as chlorine, bromine, iodine, manganous
ions, some electrophile organic compounds and some cationic
metals
EDTA chelation addition
To provide information as to whether the toxicant(s) is
removed by the addition of EDTA. This step will identify the

extent to which toxicity is caused by certain cationic metals.
Graduated pH test

To provide information as to whether the toxicity of the
toxicant(s) is pH dependem. This step will identify the extent
to which ammonia causes toxicity.
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The KLSS system consistently shows measurable toxicky during storm evez~ts and toxicity
characterization (Phase 1 TIE ) was carried out on the 1500 sample fi’om the 4/25/96 storm which
initially c~msed 44% light ini~’bition in the Microtox test and 100% inhibition of fluorescence in the
C. dubia IQ test. The Microtox test was performed according to US EPA procedure, and the
procedures for aeration, filtration through 0.45-pxn glass fiber filters, filtration through a 2-ml I=C
solid phase colunm at the thr~ pH values are summarized in Figures B-4 and B-5 for the stormwater
and reference ~ samples. Table B- 14 shows the timing of the stormwater sample manipulations
and toxi~ testing. The fractionafion steps were mostly c~rried out on 4/27/96, and the resulting
fractions w~e anal3rzed on 4/28/96. The effects of oxidant reduction and EDTA chelation were also
assessed on 4/28/96 using the following concentrations of sodium thiosulphate (13 g Na2S30~ per
~ stock) and EDTA (37.2 g per liter stock):
Sodium thiosulphate (g L’t): 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6
EDTA (,g L’I):
0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6
These concenlzations were prepared by adding appropriate volumes of the stock solutions to volumes
ofthe stormwat~ sample. The stonnwater sample had a pH of 7.63, while the reconstituted reference
water had a pH of 7.36.
Table 15-14. Schedule for Conducting Toxicity Characterization on the 1500 Sample from
the 4/2~/96 Storm at the gaufman Lake Storm Sewer
Date
425/96
4/26/96

Operation
Imp-event stonnw=~ smiles ~lleaed
St~’mwa~r s~mples m~yz~d with ~ md U. d~b~a IQ ~ ~m~pl¢ idm~fied f~r

¯ pH ~jus~t (pH 3, pH 7.4, pH 11)

¯ pH~
¯ Unmodified ssmple
¯ pH adjusted s~ples
¯ ~3 solid plmm e~-~tic~ samples
¯ EDTA addition ssmplcs
¯ eraduated ~H s~’a~les
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Figure B-34. TIE Procedure for Stormwater Samples
Storm Water
at pH~ 900 mL

pH3 300mL

Aerate for
1hour I

I Filter

pill1

300mL

300mL

IAeratef°r

I

Through

HCI to

Through

C,~ ~
c~t

p~ 9
~~

C~ ~
~ll~t

~

~

afl~ 25 mL

T~oh

~fl~ ~ mL

C~ cdu~
afl~ 25 mL

N~ )H
to )H~
...... ’

Na )H
to )H=

N~ ~H
to ~H=

Na )H
to ~H,
~
Acid SW

pH~ SW

pH~ SW I

35 mL

20 mL

35 mL

35 mL

20 mL

~.

8W

C~ 6W

B~o 8~

20 mL

20 mL

35 mL

~r

Acid 8W [ Acid SW ] Ac~ 8W

35 mL

~r

HC to
p I~
,,

B-43

HCI to
pl=
~

HCl]to

HCI to
pl!,.

B~ 8W I ~o SW

~e ~W

35 mL

20 mL

P~’I"
20 mL
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Microtox testing was carried out on und~ed samples and fractions, and light inhibition was
measured on three replicates after S, 10, and 20 minutes. Measurements were made aider these
different exposure periods since changes in the extent of light inHbition over time can provide

additional information on the nature of comaminants present in a sample. For example an increase
in fight intn2~on over time is indicative of the presence of heavy metals such as copper and zinc since
these substances require longer exposure times than organics to exert any toxic effects (see Reteuna
et al., 1986).

Table B-15 shows the light inHbition in the Microtox test measured in the different fractions of the
storm water sample after 20 rain exposure relative to the reference water fractions. Testing of the
unmodified sample showed that light inhibition declined from 44% on 4/26/96 to 23% on 4/28/96,
indicating the presence of non-conservative contaminants. For pH 7 fractions, no reduction in light
production was evident after aeration while responses were reduced following the addition of EDTA.
On the basis ofthe data the limited toxidty measured on 4/27/96 was probably due to a combination
ofvo~e materials and metals.
Hydrograph=Based To~dc~ty Prea~c~on. Literature reports and observations made during field
testing on this project, and a general malysis of contaminant/hydrograph relationships suggest that
toxicity during a storm related hydrograph should be predictable. To this end, a simple predictive

model of site-specific receiving system toxidty associated with storm events was devdoped. The
underlying concept for the development of this model was that it was possible to use regional
hydrologic information to descn’be hydrograph characteristics. Further, it was poss’ble to translate

expected contaminant concentration into a toxicity unit (TU), and provide an additive estimate of
event tOXicity.
The modal completes an estimation of a hydrograph from a partial specification of hydrograph
characteristics. On the basis of this projection, and estimates of cont~mizmnt input, the model then
estimates the expected stream toxicity during runoff events. The hydrograph is a function of"total
ava~able overland flow supply, submrfitce flow, groundwater flow, slope of the overland and stream
segments, and geometry of channels" (Bras, 1990). The hydrograph can be separated into two
elements, a rising limb and a recession limb (Figure B-36).
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Table B-15. Microtox Data for the Toxicity Characterization of the 1500 Sample from the
4/25/96 Storm at the Kaufman Lake Storm Sewer
[Fraction

Aerated, acid
Non-aerated acid
Filter, acid
F’flter ~C, acid
Aerated, pH7
Non-aerated, pI-r7
Filter, pH7
Fiater tiC, pI-r7
Aerated, base
Non-aerated, base
Filter, base
Filter tiC, base

0.05 g r~ Na2S30s
0.1 g 1"i Na2S30~
0.2 [~ 1"t Na2S303
0.4 ~ rI Na2S303
0.6 ~; 1"l Na2S303
0.05 g 1"t EDTA
0.1 [~ r~ EDTA
0.2 r EDTA
0.4 ~ r~ EDTA
0.6g I"~ EDTA

% Light Inhibition in Stormwater Samples
Compared to Reference Water Samples
10mira
20 rains
5rains
[
[
-0.9
-1.4
-2.6
-0.7
-5.6
1.2
5.8
-5.9
0.2
-6.9
-11.5
-8.8
-10.5
-19.7
-t9.7
7.0
10.4
9.6
10.6
10.5
12.3
18.5
21.3
21.3
-20.3
-20.3
-16.3
-29.9
-23.9
-31.2
13.8
18.4
20.9
-0.2
-1.4
1.4
% chart ge in response relative to the control
5 rain
10rain
20 rain
[
[
-3.8
-4.7
-1.9
-4.1
-5.1
-5.7
-2.1
-2.1
-0.8
-0.9
0.4
1.0
0
1.4
3.8
-10.4
-10.4
-11.3
-7.8
-10.7
-8.9
-8.5
-7.8
-8.4
-5.3
..6.8
-5.9
-13.1
-13.5
-14.1
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Figure B-~. Example Hydrograph, Hlustrating Rising and Falling Limbs

Rising limb chamctefistic~ such as the peak discharge and the time to reach the peak, are dependent
on basin geometry and storm event characteristics. The recession limb of" a hydrograph may be
modeled according to:

where t is the le~oth of time betwee~ Q0 and Q~ mad K is the recession constant for a region where
the units of time are mimates or hours for small basins and days to weeks for large basins (Viessmau
¢t al., 1989). Viessman et al. (1989) described the procedure for determining the appropriate value
of the recession cons~n~ Fn’st, a hydrograph is constructed to detecmine dischza’ge at the beginning
and end of a time imc~’val. Second~ these final and initial ~ v~lues for each interval are plotted
against other. Finally, a slope is determined as the value for the recession constam for the system
An e~mple ofhydrograph analysis is provided in Figure B-37 for a small storm event.
M~ck et aL (1992) identified how watg.r quality might change as a function of discharge. Figure
B-38 ~~ how cow, aminam concemr~on migh~ ~ wi~ discharge. In the firs~ figure (A),
the lines rcpresem the following: (1) A general decrease in con~on with discharge, which
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impties increasing di~on of a substance introduced at a constant rate. (2) Limited increase in
concetm’ation generally associated with the flushing of.soil constituents. (3) a similar mechanism as
curve (2), but a higher discharge causes d~.rdon of the soil runoff water. (4) In,ease in partic~date
matter due to sheet es~sion and bed ~on (5) A hysteresis loop that is observed when time
is introduced as an additional parameter in the sediment-discharge relationship. (6) Water source
with a constant concentration, for example Cl" in rainfall. Figures B and C provide illustrations for
change in concentration with time for different, single, storm events. A common component of the
single event illuslxafion is the presence of a "first flush" of" contaminants (Walling and Foster, 1975).
Following the fast flush, co~-~=-t concentrations can vary. Concentrations may be low if diluted
by storm flows, or show peaks of concentration through time due to different concentration times for
different first flush flows in a basin, or increased concentration due to resuspension of previously

To convert predicted or actual contaminant concentrations to effect estimates the toxic unit (TU)
defined by US EPA (1991) was used. A TU is"a measure oftoxidty in an effluent as determined by
the acute toxicity units or chronic toxidty units measured: and are simply reciprocals of the LC~o or
the No Observable Effect Concentration (NOEC). In this model, the acute toxicity unit was used.
A number of assumptions were made in model devalopment:

¯

The rising limb of the model was assumed to be linear.
The period of hydraulic stress (’nnportant is considering the conm’bution of re.suspension to

contaminant concentration) was assumed linear along the rising limb and parabolic on the
recession limb until an inflection point. Hydrographs are initially convex following the peak
and concave after an inflection point This inflection point is taken to be the end point of the

period of hydraulic stress.
¯

The receding limb of the model following the period of hydraulic stress is based on a
recession limb model proposed by Viessmann et at. (1989):
Q0 = Qt e~

B-2
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Figure B-37. Example of Methods Used to Define Recession Constants for Storm Hydrograph

Small Storm Event
(Mean Daily Flow < 1 O0 cfs)

’

0.0~

~~

I

1

~ "~._

~,,~ ~,

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

~ Mean Daily Flow

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Day

Runoff/Inte~ow .......... Runoff

This approach assumes a constant value for the recession constant, which is imended to provide a
simplified implementation of K estimation in Appendix A.
¯

F~rst flush contaminant introduotion, expressed in toxic units is assumed to be instantaneous
and completely mixed, with a steady state addition continuing with runoff after this pulse.
The first flush in this modal occurs at 30% of the time to peak.

¯

A steady-state contaminant introduction is assumed to occur during the duration of rainfall.
This steady sta~e addition occurs from the time of the first flush through the peak of the

hydrograph when direct runoff ceases. The magnitude of this addition is a variable
determined by the user, and c~a be set to zero.
¯

The toxicity of the stream was assumed to be affected by both increases due to steady state
additions and de~zeases due to dilution and first-order decay. Dilution occurs along the rising
limb as discharge (and, therefore, dilution volume) invre.ases. Decay may be set to zero for
a conservative cxanaminam.

The initial model (Lawler, 1994) predicted TU values for only one contaminant where TU values
were required as model input. The model was modified (Fitzpatrick, 1995) to allow prediction for
five contaminants typical of stormwater discha~es (Pb, Cr, CA, Zn, and Cu), which used the
c, oncentration ofa c,o~ as an input value, not a specified TU. The revised model oalculates
a cumulative toxicity using a simple additive assumption A second revision added the ability to
model storm events that produce multiple peaks.

Figure B-39 provides an example prediction for a two-peak storm event. The model was used as a
tool to assist in developing a conceptual base for time-scale toxicity analysis. For example, a first
flush might produce an initial peak in toxicity followed by a rapid decrease and low levels of toxicity
in the remainder ofthe storm evem Another poss~le time-scale toxicity scenario finds a second peak
of toxicity in a storm event when previously deposited contaminants are resuspended in the water
column. When evaluated against storm event monitoring daha, the presence of a first flush related
toxicity was confLrmed. Monitoring also confirmed toxicity later in the hydrograph The model
continues to be us~ad in providing a "what if’ analytical tool to determine what changes are needed
in initial assumptions to assist in interpreting poss~ole causes of an observed time-scale toxicity result
for a storm event.
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Figure B-38. Expected Changes in Contaminant Concentration with
Discharge; B and C Are Expected Changes Due to Single Storm Events
(from Meybeck et al., 1~2)

Toxicity Prediction. Data collected as a part of this research identified heavy metals as important
contaminants in the receiving waters studied (see also Homer et al., 1994). Assessing the toxicity
of heavy metals in receiving systems is difficult due to the hydrologic, water quality, and organism
~les. To account for some of these complexities, models may be constructed to predict toxic
e~cts due to heavy metal expo~ares under field conditions. Many toxicity models appearing in the
literature are based on first-order kinetics of toxic uptake and deptwation. These models commonly
represent the organism as a single compartment that can ingest, store, and excrete a toxicant. This
is shown in Figure B-40.
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F’~tre B-39. Example TU Prediction for a Two-Peak Store

sample model data graph

11

,1

F’~ure B-40. One-Compartment Organism Representation Used
in Some First-Order Kinetics Models

Uptake

k~Cs

org=~

Cs
Detoxifieation

k~C~

The following equation represents the change in toxicant concentration ~ the organism:

- t,c,,, - ,~,c,,,

(’B-3)
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where:

C~
C_~
t
k~
1~

--=
=
=.

Concentration of toxicant in orgznism (mass of toxicant/mass of organism)
Con~on of toxicant in water (mass of toxicant / volume of water)
Tune of exposure
Toxic uptake rate (volume water / mass of organism / time)
Detoxification rate (time"1)

Assuming that there is no ~oxicant inkially present in the organism (i.e., C~ = 0 at t = 0), Equation
B-3 can be integrated to yield the following:

--

(1-e

0 -4)

Acxzording to this model, a toxic endpoint, such as mortality, occurs when the tissue concentration
reaches a critical concentration, CD. The time at which this eadpoint occurs is t~. Substituting this
boundary condition into Equation B-4 yields the following:

r

sevcr~ saut~ha~eus~Equat~n~-Stopr~atom~ects~o t~me-varia~ exposes, niche
et al. (1995) ooastmctcd a model to pr~iict toxicity of pcatachlorophenol (PCP) to larval fathead
minnows, P~mepha/esprome/as. In this study, Equation B-5 was rearrangod thus:

LC~o = Median lethal concentration at time t (mass of toxicant / volume of water)
CBR = Median critical body residue (mass of toxicant / mass of organism)
Values for uptake and deputation rates, i~ and ~ were estimated fi’om each of three separate
methods. In the first procedure, body residues of [~C]PCP were measured through time in fish which
were exposed to a 24-hour tadse of[14C]PCP followed by a 24-hour recovery period. This provided
direct measurements of CBR, k., and k~. The other two methods involved fitting Equation 13-6 to
toxicity data obtaiaed fi~m ¢ontinuous PCP exposure tests and the combined results of eight singlepulse exposure tests. The ¢ominuous e~posure test lasted for 144 hours, while the pulse exposures
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ringed fi-om 2 W 96 hours. The curve-titling in each of these two methods yielded values of I~/CBR
m~l depm~on rate, k~. An uptake rate was estimated by multiplying k~tCBR by the CBR value
obtained from ~ measurement of PCP body residues.
Um~g the kinetics parameters derived ~om each of the three methods, Equation B-6 was used to
predict LC~o values for a variety of single and multiple PCP pulse-exposure sequences. Predicted
LC,~os were compared with actualvalues recorded for each ofthese sequences. Out ofthe three sets
of kinetics parameters derived, the best LC~0 predictions were made using uptake and deputation
rges obtained fi’om the eight pulse-exlx)sum tests. The kinetics parameters derived from continuous
exposure tests provided the next best LC~0 predictions. The assumed existence of a critical body
residue, CBR, was supported by relatively constant whole-body residues of PCPs measured in dead
fish (0.30 mol/kg). The researchers concluded that toxicity models based on Equation B-6 could
provide reasonable estimates of toxic effects due to time-variant PCP exposures.
In another study, Meyer et al. (1995) applied Equation B-6 and two other models to predict
monochloramine toxicity to the common shiner, No,ropes cormaus, and rainbow trout, Oncorhynchus
my]~’. The uptake and deputation rates, ~ and k~ were estinmted fi’om continuous exposure tests
involving these organisms and toxican~ A pulse exposure toxicity test subjected common shiners and
rainbow trout to repeating cycles of two-hour monochloramine pulses followed by 22-hour recovery
periods. The three models considered in this study were used to predict LCw values for each of the
first four pulses. Model predictions were then compared to actual experimental results. The
researchers found that the best predictions were made using a modified version of Equation B-3:

_

(B-7)

tit .C.
Assuming Cr~ = 0 at t = 0, Equation B-7 can be integrated to yidd the following:

co = c.’ T,(1
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Using values of y = 1.557 and 1.342 for common shiners and rainbow trout, respectively, the
predicted pulse CL~os were all within 50% of the observed LC~o values.
To evaluate these possible models of heavy metal toxicity, toxic effects due to heavy metal
concentrations were predicted using a single compartment first-order kinetics model. The procedure
for developing this modal is based on the work of Mancini (1983) who applied Equation B-3 to
predict organism mortality when exposed to time-variant con~ainant concenlzafions. As previously
descn’bed, Equation B-3 can be integrated and rewritten as:

co
Equation B-10 contains two unknown parameters: the detoxification rate, 1~, and uptake coefficient,
I~/C~ which can both be estimated ~om laboratory tests. Using a series of single-metal
concentrations, values of C~ and tD C~I be obtained by monitoring organism mortali~ under
continuous expoma’e to a contamlr~t The two unknown patmnete~ may then be obtained by fitting
Equation B- 10 to experimental data as illustrated by Figure B-41:
Figure ]$-41. Curve Fitting to Obtain i~CD and kr Values from Experimental Data
1~o

120

~<

50% mortality due to Zn exposure
ku/CD = 0.388
kr = 0.062
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Mancini (1983) assumed that a population of organisms can be divided into sensitivity levels, which

are defined by survival-time vafiaWns ocoaring when the population is c~minuously exposed to the
same metal c~zenumiot~ Each ~ level of organisms is assumed to have common response
characteristics to a toxicant. For example, if a population of organisms is comim~ously exposed to
a range of metal concentrations, the first 10% of organisms that die in each metal solution would
constimtethe 10% smsitiv~levd. Because ~ ofdifferzm ~ levels are assumed to
possess different resl>ome ¢harac~=~dcs, each ~ level has different toxic uptake and
deputation rates. Thus, curves such as the one shown in F’~tre B-41 can be developed for each
sensitivity level. Having obtained values of uptake and deputation coefficients, kr and k~/Cv, for
each ~ level, the model may be used to predict toxic effects due to time-vm-~nt exposures.
UsinS the followins boundsry conditions:

Equation B-3 can be integrated to yield the following:
~v(~) C,~

_~_~) ~v(t~) -~-~0

This equation represents the tissue concentration of a toxicant that results from an initial tissue
contaminant concentration ofC~]), a water contaminant concentration of C.~ and an exposure time
of (t2 - tl). For time-va6ant exposures (Figure B-42) Equation B-I 1 may be solved for each time

Figure B-42. Example of a Contaminant Concentration Profile
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Organism mortality for a given sensitivity level would occur when C~t2)/k~ equals or exceeds CD~.
The following series of graphs iIlustr~es the use of the model Figure B-43 displays a ~ntaminant
concentration profile throu~ time. Using this profile, Equation B-11 may also be solved at the end
of each time inte~al ofconstant C~ (i.e., at h, t~, and t3). Using uptake and deputation coefficients,
l~ and kJC~ corresponding to each semifivity level, profiles of CN~2)/k~ may be plotted through time.
For a parti~dar sensitivity level, each calculated value of Cs(~,~ is compared to the corresponding
lethal tissue concenlrati.on of zinc, Cv/k~, which is obtained from the model cah’bration discussed
above. If Cs(~)/~ exceeds Cv/]~, mortality is assumed to occur in that sensitivity during that
parti~dar time-step. This is shown in Figure B-43.
Figure B-43. Calculated C~/k. Values for 10% and 50% Sensitivity Levels

By dividing CN(t2)/ku by CD/ku at the end of each time interval, values of C~(~2)/CD may be
calculated for each interval. These represent the percent lethal tissue concentration (PLTC) for the
n~ sensitivity level at the end of each time interval:

(PLTC)~-(~~)) ,~ *100%

B-12

Mortality within the n°/6 sensitivity level occurs when (Cs(a)/CD)~ = 1. For the concentration profile
shown in Figure B-42, the following data axe generated, Figure B-44. Mortality within the n%
sensitivity level implies that a cumulative total of n% of the population have been killed due m the
concentr~on profile. The percent population survival corresponding to the profile shown in Figure
B-44.

A Framework for Asses.ring 1"tree-Scale Effects of Wet Weather Discharges B-$7
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Figure B-44. I)LTC Values for the 10% and 50% Sensitivity Levels

Figure B-4~. Population Mortality Predictions Based on PLTC Values

The model illustrated above was used to predict toxic effects of time-variam zinc concentrations to

C~r~od~ma d~b~a ~d Vibr~o f-~/’~q. Zinc ~n~’=io~ were m~a..~ed at dis~ete ti~es.

k,,

2 k-

k,

Equation :El- 13 was solved for each time interval between zinc concentration measurements. Values
of C. were obtained from dissolved or total zinc profiles measured at each of the Fort Worth sites.
The depuration rate, kr, for each sensitivity level was calculated in the model cab’oration discussed
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above. For each storm event and site examined, t = 0 corresponded to the time at which the first
water sample was collected during the storm The tissue concentration of zinc at t = 0, CN(0)/k~, was
assumed to be zero. ARer the initial time step, values of CN(t~)/k, were obtained ~om the solution
of Equation B-13 for the Iz~’vious time interval Since all variables on the right side of Equation 13-13
were known, Ch~tz~ could be calculated at the end of each time interval. Equation B= 13 was solved
for each sensitivity level using the Quattro Pro 6.0 software package. This spreadsheet compared
each calculated vaiue of Cs0~)/l~ to the corresponding lethal tissue concenWafion of’zinc, CD/Ih, to
determine if mortality had occurred within the sensitivity level.
The model developed can be used to predict toxic ffects resulting ~om time-variant zinc
concentrations. From the model predictions listed above, potential zinc toxicity can be compared
among the field sites, and toxicity associated with both dissolved and particulate-phase metals may
be assessed. To test this application, the model was appfied to data obtained from the Fort Worth
field campaign in May, 1995. The model predicts significant zinc toxicity at the Cra site based on
predicted total zinc acxammlafion, Figure 13-46. These predictions are supported by toxicity tests
which were performed on these samples, F~gnre B-47.
Figure B-46. Predicted Total Zinc Accumulation in Cedod~knia dubia at Cra During
the May 24, 199~, Storm
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In the test ~ C. dub~ mortality was 100~A for samples collected from 1830 through 2100 and
the V.~ light inhibition ranged from 10% to 50% for this same period. These results are also
consistent with the ETU ~on that foumi s value of 1.05, which would indicate a highly toxic

In contrast to the finding for the Cra site described in Y~;ure B-47, the model predictions indicate that
zinc concenirafions measured at Sycamore Creek, ~ I-]Hls, and Pylon will not cause toxic effects
in populations ofCer~odep/m~ dub~a or Vibrioflm/~. These predictions are supported by toxicity
test for (Z dub/a, where low numbers of mortalities (= 20%) were observed in samples collected from
these sites. Microtox tests ~ V.fischer~ also indicate relatively low toxicity in these samples;
light inhibition was observed in only a few samples, and this inhibition never exceeded 30%.
Akhot~ the toxicity tests appear to support model predictions, caution is advised when comparing
these two data sets. The modal predictions are based on time-variant zinc colons, while
organisms in the toxicity tests were continuously exposed to relatively steady-state water quality
conditions. Another major difference between the data sets is that the model considers only the
effects of zinc concenlx~ons, while the toxi~y test results are influenced by multiple contaminants,
such as copper and lead concentrations, which were obserced in each of these samples.
Bi~ is a critical factor determining the toxicity of metal concmm~ons within a receiving
system (Homer et al., 1994). Bioavailable metals are associated primarily with the dissolved phase.
~ heavy metal regulations, however, are based on total metal com:enam~ons (Paulson and Amy,
1993). Because of this emphas~ on total concentrations, the modal was used to predict toxicity due
to both dissolved and total zinc concentrations. By comparing the values shown in different tests it
was found that the maximmn predicted zinc acommlation in C. dubia is between 1.57 and 3.00 times
gremer for total concem~ons than for dissolved conccmrafions. For V. fisher/, the maximum total
zinc acomnd~on is bewceen 1.32 and 2.95 times gr~er than the maximum dissolved zinc
accumulation These large differences suggest that current zinc regulations are over conse~ative,
since only a portion of the total metal concenlxafion may contn’but¢ to bioaccammlaXion and eventual
toxic effect.
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Figure B-47. Results of Toxicity Test Battery for
the May 24, 1995, Storm at Cra

As with any mode( used to predict real-world phenomena, the toxicity model presented in this paper
is s~ea to a variety ofasstm~ons and ~mit~ons. These should be thoroughly understood before
applying the model or interpreting its predictions. The equation governing this toxicity model is
based on first-order kinetics of toxicant uptake and depuratio~ This equation assumes that the
organism is a single compartment that acctmmlates the toxicant at a rate proportional to the
contaminant concentration in the surrounding water. The rate of pollutant removal, or deputation,
is assumed to be proportional to the tissue concentration of the toxicant. These assumptions might
not accm’ately represent actual uptake and deputation mechanisms of an organism in the receiving
system. For example, as a metal concentration in water increases, the uptake rate could decrease due
to a reduc~t feeding rate or temporary immobilization of the organism (Luoma and Carter, 1991).
In addition to comaminant concentrations in the organism and surrounding environment, water

A Framework.for Assessing l’~me-Scale Effects of Wet Weather Discharge~ B-~
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quality characteristics, such as pH or temperature, can also influence toxicant uptake and deputation
rates. The effects of water quality prope~’ties are not incorporamd in the model.
Another important assmnption for the model is that a toxic effect occurs only when the contaminant
reaches a critical concentration within the organism. This implies that an organism can completely
recover from a contaminant expomre as long as the accumulated toxicant remains below the critical
value. Such an assumption does not agree with the findings of Pascoe and Shazili (1985), who
concluded that irrevers~le toxic effects can occur in the absence of toxicant bioaccumulation.
Therefore, this model is appropriate only when the toxic effec~ results from tissue accumulation.
In cahbratiag this modal and applying it to ¢xperimeatal data, a manber oflimitatiom became evident.
First, the one-c, ompartmeat first-order kinetics equation is not appropriate for all organisms and
toxicants. In the Fibriofischeri modd c, ah2a’afion, for example, negative deputation rates were
obtained for the 80, 90 and 100°/6 smsitiv~ levels. In these cases, an alteraafive equation should be
used for modeling toxic effects due to time-variant exposures.

Another limitation of the model is that it should be cah~orated using solutions within the range of
comaminam concentrations being examined. The lowest zinc concentration in the V.fischeri model
calibration was 1.0 mg/l. From all ofthe samples collected at the Forth Worth field sites, only one
contahed zinc in excess ofthis lowest calibration concenwafion (1.27 mg/L Zn at Cra during the May
24 storm). As a result, model predictions of light inla’bition were made by extrapolating the
laboratory results to lower zinc concentrations that were observed in the field. This might have
caused the model to overpredict light inla’bition at low zinc concentrations. As mentioned earlier,
negative light inln~oition was measured in V. fischer~ that were exposed to low zinc concentrations
during the continuous exposure test. These light stimulation effects were not incorporated into the
model, and this proved to be an important omission because stimulation was observed in many of the
samples collected from the Fort Worth field sites.
Storm Sewer Drainage Model Application of an available model is oiten a compromise between
detail and availability of model input and the expected use of model output. As this project evolved
from a focus on in-stream analysis of time-scale toxicity to a focus on in-pipe and near-outfaLl
assessment, a need developed to model ouffall hydrology to assist in both interpretation of toxicity
during storm events, and prediction of toxicity as affected by storm sewer system characteristics. The
focus on the KLSS system required an analysis of the sewer "tributary" system to identify poss~le
sources ofcomaminams. Further, modeting suggested itself as a means to supplement toxicity testing
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with information on sewer dynamics that would assist in developing contaminant source and
fi’equenoy and duration of exposure information
The most widely used model for this type of analysis is the Stormwater Management Model
(SWWiM). Unforttmately, SWMM is a complex model that required input data detail that was not
readily available. A second model, the Illinois Urban Drainage Area Simulator (ILLUDAS) was
developed locally, had minimal input data requirements, and was supported locally. ILLUDRAIN
(Ver 2.10) was applied to the KISS system

Ixfformafion on storm sewers was obtained fi~om the Champaign Department of Public Works (Figure
B-48), and a gengral system configuration was identified that acoar’ate.ly represented aca~ system
layout, which had the sewer network divided into branches and then subdivided into reaches with
known co~ areas. Two storms were ~ected for modeling. A two-hour storm that occurred
on June 23, 1994, and a four-hour storm on September 26, 1994, provided representative medium
intensity storms ofdifferem dur~o~ Model sensitivity was tested for differem antecedent moisture
condition (AMU) for t~ storms. The e~5~t ofrainfall amount was investigated using three storms,
the one-year, two-hour rainfall, the June 23, 1994, storm and a storm of low intensity.
The results of this modeling are provided in Figures B=49 and B-50. Figure B-49 is the estimated
hydrograph for a two-hour storm during which ante~.edent moisture conditions produced no change
in hydrograph predictio~ Figure B-50 provides model results for storms of different intensities. The
model predicts a maximum discharge of 50 f~/se~ with a maximum discharge occurring at
approximately 45 minutes. Field measurements indicated a similar storm produced a maximum
discharge of 40 ~/se~, and time to peak was generally observed within an hour of rainfall.
The application of ILLUDRAIN found that the model is sensitive to the percent grassed area in a
watersh~ Further, th~ modal provides an option for i~ local surface hydrographs that assist
in identifying sources of ¢omaminams that vary through a single storm event.
Conclusions and Applicatioas
In assessing the impact of wet weather evems, time=scale considerations are the basis for selecting
appropriete toxidty assessmem proce&u-~. If an acute toxic response is the indicator of impact, then
short-term exposures (’mtra-evem time scale) are most appropriate. In an intra-event ana!ysis,
conce.cm-ation transients are sometimes v~ry large (orders of magnitude), and the responses assessed
need to match the time scales of exposure that occur during the storm event.
A Framework.for Assessing Tzme-Scale Effects of Wet Weather Discharges
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Figure B-4& Kaufman Lake Storm Sewer Watershed with Major Sewers Indicated
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Figure B-49. Estimated Hydrograph for a Two-Hour Storm
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Furthermore, since differem test systems show different time scales of responses to toxican~ one test
cannot be relied upon to detect toxicity in all wet-weather events. Consequently an optimized test
battery is needed to accuratdy assess toxicity (e.g., minimiT~ indden~es of both false negatives and
false positives in toxicity test results) associated with evem.s of different duration. The need to use
a test battery for time-scale toxicity testing is consistent with the consensus view of regulators
involved in controlling point source discharges (US EPA, 1991; Environment Agency, 1996). The
optimal test battery for assessing intra-event (and event or long-term toxicity) should be selected
according to specific criteria and must be cost effective and accurate. Test batteries should avoid
mmecessary redundancy (that is, tests that yield similar responses); if two or more tests consistently
show the same response to samples and using both provides no additional information, there is clearly
redundancy and using only one test improves cost effectiveness.
The identiCi~on of appropriate teat batteries for each time-scale division has been a key element of
the project and has been supported by the results presented in this section, which support the test
systems selection procedure descn’bed in Chapter 4.0.
For intra-event analysis, test systems must be responsive to exposure durations in the order of
minutes to as long as a few hours. Sequential sampling during an event assists in both identifying
toxicity transients, which have been shown by laboratory testing to produce delayed response, and
provides a basis for accurate ETU determination. Research conducted in this project has identified
test raethods, such the acute Microtox procedure and the Inhibitory Quotient (IQ) test uKmg C. dubia
and H. azteca, as being appropriate for intra-evem analysis, as well as modified time-scale specific
versions of WET tests using C. dubia and H. azteca, which simulate the pulsed exposure conditions
found in storm events. These test systems provide a more appropriate means of assessing the effects
of time-scale toxicity and account for both delayed effects and organism recovery.
The laboratory-based time-scale toxicity research also indicated:
The need for modification of the existing IQ test method to ensure that high levels of
suspended material in stormwater samples do not markedly reduce eaazyme activity because
organisms are ingesting these particulates rather than the test substrate; and
The need to cardully assess the results oflVficrotox terns in view of the stimulation of light
output seen in many rocdving water samples before and after storm events due to the
hormesis efect of low co~ concentrations in the samples.
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This battery of tests has been evaluated in the monitoring programs that assess intra-event toxicity
during wet-weather events at different locazions. This regional evaluation has demons’mated the
applicability of WET derived time-scale toxicity tests and the clcm" need to implement specific timescale toxicity testing for wet-weather discharge impact assessment.
The research has also identified a s~’ies of modeling and testing procedures approaches that can to
predict toxicity, assist in sampling design, and identify the causative agent(s) and or sources of
toxicity once high or mode’rate toxicity has been measured using the basic screening tests.
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INTEGRATING TIME-SCALE ISSUES IN ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT

Obje~e #4 of the r--~ear~ was to "Develop an ecosystem-based management context for wet
weather discharges, which integrates the need for both regulatory criteria and the protection of
ecosystem health" An ecosystem context for time-scale toxidty was presented in Herricks, Milne,
and Johnson (1994). Further ~onc~pmal developments have been made to develop a paradigm for
int~on of time-scale issues in ecosystem-based management.
Pmdigm Description

The paradigm for integrated ecosystem management is based on scalar definition of ~tical
ecosystem properties and processes that include both spatial and temporal issues in the
disturbance/distance paradigm. Tiffs paradigm is the basis for devdopment of an ~ssessment
template that defines critical ecosystem ismes that must be addressed to: 1) assess success or failure
of wet weather management programs wi~out bias; 2) define critical measures ofstmcua’e and/or
function affected by wet weather flows to support management; 3) support modeling that follows

a risk-based analysis for ecosystem management ~es; and 4) effe~ integrates testing~
assessment, and modeling to illuminate likely outcomes of a mamgem~ strategy.
The dismrbanceJdistance paradigm is based on the recognition that from the center point of a
disturbance, there will be zones of decreasing effect with distance (Figure C-l). Because
disturbance ~y affects ecosystem properties and processes in each of these zones, the
measures necessary to assess effect also change with distance and reflect changes in complexity,
disturbance dominance, effect type, etc. In addition to a disturbance control in this templ~te, there
is also an influence from undisturbed "na~ral" areas operating in a direction opposite to the
disturbance, which leads to restoration. Since ecosystem properties and processes have a natural
A Framework for Assessing T’m~e-Scale Effects of Wet Weather Discharges
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tendency to some eqmTlibrium state, driven by homeostatic mechanisms, the combined influence of
~mrbance snd restoration produce the ecosyste~n state or condRion observed in an assessment. The
disturbance~distance paradigm applies both damage Rmctions and recovery Rmctions W the
a.~=m~ of mmi~h’li~ ia m~] zoo.

Figure C-I. Hlustration of Distance Disturbance Paradigm, Coupling Spati~I and
Tempond Dimemions for Ecosystem Management
The mechanisms tha~ sustain stare or condition can be related to critical scalar consrmin~ (spatial
or temporal dimensions of ecosystem properties and processes) that are larg~ defin~ ~ h~te~.z=a
ecosystem processes rather than some arbitrary divisions driven by external factors (location,
climate, etc.). The disturbance/distance paradigm, based on these ecosystem processes and
properties, also considers a temporal scale for analysis that is appropriate for each zone. A
dLmuban~distance tempo~ scale is established based on properties or processes dominant in each
zone and a time scale of effect that is defined by the level of disturbance/concentration influencing
each zone. For example, if the zone of analysis is close to a high level of dismrbauce (e.g~, in-pipe
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or near pipe areas), the time scale appropriate for an effect analysis will be short, e.g,, an acute
response. As the distan~ fromthe dimubance increases, the time required to produce a given erect
also increases becatlse exposure ¢oncelm’ations are reduced, moving the response tO a chrol~c

analysis shifts from an emphasis on simple (direct, and short-term cause and effect) relationships
to more comply: ~ in&rect, and long-term) mechanisms that produce change in an ecosystem.
An alternative view of tho ~ce/~ce pamdign is produced when the analysis besins with
a natural loc~ion, ~ed by the identified dimubance. In t~s ~covery-based" s~stem, the
&s~uce fi~nn the nsmml loc~ion is a~ used to descn~oe "relative influence" and constrain recovery
mecb~. In ~eneral. the d~tance and time sc~es appropriste to analy~ are inverted in this
recovery-based example; t~ is. re,oration occurs rapidly in areas at some d~ce fi’om the point

of~ ~l r~p~ more dme closer to the poim ofdimubance. The critical isme is ~ that
ecosystems nmst be assessed reco~ the ~nfluence of beth ~ace and time on an observed s~e
and condifioa

Applying this dim~ance/distance template to ecosvstem management establishes critical spatial
and temporal scale f~:ors for eco~ analysis. Furthermore, the template operates independendy
of regional differences and provides a basis for allocation of effort and expectations for success in
management pmg’dn~. To illustrate this point, consider a template based on an urban center as the
focus for estab~shi~g a distance-based amly~. In the agrimlmml Midwest, general habi~t
heterogeniety can be considered low. Here, the spatial scales of natural ecotones are large and the
basic scale of application from a single site might be large. Furthermore, the large scales associated
ecosystem differences (note: tiros this rdatively large scale leads to the selection and application of
fewer different ~ tools and approaches). If the Pacific Northwest is the focus for analysis,
the spatial scale for analysis is much different because the landscape is highly variable. The spatial
scales ofmmral ecotones in this setting are small so applicability of measurements made at a single
~e may be limited. The differences associat~l with selection of even small spatial scales in an
~ activity would require more reference ~es. The remit of the application of the distancebased template will be the redefinition of assessment and management needs that better reflect the
reality of both natural conditions and the influence of human activity in each setting (or region).
The proposed ~ance/distance paradigm, and the assessment template, fin& support in recent
research agenda Naiman et al. (1995) provide a compreheadve mmmary of the Freshwater
Imperative (’FWI), an effort to "identify research opportunities and fi-ontiers in briand v~er
ecology." They recognize that a clear need exists for an understanding of the cwases of disturbance
A Framework for Assessing ~’une-Scale Effects of Wet Weather D~scharges
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and degradation ~md how systems respond to, and recover from, disturbance and degradation. The
~ research agenda focuses on mmluadon of responses to d~xu’bance, pathways of recovery,
measureme~ of progress to new equ~ and identific~ion of conditions under which systems

~ to new equih’bdum states. The Wmershed Protemion Approz~ (WPA) proposed by US EPA
(1993) emphasizes environmen~ indicators, which are measm’able features tt~t singly or in
combination provide useful evidence of ecosystem quality or refiable evidence of trends in. The

environment,~ ndic~tor.effort is pm~ic~larly valuable, becm~e it addresses the critical ares of
measurement utility and provides guidance for a nmge of indicators tl~ ~an be used to both judge
quality and assess the stage of restoration. The disturbance/distance paradigm can be the basis for

~ rmearc~ to key questions in time-scale toxi~y and wet weather dL~.~ge impact analysis.
Space and Tune Integration

With the recognition of the need for integrated ecosystem management and the need for conducting
ecological assessments at multiple ecological s~ales, particularly in regional assessments, there is
a critical need for more exact definition of‘‘scale" in ecosystems. In fa~ a major element of the
curr~ practiced ecosystem health paradigm is the argument that the fundamental unit in assess~
ecosystems is an "area," such as a habitat, ecoregion, landscape, or a biome. In this health
assessment, it is necessary to define an area and provide a corresponding idemificafion of m-itic~l
properties and processes. ~les of inexazt coupling of spatial and temporal scales in the
selection of m’ifical ecosystem measures illustr~es that an "area" is not fixed by size, rather ~t
changes with time. Here, it may be valuable to consider the Schumm and Lichty time-scale
synthesis (discussed in the following paragraphs), which suggests, as viewed from different time
perspectives, how cause and effect relationships sh~ from internal to external For example,

internal factors, such as feedback (homeostatic) processes, operate in a time scale defined by
equih’brium maintenance. External factors can operate over longer time scales as dependence and
independence relationships change. It is the integrzfion of temporal sca~e issues in analysis that
allows productive assessment and su~ management (HerHcks et aL, 1996).

To begin the process that selects measures of ecosystem state or condition, we need to define the
boundaries of "areas" both in sp~ce and time. In analyzing these dimensional issues, we can
advance ecosystem analysis by using concepts borrowed from geomorphology. As illustrated in
Table C-I, scale issues are well-defined topographically in drainage basingwamrsheds. For each
scale, a system of measurement is avsilable, and relzfionships bt~ween scales and amon~ th~
spati~ dimensions are defined~ Geomorphologists have also developed an effective method of
working with te~oral scales. Three decades ago, Sclmmm and Lichty (1965) proposed a
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conceptual framework for geomorphologic time that classifies time span and the changing
relationships among system variables tl~ occur when temporal scales are changed. The three time
spans they defined (oj~iic, graded, and steady) do not have an absolute value, but d~er in duration.
Cyc~c time is long, related to an erosion cycle ofuplift and erosion to some level~t~ time span
may be mlxted to evolutionxry time scales. Graded 6me is a short span of cy~c time that might be
associated with a graded, or ~ river profile--rela~ed to stable equih’bria in ecosystems and
defined by muitiple genm~ons of long- lived species. Steady time is a very short time period,
appficable to processes that occur along a river reach--related to change within the life cycle of a
long-lived species. With the definition of these temporal scales, Schumm and Lic2ny also provided
a system that assists in relating variables in each time span by considering how independence/
dependence relaxionships change with the perspect~e of time scale. Table C-1 illustr~es the
changing status of variables as different time scales are considered. It is this in~g~t into the
changing independence/dependence relationships with time-scale perspective that cLirects an
ecosystem asses.m~ent to consider the appropriate thne scales of properties and processes, then
define the independent var~ble(s) tha~ a~e to be used in a cause-and-effect analy~.
Table C-1. Relationship of River Variables as Established by Tune-Scale Perspective
(After S¢.humm and Lithe, 196~
Status of va~ables during des~nated ~me sl~ns

River Variab~

~

Graded/Modem

S~dymresent

T~ne

IndeF~ndent

Not relevant

Not relevant

Geolo~

Independent

Independent

Independent

Cim~e

Independent

Independent

Independent

Ve~lel~Jon

Dependent

Independent

Independent

Rere~

Oependent

~ndependem

~ndependent

Palaeohy~ (long-term (f~.,h~ge

Dependent

Independent

Independent

Valey dimensions (width, degth, =dope)

Dependent

Independent

Indel:mnderd

Mean cischar~le of wat~ and set~nent

Indeterminate

Independent

I ndel:>endent

Channet morphology (wide, depth,

Indet~mina~

Dependent

Independent

Observed ¢Ischarge of water and
sediment

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Dependent

Observed flow characteristics (depl~,

Indeterminate

Indeterminate

Dependent
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C-5

Following the S¢tmmm and Lic, hty (1965) approach, we propose that procedures be developed for
integrated analysis that consider spatial and temporal scales for any "area" definition, e.g., in
watersheds. At large spatial and temporal scales, the emphasis can be on multiple stressor~ while
time is related to ecological processes, inch as evolution and succession At smaller spatial scales,
the emphasis mm be on single stre~ors with a fooas on con~on and duration of exposure

where individual and population re~onse is assessed. Furthermore, spatial and temporal scales
de~e ~es, which ~re of’importance in defining independence and dependence, and most
vmables csn be considered independent, leading to a focus on individual, population, or community
indicaton that relate eanse and effect, and direct management efforts to specific actions (Herricks
et si, 1996; Wallin and Schaeffer, 1979).
Frissell et al. (1986) proposed a habitat-c,e~ered view ofstream systems (Table C-2). Their view
is based upon a hierarchical organization of habitat types. In this hienrchical organization,
subsystems (stream segment, reach, pool/ri~e, and microhabitat) develop and persist within a
specified spati~temporal scale. In tl~ "systems" view, high frequency, low-magnitude geomorphic

events predominate in the subsystems, while the system as a whole is subject to low frequency, high
magnitude events. A critical issue in the hierarchy is that the setting within which components,
processes, and dynamics are defined is provided by the next higher level in the hierarchy. These
"nested" relationships in the hierarchy provide an example of the integration of Sc, hunnn and
Lichty~s (1965) time-scale perspective, illustraling the change in dependence relationships at
different levels of the hierarchy. A recognition of" this change in controlling variables with time-

scale perspective is particularly important in ecological assessments.
The organizational framework provided by topographic, temporal, and system hierarchies provides
a foundation for the examination of’environmental system dynamics critical in defining and dealing

with ecological assessment issues in wet weather discharge analysis and management practices for
environmental protection. For example, a critical metric near the disturbance might be a rapid
measure of" direct toxicity while at a distance ~t may be a measure of recovery or succession This
is the foundation of a distance/disla~ance-based paradigm that will select appropriate time-scale
measures at defined distances where operational ~ces of processes are evident or where

Table C-2. Expected Spatial and Temporal Scales, Events, Processes, and-Water Quality Issues
(Modified from Frissell et al., 1956)

Issues associated with time scales can also be specifically addressed in the paradigm. For example,
the episodic nature of wet weather flows can take advantage of the paradigm to more effectively

traditional toxicity testing procedures, which assume constant flow, are deemed inappropriate for
In storm events, concentrations cau vary over several orders of magnitude in very little time
(seconds to minutes)~ In addition, the paradigm accommodates the situation where ounadafive
effects that inchuie both the frequency of exposure and the acounmlafion/storage of contaminants

leads to system degradation
The issue of time in water quality can be addressed by a temporal scale segregation_ Following
Schumm and Lichty (1965), it is possible to establish three time perspectives. The first is shortterm, a non-steady-state time increment. This time increment, at its shortest, includes episodic
exposure and, at its longest, is based upon organism life span criteria that are used in an effect
assessment. An acute, non-recurring fluctuation in water quality produced by a contaminant sp~
or a less toxic, b~t more frequent episodic exposure v,’fil be typical of this time dimension A second
time perspective is a quasi-steady state. This time scale finds water quality conditions that are
dominated by either a constant discharge or a constant release fi’om stored components. The
exposure conditions can vary as evidenced by decreasing concentrations with flow. The critical
exposure measure is chronic toxicit7 or long-term population msintenance. The third time

perspective is long integrating water quality conditions through time that are associated with
landscape change. Over this time frame, gradual change or a punctuated alteration that produces
a new "stable" state., w~ find ~eration in both system propertie~ and the fundamental processes tha~

In summary, the time-scale segregation adopted in the distance/disturbance paradign is appropriate
to the range of causes and a variety of sources. A short time scale will reflect the short-term
variability typical of wet weather events. An intermediate time scale ~ accommodate the
constancy ofinpm, typical of baseline conditions. A long time scale will reflect cumulative effects
and trends and is appropriate for determination of watershed/landuse influence on channel water
quality, in particular the ~on of tomato/nares in the receiving system
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The results of a national assessment of research needs in managing urban wet
weather flow are divided into three interrelated categories: combined sewer
overflows, sanitary sewer overflows, and urban wet weather flow discharges. The
initial compilation of 154 wet weather flow research projects was reduced to 69
higher priority projects for which detailed literature reviews were compiled. From
this group, 26 topics were identified as high priority for research. The results of this
assessment were organized into ten categories: (1) sources and monitoring; (2)
receiving water impacts; (3) other impacts; (4) management; (5) models and decision
support systems; (6) watershed management linkages; (7) regulatory policies and
financial aspects; (8) source controls; (9) collection system controls; and (10) storage
and treatment systems. Addressing the identified research would require an estimated
$20 million to $40 million per year.
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Reviews previous research needs assessments and offers a vision of gains
expected from additional research;
Examines closely such major topics as sources and monitoring, receiving water
and other impacts, management, models and decision support systems,
watershed management linkages, regulatory policies and financial aspects,
source controls, collection system controls, and storage and treatment systems;
¯

,Assesses 69 topics in the wet weather flow research. This assessment includes
a literature review and statement of the problem, description of the research
needs on the topic, and key references;

¯

Reviews innovative urban wet weather water management from an
international perspective; and
Prioritizes topics for additional, targeted research efforts according to cost
effectiveness and provides cost estimates for identified research neects.
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This report presents the results of a national assessment of research needs in the managemem of

urban wet weather flow. Three interrelated categories of urban wet weather flow management are
covered: combined sewer overflows, sanitary sewer overflows, and urban wet weather flow
discharges. The research needs assessment included the following steps: (1) extensive review of the
literature; (2) review of previous research needs reviews, including US EPA’s 1996 Wet Weather
Flow (WWF) research program; (3) a one-day workshop to solidt ideas from interested
professionals at the 1996 WEFTEC national meeting in Dallas; (4) extensive discussions with
leading urban wet weather flow professionals; and (5) review of research needs with leading
international experts.
The initial compilation of WWF research needs totaled 154 research projects. This list was reduced
to 69 higher priority research projects, each summarized in one page. Each one-page summary
consists of a statement on the importance of the problem including the relevant literature, research
need(s), and key references. The final list of 26 topics is grouped into first and second priorities.
Priority 1 topics, short- or long-term, should be initiated first. Priority 2 topics are also important
but not as critical as the Priority 1 topics. In many cases, these final 26 topics are aggregations of
the larger subset of priority research projects. Lastly, the final results of this needs assessmem were
organized into the following 10 categories (Table ES-1):
¯

Sources and monitoring;

¯

Receiving water impacts;

¯

Other impacts;

¯

Managemem;
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Models and decision support systems;
Watershed management linkages;

¯

Regulatory policies and financial aspects;
Source controls;

Collection system controls; and
¯

Storage and treatment systems.

An estimated $20 million to $40 million per year would be needed to address the identified research
needs.

The final list of priorities incorporates the following major principles and themes.
¯

WWF research provides an efficient way to bring innovations into the field in less time and
thereby advance the state of knowledge in a more cost-effective and organized way.

¯

Source reduction or dimmafion, where possible, accompanied by treatment, provides a longterm, sustainable solution to WWF problems. A mass and energy balance approach is needed
to characterize the nature ofcomaminants emering WWFs and to decide how best to manage
them.

¯

The automobile is a major source of urban WWF problems and warrants special study of its
overall impact.

¯

It is essential to evaluate all results of WWFs and to integrate these public health, physical
chemical, biological, socioeconomic, financial, and other considerations into an evaluation
framework.
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Management of sediments associated with WWFs is a vital part of the management strategy.
Subsurface impacts on groundwater and the vadose zones are becoming more of an issue in
areas that are promoting infiltration as a managemem strategy.
Innovative management strategies that are more ¢ompat~ole with bottom-up integrated
watershed management must be developed.

The US EPA Stormwater Management Model (SWMM) should be updated and expanded
into a user fi’iendly decision support system that interfaces with geographic information
systems (GIS), relational database management systems, process optimizers, risk analysis
capabilities, real-time control capabilities, and an expanded engine to incorporate other
components of urban water systems.
Real-time control provides an overarching framework for a dam-centered approach for future

¯

Methods are needed to integrate management of urban WWFs and watershed management.
Policy research is needed to evaluate the feasibility of providing regulatory flexibility within
a traditional command and control legislative framework that is regulated by individual
media and individual constituents.

¯

Financing local WWF management programs is a chaLlenge because of their multipurpose
nature.

¯

Water quality standards issues related to wet weather flows must be reevaluated.

¯

Documented cases are needed of "success stories" of how a high level of environmental
quality would enable communities to make their waterways focal points of’ redevelopment.
On-site and local infiltration systems, including porous and permeable pavements, should
be carefully evaluated for U.S. conditions, at the same time considering international
experience.
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On-site and local wet weather flow re-use systems should be evaluated with particular
attention to re-use for irrigation and cooling water.
Innovations are needed in collection system design and operation including life cycle costing
to avoid short-sighted approaches that reduce initial costs but leave a legacy of greatly
increased operating costs. Unconventional sewer systems and flushing systems should be

More rigorous methods are needed to evaluate the efficacy of storage and treatment and
other BMPs. Appropriate monitoring and modeling are essential components of these
methods.
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Table ES-1. Final List of Projects by Priority

Sources and Monitoring
1

Automotive pollutant sour~ reduction or e "hmination
Sour~ control of heavy metals
Innovative monitoring methods

2
1

Receiving Water Impacts
Improved ~g of the physical, chemical, and biological processes

2

Defining benefidal uses for urban receiving waters

2
1

Urban stream and sediment geomorphology and restoration

2

Stormwater-groundwater-vadose zone impa~s
Other Impacts
Evaluation of other performance mcasm~ for wet weather flow systems
Management

1

Opportunities for der~mwalized urban wet weather management
P~s~g federal water agencies to better address urban water issues

1
2

Models and de~ision support systems

Improve SWMM to include all aspects of umtemporary decision support system~

1

Watershed Management Linkages
Participate m integrated long-term experimental evaluation of urban ~eds

1

Determine areas wh~v r~mlatory flexibility can achieve watershed goals

2

Innovative financing mechanisms for wet weather c~mtrols

2

Improved methods for evaluating the effcctivmess of public education

2

Source Controls
Feasibility of aggressive on-site and loc~ infiltration of wet weather flows
Feasibility of using porous and permable pavements

1

Feasibility of reusing wet weather flows for imgation

1

2

Collection System Controls
Evaluation of role of separate and combined sewers including storage in sewers
Deposition and scour in sewers
Improved infiltration/inflow conU’ol methods
Benefits of sewer flow and quality monitoring
Storage and Treatment
Improved high-rate wet weather storage treatment devices
High-rate operation ofwastewater treatment plants
Effectiveness of best management practices

TOTAL

1
2
1
2
1
1
1

15
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Acronyms and Abbreviatiom Used in this Report
AF
AGNPS
AMSA

acre-feet
agricultural nonpoint source
Association of Metropolitan Sewerage Agencies

ARMA
ASCE
ASDM

autoregressive moving average
American Society of Civil Engineers
atmospheric and sediment deposition model

AWRA

American Water Resources Association

BMP
BOD
BOD5

best management practice
biochemical oxygen demand
5-day BOD

CD
CDM
COD
CSO
CSUDP
CWA
CWNS

compact disk
Camp Dresser and McKee, Inc.
chemical oxygen demand
combined sewer overflow
Colorado State University Dynamic Programming
Clean Water Act (U.S.)
Clean Water Needs Survey

DoD
IDOE
DSS

U.S. Department of Defense
U.S. Departmem of Energy
decision support system

EA
EDTA
EFAB
ERC
ET
ETV
EXTRAN

environmemal assessment
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
Environmental Financial Advisory Board (US EPA)
Environmental Research Center
evapotranspirafion
environmental technology verification
extended transport model

FEMA
FHWA

Federal Emergency Management Agency (U.S.)
Federal Highway Administration (U.S.)
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GAC
GAO
GCM
GIS
GUI

granular activated carbon
U.S. G~meral Accounting Office
global climatic model
geographic information system
graphical user interface

HEC
HMS

Hydrologic Engineering Center
hydrologic management system (replaces HEC-I)

I/I
IAHR
IAWQ

infiltration/’mflow
International Association for Hydrologic Research
International Association for Water Quality

LTER

long-term ecological research

MCRS
MTBE

minimum cost remaining savings
methyl ten-butyl ether

NEPA
NEXGEN
NOAA
NPDES
NPS
NSF
NTIS
NURP

National Environmental Policy A~ (U. S.)
next generation
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (U.S.)
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (U.S.)
nonpomt source
National Science Foundation (U. S.)
National Technical Information Service (U.S.)
Nationwide Urban Runoff’Program (US EPA)

O&M

operating and maintenance

PAH
PC
PET

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
personal computer
potential evapotranspiration

R&D
RAS

research and development
river analysis system (replaces HEC-2)
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RTC

real-time control

SCADA
SCRB

supervisory control and data acquistion system
separable cost remainm" g benefits

SCS

Soil Conservation Service (U.S.)

SS

suspended solids

SSO

sanitar~l sewer overflow

ST
SWMM

storage treatment
stormwater management model

TMDL
TSS
TVA

total maximum daily load
total suspended solids
Tennessee Valley Authority

U.S.
U.S. COE

United States
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

US EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

UAA
U.K.
USDA
USGS
UV

use attainability analysis
United Kingdom
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Geological Survey
ultaviolet light

WEF
WEFTEC
WERF
WPCF
WWF
WWTP

Water Environment Federation
Water Environment Federation Technical Exhibition and Conference
Water Environment Research Foundation
Water Pollution Control Federation (predecessor of WEF)
wet weather flow
wastewater treatment plant
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INTRODUCTION
1.1

The Problem and Opportunities

Proper management of the quantity and quality of urban wet weather flow remains a major
environmental problem. Estimated control costs for the United States range from several billion to
hundreds of billions of dollars. The variation in these cost estimates stem from the magnitude of the
source, the effectiveness of the controls, and the expected impacts on receiving water. On the
positive side, communities that have successfully managed their water quality problems are now
enjoying revitalized urban areas where receiving waters are major assets to the community, not
perceived solely as components of the drainage and wastewater transport facilities. Cost-effective
urban stormwater quality management should be integrated with urban stormwater quantity
management and urban water management in general. Ideally, the urban water management system
should be imegrated with watershed management to take advantage of multipurpose opportunities.
Urban wet weather flows come from three sources: combined sewer overflows (CSOs), sanitary
sewer overflows (SSO), and stormwater discharges from storm sewers.
1.2

Intended Audiences for this Research Needs Assessment

The intended audiences for this wet weather flow (WWF) research assessment include the following:
The local user community that supports WER.F;

¯

Federal agencies including US EPA, NSF, COE, Federal Highways, FEMA, and other
agencies involved with urban WWFs;

¯

The WWF research community in universities and other organizations;
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The WWF professional and research community, which is addressing many of the key issues
defined in this research needs assessment; and
People outside this fidd whom we hope to interest in addressing these important questions
Vision for the Benefits of Urban WWF Research

Concerted efforts since the late 1960s to clean up urban wastewater and stormwater have achieved
impressive results. Previously, the accepted fate of urban watercourses was to serve as recipients of
the unwanted by-products ofurb~on including dry weather and stormwater-transported wastes
from urban areas, in addition to receiving runoff from various industrial, agricultural, silvicultural,
mining, and other activities. Also, these same receiving waters were ditched, drained, sewered, and
subjected to a wide variety of manipulations to serve human needs. In addition to water quality
changes, these waters underwent severe hydrologic changes due to hydropower development,
navigation, water supply, flood control, recreation, etc. The end product of all of these abuses to our
receiving waters was that citizens were conditioned to think of their waterways as undesirable
kidneys of the city to be hidden and avoided.
Following the expenditure of billions of dollars on water quantity and quality improvements, we are
beginning to see the long-term fruits of these investments. For example, the South Platte River flows
through Denver from south to north. The South Platte has been subjected to virtually everu human
influence. It is dammed upstream for water supply, hydropower, and flood control. Much of its flow
is diverted for off-stream uses. Prior to moderu water quality programs, the South Platte received
poorly treated sewage, combined and separate sewer overflows and stormwater runo~ industrial
wastes including meat packing wastes, and a variety of other insults. However, following aggressive
cleanup and rehabilitation programs the South Platte switched from being a public health problem
to a highly prized urban asset. The City of Denver is currently constructing a $60 million greenway
along the entire stretch of the South Platte through Denver. Completed sections of this stream
rehabilitation have stimulated major urban redevelopment in Denver with concurrent rapidly
escalating property values along the South Platte because of ks desirability as a recreational resource
(swimming, fishing, boating) and as a vital link in the bicycle and pedestrian corridor through the
city. Success stories, such as Denver’s, are prompting many other communities and neighborhoods
to integrate water imo their overall plans for the future. This is the promise and vision for controlling
WWFs. They are the last major uncontrolled source of pollution to our receiving waters. If we can
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manage this pollution source and provide a desirable hydrology for receiving waters, citizens can
fu]ly enjoy the benefits of this important investment for themselves and for posterity.
1.4

Preview of the Remainder of the Report

The next chapter of this report reviews previous research needs assessments and offers a vision for
the expected gains from additional research. Individual research needs chapters give source
characterization (Chapter 3.0), receiving water impacts (Chapter 4.0), management (Chapter 5.0),
regulatory policies and financial aspects (Chapter 6.0), and control technologies (Chapter 7.0). Onepage summaries of research needs are presented for each identified problem. The summaries are
divided into three sections: statement of the problem, description of the research need(s) in this area,
and key references. In the concluding Chapter 8.0, the 69 identified research needs topics are
combined into 26 topics listed as priority 1 or 2. Lastly, we estimate the total cost of meeting these
needs.
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PREVIOUS WET WEATHER FLOW
RESEARCH NEEDS ASSESSMENTS
2.1

Literature Review

The literature review for the research needs assessment incorporates previous research needs
assessments and their associated literature reviews. CI-I2M I-I[LL (1990) summarized much of the
literature as part of their research needs assessment. Also, the ASCEAVEF Manual of Practice
(1992; 1998) and books by Debo and Reese (1995) and Novotny and Orem (1994) provide the
reader with an overview, of the state of the art including extensive literature reviews. Field et al.
(1997a, b) thoroughly review the wet weather flow (WWF) research results published in 1996.
lames (1996) edited a book of 18 papers dealing with the modeling aspects of urban stormwater.
These papers address a variety of topics including the use of the models themselves, data
management including GIS, and the interrelationships between BMPs and water quality. The twovolume proceedings of RIVERTECH96 (Maxwell, Pruel, and Stout, 1996) contains many papers
related to urban stormwater management. The proceedings fi’om a national conference on sanitary
sewer overflows (SSOs) provide information on SSO problems generally and infiltration and inflow
problems in partictflar (US EPA, 1996). The proceedings of the seventh international conference on
urban storm drainage, held in Hannover, Germany, comprehensively describe new developments
throughout the world (Sieker and Verwom, 1996; 1997). James (1997) edited a book of 28 papers
on urban WWFs including a CD with 4,000 ritles related to WWFs. The September 1997
Engineering Research Foundation Conference on Innovative Urban Stormwater Management, held
in Maim6, Sweden, offers information on research needs (Rowney, Stab_re, and Roesner, 1998).
2.2

Wet Weather Flow Research

Urban WWF quantity and quality :has been studied since the late 1960s, initial interest focusing on
combined sewer overflows. The US EPA Municipal Environmental Research Laboratory’s Storm
Wet Weather Flow Management--A Research Needs Survey for Urban Areas
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and Combined Sewer Program invested $60 million to $70 million in some 250 extramural projects
until 1981 (Field 1982). The US EPA Nationwide Urban Runoff.Program (NURP) sponsored $30
rn~on in field studies in 28 cities between 1979 and 1983 (US EPA, 1983). Other federal agencies
including the U.S. Geological Survey, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the Office of Water
Research and Technology also had active urban stormwater research and demonstration programs
during the 1970s. While the exact total remains uncertain, federal inve~anent in stormwater research
prior to 1983 probably, exceeded $100 million. Subsequently, wet weather research funding by
federal agencies in the United States disappeared in the early 1980s and has only recently begun to
reemerge. This 15-year hiatus caused many gaps in U.S. research. Meanwhile, significant research
efforts continued in Europe, Australia, Japan, and other foreign counties (Marsalek and Sztruhar,
1994). Thus, we must look to the international community to assess the current state of the art.
Roesner and Traina (1994) cite estimates of the American Public Works Association (1992) of urban
stormwater control costs in the United States ranging from $147 million to $407 billion in capital
costs and $1.2 biollion to $542 billion/year in annual O&M costs depending upon the assumed level
of BMP control. Recently, the US EPA (1997) published results of the 1996 needs survey for
wastewater and stormwater systems. This needs assessment estimated only the expected total cost
of controlling combined sewer overflows. It gave partial estimates for sanitary sewer overflows
(SSOs) and stormwater runoff. A rough estimate of wet weather control costs based on the 1996
needs survey and pre "hminary guesses at the cost of managing SSOs and urban stormwater yields
a capital investment orS100 billion with annual O&M costs orS10 million per year.
The National Research Council (1993) evaluated future directions of wastewater management in
coastal areas. Their report describes how a holistic approach can be taken to urban wastewater
problems including wet weather flows. General research recommendations are related to improved
source characterization, control effectiveness, and receiving water impact assessment.
2.3

Previous Research Needs Assessments

2.3.1

1986 Compilation by Tomo

Tomo (1986) summarized stormwater research needs as developed by conferees at an international
conference on urban stormwater. The participants assigned priorities to the results of this assessment
(Table 2-1) by voting. The number of votes received by each topic is presented in the right-hand
colunm. The highest priority research topic was to conduct additional research to improve
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understanding of the processes of pollutant accumulation and transport in urban runoff. A total of
17 topics were sd~%’ted, but not categorized.

Table 2-1. Urban Wet Weather Research Needs (Torno, 1986) (Prioritized)
No.
1

Research Topic

6
7
8

The understanding of the processes and mechanisms, including the related
math~natical models of pollutant accumulation and transport in urban runoff.
The impacts of metals and other toxic pollutants on aquatic biota, including the
means to monitor these impacts.
The impacts of urban runoff pollution on receiving waters, including the
impairment of beneficial uses. This includes the modelin~ of these impacts.
~ understanding of the processes of sedimentation and scour of solid
particles in sewers.
Development of standards for sampling, analysis and data reporting for
urban runoff pollutants.
Performance of stormwater and combined sewer overflow treatment devices.
The economic and institutional impacts of pollution control programs.
The development of stormwater and combined sewer overflow discharge

9

criteria based on r~ceivin[~ water impacts.
The operation and maintenance of sewer and control technology systems,

2
3
4
5

includin~ the effe~:ts of O&M on system performance.
10 ’The impacts of infiltrated urban runoffon ~’onndwat~.
11 Improved techniques for rainfall forecasting, including the use of radar.
12 Identification of sediment/water interactions in sewers and receiving watm’s.
13 Identification and quantification, of sources of~rror and uncertainty
in model results.
14 Development of criteria for model calibration and verification.
15 The effects of real-time control systems on system performance and
improved water quality.
16 Case studies where complete plamfing, design, construction, O&M of
storm and combined sewers demonstrat~ impacts on receivm~ water quality.
17 Impacts of stormwater and combined sewage on the performance of
wastewater treatment facilities.
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No. of
Votes
13 votes
8 votes
8 votes
8 votes
8 votes
7 votes
6 votes
6 votes
5 votes
4 votes
4 votes
4 votes
3 votes
3 votes
3 votes
3 votes
3 votes
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2.3.2

1986 Research Needs Assessmem by Heaney

Under US EPA sponsorship, Heaney (1986) summarized research needs in urban stormwater
pollution including the results of earlier studies of research needs. This assessment used an extensive
literature review and informal contacts with leading experts in the field to devdop the final list of
52 topics shown in Table 2-2. These topics were not ranked.
Table 2-2. Research Needs in Urban Stormwater Quality (Heaney, 1986) (Unprioritized)
No.
Descripaon
1 Sources
Runoff Quantity

Runoff Quality

2

Controls
On-site
Collection Systems

Downstream Controls

No.

Vale

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Relationship of runoff and basra structure
Linkage of surface and subsurface phenomena
Use of dense rain gages to describe storm patterns
Integrate GIS to reftt~ spatial analysis capabilities
Flow meters to measure widely variable flows
Flow-weighted sampling devices for variable flows
! Influence of land use on water quality
Methods to distinguish wet and dry weather flows in
combined sewers.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Effectiveness of s-wales
Instrttmentation & monitoring to evaluate sewer hydraulics
Cost-effective ways to rehabilitate & replace old sewers
Laboratory & field studies of deposition & scour in sewers
Use of simulation models in storm sewer design
Calibration of transport models using improved databases
Laboratory studies of high-rate treatment systems
Effectiveness of disinfection with highly variable flows
Design of storage/release systems to maximize pollutant
control
I Evaluation of groundwater injection systems
Engineering considerations in using wetland systems
Application rates for land disposal of urban runoff
Reuse of urban runoff as cooLing water
Probabilistic performance criteria for wet weather controls
Treamaent of heavy metals in urban runoff

10
11
12
13
14
15
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Table 2-2, cont. Research Needs in Urban Stormwater Quality
(Heaney, 1986) (Unprioritized)
No.

3

Description

Receiving Water Impact
Quantity
Quality

No.
16
17

~’ule
Sludge~solids disposal aspects of control options
Process control systm~ to optimize performance of control

1

5
6
7

Hydrograph separation techniques to estimate the origin of
flow m rivers
Quantify benefits of stormwater quality control
Bioassay procedures for short-term intermittent exposures to
urban runoff
Bioassay procaxiures for long-term exposures to heavy metal
accumulation in benthos
Mass balance of urban runoff and receiving water fluxes
Criteria for wet weather quality standards
Behavior of urban runoff m mixing zones of rivers, lakes, &

1

Preparing eff~-’tive and implementable N-PS r~gulations

2
3
4

4

Institutional

2

5

Watershed Mana[~ement
Linkages

6

Decision Support &
Modeling

Establish a m~chanism for coordinating stormwater research
across various funding agencies
1
Understandin~ regional differences m receiving warms
2
Watershed response during winter conditions
3
Watershed-based water quality standards
4
Develop long-term watershed case studies
5
Develop a watershed assessment methodology
6
Feasibility of identifying "natural conditions" at the
watmshed scale
7
Establish a network of urban research catchments
1
Development of more robust parameter estimation methods
2
Add solids handling to simulation models
3
Interface simulation and optimization models
4
Refine statistical methods as preliminary screening
3roc~dures for simulation models
5 Perform detailed statistical malyses of existing, NLV~,
U.S.GS, and other data
6 Combine available databases into a single clut~base
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Table 2-2, cont. Research Needs in Urban Stormwater Quality
(Heaney, 1986) (Unprioritized)
No.

Descril~n

No.
7
8
9
10

Total no. of topics

2.3.3

Tiae
Develop methods to properly allocme the costs of multiApply rec~t~ developed methods for evaluating public
respottse to alternative c~ntrol pro~ams
Develop user friendly integrated decision support systems
Methods for estimating the probability distributions of

52 sewage, urban nmof~ and upstrram flows

1990 WPCF Research Needs Assessment

WERF’s predecessor, the Water Pollution Control Federation Research Foundation, sponsored a
1990 research needs assessment of nonpoint pollution (CH.2M HILL, 1990). This assessment
included agricultural and mining wastes in addition to urban runoff The resulting 17 priorityassigned topics are shown in Table 2-3. The 1990 WPCF assessment reflected the emerging interest
in watershed approaches. The other difference was in the interest in PAHs.

2.3.4

US EPA Research Needs Assessment

Shortly before this project began, US EPA released a drait of its urban wet weather flow (WWF)
research plan for review (Field et al. 1997a). This major effort was reviewed by various groups
including ASCE’s Urban Water Resources Research Council (UWRRC). Several UWRRC members
are also involved in this research needs assessment. Thus, the US EPA drai~ provided an excellent
opportunity to involve a larger audience in the research needs process. It also heightened interest
in the process because of the growing optimism that US EPA’s WWF research program was being
revitalized.

The final list of 77 projects (Table 2-4) were not assigned priorities. The US EPA divided the topics
into the following five categories: characterization and problem assessment (13 topics); watershed
management (16 topics); toxic substances impacts and control (5 topics); comrol technologies (36
topics); and infi-astructure improvement (7 topics). However, many of them overlap, e.g., the Rouge
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Fiver Restoration, is a large demonstration project that encompasses virtually all areas. Many of
these topics include a large technology transfer component. The US EPA WWF document was
compiled by the Urban Watershed Management Branch of US EPA’s National Fisk Management
Research Laboratory. This group is the designated lead in the WWF area. However, other EPA
research organizations also participate in this program including (’Field et al. 1996):
Microbial Contaminants Control Branch
Treatmem Technology Evaluation Branch

Water Quality Management Branch
Subsurface Protection and Remediation Division
Technology Transfer and Support Division.

Table 2-3. Research Needs from 1990 WPCF Assessment (CH2M HILL, 1990)

(Priori~ed)
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Research Need
Probabilistic perform~ce criteria for wet weather controls
Improved knowledse of O&M costs
Determine decomposition rates for various PAI-Is
Bioassay procedures for long-term exposure to heavy metal accumulation in benthos
Mass balance of urban runoff and receiving water fluxes
Impact of mowmelt on receivin~ water quality
Establish a mechanism for coordinatm~ stormwater research across various funding: a~mcies
Understanding regional differences in receiving waters
Watershed responses din-rag winter conditions
Watershed-based water clualit~ standards
Feasibility of definm~ "natural’ conditions at the watershed scale
Establish a network of urban research catchments.
Develop more robust parameter estimation methods
Add solids handlin~ to simulation models
Develop user friendly integrated decision support Wstems
Methods for evaluating NPDES data
Methods for estimatin[[ the probability, distributions of sewage, urban runoff, and upstream flows
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Table 2-4. US EPA Wet Weather Research Program-Topics
(Field et al., 1996) (Unprioritized)
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Table 2-4, cont. US EPA Wet Weather Research Program-Topics
(Field et aL, 1996) (Unprioritized)
Research Area & ID
4.0 Coatml Tedmolog~
4.1

Title
Rou~ R.iver Restoration

4.3
4.4

Industrial Runoff Control
Management for Small Communities

4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17
4.18
4.19
4.20
4.21
4.22
4.23
4.24
4.25
4.26
4.27
4.28
4.29
4.30
4.31
4.32
4.33
4.34
4.35
4.36

BMP Design/Effectiveness
Urban BMP Effectiveness
Runoff ConU’ol usm~ c~
~parian Forest Management
CSO Measures of Success
F]ow Balance Metho~
Storm Inlet Device
Stormceptor’s Ixdet Device
CDS stormwater Treatment
Cross Connection Ident~cation
Storage Facifities Desil~n Manu~l
Real-Time ConU’ol by ~
CSO Vortex Controls
I-IJ~h-Rate Sedimenta6on
Magnetic Separa6on
WWF Design Protocols
Rewofitt~ Conf,’o! Facifities
CSO Concurs for stormwater
SSO Corrective Action
WWF Effectiveness Protocols
Vortex/DL~n~ection Treatment
Crossflow Plate Settlers
Hi~,h-]~te Disinfection
Demonstration of Biofi]ters
~gh-Rate Ozonation
T~ple Purpose Storage
Hat]era ]~ver Wetlands
Storage/Wetlands Trea~e~t
Const~cted Vegetative Treatment C¢]Js
ETV Pilot for W’WF Controls
Sewer and Tank Sedimem F]ushinF
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Table 2-4, cont. US EPA Wet Weather Research Program-Topics
(Field et al., 1996) (Unprioritized)

5.0 lafr~truetare Imprevemeat

5.1
¯2

Iafrastmt~t~ Rehabilitation
Sewer Mamtmm~ Effectiveness

5.4

iSanit~ Sewer ~ Design

5.5

!House S~v~ L~rals

5.6
5.7

~edueed ~ous Cov~
Swales Instead of Curbs

In addition to intra-agency coordination, US EPA coordinates with other federal agencies (e.g.,
Corps of Engineers), professional sodeties (e.g, ASCE, WEF), and international organizations (e.g.,
Imemalional Association for Hydraulic Research, International Association of Water Quality). Thus,
a good infrastructure exists for coordinating research activities with the appropriate research and
user communities.
Notable shills in emphasis since the 1990 research assessment were the continuing growth of
emphasis on watershed approaches, risk management, and toxies characterization and control.
2.3.5

1996 WERF/Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies
Wet Weather Research Needs Assessment

At the same time US EPA released its draft research needs document, WERF met with
represematives of the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies to identify wet weather research
needs. The 25 wet weather research needs, without priorities, are listed in Table 2-5.
This research needs assessment emphasizes the need to understand regional differences, e.g.,
technology applied in the Eastern United States does not necessarily perform well in the more arid
Western United States. It also recommends a reevaluation of the environmentally friendly
developments instituted during the past 30 years. Have they worked well? This needs assessment
introduces the issue of environmental justice and how benefits and costs of these programs affect
various socioeconomic groups.
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Table 2-5. Urban Wet Weather Flow Research Needs Devdoped by WERF and
Representative of Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies, August 21, 1996
(Unprioritized)

No.

Research Need

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Acceptance of Eastern data in the West
Hydraulic control BMPs
Dry cycle contamination (a~ricultural issue
Atmospheric deposition
BMP maintenance
Biological indicators
Can sand filters and other Eastern technologies work for Western storms?
Limitin~ factors for ecosystems
Better indicators of actual fecal contamination
Impacts of BMPs
Link decision making pro~sses to quality measures: what is achievable given a
particular de~ree of authorization?
12. Characterization of non-stormwater impacts (coolin~ water pools, etc.)
13. Vegetative mana~raent practices
14. Environmental fi-iendly developmem assessment: 20 years later
15. Cross-media issues (e.~., Hg); pollutant ~clin~ and how to break the cycle
16. !Sediment quality
17. Dioxin/PCBs
18. Turbidity studies, settleability, particle sizes, etc.
19. Monitoring strategies for multiple point sources
20. First flush impacts in the West
21. Public perception; linkin~ beneficial uses with the optimal distribution of funds
22. Aquatic and non-aquatic vegetative management (e.g., techniques for killing algae in
’intake pipes)
23. Distributin~ funds in developed and developing: areas; "environmental justice"
24. BMP cost-effectiveness
25. Pesticide transport

2.3.6

October 1996 WERF WWF Research Needs Workshop, Dallas, Texas

Shortly aider this project was initiated in September, 1996, a one-day workshop was held in Dallas
on October 5 as part of the 1996 WEFTEC national meeting. Approximately 60 people participated.
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Many of the participants had reviewed the US EPA Research Needs draft. Attendees received
background information in an overview report entitled "W~ Weather Research Assessment." The
format for the workshop was a series of presentations on the various aspects of urban stormwater
management. In addition, Simon Clarke gave an overview of wet weather research in Great Britain
and Don Weatherbe gave a similar overview of recent research in Canada. During the aRemoon, all
participants joined one of the four following groups: Wet Weather Sources; Controls; Receiving
Water Impacts; or Institutional Arrangements, Watershed Management Linkages, and Decision
Support and Modeling. During the final session, each group presented its topics and how it would
assign priority to them. Most workshop participants represented the user community. The final
results from this effort are shown in Table 2-6.

While the WERF workshop reiterated many of the research needs expressed in earlier needs
assessments, some different themes were emerging. With regard to source characterization, there
was significant interest in gaining a better understanding of the overall impactof the automobile
including the need for increasing impervious area and pollutant load generation. Also, construction
practices and litter control were topics of considerable interest. On the control side, there was strong
interest in a more integrated approach to control effectiveness rather than examining each control
in isolation. Another major shift in focus was a strong recommendation on the need for research
directed to providing the technical and policy basis for more flexible regulatory programs. These
recommendations are compatible with efforts within US EPA to reinvent itself to provide this
additional flexibility. But, this is not an easy task for an agency whose entire history is based on
regulating specific constituents in individual media (Government Accounting Office, 1997).
2.3.7

Recommendations from the 1997 Makn6 Conference

Wet weather research needs were assessed as part of the Engineering Foundation Conference
entitled Innov~ve Urban Water Management for the 21st Century, held in September 1997 in
Malta6, Sweden (Rowney, Stahre, and Roesner, 1998). This week-long conference attracted 95
leading stormwater experts from throughout the world. Several suggestions for research needs
emerged from the papers and discussions. Also, the senior author of this report organized an
afternoon session on research needs with 16 attendees, most of whom are academics. Following a
briefing on the ongoing WERF project, the attendees were asked to make their suggestions. Table
2-7 summarizes the results. The suggestions are not listed in any particular order.
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Table 2-6. WWF Research Needs Identified by Participants at
the October 1996 WERF Workshop (Partially Prioritized)
No.
Sources
Vot~
1 Automotive fate and transport of inputs to water environment
8
2 Construction materials and practices
4
3 Litter ~tion, transport, fate, and control effectivene~
2
4 Improved methods of som’ce controls .
3
5 Buildup and washoff processes
2
6 Atmospheric deposition
7 Urban drainage design improvements
s Ultimate fate of pollutants captured by BMPs
9 Rainfall-runoff for small storms-micro-storm m~-~sement
I0 Modifying urban surfaces to reduce hydraulic a-d
11 How to measure and evaluate pathogens in stJ3m~ater
12 Runoff quality moniUring protocols.
13 Thermal pollution associated with urb~-iz~om
14 Isotope tracking techniques for characterizJ.S the ...,re of WWFs
15 WWFs ~om industrial sites
16 Basic procasses of buildup and washoffin developed urban areas.
No. Controls
Votes

polh,t~

Most of th~ individual topics were subsum~ -.d~ the fn’s

1 Unified design protocols including local hydrology, catchment and water quality

16
characteristics performance measures, controls,
stream i

2 Trash, floatables conl;ol

3 Control of suspended solids

4 Inm~at~I ~stems of flood and pollution control mcl.di.$ reuse
5 Collection systems

7

3

Rehabilitation

N~v desi~ns for new areas:
Collection systems as reactors
Demonsu~tJon of sewer flushir,~

m-system storage
Rcal-fim~ ~onuol
6 Dissolvexl solids removal
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Table 2-6, cont. WWF Research Needs Identified by Participants at
the October 1996 WERF Workshop (Partially Prioritized)
Na
1

Institutional Arrangement~, Water~hed Management Linkages,
& Dedsion Support S, vstems
To ideatify thos~ ar~s whe~ it makes seine aad is feasible fox EPA to provid~ re~

Votes
13

Poss~ole a~as:
Pemfitting innovations.
FosU~ Io~al acc~u~abilit~.
Rationale: Cun’ent r~ulato~/prod’am is not consistem with the mV, a’e of fl~ problem.
~ To determine the costs/performance function data for stormwater controls as a function of
operation, mainteaan~, and replacemem c,~ts.
Rationale: N~c, essa~ ~o accurately projcx~ costs and b~n¢fits. Natural r~lu~mc,~ to spend
mon~ on maintenance. However, maintenance is ~ssential to attain design objectives.
3 How do local gove~nmm~s mak~ appropriate de~n’ons to d~¢Iop watershed?
buy in~o?
Decision support tools
Fe~baek on public involv~ment~ participation techniques
How to translate public desires into action?
Common d~n~nts of succ~s~s and failures.
Characte~iz~ and prioritiz~ the factors that lead to "e~vironmental integrity."
Rationale: Without this approach, d~fe~ either to f~e~"~l manda~ or local political
de~sions.?
No. Recei~nf Wa~er In, acts
1 If watershed is urbanized and chan~es in h~,drolo~ oca~, what will the sire, am look like?
3 What indices are needed to determine specific impacts of con~tuents, e.g~, metals~ BOD,
pathogens?

17

Vines
15
3

With a theme of innovative urban water management for the 21 st century, the Maim0 conference
was an ideal venue for receiving ideas for research. A major theme that emerged from the
conference was the need to develop interdisciplinary teams that include engineers, scientists,
landscape architects, and planners to develop new or redeveloped urban systems. As such we need
to move away from the narrow view--especially in the United States---of forcing these urban
developments to confbrm to narrowly focused regulations on how stormwater should be managed.
Numerous case studies were presented by landscape architects showing how functional and beautiful
designs could be developed with participation from all affected stakeholders.
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Table 2-7. Wet Weather Research Needs from the Engineering Foundation
iMaimfi Conference, September 1997 (Unprioritized)
No.
Research Need
1 Endpoints of toxicants in detention ponds
2 Need source control oftoxics in automobiles, e.g., brake pads. Long-term solution is source
coma-ol
3 Real-time control linkin[~ collection, treatment, and receivin~
4 Integrating landscape architecture into urban water management programs. How to develop
designs that show the beauty and spirituality, as well as the function of water in urban areas. Goal
ts not necessarily, to make water system look "natmal"
5 Develop improved decision support systems with better simulation engines, direct links with
optimization techniques, explicit inclusion of RTC, and that incorporate sustamability and risk
6

Long-term sustamability of infiltration systems. More efficient data collection techniques
includm~ a’ansmission hardware and software are needed
7 Better understandin$ of health impacts of urban runoff
8 Better methods to quantify benefits of urban stormwater management
9 Groundwater pollution fi’om highways
10 Quality ofroofrunoffand its fate in soil systems. Change roofing materials. Impact of grassed
roofs
11 Development of stochastic models for urban stormwater
12 Measurements to Uack the movement of toxics throu~ urban areas
13 Development of environmental ethics to reduce litter
14 Adaptive real-me control for entire urban water system including water supply, wastewater, and
stormwater
15 Improve EPA use attainability studies to reflect the desire to provide movative, flexible
approaches to water quaiit~ mana~,~aent
16 Better define ecosystem-flow contaminant relationships for urban stormwater management
17 Cradle to ~rave ta’ackm~ of urban water pathways and controls
18 Biofilm processes and biofiltration
19 Integrated urban water systems evaluation
20 Long-term performance of wetlands and ponds
21 Short and long-term performance of porous and permeable pavement systems. Need to support
contmum[~ experimental and laboratory studies
22 ,Techniques for reducing the demand for automobile travel, e.g., now pay a toll for entering
Trondheim, Norway and Cambridge, En#and
23 Alternatives to current urban water management systems. Want to develop more sustainable
systems. Need interdisciplinar?, teams
24 Urban stormwater management m cold climates
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Table 2-7, cont. Wet Weather Research Needs from the Engineering Foundation
Malm~ Conference, September 1997 (Unprioritized)
No.
Research Need
25 Develop long-term experimental watersheds m urban areas. Australia has one that has been
operated for 20 years. Hannovcr has one with 5 to 6 years of data. The new Mtmich project
includes long-term mo~itor~.

26 Investigate the fe~’bility of~ u~oan water ~ and privatization. Use Great
!Britain, Australia~ and N~w Zealand as case studies
27 ’Support large-scale international effort to evaluate the feasibility of ms’tainable urban water
systems including careful consideration of denmd management, recycling and r~use, and water
managemem at the individual and neighborhood levels
Another striking observation from the U.S. perspective is the widespread use of stormwater
infiltration systems in other parts of the world, e.g, Tokyo and many areas in Europe. These
intiltrafion systems are able to totally contain smaller storms on site and reduce the impacts on local
receiving waters. Another strong trend is the much more aggresive use of water reuse
internationally. Finally, the amount of urban stormwater research in Europe greatly exceeds current
activities in the United States. We need to learn from our international colleagues.
2.3.8

Compilation of Research Needs Efforts

The previous sections summarized the following seven research needs assessments:
Assessment by international experts (Tomo, 1986)--17 topics;

Assessment by Heaney’s (1986) literature review and discussions with experts--52 topics;
t

WPCF assessment by CH2M HILL’s (1990) literature review and workshop--17 topics;

¯

Assessmem by WERF and Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies--25 topics;

¯

Assessmem by WER.F workshop’s 60 delegates---28 topics;

¯

US EPA assessment (Field et al., 1997a)~77 topics; and
Engineering Foundation Conference recommendations--27 topics.
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Table 2-8. Research Needs in Urban Stormwater Quality-Composite List Cross-Referenced to the Individual Research Needs Assessments

No

Source

Title

T°rn°lHeaney
EPA I WERF J Maim°
1986
1986 CH2MHiIIWERF/BaYArea
1990
1996 1996
1996 1997

Sources and Monitoring
! Almospherlc deposition
2 Industrial sites
3 Thermal pollution
4 Use of dense rain gages and radar to describe storm paflerns
5 Watershed response during winter conditions
6 Rainfall-runoff relationships for micro- storm management
7 Automotive sources
8 Construction sources
g Litter sources
10 Build-up/wash-off processes in urban areas
11 Influence of land use on water quality
12 Fecal sources-use better Indicators
13 Toxlca sources and monitoring
14 Pesticide sources
15 Determine decomposition rate for various PAHe
16 Turbidity studies= settleabllity~ particle alzes~ sic.
17 Isotope tracking techniques for characterizing the nature of VVWFs
18 3ross media issues
19 Flow meters to measure widely variable flows
20 Flow-welghled sampling devices for variable flows
21 Standards for sampling, analysis, and repod, ing for urban runoff pollutants
22 Cradle to grave tracking of urban water pathways end controls
23 Quality of roof runoff
Recelvln~ Water Impacts
24 Behavior of urban runoff In mixing zones of rivere~ lake~ & estuaries
25 Feasibility of Identifying "natural conditions" at the watershed scale
26 impact of snowmeit on receiving water quallly
27 BIoassay proc. for long-term exposures fo heavy metal accum. In benlhos
28 Fate of nitrogen Inpuls
29 Crileda for wet-weather quality standards
30 Mass balance of urban runoff and receiving water fluxes
311Bloaseay procedures for short.term Intermittent exposures
32’ Water quality response In waler column & sediment
33 WWF physk:al streeeors
34 Effect o! urbanization on slream geomorphology
35 Indices Io delermine specific Impacts of constituents e.g., BOD, metals
3(~ Small stream ;i~pa,;ts
37 Sediment Impacts & control
38 Large river Impacts
39 Source waler protection
40 Understandl~al differences in receivin~ waters
41 Slormwater-groundwaler InSSigns ....
4~2~Vadose zone Impacts

4

11

Coun~

6
15
13

3
9
9
1
2
3
5

1
7
g
17
25

1.12
1.2
3.1

2

11
12

3
3
1

3
18
14
15
5
6

19

t .3

5

12
17
1(~

31

33

2

30

8

32
31
29

1.4

1
1
4
1
1
1
3
1
1
3
1
2
2
1
1

11
6
4
1.11
5

12
f .5
35
37

6
1.7
2,16
18
24
8

I

20

10
L
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26
28

1
i
1
1
2
1

Table 2-8, cont. Research Needs in Urban Stormwater Quality-Composite List Cross-Referenced to the Individual Research Needs Assessments

No

Source
Torno Heaney ’CH2M Hill WERFIBay
Area
1986
1986
1990
1996

Tille

43 Human health risk/ecosystem impact trade-otis
44 !Groundwater pollution from highways
45 Evaluation of heallh risks
Management
46 Add solids han,~;;.l~ Io simulation models
47 Develop user friendly Integrated decision support systems
48 Linkage of surface end subsurface phenomena
49 Interface simulation and optimization models
50 Analyze exlsllng NURP~ USGS, NPDES~ and other data

EPA
1996

1.9
35
42
2
36
38

55121Probablllatlc
for wet
weather conlrol
Integrate GIS toperformance
refine spatialcriteria
ana~lyals
capabilities
"
53 Develop risk management methodologies
54 Combine available databases Into a single database
55 Develop an Integrated DSS for overall watershed evaluations
56 Watershed Ecosystem Model
57 Create and maintain an urban stormwater Information repository
58 Develop more robust parameter estlmalion methods
59 Develop a watershed assessment methodology
60 Case studies of Integrated stormwater management
61 Add real-time control to all aspecls of urban etormwater models
62 Establish a network o! urban research catchments
63 Watershed-based water quality standards
64 Methods for estimallng Ihe prob. distributions of dry and wet-weather flows
65 Riparian foresl management
66 Criteria for model calibration/verification
67 ICalibratlon of transport models using Improved databases
68 ’Decision support systems wllh real-time control and all aspecls of urban water
Regulatory Policies and Financial Aspects
69 Preparing effeclive and Implementable NPS regulations
70 Area.s where EPA can provide regulalory flexibility to achieve watershed goals.
71 Methods to allocate the costs of multi-purpose water projects
72 cosUperformance function data for stormwater controls
73 Qusntlfy benefits of stormwater quality control
74 Contingent valuation to estimate the benefits of etormwater projects
75 How 1o develop sustainable watershed management programs
76 CSO measures of success
77 Feedback on public involvement~ padicipallon techniques
78 How to translale public desires into action?
79 Stormwaler management in new urban areas
80 Feasibility of decenlralized urban water management and privatizatlon
81 Common elemenls of successes and failures.
82 Retrospective assessments of existing environmenlally frlendl~, developments
88~ Environmenlal justice in management programs
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WERF Malmo
1996 1997 Counl
36
9
7

14
15

2
2.3

2

1(~

4
13

3.5

11

39
30
2.14
2.15
34

16

13
19

16
4,17

43

25

12 ’ "
10
17

3
25

4.9
14
14
5
11

24

28

28
41

8

4.10
21

~ .......

1
1
1
3

27

40
7

1
3
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

j ......... 14~ .....

31
32 -- =

1
1
2

33 .....

1

Table 2-8, cont. Research Needs in Urban Stormwater Quality-Composite List Cross-Referenced to the Individual Research Needs Assessments

No

Source
Torno Heaney CH2M Hill WERF/Bay
Area
1986
1986
1990
1996
7

Title

85 I Mechsnlsm for coordinating storm water research across agencies
86 Improve EPA use attalnabllit~ methodologies
87 Environmental ethics to reduce litter
Controls
88 Effectiveness of swales
89 Reuse of urban runoff as cooling water
90 Modifying urban surfaces Io reduce hydraulic and pollutant loads
91 Urban drainage design Improvements for micro-storms
92 Demand management for automobiles
93 Toxlcs sources reductions
94 Improved mefhods of source reduction
95 Stormwater reuse
96~ Swales Instead of curbs
97 Storm Inlet device
98 Industrial runoff control
g9 Roadway/airport deicing
10~ Inslrumentation & monitoring to evaluate sewer hydraulics
101 Laboratory & field studies of deposition & scour in sewers
102 Use of simulation models In storm sewer design
103 Aquatic & non aquatic vegelallve management
104 Cost-effective ways to rehabilitate & replace old sewers
105 Sanitar~ sewer system design practices
106 Sewer maintenance effectiveness
107 Sewer and tank sediment, flushing
108 Innovative design of sanitary and storm sewers
109 Short and long-term performance of porous and permeable payments
110 Sludge/solids disposal aspects of control options
111 Design of storagelreleese systems to maximize pollutant control
112 Evaluation of groundwater Inpctlon systems
113 Treatment of heav~ metals !n urban runoff
114 Improved knowledge of O&M costs
115 Laboratory studies of high-rate treatment systems
116 Process control systems to optimize performance of control options
117 Effectiveness of disinfection with highly variable flows
! 18 Application rates for land disposal of urban runoff
! 19 Engineering considerations In using wetland systems
120 Control of suspended solids
121 Integrated s~,’stems for flood and pollution conlrol including reuse
122 Dissolved solids removal
12_._3 Dlsinfecflon/palhogen detecllon
124 Continuous deflective syslem for litter control
125 Storag.~ facilities design ........
manual
---

EPA

WERF

1996

1996

Malmo
1997 Count
1
13

1

22

1
1
1
1
1

9
21
10
7

2.5
2.6
4.12
4.3
4.5
4

1
1
1
1
1
1

1(~
12
13

1
1

22
!t

5r3
5.4
5.2
4,36

1
20
23
23
21

24
17
18
23
9

2

24
1
1
3
1

5

15
25
16
20

!5

I

127 Cross flow plate settlers

*

t

1
1

I

11
4,14
4 !6
427
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1
1
1

18
19
21

1
1
1

17

2
!
1

Table 2-8, cont. Research Needs in Urban Stormwater Quality-Composite List Cross-Referenced to the Individual Research Needs Assessments

Source
No

Title

Torno

IHeaneyICH2MHiIIWERF/Bay
Area
1986
1986
1990
1996

128 Runoff control using compost
129 Cross connection identification
130 High-rate sedimentation
131 Magnetic eeparatlon
132 Retrofitting DWF conlrol facilities to Increase slormwater control
133 CSO concepts for SSO’s
134 S$O corrective action
135 Vodex/dlslnfection treatment demonstration project
136 High-rate disinfection
137 Demonstration of blofilters for hi,h-rate treatment at DWF plants
138 High-rate ozonalion pilot project in New York, NY
139 Triple purpose storage for I/1~ CSO, and DWF
140 Slorage/wetlands trealmenl demo. In Onondaga County, NY
141 Constructed vegetated treatment cells
142 ETV pilot for VVWF controls
143 BM P design/effectiveness
144 Vegetative management practices
14,5 Long-term effectiveness of infiltration systems
146 BIofllm processes and blotlltratlon
147 Performance of V~NF controls in cold climates
148 Impact of VVWFs on wastewater treatment facilities
149 Endpoints of toxlcanla In detention ponds
150 Integrate landscape architecture into overall stormwater managemenl systems
151 Reduce directly connected Impervious area
152 Reduce 1!1 in house service laterals
153 Improved III control In sanitary and storm sewers
154 Sewer maintenance optimization
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6

EPA

1996
4.8
4.15
4.19
4.20
4.22
4.’)3
4.24
4.26
4.28
4.29
4.30
4.31
4.33
4.34
4.35
10
4.6
13

WERF

[

1996 I

Maline
19,97

Count
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

16

20
6
18
24

17
1
4

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

The number of topics for these seven research needs assessments totals 243. The net total of topics
is smaller in that there is substantial overlap. To give an overview, all of these topics have been
compiled in Table 2-8. The net total of 154 separate topics is listed under the following categories:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
2.4

Sources and Monitoring--23 topics;
Receiving Water Impacts---22 topics;
Managements23 topics;
Regulatory Policies and Financial Aspects--19 topics; and
Controls---67 topics.
Methods for Assessing Research Needs

Research needs can be assessed in a variety of ways. In a 1985 assessmem of research needs in
urban stormwater pollution sponsored by US EPA, Heaney (1986) relied on a thorough literature
review. He culled research needs recommendations from various papers and reports and synthesized
them into one comprehensive set. Tomo’s (1986) compilation of research needs represents the
opinions of national and international experts obtained in open discussions as part of an urban
stormwater conference. The 1990 WPCF/RF assessment of research needs in nonpoint pollution
used a combination of literature review, expert panels, and user input in a one-day meeting (CI-I2M
HILL, 1990). The 1996 US EPA research needs assessmem used a combination of internal and
external experts to develop the statements ofurtresolved problems and research needs.
The research needs assessment can be viewed as a portfolio selection problem wherein the objective
is to maximize the present value of the expected net benefits from research activities. Research, by
its very nature, is a risky investment. Thus, organizations make their best estimates of the potential
payoff of various research investments and the probability of success of these research investments.
The general objective is to select a mix of projects such that we have a high probability of a
successful portfolio just as investors use in selecting among stocks, bonds, and other investment
opportunities. While formal research planning models have been used for large research programs,
such as the Department of Defense which is funding thousands of projects at any given time, most
research funding organizations rely on less formal approaches.
2.5

Purposes of Urban Stormwater Research Program

Viewing research funding as a portfolio selection problem, the most fundamental question is:
Exactly what is the purpose(s) of the program? Of course, this varies depending on the investor and
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his or her objectives, e.g. short-term high-risk, high-return investments or conservative long-term
investments for retirement. Most investors select a mix of investments to ensure that the portfolio
will achieve their goals.
Unlike traditional financial investments, research investments in the short-term are viewed as low
risk, and conversely, long-term are viewed as higher risk. Wet weather research has many different
clients. WERF is supported by organizations that would be expected to prefer applied research with
well-defined tasks and a fairly high probability of success as measured by immediate value to the
user community. These applied research projects are typically smaller, last a relatively short time
(1 to 2 years), and are awarded based on responses to a formal request for proposals (RFP). These
projects are open to a wide variety of groups including consultants and universities. At present, this
model dominates research funding in the United States and Europe. The limitation of funding only
short-term, low-risk applied research projects is that they tend to be less innovative since the
problem, and often the solution, is prescribed in the RFP. These projects are also of limited value
in supporting the training of graduate students in the wet weather area. US EPA is the primary
source of wet weather research support in the United States. These funds come from various groups
within US EPA and range from highly applied studies to more fundamental research. L~ the 1970s,
the US EPA Wet Weather Research Program was more centralized and had a larger budget.
Sponsored projects were a blend of fundamental and applied research and technology transfer. These
projects supported many graduate students, many of whom are now leading professionals in the
field.
The demise of this research program, along with companion urban water research programs in other
federal agencies in the early 1980s, caused the U.S. WWF research community to dismantle and
move into othex areas where research support was available, e.g., hazardous waste. At present, only
a handful of university faculty members have maintained an interest in WWF research and very few
graduate students receive trai_,~g in this area.

At the opposite end of the spectrum from highly applied, solicited research is basic research
characterized by unsolicited proposals from universities and other research organizations wherein
the proposer presents ideas and requests support for longer-term, basic research whose immediate
utility may be unclear. Local utilities and agencies have difficulty supporting such activities. Even
a federal agency, such as US EPA, may have trouble justifying such longer-term investments. The
National Science Foundation (NSF) supports this kind of research, but until recently, their urban
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stormwater--related funding has been very small. A recent NSF/EPA/USDA cooperative initiative
on watersheds offers hope of better support in this area.

Given a low level of current funding of WWF research in the United States, what mix of projects
is appropriate? A popular tendency is to put all available resources into applied research with the
hope of short-term payoffs and "success stories" that can be used to request higher levels of future
support. As support levels increase, then some of the funding can be used to support longer-term,
more fundamental research with increased support for graduate students. This approach did not work
well for the water research community during the 1980s when funds were tight and researchers
attempted to be more relevant. The result was continuously diminishing resources.
A possible new dimension for WWF research lies in international cooperation. The co~ of
supporting essential, long-term experimental research is high and requires a funding agency’s multiyear commitment. For example, porous and permeable pavement is an important area of WWF
research. Long-term experimental laboratory and field studies are essential to evaluate the efficacy
of this approach, but at present, only a few such studies are being done in the world. International
cooperation would make it possible to support these efforts with input fi’om the international user
community. The recent emergence of the European Union as a major funder of research in Europe
offers real possibilities for establishing internationally funded projects in key WWF areas.
More detailed descriptions of WWF research needs are presemed in the next five chapters.
2.6
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SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION
3.1

The Problem

Characterization of runoff pollutants is essential to understand impacts on receiving waters, to
develop control strategies, to operate collection systems and treatment works, and to predict the
ultimate fate of pollutants in the environment. Runoff is a common pathway for pollutants that
originate in non-aquatic systems to enter aquatic systems. For example, results of Forster’s (1996a,
b) study of runoff fi-om metal roofs in Germany show high metal concentrations m roof runoff’. If
this roofing material were replaced by a benign material, then the source would be eliminated along
with the need for expensive controls to convert the metals into another form, e.g., sludge beds.
Boiler (1997) demonstrates that urban runoff control measures merely transfer metals fi’om one
destination to another.. The fate and transport of metals were demonstrated in three scenarios:
through a combined sewer, through a separate storm sewer, and through decentralized infiltration.
In the combined sewer, the majority of the copper in urban runoff.becomes bound with the sludge
from the WWTP. In separate storm sewers, a large portion of the metals enters the receiving waters
and becomes trapped in the benthic ecosystem. If on-site control measures are used, (e.g,
decentralized infiltration), metals accumulate in the pervious ground. Thus, long-term control of
metals (and all conservative pollutants) is accomplished by eliminating the source. The relative mass
loads of copper fi’om Boiler’s (1997) scenario analysis are shown in Figure 3-1.
The cases presented by Boiler (1997) and Forster (1996a, b) highlight the need for pollutant source
characterization to identify sources of contamination, and to design integrated means of eliminating
them or eliminating their exposure to precipitation and runoff.
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Aside from metals, urban runoff pollution consists of solids, nutrients, thermal effects, and toxic
substances. The sources of these pollutants tend to be diffuse in nature; even when discharges occur
at individual points (e.g., separate storm or combined sewer outfall), the source of the pollution tends
to be dispersed over the urban land surface (Nix, 1994). Moreover, pollutants are only part of the
problem; impervious surfaces found in the urban landscape increase runoff volume considerably,
adding a physical hydraulic impact on the receiving waters.
Deposition of particles on land surfaces occurs naturally as part of atmospheric-lithospheric
interaction. Atmospheric particulates are derived from natural processes (e.g. wind erosion), or from
anthropogenic sources such as fossil fuel exhaust. This research area is primarily concerned with
anthropogenic sources of pollution and their impact on urban runoff.quality. Ball, Jenks, and Auborg
(1996) stress the importance of wind in pollutant accumulation rates. Atmospheric depositional
processes have been an active area of research; however, atmospheric scientists and water quality
researchers have interacted relatively little.
Contaminant loading produced by wet weather flows has been studied extensively (Zison, 1980; US
EPA, 1983; Hargesheimer, Lewis, and Seidner, 1986; Ban" Engineering Company, 1987; Choi and
Park, 1988; Birtwell et al., 1988; Driver and Tasker, 1988; B0a-tel and Maristany, 1989; Desbordes
and Hemain, 1990). A reasonably high level of knowledge about source emissions has accumulated
because of work of national scope (e.g., US EPA, 1983; Driver and Tasker, 1990; Driscoll, Shelly,
and Strecker, 1990), as well as many regional and local studies to characterize urban rtmoff sources.
In general contaminant concentrations increase below discharge locations, but little is known about
how they accumulate on the watershed and how they enter the runoff
Heaney et al. (1998a) assess recent literature regarding overall impacts of the automobile on urban
runoff The automobile has caused urban sprawl in the United States over the past 50 years (Heaney
et al., 1998a, b). The proliferation of the automobile has led to land-use changes and has directly
contributed pollutants, making the automobile a major contributor to urban runoff pollution. The
hydrologic effect of impervious surfaces is well known. A large fraction of impervious surfaces in
the United States has been created to accommodate automotive transportation. These surfaces create
near ideal wash-off, conditions for accumulated pollutants. Research should track the total pollutant
load that results from automobile transportation to aid in developing innovative control measures
and, perhaps, lead to actual source reductions.
Contaminant loading has also been related to sedimentation conditions (Zisort, 1980). The most
common impact associated with sediment is the accumulation of large and heavy particulates near
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and downstream of runoff discharge locations and a corresponding increase in contaminant
concentration in these "hot spots." Floatable solids, typically vegetative debris, partially decomposes
and sinks to form organic mud deposits. An important mechanism of sediment contamination is the
predpitation of soluble materials upon change of pH, oxidation reduction potential (ORP), or
temperate. Rabin (1976) stated that when solutions of trace metals, or other dilute solutes, come
in contact with solid phases, the cone, entration of the constituent in the solute usually decreases. It
may take polluted solids a long time to pass through a contaminated stream. The transport of
pollutants are, therefore, difficult to relate to specific runoff events. Much of the suspended
contaminants during wet weather events may be resuspended sediment that had been deposited
during previous storms (W’dber and Hunter, 1980).
Orgaaimfion of re~.arch needs in this section follows the logic of characterizing urban land surface
depositional processes and pollutants associated with urban land use, characterization of physical
transport processes, and finally monitoring needs associated with source characterization. This
typology is useful because the processes are the focus of research, and detailed sub-topics of
importance are viewed in light of the overafi physical processes associated with them.
Table 2-8 identifies 23 research needs topics as pertinem to source characterization. While differing
in some details, many have common research elements. For this section, three overall topics were
selected to cover source characterization needs. Ten topics listed in Table 2-8 relate to the
characterization of pollutants having to do with urban land use. Six topics generally fit the category
of fate and transport characterization, and seven have to do with monitoring issues related to source
characterization. Not every research need identified in Table 2-8 is specifically referenced in the
following sections (3.1 through 3.3), although all areas identified in Table 3-1 share common
elements. Needs not specifically mentioned in Sections 3.1 to 3.3 may not be less critical, but were
less represented in the literature. The literature base in the area of source characterization is not as
broad as in other areas; nevertheless, this topic is equally important.

Research resources should be allocated to source characterization within the comext of broad-based
urban water-management goals. Characterization of pollutant sources is essential in understanding
the fate and transport pathways through the urban hydrologic cycle. Knowledge of these pathways
is essential to develop control and management schemes. The US EPA has designated a research
team to investigate the life-cycle impacts of materials. The Systems Analysis Branch of the
Sustainable Technology Division, under the National Risk Management Research Laboratory,
conducts studies such as "Cleaner products through life-cycle design" and "Enhanced methods for
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life-cycle and total cost assessments." Researchers of urban runoff-quality projects, especially those
involving source characterization, should cooperate with researchers working from the total systems
viewpoint. Thus, research funded in this area should be performed in the context of overall systems
improvement.
Table 3-1. Research Needs for Characterization of Sources (Unprioritized)
Sec~n
3.0 Source Characterization
3.2 Urban Land Sudaces
& Land Use

3.3 Fate & Transport Processes

Table 2-8
1D#
1
2
3
7
8
9
I l
13
23
14
5
6
I0
22

3.4 Monitorinl~

15
17
12
16
4
18
19
20
21

Research Topic

Atmospheric deposition
Industrial sims
Thermal pollution
Automotive sources
Construction sources
Litter sources
Influence of land use on water quality
Toxics sources
Quality of roof runoff
Pesticide sources
, Watershed response during winter conditions
Rainfall-rtmoffrelationships for micro- storm
management
Build-up/wash-off processes in urban areas
Cradle to grave tracking of urban water pathways
and controls
Determine decomposition rate for various PAils
Isotope u-acing techniques for chamctezizmg WWTs
Fecal sources, use betm- indicators
Turbidity studies, settleability, particle sizes, etc.
Use of dense ram gages and radar to describe stom~
!Cross media issues
Flow meters to measure widely variable flows
Flow-weighted sampling devices for variable flows
Standards for sampling, analysis, and reporting for
urban runoff polblt..t_¢
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3.2

Characterization of Pollutants Associated with Urban Land Use

Pollutants on urban land surfaces may be dispersed over a wide area by means of atmospheric
mixing and localized processes on urban land surfaces (e.g., residential impervious surfaces such
as roof tops and road surfaces contributing pollutants directly from their construction material).
Shepp (1996) estimates that runoff concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons from automotiveintensive land uses typically range from 0.7 to 6.6 mg/L. Revitt et al. (1996) identified the sources
of hydrocarbons in urban runoff through an extensive monitoring program. Recent studies of the
quality of road runoff include Sakai, Sumiyama, and Tanaka (1996), Wada, Miura, and Muraoka
(1996), and Ball, Jenks, and Auborg (1996). These studies help to understand the relationship
between road use and pollutant generation. Roof runoff is generally considered to be "clean water"
that may be usable for other on-site purposes such as lawn watering and toilet flushing. Cisterns
have been used for many centuries to capture roof runoff for subsequent use. Recent studies in Japan
confirm that roof runoff is of good quality for toilet flushing and landscaping (Sakaldbara 1996).
However, Forger’s (1996) studies in Germany indicate high copper and zinc concentrations from
metal flashings used on the roofs. Boiler (1997) also reports high metal concentrations in urban
runoff~ which may accumulate in soils if infiltration-based BMPs are encouraged. Runoff pollution
from industrial land uses differs from that of other diffuse pollution, in that it is derived from more
localized activities. This may ease abatement measures somewhat; however, the toxicity of the
pollution may be greater than from other urban land uses. Runoff from 10 industrial sites in North
Carolina were evaluated for a broad list of conventional plus metal and organic toxicants (Line et
al., 1996). Metal concentrations were highest from automobile salvage yard runoff~ whereas woodpreserving sites had the highest chromium concentrations.
3,.2.1

Research Needs

Two research areas concern the characterization of pollutants associated with urban land uses.
Identification of pollutant sources associated with urban land uses is critical to improving source
control. Also, knowledge of the physical processes occurring on the urban land surface is important
to improving control measures and improving cun-ent models of pollutant accumulation and washoff. In this area, rates of accumulation and entrainment into runoff are especially important in
improving current models.
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3.3

Physical Transport and Wash-Off Processes

The research area, physical transport and wash-off processes, conc~-~ns the physical processes that
transport various pollutants fi’om urban land surfaces. Pollutants deposited from the atmosphere or
from previous runoff events are suspended in the runoff flow-stream~ Transport from the land
surface to the receiving water via runoffin¢ludes several runoff events or various depositional and
resuspension wansin’ons during one event. The processes include transport in storm sewer conduits~
and pollutants may rea~ physically, chemically, or biologically during transport. NowakowskaBlaszczyk and Zakrzewski (1996) studied concentration changes of several pollutants through the
urban water cycle in Poland. Comparing concentrations in rain water, runoff from roofing materials,
parking lots, city streets, and drainage system conduits, the researchers found that pollutants were
introduced into runofffrom urban surfaces and storm drainage networks. Resuspension of deposits
in pipes, as well as from roofs, demonstrated the wash-off process (Nowakowska-Blaszczyk and
ZakrzgwskL 1996). Sansalone and Buchberger (1996), Montrejaud-Vignoles, Roger, and Herremas
(1996), and Pareme and Hulley (1994) studied runoff quality from roadways and found significant
increases in solids and COD. However, relationship between storm characteristics and pollutant
concentrations was found to be slight, highlighting the lack of process-level knowledge regarding
wash-off. Isotope tracing teclmiques show promise in tracking pollutants through the various runoff
transport processes. Isotope tracing techniques use stable isotopes to determine the possible sources.
Stable isotopes do not decay, and therefore may be used to trace the origin of the sample. Doll
(1997) reports a research program on the Neuse River in North Carolina to trace the origin of
nitrogen in the river. In this research, the ratio of I~N to ten is measured and compared against the
atmospheric ratio. This research is still in progress and results are not available,, but, it is expected
that sources of nitrogen, such as livestock runofl~ can be identified. This information will then be
used to calibrate a nutriem runoff model.
3.3.1

Research Needs

iResearch needs related to wash-off.and transport processes are important for developing control and
management schemes, and for long-term basin modeling analyses. Research should integrate
sediment transport studies (Section 7.2.2) and innovative control needs with physical entrainment
and wash-off phenomena. Doll (1997) shows that stable isotope tracing is promising for
~identification of pollutant sources and how they are transported through urban areas. The focus of
wash-off characterization should be the identification of sources by understanding pollutant
pathways, and the characteristics of wash-off.that may aid in the understanding of control measures.
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3.4

Monitoring

Monitoring is composed of three main questions: how to monitor? what to monitor? and where to
monitor? Work continues to devdop more cost-effective sampling devices, e.g., Dowling and Mat’s
(1996) culvert composite sampler for obtaining flow-weighted wet weather samples. Fuchs et al.
(1996) describe the use ofbiofilm samplers to indicate heavy metal variations in an urban area. The
spatial and temporal variability in rainfall remains an important issue for wet weather management
and monitoring 1Wftkkelsen, Amgierg-Nielsen, and Harremoes (1996) have established a nationwide
rain gauge network in Denmark for monitoring short and intense rain events. The U.S. NEXRAD
radar system should prove useful for estimating point rainfalls in urban environments (Seliga and
Chen, 1996). Philadelphia has modernized its rain gauge network to improve its database for
operating the WWTP during wet weather periods (Day and Nicolo, 1996). Legg, Barmerman, and
Panuska. (1996) used a rainfall simulator to determine the rainfall-runoff, relationship for 20
residential lawns in Madison, Wisconsin. The runoff, coefficients for newer lawns were significantly
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greater than for older lawns. The effect of antecedent soil moisture on infiltration was unclear.
Snowmelt may also be an important runoff-based transport mechanism. Based on 7 years of
measurements in Norway, Thorolfsson and Bran& (1996) found the volume of mowmelt runoffto
be much greater than typically considered in drainage designs, resulting in much more flooding and
CSOs in winter than in summer. Measurements in Alaska of snow and snowmelt runoff (Saxton,
Siffar, and Fowler, 1996) show that snow is, in general, more contaminated than snowmelt runoff

3.4.1

Research N~xls

Spatial and temporal variability of precipitation accounts for much of the uncertainty in hydrologic
analysis. Therefore ralrffall data should cover larger areas for longer times. A primary research need
in water quality monitoring is the standardization of information (Urbonas, 1994; Strecker, 1994).
Measurement techniques that characterize solids must be improved. Capturing a representative
solids sample from runoff remains difficult, and settling velocity tests are widely variable and
expemive. Efforts should be devoted to these fundamental areas of monitoring.
3.4.2
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RECEIVING WATER IMPACTS
This chapter covers surface and subsurface receiving water impacts. The research topics identified
in Table 2-8 were organized into the outline as shown in Table 4-1. The grouping was necessary
because some topics overlap, and others are not emphasized in the literature. Eight topics were
combined in subsection 4.1.1; two each in subsections 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, and 4.3.1; and three each
in subsections 4.1.5 and 4.2.1.
4.1

General Topics

The goals of controlling urban runoff remain elusive (Heaney and Huber, 1984; Heaney, 1988).
Broadening the view of receiving water impacts to incorporate stream geomorphology has
progressed significantly. This broader view has been helpful in designing effective urban stream
restoration programs. During the past five years, the use of more formalized risk analysis methods
to evaluate receiving water impacts has been much discussed (Heaney, 1995; Heaney, Wright, and
Samsutmdi, 1996).
Because of its disperse nature, its complex impacts, and its difficult control in an urban setting,
urban wet weather flows have attracted the attention of a diverse group of researchers over the past
several years. Studies of the impacts on receiving waters have called for an increased understanding
of biology and chemistry, transport mechanisms, BMP efflciencies, and regulatory effectiveness.
To cost-effectively implement wet weather flow control measures, these disciplines must be
integrated, from both a regulatory and a technical standpoint (Andoh, 1994). The National Pollutant
Discharge E "hmination System has not been effective across the board, and many industries have not
met permit obligations (Hoag and Rossmiller, 1994), although many successful applications of
innovative wet weather flow quali .ty control technology have been used. Studies of the interactions
between BMP installation and receiving water impact have addressed vegetative covers, impervious
surfaces, sediment mechanics, storage and recycling devices, riparian strips, habitat, and land uses
Wet Weather Flow Management--A Research Needs Survey for Urban Areas
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(Starfin and Lansdown, 1994; Argue, 1994; Fujita, 1994). Maxted and Shaver (11997) suggest that
more data on the effectiveness of BMPs must be developed, particularly in going beyond the
traditional evaluation of physical treatment characteristics to evaluating the effectiveness of biotic
habitat protection In theft limited study, they found that at a high level of development, BMPs did
not appear to be effective in protecting biologic diversity downstremn; they suggest studying
different levels of impervious cover, and different regions. Field et al. (1994) find that non-storm
loadings from wet weather flow systems in urban areas are critical and must be addressed if
substantial improvements are to be made in receiving water quality.
It ~ in~portant to separate impact fi’om effect. Impact is really a concept, often defined in the context
of a regulatory or analysis framework that includes economic, social, and political considerations
as well as scientific and technical issues. Effects can be defined as measurable changes from
background or reference conditions. In the analysis of physical, chemical, and biological effects, it
is appropriate to emphasize biological measures, which integrate receiving system physics and
chemistry into a more general measure such as biological or ecological health, integrity, or quality.
Furthermore, an emphasis on effect analysis assists in translating existing information from a
descriptive, subjective assessment and qualitative analysis to an objective assessment and
quantitative analysis of defined effects.

Land development physically alters the watershed. The magnitude of changes varies with the
proportion of developed watersheds. Typical impacts of development, including urbanization, are
modification of stream channels, increased erosion and sedimentation in the stream, modified
hydrographs, and altered riparian vegetation which change the stream temperature regime.
Urbanization of a watershed also changes the release and delivery of chemicals naturally produced
in the watershed, resulting in an increase in macro- and micronutriems for some time a~er
disturbance (Vitousek, 1977). After development, the stream usually receives a mix of chemical
contaminants produced by human activities. The most severe modifications involve complete
containment of stream channels and wholesale modification of all headwaters streams and small
tributaries. Under less extreme conditions, the stream course may be modified to accommodate
development or the stream may be channelized to provide for flood control purposes. Where natural
channels remain in urbanized areas there are usuaLly several reaches where the stream channel is
constrained or efforts made to reduce erosion or channel movement by using revetments or rip-rap.
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Table 4-1. Research Topics on Receiving Water Impacts (Unprioritized)
Section

Table 2-8
1D#

4.1.~ Rivers, Lakes,
Estuaries & Wetlands

24
25
26
29
33
35

4.1_3 Nutrient, Metals,
& Toxicant Cyclin~
’4.1.4 Biomonitoring
4.1.5 Benthic&
Sediment Effects
4.1.6 Land Use &
Urbanization
4.2.1 Wet WeatherGroundwater-Vadose
Zone Impacts
4.3.1 Ecosystem Risk &
Human Health Risks

Research Topic
I Behavior of urban runoff in mixing zones of rivers, lakes, and
I estuaries
i Feasibility of i~g "natural conditions" at the watershed
scale
Impact of snowmelt on mc~ivia~ wa~ qualit~
Crit~ia for wet we, ath~ qualit), standards
WWF pl~sical str~ssors
Iadices to d~-~mm¢ sp~ifi~ impa~s of coastitaents,
~.~., BOD, m~als

38
40
28

Large rive" impacts

30
27
31
32

Mass balance of urban runoff and receivin~ water fluxes
Bioassay procedures for long-tram exposurvs to heavy metal
accumulation in benthos
Bioassay procedures for short-term intermittent exposures
Water quality response in water column & sediment

37
34

!Sediment impacts & control
Effect of urbamzation on stream g~omorphology

36
39
41

Small slream impacts
Source water protectmn
Wet weather-groundwater interactions

44
42
43

Groundwater pollution from highways
Vadose zone impacts
Human health risk/ecosystem impact trade-offs

45

Evaluation of health risks

Understandin~ regional differences m receivin~ wawrs
Fate of nitrogen inputs

The impacts of wet weather discharges on aquatic biota have been well documented. Davies (1991)
and McHardy, George, and Salanld (1985) have examined the impacts of heavy metals on aquatic
organisms. Cook et al. (1983) and Benke et al. (1981) studied stream ecosystems in Georgia, and
Pratt, Coler, and Godfrey (1981) compared benthic population trends along urban and nonurban
areas of the Green River in Massachusetts. General findings included change in bemhic community
dynamics with the amount of urbanization and identification of urban runoff as the cause of
community disruption. Although these studies point to wet weather discharges as an impact agent,
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few studies have examined direct cause and effect relationships of urban rtmoff for receiving water
aquatic organisms (Heaney and Fmber, 1984). Further, the general conclusion of the extensive work
on urbanized and unurbanized streams in Washington State streams was that hydrologic changes
Cmcludin8 the associated sedimem rdease) were more important factors than chemical contaminants
in determining overall stream health (Pedersen, 1981; Richey, 1982; Bissormette, 1985) and fish
populations (Scott, 1982; Steward, 1983). These hydrologic changes are particularly important in
small streams down-gradient from hilly terrain undergoing significant increases in impervious
surface because of development (Roesner, 1997a, b). According to Roesner, the effect of
urbanization on these watersheds can result in a 6- to 12-fold increase in peak flow rate, with
concurrent adverse changes in erosion, flooding, and water quality characteristics downstream.
Figure 4-1 summarizes the multifaceted impacts of urban runoffon wetland receiving waters.

STRESSES

URBAN IMPACTS

O~anizabon an0 Impem~ousness
Industq

Co==er=
Administration & Public Sewice

Domestic & H~r~ous Waste Disposal
Septic & Waste Water Treatment

DrainageChannelizatton & Water T~a~ent
Excavation
Impoundment/Outlet Widening
Land Clearing

~ ~ ~~

Road Construction

~ound Water ~ct~on
Figure 4-1. Impacts and Stresses on Wetlands Caused by Urbanization
(Hicks and Larson, 1996)
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Recent state-of-the art reviews include INTERURBA, a 1991 Engineering Foundation conference
that addressed receiving system impact (I-Ierricks, 1995) and a 1996 Engineering Foundation
conference that addressed receiving water impacts (Koesner, 1997b).
Pitt et al. (1997) list the following categories of receiving water impacts:
¯

Sedimentation damage in stormwater conveyance systems and in receiving waters.

¯

Nuisance algae growths from nutrient discharges into quiescent waters.

¯

Inedible fish and undrinkable water caused by toxic pollutant discharges.

¯

Shifts to less sensitive aquatic orgartisms caused by contaminated sediments and destroyed
habitat.

¯

Property damage from increased drainage system failures.

¯

Swimming beach closures from pathogenic microorganisms.

¯

Water quality violations, especially for bacteria.

The Center for Watershed Protection used 26 wet weather flow indicators to assess receiving water
conditions (Claytor 1996; Claytor and Brown 1996). These 26 indicators were aggregated into six
categories: water quality, physical/hydrological, biological, social, programmatic, and site.
US EPA’s latest national water quality inventory (Water Environment & Technology, 1996)
indicated only a slight improvement in the attainment of beneficial uses in the nation’s waters.
Agricultural runoff was the most important source of contaminated waters entering the nation’s
rivers and streams, while urban runoff" ranked fourth. The latest US EPA National Water Quality
Inventory indicated that problems in lakes were mostly caused by agricultural runoff., while m-ban
runoff ranked third (Water Environment and Technology, 1996). These sources resulted in
bacteriological growth, siltation, and excess nutrients. The latest US EPA National Water Quality
Inventory indicated that urban runoff, was the leading source of problems in estuaries, mainly as
excess nutrients and bacteria (Water Environment and Technology, 1996). Continuing research on
receiving waters should focus on the fundamental issue of the definition of a receiving water, and
how to measure the impacts. The inclusion of groundwater and understanding the linkages between
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surface and subsurface waters is an important research need. Understanding interactions between
the water column and the sediment bed in a stream, fiver, or lake is an important unresolved issue;
the focus should be on what management techniques ~e sediment transport where this has
been impacted by urbanization. The impact of urbanization and its increasing imperviousness on
stream form and the practical management of these effects is an important question to be explored.
Human health and ecosystem health studies should continue including the comparative risk field to
better evaluate the significance of these dsks. Lastly, impacts to the htanan economic system should
also be explored.

4.1.1
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4.1.2

Rivers, Lakes, Estuaries, and Wetlands

Hicks and Larson (1996) found a connection between wetland degradation and the increase of
impervious surface fi’om urbanization, and that at about 10% to 20% imperviousness, rapid
degradation of wetlands occurs. The authors suggest that the "ecological integrity of wetlands is
affected by the amount of impervious surfa~ in the watershed, and that aquatic macroinvertebrate
conammifies do serve as indicators of wetland condition." Heidtke and Taurianinen (1996) describe
an aesthetic quality index for the Rouge River. Rauch and Harremoes (1996) contend that the
primary indicators of acute urban water pollution are oxygen and ammonia~ The authors conducted
continuous simulations with a simplified deterministic model and determined that intermittent
discharges from the sewer system or the wastewater treatment plant cause acute water pollution.
Wada, Miura, and Muraoka (1996) explore the relationships between chemical oxygen demand
(COD) and suspended solids (SS) and several hydrologic factors and found that the amount of the
last rainfall and the inter-evem time influence the concentrations of COD and SS. Shorter inter-event
times decrease concentrations of pollutants, possibly because of build-up and wash off. Increases
in highway traffic volume, particularly trucks and buses, and the relative emissions fi-om each, also
tend to increase concentrations. Yoder and Rankin (1997) describe indices and the biosurvey
program developed for the state of Ohio. Livingston (1997) develops an interesting paradox. The
author describes the innovative watershed-based pollution control and water management programs
initiated in the state of Florida, but then focuses on the continuing degradation of the rapidly
growing Tampa Bay area by urban stormwater runoff The author argues that the complex sources
of pollution in the Tampa Bay area require a more holistic approach to solve them, rather than a
programmatic or disciplinary one.
4. 1.2.1

Research Needs

Improved techniques are needed to assess urban runoff impacts. These would include modeling or
analysis of the fate of pollutants or contaminants, considering the episodic nature of urban runoff
and the time-related changes that integrate both the physical characteristics of the runoff and
receiving system, and the chemical characteristics associated with multiple events and differential
receiving storage and transport. Assessment procedures that monitor ecosystem conditions and
accurately measure the ecosystem state are also needed. The development of a regulatory structure
more appropriate to the episodic nature of urban runoff.and to identify indices and indicators specific
to urban runoff.is also a significant research need.
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4.1.3

Nutrient, Metals, and Toxicant Cycling

By means of an extensive literature review, Herrmarm and Klaus (1996) trace pathways of water,
nitrogen, and phosphorus in the urban hydrologic cycle and developed a budget for each constituem.
The authors contend that sustainable systems involve the minimization of waste and the re-use of
nutrients. This requires understanding of the entire life cycle of the nutrient within the urban
hydrologic cycle. Novotny and Olem (1994) and Chapra (1996) extensively review toxicant
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conceptual and mathematical models. Chapra (1990) developed a conceptual model of toxicant
loading budget for lakes. Decay and diffusive sedimem feedback were ignored, however, sorption,
volatilization, and sediment resuspension were included; this results in a conservative estimate of
the net loss rate. Compounds were mapped in three zones based upon their sorption and
volatilization characteristics. The water zone includes substances that sorb weakly and are soluble,
and have low removal rates because sedimentation and vola "tdization are not significant. The air zone
includes weak sorbers that are relatively insoluble, but are removed rapidly due to volatilization. The
sediment zone includes compounds that sorb strongly and are subject to resuspension. Using a
budget approach, Pettersea, Naef~ and Broman (1997) determined the concentrations and flux of 12
petroleum aromatic hydrocarbons in settling particulate matter adjacent to a refinery on the Baltic
Sea in Sweden. Concentrations and fluxes did not differ significantly fi’om background levels, so
either the refinery is an insignificant contributor of PAH loading, or the hydraulic residence time is
low. N’m’sdnmna et al. (1996) used GIS and population data from the U.S. Census Bureau to develop
nitrogen loadings to Pennsylvania surface streams from septic systems, developing a nitrogen budget
model of these watersheds.
4. 1.3.1

Research Needs

Insufficient information is available regarding the cycle of nutrients, metals, and toxicants
through the urban hydrologic system. More work must be done similar to that of Herrmann and
Klaus (1996) in tracing these pathways. Possible models of the cycle can be used as source
management and control tools.
4.1.3.2
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4.1.4

Biomonitoring and Bioassessments

Barbour (1997) advocates the use ofbioassessments because they reflect cumulative impacts that
might not be detected otherwise. The author summarizes state-by-state development of
bioassessment approaches and the subsequent regional perspective that lends itself to watershed
management. Herricks et al. (1997) assessed short-term exposure test systems, and found that, to
be adequate, they must meet the following requirements:
Fast response time with a time scale for the response matching the time scale for the
exposure.
¯

Capacity to respond to changing conditions (e.g., track changing toxicity).

¯

Response to the effects of a single stressor, as well as integration of the impact of
multiple physical, chemical, and biological stressors.

Peterson et al. (1996) argue that the lack of adequate toxicity testing for photosynthetic
organisms inhibits regulation of toxics such as pesticides and heavy metals because they are
relatively nonbiodegradable. The authors found that toxicity for plants may be several orders of
magnitude more sensitive than the typical aquatic invertebrates tested. They argue that the
inclusion of site-specific toxicity conditions and ecologically relevant organisms is needed to
achieve the most appropriate testing at minimal cost. Maltby et al. (1995) conducted toxicity
tests on stream water and roadway discharge water contaminated with hydrocarbons, carbon, and
zinc on the amphipod Gammarus pulex. Significant short-term toxicity was found. An example
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of a long term in situ study of the response of an organism to urban runoff can be found in
Crukilton et al. (1997). The authors describe short- and long-term toxicity testing of several
macroinvertebrate species, including Ceriodaphnia dubia and Pimephales promelas. Cmkilton et
al. (1997) found that short-term (24 to 48 hour) adverse impacts were typically not noticed
within the macroinvertebrate community, but longer term impacts (7 to 10 days) were. Nyholm
(1996) discusses the interaction of biodegradable toxins with nutrients and the synergistic effect
of toxics. The author suggests that "degradable toxicity is the toxicity of the flesh effluent less its
persistent toxicity."
4.1.4. l

Research Needs

The development and acceptance of testing procedures is needed to effectively analyze the
impact of both urban runoff and receiving systems on toxic response for single events, multiple
events, and over time scales appropriate to changing watershed conditions.
4.1.4.2
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4.1.5

Benthic and Sediment Impacts

Brick and Moore (1996) conducted hourly samplings of trace metals in an oxic, alkaline river
with high levels of metals stored in bed sediments. Results indicate that most major elements and
ions and alkalinity show no diurnal variation; however, particulate metal concentrations show
substantial increases resulting from increases in suspended material at night. Scoullos,
Dassenakis, and Zeri (1996) studied the Louros estuary in Greece, which has a very narrow
mixing zone and, particularly in summer, exhibits a pronounced saline water wedge on the
bottom. The authors found that particulate metals desorbed from riverine sediments and
remained within the saline wedge, which acts as a sink. Spliethoff and Hemond (1996)
reconstruct history with sediment core samples of the Aberjona River, north of Boston; finding
direct correlations between concentrations of heavy metals and depth as key industries arrived in
the watershed and left the area. Skipworth, Tait, and Saul (1996) describe a bench scale test to
simulate the erosion process of solid deposits in sewers in the United Kingdom. The authors
found that the erosion rate depended upon the initial rate of change of flow rate and the final
flow rate during the experiment, and not on any steady state variable. Morrisey, Roper, and
Williamson (1997) contend that the premise that urban stormwater ouffalls cause observed
chronic toxicity in fauna riving in sediments to be mainly circumstantial. The authors conducted
a detailed biological and chemical analysis of iron; lead, and zinc in sediment samples and found
that sediment texture and the concentration of lead were main factors in influencing the faunal
amounts; with pH and iron concentrations in pore water causing an effect in some cases. Di Toro
et al. (1991) developed a model of sediment oxygen demand (SOD) of the anaerobic zone of
sediments of freshwater lakes and streams. The model includes the flux of methane and ammonia
from the sediment to the water above, and the methane and nitrogen gas fluxes in bubbles from
the sediment to the surface.
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4. I. 5.1 Research Needs
More research is needed in identifying interactiom between the sediment and receiving waters,
both in sewers and in r~..iving waters. Effort should be concentrated on sediment impacts in the
water colunm.
4.1.5.2
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4.1.6

Land Use, Urbanization, and Geomorphology

Ferguson (1997) tracks alluvial stream response to urbanization in the Piedmont area of Georgia.
According to the author, the process of urbanization can be separated into the following cycles:
clearing and cultivation, then reclearing and urbanization. Examples of stream aggradation,
incision, and possible reconstruction are given. Ferguson found that urbanization reduces the low
flows in a stream, and in times of rain, makes the intensity and frequency of the peaks higher;
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which is the worst of all hydrologic regimes, particularly for wildlife dependent upon stable
stream hydrology. The effect on the stream is to increase the erosive power, and to "remold the
entire riparian corridor in a brown flurry of erosion, sediment, and habitat loss." MacCrae (1997)
found that, in an urban stream in Ontario, a channel adjusting to urbanization increased almost
three times its original cross-sectional area because of the increased peak flow, and boundary
shear stress along the streambank. The author argues that mitigation should also include a no net
change of the transve~s~ component of shear stress along the channel perimeter based upon an
index method developed by the author. Sovern and Washington (1997) argue tha~ returning to
"natural" hydrologic conditions is impractical and cost prohibitive. These authors suggest that a
"new urban stream" can be constructed by stabilizing the streambed, confining aquatic habitat
microchannels, rcvegetating channel banks, reducing sediment discharge in the watershed
(reduce channel width), and vegetating the channel bed. Case study examples are given. Harris,
Saunders, and Lewis (1997) suggest that urban rivers in the arid west tend to be much more
flashy than their counterparts in the cast, and urbanization only increases this trend. The impact
of man’s activities (such as water diversions for agriculture) have a much more direct link to
water quality in western streams. Less vegetation implies less buffering from .solar radiation and
temperature swings. Schueler and Claytor (1997) explore the potential of using the amount of
impervious cover within a watershed as an index of stream health. This was based upon
correlations between impervious cover and factors affecting stream quality such as "’stream
temperature, fish diversity, instream habitat, macroinvertebrate diversity, nutrient loading.
channel stability, changes in stormwater flow peaks and frequency, spawning success, and
bacterial contamination."
4.16.1

Research Needs

The ongoing development and evaluation of techniques to integrate urban runoff analysis in
overall watershed management, particularly the impacts of urbanization on watersheds, is
needed.
4.1.6.2
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4.2

Groundwater and Vadose Zone

4.2.1

Stormwater-Groundwater-Vadose Zone Impacts

Pitt et al. (1996) summarize the potential contributions of urbanization to groundwater pollution.
Groundwater flow may be reduced by urbanization; however, the remaining flow that percolates
tends to be contaminated stormwater runoff. The authors describe the various urban wet weather
flow pollutants, such as pathogenic microorganisms, toxicants, nutrients, pesticides, organic
compounds, heavy metals, inorganic compounds, and salts and various treatment techniques for
them. The authors advocate the use of stormwater infiltration to make up for the lack of recharge
due to impervious surface buildup fi-om urbanization. However, they caution that it should be
restricted to less polluted areas, such as residential areas, and that the groundwater should be
monitored. 2Wakkelsen et al. (1996a) and !vfikkelsen, Jacobsen, and Boiler (1996b) found that
heavy metals and PAHs present little groundwater contamination threat, if surface infiltration
systems are used. However, the more mobile pesticides and salts can be a problem. Squillace et
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al. (1996) and Zogorski et al. (1996) describe the potential of wet weather flow as a source of
groundwater methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE) contamination Mull (1996) examines the
connection between leaky sewers and surflcial aquifers, which, particularly in industrial sites,
can caus¢ significant contandnation of groundwater. Mull found significant increases in
chen~ical oxygen d~aand (COD), ammonium, nitrate, chlorinated hydrocarbons, and pathogenic
bacteria. Traffic areas are the third most important source of groundwater contamination in
Germany (a_tier abandoned industrial sites and leaky sewers). Trauth and Xanthopoulos (1996)
developed a pilot groundwater monitoring network in Kaflsmhe, ~-,rmany, finding oxygen
depletion and increases in calcium, sulfate, hexazinone, potassium, boron, ethylene
diaminetecraacetic acid (EDTA), and trichlorethene with urbanization. They found that the
relative concentration of these pollutants increased by about 30 to 40% over 20 years. Gremillion
et al. (1995) used isotope tracing methods in several central Florida watersheds and determined
that rivers received about 75% of their flow from the surficial aquifer. This phenomenon may be
caused by to the unique Florida limestone stratigraphy, however, the possibility of a tight
coupling between surface and groundwaters in some regions is a research need to be explored.

4.2.1.1

Research Needs

See Section 5.2.1.5, Linking Surface and Subsurface Phenomena.

4.2.. 1.2
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4.3
4.3.1

Human Health
Human Health Risks and Ecosystem Impact Trade-offs

O’Shea and Field (1993) summarize wet weather flow quality and its relationship to potential for
human disease, tracking pathogenic microorganisms from their sources such as driveways, roof
runof~ sidewalks, paved parking areas, and paved roadways. The authors investigate receptor
pathways such as agricultural use and recreational use, including bathing, and suggest that there
is a significant potential for diseases to occur. Typical indicators such as Escherichia coli are not
very useful. The authors also investigate disinfection technologies for wet weather runoff. They
conclude that, due to the relatively high risk involved, if US EPA’s policy continues to
emphasize re-use of stormwater, disinfection requirements and bacteriological criteria must be
reevaluated. Swimmers in front of wet weather flow outfalls at Santa Monica Bay, California,
were 50% more likely to develop a variety of symptoms than those who swam 400 m from the
same outfalI (Water Environment and Technology, 1996). Human fecal waste was present in the
stormwater collection systems. Eggleston, Keith, and DePasquale (1996) describe closures of the
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Boston area’s Tone.an Beach because the limit for fecal coliform or enterococcus had been
exceeded. Rempel et al. (1996) stmamafize the work of assessment of CSO impacts to the Red
River near W’mnipeg, Manitoba. The focus of their effort was coliform bacteria, and minimizing
the public health risk, as the Red River is used extensively for recreational purposes. Reynolds,
Gerba, and Pepper (1995) found human enteric viruses (a class of viruses associated with sewage
pollution) adjacent to marine outfalls. Lack of an inexpensive and reliable testing method
prevents these viruses from being routinely monitored in the United States. The authors
compared traditional ceil culture methods with direct reverse transcriptase-polymera~ chain
reaction amplification and successfully detected several ~teric viruses, including polio vkus.
4.3.1.1

Research Ng~xis

Effective risk assessment and management techniques for urban runoff to assure protection of
human health and provide a means of balancing human and ecological considerations is needed.
A particular need is a better indicator of the relative harm wet weather flows pose to human
health because of combined sewer overflows. Current indicator methods cannot sufficiently
distinguish between harmful impacts and the possible presence of contaminants.
4.3.1.2

References

Eggleston, L., Keith, A.M., and DePasquale, S.A. (1996) Identifying sources of bacterial
pollution in an urban storm drainage system. Urban Wet Weather Pollution: Controlling Sewer
Overflows and Stormwater Runoff. Alexandria, VA: Water Environment Federation.

O’Shea, M. L., and Field, R. (1993) Detection and disinfection of pathogens in storm-generated
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Rato~, FL: CRC Press.
Rempel, G., Sharp, E., Morgan, D., and Szoko, N. (1996) Urban effects on water quality in the
Red P-dyer and related Uses. Urban Wet Weather Polluaon: Controlling Sewer Overflows and
Stormwater Runoff. Alexandria, VA: Water Environment Federation.
Reynolds,-K./C, Gerba,-C.P., and Pepper,-I.L (1995) Detection of emeroviruses in marine waters
by Direct RT-PCR and cell culture. Water Sci. Technol. (G.B.) 31 (5-6): 323-328.
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MANAGEMENT
This chapter focuses on management tools of the urban wet weather flow management
professional. Significant advances have been made in this area, particularly in terms of computer
modeling and links between models and spatial and geographical databases. These areas are
covered, as well as organizational structure, decision support systems, and watershed
management linkages. The research topics covered in this chapter are outlined in Table 5-1. The
more significant research needs identified in Table 2-8 are covered with single-page summaries
of current work. Some areas were combined when research literature on the topic was not
available. Some topics were added to fully cover the broader subject matter involved.
5.1

Organizational Structure

Jones, Clary, and Brown (1998) describe existing models of stormwater management
institutions, such as watershed-based committees and institutions, stormwater utilities, local
agencies, and private utilities. For each stormwater management institution, the authors identify
its integration, flexibility, efficiency, effectiveness, and responsiveness. According to Jones,
Clary, and Brown (1998) the key issues future institutions will have to address are: financing,
staffing, administrative authority, clear regulations and standards, legal challenges, regional
solutions, risk management, maintenance, monitoring and evaluation, non-structural source
control strategies, retrofitting, technology transfer, practice guidance, and public involvement. A
particular need is evaluation of the effectiveness of different models of management institutions.
5.1.1

Reference

Jones, J., Clary, J., and Brown, T. (1998) Urban stormwater management institutions for the 21"
century. Heaney, Jet al. Development of Methodologies for the Deagn of Integrated Wet-
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Weather Flow Collection/Control/Treatment Systems for Newly Urbanizing Areas. Dra_R Rep. to
US EPA_ Cincinnati, OH:, National Risk Management Research Laboratory.
5.2

Models and Decision Support Systems

The goal of this section is to briefly review the existing models used in urban stormwater
management, including noting critical deficiencies and strengths, then to evaluate technological
advances in geographic information systems (GIS), derision support systems (DSS), real-time
control, and artificial intelligence techniques and how they might assist in modeling urban
stormwater. Following this overview, analyses of micro subjects within this field are presented.
Much of this overview is from Heaney et al. (1998).
Within the United States, users continue to rely on existing urban stormwater models.
Commonly used models are listed in Table 5-2 (Huber, 1997). TenBroek and Brink (1996)
compared several continuous stormw ter simulation models including STORM and SWMM.
Donigiart, Huber, and BamweH (1996) compared the attributes of six urban and seven non-urban
wet weather flow models. Mercer, Cave, and Kaunelis (1996) summarized the use of a variety of
stormwater and receiving water models--including SWMM, WASP, the Watershed
Management Model, and PS~as part of the Rouge Project in the Detroit area. Donahue, Breen,
and Kublak (1996) summarized the use of modeling and evaluation tools to select a costeffective CSO control plan within a watershed perspective. Shoemaker et al. (1996) compare the
attributes of six stormwater models. Swarner and Thompson (1996) present the results of
extensive measurements and modeling of SSO problems in Seattle, Washington. The results of
an extensive SSO evaluation using XP SWMM for the Miami sewer system are described by
Walch et al. (1996). Kachalsky and DeSantis (1996) describe modeling and evaluation methods
for optimizing CSO control in New York City. Herrmann and Klaus (1996) developed general
water and nutrient budgets for urban water systems which included stormwater.
A variety of international urban stormwater models have been released in recent years. Neylon et
al. (1996) describe the first version of the HydroWorks stormwater quality management model
being developed by Wallingford .Soft-ware in the United Kingdom. Foiler, Frentzel-Beyme, and
Wittenberg (1996) show how MOUSE can be used to optimize a combined sewer system in East
Germany. Dempsey, Eadon, and Morris (1996) describe SIMPOL, a simplified urban pollution
modeling tool developed as part of the U.K. Urban Pollution Management Research Program.
SIMPOL models the stormwater system as series of tanks. Bente and Schilling (1996) propose
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an object-oriented approach for an urban hydrologic simulation system. Davies (1996) discusses
the importance of the appropriate blend of modeling and data for SSO evaluations including the
advantages and disadvantages of SWMM and HydroWorks. An extensive evaluation of the
Sydney, Australia, SSO problem was done with MOUSENAM and SEEKER to simulate and
optimize control options (Hayes, 1996). Ji, Vitasovic, and Zhou 0996) describe a fast model for
evaluating the hydraulics of sewers and open channels. This work shows the implicit solution
scheme in the SUPERLINK model to be much faster than EX’IXAN’s explicit solution Gent,
Crabtree, and Ashley 0996) surveyed models that can simulate solids deposition and
resuspension in sewers. They describe MOUSETRAP and HydroWorks QM that supersede
WALLRUS and MOSQITO. Jack, Petrie, and Ashley (1996) describe several models for
characterizing sewer sediments. They briefly describe the WALLRUS/HydroWorks PM
hydraulics model, the STOAT wastewater treatment performance model, and the MOSQITO,
HydroWorks-DM, and MOUSETRAP sewer flow water quality models. Imbe, Ohta, and Takano
0996) used a water budget to establish the impact of urbanization on the hydrologic cycle of a
new development near Tokyo, Japan. This development focuses on reduction of hydrologic
impacts by encouraging infiltration systems and storing rainwater. Mitchell, Mein, and
McMahon (1996) describe a water budget approach to integrated water management in
Australia. Budgeting is done at the individual parcel, neighborhood, and wider catchment scale.
A current gap in urban stormwater modeling is the inability to properly incorporate the impact of
rainfall on fi’ozen surfaces in urban areas. Thorolfsson and Brandt (1996) describe a Norwegian
experience in which "worst case" conditions occur during winter. They recommend development
of new mathematical models to handle this special case.
Real-time control (RTC) systems will be an integral part of future urban stormwater decision
support systems. Schilling (1996) summarizes the state of the practice regarding the use of RTC
including applications around the word. Nelen and Broks (1996) summarize use of RTC in eight
Netherlands cities. Lavellee, Marcoux, and Bonin (1996) report 30% to 60% reduction in the
volume and frequency of CSOs in Quebec City using RTC. Rauch and Harremoes (1996a, b)
describe an RTC system that includes optimization using genetic algorithms. Schmitt (1996)
evaluates improvements in two German CS systems from using RTC. Volume reductions were
30% in one case and 9°,6 in the other. Sirkin (1996) cautions that RTC should only be used after
determining some necessary, preliminary information for the stormwater system. Kjaer, %rdson,
and Mark (1996) describe using MOUSE ONLINE, an extension of the Danish Hydraulic
Institutes’s MOUSE model, for RTC.
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Table S-1. Research Topics on Urban Wet Weather Flow Management (Unprioritized)
Table
Research Topic
Outline Topic
2-811)#
5. l Or~ni~aticmai

5.2 Mo~!-~ ~ D~__" _~__ ~ ~

66

Criteria for model ~flibration/ve~fic~ion

5.2.2.3 Impmv~ Pm~r. Estim~on

5~

Develop mor~ robust paran~t~r e~timation m~ods

5.2.2.4 Data Centered Approaches t~

5~

] Analyz~ exi~ng NLrRP, USG$, NPDES, and other

!5.2.2 F.nh~t~ in E~ Model~
5.2.2.1 GUI/Obje~t Or~_~l PmlF~m~n~
5.2.2.2 hnprov~n~s in ~ An~lsis of

dat~

~nh~ne~I~ Stormwst~ Mottling

5.2.2.4.1 Real Time Co~’ol
5.2.2.4.2 Stochastic Sknulafion

61

Add r~al-tim¢ coa~rol to all aspects of SWMM

@4

Mc~bods for ~ ti~ probability ¢istributions

of dry and wet w~r flows
51

l>robabil~tic pc~forl~al:lce criteria for wet

67
4~

Cahbration of mmsport models using improved
clara.s
Lmka~ of su~a~ and subsu~ac~ phenomena

5.2.2.7 Solids Handling CapabRity/Se~er

46

Add solids bandlm~ to simulation models

s~em Mo~
5.2.3 D~velopment of Integrated D~cision

47

D~velop ~ ~endly mt~at~l d~sioa support

55

Develop integrated de~ision support systems for
overall watershed evaluations

5.2.2.1 Integrate GIS to Refine Spatial

52

all aspects of urban water
Integrate GIS to refine spatial analysis capabilities

5.2.2.2 Interface Simulation and
OpfimiT~tion Models
5.2.2.3 Development of Integrated DSS for
Overall Watershed
5.2.2.3.1 Watershed Models
5.2.2.32 Ecosystem Models
5.2.2.4 Develop Risk Management
Methodologies
5.3 Watershed ManaCement Link~es
5.3.1 Watershed Assessment Methodolo~

49

Interface simul~on and optimization models

56

Watershed ecosysama model

65
53

Riparian forest management
Develop risk management methodologies

5.2.2.4.3 N~ural Networks
5.2.2.4.4 Calibration of Tnmsport Models
U~n~ lm~ved Datab~s~
5.2.2.5 l.~ni~n~ Sur~ac~ubsu~c~ Ph=mmena
5.2.2.6 ~-~n~4-~ ~th Am~o~lx~ Models

s~ s~-m~

5.3.2 Development of Long-Term
Watershed Case Studies
5.3.3 Urban Re~eamh Catchment Network
5.3.4 Development of Watershed-Based
Water Quality Standards

59
60

Develop a watershed assessment methodolo~
Case studies of mte~’ated stormwater management

Create and maintain an urban wet weather flow
information repository
62 Establish a network of urban research ¢atohments
63 Watershed-based water quality standards
57
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MacArthur et al. (1996) descTibe a computer-based system for conjunctive operation of the
WWTP and stormwater controls in Monroe County in upstate New York, which includes the city
of Rochester. Cantrell et al. (1996) summarize an application of HydroWorks developed
specifically to use with an existing RTC system in Lima, Ohio, an early RTC application in the
United States. Nfdes, Moore, and Tarker (1996) describe methods and models for evaluating FI
problems associated with SSOs.
Models and decision support systems are incorporating GIS. US EPA recently released a
package called BASINS, which includes a CD for each of the EPA regions (US EPA, 1996),
BASINS links nonpoint models including HSPF and QUAL2E using ArcView. An AWRA
conference proceedings contains several useful articles on evaluating urban wet weather flow
management problems with GIS (Hallam et al., 1996). Sharnsi and Fletcher (1996) describe how
ArcView can be used for a variety of GIS-related links to urban wet weather flow models and
data management including AM/FM systems. Haubner and Joeres (1996) describe using GIS as
a preprocessor for the Source Loading and Manag~nent Model (SLAMM) to estimate pollutant
loads in urban areas, including a case study of Plymouth, Nfinnesota.
Although the modal is important, much of the focus has shifted to the related needs of database
management, developing GISs, and a sophisticated user-friendly imerface, all combined in a
package called a decision support systems (DSS). These necessary components of a DSS are
described in Figure 5-1 (I)unn et al., 1996). Reitsma (1996) defines DSSs as ".. computer-based
systems which integrate state information, dynamic or process information and plan evaluation
tools into a single software implementation." A DSS is a system that assists in bridging the gap
between data and models to solve di~cult partially undefined problems. Most of the current
work in DSS in the water field has been in the simulation of complex reservoir operations,
because of the financial impact of hydropower. A thorough description of this area can be found
in Janneson and Fedra (1996a, b) and Fedra and Jamieson 0996). This series of articles
describes the conceptual design, planning capability, and example application of the Water Ware
DSS, a complex river basin DSS that combines a "GIS, a geo-referenced database, groundwater
flow, surface water flow, hydrologic processes, demand forecasting, and water-resources
planning." Dunn et al. (1996) describe the hydrologic processes used within the DSS. The DSS
mimics the hydrologic system in terms of its organization, as can be seen in Figure 5-2.
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Table 5-2. A Variety of Urban Hydrologic, Hydraulic, and Water Quality Models (Huber, 1997)

Model

Agency/Source

’D~M-QUAL’ USGS
I IEC-I ~
llECNendors
~EC-2~
l~C~endors
IISPF’’~
EPA
i lydroworkss

Primarily
Conlin,,o,,s (~’omplele
llydrology/
Simulalion or
Dynamic Flow
! lydraulics
Slorm Evenl
Roulin~?
llydrol "
~S/SE
No
llydroJ
~E
No
llydraul (backwaler) S~eady s~a~e
No
I lydrol
CS/SE
~o

HR Wallingford in UK,
l lydrol/l lydraul
Monlgom Walson in US
III. St. Waler Su~ey
llydrol

CS/SE

Yes

ILLUDAS,
SE
No
ILLUDRA~
MIKE I I*
Danish llydraul. Insl.
llydraul (open chan.) SE
Yes
MOUSE*
Danish llydraul. Insl.
llydroldlydraul
CS/SE
Yes
P8r
Win. W. Walk% It.
l lydrol
CS/SE
No
Sanla Barbara
Vendors
llydrol
SE
No
SCS
NRCS~endors
llydrol
SE
No
STORM~
I lEC/Vendors
~lydrol
’~S
No
SWMM¢’~
EP~OSU
~ ~ydrol/l lydraul
CS/SE
Yes
UNET~
llEC~endors
I lydraul
SE
Yes
Web addresses for model. Unless olhe~ise specified, all wilh prefix:hHp://
a. h2o.usgsgov/soflware/surface_waler.hhnl
b. w~.wrc-hec.usace.armymil/
c.flp://flp.epagov/epa_cea~h(ml/ceamhome h lml
d. ~.h~allingford.co.u~
e. w~.dhi.dk
f. ~.shore.ne~/~alker/
g. w~.orsl.edu/depl/ccee/swmm.hhn
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Qua~ily " G ra’phical
Simulation? User
Interface
Yes
ANNIE’’~
No
~’rd party
No
3rd pa~y
Yes
ANNIE’’~
3rd pa~y
Yes
Yes
Yes, wilh
A,Io/QI
Yes
Yes
Yes
No.
No
Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes
Menu
3rd party
3rd pa~y
No
3rd parly

DATABASE

~

MODELS

~

Economics
Ec:otogy
Hydrolog~

GRASS
ORACLE

USER
INTERFACE

USER

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

Figure 5-1. The Components of the NELUP DSS (Dunn et al., 1996)
DSSs are also used to enhance input of information. Griff~ Bauwens, and Ahmad (1994)
describe an "intelligent assistant" which assists in training professionals in the interdisciplinary
field of urban drainage modeling by providing definitions (in several languages), data on
coefficients and parameters, and a graphical standard fi-ont end to several existing models.
Illustrating the state of the art are an example of an input screen fi’om this DSS (Figure 5-3) and
an example of output fi’om a DSS, viewed in conjunction with map information (Figure 5-4). A
significant need is the application of this technology to the urban wet weather flow management
field.
In summary, the area of models and DSS is evolving rapidly. Significant effort is still needed in
developing graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and restructuring older model codes. This will
enable them to be linked with other appropriate optimization and simulation soft-ware, GIS, DSS,
and external databases. The complex, unstructured nature of the urban stormwater management
problem makes it an interesting case for DSS. A particular subset of DSS for urban stormwater
models is the issue of RTC. These systems are typically operated in a dynamic environment
which uses real-time data in conjunction with optimization and simulation modules to maximize
the volumes intercepted, and thence minimize the volume of CSO spills to the environment, in
what is termed an integrated predictive control approach (Lavellee, Marcoux, and Bonin, 1996).
Such systems’ intensive use of data and the dynamic environment in which they operate demand
DSS. An example of the organization of such an RTC/DSS system can be found in Figure 5-5.
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Canopy intemel~on
mode!
Sn~wmelt model

Ovenanc~ & (:~’tanne~ flow
mode~

Root zone

One dimens~nal
unsaturated zone
mo~e{

Saturated flow
Sb~.arn/a~luifer i~ons

Figure ~-2. Schematic Diagram of SH~ETRAN Flow Model (Dunn et al., 1996)

Figure 5-3. Creating an Input File, Selecting Cross-Section Prordes
(Griffin, Bauwens, and Ahmad, 1994)
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Real time control mode

Offline mode

Strategy (high level management)
Automated design
tool

Optimal controller

Simulation tools
...... f Weathersystem forcasting

IGraphs & reports t

Action & low level decision

tools

SCADA system
Modelin~ tools

SCADA Software
Measuremems I

!

L~:al stations

tools
Azithraetic function~

Down~’aded management

Offline access only

Real time access only .........

Both

Figure 5-5. CSO Control Strategy Design Tools (LaveHee, Martoux, and Bonin, 1996)

The authors describe the process and the design of the RTC system, including the configuration
of local stations (sensors, flow regulators, data loggers, and communications devices),
supervisory control and data acquisition system (SCADA), rainfall forecasting system, and
optimal control system. The optimal control system must integrate the entire system and data
inherent within each component. Integrating these data into optimized decision strategies that
minimize CSOs requires decision-support tools. Several specific topics and research
recommendations follow.
5.2.1
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5.2.2

Enhanc, cments in Existing Models

5.2.2.1

Graphical User Im~Obje~ Oriemed Programming

For an overview of the object paradigm and its effect on modeling and programming, see
Environment International (1995). Bente and Schilling (1996) offer an object-oriented soitware
concept for development of hydrologic models. The advantage of using this system is the
standardization of structural components, so they can be individually replaced or enhanced, and
new components easily added. This concept usually includes, by definition, a graphical user
interface (GUD. Shamsi (1997) presents an overview of currently available GUIs for the SWMM
model. The GUIs are compared based on common tasks associated with SWMM modeling and
rated in tabular form. Huber (1997) compares many of these same GUIs along with the European
models. Ahmed (1994) develops an object-oriented stormwater planning model to allow the
evaluation of BMPs in new developments. Such a tool is desirable in development planning
because it allows the user total flexibility in choosing an appropriate BMP, its size, locations,
etc. Djokik and Maidment (1991) developed an object-oriented urban stormwater model within
the Arc Info GIS system, using the rational method for hydrologic analysis. The model uses the
network of storm sewers to route flows, and generated drainage basins based upon triangular
irregular networks (TTN).
5.2.2.1.1

Research Needs

Huber (1995) emphasizes the need for parallel advances in the fundamental modeling engine,
particularly in the areas of model conceptualization, numerical techniques, databases, and
imegration with ancillary software such as GIS. A possible combination of the two points is that
object-oriented software development may allow better modeling abstract objects more closely
mimicking the behavior of physical objects. However, the continuity of this development with
previous SWMM work can only be maintained by an extensive code rewriting of the model
engine which is a significant expense. An alternate method may be to restructure only parts of
the code, particularly the user interface and input/output modules to enable linkage with other
programs and develop GUIs as an interim measure.
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5.2.2.1.2
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5.2.2.2

Improvements in the Analysis of Rainfall Input Data

Analysis of rainfall input data is a common task prior to stormwater modeling. Selection of a
design storm from the data has been controversial. Zhu and Schilling (1996) suggest that design
storm methods have the advantage of compressing data, which becomes particularly important
for large stormwater systems. Essentially, each system must be modeled to determine what level
or frequency of event results in surcharges or flooding of the system. Another technique is
filtering. Zhu and Schilling (1996) suggest that the practice of compressing rainfall data to small
increments of about 1 to 60 minutes, common in stormwater modeling, leads to filtering errors,
which can underestimate peak flows. The model amplifies this error when predicting ove~ow
volumes. The authors developed a method for estimating this error.
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A new technology attracting much research effort is the use of radar to supplement and give a
better spatial definition of rainfall gages. Faures et al. (1995) determined that, in a small, 4.4hectare semiarid catchment, the largest source of variability was spatial. The authors point out
that modeling at this scale using a single rain gage will yield significant errors due to spatial
variability. Radar rainfall techniques help overcome this disadvantage. Auchet and Faure (1996)
provide an overview of a technique of cah~rating radar rainfall data to measured rainfall. Einfalt,
Gustafsson, and Lumley (1996) find significant differences between measured rainfall amounts
and those predicted using radar rainfall data. Lumley et al. (1996) compare modeled flow
predictions using radar rainfall data and measured rainfall dam
Cowpertwait et al. (1996) applied the Neyman-Scott re.angular pulses rainfall model to many
sites throughout the United Kingdom; the model was then regionalized by regression analysis of
input parameters. A disaggregation technique was performed on the hourly rainfall series to
allow output on a five minute level. The authors determined that using the regional model for
ungaged sites yielded reasonable results.

5.2.2.2.1

Research Needs

More work should be done on c~iibration and processing of radar rainfall techniques to
supplement rain gages. Is it possible, for a given area, to determine the optimum number of
gages necessary for calibration? Better integration of this research with traditional stochastic
hydrology research should be done as well.
5.2.2.2.2
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5.2.2.3

Improved Parameter Estimation Techniques

Many parameters commonly used in hydraulic modeling are difficult to estimate or measure.
Cowpertwalt et al. (1996) developed a technique for reproducing statistical properties of hourly
and daily rainfall series for different catchments in the United Kingdom with limited data. The
reproduced series are created by analysis of regional models, probability analysis of available
data, and regression analysis. Parameters commonly required by models can then be selected
from the regional ranges based upon spatial criteria and professional judgment. Kenner et al.
(1996) used a combination of models and geographic rainfall distributions to determine
hydrologic coefficients with the least amount of error. Lee, Hoshi, and Masukura (1992)
developed a set of dimensionless discrete runoff hydrographs for determining flow from a plane
rectangular catchment. An advantage of this approach is that it is more suitable for use in urban
watersheds, as the time scale varies with the intensity of runoff. King (1992) presents a literature
review and database of methods for determining infiltration. The author found that many urban
runoff models use empirical methods because researchers lack complete information necessary
for physically based methods.
Kusuda and Arao (1996) determined the energy loss coefficients at drop structures (nonsurcharged manholes), and Sakakibafa, Tanaka, and Imaida (1996) developed energy loss
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coefficients for mrcharged manholes. Aszetely and Lyngfelt (1996) modeled manholes in three
dimensions with finite elements to also determine loss coefficients.
5.2.2.3.1

Research Needs

A possible approach is to incorporate parameter uncgrtalnty, similar to first order error analysis,
directly into new models. Then the models would give sensitivity ranges on the output. Another
technique is to use genetic algorithms for assisting in calibration of models against known data,
such as the study done by Liong, Chart, and ShreeRam (1995).
5.2.2.3.2
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Liong S. Y., Chart, W. T., and ShreeRam, J. (1995) Peak-flow forecasting with genetic
algorithm and SWMM. J. ttydraul. Eng. 121 (8): 613-617.
Sakakibara, T., Tanaka, S., and Imaida, T. (1996) Energy loss at surcharged manholes-model
experiment. Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Urban Storm Drainage,
Hannover, Germany. IAHR/IAWQ Joint Committee Urban Storm Drainage.
5.2.2.4

Data Centered Approaches to Enhancing Stormwater Modeling

5.2.2.4.1

Real-Time Control

A good introduction to the concept of real-time control in stormwater modeling can be found in
Norreys and Cluckie (1996). The authors point out the advantages of dynamic, physically based
stormwater models versus empirically based modds developed via linear control theory.
Because of the need to recafibrate to changing conditions, at this time physically based models
cannot adapt quickly to real-time data, particularly in large systems. Empirical models simplify
the drainage network, and as the authors point out, do not simplify hydraulic behavior any more
than the kinematic wave theory. However, the linear approximation is only good for a narrow
operating range. The conditions of pumping, pressure flow, and backwater effects are beyond the
capability of linear control-based models, so a physically based simulation tool must be used in
these conditions. Norreys and Cluckie’s approach is to model the system in trunks, in a hybrid
approach. Results indicate very close agreement with existing calibrated models. Pleau,
Tremblay, and Colas (1996) describe an integrated system using three tools: a database
management tool, a control tool, and a utility tool. Within these tools is information on the sewer
networks, simulation parameters, meteorological models, hydraulics and storage models, realtime performance modules, and optimization modules. According to Cantrell et al. (1996), the
city of Lima, Ohio, "operates one of the most sophisticated real time control systems in the U.S."
The system is unusual in that the model, Hydroworks, incorporates real-time control as one of its
modules. Cantrell et al. (1996) conclude that the use of real-time control in conjunction with a
hydraulics model allows much more rapid testing of prospective conditions, compared with realtime control systems which use Simpler transfer function models and must undergo extensive
trial and error testing. A disadvantage of this approach is that use of real-time control adds a new
source of complexity and possible numerical instability to the model. Cassar and Dettmar (1996)
describe a real-time control system using EXTRAN as the transport model that determines the
state of the system; the decision system is based upon optimization of a linear system once the
state has been determined. Vitasovic, Swarner, and Speer (1990) describe the development of a
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combined real-time control system and dynamic stormwater system model for the City of Seattle.
This model can handle surcharging of manholes and other nonlinear flow phenomena.
5.2.2.4.1.1 Research Needs
Nelen (1994) introduces a model to assess the performance of a system using real-time control.
The optimal combination of models and real-time control in a hybrid approach still must be
determined. Interaction with large-scale real-time control research activity in Europe would
promote the use of this method in the United States. A possible link with existing research is that
such hybrid models could be evaluated in the contex~ of determining the possible optimal level

of aggregatiott
5.2.2.4.1.2 References
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system. Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Urban Storm Drainage, I-Iannover,
Germany. IAtIR/IAWQ Joint Committee Urban Storm Drainage.
Nelen, F. (1994) A model to assess the performance of controlled urban drainage system. Water
Sc.. TectmoL (G.B.) 29 (1-2): 437-444.
Norreys, R., and Cluckie, I. (1996) A novel approach to the real-time modeling of large urban
drainage systems. Proceedings of the 7th Imernational Conference on Urban Storm Drainage,
Hannover, Germany. IAItR/IAWQ Joint Committee Urban Storm Drainage.
Pleau, M., Tremblay, M., and Colas, H. (1996) A simple approach for the diagnosis and the
design of sewer networks for real-time control applications. WEF Urban Wet Weather PollutionControlling Combined Sewer Overflows and Stormwater Runoff. Alexandria, VA: Water
Environment Federation
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Vitasovic, Z., Swamer, R., and Speer, E. (1990) Real-time control system for CSO reduction.
Wat. Environ. Technol. 2 (3): 58-65.
5.2.2.4.2

Stochastic Simulation

Trotta, Labadie, and Gdgg (1977) describe a stochastic adaptive control model developed for the
city of San Francisco for use in predicting runoff for use in an automatic control systen~ They
found that, even with a high degree of error in the forecast, the system’s overflow performance
improved.
Todini (1988) provides a good overview of the classification of modeling, including stochastic
models; and includes a proposal for future dh’ections of modeling research. SchoLz (1996)
advocates using urban hydrologic and water quality data to fit an autoregressive moving average
(ARMA) (also known as Box/Jenkins) stochastic model. An advantage of this technique is that
the results are inherently grounded in real data; i.e., unrealistic model predictions are avoided.
Schaarup and Hvitved (1994) used MOUSE-DOSMO to model dissolved oxygen depletion in
rivers receiving combined sewer overflows. Known statistical distributions for rainfall and input
parameters were sampled from a Monte Carlo analysis with repetitive runs of the model to find a
range and probability of extreme events for the concentration of dissolved oxygen in rivers.
Gyasi-Agyei and W’dlgoose (1997) developed a hybrid technique which combines two random
process models. The two models were the jitter model, which attempts to improve the fit of a
point process model, and either a nonrandomized Bartlett-Lewis rectangular pulse model or an
autoregressive model. The hybrid mode[ performed substantially better than the Bartlett-Lewis
model alone.
5.2.2.4.2.1 Research Needs

Stochastic models must become more integrated with existing software, to make them more
available. Then researchers will find their use in conjunction with statistical techniques more
practical so that the linkage is better between the deterministic and stochastic processes.
5.2.2.4.2.2 References
Gyasi-Agyei, Y., and W’fllgoose, G.R_ (1997) A hybrid model for point rainfall modeling. Water
Resources Research 33 (70): 1699-1706.
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Sclmamp, J. K. and Hvitved, J/T/ (1994) Causal stochastic simulation of dissolved oxygen
depletion in rivers receiving combined sewer overflows Water Sci. Technol. (G.B.) 29 (1-2):
191-198.
SchoLz, K. (1996) Stochastic simulation of urban hydrologic process. Proceedings of the 7th
International Conference on Urban Storm Drainage, Hannover, Germany. IAHR/IAWQ Joint
Committee Urban Storm Drainage.
Todini, E. (1988) Rainfall-runoff modeling: Past, present and future. £ Hydrol. 100 (1/3):
341-352.

Trotta, P. D., Labadie, J. W., and Grigg, N. S. (1977) Automatic control strategies for ueoan
stormwater. £ Hydraulics Division 103: 1443- 1459.
5.2.2.4.3

Neural Network

Neural networks are a set of artificial intelligence techniques that are being used for function
approximation and pattern recognition in wet weather flow research. Recurrent neural networks
are the predominant subtype being used in the stormwater modeling field because these networks
can simulate dynamic systems. The typical way in which neural networks are used includes an
initial training phase in which the neural network adapts itself by testing itself against the
available data record. After training, the model can then be used for prediction. Adaptive neural
networks allow the system to modify itself based on the network’s own performance at
predicting events. Because of its reliance on data, and the empirical nature of neural network
technology, it is frequently used in areas where physical processes are poorly understood.
According to Bertrand-Krajewski et al. (1996) and Gong, Denoeux, and Bertrand-Krajewski
(1996), the predictive effort is enhanced by introducing a priori information, or knowledge, or a
kind of "gray box~" The authors developed a neural network approach to assist in modeling the
transport and flow of solids in sewer networks. Rabasso and Rosell (1996) use neural network
techniques for quick forecasting of rainfall and flow within the sewer network. By enabling
quick forecasts of peaks, it is possible for the decision framework of combined sewer overflows
to be improved. Kroa and Chocat (1993) use neural networks to assist in the prediction of
anticipated rainfall events within a real time controlled sewer system. Cancilla and Fang (1995)
use neural networks, principal component analysis, and universal process modeling techniques to
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determine the concentration variability of selected complex organic constituents at and between
specific locations along the Niagara River.
5.2.2.4.3.1 Research Needs

There are many applications of neural networks in which the network is used either in
competition with or to complement a deterministic physically based model. There are very few
instances of neural networks associated with stormwater modeling. More work needs to be done
to determine the optimum combination of the two technologies; te., when is it better to research
the physical processes involved so that algorithmic models can be written as opposed to
measuring the system extensively and using the neural net "black box" approach.
5.2.2.4.3.2 References
Bertrand-Krajewski, J.-L., Gong, N., Ding, X., Denoeux, T., and Clemente, M. (1996) Neural
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Alexandria, VA: Water Environment Federation.
Cancilla, D. A., and Fang, X. (1995) The use of neural networks, principal component analysis
and universal process modeling for the interpretation of environmental data. James, W. ed.,
Advances m Modeling the Managemem of Stormwater lmpacts. Guelph, ON, Canada:
Computational Hydraulics International.
Gong, N., Denoeux, T., and Bertrand-Krajewski, J.-L.(1996) Neural networks for solid transport
modelling in sewer systems during storm evems. Water Sc.. Technol. (G.B.) 33 (9): 85-92.
Kroa, A., and Chocat, B. (1993) For a real-time control of sewerage systems: Validation of
rainfall data with artificial intelligence tools (expert systems and neural networks). Proceedings
of the 7th Internaaonal Conference on Urban Storm Drainage, Hannover, Germany.
IAHR/IAWQ Joint Committee Urban Storm Drainage.
Rabasso, J. M. V., and Rosell, Y.S. (1996) Expert system based on neural network applied to
short-term forecast of rainfall and the water flow in the drainage system. Proceedings of the 7th
International Conference on Urban Storm Drainage, Hannover, Germany. IAHR/L&WQ Joint
Committee Urban Storm Drainage.
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5.2.2.4.4

Calibration of Transport Models Using Improved Databases

Improved wet weather transport prediction is but one of many advantages that would result from
a systematic, comprehensive wet weather database. Such a database would include critical
measurements from a various climates, land uses, etc. Pollutant transport models may benefit
from a comprehensive database by enabling researchers to access consistent data from similar
situations. This may be especially important when using statistical relationships to predict gross
wet weather pollutant transport to receiving waters.
Driver and Tasker (1990) report an example of a large-scale urban wet weather flow database
constructed aRer data had been collected. The purpose of this work was to maxinnz" e the benefit
from existing data and develop statistical models of runoff quality on a regional basis. The
authors used a national database made up of data collected by the U.S. Geological Survey and
the US EPA to develop statistical models of urban runoff concentrations and loads. The U.S.
Geological Survey database was made up of two existing databases (Driver and Tasker, 1985;
Mustard et al., 1987) and included data from 1,123 storms for 98 urban stations in 20
metropolitan areas (Driver and Tasker, 1990). The US EPA database included information from
the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program and consisted of 1,690 storms for 75 urban stations in 15
metropolitan areas (Driver and Tasker, 1990).

A great deal of valuable information was gleaned from existing data collected by different
agencies for different purposes. Such data should be standardized in recognition of possible
future uses of the data, so that maximum benefit can be gained from the da~
5.2.2.4.4.1 Research Needs
Future improvements in wet weather performance could be assisting from use of a crosssectional relational database. However, to maximize the usefulness of such a database, standards
must be developed to guide monitoring. Ad hoc monitoring efforts have thwarted many attempts
to develop a coordinated database spanning a wide range of applications. Care must be taken to
ensure that data collected in the future meet rigid but cost-effective standards. Therefore, the first
step in developing databases for use in wet weather applications must be the standardization of
monitoring. This should be done in light of possible uses of the data once collected, such as
model calibration. In addition, the applications, such as transport models, should be adaptable to
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this calibration data, i.e. both the databases and the applications should be standardized enough
to ensure reliability, but flexible enough to allow project-specific modification.
5.2.2.4.4.2 References
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Driver, N.E., Mustard, M_H., Rhinesmith, 1LB. and Middleburg, R.F. (1985) U.S. Geological
Survey Urban Stormwater Data Base for 22 Metropolitan Areas throughout the United States,
USGS Open-File Report 85-337, Denver, CO: U.S. Geological Survey.
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Antecedent Conditions, and Basin Characteristics. USGS Water Resources Investigation Report
87-4036, Denver, CO: U.S. Geological Survey.

5.2.2.5

Linking Surface and Subsurface Phenomena

Mull (1996) determined the range of discharge from leaky sewers to groundwater in Hannover,
Germany, to be from 2.6 million to 9.4 million cubic meters per year using water balance,
groundwater balance, and tracer studies. Morita, Nishikawa, and Yen (1996) developed the
governing equations for the combination of surface flow and an infiltration trench. The authors’
approach was to use a two-dimensional unsteady surface flow solution to the St. Venant equation
coupled with a modification of the Richards equation for three-dimensional unsaturated unsteady
subsurface flow. They introduce a new parameter, infiltratability, which is compared with
rainfall intensity. The computer model based on this algorithm yielded reasonable results for this
situation. SWMM (Huber and Dickinson, 1988) contains a one-dimensional, two-zone (saturated
and unsaturated) groundwater routine to model infiltration. The purpose of this routine was to
better handle areas, such as South Florida, where the primary means of runoff disposal is by
infiltration rather than by surface transport.
Wada and Miura (1993) developed a simple, one-dimensional surface and unsaturated
groundwater model to simulate a paved surface running off to an infiltration trench. Mushtaq,
Mays, and Lansey (1993) developed a surface and subsurface model for operation of a series of
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recharge basins, and applied a nonlinear objecdve function and control theory to develop
operational policies for the basins. The model was based on a Phillips/G-reen=Ampt infiltration
model coupled with Darcy’s equation for groundwater flow used for soil moisture redistribution,
and a kinematic wave model for surface flow. Dunn et al. (1996) describe the NELUP decisionsupport system (DSS); this paper focuses on the hydrologic models used in the syster~ A
groundwater flow component with coupled equations to river flow is included in the DSS.

5.2.2.5.1

Research Needs

Typically, recharge is the least known input variable in a groundwater flow model. It depends
upon precipitation, infiltration, evapotrampiration, and various other factors that vary both
spatially and temporarily. An unfortunate obstacle in this problem is the time scale; i.e., urban
hydrologic models usually have time steps on the order of seconds or minutes, whereas
groundwater flow models typically have time steps on the order of days, weeks, or even months.
A more fundamental understanding of the water balance must be attained to formulate more
general simulation tools. Until then, research of specific homogeneous sites will prove useful for
limited situations.
5.2.2.5.2
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Mushtaq, H_, Mays, L. W., and Lansey, K. E. (1993) Optimal operations of a wastewater
recharge system, in effluent use management. Proceedings from the Symposium of the A WRA,
Phoerfix, AZ: American Water Resources Association.
Wada, Y., and Miura, H. (1993) Prediction and estimation of stormwater runoff control by the
combined stormwater infiltration facilities with simulation model. Field, P,. O’Shea, M. L., and
Chin, K. K., eds., Integrated Stormwater Management. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, Inc.
5.2.2.6

Linldng with Atmospheric Models

Thielen and Creutin (1996) linked an urban hydrologic model with an atmospheric model. The
problems they encountered were describing soils, roughness, heat fluxes, and infiltration
processes to the degree necessary to satisfy the atmospheric model.
Lin (1994) developed the atmospheric and sediment deposition model (ASDM), which is a
combined water colunm and surface sediment advection and dispersion model capable of
modeling transport processes that include sedimentation, sorption, and air-water diffusion, dry
and wet deposition. The model was used to analyze several hot spots of mercury in the Detroit
River.

According to Epstein and Ramirez (1994), global climate models (GCMs) work on a different
scale which does not allow direct linkages to smaller-scale hydrologic models. To overcome this
problem, the authors use daily spatial disaggregation techniques within the Upper Rio Grande
River Basin in Colorado, preserving spatial variability, while analyzing temperature and
precipitation records. The authors could then predict seasonal changes in nmofl~ soil moisture,
evapotranspiration, as well as snowpack. An example of using a catchment model linked with an
atmospheric model is given in V’mey and Sivapalan (1996), and another can be found in Yates
(1996). Both of these examples use water budget analysis to link the two modeling technologies
on a spatially gridded scale.
5.2.2.6.1

Research Needs

More work must be done with respect to scaling issues between atmospheric models, water
balances, and urban stormwater modeling. At present, the G-CMs use a very large grid that does
not refine or adapt itself over differing hydrologic regions, such as urban areas, so that much of
the urban wet weather flow phenomena are lumped into larger regional hydrologic phenomena.
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It is debatable whether urban hydrologic processes are appropriately simulated in this fashion~
even at large time and space scales. More work must be done at the GCM level in terms of
adapting to urban areas, and possibly to an adaptive grid size. Water budget analysis is the key
link between atmospheric and urban wet weather flow models.
5.2.2.6.2
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Yates, D. N. (1996) WatBal: An integrated water balance model for climate impact assessment
of river basin runoff. IVaterResourcesDev. 12 (2): 121-139.
5.2.2.7

Solids in Sewers/Sewer System Modeling

Existing models cannot adequately handle the generation, deposition, settlement, erosion, and
transport of solids within sewers. This is primarily due to a fundamental lack of understanding in
the physics of solids behavior, according to Gent, Crabtree, and Ashley (1996). The authors
review the current research in the area of sewer sediments, as well as implementation in sewer
flow quality models, and suggest linking "field data collection, theoretical and laboratory
studies, and model/software development" to assist in the success of current research. Schafer
(1994) provides practical information necessary for use in models and design in the interim.
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According to Bertrand-Krajewski et al. (1996), the predictive effort is enhanced by introducing a
priori information, or knowledge, or a kind of "gray box." Bertrand-Krajewski et al. (1996)
developed a neural network approach to assist in modeling the transport and flow of solids in
sewer networks. The model compared favorably with predicted modeled results (MOUSE was
the hydraulic model).
Schmitt and Zimmerman (1996) describe the model I-IAuSS developed to include micropollutant,
sediment, and solids transport in sewers. Koelling (1996) used a lLn_ite dement method to
simulate the velocity field within an irregularly shaped sewer. This enables accurate flow
estimation (typically depth is measured) even during backwater conditiom. Swaffield and
McDougall (1996) developed an unsteady flow model of a drainage system network using
partially failed pipes capable of predicting flow depth and rate and solid velocity, and show how
such a model can be used in decision making in the area of new development design. At present,
the more empirical input/output and probabilistic characterization of solids behavior may need to
be reevaluated. Studies in this area need to include some sampling and characterization of solids
at the location in question.
5.2.2.7.1

Research Needs

To progress in this area, monitoring and modeling of solids transport in sewers must be
developed conjunctively. Fundamental understanding of solids behavior in sewers is lacking, and
research should be devoted to this area. Significant research is underway in this area in the
United Kingdom, and modeling efforts in should proceed and should be supportive of the
physical research on solids.
5.2.2.7.2
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5.2.3

Integrated Decision Support Systems

A decision support system assists in bridging the gap between data and models to solve difficult,
partially undefined problems. A thorough background on decision support systems and its
application to resercoir decisions can be found in Jamieson and Fedra (1996a, b) and Fedra and
Jamieson (1996). This series of articles describes the conceptual design, planning capability, and
example application of the Water Ware DSS, a complex river basin DSS that combines "GIS, a
geo-referenced database, groundwater flow, surface water flow, hydrologic processes, demand
forecasting, and water-resources planning." Reservoir operation and management was one of the
first areas in which DSSs were applied. Because of the complicated decision criteria governing
urban wet weather flow management, Davis et al. (1991) studied a prototype DSS developed to
analyze the impacts of different catchment policies. Driscoll (1993) developed a DSS to assist
highway engineers in determining which construction sites would contribute to a receiving water
quality problem. Azzout et al. (1995) discuss a DSS that would assist in the feasibility
determination of alternative techniques in urban wet weather flow management. Lavellee,
Marcoux, and Bonin(1996) describe a real-time control system developed for the Quebec urban
area to manage a wet weather flow system to minimize CSOs. The unique data needs and system
architecture of the real-time control system support many of the concepts of DSS because of the
demand for timely decisions relating to large datasets.
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5.2.3.1

Research Needs

Current work in decision support systems has focused on use of Unix-based minicomputer
systems. Typical costs for these systems may be prohibitive for non-research-related activities.
Software and development costs can also be high. Urban wet weather flow management has
tended to focus more on PC-level technology, at a much smaller spatial and temporal scale, and
at significantly smaller investmeat levels. This is primarily due to the fact that many of the users
are small consulting firms or municipal .governments. One aspect of current decision support
systems is the lack of integration with existing stormwater modeling technology. Research in the
development of decision support of urban stormwater systems should focus on use of personal
computers linked to external databases over the intemet. This has become possible recently with
the increasing speed and processing power of personal computers, and advances in software such
as GIS. DSS for urban stormwater needs to incorporate real-time control and the ability to
effectively handle large databases and rapid evaluation of control options.
5.2.3.2
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Jamieson, D. G. and Fedra. K. (1996b) The ’Water Ware’ decision-support system for riverbasin planning. 3. Example applications. J. HydroL 177 (3/4): 199-211.

Lavallee, P., Marcoux, C., Bonin, R. (1996) Performance of an integrated real time control
system: Application to CSOs control. ~ Urban Wet Weather Pollution, Controlling Sewer
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5.2.3.3

Integrate GIS to Refine Spatial Analysis Capabilities

The development of geographical information system (GIS) soRware technology is dramatically
changing the practice of municipal engineering. According to Shamsi, Benner, and Fletcher
(1995), more than 70°,6 of the information used by local governments is geo-referenced. Shamsi,
Benner, and Fletcher (1996) describe how ArcView, a GIS sof~are package, can be used for a
variety of GIS-related linkages to urban stormwater models and data management, including
AM/FM systems. For an overview and description of GIS and hydrologic modeling, primarily
focused on large-scale distn’buted watershed modeling, see Singh and Fiorentino (1996). Hanber
and Joeres (1996) describe how GIS was used as a preprocessor for the source loading and
management model (SLAMM) to estimate pollutant loads in urban areas. A case study of
Plymouth, Minnesota, is included. Smith (1993) developed an urban hydrologic model using GIS
with a distributed grid approach. Belial, Sillen, and Zech (1996) use a digital terrain model
approach, combined with a distributed grid, and compute a water balance within each grid cell.
They found that the model compared well with other models, such as SWMNI. Herath, Musiake,
and I-fironaka (1996) developed a GIS=based gridded urban area water budget, using simplified
homogeneous units within each grid. They argue that the distributed hydrologic models capable
of reflecting urban heterogeneity are needed although their model agreed well on a large scale.
Litchfield (1994) compared various levels of abstraction in hydrologic models to observed data,
using GIS to evaluate input parameters in finer levels of’ abstraction, i.e., down to the parcel
level. The author found that the finest grid fit the pollutographs and hydrograph peak best,
whereas the intermediate grid fit the storm volume best.
5.2.3.3.1

Research Needs

Several new GIS tools are now available that allow easier and better integration of GIS into
stormwater modeling. A promising tool, mapobjeets by ESRL essentially allows a GIS object to
be used in a Visual Basic or Visual C++ program. Similar tools from other vendors are also
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available. Either of these programs supports mixed language processing, including legacy
Fortran 77, so development of an integrated GIS/stormwater model is probably easier now than it
ever has been. Another avenue of research would be to continue the work of Litchfield (1994)
with comparisons to continuously measured data, i.e., a real=time monitoring system in which
GIS developed model parameters, and combined with a very fine rainfall/runoff spatial data
system. An important research question is the effect of the finer grid on simulations--should
some of the hydrogic algorithms or routing characteristics at this level be modified?
5.2.3.3.2
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Smith, M.B. (1993) A GIS-based distributed parameter hydrologic model for urban areas.
Hydrological Processes 7 (1): 45-61.
Singh, V.P., and Fiorentino, M_ (1996) Geographicallnformation Systems in Hydrology. Boston:
Kluwer Academic Publishers.
5.2.3.4

Interface Simulation and Optimiza~on Models

Medina and Jacobs (1995) integrated simulation and optimization in a wet weather flow design
modeling study that integrated failure and reliability analysis into its decision criteria. N’ix and
Heaney (1988) descn’oe a procedure for continuous simulation and generation of production
functions, which are then op "tm~.ed by a variety of procedures. Segarra (1995) used a similar
optimization analysis procedure. Production functions were developed for storage capacity and
release rate, which were then optimized using runoff or pollutant trap effidendes as a co~.
Gall, Averill, and Weatherbe (1997) descn~e a process modeling and simulation study with
CSOs. They give an overview of dynamic simulation and opfimizatior~
5.2.3.4.1

Research Needs

A promising research area of optimization is the use of genetic algorithms. This technique has
already been applied to pipe network models (Dandy, Simpson, and Murphy, 1996), as well as
river management decisions (King et al., 1995). The technology has yet to be widely applied to
the complex optimization problems of urban wet weather flow. With the advent of Microsoft
Windows and object-oriented programming, the interface between simulation and optimization
has become easier to achieve. Tools are now available that permit off-the-shelf software for the
most difficult portions of programs. Directed research into these areas may significantly increase
the ability to link optimization and simulation.
5.2.3.4.2
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5.2.3.5

Integrated DSS for Overall Watershed

5.2.3.5.1

Watershed Models

Watershed models combine the ability of hydrologic/hydraulic routing models such as SWMM
with a receiving water model such as WASP or RIVMOD. This integration helps track sources
of pollutants and nutrient loadings into receiving waters. Wool, Martin, and Sehottrnan (1994)
developed a linked watersbed/waterbody model that integrates these models so that they can be
run simultaneously. Kort and Cassell (1993) developed an object-oriented watershed model
using STELLA, a process simulation language and program. Pabst (1993) outlines the objectives
of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in the NEXGEN project. In this project, two hydrologic
models, HEC-1 and HEC-2 are recast in an object-oriented manner as HEC-HMS and HECRAS. Both of these tools have been used extensively in watershed management. Schroeter et al.
(1996) describe a long-term integrated watershed management study in southwestern Ontario,
Canada. The authors developed a continuous in-stream temperature model that integrates
information fi’om runoff models, evapotranspiration, channel routing, reservoirs, recharge, and
ecosystem information (such as vegetated canopy). Ford and Killen (1995) developed a DSS for
the Trinity River watershed of Texas. The system combines a graphical user interface with HEC1 and FIEC-5 for runoff and reservoir system modeling, respectively, and, performs the
following tasks:
¯

Retrieve, process, and file rainfall and stream_flow data;
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Estimate basin area rainfall, update model parameters, and forecast runoff, and
¯

Simulate operations in order to forecast regulated flows basinwide.

The main objective of this system is to improve flood prevention and control.
5.2.3.5.1.1

Research Needs

Many of the existing tools are designed to analyze only a portion of the watershed. Crosscutting, interdisciplinary models and decision support systems should be developed that cover
entire watersheds and can enhance communication among professionals. All watersheds are
complex, but, those in urban areas in particular have another layer of infrastructure and
management practices to deal with as wall. Heaney et al. (1998) offer the Boulder Creek
watershed as a pom’ble candidate for such study.
5.2.3.5.1.2 References
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James, W. ed. Advances in Modeling the Management of Stormwater Impacts. Guelph, ON,
Canada: Computational Hydraulics International.
Wool, I’.A., Martin, J.L., and Schottman, R.W. (1994) The linked watershed/waterbody model
(LWWM): A watershed management modeling system. ~ Reservoir Mgmt. 9 (2): 124.
5.2.3.5.2

Ecosystem Models

Lhotka (1994) and Chapra (1996) describe an individual-oriented ecosystem aquatic ecosystem
model capable of reproducing predator-prey relationships. Heringa et al. (1995) developed an
object-oriented lake ecosystem model called LAKE. The model integrates most water resources
processes with lake ecosystem processes. Berry, H_azen, and Flamm (1996) developed the
LUCAS model, which "can integrate ecological and socioeconomic information for adaptive
approaches to landscape management." The model is constructed with object-oriented
techniques, and is combined with the GRASS GIS system. LUCAS predicts ecological impacts,
such as spatial species distn"outions, as the result of projected land-use changes. Ford, Rtmning~
and Nemani (1994) developed the Rhessys model, a regional, hydro-ecological simulation
system, which is a macro level biogeochemical model that uses raster-based input information,
such as soils or leaf area index, to model ecosystem dynamics. Leonov, Litvinov, and Razgulin
(1996) developed an ecological model of the Rybinskoe reservoir ecosystem based on the
biogeochemical fluxes of organogenie elements (carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus). Input
parameters into the model included water surface temperature and illumination and hydrologic
regime. Output includes carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus fluxes, production, and destruction
cycling. The authors explain several annual periodic variations, as well as regional peculiarities
with the model.
5.2.3.5.2.1 Research Needs
A promising area of research is the use of satellite data measures to develop relationships on
fluxes of nutrients, energy, and water within an ecosystem. A possible critique on the ecosystem
models is the scale involved; i.e,, the scale is usually large because satellites collect data on a
large grid. As computer technology advances, the scale will decrease; and at some point it may
be possible to use irregular grids such as watersheds and urban areas. Another area of integration
is to use watershed models as building blocks in larger ecosystem models.
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5.2.3.6

Risk Management Methodologies

Moser (1993) describes the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ procedure to estimate flood damages
based upon stage-damage-discharge curves. The author describes the use of new sofb~vare and
Monte Carlo simulation techniques to predict the relative uncertainty in each of these estimates.
Ambjerg-Nielsen and Harremoes (1996) applied these same teclmiques to urban storm
and found that, for most cases, the dominant contributor to uncertainty was the description of
rainfall, followed by th~ prediction of runoff. However, in the case of extreme event prediction
of chemical oxygen demand (COD) from CSOs, the uncertainty in the estimation of COD
concentration was dominant. Novotny 0996) descn’bes an analytic procedure for calculating the
risk associated with wet weather discharges to aquatic ecosystems. Lei and Schilling (1996) use
a combination of Monte Carlo simulation followed by multiple linear regression to estimate the
undercertainty of models based upon the distribution of input parameters (uncalibrated). Heaney,
Wright, and Samsuhadi (1996) describe an integrated risk management approach to urban wet
weather flow quality management within the context of a multipurpose stream, Boulder Creek, in
Boulder, Colorado, which also serves such additional uses as recreation, wastewater treatment
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dilution, agriculture, and instream flow augmentation and restoration. Risk analysis of the flow
at the wastewater treatment plant shows that the covariance of concentrations of BOD and TSS
are strongly rdated to flows, indicating that dilution ratio increases as the probability of an
overflow increases. This increasing dilution ratio substantially decreases the risk of impacts fi’om
overflow events. Bulldey (1993) describes the process of developing acceptable criteria for
determining permit requirements for combined sewer overflows (CSOs), based on the tradeoff
between cost of increased storage and reduced risk fi’om overflows. Finally, Line et Id. (1993)
review the risk-assessment methods appropriate to nonpoint-source pollution, balancing the
economic risk of agriculture versus the environmental risk of nonpoint-source pollution.
5.2.3.6.1

Research Needs

US EPA (1996) set forth a strategic plan in the areas of characterization and problem assessment,
watershed management, toxic substances impacts and control, control technologies, and
infrastructure improvement. For the most part, these research needs are included within other
areas.

5.2.3.6.2
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5.3

Watershed Management Linkages

Interest in watershed management has waxed and waned over the past century. The concept of
integrated water and land management was first articulated in the western United States by John
Wesley Powell in a report to Congress in 1878 (Peterson, 1984). However, Congress rejected his
idea and continued to use an ad hoc approach to authorizing projects. During the 20th century,
interest in watershed planning has come and gone several times. Following World War I, unified
planning at the river-basin scale flourished with major studies and implementation on numerous
river basins, e.g., the creation of the Tennessee Valley Authority. The National Resources
Planning Board provided the leadership for these efforts (Viessman and Welty, 1985). Increased
environmental awareness during the 1960s and 1970s led to expanded efforts to evaluate water
quality and related problems on a regional level. During the 1980s, water resources problems
were addressed primarily by a command and control approach. A strong move back to the
watershed management approach began a few years ago, e.g., see the Proceedings of Watershed
’93 and Watershed ’96 (WEF, 1993; 1996). US EPA (1991) has taken a strong interest in the
watershed approach. While it is axiomatic that integrated, holistic, sustainable infrastructure
systems are desirable, demonstrated success stories of how such systems might function
effectively are rare (I-Ieaney, 1993).
St. John et al. (1996) described using hydrodynamic and water quality models to evaluate the
overall impact of dry and wet weather loads on dissolved oxygen in receiving waters near New
York City. Brosseau (1996) explained how the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies
Association in the San Francisco area operates. This association’s membership comes from
seven stormwater agencies in the area. A major motivation for watershed-based approaches is
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economic efficiency. Brewer and Clements (1996) descn~oed how organizations formed a
consortium to share the cost of monitoring at the watershed scale. Another source of savings
from watershed management is to remove pollutants within the watershed in the most costeffective manner. Market-based pollutant upstream/downstream trading has emerged as a
potentially valuable mechanist~ Methods for discharge trading and case studies were presented
by Podar et al. (1996). Frederick et al. (1996) estimated the beneIits of stormwater detention
systems as increased property values due to the waterfront amenity value. They include the
results of property valuations in many areas. Marx, Leo, and Heath (1996) descn’bed how a
watershed-based approach has resulted in more cost-effective CSO control in Boston. Weiss and
Lester (1996) outline how watershed ideas can be used to address sanitary sewer overflow
problems within US EPA’s regulatory program. Brady (1996) summarized the accomplishments
of the first 5 years of US EPA’s watershed protection approach. Stumpe and Hamid (1996)
described how applying a watershed approach can develop more cost-effective SSO control
programs. Urban wet weather flow is but one of many impacts in urban watersheds. Studies in
Boulder, Colorado (I-Ieaney, Wright, and Samsuhadi, 1996) and in Quebec city watersheds
(Vescovi and V’dleneuve, 1996) illustrate the complexity of urban watersheds. This complexity
may be typical for urban areas because mankind invariably significantly modifies the watershed
system. Roesner, Mack, and Howard (1996) describe an integrated master planning approach for
wet weather flow management in a new development near Orlando, Florida.
Stephenson (1996) compares the water budgets of an undeveloped catchment with an urbanized
catchment in Johannesburg, South Africa. The results show the expected increase in direct runoff
and the need to import water for water supply. Nelen and Broks (1996) describe the planning of
a new development for about 10,000 people in Ede, Netherlands. The three underlying
environmental principles are sustainability, quality, and ecology. This area has a high
groundwater table so groundwater management is an important part of the project. They plan to
incorporate water-conserving hardware and divert the more polluted stormwater into the sanitary
sewer. They are also considering a dual water supply system. Escartin (1996) provides an
overview of Spain’s use of the watershed approach since 1926 to manage water more efficiently.
Early watershed planning efforts focused on developing "master plans" which, once approved,
served as a blueprint for management in the basin. Before computers, such efforts faced severe
technological limitations in bringing together large amounts of information and systematically
analyzing alternatives. The widespread availability of mainframe computers in the I960s and
associated computer-based simulation and optimization techniques led to large-scale efforts to
develop "rational" master plans 0V[aass et al., 1962). Integrated river basin planning models were
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developed as early as 1971. Mays and Tung (1992) and Wurbs (1994) summarize these
quantitative methods. The thrust in developing better planning methods was in devising evermore complex models, e.g., three-dimensional lake models, nonlinear programming models.
Unfortunately, the sophistication of models greatly outstripped the availabitity of dat~
Nevertheless, models have had a strong positive influence on water resources planning (Office of
Technology Assessment, 1982).
In summary, research in watershed management is quite active, partioMafly in the modeling and
DSS area. However, focused research is still needed in the development of a watershed
assessment method, development of long-term watershed case studies, development of an urban
research catchment network, and development of watershed-based water quality standards. A
detailed literature review and summary of the needs in each of these areas follows.
5.3.1
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5.3.2

Watershed Assessment Methodology

Brelot, Chocat, and Villessot (1996) describe a prediagnostic computer tool to determine the
information needs to be addressed in a combined waterway/watershed impact/drainage system
study. Lawrence (1996) emphasizes the need for ecosystems to be the building blocks of water
management. Increasingly, biological indicators are being used as measures of watershed health.
Development of streamflow and loading criteria require knowledge of geomorphological,
hydraulic, and ecological sustainability. This emphasizes the need for total water cycle-based
modeling. Young, Farley, and Davis (1995) describe an assessment model of a watershed that
uses land-use changes in input values, and calculates average annual loadings within the
catchment. This tool can be used to identify, within the context of public involvement, those
areas where a more detailed model study should be conducted. Donigian, Huber, and Bamwell
(1996) describe the available models of nonpoint-source water quality used in watershed
assessment, such as SWMM, HSPF, STORM, CREAMS/GLEAMS, SWRRB, and AGNPS.
VerBeek et al. 0996) describe a decision support system tool used for policy analysis decisions
within a watershed.
5.3.2.1

Research Needs

To date, there is no generally accepted watershed assessment method. Researchers tend to
address a problem from within a discipline, so the solution reflects their disciplinary bias.
Modeling tools tend to be concentrated within a given discipline, as well. Simulation technology
should be updated to current computer technology to reach a broader audience. This may include
the use of decision support systems. Case studies could be used to e~caluate such a method.
5.3.2.2
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5.3.3

Long-Terra Watershed Case Studies

Roth (1995) presents a watershed-based case study of Bear Canyon, in the Albuquerque, New
Mexico area and describes the impact of past and present land use on the watershed,
governmental measures to rectify these problems, and what best management practices can be
employed to limit stormwater pollution. Jensen et al. (1995) discuss the Chain of Lakes,
approximately 2 miles south of lVfinneapolis. The lakes are an important recreational resource;
however, historical trends indicate long-term degradation. The authors discuss a watershed-based
monitoring and assessment program, and what recommendations the program makes. Conry
(1994) descn’bes the Oyster Creek lake system, created by a series of dams, and its water quality.
The author describes the citizen involvement--created as a result of the increased water level
resulting in desirable water~ont property. Arteaga and Bartel (1994) describe a watershed
monitoring study done for the city of Quincy, Florid& Water quality for drinking water supply is
extremely variable due to turbidity and agricultural NPS pollution. Continuous stormwater
quality modeling evaluated the effectiveness of control options, such as reservoirs and land-use
controls. Wegener, Kunke[, and Wulliman (1990) describe the Shop Creek drainage outfall
system, which was constructed at a cost of $671,000. The Shop Creek watershed comprises
approximately 640 acres, draining into the Cherry Creek Reservoir, an important metropolitan
recreation and drinking water resource. This project consisted of 3,000 feet of eroded stream
stabilization and construction of a 4oS-acre-feet of continuously wet detention storage, with
another 9.1 acre-feet of extended dry storage as well. The watershed was monitored extensively
and it was determined that capturing phosphorus load, particularly the fraction of suspended
phosphorus attached to fine sediments, was a priority. Scro (1994) describes the Navesink River
Nonpomt Source Shellfish Protection Program, a multi-year monitoring effort, the goals of
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which were to reduce bacterial contamination of shellfish in the fiver, to improve agricultural
productivity, and to mitigate nutrient and sediment loading in downstream reservoirs.
5.3.3.1

Research Needs

The most significant need is for a long-term commitment to monitor urban catchments. Shop
Creek, in Aurora, Colorado, has an extensive water quality and quantity database of an urban
watershed through the entire development cycle. However, gaps in this database result fi’om
limitations in funding, which has been almost exclusively funded on a local level. Many similar
watersheds, such as the city of Boulder’s, have some data; the Ikmitations occur because of shills
in municipal priorities. Possible research funding into basic data collection and archiving would
most certainly increase the amount of available data to evaluate long-term watershed impacts.
5.3.3.2
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5.3.4

Urban Research Catchment Network

Huber et al. (1982) collected a storm event database of urban rainfall runoff quality data for 48
catchmeats in 16 urban areas. They provide hydrologic data for 25 catchments in 15 urban areas.
They statistically analyze each parameters. Thorolfsson (1996) describes the Slandsli Research
Catchment, a collaboration between the Department of Hydrologic and Environmental
Engineering of the Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, and the
municipality of Bergen. Within the catchment are side by side conventional and infiltration
systems for stormwater disposal. The results showed that using infiltration reduced surface
runoff by 70%, maintained the predevelopment annual groundwater level after development, and
cost about 30% less. Mitchell, Mein, and McMahon (1996) describe a water budget approach to
integrated water management in Australia. They budgeted water at the individual parceL,
neighborhood, and wider catchment scales. Jack, Petrie, and Ashley (1995) advocate the
inclusion of the entire catchment in CSO modeling so that the optimal "hydraulic, economic, and
environmental solution may be found."
5.3.4.1

Research Needs

In the United States, a few municipalities have established partial monitoring of catchments for
water supply and pollution control needs (see section 5.3.3: Shop Creek, in Aurora, Colorado);
however, there is no organized national effort; data for these types of sites are not widely
publicized. Thus, this remains a pressing research need. This research could tie to the NSF LTER
experimental watershed program. This could be combined with long-term case studies of
environmentally fi’iendly developments.
5.3.4.2
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5.3.5

Watershed-Based Water Quality Standards

Stecker et al. (1994) summarize the South Carolina watershed-based water quality program. The
watershed-based approach recognizes the need for coordination with activities such as
"monitoring, problem identification and pdodtization, water quality modeling, planning, and
permitting." Schiff and Stevenson (1995) discuss the watershed-based monitoring approach of
wet weather runoff in the San Diego, California, area. The findings were that the event mean
concentrations of pollutants were lower than national averages. Monitoring also included 7-day
chronic toxicity testing of Ceriodaphnia. During this study, fecal coliform bacteria from
stormwater runoff resulted in closing the beach at Mission Bay.
The key aspects ofnonpoint source pollution (NPS) in the context of watershed management can
be found in Line et al. (1993). The authors review effluent trading to allocate pollutant loadings
based upon a least-cost framework. They review impacts of NlaS on receiving waters, as well as
mathematical models appropriate to them; and controls and best management practices, as well
as risk-assessment methodologies. Warwick, Coclo’um; and Horvath (1997) give a method for
estimating NPS loads and measuring water quality impacts using WASP5, a dynamic surface
water quality model. Liao and Tim (1997) tightly couple an agricultural NI)S model (AGNPS)
with an Arc Info GIS system to develop an interactive watershed modeling environment.
5.3.5.1

Research Needs

A comprehensive statistical analysis of the performance of water quality-based standards in
terms of both spatial and temporal dimensions must be done, with careful attention to intrastate
as well as interstate variations, as program lines are set up along state levels. Watershed to
watershed variability would make this analysis somewhat complex., but, common characteristics
of watershed health could be used.
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REGULATORY POLICIES AND FINANCIAL ASPECTS
This chapter summarizes ~trrent work in regulatory policies and finandng for management of
urban wet weather flow, including regulations and permits, reuse and water resources, i~iancing
and cost analysis, benefits of urban wet weather flow management, and education and outreach.
The research topics identified in Table 2-8 were organized into the outline as shown in Table
6-1. This grouping accommodates the overlap of some topics and the lack of available literature
for others. Many of the other topics were combined into a single subsection. New sections, such
as Section 6.3, were added where necessary to cover the broader nature of the field.
6.1

Regulations and Permits

During the 1960s and 1970s, aider the initial passage of the Clean Water Act and subsequent
amendments in 1972, the US EPA attempted to avoid regulation of wet weather flows. Perhaps
this was because of the perspective at the time to focus on areas that would have the most
impact, such as sewage treatment plants and industrial point discharges, but because of the sheer
volume of WWF discharges in the United States. Although urban stormwater is usuatly a point
discharge, it was classified with nonpoint source discharges because of their dispersed spatial
nature and their lack of regulatory control. During the 1980s, the US EPA decided to selectively
permit stormwater discharges; this effort was chosen based upon probable pollution potential.
However, the Water Quality Act of 1987 required US EPA to initiate a new effort in the urban
wet weather flow field, and US EPA promulgated these interim regulations in 1990. These rules
required municipal stormwater discharge permits for the first time for areas whose population
exceeds 100,000. Later roles pertain to less populated areas (Roesner and Traina, 1994).
Industrial stormwater dischargers can select an individual, group, or general permit, depending
upon the nature of the discharge and preference (Field et al., 1997). Because little is known of
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the characteristics or quality variability of a given discharge, the program, at least initially, is
primarily for monitoring.

Table 6-1. Research Topics on Regulatory Policies and Financial Aspects
of Urban Wet Weather Flow Management (Unprioritized)
Sect~n

Table 2-8

Research Topic

6.1 Regulations and Permits
6.1.1 Preparing Effective and
Implement.able NPS Watershed

86
69

Improve EPA use attainability study methodologies
Preparing effective and implemmtable NPS
regulations

6.1.2 Detennin~g Areas Where

70

Areas where EPA can provide regulato~ flexibility

79
75

Wet weather flow ~ent m new urban areas
How to develop sustainable watershed management

71

Methods to allocate the costs of multipurpose water

6.3.3 Development of Cost and
Performance Data for Controls
6.4 Benefits of Urban Wet Weather
Flow M~
6.4.1 Contingent Valuation

72

Cost/performance function data for wet weather
flow controls
Quantify benefits ofwet weather flow quality
~trol
Contmgem valuation to es~dmate the beaefits of wet

6.42 ¢S0 Mc~sur~ of" $~s
6.5 Education and Outreach
6.5.1 Public Involvement,
Participation Techniques

~
81
77

Achieve Watershed Goals
6.2 Reuse and Water R.esmm:~

6.3 Financm~ and Cost Analysis
6.3.1 Methods of Fmancin~
6.3.2 Methods of Cost Allocation

73
"]4

v.~aOm- flow

6.5.2 Coordination of Wet Weather
Flow Research Across A[~enci~s

87
78
85
82
80
83
84

C$0 mcasur~
Common elements of successes and failures.
Feedback on public involvement, participation
i techniques
En~ ethics to rub.r,e litte~
How to u’anslate public desires into action?
Mec, hamsm for coordinating wet weather research
across a~encies
Retrospective assessments of existing
environmentally fi’iendly developments
Feasibility of decentralized urban water
mana[Fment and privatization
Environmental justice m management programs
Recognition of rrgional differences in appropriate
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Roesner and Traina (1994) and Moffa, Cabral, and Ford (1996) provide an overview of current
federal regulations that pertain to urban wet weather flow. Because the program is relatively
new, and because available information is lacking, US EPA has given permitees latitude. This is,
in part, a concern for the sheer numbers of possible permits involved; however it also reflects US
EPA’s philosophy on watersheds. With the latitude comes a monitoring responsibility to
establish background concentrations, both within the stormwater system itsel~ as well as the
receiving water. Some Of the requirements within the program, such as calculations of annual
pollutant loads to receiving waters, require modeling technology that is still being developed
(Pandit and Gopalakfishnan, 1997).
Many municipalities regulate wet weather flow quantity fi’om the perspective of flood control or
a nuisance regulation. This is mainly to protect neighboring property owners and fights of ways
from being damaged by excess runoff. Mazich et al. (1990) describe basin-wide stormwater
management ordinances. Another good reference in this area is Debo and Reese (1995). It would
be interesting to examine areas of municipal regulation for stormwater quantity that could also
be used for regulation of stormwater quality. Many municipalities have become responsible for
water quality at the discharge point, thus providing incentive to develop authority to control
water quality at the source as well. But, many of these municipalities are not now equipped for
this responsibility. A key need is to educate the municipalities’ existing professional personnel.
According to Pitt et al. (1997), referring to the existing framework of local regulation, "without
the institutional systems to set them up and enforce them, they will not be effective." Another
key area of importance is municipal financing. Most of the urban wet weather flow infrastructure
currently is funded at the local level; and, in most municipalities, serious deficiencies exist. New
funding sources will be critical for the success of any new regulatory programs in this area.
An important aspect of US EPA’s evolving program in this area is the potential for regulatory
flexibility,. In the development of US EPA’s program, the agency has made some deliberate
policy decisions to encourage watershed-wide planning and management of urban wet weather
flows. Many new areas of water quality-based exchanges could benefit municipalities. These
include the concept of effluent trading within a watershed (US EPA, 1996a, b). Effluent trading
to maintain water quality on a watershed level has gained momentum recently; but, the system is
complex (Kerns and Stephenson, 1996). US EPA (1996b) describes the benefits of pollutant
trading among the various sources within a watershed as a means of reducing costs, and a
framework for watershed-based trading was prepared (US EPA, 1996a). Little and Zander
(1996) conducted a cost-effectiveness study on poim sources and nonpoint sources control of
phosphorus in Chatfield Basin, Colorado. Podar et al. (1996) summarized progress on trading
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programs across the nation Taft and Senjem (1996) offered practical measures to resolve the
uncertainties associated with nonpoint-pollutant trading systems.
The urban pollution management (UPlVl) manual and its products are being widely used in the
United Kingdom for evaluating their flooding and CSO pollution problems (’Morris and
Clifforde, 1996). Brashear and Drinkwater (1996) compared urban wet weather pollution
management approaclies in the United States with those in the United Kingdom. Lindsey,
Swietlick, and Hall (1997) summarize the application of US EPA’s evolving watershed
philosophy to urban wet weather flow management. According to the authors, urban wet weather
flow pollution remains the single largest source of water quality degradation. US EPA introduces
a key area of flexibility since the Water Quality Control Act of 1987 is the concept of "use
attainability," which is a pragmatic realization that, in many urban areas, ~ stream lengths
do not and will not meet any significant water quality standard, no matter the technology used
for urban wet weather flow. According to Title 40 CFR §131.3(g), "Use attainability analysis is a
structured scientific assessment of the factors affecting the attainment of the use which may
include physical, chemical, biological, and economic factors as described in Sec. 131.10(g)."
Use attainability allows the users to develop alternative criteria and treatment requirements that
balance the costs of compliance with the benefits of a realistic goal.
Novotny (1996) summarizes the new use attainability analysis (UAA) procedure found in
Novotny et al. (1997) which is a guide published by the Water Environment Research
Foundation. US EPA 0997) applied UAA to the development of TMDLs for a 15.5-mile stream
section of Boulder Creek immediately downstream fi’om the city of Boulder’s wastewater
treatment plant. This analysis is an attempt to bring a holistic viewpoint to the waste-load
allocation procedure. The study found that the stream water quality is impaired by a combination
of factors, including discharges, urban runoff pollution, agricultural runoff~ and diversions of
water that could be used for dilution, for water supply for people and agriculture. A wastewater
treatment plant upgrade would not alone solve the problem, and would waste community
resources without measurable environmental benefit. The study recommends a combination of
modest plant upgrades, best management practices, and habitat restoration to achieve a
reasonable water quality standard. Michael and Moore (1996) demonstrate that the UAA
procedure can be used two ways: as a way of relaxing an unnecessarily stringent water quality
standard to protect the aquatic ecosystem, as well as using the analysis to demonstrate the need
to protect undesignated waters.
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6.1.2

Preparing Effective and Implementable NPS Watershed Goals

Markowitz (1996) advocates continuous measurement and good communication with
stakeholders to optimize water quality management including NPS and point sources. The author
found toxicity testing to be of some limited value as a screening tool, but advocates the use of
stream biological standards, recently established for the state of Ohio. Rumery-Betz and Taylor
(1994) describe several priority lake projects in Wisconsin, including Camp and Center Lakes
and Lake Mendom. The authors describe how urban land-based computer models such as
WINHUSLE, BARNY, and SLAMM and lake water quality models are combined with GIS to
assist in data integration as well as to keep track of land use changes within the watershed. After
a 2- to 3-year planning process, a watershed plan is implemented, usually over 8 years, at a cost
orS1 million to $6 million per project. Meals (1990) describes the 10-year monitoring and BMP
control effort for the LaPlatte River. This project’s main goal was to control shellfish pollution in
downstream Lake Champlain by implementing land treatment, at a cost of $996,188, of which
71% was paid by government and 29% by landowners. Concentrations of TSS may have
dropped from 10% to 60%. According to Wolf(1995), it is difficult to measure the success ofau
NPS program. The author presents possible measurements, including:
¯

Watershed water quality before and after implementation of BMPs;
Program participation as measured by eligible vs. participating landowners, BMPs
considered necessary vs. BMPs implemented, or dollars allocated to the NPS program vs.
dollars expended; and

¯

InstitutionaJ goal coordination and management effectiveness.
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Based upon these criteria, the voluntary NPS reduction program in W’u~consin has not succeeded
in improving ambient water quality. Rector (1989) descn~oes the evolving voluntary NPS
programs nationally. The author advocates a negotiated, case-by-case agreement between the
affected parties and regul~ors due to the unique nature of NPS discharges.
6.1.2.1

Research Needs

Possible research needs include a statistical analysis of watershed quality before and after
adopting BMPs; and compm’ison of results nationally as well as within each state (because the
program is developed along state lines).
6.1.2.2
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6.1.3

Determining Areas Where Regulatory Flexibility Can Achieve Watershed Goals

Milne, Dempsey, and Morris (1996) describe intermittent river dissolved oxygen standards in the
United Kingdom that are fi~equency based for short periods of low concentration events. Bailey
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(1994) outlines the results of technical committees from the scientific and regulatory community
in which clear recommendations were made to use cost-effectiveness criteria in implementing
CSO permits and controls. This provides for site-specific permits, allowing for technical
flexibility of each permit, rather than enfordng a costly technological control. Consideration is
also given to water quality standards that focus controls where they are most needed. Murray,
Cave, and Bona (1996) summarize the Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration
Project in Michigan, which allowed alternative watershed-wide permits.

Hruby (1991) examines mixing zone possibilities in New Bedford, Massachusetts, using a dye
study and fitting several models including a dilution model, two esmarine flow models, and a
density flow model to the data. The extent of the mixing zone depended on quantity of receiving
waters; tidal currents; wind; and the density gradient between fresh water and sea water. At this
location, it was found that the mixing zone concept did not achieve much regulatory flexibility,
primarily because of the small amount of receiving water and the strong tidal currents.
The use attainability analysis introduced in the previous section (’Novotny et al., 1997) represents
an important first step in determining realistic water quality goals in urban areas.
6.1.3.1

Research Needs

Apparently, no criteria have been defined for how to evaluate regulatory flexibility, nor any clear
measures of performance that can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of using regulatory
flexibility. More work must be done in these two areas so the absence of adequate information
does not inhibit regulatory innovation. An evaluation of performance of the use attainability
analysis procedure is also needed.
6.1.3.2
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6.2

Reuse and Water Resources

As water supplies become more stressed, water conservation and reuse become more attractive
options. Wastewater disposal costs also encourage more water reuse. Asano and Levine (1996)
provide a historical perspective and explore current issues in wastewater reclamation, recycling,
and reuse. A complete hydrologic cycle focusing on reuse can be found in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1. The Role of Engineered Treatment, Reclamation, and Reuse Facilities in the
Cycling of Water through the Hydrologic Cycle (Asano and Levine, 1996).
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Urban wet weather flow management should be viewed within the context of overa]l urban water
management. Such an integrated fi’amework was proposed in the late 1960s and is regaining
favor in the mid-1990s. Changes in urban water use are occurring thanks to aggressive water
conservation practices which will significantly reduce indoor and outdoor water use. Based on
recently collected data, per capita indoor residential water use is stable at an average of 60
gal/capita-day (Heaney et al. 1998). Aggressive hardware changes, such as low flush toilets,
should reduce this usage rate to 35 to 40 gal/capita-day. Only a small proportion of this indoor
waste is black water. Most of it is gray water that could be reused for lawn watering and other
non-potable purposes. Peak water use in most cities is heavily influenced by urban lawn
watering. This outdoor water use does not require potable quality. As the cost of water treatment
continues to increase, dual water systems become more of a possibility, particularly with a
decentralized infrastructure.
California has been a focal point of water reuse for some time. Ashcrafl and Hoover (1991)
found that reclaimed water in southern California is selling at prices ranging fi’om $303/AF
(acre-foot) to $366/AF, with costs of operation and maintenance of treatment facilities running
from $10/AF to $95/AF. The authors argue that "avoided costs," such as those associated with
wastewater disposal should be included in cost calculations. Requa et al. (1991) developed a
wastewater reuse cost model for screening purposes in northern California. More recently,
Tselentis and Alexopoulou (1996) describe a feasibility study of effluent reuse in the Athens,
Greece, metropolitan area. Uses considered were: crop irrigation, irrigation of forested areas,
industrial water supply, and domestic non-potable use. The most cost-effective scenario was
distribution for crop irrigation near the route of the current discharge point. At the other extreme,
Haarhoff and Van der Mer~e (1996) describe direct potable reuse of reclaimed wastewater in
Windhoelc, Namibia. Law (1996) describes the Rouse IT_dl project in Sydney, Australia, in which
a dual non-potable distribution system was installed in a new community in 1994. Oron (1996)
developed an integrative economic model, arguing that the optimal cost of a reuse system is a
function of." treatment method; cost of treatment; transportation and storage costs (pipelines and
tanks); environmental costs; and the selling price of reused wastewater. Anderson (1996a, b)
describes new initiatives for reusing stormwater flows for urban residential and industrial water
supply systems in Australia. Mitchell, Mein, and McMahon (1996) used a water budget approach
to integrate storage and reuse of urban stormwater and treated wastewaters for two
neighborhoods in suburban Melbourne, Australia. Nelen, DeRidder, and Hanman (1996)
describe the planning of a new development for about 10,000 people in Ere, Netherlands, that
considers a dual water supply system. Storing the treated wastewater on-site during wet weather
periods can be more attractive than reusing only black water (Pruel, 1996). Herrmann and Hase
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(1996) describe rainwater u "tdization systems in Bavaria, Germany, that save drinking water and
reduce roof run-off to the sewerage system. Imbe, Ohm, and Takano (1996) discuss the effect of
urbanization on the hydrological cycle of a new development near Tokyo, 1apan.
Much of this work has focused upon using treated wastewater from a single effluent plant. The
problem then becomes one of locating demand centers for the wastewater, which are typically
located some distance" away. This becomes a nonlinear form of the transhipment problem, in
which demand and distance are cost drivers in a nonlinear objective function. Many researchers
have started to focus on less centralized systems, including Tchobanoglous and Angelalds
(1996). Decentralized systems can take advantage of the segregation between wet weather flow,
gray water, and black water, and pos="oly use less contaminated waters closer to their points or
origi~L Of the three, stormwater runoff is usually the least contaminated before central collection.
This may avoid construction of additional treatment systems, pipelines, etc., and present
significant cost savings. From the wet weather flow quality management perspective, there is
much interest in local management of wet weather flow from smaller, more frequent events, as
these events tend to have more pollutants associated with them. The primary on-site option is to
encourage infiltration of this stormwater flow from roofs, driveways, parking lots, and streets.
This infiltrated water increases the moisture in the unsaturated zone and raises the groundwater
table which can provide benefits in terms of increasing base flows in streams and providing
storrawater to help meet the evapotranspiration (ET) needs of the local vegetation.
One of the most prevalent themes advanced in the recent literature in wet weather flow
management is to limit the generation of runoff from urban areas through the use of best
management practices and on-site control of wet weather flow, a form of reuse, particularly in
frequent small storm events (Mitchell, Mein, and McMahon, 1996). Butler and Parkinson (1997)
suggest that reuse of stormwater provides a more sustainable urban drainage infrastructure by
minimizing available wet weather flow that could possibly be mixed with wastewater; as well as
attempting to minimize the use of expensive drinking water for irrigation. The diagram in Figure
6-2 indicates that reuse of stormwater closest to the point of generation is the highest and best
use that will yield sustainable systems. Pitt et al. (1996) suggest that residential stormwater (i.e.
roofs and driveways, not sgreets) generally has the least amount of contamination and advocate
infiltration of residential stormwater as a means of disposal with few environmental impacts.
In keeping with this theme, a possible model of a residential on-site control system is shown in
Figure 6-3. Precipitation falls on roofs and driveways and is channeled, with some losses, into a
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storage tank. The storage tank varies in size depending on the location. Water is taken fi’om the
tank for irrigation of landscape surfaces; some is used for ET, some is lost to infiltration, and
some is lost to runoff. In essence, this model is an irrigation, or water deficit demand model.
Ixrigation demand is determined mainly fi’om ET requirements. To calculate ET, water is
budgeted daily or monthly. By examining the water balance of one residential parcel in differing
climatic zones, the efficacy of the option of on-site reuse of stormwater can be evaluated across
the United States. Heaney et al. 0998) performed such an analysis and found that, for many
areas of the country, particularly humid ones, enough stormwater can be collected to satisfy
average irrigation demands. Arid areas of the country with high ET requirements may not satisfy
their irrigation demand by stormwater reuse alone; some combination of graywater and
stormwater may need to be considered in these cases.
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Figure 6-2. Stormwater Handling Priority Diagram, Based on Sustainability, Proximity,
and Visibility (Veldkamp et al., 1997)
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Figure 6-3. Concept of Stormwater Reuse Residential Storage System
(Beaney et al., 1998)

Urban water reuse is an attractive possibility for 21st century systems. Stormwater from roofs
and driveways has been shown to be of high quality and suitable for lawn watering, toilet
flushing, showers, etc. Graywater fi’om showers and baths can be used for lawn watering. Case
studies of innovative systems such as the "Casa Del Agua" house in Tucson, Arizona (Foster, et
al. 1988 and Karpiscak, Foster, and Schmidt (1990), the Rouse ~ Development in Australia
(Law, 1996), and several in Germany (Herrmann et al. 1996) illustrate the potential of on-site
water management. Wkh aggressive on-site controls the need to import water for water supply is
decreased significantly. Correspondingly, the amount of wastewater discharged off-site is also
much less. Future work on both centralized and decentralized stormwater and graywater reuse
systems needs to focus on economic evaluation; the area shows much promise due to the
enormous amount of potential water supply available.
6.2.1
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6.3

Financing and Cost Analysis

Stable funding is an essential ingredient in developing and maintaining viable urban water
organizations, whether they are stormwater utilities, watershed organizations, or some other
organizational form. Integrated management offers the promise of improved economic efficiency
and other benefits fi’om combining multiple purposes and stakeholders. However, the benefits
from integrated watershed management exacerbate problems of financing these more complex
organizations, since ways must be found to assess each stakeholder’s "fair share" of the cost of
this operatio~ Nelson (1995) provides a current overview of utility financing in the water,
waste-water, and stormwater areas. At least 20 states have organized their activities, in varying
degrees, around watersheds (Nagle et al., 1996). For many of these state programs, nonpoint
pollution control is a primary objective. These state-based watershed water quality programs are
supported by reallocating existing state program monies, some of which originate from US EPA.
A major gap in funding at present is the inability of the federal government to "block fund"
multipurpose local agencies such as watershed organizations. Local water agencies must deal
with a large number of independent federal agencies with complex requirements for obtaining
financial support.

US EPA used to maintain and widely distn’bute information on the cost of controls. The cost
estimates for the EPA Needs Sumeys give helpful data, e.g., Scott et al. 0992). However, muchimproved accounting and cost-reporting methods are needed to learn the true costs of various
parts of wet weather management. Many urban water control facilities are multipurpose. Hence,
accurate methods to properly assign costs are essential. Newer methods such as activity-based
costing are helpful in this regard., but, the longer-term solution is to directly link process
simulators such as SWMM with accounting systems so that costs can be properly assigned as the
wet weather flow moves through and out of the urban area.
The current interest in benefit/cost analysis as part of WWF evaluations demands improved
methods of estimating benefits. This has been an active research area and relatively reliable
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methods are now available. With proper control of WWFs, many urban receiving waters are
being rejuvenated and providing a focal point for large-scale urban redevelopment.
6.3.1
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6.3.2

Methods of Financing

Fort Bend County, Texas, issued tax-exempt revenue bonds and impact fees to finance its
drainage improvement projects (Gilligan, 1996). Urban stormwater utilities have been a
successful way to fund wet weather flow pollution control systems (Benson, 1996; Reese, 1996).
Roesner, Mack, and Howard (1996) describe a wet weather flow master plan that formulates an
integrated way to finance necessary stormwater infrastructure for a new development near
Orlando, Florida. Henkin and Mayer (1996) describe how US EPA’s Environmental Financial
Advisory Board (EFAB) and Enviromental Financing Information Network (EFIN) can be used
to create a financing strategy for implementing comprehensive conservation and management
plans. One of the most promising financing alternatives for wet weather flow infrastructure
needs has been the development ofa stormwater utility which can assess user fees (Ferris, 1992;
Reese, 1996; Benson, 1992). Deho and Reese (1995) provide a good overview of stormwater
utility financing. Collins (1996) describes the formation of a county-wide stormwater utility in
Sarasota, Florida. EPA used this county as its first stormwater NPDES permit in the state of
Florida. Pasquel et al. (1996) describe the multifaceted funding mechanisms used by Prince
W’dliam County, Virginia, to fund the county’s watershed management program. The sources
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include a stormwater management fee based upon density and area of impervious surface and
development impact fees. The authors include a detailed discussion of the major components of
the fee structure. Nelson (1995) desen’bes alternative methods for calculating system
development charges for a stormwater utility.
6.3.2.1

Research Needs

Research is needed on innovative financing methods including financing urban stormwater as
part of a watershed management organization.
6.3.2.2
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Pasquel, F., Brawley, R., Guzmaa, O., and Mohan, M_ (1996) Funding mechanisms for a
watershed management program Proceedings of Watershed ’96 Moving Ahead Together:
Technical Conference and Exposit~ot~ Alexandria, VA: Water Environment Federation.

Reese, A.J. (1996) Stormwatef Utility User Fee Credits. J.. Water Res. Planning Mgmt. 122 (1):
49.
Roesner, L.A., Mack, B.W. and Howard, R.M. (1996) Integrated storm water planning in
Orlando, Florida. Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Urba~ Storm Drainage,
Hanover, Germany, IAHR/IAWQ Joint Committee Urban Storm Drainage.
6.3.3

Methods of Cost Allocation

Methods of finance and revenue generation cannot simply be used alone. Costs must be allocated
among users in such a way as to preserve equity; otherwise users will pursue more reasonable
alternatives. McDonough and Converse (1973) examine the trade-off between pipeline and
treatment costs. They propose the "added pipe rule," i.e., that a community or group that causes
a new trunk pipeline to be built should pay for it. Young (1982) develops fairness criteria for an
allocation method, and finds that the generally accepted separable cost, remaining benefits
(SCRB) allocation model does not meet these criteria. Young postulates that, as the size of a
coalition grows, the cost savings exponentially increase up to a point, then approach a constant
value, decreasing the impetus toward larger and larger groups. Heaney and Dickinson (1982) use
cooperative n-person game theory to develop the minimum costs, remaining savings 0VICRS)
method, which satisfies many of the criteria Young (1982) proposes (n is the number of
participants). Ng and Heaney (1989) further explore this method further. The method uses
combinations of participants to determine an equitable allocation of the project costs. A major
disadvantage of the method is that the number of coalitions to evaluate is determined by the
following formula: (2~-1), and consequently expands rapidly as the number of participants
grows. Lejano et al. (1992) use some of these fairness criteria in allocating costs of a water reuse
project in Los Angeles.
Strus and DeWitt (1996) developed an environmental charge cost allocation model, which
allocates significant environmental costs to rate-payers by use of relational database technology.
The algorithm is based on an activity-based percentage of use. Heaney (1997) summarizes this
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literature including applications to urban stormwater management. The area of cost allocation
should be expanded to include the balance between rates and system development charges.
6.3.3.1

Research Needs

Fairly assigning system costs to users requires research to link activity-based costing models to
urban hydrologic simulation models such as SWMM. Another erea of pos,~ole research is the
use of long-term economic and financial simulation to evaluate the sustainability of urban water
management.
6.3.3.2
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6.3.4

Development of Cost/Performance Data for Controls

Rudolph and Balke (1996) found that, in Zwickaw, Germany, an alternative stormwater disposal
system was cheaper than connecting to the municipal storm sewer system by a factor of almost
2.5. This results primarily from connection fees due to the high costs of treating and storing
urban stormwater without including social costs. Bautista and Geiger (1993) summarize the
findings of a wetlands ~jstem that treats residential storm runoff before discharge into Lacamas
Lake, Washingto~ The authors found that the system was effective at reducing sediment and
nutrient loadings into the lake. Ferguson (1990) developed a monthly water balance model and
applied it to 12 different infiltration basins in the Atlanta, Georgia, area. The basins differed by
construction techniques and management objectives; results were reviewed in terms of costs and
performance. Schmidt, Seta, and Averill (1997) describe a multi-agency pilot program for
evaluation of controls in the Great Lakes area. Controls evaluated were vortex separator, a
circular clarifier, a horizontal-flow plate clarifier, and an inclined rotary drum screen. Findings
indicated that the vortex separator and plate clarifier achieved reductions of 50% in total
suspended solids and 30% in biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), which is a possible goal of the
province of Ontario. Wanielista et al. (1991) summarize research in the use of granular activated
carbon (GAC) filter beds to remove trihalomethanes from an urban stormwater detention pond.
Cost of treatment was approximately $4.39/1,000 gallons, annually. Li and Adams (1994)
derived several analytic probabilistic models to predict from rainfall statistics the long-term
performance of storage treatment devices.
Labadie et al. (1984) descn’be CSUDP/Sewer, and its stormwater control package, which is a
model for conducting simulated real-time experiments in urban stormwater systems. The model
can identify least-cost vertical layouts and sizings of storm drainage systems. The authors
applied the model to identify optimal horizontal layout, which involves nonlinear programming
and network flow theory; more testing on this problem is necessary.
6.3.4.1

Research Needs

Uniform information is needed on the total cost of wet weather flow controls and how to
properly apportion these costs for multi-purpose projects. Information on costs and performance
are typically the most diflScult to get, so any new information gathered should be disseminated in
the widest form available (e.g., World W~de Web).
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6.3.4.2
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6.4

Benefits of Urban Wet Weather Flow Management

Methods for assessing the benefits of wet weather flow quantity control, in terms of reducing
flood damage by providing structural and non-structural controls, are well established, e.g.,
James and Lee (1971), Johnson (1985). Quantifying the benefits associated with water quality
improvements or the dual problem of quantifying the damages associated with water quality
degradation are more difficult, but a significant body of literature represents the subject. Heaney
(1994) reviews alternative environmental valuation methods and proposes property valuation as
a good integrative measure of the benefits or disadvantages associated with water quality. He
includes the results of ease studies in Florida of lakes that have a wide variety of water quality,
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size, and water level fluctuation. The same approach is used on the land side to evaluate the

economic impact of providing flood control and drainage. Other ways to measure the direct user
benefits include recreation travd costing, and defensive expenditures to ameliorate undesirable
effects. A more recent approach is to evaluate non-user benefits, e.g. the benefits a person gains
from knowing that a natural resource is being protected even if this person does not use or visit
this resource. Cummings and Harrison (1994) present an evaluation of non-use values, gussell
(1994) describes how ’these benefit assessment methods can be used in the decision making
process.

Contingent valuation has been successfully applied to evaluate the value to customers of
improved water supply reliability. The California Urban Water Agencies conducted a contingent
valuation survey of 4,000 randomly sampled customers. Customers were asked to vote on a
hypothetical referendum. If the majority voted yes, monthly water bills would be increased by a
specified amount and there would be no future water sapply shortages. If they voted no, utility
bills would remain the same but shortages would continue (Hoag, 1997). The results (Figure
6-4) indicate a willingness to pay an additional $11 to $17 per month per customer to avoid
future shortages of indicated fi’equenq~ and severity. These results helped assess the economic
value of reliability.
George (1996) discusses the pros and cons of using benefit/cost analysis (BCA) for
environmental projects. Rudolph and Balke (1996) conducted a BCA of alternative wet weather
flow management systems for new residential development in the cities of Dortmund and
Zwickau, Germany.
Despite these advances, quantifying benefits in urban wet weather flow management has
remained a difficult task. If benefits could be determined, cost/benefit analysis could be done
quite easily, as typically cost data are available. For an overview of cost/benefit analysis in water
resources, see Kneese (1993). There are indirect ways of determining benefits. One of these is
real estate valuation, an example of which is given in Frederick et al. (1996). The authors
describe ways of making urban wet weather flow management attractive; and, if this is done,
give estimates from developments in which property was made more valuable than without it
(Table 6-2).

Another problem related to evaluating benefits is assessing performance. Overall watershed and
ecosystem health are determined by many synergistic and related factors that cannot usually be
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boiled down to a single indicator that is easy to measure. This problem is illustrated in Figure
6-5 from Holmes (1996). The author is not recommending giving up the quest for a performance
measure, just suggesting that it is difficult to measure performance of a management system
whose goal is to protect an ever-changing environmental system in which the interrelationships
are not fully understood. The measuring process is something of a moving target.
It is possible, however, to develop broad criteria of performance that can be used to focus on the
weaknesses suggested by Holmes 0996). Such studies may reflect the fact that our knowledge of
the problem may not sustain the high degree of resolution typically required in scientific
research. Such a system was developed by AMSA (1996), which ranks performance profiles by
simple subjective criteria. This study categorizes performance measures and gives advantages
and disadvantages, relative cost ratings, and key attributes of each (Table 6-3). Lindsey,
Swietlick, and Hall (1997), reporting on a research project for the Water Environment Research
Foundation, list key stormwater quality indicators (Table 6-4). Together, these begin
development of performance systems for CSO control and urban water management. However,
key technical and policy issues remain. Some of these issues are (Lindsey, Swietlick, and Hall,
1997):
¯

What incentives can serve as the impetus for water resource managers to move to a
watershed management approach? How can states and US EPA afford to move to
watershed management given shrinking resources?

¯

Watershed management and the use of environmental indicators may be more complex
than traditional source-by-source management. How do managers and their agencies
overcome these new complexities?

¯

Is the current statutory scheme under the Clean Water Act adequate to fully deal with
urban wet weather problems7 If not, in what respects should it be changed?

¯

What are effective strategies to address the challenges posed by watersheds that cross
multiple jurisdictional boundaries? What roles should different levels of government,
industry, and the public play7

¯

How can monitoring data and BMP performance information be comparably generated,
usefully accumulated, and fully shared with interested parties?
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How can wet weather data and watershed information be used at a national level for
decision making and future program direction?
¯

How do regulators ensure accountability under a watershed approach that may rely more
on performance-based results and less on end-of-pipe compliance monitoring?
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Figure 6-4. Mean Monthly Willingness to Pay to Avoid Particular Urban Water Supply
Shortage Frequencies and Magnitudes (Barakat and Chamberlain Inc., 1994)
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Figure 6-5. A Model of the Process of Measuring, Understanding, and Determining
Possible Performance Criteria (Holmes, 1996)
6.4.1
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Table 6-2. Examples of Real Estate Premiums Charged for Propert7 Fronting Urban
Runoff Controls (Frederick et aL, 1996)
Location

Base Costs of Lots/Homes

Estimated Water
Premium

Condominium: $129,990 to
$139,990
Home with lot: $330,000 to
$368,000
Townhome with lot: $130,000 to
$160,000
Varies

Up to $7,500

Dedson Homes, Layton,

Homes with lot: $289,000-

Up to $10,000

Fauquier Count7, VA

$305,000

Chancery on the Lake.,
Alexandria, VA
Centrex Homes at Baddey,
Fairfax, VA
Townhomes at Lake Barton,
Burke, VA
Lake of the Woods,

i Orange County, VA

Up to $10,000
Up to $10,000
Up to $49,000

Ashburn V’dlage,
Loudon Count7, VA
Weston Development,
Broward County, FL

Varies

$7,500 to $10,000

Home with lot: $110,000 to
$1,000,000

$6,000 to $60,000
d~vending on lake
size, location, and the
percent of lakefront
property in the

Silver Lakes Development,
Broward County, FL

Varies

$200 to $400 per
linear foot of

Highland Parks, Hybenda, IL
Waterside Apartments, R~ton, V A
Village Lake Apartments,
Waldorf, MD
Lake Arbors Towers,
Mitcheliville, MD
Marymount at Laurel Lak~
Apartments, Laurel Lakes, MD
Lynne Lake Arms,
St. Petersburg, FL
Sale Lake, Boulder, CO
The Landing, Wichita, KS
Fairfax Count~, VA
Laurel Lakes Executive Park.
Laurel, MD

waterfron~ ~g
Waterfront lot: $299,900 to
$374,900
Apartment rental
l Aparm3ent rental

on lake size and view
$30,000 to $37,500

Apartment re~al

Up to $10/month
$5 to $10/month
depending on
apar~nent floor plan
$10/month

Apartmem rental

$10/month

Apartment reatai: $336 to
566/month
Waterfront lot: $134,000
Water~ont lot: $35,000 to
$40,000
Commercial office space rental
Commercial office space rental

$5 to $35/month
depending on lake size
Up to $35,000
Up to $20,000
Up to $1/square foot
$ I-$1.50/squar~ foot
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Table 6-3. Summary of Recommended CSO Performance Measures (AMSA, 1996)

¯
¯

¯

Administrative
Document~ implementation of 9 minim~nn
controls
Status of lon[[-t~m ~O1 plan*

End-of-Pipe
Flow Measurement
¯

Waste ~ac~on

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

/~ ---’.~ng Wa~er
¯

,"
’"

¯

Dissolved ox~m t~zud

Fecal colifo~ ~d
Floatables ~vad

We¢ we-~th_er flow

CSO
CSO fr~:~x.~_ in .~en~itive areas*
CSO voilm~
CSO voh__m~_ m sert_~tive areas
DI~ weather overflows

Pollutant Load Reductions
¯
BOD lo,_d
¯
TSS load
¯
Nu~_’~t load
¯
Flc~t~,bles
Ecological/Human
Hea!th/Resource
¯

¯
¯

Sed~tr~t ox~v~ demar~ hzud

¯

Trend of metals in boom sedimem~

¯
¯

Shellfish bed ¢|_c~__~es

Benthic o~ani.~rn diversity
Biolo~c~ diversity index
Recr~__rional index

Be~_¢h closures
Commer~_~al activiti~

"Appropriate for national tracking

Frededclc, tL, Goo, tL, Corrigan, M.B., Bartow, S., and Billingsley, M. (1996) Economic
benefits of urban runoff controls. Proceedings of Watershed ’96 Moving Ahead Together:
Technical Conference and Expos~tior~ Alexandria, VA: Water Environment Federation.

George, J. (1996) Practical approaches to assessing costs and benefits: Urban erosion and
sediment control as a case study. Proceedings of Watershed ’96 Moving Ahead Together:
Technical Conference andF_,xpos/tion. Alexandria, VA: Water Environment Federation.
Heaney, LP. (1994) Conceptually sound and operational methods for environmemal valuation.
Water Resources Update, Summer.
Holmes, P.R. (1996) Measuring success in water pollution control. Water Sci. Technol. (G.B.) 34
(12): 155-164.
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Table 6-4. Stormwater Environmental Indicators
(Lindsey, Swietlick, and Hall, 1997)

Non~oint sour~ loadin~
~ f~]tgnmes ofwamr ciualitT standards
Sediment contamination
Human health mt~ia

Stream tamp,a’at~ monitodn~
Biological Indicators:
Fish assemblage

¢omposit~ indicators
Other biological indicators
Social indicators:
Public attitude surveys
Indu~al/commercial pollution prevention
Public involvement and momtorin[~
User pexception
Programmatic Indicators:
Number of illicit connections id~ified/con’ected
Numbex of BMPs installed, ~ and
maintained
Pezmittin[[ and compliance
Growth and developngnt

Site Indicators:
Industrial si~ compliance monitoring
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(12): 33-40.
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Johnson, W.K. (1985) Significance of location in computing flood damages. J. Water Resources
Plart Mgmt. 111: 3-10.
Kneese, A.V. (1993) Economics and water resources--Water Resources Administration in the

United States, policy, practice, and emerging issues, Reuss, M.ed., Selected papers from the
A WRA National Forum on Water. Management Policy, Washington, DC. East Lansing, M:I:
Michigan State University Press.
Lindsey, A., Swietlik, W.F., and Hall, W.E. (1997) Effects of watershed development and
managemem on aquatic ecosystems~EPA’s perspective. Effects of Watershed Development and
Management on Aquatic Ecosystems, Proceedings of an Engineering Foundation Conference,
Snowbird, UtaA New York: ASCE.
Moffa, P., ed. (1990) Control and Treatment of Combined-Sewer Overflows. New York: Van
Nostrand Reinhold.
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Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Urban Storm Drainage, Hanover, Germany,
IAHR/~WQ Joint Committee Urban Storm Drainage.
Russell, C.S. (1994) Evaluation of decision making in the context of environmental restoration.
Water Resources Update, Summer.
6.4.2

Contingent Valuation

The contingent valuation method of estimating benefits uses survey irfformation in which
respondems are asked to place a value on a given environmental benefit and how much they are
willing to pay for it. Rogerson (1996) explains the concept of contingent valuation and how it
would apply to the water field. Crase (1996) applies contingent valuation to establish a value for
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wetland and woodlot areas, created as a result of a wastewater reuse project to come up with
estimates of benefits for the project. Loomis (1994) uses contingent valuation to establish values
for whooping crane habitat, improved water quality along the Platte River wetlands, and
instream flow needs. The author also suggests how these values can be integrated into the
benefit/cost framework.
Whitehead and Groothuis (1992) apply contingent valuation to the Tar-Pamlico Basin of North
Carolina, and found that the benefits of improved water quality were $1.62 million each year,
and based upon this finding, a survey of voters determined that they were willing to pay $1.06
million per year to achieve these improvements.
Finally, Lindsey (1992), used contingent valuation techniques to estimate the benefit of two
separate wet weather flow control plans resulting in 1% and 4% nutrient loading reductions to
the Chesapeake Bay. The benefits were estimated to be $1.2 million and $4.2 million,
respectively. Responders preferred user charges over property taxes to pay for these reductions,
but, the charging vehicle did not appear to affect their value of the reduction. Notwithstanding,
the author suggests that simultaneously valuing public goods as well as evaluating the method to
pay for them may not be valid.
6.4.2.1

Research Needs

Innovative methods are needed to quantify the benefits of urban water management systems.
Contingent valuation has shown some promise. Significant problems remain to be solved in
using this technique, and more work is necessary.
6.4.2.2
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6.4.3

CSO Measures of Success

Holmes (1996) describes the difficulty of measuring success of operation in water pollution
control. In many cases, despite successful operation, other factors may cause ambient water
quality may go down. There is a contradiction, however, in that the owners oftreatmem facilities
otten insist on such measures. The author suggests using quasi-biological systems as measures of
effectiveness that value survival. Sager and Chebbo (1996) suggest that the following
characteristics of discharges from storm sewers are important in measuring negative impacts:
¯

Annual loads (to determine cumulative effects);

Loads per event (to determine acute effects over several hours); and
¯

Loading within events (to establish variation in small time intervals).

This work was based upon the database QASTOR, which contains both combined and separate
storm sewer water quality data. Vanderkimpen, Diels, and Huberlant (1996) assess the different
methods for estimation of CSO spill frequent! such as:
¯

Spill frequency charts;

)

H~gh frequency synthetic storms;

¯

Composite high frequency synthetic storm; and

Short historical rainfall series and continuous rainfall data.
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The authors conclude that the spill frequency charts are relatively accurate for simple systems,
but they make some assumptions that are unique for each chart and must be taken into
consideration. I-figh frequency synthetic storms may underestimate the spill frequency
significantly. Composite high frequency synthetic storms correct somewhat for this, but the best
method was the properly selected short historical rainfall series. Breur, van Leeuwen, and
Dellaert (1996) developed a "discharge strategy" which is part of the decision model for an
urban drainage system..Hedges (1994) used models for prediction of performance, and compared
them with actual efficiency. In the United States, Lindsey, Swietlick, and Hall (1997) and
AMSA (1996) developed broader, simpler versions of performance criteria.

6.4.3.1

Research Needs

More work in this area is needed to develop standardized measures of performance for CSO
controls, particularly quantitative ones.

6.4.3.2
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6.5

Education and Outreach

Education is an important nonstmctural BMP component of an urban wet weather flow
management plan, both in terms of the general public, and municipal, state, and federal
professionals. The latter group is particularly important when there is an increasing burden on
municipal government in terms of regulatory compliance, at a time of decreasing funding, and
possibly mixed political commitments on the local level. US EPA has, in certain cases, required
an educational component of a municipal stormwater discharge permit as a nonstructural BMP
(Pitt et al., 1997). According to Urbonas (1998), the point of public education is to modify
behavior, but the he finds that little is known about the effectiveness of such programs.
Schumacher and Crdmes (1992) describe the public education program developed as part of the
Charlotte, North Carolina wet weather flow planning process. This program consists of:
¯

Inform the public about regulatory requirements; and

¯

Formally involve special interest groups in the wet weather flow management process.

General guidance on education and outreach can be found in Beech and Dake (1992) and US
EPA (1993). Fujita (1993) describes an extensive education program in Tokyo, Japan, to explain
the new Experimental Sewer System (ESS). This education program convinced the public of the
advantages of infiltration in reducing local flooding and restoring desirable groundwater
conditions. The state of Illinois has prepared several education booklets to explain the watershed
management program to the public (Water Environment and Technology, 1996).
Current studies in Austin, Texas, are the first to explicitly link investments in public education
with improvements in receiving water quality (Pitt et al., 1997). While this link will probably
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remain difficult to establish directly, public education is an essential component of urban wet
weather flow management.
A number of local public education programs for dties abating wet weather flow pollution were
sponsored by US EPA (Austin, Latrou, and Rheams, 1996; Feuka, 1996). A multi-media public
information campaign was an important part of efforts to achieve a 40% reduction of nutrients
entering Ch~e Bay (Leffler and Flagle, 1996).
Two important key areas of research are public involvement and participation techniques and
coordination of research across agencies. A more detailed analysis of these areas follows.
6.5.1
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Water Environment and Technology (1996) Illinois Turns to Communities for Grassroots
Watershed Work.
6.5.2

Public Involvement, Participation Techniques

Lange (1991) suggests identifying important stakeholders most interested in decision making in
river corridor planning, as well as developing an information and education program. The author
also stresses that the planning effort should have a "clear vision" and should focus on budgetary
concerns for implementation.
Terranova and Tice (1995) describe the public involvement in the NEPA analysis done for
several towns in Illinois devastated by the 1993 Midwest floods; an environmental review of
alternatives is required by NEPA and FEMA before construction. The process was an attempt to:
1) maximize public involvement, while maintaining a fast track toward environmental
assessment (EA) adoption, through on-site and telephone interviews, 2) educate the public on the
NEPA process, 3) prepare a site-specific summary of the draft EA for the community to review,
4) notify the public about pending meetings and deadlines, and 5) facilitate a public forum prior
to finalization of the EA. In application, it was found that attempting to facilitate more public
involvement earlier in the process would better assist local decision making that became
protracted as a result of delays in public awareness of the issues.
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Nazarenus (1995) descn]~es the sometimes difficult process of increasing citizen involvement,
first hying out several basic rules, including using layman’s terms instead of technical ones, and
discussing the project with those directly involved to attempt to increase their "ownership" of the
project. Techniques the author used include: open houses, professional technical assistance,
training sessions, marketing techniques, and better customer support.
Stifiel (1990) evaluates the North Carolina NPS pollution control program (see Section 6.1.2)
and found significant disagreement between staff interpretations of public support and public
survey results. The author suggests that this is caused by the undue influence of private interests,
as well as inherent bias and tendency toward categorization. StiRel also found that there are, with
qualification, significant subgroups within the general population; however, the vast majority
tended to be moderate on development and environmental issues. Marcy and Gerritsen (1996)
describe the active, diverse citizen involvement in managing the Chesapeake Bay ecosysten~
6.5.2.1

Research Needs

Methods should be developed to evaluate the efficacy of public involvement and participation
techniques. Case studies could be included.
6.5.2.2
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6.5.3

Coordination of Wet Weather Flow Research Across Agencies

Simonovic and Bender (1996) describe a collaborative planning-support system (CPSS) which,
by integrating models and databases from different areas in a user-friendly environment,

enhances the iterative planning process by enhancing the communication between disciplines.
Sherman (1995) advocates the need for inter-agency coordination to develop cost effective
solutions to environmental degradation caused by wet weather flow management. Scott (1996)
provides a literature review of wet weather flow research across Australia to assist in interagency
coordination and avoid duplication.
Lesouef (1996) discusses water management institutions and the concepts of centralization
versus decentralization; the author found that significant cultural and political context,
geography, water surplus or shortage, and the necessity of a dynamic equilibrium were factors
which influenced the degree of centralization chosen by the institution. Koff, W’dken, and Nel
(1996) describe the formation of a wastewater management company in the East Rand of South
Africa. They compare this model with other management organizations, including agencies,
private companies, metropolitaa boards, local governments, central governments, mix of public
and private entities, and river basin management organizations.
6.5.3.1

Research Needs

Comparative studies of U.S. practices versus programs in other countries would be helpful.
Countries such as Great Britain and Australia are conducting multi-purpose watershed research.
It would be useful to compare coordination of research within this context. A collaborative effort
with the public administration field in this area may be beneficial.
6.5.3.2
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CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES
Table 2-8 presents a master list of 67 research needs that involve control technologies to reduce wet
weather impa~ts. These may be grouped into three general categories:

Source control at the land-parcel or street-side level e.g. on-site storm management and

Collection system innovations, e.g sewer rehabilitation; and
¯

Treatment and storage technologies, e.g., end-of-pipe, lfigh-rate treatment systems.

Some of these technologies have been used in the field of urban wet weather management for some
time but may be descn~oed as evolving because they are not widely used and are not fully understood
at a process level; others may be more aptly described as being in their infancy. Recent work has
focused on the integration of the urban water cycle (of which urban drainage is a component) with
land use planning under the guiding principle of creating a more sustainable urban environment
(Buffer and Parkinson, 1997).
7.1

On-Site Control

Of the 67 control-oriented research needs listed in Table 2-8, 14 were identified as dealing primarily
with on-site control. Section 7.1.2 covers two topics fi’om Table 2-8, swales and swales instead of
curbs. Section 7.1.3 covers three topics fi’om Table 2-8, reduction of directly impervious surfaces,
modification of urban surfaces to reduce hydraulic and pollutant loads, and performance of porous
and permeable pavemeras. Two other, more generic, sections, toxic source reduction and improved
source reduction are included in the section on modifying urban land-surfaces, but also involve
many other research. Chapter 3.0 and Section 3.2 specifically cover characterization of toxic
Wet Weather Flow Management--A Research Needs Survey for Urban Areas
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sources. Research needs associ=ed with source reduction first require characterization of pollutants.
However, the concept of pollutants associated with urban surfaces is generic, and research needs
presented in Section 7.1.3 are indirectly relevant to toxic-source reduction. This section presents
one-page summaries of nine on-site controls, and further research needed to improve their
performance. The organization of research needs topics is shown in Table 7-I.

Control of urban wet weather impacts has traditionally been achieved through public drainage
works; typically capturing urban runoff atter it leaves privately owned lands. Drainage works on
private lands are designed to collect runoff and transport it from urban land parcels to public
drainage works as efficiently as possible. This "minor" drainage system typically provides drainage
for events with recurrence intervals of 2 to 10 years (Table 7-2) and provides relief from nuisance
flooding (ASCE/WEF, 1992). "Major" drainage ways are natural or improved channels that convey
runoff that exceeds the capacity of the minor system, including emergency outfall facilities
(ASCE/WEF, 1992). The level of service expected from conventional urban drainage works is
shown in Table 7-2. The technologies described in this section are primarily concerned with
modifications of the way parcel-level drainage interacts with the minor drainage system, and how
the minor-drainage system operates. Therefore, on-site control technologies are designed to affect
frequent storm runoff events: those with return periods shorter than 0.5 years. Candaras, Carvalho,
and Koo (1995) refer to this category as micro-storm management.
With regard to urban runoff quality, traditional urban drainage works have exacerbated certain
deleterious impacts of imperviousness: for example, nonpoint source (2qPS) pollution accumulates
on impervious surfaces and is transported via surface runoff directly to receiving waters (Schueler,
1995; ASCE/WEF, 1992). ~ous surfaces increase storm runoff volume and the peak flow rate
and decrease the time-to-peak flow, effectively decreasing the level of service provided by
stormwater infrastructure investment. In addition, a valuable resource has been "wasted" in areas
where outdoor water use is a major component of the urban water cycle.
The impact of the automobile on urban runoff quality has been an especially important aspect of
urban land use over the past 50 years. Imperviousness may be seen as a function of road width and
lot density. Schueler (1995) highlights the importance of land-use planning in terms of pervious or
impervious surfaces for urban N-PS reduction.
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Table 7-1. On-Site Control Research Needs (Unprioritized)
,~tion
7.1 On-Site Controls
7.1.2 Swales
7.1.3 Modifying urban surfaces

Table 2-811)#
88
96
151

Research Topic
Effectiveness of swales
Swales instead of c~’bs
Reduce directly ~z~d impervious

7.1.4 Reduce I/I from laterals
7.1.5 Design improvements for

94
93
152
91

hydraulic and pollutam loads
Perfornmnce of porous and permeable
pavemmts
Improved methods of source reduction
Toxics sources reduction
Reduce ]/I in honse service laterals
Urban drainage design improvements for

7.1.6 Stormwater r~nse
7.1.7 Storm inlet devices
7.1.8 Indnstrial runoff control
711.9 Reuse of runoff as coolin~ water

95
97
98
89

Stotmwa~ reuse
Storm inlet devic~
Industrial runoff control
IReuse of urban runoff as cooling water

7.1. I0 Roadway and airport deicing

99

Ro~y/~x,r~ deicing

109

Table 7-2. Design Storm Frequencies for Minor and Macro Drainage Systems
(ASCE/WEF, 1992)
Land Use
Residential
High value commercial
Airports (terminals, roads, aprons)
High value downtown business areas
, Major Drainage System Elements

Design Storm Return Period
2 to 5 years
2 to 10 years
2 to 10 years
5 to I 0 years
50 to 500 years

As a result of the impacts of impervious surfaces on runoff quality, wet weather researchers have
investigated various means of reducing stormwater runoffand associated NPS pollution at the urbanparcel level. Researchers are attempting to implement broadly deftned societal goals such as
"sustalnability" along with traditional goals of public health and safety and environmental
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protection. For example, recent work in Henze et al. (1997) and Sieker and Verwom (1996, 1997)
highlight the problems assodated with accounting for the future external costs of urbanization. The
time scales relevant to the sustainability of urban drainage works are shown in Figure 7-1. Along
with unforeseen scenarios, the difficulty in developing truly sustainable systems seems to lie in the
uncertainty associated with forecasting the nature of the future urban environmentwithin which the
drainage infrastructure must operate.

LOCAL

REGIONAL

GLOBAL

Health
and safety

Environmental Protection

Sustainability

DAYS

MONTHS

YEARS

Figure 7-1. Hierarchy of Objectives of Drainage Systems Showing Increasing Extent of
Spatial and Temporal Effects (Butler and Parkinson, 1997)
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Larsen and Gujier (1997) describe the essential dilemma created by drainage works in dense urban
land use:
Urban drainage is fundamental for preventing flooding of many urban areas.
Although urban drainage has serious consequences for the water cycle and for the
quality of receiving waters during storm events, it is not poss~le to maintain present
population densities without this service. In many urban areas a continuous draining
of groundwater is necessary.
Urban drainage is therefore a necessary service for a rapidly urbanizing world. If we are to reduce
long-term costs of urbanization and move toward sustainability, urban drainage works should move
toward the following goals (Nelen, de Ridder, and Hartman, 1996):
¯

Control at the source;

¯

Control of the source;

¯

Nfinimization of flows;

¯

Use of sustainable materials; and

¯

Nfmimization of energy and other resources.

Hgure 7-2 presents a conceptualiz~on of these goals. On-site control strategies such as stormwater
utilization (e.g., stormwater reuse) score high on the sustainability axis because reuse does not
require the transportation of"wastes," and does not mix stormwater with that of other origins. The
goals of on-site technologies may be summarized as follows (adapted from Pitt et al. 1997; Butler
and Parkinson, 1997; Larsen and Gujer, 1997):
¯

Utilize stormwater as a resource;

¯

Minimize NPS pollution loads on a frequent-storm basis;

¯

!Vfinimize quantity ofrunoffto better control flooding;

¯

Better satisfy short-term societal goals of public health and safety;
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¯

Adhere to societal goals of minimized environmental impact; and

¯

Move toward satisfying long-term sodetal gods, such as sustainability.

Figure 7-2. Stormwater Handling Priority Diagram, Based on Sustainability, Proximity,
and Visibility (Veidkamp, Hermann, and Colandini, I997)
7.1.1
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7.1.2

Swales

Grassy swales have been recommended as a best managemem practice (BMP) in urban runoff
control for some time, particularly for runofffom highways. Urbonas, Roesner, and Guo (1996)
define a grassy swale as a ¢omponem of a runoff treatment system that holds stormwater from one
event until displaced by the next. Yousef et al. (1985) found that for highway runoff flowing over
swales, ionic components of heavy metals and nutrients were reduced; possibly by "sorption,
infiltration, precipitation, co-preeipitation, and biological uptake." Urbonas (1997) documents the
current literature on grassy swales as a BMP. Current research is consistent with past findings;
namely that there is a significant removal of pollutants (e.g, from 20 to 40% removal of total
suspended solids). Urbonas (1997) suggests that grass swales are most appropriate in areas where
slopes are less than 3 to 4%, which tends to lower flow velocities. Even better performance is
achieved in softs with very high infiltration rates. This indicates that infiltration is the essential
removal mechanism, and, due to this characteristic, grassy swales may reduce the runoffvolume as
well as the runoffpeak in certain cases. Pitt et al. (1997) also document the current literature on the
use of swales and include reviews on studies of the potential for groundwater contamination from
infiltration. The authors indicate that groundwater comamination is not a major concern for the
majority of urban areas. Livingston (1993) reports on work fi’om Florida in which equations were
developed to aid in the design ofswales to achieve a given level of performance.
Livingston (1993) provides a good first step in the development of quantitative analysis of swales.
Pitt and Voorhees (1997) summarize the application of the source loading and management model
(SLAMM) which, based on a simplifying method using the statistical characteristics of small storm
hydrology, enables a user during planning to assess the performance of a variety of controls,
including swales. A computer model of a grassy swale/perforated pipe urban runofftreatmem system
was developed by Paul Wisher & Associates (1994).
7.1.2.1

Research Needs

There seems to be more quantitative analysis for the performance of wet detention ponds than for
grassy swales. More work should be done in this direction so that the mechanisms of pollutant
removal in swales are better understood and swales can then be integrated into stormwater treatment
systems.
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7.1.2.2
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7.1.3

Modifying Urban Surfaces to Reduce Hydraulic and Pollutant Loads

The impervious nature of urban surfaces is a well-documented problem associated with urban
drainage (Schueler, 1995). Modification of these surfaces to improve runoff’ quality and reduce
runoff volume and peak flow is an attractive land-use modification that has shown promise in
several applications around the world. Two major forms of urban surface modification are:
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increasing pavement porosity, and reducing dire~.ly connected impervious areas. Porous and
permeable pavement has been developed in three forms: porous asphalt, porous concrete, and
permeable modular locking concrete blocks with open cells (Urbonas and Stahre, 1993; Pratt, 1997).
Of the three, modular blocks show the most promise, because this form does not clog as quickly as
porous asphalt or concrete, and is easier to clean and maintain (Urbonas and Stahre, 1993). Kresin,
James, and Elrick (1997) report decreased infiltration capacity of porous pavement with age. There
has been concern in the.United States regarding the ability of porous and permeable pavements to
withstand fi’eeze--thaw cycles (Urbonas and Stahre, 1993). However, Pratt (1997) recently cited
work in Sweden and the United Kingdom that indicates that porous pavement performance exceeds
that of impermeable pavement. In the United States, Florida has been a leader in the use of porous
pavement; 90,000 m~ of the pavement were constructed by 1990 (Ferguson, 1994). In Tokyo, Japan,
it is estimated that 494,000 m: of both porous and permeable pavement have been constructed since
1984 (Pratt, 1997). Reduction of directly connected impervious surfaces in an urban catchment
involves hydraulically breaking the connection of impervious surfaces and the minor or local
drainage works (Urbonas and Stahre, 1993). For example, retrofitting existing roof drainage
downspouts is a common example of disconnecting impervious surfaces (Urbonas and Stahre, 1993).
New development may use more advanced techniques, such as porous driveways and roof drainage
to landscaped ground or to onsite reuse facilities. Problems with draining impervious areas to
pervious land include boggy mosquito-breeding areas, poor snow removal, and hazardous roadside
ditches (Urbonas, 1997). If infiltrated water has drained from impervious surfaces that are sources
of NPS pollution groundwater contamination may be a concern (Pitt et al., 1996).
7.1.3.1

Research Needs

Quantitative, long-term assessment of these BMPs is greatly needed. Effects of enhanced infiltration
on the urban water budget including groundwater and runoff quality must be measured. Fundamental
physical processes ofinfilwation through porous or permeable pavements remain poorly understood.
Cooperation with experimental research in Canada and Europe would be helpful.
7.1.3.2
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7.1.4

Reduce Inflow and Infiltration in House Service Laterals

Infiltration and inflow (I/I) represent a large portion of the nation’s treated wastewater. Nation-wide
estimates of annual Vl volume are as high as 50% of total wastewater flow (Petroff~ 1996). Houston,
Texas, has reported peak to average ratios of sanitary wastewater flow as high as 50:1 (Jeng,
Bagstad, and Chang, 1996). UI can cause sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs), with sewer system
surcharging typically occurring as peaking ratios reach 4:1 or 5:1 (US EPA, 1990). Traditional UI
reduction strategies employ remedial actions on the sewer collection system, However, privately
owned house laterals may introduce as much as much as 70 to 80% of the total infiltration in a
sanitary sewer (Field and O’Connor, 1997). Elliot et al. (1997a, b) report that private sources
contribute more than 60% of UI in Lower Paxton Township, Pennsylvania. This poses significant
problems for the owner of an aging sewer system. Expensive field monitoring is needed to isolate
leaking laterals. Flow monitoring in conjunction with video inspection is typically used. Gokhale,
Kaufinann, and Stein (1997) describe new techniques of testing water tightness in existing buried
pipes using low-pressure air tests. Air is pumped into the sewer, and the rate at which inflow air is
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required to keep the pipe at constant pressure is measured (Gokhale, Kaufinann, and Stein, 1997).
While there is no known fundamental relationship between the rate that air leaks out of a pipe and
water leaks in, there is a direct correlation: sewers that leak more water in, leak more air out
(Gokhale, Kaufinann, and Stein, 1997). This technology may prove economically feasible as test
cases are performed and the technology develops.
7.1.4.1

Research Needs

The problem of service laterals leaking extraneous flow into sewers is a problem of economics: the
shear number of privately owned laterals prevents rehabilitation on a scale large enough to effect
a change in wet weather flows. Monitoring technologies noted above may prove important in
identifying deficient laterals; however the problem of the number of laterals, each with an
independent owner, remains. Therefore, this research problem lies largely in the area of sewer
system administration. Building code enforcement, billing strategies, and incentives for private
owners to fix deficient laterals must be investigated. As monitoring and control of sewers becomes
standard practice for other reasons, an indirect benefit may be the ability of a sewer owner to
monitor leaks at the parcel level. Future sewer billing strategies may include a charge for the volume
of service rendered, similar to what is done in the water supply field. Research conducted in this area
should be closely linked with research in sewer monitoring and control, and with institutional
changes in sewer administration.
7.1.4.2
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7.1.5

Urban Drainage Design Improvements for Micro-Storms

The concept of design improvements for micro-storms is that, by concentrating on these more easily
controlled events, the first flush of pollutants into the urban drainage system can be eliminated.
Candaras, Carvalho, and Koo (1995) studied the performance of an exfiltration/filtration system and
determined that it was successful at meeting the goal of micro-storm elimination. O’Loughlin,
Beecham, and Goyen (1996) emphasize the need for research into smaller storms and smaller
catchments to avoid overdesig~ Because of the wide spatial and temporal variation in runoff~ storms
of short duration are defined with measurement intervals of one minute or less, using pluviograph
records for more than 10 years. In the absence of this type of data, extrapolations of
intensity-duration-frequency 0DF) curves are made. Another method was developed by Pitt and
Voorhees (1993), who attempted to reduce the data requirements by statistical techniques, noting
the similarities in the rainfall-runoff interrelationships for different urban areas. This technique is
the basis for the source loading and management model (SLAMM)), which was later extended in
Pitt et al. (1997).
7.1.5.1

Research Needs

Candaras, Carvalho, and Koo (1995) describe the need to develop physically-based algorithms,
methods, and computer models to facilitate the application of the BMPs in the Etobicoke study so
that their use can be easily extrapolated to other areas. More research must be done in terms of the
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data requirenm~ and statistical properties of small and micro storm hydrology, possibly in the area
of aggregation/disaggregation analysis before model devdopment. As O’Loughlin, Beecham, and
Goyen (1996) indicate, extrapolations of IDF curves from known storms to smaller events typically
results in overestimation of the smaller event, and subsequent overdesign of facilities.
7.1.5.2
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7.1.6

Stormwat~r Reuse

This option is defined as the direct reuse of stormwater for beneficial uses, as opposed to a disposal
option in which no value is obtained from the resource. Mitchell Mein, and McMahon (1996)
devdoped an urban water balance modal to determine the effect of stormwater and wastewater reuse
and suggested its application at a number of scales. They determined that water demand from
reservoirs in Australia could be halved through the use of this resource. Herrmann et al. (1996)
found that rainwater usage (using roofrunoffwater directed into a storage tank) could provide 30
to 50*,4 of total water consumed in a residence, and reduce heavy metals (in stormwater runoffnot
reused) by 5 to 25%. Wanielism (1993) devdoped design curves to determine the storage retention
volumes necessary to achieve given proportions of reuse. The design curves are based on a daily
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water-balance model. The main objectives for this practice in the State of Florida are the costs
avoided of using municipal or pumped groundwater for irrigation; from the regulatory viewpoint,
the main objectives are to discharge some of the stormwater onto the land and thereby get credit for
100% removal of this pollutant source. Field (1993) studied cost-effectiveness of the reuse of urban
stormwaU~r to meet a variety of differing demands for a hypothetical urban area. The proposed uses
varied in their water quality needs, as did the corresponding treatment system designated for that
use. Nowakowska-B~ and Zakrzews~ 0996) project in,eases in suspended solids, nitrates,
COD, BOD, and lead fi’om rainfall routed through the following sources: roofing, parking areas,
streets, storm sewers, infiltration through lawns, and infiltration through sand. The lowest values
tended to be fi’om roof runoff Karpiscak, Foster, and Schrnidt 0990) detail the application of
storrnwater and gray water reuse techniques at a single residence in Tucson, Arizona.
7.1.6. I

Research Needs

The effectiveness of stormwater reuse should be evaluated at a variety of scales and for a variety of
climates, in terms of both cost and environmental efficacy. Information is needed on sizing on-site
stormwater cisterns to capture the runoffand reuse it on-site for irrigation, toilet flushing, and other
non-potable purposes. The expansion of experimental houses, such as Casa del Agua, to other
climates and expanding these monitoring efforts to include evapotranspiration and water storage in
the vadose zone is knportant. Other open questions are any poss~le measurable or modeled impacts
on the urban wet weather system. The poss~le segregation of stormwater into roof runoff~
driveways, residential streets, arterial streets, commercial or industrial site runoff and its possible
use as a resource must be evaluated.
7.1.6.2
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7.1.7

Storm Inlet Devices

Stormwater inlet devices are designed to intercept arid convey surfa~ runoffto closed conduit storm
sewers (ASCE/WEF, 1992). The hydraulic capacity of an inlet is a designed feature that depends
on the geomet~ of the stmcan~ (ASCE/WEF, 1992). Generally part of the "minor" drainage works
descn’bed in Section 7.1, inlet devices are an important structural feature of the sewer. An extension
of this concept of micro-storm management, as discussed in Section 7.1.5 includes inlet devices to
promote rooftop and on-site storage CLlrbonas and Stahre, 1993). As indicated by Urbonas and
Stahre (1993), control devices used to promote storage tend to be maintenance-intensive and may
promote nuisance flooding if not properly designed and maintained. As the entry point to the storm
sewer, inlet devices play a role in treatment and control. As a hydraulic control point, inlet structures
may be designed to statically control flow via grate geometry, pipe inlet control (such as weir,
hydraulic brake, orifice, etc.); or as a dynamic control point as part of a control system (manual or
automatic-real-time) using devices such as inflatable dams, motor-controlled gates (Field, 1996).
Standard catch basins were monitored for solids capture effectiveness in Bellevue, Washington, and
found to capture the largest portion of street solids (Pitt et al., 1997). Stormwater treatment devices
may be added to inlet design to capture solids. Sumps added to the bottom of catch basins have been
used in the United Kingdom and were also found to capture the largest-diameter fi’action of solids
in stormwater. Inlet devices using filter fabric to screen solids have been demonstrated in Stafford
Township, New Jersey (Pitt et al., 1997). Significant solids and COD reductions were found (up to
50%); however, the filter medium tends to clog rapidly (Pitt et al., 1997).
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7.1.7.1

Research Needs

Pitt et al. (1997) cite recent research that indicates that traditional catch-basin performance is fairly
well unde~xxxi. Moditications of the basic design (sumps, serf-cleaning trash racks, etc.) have been
demonstrated. Use of flow control devices in inlet structures is also a well-understood. Issues to be
resolved regarding inlet structures pertain to the overall vision of future urban drainage works. What
level of control and treatment is needed at the micro, minor, and major drainage system levels.’? The
maintenance cost of catch basins is a major concern. As treatment is decentralized, maintenance
becomes a problem. At the micro-leveL rooftop storage by downspout inlet control is generally not

a practical solution because the maintenance requirements become a burden to private owners
(Urbonas and Stahre, 1993). In fact, Urbonas and Stahre (1993) report that rooftop inlet control
devices have a tendency to disappear over time as they clog and create maintenance problems for

the owners. Therefore., while perfo~ data may not be a high-priority research item, the role that
the inlet device may play in an integrated drainage system may be important.
7.1.7.2
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7.1.8

Industrial Runoff Control

Precipitation that falls on industrial sites is usually of the same water quality as precipitation that
falls on residential sites. However, the working practices of a particular industry and site may cause
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runoffto become contaminated by contact with various pollutants such as oils, greases, pesticides,
heavy, metals, suspended solids, as well as BOD ~om the overland flow surface of the site.
According to Field 0993), thousands of toxicant laden stormwater discharges emanate fi-om
industrial sites. Hubbard and Sample (1988) describe a method of tracing toxicants in storm sewers
to individual industrial sites. They used downstream water quality, stormwater system plans, land
use information identifying the type of industry in each parcel in the area, and chemical analyses of
the sediments in the storm drains.
Moff.a (1996) develops a generic ease study of an industrial site discharging stormwater to a small
creek. The company becomes subject to NPDES regulation, selects a consultant, and begins a
program of monitoring to establish dry weather baseline water quantity and quality near the
discharge to the creek_ Stormwater management model (SWMM) studies are performed to establish
what pollutants may exceed regulatory standards at established frequendes of storm events. When
a pogutant exceeds the regulatory criteria, the model is rerun with selected control or BMP options
and consequent expected source reductions; this is repeated until the criteria are met. Weiss (1993)
provides a concise summary of US EPA’s permitting strategy, an ovezview of the regulations,
options for treatment and control as well as minimization of contaminated stormwater. Due to the
complex industry, and location-specific nature of’the problem, US EPA’s strategy is to tailor each
permit to site-specific conditions (Weiss, 1993).
7.1.8.1

Research Needs

According to Field (1993), no research has been done in the area of assessment and comrol of
industrial stormwater runoff. The mandate for regulatory compliance gives particular emphasis to
this need. Claytor and Brown (1996) descn"oe preliminary research on environmental indicators that
may attest the effectiveness of industrial stormwater control programs. The US EPA industrial
stormwater permitting program, due to its site-specific nature, will gather much information,
including treatment and control options, type of industry, and so forth. As these data are collected,
it would be possible to develop a database of this information, combine it with local site-specific
information from available GIS databases, and develop performance evaluations of industry-specific
control strategies.
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7.1.9

Reuse of Urban Runoffas Cooling Water

Field (1993) determined, in a cost-effectiveness comparison, that cooling water reuse of treated
stormwater ranks second only to irrigation, primarily due to the cost of meeting a higher water
quality standard for cooling water purposes. This is especially important in that, according to Field
and Fan (1981), cooling water is a substantial componem of the estimated 53.5 billion gallons of
water consumed per year. Ferguson (1987) discusses "harvesting" of urban stormwater for cooling
water purposes, aad gives site-specific formulas for the application of this technique.
7.1.9.1

Research Needs

Despite the cost-effectiveness of the reuse of urban runoff for cooling water purposes, there does
not seem to be a large body of research in this field. More detailed treatability studies and pilot
testing should be performed to determine whether this option is feasible. Industrial users may be
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employing this technique to control industrial runoff to avoid discharging it in accordance with an
NPDES permit. If this is the ease, then appropriate studies could be done across categories of
industries employing this technique to determine the most eflScient treatment, reuse, and
management processes.
7.1.9.2
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7. I. I 0 Roadway and Airport Deicing

Field and O’Shea (1992) document the problem of salt- and sand-laden stormwater runoff from
roadways. The authors find the annual cost of damages resulting from this runoff to be $5.4 billion
dollars. Research into alternatives to the use of salt as a deicing agent include hydrophobic
pavements and highway coating methods. Lord (1988) summarizes an $8 million research effort into
alternative deicing chemicals, reduced chemical usage, improved operation practice (including
storage), pavement heating, pavement modification, and mechanical approaches. The author notes
that promising research efforts include ice-pavement bond prevention and destruction, improved
displacement plows, control of blowing snow, and management.
Madden (1995) details the current treatment options for airport deicing fluids (glycol) and associated
stomrvvater. The options include disposal to an off-site or on-site wastewater treatment plant, on-site
anaerobic treatment and disposal, and on- or off-site processing for reuse. The economics of the high
cost of deicing chemicals and the large quantifies used favor reuse. Alternative chemicals to glycol
include urea, calcium and magnesium acetate, potassium acetate, and sodium formate.
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7.1.10.1

Research Needs

Many of the research projects Lord (1988) mentions have come to fi’uition as many cities use
alternative deicing chemicals to assist in the removal of snow and ice. Improved all season and
specialized traction tires have also been introduced. Alternative chemicals come at an increased cost,
however, primarily because sodium chloride is relatively inexpensive. Environmental education may
be necessary to inform the pubfic of the benefits of using more environmentally acceptable
alternatives.

Airport deicing has become highly technologically sophisticated because it is typically subject to
NPDES permitting. State-of-the-art recycling and treatment systems are the norm, particularly for
new airports; however, even these systems are not fail-safe. The high cost of deicing chemicals used
in airports creates a direct economic incentive to maximize the reuse of these compounds.
7.1.10.2
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7.2

Collection Systems

Collection systems are an integral part of wet weather urban water management. Sanitary sewers as
well as combined sewers and storm sewers provide drainage in some fashion; by draining
groundwater via inflow and infiltration (VI) in sanitary systems, or by providing designed drainage
in combined and storm sewers. Research in the area of collection systems continues to be an area
of interest, especially in Europe and Japan (Henze et al., 1997; Sieker and Verworn, 1996; Ashley,
1996; Badly et al., 1996). Practical experience flora research in the United States is most active in
the area of integrating technological advances and fundamental research findings into practice, as
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evinced by recent WEF technical conferences (WEF 1994a, b, 1995a, b, 1996) and a recent US EPA
seminar (US EPA, 1996). Innovative researchers are rethinking the role of urban drainage from the
ground up, as seen in recent research involving on-site drainage practices and the concept of microstorm management (see section 7. I) (Candaras, Carvalho, and Koo, 1995)
Problems associated with collection systems during wet weather continue to be costly. Excessive

I/I, sanitary sewer overl]ows (SSOs), and combined sewer overflows (CSOs) are common collection
system problems in the United States. These problems are rooted in deteriorating infrastructure and
past design practices based on rules of thumb to account for complex system functions (e.g. solids
transport) and did not take into account modem system demands and performance standards.

I/I continues to be a costly problem. While rehabilitation costs, especialiy those requiring
excavation, are costly, a fundamental problem is that of privately owned laterals. The expense of
rehabilitating private sources of FI can be as high as the treatment and conveyance costs of If[.
Current work on I/I is presented in Section 7.2.8. and shows that I/I control will be an area of
research that will include technological innovations (e.g trenchless technology) as well as
adn’inistrative changes in the way private sources are handled. Field and O’Connor (1997) show that
FI rehabilitation for SO control may be more expensive than high-rate treatment technologies more
commonly used for CSOs. This offers more evidence that engineered solutions to collection system
problems should be viewed from the life-cycle cost perspective and that alternatives should be
selected from a wide range of available technologies. Operation and maintenance (O&M) is an
important area of collection system performance. Maintenance is a costly and necessary function
system owners must provide to achieve acceptable performance. The effectiveness of preventive
maintenance is an important research area for the near future, as the present infi’astructure ages.
Advances have been shown (see Section 7.2.9) in implementing data management in preventive
maintenance scheduling; however, careful examination of the life-cycle costs of new rehabilitation
techniques is needed.
Earlier research on infiltration focused on estimating the natural infiltration associated with rainfall
runoff processes. The conventional wisdom was that the infiltration rate decreased over time during
the storm event as the soil grew wetter and absorbed less moisture. In recent years, attention has
shifted to using infiltration as an important on-site control. Infiltration can be induced by providing
areas that are more porous, grading the land to encourage infiltration, and directing runoff from
impervious to pervious areas. Increased attention to correctly depicting infiltration in urban areas
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revealed the gaps in our knowledge. No longer could infiltration be dealt with simply as a loss term
in the water budget. Key gaps are listed below:

Incorporating the effect of irrigation on in~Itration rates. Existing continuous simulation
models ignore the important impact of irrigation on antecedent conditions for wet weather
models. Existing models simply assume that the antecedent conditions depend solely on the
time since the previous storm event. In reality, lawns and gardens are watered fi’equently
during the growing season. Thus, the antecedent conditions tend to be quite wet. The soil
moisture budget for urban areas is fah-ly complex during the growing season because
irrigation systems vary widely in terms of prances, e.g., automatic sprinklers vs. "hosedraggers," the ways in which these sprinklers are oper~ed, etc. (Courmey, 1997).

Estimating the effectiveness of run-on systems. Stormwater fi:om impervious areas is
directed to pervious areas for infiltration and perhaps later use as a source of
evapotranspiration for plants.
¯

Correctly accounting for the fate of infiltrated water. Detailed on-site monitoring is needed
to determine the final fate of infiltrated water. Does it go to deep percolation? Is it used by
the local plants for evapotranspirative needs? Does it provide base flows for local receiving
waters? Does it infiltrate into sewers?

¯

,Accurately predicting infiltration for disturbed soils found in urban areas. For example, Pitt
et al. (1997) cite the results of field sampling of infiltration rates in Oconomowoc,
Wisconsin, vary widely in actual infiltration rates. They do not always decrease over time.
Therefore, on-site monitoring is essential.

A corollary to a better under~nding of infiltration is the general question of the effect of
stormwaIer infiltration on groundwater quantity and quality. This topic is discussed in Chapter 3.0.

A major concern of system owners is the cost of operation. The traditional means of securing
construction contracts has shown significam weakness in terms of costs over the project life of the
sewer. The least expensive construction costs may result in increased operation and maintenance
costs. Research into the administration of the life-cycle costs of sewers is needed to prevent
unnecessary expenditures on rehabilitation. Institutional and legal changes are needed if progress
is to be made in this ar~a.
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The behavior of solids in sewers is fundamentally linked to overflows, O&M costs, system

perforaumce, and treatability of wastes, espedally for high rate treatment. The fate and transport of
solids in sewers also has implications for design as well as operation and performance. The use of
common design rules-of-thanb (e.g, ill-defined minimum velocities and grades) to ensure transport
of solids has led to significant operational problems. Excess sedimentation in sewers may cause
clogging and promote hyckogen sulfide Imadaction, both resulting in operational problems that affect
the fifespan and performance of the sewer (Schafer, 1994). Research in Europe (Ashley, 1996;
Ackers et al., 1996) shows that common design standards may not be enough, given the highly
variable nature of solids load. Recent work on the behavior of solids in sewers is presented in
Section 7.2.3.
New approaches for the design and operation of combined sewers to control sediment problems were
presented by Blaszczyk and Ashley (1996). A 10-year, $331 million CSO sewer separation project
was recently completed by the cities of St. Paul, South St. Patti, and lVfmneapolis. A total of 189
miles of storm sewers and 11.9 ndles of sanitary sewers were installed, 168 miles of oiled meets
were paved, and roof leaders at 21,900 residential properties were disconnected.
Further work is needed in several areas to improve collection system performance and to take
advantage of recent technological advances. Other research needs discussed in this section are more
fimdamental in nature, and knowledge gained may be applied to many different types of sewers, i.e.,
solids behavior in sewers may be germane to sanitary, combined and storm drainage collection
systems. Other needs, Such as section 7.2.4 "Use of Simulation Models in Storm Sewer Design,"
are system-spedfic. Another group of research needs relates to the application of computer
technology. Innovations related to the computer information revolution are still being investigated
and will require significant research resources in the future. For instance, data management
capabilities are now greater than envisioned when most of the systems in use today were designed.
Adapting design practices to take advantage of computer capabilities in system operation are critical.
Data collection will be crucial to the properly designed collection system of the future.
Real-time control (RTC) of collection systems is an active area of research in Europe and Canada.
Automatic control schemes to maximm" e in-line storage have been successful in many collection
systems inthe Unked States as well as in Canada and Europe (Vitasovic and Zhou, 1997; Schilling,
1996). While the United States has a 30-year history of using RTC, Canada and Europe are using
more advanced control permitted by their more aggressive development and implementation of these
methods during the past decade. RTC in the United States began in 1967 when demonstration
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projects were used for CSO control in Cleveland, Detroit, lVfinneapolis, and Seattle. These projects
attempted to use RTC to increase collection system storage. U.S. cities that are either using or

studying RTC systems include Cindnnati, Cleveland (Hudson, 1996), Detroit, lVfilwaukee, Lima

(Cantr~l et aL, 1996), Philadelphia (Day, 1996), Rochester, and Seattle (Chantrill, 1990). This area
shows significant promise, espedally for large systems that have complex responses to wet weather

conditions.
Future collection systems will be viewed more as an integral part of the urban hydrologic cycle. As
such, fundamental knowledge gained in sediment transport and behavior will have a direct influence
on modeling and design techniques, which in mm will play a role in system monitoring and
operational controL These functions w~l be operated in the context of the urban water budget, which
includes water use and dism’bution, indoor and outdoor use, water conservation, climate, receiving
water quality, and beneficial uses. In addition, improved water management practices will be
developed through integration with other urban systems, such as transportation and land-use
planning.
In summary, this section covers areas of collection system research that will ensure that future
design and operation of collection systems will be more efficient and more integrated with the
management of the total urban water budget. Research areas cover fundamental physical knowledge
such as sediment behavior, technological advances involving computer data management and
modeling, and operational efficiency such as optimized preventive maintenance practices.

Of the 67 research needs identified in Table 2-8, twelve concern colle~ion systems.. Two needs
from Table 2-8 are for better operation and maintenance of collection systems; these are covered
toggther in Section 7.2.7. Two others concern solids handlingmsewer flushing and solids disposal;
these are covered together in Section 7.2.8. Two needs are associated with collection system
design---design practices and innovative design; these are covered together in Section 7.2.10. The
needs are grouped in Table 7-3.
7.2.1
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Table 7-3. Research Needs Identified for Collection Systems (Unprioritized)
Section

Table 2.-8
1D#

Research Topic

7.2 Collection Systems
7.2.2 ~on and mmito0.ng

100

InsWnnentafion & monitoring to evaluate sewe~

7.2.3 Deposition and scour in sewers

101

Laborato~ & field studies of deposition & scour

7.2.4 Use of simulation models
7.2.5 l~ehabilitation of sewers

102
104

Use of simulation models in storm sewer design
Cost-effective ways to rehabilitate & replace old

7.2.6 Improved I/I control

153
129

7.2.7 Sewer maintenance
effectiveness

106

Improved I/I control in sanitary and storm sewers
Cross-connection identification
Sewer maintenance effectiveness

154

Sewer ~ce op "Umization

7.2.8 Sewer and sediment tank

107

Sewer and tank sediment.

7.2.9 Innovative design of sew~s

110
105
108

Sludgdsofids disposal aspects of control options
Sanitary sewer system design practices
[Innovative design of sanitary and storm sewers
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7.2.2

Instrumentation and Monitoring to Evaluate Sewer Hydraulics

The complications of measuring flow in gravity sewers have frustrated sewer designers and
operators since sewer measuremems were first attempted in efforts to evaluate sewer hydraulics. The
situation is complicated by the amount of solids and debris flow, sewer surcharging that results in
pressure flow, highly variable flow rates, and limited physical accessibility. Primary measurement
devices are the most reliable means of flow measurement, but are difficult to retrofit into existing
sewers and may require significant maintenance. Most sewers were designed and constructed before
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the value of flow data was realized in sewer operation, and therefore do not have the appurtenances
required for permanent monitoring. Many sewer owners resort to using temporary or semi=
permanent velocity and depth measurements, usually in conjunction with a data logger.
Measurement difficulties can be traced to problems associated with velocity measurements over the
cross section of the conduit.
Monitoring technology has advanced along with the computer/information age. Digital data are
recorded and efficiently transferred to databases for use in analysis. The problems associated with
flow measurement, however, are more fundamental because the problems are physical in nature.
Velocity sensor technology is advanced, but the problems noted above confound accurate
measurement. Modern velocity sensor technologies include Doppler sensors (which rely on the
change in fi’equency of sound waves reflected from suspended solids), electromagnetic sensors
(which use the Farraday principle of current generated by a conductor flowing through a magnetic
fidd), and transit time sensors (which rely on acoustic transmission across the width of the conduit).
All of these have applications in which they excel, however all may be subject to relative error when
used in actual sewers. Recent innovations include use of an array of Doppler sensors to better
estimate mean velocity in large sewer pipes (Erb, Vander Heyden, and Kyser, 1994; Hughes et al.,
1996). Accuracy was improved fi’om +20% for a single Doppler sensor to :t:7.4% for an array of
Doppler sensors (Hughes et al., 1996).
7.2.2.1

Research Needs

The research needs associated with monitoring and instrumentation are twofold: improving the
characterization of velocity with reliable, low maintenance sensors; and developing design criteria
for in-system monitoring stations to be included in all new designs. Research should focus on
improving the relationship between measured (point or chordal) and estimated average velocity for
all flow depths. Notwithstanding, over the long-term, higher priority should be given to developing
design criteria for in-system monitoring stations. This will advance the evolution of collection
systems to coincide with advances in data management, control, and simulation.
7.2.2.2
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Hughes, A.W., Longair, I.M, Ashley, 1LM., and Kirby, K. (1996) Using an array of ultrasonic
velocity transducers to improve the accuracy of large sewer mean velocity measurements. Water Sci
Technol. (G.B.) 33 (1): 1-12.
7.2.3

Laboratory and Field Studies of Deposition and Scour in Sewers

Charac~cs of sewer solids are aitical to wet weather pollutant Wansport and treatment in sewer
collection systems. Sewer solids are typically characterized by settling velocity, size distribution,
and concentration. Solids exhi’bit a wide range of variability in all of these measures, in addition to
site-spedfidty. For these reasons, characterization of sewer solids by laboratory and field studies
is crucial for complete analysis of the performance of sewers and treatment works, and receiving
water impacts. Settling velocity is the most important physical property to measure because it
determines the gravitational effects on the solids load, aiding in scour and deposition analysis and

trembility. Pisano (1996) describes two methods of settleability tests: the method most widely used
involves a large mechanically mixed settling column with sample extraction ports along the
longitudinal axis; in the other method, developed in Gen’aany, settleable solids are separated and
then placed in an Imhoff cone with one outlet at the bottom. The former method is expensive and
produces data with considerable "noise," while the latter method does not take into account nonsettleable floatables and uses a much smaller (i.e., less representative) sample (Pisano, 1996).
Aiguier et al. (1996) compare these two methods with a third method used in France that involves
two tests, one for particles of less than 50 mm and one for particles of 50 mm and greater. The
authors concluded that the German method always produces higher settling velocity results because
of the extraction of the non-settleable portion of the solids (Aiguier et al., 1996).
In addition to the testing methods, there are also two methods of collecting solids samples fi’om
sewers. The most straightforward is to simply collect a sample of the flow~ the method used more
widely in Europe uses solids scraped from the wall of the sewer (Pisano, 1996). While the first
method may appear to be the most representative, many hidden problems are inherent in that this
method is very sensitive to the manner in which the sample is collected. Automatic samplers and
hand pumps shear solids and may not produce enough intake velodty to collect heavier solids. Grab
sampling techniques are effective but highly variable, and representative samples from the bottom
of large diameter sewers are difficult to capture. Conversely, the scraping method is simple and
inexpensive, but only captures solids that have already deposited, therefore the sample may not be
representative.
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7.2.3.1

Research N(~Is

Research is needed to determine proper equipment and procedures to conduct settleability tests in
a uniform numner. Ctnremly, a wide variety of data is collected, but the wide variation in techniques
prevents comparison of information gleaned from them. Important design and operation questions
can only be answered if solids data are comparable. This would greatly increase the applicability of
design data across systems, e.g., the design experience of one sewer could more egectively be
applied to design of another. Systematic solids measurement would also greatly aid modeling and
transport studies, providing fundamental information on the physics of solids in sewers.
7.2.3.2

References
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7.2.4

Use of Simulation Models in Storm Sewer Design

The use of mathematical models to simulate sewer performance for design and operation is common
practice for major projects. However, for many of these projects, the simulator is used merdy to
mimic performance under design storm conditions. The limits of design storm simulation to
represent life-cycle performance over a wide range of conditions is well documented (Davis, Moffa,
and Dent, 1993; N’~ 1994, 1996; Heaney and Wright, 1997). Continuous, long-term simulation of
the integrated wet weather environment (e.g. runoff surfaces, micro/minor/major drainage works,
storage/treatment facilities) is advantageous in that overall performance is measured over a wide
range of real events (Nix, 1994). Models that can interface well with relational databases and time
series information that represents system inputs and outputs over the simulation period are
advantageous. In addition, models that interface easily with other programs, e.g. optimization
routines, are advantageous in that they allow designers to change key parameters and measure the
potential impact of the change. Unfortunately, the most widely used non-proprietary simulation
package in the United States, the US EPA SWMM, does not easily facilitate
database--GIS--optimization interfacing, although it does perform continuous simulation.
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Models that do perform needed functions and take advantage of modem interfacing capabilities are
proprietary. Based on experience with SWMM, public domain software is valuable if it can be
trusted. Also, private interests may add value and usability to the software and resell it because
sol, ware source codes are available in the public domain.
7.2.4.1

Research Needs

Efforts should focus on making continuous simulation a common design practice via integration
with time series databases. The public sector has a vested interest in maintaining a usable, modern
modeling fiamework that private vendors can work from to produce value-added packages. The
simulation program of the future will ideally be integrated within a "tool-box" of decision and
design software. This will allow design performance to be more accurately measured by making full
use of available databases and decision support so~’are. The model evolution should include: full
use of 32-bit PC-based architecture, object-oriented programming to facilitate project specific
integration, and available executable code for extensive modification and additions by users and
private software companies.
7.2.4.2
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7.2.5

Cost-Effective Ways to Rehabilitate and Replace Old Sewers

Aging sewers are prone to collapse, to clog, and to allow excessive inflow and infiltration (I/I).
Approximately 600,000 miles of combined and sanitary sewers exist in the United States, and each
1,000 miles of sewer sustains approximately 50 major main breaks per year (WEF, 1994). As the
sewer infi, astructure ages, it will require extensive rehabilitation to maintain a desirable level of
service. Unfommatdy, if the rehabilitation requires digging and repladng, the costs of rehab’ditation
are ve~ high, which leads to a less than satisfactory level of service and high O&M costs. Therefore
incentive is strong to r~habilitate sewers without digging. Recent work in trenchless technology
appears promising, and advances in this area are expected to continue. Current state-of-the-art
trenchless technologies (Najafi, Varma, and Stutterheim, 1997) include :
¯

Cured-in-place pipe;

¯

SUp~ning,

¯
¯
¯
¯

In-line replacement;
Close-fit pipe;
Point source repair, and
Sewer manhole replacement.

Larsen et al. (1997) presents comparative costs for some of these technologies in South Florida.
They found costs for rehabilitation of a 300-foot sanitary sewer section to be:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Chemical grouting, $3,000 (only for leaking joints);
Fold and formed liner, $12,200;
Cured in-place liner, $14,300;
Slip lining, $21,000 (reduces hydraulic capacity);
Pipe bursting, $24,000; and
Full replacement, $30,000

In addition to the costs of the various technologies and the trade-offs for each, the local trafHc and
neighborhood disturbances may be more important than the sewer repair costs. This is especially
true in urban areas where a high density of commerce may be critical for local businesses.
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7.2.5.1

Research Needs

Research should evaluate laboratory and ease study experience on trenchless rehabilitation

technologies. While construction costs have been documented, long-term maintenance costs are not
as available because these methods are relatively new. Long-term performance also must be
measured for different sewer types, locations, etc. An impartial review of available technologies is
needed that considers total life-cycle costs. Demonstration projects may be a useful tool, providing
a controlled means of~ performance and costs. In addition, as collection system monitoring
and control technologies advance, rehabilitation may include construction of additional sewer
appurtenances to accommodate data collection. The costs of not doing this during rehabilitation
projects may prove to be costly over the extended life-cycle of the sewer. A new WERF research
project will be underway in spring, 1998 entitled Innovative Materials and Techniques for New and
Replacement Sewers.
7.2.5.2
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7.2.6

Improved Inflow and In.filtration Control in Sanitary and Storm Sewers

Inflow and infiltration (VI) is a costly and widespread problem in the United States. Petroff (1996)
estimates that 50% oftmited wastewater in the United States is derived from I/I. Besides increasing
treatment and pumping costs, I/I is a major cause of sanitary sewer overflows. A review of 10 case
studies indicates that peak wastewater flows ranged from 3.5 to 20 times the average dry weather
flow (DWF) (US EPA, t990). Maximum ratios have been reported as high as 50:1 in Houston,
Texas (Jeng, Bagstad, and Chang, 1996). The US EPA 0996) estimates that 27% of SO occurrences
result from excessive lfI. Costs of FI may also be found in the design and constm~ion of sewers.
Designs must include allowances for future I/I, thus increasing construction costs. Heaney et al.
0997) estimate that the majority of sewer capacity currently in use in the United States is intended
to accommodate extraneous flows.
While inflow is commonly lumped together with infiltration, the two are derived from different
sources and result from different deficiencies in the collection system. Direct inflow sources
commonly result from illicit connections, from unenforced building codes or absent inflow-related
requirements, or from poorly designed or maintained interaction with the surface drainage system
(e.g. flooded manhole covers resulting from poor street drainage). Infiltration, on the other hand,
commonly results from deteriorating sewer infrastructure. This is complicated by the fact that much
of the infiltrated volume may be from private sources such as privately owned, small diameter,
service laterals. Elliot et al. (1997a, b) estimate that 42% of I/I in a central Pennsylvania community
comes from private laterals during a peak FI event. Elliot et al. (1997a, b) estimate the costs of FI
removal for the community. Rehabilitation costs range from $0.40 to $.36/gal. removed for sump
pump removal and grouting manholes and sewer line, to $.20 to $3.72/gai. for lateral repairs. By
comparison the conveyance and treatment cost for each gallon of UI is estimated to be $3.81 to

$18.80/gal.
7.2.6.1

Research Needs

Research related to FI control should follow several paths. First, there is a need to examine feasible
means of controlling inflow via proper sewer administration. Second, there is a need to develop
design criteria for the sewer of the future that will include life-cycle costing, data monitoring, and
infras~cture design compatible with the needs of the future. UI control should play a major role in
rethinking sewer infrasmscture. Third, there is a need to demonstrate the life-cycle cost-effectiveness
of current rehabilitation technology.
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7.2.6.2
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7.2.7

Sewer Maintenance Effectiveness

Maintenance of collection systems plays a major role in the overall performance of the system and
usually contributes much of the Me-cycle costs. As such it is critical to effective administration of
maintenance operations. Innovative municipal owners are using computer databases and GIS
systems to manage sewer maintenance operations. The city of Garland, Texas, a suburb of
Dallas-Fort Worth, has integrated historical maintenance information with current GIS mapping to
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administer O&~¢I (Hardin and Messer, 1997). Age of sewer, number of complaints, number of

overflows, and preventive maintenance are recorded in a database and ~ to develop routine
maintenance schedules. For example, problem sewer lines are scheduled for line cleaning every 0.8
years, while non-problem lines are scheduled for cleaning every 10 years. In this way, areas that
have been problematic in the past are identified and scheduled for preventive maintenance. The city
of San Diego, California, is using GIS and decision analysis software to set priorities for
preventative maintenance and rehabilitation projects with the overall goal of reducing SSOs

(Giguere, Kennedy, and Yaddy, 1997).
This kind of information management is crucial to increasing the cost effectiveness of O&M
programs. Combined with economic data, an optimal maintenance schedule is feasible. Using
system-specitic information, preventive maintenance is administered logically, taking into account
local needs and conditions.
7.2.7.1

Research Needs

To achieve a level of maintenance that is cost effective, the effectiveness of O&M must be known
in relation to the life-cycle costs. Therefore, research needs relate to a better understanding of overall
sewer performance and costs, a need strongly tied into an integrated database such as that discussed
in Section 7.2.5. Demonstration projects that carefully monitor costs and performance must be
evaluated across different types of systems (e.g., sanitary systems, combined systems, large
municipal systems, rural systems).
7.2.7.2
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7.2.8

Sewer and Tank Sediment Hushing

The fate and transport of solids in sewers remains largely unknown to researchers and designers
alike. Current design methods ear for l~inimum velocity or grade requirements, much like sewer
design guidelines at the turn ofthe century (WEF/ASCE, 1982; Metealfand Eddy, 1914). Recent
research in Europe has focused on the fundamental but misunderstood phenomena that drive
sediment behavior in sewers (Ashley, 1996). The resdts of 100 years of inadequate design practices
have left many sewer owners with large maintenance problems and costs.
Self-cleansing sewers have been attempted with some success since antiquity (Pisano, Grande, and
Novac, 1997). However, with great variation in the properties of solids, unwanted deposition occurs
frequently in many sewers. Many methods for cleaning sewers are available. Pisano, Grande, and
Novac (1997) give an overview of current technology. These methods include: power rodding-mechanical rods turn and cut through pipe deposits and roots~adequate for sewers up to 300 mm
in diameter, bailing, poly pigs, kites, and bags---an inflated rubber bail kite, bag etc. is introduced
to the sewer line and increases flow velocities, scouring deposited solids and grease--adequate for
sewers up to 600 mm in diameter, jetting--uses a high-pressure hose, dragged mechanically through
the sewer line to dislodge solids~--usually a truck-mounted machine; and power bucket rnaehine---a
mechanical cleaning device usually used for areas that cannot be scoured by hydraulic methods
(Pisano, Grande, and Novae, 1997).
Pisano, Grande, and Novae (1997) also discuss recent successes in permanem flushing mechanisms
installed in sewers. Generally these are tanks or dams built into the sewer that release an unsteady
dynamic wave at prescribed intervals to flush deposited solids. Variations on this technology have
been used since the 1800S, but better fundamental undemanding of sewer solids and maintenance
needs allow better design of flushing schemes tuned to specific sewer conditions.
7.2.8.1

Research Needs

Two research needs are associated with sewer flushing. The first is fundamental research that will
integrate fate and transport of solids with continuous simulation of sewer performance. This research
should include development of adequate data monitoring for long-term evaluation of maintenance
effectiveness and costs. The second research task involves the development of design criteria for
automatic sewer flushing mechanisms. These are permanent structural designed elements of the
sewer system such as those discussed by Pisano, Grande, and Novae (1997).
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7.2.8.2
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7.2.9

Innovative Design of Sanitary and Storm Sewers

Aside from greater use of computers in sewer design, there have been few significant changes in
modem sanitary sewer design in the last 30 years. Advances have primarily been in computer
modeling of flows and system performance, but these are usually based on linear pre-computer
methods such as the rational method and unit hydrograph methods for storm sewers and unit area
design rates for I/I. The result of these design practices has had mixed results, with many overdesigned sewers and some with less than acceptable reliability (Heaney et al., 1997). The lessons
learned from the existing infrastructure should be used to develop a vision of future sewers that
includes Me-cycle costing, data management and control, FI control, innovative technologies,
source controls, etc. (Heaney et al., 1997). For this vision to be formulated, a logical estimate of
future trends in land use and transportation must be made. Using the past as a guide, it is informative
to look at the land use patterns of the last 50 years as a period in which the automobile dominated
transportation, and this in turn helped drive land use patterns to zoned, separate uses and suburban
sprawl (Heaney et al., 1997). Likewise, it is envisioned that the automobile will not disappear from
the landscape in the near future. However, in another 50 years, land use and transportation are likely
to be quite different than they are today.
Sanitaxy and storm sewer owners of the future cannot afford to repeat past mistakes. The long-term
performance of the system must be maintained is services are to be cost effective. The effects of life-
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cycle costs driving the decision must be reckoned with; contracts that include a vested interest in
the performance of the system over a long period will likely replace short-term construction
contracts (Heaney et al., 1997). The control of the system will be synchronized with treatment plant
operation and receiving water monitoring. This mandates that permanent monitoring stations be
designed as an integral part of’ the collection system. The future sewer systems should be adaptable
to new technology as it becomes available.
7.2.9.1

Research Needs

This research area is one of evolution in engineering design. In order to properly assess what the
future may hold, lessons learned from current sewer infrasm~cture failures and successes must be
assimilated into future design practice. The focus of future collection system design will be one of
integration and control. The system will be viewed as an integral part of the urban water budget,
urban land use, and the environment. To this end, the data analysis and control technology currently
available should be used to create integrated models of the urban-environment interface.
7.2.9.2
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7.3

Storage and Treatment

The economics of treating wastewater and stormwater during wet weather usually dictate that
treatment be accompanied by some form of storage. Treatment costs for infrequent events generally
outwdgh storage con incentives to store some portion of the storm volume. The treatment
used may take many forms, from combined sewage stored and released into the collection system
for secondary or tertiary treatment at the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP), to simple
sedimentation ofstormwater in the storage facility itself.. Storage also may be of several types, from
use of existing pipe capacity to store wet weather flows in-line to off-line tanks or ponds. Another
storage concept is the design and construction of new, oversized pipes to provide more system
storage. This area has received tittle attention. The concept has several advantages over aboveground storage, in that the extra storage could be provided below-ground and constructed during
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rehabilitation and renovation projects. Auxifia~ high-rate treatment may also be a cost-effective
way to treat by-passed volume that would otherwise not be treated. This section introduces the rich
history of research found in the engineering Literature on storage and tze~nent.
High-rate treatment facilities have shown promise in treating wet weather flows in recent years.
Sections 7.3.3 through 7.3.6 discuss areas of high-rate treatment that have been successfully
demonstrated but require more fimdamental knowledge of performance and costs before broad
application of these technologies can be reafized. High-rate treatment may be important for reducing
wet weather impacts on receiving waters by providing greater treatment rate than traditional
treatment methods, however this comes at the expense of (usually) providing a lower level of
treatment. High-rate treatment may be divided into two areas: altered operating procedures of
WWTPs to accept larger flows at reduced levels of treatment, and facilities specifically designed to
accept high flow rates while providing a minimum level of treatment.
High-rate treatment may also be broken into two areas by the type of pollutant treated: solids or
bacteria. Bacteria control through disinfection is a common goal of CSO control strategies (US EPA,
1993). Several technologies are available today, including chlorination, ozonation, and ultraviolet
irradiation techniques 0VIoffa, 1996) (see Section 7.3.5. High-rate sedimentation is discussed in
section 7.3.6. This technology involves use of chemicals to increase sedimentation rates. High-rate
solids removal may also be accomplished through use of vortex separators, discussed in Section
7.3.4. These devices have successfully treated CSOs in the United States, Canada, and Europe
(Field, 1.990; Field and O’Connor, 1996; Pisano, Thibault, and Forbes, 1990; Pisano, 1994).
An area of research that shows significant promise, though it has had limited application in the
United States, is the use of WWTPs to treat WWFs. High-rate operation of WWTPs involves
changing the function of certain components of the WWTP to accept higher flow rates. This may
be accomplished through step feeding (WEF, 1997), through the use of aeration tanks as primary
settling devices (Nielsen, Carstensen, and Harremoes, 1996) or by other means of increasing
treatment component capacity. This is a critical research area and highlights the importance of
integrating the operation of collection systems with their associated WWTP.

Innovative work in storage-treatment system design and operation has been an active area of
research. Van Buren, Watt, and Marsalek (1996) evaluated internal pond baffles in Kingston,
Ontario, and found that extended hydraulic residence times and prevention of flow short-circuiting
result in increased particulate serding and associated contaminant removal. Green and Martin (1996)
evaluated the benefits of constructed reed beds in treating stormwater overflows in terms of
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reductions in discharges ofBOD~, TSS, armnonia, and total organic nitrogen. The design, evaluation,
and application enhancements for swirl and vortex technologies for flow regulation and reduction
of settleable solids we~’e discussed by Field and O’Connor (1996). Booker, Ocal, and Priestly (1996)
discuss the use of magnetite-assisted sedimentation and high-rate filtration for treatment of storminduced sewer overflows. Werner and Kadlec (1996) evaluated the performance of constructed
wetlands receiving wet weather runoff. Storage-treatmem systems for storm-induced flows exhibit
a wide range of configurations and treatment processes. These systems should be viewed in the
comext of integrated wet weather management, playing an important role in a system that includes
source control, infiltration and reuse, conveyance, storage, treatment, and ultimate disposal. The
literature reviewed in this section reveals a wide-ranging and rich history of active research and
applications. The reader should refer to the citations in this section for a deeper appreciation of this
field.
Listed in Table 2-8 are 31 research needs related to storage/treatment of WWFs. Many of the topics
are specific to particular technologies or demonstration projects, but share important concepts. The
31 topics were grouped into l0 sub-topics, though not all sub-topics are specifically mentioned. This
is because many areas are redundant from a research perspective,_or little literature was found on
the topic. That does not necessarily reflect the relative importance of the topics.

Section 7.3.2 covers research topics related to the problem of sanitary sewer overflows. Two areas
from Table 2-8 are coven~d in this section: CSO concepts for SO control and SO corrective action.
The next four sections, 7.3.3 through 7.3.6, cover different aspects of high-rate treatment. Section
7.3.3, high-rate operation of WWTPs, covers five subtopics identified by other research needs
assessments. Laboratory studies of high-rate operation, process control systems, retrofitting for
WWFs, demonstration of biofilters, and impacts of WWFs on WWTPs are all related to areas
covered in Section 7.3.3. Vortex separation facilities for the treatment of CSO (though the
technology may be used in other areas of WWF treatment) are covered in Section 7.3.4. Two topics
from Table 2-8 are covered here: CSO vortex controls and vortex/disinfection demonstration. Highrate disinfection technology is discussed in Section 7.3.5, covering five topics from Table 2-8. The
effectiveness under highly variable flow conditions, pathogen detection, vortex/disinfection
demonstration, high-rate disinfection and high rate ozonation demonstration are covered. Innovative
solids separation technology is discussed in Section 7.3.6, covering two topics from Table 2-8: highrate sedimentation and magnetic separation. General aspects of solids handling are discussed in
Section 7.3.7, coveting three topics from Table 2-8. Design of release systems, the control of
suspended solids and the control of dissolved solids are covered. Two topics are discussed in Section
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7.3.8: treatment of toxins and treatment of heavy metals. Use of enhanc~l natural systems is
covered in Seedon 7.3.9, specifically the use of enhanced infiltration and wetlands for treatment and
disposal of urban runoff. This section covers five topics from Table 2-8: groundwater injection,
application rates for land disposal, wetlands systems, constructed vegetation cells, and long-term
effectiveness of infiltration systems. Best management practices are discussed in Section 7.3.10,
which covers four topics fi’om the table. Litter control systems, runoff control using compost
systems, BMP effectiveness, and vegetative management practices are all discussed in the BMP
sectior~ The costs of operation and maintenance of storage treatment systems are covered in Section
7.3.11. The grouping of needs related to storage and treatment research is shown in Table 7-4.
One sub-topic listed in Table 2-8 was not covered in the 10 subsections of Section 7.3: the storage
facilities design manual. Design manuals serve an important function in the transfer of information
between researchers and practitioners. They also serve as a benchmark of engineering knowledge.
Two important benchmarks have recently been published: The Design and Construc~on of Urban
Stormwater Management S~ by the ASCE and WEF (1992); and Stormwater Best Management
Practices and Detention for Water Quality, Drainage and CSO Management by Urbonas and Stahre
(1993) These two volumes cover most of the state of knowledge regarding storage systems. The
source of this topic in Table 2-8 is the US EPA report Risk Management Research Plan for Wet
Weather Flows (Field et al., 1997). The discussion of this topic reveals that the scope of the project
includes co~npiling existing data on the effectiveness of storage, verifying recommended approaches
through modeling, and publishing a design manual. This topic was not included as a separate
research topic because it would only be appropriate after significant progress had been made on the
other aspects of storage and treatment of wet weather flows covered in this section. Upon
completion of related storage topics, innovations in design should be included in a new "milestone"
engineering guideline.
Another topic listed in Table 2-8 that is not covered in the following subsections is demand
management for automobiles. This topic is covered in various forms throughout this report. See
Sections 3.0, 3.2, and 3.3 for information regarding automobiles and wet weather pollution. Other
items from Table 2-8 not covered in this section are the Environmental Technology Verification
pilot project (ID# 145 fi-om Table 2-8), and the performance of WWF controls in cold climates. The
ETV pilot project is a project through the US EPA to provide performance and cost data on control
technology. Evaluation is performed by a disinterested third party on proprietary control technology.
This is an important project for wet weather control users, but it does not involve research. Cold
climate research is a fairly active area, and the literature on the hydrologic effects of cold climates
is cor~derable. However, little research has been done on the performance of WWF controls in cold
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climates, especially in urban areas. This area is important, and fundamental research that links
known cold-climate hydrology and receiving water biology with performance information on
controls should be done. The role of urban snowmelt is mentioned in Section 3.4.
Two broad topics in Table 2-8 that are not mentioned in the detailed sub-sections that follow are
the integration of flood and pollution control works and the integration of landscape architecture in
wet weather management systems. The integration of flood and pollution control works is a critical
area of research and has been covered in Chapter 2.0. The integration of landscape architecture and
wet weather management is covered in Chapter 8.0.
7.3.1
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Table 7-4. Research Needs to Improve the Storage and Treatment (Unprioritized)
Section
7.3 Stora~ Treatment
7.3.2 Sanitary S~we~ Ovea~lows

7.3.3 High Rate ~on of WWTP

7.3.4 High Rate TreatmentDVortex
Separators
Separators (also in 7.3.5)
7.3.5 High Rate Treatment - Disinfection

(also in 7.3.4)
7.3.6 High Rate CSO TreatmentMagnetic and Chemical Additives
7.3.7 Control of Solids

7.3.8 Toxics and Metals

Table 2-8
ID#
133
134

Research Topic

139
115

CSO concepts for SSOs
SO ~ action
Triple purpos~ stora~
I Laboratory stadi~s of high-ra~ trcatm~

116
132

Control systems to optimize options
Retrofitting DW’F control facilities to increase

137

Demonstration ofbiofilters for high-rate

146
148

Biofilm processes and biofiltration
Impa~t of WWFs on WWTPs

126

CSO vortex controls

135
117

Vortex/disinfection treatment demonstration
Effectiveness of disinfection with variable
flows
Disinfection/pathogen detection
High-rate disinfection
High-rate ozonation pilot projegt in NY

123
136
138
135
130

Vo~ex/disinfection treatment demonstration
High-rate sedimentation

131
111

Magnetic separation
Design of storage/release ~ to maxinfize

120
122

Control of suspended solids

127
113
149

Dissolved solids removal
Cross flow plate settlers
Treatment of heavy metals in urban runoff
Endpoints of toxicants in d~tention ponds
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Table 7-4, cont. Research Needs to Improve the Storage and Treatment (Unprioritized)
7.3.9 Wetlands and Land Disposal

112
118
119
141
145
140

Evaluation of groundwater injection systems
Application rat~ f~r land disposal of urban
nmoff
Weti_and systems
Constmc~d vegetated treatment cells
Long-term effectiveness of infiltration systems
Sto~gdwetlands treatment ~on in

Onondaga County, NV
7.3.10 BMP Effectiveness

7.3.11 O&M Costs

143
! 28
124
144
103
114

BMP design/effectiveness
Runoff ~mtrol using compost
Conlmuons deflective system for litte~ control
Vegetative managemmt practices
Aquatic & non aquatic vegetative management
Improved knowledge of O&M costs
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7.3.2

Sanitary Sewer Overflows

Sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) are an important problem in the United States, especially in light
of recent regulatory attention from the US EPA_ The pdmazy causes of SSOs are inflow and
infiltration (I/I), pipe dogging, and pipe breaks. Jurgens and Kelso (1996) cite excessive wet
weather flows as causing 20% of SSOs in Fayetteville, Arkansas, and Clemente and Cardozo (1996),
40%, in lVfiami, Florida. The proceedings of the 1996 national conference on SSOs shows that 27%
of SSOs result from I/I, 43% from pipe blockages, 12% from pipe breaks, 11% from power failure,
and 7% from insufficient system capacity (US EPA, 1996). These results were from a sample of six
communities in the United States. Field and O’Connor (1997) address the implications of I!I
rehabilitation as an SO abatement strategy. Sewer rehabilitation to remove I/I is very costly, as
discussed in Section 7.2.7. Some systems report as much as 80% of I/I result from privately owned
sources, so rehabilitation may not remove enough extraneous flow to alleviate the SO problem (Field
and O’Connor 1997). Therd’ore, remedial actions using CSO treatment techniques may prove more
cost effective. These actions include: maximizing the flow to the wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) using flow-equalization techniques, maximizing treatment capacity by retrofitting,
installing parallel processes or designing new high-rate treatment plants, or installing satellite
treatment facilities (Field and O’Connor 1997).
7.3.2.1

Research Needs

The research needs for control of SSOs are closely related to those for CSO control and other forms
of high-rate treatment, including high-rate operation of WWTPs and flow maximization to the
WWTP. In addition, it is important to look at rehabilitation costs and total benefits. While I/I control
may not prove cost effective for controlling SSOs as argued by Field and O’Connor (1997), the
combined benefits of improved sewer performance and reduced long-term pumping and treatment
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costs achieved from FI control, in addition to SO reduction, may prove cost effective for some
systems. Therefore this research area would greatly benefit from a careful accounting of the lifecycle costs of various rehabilitation/treatment alternatives.
Technical knowledge regarding SO abatement is also directly tied to maintenance effectiveness
research as disaassed in Section 7.2.7. FI is not the only cause of SSOs that would benefit from other
research topics. Other major causes of SSOs, e.g. pipe blockages, breaks and capacity limitations
should be investigated to determine how much volume is lost from SSOs annually as a result of
maintenance needs. Because it is not strictly a wet weather problem (dry weather SSOs may occur),
research imo this area should encompass all causes of SSOs, as dry weather discharges are generally
more harmful to the environment. Elimination of a portion of SSOs may be an important result of
an effective, preventive maintenance program, such as that discussed in Section 7.2.8. Once again,
the economic benefit of life-cycle costing is an important factor in looking at all of the SOabatement alternatives.
7.3.2.2
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7.3.3

High Rate Operation of Wastewater Treatment Plants

Wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) may be subject to high wet weather flows due to l!I or
combined sanitary and storm flow from a portion of the collection system combined by design.
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Abatemem of overflows and system surcharges may be expensive, and could include system
rehabilitation, construction of storage facilities, or end-of-pipe treatment works. Therefore,
maximizing treatment plant capacity may be a very atwactive option. This is accomplished by
removing hydraufic restrictions in the collection system or the treatment works, or by using storage
facilities to equalize flows (Field and O’Connor, 1997). However, additional storage needed to
equalize flow may be reduced if the WWTP itself is operated in a fashion that allows high flow rates.
High-rate operation of WWTPs may take several forms; including step-feed control (WEF, 1997),
use of aeration tanks as settling basins (N~elsen, Carstensen, and Harremoes, 1996), and
modification of treatment processes to allow for a higher rate of treatment (Booker, Ocal, and
Priestly, 1996; Field and O’Connor 1997). WEF (1997) provides a case study of real-time control
of WWTP operation in Hamilton, Ontario. During periods of wet weather flow, the WWTP switches
operating policy to step feed the secondary ciarifiers from the aeration basins. This avoids WWTP
by-passes that would normally occur to prevent sludge blanket wash-out (WEF, 1997). Step feeding
reduces the solids loading to the secondary ciarifiers, allowing greater storm-generated volume to
be treated without wash-out. This operating policy has reduced by-pass volume by an order of
magnitude (WEF, 1997). Nielsen, Carstensen, and Harremoes (1996) detail a case study in Denmark
that has shown improvements over the step-feed process control method. In this case study, careful
data collection of system input and performance are used to control the WWTP at or near hydraulic
and biologic capacity. Booker, Ocal, and Priestly (1996) provide information on increased settling
efficiency achieved through use of chemical coagulation and magnetic-assisted sedimentation.
Research is being conducted on magnetic sedimentation at a demonstration facility in Sydney,
Australia (Booker, Ocal, and Priestly, 1996). While showing promise, this process is being refined
to achieve lower operating costs and increased performance. Chemical coagulation is also being
tested as a means of allowing for high-rate filtration (Booker, Ocal, and Priestly, 1996). Solids are
chemically treated to enhance coagulation and flocculation, in turn enhancing settling and allowing
for removal in filters that allow large hydraulic loading (Booker, Ocal, and Priestly, 1996).
7.3.3.1

Research Needs

High-rate operation of treatment works is a fertile area of research, with the potential for large
economic benefits. Along with more demonstration of high-rate approaches, integration of high-rate
treatment and control of the collection system is needed. This may lead to an eventual overall
maximization of system resources, including collection system storage and maximized flow through
the WWTP via high-rate operation and flow equalization. To achieve this objective, proper
identification of high-rate performance is needed. This would allow life-cycle economic trade-offs
between alternatives to be examined.
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7.3.3.2
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7.3.4

High Rate CSO Treatment--Vortex Separators

Vortex separators are a common means of treatment for combined sewage. Bernard Smisson, in
Bristol, England, first conceived of Vortex separators (Moffa, 1993). Smisson began his work in
1946 and formulated an ~ of treating combined overflows at the point of discharge. Two of these
original devices were constructed in Bristol in 1963 and are still in use today. The design concept
was to have a small device that would separate solids fi~om overflow, with the concentrated solids
being passed back to the interceptor sewer and ultimately to the WWTP. Overflow, cleansed of
much of the gross settle-able solids, was allowed to discharge into the receiving waters. Vortex
separators (or swifts) achieve these design concepts by routing the flow through a circular path to
achieve a type of vortex_ Heavier particles are drawn toward the outer diameters and allowed to be
drawn downward through ever smaller diameter paths and ultimately out a bottom drain or foul
sewer, to be routed to the interceptor (Moffa, 1990). Flow containing smaller particles is allowed
to discharge over the top of the device, thus achieving the desired separation. After conducting
extensive hydraulic research on the forces involved with these units in the 1970s, the LaSalle
Hydraulics Laboratory reported that the units function with a combination of gravitational and
vortex separation in a controlled manner (Moffa, 1993). Vortex technology has advanced since
Smisson’s original concept. The US EPA conducted research and demonstration projects in the
1970s, developing a design now known as the US EPA Swirl. German designers have modified this
design and market a device known as the Fluidsep (Moutal, Kloman, and Gaffoglio, 1994; Pisano
and Brombach, 1994). Engineers in the United Kingdom have also modified the vortex separator
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and produced a modal known as the Storm King (Moutal, Kloman, and Gaffoglio, 1994). In addition
to solids separation, vortex separators remove floatables via a trap near the top of the unit (Moutat,
Kloman, and Gaffoglio, 1994).Currently in the United States more than 50 vortex units are in
operation (Moutat, Kloman, and Gaffoglio, 1994). Many of these units are still being tested for
removal efficiencies and are oRen used in conjunction with storage facilities and disinfection
processes (Field and O’Connor, 1996). A project in Flushing Bay in New York City is testing the
three major vortex designs, pfimar~ for floatables removal (Moutal, Kloman, and Oaffoglio, 1994).
7.3.4. I

Research Needs

Because a manber of vortex separators are actively monitored or are about to be actively monitored,
it would be appropriate to develop an unbiased review and database of all existing data for the
various incarnations of vortex separators. Existing designs could then be modified in detail and the
pros and cons of each type identified. A detailed design manual should be compiled from existing
installation experience which covers all modern design alternatives, and long-term monitoring
should be continued to determine appropriate life-cycle costs and performance.
7.3.4.2
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7.3.5

High Rate CSO Treatment--Disinfection

Pathogens are one of the primary pollutants of concern fi’om combined sewer overflows (CSOs).
Disinfection is an important part of reducing risks associated with recreational and potable uses of
receiving waters. However, traditional means of disinfection at WWTPs are designed to handle
relatively constant flows and are not well suited to reliably handling highly variable CSO flows
(Field, 1990). Because of the characteristics ofCSOs---the intermittency, quantifies of suspended
solids, temperature variations, and variable bacterial quality---disinfection at WWTPs typically
involves chlorine gas or sodium hypocldorite exposure (Field, O’Shea, and Brown, 1993). Other
concerns involving disinfection of CSOs are that chlorine residuals may not be acceptable to the
receiving water ecology, the disinfection unit may have to be unmanned and must be able to handle
intermittent flows, and traditional indicator species such as fecal coliform may not be acceptable
because runoff quantities may increase without corresponding increases in pathogens (Field, O’Shea,
and Brown, 1993; O’Shea and Field, 1992).
Other disinfection technologies have shown promise in CSO disinfection. Boner et al. (1995)
describe a bench scale test that used an ultraviolet disinfection unit installed in conjunction with a
modified vortex separator (MVS/UV). The effectiveness of the disinfection unit depended on the
solids removal efficiency in the vortex separator, and this study recommended that the MVS/UV be
demonstrated at a full-scale installation. This recommendation was heeded, and a full-scale
demonstration of a number of CSO abatement technologies is being conducted in Columbus,
Georgia. (Boner and Turner, 1996). This demonstration project includes UV, chlorination/
dechlorination, and peracetic acid disinfection. Results of this project have not been reported.
7.3.5.1

Research Needs

A primary research need is to devdop better means of measuring potential pathogenic waterborne
bacteria. Traditional indicator organisms are unreliable for health-risk measurement, especially in
areas that receive CSO and stormwater nmoff(O’Shea and Field, 1992, 1993). One indicator will
likely not be appropriate for every watershed; therefore studies should include a wide variety of
storm-generated pollution and receiving waters (O’Shea and Field, 1992, 1993). Before control
technologies can be compared and design guidelines developed for the disinfection of wet weather
discharges, reliable means of measuring performance are crucial. Demonstration of disinfection
technologies is also important; however, conclusive results should be dependent on reliable
measures of pathogenic comrol.
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7.3.5.2
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7.3.6

Advanced High Rate Treatmem--Magnetic and Chemical Additives

The addition of chemicals to aid in sedimentation is standard practice in water and wastewater
treatment, and is known to substantially increase sedimentation rates (Booker, Ocal, and Priestly,
1996). The intermittent, highly variable nature and the need for unmanned facilities makes treating
wet weather flows with these processes more challenging (Field, 1990). Booker, Ocal, and Priestly
(1996) give experimental results fi’om Australia derived fi’om chemical flocculation and magnetiteassisted sedimentation and high-rate filtration as a means to treat urban runoff. Another technology
utilizing magnetic forces, high-gradiem magnetic separation, has also been used to treat urban runoff
with success (Field, 1990). A demonstration facility in Albany, New York used chemical additives
to enhance treatment of CSO and raw sewage. Activated carbon was added to the flow to remove
dissolved organics, then alum was added to aid in clarification (Field, 1990). Polyelectrolyte was
added followed by a flocculation period. Gravity settling was then followed by filtration and
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disinfeetiort Reclaimed and reused chemicals were part of this demonstration (Field, 1990). Booker,
Ocal, and Priestly (1996) report on use of polyeleetrolytes to enhance flocculation and chemical
coagulation. In pilot experiments, polyeleetrolytes were added to SSOs, along with an inorganic
coagulant (alum), and magnetite (h’on oxide) to aid in sedimentation (Booker, Ocal, and Priestly,
1996). Initial results were promising for treatment of sewer overflows. Another phase of this study
tested the addition of a coagulant (aluminum sulfate) and a high molecular weight cationic
polyelectrolyte to raw sewage (Booker, Ocal, and Priestly, 1996). This mixture was then filtered
using a more coarse filter than normally used for raw sewage. The flocculated and coagulated
sewage was faltered at a high-rate at the pilot study scale (Booker, Ocal, and Priestly, 1996). These
experiments showed promise in high-rate physicochemical separation. Delaporte (1996) reports on
promising research in use oflatnellar decantation in treating storm-induced flows. This process uses
a flocculation and coagulation reactor in combination with lamellar modules, which are used in
physicochemical treatment of water and wastewater. Results show COD and SS reductions of 60 to
85%. Averill et al. (1996) report on an integrated CSO treatment facility in Toronto. This pilot test
used chemical coagulant additives, a vortex separator (Storm King Dynamic Separator), a clarifier,
and UV disinfection. The average effluent TSS concentration was 65 mg/L when using the
chemically assisted coagulant (Averill et al., 1996).

7.3.6.1

Research Needs

Research should focus on process refinement and interaction with other high-rate treatment
processes, e.g., vortex separation and disinfection, as shown in Averill et al. (1996). The Toronto
pilot test (Averill et al., 1996) is an excellent model in developing process demonstration facilities,
as all processes may be removed or an additional process added in order to monitor operational
performance on a wide variety of process train configurations.
7.3.6.2
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7.3.7

Control of Solids

Removing suspended solids is perhaps the oldest method for controlling water pollution, ff allowed
to settle by gravity, suspended solids are removed relatively easily and do not require biological or
chemical treatment. However, the treatment of suspended solids is still a complex engineering
problem because of con.maims related to the settling velocities of small particles in water. Removing
solids is additionally important because other important pollutants are often either in solid form or
adsorb onto solid particles. Nutrients, bacteria, synthetic organics, toxics, and heavy metals may all
be part of the suspended solids load. Control of wet weather solids may be accomplished either by
treatment or source control. Source control of suspended solids is covered in Section 7.1. Treatment
of suspended solids may be broken into treatment utilizing strictly settling forces, or enhanced
settling via chemical or magnetic additives (covered in Section 7.3.6). Gravitational settling
treatment includes traditional detention and gravity settling, enhanced gravitational settling (i.e.
plate settlers), or vortex separation (covered in Section 7.3.4).
Control and treatment of dissolved solids is a more complex engineering issue. Because they are not
affected by gravitational forces, dissolved solids, along with colloidal particles, must be controlled
by other means. Dissolved solids are more commonly treated by source control; e.g., BMPs related
to erosion and site disturbance, or deicing salt management. However, Van Buren, Watt, and
Marsalek (1996) report removing dissolved pollutants from a modified detention basin by using
baffles to eliminate short circuiting. Wetland biota may remove selected dissolved pollutants. In an
assessment of wetland treatment, Strecker (1993) reports that metals may form insoluble sulfides
in wetland environments. Urbonas (1997) also cites biochemical reactions occurring in wetland and
wet-pond environments that remove dissolved constituents. In general, dissolved solids treatment
must rely on some form of reaction, while suspended solids may be treated chemically or physically.
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7.3.7.1

Res~rch Ne~Is

The physics of particle behavior in water is fah’ly well understood; however, the added
complications offloco.dation, floatables, highly variable loads, and biologic activity make it difficult
to accurately predict actual settling. Demonstration of innovations in outlet design, storage
geometry, and the effects of loading variability should be encouraged. We rest better understand
physical aspects of settling basins, including mixing regimes, temperature effects, concentration
effects, and velocity distributions. A better understanding of the physical processes may lead to more
effident designs and aid in other areas of treatment. Research on the treatment of dissolved solids
should be part of a wetlands-treatment research program. This is a relatively active research area in
the Ur~ted States, and, in the monitoring of these systems, a better understanding of the biochemical
reactions that take place in a wetland environment should be encouraged.

7.3.7.2
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7.3.8

Characterization and Treatment of Toxics and Metals

Heavy metals (cadmium, copper, lead, and zinc) and many toxics (e.g, PCBs, dioxin) are
environmentally persistent, and therefore accumulate in receiving water sediment, settled sludge
from WWTPs or satellite treatment facilities, or in the surficial soils of permeable infiltrating areas
(Boiler, 1997). An estimated 50 to 80% of metals are washed off from roofs and streets (Boiler,
1997). Forster (1996) found a prominent first flush of metals from urban roof runoff in Germany.
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Physical treatment (e.g., gravitational settling, titration, vortex separation) tends to transfer these
pollutants from one segment of the urban waste stream to another. For example, settled metals
accumulate in benthic environments such as the bottom of detention ponds (Ab Razak, Li, and
Christensen, 1996). Routine maintenance may be performed by dredging the detention basin bottom.
The result is contaminated soil waste that may have to be landfilled. Therefore, source control is a
critical part oftoxin and metal control (Forster, 1996; Boiler, 1997). PAHs, PCBs, ~37Cs, and 2~°pb
are among other persistent pollutants that associate with clay, silt, and organic carbon particles in
runoff and may ultimately accumulate in sediment beds (Ab Razak, Li, and Christensen, 1996).
Forster (1996) reported zinc and copper concentrations from roof runoffthat pose an environmental
hazard to aquatic fauna even after strong dilution~ Bijlsma et al. (1996) conducted studies on canal
sediments in the Netherlands and found high concentrations of metals. The top 15-cm layer had
concentrations of zinc as high as 1400 mg Zn/kg, copper as high as 281 mg Cu/kg, and lead as high
as 562 mg Pb/kg. The sediment over 15 crn deep had concentrations 20 to 50% higher, possibly
indicating a diminishing load. Forster (1996) recommends that the first flush of roof runoff be
conveyed to the WWTP via combined sewers. This management alternative assumes that the WWTP
sludge will contain metals fi’om other sources, and therefore the incremental metals added by
diverting roof runoff will not add to the toxicity of the sludge. Boiler (1997) indicates that
innovative wet weather management systems such as enhanced infiltration are severely limited by
the possible accumulation of heavy metals. Management alternatives such as combined sewers,
separate systems, or infiltration schemes merely transfer metals to WWTP sludge, receiving water
sediments, or local on-site soils, respectively (Boiler, 1997).
7.3.8.1

Research Needs

Source control appears to be the only form of long-term control that will avoid build-up of persistent
pollutants in the environment. Long-term, cross-disciplinary research--involving plumbers,
automobile designers, architects, landscape architects, environmental and industrial engineers, and
the pubLic--is essential to effectively remove these pollutants from the urban environment (Boiler,
1997). This research is critical and should be lh~ed to on-site hydrology, ir~filtration and other reuse strategies, and wetland management. Aside from source control, it is important in the short-term
to combine research into toxic impacts, bio~on, and the fate and transport of waste through
the urban hydrosphere, from the household level to its ultimate fate in the environment.
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7.3.8.2
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7.3.9

Wetland Treatment and Land Disposal of Urban Runoff

While, technically, different forms of wet weather management, wetland treatment systems and land
disposal techniques share some important concepts. Both are less infrastructure-intensive than
sewer-based/receiving water discharge systems, and have similar benefits; namely both reduce flood
peaks, may increase the local groundwater table, and may reduce pollutant discharges to receiving
waters. Land application has the additional benefit of reducing outdoor landscape irrigation needs,
while wetland systems may be incorporated into beneficial land uses such as parks and wildlife
habitat (Knigh~ 1997). Important considerations of both practices have also been identified, namely
possible soil contamination of persistent toxins and metals (see Section 7.3.8).
Wetlands used for treatment are complex systems requiring a close interaction between hydrologists,
biologists, engineers, land-use planners, and urban managers. They require maintenance and careful
design to maintain sustained benefits (Urbonas and Stahre, 1993). The literature in the constructed
wetland field is broad. Habrel et al. (1997) give an overview of wetland systems for water pollution
control. This volume highlights the advanced level of research activity in this area. Shutes et al.
(1997) report on wetland systems for runoff treatment; pre-treatment consists of oil separators,
spillage interceptors, and wetland forebays. This example of integrating innovative treatment
schemes is important for the long-term success of these methods. In the United States, concerns
about groundwater contamination have engendered somewhat more resistance to the application of
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infiltration systems than to constructed wetlands. However, in Tokyo, applications have been
extensive and the increased baseflow in urban streams has been beneficial (Fujita, 1997).
7.3.9.1

Research Needs

Wetland treatment and land disposal ofud~n runoff are active research areas and further knowledge
should be encouraged. Specifically, long-term treatment capabilities of both infiltration systems and

wetlands should be investigated. It is also important that these systems be part of an integrated landuse/runoff management scheme. The land value benefits of riparian parks and wetland systems may
even outweigh improvements in water quality. These systems will be a vital part of urban land and
water management of the 21st century and as such it is important that research be continued in this
area. The hydrologic considerations in designing these systems are crucial. Application rates of
infiltration and a~ptable hydrologic loading of wetlands are important for sustaining these systems.
Regional d~erences are more pronounced than for other forms of treatment, and therefore demand
accept~le hydrologic loading. The research aspects of wetland and infiltration disposal should focus
on engineering better overall systems that increase land values through parks, provide treatment of
runofl~ and are part of a plan that includes source control, infiltration systems, and detention/wetland

7.3.9.2
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7.3.10

BMP Effectiveness

Best management practice (BMP) is an ill-defined term in the urban wet weather literature. BMP
is used to describe everything from true management practices to any type of control facility,
including large capital projects, that go beyond the common meaning of the term management
alternative. Urbonas (1997) defines BMP as any practice to control and manage the quality and
quantity of urban runofl~ including structural and non-structural BMPs. Non-structural BMPs
include: discontinuing or preventing use of a pollutant (e.g., pesticides, phosphorus detergents);
programs to reduce site disturbance and erosion; public education on proper uses and disposal
methods of chemicals, oils, pesticides, etc.; effective street sweeping, deicing, and leaf removal;
elimination of illicit connections ofwastewater lines to storm sewer lines; and O&M programs for
public and private wet weather management facilities (Urbonas, 1997; Pitt et al., 1997; Schueler,
1995). Structural BMPs may include: minimizing directly connected impervious area, water quality
inlet design---including catch basin design (e.g., deflective litter control design), infiltration
practices, filter basins and filter strips, solids separation by gravity or vortex forces in wet and dry
detention basins and vortex separators, and wetlands (Urbonas, 1997; Pitt, 1997; Yu and Nawang,
1993).
Currently there is no meaningful direct measure of the effectiveness ofnon-structm’al BMPs, largely
bexmuse they rely more on behavior modification than on hardware-oriented means (Urbonas, 1997;
Pitt et al., 1997). Non-structural BMPs tend to be common-sense practices; however there is little
information on the costs of the necessary behavior modification and benefits derived thereof Field
performance data are available from a wide variety of structural BMP facilities (Urbonas, 1997).
However, there is no standard method of measuring performance, and much data are reported in the
theoretically flawed measure of"percent removal" (Urbonas, 1997).
7.3.10. ].

Research Needs

Several critical research needs are associated with the application of BMPs. Most critical is
developing a better understanding of how various BMPs fit into an integrated urban water
management plan. To accomplish this, three research needs are evident: (1) a meaningful standard
to quantify performance; (2) long-term performance and cost data (using the standard developed
in #1) to prove that BMPs in fact are "best"; and (3) a process-level understanding of the various
BMPs to improve current design practice. Current BMP design is an art, relying on the designer’s
intuition about what is appropriate for a given situation.
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7.3.10.2
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7.3.11

Improved Knowledge of Operating and Maintenance Costs

As discussed in Sections 7.2.6 and 7.2.8 for collection systems, knowledge of actual costs of
maintenance activities is crucial to developing a beneficial maintenance plan. This is also true for
the operators of storage!treatment facilities to minimize life-cycle costs. For example, based on
construction expenditures, detention ponds may be an attractive storage and treatment option in
areas where land value is relatively low. However, the administration of maintenance of storage
works is crucial to maintain performance over time (Urbonas and Stahre, 1993). Not only are the
costs of cleaning and maintaining detention ponds important as settled solids fill the volume of the
pond, but the administration of these activities must be planned during the design stage so facilities
are not abandoned (Urbonas and Stabre, 1993). Further consideration must be given to the potential
of disposing contaminated sediments, as discussed in Sections 7.3.8 and 7.3.9.
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7.3.11.1 Research Needs

Knowledge of life-cycle costs must be better understood to accomplish integrated performance
c~teria for an entire drainage systen~ As with collection systems, storage and treatment works must
include careful documentation of the trade-offs incurred between maintenance and performance. To
~.~omplish this goal, standardized performance criteria should be developed to understand how well
existing facilities perform, and standardized accounting procedures should be developed to allow
for cross-comparison. Demonstration of these performance criteria in actual basins would then lead
to a better design criteria for engineers, and a better understanding of the life-cycle ~sts for
operators.
7.3.11.2
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SYNTHESIS OF RESEARCH NEEDS AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1

Summary

This chapter discusses the results of our assessment of research needs in urban wet weather flows
(WWFs). Three interrelated categories are included: combined sewer overflows, sanitary sewer
overflows, and urban stormwater discharges, and each research need is considered in the following
steps: (1) reviewing of all relevant literature; (2) reviewing of previous research needs assessments,
including US EPA’s 1996 Wet Weather Flows research planning report (Field et al., 1997); (3)
soliciting ideas fi’om interested professionals at a one-day workshop at the 1996 WEFTEC national
meeting in Dallas; (4) holding extensive discussions with leading urban stormwater professionals;
and (5) reviewing research needs with leading international experts at the September, 1997,
Engineering Foundation Conference in Malm6, Sweden (Rowney, Stab.re, and Roesner, 1998).
8.2

Methods for Doing Research Needs Assessments

Research needs can be assessed in a variety of ways. Hve of the seven research needs assessments
cited in this report were done by polling experts during a professional meeting. The remaining two
needs assessments used an extensive literature review and the professional experience of a few
experts as the basis for selecting topics. The research needs assessment can be viewed as a portfolio
selection problem wherein the objective is to maximize the present value of the expected net benefits
from research investments. Research is a risky investmem. The objective is to select a project
portfolio with a high probability of success just as-investors choose among stocks, bonds, and other
investment opportunities. While formal research planning models have been used for large research
programs, most research funding organizations rely on less formal approaches. This assessment uses
a wide variety ofU. S. and international expertise to develop a sense of research needs. The project
team believes that the final list is a fairly well balanced view of the problem.
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Purposes of Urban Wet Weather Research Program

Many diff~ ~tities support wet weather research. Among them is the Water Environm~t
Research Foundation (WERF), which is supported by participating cities that generally prefer to
support appfied research involving well-defined tasks and a fairly high assurance of delivering
results to the user commtmity within three to five years. Therefore, WERF projects typically address
discrete, targeted topics that involve rdatively short study periods (one to two years). WERF project
funding is awarded based on responses to a formal Request for Proposals (RFP). At present, this
model dominates research funding in the United States and Europe, because the results reach the
funding organizations in a short time frame. Two potential drawbacks of funding only relatively
applied research projects is that such projects may tend to be less innovative, since the problem and
oRen the solution are prescribed in the R~, and such projects usually provide only limited support
for training graduate students in the wet weather area. [Editor’s note: WERF has now created a
funding program for innovative research under its Emerging Technologies Program.]
At the opposite end of the spectrum is basic research, characterized by unsolicited proposals from
universities and other research organizations wherein proposers presem their ideas and request
support for longer-term, basic research for which immediate utility may be unclear. It is more
difficult for local utilities and agencies to justify supporting such activities. Even a federal action
agency,, such as US EPA, may have trouble justifying such longer-term investments. The National
Science Foundation (NSF) provides this kind of support. Until recently, their funding related to
urban stormwater has been scant. A current NSFAJS EPA/USDA cooperative initiative on
watersheds offers hope of better support in this area.
A potentially new dimension of future WWF research lies in the area of international cooperation.
These essential, long-term experimental research are expensive and it is difficult to obtain
continuing support in lean budget times. The emergence of the European Union as a major source
of research support offers real possibilities for establishing internationally funded cooperative
projects in key WWF areas.
8.4

Vision for the Benefits of Urban WWF Research

Concerted efforts since the late 1960s to clean up urban wastewaters and wet weather flows have
achieved impressive results. Before then, the accepted fate of urban receiving waters was to serve
as redpients of the unwanted by-products of urbanization including dry-weather- and wet-weather-
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transported wastes from urban, industrial, agricultural, forestry, raining, and other activities. Also,
these same receiving waters were ditched, drained, sewered, and subjected to a wide variety of
manipulations to serve human needs. In addition to water quality changes, these waters were
severely impacted by hydrologic changes due to hydropower development, navigation, water supply,
flood control, recreation, etc. The end product of these abuses was that citizens were conditioned
to think of their waterways as undesirable kidneys of the city that were to be hidden and avoided.

Consequent to billions of dollars of expenditures on water quantity and quality improvements, we
can now see the long-term benefits of these investments come to fruition in terms of revitalized
urban waterfrom areas. With WWFs managed and a desirable hydrology provided for receiving
waters, dtizens can enjoy the benefits of this important investment for themselves and for posterity.
8.5

Summary of Research Recommendations

A symhesis of seven compilations of research needs and a selection from this listing were presented
in the previous five chapters. The compilation resulted in the 154 research projects listed in Table
8-1. From this list, a subset of 69 higher priority research projects were selected and one page
summaries were prepared for each of these topics. The selected 69 projects are shown in Table 8-2.
During the final screening, several criteria were used in the selection process:
¯

Inherent importance of the topic;

¯

Topic is an emerging area of concern for which few research results are available; and

¯

Topic is an important component of an integrative approach to WWFs.

The final 26 selected research topics (Table 8-3), are divided into two priorities. Priority 1 topics
should be initiated fast. They may be short- or long-term efforts. Priority 2 topics are also important
but not as critical as the Priority 1 topics. In many cases, these final 26 topics are aggregations of
the larger subset of high-priority research projects. The final results of the research needs assessment
were organized into 10 categories: (1) sources and monitoring (2) receiving water impacts, (3) other
impacts, (4) management, (5) models and decision support systems, (6) watershed management
linkages, (7) regulatory policies and financial aspects, (8) source controls, (9) collection system
controls, and (10) storage/treatment systems. Summary discussions regarding these topics are
presented in the subsections that follow.
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Table 8-1. Composite List of Research Needs in Urban Stormwater Quality
Source
No.

Tills

T°rn° I Heaney CH2M HI!l WERF/BayI Area I
1986
1986
1990
1996 1996

Sources and Moi~[torlng
1 Atmospheric deposllion
2 Industrial aires
3 Thermal pollution
4 Use of d~ie rain gages and radar to describe storm patterns
5 Watershed r~=po~ae during winter conditions
6 Ra;~fail-runoff r~;at;onshlps for micro- storm mansionS-hi
7 Autornotlve sources
8 Constr-~;;o,, sources
9 Lifter sources
10 _Ru!!~-op/’~,’~h-off p~.~;;~; In urban areas
11 Influence of land use on ;;;:-=; quality
12 Fecal sources-use b~e,- Indicators
13 Toxk.~. sources and monitoring
14
Pesticidestudies
sources sett:~=b;;;ty padtcle sizes, etc.
16 ITurbldity
I
I fc Ious PAHs
16 Determine deco~p~s;t;on
rate

4
11

1996

1997 Counl

6
15
13

3
9

9
1
2
3
5

1
7
9
17
25

1.12
1.2
3.1

2
2

11
12

3

17 ;s;..’_._.#e tracking techniques for characlertzlng the nature of WWFs
18 Cross media Issues
19 Flow meters 1o r~,~ure widel), variable flows
20 FIc;;’ "~’~h;ed sampling devices for verlebie flows
21 Standards for ==~ling, anatysle~ end repodlng for urban runoff pollutants
22 Cradle to grave tr=~.k~ng of urban water pathways and controls
23 Quality of roof runoff
Recelvln~l Water Impacts
24 Behavior of urban runoff In mixing z~,,~as of rivers= lake~ & estuaries
25 Feasibility of Identifying "natural co~;i;;ona" st the watershed scale
26 ;~.; of snowmelt on receiving water quality
27 Bloassay prec. for long-term exposures to heavy metal accum In benthos
28 Fele of n;;~ot~=n Inputs
29 C~;;,=~;a for wet-w~athev quality standards
30 M;~, balance of urban runoff and receMng water fluxes
31 ._’-~,__-=__==_=_y procedures for short-term Intermittent exposures
32 iWater quality r~ipoi~e tn water column & sediment
33 WWF physical atresaora
34 iEffect of urbanization on stream geomorphology
35 Indices to delermlne specific impacts of conslituenta e.g.~ BOD, metals
36 Small stream Impacts
37 Sed:,~-~; Impacts & control
38 Large river
39 Source waler protection
40 Und~ ,t.-h~;.~ regional differences in receiving waters
41 Stormwater-~roundwater interactions
42 Vadose zone
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18
14

5

15

5
6

19

1.3

12
17
10

3

33

2

30

8

32
31
29

1.4
11
6
4
1.11
5

12
1.5
35
37

6
1.7
2.16
1.8
2,4
8
10

20
2.6
2.8

3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
3
1
1
3
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2

Table 8-1, cont. Composite List of Research Needs in Urban Stormwater Quality
No.

Source

Tille

Torno

43 Human health rlsldecos~t=i~ Impact trade-offs
44 Groundwater polluflon from highways
45 Evaluation of health risks
Management
46 Add solids h;-~;;i~l~ to slmu~a~o~ ~ls
47 ~vei~p user f¢~ Int~i=i=d ~iilo~, sup~ systems
48 Linkage of audio and subsu~ace ~en~na
49 Inle~ace ilmulat~ ~ ~;~;~, w~e;~
50 An~;y~ e~ltlng NURP~ USG8~ NPDE8~ and other data
51 Probabl,=l~ pedo~ma~ce cr~;a for wet wealher control
52 Inle~te GIS to refl~ sp~;;~; ana~ls c~p~bllltles
53 C:v;~ risk ~ir~,..~; m~h~;~
54 C~i,~ a~;;~L4~ databases into a sln~le ~;:;:.--~ C:?;~ an Inl~rat~ DSS fm overall ~tershed evaluafions
56 Watershed ~i~lem M~el
57 Create and ~;,,;a;n an u~ban ~;o~mwaler ;~;~;;;~a;;on reposlto~
~ ~velop more robust pa~;~;er ~;;~;a;;on methods
5S Devel~ a ~;~h~ ;;;~menl meth~ol~y
~ Case studies of Int~k;~ storm~ter ma~,,~ent
61 Add real-time c~;i~ to all as~ctl of urban storm~ler m~els
62 F=~ a n~wo~ of urban research catchments
63 ~alershed-~se~ ~ter quali~ standards
64 Methods for es;;ii~k;;,g the prob. dlsldbullons of d~ and wet-weather flows
65 RIparian forest ma,;~,,;=nt
66 Criteria for m~e; callbratloNverlflcatlon
67 Ca~brafion of transpod models using Improved ~a:;~.~es
68 Decision sup~d syslems ~th real-llme control and all aspecls of urban ~ter
Regulatory Policies and Financial Aspects
69 Preparing effective and Implementable NPS regulallons
70 Areas ~ere EPA can provide reg~;a;o~ fledblli~ to achieve ~tershed goals.
71; MeShes to ~o~a;e Ihe costs of mu~l-purpse ~ter projects
72~ CosUpe~o~ance funcfion data for ~;o~,~ler cor, tro;s
73 Q~a~;;~ benefits of sl~ter qual~ ~ontrol
74 Conllngenl valuallon to e~t;mate the benefits of stor~ter projects
75 How to develop sustainable ~tershed management programs
76 CSO ~ure= of success
77 Feedback on public involvement~ pad~Ipatlon techniques
78 H~ to translate public desires Into action?
79 Storm~t~v ~ana~e~; In new Urban areas
80 Feallblllly of d~ntva;;zed urban ~ter management and privatlzatlon
81 Co~on elements of successes and failures.
82 Retrospective as~essmenls of exlsfing envko~entally friendly developmente
83 Envlro~i*.entalJustlce in manage~e~ program~
84 Recognition of reg~e~al differences In appropriate ~,a.agement stralegles
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1986

I

Heaney jCH2M Hill WERF/Bay EPA
Area
1986
1990
1996
1996

WERF
1996
36

1997 Coun~
9
7

1.9
35
42
2
36
38

Malmo

14
15
2.3

16

2

4
13

3.5

39

11
3C

34

2.14
2.15

13

16
1
2

16
4.17
43

12~
10
17

25

3
25

4.9

14

1
3
1
1

1
3
2
1
2
1

14
11
27

40
7

24

28

28
41

8
4.10
21

31
32
33

i4
23

26
1

Table 8-1, cont. Composite List of Research Needs in Urban Stormwater Quality
No.

Title

Torno
1986

85 Mech=,nF, m for coo~i~a;ing storm water research across agencies
86 Improve EPA use sftalnabllity methodologies
87 Envko~ental ethics to reduce lifter
Controls
88 Effectiveness of awalea
89 Reuse of urban runoff as cooling waist
9~ Modifying urban surfaces Io reduce hydraulic and pollutant loads
91 Urban drainage design Improvements for micro-storms
92 Dei~-~,,; manag~;~nt for automobiles
93 Toxlcs sources reductions
94 Improved methods of source reduction
95 SiDe.water rouse
96 Sw~=~i Instead of curbs
97 Storm Inlet device
98 Industrial runoff control
99 Roadwaylalrpod deicing
100 Instrumentation & monitoring to evaluate sewer h)’draullcs
101 Laboratory & field studies of deposition & scour In
102 Use of slmulallon models In storm sewer design
103 iAquatic & non aquatic vel~e;a;;ve ~na*~agement
104 Colt-effective ways to rehabilitate & replace old sewers
105 Sanitary sewer system ~=~i;t~ practices
106 Sewer ,~;i~;6i~ance effectiveness
107 Sewer and tank ;~ent. flushing
108 Innovative design of sanitary end slorm sewers
109 Short and long-term performance of porous and permeable payments
110 Sludge/solids disposal aspects of control options
111 Design of storage/release ayslems to maximize pollutant control
112 Evaluallon of groundwater :~;~.;.;on syslems
113 Tr,:--;.~,:nt of heavy metals In urbm
~ff
114 ;~p~oved knowledge of O&M costa
115 Laboratory sludies of high-rate treatment systems
118i Process c~,r,;~u; systems to optimize performance of control options
1171 Effectiveness of d;~;~,;=~.;;or, with highly variable flows
118 Application tales for land disposal of t~,b., runoff
11g Englneaflng considerations in usln~ wetland systems
120 Control of suspended ~-o;;~s
12t Integraled systems for flood and pollulton control Including reuse
122 Dissolved solids r~oval
123 DIslnfectlordpethogen detection
124 Conlinuoua deflective system for lifter control
125 Storage facilities design ~-.,,ual
126 CSO vodex coi-,tvols
127 Cross flow plate settlers

Source
Heaney CH2M Hll! WERF/Bay EPA
Area
1986
1990 1996
1996
7

WERF
1996

Malmo
1997 Counl
13

9
21

1
10
7
22

4

2.5
2.6
4.12
4.3
4.5

1(~
12
13

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2

22
11

5.3
5.4
5.2
4.38

9
15

24
2

5

15
25
16
20

1.1
4.14
4.16
4.18
4.27
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20
23
23
21

24
17
18
23

18
19
21

1
1
1

1
1
2
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
i
1

17
1
1
1

Table 8-1, cont. Composite List of Research Needs in Urban Stormwater Quality

I

Source
orn( ! Heane CH2M H WERF/B~ EPA
WERF
Area
986 198____~6
t 9.___.~_~
199._.__._~6
199__.~6199..___..~_6 1991 Cou=
~
4.8
~
~
4.15
4.19
4.20
4.22
4.23
4.24
4.26
4.28
4.29
4.30
4.31
4.33
4.34
~~
4.35
E
1~
4 .--~
1--------~
,
1.~

Title

Cross connection Identification
sedimentation
to Increase stormwater (~ontrol
~ctlon
of blofiltere for hlgh-rale treatment at DWF plants
New Yo~_.~.NY
and DWF
treatment demo. in Onond~Ny
t cells

of WWF controls in cold climates
I facilities

17 .....

2

1
1

) archilecture Inlo overall stormwater ..... 1
educe I/I In house sen/Ice laterals
I/I control In sanilarl/and storm sewers

~~
~~~

oo
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C
C

Table 8-2. List of Priority Projects
Section

Topic

3.0
3.2
3.3
4.0
4.1.2

Seurce characterization
l.Jrbnn lnad ~ and l,md u.~
Fate and transport proeesu~
Receiving water impacts
Rivers, lakes, estuaries, and wetlands

4.1.3

Nuniem, metat, and toxicant cycling

4.1.4

Biomonitoring

4.1.5

Benth~sedimeut impacts

4.1.6
4.2.1
4.3.1
5.0

Land use/urbanization
Wet weather-groundwater-vadose zone interactions
Ecosystem risk/human health risks
Management

5.2
5.2.2
5.2.2.1
5.2.2.2
5.2.2.3
5.2.2.4
5.2.2.4. i
5.2.2.4.2
5.2.2.4.3
5.2.2.4.4
5.2.2.5
5.2.2.6
5.2.2.7
5.2.3
5.2.3.3
5.2.3.4
"~.2.3.5
5.2.3.5.1
5.2.3.5.2
5.2.3.6
5.3
5.32
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5

Models and decision support systems
Enhancements in existing models
Graphical user inteaTac~object oriented programming
Improvements in the analysis of rainfall input data
Improved parameter estimation techniques
Data centered approaches to enhancing sttxm~vater modelmg
Real-time control
Stochastic simulation
Neural networks
Calibration of transport models using improved databases
Linking surface phenomena
Linking with atmospheric models
Solids handling capability/sewer system modeling
Int~rated decision support systems
Integrated GIS to refine spatial analysis capabilities
Interface simulation and optimization models
Integrated DSS for overall watershed
Watershed models
Ecosystem models
Risk management methodologies
Watershed management linkages
Watershed assessment methodology
Long-term watershed ease studies
Urban research cawA3ment network
Watershed-based water quality standards
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Table 8-2, cont. List of Priority Projects

Section
6.0
6.1

Topic
Regulatory policies and fmanciai aspects
~gulations and permits

6. ~.2

Preparing eft=ire and imp~mmab~e ~S watershed goals

6.1.3

Areas wh~ regulato~ flexibility can ac~eve watershed goals

6.2
6.2
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.4
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.5
6.5.2
6.5.3
7.0
7.1
7.1.2
7.1.3
7.1.4
7.1.5
7.1.6
7.1.7
7.1. g
7.1.9
7.2
7.2.2
7.2.3
7.2.4
7.2.5
7.2.6
7.2.7
7.2.8
7.2.9
7.3
7.3.2

Reuse aad wam- resotm~
Financing and o~st analysis
M~ls of~g
Methods of ost allocation
Dcv¢lopmeat of ~ost/performance data for cc~rols
~ of urban stormwat~ manag~nent
Conting~at valuation
CSO m~asur~s of success
Education and ouav,~h
Public involvem~t, participation techniques
Coordination or stonmva~ resenrch across agencies
Controls
On-sit~ controls
Swales
Modifying urban surfaces
l~tucing FI from laterals
l~sign improvements for micro-storms
Sto~wat~r muse
Storm inlet devices
Industrial nmoff control
P,~use ofrtmoffas cooling wat~
Collection systems
lasUum~ntation and monitoring
Depo~iiion and scour i. sewers
Use of-~imulation models
Rdmbilitation of sewers
Imp, oced l/I control
Sew= m~tienance ~ffectiveness
Sewer and sedimentation tank fltt~hing
Innovative design of sewers
Storage-treatment
S~tary sewer overflows
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Table 8-2, cont. List of Priority Projects
~¢l~on
7.3.3
7.3.4
7.3.5
7.3.6
7.3.7
7.3.8
7.3.9
7.3.10

Topic
High-r~ Olm’atim of WCc~P
High-rat¢ tmalmmt-vo~’~ex separators
High-r~to troatmmt-disinf0~tioa
High~ato C$O trmmamt-mag~tic aad ~cal additives
C~trol of solids
Toxi~ gad m~als
Wedand$ m~d ~ disposal
BMP ~f.~:tivm~ss

8.6

Sources and Monitoring

8.6.1

Automotive Pollution Source Reduction or Elimination

Cross-cutting research should be done by product, e.g., automobile, as well as by constituent, e.g.,
zinc, in order to understand how these constituents originate and move through urban systems.
Among the many products and activities that affect urban WWFs, the automobile stands out as the
most important generator of runoff. Much of the imperviousness in ~ities--- streets, parking lots,
driveways, garage and carport roofs--supports automobile-related activities. Also, automobiles
generate a significant portion of the WWF pollutant load. An evaluation of WWF pollutant control
opportunities by preventive methods assodated with the automobile is recommended. This could
be a major thrust area and would include not only pollutant load generation but also the feasibility
of large-scale use of permeable aad porous pavements. Lastly, the potential value of demand
management te¢Imiques to reduce automobile dependency could be evaluated.
8.6.2

Source Control of Heavy Metals

Another major thrust area is to select a heavy metal and perform a source-prevention analysis with
regard to urban WWFs. Heavy metals present a quandary whether they end up in sewage sludge,
sediments in ponds and receiving waters, in soil, or groundwater. A vision for source management
is that additional research will permit the gradual reduction or elimination of these urban WWF
sources before they enter the system. This preventive approach is the preferred long-term,
sustainable choice. US EPA has an active pollution prevention program; the WWF group of US EPA
should explore joint funding opportunities.
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Table 8-3. Final List of Projects by Priority
Topic

Priority

Sources and Monitoring
Automotive poHutmR source reduction or elimination
Source cxxaml of heavy metals
Innovative moni~ methods
Receiving Water Impacts
Improved ~ of th~ physic.el, .he~¢al, and biological protests
Defining beneficial uses f~r urban receiving waters
Urban stream and sediment geomorphology and restoration
Stormwater-groundwa~-vadose zone impacts
Other Impacts
Evaluation of other performance measures for wet weather flow systems
Management
Opportunities for decentralized urban wet weather management
RcstrucUu~g federal water agencies to better address urban water issues
Models and decision support systems
Improve SWMM to include all aspects of ~ decisio~ support systems

1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
1

Watershed Management Linkages
Participate in integrated long-term experimental evaluate’on of urban watersheds

1

~ areas wh~m regulatory fl~xibility can achieve watershed goals
Innovative financing mechanisms for wet weather cxmtrols
Improved methods for evaluating the effectiveness of public education
Source Controls
Feasibility of aggressive on-site and local infilt~afion of wet weather flows
Feasibility of using porous and permable pavements
Feasibility of reusing wet weather flows for imgation
Collection System Controls
Evaluation of role of separate and combined sewers including storage in sewers
Deposition and scour in sewers
Improved infiltration/inflow control methods
Benefits of sewe~ flow and quality monitoring
Storage and Treatment

2
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
2

High-rate operation of wastewater treatment plants
Effectiveness of best management practices

1
TOTAL

15 ] 11
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8.6.3

Innovative Monitoring Methods

Monitoring continues to be an issue because of difficulties in getting accurate data under the
complex dynamic conditions that occur during wet weather periods. A strong theme of future WWF

management strategies is to move toward data-centered modeling. Direct measurements are
fundamental to understanding these complex processes. The regulatory process must promote

continuous monitoring a~tivities to determine what actually happens as WWFs move through urban
areas. Recent hardware and sot~,e improvements make it much more cost effective to monitor
performance directly and to use this information for real-time control. In spite of these advances,
fundamental data on how wet weather processes occur in urban areas remain lacking.
8.7

Receiving Water Impacts

From the earty days ofWWF resear~ the chronic question has been, "What’s the problem?" Efforts
to demonstrate clear cause-and-effect linkages between WWFs and receiving water problems did
not yield clear evidence (Heaney and Huber, 1984). Several reasons may be cited for this difficulty
including:
No significant acute receiving water impacts occur, only chronic long-term impacts;
Urban WWF impacts are masked by all of the other impacts including sewage effluents,
upstream pollution, non-urban nonpoint pollution, and hydrologic modifications;
Lack of studies that concurrently measure landside and receiving water fluxes; and
Lack of agreement on how to define "impacts". Are they violations of water quality
standards, impaired beneficial uses, geomorphologic changes in the receiving water, etc.?
Debate on these issues continues. Participants at a 1996 Engineering Foundation Conference that
focused on receiving water impacts could not agree on how to measure receiving water impacts in
a way that was acceptable to the scientific, engineering, regulatory, and user communities (Roesner,
1997). Roesner (1997) summarizes the current situation:
What became dear to this engineer during the course of the conference is that
engineers view habitat degradation and restoration much differently than does the
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scientific community. Engineers, being concerned and trained to protect the public
health and safety of the community fi’om flood damages, tend to design systems with
a high degree of integrity that will withstand the 100-year flood. This has resulted
in channel straightening, lined channels, removal of vegetation, and debris removal
that are detrimental to the resident aquatic ecology. Scientists on the other hand
advocate the use of many techniques for aquatic habitat restoration that cannot
withstand the forces of flood flows and thus pose a distinct threat to public health
and safety. What is required is the development of soft e~ine~’ing that
simultaneously provides for drainage and flood protection, achieves the scientists’
criteria for ecosystem protection or restoration, and looks and acts like the natural
environment. The conference shows that there are a number of issues that need to be
addressed to make this happe~
8.7.1

Physical, Chemical, and Biological Responses in Receiving Waters

Research concerns in this category are long-standing and include efforts to define "natural"
conditions as a baseline, looking for an overall index or set of indices to measure receiving water
impacts, and developing criteria for receiving water impacts. The inherent complexity of receiving
water systems makes it essential to continue to seek a better understanding of the physical, chemical,
and biological processes. However, other measures of effect must be explored.
8.7.2

Defining Beneficial Uses for Urban Receiving Waters

A fundamental unresolved issue is to unambiguously define "receiving water." Many, if not most,
of the surface waters in urban areas have been severely modified by human activities. Indeed, many
of these receiving waters are artificial canals and ponds that were constructed for a variety of
purposes. Because the most severe impacts of urban runoff.tend to manifest themselves in these
smaller receiving waters, their water quality protection often dictates the required level of control
to meet existing regulations. It is probably futile to use "natural conditions" as a benchmark for
urban receiving waters since many of them have been severely modified for a variety of human uses
including water supply, flood control, navigation, hydropower, wastewater transport, mining and
agriculture. A more meaningful goal may be to develop a consensus on the future vision for that
water and then to design a management program accordingly. Case studies of river and lake
rejuvenation can be used to illustrate this concept.

Wet Weather Flow Management--A Research Needs Survey for Urban Areas
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8.7.3

Urban Stream and Sediment Gcomorphology and Restoration

Research and regulation on receiving waters has tended to focus on impacts measured in the water
¢oknnn. Sediments are considered as sources or as sinks relative to the water column. Many of the
long-term effects of WWFs and other pollutant sources are manifested in buildup of pollutants such
as toxics in sediments. Serious impacts can occur if and when this sediment is resuspended. The
dynamics of sediment deposition and resuspension are complex and site specific. Thus, it is a
challenging research area. An important research need is to demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of
managing receiving-water sediment as part of control programs. Without managing sediments, we

ignore perhaps the most important component of receiving water impacts.
A newer emphasis in receiving-water evaluations is to use physical change in the receiving water
as a measure of effect. These impacts are especially noticeable in smaller urban streams.
Urbanization causes a flashier hydrologic response into receiving waters, and tends to reduce
groundwater levels that are essential to provide base flows in streams. Thus, physical changes in the
stream can be used as indicators of impacts. Research is needed to better quantify these impacts
including the effects of wet weather detention systems on stream and sediment dynamics.
8.7.4

Wet Weather-Groundwater-Vadose Zone Impacts

Interest in subsurface WWF impacts on the vadose and groundwater zones is relatively recent in the
United States. International research has given these effects more emphasis, especially in Europe
and Japan, because ofthelr extensive use ofinfiltration systems as WWF controls. With the expected
growth of interest in decentralized management of WWF in the United States, the need to better
understand and model subsurface effect is apparent. The influence of urban irrigation on local water
budgets must be included because irrigation has a significant effect on antecedent conditions in
many areas.
8.8

Other Impacts

Recently developed nmltiple performance measures for WWF control systems---e.g., the Association
of Metropolitan Sewerage Agencies’ list of 24 elements---illustrate the need to expand the
evaluation beyond the traditional concern with meeting water quality standards. Little definitive
evidence shows that urban WWFs can seriously impair human and ecosystem health. Because of the
dynamic nature of WWFs, it is quite difficult to perform the necessary risk assessments to evaluate
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public health problems. The problem of evaluating ecosystem health impacts is even more complex
because of the lazk of clear definition of terms with regard to what is meant by ecosystem health.
A significant component of integrated impact analysis is the socioeconomic and financial effects.
This subject has received little attention with regard to WWF water quality problems. Quantification
ofdkect---e.g., degraded property values---and indirect--e.g., non-user values---economic impacts
can be a significant portion ofthe overall evaluation Numerous "success" stories of stream and lake
rejuvenation are reported in the fiterature. These successes can be measured by the economic and
social revitalization in neighborhoods and cities as once polluted and otherwise degraded surface
waters become improved to the point where they are viewed as assets to the community and become
a focal point of redevelopment efforts.
8.9

Management

8.9.1

Opportunities for Decentralized Wet Weather Management

The literature on sustainable urban systems strongly suggests the need to manage wet weather
problems using decentrafized systems with strong emphasis on local infiltration, detention, and
reuse. The development of decentralized WWF systems would represent a sl~ away from the
prevailing tendency to use large centralized coatrols. Decentralized WWF systems are most costeffective if water, wastewater, and wet weather management functions are integrated at th~s local
spatial scale. International efforts in this area should be reviewed as part of this research initiative.
8.9.2

Restructuring Federal Water Agencies to Better Address Urban Water Issues

Wet weather flow quality regulatory programs of the past 25 years have emanated primarily from
the federal government. During the same period, urban wet weather utilities have been created in
many cities and several metropolitan areas. Many of these agencies have quantity management as
their primary, and often exclusive, mandate. Also, watershed-based organizations are emerging. It
is too early to predict the influence of these organizations. Another new organizational concept is
pdvatization of these activities as has been done internationally. The most radical departure from
current U.S. organizational practice would be to decentralize current federal responsibilities down
to state, local, and watershed levels. Aggressive movements in this direction have been made in
Great Britain, Australia, and New Zealand. These decentralized organizations are typically
watershed-based and handle all aspects of water. Thus, they are in a much better position to develop
and finance multi-purpose programs. Federal wet weather flow management responsibilities in the
United States are spread across several federal agencies with numerous, and oilen conflicting,
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mandates, e.g., to promote economic development vs. to protect the environment. Is it desirable to
modify the missions of these agencies so that WWFs can be managed more consistently?
8.10

Models and Decision Support Systems

8.10.1

Improve Stormwater Management Model to Include All Aspects
of Contemporary Decision Support Systems

US EPA support of the development of the US EPA Stormwater Management Model (S~ has
resulted in major benefits in terms of improved methods of analysis of urban WWF problems.
Developed around 1970, SWMM has been improved so it can now handle a wide variety of
hydraulic boundary conditions. Contemporary users have come to expect a user=friendly
environment, nice graphics, links to database management systems, links to real-time control, links
to GIS, and seamless integration across modules, i.e., fi’om runoff‘to transport to storage/treatment
to receiving water. Also, they would like to link the simulators to op "tanizers that can help find good,
if not optimal, solutions. Other desirable features include explicit considerations of unity, and
a benefit/cost dement to evaluate the desirability of various alternatives. Lastly, linkages are desired
between WWFs and urban water supply, wastewater collection and treatment systems, flood control,
hydropower, and other aspects of water management so that an integrated view can be taken of
urban watershed management.
Lacking continuous federal support during the past 15 years, SWMM has not kept pace with other,
more recem, models such as MOUSE in terms of some technical capabilities--e.g., solids in sewers,
real-time control--but more obvious is its comparatively unfi’iendly user intetPaces. Commercial
products such as XP SWMM offer much easie~ to use shells for running SWMM. Research is needed
to develop a vision of SWMM for the 21st cemmy that addresses key questions, such as whether US
EPA should support a major development effort, whether SWMM should remain non-proprietary,
and what new features are needed in the model.
8.10.2

Incorporate Real-Time Control into Decision Support Systems

Real-time control (RTC) provides an important overarching fi’amework for future decision support
system development. Ultimately, system performance should be measured directly and intelligent
decisions made accordingly. Intensified research is needed in the United States to inventory the
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current status of using RTC, especially internationally, and then to develop innovative improved
RTC techniques for WWFs.
8.11

Watershed Management Linkages

In spite of tremendous imerest in the 1990s to use watershed-based approaches for evaluating urban
water problems, little research has been done on methods for doing such evaluations. The notable
exception is the US EPA/NSF/USDA program on watershed research, active for the past four years.
More formal linkages to this program should be explored.
One striking gap in understanding urban water management is the absence of long-term
experimental urban watersheds that can directly assess the impacts of urbanization. A possible
initiative is to tie to the recently funded NSF Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) urban
watersheds efforts, for instance in Baltimore.
8.12

Regulatory Policies and Financial Aspects

8.12.1

Determine Areas Where Regulatory Flexibility Can Achieve Watershed Goals

During recem years, US EPA has been trying to offer more flexibility in its regulatory programs in
order to achieve more cost-effective WWF programs (Lindsey, Swietlik, and Hall, 1996).
Opportunities for more cost-effective programs include allowing multi-media analysis to see where
pollutants can be more effectively controlled or eliminated at the source, allowing upstream and
downstream trade-offs for control of a specific constituent of concern such as nutrients or allowing
trade-offs with other water management activities, for example, changing the operation of a
hydropower reservoir. As the GAO (1997) evaluation of these new regulatory thrusts points out, US
EPA faces major challenges to make significant changes in the way it has done business for the past
25 years. Research is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of experimental programs to provide more
regulatory flexibility.

8.12.2

Innovative Financing Mechanisms for Wet Weather Controls

During the early years of US EPA, financing of WWF control programs was relatively
uncomplicated since the federal government had both the carrot and the stick. The carrot was very
generous federal cost sharing for control projects. The 1990s brought a different financial situation
with the federal government still wielding the stick of regulations but without a significantly smaller
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carrot in the form of financial incentives to pay the costs. The much ballyhooed watershed and
integrative water management programs require sophisticated cost-sharing arrangements, a major
hurdle. Research is needed on how to obtain sustainable financing to support these potentially
expensive programs.
A significant constraint on developing innovative urban stormwater management programs is the
fiagnemed funding pofid.es of the federal agencies, the largest supporters of wet weather research.
Under current funding ~ it is difficult to take a holistic view of the problem because research
funding is available only to evaluate specified components of the problem. It is hard to be optimistic
about the prospects for cooperatively supported integrative research from our assertively
independent federal water agencies--US EPA, the Corps of Engineers, FEMA, USDA, FHWA,
USGS, NOAA, DOE, DoD, and other agencies.
8.12.3

Improved Methods for Evaluating the Effectiveness of Public Education

While education is an essential element in improved environmental management, it is difficult to
quamify the cause-and-effect linkages without longer-term data collection. Litter control continues
to be cited as a priority research need. Experience in evaluating the effectiveness of water
conservation programs should be evaluated as a case study of related efforts to quantify the
effectiveness of educational programs.
8.13

Source Controls

8.13.1

Feas~ility of Aggressive On-Site and Local Infiltration of Wet Weather Flows

During the past decade demand-fide management has taken hold in the water resources and related
energy fields. Correspondingly, in the water quality field, attention has switched from end-of-pipe
treatment of the unwanted by-products of urbanization to reducing the load entering the dry through
demand management. Water conservation efforts significantly influence the quantity and quality of
domestic wastewaters. Also, local management of WWFs by infiltration and storage reduces the
downstream load. Research is needed on the value of demand-management approaches and their
long-term impacts; for example, will local infiltration of WWFs and using gray water for lawn
watering cause public health problems?
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Many innovative research areas have been suggested under the general category of on-site control.
The most fundamental and sustainable approach is to reduce or eliminate the size of the problem at
the source by ~ measures. Wkh succes,~ experience in Europe and 1apan, interest in local
infiltration systems is growing in the United States. These infiltration systems can provide local
control that mimics the performance of the undisturbed nam~ system. Research to date indicates
that these infiltration systems are safe if the infiltrated water comes fi’om low-risk sources such as
rooftops, residential driveways, and seldom-used parking areas. WWF can also be used for gray
water in houses. Adequate monitoring is essemial to properly evaluate the efficacy of on-site
controls. Such monitoring should include the effect of lawn watering on the local water budget.
8.13.2

Feasibility of Using Porous and Permeable Pavemems

The feasibility of using porous and permeable pavements, especially in low traffic areas, should be
explored with a combination of laboratory, pilot, and full-scale monitoring systems. This significant
effort should be coordinated with U.S. transportation agencies and international programs that have
already established testing facilities.
8.13.3

Feasibility of Using Wet Weather Flows for Irrigation

A related area of on-site control is to reuse WWFs for local irrigatior~ This WWF can be stored onsite in cisterns or in neighborhood surface ponds. The option may be very attractive in areas with
high irrigation demands and expensive water treatment costs. With lawn watering as a beneficial
use, the economics of using large regional ponds vs. local ponds may switch to favor local ponds
to reduce distribution system costs.

8.14

Collection System Controls

8.14.1

Role of Separate and Combined Sewers Including Storage in Sewers

The pros and corn of combined vs. separate sewer systems and fundamental design criteria continue
to be debated; see for instance, "Two feet per second ain’t even close" (Sharer, 1994). Research is
needed to improve bases for design. Innovative options to be evaluated include oversizing sewers
as a low-cost source of storage; and the inclusion of flushing systems as an integral part of sewer
systems in order to optimize solids management. Sewer flow and quality measurements are essential
to improve the state of art.
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4.2

Deposition and Scour in Sewers

Existing simulation models can predict the behavior of WWF quantity in collection systems.
However, they are much less adept at predicting water quality because of a high degree of
~ on the spatial and temporal variability in the quality of stormwater entering the sewers,
and the complex sediment deposition and resuspension that occurs within the collection systems.
Another long-standing gap in knowledge is understanding the nature of infiltration and inflow. The
recently completed European inifi""’~ve, entitled "Solids in Sewers" (Ashley, 1996), provides a
prototype for future research programs organized to ad&ess these complex questions.
8.14.3

Improved Infiltration/Inflow Control Methods

Improved methods of I/I evaluation and control must be developed. Existing sewer design and
construction practices still allow significant I/I to enter sewers. Innovative I/I controls for existing
sewers are also needed. Current high levels ofl/I are wasting valuable capacity in WWTPs.
8.14.4

Sewer Flow and Quality Monitoring

Professional and regulatory communities need to be convinced of the fundamental need to measure
flows and quality in collection systems. A useful research project would be to document the benefits
from such monitoring. A significant mn’nber of case studies have accumulated during a 30 year
history of using real time control (RTC) to enhance the use of storage in combined sewer systems.
The value of measurements as an integral component of RTC can be quantified from retrospective

8.15

Storage.rrreatment

8.15.1

I-Iigh-l~te Wet Weather Storage Treatment Devices

A wide variety of high-rate, wet weather treatment devices were developed and tested in the 1970s
as part of an US EPA WWF research and demonstration program. This program supported a balance
of laboratory and pilot plant testing of ~ov~ve technologies. It also provided support for
demonstration projects and widely disseminated the results of these tests. Unfortunately, this
program was sharply cu.rl~ed and much of this information is now obsolete and should be updated.
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8.15.2

High-Rate Operation of Wastewater Treatment Plants

An important area requiring additional research is optimal operation of conventional wastewater
treatment plants (WWTPs) in response to wet weather conditions. A significant reduction in sanitary
sewer and combined sewer overflows could be achieved with high-rate operation of WWTPs during
and following wet weather events. This is currently an active research area in Europe.
8.15.3

Effectiveness of Best Management Practices

The effectiveness of BMPs including ponds and wetlands continues to be debated. Even now, few
experimental studies properly collect data to determine the overall effectiveness of these devices.
A cursory look at the scientific basis underlying the widely reported "typical removal rates" in the
literature reveals that we are on shaky ground. An important general research and technology
transfer need is to develop a statistically meaningful database on actual performance of these BMPs
that could be used in a systematic way to improve the state of the art.
8.16

Estimated Cost ofU.S. WWF R&D Program

In the United States, research on urban runoff quantity and quality has been undertaken since the
late 1960s, initial interest focusing on the problem of combined sewer overflows. The US EPA
MtL~cipal Environmental Research Laboratory’s Storm and Combined Sewer Program invested $60
million to $70 million in some 250 extramural projects up to 1981. The US EPA Nationwide Urban
Runoff Program (NURP) sponsored $30 million in field studies in 28 cities between 1979 and 1983.
Also, other federal agencies including the U.S. Geological Survey, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, and the Office of Water Research and Technology had active urban WWF research and
demonstration programs during the 1970s. While the exact total is uncertain, the federal investment
in WWF research before 1983 probably exceeded $100 million (Heaney, 1986).
Roesner and Traina (1994) cite the American Public Works Association (1992) estimates of urban
WWF control costs in the United States ranging from $147 million to $407 billion in capital costs
and $1.2 billion to $542 billion/year in annual O&M costs depending upon the assumed level of
BMP control. This ex~eme variation in the cost estimates reflects the high degree of uncertainty
regarding future wet weather regulations. According to the 1996 US EPA Clean Water Needs
Survey (CWNS), a total of $139.5 billion of capital cost is needed to satisfy all program categories
eligible for state revolving funding for the design year (2016) population (U.S EPA, 1997).
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Operation and maintenance costs are not included in this totaJ. The breakdown of these total costs
is shown in Table 8-4.

The only wet weather flow category comprehensively addressed in the 1996 CWNS is combined
sewer overflows with a total capital need of $44.7 billion. According to US EPA (1997), sanitary
sewer overflow control costs are probably underestimated in the 1996 CWNS:
Although SO needs are not idemified separately in the CWNS, some associated costs
to address SO problems are included in Categories I, I~ and IV. In general, EPA
believes that the needs estimates in these categories related to SSOs underestimates
the total costs associated with preventing SSOs. Therefore, the scale of the SO
problem is currently being addressed by EPA separately from the CWNS.
In addition to excluding SSOs, the 1996 CWNS does not address control of urban runoff from storm

A conservative estimate of the expected capital costs for CSOs, SSOs, and stormwater quality
management is about $100 billion. The expected amortized annual value of this capital investment
is about $10 billion per year. Annual operation and maintenance costs would be comparable in size
yielding an expected total annual cost of $20 billion per year.

The expected cost of managing wet weather flows can be used to estimate the needed expenditures
for research and development to attempt to minimize these costs. A rule of thun~b for the desired
levd of R&D is that it range fi’om 2 to 6% of the investment depending on the type of technology.
However, lack of funding during the past 15 years will require a few years to rebuild the necessary
research infrastructure within US EPA and the university and professional research communities.
Significant research efforts have been underway in Europe, Australia, Japan, and other counties
during the past 15 years. Thus, we should look abroad to accurately assess the current state of the
art. Using a conservative estimate of 1 to 2% R&D needed to support this WWF program yields an
annual research funding need of $20 million to $40 million per year for the U.S. WWF program.
Programs for international cooperation in research should be explored as a way to develop the most
cost-effective R&D programs.
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Table $--4. Needs for Publicly Owned Wastewater Treatment Facilities
and Other EHgibilities (US EPA, 1997)
Need Category
Titlc II Elisiblc Pro~ccts
I
H
ITI

Project Description

To~al Capital Needs, $ billion

~ T~zam~nt
Advan~ Tmltmmt
hfiltrnfi~n/Inflow Corr~tion

26.5
17.5
3.3

H~w Collector S~a~ns
iN=w Intenzeptor S¢wers
Combined Sewer Overflows
S~

10.8
10.8
44.7
7.4

VIIA-C

Nontx)int Sourc~ (agriculture and

9.4

VIID
VIIE-G
Total eat%,ories VII
Grand Total

Urban Runoff
Groundwater~ Estuaries, Wetlands

1
1.1
! 1.5
139.5

V
VI
V
VI

Total eat%,odes I throu~ VI
Other E~i~ible Proj~-ts (S~iom 319 and 320)

128
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D83005

A nationwide literature assessment was conducted to collect information on
residential and commercial sources of wastewater and stormwater pollution. In
most parts of the country, industrial sources of pollution have been effectively
controlled through established pretreatment and industrial stormwater programs.
To achieve further reductions in pollutant levels, communities are increasingly
looking to nontraditional---commercial and residential--sources of pollutants.
The project team gathered information from around the country concerning
wastewater and stormwater pollution prevention and public education programs that
have been developed to address non-industrial sources. This research will provide
a valuable resource for communities developing wastewater and stormwater
pollution prevention programs. Also described herein are monitoring studies
conducted to identify wastewater and stormwater pollutants and their sources. The
report covers best management practices and program ideas for specific sources of
pollutants. Public education programs and efforts to measure program effectiveness
are also discussed. In addition, the report provides a list of program representatives
who can be contacted for additional information on specific programs. Based on
the results of the assessment, future research needs with respect to commercial and
residential sources are identified.
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¯

Provides a valuable resource for communities developing wastewater and
stormwater pollution prevention programs;

Cites monitoring studies that identified wastewater and stormwater pollutants
and their sources;
Describes best management practices (BMPs) and program ideas for specific
sources of pollutants;

¯

Identifies public education strategies, approaches to different audiences, and
types of materials developed;

¯

Discusses ways to gauge program effectiveness;

¯

Lists program representatives who can provide additional information on
specific programs; and
Identifies future research and program development needs with respect to
commercial and residential sources.
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A nationwide assessment was conducted to collect information on residential and commercial
source~; ofwastewater and stormwater pollution. In most parts of the country, industrial sources of
pollution have been effectively controlled through established pretreatment and industrial
stormwater programs. To achieve further reductions in pollutant levels, communities are
increasingly looking to nomraditional pollution sources (i.e., commercial and residential sources).
The project team gathered information from around the country concerning wastewater and
stormv~ater pollution prevention and public education programs that have been developed to address
non-industrial sources. This research will provide a valuable resource for communities developing
wastewater and stormwater pollution prevention programs. Monitoring studies conducted to identify
wastewater and stormwater pollutants and their sources are described in this report. Descriptions
of best management practices (BMPs) and program ideas for specific sources of pollutants are
included Public education programs and efforts to measure program effectiveness are also
disoas~xi. In addition, the report provides a list of program representatives who may be contacted
for additional information on specific programs. Based on the results of the assessment, future
research needs with respect to commercial and residential sources are idemified.
Over 200 people from wastewater, stormwater, and industrial pretreatment programs around the
countlT provided information on pollution prevention activities being conducted in 25 states
representing all ten regions of the United States Environmental Protection Agency. Findings are
organized into the following areas:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Monitoring and source identification efforts;
Commercial and residential sources of pollutants;
Public education programs; and
Measurements of program effectiveness
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Monitoring and Source Identification Studies
The pollutants evaluated during the review of monitoring and source identification studies are listed
m Table ES-1. Metals were found to be the most commonly studied pollutants in the wastewater
and stormwater studies reviewed for this assessment. Numerous studies have also evaluated levels
of conventional pollutants and of nutrients. Pesticides and their sources were seen to be emerging
as an are.a of more recent interest and activity. Fewer studies targeted organic pollutants (other than
pesticides) and their sources.
Table ES-1. Summary of Pollutants Evaluated (Out of 48 Studies)
Category

Number of
Studies

Pollutants Most Commonly
Evaluated

Metals

36

Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Zn

Pesticides

14

chlorpyrifos, diazinon

Organics

13

polyaromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs), solvents, hydrocarbons

Nutrients

10

phosphorus, ammonia

Conventional

9

biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD), total suspended solids
(TSS), oil and grease

Others

5

cyanide, tributyltin

With re~pect to source identification, several studies have been conducted that evaluate wastewater
or stormwater run-offffom commercial or residential areas. However, few of these studies identify
specific sources (e.g., individual businesses, specific residential activities) within the commercial
or resictential area. Studies that have investigated specific commercial businesses or residential
activities have focused on evaluating operations and materials used rather than sampling wastewater
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or runoff In most cases, the difficulty in obtaining representative wastewater or rim-off samples
from srrmll businesses or residences hampered sampling efforts.
In addition to traditional monitoring efforts, new directions in stormwater monitoring were
identified, including special studies, volunteer monitoring programs, and incorporation of
envirortmental indicators into monitoring strategies.
Commercial and Residential Sources of Water Pollution

Several commercial sources of pollutants have been targeted by pollution prevention and stormwater
programs around the country as shown in Table ES-2. Strategies that have been developed to
addres:; these sources include permitting educational outreach, recognition programs, certification
progra:aa_s, and business assistance centers.
Many programs, all over the country, have developed programs for vehicle service facilities,
constnaction activities, and food service businesses because most communities have several
businesses that fall into these categories, and these businesses are subject to multiple regulatory
programs (e.g., wastewater, stormwater, air quality, hazardous materials, health services, etc.).
Efforts have also been directed toward printers, painting contractors, dentists, laboratories,
medic~J facilities, photoprocessors, landscape maintenance, dry cleaners, and machine shops. It
should be noted that some of the programs addressing printers, dry cleaners and machine shops
focus more on air emissions and hazardous materials generation than wastewater issues. Sources
for which Little work has been done include brake pads, existing development, new development,
vehicle: related activities, wood finishers, jeweLry manufacturers, mobile cleaners, cooling water
systen=s, and ceramics studios.
Residential sources of wastewater and stormwater pollution are less often the focus of outreach
effort.,~ as shown in Table ES-2. Most of the residential source programs focus on household
cleaners and landscape maintenance. In most cases, landscape maintenance outreach targets
generat practices as opposed to specific products. With respect to household cleaners, much of
the outreach targets products that have been determined to be of little concern to wastewater.

A moc~erate amount of work has been done to address water supply corrosion and home vehicle
maintenance. Effective source control for corrosion has involved water purveyors to reduce the
corros~vity of the water supply.
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Table ES-2. Summar~ of Commercial and Residential Sources Evaluated
Source

] Wastewater/Stormwater [ Number of Programs

Commercial Sources
Existing development

Stormwater

2

Brake pads

Stormwater

3

Cer~mcs

Wastewater

3

Woo:l finishers

Wastewater

4

Jewelry manufact’tmng

Wastewater

5

Mob:tie cleaners

Stormwater

6

Cooling water systems

Wastewater

8

’ Stormwater

9

New development
Pam~mg contractors

Both

10

Boar~,ards/marinas

Stormwater

12

Landscape maintenance

Stormwater

12

Labc,ratones and medical facilities

Wastewater

13

Dentists

Wastewater

14

Machine shops

Wastewater

16

Dry ,:leane,"s

Wastewater

17

Photoprocessors

Wastewater

18

Fooc service businesses

Both

23

Printers

Wastewater

26

Com,~-uction and new development

Stormwater

28

Vehicle service facilities

Both

45

Pet c are

Both

4

Laut.dry graywater

Wastewater

5

Pools and ~as

Both

5

Pamang activities

Stormwater

7

Ind~r3r pest control

Wastewater

10

Corrosion

Wastewater

11

Root control products

Wastewater

12

Vel~cle maintenance

Stormwater

15

Hou~ehold cleaners

Wastewater

20

Lancscape maintenance

Stormwater

24

Residential Sources

ES-4
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Little work addresses laundry graywater, pools and spas, painting activities, root control products,
and pet care. Laundry graywater appears to be a significant source of several metals in
wastewater. Painting activities do not appear to represent a substantial source of metals or other
pollutaats currently under evaluation. Pools, spas, and root control products are associated
primarily with copper. Pet care is likely to be a significant source of pesticides to wastewater.
Public Education
An extensive effort has been dedicated to educating the public about preventing stormwater and
wastewater pollution. The messages are fairly uniform from program to program. These
messages communicate what the wastewater and stormwater concerns are and what individuals
can do about them. While the public is receiving the same key messages, there is no uniform
catch-phrase or slogan (e.g., "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle" or "Give a Hoot, Don’t Pollute). From
a marketing point of view, a consistent message would help stormwater and wastewater pollution
prevention programs achieve an even stronger public recognition of the issues.
Audiences targeted by public education campaigns include the general public, ethnic
commtmities, commercial businesses, municipal workers, and school programs. Effective
strategies used to approach these sources include the use of the media (i.e., television, radio,
newsp~tpers), participation in public events, presentations at workshops and trade shows, videos,
course curricula, and advertisements and promotional items.
Emerging areas of development in public education are watershed management to promote
pollution prevention and the use of social marketing and behavior change principles to develop
wastewater and stormwater public education programs.

Program Effectiveness
While many agencies have indicated a need to evaluate the effectiveness of their wastewater,
stormwater, and public education programs, little information is available concerning tools for
measuring effectiveness. Some information is available on using water quality measurements,
other environmental criteria, financial value, and surveys as indicators of effectiveness. Models
have been developed to help predict program effectiveness based on such parameters as water
quality data and demographic data. In general, there appears to be a lack of understanding of
how to measure program effectiveness. More work developing the proper tools and
understanding how to incorporate them into pollution prevention programs is clearly needed.
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Conclusions
Based (m the results of the literature assessment, recommendations concerning future research
and program needs include:

¯
¯
¯
¯

Developing a method for addressing issues beyond a local government’s jurisdiction (e.g.,
reduction of copper levels in brake pads);
Developing a research program and mechanism for addressing cross-media pollution
prevention issues;
Conducting a monitoring program to characterize non-stormwater discharges;
Applying scientific principles to do public education;
Establishing a wastewater/stormwater pollution prevention information resource;
Developing tools to measure program effectiveness;
Developing a uniform catch phrase for stormwater and wastewater pollution prevention;
Producing a CD-ROM containing examples of public education materials; and
Focusing pollution prevention strategies and public education materials on locally
important pollutants of concern.

Additional program development is needed for such commercial and residential sources as
autometive brake pads, new development, vehicle related activities, pesticide users, mobile
cleaner;, and laundry graywater.
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INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of a national assessment regarding commercial and residential
sourc~ Of wastewater and stormwater pollution. The Water Environment Research Foundation
(WEI:U~) sponsored this project to identify existing activities and future research needs for
stormwater and wastewater pollution prevention programs. This assessment focuses on pollution
prevention programs for wastewater and stormwater that target commercial and residential
sources. Pollution prevention programs targeting hazardous waste and air quality have also been
developed but are not the focus of this report. This chapter discusses background information,
the purpose of the project, the project methodology, and an overview of stormwater and
wastewater pollution prevention projects in the United States.

1.1

Background

Regulations affecting publicly owned treatment works (POTWs) have increased over the years,
and water quality standards have become more stringent. To comply with regulations and
achieve water quality standards, POTWs have the choice of either implementing new treatment
technologies or effectively reducing pollutant discharges through source control efforts. Very
often treatment alternatives are not economically feasible, and source control represents the more
cost-effective and reasonable option. While industrial wastewater discharges can sometimes be
effectively controlled through pretreatment programs, the resulting reductions in pollutant
loadings are not necessarily adequate to meet increasingly stringent water quality objectives.
Com~tunities are looking to nontraditional sources (i.e., residential and commercial sources) to
achieve the necessary reductions. New regulations have also made it necessary for communities
to eva~uate discharges to their stormwater systems. Similar to wastewater, industrial regulation
alone ,~fill not adequately reduce the levels of pollutants in stormwater. Control of non-industrial
stormwater discharges might also become necessary.
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To achieve improved water quality, significant sources of wastewater and stormwater pollutants
should be identified, and effective source control strategies should be implemented. Some
communities have conducted source identification studies and implemented source control
strategicm for non-industrial sources of wastewater and stormwater pollutants. However, the body
of knowledge regarding types of non-industrial sources and appropriate control strategies remains
incomplete.
A need exists to identify the significant non-industrial sources of stormwater and wastewater
pollution and to critically assess source control strategies currently in use. This identification and
assessment process will aid communities in their efforts to reduce water pollution. Ample
evidence points to commercial and residential source control as an important step toward further
reducing municipal pollutant loadings. In many communities, non-industrial discharges account
for the major portion of loadings of several key pollutants in wastewater. For example, studies
by wastewater treatment plants in the South San Francisco Bay Area show that about 80% of
copper, a pollutant of great concern in the Bay, comes from non-industrial sources (Palo Alto
Regional Water Quality Control Plant [PARWQCP] and Montgomery Watson, 1994; City of
Sunnyvale and EOA, 1993; City of San Jose, 1993). Therefore, pollution prevention programs
in the :~an Francisco Bay Area have targeted residential and commercial activities over the last
few years to further reduce pollutant loadings. Additional studies conducted in other parts of
Calffor~aia have confirmed the significant contribution of non-industrial discharges (Larry Walker
Associates [LWA], 1994b; Montgomery Watson, 1994a).
Polluti~m prevention is the most promising approach to addressing non-industrial discharges that
contribute to water quality issues nationwide. However, due to limited resources, future local
efforts promise only a patchwork of information about individual facilities.
Pollution prevention efforts cannot be focused effectively without source identification
information. A comprehensive non-industrial source identification study is necessary to avoid
duplication of effort among local governments and maximize the resources available to
implement pollution prevention programs. The analysis will start with a review and assessment
of the work that has already been conducted concerning source identification. Once sources are
identified, feasible pollution prevention measures (best management practices [BMPs] and other
strategies) can be developed and implemented. Typical command-and-control efforts that are
used for industrial sources are not easily applied to non-industrial sources. Source control
strategies that can be effective for commercial and residential sources include public education,
legislative approaches, and technical approaches. Compilation and evaluation of existing
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materials from a cross-section of communities will aid in the d~velopment of effective control

stra~gi~s to address n~w sources of pollutants, as well as assist researchers to identify where new

Project Purpose

This project report will _serve as a resource for communities implementing pollution prevention
and stormwater programs. A ,second objective was to identify future research needs with respea
to commercial and residential soum~ of wastewater and stormwater pollution. This project was
initiated to help communities effectively focus and plan their source control efforts by compiling
and reviewing existing information, identifying information gaps, and recommending future
directions and research needs. This project involved a review of research literature, as well as
engineering and economic studies, a nationwide survey of public education and pollution
prevention programs, and a comprehensive evaluation of information collected for different
pollutaat sources. The specific topics addressed include the following:
t
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

1.3

Pollutants identified in different regions of the U.S.;
Residential sources of pollutants;
Commercial sources of pollutants;
Source control strategies used to address commercial and residential sources;
Effectiveness of these strategies based on environmental benefits and cost benefits;
Factors contributing to regional similarities and differences; and
Factors contributing to similarities and differences in stormwater and wastewater pollutant
sources and source control strategies.
Project Methodology

To evatuate existing information regarding commercial and residential pollutant sources, a review
was conducted in the following areas:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Residential and commercial monitoring studies;
Source control strategies used to address commercial and residential sources;
Public education programs used to create general awareness and to target specific sources;
Observed effectiveness of strategies which have been used to date to address commercial
and residential sources.
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To compile this information, literature searches were conducted through published databases and
the internet. However, much of the information required is not available through published
literature. A focused approach was used to contact leaders in stormwater and pollution
prevention programs throughout the country. United States Environmental Protection Agency
(US EPA) regional and national coordinators for stormwater and pollution prevention were first
contacted and asked to identify the best programs in their regions. Representatives of the
recommended programs, were then approached for information about their specific projects.
Developing stormwater contacts through US EPA regional stormwater coordinators was an
effective method of finding the leaders in stormwater pollution prevention. However, regional
pollution prevention coordinators were often more aware of pollution prevention efforts targeting
hazardous waste or air pollution rather than wastewater or stormwater. To supplement the gaps
with respect to wastewater, additional contacts were made through the Water Environment
Federation (WEF) pollution prevention committee, Association of Metropolitan Sewerage Agency
(AMSA) 1996 pretreatment workshop participants, and US EPA regional pretreatment program
coordinators.
Over 300 people were contacted throughout the U.S. Each contact was interviewed briefly via
telephone about the program emphasis (i.e., stormwater or wastewater), pollutants evaluated, and
efforts pertaining to commercial or residential sources. Based on the results of the phone contact,
a questionnaire requesting more detailed information was sent. The contacts were asked to fill
out the questionnaire and return it along with a List of reports or other literature available from
their programs. The project team followed up to obtain the literature of interest. Approximately
60 program representatives returned completed questionnaires, which provided the basis for this
report. A list of programs and contacts providing information for the source control assessment
are listed in Appendix A. A copy of the phone interview and questionnaire are found in
Appendix B.
While :aot every program in the U.S. was assessed, the programs included represent the current
status of pollution prevention and stormwater programs targeting residential and commercial
sources. Approximately half of the programs reviewed using this approach are located in
California. The project team is located in California which may have resulted in a greater
response from California programs. Even so, stormwater and wastewater pollution prevention
contact:; were made in every region of the United States. Regional differences are accounted for
through the nationwide contacts that were established.
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1.4

Wastewater and Stormwater Pollution Prevention Programs
in the United States

As part of this WERF project, representatives of wastewater and stormwater pollution prevention
progrmaas around the country were interviewed regarding their programs. In some cases, contacts
were difficult to establish and other avenues were explored to obtain a complete picture of
natiomvide activities. These avenues included literature searches, review of "home pages" on the
Internet, and review of case studies (e.g., US EPA, 1994; National Pollution Prevention
Roundtable, 1995). In several parts of the country, pollution prevention programs have been
developed to target hazardous waste rather than wastewater or stormwater. In some cases, water
pollution prevention programs have been developed that primarily target industrial activities. In
general, these hazardous waste and industrial programs are not discussed in this report. This
section provides an overview of wastewater and stormwater pollution prevention programs targeting commercial and residential sources in the U.S. according to US EPA region. Some national
efforts are also highlighted. The U.S. is divided into 10 regions according to regional US EPA
office jurisdictions as shown in Figure 1-1.
For each US EPA region, the following elements are discussed:

¯
¯

Highlights of programs reviewed in this report; and
Areas of focus (stormwater and/or wastewater).

Regional programs that are highlighted in this report are summarized in Table 1-1. A list of
people contacted for the programs discussed in this report is found in Appendix A. In addition
to the overview in this section, program activities are discussed in detail in the appropriate
sections of the report.
1.4.1

Region 1

Region 1 includes the New England States of Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
Connex:ticut, and Rhode Island. Programs reviewed in Region 1 include the Massachusetts Office
of Technical Assistance, the Massachusetts Water Resource Authority, the New Hampshire
Department of Environmental Services, Narragansett Bay Commission, and Save The Bay.
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Figure 1-1. US EPA Regions

Table 1-1. Regional Pollutant Evaluation

Region

Source of Information (Agency/Organization)

Program (1)

1

Massachusetts OTA Critical Parameters Project
Massachusetts Water Resource Authority
Save The Bay Toxic Diet Project
Narragansett Bay Commission
New Jersey Environmental Federation
Connecticut Water Management Bureau
NY/NJ Harbor Estuary Program
Chesapeake Bay Program

P2
P2,SW
P2
P2
P2
SW
SW
SW

Delaware Department of Natural Resources (DNR)

SW

Maryland Department of the Environment
City of Alexandria
Dade County, Florida
Lee County, Broward County - Florida
North Carolina
Wisconsin DNR
Rouge Program Of:f_ice
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission
Western Lake Superior Sanitary District, Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency
City of Greenville, Oklahoma City
City of Albuquerque
North Central Texas Council of Governments
Texas
Region 7 Nonpoint Source Programs
Colorado Stormwater programs
City of Boulder
San Francisco Bay Area
Southern California
Central Valley
Arizona
Seattle, King County
WEF Pollution Prevention Committee
Silver Coalition

SW
F2, SW
P2
P2, SW
P2, SW
SW
SW
SW
P2

2
3

4
5

6

7
8
9

10
Nationwide

P2
P2
SW
P2
SW
SW
P2
P2, SW
P2, SW
P2, SW
P2, SW
P2
P2
P2

(1) P2 = Wastewater Pollution Prevention

SW = Stormwater Pollution Prevention
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The Massachusetts Office of Technical Assistance (OTA) has conducted several pollution
prevention programs working with POTWs (US EPA, 1994; Often, 1996). The Critical Parameters
project is a US EPA-funded project that developed programs for small businesses (Very Small
Quantity Generators) and the general public. The program targets copper, cadmium, nickel, and
zinc. Outreach to the general public included a half-hour video explaining the effects of water
pollutic,n and a guidebook concerning household pollution prevention oppommities. In addition,
a school ~xirriculum was developed for elementary age students.

The Massachusetts Water Resource Authority has a substantial pollution prevention effort
targeting copper, lead, mercury, petroleum hydrocarbons, and pesticides (McManus, 1996).
Activities so far have targeted household hazardous waste generation. Commercial efforts are
starting with the sampling of car washes. In addition, this agency has conducted extensive
residential and stormwater monitoring.
The New Hampshire Departmem of Environmental Services provided information regarding their
stormwater program for new development and timber harvesting (Spaulding~ 1996).
Save The Bay is an organization in Region 1 that seeks to "ensure that the environmental quality of
Narragansett Bay and its watershed is restored and protected from the harmful effects of human
activity" (Save The Bay, 1996). To help small-flow POTWs meet their NPDES permit limits, Save
The Bay initiated the Toxic Diet Project as a model project in Northbridge, Massachusetts (W’dder,
1994). It involves a collaboration with residents, businesses, and local agencies to identify sources
of metals from residential sources, commercial sources, and water conveyance piping (i.e.,
corrosion) and to implement source reduction. The Narragansett Bay Commission also provided
information on source control activities in this region.
1.4.2

Region 2

Region 2 includes New York, New Jersey, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. Information was
provided by the Region 2 US EPA Office (Bosques, 1996) and the New York-New Jersey Harbor
Estuar) Program (Ausubel, 1996). In addition, a case study for Erie County, NY, was reviewed
(NPPR, 1995).

Pollutic,n prevention project information was provided by US EPA Regional Pollution Prevention
Program (Sapadin, 1996). Grant projects targeting low income and minority communities were
described. One grantee, the New Jersey Environmental Federation provided information on its
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projects (Goldsmith, 1996). These projects target residential sources of metals (lead and mercury
in particular) and pesticides. Approaches include surveys, development of outreach materials, and
work with local government. Information on stormwater projects targeting certain commercial
activities was provided by the Region 2 US EPA office, as well.
A comprehensive plan has been developed to establish and maintain a healthy and productive
ecosystem in the New York-New Jersey Estuary and New York Bight (NY/NJ Harbor Estuary
Program, 1996). The plan includes actions to address toxic pollutants, management of dredged
material, stormwater run-oK pathogens, floatable debris, and nutrients. The emphasis for toxic
pollutants is on metals and pentachlorobenzenes (PCBs). Planned actions revolve around more
stringent permit limits, sediment clean-up, additional source identification, and additional
monitoring Intensive public outreach is planned as this project moves into implementation.
The Erie County Office of Pollution Prevention provides technical assistance to small businesses
and is currently working with local POTWs to promote pollution prevention (NPPR, 1995).
1.4.3

Region 3

Regioa 3 includes the Mid-Atlantic States of Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
V’trgim.a, and the District of Columbia. Stormwater programs are well developed in this region, with
much of the activity centering around efforts to protect the Chesapeake Bay. The Chesapeake Bay
Program, construction programs in Maryland and Delaware, and wastewater and stormwater
pollution prevention activities in Virginia were reviewed.
Info~mtion regarding the Chesapeake Bay Program has been collected through the literature and
the Chesapeake Bay Program’s home page on the Internet. The Chesapeake Bay Program (CBP)
began a-a 1983 through the cooperative efforts of the States of Maryland, Pennsylvania, and V’trginia;
the District of Columbia; the Chesapeake Bay Commission; US EPA; and advisory groups. (The
Chesapeake Bay Program, 1996; Hudson, 1995) The CBP was initiated in order to restore the
estuary and address three issues: nutrient over-enrichment, dwindling bay grasses, and toxic
pollution. Specific actions initiated by the CBP include a phosphate detergent ban, introduction of
agricu~Xural BMPs, biological nutrient removal, a citizen’s monitoring program, and an intensive
public education campaign emphasizing the role of individual residents in the Bay’s restoration.
Substzaatial progress had been seen by 1993, including increases in acreage of underwater bay
grass~ record setting numbers of young rockfish, and reductions of point source pollution. Nutrient
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reduction efforts have been expanded to include setting reduction targets for the Bay’s tributaries
in addition to the Bay itself.

Contractor certification programs in Delaware and Maryland are described in this report (Shaver,
1993; Non-Point Source News Notes, 1995a).
Pollution prevention activities in Vh-ginia were summarized as part of a commercial business
evaluation (MEB, 1994). Businesses targeted include printers, wood finishers, dry cleaners, and
marine maintenance facilities. Stormwater and pollution prevention activities in Alexandria, VA,
are also discussed herein.
1.4.4

Region 4

Region 4 includes the southern States of Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Florida, Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi. Pollution prevention and stormwater programs in
North Carolina and Florida were reviewed. Some information was also provided by programs in
South Carolina and Tennessee.
Pollution prevention programs in Florida include State programs and those implemented in Broward,
Dade, a.nd Lee Counties (Opris, 1996; Cuni~ 1996; Nottingham, 1996). Targeted activities include
hotels/motels, marinas, and salvage yards, in addition to some of the more common businesses (i.e.,
vehicle service, printers, photoprocessors). Broward County has developed pollution prevention and
BMPs through a collaborative effort with marine facilities and automotive salvage yards (NPPR,
1995). Dade County has an extensive pollution prevention program targeting several business
categories, as well as residents and visitors. Source control strategies for business include training,
workshops, BMP booklets, and on-site audits. Businesses targeted include printers, dentists, radiator
shops, aad photoprocessors. Residential outreach has been conducted through schools, television,
radio, newsletters, billboards, and through outdoor cleanup, and tree planting activities.
Pollution prevention and stormwater programs in North Carolina also appear to be comprehensive.
The North Carolina State University Water Quality Group acts as a resource center and provides
technical assistance with respect to stormwater issues. They have developed a comprehensive list
of BMP~ for activities impacting stormwater (NCSU, 1996). The North Carolina Office of Waste
Reduction is a resource and technical assistance center for pollution prevention activities (Hunt,
1996). This office has an extensive library and database of articles and information relating to
pollution prevention and conducts on-site audits and workshops and training for business.
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1.4.5

Region 5

Region 5 includes the Great Lakes States of Rlinois, Indiana, Michigan, 1Warmesota, Ohio, and
W~so~nsin The Region 5 US EPA office identified contacts and provided background information
on key programs. Stormwater program information in Region 5 was provided by the Wisconsin
Deparl~nent of Natural Resources (DNR), the Rouge Program Office, and the Northeastern Illinois
Plamting Commission.. Pollution prevention activities in !vfitmesota and Wisconsin were also
reviewed.

Wisconsin DNR has conducted extensive monitoring and source identification for stormwater
pollutants (Bannerman, 1996). In addition, they have developed outreach materials pertaining to
pesticide use and construction activities.
In Michigan, the Rouge River Stormwater Program has developed outreach on several fronts and
has initiated a Rouge Friendly Business Program and a Clean Neighborhood Program to recognize
efforts to control commercial and residential sources of stormwater pollution (Reaume, 1996).
The Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission has developed stormwater guidance materials
inclueing guidance information and an instructional video pertaining to sediment and erosion
control.
With respect to wastewater pollution prevention, the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewer District in
Wksconsin and the Western Lake Superior Sanitary District in lk~nnesota have developed interesting
programs with respect to mercury sources, including dentists, hospitals and laboratories (MMSD,
1991; Tuominen, 1996).

1.4.6

Region 6

Region 6 includes the Gulf Coast States of Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, and New
Mexic~a. Pollution prevention programs were reviewed in Oklahoma, Texas, and New Mexico.
Stormwater programs were reviewed in Texas.
Diazinon has been associated with whole effluent toxicity failures for several POTWs in Region 6
(APA, 1995; Erwin, 1996). Programs in Oklahoma and Texas targeting residential use of diazinon
and other pesticides are discussed herein. The City, of Albuquerque, New Mexico has an extensive
pollution prevention program for small businesses, particularly those identified as sources of silver
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(Hogrefi~, 1996)~ Workshops, guidance manuals, and a recognition program are used to encourage
businesses to meet the silver discharge limits.
With respect to stormwater, the North Central Texas Council of Governments has developed a
regional stormwater program addressing pesticides, nutrients, sediments, metals and fecal coliform
(NCTCOG, 1996). Program implementation includes an extensive public awareness effort,
residential and commercial runoff monitoring, source identification, and industrial BMP
development. Monitoring studies conducted in Galveston Bay, Texas, are discussed elsewhere in
this report (Galveston Bay National Estuary Program, 1992).
1.4.7

Region 7

Region 7 includes the Midwestern States of Kansas, Iowa, Missouri, and Nebraska. Comacts in this
region indicated that stormwater programs are in the ~tial stages of development with monitoring,,
brochure dism~ution, and storm drain stenciling being the extent of the activities undertaken to date
(Coonley, 1996; Wurtz, 1996). In addition, POTWs have felt little pressure up to this point to
implement pollution prevention because pollutant levels in their effluent are not of concern in most
cases.

Pollution prevention activities in this region seem to focus on small businesses through assistance
centers that have been developed at the University of Northern Iowa and the Iowa Department of
Natura2. Resources. While these programs were largely developed in response to air quality and
hazar&ms waste issues, programs and information have been developed that are useful for
wastewater, as well. The Iowa Waste Reduction Center at the University of Northern Iowa has
developed excellent guidance manuals for printers and vehicle service facilities (IWRC, 1995). The
Iowa Department of Natural Resources has a non-regulatory assistance program staffed by retired
indusla3’ professionals called the Waste Reduction and Assistance Program (WRAP) (Wnuk, 1996).
1.4.8

Region 8

Region 8 includes the Rocky Mountain States of Colorado, Momana, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Wyoming, and Utah. Pollution prevention and stormwater programs in Colorado and Montana
provided information for this study. Some program aspects in Fort Collins and Boulder, Colorado,
and the Montana Pollution Prevention Program are highlighted in the paragraphs which follow.
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The C~ of Fort Collins, Colorado is developing a stormwater program using a watershed approach
(McBride, 1996). As part of this approach, pollution prevention strategies have been implemented
including housdaold hazardous waste con aon, use of integrated pest management for public lands,
and spill prevention plans. Public outreach efforts include a children’s water festival, a master
naturalist pmgrarn, storm drain stenciling, and a citizen monitoring project.
The City of Boulder’s pretreatment program has investigated commercial sources, including food
service facilities, printers, photoprocessors, medical facilities, vehicle service facilities, and dry
cleaners (Erickson, 1996). Outreach to these businesses includes a semi-annual pretreatment
newsletter and small business pollution prevention seminars.
The Montana Pollution Prevention Program (called MT P2) at Montana State University has
developed a variety of outreach materials and conducted training for several small business
categories including dry cleaners, vehicle service, printers, hospitality industry, wood finishing, and
construction (Montana State University, 1996). In addition, this program provides pollution
preverttion education to Native American communities.
1.4.9

Region 9

Region 9 includes the Western States of California, Arizona, Nevada, and Hawaii. Numerous
programs in Arizona and California provided information for this project. Program elements are
discussed in detail throughout the rest of the report. Some brief information about programs in
Phoemx, the San Francisco Bay Area, the Central Valley, and Southern California is presented in
the fol3owing paragraphs.

In Arizona, the Phoenix Pollution Prevention Program and stormwater program provided extensive
information (Sundstrom, 1996; Menke, 1996). Both programs have comprehensive, creative public
outreach materials. As one example, the Pollution Prevention Program has created an interactive,
"Jeopardy" style game for businesses (Pollution Prevention Pays) and the general public (Be A
Pollution Solution). These games are used at trade shows and public events. Other aspects of the
Phoenix programs are described throughout the report.
The San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (SFRWQCB) requires the use of
pollution prevention to address pollutants through its NPDES permits. Several agencies have
devdoped innovative programs in response to this requirement. In addition, POTWs work together
on projects of regional interest through the San Francisco Bay Area Pollution Prevention Group
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(SFBAPPG). A few of the group’s accomplishments are (1) regional outreach materials targeting
copper sulfate root control products and vehicle service facilities; (2) a regional video explaining
wastewater and stormwater issues; (3) a source identification study for copper in wastewater; and
(4) a source identification study for toxic organic pollutants in wastewater (Louie, 1996). These and
other SFBAPPG projects are discussed throughout the report.
A wide range of outreach to businesses, including vehicle service facilities, printers, medical
facilities, cooling towers, and dentists, has been implemented by public agencies in the Bay Area.
Some of the programs from this area that are highlighted in this report include the City and County
of San Francisco (CCSF), the Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP), East
Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD), Union Sanitary District (USD), City of Sunnyvale, and
CentraJ Contra Costa Sanitary District (CCCSD).
Stormwater activities in the Bay Area are conducted in cooperation with wastewater pollution
prevention activities in many eases. Such activities include programs developed for pesticide use,
mobile ,’cleaners, and construction activities. Regional outreach programs are developed through the
Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA). Stormwater programs in
the Bay Area that are highlighted in this report include the Alameda Countywide Clean Water
Program (ACCWP) and the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program
(SCVNSPCP). Some examples include pesticide source identification efforts and outreach targeting
construction activities and new development.
In the Central Valley of California, projects addressing construction sources of pollutants and
sources of organophosphate pesticides in stormwater are being conducted through the Sacramento
Stormwater Program and the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (CVRWQCB).
In addition, pollution prevention outreach for commercial facilities, such as dry cleaners, vehicle
service facilities, printers, and wood finishers, has been developed by the Sacramento Regional
County Sanitation District (SP~CSD) and the Business Environmental Resource Center (BERC)
(Harader, 1996).
In Southern California, wastewater pollution prevention efforts focus primarily on industry.
Stormwater programs in Ventura County and Riverside County have extensive-outreach-targeting
both cc, mmercial and residential sources. The Ventura Countywide Stormwater Management
Progratn (’VCSQMP) has developed outreach and recognition programs for vehicle service facilities
and food service businesses (VCSQMP, 1995b). Riverside County has developed guidance for
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construction and new development and general awareness outreach for the general public (Ristow,
1996; Summers, 1996).
1.4. [0

Region 10

Region I0 includes the Pacific Northwest States of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Alaska. The
preponderance of activity reviewed for this report is located in the Seattle-King County area of
Washingtor~ Some stormwater program information was also provided by the Department of Public
Wor~ in Anchorage, Alaska.

Seattle METRO and King County Hazardous Waste Management Program work together to
implement business inspection and assistance programs, pesticide public outreach programs, general
awareness public outreach, and business recognition programs (I-rddebrand, 1996). The Seattle
Drainage and Wastewater Utility conducts public outreach and school programs targeting
stormwater issues (Chandler, 1996). The City of Bellevue, Washington, developed business
outreach materials discussed in this report (Woodward-Clyde, 1990). Washington programs
targeling pesticides, dentists, vehicle service facilities, and general public outreach are discussed in
more detail throughout this report.
The raunicipality of Anchorage provided a literature search and analysis of stormwater BMPs
conducted in support of their stormwater program (Montgomery-Watson, 1994b; MontgomeryWatson, 1996a). This document provides a comprehensive list of stormwater BMPs divided into
the following categories: source reduction practices; erosion, sedimentation, and drainage
management practices; vegetative management practices; retention/detention management practices;
filtration and infiltration management practices; and material and disposal management practices.
1.4.11

National Efforts

Some efforts have been initiated at a national level to address sources that are of concern to
commtmities nationwide. Two such groups are the Water Environment Federation Pollution
Prevention Committee and the Silver Coalition.
The WEF Pollution Prevention Committee is a group ofwastewater and stormwater professionals
fi-om around the U.S. who work together on pollution prevention issues (Schweinfunh, 1996). They
have c~ardinated national workshops on commercial sources, including photoprocessors and vehicle
service facilities. In addition, they have written and produced guidance documents for controlling
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vehicle service facility discharges, silver discharges, and dry cleaners discharges to wastewater.
Future activities include publishing guidance manuals for dental offices and industrial laundries and
developing a source control training program for small municipalities.

The Silver Coalition, in cooperation with the Association of Metropolitan Sewerage Agencies
(AMSA), has developed a code of management practice (CMP) for silver dischargers (Silver
Coalition, 1995). It contains recommendations on technology, equipment, and management
practices for controlling silver discharges that process photographic materials. This CMP will be
used to devdop a consensus among the regulated and regulatory communities for controlling silver
discharges in a cost-effective and environmentally sound manner. The Silver Coalition worked with
other agencies, including US EPA and WEF, to develop this manual. In addition, pilot efforts have
been conducted in municipalities fi’om different parts of the country. The CMP has been
implemented in Hampton Roads, VA, Albuquerque, NM, and Colorado Springs, CO
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MONITORING AND SOURCE IDENTIFICATION
Numerous monitoring programs have been conducted by Federal, State, county, city, and
environmental agencies to determine the pollutants in wastewater and stormwater that ultimately
impact receiving waters and to identify the sources of these pollutants. These investigations indicate
that commercial and residential sources contribute significant amounts of pollutants to both
wastewater and stormwater flows. As a result, several programs have monitored specific
commercial and residential activities. This chapter includes information on monitoring of
wastewater and stormwater discharges from commercial and residential land use areas in various
regions of the U.S. Tlds chapter is not a comprehensive evaluation of the available monitoring
information, but a summary of selected studies that are representative of the types of investigations
that have been conducted. Information presented is organized by program type (i.e., receiving water,
stormwater, or wastewater) and then by region.

A summary of the studies reviewed in this chapter, including location, program type, affected water
body, pollutants of concern, and the sampling site or commercial/residential source(s) identified, are
presented in Table 2-1. Information on other monitoring and source identification projects identified
during this study but not selected for review are presented in Table C- 1 (Appendix C). According
to Tables 2-1 & C-1, wastewater and/or stormwater monitoring of commercial and residential land
use arenas has been conducted in each US EPA region, and many of these investigations have
targeted specific commercial and residential activities. The following sections discuss selected
monitoring and source identification studies.
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Table 2-1. Pollutants Evaluated and Sources Identified in Regional Water Quality Monitoring Studies
Region & Lu~atlun or
Agency
1
Rhode Island,
Massachusetts

2
New York/New Jersey
(NY/NJ)

3
Chesapeake Bay

3
Chesapeake Bay

3
Maryland

[ Type of
Monitoring
WW~

Affected Water
Body

[ Pollutants Evaluated
[

Harragansett Bay

Cu

SW,
receiving
water,

NY/NJ Harbor

Chesapeake Bay

WW, SW,
receiving
watt,

Elizabeth River

SW

Maryland Piedmont

Location Sampled or Commercial/Residential
Source(s) Identified
pipe corrosion

Pb

WW, SW~

[

not identified
Zn

not identified

Metals

tributaries & municipal inputs

PCBs

tributaries

Cyanide

municipal discharges

PAl-Is, As, Ni

incomplete fossil fuel combustion (home heating units)

Cyanide, Cd, Zn

automobile related activities

Cr, Pb, pentachlorophenol

exterior paints and stains

Bis-(2-~thylhexyl)phthalate

plasticizer (garden hoses, food packaging, etc.)

Cd, Cr, Cu, Zn

corrosion of metal alloys

nutfieats

WW, agricultural land and developed land; sediment runoff
from farms, ecmsm~tion sites & other lands

PAl-Is

dumping of oily wastes & creosote, combustion of fosssil fuel
antifouling paint appli~ to watt,raft

Hydrocarbons, PAl-Is, metals
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service stations, convenience commercial, commuter parking
lots

Table 2-1, cont. Pollutants Evaluated and Sources Identified in Regional Water Quality Monitoring Studies
Region & Location or
Agency

Type of
Monitoring

Affected Water
Body

Pollutants Evaluated

Location Sampled or Commercial/Residential
Source(sI Identified

5
Wisconsin

SW

Milwaukee River and
Sheboygan River
watersheds

Pb, pesticides, bacteria

medium density residential areas

5
Wisconsin

SW,
receiving
water,
sediment,
whole fish &
crayfish
tissue

Madison surface
waters

roof runoff

Phosphorus

lawns and driveways

Total solids, TSS, phosphorus,
Cd, Cu, Cr, Pb, Zn

street runoff

As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, Ni, Se, Ag,
Zn

detected at commercial & university sites

Methoxychlor

detected at university site

semi volatile organic
compounds

detected at conunercial, high density residential, highway, and
shoppin$ center sites

5
Wisconsin, Michigan,
Minnesota

SW

Lake Superior

Nutrients, metals, PAHs

runoff (non-specific)

5
Illinois

SW,
receiving
water

agricultural
watershed surface
waters

pesticides

runoff

6
Texas

SW

Galveston Bay

TSS, phos., nitrogen, BOD, oil
& grease, bacteria, Cu,
pesticides ’

most significant source areas were high density urban
residential and barren areas

SW

not slmeified

Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, Zn, Chlordane,
Diazincaa~ ba_~_eri_’a, TSS

non-specitie

SW

not ~pecified

nilrate, Cu, orlho-phosphate,
bacteria, sediment

not detected in first flush (first inch of stormwater runoff)

7U ............
7
to°
~
Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas
tn

Zn

7
,, Austin, Texas

Table 2-1, cont. Pollutant~ Evaluated and Sources Identified in Regional Water Quality Monitoring Studies
Region & Location or Type of !
!
,
Affected Water Pollutants Evaluated
Location Sampled or Commercial/Residential
Agency ......
Monitoring
Body
Source(s) Identified
7
SW, WW
Iowa’s surface waters
pesticides, nutrients, bacteria,
residential area runoff (SW, lawn watering, motor vehicle
Iowa
sediment
washing, fire hydrant flushing)

9
San Francisco Bay Area
Pollution Prevention
Group

WW

San Francisco Bay
and other California
Waters

9
San Francisco Bay Area

SW, WW,
receiving
water,
sediment

San Francisco Bay

ammonia, metals, nutrients, oil
& grease, pesticides, BOD

commercial area runoff(SW, commercial facility drains, nonstormwater connections, CSOs)

sediment, nutrients, bacteria

agricultural activites

copper

radiator repair, auto repair, car washing, cooling towers, dry
cleaners, laboratories, laundries, hospitals, photoprocessing,
printers, univ./schools, machine shops, metal fabrication,
incinerator scrubbers

Toxic Orsanic Constituents

non-specific

Zn, Se

runoff(non-specific)

Cu, Hg, Ni, DDE

WW outfalls, atmospheric deposition, mobilization of sediments
(non-specific)

PAHs

automobile exhaust (PAHs in sediment~

9
Santa Clara Valley
Alameda County

SW

South & Central San
Francisco Bay

Metals, TSS, TDS, hardness,
TOC, oil and grease, nutrients,
bacteria, toxic organic

urbanized watersheds

9
City and County of San
Francisco

WW

Central San
Francisco Bay

Cu, Pb, Hg, Ni, Ag, Zn, cyanide

household use of motor oil and house paints

Cyanide

printers, photoprocessors, vehiole service/repair shops,
hospitals, laboratories, restaurants

Toxic Organic Constituents

non-specific
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Table 2-1, cont. Pollutants Evaluated and Sources Identified in Regional Water Quality Monitoring Studies
!

!

~

Agency

Monitoring

Body

9
Palo Alto (RWQCP)

WW

South San Francisco
Bay

9
Novato Sanitary District

9
City of San Jose

WW

WW

San Pablo Bay

South San Francisco
Bay

~
Source(s) Identified
Diazinon

pesticide applications

Tributyltin

cooling water systems discharge

Cu

tap water sources (i.e., corrosidn)

Cu, Pb, Ni, Ag

commercial sources (non-specific) contribute more than
residential or WWTP influent

Ag, Zn

unmeasured non-residential sources

Zn

greatest contribution from residential & water supply sources
(non-specific)

Cu, Ni

corrosion, transportation (airport/terminal), machine shops,
hospitals, misc. equip, rental, sheet metal work, lithographics,
commercial printing, laundries, dry cleaners, car washes
greatest contributions from commercial and residential sources
~non-speeifie)

9
Union Sanitary Dist.
(cities of Fremont,
Newark, Union City,

WW

Central San
Francisco Bay

Cu, Ni

automotive machine shops, printers

9
Central Contra Costa
Sanitary District (CCCSD)

WW

Suisun Bay

Chlorpyrifos, Diazinon

residential, serf-service pet washers, pest control operators,
kennels (flea shampoos)

metals

residential= launch3, grey water, corrosion, root control,
household products, vehicle service
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Table 2-1, cont. Pollutants Evaluated and Sources Identified in Regional Water Quality Monitoring Studi¢~
Regi°n & Location or J Type of J Affected Water [ Pollutants Evaluated ] Location Sampled or Commercial/Residential
A e n_~z~._~~
9
South Bayside System
Authority (cities of San
Carlos, Belmot, Redwood
City & West Bay Sanitary
District, CA)

Monitoring

Body

WW

Central San
Francisco Bay

Source(s) Identified
Cd

auto repair, laundries, indoor household products, grcywater
laundries, indoor household products, greywater

Cr

auto repair, photoprocessors, printers, dentists, labs, painting,
laundries, cooling towers, indoor & outdoor household
products, greywater, copper sulfate root killer, human body
wastes

Cu

Hg

hospitals, labs, painting, indoor & outdoor household products,
human body wastes

Pb

auto repair, photoprocessors, laundies, greywater, indoor &
outdoor household products
printers, painting, outdoor household products

Mo

auto repair, labs, indoor household products, greywater, human
body wastes

Ni

auto repair, photoprocessors, printers, hospitals, dental offices

Ag

9
City of Hayward
9
Sunnyvale

WW

WW

Central San
Francisco Bay

Zn

auto repair, photoprocessors, printers, dental offices, painting,
laundries, cooling towers, greywater, indoor & outdoor
household products, human bod~ wastes

Cu, Diazinon

residential areas (non-specific)

Pb, PAHs

not identified

South San Francisco Cu
Bay
Ni

corrosion
residential and commercial sources (non-specific)
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!

Region & Location or
Agency

Type of
Monitoring

Affected Water
Body

Pollutants Evaluated

Location Sampled or Commercial/Residential
Source(s) Identified

9

SW

local rivers and

not specified

residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural

Ventura County, CA

sloughs

illicit discharges - gas stations, auto service, commercial
laundries, carpet cleaners, paiqters, pool cleaning, salvage
yards, recycling facilities, restaurants, machine shops, outdoor
storase

~
o

9
Orange County Sanitation
District

WW

9
City of Los Anl~eles, CA

WW

9
City & County of
Sacramento, CA

SW

9
City of Phoenix, AZ

WW

metals, organics, nutrients, oil
and grease, TSS

residential sources (non-specific)

Los Angeles Harbor

Cu, Zn

radiator & auto shops, dental offices

Sacramento and
American Rivers

Cd, Cu, Hg, Zn

acid mine drainage

Diazinon, Chlorpyrifos

professional landscape maintenance, structural pest control,
a~ricultural uses

As

natural, commercial and residential greatest sources (nonspecific)

Hg

dentists (most significant source), also sampled printers,
photoprocessors, hospitals, labs, auto repair shops, auto service
stations, funeral homes, lithographies, glass cutters, ceramics,
laundries

Phoenix area surface
waters

10
Washington

SW

Puget Sound

pesticides

drainages (non-specific)

I0
Seattle, Washington

WW

not specified

Antimony, Ag, Zn, phthalate,
ohloroform, PCE, benzene

nonindustrial sources (non-specific)

Arsenic

dishwashing & powdered laundry detergents, bleach

toto
1 various sources, see Chapter 2.0

aWW = wastewater

3SW ffi stonnwater
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2.1

Receiving Water Monitoring

Sev~al receiving water monitoring programs have been conducted, and many have led to source
identification investigations. Programs selected for discussion in this section include NY/NJ
Harbor Estuary, Chesapeake Bay, San Francisco Bay, and Santa Monica Bay. Other receiving
water investigations identified by the project team but not discussed in this report, include
Narragansett Bay (Rhode Island and Massachusetts), Galveston Bay (Texas), Chesapeake Bay
tributaries, and Kansas surface waters.
2.1.1

NY/NJ Harbor Estuary (Region 2)

An assessment of the impact of chemicals in the NY/NJ Harbor Estuary system was performed
to guide development of future monitoring programs in the estuary (Squibb, O’Connor, and
Kneip, 1991). The assessment was performed by collecting water, biota, and sediment samples.
Chemmals of concern were determined for the estuary by comparing ambient concentrations
observed in water and biota samples with Federal and State marine water quality criteria (WQC).
The following chemicals are considered to be of concern for the NY/NJ Estuary based upon
water monitoring results:

Metals: arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, silver, zinc
Pesticides: aldrin, alpha-BHC, gamma-BHC, DDD, DDE, DDT, dieldrin, endosulphan,
heptachlor
¯

Organics: benzene, bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, carbon tetrachloride, chlorobenzene, 1,4dichlorobenzene, ethylben~ne, methylene chloride, napthalene, n-nitrosodi-npropylamine, 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane, tetrachloroethylene, 1,1,2-trichlorocthane,
hexachlorobutadiene, PCBs, trichlorethylene

Other pollutants were deemed to be of concern based on fish tissue analysis. These pollutants
include PCBs, TCDD, mercury, arsenic, DDT, DDD, DDE, chlordane, dieldrin, heptaehlor,
heptachlor epoxide, hexachlorobenzene, gamma-BHC, PAils and tetrachlorodibenzofurans.
Another study, conducted as part of the NYiNJ Harbor Estuary Program, involved chemical
analysis and toxicity testing of water column samples collected throughout the estuary (Science
Applications International Corp., 1993). The ~ of the study was to assess both small-scale
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and broad-scale variability in toxicity. Water samples were collected in nonpoint source areas
to determine general water quality of the estuary. Two different types of toxicity tests were
performed, including the sexual reproduction test with the marine red alga, Ommpia parvula, and
the fertilization test with the sea urchin, Arbacia punctulata. These methods were selected for
several reasons. For example, discrete samples can be tested utilizing these methods, which
provides a more detailed characxeriz~’on of the variability of toxicity. Additionally, the two test
species selected are sensitive to heavy metals (Champia is especially sensitive to copper), which
can cause toxicity in the estua~. Both species were tested on over 130 water column samples
from three sampling events (one small-scale event including 4 stations and 2 broad-scale events
encompassing the entire Estuary). Water column samples were collected in conjunction with
toxicity samples and analyzed for total silver, arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, copper,
mercl~ry, nickel, lead, antimony, selenium, thallium, and zinc, as well as total organic carbon
(TO(;) and total ammonia. The chemical analyses were performed so that chemical
concentrations and toxicity could be correlated.
Results demonstrated that many of the ambient samples were toxic to the test species. Toxicity
to tither Arbacia or Champk~ was observed at each station during at least one of the sampling
events. However, patterns in toxicity could not be attributed to heavy metals, in particular
coptx’.r, as thought at the outset of the study. It was concluded that future work should be
conducted, including toxicity identification evaluations (TIEs), which would help determine the
pollutants present and possibly relate toxicity to potential point sources.
Sediment samples were also analyzed and were found to contain high concentrations of metals
(organic chemical concentrations have not been as closely monitored). Chemical concentrations
detected in sediment were used to determine potential sources (i.e., areas with high concentrations
of metals in sediments were often surrounded by industry or near WWTPs).
An additional study, conducted as part of the US EPA National Estuary Program, determined
pollutant loadings for NYiNJ Harbor Estuary. The objectives of this study were to determine the
relati’¢e importance of each source of pollutants in the harbor, to provide information for a
wasteload allocation analysis, and to determine future monitoring objectives (HydroQual, Inc.,
1991). The study determined loadings for conventional parameters, nutrients, metals, PCBs, and
cyanide from 6 different source classes. Sources included municipal discharges, industrial
discharges, runoff loadings, tributary inputs, landfill leachate, and atmospheric deposition.
Results demonstrated that metal loadings were primarily from tributaries and municipal inputs.
Inputs fi’om combined sewer overflows (CSOs) and atmospheric deposition, however, were also
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important sources of lead. Tn’butaries contributed significant amounts of PCBs (50% of the total
load), "and municipal discharges were respons~le for the greatest cyanide inputs (89% of the total
load). It is important to note that loadings for some parameters were estimated if actual
assessment data were lacking.
2.1.2

Chesapeake Bay (Region 3)

Extensive monitoring studies have been performed in the Chesapeake Bay Area. In 1987, the
Chesapeake Bay Agreement was finalized requiring development of a basinwide strategy to
reduce toxic loadings to the Bay. As a result of this agreement, the Chesapeake Bay Basinwide
Toxics Rexahaction Strategy was created. The strategy outlined efforts to define the nature, extent,
and magnitude of Chesapeake Bay toxics problems and to initiate specific toxics reduction and
prevention actions (Chesapeake Executive Council, 1989).
The most recent information is presented in the Chesapeake Bay Basinwide Toxics Reduction
Strategy Re-evaluation Report (Chesapeake Bay Program, 1994). Objectives during the reevaluation included identification of pollutants of concern, estimation of loadings to the Bay,
pollutant source identification, source control and pollution prevention. A list of pollutants of
concern was compiled for the report which included atrizine, benzo[a]anthracene, benzo[a]pyrene,
cadmium, chlordane, chrysene, chromium, copper, fluoranthene, lead, mercury, naphthalene,
PCBs, and tributyltin (TBT). A secondary list of toxics included alachlor, aldrin, arsenic,
dieldrin, fenvalerate, me.tolachlor, permethrin, toxaphene, and zinc. Pollutants were included in
the primary list if the pollutant had been measured in one of the environmental media in the past.
Inclusion was not based upon evidence of potential or existing environmental impact. The list
represents those pollutants that will be ranked and identified for future revisions of Bay toxics
of concern. The secondary list includes those chemicals that might be considered for inclusion
in a fut~are list of toxics of concern.

Monitoring information presented in the re-evaluation report combines atl past investigations and
discusses results of pollutants detected in microlayer, water column, and sediment samples.
Among the metals detected in microlayer samples are aluminum, arsenic, cadmium, chromium,
copper, lead, mercury, nickel, silver, selenium, and zinc. Specific values were not presented in
the report, but it was stated that microlayer concentrations were generally higher than bulkwater
concen~ations. Also detected in microlayer samples were TBT and PAHs in the concentration
range from 0.005 to 1,171 ng/L and <0.05 to 20 ng/L, respectively. Pesticides and organic
compottads were largely undetected, except for dieldrin (1 to 18 b~g/L).
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Water column concentrations were determined for metals, pesticides and organic compounds and
are presented in Table 2-2 for the pollutants of concern. The magnitude of the metals data is
an indication that significant widespread concentrations exceeding Federal or State water quality
criteria (WQC) are not occurring in the mainstream Bay. However, questions have been raised
concerning the quality of available metals data, e.g., dissolved concentrations were not
determined; analytical methods might not have been appropriate for ambient conditions.
Table 2-2. Water Colunm Concentration Ranges of
Pollutants of Concern in Chesapeake Baya
Parameter

Concentration Range in Water Column (#g/L)2

Atrazine

<1.3 - 2,937

Benzo[a]anthracene

<1.1 - 27.2 ng/L

Benzo[a]pyrene

<2.0 - 137.2 ng/L

Cadmium

<0.2 - 4.7

Alpha-Chlordane

<0.1 - 17.2

Gamma-Chlordane

<0.1 - 9.5

Chrysene

NA

Chromium

<1.0- 150

Copper

<1 - 68

Fluoranthene

<0.3 - 196.8 ng/L

Lead

<1 - 106

Merenry

<0.2 - 0.7

Naphthalene
PCI~s

<0.2 - 39.5 ng/L
95% of the available PCB data were below detection limits

Tributyltin

<1 - 1,801 ng/L

SOURCE: Chesapeake Bay Program, 1994
unless noted otherwise
NA = aot available
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Pesticides were detected most frequently in the spring and summer months (months of heaviest
use), and the highest concentrations detected in surface waters were associated with storms. The
following pesticides have been detected in the Bay: 2,4-D, alachlor, aldrin, alpha-chlordane,
atrazir.e, cyanazine, DDT, diazinon, dicamba, dieldrin, fenvalerate, gamma-chlordane, hexazinone,
malatl~on, metolachlor, oxychlordane, picloram, prometone, simazine, and terbacil. However, over
60 pesticides included in the analysis were not detected.
Orgamc compounds in water column samples were not frequently detected. This might be
attn’butable to sampling and analytical problems and the fact that most organics are readily absorbed
to sectmaents and biota. High concentrations of TBT, however, were detected in several Bay
habitats.
The Ctaesapeake Regional Information Service developed a factsheet for the Elizabeth River and
Chesapeake Bay (Alliance of the Chesapeake Bay, 1994), which outlines the pollution problems and
solutio~s for tb.is area. According to the information provided, the Elizabeth River is one of the most
polluted bodies of water in the entire Chesapeake Bay watershed. Loadings of lead, copper, and
mercury were reported at levels 2 to 10 times higher that those in mid-Bay or the Potomac River.
Elevated concentrations of PAHs were detected in the Elizabeth River and were found to adversely
impact fish species (e.g., skin lesions, cataracts, fin rot). Specific sources of PAHs in the fiver
include dumping of oily wastes and creosote and combustion of fossil fuels. TBT was also detected
at high levels and is attributed to TBT-containing antifouling paint applied to commercial and
recreational watercraft. However, these paints has been banned. The report concluded that
industrial and municipal wastewater discharge and urban runoff are the major sources of pollutant
loadings to the river. Urban runoff is especially important in the South Hampton area, and as
resider~.tial, commercial, and office space development increase in this area, control measures will
be needed. In addition, monitoring efforts, including a mobile bioassay laboratory and a
comprehensive long-term water quality monitoring/sediment contamination program, have been
initiatec’.. Further information regarding the identification of urban runoff sources to the Chesapeake
Bay is provided in the stormwater section of this chapter.

2.1.3

San Francisco Bay (Region 9)

The Regional Monitoring Program (RMP), established in 1992, is a large-scale trace substance
monito:~6ng effort for San Francisco Bay. Participants in the program include numerous POTWs,
local stormwater management agencies, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Pacific Gas and Electric,
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and otae~ industries (SFEI, 1995). The objective of the RMP is to answer questions about the state
of the Bay including the level of pollution and if conditions (water quality, organism health, etc.)
are improving or getting worse. During 1994, water, sediment, and/or bivalve tissue samples were
collected from 24 stations. However, not all parameters were measured at all stations at all times
in all three media.
Results of the 1994 effor~ identified PCB concentrations above WQC at all stations. Levels of total
copper, mercury, and nickd were often above WQC, as were concentrations of PAHs and p,p’-DDE.
In addition, diazinon was above the National Academy of Science guideline of 9,000 ppq at three
freshwater stations. Efforts have been made to identify sources of these pollutants to the Bay.
Seasonal differences in concentrations helped narrow down potential sources. Dissolved zinc and
total selenium, for example, were higher in February and April, indicating runoff as the likely
source. Conversely, pollutants detected during the dry season can be tied to continuous sources,
such aa riverine sources, waste discharges, atmospheric deposition, or mobilization from sediments.
PAHs rletected in sediments were attributed to automobile exhaust. The RMP will continue efforts
to ider.tify sources in future investigations.
An example of another regional receiving water monitoring effort is the compilation of diazinon data
in the gan Francisco Bay Area. Several Bay Area cities have identified diazinon as a pollutant of
conc~a (Moran, 1995). Alameda County conducted toxicity testing that linked diazinon levels of
0.1 to 3 ~zg/L in local creeks to Ceriodaphnia toxici~ (Hansen, 1995). Maximum diazinon levels
in Pal+ Alto creeks were measured at 0.39 ~zg/L, with typical values ranging from 0.5 to 2 ~g/L
(Mora:t, 1995). A compilation of data from approximately 200 samples collected by several Bay
Area c:fies found diazinon in most Bay Area creeks. Concentrations ranged up to about 3.3 ~zg/L,
with typical values in the 0.1 to 0.3/.zg/L range. The Palo Alto RWQCP and the Central Contra
Costa Sanitary District have conducted source identification studies for diazinon, which are
discussed in the stormwater section &this chapter.
2.1.4

Santa Monica Bay (Region 9)

The Sa,_nta Monica Bay Restoration Project recognized that an accurate assessment of pollutant
impacts in the receiving water of the Bay was necessary to establish defensible long-term reduction
targets ,,qVlcDonald, 1996). In addition, it was determined that both loading estimates and sediment
quality objectives must be established for pollutants that accumulate in the Bay’s sediment. A first
step of the assessment involved monitoring of water quality, sediment, and biota to determine
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pollutants of concern. Monitoring of these media in intertidal, open, wetland, lagoon, marina, and
harbor locations of the Bay revealed 19 pollutants of concern, including DDT, PCBs, PAl-Is,
chlordane, TBT, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel, silver, zinc, pathogens, TSS, nutrients,
trash and debris, chlorine,, oxygen demand, and oil & grease. Table 2-3 lists the pollutants identified
at each sampling location along with the observed impacts.
T~ble 2-3. Pollutant Impacts to Santa Monica Bay

Location

Pollutants Identified

Impacts Observed

rock.3, intertidal areas

pathogens, debris, oil &
grease

potential health risk near
continually flowing drains
(pathogens); aesthetic impacts
(debris); toxic impacts from
spills

open bay

DDT, PCBs

contaminated sediments near
municipal out-fail sites; elevated
fish tissue levels; localized
health risks from seafood
consumption

heavy metals

contaminated sediments near
municipal outfalls

wetlands

heavy metals, nutrients,
debris

habitat impairment, impaired
water quality; rare and
endangered species impairment

lagoon

nutrients, pathogens

eutrophication; potential health
risk to swimmers; fish kills

mari~aa

Cu, Pb, Zn, PCBs, DDT,
chlordane, TBT, chromium,
PAHs

impaired water quality;
contamination of sediment,
water, and biota; chronic
sediment toxicity

harbor

heavy metals

contamination of sediment;
elevated contamination levels in
shellfish
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Loading estimates of the pollutants of concern from major point sources to the Bay were established
through WWTP monitoring. However, loadings from other sources, including stormwater/urban
runoff’, atmospheric deposition and advection, were not determined, but they might be significant
contributors of some toxic pollutants. Sediments were identified as the only source of banned or
restricted chemicals including DDT, PCB, and TBT (McDonald, 1996).
2.2

Stormwater Monitoring and Source Identification

Storm.water monitoring and source identification studies selected for review are listed in Table 2-1
and discussed below. General stormwater monitoring results are presented in the first section,
followed by a discussion of specific monitoring programs conducted in the various US EPA regions.
New directions in stormwater monitoring are also discussed. Other stormwater monitoring and
source identification efforts identified by the project team, but not reviewed in detail, are listed in
Appendix C (Table C-I).
2.2.1

General Stormwater Monitoring

An early US EPA effort to characterize stormwater, the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP),
involved analysis of 2,300 nmoffsamples collected at 28 locations across the U.S. (US EPA, 1983
as cited in Pitt & Field, 1990). Most of the data collected during the NURP study represented
residential areas; however, some commercial/light industrial source areas were also sampled. The
NURP study targeted priority pollutants including several trace metals and organic compounds.
Accor~fing to NURP results, as summarized by Makepeace, Smith, and Stanley (1995), 31 inorganic
contarainants were identified in the stormwater samples. The inorganic chemicals of greatest
concena were copper, lead, zinc, nickel, arsenic, beryllium, and cadmium. Over 100 organic
contaminants were analyzed for NURP, and over 60 of these contaminants were detected. Groups
oforg~mic compounds analyzed included PCBs, PAHs, halogenated aliphatics, halogenated ethers,
monoc3,clic aromatics, phenols and cresols, phthalate esters, nitrosamines, and pesticides. Bis(2ethylhexl)phthalate and (*,-BHC) were detected most often (20% of samples). Lindane, chlordane,
phenanthrene, pyrene, chrysene, pentachlorophenol, and ~-endosulfan were detected in stormwater
and were deemed to be of concern to human health and/or aquatic life. There were no significant
differences in the pollutants detected and their concentrations among the 28 cities sampled. Along
with NURP results, Makepeace, Smith, and Stanley (1995) presented additional information on
urban stormwater quality. Their findings, including pollutants of concern in stormwater and their
concerxration ranges, NURP detection frequency, and potential sources, are given in Table 2-4.
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Table 2-4. Summary of Pollutants Detected in Stormwater Based on NURP ResultsI
Parameter

Concentration Range in
Stormwater Runoff (/~g/L)

Detection Frequency During
NURP (%)

Potential Commercial/Residential
Sources

METALS
Antimony

3.5 -23.0

13

gasoline, paint pigments, plastics

Arsenic

1.0 - 210

52

laundry products, pesticides, weed killers

Beryllium

1.0 - 49.0

12

combustion of fossil fuels

Cadmium

0.05 - 13,730.0

48

Chromium

1.0 - 2,300

58

wear & tear of vehicle parts, fertilizers,
pesticides, corrosion ofsalvanized metals
corrosion, paints, dyes, ceramics, paper,
heating & cooling coils, fire sprinkler
systems, pesticides, fertilizers

Copper

0.06 - 1,410

91

wear & tear of vehicle parts, corrosion
(roofs, pipes etc.), fungicides, pesticides

Cyanide

2.0 - 33.0

23

chemical, biolo~:ical, & clinical labs

Iron

80.0 - 440~000

NA

corrosion of autobodies & other steel

Lead

20.9 - 1,560

94

wear & tear of vehicle parts

Manganese

7.0 - 3,800

NA

wear of tires & brake pads, fertilizers

Mercury

0.05 - 67.0

NA

dental amalgam

Nickel

,

1.0

- 49,000
43
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corrosion

Table 2-4, cont. Summary of Pollutants Detected in Stormwater Based on NURP Results

Parameter

Silver
Zinc

Concentration Range in
Stormwater Runoff (~g/L)

Detection Frequency During
NURP (%)

0.2 - 14.0

NA

photoprocessing, fungicides, dental,
medical, and ele.~-’trical wastes

0.7 - 22,000

94

wear & tear of vehicle parts, corrosion of
roofs,etc., galvanized steel, and other metal
objects

~x-BHC 0.0027 - 0.1
),-BHC 0.052 - 11.0

20
11

¥-BHC used for commercial and domestic
pest control

0.1 - 0.2 ........

NA

a~ricultural and domestic pesticide

Potential Commercial/Residential
Sources

ORGANICS
BHC
ct-endosulfan
PAHs
PCBs
Pentachlorophenoi

0.0006 - 60.0
(for all compounds)

10-12 (fluoranthene, naphthalene, combustion, leaching of creosoted wood
phenanthrene & pyrene)
products

0.027 - 1.1

NA

leachin~ lubricants

1.0 - 115

15

wood preservative products

SOURCE: Makepeace, Smith, and Stanley, 1995
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NURP also included flow rates from storm drain outfalls during or following extended dry periods
(i.e., dry-weather flow), and attributed this to possible illicit connections. To address these flows,
US EP..~. developed a User’s Guide for investigating inappropriate entries to storm drainage systems
(US EPA, 1993). The User’s Guide provides an investigative procedure for municipalities and other
agencies that is helpful in identifying the most significant sources of non-stormwater pollutant
entries into storm drainage systems (US EPA, 1993). In general, the procedure involves
identification of contaminated ouffalls, followed by an investigation of the associated drainage areas
to identify sources, and development of controls once sources have been determined.

A background study, in which non-stormwater outfall discharges were examined, was conducted
in conjunction with the development of the User’s Guide (US EPA, 1993). This three-phase project ¯
was conducted to identify stormwater pollutants and sources (Phase 1), investigate the control of
toxics m stormwater (Phase 2), and investigate source area control (Phase 3). During Phase 1,
sampling was conducted in various source areas during different rain conditions. This sampling
methodology allowed for evaluation of the impacts of different land uses and rain characteristics on
pollutant concentrations. Samples were collected from parking areas, storage areas, roof runoff~
street ranoff, loading docks, vehicle service areas, landscaped areas, urban creeks, and detention
ponds. Results revealed the presence of 13 organic compounds in more than 10% of the samples,
with 1,3-dichlorobenzene and fluoranthene occurring with greatest frequency. Concentrations of
organic zompounds were highest in samples of roof runoff~ parking areas, and vehicle service areas.
Metals were detected in nearly all of the samples. Maximum concentrations of various metals were
observed in different land use areas. For example, zinc was highest in roof runoff" samples, nickel
was highest in parking and storage areas, and cadmium and lead were elevated in samples from
vehicle service areas and street runoff Selected numerical results from Phase 1 of this study are
presented in Table 2-5.
Phase 2 of this study involved an assessment of treatment processes using bench-scale testing (Pitt
et al., 19’93). The objectives of Phase 2 were to identify the most toxic source areas and determine
relative toxicity improvements for various stages of each bench-scale treatment method. The
Microtox® screening test was used to rate the toxicity of the samples. Parking areas, CSOs, and
storage areas had the largest percentage of samples rated extremely toxic. According to Pitt et al.
(1993), Phase 3 will use information from Phase 2 to develop a prototype treatment device to
control runoff, from automobile service facilities.
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Table 2-5. Mean Concentrations in Stormwater Sample~ (Non-Filtered/Filtered)
(Based on Pitt et al., 1995)
Mean Concentration (~g/L)
Parameter
Roof
areas

Parldng
area~

Storage
area.

Street
runoff

Loading
dock~

Vehicle service
area~

Landscaped
area~

Urban
creel~

Detention
pond.

6,850"
230b

3,210
430

2,320
180

3,080
880

780
18

700
170

2,310
1~210

620
190

700
210

Cadmium

3.4
0.4

6.3
0.6

5.9
2.1

37
0.3

1.4
0.4

9.2
0.3

0.5
0.6

8.3
0.2

2
0.5

Chromium

85
1.8

56
2.3

75
1!

9.9
1.8

17
ND

74
2.5

79
2.0

62
1.6

37
2.0

Copper

110
2.9

116
11

290
250

280
3.8

22
8.7

135
8.4

81
4.2

50
1.4

43
20

Lead

41
1.1

46
2.1

i 05
2.6

43
2.0

55
2.3

63
2.4

24
1.7

20
1.4

19
1.0

Nickel

16
ND

45
5.1

55
87

17
ND

6.7
1.3

42
31

53
2.1

29
2.3

24
3.0

Zinc

250
220

110
86

1,730
22

58
31

55
33

105
73

230
140

10
10

13
14

Chlordane

1.6
ND

1,0
ND

1.7
ND

0.8
ND

ND
ND

0.8
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

1,3-dichlorobenzenc

52
20

34
!3

16
14

5.4
3.3

ND
ND

48
26

29
5.6

93
ND

27
21

Fluoranthene

23
9.3

37
2.7

4.5
ND

0.6
0.5

ND
ND

39
3.6

13
1.0

130
biD

10
6.6

METALS
Aluminum

ORGANICS

° Top value represents non-filtered sample result b Bottom value represents filtered sample remdt
ND -- Not detected
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Another national effort was the evaluation of the effect of snowmelt on the quality of stormwater
runoff (Oberts, 1994). Pollutants contributed from snowmelt can either occur from short-duration
small quantity "pavement melt" or from more substantial end-of-season melt of the snowpaclc
Meltwater at the end of the season carries pollutants that have accumulated all winter in the
snowpack and also gathers pollutants from street and soil surfaces. Pollutants in the snowpack are
a result of atmospheric fallout, industrial activity, vehicular emissions/corrosion/fluid leaks, roadway
deterioration, urban litter, and anti-skid grit and chemical deicers. In addition, rain events occurring
simultaneously with end-of-season snowmelt can contribute substantial pollutant loads (i.e., greater
than summer thunderstorms). Various studies have shown snowmelt runoff to be an important
source of pollutants in Mirmeapolis-St.Paul, 1Vfinnesota; Durham, New Hampshire; Denver,
Colorado; and Milwaukee, Wisconsin (Oberts, 1994). Constituents of concern identified in these
studies include COD, TSS, nutrients, lead, chloride, oil & grease, and total zinc.
2.2.2

Monitoring Programs by US EPA Region

In 199C~, in a report to Congress, the US EPA presented the National Water Quality Inventory. This
report demonstrated that approximately one-third of U.S. waterways were impaired by stormwater
runoff~ ~ubsequenfly, the US EPA published final regulations requiring stormwater permits for large
municipalities and urban areas (> 100,000 population), and eleven categories of industry. A primary
dement of the municipal permits is the characterization ofstormwater quality. The goal of permitrequired stormwater monitoring data collected as pan of this program is to determine the typical
runoff quality from residential, commercial and industrial land use areas as well as identify
particutar sources of runoff pollutants (’NCTCOG, 1996). Examples of municipal stormwater
monitoring programs implemented across the country are discussed in the following sections
organized by US EPA region.
2.2.2.1

NY/NJ Harbor (Region 2)

A recent, study was conducted in the NY/NI Harbor area to evaluate trace metals in CSO discharge
and wet. weather influent samples from sewage treatment plants (Battelle Ocean Sciences, 1994).
The New York City Depaxtment of Environmental Protection (NYCDEP) collected six CSO and 23
influent samples during wet weather conditions. In addition, the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection and Energy (NJDEPE) collected two CSO samples. Samples were
analyzed for TSS, paniculate carbon (PC), dissolved organic carbon (DOC), total silver, cadmium,
copper, mercury, lead, nickel, and zinc. All of the metals were detected in the iafluent and CSO
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samples and several measurements were above WQC (as stated in the report). Zinc, lead, and
copper, for example, exceeded WQC of 58/,zg/L, 8.5~g/L, 2.9 ~g/I.,, respectively in all samples. The
maximum zinc and lead concentrations, 1,575 ~g/L and 1,383 ~zg/L respectively, were observed in
CSO samples. The maximum copper concentration, 499~g/L, was detected in plant influent.
Sources of these metals were not determined during the study.
2.2.2.2

Chesapeake Bay (Region 3)

Commercial and residential sources discharging pollutants of concern to Chesapeake Bay have been
identified as point sources (municipal), stormwater runoff~ atmospheric deposition, pesticide mixing
and loading facilities, household hazardous wastes, and agricultural and domestic pesticide
application (Chesapeake Bay Program, 1994). Stormwater runoff was identified as the greatest
source of metals loadings to the Bay, followed by point sources and atmospheric deposition. The
greatest source of organic chemicals (PAILs and PCBs) and pesticides was determined to be
atmospheric deposition, followed by stormwater runoff. The pollutants of concern measured in
stormwater runoff were determined to be from a number of sources. Incomplete fossil fuel
combustion, especially from wood and coal burned in residential home heating units, is a source of
chrysene, fluoranthene, phenanthrene, pyrene, arsenic, and nickel. Automobile related activities
contribute significant amounts of cyanides, cadmium, and zinc. Chromium, lead, zinc, and
pentachlorophenol are components found in exterior paints and stains. Bis-(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate
is a widely used plasticizer for garden hoses, floor tiles, plastic containers, and food packaging.
Finally corrosion of metal alloys contributes cadmium, chromium, copper, and zinc. Other potential
sources that have not yet been evaluated are bulkheads, piers and pilings built with pressure treated
(copper arsenate) wood, runoff.from marina facilities, and antifoulant paint leachates, all of which
can cause localized impacts.
Another stormwater investigation in the Chesapeake Bay Area included a modeling project to
determine the loadings often pollutants present in urban runoff.to Chesapeake Bay (Cob.n-Lee &
Cameron, 1992). The model was based on local land use data, regional annual precipitation, and
local a~d national stormwater concentration averages. Results demonstrated that contamination of
the Bag from urban runoff is comparable, if not greater than, contamination from industrial and
sewage, sources. However, the model contained a few uncertainties: it did not consider fate and
transport, nor did it have detailed site-specific land use and pollutant concentration data. A major
conclusion of the study was that more site-specific stormwater monitoring data are needed to make
accurate loading estimates.
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A monitoring study in Maryland conducted by the Metropolitan Washington Council of
Governments determined concentrations of hydrocarbons, PAHS, and trace metals in stormwater
runoff" samples (water and sediment) colle~ted in standard oil-grit separators (OGS) (Shepp, 1996).
The OGSs served five automotive-related land use areas in the Maryland Piedmont. Facilities
located in the study areas were gas stations, convenience commercial, commuter parking lots,
streets, and residential townhouse parking lots. Gas station runoff had the highest concentrations
of hydrocarbons, PAI-Is, and metals in both water and sediments, followed by convenience
commercial and commuter parking lots. Streets and townhouse parking lot concentrations were
relatively low. Pollutants were attributed to spillage or leakage of oil, gas, antifreeze, lubricating
fluids, cleaning agents and other automotive-related compounds.
2.2.2.3

Wisconsin (Region 5)

Most ofthe stormwater monitoring in Region 5 has been conducted in the State of Wisconsin. For
examp~e, a toxics reduction strategy was established for the Greater lVfilwatakee Area (MMSD,
1991). One of the goals of the strategy is to improve the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District
(MMSD) database to maximize the effectiveness of the ongoing toxics reduction program and to
docum~t progress in achieving toxics reduction goals. Several steps were outlined in order for the
MMSD to reach this goal, including researching information fi’om other sewerage districts to
identi~, pollutants of concern (POCs); compiling information on stormwater inflow, residential
sources, and commercial sources; developing and implementing a comprehensive monitoring
strate~¢ for POCs (including residential and commercial sources); and determining the need for
additional stormwater monitoring.

In addition, the State of Wisconsin focused several monitoring efforts on identification of pollutants
present in stormwater and the sources of these pollutants. A study conducted by the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and USGS (Barmerman, Owens, and Dodds, 1993),
determined the contaminant loads for representative sources in various study areas. Rainfall runoff
samples were collected fi’om various land use areas including residential and commercial locations.
Samples were collected within these areas fi-om streets, parking lots, roofs, driveways, and lawns.
Streets were an important source of most pollutants in all areas, whereas parking lot rtmoffwas more
critical at commercial sites. Roofs in commercial areas were found to contribute significantly to
zinc loads. Lawns and driveways in residential areas were reported to produce substantial
phosphorus loads.
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The LrSGS and the City of Madison, Wisconsin conducted monitoring and sampling of storrnwater
runoff from seven drainage basins in Madison from 1993-94 (Waschbusch, 1996). Rainfall and
stormwater runoff samples were collected from various land use areas, including commercial,
medium-density residential, light industrial, university, highway, and shopping center. Samples
were analyzed for metals, pesticides, and semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs) to determine
the quality of storm runoff~ Metals detected were arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel,
selenkun, s~ver and zinc. All of these metals were detected at the commercial, university, and light
industrial sites, and all metals except arsenic, selerfiurn, and zinc were detected at all locations.
Methoxychlor was the only pesticide detected at any of the sampling locations (a maximum
concentration of 3.9/~g/L was detected at the university location). The SVOCs were only observed
at commercial, high density residential, highway, and shopping center locations. Most often
detected SVOCs were fluoranthene, phenanthrene, and pyrene. Volatile organics were not detected
at any of the sampling sites. The reported numerical data are summarized in Table 2-6.
The i~npacts of stormwater runoff on urban streams in IVfdwaukee County, Wisconsin, were
observed during another Wisconsin DNR study (Masterson and Bannermarg 1994). To determine
the impacts, storm sewer ouffaIIs, stream water quality, bottom sediment, whole fish and crayfish
tissue, semipermeable polymeric membrane devices (SPMDs), benthic macroinvertebrates, and
habitat quality were monitored. Chemical analysis results for stream samples were compared with
end-of-pipe stormwater data collected by the City of Milwaukee. Receiving water and sediment
samples and fish tissue analyses showed high concentrations of several pollutants, including heavy
metals, oil and grease, bacteria, and PAHs. The SPMD results illustrated the bioconcentration
potential of many of these pollutants. Potential sources of the pollutants were identified as
commercial parking lots and highways, industrial sites, residential landscapes and construction site
soil erosior~ Findings of this study strongly suggest the need for BMPs and other control measures
to improve the quality of Milwaukee’s urban streams.

Monitoring is also an important aspect of nonpoint source control plans for the Milwaukee River
South Priority Watershed Project (Wisconsin DNR, 1991) and the Sheboygan River Priority
Watershed Project (Wisconsin DNK, 1993). Monitoring for these two projects helped to identify
nonpoiat sources, such as construction site erosion and runoff from established urban areas (e.g.,
freeway, s, industrial areas, commercial areas, and high density residential areas). Based on the
monitoring results, it was determined that residential areas can generate significant quantities of
lead, pesticides, and bacteria.
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Table 2-6. Stormwater Rnnoff Data for Madison, Wisconsin 1993-94 ~

Maximum Detected Concentration (~g/L)
Parameter

CommerciaJ

Medium
Density
Residential

High
University
Light
Highway Shopping
Density
Industrial
Center
Residential

Arsenic

4

ND

4

2

6

ND

ND

Cadmi~am

2. I

1.1

1.6

0.6

2.2

1

1

Chromium

29

13

19

7

22

8

12

Col~per

51

39

466

57

44

55

31

Lead

100

69

109

51

57

54

53

Nickel

44

24

44

51

55

22

32

1

3.0

N-D

2

4

2

0.8

Silver

0.6

ND

0.5

0.5

0.4

ND

0.4

Zinc

356

160

342

220

392

243

261

ND

ND

ND

3.9

ND

ND

ND

Fluoranthene

16

ND

9

ND

ND

13

2

Phenanthrene

9

ND

5

ND

ND

4

ND

Pyrene

11

ND

6

ND

ND

10

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

0.026

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

12

ND

18

0.012

0.017

0.014

0.013

0.022

0.024

0.033

METAI~

Selenium

PESTICIDES
Methox~,ehlor
SVOC~

OTHER
Cyamd,.

(me/L)
Oil & Grease

(rag/L)
Phex~oli~:s

SOURCE: Waschbusch, 1996
ND = Not detected
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Water quality and aquatic habitat investigations were conducted to determine pollution reduction
goals. Pollution reduction goals include a 50°/, reduction in sediment loading, a 50% to 70%
reduction in phosphorus loading, and a reduction in the mass loading ofheavy metals from future
urban areas. BMPs for urban areas have been established for both of these river basins and include
hydrologic alterations and good housekeeping practices (reducing sources of pet waste, road salts,
lawn t~rtilizers, and pesticides). Ongoing water quality monitoring is being conducted to evaluate
effectiveness of the programs.
2.2.2.4

nlinois (Region 5)

The Einois State EPA (IEPA) conducted pesticide monitoring of surface waters in an agricultural
watershed to determine the presence of commonly used herbicides and organophosphate insecticides
(Moyer and Cross, 1990). Seven herbicides (alachlor, atrazine, butylate, cyanazine, metolachlor,
mem’buzin, trifluralin), seven organophosphates (chlorpyrifos, diazinon, fonofos, malathion, methyl
parathion, phorate, terbufos), and one fungicide (captan) were included in the analysis. Monitoring
was conducted from 1985 to 1988 and included collection and analysis of ambient and storm event
runoff samples. Atrazine was detected at all surface water sampling locations and had the highest
maximum concentration (39 ~zg/L). High concentratiom of atrazine were also detected in the runoff
samples (peak concentration of 160 ~zg/L). Pesticide concentrations during storms were found to
depend upon the duration and magnitude of the event. As a result of this study, future monitoring
objectives were set by the IE, PA, including expansion of storm event intemive monitoring to better
characterize occurrence of pesticides and their concentrations in stormwater.
2.2.2._’

Lake Superior ~egion 5)

During a USGS monitoring effort, contaminant concentrations in stormwater were determined in
several Lake Superior Basin Cities from 1993-1994 (Steuer, Selbig, and Homewer, 1996). The
USGS collected stormwater samples from eight Lake Superior Basin cities (in the States of
Michigan, lVfmnesota, and Wisconsin) to determine the quality of urban runoff emering Lake
Superior from urban areas. The eight cities sampled contained various land uses ranging from heavy
commercial and industrial to residential dominated areas. The ultimate goal of the monitoring
program was to obtain data that could be used to educate cities regarding the specific contaminants
present in stormwater and determine whether small communities should be included in the
stormwater permitting process. Samples were analyzed for nutrients, metals, and PAHs and the
results are presented in Table 2-7.
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Table 2-7. Contaminant Concentrations in Stormwater Samples Collected from
Lake Superior Basin Cities 1

Parameter

Median Concentration
Michigan

Minnesota

Wisconsin

NUTRIENTS/OTHER (m~,.,)
Calcium

15

8.1

12.2

Magnesium

6

4.5

5

Sulfate

11

7

8

Chloride

12.6

14.3

7.1

TSS

284

646

850

Total solids

325

809

824

Nitrate

0.63

0.33

0.45

2

2.5

1.9

Ammonia

0.185

0.254

0.37

Total phosphorus

0.36

0.6

0.73

Arsenic

ND

ND

ND

Cadmium

0.6

1.6

0.7

130

104

59

Lead

54

116

53

Silver

2.3

ND

ND

Zinc

135

325

195

5.9

31.27

10.9

Total Kjeldahl
Nitrogen (TKN)

METALS (uVL)

~er

ORGANICS
Total PAH

SOURCE: Steuer, Selbig, and Homewer, 1996
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Galveston Bay 0 e on 6)

2.2.2.6

As part of the Galveston Bay National Estuary Program (GBNEP), characterization of nonpoint
sources and loadings were determined for the Bay (GBNEP, 1992). Key study components were
nonpoint source load calculation, subwatershed ranking, evaluation of upper watershed influences,
and mapping. A geographic information system (GIS) mapped the geographic characteristics of the
study area, analyzed the land use data, completed nonpoint source estimates, graphically represented
results, and helped design pollution control measures. The watershed consists of several land use
areas: high-density urban, residential, open/pasture, agricultural, barren, wetlands, water, and forest.
Nonpcint source loads of TSS, total phosphorus, total nitrogen, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD),
oil and grease, fecal coliform, dissolved copper, and pesticides were estimated. Loadings were
calculated for various scenarios: a year with average rainfall, a year with high annual rainfall, and
an individual storm event. High rainfall load calculations were 40% to 60% higher than those
calculated for average rainfall. Estimates for a single storm event demonstrated that a significant
amour:t of the annual loads occur during a few large rainfall events per year. High density urban
land use areas contributed the greatest nonpoint source loads of all parameters. Major potential
sources identified for each of the parameters analyzed are presented in Table 2-8.
Table 2-8. Major Potential Nonpoint Sources of Pollutants
to Galveston Bay Watershed
Parameter

Potential Nonpoint Source

TSS

eroding urban areas, cultivated fields, streambanks

TotaJ nitrogen

eroding soils, fertilizer application, leaking sanitary sewers,
overflows, by-passes, natural organic matter

Total phosphorus

eroding soils, fertilizer application, leaking sanitary sewers,
overflows, by-passes, natural or[anic matter

BOD
Oil & ~rease

natural decaying organic matter, leaking sanitary sewers,
overflows, by-passes, oil and ~rease
motor vehicles

Fecal coliforms

leakin[ sanitary sewers, by-passes, overflows, pets, cattle, wildlife

Dissolved copper
Pesticides

corrosion of copper plumbin~;, al~jcides, erodin~ soils
urban and rural pesticide application
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2.2.2."r

Trinity River Basin---Dallas/Fort Worth (Region 6)

Water quality monitoring of the Trinity River Basin (North Central Texas) has helped to identify
pollutants of "concera," "possible concern," and ~no detectable concern" in this area (NCTCOG,
1996). To make these determinations, eleven years (1982-1992) of receiving water data were
compared to the most stringent Texas surfa~ water quality standards (WQS) published for each
stream segment or otherappropdate reference. The constituents of concern identified during this
study included trace metals, fecal bacteria, nutrients, and dissolved oxygen (DO). The constituents
of concern determined via this study have been instrumental in identifying pollutants of concern in
stormwater runoff in the Dallas/Fort Worth area.

A cooperative stormwater monitoring program encompassing seven cities in the Dallas/Fort Worth,
Texas, area was designed to more effectively monitor stormwater quality than the administration of
individual city programs (NCTCOG, 1996). The program involves runoff sample collection at 11
residential, 6 commercial, 9 industrial, and 4 highway sites (highway data were not presemed in this
report). Samples were checked for 186 constituents; 100 were detected. However, only 48 were
detected in more than 10% of the samples analyzed. To determine the pollutants of greatest concern,
several criteria were used~fi-equency of detection, existence of State of Texas surface WQS for the
constituent, occasional exceedance of surface WQS, and a report of the constituem being a potential
conceal in the upper Trinity River and its tributaries. Based upon these criteria, several constituents
were deemed priority pollutants of concern for the Dallas/Fort Worth region: cadmium, chromium,
copper, lead, zinc, chlordane, diazinon, fecal coliform, fecal streptococcus, and TSS.
Four ol."the constituents, including TSS, copper, lead, and zinc, were detected in all three land use
areas (residential, commercial, and industrial). Future monitoring activities will include sampling
ofmixecl land use and instream sites which are expected to better characterize the urban landscape.

2.2.2.8

Austin (Region 6)

A study involving urban runoffmonitoriag at several sites operated by the City of Austia, Texas was
conducted to examine first flush stormwater pollutants (Chang, Parrish, and Souer, 1990). First
flush, a concept introduced in the early 1970s, suggests that most of the urban pollutant load is
transported during the beginning ofa stomL A general rule was adopted based on this idea that 90%
of the ~mual stormwater pollutant load is transported in the first one-half inch of runoff. Several
programs used this rule to develop BMPs. However, this study determined that the first flush rule
is not as absolute as previously thought. First flush was found to depend upon the amount of
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impervious cover. Areas with 70% and 90% impervious cover had 78% and 64%, respectively, of
the annual pollutant load present in the first flush. However, the first flush rule (90% of the annual
pollutant load in the first flush) did hold true for areas with 50% impervious cover. Another major
conclusion of this study was that first flush eff~ts are especially weak or absent for certain
pollutants including nitrate, copper, ortho-phosphate, bacteria, and sediment.
2.2.2.9

Iowa (Region 7)

The Ic.wa Department of Natural Resources utilized information from national and local studies to
determine potential impacts of pollutants on Iowa’s surface waters (IDNR, 1994). Specific land use
areas in Iowa were correlated with pollutants of concern. Residential areas were reported to be a
source of pesticides, nutrients, bacteria, and sediment; municipal areas contribute ammonia, metals,
oxygen-demanding substances, nutrients, pesticides and oil & grease; agricultural areas add
sediment, nutrients, bacteria, and pestiddes to Iowa’s surface waters. Sources of pollutants in nonstormwater urban runoff were identified as fire hydrant flushing, lawn watering, motor vehicle
washing, drains within commercial facilities, non-stormwater connections, and CSOs. A conclusion
of this .~tudy, based upon current monitoring program data and a review of past investigations, is that
Iowa has good to excellent water quality. However, monitoring programs will continue. Levels of
PCBs, chlordane, mercury, and cadmium, for example, will be monitored to determine the degree
to which urban areas contribute to levels of pollutants in Iowa fish. In addition, the cities of
Davenport and Des Moines will continue stormwater monitoring programs and will establish new
programs to control stormwater contaminants originating from commercial and residential areas.
2.2.2.10

Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (Region 9)

The Bay Area Stormwater Agencies Association (BASMAA) consists of representatives from all
of the stormwater programs in the San Francisco Bay Area. Several of these programs have been
conducting stormwater monitoring programs, including the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source
Pollution Conta’ol Program (SCVNPS), the Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program (ACCWP),
the Contra Costa Clean Water Program (CCCWP), and Vallejo and Fairfield/Suisun city programs
(WCC, 1996). Data from these monitoring efforts are compiled and then made available to other
BASlVL~,A members to increase the database available for evaluating stormwater issues in the Bay
Area. The SCVNPS and ACCWP have been monitoring since 1987 and 1988, respectively, and
initially involved characterization of stormwater runoff quality and estimation of armual metal loads
to the Bay. Samples were collected at stations that drained different land use areas during wet
weather and at waterway stations during wet and dry weather. The CCCWP has been collecting
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samples since 1994-95 at two waterway stations. The cities of Vallejo and Fairfield/Suisun have
conducted stormwater monitoring, but these data have not been added to the BASMAA database.
Samples collected as part of the ongoing SCVNPS and ACCWP are analyzed for total recoverable
(and occasionally dissolved) metals, TSS, TDS, hardness, TOC, total oil and grease, VOCs, SVOCs,
PAHs, organochlorine pesticides, and chlorinated herbicides. According to the 1996 Monitoring
Data Analysis Report, which contains stormwater sample analysis results, most parameters were
measured below the detection limits (WCC, 1996). In response to toxicity identification (TIE)
findings, both programs recently added monitoring of diazinon and chlorpyrifos. However, results
of the diazinon and chlorpyrifos measurements were not presented in the 1996 Monitoring Data
Analysis Report.
Metal concentrations detected in SCVNPS and ACCWP waterway samples were hypothetically
compared to current regulatory standards for San Francisco Bay, i.e., water quality objectives
(WQOs) and water quality criteria (WQC). Chronic and acute WQOs represent criteria for total
metals concentrations, whereas the recently adopted WQC are based upon the dissolved metal
fi-actior~ When data were compared to WQC criteria, several trends were recognized. For example,
more hypothetical exceedances occurred in highly urbanized watersheds than in watersheds with
more open space. Concentrations of dissolved copper, lead, and zinc exemplified this observation.
In addition, mercury exceeded the chronic WQO and the WQC consistently. However, the
hypothetical exceedances are probably related to the criteria being based upon the bioaccumulation
potenl~, of mercury. These criteria might not be appropriate for stormwater, because levels do not
remain elevated long enough to be accumulated by aquatic species. Dry weather monitoring and
fish tissue analysis are needed to validate this hypothesis.
In addition to the sampling describe above, SCVNPS has evaluated the effectiveness of
modifications to a detention basin, and ACCWP has collected grab samples in an effort to identify
industrial and residential sources of pollutants (WCC, 1996).
2.2.2.11

Ventura County (Region 9)

Stormwater monitoring, as part of the Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Management
Program (VCSQMP), has been underway in Ventura County, California since 1993 (VCSQMP,
1995b). Runoff samples are collected at two residential land use stations, two industrial stations,
one commercial station, two receiving water stations, and one agricultural runoff station. Station
locations were selected based on the ultimate goal of characterizing runoff from predominant land
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uses in the county in order to estimate pollutant loads and refine stormwater management programs.
At least three storm events are sampled during each wet season, a first-flush/early-season storm, a
mid-season storm, and a late-season storm. Analytical parameters include nutrients, total and
dissolved metals, bacteria, and organics. Monitoring results for the urban runoff sites during the
1994--95 wet season are presented in Table 2-9. All of the organic compounds were measured below
the detection limit and ~cient data were collected at the agricultural site and receiving water
sites dtaSng this time to report results. The values in Table 2-9 are similar to NURP values obtained
for the same land uses and similar to stormwater monitoring data collected in other commtmities of
California.
In addition, a countywide approach to determine illicit discharges was implemented in 1995
(VCSQMP, 1995a). The program design draws fi’om the US EPA’s User’s Guide (discussed
previously in this chapter) for identifying and determining the sources of illicit discharges. Sources
under investigation included sanitary wastewater, septic tank effluent, household chemicals, gasoline
filling s~ations, vehicle maintenance/repair, laundry wastewater, carpet cleaning wastewater, acid
wash water, leaking tanks and pipes, miscellaneous process waters, loading docks, motor oil, wet
sanding operation runot~ solvents, steam cleaning runot~ outside storage, landscape runofl~ and
leaking air compressors. Target businesses that contribute to these illicit discharges were identified
as gas stations, automobile service facilities, commercial laundries, carpet cleaners, painting
contractors, pool cleaning, salvage yards, recycling facilities, restaurants, machine shops, and
facilitie~ with outside storage. According to the program description, investigations involving field
inspection and testing, were conducted to determine illicit dischargers. Investigations entail visual
observations, field tests, and collection of samples for laboratory analysis. Once dischargers have
been identified, education and follow-up inspections are initiated.
2.2.2.1:’.

Sacramento (Region 9)

Pesticides, especially diazinon and chlorpyrifos, have been identified as primary pollutants of
concern for the Sacramento/Central Valley region. In 1993, the U.S. Geological Service (USGS)
studied the moveznera ofdiazinon through the Sacramento-San Joaquin delta. Diazinon was applied
as a dormant spray pesticide in orchards in the Central Valley in the last two weeks of January,
1993. Mtera series of rainstorms in early February, diazinon concentrations were measured at
differew, points along the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers. Concentrations of diazinon were
measured at Freeport (near Sacramento) in the Sacramento River a few days after each rainfall.
Diazinor. concentrations peaked at 0.39 ~zg,/L after the first rainfall and 0.19 ~g,/L after a subsequent
rainfall. Similarly, concentrations in the San Joaquin River peaked a few days after each rainfall
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Table 2-9. Median EMCs Based on 1994-95 Wet Weather Monitoring
Data Collected in Ventura County, California

Parameter

Unlt~

!Commercial Industrial
Station
Station I

BOD

mg/L

45.5

40.0

8.0

13.5

22.0

COD

mg/L

155.0

121.0

~74.0

87.0

100.0

Oil and Grease

mg/L

5.5

ID

5.0

5.0

4.5

std. uaits

6.5

6.45

6.7

[6.5

6.5

pH

Industrial
Station 2

Residential
Station 1

Residential
Station 2

Specific Conductance

~tS/c~n

65.5

54.5

131,0

65.0

75.0

TSS

mg/L

422.5

69.5

!212.0

180,5

122.0

TDS

mg/L

64.0

73.0

60.0

67.0

40.0

Total I-~duess

mg/L

i41.0

18.0

36.0

129.0

22,0

Nitrogez,,-Ammonia

mg/L

0.3

0.2

ID

0.25

0.1

Nia’og~-Nitrate

mg/L

0.63

0.77

,0.75

0.7l

0.4!

TKN (Orgazfic Nimagez0

mg/L

3.25

2.45

1.9

2.65

2.4

Total Ph~:~phorus

mg/L

’1.1

0.54

0.44

~0.58

0.56

Dissolved Phosphorus

mg/L

0.41

0.26

0.4

0.44

0.45

TOC

mg/L

19.0

27.0

7.8

9.0

13.0

Total Coiit’orm

MPN/100mL 160,000

124,000

30,000

50,000

50,000

F~cal Coliform

MPN/100mL 1,950

300

13,000

15,000

20,500

Fecal Streptococcus

MPN/100mL 24,000

24,000

14,000

50,000

90,000

2.0

3.5

2.5

2.0

Total Ars, mic

~g/L

6.0
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Table 2-9, cont. Median EMCs Based on 1994-95 Wet Weather Monitoring Data
Collected in Ventura County, California
Parameter

Unit,

Commercial Indtm’rial Industrial
Station
Station 1
Station 2

Dissolved Arsenic

~tg/L

1.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

1,0

Total Cadmium

p.g/L

1.85

0.65

0.55

0.55

0.3

Dissolved Cadmium

lag/L

O. 1

0.6

0.2

0.35

0.1

Total Chromium

lag/L

16.0

10.5

12.95

4.65

2.2

Dissolved Chromium

lag/L

1.85

4.4

2.85

1.5

1.4

Total Copper

tag/L

102.5

16.0

23.0

22.5

15.0

Dissolved Copper

lag/L

12.5

9.5

12.0

9.5

10.0

Total Lead

lag/L

37.0

9.0

14.5

32.0

14.0

Dissolved Lead

lag/L

2.5

3.0

2.0

2.65

2.0

Total Mcmu.,-y

!.=8/L

]~)

~

ND

ND

Total Nickel

l.tg/L

20.5

20.5

21.5

22.0

180

Dissolved Nickel

~g/L

15.5

18.5

17.0

19.0

10.0

Total Seiemum

~g/L

1.0

ND

ID

]ND

ND

Dis~olv,~l Sel~ium

lag/L

!ND

ND

ID

ND

ND

Total Silver

~g/L

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

I Dissolv,xl Silve~

~giL

ND

ND

ND

I~D

ND

Total Ziac

~tg/L

579.0

95.0

139.5

160.5

91.0

Di.~olv~l Zinc

~.giL

~43.5

52.5

44.5

P~sidentiai
Station 1

45.0

Residential
Station 2

25.0

"ND" = Not Det~-’t~ "ID" = In.~l~ci~nt ~ d~ta (<50% detectexl or l~ss than3 values).
M~xiia~ we~ no~ ~ for pm:amet~rs with 1~ than 2 d~x:teA values
Data below the d~t~cfion limit w~’~ set at th~ des~ction limit for ~mafing medians.
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when measured at Vernalis (a site near Modesto). Diazinon concentrations reached a maximum of
1.1/.zg~L approximately 2 days after the fast rainfall. The movement of a diazinon "pulse" down
each river was documented at several points. Where the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers
converge in the delta, diazinon concentrations increased steadily throughout February from 0.035
to 0.15 ~zg/L. The USGS also monitored pesticide levels from January, 1991, to April, 1994, on
the Sacramento River at Freeport and on the San Joaquin River at Vernalis (MacCoy et al.,
1995). Diazinon was detected primarily in the winter months each year in both rivers.
Concentrations ranged from 0.02 to 0.7 ~zg/L during the winter months.
As part of a TIE performed on Sacramento and Stockton receiving waters, the Central Valley
RWQCB collected samples after storm events during the 1994-1995 winter season and analyzed
these s~amples for chlorpyrifos and diazinon (CVRWQCB, 1996). Toxic levels of chlorpyrifos
and diazinon were detected in receiving water samples. The TIE conf’nTned that both chemicals
were contributing to toxicity observed in the receiving waters. From the CVRWQCB’s TIE,
sources of diazinon in Central Valley urban stormwater were determined, based on reported use
data, to be both urban and agricultural (CVRWQCB, 1995). Reported use of diazinon in the
Central Valley in 1990 included professional landscape maintenance (33,000 lb), structural pest
control (74,000 lb), and agricultural uses (560,000 lb).
Metals levels in Sacramento water bodies have also been evaluated. The County of Sacramento
has identified inactive mines as a significant source of pollutants for the Sacramento River Basin
(Larry Walker Associates, 1993). Over 800 inactive mines exist in the Sacramento River Basin,
and many contribute acid mine drainage to basin surface waters. Acid mine drainage contains
acid and heavy metals, such as cadmium, copper, and zinc. Additionally, drainage from cinnabar
ore and gold mines can contain significant amounts of mercury. Regulatory actions and control
strategies have been implemented to control discharge of heavy metals from the inactive mines
within the basin.
2.2.2.13

Puget Sound (Region 10)

In 1990, PTI Environmental Services conduaed a pesticide reconnaissance survey of Puget Sound
0:"I’I, 1991). Water samples were collected during high-rainfall precipitation events from four
Puget Sound drainages. Sampling was conducted to determine the pesticides present in
stormwater runoff. Five pesticides were detected: diazinon, 2,4-D, dicamba, bromacil, and
diuron. Dim-on exhibited the highest concentrations ranging from 1.3 to 3.3 ug/L. Monitoring
results for all of the pesticides detected in water samples are presented in Table 2-10. Future
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pesticide monitoring efforts were recommended, including routine monitoring, regional
reconnaissance surveys, and detailed research studies.

Table 2-10. Pesticide Concentrations Detected in Surface Water
of Puget Sound Drainages~
Parameter

Concentration Range (pg/L)

2,4-]2)

0.077-0.54

Bromacil

3.3 (only one detected value)

Diazanon

0.054-0.14

Dicamba

0.11-0.27

Diuron

1.3-3.3

1SOURCE: PTI, I~I

2.2.3

New Directions in Stormwater Monitoring

Traditional stormwater monitoring efforts cannot always accurately describe existing conditions
in receiving waters, evaluate overall integrity of aquatic communities, or assess the degree of
improvement in stream systems. To better characterize urban nmoff, stormwater monitoring
efforts ~u-e expanding their scope to include special studies, BMP effectiveness studies, evaluation
of programmatic measures and use of environmental indicators. US EPA’s stormwater NPDES
permit re-application guidance encourages the use of non-conventional monitoring to make
monitoring programs more appropriate and useful to stormwater management decisions
(Perciasepe, 1996). US EPA suggests in this guidance that municipalities consider using such
non-conventional techniques as habitat assessments, bioassessment, and other biological methods.
Examp~.es of new directions in stormwater monitoring are discussed below and include
modification to the NCTOG regional monitoring program, special studies in the San Francisco
Bay Area, use of volunteer monitoring programs, and development of monitoring programs using
environmental indicators.
To meet wet weather characterization requirements for the NCTOG regional monitoring program,
182 stormwater samples were collected at 26 stations in three types of single land use basins
between February, 1992, and June, 1993, (Brashear et al., 1995). As part of the permit re-
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applic:ation process, the regional program assessed various monitoring alternatives with the
objective of reducing costs and increasing the value of the information gained from the
monitoring program. As a result of this assessment, the monitoring program was modified to
maintain 14 of the 26 existing single land use sites and to add 7 new sites to monitor mixed land
use sir.es, instream conditions, and undeveloped areas. In addition, two bioassessment projects
have been initiated--one in Fort Worth and one in Dallas. The initial program monitored 190
parameters. Less than 30% of these paxameters were detected in more than 10% of the samples.
To be more cost effective, the parameter set was reduced to 20 parameters. These modifications
should focus monitoring efforts more effectively and cut costs.
Several special studies of stormwater issues in the San Francisco Bay Area are being coordinated
througa BASMAA (Brosseau, 1996). The studies are being conducted by member agencies and
the results are tracked and compiled through BASMAA. The special studies are divided into the
following categories: impacts on creeks and bays; quality assurance/quality control; source
identification and control; BMP evaluation; treatment control measures; and watershed
management.
Volunteer monitoring programs are used around the country to encourage public involvement in
watershed issues and to enable public agencies to collect more data with limited resources. US
EPA l~.as supported volunteer monitoring efforts since 1988 by publicizing such efforts and
developing support materials, including monitoring methods manuals and guides to quality
assurance project plans (Mayio, 1996). In 1994, 520 volunteer monitoring programs coordinated
the efforts of over 350,000 volunteers.
Volunteer data are used by local agencies, as can be seen from the following examples from
Minnesota, Maryland, and Tennessee. In Minnesota, volunteers have been collecting lake quality
data since 1973 (Mayio, 1996). Planners and government agencies us data reports published by
the Mitmesota Pollution Control Agency to make decisions on lake management issues, including
septic system upgrades, algicide treatments, dredging, and shoreline construction. Maryland’s
"Save Our Streams" program works with the State Highway Administration to monitor stream
conditions before road projects are begun, to assess the impact of road projects on streams, and
to determine whether sediment control regulations are being met. The Tennessee Valley
Authority Clean Water Initiative was formed in 1993 to identify the causes of water resource
problems and form teams of the appropriate people and organizations to address these problems
(Lyon, .~.996). The Clean Water Initiative teams have developed a framework for using volunteer
groups to assist the teams by collecting data. Through this program, volunteers have participated
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in conducting biological stream assessments through evaluation of fish and benthic communities
and riverine habitat quality; monitoring of fecal coliforms at swimming beaches; sediment
monitoring by local fisherman of a fiver that supports trout and small mouth bass fisheries; and
monitoring the effectiveness of acid mine drainage BMPs.
The Center for Watershed Protection in cooperation with US EPA has developed a methodology
for using environmental indicators in stormwater monitoring programs (Clayton, 1996).
Environmental indicators are select parameters and indices that can characterize overall conditions
in receiving water and provide baseline information to allow the assessment of stormwater
management efforts. Stormwater indicators can be organized into six categories: water quality
indicators, physical and hydrological indicators, biological indicators, social indicators,
programmatic indicators, and site indicators. Traditional water quality pollutant constituent
monitoring is one indicator that can be supplemented with other indicators to develop an overall
monitoring strategy. Other stormwater indicators identified by The Center for Watershed
Protection are listed in Table 2-11. Monitoring programs incorporating the appropriate indicators
can address the information needs of individual municipalities, provide baseline data, and assess
the long-term effectiveness of stormwater management programs.
2.3

Monitoring and Source Identification

The project team identified several wastewater monitoring programs focused on commercial and
residential sourc~ (Table 2-1). General wastewater monitoring and source identification studies
are presented in Section 2.3.1 followed by a discussion of specific monitoring programs
conducted in the various US EPA regions.
2.3.1

General Wastewater Monitoring

The U:.q EPA conducted a domestic/commercial loading case study to estimate characteristic
pollutant levels in domestic wastewater and wastewaters from specific types of commercial
sourcez, (SAIC, 1989). Pollutant levels were determined from existing monitoring data from
publicly owned treatment works (POTWs); municipalities were surveyed to obtain information
on residential and commercial source monitoring data. Trunk line, specific commercial source,
septage hauler, and landfill leachate monitoring data were requested. Approximately 38 POTWs
responded to the survey, and all US EPA regions were represented.
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Table 2-11. Stormwater Indicator Profile Categories
Major Categories of Environmental
Indicators
Water Quality Indicators

Indicator Name
Water quality pollutant constituent monitoring
Toxicity testing
Nonpoint source loadings
Exceedance frequencies of water quality standards
Sediment contamination
Human health criteria

Physical and Hydrological
Indicators

Stream widening/downcutting
Physical habitat monitoring
Impacted dry weather flows
Increased flooding frequency
Stream temperature monitoring

Biological Indicators

Fish assemblage
Macroinvertebrate assemblage
Single species indicator
Composite indicators
Other biological indicators

Social Indicators

Public attitude surveys
Industrial/commercial pollution prevention
Public involvement and monitoring
User perception

Programmatic Indicators

Number of illicit connections identified!corrected
Number of BMPs installed, inspected, maintained
Permitting and compliance
Growth and development

Site Indicators

BMP performance monitoring
Industrial site compliance monitoring

The survey results yielded data on such commercial sources as hospitals, automobile radiator
shops, :at washes, truck cleaners, photoprocessors, dry cleaners, and laundries. The main
objective of the study was to enable POTWs to use these estimated pollutant loadings, in the
absence of actual site-specific monitoring data, to calculate local limits. The information was
also provided to aid POTWs in identifying commercial sources of pollutants and to help them
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decide: which commercial sources require routine monitoring. As indicated in the report,
however, no substitute exists for actual site-specific monitoring data.
The U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) published a report containing recommendations to
US EPA on how to better manage nonindustrial wastewater pollution. The report presents
reformation regarding the rage, sources, and seriousness of pollutants found in nonindustrial
wastewater;, strategies and programs developed by local and State governmems to better manage
and control these pollutants; and Federal options that might encourage or require better
management and control of nonindustrial wastewater pollution (GAO, 1991). using data
collected flom US EPA studies, it was demonstrated that household sources~pesticides, drain
cleaners, toilet bowl cleaners, degreasers, detergents, gasoline, and motor oil--account for the
majority of 12 of the 28 pollutants analyzed. Commercial sources also contribute to wastewater
pollution. Data collected from several municipalities were used to determine the pollutants
discharged to treatment plants from various commercial businesses. Pollutants that were
associated with the different types of facilities are presented in Table 2-12 (US EPA, 1991 as
cited in GAO, 1991). The main recommendation of GAO was to require major WWTPs to
identify pollutants of concern and their sources and to report on effectiveness of strategies
implemented to control pollutants.
Table 2-12. Pollutants Attributed to Specific Commercial Facilities

Type of Facility

Pollutants Discharged

Hospitals

TDS, COD, phosphate, suffactants, formaldehyde, phenol, fluoride,
lead, iron, barium, copper, zinc

Radiator shops

COD, zinc, lead, copper

Car washes

COD, zinc, lead, copper

Truck cleaners

COD, TDS, cyanide, phosphate, phenol, zinc, aluminum, chromium,
lead, copper

Photoprocessors

silver

Dry cleaners

TDS, COD, phosphate, butyl cellosolve, n-butyl benzene sulfonamide,
iron, zinc, copper

Laundries

COD, ethyl toluene, n-propyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol, toluene, mxylene, p-xylene, ethylbenzene, bis(2-ethyihexyl)phthlate, iron, lead,
zinc, copper, chromium, phosphate, sulfide
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2.3.2

Monitoring Programs by US EPA Region

Wastewater monitoring studies conducted by individual municipalities are presented in this
seaion~ Municipal pretreatment programs throughout the country conduct residential monitoring
in conjunction with development of their local discharge limits. In general, the studies discussed
herein ihave been conducted for purposes other than limits monitoring.
2.3.2.1

Narragansett Bay (Region 1)

Save the Bay, a non-profit organization established to improve Narragansett Bay, has
implemented a multi-phase project (Toxic Diet Project) to develop a national model to "improve
the quality of the nation’s waters by reducing toxic pollution loadings at the source." Phase I of
the project involved identification of sources of pollutants and development of a reduction plan
for these pollutants, specifically for the town of Northbridge, MA. Copper, lead, and zinc were
identified as the pollutants of concern based upon comprehensive sampling conducted by the
Northbridge POTW and evaluation of data from other studies. Sources for each of these
pollutants were determined during a 1994 study conducted by Save the Bay, which involved
sampling of Northbridge’s drinking water supply, the drinking water conveyance system, and
residential effluent. Copper was the only chemical directly tied to any of the sources sampled;
and pipe corrosion was identified as the most significant source of copper. The sampled sources
were not significant sources of lead or zinc, suggesting that commercial or industrial discharges
are the primary source of these metals (Walsh, 1996).
2.3.2.2

NY/NJ Harbor (Region 2)

A study conducted in the NY/NJ Harbor involved evaluation of PCBs at point sources (Battelle
Ocean ,Sciences, 1993). Ambient river water, and POTW influent and effluent samples were
colleaed and analyzed for low-level PCB concentrations. Influent samples were collected during
storm events (i.e., CSO), effluent samples were collected from five area POTWs, and ambient
samples were collected from four major tributaries that discharge to the harbor. Samples were
analyzed for 50 PCB congeners. Total (sum of all 50 congeners) maximum concentrations for
influent, effluent, and ambient samples were 382 ng/L, 96 ng/L, and 25 ng/L, respectively.
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2.3.2.3

San Francisco Bay Area (Region 9)

Recently, the San Francisco Bay Area Pollution Prevention Group (SFBAPPG) surveyed POTWs
in the San Francisco Bay Area to gather information on toxic organic pollutants (TOPs) in the
Bay Area. TOP limits, monitoring data, and studies were requested in the survey. About onethh-d of the POTWs that responded to the survey have sampled for toxic organic pollutants with
most of the TOPs measured below the detection limit. Several of the POTWs, however, reported
TOP concentrations that exceeded their permit limits. Tfibutyltin (TBT) exceeded its permit limit
more .,frequently than any other TOP (Montgomery Watson, 1996b).
Information obtained from the surveys was used to determine the TOPs of greatest concern in
the Bay Area. Based upon this data and information from the Ecological Overview of the
Estuary Workshop (1995), tributyltin, chlorpyrifos, and diazinon were selected as the TOPs of
concera for the Bay Area (LWA, 1996c). A nationwide literature review yielded information on
monitoring and sampling studies, environmental impacts, and source identification and control
measures for these pollutants (LWA, 1996c). The SFBAPPG will use information presented in
this report to coordinate and plan pollution prevention efforts. Some POTWs, namely the City
of Palo Alto’s RWQCP and the Central Contra Costa Sanitary District (CCCSD), have identified
sources of diazinon, and the Palo Alto RWQCP has also determined the source of TBT. The
sources of these constituents are discussed in the Palo Alto and CCCSD sections in this chapter.
Coppel is a concern for several Bay Area POTWs; therefore the SFBAPPG has also investigated
source identification and control strategies for copper in wastewater (LWA, 1994b). The
SFBAPPG distributed surveys to pretreatment programs throughout California in an effort to
obtain information on copper sources, control strategies, and public education efforts. Copper
source data included flows and concentrations of copper in POTW influent and effluent for the
indus~al, commercial, and residential sectors. Concentrations from each sector varied according
to PO’I’W size. For example, medium- and small-sized plants received significant loadings (51%
and 87%, respectively) from the residential sector, whereas industry contributed the greatest
loadings (67%) to larger plants. Several POTWs reported loadings from specific commercial
source.,;, including auto repair shops, car washing, cooling towers, dry cleaners, laboratories,
laundries, medical facilities (hospitals), photopmcessing, printing, radiator repair shops, and
universities/schools. The highest average copper concentration was reported for effluent from
radiator repair shops--22,337/.tgiL. Average copper concentrations from all of the commercial
sources monitored are listed in Table 2-13.
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Conclusions drawn from this study include the need for increased sampling of commercial copper
sources to further quantify the sources, standardize sampling methodologies, and conduct
sampling efforts on a regional basis to obtain larger datasets.
Table 2-13. Copper Concentrations from Various Sources
Based on Data from California POTWs

Source

Copper Concentration O~g/L)

Auto repair shops

375

Car washes

179

Cooling towers

91

Dry cleaners

129

Laboratories

120

Medical facilities(hospitals)

183

Photoprocessors

118

Printe:s

442

Universities/schools

118

Numerous Bay Area cities have conducted individual studies to determine wastewater pollutants
of concern and their sources. Palo Alto, San Jose, Novato, Sunnyvale, and Union Sanitary
District (including the cities of Union City, Fremont, and Newark) are a few of the POTWs that
have implemented pollution prevention and pretreatment programs to identify and control sources
of some: or all of the following constituents: arsenic, copper, cadmium, chromium, cyanide,
mercury, nickel, selenium, zinc, and tributyltin. Descriptions of the monitoring and pollutant
source identification studies conducted by these cities and others are presented in the following
sections.
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2.3.2.4

City and County of San Francisco (Region 9)

The NPDES permit for the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF) requires CCSF to
implement BMPs to control sources of priority pollutants to the combined sewerage system. To
develop BMPs, CCSF evaluated the loadings from four major sources: industrial wastewater,
commercial wastewater, residential wastewater, and tap water (CCSF, 1993). Commercial
facilities were found to contribute over half of the cyanide loadings. Residential sources were
found to contribute half of the nickel loadings and almost half of the total mercury loadings.
CCSF also conducted a consumer products heavy metals inventory in which the contribution of
heavy metals from shampoos, soaps, toilet bowl cleaners, toilet paper, creme rinses, and
deodorants was determined (CCSF, 1991). It was found that these products did not significantly
contribute to total metals loadings.
In addition, CCSF conducted a survey of households to determine the use and disposal of
common household hazardous products (CCSF, 1993b). The survey revealed that motor oil and
house paints were used by the majority of residences surveyed. Therefore, CCSF conducted a
study to determine the loadings of copper, lead, mercury, nickel, silver, zinc, and cyanide to the
sewerage system from San Francisco residents disposing of used motor oil and latex paints to
sinks ~ud storm drains, from washing painting equipment in sinks, and from automobiles leaking
motor oil onto CCSF streets. The study involved literature reviews on used motor oil and latex
paint composition and disposal practices to drains, comparison of the estimated mass loadings
from drain disposal and washing operations to dry weather inlluent data from CCSF’s pollution
controi, plant (Oceanside treatment plant), and comparison of the estimated mass loadings from
the leaking of used motor oil to the Oceanside treatment plant annual wet weather influent and
effluent data. Information gathered during the study suggests that used motor oil is not a
significant source of CCSI~s current total metals and cyanide influent loadings, i.e., less than 1%
of the total metals and cyanide loadings were attributed to used motor oil. Latex paint discharged
to simks and street drains (directly and during washing of painting equipment) was also shown
to contribute less than 1% of the total metal and cyanide loadings to the plant. According to the
report, CCSF plans to quantify other sources of pollutants of concern including brake pads, tires,
and gasoline exhaust.
CCSF conducted a study to determine sources of cyanide to the Southeast Water Pollution
Control Plant (SEWPCP) (CCSF, 1992). As part of this study, CCSF evaluated both commercial
and res~idential sources. Commercial wastewater sampling points for the project were determined
by reviewing all of the drainage districts in the CCSF to ensure that selected sites were free of
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regulated industries. Five sampling sites were selected to represent the commercial sector.
Additional sampling points were located at selected restaurants in order to estimate the percentage
of the cyanide pollutant load from this particular commercial source. Average cyanide
concentrations in commercial samples ranged from 5.0 #g/L to 8.6/,tg/L, representing 23.8% of
the cyanide load, and the contribution from restaurants alone was estimated to range from 2.5 to
19%. In addition, CCSF has inspeaed and/or monitored automotive service facilities, educational
laboratories, medical facilities, photoprocessing labs, and printers and found that none of these
businesses discharged detectable levels of cyanide.
In addiltion, residential streams were sampled at five designated sampling points in CCSF.
Average cyanide concentrations in residential samples ranged from 5.0/ag/L to 6.5/.tg/L.
In 199l, CCSF’s Industrial Waste Pretreatment Program initiated a water pollution prevention
program to identify City industries and businesses discharging pollutants that threaten the aquatic
resource~ of the San Francisco Bay and Pacific Ocean (CCSF, 1996). Monitoring is an important
part of rdae program. For example, effectiveness of the program is determined from the analysis
of CCSFs two water pollution control plants’ influent, effluent and biosolids data, industrial user
discharge data, and individual sewerage drainage district discharge data. Monitoring has mostly
focused on industrial dischargers, but CCSF has sampled, inspected and permitted several
commercial photofinishers, printers, and graphic artists. Once these businesses were regulated
by CCSF, the mass and concentration of silver in CCSF’s SEWPCP’s influent was substantially
reduced. The SEWPCP’s silver effluent also showed a significant improvement.
In addit:’,on, CCSF operates a monitoring program (i.e., City-Wide Collection System Monitoring
Program), which identifies and maps all 52 drainage districts that comprise the two major
drainage basins from which all wastewater flow is collected and transported to one of CCSF’s
two treatment plants. Contributory wastewater is sampled on a routine basis. This extensive
monitoring program gives CCSF the ability to identify, by contributory district, significant
deviations from background concentrations of targeted pollutants and also provides baseline data
useful in determining effectiveness of implemented source control strategies (CCSF, 1996).
2.3.2.5

Palo Alto (Region 9)

As required by the NPDES permit, the Palo Alto RWQCP has completed several tasks to achieve
compliance with discharge limits for toxic pollutants. For example, the Palo Alto RWQCP has
evaluated pollutants of concern, calculated the maximum allowable headworks loadings for the
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pollutants of concern, conducted a headworks Ioadings allocation evaluation, and examined
pollutants for local limit revision (Montgomery Watson, 1993a,b; 1994a).
A detailed discussion of each of these tasks is beyond the scope of this chapter. However, the
palo Alto RWQCP incorporated this information into theft Clean Bay Plan to aid in the
identification of wastewater pollutant sources (PARWQCP, 199f). A more recent version of the
palo Alto RWQCP’s Clean Bay Plan (PARWQC’P, 1996a) outlines the current pollutants of
concern, theft sources, and control strategies. The pollutants of concern for wastewater are
arsenic:, chromium, cyanide, nickel, cadmium, copper, mercury, selenium, zinc, and tributyltin,
and tl~ose for stormwater are cadmium, chromium, copper, diazinon, lead, mercury, nickel,
selenium, silver, and zinc. The plan involves continuing monitoring efforts to determine the
effectiveness of control strategies and to modify the list of pollutants of concern if necessary.
The following is a discussion of some of the source identification investigations conducted by
the Pa].o Alto RWQCP.
Several monitoring efforts have been initiated by the Palo Alto RWQCP to identify sources of
copper and perhaps reduce loadings to the plant. Efforts have been focused on corrosion of
coppei pipes, which is estimated to account for 51% of the copper discharged to the plant
(PARWQCP, 1996b). In one study, the copper discharges to the sanitary sewer from the
Stanford University Medical Center were evaluated (PARWQCP, 1995). The average amount
of copper in the discharge was 0.17 Ib/day. Four primary sources were identified including water
supply, pipe corrosion, kitchen wastes, and human wastes. It was determined that 75% of the
coppei from the Center comes from recirculating hot water systems (i.e., pipe corrosion).
Recommendations determined from the study were to continue monitoring corrosion and reduce
the amount of corrosion with operational changes including reduced temperatures and flow
velocities in hot water systems. Technical investigations on copper sources have also been
conducted for the Palo Alto RWQCP, including Linear Polarization Studies and Corrosion Rate
Estimates and Copper Loading from Cooling Towers and Potable Hot Water Circulation Systeras
both produced by Kennedy/Jenks Consultants.

Efforts to identify sources of diazinon have been initiated by the Palo Alto RWQCP, including
an investigation of the types and uses of diazinon products registered in California (Cooper,
1996). There are 267 products containing diazinon registered for use with the Department of
Pesticide Regulation. These products are classified by formulation type into the following
categories: solution/liquid, emulsifiable concentrate, aqueous concentrate, pressurized liquids,
sprays, flowable concentrate, dust/powder, wettable powder, granular/flake, impregnated material,
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and microencapsulated. Sixty of the products are impregnated materials (e.g., flea collars) and
were not included in the Palo Alto RWQCP evaluation because they were unlikely to be a source
of diazinon in wastewater or stormwater.
Recolmnended uses are provided on the DPR registry for each product. The indicated uses were
divided into indoor and outdoor applications and into commercial and residential applications for
the Palo Alto RWQCP study. Most of the products (202 of the 217) have outdoor uses, while
the other 15 have only indoor uses. The Palo Alto RWQCP evaluated where each type of
formulation is likely to be used. Ninety-six percent of the 72 granular/flake products registered
are for outdoor use. Solution/liquid and pressurized spray products are generally used both
indoors and outdoors. Over half of the products in the other categories are designated solely for
outdoor." use. This breakdown of product types might be used to focus source control efforts.
To gain more information about how the product is used, Palo Alto also surveyed retail stores
in its service area that sell diazinon (Cooper, 1996). The survey results indicated the following:
The target pests in the Palo Alto service area are ants, fleas, and grubs;
Only 29 of the 246 registered diazinon products are available in stores in the Palo Alto
Formulations in significant use in the Palo Alto service area include granules, dusts,
concentrates, and one ready-to-use liquid; and
Diazinon sales occur primarily in the spring and summer.
Possible sources of tributyltin (TBT), as identified by Palo Alto RWQCP staff, included biocidal
cooling water system additives, antifouling paints and stains, protective wood treatments,
disinfectant commercial toilet bowl cleaners, and disinfectant carpet and upholstery cleaners
(DPR, 1993 as cited in Davidson, 1995). Palo Alto RWQCP staff conducted surveys to
determine the potential sources of TBT in the Palo Alto RWQCP service area. Surveys revealed
that cooLing water system discharge was the most obvious source of TBT (Moran, 1994 as cited
in Davidson, 1995). It was calculated that one gallon of 2% TBT solution discharged to the
sewer and treated with other wastewater at the Palo Alto RWQCP would contaminate more than
2.4 billion gallons of plant effluent. In addition, the Palo Alto RWQCP determined that even
very small discharges from one or two cooling towers using TBT-containing products could
cause t2ae plant to violate their TBT effluent limit of 5/.tg!L. Control strategies have been
implemented to eliminate TBT in cooling water discharge, which are discussed in Chapter 3.0.
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2.3.2.6

Novato (Region 9)

The Novato Sanitary District (’NSD) established a source monitoring program to determine
loadings of seven trace inorganic compounds in wastewater treatment plant influent and in
commercial and residential wastewater (LWA, 1996b). Samples were collected from WWTP
influent, residential tnmk lines, commercial trunk lines, residential tap water, and finished tap
water. The following parameters were measured under the Novato source monitoring program
(NSMP): copper, lead, mercury, nickel, silver, zinc, cyanide, electrical conductance, pH,
temperature, and TSS. Results of the monitoring program demonstrated that copper levels in
commercial and residential samples were similar and that the majority (87%) of the copper
present in the Novato WWTP influent is from tap water sources. Therefore, source control
efforts in commercial and/or residential sectors are not likely to significantly decrease influent
copper concentrations. Conversely, lead concentrations in commercial wastewater were
significantly higher than either residential or WWTP influent concentrations, and tap water was
not a significant source. The majority of mercury in NSD wastewater was unaccounted for;
unmeasured non-residential sources accounted for an estimated 40% to 72%. In general, nickel
and silver concentrations were higher in commercial wastewater and WWTP influent than in
residential samples. In addition, the majority of silver loadings were attributed to non-residential
sources. A high percentage (51%) of zinc loadings was attributed to unmeasured non-residential
sources. Cyanide was largely undetected and loadiugs could, therefore, not be estimated.
2.3.2.7

San Jose (Region 9)

An ev’,duation of pollutant sources was conducted for the City of San Jose (CH2M Hill, 1995).
The sources investigated included industry, nonpermitted industry (representing 37,000
commercial businesses in the Water Pollution Control Plant (WPCP) service area), residential,
and water supply. Pollutants of concern evaluated in the report were arsenic, cadmium,
chromium, copper, cyanide, lead, mercury, nickel, selenium, silver, and zinc. Zinc represented
approximately 75% of the total metals load to the WPCP, with equal amounts contributed from
residential and water supply sources. Copper represented the second highest contribution, 9%,
with proportionate Ioadings from all sources. A significant percentage of nickel (59%) and silver
(65%) came from commercial sources. Residential areas also contribute substantial silver (19%).
The City of San Jose investigated un-permitted sources of nickel and copper in Santa Clara/San
Jose V~TCP influent (EOA, 1991). The investigated sources were water supply, corrosion, human
excrement, common household products, and commercial industry (automotive, photoprocessing,
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radiatol repair, printing shops, and laundries). All source loadings were determined from existing
data and a review of the literature; new site-specific data were not collected. The report was to
present estimated loadings for assigning priorities to additional investigations. The majority of
copper loading (55%) was reported to originate from the water supply and corrosion of copper
plumbing. "Other" potential sources--pesticides, pigments, and medical/laboratory
produc*~s--were estimated to contribute 29% of the total copper loadings. Nickel loading was
mainly from water supply and corrosion (68%) with 13% contributed by commercial facilities.
The 1991 study served as the basis for a copper and nickel source control program for
commercial facilities conducted by the City of San Jose (EOA, 1992). As part of the source
control program, concentration data were collected from POTWs and summarized based upon the
highest average concentrations of copper and nickel for commercial categories. Eleven
significant commercial sources of these pollutants were determined: transportation (airports &
terminal services), machine shops, hospitals, miscellaneous equipment rental, sheet metal work,
lithographics, commercial printing, commercial laundries, dry cleaners, and car washes. Average
copper and nickel concentrations determined for each source are summarized in Table 2-14.
Table 2-14. Summary of Copper and Nickel Monitoring Data from Commercial
Businesses (Data Obtained from Surveyed POTWs)1
Average Concentration (rag/L)
Source

Copper

Nickel

Transportation facilities (airports & terminal services)

10.9

0.44

Machine shops

4.2

0.26

Hospitals

0.09

0.21

Misc. equipment rental shops

1.2

0.20

Sheet metal work shops

0.69

0.05

Lithographic

O. 13

0.04

Commercial printers

0.44

0.06

Laundries

0.58

0.09

Car washes

0.39

0.15

SOURCE: EOA, 1992
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More recently, the City of San Jose developed the "Pollution Prevention Strategy for a Clean
Bay" (City of San Jose, 1996). This program involves a commercial/residential sampling
program to identify sources of copper, nickel, and cyanide. Current source identification
programs are focusing on identification of the unaccounted for 20 to 40% of influent copper
and nickel. Thus far, the program has determined that residential and commercial sources
contribute significant amounts of copper, but do not add to nickel or cyanide loads. To
identify sources of nickel and copper, trunkline sampling is being conducted to trace pollutants
upstream of the WPCP. In addition, the largest discharger monitoring program is scheduled to
continue through October 1997 and data will provide guidance for pollution reduction strategies.

2.3.2.8

Union Sanitary District (USD) (Region 9)

Union :Sanitary District serves the cities of Fremont, Newark, and Union City. USD has collected
treatment plant effluent monitoring data and has developed local limits. Based upon this
information, copper and nickel were identified as the major pollutants of concern (USD, 1995).
Mercury, cyanide, and PAHs were also selected as POCs in the Hayward Marsh NPDES permit,
and diazinon was designated as a POC in the EBDA,/Alvarado treatment plant NPDES permit.
USD is targeting automotive machine shops and printers as the major sources of pollutants of
conceca. A pollution prevention plan has been established by USD and monitoring is being
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the program.
2.3.2.9

South Bayside System Authority (Region 9)

Sources and loadings of pollutants of concern in wastewater were determined for the South
Bayside System Authority (SBSA) as part of their waste minimization plan (LWA, 1992). The
SBSA treats wastewater for the cities of San Carlos, Belmont, Redwood City, and the West Bay
Sanitary District. Source identification included analysis of commercial and residential
discharges. The following commercial sectors were evaluated: auto repair and auto parts
cleaning facilities, radiator repair shops, photoprocessors, printing and publishing companies,
laboratories, hospitals, painting contractors, laundries, and cooling towers. Residential sources
identified were indoor household products, graywater, outdoor household products, copper sulfate
root killer, and human body wastes. Pollutants associated with each commercial and residential
source a.re presented in Table 2-15.
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Table 2-15. Commercial and Residential Sources of Inorganic Pollutants
as Reported by South Bayside System Authority1
Parameter
Sources of Pollutants
for SBSA

As

Auto repair

Cd

Cr

x

Cu

Cn

x

x

Photoprocessors

x

Commercial printers

x

Pb

Mo

x

Ni

Ag

Zn

x

x

x

x~

x

x

x

x
x

Hospitals & clinics

x

Dental offices

x

Labs3

x

Painting

x

Laundiies

x

x

Cooling towns

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Graywater

x

x

x

Outdoor household products

x

Copper surf.ate root killer

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

Indoor household products

Human body wastes

Hg

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

~ SOURCE: Lar~ Walker Associates (LWA), 1992.
ND = not determined
ZPhotoprocessing accounts for an estimated 40% of the silver discharged to the SBSA wastewater treatment
plant.
~ Loadings were insignificant for non-medical laboratories, therefore information is for medical laboratories.

2.3.2.10

Central Contra Costa Sanitary District (CCCSD) (Region 9)

The Central Contra Costa Sanitary District (CCCSD) has investigated sources of chlorpyrifos and

diazinon (Brandenburg, 1996). Wastewater samples were collected from a residential community
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and fl’om a number of commercial sources, including self-service pet washes, kennels, and
certified pesticide applicators (Table 2-16).

Table 2-16. Sources of Diazinon and Chlorpyrifos
(Brandenburg, 1996)
~iource
Residential
Self-service pet washers
Certified applicators
Kennels

Chlorpyrifos 0zg/L)
1.8 - 3.0
0.38 - 7.0
0.056 - 1.8
3.1 - 4.8

Diazinon 0zg/L)
0.71 - 2.0
0.045 - 0.099
0.035 - 1.1
0.068 - 16

In addition, CCCSD and DPR, with support from USD and Palo Alto, are sampling pesticides
to determine the mass contribution to plant influent (Brandenburg, 1996).
CCCSD identified flea shampoos as a significant potential source of chlorpyrifos in wastewater
effluertt. Estimates were made concerning the number of pet washings that would result in
enough insecticide to cause toxicity in the CCCSD effluent (a 35-MgaUday’plant). For flea
shampoos containing D-limonene or pyrethrins, between 4,300 and 18,000 pets would have to
be washed to put enough insecticide in the sewer system to cause toxicity in the effluent. In
contrast, toxicity in the CCCSD effluent would result from washing 2 to 7 pets per day with a
chlorp)Tifos -containing product.
CCCSD also evaluated residential sources of metals in wastewater (LWA,1994a). The results
of this study are discussed in Chapter 4.0.
2.3.2.11t

Hayward (Region 9)

The Cky of Hayward has identified copper, lead, PAHs, and diazinon as pollutants of concern
through analysis of influent and effluent monitoring data, review of the proposed San Francisco
Basin Plan, new NPDES permit limits, and consideration of composting and beneficial use of
POTW solids (Mendoza, 1996). The City evaluated print shops, large service facilities, and
residential areas as possible sources of pollutants of concern. Surveys of print shops and large
service facilities revealed that these businesses have already implemented effective pollution
prevention practices. Therefore, the City decided that targeting these businesses would not result
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in significant reductions. Residential areas, however, are expected to discharge diazinon and
copper and have been targeted through public education programs.

2.3.2.12

Sunnyvale (Region 9)

The City of Sunnyvale WPCP recently updated source loading calculations for the water supply,
residential, commercial, and industrial sectors based on monitoring data from 1995 (’EOA, 1996).
Loadings were determined for copper and nickel, the pollutants of concern determined by the
City’s local limits development (City of Sunnyvale & EOA, 1993). To determine copper and
nickel 1oadings from the residential sector, tapwater and residential sanitary sewer samples were
collected. Tapwater samples were collected to estimate the contribution from corrosion of copper
piping and fixtures in households. Based upon 1993-94 tapwater sampling data, the copper
concentration from corrosion of residential plumbing was 30/~g/L. This represented a 33%
decrease compared to the concentration (45/zg/-L) calculated from 1991-92 data. Sanitary sewer
lines were sampled in residential areas throughout the City of Sunnyvale during 1995 and were
analyzed for copper and nickel. Annual mass loadings were calculated by multiplying the
arithmetic mean concentration by the estimated residential flow (3,369 Mgal/yr). Average
concentrations for copper and nickel were 0.036 mg/L and 0.006 rag/L, respectively, and mass
loadings of 1,012 lb/yr and 169 lb/yr were determined, respectively.
To assess pollutant loadings of copper and nickel from commercial businesses, sewer line
sampling was performed in representative commercial areas. Average concentrations of 0.089
mg/L and 0.009 mg/L were determined from the 31 samples analyzed for copper and nickel,
respectively. Resulting mass loadings were 632 lb/yr of copper and 64 lb/yr of nickel.
The C!~ty also determined mass loadings of copper and nickel from industrial, infiltration and
inflow, corrosion (copper only), and groundwater extraction. Calculated mass loadings for each
source are presented in Table 2-17. As evidenced in Table 2-16, the residential sector is the
largest source of copper (52% of the total) and nickel (47% of the total), and the commercial
sector is the second largest source for both metals (33% of the copper and 19% of the nickel).
In addition, the City assessed corrosion separately and concluded that, when viewed as a separate
source, corrosion is the largest contributor of copper at 58% of the total.
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Table 2-17. City of Sunnyvale WPCP 1995 Source Loadings of Copper
and Nickel by Source Category

Copper Mass

Nickel Mass

Source

ib/yr

%

lb/yr

%

Water supply

42

2

37

12

Residential

983

52

142

47

Commercial

625

33

58

19

Industrial
Other (infil./’mflow, groundwater extraction)

221
38

12

38

2

30

12
10

2.3.2.13

Los Angeles (Region 9)

The City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, Bureau of Sanitation, conducted a study
to mitlgate silver, copper, mercury, and zinc in the effluent of the Terminal Island Treatment
Plant (TITP) (Bureau of Sanitation, 1994). This study identified sources of silver, copper,
mercury, and zinc in the TITP influent in an effort to ultimately reduce concentrations of these
metals in effluent discharged to Los Angeles Harbor. Source identification involved sampling
and analysis, a literature review, determining removal efficiencies across the plant, and
calculation of maximum available headworks loading (MAHL) for each chemical to determine
local limits. Sampling results demonstrated that determination of local limits for silver and
mercury was not necessary. However, waste minimization programs were established for copper
and zinc. Potential sources of copper and zinc were identified as radiator shops, auto shops, and
dental ,offices.
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2.3.2.14

Orange County (Region 9)

The sanitation districts of Orange County, California, implemented a nonindustrial source control
project to determine the contribution of pollutants from domestic wastewater (County Sanitation
Distdas, 1995). Sampling was conducted in six residential neighborhoods representing various
sociodemographic characte~tics. The districts collected data to help determine appropriate local
industrial discharge limim. A list of the POCs and their concentrations emanating from each
residential source are presented in Table 2-18.
2.3.2.15

Arizona (Region 9)

In 199~ the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality established a navigable water quality
standard for arsenic of 3.1/,tg,/L (Woodwick, 1995). This standard will become applicable to the
91= Avenue wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) (operated by the City of Phoenix) during the
current permitting cycle. Several times over the past three years, the WWTP has reported arsenic
concentrations above the WQC. In response, the City assessed sources of arsenic (Woodwick,
1995) and determined that a significant mount of the arsenic load emanates from natural and
uncontrollable sources. For example, the Verde Formation contributes arsenic to the Verde River,
which, in turn, contributes arsenic to the treatment plant. Commercial and residential sources,
however, contribute an estimated 83% of the total arsenic load. Several alternatives to resolve
the issue of elevated arsenic concentrations were presented by the City. One of the proposed
alternatives was to implement a nonindustrial source reduction program and revise the local limit
downward to the extent feasible.
In the development of a mercury local limit, the Cities of Phoenix, Glendale, Mesa, Peoria,
Scottsdale, Tempe, and the Town of Gilbert identified, surveyed, inspected, and sampled potential
mercury dischargers (City of Phoenix, 1995). Sampling was conducted for selected dischargers,
including printers, photoprocessors, dentists, hospitals, animal hospitals, laboratories, auto repair
shops, .auto service stations, funeral homes, lithographics, glass cutters, ceramics, and laundries.
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Table 2-18. Concentrations of Pollutants in Domestic Wastewater for the
County Sanitation Districts of Orange County~

Parameter

~pp~r

~-S~

Source Concentration (mg/L)
mix o~
mi,k~e
middle & ~e &
low~
~me-

~-SF

up~
~m,-SF

low
~m~-SF

~e

~me-SF

ho~ &

~~~OT~R
~o~a

27

32

~

26

~

26

BOD

~3

424

141

221

159

222

~o~de

372

1~

96

266

160

193

~S

1~45

1,007

5~

1,0~

858

955

Ni~ate

~

<0.20

<0.~

<0.20

<0.20

<0.20

Ni~ite

~

<0.10

<0.10

~

~

<0.10

S~te

270

224

106

~6

~3

278

~S

461

495

1~

~82

158

~4

~

47

60

34

40

34

40

TOC

95

152

78

85

73

93

~t~ony

~

0.001

~

~

~

~

~senic

<0.003

~0.003

<0.003

<0.003

<0.003

<0.003

Be~im

~

ND

ND

ND

~

~

Boro~

0~7

0.22

0.42

0.34

0.34

0.50

~im

0.0012

0.0019

0.0003

0.0007

0.0005

0.0009

C~o~m

~

~0.003

~

~

<0.003

0210

~pper

0.072

0.~

0.03

0.03

0.~

0.16

~ad

0.~1

0.01

ND

0.006

0.001

0.006

~T~S
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Table 2-18, cont. Concentrations of Pollutants in Domestic Wastewater for the
County Sanitation Districts of Orange County
Source Concentration (mg/L)
upper

mix of

income-SP

lower
incomehom~ &

income-SF

uppe~
income-SF

low
income-SF

income-SF

Mercury

0.0003

0.0006

ND

0.0006

<0.0002

<0.0002

Molybdenum

0.004

0.005

0.002

0.004

0.003

0.004

Nickel

0.005

0.01

<0.001

0.005

0.003

0.15

Selenium

ND

<0.005

ND

ND

ND

<0.005

Silver

<0.002

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

Zinc

0.12

0.31

0.09

0.19

0.11

0.27

1,4Dichlorobenzene

<0.4

7.6

2.9

1.5

3.2

<0.40

1,1,1Tricl~loroethane

<0.21

ND

ND

<0.21

ND

<0.21

2-Butanone

1.2

ND

1.53

ND

ND

ND

Acetone

122

190

111

82

88

91

Bromodichlorometlaa~e

2.1

3.5

0.43

1.6

2.4

1.7

Bromoform

1.8

1.4

0.38

0.67

0.85

0.63

Carbon disulfide

ND

0.99

0.25

0.29

0.63

0.91

Chloroform

3.1

7.9

2.9

1.9

10.7

4.2

c/s-l,2Dichloroethene

ND

ND

<0.13

ND

ND

ND

Dibromochloromethane

3.6

4.6

0.88

2.7

3.3

2.6

Ethylbenzene

ND

1.23

0.18

ND

ND

ND

Parameter

lVI~FALS, cont.

ORGANICS
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"[able 2-18, cont. Concentrations of Pollutants in Domestic Wastewater for the
County Sanitation District of Orange County

Source Concentration (mg/L)
Parameter

upp~

iacome-SI~

mix of

mid~U~

mid~ &

mid~Ue &

middle

low¢~

Lucome-SF

uppez

low

iacome-SF

income-SF

income-SF

incomehomes &
m-Xylene,
p-Xylene

ND

5_3

0.93

ND

ND

<0.30

o-Xylene

<0.17

0.98

0.36

<0.17

ND

<0.17

Toluene

<0.27

0.46

3.9

<0.27

<0.27

<0.27

4-Methylphenol

20

28

42

29

22

43

Benzoic Acid

80

124

114

105

65

108

Benzyl alcohol

<I0

<10

<10

ND

<10

<10

bi~2-ethylhexyl)phthalate

21

39

23

15

32

23

Butylbenzylphthalate 2.8

3.8

99

<2.1

4.1

2.6

Di-n-butylphthalate

ND

ND

16.1

<3.4

<3.4

5.6

Di-n-octylphthalate

2.5

3.9

2.1

<2.0

3.4

3.4

Diethyl phthalate

18

18

20

15

13

20

Napthalene

ND

<4.6

ND

ND

ND

ND

Pheno~

BID

<2.6

<2.6

<2.6

<2.6

<2.6

~ SOURCE: County Sanitation Dislzicts of Orange County, 1995.
: SF = single family
ND = not detected
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Sampling results demonstrated that dentists discharged the largest mount of mercury to the
WWTP. Measurable mercury levels were also detected in wastewater from analytical labs. In
response to these findings, BMPs are being developed for dental facilities and analytical labs to
reduce mercury loads to the WWTP.

2.3.2.16

Washington (Region 10)

The Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle conducted studies to determine the amount of celtain
pollutants entering WWTPs from nonindustrial sources. The studies revealed that nonindustrial
sources contribute more than 75% of some pollutants (antimony, silver, zinc, diethyl phthalate,
di-n-butyl phthalate, butyl benzyl phthalate, chloroform, tetrachloroethylene, and benzene)
emering WWTPs (GAO, 1991). Other Seattle treatment plant studies demonstrated that 26% of
the total load of arsenic came from powdered laundry detergents, dishwashing detergents, and
bleach (GAO, 1991).
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COMMERCIAL SOURCES OF POLLUTANTS
Some businesses, if evaluated individually, discharge insignificant amounts of pollutants. However,
when considered collectively, they can discharge substantial amounts of pollutants. Such
commercial sources must be distinguished from industrial sources, which are subject to Federal
pretreatment regulatiom.
Typically, there are many businesses in a community that all conduct the same type of activity (e.g.,
vehicle service, food service, photoprocessing, etc.). Therefore, these businesses can be addressed
more efficiently on a collective, rather than on an individual, basis. Pollution prevention and
stormwater programs have targeted several of these business categories as sources of pollutants.
This chapter presents general approaches used to address commercial source, s and information
regarding individual commercial business categories.
3.1

Approaches to Control of Commercial Sources

Strategies used to control commercial sources include permits, zero discharge certification,
educational outreach, financial incentives, technical assistance, recognition programs, and
certification/training programs. Each of these strategies is discussed briefly below.
3.1.1

Permits

Ira business is discharging non-domestic waste to the sanitary sewer system, a wastewater pollution
prevention or pretreatment program may choose to allow this discharge. These permits typically
have fewer requirements than a standard pretreatment permit, which is used for industrial
dischargers. It will likely require the discharger to implement certain BMPs. Permit requirements
may al~ include inspections and sampling, but often these activities are conducted less frequently
than for an industrial discharger. The permit is likely to have a low fee or no fee.
Residential and Commercial Source Control Programs to Meet Water Quality Goals
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3.1.2

Zero Discharge Certification

This strategy is often used in combination with a permit program. If the business can eliminate its
non-domestic discharges, then no permit is issued. Many businesses view the option of not being
permitted as a strong incentive to review their business practices to see if discharges can be
elimin~ed.
3.1.3

Educational Outreach

Outreach informs the businesses about the pollutant issues, which practices need to be changed, and
what alternatives are available. Outreach also informs businesses about new programs with
requirements, including permits or zero discharge status. Businesses may also be encouraged to
implement BMPs through a nonregulatory approach.
An example of effective business outreach comes from the Seattle Metro program (Carveth, 1993).
Seattle has determined that the best publicity for the business community comes from working
through existing business formats, such as trade associations and chambers of commerce. These
organizations take advantage of the business owner’s mindset that "business knows best how to
market ’to business."
Following up on this idea, Se.a~e has determined that trade shows or trade fair formats are superior
to public workshops when applied to the commercial sector. Vendors with products or equipment
relevant to pollution prevention set up booths and publicize the event by sending invitations to small
busines,~ owners. These trade shows are also publicized through local businesses and trade
associations. At the trade shows, informative "shop talks" are given on topics of general interest to
small btminesses and on topics targeting specific industries. The small business trade shows have
been held for the last 5 to 6 years, with recent ones having up to 80 vendors and over 1,000
participants.
3.1.3.1

Outreach Materials

The City of Bellevue, Washington, and the San Francisco Bay Area Pollution Prevention Group
(SFBAPPG) and the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) produce
two good examples of outreach materials for vehicle service businesses.
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The Ctty of Bellevue program, "Business Partners for Clean Water," developed a manual for
automotive businesses. The manual has 5 sections. The first section introduces the Business
Partners for Clean Water Program and the Storm and Surface Water Utility. The second section
describes how pollutants enter the stormwater and wastewater systems and the impact of these
pollutants on local waterbodies. The third section describes pollutants associated with vehicle
service facilities and their specific sources and briefly describes BMPs to address these sources. The
fourth ~,~ion describes the BMPs in detail. The fifth section provides the business with a checklist
to help identify pollution prevention opportunities at their facility. The manual makes the
information necessary to implement BMPs easy to find and easy to follow.
For veaicle service facilities, the SFBAPPG in cooperation with BASMAA developed a booklet,
which provides an overview of the BMPs that should be implemented to protect wastewater and
stormwater leaving vehicle service facilities (SFBAPPG/BASMAA, 1995). The booklet includes
a comprehensive list of BMPs divided into sections dealing with specific activities that take place
at vehicle service facilities. To complement the booklet, flyers address single topics in a
straightforward style. These flyers were intended to deliver the message simply and assist the
service staff in conducting their jobs in an environmentally responsible manner.
3.1.4

Financial Incentives

Financ~.al incentives are used along with other strategies. In many cases, implementation of
pollution prevention strategies is cost effective for the business by reducing waste disposal costs and
reducing raw materials costs. Publicizing environmentally responsible behavior through recognition
programs might also be viewed as a financial incentive if promoted as free advertising and a
marketing tool for businesses. Another financial incentive is the use of a ’tiered’ permitting system
in which different classes of permits have different costs associated with them.
The City of Richmond uses financial incentives to encourage participation in its stormwater
prograras (Scarpa, 1996). Businesses and apartment complexes are charged a stormwater program
fee based on parcel number. Rebates are offered to offset fees based on participation in the City’s
stormwater program. The business must implement BMPs and educate its tenants concerning the
BMPs. In addition, the business is inspected annually and runoffis sampled by the City. Rebates
are determined according to how "clean" the business’s runoff is. This program is particularly
attractive to apartment complexes that represent a large number of parcels and, therefore, have
relatively high program fees.
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3. I. 5

Technical Assistance

Technical assistance is offered to small businesses through "small business assistance centers."
Business assistance centers help individual businesses in addition to working with groups of
businesses. Centers typically attempt to address all environmental media including air, water, and
hazardous waste. They provide the business with information on how to implement certain pollution
prevention strategies or BMPs in a cost-effective manner and on how to comply with various
environmental regulations. Very oRen these Centers are associated with a University. Business
assistance centers providing materials and information for this project are listed in Table 3-1. Two
business assistance centers are described in the following subsections.

Table 3-1. Business Assistance Centers
Business Assistance Center

State

Connecticut Technical Assistance Program
Erie County Pollution Prevention Program
Virginia Waste Reduction Assistance Pro~m
Florida Small Business Assistance Program

CT
NY
VA

Region
1
2
3

l~nnesota Technical Assistance Pro~am
Iowa Waste Reduction Center

FL
FL
FL
NC
MN
IA

Waste Reduction Assistance Program
Montana Pollution Prevention Pro~am

IA
MT

Pollution Prevention Parmership
Sacramento Business Environmental Resource Center

CO
CA

8
8
9

Irvine Source Reduction and Technical Assistance Program

CA

9

Industry Environmental Association
Pollution Prevention-Waste Reduction Assistance Program
Waste Reduction Resource Prod’am

4
4
4
4
5
7
7
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3.1.5.1

Montana Pollution Prevention Program

The Montana Pollution Prevention Program (MT P2) is a non-regulatory technical assistance
program, established in 1992, that works with small businesses and tribes to provide information on
pollution prevention (MT P2, 1996). It is located at the Montana State University Extension Service
and is fi.mded through a US EPA grant and a grant from the state of Montana. The MT P2 works
with all businesses but has targeted certain business types including dry cleaners, vehicle service
facilities, printers, the hospitality industry, construction, wood finishing, educational facilities, and
the agjicultural community. It has developed resource materials, such as fact sheets, videos, and
information packets; conducted outreach including workshops and teleconferences; provided on-site
technical and research assistance; and worked to create business/government partnerships.
On-site visits were conducted at 28 businesses in 1995 to help businesses implement pollution
prevention. Cost effectiveness of pollution prevention practices recommended by the MT P2 was
documented for 10 of these businesses (3 dry cleaners, 4 printers, 1 automotive service facility, 1
furniture refinisher, and 1 aircraft business). Pollution prevention practices were implemented at
these companies for a total investment of approximately $81,000. Estimated annual cost savings
for these 10 businesses totaled $145,000. For examples, practices implemented by printers included
replacing isopropyl alcohol 0PA) fountain solutions with low- or no-IPA alternatives, switching to
less toxic inks, and converting to a digital prepress process (eliminating the need for photographic
processes).
The 1~7I’ P2 also provides assistance to Native American communities. A 10-week pollution
prevention educational module was developed for tribal colleges. The MT P2 hosted the first
National Tribal Pollution Prevention Conference with 67 tribes from 29 states represented. They
have worked with three reservations to implement an ’environmental justice through pollution
prevention’ model. The project involves working with representatives from the reservation to
conduc~ a reservation environmental assessment and educational program.
3.1.5.2

Iowa Waste Reduction Center

The Iowa Waste Reduction Cemer (IWRC) has been in operation since 1988 and is located at the
University of Northern Iowa (IWRC, 1995). It is funded through Federal, State, and private
funding, including US EPA, the Small Business Administration, and air permit fees. The goal of the
IWRC is to help small business owners meet environmental regulations, reduce costs, and protect
the en~Aronment. IWRC helps businesses with on-site visits and waste assessments. They provide
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such services as the Small Business Pollution Prevention Center and Mobile Outreach for Pollution
Prevention (MOPP). MOPP takes technology and expertise to the small business in a 34-foot
mobile unit equipped with the latest pollution prevention equipment. Comprehensive, wellorganized guidance and resource manuals have been developed for vehicle service facilities and
printer:;. These manuals address environmental issues for air, water, and hazardous waste.
Wastewater and stormwater issues are dealt with effectively. Programs are also conducted with
respect to toxic air pollutant studies, air emissions assistance, and a by-product/waste search service.
3.1.6

Recognition Programs

Recognition programs reward environmentally responsible behavior. A business that meets certain
requirements is awarded a certificate. The incentive for participation in such a program is that the
business’ exceptional environmental behavior is publicized. To be effective, the business must
percei’~e that the program offers a competitive advantage. A list of agencies with recognition
programs and certification programs (described in the next section) which provided information for
this project are listed in Table 3-2. Elements of recognition programs in Palo Alto and Santa Rosa,
California are described in the following subsections.
3.1.6.1

Clean Bay Business Program

Palo .~dto RWQCP implemented a vehicle service regulatory program in 1992 that targets
approximately 330 businesses including auto repair shops, gasoline stations, fleet maintenance
facilities, commercial car washes, parts cleaning and repair facilities, and autobody repair shops
(Moran, 1995; Uribe, 1995). The program focuses on eliminating discharges to the storm drain and
reducing or eliminating discharges to the sanitary sewer.
Businesses are issued permits if they discharge to the sewer. Permits are not necessary for
businesses that have eliminated discharges to the sewer. Palo Alto RWQCP has included
requirements for vehicle service facilities in their sewer use ordinance. A handbook listing
recommended BMPs and explaining how to comply with the ordinance is distributed to all affected
businesses. Businesses are visited annually for the purposes of education and inspecting for
compliance. In 1994, in addition to the annual inspections, discharge monitoring requirements were
implemented for permitted facilities.
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Table 3-2. Business Recognition and Certification Programs
Targeted

Agency

Program

US EPA

Non-specifi~
33-50 Program
Waste WiSe
Water Alliance for Voluntary
Eflklency
Environmental Leadership
Program

Delaware Department of Natural

Contractor Certification

Se~ourc~

Program

Maryland Department of the
Environment

State Region

Construction

DE

3

Green Card Certification

Construction

MD

3

Rou~e River Pmlp’am Office

Rouge Friendly Busine~es

Vehicle service

M]

5

City of Albuquerque

5 ppm Silver Program

Silver generators, NM
pheto proceuon,

6

jeweler~
Auociatton of Bay Area
Government~

San Francbco Bay Area
Green Busine~ Program

BASMAA

CA

9

Mobile Cleaners Pilot Project Surface cleaner~

CA

9

City of Manhattan Beach

Ocean Safe Enterprises

Construction,
vehicle service,
restaurants

CA

9

City & County of San Francbco

Green Ribbon Panel

Non-specific

CA

9

City of Santa Rma, Sonoma Cty.

Sonoma Green Businesse~

Vehicle service

CA

9

Palo Alto RWQCP

Clean Bay Business Program

Vehicle ~ervice,
Auto part~ ~tores

CA

9

San Diego County

Environmental Alliance

Non-~peciflc

CA

9

Alaska Center for the Environment

Alaska Green Star Program

Non-specific

AK

10

Construction,
vehicle service,

WA

10

City of Bellevue

i Business Partners for Clean
Water

Nonspecific

landscape maintenance, building
maintenance
City of Olympia

Operation: Water Worka

Non-specific

WA

10

King County

Envirostars

Non-specific

WA

10

Seattle Metro

WIN Environmental
Achievement Awards

Non-specific

WA

10

Thur~ton County Nonpoint
Pollution Program

Business Pollution Prevention
Program

Printer~,
photoproceasors

WA

10
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Palo ,~Jto RWQCP developed the Clean Bay Business Recognition Program as an incentive for
businesses to comply with the vehicle service facility requirements. A business may be designated
as a Clean Bay Business based on the results of their annual inspection. Criteria for recognition as
a Clean Bay Business are completion of an inspection, compliance with the ordinance requirements,
and the lack of significant violations of other environmental regulations. A list of businesses
meeting the recognition criteria is circulated to other agencies, including the local fire departments
and the County Health Department, to determine if any of these businesses have outstanding
violations that might contribute to surface water contamination. Facilities that meet the recognition
criteria and receive approval l~om the other agencies are then designated as Clean Bay Businesses.
Clean Bay Businesses are provided with flee advertising tools, such as stickers and placards to be
displayed at their facility. In addition, the facilities are recognized publicly through press releases
and lis~s published in the local newspapers.
Of the 330 vehicle service facilities, 55 continue to discharge and are permitted. The remainder
have eliminated discharges to the sewer. In 1993, 179 businesses were designated as Clean Bay
Businesses in the fall of 1993. Violations of ordinance requirements relating to employee training,
spill prevention, and cleanup were found at 98 businesses. Requirements regarding secondary
containment for vehicle fluid removal, vehicle washing, and containing vehicle leaks were violated
at 39 ikcilities. Sanitary sewer-related violations were identified at 9 facilities. Of the permitted
facilities, 18 businesses exceeded their discharge limits for one or more metals.
3.1.6.2

City of Santa Rosa

The C~..ty of Santa Rosa (Gdmsrud, 1994) developed and implemented the Compliance Incentive
Program (CIP) for the auto repair and service industry targeting approximately 275 businesses. The
CI:P consists of four elements: technical assistance, regulatory streamlining, recognition, and
consumer awareness. Technical assistance takes the form of training and materials regarding BMPs
and pollution prevention. A unified inspection checklist, which streamlines the inspection process,
was developed through a collaborative effort involving eight regulatory agencies. Businesses that
comply with all environmental regulations are presented with a regional sticker recognizing that they
are a "Sonoma Green Business." A significant public outreach effort has been initiated to educate
consumers about the program and the meaning of the recognition stickers. The CIP is a voluntary
program; businesses must request the inspections leading to certification as a Green Business. It is
used to supplement a more traditional enforcement program that incudes no-cost permits and annual
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wastewater discharge inspections. Of 150 inspections conducted during the first year of the program
(1994), 33 businesses were found to be in full compliance.
Constuner awareness is viewed as an important element of the CIP. A multi-media campaign to
educate the public consists of press conferences, radio ads, TV public service announcements,
newspaper articles, public transportation ads, announcements in city billings, public meetings, and
school presentations.
Another important component of the C~ is the coordination and comm~acation among the eight
regulat.ory agencies responsible for environmental compliance in Sonoma County. These agencies
are the.. Santa Rosa Industrial Waste Section, Santa Rosa Fire Services, Sonoma County Fire
Services, Sonoma County Environmental Health, North Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board, Bay Area Air Quality Management District, Department of Toxic Substances Control, and
CaI-EPA. Representatives from these agencies meet once a month to discuss environmental
compliance issues and share information on non-complying businesses. The Industrial Waste
Section (Pretreatment Program) and the Environmental Health Department have coordinated their
inspoetions to reduce the number of inspections conducted at any one business.
3.1.7

Training and Certification Programs

Training and certification programs are similar to recognition programs in that environmentally
responsible behavior is recognized. However, these programs are more formal and require
businesses or individuals to demonstrate specific knowledge about BMPs. Customers are then
encouraged to only hire certified businesses. Certification programs for the construction industry
and for mobile cleaners are described below.
3.1.7.1

Construction Certification Programs

The Maryland Department of the Environment (!vIDE) implemented a certification program for
construction activities in 1980 (Non-Point Source News Notes, 1995a). The program targets earthmoving, cotmactors primarily but has also been conducted for other groups, namely private building
companies, land development companies, and the National Park Service. Training is provided by
MDE environmental specialists in a 3.5 hour seminar. The training centers around erosion control
and the negative impacts of sedimentation. In addition, it educates participants concerning potential
erosion issues, such as sediment flow to a storm drain inlet and how inlet protection is used as a
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control measure. Once the training is completed, each participant receives a "Green Card". The
semin~s are typically offered during the winter months when the participants’ workload is light.
To ensare that erosion and sediment control is effectively implemented on construction projects,
MDE requires that at least one person on every construction site possess a Green Card. More than
7,000 people have been certified through the Green Card program since its inception. In 1995 alone,
1,350 people were certified as aresult of 35 seminars. Although recertification is not required, many
Green Card holders do attend additional training seminars.
The Delaware Department of Natural Resources (DNR) implemented a Contractor Certification
Prograra in 1991 that is very similar to the Maryland Program (Shaver, 1993). The DNR regulations
require that "responsible personnel involved in the construction project will have a certificate of
attendance at an...approved training course.’ Half-day courses educate contractors about erosion
and sedanent control. In addition, DNR conducts a more intensive training course (4-day sessions)
to certify construction reviewers/inspectors. These certified individuals review and oversee larger
construction projects (involving more than 20 hectares) or projects experiencing significant sediment
and sto~water problems.
3.1.7.2

Mobile Cleaners Certification Programs

Mobile cleaners (surface cleaners, janitorial services, auto detailers, carpet cleaners, window
cleaners) are a significant source of discharges of material, wastes, and polluted waters to storm
drain systems in the san Francisco Bay Area. The environmental impact, regulatory liability, and
ubiquitous nature of discharges fi’om mobile cleaners make them a seemingly ideal candidate for
regulafio~x Yet, regulators and regulated agencies have found it difficult to address these discharges
for sew,’ral reasons. Consequently, the Bay Area Stormwater Managemem Agencies Association
(BASMAA) has initiated a pilot program to help in breaking through the barriers to regulation and
to establish a model for dealing with discharges of this type (Brosseau, 1996).
To develop the surface cleaners’ pilot program, meetings were held with surface cleaners and their
customers in which the paxticipants expressed opinions on what would constitute a successful
prograza. The primary opinion was that the customers need educating, as well as the surface
cleaner:~, to establish the value of hiring a responsible surface cleaner. As a result, a program
consisting of education and recognition was produced. Surface cleaners that implement the
prescribed pollution prevention practices are "recognized" and promoted to potential customers.
Recognition is given to surface cleaners who attend an Outreach/Recognition Workshop and take
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a test based on the workshop contents. Recognition is conferred by BASMAA and the San
Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board through issuance of a "recognition certificate."
BASMAA maintains a database of the Recognized Surface Cleaners and provides the list to
businesses and agencies that hire surface cleaners. Workshops held in July and November of 1996
resulted in over 200 surface cleaners receiving the certificate.
3.2

Pollution Prevention Control Strategies for Specific Commercial Sources

How the above control strategies are applied to individual commercial sources is discussed in the
following section, which presents information on commercial sources for which programs have been
developed. For each commercial source, the following elements are discussed:
¯
¯
¯

Associated pollutants;
Recommended BMPs; and
Program elements used to address the business category.

The commercial sources discussed fall into three categories:
¯
¯
¯

Sources ofwastewater and stormwater pollutants;
Sources of stormwater pollutants; and
Sources of wastewater pollutants.

Commercial sources discussed in this chapter and pollutants associated with those sources based on
information compiled for this report are listed in Table 3-3.
3.3

Sources of Wastewater and Stormwater Pollutants

Businesses with activities that are associated with both wastewater and stormwater pollution are
discussed in this section.
3.3.1

Vehicle Service Facilities

Vehicle service facilities engage in many activities that have been linked to both stormwater and
wastewater pollution. Pollutants associated with vehicle service activities are metals (particularly
copper, zinc, chromium, nickel, and lead), oil and grease, solvents, and PAHs. Activities of concern
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include vehicle washing, parts and engine cleaning, fluid changing, vehicle fueling, autobody repair
and painting, and radiator repair.

Table 3-3. Pollutants Associated with Commercial Sources
Commercial Source

Wastewater
or
Stormwater

Associated Pollutants

Vehicle service facilities
Food service businesses
Paintin[~ contractors
Construction and new development
Boatyards/marinas

Both
Both
!Both
Stormwater
Stormwater

Existing development

Stormwater

Mobile cleaners

Stormwater

Landscape maintenance
Brake pads
Laboratories and medical facilities

Stormwater
Stormwater
Wastewater

Printers
Dentists
Photoprocessors
Jewelry manufacturin~
Coolirq~ water systems
Machine shops
Dry cleaners
Ceramics

Wastewater
Wastewater
Wastewater
Wastewater
Wastewater
Wastewater Metals, oil & ~rease, solvents
Wastewater Perchloroethylene
Wastewater Metals, solids

Wood finishers

Wastewater

Metals, oil & ~rease, nutrients,
Oil & ~ease
Solvents, metals
Sediment, pesticides, solvents, metals
Solvents, engine fluids, sewage,
tributyltin
Metals, pesticides, nutrients, vehicle
fluids
Solvents, metals, oil & grease,
deter[~ents
Nutrients pesticides
Copper, lead, zinc
Mercury, silver, selenium, copper,
formaldehyde, phenolics, cyamde,
solvents, xylenes, radioactive wastes
Metals, solvents
Mercury, silver
Silver, selenium
Silver,
Copper,c~anide,
tributTltincopper
J zinc, lead

Solvents, metals
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Not only are vehicle service facilities a potential source of several pollutants for both wastewater
and storrnwater, but most communities have many businesses that fall into this category. For
example, Novato Sanitary District with a service area population of 53,000 identified dose to 100
businesses that fall into this category (Sdfridge, 1996). The Palo Alto RWQCP identified
approximately 300 vehicle service facilities in their ser~ce area (population 200,000) (Moran,
1995). Even if’ each business has a relatively small discharge volume, the cumulative ffect of all
the vehicle service facilities in a community can be significant.
3.3.1,1

Other Vehicle-Related Activities

In addition to businesses that service vehicles (e.g., repair shops, body shops, car washes), other
vehicle-related businesses have unique characteristics with respect to stormwater discharges. Two
such business categories are auto parts stores and auto salvage yards. In both cases, water pollution
from these facilities are primarily stormwater issues. Specific aspects of programs for auto parts
stores and automotive salvage yards are discussed below.
Auto parts stores sell products to "do-it-yourselfers" who maintain their own vehicles. Improper
use and disposal of these products can result in stormwater pollution. Auto parts stores can help
reduce, pollution by educating employees and customers concerning proper handling of vehicle parts
and fluids (PARWQCP, 1994c). Customers and employees should be encouraged to recycle used
fluids. In addition, special attention should be paid to maintenance of parking lots for these stores.
Vehicle maintenance in store parking lots should be discouraged. In addition, parking lots should
be inspected for drips and puddles and should be swept rather than hosed down for cleaning.
The impact of automotive salvage yards on stormwater quality has also been evaluated (Center for
Watershed Protection, 1995). Salvage yards collect wrecked cars, strip them of their parts, and
recycle the metal materials, as well as some plastics, glass, and fluids. Industry surveys indicate that
over two-thirds of the salvage yards in the U.S. store vehicles outside and that few facilities (less
than 20%) drain the vehicles before they are gored. Therefore, these facilities are likely sources of
stormwater pollution.
To evaluate salvage yards as a source of stormwater pollution, stormwater runoff samples fi’om over
forty storms were analyzed for metals, oil and grease, and phenols over a 10-year period at an
automotive salvage yard in Los Angeles (Center for Watershed Protection, 1995). It was
detea-mine, d, based on these data and data from other salvage yards in California, that salvage yards
contakt typically higher levels ofoil and grease, BOD, metals, and some priority pollutants. Copper,
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lead, artd phenols were present in the Los Angeles salvage yard’s runoff at levels that cause acute
toxicity to aquatic life (e.g., fathead minnows). Certain BMPs were implemented to improve runoff
water quality. The primary, non-structural BMP was to drain the fluids from all vehicles prior to
stripping or other processing. In addition, an oil-water separator was installed to treat wastewater
from the dismantling area of the yard. Additional BMPs were to build a roof over the dismantling
area ar~ to build a berm around the dismantling area. Implementation of the these BMPs decreased
runoff toxicity from 100% to 14%.

3~ 3.1.2

Best Management Practices

BMPs iaave been developed for activities conducted at vehicle service facilities to protect both
wastewater and stormwater. The following list of BMPs summarizes the recommended practices
used by several programs in the San Francisco Bay Area (SFBAPPG/BASMAA, 1995). They are
divided into general practices applicable to most shops and BMPs targeting specific activities.

8MPs for General Practices
Work associated with pollutar~ should be conducted m properly prepared areas. Whenever
~ossible, work that might generate pollutants should be conducted indoors or under cover
:o prevent unintentional discharges to the storm drain. The work surface should be
aonporous (i.e., concrete floors rather than dirt or asphalt). Absorbant mats should be
13rovided for outdoor work.

.Orevem leaks and spil/s. Use drip pans to catch leaking fluids or spills. Use secondary
,:ontainment when storing hazardous materials or hazardous wastes.
Liquid wastes and wastewater should be disposed of properly. Do not discharge toxic
pollutants, rinse water or wastewater containing toxic pollutants to the storm drain. Toxic
pollutants may only be discharged to the sanitary sewer after necessary treatment processes
~u’e installed (e.g., oil-water separators) and approval from the treatment plant is obtained.
Non-domestic wastewater and rinsewater should be reused or recycled if possible.
Clean up spills properly. When spills occur, dry cleanup methods should be used. Spill
cleanup should be accomplished by vacuuming~ swc~ping~ using rags or dry absorbents first.
Once dry cleanup is complete, floors and paved areas may be mopped. Avoid hosing down
tloors and paved areas.
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Dispose of wastes properly. Recycle wastes, such as solvents, paints, oil filters, antifreeze,
motor oil, batteries, and lubricants, using separate, well-labeled containers in convenient
locations. Label sinks and other drains with reminders to prevent unintentional dumping of
toxic pollutants and wastewater.
BMPs for Specific Operations
Vehicle fluid removal. Conduct operations, such as changing oil, radiator fluids, or other
vehicle ttuids, in "bermed" or contained areas or use drip pans. Transfer fluids using pumps
whenever posst"ole to prevent discharges due to spills or leaks from entering the storm drain
or sanitary sewer.
Engine, Parts, and Radiator Cleaning. Use serf-contained sinks and tanks, allowing parts
to drain and dry over tanks, ginse parts over hot tanks when possible and use static or
counteretm’ent rinsing to reduce rinse water discharges.

Vehicle Exterior Wastm~. Recycle wash water by running it through an oil/water separator
and reusing it in washing operations..Avoid the use of acid-based or spray-on wheel
cleaners. For occasional car washing, take cars to a commercial car wash.
Body Repair and Painting. Carefully calculate paint needs to reduce the amount of waste
paint and thinner. Do not use water to control overspray or dust in the paint booth and clean
spray guns in a serf-contained cleaner. Wastewater emanating from painting operations
should not be discharged to the sewer or storm drain.
3.3.1.:;

Program Elements

Vehicle service facility programs are based on encouraging businesses to implement the BMPs
described above through various control strategies. Strategies o~en used are permitting, zero
discharge certification, recognition programs, and educational outreach. A voluntary program and
a permit-based program are described in this section.
City and County of San Franeisco (CCSF, 1996). CCSF’s Water Pollution Prevention Program has
developed a voluntary program for vehicle service facilities. CCSF identified approximately 1,000
vehicle service facilities, including gas stations with repair services, general repair, automotive
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repair, and glass installation shops. Car washes, although not considered significant industrial users
(SIUs), are not included, because they are permitted under CCSF’s Pretreatment Program.
Currently, CCSF’s vehicle service program is completely non-regulatory. Visits were conducted
with the purpose of educating the businesses with respect to pollution prevention opportunities at
their ~,~es. A pollution prevention checklist was used to evaluate the businesses, and the results
were shared with the business owner. A binder containing information on recommended practices
was provided to each business. These binders contain a letter explaining the vehicle service
program, a "Green Wrench Guide" containing BMPs (pollution prevention tips), a regulatory agency
matrix, vendors of supplies and services for vehicle service facilities, and a checklist describing how
to use and store hazardous materials at vehicle service facilities.
City oJ Benicia (Gregory, 1995). The vehicle service program in Benicia, California, is a typical
example of a permit-based program conducted by a small community. The City of Benicia has 36
businesses that are inspected through their vehicle service prograzrL This includes businesses
conducting engine repair, autobody repair, and automotive repair and service. Car washes are
permitted in a separate program as minor industrial users (Tier 3 permit) as part of Benicia’s
pretreatment program. Businesses in the vehicle service program are divided into three categories:
businesses having zero discharge, businesses having a steam cleaning operation, and businesses
discharging washdown water. Business that are zero discharge do not require permits. Businesses
with steam cleaning are required to have an oil-water separator and a Tier 3 permit. Businesses
discharging washdown water are not permitted but are required to redirect this discharge to the
sanitary sewer e "hminating washdown water discharge to the storm drain. Of the 36 businesses, 31
were zero dischargers, 2 had steam cleaning operations, and 3 businesses were discharging
washdown water to the storm drain.

Many commtmities have targeted vehicle service facilities through pollution prevention or
stormwater programs. The project team reviewed program information and/or outreach materials
targeting vehicle service facilities from over 40 different agencies as listed in Table 3-4.
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Table 3-4. Information Collected for Vehicle Service Facilities

Program

Materiah Reviewed

New F.,ngland Interstate Water Pollution Control

Brochure, booklet

US EPA Region 1

Posters

MA

1

Massachusetts OTA

Program information

MA

I

USEP A R~gion II Stormwater

Program information

NY

2

Alexandria Sanitary Authority

Program reformation

VA

3

City of Raleigh

!Program information

NC

4

Virgirda DEQ

Poster

VA

3

Dade ~.~mnty, Florida

Booklet

FL

4

Rouge Program Office, Michigan

Program information

MI

5

Wisconmn DNR

Fact sheet

VII

5

~ Teehniead Assistance Program

Fact sheets

MN

5

City of Albuquerque, New Mexico

Fact sheet

NM

6

Iowa Waste Reduction Center

,Implementation plan, guidance manual

IA

7

City of Boulder, Colorado

Program information

CO

8

Montana PPP

Program information

MT

~8

City of’ Phoemx

Fact sheets

AZ

9

City of Tempe

Program reformation

AZ

9

California DTSC

Fact sheet, brochure

CA

9

State

Region
1
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Table 3-4, cont. Information Collected for Vehicle Service Facilities
Program

Materiah Reviewed

Palo Alto RWQCP

ordman~, waste treatment, reports

Alameda Cotmtywide Clean War=- Program

Booklet, Brochures, Fa~t Sheets, Posters

Santa Clara Valley Nonpomt Soume Program
City of~Liv(~’mofe

City olios Aag~les

CA 9
9

Booklet

City of Manhattan Be.~h

Re~ognitionpProgam, brochure

City of Beai¢ia

Permit program

~ Municipal Water District
City of 3imi Valley

Brochure, booklet

Veatu~ County

Brochure

Sonom~ County
Novato Sanitary District
Ceatral Mann Saturation Agency
BASM~ua.
KBMUI)
CCCSD

CA 9

CA 9

Brochure, inspection program

Fact seer

CA 9

CA 9

Booklet

City & (~mn .ty of San Fnmas~

CA 9

CA 9

Brochure

City of Sunnyvale

9
9

Fact sh~ts

Sacramento RCSD

9

CA 9

Fact sh~cts

Union Sanitary District

City of San Dramas

CA

CA

Brochu~

Region

CA 9

Brochures, booklets

Booklet, brochures, fa~t sheets

San Mateo Countywide Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Prod’am

State

CA

CA 9

9

Recognition program

CA 9

Program information

CA 9

Program information

CA 9

Brochures, booklets

CA 9

[Program information, booklet
Program information

CA 9
CA 9
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Table 3-4, cont. Information Collected for Vehicle Service Facilities
Program

Materials Reviewed

City of I-Iayward

Program information

S~attle METRO
City of Bellevue

Brochures, posters

Guidance manual, booklet

Se.~tle Draim~ md W~v~ U~lity
US ]~’A

3.3.2

Progam information

State

Region

WA

10

WA 10
WA

10

WA

10

Was~ Audit Stay, g~ida~ce manual

Restaurants and Food Service Businesses

Restaurants and food service businesses (grocery stores, dells, bakeries, etc.) have been targeted by
both wastewater and stormwater programs with respect to oil and grease concerns. Other pollutants
related to stormwater issues are food wastes and cleaning solutions containing bleaches or
detergents. Activities that generate these pollutants include grease handling and disposal, equipment
cleaning, spill cleanup, and pavement cleaning, and activities in dumpster and loading dock areas.

3.3.2.1

Best Management Practices

Oil and grease fi’om restaurants are typically handled by installing a grease trap or interceptor.
Restaurant BMPs often focus on proper use and maintenance of these items. BMPs are also
developed for pavement cleaning, equipment cleaning, spill control, waste disposal, litter control
and landscape maintenance. Typical BMPs for restaurants are summarized below and are based on
those recommended by the Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program (Alameda County, 1994)
and the Ventura Countywide Stormwater Program (VCSQMP, no date).
Oil and Grease Handling. Undiluted cooking oil, grease and meat fats should be recycled by a
licensed waste hauler. Large volumes of grease or oily liquids (e.g., salad dressing, sauces) should
not be poured down a sink, floor drain, or storm drain. A grease trap or interceptor should be
installed and maintained to handle grease residues from cleaning activities.
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Interceptor Maintenance. Grease traps and interceptors must be cleaned and maintained regularly
to be effective. Licensed companies can provide this service. Traps should not be flushed with hot
water or treated with detergems or enzymes. These practices discharge grease to the sanitary sewer.
Pavement Cleaning. Parking lots and paved areas should be swept. If cleaning with detergent is
necessary, washwater should be collected and discharged to the sanitary sewer not the storm drain.
Equipment Cleaning. Washwater fi’om equipment cleaning, either indoors or outdoors, should be
collected and discharged to the sanitary sewer. This includes washwater from cleaning items, such
as dumpsters, floor mats, and exhaust filters.
Spill Control. Prevent spills from entering storm drains or sanitary sewers. Use dry cleanup
methods, such as sweeping, rags, or cat litter. If mopping is required, discharge mop water to the
sanitary sewer.
Waste Dispos~ Dumpster and outdoor waste containers should be covered to prevent stormwater
from entering the containers. Dumpsters should be inspected for leaks and repaired or replaced by
the leasing company. Paints, pesticides, and cleaners should be disposed of as hazardous wastes.
Litter Control. An adequate number of trash containers should be provided around the facility.
Litter should be picked up daily in outside areas particularly near storm drain inlets.
Landsc~ing The use of pesticides and fertilizers should be minimized and not at all in wet
weather Yard wastes should be composted or placed in a dumpster. Yard trimmings and waste
should not be leR in the gutter.
3.3.2.2

Program Elements

Many communities require the BMPs listed in the previous section and will often have ordinances
requiring food service establishments to have grease removal devices, such as interceptors. The
ordinance is typically enforced by the local wastewater authority through its pretreatment program
or pollution prevention program. In addition to materials describing BMPs, outreach will ot~en
include afformation on obtaining and installing interceptors and information on local grease
recyclers (LWA, 1996e). Program information and materials collected by the project team for food
service businesses are listed in Table 3-5.
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Table 3-5. Information Collected for Food Service Businesses
Program

Materiah Reviewed

State

N~’ragansett Bay Commission

Program information, workshop

RI

1

~usetts Ofl~ of T~Imic, al Assessment Program information

MA

1

City o:f Boulder

Program information

CO

8

City o:f Crardeaa

Brochure

CA

9

City o:f Gle~iale

Brochure

CA

9

City of San Dimas

Fa~t sheet

CA

9

City of Santa Monica

Brochure

CA

9

Easmrn MuniCipal Water District

Brochures

CA

9

Santa Clara Vall~ Nonpomt Source Pollution Brochures, booklet, letter, posmr

CA

9

V~ntura Countywid~ Stormwat~r Program

Brochure

CA

9

Al~neda County

Brochures, fact sh~ts, poster

CA

9

City of Simi Valley

Program information

CA

9

California Integrated Wast~ Manag~nent

Brochure

CA

9

Sacramento RCSD

Program information

CA

9

City & County of San FranCisco

Source ID report

CA

9

Palo Alto RWQCP

Program information, brochures,
interceptor guid~

CA

City of Fr~’~nt, Union Sanitary District

Program irfformafion

CA

9

City of Los Angeles

Brochures

CA

9

Los Ar~g¢les County

Posters (English and Spanish)

CA

9

City of Manhattan Beach

Recognition program, broc, hure~, grade
book

CA

San ~ -ose~ Santa Clara WPCP

Brochures, source ID report

CA

9

City of Woodland

Program informa~on

CA

9

King C ounty

Program information

WA

I0

City of Bdlvue

Guide book

WA

10

[Region

9

9
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3.3.3

Painting Contractors

Latex paints, oil=based paints, and paint additives can cause stormwater or wastewater pollution if
not handled and disposed of properly. Paint additives or old paint might contain mercury, lead, or
tn’butyltin. Working with oil-based paints involves the use of thinners and other solvents that should
not enter the sanitary sewer or storm drain. Paint removal and equipment cleanup are also activities
that can contribute pollutants to wastewater or stormwater. Much of the program information and
materials developed for painters is associated with construction activities and discussed in that
section Some additional information is discussed in this section.
3.3.3.1

Best Management Practices

The following BMPs are used in outreach to painting contractors by the City and County of San
Francisco City (CCSF, no date).
Paint Removal. Burlap sand bags or other barriers should be place around storm drain inlets when
power washing is used to remove old paint. Residue from chemical stripping, as well as paint chips
and dust containing mercury, lead, or tributyltin, should be collected and disposed of as hazardous
waste.
Paint Cteanup. Rollers and brushes n~ only be cleaned when a job is complete rather than every
day. During a job, equipment can be stored in plastic wrap in a cool place so that brushes and rollers
remain pliable. When cleaning up, excess paint can be removed by scraping paint into the garbage.
Latex paint should be washed off in a sink connected to the sanitary sewer. Oil based paints should
be cleaned with thinner or turpentine away from sinks, floor drains, or storm drains. Paint thinner
can be re-used by allowing the sediment to settle and decanting the clean thinner into another jar.
Materials selection. Latex paints should be used whenever possible. Organic additives should be
used for mildew and algae control, not tributyltin or mercury-containing additives.
3.3.3.2

Program Elements

Some literature has been collected for paint formulators. Program information and materials
collected by the project team for painting activities are listed in Table 3-6.
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Table 3-6. Information Collected for Painting Activities

Program

Materials Reviewed

[St_~_t_~

!Region

Dade (~3unty

Brochure

FL

4

WLSSD

Source identification report

~

5

City of Albuquerque

Formulator fact sheet

NM

6

Santa Clara Valley Nonpomt Source Pollution ~t~on BMPs and brochure

CA

9

City of Sunnyvale

Brochure

CA

9

City of Los Angeles

Construction BMPs and brochure

CA

9

Alameda Countywide Cl~an Warn- Program

Constr~tion BlvfPs and brochure

CA

9

City & Coun~ of San Frandsc~

Brochure

CA

9

Califonfia DTSC

Formulator fact sheet

CA

9

King C,amty

Program information

WA

10

3.4

Sources of Stormwater Pollutants

Busine~ activities that are conducted primarily outdoors and are typically associated with
stormwater pollution are discussed in this section.
3.4.1

Construction

Comtruction activities are primarily outdoor activities and therefore are a concern with
respect to stormwater pollution. Pollutants found in stormwater runofffrom construction activities
include sediment, paints, solvents, concrete, metals, oil, fuel, fertilizers, and pesticides.
Contaminated sedimem from construction sites can interfere with reproduction and feeding
mechanisms of aquatic organisms and be toxic to certain organisms. High levels of nutrients (i.e.,
phosphorus, nitrogen) causes excessive growth of algae, which can impair aesthetics, water quality,
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and recreational use. Other concerns are bacterial contamination, salt contamination and elevated
water temperatures (NIPC, 1992).

An emphasis has been placed on developing erosion and sediment controls for construction sites.
In addition, construction activities that have been identified as sources of stormwater pollution are:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Painting, solvent and adhesive application;
Roadwork and paving;
Repair and remodding;
Landscaping; heavy equipment operation;
Earth moving activities; and
Fresh concrete and mortar application.

3.4 1.1

Best Management Practices

BMPs tbr construction activities are divided into (1) erosion prevention and sediment control and
(2) general site maintenance. Typical recommended practices are based on BMPs recommended
by BASMAA and the Northeastern l~nois Planrfing Commission (NIPC, 1992).

Erosion Prevention and Sediment Control (NIPC, 1992)
Atinimize the area disturbed and the time of disturbance. This is accomplished through
effective site planning and design. The smallest area of land should be exposed for the
shortest period of time practical during construction. Mass grading (i.e., topsoil removal)
should be performed only when construction activities are imminent and should not be
performed on areas that will not be constructed during the current season. In addition,
development should follow the natural contours of the land whenever possible to create the
least potential for erosion. Natural vegetation, such as woodlands, should be preserved
whenever possible. This is particularly important for areas immediately adjacent to natural
waterbodies and wetlands.
Stabilize disturbed soils as soon as possible. To minimize erosion, softs should be stabilized
within 7 days following the end of active disturbance (grading, construction, etc.). Erosion
controls should be implemented and maintained during the entire construction project on all
areas not undergoing active disturbance. This includes areas with stockpiled soil and
landscape materials. Stabilization is accomplished by protecting exposed soil from the
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impact of rainfall and from water running off‘the surface of the land. It is best achieved by
re-establishing vegetation through seeding or sodding. Temporary measures also include
using mulch or erosion blankets.
Trap and filter eroded sediments before they leave the s~te. The objective of sediment
control is to prevent eroded soil particles from leaving the construction site. The most
effective sediment controls reduce runoff velocity and trap runoff allowing sediment to settle
out. Eroded sediments are trapped by capturing runoff in a sediment basin and providing
sufficient detention time for settling of sediment particles. Eroded sediments can also be
filtered by forcing runoff‘ waters to drain slowly through silt fences, straw bale barriers, or
vegetated filter strips. Areas that require special attention are storm sewer inlets, culverts,
and entrance roads. Storm sewer inlets and culverts should be protected with traps or filters.
Roads and parking areas should be stabiliT.ed with gravel or the equivalent. In addition, a
temporary stone pad with a filter fabric underliner should be installed near the site exit. This
device removes dirt and mud and prevents construction vehicle tires from tracking soil onto
nearby streets.
Control runoffonto and through construcaon ates. It is important that runoff from adjacent
properties be controlled to prevent water from running across erodible areas. Offsite flow
is typically addressed by diverting flow around or through disturbed areas using a stabilized
channel and a stab~ outlet. In addition, provisions should be made for increased runoff
caused by construction activities.
Routinely inspect constT-uct~on s~tes and maintain control measures. Inspections will assess
the adequacy of installed erosion and sediment control measures and verify that sediment is
not causing onsite or offsite impacts. Maintenance is necessary to assure the continued
effectiveness of erosion and sediment control measures.
¯

General Site Maintenance (BASMAA, 1995)

Prevent leaks and spills. Poorly maintained, leaking vehicles and heavy equipment are
common sources of stormwater pollution and soil contamination. Site planning, preventive
maintenance, and good materials handling can eliminate most spills and leaks. Specific
areas well away from storm drains or creeks should be designated for parking and routine
maintenance of vehicles and equipment. Maintenance, repair and washing should be
conducted off‘site if possible or in designated areas onsite. Vehicles and equipment should
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be routinely inspected for leaks. Drip pans or drop cloths should be used to catch leaks and
spills during repair and maintenance activities. Fluids should be collected and recycled
when possible.

Clean up spills immediately. Use dry cleanup methods, such as sweeping, absorbent
materials or rags, for spilled materials. Spills on dirt areas should be dug up and disposed
of properly. Spills should not be washed away or buried. Significant spills should be
reported to the appropriate response agency immediately.
Store materials under cover. Wet and dry building materials should be stored under cover
and/or surrounded by berms to prevent contact with rainfall and runoff. Containers of paints,
chemicals, solvents, and other hazardous materials should be stored with secondary
containment and under cover.
Cover and maintmn dumpsters. Open dumpsters should be covered with a tarp or plastic
sheeting. Dumpsters should be returned to the leasing company for leak repairs and
cleaning. In addition to dumpsters, trash cans should be placed around the site to reduce
litter on exposed surfaces.
Collect and properly dispose of paint removal wastes. Paint removal wastes include
chemical paint stripping residues, paint chips and dust, sand blasting material, and wash
water. Dust and paint chips should be swept up or collected in plastic drop cloths. When
stripping or cleaning building exteriors with high pressure water, cover or berm storm drain
inlets. Wash water should be collected and discharged to the sanitary sewer (if allowed by
the local POTW) or onto a dirt area.
Clean up paints, solvents, adhesives, and cleaning solutions properly. Empty, dry paint
cans, dry paint, used brushes, dropcloths and rags can be disposed of as garbage. Waslawater
from cleaning latex painting materials (e.g.., brushes, rollers) should be disposed of to the
sanitary sewer. Leftover oR-based paints, thinners and solvents can be filtered and reused
or recycled. Unwamed paint, thinners, and solvents must be disposed of as hazardous waste.
.Keep fresh concrete and cement mortars out of gutters, storm drains, and creeks. Avoid
a~dn8 excess amounts of flesh concrete or cement mortar. Wash out concrete transit mixers
in designated areas. Washout water should be discharged to settling ponds or omo dirt. It
~ould not be allowed to enter the street, storm drain or nearby waterbodies.
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Service and maintain portable toilets. Leaking portable toilets are a potential health and
environmental hazard. They should be inspected and maintained routinely and repaired
promptly.
Dispose of cleared vegetation properly. Cleared vegetation, tree trimmings, and other plant
materials should be composted or taken to a landfill. It should not be disposed of in a creek
or drainage facih’ty or lett in a roadway where it could clog storm drain inlets.
Use peaicides and fertilizers properly. Do not over-apply pesticides and fertilizers. Follow
the manufacturer’s instructions for mixing, applying, and disposing of these materials.
Train employees and subcontractors regarding stormwater requirements and individual
responsibilities.
3.4.1.2

Program Elements

Federa] stormwater regulations require dischargers of stormwater from construction sites to apply
for a permit or seek coverage under a promulgated general permit. Several municipalities have
developed programs and materials to educate the construction industry regarding regulatory
requirements and BMPs that will meet those requirements. Program elements include guidance
manuals, brochures desca-ibing BMPs, recognition programs, videos, and workshops (Table 3-7).
3.4.2

New Development

New housing developments, roads, and commercial buildings have the potential to generate
stormwater pollution through construction activities, post-construction activity, and through the
increase in impervious surfaces. Effective planning for new development can address pollutants
from parking lots, roads, compacted soils, and other impervious surfaces. Construction activities
were discussed in the previous section. Post-construction activities of concern are those activities
conducted outdoors on the developed site vehicle service facilities, cleanup for restaurants and food
service businesses, painting, and landscape maintenance.
Practices discussed in other sections of this report relating to spill control and covering work areas
and trash receptacles reduce the generation of pollutants from these sources. Pollutants generated
from impervious surfaces and planrfing methods to reduce the generation of these pollutants are
discussed in this section.
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Table 3-7. Information Collected for Construction Activities

Program

Materiah Reviewed

State

Region

New Hampshire Department of Environmental

!Fact sheets

NH

l

Maryland Departmeat of the Envmmment

Recognition program, brochure

MD

3

Maryland Save-Our-Streamxs

Brochures

MD

3

Chesat~ke Bay Found~on

Report, outreach

MD

3

Delaware DNR

Certification program

DE

3

North Carolina DEM

Guidance document

NC

4

South Carolina DHEC

Guidance manual

!SC

4

Northeastern mmois planning Commission

Guidance manual, video

IL

5

~ Pollution ConWol Agency

Guidance manual

MIq

5

West Michigsn Environmental Action Council

Booklets

MI

15

Rouge River Program Office

Program description

MI

5

Wisoonsin DN’R

Fact sheets, brochures, letters, fonn.s

WI

5

Louisian~ DEQ

BMPs, video

LA

6

North ~entr~l Tex~s Council of Governments

Program description

TX

6

Montan~ PPP

Program description

MT

8

City of Phoerux

Brochures

AZ

~9

Orange County

BMPs, guidance documents

CA

9

City of Manhattan Beach

Brochures, recognition program

CA

9

City of Covim

Hyers

CA

9

Riverside County

Booklets, guide book

CA

9
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Table 3-7, cont. Information Collected for Construction Activities
Program

Materials Reviewed

State

Region

City of Los Angeles

~rochures

CA

9

Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Soume Pollution

Brochures, booklets

CA

9

Palo Alto RWQCP

Eontra~t language, fact sheets

CA

9

Califoraia DTSC

Waste audit, fact sheet

CA

9

Sacramento County

IWorkshops, brochures

CA

9

Men&~ino County

,Guidance manual

CA

9

Alameda County Clean Water Program

Booklets, brochures, fact sheets

CA

9

Washington State Department of Ecology

Fact sheets

WA

10

Seattle Drainage and Wastewater Utility

Program description, guidance manu~l WA 10

US EPA

Crttidance document

Control Program

Impervious surfaces include rooftops and transport systems (e.g., roads, parking lots, and sidewalks).
It has been estimated that transport surfaces constitute as much as 63% to 70% of the total
impev¢ious surface in urban and suburban areas (City of Olympia, 1996). In addition, the
impervious area associated with medium density, single family homes can range from 25% to 60%
depending on the layout of streets and parking areas.
Stormwater pollutants associated with impervious surfaces come from sources, including
atmospheric deposition and fluids leaked from vehicles that are washed off the surfaces during
storms. Impervious surfaces also elevate water temperatures and decrease biodiversity in streams.
(Center for Watershed Protection, 1994).
3.4.2.1

Best Management Practices

Practices to reduce the impact of impervious surfaces include planning and design of new
development to reduce imperviousness and practices to maintain impervious surfaces. BMPs based
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on those developed by the City of Olympia (City of Olympia, 1996) and Orange County (Orange
County, 1993) are presented in the following subsections.
¯

Planning and Design Recommendations
Integrate ~ous surface reduction into local policies, goals and regulations, especially
with respect to street andparking regulations~ Reduce the size of parking areas. Encourage
cooperative parking (e.g., park and rides, shared parking) through local policies and provide
model legal agreements. Require evaluation of cooperative parking and transportation
demand management before approving additional parking. Develop parking standards based
on average parking needs instead of peak projections. Build multi-gory parking or under
the building parking.

Reduce street coverage. Reduce residential street widths. Retrofit existing cul-de-sacs with
vegetated islands designed to hold stormwater.
.Varrow sidewalk widths. Narrow low-use sidewalks to 4 feet in width. Build sidewalks on
ane side of the street only. Slope sidewalks to drain to vegetated swales or gravel strips.
~Design and locate buildings more effectively. Encourage cluster development that
~es impervious surfaces. Build and use taller buildings, and modi~ policies to allow
~ller buildings.
¯

,Maintenance of impervious surfaces
Maintenance of common areax Implement trash management and litter control procedures,
including Utter patrol, emptying trash receptacles, and noting and repotting trash disposal
violations by homeowners or businesses. Inspect privately owned catch basins and, if
necessary, dean catch basins prior to the storm season (mid-October in California). Streets
and parking lots should be swept prior to the storm season.

Commercial vehicle washing shouM be done with water only. Vehicle exteriors should be
washed with tap water without soap or detergents. Wash water containing soaps and
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detergents should not enter the storm&am Solvents and degreasers can be used for spot
cleaning but must be wiped offbefore the vehicle is rinsed.
Educate property owners, tenants and occupants. Outreach materials concerning general
good housekeeping practices and proper use of chemicals should be distn’buted to
homeowners arid businesses and other occupants of a development. Outreach materials will
differ depending on the type of activity or business (e.g., residential, office commercial,
retail commercial, vehicle-related or industrial).
3.4.2.2

Program Elements

Programs for new development have recently been developed by some comnaurtities including the
City c,f Olympia, WA and the state of Virginia. The City of Olympia has recently completed an
Impervious Surface Reduction Study (City of Olympia, 1996). The goal of the study was to identify
and gain community support for future impervious surface reduction techniques that result in
increased stormwater treatment and groundwater recharge in the Thurston County region, without
causing appreciable increases in development costs.
Based .an the City of Olympia’s study results, it appears that a 20% reduction in impervious faces
throughout the study area (North Thu~on County Urban Growth Management Area) is achievable.
Several recommendations were made as a result of the study with respect to general policy
development; vehicle-oriented pavements; construction practices and landscaped areas; design and
placement of buildings; and community involvement and education. In particular, several
recommendations focused on strategies to reduce the impact of parking areas. Fact sheets were
developed regarding alternative, more pervious pavements, and methods of reducing parking. In
addition, the City has developed and implemented a parking ordinance aimed at encouraging parking
space reduction.
Virginia’s new development program is an outgrowth of the V’trginia Chesapeake Bay Preservation
Act. The Act established a cooperative local government program to protect water quality in the
Chesapeake Bay through improved land use management. It requires that development in
designated areas meet certain criteria, including minimization of land disturbance, minimization of
imperv~.ous cover, site plan review for all development, and control of stormwater runoff" quality.
Under the Act, runoff, from redevelopment sites in designated areas must contain 10% fewer
pollutants than existed before the redevelopment. V’trginia’s Stormwater Management Regulations
Residential and Commercial Source Control Programs to Meet Water Quality Goals 3-31
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were developed as a result of the Act and require the treatment of the first 1/2 inch of mnoff from
developments with more than one acre of land disturbance (BeLl, 1996).

Program information and materials collected by the project team for new development are listed in
Table i;-8.
Table 3-8. Information Collected for New Development

Program
City of Alexandria

Materials Reviewed
Program information, reports

State

Region

VA

3

Southeastern Virginia Planning District Brochures

VA

3

Center for Watershed Protection

Reports

MD

3

Wright Water Engineers, Inc.

Ski Area Water Quality
Mitigation Plan

CO

8

San Francisco Bay RWQCB

Staff recommendations,
BMPs, guidance material

CA

9

BASMAA

Guide book

CA

9

Orange County

Guide book, program
information

CA

9

Riverside County

Guide book

CA

9

City c,f Olympia

Study report, ordinance, fact
sheets

WA

10

3.4.3

Boatyards/Madnas

Pollutants from boatyards and marinas include paint, wood preservatives, solvents, degreasers,
engine fluids, bilge wastes, and boat sewage (SCS Engineers, 1989). The pollutants are generated
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from hydroblasting (pressure washing) or stripping to remove paint, painting, engine maintenance,
bilge pumping, sewage disposal, and onsite spills. Paint removal wastes constitute the major waste
problem at boatyards. Hydroblasting yields runoff containing paint chips that can possibly reach
adjacent waterways. Chemical stripping produces a toxic sludge that must be disposed of as
hazardous waste. Larger boatyards sometimes have sheet metal shops and metal finishing shops to
perform specialty repairs.
As mentioned above, paint related wastes are a major concern for boatyards. Numerous monitoring
studies have identified TBT-containing antifouling paints, used to control nuisance organisms on
the hulls of boats, as a primary source of TBT contamination in harbors, marinas, and other areas
ofconunercial and recreational watercraft activities. Due to the high concentrations of TBT detected
and the resulting impacts to aquatic organisms, State and Federal legislation has restricted the use
of TBT-containing anti.fouling paints to control further degradation of coastal habitats (LWA,
1996b).
In mid-1987, several States, including California, Florida, Maryland, Maine, New Jersey, New York,
Oregon, Virginia, and Washington, recognized TBT as a problem and implemented restrictions on
the use of TBT-containing paints. Most State legislation was modeled after provisions established
by the. State of Vh’ginia, which included a ban of TBT paints from non-aluminum-hulled boats
shorter than 25 m long and a prescribed release rate of TBT no greater than 5 ~tg/cm~/day (Weis,
1989) State action eventually led to restrictions ofTBT antifouling paints at the national level.
In 1988, the "Organotin Antifouling Paint Control Act" established restrictions on painting vessels
shone- than 25 m (excluding aluminum hulls) and a release rate of TBT no greater than 4
Bg/cm’~/day (I-Iuggett, 1992). In addition, the Act prohibits the sale, delivery, or purchase of certain
organotin antifouling paints and additives and requires continued monitoring and environmental
impact assessment in representative coastal areas (33 U.S.C. § 2404 and 2406).
3.4.3,1

Best Managemem Practices

Most of the BMPs for boatyards and marinas were developed through hazardous waste programs
designed to minimize the amount of waste generated and educate workers at these facilities about
proper storage, handling, and disposal practices. However, the City of Phoenix and other
coamamities have incorporated BMPs for boat builders and repairers into their stormwater programs
due to the close proximity of these facilities to open waterways. The activities to be controlled are
addressed by BMPs that have been developed for painters, vehicle service facilities, and machine
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shops. A summary of the approach taken for boatyards and marinas is presented in the following
subsections and is based on work completed by King, Pierce, Snohomish, and Thurston Counties
(Small Business Center for Education, 1990) and the City of Phoenix (City of Phoenix, 1996).
Pressure Washing a~d Surface Preparation. Prevent runoff from hydroblasting and any abrasives,
dust, or paint chips from reaching waterways or storm drains. For boatyards without onsite settling
tanks, ~ay tarps around the vessels and sweep up any remaining paint chips after the tarps are
removed.

Painting. Train employees on proper spraying techniques. ~ paints in designated areas away
from waterways.
E.ngim..~/amtenance. Use good housekeeping techniques, clean up spills thoroughly, and properly
dispose of any wastes that are generated.
Materials Handling and Disposal. Store materials in protected, secure locations away from drain
ope~ags. Provide secondary comainme~t whe~ required. Label containers with correct information
regarding the type and characteristics of its content. Do not commingle wastes.
Boat Sewage. Discharge sanitary wastes to a dockside pump-out station that is discharged to a
sanitary sewer system or to a commercial waste disposal company. Most marinas provide this
service. Another alternative is to arrange for pump-out service provided by commercial ~nk-boats.’
Bilge Water. Bilge water sometimes contains oils and solvents that should not be discharged to the
sanitary sewer. Prior to discharge to the sanitary sewer, oil should be decanted. Decanted oil may
be disposed at used-oil collection centers. Residual surface oil can be absorbed by an oil-absorbing
blanket. Bilge water may then be discharged to the sanitary sewer.
3.4.3.2

Program Elements

Many community programs require implementation of the above BMPs through enforcement of
hazardous waste regulations and through pollution prevention programs. To prevent the dumping
of boat ,sewage, there is a Federal law and many State laws that make it illegal to dump untreated
sewage into any U.S. water. In Florida, a law was passed to make it easier for boaters to properly
dispose of human waste (Florida Clean Vessel Act Grant Program, 1994). Grant funds are being
made available to provide pump-out and waste dump stations for every 100 boats. US EPA is also
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advocating specific strategies to be implemented at existing or new/expanding marinas. These
strategies involve new designs for areas that generate pollutants, fish waste management,
maintenance of sewage facilities, solid waste management, and public education.
Program information and materials collected by the project team for Boatyards and Marinas are
listed in Table 3-9.
Table 3-9. Information Collected for Boatyards/Marinas
Program

Materials Reviewed

US EPA

BMPs

Alliance for the Chesapeake Ba~

Fact sheet

Stat~ of Florida

Florida Clean Vessel Act

State

Re~ion

’ VA

3

FL

4

Lee County Division of Natural Resources BMPs

FL

4

Broward County

Program information

FL

4

Gre, at~ Milwauke~ Toxics Minimization

Sourc~ idmtification

WI

5

City of Phoenix

BMPs

AZ

9

Marm County Office of Waste
Management

Training kit, workshop materials

CA

9

San Francisco Bay RWQCB

Cr~neral NPDES pa’mit

CA

9

San Francisco Estuary Project

GuiH book

CA

9

California D~artment of Health Services Report

CA

9

East Bay Municipal Utility District

Program information

CA

9

Metro

! WA

10

King County Water Pollution Conlrol

BMPs, poster
Program information

WA

10

King, Pi~rc.e, Snohomish, Thurston

BMPs

WA

10

US Fish and Wildlife Service

Brochure
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3.4.4

Existing Development

Existing development encompasses commercial and residential properties already consmacted which
might have to incorporate BMPs as retrofits or operational changes. This approach is the opposite
of the one used for new developments which may be able to incorporate BM:Ps into the overall
design of the project. PoLlutant sources at existing developments include metals in cooling water
and boiler discharges, .pesticides, and fertilizers from landscape maintenance, vehicle fluids
contained in runoff from parking lots and driveways, cleaners and paints used to maintain building
exteriors, and chlorinated water from pool and spa maintenance. Activities of concern might be
conducted inside or outside the establishment related to the specific type of business undertaken at
the site. These activities are addressed in other sections of this report
according to the type of business conducted.
3.4.4. l

Best Management Practices

Preventing pollution from existing development involves conserving water, properly maintaining
heating and cooling systems, draining pools to the sanitary sewer, disposing of wastes in an
appropriate manner, and minimizing runoff and the application of pesticides and fertilizers when
maintaining landscape. These BMPs are described in detail in other more applicable sections of this
report.
3.4.4.2

Program Elements

Some communities have prescn%ed BMPs for existing development by producing outreach materials
for specific businesses, such as hotels/motels, office buildings, and apartment buildings
(PARWQCP, 1995; City of San Jose, 1992a, b). This is a method of reaching those individuals who
might not receive general public outreach materials at their residence or might not realize that
implementation of BMPs is required at the workplace, as well as at home. Program information and
materials collected for existing developments by the project team are listed in Table 3-10.

Table 3-10. Information Collected for Existing Develo ~ment
Program

Materials Reviewed

State

Region

City of San Jose Environmental Services Dept.

Guidebook

CA

9

Palo Alto RWQCP

Guidebook

CA

9
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3.4.5

Mobile Cleaners

The category of mobile cleaners includes all types of cleaning contractors---carpet cleaners, auto
detailers, surface cleaners, etc.-- who travel to job sites. Usually, wash water is disposed of onsite
and often to the storm drain system. These discharges have been found in Fort Worth, Texas, and
the San Francisco Bay Area to be a significant source of pollutants to the storm drains. Pollutants
include soaps, solvents, .lead paint chips, restaurant grease, and vehicle fluids.
3,4.5 1

Best Management Practices

BMPs developed for mobile cleaners are based on the type of surface being cleaned and cleaning
method used. Once these criteria are determined, the proper disposal method is specified. For
example, if a building exterior is washed without soap and there is no loose paint, disposal to the
storm drain may be allowed. In the San Francisco Bay Area, BMPs have been developed for surface
cleaners, truck/auto washers, and food-related cleaning activities. A summary of those BMPs are
presented below and based on work completed by the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies
Association (BASMAA, 1996) and the Cleaning Equipment Trade Association (CETA, 1995).
Truck/Auto Washers. Most wash water generated from truck and auto washing must be contained
and p~maped to the sanitary sewer. Ir~equent auto washing runoffmay be left to evaporate on the
pavement or discharged to landscaped areas. When removing dust from cars with water only, the
runoff may be discharged to the storm drain.
Surface Cleaning. If cleaning sidewalks and plazas, unpainted buildings, or painted buildings with
no loose paint is conducted without soap, discharge to the storm drain is allowed. However, filtering
of the runoffto remove particulates may be required. If soap is used and/or paint is being removed
duri~: the cleaning process, the wash water must be contained and discharged to the sanitary sewer.
Food-Related Cleaning. No wash water associated with the cleaning of food-related equipment may
be discharged to the storm drains. Runoff from cleaning dumpster areas, floor mats, exhaust filters,
grease covered equipment, and lunch wagons/food carts must be discharged to the sanitary sewer
system. If no soap is used for cleaning grocery carts, the runoffmay go to the storm drains after
filterir~g to remove particles.
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3.4.5.2

Program Elements

Many communities have produced outreach brochures to inform mobile cleaning businesses of
appropriate m~hods for wash water disposal. Program information and materials coll~-t~d for
mobile cleaners by the project team are listed in Table 3-I I. The City of Fort Worth, T~zas, passed
a Cosmetic Cleaning Ordinance (Connor, 1996). Discharges to the storm drains are banned unless
absolutely no cleaning substances have been added, the storm drain inlet is screened, and no oil
sheen is present. Each cosmetic cleaner must have a permit and display the vehicle license
registration numb~’s associated with that permit. The permit holder must ensure that all of its
employees are knowledgeable of the discharge prohibitions and are using prescribed BMPs when
engaging in cosmetic cleaning activities.

BASMAA initiated a pilot project to control discharges from surface cleaners (Brosseau, 1996). To
develop the program, meetings were held with surface cleaners and their customers in which the
participants were given a chance to express opiniom on what would constitute a successRd program.
The primary opinion was that the customers need educating, as well as the surface cleaners, to
ensure that the value of hiring a responsible surface cleaner is understood. As a result, a program
consisting of education and recognition was produced. Surface cleaners who implement the
prescribed BMPs are "recognized" by BASMAA and the San Francisco Regional Water Quality
Control Board and promoted to potential customers. Recognition is granted to surface cleaners who
attend an outreach/recognition workshop and take a self-evaluation exam on the workshop contents.
Results of the surface cleaner program are being used as a prototype for developing materials and
approaches for the remaining types of mobile cleaners.
Table 5-11. Information Collected for Mobile Cleaners
Program
City of Fort Worth

Materials Reviewed

State

Region

Ordinance, program information

TX

6

CO

8

CA

9

CA

9

Colorado Water Quality Control Div. Ordinance, program information
Bay Area Stormwater Management BMPs, brochures, program
Agencies Association
information
San Francisco Bay Area Pollution
! BMPs, brochure
Prevention Group
Cleaning Equipment Trade Assn.

BMPs

CA

9

Sacramento Regional County
Sanitation District

Fact sheet

CA

9
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3.4.6

Landscape Maintenance

Businesses that provide services to plant newly vegetated areas and maintain existing lawns, parks,
and public areas can be sources of pollutants, including nutrients and pesticides. Source control
strategies for landscape maintenance businesses are similar to those developed for home lawn and
garden care and are discussed in Chapter 4.0. Other BMPs are presented in this chapter, under
Construction and New Development.
With regard to pesticide use by landscape maintenance businesses, surveys have been conducted to
obtain more information on pesticide handling. In Ohio, pesticide applicators were surveyed
regarding pesticide application and disposal practices (Ozkan, 1992). Survey results were based on
1,380 responses received from applicators in 18 counties. Over two-thirds of the respondents
reported that they calibrate their equipment at least once per year. Over 90% always rinse pesticide
containers after emptying them. However, only 71% follow safe rinsing procedures (i.e., triple
rinsing, pressure riming). Survey respondents indicated the use of several improper disposal
methods.
The major portion of outreach material developed for landscape maintenance is directed at the
homeowner and the general public. Much of the business outreach targets landscaping in
conjunction with construction activities. Program information and materials collected targeting
landscape maintenance by the project team are listed in Table 3-12.
3.4.7

Brake Pads

Disc brake pads contain varying amounts of metals including copper, lead, and zinc. Copper content
in brake pads can range from less than 1% to as much as 20%. As the brake pad wears, metal dust
is generated onto roadways. This dust is washed to storm drains with stormwater runoff A study
conduced by the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program estimated that
copper from brake pad wear may account for as much as 35% of the copper that enters the San
Francisco Bay. While the initial brake pads studies have been conducted in the San Francisco Bay
Area, addressing this source at a national level could help address copper pollution problems for
water bodies in other parts of the country including the Chesapeake Bay, the New York-New Jersey
Harbor, and the San Diego Bay.
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Table 3-12. Information Collected for Landscape Maintenance

Program

Mate6a!s Reviewed

State Region

Western Lake Supedor Sanitary Dist.

Source identification report

MN

5
5

Greater Nfilwaukee Toxics
Nfinimization Task Force

~ Program information

WI

Texas Agricultural Extension Service

Guidebook

TX

City of Albuquerque
City of Los Angeles

Brochure for pesticide form~llators NM
Brochure
CA

9

City of Sacramento

Brochure

CA

9

City & County of San Francisco

Brochure

CA

9

San Mateo Countywide Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Pro~Tam

: Brochure

CA

9

Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source
Pollution Control Program

Brochure

CA

9

State Water Resources Comrol Board

Technical report

CA

9

California Department of Toxic

Guidebook, fact sheets for

CA

9

Substances Control

pesticide formulators

6
6

Orange County

Guidebook

CA

9

City of Bellvue

Guidebook

WA

10

An effort to address this source has been initiated through The Brakepad Parmership, formed under
the ausoices of Common Ground for the Environment (sponsored by Staaf’ord University and
Sustainable Conservation). Bay Area organizations provided seed funding. The goal of the
Partnership is to identify and implement a voluntary business solution to reduce the levels of copper
emering water bodies from brake pads. This solution will be reached through the cooperation of US
EPA, California EPA, local governments, community members, automobile manufacturers, brake
pad manufacturers, and the makers of fliction materials used in brake pads.

Work v~.th brake pads is in its initial stages, and little other information is available at this time.
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3.5

Sources of Wastewater PoUutants

Business activities that are typically conducted indoors and associated with wastewater pollution
are discussed in this section.
3.5.1

Laboratories and Medical Facilities

Medical facilities have been evaluated as sources of mercury and silver (Rourke, 1988). Hospitals
have also been identified as sources of formaldehyde, phenolic disinfectants, selenium, zinc, lead,
and cadmium (PARWQCP, Pollution Prevention for Hospitals and Medical Facilities). Specific
sources within hospitals include instrumentation and equipment (e.g., temperature and blood
pressure measuring devices) as sources of mercury, x-ray and photographic equipment as sources
of silver and selenium, cold sterilization and disinfectant solutiom as sources of formaldehyde and
phenolics.
In addition to specific medical activities, hospitals have laboratory and facilities operations that may
also generate certain wastewater pollutants. Laboratories can also be sources of cyanide, copper,
solvents, xylenes, and low-level radioactive wastes. Facilities operations include plumbing laundry,
recirculating hot water systems, water softening and purification, and cleaning and maintenance.
These activities can be sources of metals.

3.5.1.1

Pollution Prevention for Mercury and Silver

Based on the amount of information available, most communities are concerned with hospitals as
sources of silver and mercury. The major source of silver is from x-ray and photographic
equipment. BMPs and source control strategies for these areas are discussed in the section of this
report emitled Photoprocessing Operations. Another source of silver is silver nitrate solutions used
to treat burns. Solutions with high concentrations of silver should be collected and disposed of as
hazardous waste.

The primary sources of mercury in medical facilities are equipment, such as measurement devices,
lamps and electrical equipment. Proper handing and disposal of mercury-containing equipment
should prevent mercury from entering the sanitary sewer. In most cases, alternative products that
do not contain mercury are available (Terrene Institute). Mercury thermometers and manometers
can be replaced by equipment with electronic sensors. Cantor tubes can often be replaced by
Anderson tubes which contain no mercury. Electrical equipment containing mercury can be
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replac~ by solid state devices and fiber optic equipment. Batteries can be replaced by lithium, zinc
air or alkaline batteries. There are no effective substitutes for high energy fluorescent lights, but
technology is reducing the volume of mercury required in such lights.

Mercury is also present in some laboratory chemicals and pharmaceutical preparations. The amount
of mercury m antiseptics, diuretics, and skin preparations is low making these compounds unlikely
to be significant sources. For other mercury-containing chemicals however, there are alternatives
available.
3.5.1.2

Other Best Management Practices

The B1V[Ps for sources of pollutants (other than silver and mercury) listed below are a compilation
of BMPs recommended by Palo Alto RWQCP (PARWQCP, no date, Pollution Prevention for
Hospit’,ds and Medical Facilities), City and County of San Francisco (CCSF, 1995a), and the
University of Tennessee (University of Tennessee, 1995).
ColdSteril~tiott Formaldehyde and glutaraldehyde solutions must be treated and detoxified prior
to discharge to the sewer. In certain cases, these solutions may be replaced with peracefic acid.
Laboratories. Wet chemistry methods may be replaced with automated chemical analyzers.
Cyanide-free solutions may be available for cell sorting and counting analyzers. Alternatives, such
as naphtha isoparaiKnic hydrocarbons, may be used in place of xylenes. If xylenes must be used,
spent sc,lutions should be recycled and not discharged to the sanitary sewer.
Pharmacy. Neither medicines containing significant levels of metals nor expired medicines should
be discharged to the sewer. Chemicals should be clearly labeled.
Utilities and Maintenance. Use automatic injection for laundry and boiler chemicals. Replace
single pass cooling systems with recirculating systems. Avoid use of cooling water additives
containing m’butyltin or copper. Use latex paints instead of oil-based paints. Replace solvems with
detergent-based cleaning agents. Replace phenolic disinfectants with quaternary amine
disinfectants.
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3.5.1.3

Program Elements

Program materials for hospitals have been developed in communities concerned with silver and/or
mercury. A list of programs fi’om which program information and materials have been collected by
the project team are listed in Table 3-13.
Table 3-13. Information Collected for Hospitals and Laboratories
Program

Materials Reviewed

State Region

Narragansett Bay Commission

Program information

RI

I

Alexandria Sanitary Authority

Program information

VA

3

Bureau of Solid & Hazardous Waste

Program information

FL

4

City of Raleigh

Program information

INC

4

University of Teanessee

Guide book

TN

4

Tea’ren~ Institute

Booklet

IL

5

Western Lake Superior Sanitary District

Report, program information

MN

5

City of Boulder

Program information

CO

g

City & County of San Francisco

Brochures, source ID report

CA

9

Palo .Mto RWQCP

Brochures, booklets, poster, checklist CA

9

California DTSC

Waste audit, Guide book

CA

9

San Jose/Santa Clara WPCP

Program information

CA

9

City of Los Angeles

Source ID report

CA

9

USEPA

Source ID report
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3.5.2

Printers

The printing industry includes establishments that engage in printing by one or more of the five
common printing processes: lithography, gravure, flexography, letterpress, and screen printing (US
EPA, t990a). A typical printing process includes the following steps: image processing,
platemaking, palming, and finishing. Characteristics of image processing and finishing are similar
for all the printing processes. Platemaking and printing characteristics depend on the type of
imnfing process as summarized in Table 3-14. Each step and associated wastewater discharges are
discussed herein.
Table 3-14. Printing Process Characteristics
Printing
Process

Products

Plate
Material

Printing
~Inks

Wastewater Discharges

Lithography Books,
Aluminum or Petroleum or Isopropyl alcohol (fi’om
brochures, flyers, aluminum/
soy based
fountain solutions),
periodicals
copper alloy
cleaning solutions, trace
amountS of ink, organic
Gravure

Magazines,
catalogs

Flexography Packaging,
labels

Copper plated Solvent
steel
based
Acrylate
polymer

Letterpress

Books,
stationery,
business cards

Screen
Printing

T-shirts, posters, Organic
wallpapers
emulsions

Metals (from platemaking)

Water based Organic plate materials,
inks

Zinc,
Solvent
magnesium or based
copper
Solvent
based

Metals (from platemaking),
trace amounts of solvent

Trace amounts of solvent
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Most programs for commercial printers focus on lithographic printers as they tend to predominate
in most communities. Flexographic printers, while less common, are likely to have larger volume
waste streams with higher metal content than lithographers. Flexography is an aqueous process
using waterborne inks and should be considered as a potential source of metals in wastewater.
3.5.2. ~

Best Management Practices

Pollution prevention programs based on BMPs have been developed for printers in several other
areas. BMPs for printers tend to focus on reducing air pollutant emissions (primarily from volatile
organic compounds [VOCs]), the generation of VOC-containing wastes and silver-bearing
wastewater. Approaches to reducing VOCs often entail replacing solvents with aqueous materials
that may impact the quality ofwastewater.
Many BMP documents are available for printers. The BMPs listed below are typical and based on
BMPs recoamaended by the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF, no date, Clean Image...) and
Union Sanitary District (USD, 1993).
Photographic wastes. Silver is the primary pollutant of concern for wastewater. Typically, BMPs
suggest (or agencies require) that silver-containing wastes are treated or collected by a certified
waste hauling service.
Prepress (proofmalang andplatemaking). The wastewater generated by these processes might
contain significant levels of metals. Where this issue is addressed, documents typically note that
metal<xmtaining wastewater must be collected for disposal by a contract service rather than being
discharged to the sewer.
Inks. Most documents indicate that petroleum-based inks should be replaced by soy-based inks
whenever possible to reduce VOC emissions. Water-based inks are also recommended for this
reason_ Often, procedures are recommended to minimize waste generation from maintenance of ink
deliver~, systems. These procedures include cleaning ink fountains only when changing colors,
recovering and recycling used ink, and preventing inks from drying up or forming skins. Most
documents highlight the air pollution issues associated with ink solvents rather than wastewater
issues related to ink metal content.
Fountain solutions. Generally, it is recommended that fountain solutions containing little or no
isopropanol (IPA) should be used to replace fountain solutions with standard levels oflI~A to reduce
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air pollutant emissiom. In addition, some fountain solutions have been found to be high in
chromium (Greenwood, 1996). Chromium-flee solutiom are available and are recommended.
Pres~ ,dearmp. Dry cleanup ~thods, such as usin~ rags that are picked up for laundering and reuse,
are usually recommended in preference to wet methods, which can be sources of air pollutant
emissions (i.e., solvents) or wastewater pollutant discharges. Agencies usually recommend that
liquid waste generated during cleanup be collected and disposed of by a contract waste disposal

3.5.2.2

Program Elements

Programs for printers are based on the BMPs listed above. Many agencies permit printers or
encomage them to become zero dischargers. Printing industry trade organizations and suppliers may
be helpful in developing the programs for printers. The printing industry and its suppliers are
already aware that their discharges may have environmental impacts. Printing Industries of
Northern California (PINC) has worked with several agencies in the San Francisco Bay Area to
conduct workshops and inform local printers of regulatory requirements.
3M Corporation, for example, has developed materials and processes that are aqueous rather than
solvent-borne for the printing industry. In addition, they have evaluated their materials and
processes with respect to metals loadings in wastewater and make fact sheets covering this
information available on request (LWA, 1996a).
Many of the programs and outreach materials for printers focus on reducing VOC emissions.
However, CCSF, USD, EBMUD, and the lWRC are some examples of agencies that have addressed
wastewater issues, as well. Program information and materials collected for printers by the project
team are listed in Table 3-15.
3.5.3

Dentists

Dental activities have been associated with the discharge of mercury and silver to the sanitary sewer.
Dental amalgam comaim mercury and routinely enters the sanitary sewer as a result of dental work.
Chair-side traps collect a major portion of the amalgam evaluated fi’om a patient’s mouth during
restoration or placement of a filling. X-ray activities at dental offices generate silver that may be
discharged to the sanitary sewer. Programs to control silver discharges are the same as those
discussed in the photoprocessors section and are discussed there.
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Table ~-lS. Information Collected for Commercial Printers

Alexandria Sanitary A~ty

Progrmn reformation

VA

3

Managemont InsUlt for Environm~t and Business Program information

VA

3

City of Raleigh

Program information

NC

4

Dade County

Brochures, program reformation

FL

4

Wiscx~u~in DNR

Workshop, program information

WI

5

Western Lake Superior Sanitary District

Report, program mformahon

MN

5

City of Albuquerque

Program information, fi~ sheet

NM

6

Iowa V/ast¢ Reduction Center

Guide book

IA

7

Montana PPP

Program information

MT

8

City of Boulder

Program reformation

CO

8

City of Phoemx

Program information, fact she~

AZ

9

City o’f Te~npe

Program information

AZ

9

Alameda County

Workshops

CA

9

Printing Industries of Northern California

Workshops, guidebook

CA

9

Unio~ Sanitary DisWict

Brochure, program infonmation

CA

9

Sa~zan~mto RCSD

Program informahon, video

CA

9

City 8: County of San Francisco

Brochures

CA

9

Palo Alto RWQCP

Source ID report

CA.

9

CCCS~3

Program information

)CA

9

City of Hayward

,Program information

CA

9

City ot Los Angeles

Source ID report

CA

9

California DTSC

Waste audit, guide book

CA

9

San Josa/Santa Clara WPCP

BMPs, brochures, source ID report

CA

9

King C ~unty

Program information

WA

10

USEP/,

Guide book
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The Crty and County of San Francisco and Western Lake Superior Sanitary District have conducted
monitoring studies evaluating mercury discharges from dentists. Based on monitoring results for
effluent from nine San Francisco dental buildings in 1992, it was estimated that dentists contributed
approximately 12% of the mercury loading in San Francisco’s treatment plant irtfluem (CCSF,
1993a). Western Lake Superior Sanitary District monitored discharges from a major dental building
in Duluth, MN. Mercury loadings from dentists in this building were estimated to be 0.3 g per
dentist per day (Tuominem, 1996).

3.5.3. l

Best Management Practices

BMPs for silver-~ontaining wastes are the same as those recommended under the section entitled
Photoprocessors in this report. BMPs for mercury-containing wastes revolve around recycling
amalgam traps and treating wastewater containing amalgam particles. BMPs for handling of dental
amalgam are listed below and based on practices recommended by Western Lake Superior Sanitary
District and King Coumy (WLSSD, 1996). WLSSD and King County produced these BMPs in 1996
after working with the dental community to revise versions of dental facility BMPS produced earlier
(WLSSD, 1996; Foster, 1996).

Recycling amalgam traps. Waste amalgam should not be disposed of in the garbage or down a
drain. Traps are changed after flushing the line overnight to disinfect the trap. Gloves, gasses, and
masks should be used when handling the trap. The trap is stored in a plastic covered container
labeled ’Amalgam for Recycling." Amalgam can be mailed to a recycler if proper shipping
guidelines are followed. Local waste handlers are also equipped to provide the service of collecting
the amalgam and shipping to a recycler.
Amalgam wastewater. Wastewater might still contain high levels of mercury even after passing
through the chairside trap. Treatment systems are available to reduce mercury levels further.
Treatment of the wastewater is not yet required in any of the municipalities working with dentists.
Implementing wastewater treatment is being explored with equipment manufacturers and dental
associatiom.
3.5.3.2

Program Elements

CCSF, King County Hazardous Waste Management Program, and Western Lake Superior Sanitary
District ~,WLSSD) have all worked with dentists to address mercury discharges from amalgam waste.
Programs emphasizing education and voluntary compliance have been found to be more effective
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with dentists than to implement a regulatory program. Programs have been developed through
cooperative efforts with dental associatiom, equipment suppliers, and individual dentists. Guidance
materials and BMPs are in the process of being revised in all three communities based on recent
coordination efforts with dentists.
WLSSD initiated a Mercury Zero Discharge Project in 1995 with the goal of using pollution
prevention strategies to control sources and determine which strategies are most effective
(Tuominen, 1996). A targeted initiative for dental offices is part of the program, including outreach
to dentists and development of mercury recycling/disposal procedures. WLSSD developed BlVIPs
for dental offices by working with the local dental society. They have also worked with local
dentists to evaluate and promote methods for collecting and removing amalgam from the wastewater
stream An important dement of this program is the cooperative effort between the dentists and the
sanitary, district. Wastewater discharges from monitored dental facilities showed a 69% reduction
in mercury loadings when 1996 levels (end of first year of Zero Discharge Project) were compared
to 199"2 levels.
The City of Albuquerque has developed BMPs for dentists and conducted a survey of dentists to
evaluate mercury and silver disposal practices (Hogrefe, 1996). As pan of this survey, it was
estimated that only 13% of the dentists recycle the amalgam collected in traps. Albuquerque is
conducting outreach to encourage dentists to recycle amalgam. In the Washington, D.C., area, the
local dental societies have entered into a voluntary agreement with the Department of Public Works
to educate its members regarding proper handling of amalgam wastes (DCDPW, 1995).
Other communities with concerns regarding mercury in wastewater have also developed progratm
and materials targeting dental facilities. Program information and materials collected for dental
facilities by the project team are listed in Table 3-16.

3.5.4

Photoprocessors

Photoprocessing businesses conduct photographic or x-ray processes. Included are printers, medical
and dental facilities, photofinishers, veterinary facilities, and laboratories. Silver is the primary
pollutant of concern associated with photoprocessing and is typically of concern with respect to
wastewater pollution. It is found in spent fixer solutions used in the developing process and wash
water. Selemum is found in photographic toners and might present concerns in some communities
with respect to wastewater discharges.
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Table 3-16. Information Collected for Dental Facilities
ProRwm

Materials Reviewed

S_~_te Region

Norfolk Naval Dental Clinic

Source ID report

VA

3

City of Raleigh
District of Columbia DPW

Pro~am iaform~on

NC

4

Pro~rsm information

DC

3

Progrsm information

FL

4

Program information, brochure, source ID

MN

5

WI

5

IN

5

City of Albuquerque

Program information, BMPs, fact sheet, survey NM

6

City of Phoemx

Source ID report

AZ

9

Cit~ & C.ounty of San Francisco

Source ID report, program information

CA

9

Sacramento RCSD

Program infc~rrna~on, sourc~ ID r~K~t

CA

9

City of Los Angeles

Source ID report

CA

9

Valley ~%~:litary District

Program information

CA

9

Seanle Metro, King County

Program information, poster, guide book,

WA

10

D~le ~imty
WesU~rn Lake Superior Sanitary District
Grea~- Milwaukee TMTF

l Source ID report
Indiana Dept. of Environmental Management Program information

3.5.4.1

Best Management Practices

BMPs revolve around not discharging silver-containing or selenium-containing wastes to the sewer.
The BMPs Listed below are based on BMPs recommended by Sacramento Regional County
Sanitation District (SRCSD, 1994), City of Albuquerque, and Palo Alto RWQCP (PARWQCP,
1995).

Silver-contcaning wastes. Spent fixer solutions cannot be discharged to the sewer. It must either
be treated onsite with a silver recovery unit or collected by certified silver recycler. Most businesses
choose to have the solutions hauled off-site. More dilute solutions like wash water are oRen allowed
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to be discharged to the sewer. Larger facilities with larger wastewater volumes would be expected
to trea~ their washwater.
Selenium-containing wastes. Toners comaining selenium should not be discharged to the sanitary
sewer.

3.5.4.2

Program Elements

Programs developed for photoprocessors prohibit discharge of silver containing solutiom to the
sanitary sewer. Requirements of having silver wastes hauled off-site or treated prior to discharge
are often eaforced through ordinances and permit programs. Outreach to educate photoprocessors
concerning these requirements is conducted through brochures and workshops.

The Si~ver Coalition has developed a Code of Management Practice for silver discharges that
provides guidance on treatment alternatives, sample permit language and BMPs (Silver Coalition,
1995). Their recommendations have been implemented in several municipalities around the country,
the City, of Albuquerque among them.
As part of its silver program, the City of Albuquerque has developed a recognition program
(Hogrefe, 1996). The program is called the 5 ppm Silver Program and was developed jointly with
the New Mexico Silver Users Association. Businesses are presented with a certificate that
recognizes accomplishment with respect to reducing silver beating liquid wastes and meeting
wastewater discharge limits of 5 ppm for silver.

Program information and materials collected by the project team for photoprocessors are listed in
Table 3-17.
3.5.5

Jewelry Manufacturing

Jewelry manufacturing has been identified as a source of cyanide, silver, and other metals in
wastewater. Some communities have addressed this as a significant source of these pollutants. The
City of Albuquerque, New Mexico conducted a survey in 1995 that identified 163 businesses
involved in jewelry manufacture in their service area (I-Iogrefe, 1996). Of these businesses,
approximately 90% were considered small or medium businesses based on the number of
employe~.s and volume of metals processed. The City is working with jewelers to reduce silver
discharges and address other pollutants associated with jewelers.
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Table 3-17. Information Collected for Photoprocessors

Program

Materiah Reviewed

State {Re~iou

Narragansett Bay Commission

Program information

RI

Massachusetts Office of Technical Assessment

]Program information

MA

1

Alexandria Sanitary Authority

Fact sheet, program information

VA

3

Lee County

Fa=t sheet, program description

FL

4

Dade County

Brochures, program des=ription

FL

4

City of Albuquerque

Brochures, program information

NM

6

City of Boulder

Program information

CO

8

Sacram~’nto RCSD

Program information, fact sheet

CA

9

City & (k~unty of San Francisco

Brochure, program information

CA

9

Palo Alto RWQCP

Program information, brochures.

CA

9

EBMUI)

Program information

CA

9

City of Livermore

Guide book, program description

CA

9

City of I.os Angeles

Sourca ID report

CA

9

San Jo~./Santa Clara WPCP

Program information

iCA

9

Valley SaniUuy District

]Program information

CA

9

King County

Progam information

WA

10

US EPA

Guide book

WEF P2 Committee

Guide book

Silver C~mlition/AMSA

Code of Management Pmctic~
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Activities conducted during jewelry manufacture that generate metals or cyanide-containing wastes
are divided into the categories of casting, stripping, and finishing. Casting activities include wax
mold production, dewaxing, devestment, and casting. Stripping activities include acid pickling and
cyanide bombing to remove metal oxides and casting residues. Finishing
activities include deburring, polishing, and electroplating. The specific processes most likely to
generate wastewater pollutants are devestment, stripping and deburring (South:fide Water
Reclamation Plank 1994).
3.5.5.1

Best Management Practices

The following BMPs are used by the City of Albuquerque for jewelry manufacturers (Southside
Water Reclamation Plant, 1994):
Ca~ng cmd Devestment Operations. Casting involves melting metal and pouring it into a mold to
make the metal piece. While no liquid wastes are generated by this process, the use of deoxidizing
casting alloys might reduce the need for stripping processes later. Devestment removes the casted
piece from the mold and can be done by a wet process or a dry process. The wet process generates
wet waste that is nonhazardous but its solids content could plug sewer lines. In addition, this wet
waste might not be accepted by municipal waste haulers. The dry process is recommended because
the dry wastes may be disposed of as solid waste.

Stripping Operations. Pickling uses strongly acidic solutions to remove oxidized metals. Waste
pickling solutions contain high levels of metals. It is recommended that metals be recovered from
the solution and the acid solution reused. Pickling solution should not be discharged to the sewer.
Cyanide bombing is another stripping process that not only generates cyanide-containing wastewater
but is also dangerous because of the potential worker exposure to cyanide fumes. It is recommended
that other stripping processes be used. Alternatives are pickling or a two-step process involving
oxide removal with trisodium phosphate followed by ultrasonic cleaning.
Deburring and Finishing. Deburring and finishing operations generate wastewater streams
containing particulate metals. The recommended practice is to install settling tanks to recover the
metals and allow reuse of the water.
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3.5.5.2

Program Elements

Based on the information collected by the project team, fewer programs target jewelry manufacture
than some other commercial sources evaluated. Fewer communities have many businesses that fit
this category, although some larger cities might have significant numbers of jewelry rnanufaeturers,
and certain areas of the country are known for distinctive jewelry (New Mexico, for example). The
programs evaluated focus on encouraging jewelers to recover metals wherever possible and to avoid
using cyanide bombing. Program dements include BMPs, guidance manuals, recognition programs,
and financial incentives. In the City of Albuquerque, jewelry manufacturers are included in the 5
ppm Silver Program described in the photoprocessors section of this report. Program information
and materials collected by the project team for jewelry manufacturers are listed in Table 3-18.
There is a distinct financial incentive for jewelers to recover metals from wastewater streams as this
not only reduces waste disposal costs but the recovered metals can be sold. For example, a large
jewelry mamafacmrer (125 employees) in Massachusetts invested approximately $95,000 in a metals
recovery process (Massachusetts OTA, 1990). In the first year of operation, the system recovered
263 troy ounces of gold and 2,144 pounds of copper. Revenues from the sale of the gold and copper
were $107,200 and $879, respectively. Traditional waste treatment processes would have recovered
less gold (-$40,000) and required payment for copper sludge at a cost of $1,350.
Table 3-18. Information Collected for Jewelry Manufacturers

Program

Materials Reviewed

State

’Rein

Massaehusetts Office of Teehnieal Assessment

IPrograminformation, easestudy

MA

1

City of Albuquerque

Brochures, program information, guide
book, r~ognition program, flyers

NM

6

City & County of San Francisco

Source ID report

CA

9

City of Los Angeles

Fact sheet

CA

9

California DTSC

Guide book

CA

9
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3.5.6

Cooling Water Systems

Zinc, TBT, and copper are the primary pollutants associated with cooling water system releases.
The sources of copper include heat exchangers, condensers, and piping. Wood slats are sometimes
impregnated with copper to preserve the wood, and copper is an ingredient in additives used to
control algae growth (PARWQCP, 1996; Montgomery Watson, 1995). Zinc originates from
galvanized steel structures and is sometimes added in the form of zinc orthophosphate to control
corrosion. Palo Alto RWQCP has identified facilities utilizing tributyltin for algae control and the
City of Los Angeles is concerned with the use of hexavalent chromium as a corrosion control
additive (PARWQCP, 1996a; City of Los Angeles, no date). In analysis of water released from 14
cooling towers in San Francisco, copper and zinc were detected in all samples while cadmium,
chromium, lead, mercury, and nickel were detected in some samples (Montgomery Watson, 1995).
These pollutants end up in the waste stream a~er periodic blowdown from cooling tower systems.
Blowdown prevents the buildup of dissolved substances in the recirculated cooling water which
results m decreased heat transfer efficiency. The wastewater is typically discharged to the sanitary
sewer system, however there are still some systems connected to storm drains.
Buildings and industries with cooling water systems were surveyed as part of a San Francisco study
(Mont~om~y Watson, 1995). Of the 133 cooling towers surveyed, 42% were associated with office
buildings, 11% were associated with hotels/motels, 26% were associated with unknown uses, and
the remaining 21% were affiliated with apartment buildings, hospital/medical facilities, municipal
buildings, universities, industry, and commercial facilities.
3.5.6.1

Best Management Practices

The common approach to prevent discharge of pollutants from cooling water systems is to prevent
corrosion and recommend acceptable types of treatment additives. Typical BMPs for cooling water
systems are summarized below and are based on those recommended by the Palo Alto RWQCP.
Maintenance. Regular cleaning with brushes, pressurized water, or steam can reduce the nell for
chemical additives. After the physical cleaning, the system should be treated with a prefilming agent
to prevent corrosion. Avoid using any additives that contain copper, chromium, tributyltin, and zinc,
and only add the chemicals while the system is off-line to avoid discharge of untested waters to the
sewer system. When required, replace parts with components that do not contain copper or zinc.
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Monitoring. Regularly test the cooLing water to determine the concentrations of copper, iron, zinc,
carbon dioxide; chorine, chlorobromine, or ozone (if added); pH; conductivity, and water velocity
in the piping. The concentrations might indicate operational problems, as well as noncompliance
with discharge standards. Measure corrosion with corrosion coupons, corrosion rate meters, or other
monitoring devices.
Operation. Mafmfize the "cycles of concentration" to reduce water use and minimize chemical
additive use. Install and maintain a good automated control system to prevent overfeeding or
underfeeding of chemicals. Filtration of the blowdown might improve the quality of recirculated
water and thus decrease corrosion in the system. Treatment with metal absorbing devices might be
warranted before discharge to the sanitary sewer.
3.5.6.2

Program Elements

BMPs to control the quality of blowdown water have been developed by the Palo Alto RWQCP.
Some of the other programs have made operational recommendations for cooLing water systems,
but these have been primarily geared towards reducing water usage. Palo Alto RWQCP arranged
public meetings to receive input from cooling tower operators and treatment chemical suppliers to
prepare BMPs and ordinance requirements. Within the ordinance, implementation of several BMPs
was required, and a threshold level of 0.25 mg/L copper set for cooling water discharges. Use of
treatment additives containing copper, chromium, and tributyltin were prohibited in the Palo Alto
RWQCP’s service area. In~, 1995, use and sale oftributyltin was banned in nine Bay Area
counties by the Despartment of Pesticide Regulations (PARWQCP, 1996). Program information
and materials collected for cooling water systems by the project team are listed in Table 3-19.
3.5.7

Machine Shops

For purposes of program review, the category, "machine shops," was designated to describe all
businesses that work with fabricated metal products. These businesses produce parts or process
materials through contracts with other companies or they might be part of a larger manufacturing
facifity, performing work only for that company. Pollutants at machine shops include oils, metals,
solvems, and metal coatings generated through machining, stwface treatment and plating operations,
metal cleaning and stripping operations, and paint application (US EPA, 1990a). Pollutants enter
the waste stream when spent process solutions, filter sludges, rinse waters, and used oil are disposed.
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Table 3-19. Information Collected for Cooling Water Systems

Program

Materials Reviewed

State

Region

ConnTAP

Fact sheet

CT

1

Narragansett Bay Conm on
Progra
North
Carolina Department of the Pollution prevention tips
I
.
! Envu, onment

RI
information
1
NC

4

bfmnesota Technical Assistance
Program

Fact sheet

MN

8

Santa Clara County/

List of products and services

CA

9

Southern San Matzo County
City of San Jose Environmental
Services

Guidebook for water conservation CA

9

Palo Alto RWQCP

Booklet, BMPs, fact sheet

CA

9

City of Los Angeles

Fact sheet

CA

9

CA

9

City and County of San Francisco Survey and report

The Palo Alto RWQCP determined that the two major sources of pollutant discharge fi’om machine
shops are wastewater from parts tumbling and deburring and mop water from shop cleanup
(PARWQCP, 1995). Machine shops inspected in San Francisco were also found to have limited
discharges to the sanitary sewer. The operators were aware of the hazardous nature of their
materials and have been implementing the required BMPs (CCSF, 1996).
3.5.7.1

Best Management Practices

BMPs for machine shops involve good housekeeping, proper storage and handling of materials,
waste minimiTntiort, and proper disposal practices. The basic principles of pollution prevention at
machine shops are summarized based on B1V[Ps developed by the Palo Alto RWQCP (PARWQCP,
1995) and City of Phoenix (City of Phoenix, 1996). However, since a more intricate knowledge of
the operation is required before making recommendations in process control, publications, such as
the pollution prevention guide produced by US EPA (1990a), are suggested for adequate background
information.
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Housekeeping. Install secondary containment around machinery and use absorbents to clean up any
spills that occur. Use dry cleanup whenever possible to minimize the volume of wash water
generated.

Waste .Minimization. Reuse, reclaim, or recycle cleaning fluids or rinse waters whenever possible.
Storage andHanc~mg. Store materials indoors or under cover, place materials on pallets or offthe
ground, aheck frequently for leaks or corrosive activity, and properly label all containers. Secondary
containment might be required for storage areas. Store and handle hazardous wastes in special
hazardous waste containers or in drums with secondary containment.
Disposal. Test wastewater before discharge to the sanitary sewer to ensure compliance with local
requirements. Pretreatment might help achieve the acceptable concentrations. Dispose through a
legally licensed service all wastes generated by the operation that fit the legal definition of
hazardous waste.
3.5.7.2

Program Elements

Many communities have issued BMPs for machine shops. Compliance with the BMPs is enforced
through the local wastewater authority since disposal of wastewater generated is usually to the
sanitar~ sewer system BMPs determined to be critical have been added to sewer use ordinances
in some areas. Unless materials are stored or handled outside, there are usually no risks to the storm
drain ~stem. Program information and materials collected for machine shops by the project team
are listed in Table 3-20.
3.5.8

Dry Cleaners

Dry cleaning businesses are located in most dries. However, the actual ch3t cleaning might not take
place at the business location. Businesses conducting dry cleaning on site are typically subject to
hazardous waste and air program requirements in addition to regulation by a wastewater authority.
Dry cleaning activities are primarily associated with perchloroethylene discharges to the sanitary
sewer (Harader, 1994). Perchloroethylene is the solvent used in dry cleaning processes that cleans
the clothes. Most of this solvent is recovered, and impurities, including water, soils, and body oils,
are removed so that the perchloroethylene can be re-used. The water separator that removes
impurities from the perchloroethylene is one source of concern to wastewater. Perchioroethylene’s
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physical properties allow it to penetrate very small cracks giving it the potential to "leak" from
sewers. It also passes through soil quickly, which can contaminate groundwater.
Many dry cleaners also have laundry facilities. Laundry graywater is a source of metals in
wastewater. Pollution prevention strategies pertaining to laundry are discussed in Chapter 4.0. Dry
cleaning a~tivities are discussed in this section.
One recently-introduced alternative to dry cleaning is a computer-controlled wet cleaning process.
Water temperature, heat, and agitation are carefully controlled to prevent damaging clothes.
UCLA’s Pollution Prevention Education and Research Center has been evaluating one shop using
this process since early 1996 (San Jose Mercury News, 1996).
Table 3-20. Information Collected for Machine Shops
State

Program

Materiab Reviewed

Re~ion

US EPA

Pollution prevention ~micidx~

N~rr~an.~t B~/~

Prog~ inform~on

RI

L~ Co~ty Division of Natural

Guidebook

FL

4

R,~m:,h Tri~gl~ I~itw~

Guid~oook

NC

4

Iow~ W~s~ R~don C~l~r

Pro~r~m i~form~on

IA

7

Cit7 of Phoenix

BMPs

AZ

9

Palo Alto RWQCP

BMPs, ~ide book, program information CA
Sour~ identification
CA

9

R~ ~t

Novato Saaitavi District
Cit~ of San Jose

Source identification

CA

9
9

Union Sanita~ District
Program information
Santa Clara County Pollution Prevention Program iaformation

CA

9

CA

9

Cit~ of Livermore

CA

9

Ventura Coun~
BMPs
Sacramento Regional County Sanitation Program information
DisWict

CA

9

CA

9

De Anza College
Metro

CA

9

WA

10

BMPs

Workshop
BMPs
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3.5.8.1

Best Management Practices

BMPs tbr dry cleaners revolve around preventing perchlorethylene from entering the sanitary sewer.
Three waste streams have been identified as significant sources of perchlorethyiene to wastewater:
water-separator discharge, spills to floor drains, disposal of still bottoms. BMPs addressing these
sources are listed below and are based on those used by the Sacramento Regional County Sanitation
Distri~ (SRCSD, 1994).
Separator Water and Still Bottoms. Discharge of separator water and still bottoms to the sanitary
sewer is prohibited. Instead, these wastes are collected in separate containers and disposed as
hazardous waste by a certified waste hauler.
Spill Containment and Response. Dry cleaners must provide spill containment for machines
containing solvents. The containment area should be impermeable, capable of holding 110% of the
largest possible spill, should prevent the spill from reaching the sanitary sewer, storm drains, or soil.
Spitls should be cleaned up with rags that can then be run through dry cleaning equipment to recover
the solvent.
Equipment. Closed-loop dry cleaning machines are available that produce a fraction of the waste
that "vented" machines do. Closed-loop machines may generate less than one gallon of wastewater
per month compared to 100 gallons per month for "vented" machines. Other equipment than can
help minimize wastes are refrigerated condensers and cooling towers.
Operating Practices. Recommendations include not adding excess water or damp clothes to dry
cleaning machine, tracking water usage to detect possible leaks in cooling equipment, and
maintaining and steam stripping equipment regularly.
3.5.8.2

Program Elements

Programs for dry cleaners often include permits. Outreach is conducted describing BMPs and
regulatory requirements through brochures and workshops. Program information and materials
collected for drydeaners by the project team are listed in Table 3-21.
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Table 3-21. Information Collected for Drydeaners

Alexandria Sanitary Authority

Program reformation

VA

3

Dade (~tm~"

Brochures, program information

FL

4

Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Waste

Program information

FL

4

Montana PPP

Program inform~on

MT

8

City of Boulder

Program informatio~

CO

8

Sacrmr~ato RCSD

Program infomu~ion, brochure, u:dmical

CA

9

Palo Alto RWQCP

Source ID report

CA

9

umoe Sanitary Dis~ct

Program information, brochures

CA

9

Santa Clara County Polluh(m Prevenhon Program

Program information

CA

9

EBMU~D

Program informahon

CA

9

San JoseY Sama Clara WPCP

Sot,’~ ID report

CA

9

Orange CotmVy

Program information

CA

9

King County

Program information

WA

10

US Creneral Accounting Ot~ee

IReport

US EP A

Guide book

WERF

Guidance manual
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3.5.9

Ceramics

Glazes and clays used in pottery studios can be sources of wastewater pollution. Colored glazes
typically contain metals, such as chromium, nickel, cobalt, copper, manganese, and iron
(’PARWQCP, 1995). Clays, while not associated with aquatic toxicity, can clog sewer lines if
discharged in large amounts. Depending on the number of commercial ceramic studios in a
community, this might not be a large source of wastewater pollution. However, communities with
serious metal water quality problems might want to evaluate this source.
3.5.9.1

Best Management Practices

The Palo Alto RWQCP has developed the following recommendations for ceramic studios
(PARWQCP, 1995):
G/azes. Glaz~ should never enter the sewer. If possible use a separate working area for glazes and
for clays. Store glazes in covered containers away from sinks. Use secured shelves with lips or
doors to help contain spills should they occur. Clean up glazing materials with a two-bucket
sequential rinse rather than rinsing in the sink. When the initial rinse bucket contains too many
solids, place it where the water witl evaporate, lVfix glaze wastes and rinse water with clay, fire and
dispose of as trash.
Clays. Working water containing clay should be collected in a bucket and the clay should be
allowed to settle out. Equipment should also be rinsed in this bucket before rinsing in the sink. Mop
floors and pour mop water into collection bucket. Once the clay has settled out, water from the
collection bucket may be poured in the sink. The clay may be reused or mixed with waste glazes,
fired and disposed of as trash.
Housekeeping. Seal floor drains to contain spills. Install small settling buckets in each utility sink
and put sediment traps in drain pipes, l~animize water use at each stage of the pottery process.
3.5.9.2

Program Elements

Because ceramic studios are not likely to be major sources of pollutants, programs are voluntary and
consist primarily of educational outreach. Program information and materials collected for ceramics
studios by the project team are listed in Table 3-22.
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Table 3-22. Information Collected for Ceramics Studios
l~ogrmu

Materiab Reviewed

State

Wesa~n Lake Superior Sanitary Diseict

[Program information

MN

5

Palo Alto RWQCP

IBMPs, program infornuttion, brochure CA

9

CA

9

California Department of Toxic Substances Gmtml [Fa~t sheet

3.5.10

ltegiou

Wood Finishers

Wood finishing and furniture making activities are associated with the generation of wastes
containing solvents, volatile organic compounds (NOCs), and some metals. In general, releases to
air are the focus of pollution prevention programs for wood finishers. However, some processes that
might present concerns in wastewater are the use of waterborne coatings (a suggested alternative to
solvent-borne coatings), caustic stripping, and the use of methylene chloride (EBMUD, 1996).
3.5.10.1

Best .Management Practices

The following BMPs for wood finishers are based on those recommended by EBMUD.
Stripping. Cleanup residues from methylene chloride stripping using a dry process, such as rags,
before rinsing with water. Rinsewater generated from caustic stripping should be screened to
remove paint skins prior to discharging to the sanitary sewer.

Housekeeping. Prevent spills and accidental discharges from entering the sanitary sewer by
installing physical barriers or sealing floor drains. Soiled rags should be disposed of as hazardous
waste or cleaned by an industrial laundry.
3.5.10.2

Program Elements

The pollution prevention program for wood finishers developed by EBMUD included permits and
outreach through brochures and workshops to explain program requirements. Program information
and materials collected for wood finishers by the project team are listed in Table 3-23.
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Table 3-23. Information Collected for Wood Finishers
Program

Materiah Reviewed

State

Management Institute for En~ and

Source 1D report

VA

3

Mont~u~ Polluti~ Preve~io~ Program

Program information

MT

8

Sacramcmto County

Program infonmtion, ~ book, video CA

9

East Bay Municipal Utility DistriCt

Program information, workshop, BMPs CA

9

I Regiou
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RESIDENTIAL SOURCES OF POLLUTANTS
Residential sources have been associated with wastewater and stormwater pollution, and in some
cases, contribute more pollutants than industrial or commercial sources. This chapter presents
approaches used to address residential sources of pollution and information regarding specific
sources of wastewater and stormwater pollution.
4.1

Approaches to Residential Sources

Residential source control strategies can be divided into three categories, which are described in the
sections that follow:
Public education;
¯
¯
4.1.1

Technology-based strategies; and

Legislative strategies.
Public Education

Because a regulatory and enforcement approach is often not applicable in the residential sector,
source reduction can best be accomplished through educating the public and attempting to change
habits by raising awareness. Consequently, public education is the most commonly applied source
controi strategy for the residential sector. For the public education approach to be effective, the
communicated information must be clear, concise, and targeted at the appropriate audiences.
Methods of disseminating information include brochures, point-of-purchase displays, media
advertising, school programs, event exhibits, and outreach to businesses serving the public. Public
education is discussed further in Chapter 5.0.
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4.1.2

Technology-Based Strategies

Technology-based strategies typically involve a process modification or the use of certain equipment
to achieve discharge reductions. For example, changing a supply water treatment process by adding
corrosion inhibitors might reduce metals loadings due to household plumbing corrosion, while
installing household graywater systems would address loadings contributed by laundry graywater.
The effectiveness of these strategies depends on how well the technology targets a particular
problem, as well as on the level of cooperation and participation. For example, from a technical
standpoint, graywater systems would effectively eliminate the discharge of graywater to the sanitary
sewer. However, implementation of this strategy would require major, widespread changes in the
practices of builders, developers, landscapers, and homeowners. Implementation of corrosion
control, on the other hand, only requires the participation of a relatively small group (water
purveyors) and, therefore, implementation would be more straightforward.
4.1.3

Legislative Strategies

Legislative strategies involve implementing new local ordinances or changing regional or State laws.
These approaches include product bans through local ordinances, product bans through regional or
statewide legislation, or changes in plumbing codes. The effectiveness of this type of strategy
depends largely on the ability to enforce the ordinance or law and the ease or difficulty with which
such a restriction can be circumvented.
One example of an effective legislative strategy has been the mercury ban in latex paints
implemented nationwide in 1990. Prior to the ban, mercury was added to paint to improve mildew
resistance, and mercury levels in paints were typically on the order of 125 parts per million (ppm)
(CCSF, 1994). While the ban has only applied to indoor latex paints, a recent analysis of both
exterior and interior paints shows the average mercury level to be 0.26 ppm and the maximum level
to be 2 9 ppm In addition, after-market additives that can be used for mildew resistance are also
unlikely to contain mercury, even though the Federal mercury restriction does not apply to these
products. Essentially, the mercury ban created an anticipation among manufacturers that mercury
was an ingredient of concern, and was, therefore, likely to be banned in related products at some
future time if the producers themselves did not act voluntarily.
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4.2

Specific Residential Sources of Pollutants

Residential sources of wastewater pollution include corrosion, indoor pest control, pet care,
household cleaners, and laundry graywater. Residential sources of stormwater pollution include
landscape maintenance, vehicle maintenance, pool and spa discharges, and painting activities.
Associated pollutants, studies, and strategies addressing each of these sources are discussed in the
following subsections. Information for landscape maintenance, indoor pest control and pet care is
presented under one heading, Pesticide Use and Landscape Maintenance. Pollutants typically
associated with e,a~h of these activities based on information collected for this report are listed in
Table 4-1.
4.2.1

Household Plumbing Corrosion

CCCSD estimated that household plumbing corrosion accounted for about 9% of the CCCSD
residential copper loadings and 4% of the CCCSD residential lead loadings. Other communities
have estimated corrosion contributions to copper loadings to be much higher, ranging from 40% to
75% of total copper influent loadings (PARWQCP, 1996; NSD, 1996; Save The Bay, 1996).
Factors influencing household plumbing corrosion contributions to metals loadings include water
supply corrosivities, housing age distributions, and corrosion control practices.
Table 4-1. Pollutants Associated with Residential Activities
Residential Source

Concern to Wastewater
or Stormwater
Corrosion
Wastewater
Laundry ~raywater
Wastewater
Indoor pest control
Wastewater
Pet care
Wastewater, Storrnwater
Landscape maintenance Stormwater
Vehicle maintenance
Stormwater
Painting activities
Storrnwater
Household cleaners
i Wastewater
Pools and spas
Stormwater, Wastewater
Root control products Wastewater

Associated Pollutants
Cu, Pb, Zn
heav~, metals
pesticides

pesticides (flea dips), animal wastes
pesticides, nutrients
oil, heav~, metals
heav~ metals, solvent
solvents, ammonia, bleaches
chlorine, copper
copper
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Household phambing corrosion is typically reduced using technology based strategies directed at the
water supply and plumbing materials. Examples in Palo Alto and Novato, California are described.
A study conducted by Palo Alto RWQCP (PARWQCP, 1996) investigated copper piping corrosion
and potential corrosion reduction measures. The study included the following elements: estimation
of corrosion rates in copper piping; evaluation of corrosion in heating systems, cooling systems, and
hot water recirculating systems; and the effect of addition of chemical corrosion inhibitors to the
distn~oution system. Based on the results of this study, Palo Alto RWQCP is planning to implement
the following measures: consider implementing the corrosion inhibitor strategy recommended by
the study (i.e., add orthophosphate to the water supply at 1 rag/L), develop plumbing BMPs in
cooperation with the Cities of Sunnyvale and San Jose, and develop educational materials to
encourage the use of non-copper plumbing materials.

Novato Sanitary District (NSD) worked with its water purveyor, Sonoma County Water Agency
(SCWA), to reduce copper loadings from corrosion by instituting pH control. NSD was
experiencing difficulty meeting its NPDES effluent copper limits. Source identification studies
indicated that approximately 75% of the copper loadings in NSD’s plant influent could be attributed
to household plumbing corrosion. Adjustment of the water supply pH has resulted in dramatic
reduction in copper effluent loadings as discussed further in Chapter 6.0.
Corrosion of household plumbing has been evaluated as a source of copper and lead by several
agencies and organizations including:
Massachusetts Office of Technology Assessment (OTA)
Save The Bay, RI
New Jersey Environmental Federation
Dade County Department of Environmental Management, FL
US EPA Region 5
City of Phoenix, AZ
City of Tempe, AZ
Central Contra Costa Sanitaxy District, CA
Palo Alto RWQCP, CA
Novato Sanitary District, CA
Kin8 County Water Pollution Control Division, WA
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4.2.2

Laundry Graywater

A study conducted by Central Contra Costa Sanitary District (CCCSD) identified laundry graywater
as a significant source of heavy metals, including arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead,
mercury, nickel, and zinc (LWA, 1994a). For most of the parameters examined, color laundry loads
were shown to contain significantly higher levels of metals than did white loads. This might be
attributable to leaching of textile dyes and/or to the fact that color clothes are more otten outer
clothes which tend to collect more dirt and to have more metal fixtures (i.e., snaps, zippers, etc.)
attached to them. In addition to metals loadings attributable to the laundry itself, detergents and
other laundry products can contribute significant amounts of arsenic, cadmium, and chromium to
laundry, graywater. Laundry graywater has also been evaluated as a possible source of chloroform
from the use of chlorine bleach (Corsi, 1994).
Public education, technology-based strategies, and legislative strategies can all address laundry
graywater as a source of residential metals. Public education would focus on an effort to modify
residential laundry practices. Technology-based strategies include the use ofgraywater systems and
reducing the use of metals-containing clothing dyes. Legislative strategies would involve passing
a local ordinance requiring developers to install graywater systems in a certain percentage of new
homes.
The washing of color loads in cold water rather than warm water could significantly reduce metals
in graywater by reducing the amount of dye leaching from clothes during washing. (Energy
conservation would be a secondary benefit of this option.)
The use of alternative, metal-free dyes would also help reduce residential metals loadings from
laundry graywater. This would require a study to determine that dyes are indeed a significant source
of residential metals. If this hypothesis is proved, a cooperative effort with dye manufacturers to
develop and use acceptable alternatives (less toxic, metal-free dyes) would.be in order. Such an
effort may be beyond the capabilities of one municipality, and it would be more effective to refer
this study to the state or US EPA for administrative and financial support.
Residential activities also impact loadings in commercial laundries. A source identification effort
by a diaper service identified diaper rash ointment as a source of zinc in its laundry graywater
(Massachusetts OTA, 1992). Outreach to its customers reduced zinc levels in the diaper service’s
wastewater
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4.2.2.1

Graywater Systems

Another technology-based idea that may be effective in reducing wastewater loadings from
graywater is an on-site residential graywater system that can be used to collect graywater and
recycle it to a subsurface drip irrigation system that can be used to water lawns, trees and shrubs.
Crraywater systems address all pollutants present in laundry wash water including those from dirt,
clothing dyes and detergents. The potential to reduce metals entering the residential sewer
wastewater through application of residential graywater systems complements water conservation
as a justification for the use of such systems. To ensure that minimum standards for health and
safety are met by residential graywater systems, graywater standards were added to the California
State Plumbing Code in 1994 (California Department of Water Resources, 1994). Recent estimates
indicate that it would cost the homeowner approximately $1,500-$3,000 to set up a typical graywater
system, including piping and perforated tubes for the irrigation system (Sacramento Bee, 1994).
The graywater standards were adopted to allow systems to be installed in single family dwellings
and were designed to provide consistent standards that meet minimum health and safety
requirements. In addition, they were developed to provide relief for residential landscapes during
water shortages and to enable the development of business and economic opportunities. Graywater
systems have the advantage of addressing both water conservation and pollution prevention issues.
In addition, the systems appear to be straightforward to install and maintain. However, to
substantially reduce wastewater loadings, widespread use of graywater systems within a community
would be necessary. This would require a substantial outreach effort.

Promoting graywa~er systems for larger sources, such as apartment buildings, laundromats, schools,
.and hotels might address wastewater loadings more effectively. The current graywater standards
’.in California were developed for single family dwellings. However, a law was passed in 1995 to
:revise the graywater standards to allow for use by multiple family dwellings, commercial businesses,
and other larger sources. These standards went into effect in January, 1997 (Prillwitz, 1995).
,Agencies providing information on laundry graywater as a residential source of pollutants include:

Central Contra Costa Sanitary District, CA
Palo Alto RWQCP, CA
Eastern Municipal Water District, CA
City of Tempe, AZ
Seattle/King County, WA
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4.2.3

Pesticide Use and Landscape Maintenance

Pesticides are used by homeowners for landscape magntenance, indoor pest control, and pet care.
Control strategies targeting general pesticide use and programs specifically targeting
organophosphate pesticides are discussed in the following subsections. In addition, landscape
maintenance can eontn’bute nutrients and other pollutants. Programs addressing fertilizer use, water
conservation, and native plant selection, in addition to pesticide use, are also described.
4.2.3.1

General Pesticide Use

With regard to pesticide usage habits, surveys conducted in Virginia, Maryland, and Minnesota
indicate that about two-thirds of homeowners perform their own lawn care (Schueler, 1995).
Approximately 20% to 40% of homeowners use insecticides, with the most common products used
including diazinon and chlorpyrifos. The Maryland survey indicated that two-thirds of the
homeowners who apply their own pesticides rinse their equipment over grass, pavement, or directly
into gutters or storm sewers. One conclusion that can be drawn fi’om these surveys is that a need
exists for more public education regarding pesticide handling and disposal.
Strategies for controlling sources of pesticides include:
¯
¯
¯

Using integrated pest management (IPM) methods;
Switching to less toxic pesticides, such as pyrethrins and insecticidal soaps, where
appropriate and available; and
Properly handling and disposing of pesticides to minimize the amount of pesticide entering
the sewer or storm drain.

Integrated pest managemem is a program that is typically applied to agriculture, although its
principles can also be applied to urban pest control (Robinson et al., 1995). I~M encourages the use
of non-chemical controls, but allows for pesticide use under certain circumstances. The message
of IPM is that alternatives to pesticides exist which can result in significant reductions in pesticide
use. Many resources describe IPM practices and alternatives. One comprehensive resource is the
Bio-Integral Resource Center and its 1996 Directory of Least-Toxic Pest Control Products (IPM
Practitioner, 1995).
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IPM is based on the implementation of four basic principles.
The pest causing the problem must be identified so that a pest control approach best suited
to the particular pest can be chosen.
2.

The applicator must decide what level of pest control is necessary. For example, a
residential yard might not need to be completely free of insects and weeds.

3.

Long-term strategies should be used to keep pests under control. Long-term strategies
include introduction of disease-resistant plants, use of beneficial insects such as ladybugs,
and removal of accessible food supplies for ants and cockroaches.

4.

Short-term strategies are used when pests cannot be controlled due to unusual circumstances.
Short-term strategies may include the use of pesticides, but the least toxic pesticide that will
be effective is recommended.

Applying IPM to lawn care includes several practices (Schultz, 1990). Grass can be fertilized using
organic fertilizers. IPM recommends fertilizing lightly and less frequently. Grass can be mowed
higher leading to a healthier lawn that is more weed resistant, thus decreasing the need for
pesticides. If pest problems occur, some damage should be tolerated and the least toxic controls
available should be used. For example, biological controls, such as certain fungi or bacteria, can be
effective pest controls. Also, the grass type chosen should be pest resistant and compatible with the
local climate. Such practices can reduce the use of pesticides.
With respect to educating the public regarding these practices, Seattle METRO has developed a
Green Gardening Program consisting of a multi-level education campaign encouraging pesticide use
reduction and recycled materials use in urban landscaping. The program strives to educate people
who currently use pesticides about easy, effective, and less toxic alternatives. Through public
outreach, the program teaches people to look at their yards and gardens as a dynamic ecosystem and
to curb all "preventative" calendar spraying. The program provides information on the dangers of
pesticides and safest application techniques. Disposal of hazardous waste containers is also taught,
but the emphasis is on preventing pest problems and choosing safer alternatives. In 1993, Seattle
used four public education tools:

1.

Workshops tiffed "Alternatives to Pesticides" were offered during the growing season at
local nurseries.
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2.

A slide show called "Green Gardening" was presented to 23 community groups.

3.

A "Green Gardening tour weekend" was held featuring 16 organic gardens open to the
public.

4.

Written brochures on alternative pest controls, pest and disease-resistant plants, and
organic gardening were distributed at all Green Gardening events and at local nurseries.

In addition to these four tools, Seattle was also considering a program that would provide identifying
signs tbr yards using Green Gardening techniques. The Green Gardening program also provides a
consultant to train nursery workers on alternatives to pesticide use.
4.2.3.2

Public Education Programs for Organophosphate Pesticides

Sources of pesticides are likely to be unregulated commercial businesses or residential home and
lawn maintenance. Public education programs have been implemented by several communities to
encourage residents to implement the strategies discussed in previous sections. In particular,
organophosphate pesticides, including diazinon and chlorpyrifos have been identified as pollutants
of’ concern in both stormwater and wastewatcr around the country. Public education programs
targeting diazinon or chlorpyrifos, as well as programs targeting pesticides in general, are described
herein
Diazinon was identified as the primary cause of wastewater whole effluent toxicity failures in
several POTWs in US EPA Region 6 (Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico) (Water, Environment &
Technology, 1995). At the request of US EPA, CIBA Crop Production (diazinon manufacturer)
conducted a study of 350 wastewa~ treatment plants in Texas, Oklahoma, and New Mexico, which
are required to perform biomonitoring. The study results indicated that diamon levels in effluent
can be reduced through increased solids retention time and aeration capacity. However, public
education efforts to discourage residents fi’om pouring pesticides down the drain are more
economical than treatment and have proven to be effective. A description of a public education
program developed in response to toxicity failures in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, follows.
Greenville, Texas, also developed an effective public education program targeting diazinon which
is described in more detail in Chapters 5.0 and 6.0.

Oklahoma City has a population of 480,000 and is served by four wastewater treatment plants with
a total capacity of 81 Mgal/day (APA, 1995). Biomonitoring at all four plants identified toxicity
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which was linked to diazinon through toxicity reduction evaluations (TREs) conducted in 1992.
Sources appeared to be residential; therefore, the City determined that a public education program
represented the most economical and effective control strategy.
The initial task of the educational program was to conduct a series of user surveys. Separate surveys
were conducted for the following groups: residential users; professional exterminators; lawn service
and nursery professionals; veterinary clinics and groomers; animal shelters and kennels; janitorial
services and carpet cleaners; apartments, motels, and hotels; food service establishments; and retail
stores. The results of the surveys indicated that the public education program would be most
effective by targeting residential users of pesticides. The City created its Public Education Program
to inform the general public about the correct selection, handling, and disposal of pesticides.
Program dements include brochures, bill inserts, public television programs, radio announcements,
radio talk shows, information on buses and billboards, home and garden show exhibits, a home and
garden club newsletter, and newspaper articles.
4.2.3.3

Landscape Maintenance

In addition to pesticides, landscape maintenance contributes other stormwater pollutants, including
nutrients from residential fertilizer use and pet wastes. Programs have been developed to educate
residents regarding landscaping activities and other residential activities generating pollutants. The
Water Wise Gardener Program, Backyard Actions for a Cleaner Bay and Home*A*Syst are
discussed below.
The V’n~ginia Cooperative Extension has developed the Water Wise Gardener Program to encourage
homeowners to implement best management practices that will reduce water pollution from
fertilizers, pet wastes, erosion, and pesticide use (Aveni, 1996). Program goals that have been met
include: 1) 85% of participants complete one year (lst and 2rid stages described below) of the Water
Wise Gardener Program, and 2) documentation of a 40% reduction in nitrogen applied and a 25%
reduction in yard wastes sent offsite, pesticides applied, and water used.
The Water Wise Gardener Program uses master gardeners to educate the public using a 5-stage
process. The initial stage is to provide information to the public through seminars or workshops on
topics including fertilization, IPM, plant selection, and composting. The second stage goes beyond
the first stage of educating the public by encouraging individuals to participate at a deeper level of
personal involvement. In the second step is the ~volunteer lawn’ program in which homeowners sign
an agreemem whereby they volunteer to implement the recommended practices. A master gardener
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assists the volunteer in implementing at least 5 BMPs and to keep track of lawn and yard care
activities. In the third stage, a volunteer lawn becomes a "demonstration lawn." After the
homeowner has had a volunteer lawn for at least a year, they should be knowledgeable about how
water quality relates to lawn care and their lawns should look well cared for. A yard sign is posted
to highlight their efforts to the community. The fourth stage is training the homeowner to become
a master gardener and thus expanding the program through this person’s commitment to share
knowledge with the community. The fifth stage is program evaluation which is conducted
periodically to assess the program and determine future directions.
Backyard Actions for a Cleaner Chesapeake Bay is a public outreach program to: 1) inform citizens
that their personal actions can impact the Bay; 2) provide hands-on information on gardening and
lawn maintenance practices; and 3) show city dwellers and suburbanites how farmers are protecting
the Bay (Lettler, 1996). Specific information was offered on wise fertilizer use, pesticide
alternatives, and erosion control. The outreach strategy included video and radio public service
announcements, and "Take It From Maryland Farmers" guides, posters, stickers, and displays. This
1995 outreach campaign resulted in the distribution of 5,000 guides and 3,500 calls to the Maryland
Cooperative Extensions Home and Garden ~ormation Center (advertised in the campaign).
Home*A*Syst is a national program that encourages homeowners to complete an assessment of
pollution hazards in and around the home (Farm and Home Pollution Prevention Update, 1995). It
is based on a program developed for farm assessments (Farm*A*Syst). These programs are
intended to serve as a pollution risk assessment tool and a flexible implementation framework that
builds iraeragency and private sector partnerships to support rural pollution prevention. A series of
assessment worksheets identify pollution from a wide range of sources found on farms and in homes.
Fact sheets and teclmical referrals are used to develop site-specific, voluntary action plans to prevent
pollution.
Agencies and organizations providing materials and program information on landscape maintenance
and pesticide use for the Source Control Assessment are listed in Table 4-2.

4.2.4

Vehicle Maintenance and Used Motor Oil

As discussed in Chapter 4.0, vehicle repair, maintenance, and washing generate pollutants, including
heavy metals, oil and grease, and detergents that are discharged to the storm drain and the sanitary
sewer. Residential vehicle maintenance has been addressed by pollution prevention programs and
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stormwater programs through public education efforts. These outreach efforts target used motor oil,
residential vehicle maintenance, and residential car washing.
4.2.4.1

Used Motor Oil

Proper disposal of used motor oil has been targeted by many programs. Many communities have
established household hazardous waste facilities where residents can dispose of hazardous wastes,
including used motor oil. Many communities around the country provide household hazardous
waste collection facilities and other means of collecting used motor oil. Some specific program
aspects fi~m the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF), Seattle/King County, Ventura County,
and Massachusetts OTA are described here as specific examples.
!vtassachusetts OTA established a recycling center to collect household hazardous wastes, including
used motor oil, antifi-eeze, and photographic wastes as part of its Critical Parameters Project in
Worcester, MA (US EPA, 1994). The recycling center received little use fi-om business and
moderate use fi’om homeowners. It was felt that more publicity of the project would have increased
the use of the recycling center. Even so, in the first year of operation, 1,400 gallons of waste were
collected at the recycling center.
Service stations and auto repair shops sometimes accept used motor oil. The California Integrated
Waste Management Board (CIWMB) encourages these activities through its used oil grants for local
governments (CIWMB, 1994). Grants are provided to cities and other local governments to
publicize used oil collection programs like the two described below. San Francisco and Ventura
County have obtained these grants and used them to develop programs publicizing businesses that
collect used motor oil. The City and County of San Francisco produced a map showing the 52
locations around the city that collect used motor oil. (CCSF, 1996) The map was developed to show
that the locations were distributed throughout the city making it easy and convenient to recycle
motor oil. Ventura County publicizes certified used oil collection centers (i.e., located at specified
oil-change businesses, service stations, etc.) through a "’Used Oil Recycling Month" and a used oil
information center at public events, including the County Fair, Cinco de Mayo, Earth Day, and used
car swap meets (Camacho, 1995). Other elements of Ventura’s program include developing
curriculums to be incorporated into adult education courses, such as auto repair courses, driving
schools, and traffic schools.
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Table 4-2. Information Collected on Landscape Maintenance and Pesticide Use

Pro~’am
Massachusetts OTA
New Jersey Environmental Federation
Alexandria Sanitary Authority
Maryland Department of Agric~tlture
University of Maryland
Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay
V’wginia Polytechnic Institute
Virginia Cooperative Extension
Rouge Program Oifice, Michigan
Wisconsin DNR
City of Greenville
City of Oklahoma City
Montana Department of Environmental
City of Tempe
Palo Alto RWQCP
Alameda Countywide Clean Water
Program
Union Sanitary District
City of Sacramento Stormwater Program
Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source
Pollution Control Program
City of Sunnyvale
San Francisco Estuary Project
City & County of San Francisco
Central Contra Costa Sanitary District
City of Hayward
Seattle METRO
King County, Washington
US EPA
Farm*A*Syst/Home*A*Syt

Materials Reviewed
State Re~ion
MA
Pro~am information, fact sheet
Program information
NJ
2
VA
3
Program information
MD
3
Program information
Video, guide book, PSAs, displays MD
3
VA
3
Fact sheet
Brochure
VA
3
Program information
VA
3
~I
5
Program information
Fact sheet
WI
5
Program information, brochures, TX
6
PSAs
Program information
OK
6
Program information
MT
8
Program information
Program information, reports
Booklet, brochures, fact sheets,
posters

AZ
’CA
CA

9
9
9

Program information
Brochure, booklet
Brochure

CA
CA
CA

9
9
9

Booklet
!Guide book
Brochure, inspection program
Program information, brochures
Program information
Program information
Brochures
Brochures
Program information, brochures

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
WA
WA

9
9
9
9
9
10
10
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4.2.4.2

Vehicle Maintenance and Car Washing

Car care guides for ’do-it-yourselfers’ have been developed by agencies including CCSF and Eastern
Municipal Water District. Home maintenance guidebooks and brochures developed by agendes
including the San Francisco Estuary Project and the Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program
include recommended practices for car care as well (SF Estuary Project, 1992; ACCWP, 1995).
Recommended practices include washing cars on lawns or unpaved surfaces, recycling used motor
oil and antifreeze, repairing leaking vehicles promptly, cleaning up spills with absorbants, such as cat
fitter..In addition, outreach materials remind residents never to pour used motor oil or antifi’eeze
down an inside drain or a storm drain.
CCSF conducted an outreach program targeting young males, ages 16-25, based on research
indicating that this is the group most likely to change their own motor oil. (CCSF, 1996) Elements
of the program included advertising on youth oriented radio stations, conducting promotional events
at auto supply stores and distributing recycling kits, including a map showing collection center
locations; the car care guide, Fix It!; and a used oil recycling container. Street signs placed on utility
poles were also used to encourage used oil recycling.

The following entities indicated that they have programs targeting used motor oil and residential
vehicle maintenance activities and provided information for this project:
Palo Alto RWQCP, CA
King County Hazardous Waste Program, WA
Central Contra Costa Sanitary District, CA
City of Phoenix, AZ
Massachusetts Office of Technical Assistance
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
City and County of San Francisco, CA
Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program, CA
City of Davis, CA
San Francisco Estuary Project, CA
Dade County Department of Environmental Resource Management, FL
Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay, VA
Rouge Program Orifice, MI
Eastern Municipal Water District, CA
City of Sacramento, CA

¯
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4.2.5

Home Painting Activities

Paints are a source of certain metals and solvents as described in Chapter 3.0. Painting activities
conducted by do-it-yourselfers should follow the same BMPs recommended for painting contractors
in Chapter 3.0. Outreach to home painters is included in home maintenance guides such as those
prepared by Palo Alto RWQCP, the Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program, and the San
Francisco Estuary Project. The primary messages are to wash painting equipment in indoor sinks not
outside near storm drains; reuse paint thinners; and to dispose of paints, solvents, and thinners at
household hazardous waste collection centers (ACCWP, 1995).

A list of entities that provided information for this project and who indicated that they have programs
targeting residential painting activities include:
Palo Alto RWQCP, CA
King County Hazardous Waste Program
City of Phoenix, AZ
Massachusetts Office of Technical Assistance
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
City and County of San Francisco, CA
Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program, CA
4.2.6

Household Cleaners and Other Consumer Products

Household cleaning products have been identified as being a significant source of arsenic, cadmium,
chromium, and nickel (WTC, 1992). CCCSD estimated that household products accounted for 67%
of CCCSD residential arsenic loadings, 35% of CCCSD residential cadmium loadings, 20% of
CCCSD residential chromium loading, s, and 10% of CCCSD residential nickel loadings (LWA,
1994a). Studies conducted by the Washington Toxics Coalition and the City and County of San
Francisco provide a good summary of information regarding household products.
A Seattle study conducted by the Washington Toxics Coalition (WTC), in cooperation with Seattle
Metro, examined metals content and consumer usage statistics for numerous household products,
including laundry detergents, dish cleaning products, bleaches, general purpose cleaners, toilet bowl
cleaners, and dandruff shampoo (WTC, 1991). This study determined that, with the exception of
arsenic, dish and laundry cleaning products are an essentially insignificant residential source of
metals. (These products were estimated to contribute 40°/, of the total loadings of arsenic to the
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residential sewer.) None of the metals examined were found in significant quantities in general
purpose cleaners and toilet bowl cleaners. Finally, the WTC tested one brand of dandruff shampoo
and found it contained significant quantities of zinc; however, no zinc loadings emanating from this
product category were estimated because of inmtticient information on metals content and overall
usage.

The study also evaluated toothpaste, hair coloring products, bar soaps, bath crystals, and metal
polishes. In addition, several brands of "ultra concentrated" laundry detergents were studied to
supplement results obtained from the previous two phases of the study. Household products were
analyzed for arsenic, cadmitan, chromium, copper, lead, nickel, and zinc. Of the 7 different brands
of toothpaste examined in the WTC study, trace elements were not found at significant levels in these
products, with the exception of one brand which contained unusually high levels of zinc. However,
because the market share of this brand was estimated to be only about 1%, it is not believed to
contn’bute substantially to residential zinc loadings. Of the 15 different hair coloration products, trace
elements were not found at significant levels in these products either, with the exception of one antigraying product which contained unusually high levels of lead; however, because the overall usage
quantities of this product are small, it is not believed to contribute substantially to residential lead
loadings. Of bar soaps, bath crystals and metal polishes, none of the brands tested contained metals
in quantifies significant enough to contribute substantially to residential trace element loadings.
Moreover, the emmination ofultra-concentra~ laundry detergents showed considerably lower levels
of arsenic than those found in most other brands in earlier studies examining these products.
The Seattle study also examined 15 different brands of cosmetics, including eye and facial cosmetics
of various colors. It was found that several of the brands were extremely high in zinc and chromium,
while one brand was exceptionally high in cadmium. Arsenic, copper, lead, and nickel did not appear
to be present in significant quantities. It was noted, however, that literally thousands of cosmetics
products are on the market, and metals content (as judged from the small cross-section of products
tested in the WTC study) is likely to vary greatly. Moreover, the amounts of these products emering
the residential sewer are very difficult to quantify, and no attempt was made to do so. An accurate
assessment of residential metals loadings from cosmetics products would therefore be a substantial
research project all by itself.
CCSF conducted a study of household product contributions of heavy metals to the residential sewer
(CCSF, 1991). The types of products investigated in the San Francisco study included hair products,
toilet bowl cleaners, bath soaps, deodoraats, and toilet paper. Information from previous studies was
also incorporated into the analysis.
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Using analytical results of consumer product trace element content, market share statistics, and
existing data on resi~ and municipal wastewater, percent metals loadings to the residential sewer
from household products were estimated. The San Francisco study found that the above product
categories conm’buted less than 10°4 of the total residential loading of every parameter except arsenic
(35%), and less than 2% of all the remaining parameters except chromium (6.9%), and silver (3.8%).
Of’the above product categories, powder laundry detergents were the major source of arsenic. These
results indicate that, for most parameters, the above household product categories are insignificant
sources of total residential trace element loadings to the sanitary sewer.
4.2.6.1

Green Cleaning Kit

An example of outreach to discourage the use of certain household products is Seattle’s Green
Cleaning Kit (Frahm, 1995). Since 1992, in a program funded by the local hazardous waste
management unit, Seattle has given away or sold over 12,000 Green Cleaning Kits to its residents.
The kits, which include spray bottles, recipes and some ingredients for non-toxic household cleaners,
come in a box with instructions. Seattle instituted this program to raise citizen awareness and change
behaviors. On the basis of follow-up surveys, Seattle determined that thousands of kit purchasers (up
to 63%) now use the green recipes as a part of their regular household cleaning chores. Furthermore,
the surveys determined that use of the Green Cleaning Kit reduced the quantity and use of hazardous
cleaning agents by 15% to
Among the entities that provided information for this project and that indicated that they have
programs targeting household products are:
Palo Alto RWQCP, CA
King County Hazardous Waste Program, WA
Central Contra Costa Sanitary District, CA
City of Phoenix, AZ
Massachusetts Office of T~chnical Assistance
Montana Department of Environmental Quality
City and County of San Francisco, CA
Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program, CA
City of Davis, CA
San Francisco Estuary Project, CA
Dade County Department of Environmental Resource Managemem, FL
Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay, VA
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Rouge Program Office, MI
Eastern Municipal Water District, CA

City of Sacramento, CA
New Jersey Environmental Federation

Save The Bay, RI
City of Tempe, AZ
Union Sanitary District, CA
Alexandria Sanitary Authority, VA
Pools and Spas

4.2.7

Pool and spa water comaining chlorine can be toxic to aquatic life. In addition, certain pool algicides
contain copper which is of eoneem to both wastewater and stormwater systems. Public outreach has
been conducted in some communities to encourage residents to dechlorinate pool water and not use
copper-containing algicides. Recommendations regarding dechlorination include letting the water
sit for two weeks or adding sodium bisulfate. Organic algicides are recommended as alternatives to
copper-containing compounds. It is also recommended that falter rinsewater be disposed of on soil
rather than down the storm drain. Some communities recommend discharging pool water to the
sanitary sewer after contacting the local wastewater discharge authority (ACCWP, 1995; SF Estuary

Project, 1992).
Several entities provided information about their programs targeting pools and spas, including:

Palo Alto RWQCP, CA
City of Simi Valley, CA
JMameda Countywide Clean Water Program, CA
San Francisco Estuary Project, CA
City of Sacramento, CA
4.2.8

Root Control Products

CCCSD evaluated copper sulfate root control products and estimated that these products contributed
an average of 22% of the CCCSD residential copper loadings (LWA, 1994a). In the CCCSD service
area, surveys indicated sales of about 3,400 pounds of root destroyer in 1992. This product is placed
directly down the drain by homeowners in accordance with the instructions that come with the
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product. The intended use of this product is to inhibit root growth in sewers, although copper sulfate
products are usually only moderately effective.
Because copper is a pollutant of concern to the entire San Francisco Bay Area, a regional approach
discouraged using copper sulfate as a root control product (SFRWQCB, 1994). A regional brochure
was developed desa’ibing the issue and alternative practices to remove roots from sewer lines. The
brochure was dism’buted.by POTWs throughout the Bay Area. Outreach was conducted to plumbers
and hardware stores asking them not to use or sell these products.
In addition to outreach efforts, a legislative approach was used, as well (PARWQCP, 1996). During
1994, Palo Alto RWQCP staff’developed and co-sponsored a bill, which was taken to the California
State Assembly, that would have banned the sale and use of the copper-based root killer. This effort
received support from several of the Bay Area public agencies through a letter writing campaign and
participation in public workshops and legislative hearings. The legislative effort resulted in a
commitment by the California Departmem of Pesticide Regulation to develop regulations relating to
copper-based root ldller. After a year of technical studies, public outreach, and regulation
development, the Department of Pesticide Regulation adopted emergency regulations in December,
1995 prohib’fting the sale and use of copper-based root control products in the nine Bay Area counties.
In the summer of 1996, this became a permanent regulation.
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PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Educating a community’s residents and businesses concerning wastewater and stormwater issues is
an essential element of a nonindustrial pollution prevention or stormwater program. Public agencies
throughout the country have developed public education materials. This chapter presents
information regarding messages used in pollution prevention and stormwater education, audiences
addressed, outreach approaches used, the watershed management approach, and use of behavior
change principles.
Examples of public education materials and supporting documents were requested from agencies
and private companies from around the United States. Nearly 500 brochures, flyers, door-hangers,
videotapes, school program outlines, give-aways, posters, bumper stickers, and guide manuals were
received from 75 public education program managers in 23 different states from all 10 US EPA
regions. The agencies that provided public education materials for this project are listed in
Appendix D. Several brochures, pamphlets, booklets, and other examples that were reviewed for
this study have been copied and included in Appendix E. They illustrate how many agencies are
communicating messages to their various audiences, including the use of regional characters, text
and illustrations that target certain pollutants, activities, and audiences, and a discussion of creative
outreach strategies. The appendix includes the names and telephone numbers of the agencies that
produced each of the examples.
5.1

Stormwater and Pollution Prevention Messages

Public education programs heighten general awareness of stormwater and wastewater issues and
communicate messages concerning specific pollutant sources. Elements of these messages,
including general message themes, regional flavor of messages, and specific messages used in
stormwater and wastewater pollution prevention programs, are covered in the following subsections.
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5.1.1

General Message Themes

Materials provided for this study related to stormwater and urban runoff pollution typically focused
on educating the general public that, as individuals, they are the nonpoint sources contributing every
day to the most significant water pollution problems still remaining in the country. The materials
usually stressed that the protection and fi~ture enjoyment of local bodies of water depend upon the
:individual’s efforts to make the changes necessary to reduce their portion of the pollutant load.
Most of the public education materials included lists of activities that people could do to reduce
pollutants.
]Public education programs also submitted materials that target the prevention of pollution to local
wastewater treatment plants and subsequent effluent discharges to dyers, lakes, or bays. Similar to
the stormwater and urban runoff programs, the messages for the pollution prevention public
education programs emphasized the role and responsibility of the individual. Instead of warning
people not to pollute local bodies of water via storm drains, these public education materials
emphasized toxic materials that should not be discarded down house drains. Messages also
informed that alternative products were readily available to replace the use of toxic cleaning and pest
control materials in the home. The public education programs also emphasized taking left-over toxic
wastes, including motor oil and paint, to household hazardous waste collection facilities.
.’;. 1.2

Regional Flavor of Messages and Graphics

Wldle basic messages on the need and how to reduce water pollution are fairly uniform throughout
the U.S., r, he means of communicating this information have definite regional flavor. In Palo Alto,
Cahfomia, Flo the Raccoon is a delightful mascot. Clean Water Raingers (sic) in Trenton, New
Jersey, include Claudine Crab, Diesha Diamondback (turtle), and Howie Heron Materials from
Miami, Florida, feature Officer Snook and communicate issues about the high water table and
manatee protection. Some materials from Albany, New York, reflect the local interest in the arts
by showcasing paintings of scenes in New York’s watersheds. Fact sheets from Providence, Rhode
Island, relate urban runoff pollution to the loss of shell fishing areas. The most exciting materials
key into the local interests of their audiences and use regionally appropriate graphics.
Different regions of the U.S. focus on different pollutants in their public education programs.
Nutrients are the focus of most programs in the East and for inland watersheds. Urban and coastal
watersheds tend to focus on toxic pollutants.
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The messages being conveyed to the general public are similar throughout the country. However,
there is no single phrase that wraps everything up neafly--a phrase such as "Give a hoot- -dodt
polkae." The nationwide dfort to educate the public on stormwater and pollution prevention issues
would benefit greatly if such a common phrase were developed and uniformly used.
5.1.3

Specific Messages Used in Public Education Programs

Examples of messages illustrating both the similarities and the creative differences of stormwater
and pollution prevention programs throughout the U.S. are presemed in the following sections.
5.1.3. l

StormwaterFUrban Runoff Pollution Public Education Messages

As indicated above, public education messages either heighten general awareness of stormwater
pollution or address specific sources of stormwater pollution. Messages being communicated by
stormwater prograa~ regarding general awareness include:
Stormwater and urban runoff are not treated; therefore, as these surface flows reach local
bodies of water, they contain all of the pollutants that accumulate from everyday living and
commerce.
By making changes in daily habits, individuals can protect the health of local creeks,
streams, rivers, lakes, bays, and oceans.
Messages addressing specific sources of stormwater poLlution include:
¯

Educating the general public that specific sources of storrnwater poLlution include
automobile products, vehicle maintenance operations, litter, pet wastes, pesticides, fertilizer,
erosion from construction sites, and illegal sewer connections.
These pollutants enter the storm drain as water from rainfall, overwatering, or cleaning
~perations washes over outdoor surfaces.

¯

Specific outreach messages to businesses and/or groups typically revolve around
encouraging the business to implement BMPs for their particular activity.

Examples of approaches to heightening general awareness fi-om different parts of the country are:
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California. Outreach to residents of multi-family buildings carries the following message.
"Storm Drain Pollution - Palo Alto’s storm drains - including drains in carports and parking lots flow directly imo our creeks and San Francisco Bay with no wastewater treatment! Remember that
any substance dumped or spilled into a storm drain contaminates our local waterways and harms
wildlife!"(PARWQCP, no date, Guidelines for residents of mulfifamily buildings).

Washington. Outreach encouraging businesses to be aware of stormwater issues is expressed in a
brochure with the following message.
"King County Promotes Your Business for Your Pollution Prevention Efforts - Polluting is like
pouring money down the drain - it costs less to prevent it than to clean it up. It’s a/so against the
law. When it rains, water carries pollutants into storm drains that lead to lakes and streams. To
prevent pollution, sweep your parking lots, cover dumpsters and stored materials, and wash cars in
contained areas. Get recognized for protecting water quality - Become a Business for Clean Water
Today" (King County Surface Water Management Agency, no date, Stop Pouring Money Down the
Drain).

.Louisiana. Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) presents the following
:hfformation regarding changing daily habits in a brochure entitled "Louisiana Storm Drain Stencil
:Program" (Louisiana DEQ, no date).
"Where should wastes go? Now that you know the dangers of dumping wastes, what is your
a!temative to getting rid of it? Recycle when possible. Most products like motor oils and paint
l~inners caa be recycled and reused. Make these good habits in using household cleansers and
materials: recycling, reusing and swapping. Contact local authorities for information."
The DEQ also has a series of pamphlets spedfying BMPs for general audiences, urban area
residents,~ contractors, agriculturalists, foresters, and residents with septic tanks.

F/orida. Sarasota County devdoped a brochure called the "Bay Repair Kit" that has the following
message.
"You can do something significant to improve this comer of the planet. Most pollution to our
nearby bays and other waterways comes not from one or two big dirty industries, but from .. each
c)ne of us" (Sarasota County, no date).
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New York. A brochure educating the public about New York watersheds uses this message~

"We all share the problem We used to think that most water pollution in New York was caused by
’someone else’ - the local sewage treatment plant, the factory down the street, the mysterious pipe
emptying strange-smeLLing liquid into a stream..If we looked, eventually, we would find a pipe or
a ’point source’ of pollution.
Today, we know that the source of most water pollution is not as easily identified as a pipe ... in over
90 percent of the state’s waters that are polluted, the cause can be traced to non-point sources of
pollution..."(Soil Conservation Service, 1994).
Chesapeake Bay. "A Citizen’s Guide" distributed by the Chesapeake Bay Program states: "... the
Chesapeake Bay is among the most productive estuaries in the world. But the Bay and its watershed
are in trouble. Years of use m and abuse -- have taken their toLl...The future of the Bay depends
largely on the choices we make today m not only for the 13.6 million people who currently live
here, but for the 2.6 million more of us expected to make this region home by the year 2020"
(Chesapeake Regional Iaformation Service, no date).
Examples of stormwater messages targeting specific sources are shown in examples from
Sacramento and Santa Clara Valley. The Sacramento Stormwater Management Program describes
practices targeting several sources in the brochure, "Solution to Stormwater Pollution," which is
available in English and Spanish.
"What Can You Do to Prevent Stormwater Pollution? You can make a big difference in keeping
the creeks and rivers in the Sacramento area clean and healthy for fish, plants, birds, and wildlife,
and ourselves by following these tips:

¯
¯
¯
¯

Get involved! Stencil a storm drain with the message ’No dumpin!! Flows to river. ’ Clean
a creek. Call your local agency for more ideas about how you can help.
Never pour anything down a storm drain that you wouldn’t want to swim in!
Try to use up toxic products or buy smaller quantifies so you don’t have to worry about
disposing of leftover materials.
Bring leftover toxic materials such as paint, cleaners, used motor oil, and pesticides to a
household hazardous waste collection event in your community or to an authorized drop-off
point.
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Never hose down spills into a storm drain. Use kitty fitter or other absorbent material to
clean up spills of toxic materials from pavement.
Use pesticides, herbiddes, and fertilizers carefully and sparingly, and do not apply if rain
~s forecast.
Keep your vehicle mad ~luipment well tuned to avoid leaks.
Use public transportation or car pooling. When it rains, air pollution becomes water
pollution[
Keep yard clippings, detergent, ~zash and animal waste out of the gutter and storm drains."

The Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program presents information for a
specific source in a poster for restaurants "Good Cleaning Practices to Protect Our Creeks and Bay"
(SCVNSP, no date).

"Clean all floormats, filters and garbage cans in the mop sink...
... or outside in a bermed and covered area,
Pour washwater into the mop sink
Use a dry method for spill cleanup
Keep dumpster area clean and the lid closed
Handle and dispose of grease properly".
The poster is illustrated with large, interesting drawings that show how to perform each of the good
cleaning practices specified. It is also accompanied by a packet of educational information for
restaurant managers, with a checklist of BMPs for employees. The checklist has been printed in
several languages.
5.1.3.2

Common Messages for Wastewater Pollution Prevention Programs

’rae three most commonly used messages related to wastewater pollution prevention (inside homes
and businesses) are:
To protect local bodies of water, it is important to avoid pouring toxic chemicals down
drains that lead to the sanitary sewer system.
Most informational materials emphasize alternatives that can readily replace household
products that are toxic to the environment.
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There are properly designed and controlled facilities to safely dispose of household
hazardous wastes in most areas of the country. The public is usually provided with the
telephone numbers and other information necessary to make arrangements to properly
dispose of common toxic wastes.

Severat jurisdictions offer e~lmples of how these messages are communicated:
California. East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) provides general information about the
role of wastewater treatment in its brochure "Stopping Pollution at the Source."
"For living organisms from plankton to people, San Francisco Bay is a source of life, pleasure and
nourishment. It’s also a place where treatment plants, like EBMUD’S, release highly treated
wastewater from homes and industries. Discharges from our plant form a tiny part of the Bay’s
waters. Still to keep those releases free of harmRfl toxins, EBMUD created an award-winning
Source Control Program. The District keeps pollutants out of the Bay by making s~re homes,
businesses and industries keep them out of sewers" (EBMUD, 1994).
The San Francisco Estuary Project describes household hazardous wastes in its brochure

"Inside your home ... Your cupboards and closets contain dozens of everyday cleaning, polishing,
and painting products hazardous to our waterways. Under the sink lurk the drain openers, oven
cleaners and insect sprays; out in the laundry room the c~hlorine bleaches and spot removers; down
in the basement workshop the glues, paints and wood preservatives. Amazingly enough, these and
other common household items can add up to a considerable source of pollution, once they find their
way from our homes to the Estuary via drains, toilets and your local landfill. And don’t forget that
Tackle
leaky faucet in the bathroom guzzling our scarce freshwater supply
.... it without toxics..."
(SF Estuary Project, 1992).

Arizona. The cities of Phoenix, Glendale, Mesa, Peoria, Scottsdale, Tempe, and Gilbert produced
a brochure called "Ponution Prevention Begins with You - A Guide to Protecting the Salt River and
Our Environment." Instzad ofreinveming the wheel, it adapted text and graphics used in a brochure
that originated in the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program. Its key
messages are:
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"How you use and dispose of products containing toxic substances has a direct impact on

the environment and our quality of life ... Before you pour anything down the drain, stop and

think" (City of Tempe, no date).
The City of Tempe has produced other good materials that inform the general public about pollution
preventzon in a program that "stresses a multi-media approach to reduction and control to prevent
the transfer of pollutants from one medium (air, land, and water) to another" (City of Tempe, no
date, Our Environment - Our Choice). The public works department distributes a list of"Safe
Alternatives to Common Household Chemicals" (City of Tempe, no date) for the residential
population and a newsletter for its industrial dischargers (City of Tempe, 1996).
New Mexico. The city of Albuquerque relates household practices to local waterways in its
brochure, "Are You Pouring Water Quafity Down the Drain?~

"[The following are headings of sections in the brochure.] What goes down the drain does not
simply go away... Did you know that many substances that enter the sewer system can’t be removed
during the treatment process?... It may surprise you to find out that the Rio Grande supports a
riparian habitat along its banks .... The natural life of this habitat is endangered by substances that
cannot be removed in treatment .... That’s why your decisions count .... Sometimes, the individual
can make a big differenc!! ... A thoughtful home owner has many alternatives to pouring toxins
,dOwn the drain" (City of Albuquerque, no date).

:5,1.4

Best Management Practices for the Genera~ Public

One approach to communicating messages targeting specific sources is to develop BM:Ps for the
general public. Much of the literature reviewed in this study includes BMPs or actions that people
~n take to reduce the flow of pollutants to their local water resources. These are often accompanied
by illustrations to clarify how certain activities are done. The target audiences vary widely from
community to community in the U.S. Some agencies provided public education materials that focus
entirely upon the general public. Others had materials for a range of target audiences, with BMPs
specified for their unique roles in the community. In general, BMPs for residents focus on using
more elbow grease and fewer chemicals to clean up after ourselves.
Examples of BMPs recommended for stormwater and urban runoff pollution prevention are:
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The New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection in Trenton, New Jersey, has developed
a brochure, "How to be a Clean Water Rainger (sic)." Below is the approach used in the brochure
to describe BMPs for the general public.
"Top Ten Things You Can Do to Help Keep Water Clean:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Never throw anything down storm drains. They are for rainwater only.
Don’t fitter. Always put trash where it belongs.
Always clean up aider your pets. Obey your town’s ’pooper scooper’ laws.
Tell others how important it is to keep our land and water clean.
Plant a tree. They take pollutants out of ground water, provide shade, and clean the air.
Find out what waterway you live near. Where does your water come f~om?
Precycle! Buy products that use the least amount of packaging.
Recycle. Find out what is recyclable in your community. Buy products in recycled or
recyclable containers.
Learn about environmental issues. Get involved in local organizations.
Conserve water whenever possible. For example, turn off the water while brushing your
teeth and don’t linger in the shower."

The City and County of San Francisco has developed a fan-style publication "Grow It! The LessToxic Garden. Control Pests & Plant Disease Using Less-Toxic Methods" educates the public on
pesticide alternatives. It is available in several languages. Approximately 30 "less toxic control
methods" are listed in this easy-to-use publication for common pests, mildews, and plant diseases.
Among them are the following:

¯
¯
¯
¯

"Aphids - - Spray with insecticidal soap (available in nurseries). Always test a small portion
of foliage before treating the entire plant. Some plants are very sensitive to soap sprays.
Cutworms - Hand pick during the day searching in widening rings around the stems of
seedlings.
Earwigs - Set out short lengths of bamboo or rolled up newspaper to trap earwigs. Check
in the morning and shake earwigs into a bucket of soapy water.
Powdery Mildew - Wash new growth with a spray of ordinaxy water. Powdery mildew

thrives in cool, dry conditions."
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5.1.5

Messages Targeting Specific Sources For Wastewater

Several agencies have developed materials addressing toxic pollutants coming from household and
garden products. These are often direr.--ted towards reducing pollutants in the sanitary sewer system;
however, most are applicable to stormwater/urban runoff pollution prevention, as well. Educational
materials have been developed to give the general public information about natural alternatives to
toxic products. These sometimes use a creative format, such as recipe cards, wheels to "dial" to the
safer alternative, and posters for workshop or kitchen. The examples included below were selected
to show the creativity that agencies have used to communicate natural (nomoxic) alternatives to the
general public.
Examples of materials that descn’be nomoxic alternatives and disposal practices associated with
prevention of pollution to the sanitary system are:
The City of Sunnyvale, California, has developed recipe cards for household activities (City of
Sunnyvale, no date). Recipe cards are available for insecticidal soaps, odor removers, cut flower
preservers, methods to apply flea powder, non-chemical drain cleaner, organic pest repellant, pantry
pest repdlams, baking soda play clay, air fresheners, wood furniture polish, metal polishes, abrasive
cleaners, ant repdlant, window cleaner, moth preventative, and roach repellant. One example is
using olive oil combined with vinegar or lemon juice as furniture polish.

EBMUD produced a %vheel’ describing recommended alternatives to several household products
(EBMUD, no date). For each product/chemical listed, the 9-inch diameter wheel includes hazardous
ingredients, alternatives, hazardous properties, and proper method of waste management. The
following are examples of alternatives for common hazardous products:
’
,

"Paint thinners and turpentine - Use water in water-based paints.
Flea collars and sprays - Hedml collar/ointment (eucalyptus or rosemary), or Brewer’s yeast

(call vet for amount).
Herbicides - Hand weeding, let grass grow 2-3 inches to shade weed seedlings."
A Florida brochure addressing pesticides, hazardous wastes and leftover paint presents the following
BMPs (Florida Department of Environmemal Protection, no date):
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¯

"Follow label instruction on rinsing empty containers of garden chemicals. Apply the rinse
water to the same plants that received the pesticide. Then, dispose of the empty, cle~n
containers as solid waste ....

¯

To properly dispose of le~over h~z~rdous wastes, hazardous mate~als and other chemicals,
take part in local ’Amnesty Days.’ Call your local government. Many counties operate
temporary hazardous waste storage areas which may be available to homeowners who have
materials they need to dispose of

¯

Donate half-full cans of paint to groups that can use them such as homeless shelters, Habitat
for Humanity, or similar organizations."

5.2

Audiences

Every community has audiences composed of the general public, school children, businesses and
industry, and municipal government. Subsets of these audiences vary by community. The target
audiences identified for the lVfilwaukee area are representative of typical audiences in many
communities (Southeast Area Water Quality Education, 1994). They include:
¯

"Urban residents
- Residents with yards and gardens
- Vehicle owners
- Pet owners
- Schools and youth groups
- Community groups

¯

Local governments
- Elected officials
- Staff and consultants

¯

Business and industry
- Automotive businesses
- Building maintenance
- Construction
- Fleet maintenance
- Landscaping and related businesses
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- Marinas and boat maintenance
- Mobile cleaning services
- Outdoor storage and processing
- Parking lot and grounds maintenance"
This list represents the majority of audiences and more focused groups targeted by most of the larger
communities throughout the country. Additional sub-groups reflect the character of a particular
region--Ihrmers in agricultural areas, foresters in the timber industry, homeless camps in big cities,
and mining companies.
Certain sub-groups are just merging as targeted audiences: ethnic employees of businesses who
may not speak the same language or share environmental values with the managers/owners of the
firm; new development, including architects, planners, engineers, and developers; customers of
automobile pacts stores who often arrive in the parking lots of these stores with problematic cars
leaking oil and other pollutants; and watershed conservancies and stakeholders programs. These
groups, which have unique roles in the social and business communities, are just beginning to be
targeted by public education programs (Brosseau, 1996).

Approaches to different audiences including the general public, ethnic communities, businesses,
municipal employees and the emerging sub-groups just mentioned are described below.
5.2.1

The General Public

Every agency that provided public education materials for this project included at least one item that
targets the general public, "the average citizens of the community." In certain larger cities, key
materials were translated to languages other than English (primarily Spanish and Chinese). When
looking at the materials that were more successful than others in communicating stormwater and
pollution prevention information to the general public, the following common threads stood out:

¯

Public education programs for the general public audience focused on communicating the
key messages listed earlier in this chapter;,, the specific local ~’~ks, streams, rivers, lakes,
bays and/or oceans that were affected by pollution; and local, State, or national (US EPA)
~elephone numbers to call for more information.

¯

The best materials use layman’s language, are highly visual, relatively brief, and focus on
the tools for behavioral modification.
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¯

Graphics did not have to be highly professional to be effective, but the materials that were
easiest to read and understand have more graphics than t~t in the overall composition_

¯

The materials were designed to be succinct, deliver the key messages quickly and dearly,
and provide the tools to go out and do the job right.

Some agencies are opting for the money-saving policy to "not reinvent the wheel" and have adapted
public education materials that were originally prepared for another community (e.g., the City of
Phoenix adapted its brochure "Pollution Prevention Begins With You - A Guide to Protecting the
Salt River and Our Environment" fi’om a publication prepared for the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint
Source Polk~ion Comrol Program.) There are some limits to the ab~ty to adapt materials produc~!
by others, particularly if the item has a strong regional flavor that doesn’t easily translate to another
part of the country.
5.2.2

Ethnic Communities

Media coverage and workshops are two methods used to outreach to specific ethnic groups. Good
examples are programs conducted by the cities of Los Angeles and San Francisco. The City of Los
Angeles stormwater program prepared public service announcements targeting the Latino
community and received overwhelming play on Spanish radio stations in Southern California.
CCSF conducted workshops for the African American and Latino communities. Demonstrations
on safer cleaning methods were conducted at supermarkets and house parties. San Francisco also
held workshops for Latino house cleaners focusing on potential health problems associated with
certain cleaning chemicals and their environmental impacts (CCSF, 1996).
Another strates~ that has been used to reach certain demographic groups is to provide consumers
with stormwater/urban runoffpublic education materials along with the products they buy in a pointof-purchase public education campaign. One example is a campaign that targeted not only a specific
cultural audience, but a specific pollutant, as well. San Mateo County teamed up with Pennzoil in
a campaign that featured, but did not focus exclusively on, an ethnic group and targeted the
pollutants associated with ~ motor oil. This point-of-purchase campaign resulted in a 12%
increase in the amount of waste oil collected locally.
Text of the campaign’s printed material was presented in English only. Rich-looking visuals
featured a Latino man. Research showed that, in the San Mateo area, most people who changed
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their own oil were young men, and many of them are Latino. Therefore, the campaign was designed
to target this audience (Boyd, 1996).
As already mentioned, in larger communities, many print materials are prepared in multiple
languages, using similar graphics and text. However, it appears that there is a tremendous

opportunity to work even more effectively with ethnic communities in America by following the
examples of Los Angeles, San Francisco, and San Mateo. This concept is more than translating a
piece prepared in English to another language; it is having the targeted ethnic community in mind
at the outset.
Surveys and focus groups help program managers understand the priorities of ethnic communities.
For example, a public awareness survey conducted for the Los Angeles County Department of
Public Works showed that Latino respondents were most concerned about reducing pollution in
waterways than any other group; and that the greater concerns for all ethnic groups were reducing
crime and gang violence, drug abuse, improving the quality of public schools, and creating jobs (LA
County Department of Public Works, 1996).
5.2.3

Business Audiences

Public education programs approach businesses in various ways. The most direct of these is
educating business managers and employees about how their practices may harm the environment
and the changes they can implement to make corrections.
Many business education materials also cite regulations. For example, the (San Francisco) Bay Area
Stormwater Management Agencies Association and the San Francisco Regional Water Quality
Control Board produced a brochure targeting mobile cleaners called "Pollution from Surface
Cleaning" (BASMAA, 1996). The brochure states:
"Pollution from surface cleaning ... It harms the environment .... And it’s against the law!
Allowing polluting substances into storm drains is prohibited in California. Both the person
who discharges the pollutant or leaves it behind, and the owner of the property where the
material is generated are liable."
The brochure then describes the BMPs available to mobile cleaners.
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At a recem training workshop for mobile cleaners in the San Francisco area, the cleaners stated that
they were always "looking over their shoulders" because they didn’t know whether or not they were
following the correct procedures. The first of three training workshops provided BMP information
using slides and a hands-on demonstration to educate over 90 people providing this service
(Brosseau, 1996).

Other approaches to working with businesses are discussed below and include point-of-purchase
displays, business recognition programs, educational materials, and ethnic employee training.
5.2.3.1

Point-of-Purchase

The greatest emphasis of public education programs oriented to the business audience is to win
cooperation, save companies money, and to form partnerships that place businesses in a positive
light in their community. Some of the most effective business outreach efforts are highly focused.
One example is the point-of-purchase waste oil recycling campaign in San Mateo, Califomis. Local
oil dism’butors were provided with kits, stormwater education brochures, and a stand-up display, all
of which encouraged the do-it-yourselfer to recycle motor oil. Retailers were responsible for
distributing and replenishing the supplies of brochures and kits. Distributors were "on-board" as
willing partners and have indicated that they want to participate in a repeat campaign 03oyd, 1996).
5.2.3.2

Business Recognition

Severa~ pollution prevention programs use business recognition to encourage environmental
stewardship. Examples include the King County Surface Water Management Program; Manhattan
Beach, California’s the Clean Bay Business program; the City of Los Angeles initiated the Ocean
Safe Coalition of Businesses; and the Association of Bay Area Governmems promotes the Green
Business Program. The literature of the Alameda County Green Business Program, which is similar
to many other clean business outreach efforts, states:
"The Green Business Program recognizes businesses that are in compliance with
environmental regulations and have taken steps to conserve water, energy, and other
resources. Participating shops receive a number of benefits from the program
including positive public recognition [and] streamlined compliance and pollution
prevention assistance" (Alameda County, October 1996).
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Another example of outreach that involves a city’s recognition of environmental responsibility is
the City of Palo Alto, California’s official "Pollution Prevention Week," (September 16-22, 1996).
The Mayor issued a proclamation that stated:
"Pollution Prevention Week is an opportunity for government, industry, and
environmental organizations to rec, ogniz~ the potential of pollution prevention and
to work together to plan for a prosperous and sustainable future" (City of Palo Alto,
July 1996).
5.2.3.3

Educational Materials for Businesses

Just as regions of the U.S. are quite unique from one another, types of businesses have particular
characteristics, as well. Materials targeting businesses are more likely to be used if they us~ a
design that is compatible with the industry. For example, a brochure prepared for the food service
industry in the Santa Clara Valley area of California to communicate stormwater education/BlVfPs
is subtly similar to menus found in fine restaurants (Santa Clara Valley Non-Point Source Control
Program, no date,, Good Cleaning Practices...). It included a poster of BMPs to be displayed in the
kitchen where wall space may be a premium; therefore, both sides of the poster were usa;i--the
same graphics were printed in a horizontal format on one side and a vertical format on the other.
This allows the restauram managers to display where they have room on the watt, a cabinet, or door.
Even more "restaurant-smart" thinking went into this poster: it is laminated so that kitchen grease
and splatters easily wipe off.
5.2.3.4

Ethnic Employe Training

The restaurant package prepared by Santa Clara Valley was also designed to include training for
employees who do not speak English. Inserts highlighting BMPs are included in Spanish,
Vietnamese, Chinese, and Engl~ The poster uses few words and, in fact, is so well-illustrated that
it is not even necessary to be literate to understand what is required of the workers. The City and
Count~’ of Los Angeles jointly produced a poster for training restaurant employees using a similar
well-illustrated format. The text is in English and Spanish (City and County of Los Angeles, no
date).
Efforts are also being made to provide environmental education/training for employees of the
vehicle service industry for whom Spanish is the primary language. The City and County of San
Francisco and the Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Environmental Quality are two of the
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major programs in the United States that have produced training materials in Spanish for this
targeted activity.
5.2.4

Municipal Audiences

Government offices are typically among the first to establish environmental policies for employees,
including BMPs that apply to a cross-section of public service functions. Also, becat~ government
agencies often contract out ~ services, BMP training and policies can be extended to private
firms that are awarded those contracts. Examples ~om Florida, North Carolina, Cincinnati, and
California are discussed below.
A three-phase program to reduce waste and pollution in County government offices in Broward
County, Florida, is being conducted to deal with the area’s problems with water pollution and dead
fish (NPPR, 1995). These negative conditions affect the county’s recreational boating and tourism
industry.. Initially, the pollution prevention education program targeted the business and industrial
community. But the County decided that government workers should set an example by exploring
opportunities and taking appropriate actions. The three phases include taking a survey of waste
generating practices, preparing a summary report with recommendations for improvements, and
implementation of a county-government wide waste reduction and pollution prevention program.
"Stormwater Fact Sheet No. 5, lVlunicipal Pollution Prevention Planning", (Land-of-the-Sky
Regional Council, no date) targets the municipal audience or government workers, including
managers; the men and women who sweep streets, wash city trucks, maintain municipal landscaping,
and who follow BMPs that prevent pollutants in stormwater and urban runoff.
The City of Cincinnati is attempting to conduct a model pollution prevention program in its own
operations (NPPR, 1995). All departments and divisions have had training. The City invited other
local and State government offices to participate in training and promotional activities. The City
has adopted an "Environmental Preference" purchasing ordinance for all city purchases, such as
lead-fi’ee, water-based paints for highway line striping. Cincinnati has also extended its training to
the business sector.
The City of Sunnyvale Public Education staff makes presentations concerning pollution prevention
to each city department annually. Presentations are geared toward information relevant to the
specific department (City of Sunnyvale, 1996). Similar in-house education and training is also being
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done in North Carolina and other parts of the country to encourage municipal workers to serve as
~xamples for others to follow in pollution prevention.
5 2.5

School Programs and Children

A great deal of work is currently underway targeting the audience of school children and their
teachers. Materials and programs are typically directed to various age groups: grade school
beginning with kindergarten, middle schoo~unior high, and high school.
Most school programs are targeted toward younger students. Like the campaisns to discourage
smoking and encourage recycling,, enviromental educators hope to teach the youn8 generation
about healthy pollution prevention habks and that the students will then nag their parents and
guardians to improve their own actions.
The coment of school programs is extremely diverse:
The City of Los Angeles targets hundreds of grade school children at a time with its b’dingual
"Canopy" performances shown at assemblies in public and private schools (City of Los Angeles,
1994b).
Alameda County, California, has a popular "Kids in Creeks" teacher workshop program for grades
K-12 (Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program, 1995).
The Central Contra Costa County Sanitation District’s school education program goes into the
classrooms with posters and displays, and a curriculum developed by a local environmentallyoriented museum. Students are enlisted in the "Central San Sewer Squad’(CCCSD, 1994).
The Seattle Drainage and Wastewater Utility distributes "Water You Doing?" for middle school
classes. This has a teachers’ manual, field trip directory, resource guide and activities, and three
very funny and informative videos. The agency also provides equipment and training for grade
school teachers in over 100 schools to raise salmon in their classrooms fi’om eggs to fly, and then
release the fi-y into local waters (Seattle Drainage and Wastewater Utility, 1996).
The King County Sttrface Water Management Division provides community stewardship grants to
encourage watershed education and enhancement projects (King County Surface Water Managemem
Agency, no date, Duwamish River Site Tour).
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EBMUD, as part of its Pollution Prevention program outreach to schools, produced the student
publication, ~Tha Tardy Twins Meet Polluto," and an accompanying teacher’s guide. This
publication is designed to acquaint upper elementary students with the processes of the wastewater
treatment and the importance of pollution prevention and controlling sources. It covers the
processes of pollution and purification and the community’s role in contributing to the problem and
to the solution (EBMUD, 1996).
The City of Sunnyvale sponsors an environmental science fair targeting 4th to 7th graders. Projects
are judged by educators and representatives from local businesses, and non-profit organizations.
Projects entered in the Fair have included ’green’ household cleaners, effects of urban runot~ and
birds of the Bay (City of Sunnyvale, 1996).
Adopt-A-Watershed is a school education program that is used in many communities. It has
curriculum and activities for grades K to high school that include long-term field studies, restoration
projects, and community actions. An example of these for a kindergarten class is:
What is a watershed? Concept - The earth contains objects which are observably
different and that change. Long-term field study-Tree height and
diameter/succession study. Kestoration project - Tree planting. Community action
- Field trip booklet for family and community; children explain to family what a
watershed is (Sacramento River Watershed Project, 1996).
The Water Environmental Federation is a partner with over a dozen other agencies and organizations
in "Give Water a Hand m A Youth Program for Local Environmental Action" Youth groups select
a problem of interest and conduct a project to solve it.
National Proje~-’t WET (Water Education for Teachers) produces a wide range of materials for school
programs. These include curriculum and an activity guide; sdence activities; booklets and
handbooks on events, history, and stories; tee-shirts; and modules on the Everglades watershed,
wetlands, groundwater, and water conservation (National Project WET, 1996).
The University of Wisconsin Extension, Environmental Resources Cemer has produced a resource
series called "Blueprints for Educating Young People About Water". It encourages youth leaders
to work with groups on water resource and protection projects (University of Wisconsin, no date).
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The Global Rivers Environmental Education Network (GREEN) is an environmental education
program that focuses on watersheds. The non-profit organization works with groups in 130
countries to promote watershed sustainability. Various materials are available through this
organization: field manuals and kits for water quality monitoring, source book for watershed
education, an educator’s guide to toxic assessment, and several other publications and videos.
Among the educational materials that are distributed by GREEN are those produced by National
Project WET (see above) (GREEN, 1996).
The City of Santa Monica, California, had an interesting experience with high schoolers. These
older students did not come through when they were recruited to distribute door hangers, apparently
because the task felt like "make-work_" However, these students were stellar when they volunteered
to teach stormwater education principles to younger students in their school system. Their peerteaching efforts were very relevant, and the benefit returned to the City of Santa Monica was quite
valuable (R.omain, 1996).
Public education programs targeting students should be age-appropriate, and as illustrated above,
have relevance to the audience. Another thing to consider is that teachers are being overwhelmed
with requests to use materials similar to stormwater education in their classrooms. How do teachers
choose what to use? To avoid having resource materials gather dust on a classroom shelf, some
research into the school’s needs would be a benefit. For example, does the school need
transportation for a field nip and could you provide that to get your program used in the classroom?
On the other hand, public education programs should also consider the cost per student. The City
of Los ,Mageles believes that it gets great value in educating hundreds of studems at a time with its
excitin8 and sought-after performance of the "Canopy" program.
5.3

Effective Strategies for Different Audiences and Messages

A 1995 public awareness survey for the Los Angeles County Public Works Department asked people
where they obtained information on the storm drain system. The responses were as follows:
Broadcast television
Newspaper
Radio
Cable television
Magazine

49%
47%
5%
4%
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Billboard
Stenciling drains
Brochure
School child
Other
Don’t know

3%
3%
1%
1%
8%
6%

When lhese same people were asked where they received their information on local issues in
general, they responded: newspapers (65%), broadcast teleMsion (63%), radio (24%), cable
television (15%), magazines (12%), brochure (6%), newsletters (6%), billboards (5%), school child
(4%), other (4%), and "don’t know" (0%).
A survey conducted by re, searchers at the University of Wisconsin in the lower lVfilwaukee River
Basin in 1989 showed similar results, but in addition to the media as a major source, pamphlets and
newsletters were also rated highly effective.

5.3.1

Media (Newspaper, Television, Radio)

As just illustrated, using the media is one of the most effective ways to get information into the
hands and minds of the general public. Effective media campaigns will adhere to the following
principles:
The viewing public needs to be rewarded, with things such as entertainment and/or
information that directly helps them with a problem or saves them money. A public service
announcemem (PSA) that appears to serve only the needs of the sponsoring agency will fall
flat.
¯

The piece prepared for the media needs to include basic information. The piece also needs
to give people instructions; it should not simply tell the audience that water pollution is bad.

¯

Many agencies, when paying for advertising, are also asking for free time to increase
coverage. When approaching television and radio stations to play PSAs, several agencies
ask for "unsold" air time.
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¯

When investing in the development of a PSA, public education managers may have more
~uccess if they work from the beginning with a particular radio or television station. This
will not ensure that the PSA will receive good coverage, but it will help.

¯

PSAs have been developed to be shown in movie theaters before the previews. There is a
aard and fast rule that PSAs shown in theaters must premiere at the movies. They cannot
first appear on tdevision or any other medium_ Arrangements can be made with theaters that
*,he PSAs may be shown at a later date in other venues.

Programs working effectively with media in Wisconsin and Texas are described below. As a result
of the public awareness survey mentioned above, the Southeast Area Water Quality Education
Program of the University of Wisconsin Extension concluded that a well-coordinated multimedia
outreach program would be one of the most effective ways to convey stormwater information. The
University prepared the following list outlining its media strategy:
1.

Build on existing themes, mascots, and materials, especially the "It all adds up" and the
"Stormie" cartoon character.

2.

Target materials to reach all income, age, and cultural groups using appropriate languages,
rJaemes, music, media outlets, etc.

3.

Use a variety of messages, times, and media to reach the critical threshold where people will
remember and act on the information they have received.

4.

Make the content and tone of messages positive.

5.

Appeal to motivations, such as clean neighborhoods, health and safety, environmental
quality, and convenience.

6.

Build on what people already know and use sources they consider credible.

7.

Use terms that people can easily understand such as "runoff" rather than "nonpoint source
pollution."

8.

Match the media to the message, keeping in mind that:
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¯
¯
¯

Print media are most effective for more messages that require absorption of details
and contemplation by the receiver;
Television has the strongest emotional impact, but is the most costly; and
Radio’s advantages are flexibility and the ability to reach specific target audiences
multiple times at a markedly lower cost than television.

9.

Use graphics and sound to reinforce messages and make them more memorable.

10.

Localize messages, but where appropriate, tie them to national and international events."

The fforts of G-reenville, Texas, to reduce the level of the pesticide diazinon in wastewater effluent
was desert’bed in a previous chapter of this report. Working with the media was a major reason why
the overall pollution prevention program was successful (Erwin, 1996). V’n’tually every element of
the total public outreach program was covered by the media. Articles were placed in the local
newspaper, the City newsletter, and the "Texas Town & City" magazine. The message about
diazinon use was covered in widely different ways: a local library program on the use of alternative
pesticide controls, seminars given by recognized experts on fire ant control, flea and tick seminars,
public awareness survey results, editorials about the public awareness survey, household hazardous
waste announcements tied to diazinon use, environmental fairs, student programs, student-designed
billboard contest, tours of the wastewater treatment plant, storm drain stenciling, small paid
advertisements, monthly guest columns in the local newspaper, and radio PSAs.
In effect, Cu’eenville, Texas "double-dipped": they gained public awareness through the various
public outreach strategies (e.g., environmental fairs and student programs) and then gained far more
exposure through publicizing their event and its message primarily in the local newspaper. As stated
earlier, Greenville residents responded to this program by drastically reducing the volume of the
toxic pesticide that previously caused chronic problems and violations at the community’s
wastewater treatment plant.
Effective media campaigns bring the issue to the forefront for the general public. Survey after
survey confirms that people learn about environmental issues from newspapers, television, radio,
and various publications. An effective media campaign capitalizes on opportunities for publicity.
For example, the public can learn about stormwater and pollution prevention issues when they read
newspaper articles about grass roots events, results of public awareness surveys, government
employees featured for their efforts to implement BMPs, businesses being honored for their efforts
to implement BMPs, a classroom field trip, or helpful educational materials that are available free
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to the public. Taken together in an effective media campaign, the message to encourage clean water
practices is emphasized over and over.
5.3.2

Public Events

Earth Day was the original public event that drew the general public together to support protection
of the environment. Today, agencies and organizations rarely miss participating in Earth Day
festivities and often sponsor some form of outreach in a variety of public events each year.
Examples of strategies using public events to promote awareness of wastewater and stormwater
issues are discussed in the following subsections.
A self-guided bicycle tour of the Duwamish River was developed by the King County Surface Water
Management agency in Seattle and is promoted by the Cascade Bicycle Club. A brochure,
"Duwamish River Restoration Sites Tour," which includes a map for bicyclists, gives both
environmemal information and safety tips. This program targets the general public, bicycling
enthusiasts in particular (King County, no date, Duwamish River Site Tour).
Several tbrms of cleanup days can be found around the country. In Sacramemo, California, several
groups including the Urban Creeks Council sponsor "Creek Week" that concludes with a creek
cleanup with prizes for the most unusual things retrieved. This is a grass roots affair, that includes
free lunch donated by a local fast food restaurant, live music, environmental education booths, and
free tee-shirts. Approximately 500 people participated in the 1996 cleanup day. This type of
program targets the general public with the message that individuals can contribute to cleaning up
our water (Clark, 1996).
The City of Sunnyvale sponsors several public events throughout the year, including Coastal
Cleanup Day for the South Bay, Pollution Prevention Week, Earth Day, and an Environmental
Science Fair. On Coastal Cleanup Day, volunteers clean up local creeks and parks with 600 people
volunteering in 1994 and 1,000 volunteers participating in 1995. Earth Day activities reached over
4,000 people with materials and interactive booths about nonpoint source pollution and pollution
prevention (City of Sunnyvale, 1996).
CCSF recognized the diversity of its population of one million residents and prepared a catalog of
all of the known community and cultural events held regularly. The catalog included information
on the schedule of the events and how to contact the sponsoring organizations. The participation
in these evems targets the general public (CCSF, 1996).
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Many cities make mini-public events fi-om stendling programs, bringing together people in a
neighborhood to stencil their storm drains. These programs also target the general public. Almost
every community that provided materials for this research study has a storm drain stenciling
program. They all make a simple statement, such as "No Dumping. This drains to ocean (or bay,
fiver, ~eek, or wetland)."
Major public events, such as Earth Day and the Great Coastal Cleanup, build awareness of
environmental issues for large audiences. Given the large numbers of people involved and the lack
of opportunity for thorough discussion of details, messages associated with these types of public
events need to be simple. Smaller events, such as neighborhoods getting together to stencil storm
drains, provide the opportunity for leisurely, thorough discussion of a range of environmemal
concerns.

5.3.3

Workshops, Trade Shows

Workshops are offered by agencies, ultimately to provide detailed information and demonstrations
on how to implement BMPs. These programs often feature a related subject and piggy-back
pollution prevention information.
CCSF offers workshops for the general public. Free gardening workshops are given in San
Francisco to teach "less toxic gardening" to residents. CCSF also offer workshops on auto
maintenance. The auto maintenance workshop features "low alders" and auto demonstrations to
appeal to young males who were identified as most likely to work on their own vehicles. In addition
to carrying an environmental message, the information offered is practical and useful thus filling a
need of the people attending (CCSF, 1996).
A training workshop was given to mobile cleaners in the San Francisco Bay Area regarding BMPs
to reduce the volume of pollutants fi’om outdoor steam and pressure cleaning. The workshop
concluded with a self-graded examination and distribution of recognition certificates. To encourage
participation of mobile cleaners, the sponsoring agencies, RWQCB and BASMAA, also provided
outreach to the cleaners’ potential customers to encourage hiring of firms that completed this
training program (Brosseau, 1996).
A com’erence for developers, businesses, local governments, and environmental organizations on
planning for new development in Western Michigan was sponsored by the West Michigan
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Environmcrital Aotion Council. It was attended by over 250 people (West Michigan Environmental
Action council, no date).
Trade shows offer a forum for focused public education. For example, the City of Los Angeles
developed a poster illustrating BlVIPs for restaurants and distributed fi’ee copies at a Restaurant and
Food Industry trade show in Los Angdes. Because the cost and logistics of distribution of materials
can be significant, trade shows that draw large numbers of targeted business audiences, such as
restamm~ construction, and boating, are excellent venues for environmental education. The trick
is capturing the attention of the participants. This can be accomplished with the same strategy as
indicated for audiences reached through the media. Offer some kind of reward, such as information
that will help solve a problem in their trade (Ellis, 1996).
5.3.4

Videos

Videos have also been produced pertaining to stormwater and wastewater issues. All of the videos
reviewed for this study were professionally produced and targeted different audiences.

Where Doeslt Go? is a 12-minute video narrated by and featuring middle school age children. The
video is a collaborative effort of schools in Petaluma, Novato, and Vallejo, California, with the
Central Matin Sanitation District, other nearby agencies, and the California Integrated Waste
Management Board’s Used Oil Grants program. The key messages conveyed by this tape are that
the wastewater and storm drain systems are separate; even with treatment, some pollutants still pass
through the plant into the San Francisco Bay. The children narrating are clear and straightforward
about what individuals can do to reduce their own pollution: wash cars at car washes instead of on
the street, clean up a creek or storm drain, and use less toxic products. This is an excellent video
that holds the viewers’ attention, highlights the essential points related to preventing pollution in
both the sanitary and stormwater systems, and provides helpful BMP suggestions. Along with the
video is a lesson plan for 4th through 6th graders. The video cost $12,000 to produce. Each
participating agency received 55 copies, a lesson plan, stickers, and a submaster of the video to
produce additional copies (Bender, 1994).
H20 Improvements is a 20-minute program by the Massachusetts OTA (Massachusetts OTA, 1994).
It focuses on pollution prevention and describes the wastewater treatment process. The video uses
humorous vignettes to point out that it is less expensive to prevent pollution than it is to provide
physical treatment, answers questions about the use and disposal of toxic materials, and addresses
related issues
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Storm Water, Clean Water Protection Program--Protecting Our Water is a 10-minute video that
targets professions involved in new development: architects, developers, contractors, and
maintenance (Riverside Flood Control and Water Conservation District, no date). The video was
carefully made so that it has only limited reference to Riverside and, therefore, is easy to use in other
regions. It uses a straightforward educational approach that combines illustrations with on-site
visuals to demonstrate various BMPs that reduce stormwater pollution from design, construction,
and maintenance points of view.
Water You Doing? is a 35-minute videotape with five segrnems. (Seattle Drainage and Wastewater
Utility, 1992). Because these excellent presentations are heavily focused on Puget Sound, they are
not readily adaptable for other areas. The program recognizes that to communicate water quality
messages to what they call the "MTV generation," the video program would have to be different.
The first segment uses a funny scientist to make the point about water sources and resources and the
ways the Puget Sound is being polluted. The next segment brings together the weathermen of three
local television stations to describe the watershed. The third segment uses a "Dragnet" theme to
point out the difference between the sanitary and storm drain systems. The Flying Karamazov
Brothers, a comic trio of jugglers, desen’be the ~nces between point source and nonpoint source
pollution, and emphasize the importance of individual responsibility in the fourth video segment.
The fifth presentation uses a teacher to lead into the school outreach program that features a call to
action.
The Fantastic Journey, a 15-minute tape prepared by the City of Los Angeles, went behind the
scenes with the video production crew to illustrate how stormwater pollutants travel through the
storm drain system to the Santa Monica Bay. The video used the creative director of the City’s 30second PSA prepared for television to narrate this longer, more educational program. Visuals
include the mountains of debris that accumulate in the Los Angeles storm drain system and end up
on the beach. Viewers are shown various BMPs that the video production crew used to reduce their
own c¢>ntribution of pollutants (City of Los Angeles, 1994a).
Heal the Bay, an environmental organization based in Santa Monica, California, has produced
several videotapes that have been shown on television and other forums. The latest is Revenge,
which shows a car full of joyriders careening down a residential street, kicking grass and dirt omo
private property, smashing into trash cans spreading litter everywhere, pouring oil on the ground,
and even jumping out to light papers on fire on a doorstep. When the narrator asks if the audience
would like this kind of treatment where they live, the camera pans to the joyriding occupants of the
car: a dolphin and seals. The sound of the dolphin’s call, which of course sounds like a cackling
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laugh, can be heard as the car drives away, and the narrator appeals to the audience to prevent
pollution of storm drains (Heal the Bay, 1996).
5.3.5

Course Curricula

The Seattle Drainage and Wastewater Utility offered important insight (Seattle Drainage and
Wastewater, 1996):
:’Meetings with S~Rtle middle school teachers were surprising. Teachers were quite

blunt in saying they did not want or need more curriculum. There is more
~urriculum available than teachers know what to do with. Instead, new teaching
tools are needed that can be integrated into the curriculum already being taught. It
~s important that the tools are flexible so that different teachers can use them in
differem ways."
Wrth this in mind, a program was prepared with a teacher’s manual, field trip directory, and resource
guide. The teacher’s manual includes activities and questions that correlate with the video "Water
You Doing?" descrfl~ earlier. The classroom can focus on the material for as little as one day and
as many as five. Sdeeted fidd trips are fully funded, including transportation, by the City of Seattle.
The resource guide for teachers lists education centers, written materials, activities and lesson
materials, audio/visual resources, and speakers willing to talk with classrooms of students.
The Central Contra Costa Sanitary District conducts school education using field trips to the
wastewater treatment plant and in the third and fourth grade classrooms. The learning activities for
the 3,000 3rd and 4th graders include pre-field trip materials and video, an activity folder, poster
board and display board activities, and take-home materials (CCCSD, 1994).
The Center for Watershed Protection prepared a teacher’s guide for creating a water monitoring
program. Teachers of middle school students (10 to 14 years old) are provided with information,
activities, and resources to create a unit about streams in the neighborhood. The class will adopt a
segment of a stream, develop a monitoring program, and conduct field monitoring to study ecology.
The guide points out that the class must have access to a stream. The guide teaches about
watersheds, topographic maps, monitoring, and wild life (Center for Watershed Protection, no date).
EBMUD in Oakland, California, jointly with the California Water Pollution Control Association,
Bay Seclaon Public Education Committee, developed a science curriculum on wastewater treatment
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and pollution prevention issues for Roosevelt .Junior High School in Oakland. EBMUD staff
authored the chapters of the curriculum text, and the District provided funding for the project and
tours of the main wastewater treatmem plant for students (EBMUD, 1996).

5.3.6

Brochures, Pamphlets, and Other Written Materials

Several examples of effective messages have been included earlier in this chapter. There are many
additional good themes and strategies for print materials as exemplified in the following paragraphs.
"Read this now. Or drink your old paint, chemicals, and pesticides later," a brochure by Metro Dade
Solid Waste Management, 1W.mmi, Florida, reads in part. Having the reader’s attention, the brochure
tells how to safely manage chemicals, and provides several alternatives to toxic products. Clearly
written information fits on a single 8 ½ x 11 page. Simple, but eye-catching, graphics deliver the
message.

"What’s Down That Dark Drain?" is a poster/publication produced just for kids by the Sacramento
Stormwater Management Division. On one side, large text and simple graphics are used to tell
children about storm drains and that nobody should pollute them with oil, litter, weed killers, and
household toxics. The poster includes 10 differem BMPs that children and their families can do.
On the other side, there are several games and a simple test of knowledge.
Heal the Bay, an eawironmemal organization in Santa Monica, California, produces several excellent
print materials targeting the dean up of Santa Monica Bay. One of these is a fish-shaped door
hanger that says "We’re Healing the Bay One Neighborhood at a Time." The door hanger informs
the reader that tens of millions of gallons of runoff daily end up in local coastal waters. Then the
reader is invited to join in the stenciling program called the "Gutter Patrol." It includes a tear-off
form to fill out with name and address in order to volunteer for the stenciling effort.
"Quick Guide to Car Care" for the do-it-yourselfer is a fan-style guide that informs people who
maintain their own vehicles about ways to "help the car run better, save on fuel, prevent oil leaks,
save on major repair costs, make your car safer to drive." The brochure also introduces "one more
important benefit: good car care prevents water and air pollution." What is unique and especially
effective about this item is its format. It is fashioned after the fans of paint or wood stain samples
found in hardware stores: each page is 2" x 8" of laminated/heavy glossy paper; 12 pages are held
together by a rivet that allows the user to fan to the selected "how-to" topic. It is convenient for doit-yourselfers to keep by their side as they work on their cars, and because the paper is laminated,
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it is also easy to clean. This is prepared by CCSF and has been duplicated by other communities
(CCSF, 1995b).
5.3.7

Advertisements, Promotional Items.

Creative television ads and billboards can provide short, strong messages to the general public. For
example:

Local dries and government agencies in King County, Washington, collaborated on a television ad
that showed a man with a fertilizer spreader walking through the apparently shallow waters of Lake
Sammammish. The words at the top of the screen said, "When you’re fertilizing the lawn, remember
you’re not just fertilizing the lawn." This ad was part of a broader public education campaign
focused on protection of the Lake Sammammish State Park.
The City of Los Angdes created a billboard that is a colorful, beautiful illustration showing the
ocean full of marine creatures fight below a city storm drain inlet. Text of the billboard states:
"Storm drains lead directly to the ocean - make the connection." This has been used on regular
billboards, in bus stops, as posters and report covers.
Several comrntmities have developed promotional items with stormwater or wastewater themes. The
Riverside (California) Stormwater/Clean Water Protection Program has created a large plastic
drawstring bag with storm drain illustrations and information on it, a visor, book cover, pencil, and
smaller olastic garbage bags. Several communities produce refi-igerator magnets with their logos
or mascots. These magnets otten encourage the reporting of storm drain violations. The City of
Phoenix has post-it style note pads with the stormwater program telephone number and a cactusshaped pencil. All of the promotional materials communicate the sponsor and the message to protect
the environment in one form or another.
An interesting advertising strategy is used by the City of Phoenix. Callers who are put on hold when
telephoning certain City departments listen to professionally produced pollution prevention tips
(Louie, ] 996).
5.4

Watershed Management/Stewardship Programs

’Watershed management is becoming an important framework for environmental action in the ’90s.
]People working together as stakeholders in a watershed are managing resources in a sustainable
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fashion. The concept of the approach is to build upon capabilities and overcome negative
tendencies. In communities throughout the U.S., work is underway to bring different audiences
together to work for the common goal of cleaner water. Some areas promote this as stewardship
of a local water resource. Others promote the participation of stakeholders in a watershed
management approach. Strategies promoting environmental stewardship include opportunities for
training in grassroots fundraising, public speaking legislative literacy, the policymaking process,
and coalition building, as well as technical issues (Non-Point Source News Notes, 1995b). Other
components of stewardship are cleanups of bodies of water and citizen monitoring. Examples of
programs using the watershed approach are described below.
5.4.1

Lake Superior Binational Program

The States ofWmconsin, 1W_Lrmesota, and Virginia and the province of Ontario, Canada, created the
International Joint Commission (IJC) in 1989 to address boundary water quality issues 0-arson et
al., 1996). At the recommendation of the LIC, the Binational Program was launched to bring
municipalities, native organizations, industries, environmental advocacy groups, academic
community, and citizens together in forums to plan for a Lake Superior zero discharge
demonstration program. Gradual pollutant reduction goals have been established by these
stakeholders to achieve virtual elimination of pollutants by the year 2020.
5.4.2

National Cattlemen’s Beef Association (NCBA) Water Quality Information Project

Beef cattle operations are commoray involved in forming partnerships in watershed management
programs (Clawson, 1996). NCBA is also involved in forming partnerships at the State and national
level among organizations and agencies. Cattle operators are concerned that they will lose control
ofthdr management operations. Crucial to successful watershed management efforts is recognition
of property owners and their interests from the beginning, and not as an afterthought. The Water
Quality Information Projozt started because of the lack of understanding of water quality assessment
processes, potential impairments, and nonpoint source control programs. The project includes the
NCBA Environmental Stewardship Award to winners in seven regions of the U.S.
5.4.3

The Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration Project

This project is an example of a watershed-based stormwater permitting process (Mercer, 1996). The
river has been documented as a source of significant pollution to the Great Lakes system. The
project developed a watershed-wide management program based upon the concept that each citizen
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has the fight to expect clean water from theft upstream neighbor and must extend the same courtesy
to others downstream A five-component strategy includes: 1) define working groups with a focused
local purpose; 2) develop a common set of basic technical information; 3) identify and rank specific
sub-watershed problems; 4) develop a long-term strategy and implementation process; and 5) allow
for a watershed-wide NPDES permit or an alternative program

5.4.4

St. Louis River Citizen Program

As pan of a citizen monitoring program for the St. Louis River effort, students prepare slides offish
livers to assist US EPA in monitoring the condition of the environment. Residems count and
identify flogs to track trends in the river’s animal populations. Students also conducted a benthic
macroinvertebrate study while others conduct water chemistry tests (Non-Point Source News Notes,
1994).
5.4.5

New York City Watershed Protection Program

An important element of a successful watershed management program is effectively representing
the interests of all the stakeholders. Polarization had developed among stakeholders of New York
City’s watershed protection program to the extent that some stakeholders resorted to legal challenges
(Stave, 1996). Participants viewed and valued watershed resources differemly. Stakeholders
included city water consumers, public agencies, farmers, tourism industry, and recreational users
of the ~vatershed. Understanding the basis for the differences was essential to bringing the
stakeholders to some common ground. Closed door negotiations convened by New York’s governor
and lasting seven months initiated a resolution to the stakeholders’ conflicts.
5.4.6

King County Departmem of Natural Resources

Another good example of the stewardship effort is described in the "1996 Community Stewardship
Network Directory" distributed by the King County Department of Natural Resources, Seattle,
Washington. It opens thus:
’:What you hold in your hands is a comprehensive directory of community and nonprofit groups, government agencies and businesses involved in restoring and
protecting the watersheds of King and other Puget Sound counties. This book will
help you make new friends, seek assistance fi’om government and business, and get
connected with efforts to keep our local waters clean."
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5.4.7

Puget Sound Water Quality Authority (PSWQA)

Beginning in 1987, the PSWQA entered into contracts with local groups for projects that solved
local/regional environmental problems (PSWQA, 1993). The philosophy of this program is
described by the following statement:

"The watershed perspeotive offers another way of thinking, seeing, sharing
responsibility and acting. The watershed is the big piaure, comprised of an infinite
number of smaller pictures. By seeing ourselves in the smaller picture, we can form
the mosaic of the whole watershed and the roles and places of others.
Watershed thinking requires new tools. Maps that answer questions like: What are
our watershed’s boundaries? Where does the water come from? Where does it go?
Experiences like field trips that reacquaint us with our neighborhoods -- from a
stream, storm drain, or sewer point of view .... Watershed thinking helps us sort big
water quality problems into little ones -- the kind we can fix" (PSWQA, 1993).
The grant program enables various stakeholders to follow through with their smaller picture projects
to address water quality concerns in the watershed. The program identifies key audiences as youth,
homeowners, business, government, schools, nonprofit organizations, and Indian tribes.
Additional sources of information about watershed management programs include:
Watershed ’96: Moving Ahead Together, Preconference Workshop--Building a successful
watershed framework, Clayton Creager, The Cadmus Group (workshop facilitator)
¯

The Rouge Project Catalog of Watershed Managemem Information, Rouge Program Office,
1996
Lake Leelanau Landowner’s Handbook, Our Lake, Our Responsibility, Fen’s P-rim
Publications and South Lake Leelanau Steering Committee, no date
Watershed Management Kit In a Box, Know Your Watershed - Conservation Technology
Information Center, 1996.
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5.5

Social Marketing/Behavior Change Principles

Environmental educators in some of the larger metropolitan areas are beginning to explore social
marketing techniques to change the behavior of the public o stormwater issues, which is much more
than simply increasing awareness. Social marketing is the process of selling behavioral change.
Research is always used to help establish the educational strategies, much like the extensive research
and tests that are conducted for product marketing before new items are offered and advertised for
sale. Examples of programs that use social marketing strategies are anti-tobacco campaigns, AIDS
awareness, and ride-share programs.
The anti-tobacco campaign offers an excellent illustration of how social marketing combines
psychology, research, and public relations. Research showed that although smokers were well aware
that they risked illness and death due to their habits, they still wouldn’t quit. So a strategy was
developed to attack the problem through public concerns for second-hand smoke because, while
smokers were not willing to quit for their own health, many would quit if it would protect their
spouses and/or children.
The Local Hazardous Waste Management Program in King County, Washington, researched
behavior change literature from energy conservation, recycling, health education, and other fields
(Frahm, 1996). The King County research found that information alone is not enough to change
behavior. Developing a brochure providing the correct information will not, by itself, achieve the
desired result. There are many barriers to achieving change besides lack of information. The
recommended approach is to start a project by clearly defining the final objective, clearly identifying
and understanding the audience, and addressing this audience’s barriers to changing behavior.
Certain strategies effectively changed behavior. Insights from the King County research regarding
these strategies are described.
Getting involved is the first step to making a commitment, and making a commitment makes
people more likely to act. Small commitments lead to big ones. Start by getting the shop owner
or resident involved in a visit. Then ask them to sign a form stating changes they will make. A
study on improving recycling behavior asked residents to commit themselves to one, two, or three
minor actions: complete a survey, save cans for a week, or send a postcard to the city council urging
,an increased recycling program. As the number of requested commitments increased, so did the
recyclin$ behavior. The effects were still observed 10 months later.
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Feedback and follow-up are important. Feedback gives people cues about the impacts of their
behavior changes. Additional contact is also very important in motivating people. Specific
feedback (e.g., energy usage from hot water or turning on lights) and follow-up phone calls
reminding people of a commitment are effective. In addition, comparative or social feedback
appears to be useful. A large sign was posted alongside an expressway exit showing the percentage
of drivers who were not speeding on the previous day. The sign reduced the number of speeding
drivers by more than 50°,4. The same sign without any information about prior compliance had no
effect.
People will listen first to their friends or relatives, or others they see as credible. What they
hear at a dinner party often has more weight than a comprehensive data summary. Therefore, work
through existin~ trusted organizations; create a new, unbiased organization; share personal success
stories; and mange for people to meet those doing the desired behavior. One study found that
farmers would not adopt a new hybrid seed corn, despite positive data from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, until one or two farmers who had tried the seed confirmed its value.
Change agents and role modela are important. A few people in a group will typically adopt
innovative ideas and behaviors first and spread them through the group. Find these people and help
them successfully adopt a new behavior. The King County sewer utility works with farmers, often
in rural areas far from the urban Seattle, to spread biosolids on their fields. Experience showed that
reluctance to use urban biosolids was high until a local farmer would agree to provide a test site.
The other farmers can see the results and talk with the local farmer and local extension agent about
the benefits. This approach has been so successful that demand for King County’s biosolids now
far exceeds the available supply.
Changing attitudes may not change behavior. There is no strong direct or consistent relationship
between attitudes and subsequent action. While 85% of respondents to a survey saw the energy
crisis as serious, there was no clear relationship between energy related attitudes and conservation
behavior. People who cited conservation as the most important strategy for improving our energy
future were no more likely than others to take energy conservation actions.
Incentives may help change short-term, but probably not long term behavior. Incentives may
be less effective at changing behavior than strategies that encourage people to internalize a behavior,
such as commitment, norms or social recognition. People often respond to incentives by changing
their behavior, but when the reward is removed, they generally revert to their original behavior.
Researchers at an industrial complex gave drivers flyers that prompted seat belt usage and gave belt
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wearers the opportunity to win prizes. Seat belt usage increased in the a_~emoon when incentives
were offered in the morning. However, atter the incentives were withdrawn, belt usage returned to
baseline levels.
If you need to provide information, present it effectively. People are more likely to pay attention
to information that is vivid, personal, specific and concrete, stated in terms of loss rather than gain,
told as a story, and emotional. Energy auditors used these concepts with good results. One study
trained auditors to communicate vividly, personalize their recommendations, get homeowners
involved in the audit to encourage commitment, and frame information in terms of loss instead of
gain. The trained auditors had much greater success in getting people to follow through on their
recommendations than did auditors without similar training.
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PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS
Evaluating the effectiveness of pollution prevention, stonnwater, and public education programs
is critical to the success of source reduction efforts. Programs around the country seek tools to
measure the effectiveness of their efforts. While it is crucially important, it is also a daunting
and elusive task.

Despite the need to measure program effectiveness, to date, limited information is available in
this area. Programs have not consistently incorporated evaluation into standard procedures for
several reasons: a lack of adequate environmental data, scant developed performance measures,
dearth of baseline information, and shortage of program evaluation tools. Evaluation procedures
must Ix. incorporated at the beginning of a project rather than tacked onto the end. This would
allow the development of baseline information from which changes can be measured. In turn,
environmental data or other performance measures must be available to develop good baseline
information.
Most of the effectiveness measures reviewed for this project were based on water quality
evaluations and public awareness surveys. In addition, there is an emerging interest in
determining the effectiveness of programs based upon environmental indicators, such as those
described in C~aapter 2.0. Pollutant load reductions and water quality improvements are used by
some programs to evaluate program effectiveness. Other environmental indicators that are used
to measure effectiveness in studies reviewed herein include sediment quality and fish tissue
analysis in the Chesapeake Bay and biosolids concentrations in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Other effectiveness gauges are increased opportunities to reuse and reclaim effluent and biosolids,
protection of worker health and safety, protection of operations at POTWs, and financial
value/return on investment of pollution prevention equipment. Table 6-1 summarizes the
measures of effectiveness for programs reviewed for this report.
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Table 6-1. Examples of Program Effectiveness of Local Source Control Programs
Program/Municipality

Chapter
Reference

Measure of Program
Effectiveness

Palo Alto RWQCP (CA)

6.0

Pollutaat loading reductions

East Bay Municipal Utility District (CA)

6.0

Pollutant loading reductions

Novato Sanitary District (CA)

6.0

Pollutaat load reductions

Greenville (TX)

6.0

Decreased effluent toxicity
Pollutant load reductions

New York/New Jersey Harbor

2.0

Ambient water quality conditions
Fish tissue analysis
Toxicity. tests ....

Chesapeake Bay

2.0

Ambient water quality conditions
Sediment quality
Fish tissue analysis

City and County of San Francisco

2.0

Pollutant load reductions
Biosolids concentration

Santa Monica Bay

2.0

Ambient water quality conditions
Sediment quality
Condition of habitat
Potential health risk to swimmers
Levels of contamination in
shellfish

Erie County, New York

6.0

Value/return on investment in
pollution prevention equipment

Efforts to evaluate program effectiveness based on the use of water quality and other indicators,
development of models, and use of surveys are discussed below.
,6.1

Program Evaluation Using Various Indicators

’The ultimate goal of stormwater and wastewater pollution prevention programs is to reduce
effluent loadings and improve water quality. However, using water quality to indicate program
effectiveness is not always possible. It is difficult to see measurable differences in water quality
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when dealing with diffuse sources such as small businesses and homeowners. Reductions in
effluent loadings or improvements in water quality can be observed when a specific pollutant
issue can be traced to an individual source.

Pollutant load reductions have been indicators of program effectiveness with respect to vehicle
service facilities, photoprocessing, corrosion, and pesticide use. Financial evaluation is another
method of measuring program effectiveness.
6.1.1

Vehicle Service Facilities

The Palo Alto RWQCB and East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) each documented
reductions in metals influent loading after the implementation of their vehicle service programs.
Of the 300 businesses in Palo Alto RWQCB’s Vehicle Services Facilities Program, 65 are
permitted for discharge while the remaining 235 facilities are zero dischargers. Based on
sampling conducted by the Plant and the businesses, the Palo Alto RWQCB estimated that the
65 dischargers contributed 268 pounds of copper to the plant influent in 1993 (the first full year
of the program). In 1994, sampling results indicated that the copper contribution from these
facilities had dropped to 92 pounds (Louie, 1995).
EBMUD implemented its vehicle service program in 1992 issuing 251 permits to auto repair
shops, fleets, and dealerships (EBMUD, 1996). Baseline levels of plant iafluent loadings were
measured in 1988 for several pollutants, including cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, and zinc.
Influent levels for these metals in 1993 (after program implementation) were substantially
reduced. Copper levels went from 28 kg/day in 1988 to 20 kg/day in 1993. Cadmium levels
were reduced to 0.6 kg/day in 1993 from 1.1 kg/day in 1988. Reductions in lead, nickel, and
zinc between 1988 and 1996 were 76%, 51%, and 55%, respectively.
6.1.2

Photoprocessing

Prohibiting silver discharges from photoprocessors has effectively reduced silver levels in
wastewater. Palo Alto RWQCB instituted its silver program in 1992 (PARWQCP, 1994b).
:Source identification studies determined that over 75% of the Palo Alto RWQCB’s influent silver
originated from approximately 350 relatively small commercial businesses. Palo Alto’s sewer
ordinance required these facilities to either haul spent fixer off-site for recycling or to recover
the silver on-site and obtain a permit for the discharge of treated water to the sanitary sewer.
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Due to this silver program, silva concentrations discharged to the San Francisco Bay by the Palo
Alto RWQCB decreased from 14 ~ug/L in 1989 to 0.6 ~ug/L in 1993.
6.1.3

Corrosion

Novato Sanitary District was able to reduce its copper effluent loadings by working with its water
purveyor, Sonoma County Water Agency (SCWA), to implement pH adjustment of the water
supply. The water supply pH was approximately 73 prior to SCWA implementing corrosion
control through pH adjustment in September of 1995. Adjustment of pH to 8.5 resuRed in a
dramatic reduction in copper loadings. Influent copper loadings were reduced by 55% with
irrfiuent copper concentration dccre, asing from 140 ~g/L prior to pH control in 1995 to 57/zmg/L
in 1996. Effluent copper loadings decreased from an average of 29 ~g/L in 1995 to 12 ~g/L in
1996.
6.1.4

Pesticide Use

The City of Greenville, Texas, has a population of 23,000 and an average dry weather flow at
its treatment plant of 3 Mgai/day (Erwin, 1996). In 1991 and 1992, the plant effluent failed 6
out of 7, and 11 out of 12 toxicity tests, respectively. Diazinon was identified as the cause of
the toxicity, and monitoring indicated the diazinon was probably coming from residential sources.
Diazinon levels ranged from 0.1 to 0.2/zg/L.
In late 1992, Greenville implemented a public education program. The program discouraged
residents from using diazinon, encouraged the use of IPM practices, and recommended
alternatives to pouring diazinon or even rinse water down the drain. Outreach methods included
highway billboards, radio public service announcements, newspaper articles, school programs,
and speakers for community groups.
Since 1993, Greenville has conducted toxicity testing monthly in the summer and quarterly in
the winter. Toxicity failure has occurred no more than once per year from 1993 to 1995, with
no toxicity failures through the middle of 1996. Since the public education program was
implemented, diazinon levels in the City’s effluent are primarily below the detection limit of 0.1
,ugiL.
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6.1.5

Financial Program Evaluation

The Department of Environment and Planning, Erie County, New York, evaluated the
effectiveness of a pollution prevention program conducted by the Erie County Office of Pollution
Prevention (Malcolm Pimie, Inc., 1993). The program targeted small businesses and used a
newsletter, conferences and presentations, site visits and follow-up reports, and an industrial
advisory committee/focus group as primary methods of communication.
The evaluation process included reviewing materials and reports, contacting small businesses that
had participated in the program, and a telephone survey. Results were compared to
recommendations proposed by the Northeast Waste Management Officials Association and the
National Roundtable of State Pollution Prevention Programs for evaluation of such efforts. The
overall conclusions were that the program was valuable to its clients, did a good job of promoting
awareness, and that the next step was to achieve measurable waste reduction. One--on-one site
visits were perceived as the most successful element of the outreach program. The most
prevalent barrier to implementation of pollution prevention measures was the cost of equipment.
The evaluation report for the program recommended developing a case log of projects,
particutarly the financial aspects, to show small businesses the value and return of investing in
pollution prevention (Malcolm Pimie, Inc., 1993).
The Erie County evaluation report demonstrates that there are measures of performance other
than water quality and awareness. In this case, the report stated that the documentation of
financial value/return of investment in pollution prevention (case studies) is one important
indicator of program effectiveness.
6.2

Using Models to Predict Effectiveness

Data can be compiled and used to develop models to predict program effectiveness. Two
models, one based on demographic data and one based on water quality data, are described in
this section.
The University of California at Berkeley, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics,
conducted an interesting study with a predictability model to correlate yard ownership and the
use of "chemicals associated with landscaping with residential socio-demographics (Templeton,
1996). There is widespread evidence of pesticides in creeks and other surface waters throughout
the San Francisco Bay Area. Yet, based upon several factors, the study determined that up to
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55.5% of San Francisco Bay Area households were using and/or disposing of pesticides in a
manner that might make the quality of groundwater, surface runoff, and soil worse than it is.
People were found to be primarily concerned with the appearance of their yard, and less
concerned with underlying biological and physical processes associated with their landscaping.
Choices related to pesticide use were also determined by constraints on information, time, and
money (.g., people generally did not take the time to read labels or disposal instructions.)
Conclusions of the study of the association of environmental behaviors with demographics
include: the demands for yards and yard chemicals increase with family income; the impact of
children on the use of chemicals depends upon how vulnerable to exposure they are and how able
they are to help with yard maintenance; among those who keep yards, ownership (vs. renting)
does not affect decisions related to chemical use. The authors noted that the predictability model
would be of value to policy makers who regulate the use of yard chemicals and to sellers of
pesticides and fertilizers as a marketing tool.
The County and City of Sacramento and Cities of Folsom and Gait developed a model to predict
stormwater program effectiveness (LWA, 1996d). They jointly developed an analysis technique
using specific statistics and modeling to assess trends and long-term effectiveness of the
Sacramento Comprehensive Stormwater Management Program. The database was compiled from
samples collected at three urban nmoff monitoring locations during eleven storm events. The
constituents included in the analysis were As, C.d, Cr, Cu, Fe, Pb, Zn, NI~, BOD, coliform
bacteria, hardness, nitrate and nitrite, oil and grease, phosphorus, organic carbon, TDS, TSS, and
cyanide, The mathematical model prediaed changes in stormwater quality as a result of program
implementation ranging from 15% to 40% over a 20-year period.

6.3

Surveys

The effectiveness of public education programs is measured in different ways---improvements
in water quality, number of calls received, number of participants in workshops and events.
However, the most commonly used method of measurement with respect to public education is
the survey. In this section are discussed surveys that have been used to measure general
awareness and campaign effectiveness with respect to stormwater and wastewater pollution
prevention issues. Table 6-2 lists the surveys reviewed for this project. (No surveys were
reviewed that addressed either water quality evaluations or the cost effectiveness of a program.)
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Table 6-2. Public Education Surveys
Agency
Chesapeake Bay
Program
University of
Maryland

Survey Background
Attitudes survey of awareness.
Telephone survey of 2,004
residents in watershed

1994

Milwaukee River
Program
1989

General awareness of s:ormwater
issues, habits, and willingness to
pay more to achieve water quality
goal~

Summary of Findings
85% of respondents are concerned about
water pollution; 1/3 attribute pollutants to
businesses. Only 7% thought individuals
caused water pollution. Half of the
respondents thought cleanup of C~esapeake
Bay is very important. Opinions differed
widely on how best to spend funds for Bay
cleanup (e.g., fimding for prevention vs.
restoration).
Public learns about environmental issues
tkrough media and other passive methods.
Respondents do take actions to prevent
pollution. They are willing to pay $50 to $75
per month to achieve goals~

Multi-page questionnaire mailed to
5,500 residents.
City of Oklahoma,
Oklahoma

Survey of best management
practices for pesticide use.

1995

Mailed suxvey to 17,000 residents.
3,002 were returned,

Colorado Pollution
Prevention Par~ership

Survey included in paper presented
at Water Eavhonment Federation
annual conference,

1994

40% of the population do not use pesticides at
all. Diaz.inon is a pollutant of concern
causing toxicity for two of the City’s
~eatment plants. The survey confirmed that
residents in the service areas of these two
plaats use more diazinon products than other
parts of the city.

Conclusions were presented in text, not
statistics. Businesses were found to
comprehend what pollution prevention means,
have implemented pollution-reduction
Telephone survey of 300 small and practices, and consider sappfiets to be among
medium--sized (f~-wer than 500
the most knowledgeable sources of
amploy~s) businesses ~oss
information. Cost and economics were
Colorado.
mentioned both as a barrier to pollution
prevention and an incentive to increase the
efforts of businesses.

Central Contra Costa
County Sanitary
District

General awareness survey of water
pollution causes and prevention.

1994

Telephone survey of 304 residents
in ten cities,

Alameda Countywide
Clean Water Program

Sm’vey of effectiveness of billboard Billboards increased awareness of stormwater
campaign,
issues by 36%.

1994

Telephone sarvey of 300 county
residents,

83% were concerned about water pollution
(top 2 or 3 envixonmental issues). Over haft
recognized that pollutants to s~orm and
household drains are a major sotuce of
pollution.

29% of respondents stated that they had
changed their behavior as a result of the
billboard campaign.
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Table 6-2, cont. Public Education Surveys
Agency

Survey Background

Alameda Countywide
C]e.an Water Program

Survey of awareness of yard
chemical use.

1996

Telephone survey of 1,200 county
residents; conducted in English and
Spanish.

Summary of Findin~
More than one in three chemical users
indicated that they followed proper use and
disposal practices and that runoff from their
property could safely go directly into
storm drains.
Residents indicated that they would be willing
to make additional behavioral changes as long
as they were minor and convenient.

Santa Clara Valley
Nonpoint Souxce
Pollutant Control
Program

General awareness survey of urban
runoff is.saes,
Telephone survey of 1,200 valley
residents,

1996
Los Angeles County
Department of Public
Works

General awareness of do-ityourselfers’ 16 years and older,

1996

Telephone s~n, ey of 2,003 county
resident~

Los Angeles County
Department of Public
Works

General awareness of storm d~ain
system and background information
to target audiences for public
education campaign.

1995
Telephone survey of 2,400 adult
residents in Los Angeles County.
City and County of
San Francisco

General awareness survey of best
management practices,

1992

Telephone survey of 2,801
residents.

58% said that pollution of the ¢nvixonment
was vea’y serious compared to 58% who
considered traffic congestion as very serious.
The majority believed that trash in mets,
improper disposal of household hazaxdous
wastes, and oll leaking from cars caused
pollution in Sun Francisco Bay.
Oil changers are predominantly male, largely
from African American and Latino heritage,
and frequently use Spanish as th¢i~ primary
language. Pesticide and fertilizer users tend
to be largely from the English-speaking,
non-Latino population over 45. 83% of doit-yourselfers recycle aluminum cans; 74%
recycle plastic bottles. The surcey
r~commended a multi-media (newspaper and
radio) campaign along with point-ofpurchase outreach.
Pollution of waterways is a major concern,
but not al the same level as crime related
issues. 88% believe waterways are polluted.
71% believe groundwater ks polluted and half
ckink bottled water. ~ than 25% had seen,
heard, or ready anything about storm drains.
Broadcast t.v. and newspapers were top two
sources of information about s~ormwater.
Majority of respondents blame businesses and
industry for water pollution 41% of
households get information about
~mvkonmental issues from newspapers.
More ~ 2 out of 5 people associated
health risks with solvents, drain cleaners, and
pesticides. The most commonly used toxic
materials were ~ polish removers (51%),
motor oil (47%), and house paint (42%).
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Table 6-2, cont. Public Education Surveys
Agency
City and County of
San Francisco

Survey Ba~und
Survey of households N use and
safe disposal of household toxic
products.

1994
Telephone survey of 1,886
households,
City and County of
San Francisco

Survey of effectiveness of Clean
It! campaign.

1996

Bi-annual telephone survey of 401
residents.

City and County of
San Francisco

Survey of effectiveness of Clean
It! and The Less Toxic Garden

Summary of Findings
Respondents indicated a high level of
awareness of environmental issues.
Compaxed to 1992 survey, there was an
increase in awareness that households are a
major source of water pollution. 33% saw
public education campaign signs.
15% of respondents were aware of campaign;
11% reca/led the message. S~reet sign ads
and utility bill inserts were the most effective
information sources.
Data compilation underway.

campaigns.

1996
Stu~ey marled with Water
Warriors! City newsletter.
City of Seattle Solid
Waste Uti~ty by the
Seattle T’dth
Association
1993

U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency,
Region I0

Final evaluation report of Green
Gardening Program.
Follow-up telephone survey of
participants in Green Gardening
educational even~,

65% of participants used pesticides of which
11% used them regularly. 68% said that they
had not taken steps to reduce the use of
chemicals but 88% said they planned to fry
some techniques they learned in the
workshops in the future. 45% of participants
learned something about compost use and
85% would be vc~7 likely to a~nd a more
detailed future workshop.

Study of 12 nonpoint source public Cited among the more effective oul~cach
techniques are peer-to-peer education,
education programs, including
survey techniques,
financial incentives, mobile signage posting
BMPs, and newsletters.

1994
U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency,
Region 3

Manual on measuring effectiveness
of state pollution prevention
programs,

Compilation of methods, questiounaixes, and
surveys used by various projects to measure
effectiveness of waste and pollution
prevention programs.
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Surveys are conducted by trained researchers, not amateurs. They are carefully designed to
measure different things: public awareness and habits; success of a particular campaign; an
evaluation of water quality; and cost effectiveness/analysis of source control strategies and
outreach efforts. Typically, survey questions are asked in telephone interviews with a randomly
selected audience or in questionnaires mailed to a particular group by zip code, newsletter
mailing list, or a business association. Results are carefully summmSzed and reported to the
sponsoring agency. In some cases, the research company interprets the results and/or
r~commendations.
6.3.1

General Awareness Surveys

Surveys of public awareness are used to determine how well public education programs are
working and how public education programs should be focused to produce the most impact. Of
the te~ surveys of general awareness of stormwater and pollution prevention issues reviewed,
there was only one set of "before-and-after" questionnaires for a specific public education
program that allowed a comparison of results. CCSF conducted awareness surveys in 1992 and
1994 and found that within those two years, a larger percentage of the public had come to realize
that households were a major source of water pollution (CCSF, 1994). The survey summary
comparisons also indicated the following:
¯

’"Use: Overall levels of household use of toxic products were about the same in 1994 as
in 1992, except that the rate of the use of motor oil and antifreeze declined significantly
during this period.

¯

Unsafe Disposal Practices (UDP): Where comparisons could be made for specific
products, the rates of unsafe disposal of toxics down street or house drains were about
the same in 1994 as in 1992. The UDP rate (all toxic products combined) increased from
an estimated 3.49% in 1992 to 6.32% in 1994.

¯

Support for increased local government efforts to improve water quality and to educate
the public. Household residents continue overwhelmingly to support increased efforts by
CCSF to improve water quality and to educate the public about toxics and their safe
disposal. The level of support was about as high in 1994 as it was in 1992, and that
strong support is found in all areas of the city and in all demographic groups."
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The survey shows that the public education program is working and producing results within two
years. During the period between 1992 and 1994, CCSF conducted at least three major public
education campaigns that targeted the general public and pollutants associated with household
maintenance (Clean It!), gardening (The Less Toxic Garden) and used motor oil recycling.
Household hazardous waste facilities were pubLicized. Workshops, utility bill inserts, newsletters,
public events, and using the media were all part of the public education program to deal with the
issue of San Francisco Bay pollution (CCSF, 1996).
The surveys of other programs included results that would help target public education efforts.
Examples of survey results that lead to a targeted program are:
rhe Milwaukee River Program learned that the media best provide environmental
information to residents. In fact, through the survey, the program learned that the
traditional methods used by agencies (meetings, brochures, fact sheets) are rejected by
most people in the lower Milwaukee River basin. Watershed practitioners were
encouraged to increase their access and use of local television, newspapers, and other
media in their outreach campaigns (Simpson, 1994).
¯

The City of Oklahoma City concluded fi’om its survey that a public education program
that targets the general public audience would be the most effective plan for addressing
the City’s toxicity problems. The program would also educate specific user groups. A
two-year plan was developed to inform the public about the proper usage of pesticides.
Many decisions in the pubLic education program were made based upon survey results
(APA, i995).

¯

The survey conducted for the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
recommended that the agency focus media dollars on a campaign that combines point-ofpurchase and radio advertising efforts. The survey also indicated that do-it-yourselfers
frequent only a few retail stores. Therefore, a public-private partnership developed with
those retail stores to educate do--it-yourselfers on environmental issues has a good chance
for success (LA County, Department of Public Works, 1996).

6.3.2

Surveys that Measure Effectiveness of Campaigns

There is tremendous creativity in public education concerning environmental issues. Agencies
have developed campaigns that feature billboards, points-of-purchase efforts, radio and television
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PSAs, series of workshops, and many print materials. Surveys have been conducted on several
of these specific campaigns to determine whether or not a single approach (.g. billboard)
changed the public’s level of awareness or behavior.

The Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program reported the results of pre- and post-advertising
surveys conducted in 1994 regarding an advertising campaign that featured billboards, newspaper
ads, and busboards on county transit buses. The outdoor billboards showed a couple running
through fuscia--colored water discussing the effects of pouring paint in storm drains. The overall
campaign showed snapshots of residents unknowingly "planning" to pollute the bay by various
activities, such as dumping paint and oil in their nearby storm drain.
Telephone surveys of 300 residents indicated a pre- and post-advertising awareness of the issues
of 46% and 70%, respectively. Furthermore, the post-advertising survey showed that more than
40% of the respondents stated they were more careful in handling pollutants.

According to Sharon Gosselin, the public information/participation coordinator of Alameda
County’s program, "It (the survey) also suggested that the next stage of communication fforts
should focus more on the indirect ways that contaminants enter the storm drain as well as
continue to promote alternatives to polluting and alternative behaviors and disposal methods. The
post-advertising campaign survey validates this approach" (Alameda County, no date, Pure
Water).
The survey that evaluated the City and County of San Francisco’s Clean It.* campaign yielded
a great deal of information about the numbers of people who learned something about safer
housecleaning, including:
Of the respondents who stated that they learned something related to the campaign, 51%
got their information solely from street signs. This meant that if street signs had no_At been

part of the overall strategy, between 11,285 and 25,925 households would not have gotten
the message.

"Vinegar makes windows sparkle" was a campaign message that motivated 2.7% of the
population to use vinegar instead of toxic cleaning products. This accounts for between
4,270 and 14,845 households citywide (CCSF, 1996).
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter presents (1) the summary of project findings; and (2) recommendations for future
research to address information gaps regarding stormwater and wastewater pollution prevention
programs targeting commercial and residential sources.
7.1

Summary

Project results with respect to monitoring and source identification, commercial sources of
pollutants, residential sources of pollutants, public education programs and program effectiveness
are summarized in the following subsections.
7.1.1

Monitoring and Source Identification

Forty-eight monitoring studies conducted to identify wastewater and stormwater pollutants and their
sources were reviewed (see Chapter 2.0). While this was by no means an exhaustive review, the
results are representative of the current status of pollutant and source identification efforts for
wastewater and stormwater. The pollutants evaluated in these studies are listed in Table 7-1.
Metals were the most commonly evaluated group of pollutants, with 36 of the 48 studies addressing
metals. Metals studies have been conducted for both stormwater and wastewater. Metals that have
commonly been measured at levels of concern include copper, mercury, nickel, lead and zinc.
Pesticides appear to be an area of emerging interest and recent activity. Fourteen of the studies
evaluated pesticides or their sources for stormwater and/or wastewater. Organophosphate pesticides
(e.g., chlorpyfifos and diazinon) are of particular concern because they have been linked to
discharge and receiving water toxicity in many parts of the country.
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Table 7-1. Summary of Pollutants Evaluated
(out of 48 studies)
Category

Pollutants Most Commonly
Evaluated

Number of
Studies

Metals

36

Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Zn

Pesticides

14

chlorpyrifos, diazinon

Organics

13

PAHs, solvents, hydrocarbons

Nutrients

10

phosphorus, ammonia

Conventional

9

Others

5

I BOD, TSS, oil and grease
cyanide, tributyltin

A number of studies identified other organic pollutants at levels that have the potential to be of
concern to wastewater or stormwater. These pollutants include bis-(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, dioxins,
PCBs, and PAHs. Solvents and hydrocarbons were also evaluated in some of these studies. Despite
the ~ of monitoring studies that have addressed organic pollutants, the data are limited by the
high cost of conducting laboratory analyses for many of these compounds and because, for a number
of these pollutants, the analytical detection limits are higher than water quality standards. This
makes it difficult to determine if many organic pollutants are present at levels of concern.
Numerous studies (19) evaluated levels of conventional pollutants and nutrients. Most of these
studies addressed stormwater. Much of the effort regarding nutrients has been conducted on the East
Coast, particularly in the Chesapeake Bay Area.
With respect to source identification, several studies evaluated wastewater or runoff from
commercial or residential areas. Few of these studies have sought to identify specific sources (e.g.,
individual businesses, specific residential activities) within the commercial or residential area. In
addition, little work has been done to identify the pathways that transport the pollutants of concern
from commercial or residential sources to wastewater or stormwater.
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In general, studies that have investigated specific commercial businesses or residential activities
have done this by evaluati~ operations and materials used rather than through wastewater or runoff
sampling. Some exceptions are the Central Contra Costa Sanitary District residential metals study
and investigations ofauto-.recyclers described in Chapters 3.0 and 4.0. It is often difficult to obtain
representative wastewater or runoff samples from small businesses or residential sources.
7.1.2

Commercial Sources of Pollutants

Severa} strategies have been developed to address commercial sources including permitting,
educational outreach, recognition programs, and business assistance centers. These approaches have
been well-developed throughout the country.
Commercial sources evaluated are listed in Table 7-2 along with the number of programs which
evaluated each source. While this is not an exhaustive list of every program working with
commercial sources, it is believed to be representative of the current status with respect to evaluating
and controlling commercial sources.
Many programs all over the country have developed source control programs for addressing vehicle
service facih’ties, construction activities, and food service businesses. Reasons for this are that most
communities have many businesses that fall into these categories and that these businesses are
subject to multiple regulatory programs (e.g., wastewater, stormwater, air quality, hazardous
materials, health services, etc.).
Source control programs have also been developed for printers, painting contractors, dentists,
laboratories, medical facih’ties, photoprocessors, landscape maintenance, dry cleaners, and machine
shops. It should be noted that some of the programs addressing printers, dry cleaners and machine
shops focus more on air emissions and hazardous materials generation than wastewater or
stormwater issues. In general, there appears to be considerable information regarding these sources.
Sources for which little work has been done include brake pads, existing development, wood
finishers, jewelry manufacturers, mobile cleaners, cooling water systems, commercial pesticide
users, new development, and ceramics studios. Of these sources, the following have the potential
to have discharges conIalning pollutants at significant levels: brake pads, existing development, new
development, mobile cleaners, and pesticide users. These sources may be effectively addressed
through pollution prevention approaches.
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Table 7-2. Pollutants Associated with Commercial Source~
Commercial Source

Existing development
Brake pads
Ceramics
Wood finishers
Jewelry manufacturing
Landscape maintenance
Mobile cleaners
Cooling water systems
New development
Painting contractors
Laboratories and medical facilities
Boatyards/marinas
Dry cleaners
Machine shops
Food service businesses
Dentists
Photoprocessors
Construction
Printers
Vehicle service facilities

Wastewater
or
Stormwater
Stormwater
Stormwater
Wastewater
Wastewater
Wastewater
Stormwater
Stormwater
Wastewater
Stormwater
Both
Wastewater
Stormwater
Wastewater
Wastewater
I Both
Wastewater
Wastewater
Stormwater
Wastewater
Both

Associated Pollutants

Number
of
Programs
Metals, pesticides, nutrients, vehicle fluids
2
Copper, lead, zinc
3
Metals, solids
3
Solvents, metals
4
Silver, cyanide, copper
5
i Nutrients, pesticides
12
Solvents, metals, oil & grease, detergents
6
Copper, tributyltin, zinc, lead
8
Sediment, nutrients, pesticides, solvents, metals 19
Solvents, metals
10
Mercury, silver, selenium, copper, formaldehyde, 13
phenolics, cyanide, solvents, xylenes, radioactive
wastes
Solvents, engine fluids, sewage
12
Perchloroethylene
17
Metals, oil & grease, solvents
16
Oil & grease
23
Mercury, silver
14
Silver, selenium
!8
Sediment, nutrients, pesticides, solvents, metals 28
Metals, solvents
26
Metals, oil & grease, solvents, PAHs
45
7-4

Number
of
Re~ions
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
7
8
9
10

No information was collected during this project regarding programs addressing over-the-counter
products containing ingrediems that result in wastewater or stormwater pollution. Little information
appears to be available concerning this topic. Some examples of products containing ingredients
of interest include pesticides (e.g., copper stabilirers in cooling water additives) and cleaning
products (e.g., zinc in floor waxes, tributyltin in toilet bowl and carpet cleaners).
Such products typically do not provide a complete list of chemical contents, primarily because
manu_~Xurers consider the formulations proprietary. While the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
must list human health hazards, listing of water pollutants is not required. Further, for pesticides,
inert ingredients (e.g., copper stabilizers in cooling water additives) need not be disclosed on the
label o~ MSDS. In most cases, even if the presence of a pollutant of interest is noted on product
information, the concentration of the material is not specified. These conditions make identif3ring
product related sources di~cult and expensive.
7.1.3

Residential Sources of Pollutants

Several approaches are available to address residential sources of pollutants, including public
education, legislative strategies, and technology-based strategies. The most commonly used
approach for residential sources is public education. In many cases, technology-based strategies or
legislative strategies are beyond the jurisdiction of local governments, and therefore, are rarely used
to address residential sources. Exceptions include pH control of the water supply to address
corrosion and the product restrictions for copper sulfate root control products enacted in the San
Francisco Bay Area.
Residential sources that have been evaluated for this project are listed in Table 7-3. This list is
representative of the current status of efforts nationwide regarding residential sources. As is shown
in Table 7-3, most of the programs developed targeting residential sources focus on landscape
maintenance or household cleaners. In most cases, landscape maintenance outreach targets general
practices as opposed to specific products. With respect to household cleaners, much of the outreach
targets products that have been determined to be of little concern to wastewater.
A moderate amount of work has been done to address water supply corrosion and home vehicle
maintenance. Effective source control for corrosion has been to work with the water purveyors to
reduce the corrosivity of the water supply. Little work has been done to address laundry graywater,
pools and spas, painting activities, root control products or pet care. Laundry graywater appears to
be a significant source of several metals in wastewater.
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Table 7-3. Pollutants Associated with Residential Activities

Number of Number of
Programs
Regions

Residential Source

Concern to Wastewater Associated Pollutants
or Stormwater

Pet care

Wastewater, Stormwater

pesticides (flea dips), animal
wastes

4

3

Laundry graywater

Wastewater

heavy metals

5

2

Pools and spas

Stormwater, Wastewater

chlorine, copper

5

1

Painting activities

Stormwater

heavy metals, solvents

7

4

Indoor pest control

Wastewater

pesticides

10

6

Corrosion

Wastewater

Cu, Pb, Zn

11

6

Root control products

Wastewater

copper

12

2

Vehicle maintenance

Stormwater

oil, heavy metals

15

7

Household cleaners

Wastewater

solvents, ammonia, bleaches

’20

9

Landscape maintenance

Stormwater

pesticides, nutrients

24

8

Painting activities do not appear to represent a substantial source of metals or other pollutants of
concern. Pools and spas and root control products are associated primarily with copper. Pet care
is likely to be a significant source of pesticides to wastewater.
Much of the work regarding residential sources of pollutants has focused on identifying these
sources. Outreach targeting residential activities tends to be focus on creating general awareness
rather than targeting specific activities. Where outreach is specific, programs appear to be effective.
Some examples include programs targeting used motor oil and the Greenville, Texas, effort to
diminaze wastewater toxicity by educating the public regarding diazinon. Focused outreach efforts
such as these are few.
Another limitation regarding residential sources is that, once a pollutant’s source is identified as
residential, effective control strategies can be difficult to implement. Control of residential sources
requires effective public education to reach the right audience and elicit behavior change. Some
residemial conla’ol strategies would require the use of an alternative consumer product. Both of these
approaches are di~cult to implement effectively.
7.1.4

Public Education Programs

There is an extensive effort throughout the country to educate the public on preventing stormwater
and wastewater pollution. The messages communicated are fairly uniform fi’om program to program.
The general public and targeted audiences are being told what the environmental concerns are and
what they as individuals can do about them. However, while the public is being given the same key
messages, there is no uniform catch-phrase. By comparison, other environmentally-oriented
programs, such as recycling and litter control, have phrases that are consistently used to reinforce
the central message: The "Three Rs of Recycling: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle" and "Give a Hoot,
Don’t Pollute" are examples. From a marketing point of view, it consistent message would help
stormwater and pollution prevention programs achieve stronger public recognition of the issues.

Approximatdy 30 of the 75 agencies providing public education materials for this project developed
materials that communicate general messages to the general public. Approximately half of the 30
agencies augmented the general message materials with brochures, newsletters, guides, and other
printed materials that targeted specific activities, such as vehicle and household maintenance and
gardening.
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W~th respect to educational matedais that have been prepared for businesses (15 of 75 agencies),
it would appear that a moderate levd of progress has been made. Business coalitions have been
formed, grant programs implemented, training sessiom conducted, and print matedais distributed.
In addition to educational materials, there are numerous brochures defining best management
practices (BMPs) for businesses. Combining educational outreach to businesses with the BMP
materials that have been produced and distributed, indicates a substantial effort to educate the

Twenty-three agencies provided materials that showed their efforts to provide water quality
information to school-age children. School children are not a major source of pollution; however,
they serve as role models, reinforce environmental messages within their households, and carry what
they learn into future generations.
Of the other public education programs, 8 agencies targeted employees of government agencies for
stormwater and pollution prevention education in order to set an example for others in the

Public education progran~ are also being developed to target ethnic segmems of communities.
Public service announcements and articles are prepared for radio stations and publications targeting
specific communities. Some programs have also researched values and cultural issues specific to
a given ethnic community and used this information to develop effective campaigns.
Watershed management is increasingly being used as a framework for environmental action. This
approach attempts to bring stakeholders representing different interests to the table together,
recognizing the contributions and issues of each party. The watershed/stewardship approach
broadens the outlook of the various participants in that they are encouraged to understand each
other’s issues and concerns. There are a number of models to help stakeholders and the public learn
about watersheds and the mix of issues that are involved in keeping waterways clean.
Gradual improvement in the effectiveness of public education programs is expected from the
increased use of social marketing and behavioral change principles. Research in these areas
indicates that providing information alone will not change behavior. The better approach involves
identifying the desired outcome, identifying the appropriate audience, learning about that audience,
and understanding its particular barriers to change. Methods have been developed to overcome
these barriers in other fields (i.e., energy conservation and health care) that can be applied to
wastewater and stormwater pollution prevention.
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7.1.5

Program Effectiveness

While many agencies have indicated a need to evaluate the effectiveness of their progrmm, little
information is available concerning available tools for measuring effectiveness. Some information
is available on using water quality measurements and surveys as indicators of program effectiveness.
Other indicators include increases in opportunities to reuse effluent and biosolids, protection of
worker health and safety, protection of POTW operation, and financial value.

One obvious method of measuring program effectiveness is through improvements in water quality.
There is very tittle information available on programs that have used this ~s an indicator of
successful commercial and residential programs. When dealing with diffuse sources, such as small
businesses or homeowners, it is difficult to see measurable differences in water quality as a result
of pollution prevention efforts. Notable exceptions include:
Reduction of silver levels in the Palo Alto treatment plant effluent attributed to a pollution
prevention program directed at photoprocessors;
Reduction in copper levels in Novato Sanitary District treatment effluent attributed to
corrosion control measures; and
¯

Reduction in whole effluent toxicity in the Greenville treatment plant effluent attributed to
a diazinon outreach program.

In each of these cases, a specific pollutant issue could be uaced back to a specific commercial or
residential activity. This suggests that to use water quality improvement as an effectiveness
indicator, it may be necessary to conduct focused programs such as these.
Models can be developed to predict program effectiveness using baseline information. Two such
models, one using demographic data and one using water quality data, are discussed in Chapter 6.0.
Surveys are another indicator used to measure the effectiveness of public education programs.
Surveys help either validate that the educational efforts are working or that they need to be finetuned to become more effective. In addition, surveys have helped identify the most effective tools
for communicating with the public (e.g., the media, utility bill inserts, and street signs).
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is available on using water quality measurements and surveys as indicators of program effectiveness.
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worker health and safety, protection of POTW operation, and financial value.
One obvious method of measuring program effectiveness is through improvements in water quality.
There is very little information available on programs that have used this as an indicator of
successful commercial and residential programs. When dealing with diffuse sources, such as small
businesses or homeowners, it is difficult to see measurable differences in water quality as a result
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prevention program directed at photoprocessors;
Reduction in copper levds in Novato Sanitary District treatment effluem attributed to
corrosion control measures; and
Reduction in whole effluent toxicity in the Greenville treatment plant effluent attributed to
a diazinon outreach program.
In each of these cases, a specific pollutant issue could be traced back to a specific commercial or
residential activity. This suggests that to use water quality improvement as an effectiveness
indicator, it may be necessary to conduct focused programs such as these.
Modeis can be developed to predict program effectiveness using baseline information. Two such
models, one using demographic data and one using water quality data, are discussed in Chapter 6.0.
Surveys are another indicator used to measure the effectiveness of public education programs.
Surveys help either validate that the educational efforts are working or that they need to be finetuned to become more effective. In addition, surveys have helped identify the most effective tools
for cornmtmicating with the public (e.g., the media, utility bill inserts, and street signs).
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solution might not be acceptable from a water quality retrospective. Successfully addressing these
communication gaps between environmental programs is necessary.
In addition, it is becoming increasingly dear that a number of pollutants in stormwater and receiving
water emanate from other media, such as airsheds above watersheds and groundwater basins near
receiving water bodies. Airsheds have been identified as a significant contributor of nutrients to the
Chesapeake Bay and acid rain to northeastern lakes. Pollutants, such as pesticides, dioxin, PAI-Is,
and some heavy metals, also appear to be entering watersheds from the airsheds above them.
Because environmental regulation in the U.S. is media-based, information on the existence, fate, and
transport of pollutants from one medium to mother is not necessarily covered by existing regulations
and programs. A forum for communication between environmental programs would also help
address this issue.
3.

Conduct a monitoring program on non-stormwater discharges.

One of the two primary goals of the Federal stormwater regulations is to eliminate non-stormwater
discharges to storm drain systems. However, very few data address the quality and quantity of the
wide range of non-stormwater discharges (e.g., swimming pool discharges, vehicle washwater,
pumped groundwater) present in most communities. This lack of data impedes the efforts of
municipal stormwater programs to meet their Federal mandate. Representative monitoring data
would allow stormwater management programs to focus their efforts on the non-stormwater
discharges of most concern and facilitate the acceptance of these discharges by wastewater agencies.
4.

Develop a wastewater/stormwater pollution prevention information resource.

A mechanism for sharing information about water pollutant source control programs and public
education materials should be created. This would allow agencies throughout the country to share
information about pollutant sources and effective source control approaches. It would also allow
public information materials already developed by others to be made available to all.
5.

Develop tools to measure program effectiveness.

Very l~tle information is available on the effectiveness of pollution prevention programs aimed at
commercial and residential sources. Two factors contribute to this: (1) the dit~ficulty of measuring
the effectiveness of programs targeting such diverse sources; and (2) the unavailability of tools for
this purpose. Research is needed to develop tools to measure the effectiveness of wastewater,
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stormwater, and public education programs. Measurements of effectiveness will help program
managers focus their resources on the most effective control measures and improve the overall
results of their efforts.
6.

Develop pollution prevention strategies for the following sources: automotive brake
pads, pesticides, existing commercial development, mobile cleaners, laundry graywater,
new development, ud vehicle-related areas.

These sources have been identified as potentially significant with respect to stormwater or
wastewater pollution, but as yet, little work has addressed them. Effective reduction of the adverse
water quality impacts from these sources requires future efforts to evaluate the sources and to
develop effective control strategies as discussed in the following paragraphs.
Brakepads. As discussed in Chapter 3.0, automotive brake pads are a potentially significant
source of copper. Research is needed to determine the fate and transport of copper from the
brake pads to stormwater and then to surface water. The results of this research would help
determine whether product modification would improve water quality. A voluntary
partnership has been forged between local governments and industry to address these issues.
The effectiveness of this partnership would be enhanced by national exposure and support
of local governments nationwide.
Pesticides. There is increas;mg concern with pesticides in stormwater and wastewater. With
respect to the water quality impacts of pesticides from these sources, there are three aspects
of pesticides that could benefit from further research or program development.
First, there is a need to develop public outreach programs which target indoor pest control,
pet care, and commercial users of pesticides (e.g., pest control operators, landscaping
businesses, and small businesses with landscaping on-site). There has been a great deal of
public outreach targeting use of pesticides for lawns and gardens, but little or none for these
other potentially important uses.
Second, there is a need to develop outreach programs which target specific pesticides, rather
t~aan pesticides in general, where specific pesticides have been identified as sources of water
quality impairment. It is increasingly common to find that specific pesticides are causing
violation of water quality standards, in which case it is prudent to target those pesticides,
rather than pesticides in general, for eomrol.
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Finally, there is a need for US EPA to investigate the feasibility of modifying its pesticides
registration processes so that: (1) they consider potential water quality impacts resulting
from pesticides in wastewater and stormwate~, and (2) they consider inert, as well as active
ingredients. US EPA’s current pesticides registration processes require analysis of
groundwater impacts for pesticides, but do not require the types of analysis necessary to
determine whether the product could adversely impact surface waters through stormwater
runoff or wastewater treatment plant discharges. In addition, US EPA’s registration
processes do not routinely consider the impacts of inert ingredients on surface water quality.
In some eases, the inert ingredients (e.g., copper) can pose as great a water quality threat as
the active ingredients.
E, mstmg CommercialDevelopment. Existing commercial devdopment, such as office buildings, educational institutions, shopping malls, hotels and other buildings with a mix of
business activities, can be a significant source of pollutants in wastewater and stormwater.
Potential sources of wastewater or stormwater pollutants from such development include
landscape maintemace, cooling water systems, food service operations, mechanical and auto
repair facilities, parking lot cleaning, and other facility maintenance activities. Because of
the variety of businesses involved, identifying and outreaching to this group is difficult.
However, because of their potential contribution to wastewater and stormwater, programs
need to be developed to identify and outreach to this group.
Mobile Cleaners. Surface cleaning operations, often performed by mobile cleaners, produce
discharges that are of concern with respect to wastewater or stormwater, depending upon
where the discharges are directed. The discharges contain both cleaning chemicals, such as
soaps and solvents, and removed materials, such as oil and grease from parking lots and
paint from building surfaces. Programs are needed to contact mobile cleaners, characterize
their discharges, and develop effective pollution prevention programs. Mobile cleaners are
challenging to identify and contact because they do not work at specific locations. The
BASMAA pilot project described in Chapter 3.0 developed approaches to working with this
group that might provide a successful model for other communities.
~ Graywcaer. Laundry graywater appears to be a significant source of several metals
in wastewater. Control of this source would be either through the use of graywater systems
or through the development and use of metal free dyes in clothing. Implementing either of
these measures would be difficult at the local level. Use of graywater systems requires
extensive public outreach and cooperation between the wastewater authority, building and
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planning departments, developers, landscape businesses, and plumbing unions.
Development ofmetal-fi’ee dyes would require a national coalition of local governments and
industry representatives. The effectiveness and feasibility of these potential control
strategies needs to be investigated.
New Development. W~le BMPs related to construction activities are well developed,
practices relating to planning and design of new development need to be evaluated. It might
be feasible to lay out new development so as to reduce the potential for contaminating
stormwater runoff. It might also be feasible to use building materials that would reduce the
pollutants present in both wastewater and stormwater. For example, use of non-copper
plumbing materials would reduce copper loadings in wastewater due to corrosion
Vehicle Related Areas. Vehicles have been identified as a significant contributor of some
of the most ubiquitous pollutants of concern in surface waters (e.g., oil and grease, PAILs,
and heavy metals). A significant portion of these pollutants reach surface waters as a result
of stormwater runoff fi’om roads, bridges, parking areas, and driveways. These vehicle
related areas take up considerable space in our communities, and in many cases, they are
connected directly to storm drain systems. As a result, pollutants in runoff fi’om these areas
are transported directly to surface waters. Research is needed on how to reduce the
pollutants in stormwater runoffl~om vehicle related areas.
7.

Application of scientific principles to public education.

As evidenced by the results of this assessment, wastewater and stormwater agencies are beginning
to use pollution prevention programs, as opposed to end-of-pipe treatment, to achieve additional
pollutant reductions. Key to the success of these programs will be the ability of public education
programs to bring about behavioral changes in society. Most public education programs aimed at
reducing pollutant sources in wastewater and stormwater, however, are relatively unscientific. For
pubfic education programs to reach the majority of the population and effect behavioral changes,
it will be necessary to incorporate psychological and marketing principles and techniques that have
been successfully used in other fields. Research is needed as to how to apply these scientific
principles and techniques to effect behavioral changes in the context ofwastewater and stormwater
pollution prevention programs.
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8.

Produce a CD-ROM containing examples of public education materials.

The project team collected many examples of public education materials directed at wastewater and
stormwater programs. These materials could serve as a valuable resource to wastewater and
stormwater agencies that are interested in developing new public education materials or in
modifying existing materials. An ¢f~ioient mechanism to make this material available to interested
parties would be to place it on a CD-ROM. This would provide a single, easily accessible resource
containing fall color presentations of public education materials developed by others. The CD-ROM
could be updated periodically and distributed through WERF. A catalog could accompany the CDROM.
9.

Develop a unifom catch phrase for wastewater and stormwater pollution prevention
programs.

Although there are numerous messages being communicated to the public with respect to wastewater
and stormwat~ pollution prevention, there is no uniform catch-phrase or slogan (e.g., "Give a Hoot,
Dodt Pollute"). Efforts should be made to develop a uniform, nationwide catch-phrase for the
wastewater and stormwater pollution prevention programs. This would result in stronger public
recognition and thereby facilitate achievement of program goals.
10.

Focus pollution prevention strategies and public education materials on locally
important pollutants of concern.

Pollution prevention strategies and associated public educational materials have tended to be rather
generic. They have typically focused on general pollutant classes (e.g., pesticides or motor oil)
and!or specific pollutant sources (e.g., construction activities or vehicle repair facilities). Although
it is desirable to reduce the discharge of all pollutants to all waters, the success of individual
wastewater and stormwater pollution control programs will ultimately be judged on whether water
quality standards are achieved. Local pollution prevention efforts, therefore, need to be focused
more directly on the control of those pollutants which are responsible for exceedance of standards
in local waters. This will involve: (1) identifying the pollutants which are responsible for violation
of standards; (2) identifying possible community sources of those pollutants; (3) quantif3dng and
prioritizing the sources; and (4) developing pollution prevention program to address the significant
community sources of the pollutants of concern Developing pollution prevention and public
education programs in conjunction with the watershed approach should help focus these programs
on locally important pollutants of concern.
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7.2.2

Assigning Priorities to Workshop Recommendations

The findings of the project team and the resulting recommendations were presented at a workshop
at WEFTEC ’96 in Dallas, Texas, on October 5, 1996. The recommendations were discussed by the
workshop participants, consolidated in some cases, and assigned priorities. The following
recommendations were given the highest priority by the workshop participants:
1.

Develop and maintain a clearinghouse or information resource on wastewater and
stormwater issues as described in Recommendation #4.

This clearinghouse would be organized by specific pollutants and sources. It would contain
information on monitoring data, control strategies, and the effectiveness of these control strategies.
The CD-ROM descn’bed in Recommendation #8 in the previous subsection could be included as pan
of this clearinghouse.
2.

Develop monitoring and sampling protocols to be used for residential/commercial
wastewater and stormwater.

The protocol would specify various parameters including equipment, sample type, sampling site
criteria, sampling frequency and duration, dean techniques, quality assurance!quality control
methods, data analysis methods, and detection limits. The developed protocols would allow data
from different studies to be compiled and compared throughout the country.
3.

Characterize non-stormwater discharges through a monitoring program as described
in Recommendation #3.

Few data are currently available for the wide range of non-stormwater discharges present in most
communities. Representative monitoring data would allow stormwater management programs to
focus their efforts more effectively.
4.

Conduct research to identify motivators that are most effective in changing behavior
as described in Recommendation #7.

Other programs (e.g., enersy conservation and health care) have successfully used social marketing
techniques and behavioral change principles to achieve desired results with respect to behavior
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modificatio~ Research is needed as to the application of these principles to public education efforts
regarding wastewater and stormwater pollution prevention issues.
5.

Develop methods of assessing effectiveness of source control programs as described in
Recommendation #5.

Most agency staff contacted for this project expressed a need for tools to measure program
effectiveness. Development and use of these tools will help program managers to focus their
resources on the most effective control measures and improve the overall results of their efforts.
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SOURCE CONTROL ASSESSMENT CONTACTS
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WERF Source Control Assessment Agency Contacts
State Organtzatlon/Aaencv
Massachus
et~s

MA Office of Technical Assistance, 100
C.ambrt::lge St., Suite 2109, Boston, MA
O2202

Massachus Massachusetts Water Resource Authority
et~s

Contact

Phone No.

Grace Often
HHW (~ordinator

617-727-3260 x 696 (p)
617-727-3827

Kewn McManus

617-242-6000

1

Massachus
et-s

MA Office of Technical Assistance, 100
Cambridge St., Suite 2109, Boston, MA
02202

Rick Reibstein
Assist. Director

617-727-3260x688(p)
617-727-3827(f)

1

New
H~,mpshire

State of New Hampshire, Dept. of
Enwronmental Services, PO Box 95 Hezan Dr., Concord, NH 03301

Jemes T. Spaulding
Supervisor

603-271-3503

1

Rhode
Island

Save The Bay

A~ison Welsh

401-272-3540

1

Rhode
Island

Narragansett Bay Commission

Thomas P. Uva
Pretreatment Program Manager

401-277-3738

2

Ne, w Jersey

NJ EmnronmeflteJ Federation, 94 Church
SL New Brunswick, NJ 08901

Amy Goldsmith
State Director

908-846-4224 (p),
908-846-4320 (f)

2

New Jersey USEPA, 2890 Woodbridge Ave. Edison,
NJ 08837-,3679

Richard FmtO
Leader Wet Weather F-3ow Program

908-321-6674(P)
908-906-6990(f)

2

New York Regio~ 2 EPA

Janet Sagadin

212--637-3584

2

New York

Sergio Bosques
EnvironmentaJ Engineer

212-637-3717(p)
212-637-3721(f)

2

New York NY/NJ Harbor Estuary Program

Seth AiJsubel

212-637-3793

2

New York

Ubby Ford
Senior ~nvironmental Health Engineer

716-263-1606

3

Maryland

Michae~ Armorer
Unit Manager, Industnal Discharge Control Unit

30!-206-8526

3

Washington Government of the District of Columbia

Deapak Butani

202-645-6299

3

Virginia

Alexandria Sanitation Authority

Vibeke LJndblorn
Pretreatment Program Manager

703-549-3381

3

ViP:jinia

City of Alexandria

Warren Be~
Deputy Director for Engineering

703-838-4327

3

Vircjinia

Millenium Science and Engineering, Inc. Dale Rice
Manager. Hazardous Waste & Pollution Prevention

703-734-1090

4

Flonda

Lee County Div. of NeL Res. Mngmt-,
2012 Altamont Ave, Fort Myers FL 33901

Dale Nottingham
SQG PRogram Supervisor

941-335-2141 (p)
945-338-3289

4

Ronda

Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Waste,
Mail Station 4570, 2600 Blair Stone Rd.,
TaJlahassee, FL 32399-2400

John Scart~om

904-488-0300(p)
904-921-8061{f)

4

Floqda

Broward County Dep. of Net. Res.
Protection, 218 SW 1st Ave, Fort

Kay Gervasi
Program Manager

305-519-1257(p)
305-765-4804(f)

USEPA Region 2, 290 Broadway, NY NY
10007-1866

Silver Council (Nixon, Hargrave, Devans,
& Doyle
Washington Suburban Sanitary
Commissio~
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WERF Source Control Assessment Agency Contacts
_B.t.~QJ3 ~

Oraenizetion/A_aen©v

~

Phone Ng,

.~,

Floria~

Deck) County DepL of Env.Res. Mngrnt.,
33 SW Z(?) Ave., Suite 1200, Miami, FL

I.on Cun~:
Ch~et. Sustainable Environment & Educetion Office

306.372-8828(p)
306.372-6760(f)

.~,

Ronaa

University of Central Florida, PO Box
162993, Odando, FL 32816-2993

Marry Wanialista
Dean, College of Engineering

407-823-2156(p)
407-823-5483(f)

~,

Nor~
Carolina

Bradley Bennett
NC Division of Environmental
Management, PO Box 29535, Raleigh, NC Stormwater Supervisor

919-733-5083x525(p)
919-733-9919

~,

Nort~
Carohna

Waste Reduction Resource Center, PO
Box 29569, Raliegh, NC 27626-9569

Jim Grovenstaln. Gan/Hunt

800-476-8686(p)
919-716.6794(f~)

4

North
Carolina

City of Raleigh Public Lffil~es, PO Box
590, RaSh NC 27602

Bur~all C. Broc~ III
Industrial Pretreat~ent Coordinator

919--662-5700

Tennessee

Tennessee Valley Au~ority, 1101 Market
St. WR4P, Chattanooga, TN 37402

C~arles L. McEntyre
Waste Re~uc~on Engineer

423-751-7310(p)
423-751-8404

Tennessee

City of Memphis, 664 St. Ju~e Street
Memphis, TN 38105

James H. Baker
Environmental Projects Coordinator, Stormwatar

901-529-0237

Iltinois

USEPA Region 5, 77 W. Jackson St.,
Chicago, IL 60604

Peter Swensen
Environmental Engineer

312-886-0236(p)
312-886.7804(f)

Indiar~a

Indiana Department of Environmental
Management

David Lawrence

219-881-6712

5

Michigan

Rouge Program Office, 220 Bagiey
Avenue, Suite 920, Detroit, MI 48226

Noel Mullett (or Karan Reaume, Ec’r)

313-961-0700

5

Minnesota Western Lake Superior Sanitary District TimTuommen

218-722-3336

Wisconsin

W~sconaln Department Of Natural
Resources

James Helm
Staff Assistant Stormwater Program

608-266-2779

Wisconsin

Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources

Roger Ba~nerrnan
StandaKLs and Monitoring Sect~on

608-266-9278

New Mexico City of A~buquerque, 4201 Second Street
SW, ~buque~ue, NM 87105

Robert Hogrefe
Preb’eet]’nent Program Manager

505-873-7004(p)
506.873-7087(f)

Oktel" oma Reg=on 6 EPA

Ken Teague

214-665.-6687

Iowa

Iowa Waste Reduction Center

Merci Carter

319-273-2079

~’

Iowa

Iowa Degartment of Natural Resources,
Iowa Waste Reduc0on and Assistance
Program 0NRAP - JuJle)

Momce Wnuk, Julle NeLson
Environmental Protection Divisio~

515-28!-7017

7

Kansas

~ 7 EPA

Steve Wurtz

913-551-7315

Colorado

City of Boulder, Boulder CO 80301

Caroline Erickson
F=eld Specialist, Industrial Pretreatmant Program

303-441-3251

Colorado

City of Ft. Collins

Kevin Mcbride

970-224-6023
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WERF Source Control Assessment Agency Contacts
Reo~on

~tate

Qroanlzetion/Aoencv

Contact

Phone No.

8

Cok~rado

Colorado Water Quality Control division,
4300 Cherty Creek Dr. South,
WQCD-PE-BZ, Denver, CO 80224-1530

SaraJ~ Johnson
STormwater Unit leader

303-692-3609

8

Mor~tana

Montana Pollution Prevention Program

Janice
Secretan/

406-9°J~3451

8

Montana

DEQ-WQD, PO Box 200901, Helena,
IvlT59620-0901

Roxann Lincoln
Water Quality Specialist

406-444-2406

9

Anzona

City of Phoenix, Street Trenaportantion
Deparlment, 200 West Washington,
Phoenix, AZ 85003

Jeff Menke
Senior Water Quality Inspector

602-256-3190(p)
602-495-2016(f~

9

Anzona

City of Phoenix, Water and Wastewater,
2303 West Durango SL, Phoenix, AZ
85009

Lod Sundstrom
PollulJon Control Superintendent

602-262-1854 (P)
602-534-7151 (f)

9

Adzona

City of Tempe, PO Box 5002, Tempe, AZ
85280

Malcolm Montgomery
Environmental Investigator

602-350-2689

9

California

Central Contra Costa Senitaty District,
5019 Imhoff PL, MartJnaz. CA

Bert Brandenburg
Source Contm! Supervisor

510-229-7361 (p)
510-372-7635 (f)

9

California South Bays~de System Authori~

Bill tOokke
Source Controt Supervisor

415-591-7!21

9

Catifomia City of Los Angeles Public Affairs Office

Chuck Ellis
Public tnformet~on Director

213847-5206

9

CalP~omia

9

California

9

East Bay Municipal Utility District, PO Box Den Kimm. Start Archak~
24055, Oak~nd~ CA 94623-1055
Pollution Prevention Program
San Francisco Water Pollution Prevention
Program

510-287-1622

Daniel Rourke

415-695-7377

California City of I_Nen~ore

Darren Greenwood

51 0-373-5233

9

California

Donna Chen
Program Manager

213--580-1079

9

Cati~om~a

Union Sanitary District, PO Box 5015,
Fremont, CA 94536

Donna We=s

510-790-0110

9

California

Sacramento Regional County Sanitation
District, 9660 Ecology I~. Sacramento

Glen Dal Santo, Sam Hara0er
Industrial Waste Program Manager

916-855-8454(p)
916-855-5874(f)

9

Cali*omia

City of Aroat~, 736 F Street, Arcata CA
95521

Jilt Geist
Water Quality Technician

707-822-8184 (13)
707-822-8018 (f)

9

California

City of Idayward, 24499 Soto Road,
Hayward, CA 94544

Joe Mendoza
Source Control Inspector

510-881-7903

9

Cat~fomia Riverside County Trenapo~ation and Land John R~stow, Teresa Summers
Management Agency, PO Box 1090
Sr. Transportaton Planner
Rn/ers~e CA 925O2

909-275-1775

9

Calitomia

Kelly Moran

41 5-329-2421

9

C.alitom~a City of Simi Valley

Lain/Whitney, Sob ZomaJt
Source Control Supervisor

805-583-6420,6462

Hi~.ar~3us & Toxics Materials Office, City
of LA, 201 N. Figueroa St. #200, Los
Angeles, CA 90012

Palo Alto Regional Water Quality ContTol
Plant

Residential and Commercial Source Control Programs to Meet Water Quality Goals
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WERF Source Control Assessment Agency Contacts
_EL~.~L~D State Or_oanlzetlon/Aaencv

Contact

9

California

9

California Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program Sharon Gossetin

9

Catifomia Sant~ Monica Bay Restoration Pro~ect

9

California

10

Wast~ington King County Water Pollution Control
Division, 130 Nickerson ST., Suite 200
Seaffie WA 98119-1658

10

10

San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Selina Louie
Control Board

Stephanie McDonald

CGvL Engineers, 7 Corporate Park Drive, Rich yon Langen
I~ne, CA 92606

Washington King County Hazardous Waste
Management Program
Washington Drainage and Wastewater Lrdlity, 660
Dexter Homer Building, 710 Second Ave,
Seattte, WA 98104-1709

Phone No.
510-286-4239

510-670-6547(p)
510-670-5262(f)
213-266-7667

714-476-6050

Douglas Hil0ebrand
Industrial Waste Program Officer

20f>-689-3032

Ray Catveth, Lorie Foster

206-689-3053

Robert Chandler
Senior Environmental Analyst

206-684-7597
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COLLECTING INFORMATION FOR THE PROJECT
The following guidelines were used to collect information in two pans, The first part was
conducted over the telephone following the guidelines in the sections entitled Introduction and
General. The second part consisted of the numbered sections and was conducted according to the
contacl’s preference by phone, fax, or e-mail.

Residential and Commercial Source Control Programs to Meet Water Quality Goals
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INTRODUCTION

(Introduce yourself and describe the project. Use the following paragraph as a guideline)
Larry Walker Associates (LWA) was awarded a grant from the Water Environment Research
Foundation to conduct an assessment of existing information and programs concerning residential
and commercial sources ofwastewater and stormwater pollution. The first task in this project is to
review the relevant literature and program information. Specifically, we are looking for information
in the following areas:
¯

Identification of pollutants of concern from residential and commercial sources (e.g.,
data and descriptions of studies)

¯

Source control strategies used to address commercial and residential sources

¯

Effectiveness of these strategies used to address commercial and residential sources

Stormwater and wastewater pollution prevention activities and public education
programs
LWA and Harris and Company are developing a bibliography of this information. We would
appreciate it if you would answer the following questions as they pertain to your program and
provide us with a list of reports, articles, etc., that describe the information.
(Next, geep a record of each call. Start with the .following basic information)
Name of person spoken to:
Title:
Organization:
Areas of expertise (e.g., stormwater, wastewater, pollution prevention, public education):
How do you want to receive and respond to our survey? (phone interview, fax, or e-mail)

Residential and Commercial Source Control Programs to Meet Water Quality Goals [1-3
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GENERAL (Ask all contacts the following questions on the phone)

What are the pollutants of concern in your region (or for your agency)?
Which bodies of water are affected?

Which agencies, pretreatment programs, regional boards, other groups are considered leaders or
have done the most work in Water (wastewater or stormwater) pollution prevention?
Who are contacts for these programs (phone number, address, fax number, e-mail)?
Stormwater contact?
Wastewater pollution prevention contact?
Outreach/public education contact?
The rest of the information can be obtained in a phone interview or faxed or e-mailed to the contact
after the above phone conversation has been conducted. Wastewater and Stormwater contacts
should respond to Sections I, R, 1]/, IV, and V. Public education contacts should respond to Sections
[, V, and VI.
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WATER ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH FOUNDATION
RESIDEN’I]AL AND COMMERCIAL SOURCE CONTROL ASSESSMENT
Larry Walker Associates (LWA) was awarded a grant fi’om the Water Environment Research
Foundation to conduct an assessment of existing information and programs concerning residential
and commercial sources ofwastewater and stormwater pollution. The first task in this project is to
review the relevant literature and program information. Specifically, we are looking for information
in the following areas:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Identification of pollutants of concern from residemial and commercial sources (e.g., data and
descriptions of studies)
Source control strategies used to address commercial and residential sources
Effectiveness of these strategies used to address commercial and residential sources
Stormwater and wastewater pollution prevention activities and public education programs

LWA and Harris and Company are developing a bibliography of this information. We would
appreciate it if you would answer the following questions as they pertain to your program and
provide us with a list of reports, articles, etc. that describe the information. WE ARE NOT ASK!NG
FOR COPIES OF THE MATERIALS AT TI-]!S TIME, JUST A LIST OF WHAT IS AVAILABLE.
We may ask to review the actual materials in the near future. We appreciate your assisting us with
this project.
Please send your responses and lists to either person listed below:
Betsy Elzufon
Christine Harris
Lan’y Walker Associates
Harris & Company
509 Fourth Street
P.O. Box 72237
Davis, CA 95616
Davis, CA 95617
Phone: 916-753-6400
Phone: 916-7588-2100
FAX: 916-753-7030
Fax: 916-758-2211
E-mail: lwa@davis.com
E-mail: harcomp@aol.com

Residential and Commercial Source Control Programs to Meet Water Quality Goals
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If your area of work or expertise is stormwater or wastewater or pollution prevention, please
answer sections I through V. If your area of work or expertise is public education, please
answer sections I, V, and VL
L

CONTACT INFORMATION

Name:

Title:
Organization:
Address:
Phone number:
Fax number:
E-mail address:
Are there any other programs or people that you would recommend we contact?

IL

SOURCES

How are pollutants of concern identified and prioritized?
How are sources of pollutants identified and priofitized (e.g., sampling, wastewater monitoring,
other methods) ?
Which commercial sources (businesses, commercial activities - e.g., printers, cooling towers, auto
repair shops, car washes) have been evaluated as sources of stormwater or wastewater pollution?
Which residential sources have been evaluated as sources of wastewater or stormwater pollution
(e.g., home pesticide use, household products, laundry graywater)?
Has corrosion of plumbing been evaluated as a source of pollutants?
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Has the source water been evaluated as a source of pollutants?
For any reports or articles on the programs/mterials described in this section, please provide
the title, date, author & phone number, and a paragraph describing it if possible.

rl-l_

SOURCE H)ENTI]CICATION

Has monitoring of the sewer system or storm drain system been conducted to identify commercial
or residential sources?
Has sampling been conducted for individual businesses or residential areas?
Has commercial or residential monitoring been conducted as part of a Local Limits evaluation?
Have specific products (e.g., printers ink, used motor oil, commercial pesticides, household cleaners)
been analyzed or evaluated?
What other methods have been used to identify sources?
For any reports or articles on the programs/materials described in this section, please provide
the title, date, author & phone number, and a paragraph describing it if possible.

IV.

SOURCE CONTROL STRATEGIES

What source control strategies or pollution prevention activities have been developed for each source
(e.g., permitting, public outreach, focused business outreach, financial incentives, development of
Best Management Practices)?
Have other pollution prevention activities been conducted that may not target a specific source?
Engineering studies?
Econorrac studies?

Residential and Commercial Source Control Programs to Meet Water Quality Goals
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Evaluation of environmental benefits?
For any reports or articles on the programs/materials described in this section, please provide
the title, date, author & phone number, and a paragraph describing it if possible.

V. PROGRAM EFFEC’rIVENESS
Have public awareness surveys been conducted?
Have responses to outreach been tracked (e.g., logging phone calls made in response to a brochure,
advertisement, etc.)?
Have buying habits been tracked7
Have surveys been conducted?
Has wastewater levels of pollutants been tracked?
Have cost analyses been conducted?
Other methods of measuring effe~tivon~ss?
For any reports or articles on the programs/materials described in this section, please provide
the title, date, author & phone number, and a paragraph describing it if possible.

VL

PUBLIC OUTREACH

What is the goal and/or purpose of the public outreach/information program?
:Methods of outreach - workshops, flyers, radio, newspaper, television, school programs.
Audiences - businesses, business groups, adults, students, environmental organizations, service
organizations.
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What types of public information materials have been used or are being used in the public
information program? (Please provide rifles and brief description of these materials)
Advertisements (magazine, billboards, other)
Brochures
Displays, exhibits
fact sheets
Guide books/How-to booklets/Manuals
Newsletters
Posters

Calendars
Press/Media Kits
Public Service Announcemems

School curriculum/program
Slide shows/speakers bureau
Specialty items/give-aways
Storm drain stenciling program
Videos
Other materials
What languages are used in the public information materials?
Are the materials developed by the agency or by consultants?

Residential and Commercial Source Control Programs to Meet Water Quality Goals 8-9
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Have you won awards or received other forms of recognition for the public information program?
For any reports or articles on the programs/materials described in this section, please provide
the rifle, date, author & phone number, and a paragraph describing it if possible.

B- O
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ADDITIONAL MONITORING AND
SOURCE IDENTIFICATION STUDIES
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Table C-I. Summary of AdditionaP Monitoring and Source Identification Studies2
Region

Agency (and affected body of water,
if specified!

I

MA Office of Technical Assistance for WW, SW
Toxics Use Reduction

oil & grease

sampling, literature

restaurants, household products

I

/via Water Resource Authority (MA
Bay, Boston Harbor)

WW

Cu, Pb, Hg,
Petroleum
hydrocarbons,
pesticides

sampling

¯ 5 yrs. strictly residential data
¯ starting to look at commercial
¯ some sampling of car washes

IV

NC Division of Env. Management

SW

not specified

sampling, MS4
programs, literature

those included in MS4 programs
(unspecified)

IV

Dade County Dept. of Env. Resources
Management

WW, surface
water

Pesticides, Hg,
PB, Organic
Solvents

sampling=all businesses residential (used motor oil, home
on sewer & septic are
chemicals, litering), lead in
sampled regularly,
drinking water (corrosion)
citizen complaint results
in residential samplin[~

W

Lee County Div. of Natural Resources
Management

WW

not specified

V

City of Muncie

WW,SW

Cu, Zn, others
(not speeified)

sampling, field
commercial areas and indiv.
assessment/verifications businesses (unspecified)
monitorin8 urban
laboratories, other (non specified)
sewers, residential areas

VII

Kansas Dept. of Health

WW

chlorine,
ammonia, Cu,

monitor streams &
rivers

not specified

VII

Johnson Co. Unified Wastewater Dist.
(Indian Creek)

WW, SW

Cu, pesticides
(diazinon)

tox. testing during wet
weather, monitoring
inflow

not specified

Type of
Monitoring

Pollutants
Evaluated

Source ID Methods

Sources Targeted

Table C-l, cont. Summary of AdditionalI Monitoring and Source Identification Studies2
Region

Agency (and affected bod~~ of ~atei,
if specifiedt

VII

Lincoln/Lancaster County POTW (Salt
Creek)

WW

ammonia, Hg,
diazinon,
atrizene,
chlorpyrifos

waste inventories

auto repair, photo processing, other
(unspecified)

VIII

Denver Regional Council of
Governments (South Platte River, all
streams, etc.)

SW

dissolved
metals,
nitrogen, phos.,
ammonia, DO

not specified

abandoned mines

VIIl

DEQ-WQD, Stormwater Program
(Montana) (Ashley Creek, Flathead
Lake, others)

SW

sediment,
BOD, COD,
hydrocarbons

permit sampling,
research projects,
complaint investigation
sampling, SIC codes

commercial sources (unspecified),
home pesticide/herbicide use,
household products, paints,
solvents, fuel, etc.

IX

East Bay Municipal Utility District
(EBMUD) (San Francisco Bay)

WW

copper

EBMUD plant
interceptor, Bay
monitoring data, self
monitor, d~_8, literature

radiator shops, d~, cleaners,
photoprocessors, auto repair/body,
printers, boatyards, furniture
finishers

1X

City of Livermore (San Francisco Bay)

SW,
receiving

not specified

limited sampling,
knowledge of processes
used at different
facilities

vehicle service facilities, machine
shops, analyzed "fountain"
solution from printers

1X

City of Simi Valley

WW

Ag, Ammoma,
Cu, Chloride,
TSS

sampling specific
businesses & residential
areas, momtor, recv.
water

Commercial: metal finishers,
medical facilities, photoprocessors,
automotive repair, retaurants,
outdoor storage
Residential: pools & spas, water
softners

Type of
Monitoring

Pollutants
Evaluated

G-4

Source ID Methods

Sources l*argeted

Table C-l, cont. Summary of AdditionaP Monitoring and Source Identification Studies2
Regi°n
IX

IX

I

I

I Agency (and affected body of water,
. if specifiedI
Sacramento County Regional Sanitation
District

I
Type of
[ Monitoring I

City of Tempe

Additional to studies discussed in detail in Chapter 2.0.
Source: project surveys and personal communications.

~
Pollutants
Evaluated

~
Source ID Methods

I Sources Targeted

WW

not specified

R~sidential: intensive
sampling 1990-96,
Comm.: sampling
businesses

radiator shops, restaurants, dry
cleaners, wood finishers, printers

WW

Hg, As, Cu, Pb

SIC codes, sampling

commercial printers, car washes,
commercial laundries, auto repair
shops, jewelers, home pesticide
use, household products (Cu
sulfate, TCE), laundry grcywat~r

AGENCIES PROVIDING PUBLIC EDUCATION MATERIALS
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Table D-I. Summary of Regions in United States that Provided Public Education Materials for WERF Study

State

Region

RI

i

RI

1

NY
MD

VA

~
O
!~
~
oo

Agencies
University of Rhode Island

Save the Bay, Providence, Rhode Island

2
3

New York State Dept. Of Environmental
Conservation, Albany
Center for Watershed Protection, Silver Spring,
Maryland

3

Terrene Institute, Alexandria Virginia

Type/Focus of Materials
Computer-based cumculum for junior high school on water resources
Print materials on activities related to stormwater pollution; reporter=s
guide to water quality issues
Materials on watersheds
Teachers guide on water monitoring program
Newsletters and fact sheet on wetlands, urban runoff, and classroom

materials

DC

3

Metropolitan Washing Council of Governments

Pamphlet on stormwater issues

VA

3

Alliance for Chesapeake Bay, Pdchmond, Vir~ma

Print materials on preventing pollution of Chesapeake Bay, including
sediment/erosion control

MD

3

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Fact sheet and article on toxics in Chesapeake Bay
Ma~land

DC

3

National Safety Council, Washington D.C.

Guide to media and reporters on coastal issues

VA

3

Water Environment Federation, Alexandria, Virginia

Various print materials on a range of environmental protection topics

MD

3

Ecosystem Recovery Institute, Freeland, Maryland

Pamphlet on education resources training programs

FL

4

Dept. Of Environmental Resources Management/U.S
Coast Guard, Metro-Dade County

Large number of materials, primarily focusing on things people can do
to prevent stormwater and sanitary sewer pollution, recycling

AL

4

Reynolds Metals Company, Muscle Shoals, Alabama

Application award for stormwater program

FL

4

State of Florida, Dept. Of Environmental Protection,
Tallahassee

Various materials on stormwater management

Table D-l, cont. Summary of Regions in United States that Provided Public Education Materials for WERF Study
State

I Region

FL

4

FL

4

Agencies
State of Florida, Dept. Of Health and Rehabilitative
Services
Sarasota County Natural Resources Dept./Sarasota
Bay Project

WI

5

University of Wisconsin

WI

5

Wisconsin Natural Resources

WI

5
5

MN

5
5

Booklet on radon in water
Booklet on various citizen activities to protect bay
Booklet on stormwater; various pamphlets on watersheds and
characteristics of local water bodies, flood control, and stewardship;
environment-oriented materials for children; various print materials for
~eneral public on activities that cause stormwater pollution
Booklet on Green Machine program
Various print materials on things residents can do to prevent stormwater

Wisconsin Dq~t. Of Natural Resources

MI

MI

Type/Focus of Materials

pollution
West Michigan Environmental Action Council
Print materials on stormwater pollution prevention
Various print materials on several environmental issues; fact sheets on
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
environment-friendly products and practices; information on agriculture
and water quality
Lake Michigan Federation
Guide for citizens, educators and business on environmental issues
related to Lake Michi{~an
Western Lake Superior Sanitary District
Pamphlet on mercury

MN

5

NM

6

City of Albuquerque, New Mexico

Pamphlets and advertisements on pollution prevention

TX

6

Lower Colorado River Authority, Austin Texas

Print materials on watershed management

OK

6

City of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

LA

Louisiana Dept. Of Environmental Quality, Baton
Rouge

6

Reports on BMPs, public education program, biomonitoring/diazinon
Various print materials that target several possible sources of pollution
to stormwater and sanitary sewers

TX

6

City of Greenville, Texas

Various materials and articles about efforts to reduce use of diazinon

IA

7

Soil and Water Conservation Society, Ankeny, Iowa

Comic books on water quality and other environmental issues
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Table D-l, cont. Summary of Regions in United States that Provided Public Education Materials for WERF Study
I

State

Region

Me

7

Mississippi River Basra Alliance, St. Louis, Me

Pamphlet on community participation with MRBA

MT

8

The Montana Watercourse, Bozeman

AZ

9

City of Phoenix, Arizona

Print materials with the theme "We all live downstream"
Various print and give-away materials and PS/~s targeting solutions to
stormwater pollution
Summary of public education messages, targeted pollutants, and target
audiences

CA

9

CA

Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project
9

CA

9

CA

9

Agencies

I

City of Pale Alto Recycling Program
City of Sacramento Utilities Dept.
San Diego Regional Household Hazardous Materials
Program
City of Pale Alto

CA

9

CA

9

CA

9

Palo Alto Storm Drain Program and Regional Water
Qualit~ Control Plant
Contra Costa County Environmental Health/Santa

Type/Focus of Materials

Pamphlet on recycling and HHW
Various print materials -- information about stormwater pollution for
different tarseted ~roups
Comic book on HHW
Various print materials on a range of ~nvironmental issues; series of
pamphlets targeting activities that cause both stormwater and sanitary
system pollution; videotape on preventing pollution in creeks
Various print materials targeting activities that cause stormwater and

Clara Vall¢~ Nonpoint Source Pollution Pro~am
sanita~ system pollution
Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control
Pro~am

Fact sheets and pamphlets focused on stormwater and urban runoff

CA

9

South Bay Water Recycling, San Jose

Fan-out booklets on environmentally-friendly do-it-yourself/gardening
activities
Pamphlet on pesticide alternatives
Survey, public education plan, Pollution prevention plan
Newsletter

CA

9

San Francisco Dept. Of Public Works

Awareness surveys -- BMP and household toxics

CA

9

City and County of San Francisco

Newsletter

CA

9

City of Benecia

Various print materials on stormwater pollution prevention

CA

9

San Francisco Water Pollution Prevention Program

CA

9

Central Contra Costa County Sanitary District

Table D-l, cont. Summary of Regions in United States that Provided Public Education Materials for WERF Study
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~

State

Region

Agencies
Sacramento Stormwater Management Program

Type/Focus of Materials
Various print materials, general information about stormwater pollution
tar~etin[[ different ~:roups
Various print materials, PSA, and giveaways. Materials focus on
management issues, demonstration project, and activities that cause
stormwater and sanitary ~stem pollution
Various print materials on water pollution, stormwater, and volunteer

CA

9

CA

9

Alameda County Urban Runoff Clean Water Program

CA

9

The Lindsay Museum

CA

9

Water Education Foundation, Sacramento

General water education

CA

9

East Bay Municipal Utility District, Oakland

CA

9

City of Los Angeles

CA

9

Cala’ans

Various print materials on activities that cause sanitary system pollution
Stormwater public education program, various print materials,
billboard/poster
Pamphlet on environmentally-friendly vegetation control

CA

9

City of Rancho Cucamonga

Coiormg books about the environment and recycling

CA

9

Central Matin Sanitatioa Agency

Videotape featuring sohool children

CA

9

City of Santa Rosa

Print materials by high school students

CA

9

City of Davis

Guide on City services related to environment; storm dram stenciling

CA

9

State Dept. Of Water Resources

Booklet on graywater

CA

9

Poster on wastewater treatment plant

CA

9

CA

9

Vallejo Sanitation and Flood Control District
Riverside County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District
San Francisco Estuary Project

CA

9

City of Sunnyvale

CA

9

City of Bellevue, Storm and Surface Water Utility

programs

Various print and give-away materials on stormwater education
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Storm drain stenciling
Various print materials targeting activities that cause stormwater and
sanitary sewer pollution
Booklet -- overall program
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State

Region

WA

I0

Washington Toxics Coalition

Consumer guide of less toxic products

WA

I0

Seattle Tilth Association

Brochure on pesticide free gardening

WA

10

Puget Sound Water Quality Action Team

Newsletters and publications list -- overall program

WA

I0

Seattle Drainage and Wastewater Utility

S~hool education program materials -- videos and teachers manuals

WA

I0

Agencies

Type/Focus of Materials

Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle and the Seattle Pamphlet -- Household Hazardous Waste
King County Dept. Of Public Health

WA

10

King County Surface Water Management Division

Various print materials on the Community Stewardship Program

WA

10

City of Seattle Solid Waste Utility

WA

10

City of Olympia, Public Works Dept.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Evaluation of G-r~en Gardening program
Various print materials for a range of interests about stormwater and
pollution prevention
Various print materials on pollution prevention, radon, and
environmentally-friendly lawn maintenance

0
0
O~
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EXAMPLES OF PUBLIC EDUCATION MATERLM~
The following pages are sections of public education materials reviewed and discussed in this
report. These publications illustrate a cross-section of the messages, regional styles, targeted
pollutants and activities, audiences, and strategies used to communicate stormwater/urban runoff
and pollution prevention issues today. Please note that only portions of the brochures, flyers,
guides, and posters are reproduced in this appendix. The organizations that provided the
materials are listed at the beginning of the appendix.

Organizations Providing Materials
Messages
Regional Flavor
Targeted Pollutants and Activities
Audiences
Strategies

PAGE NUMBER
E-3
E-7
E-21
E-37
E-61
E--73
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MESSAGES
1.

"Are you pouring water quality down the drain?"
By the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico
505-768-3654

2.

"Solution to Stormwater Pollution ... What’s Down that Dark Drain?"
By the Sacramento Stormwater Management Program
Sacramento, California
91 6-433-6369

3.

"Louisiana Storm Drain Stencil Program"
By the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
504-765-0634

4.

"Estuarywise ... 100 Tips on How You Can Prevention Pollution of Our
Bay and Delta"
By the San Francisco Bay Estuary Project
Oakland, California
510-286-0460

5.

"Bay Repair Kit"
By the Sarasota County Natural Resources Department, Sarasota Bay
Project, and HRS -- Manatee County
Sarasota, Florida
813-378-6128

REGIONAL FLAVOR
6.

Stickers ... Feed Me Clean Water, Louisiana
By the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
504-765-0634

7.

"Wanted ... Your help is needed in locating the following notorious
wastewater pollutants"
By the City of Phoenix, Arizona
602-262-1859

Residential and Commercial Source Control Programs to Meet Water Quality Goals
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8.

FIo the Raccoon, hot-line card.
By the Palo Alto Storm Drain Program
Palo Alto, California
41 5-329-2129

9.

FIo the Raccoon, "Hey Let’s Talk About Protecting the Bay"
By the Palo Alto Storm Drain Program
Palo Alto, California
4~ 5-329-2129

10.

"How To Be a Clean Water Rainger"
By the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Trenton, New Jersey
609-633-1179

11.

"New York State Watersheds"
By the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
Division of Water
50 Wolf Road, Albany, New York 12233-3501

TARGETED POLLUTANTS AND ACTIVITIES
1,2.

"Home Maintenance Tips For a Cleaner Bay"
By the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program
San Jose, California
408-265-2600 or 408-927-0710

13.

Series of Brochures "Vehicle Shop Practices for a Cleaner Bay"
B~/the Bay Area Wastewater Treatment Plants and Stormwater
Management Agencies
Various agencies
51 0-670-5543

14.

"1-800-94-REUSE" ... Waste Oil Recycling Point-of-Purchase Brochure
By the San Mateo Countywide Stormwater Pollution Prevention
Program
Redwood City, California
41 5-363-4708

15.

"The Less Toxic Garden"
By the San Francisco Water Pollution Prevention Program
San Francisco, California
41 5-695-7375

R0026225

16.

"Pollution From Surface Cleaning"
By the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association
and the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board
Oakland, California
510-286-0615

17.

"Diazinon Use Discouraged" -- ClTYSCOPE Summer 1992
"Free Seminar on Fire Ant Control Planned Tuesday" -- Greenville
Herald Banner, April 10, 1994
"Seminar to help fight pesky critters" -- Greenville Herald Banner, July
4~ 1994
"There are ways to control pests" -- Greenville Herald Banner, January
23, 1995
B,¢ the Office of Public Education for Greenville Water Utilities
G reenville, Texas
903-457-3149

18.

"Good Practices to Protect Creeks and Bay ... Guidelines for
Restaurants, Grocery Stores, Cafeterias, Bakeries, Delicatessens"
By the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program
San Jose, California
408-265-2600 or 408-927-0710

AUD/ENCES
19.

"Spreading the Word on Storm Water ... A Strategy for the Milwaukee
Area"
By the Southeast Area Water Quality Extension, University of
Wisconsin, Extension for the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
4! 4-263-8641 or 414-263-8696

20.

"Stop pouring money down the drain ... Become a Business for Clean
Water"
By the King County Surface Water Management Division
Seattle, Washington
206-296-6519

21.

"Water You Doing? -- Middle School Education Program"
By the Seattle Drainage & Wastewater Utility
Seattle, Washington
206-684-7591

Residential and Commercial Source Control Programs to Meet Water Quality Goals
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S TRA TEGIES
22.

"Promoting Stewardship of Puget Sound ... More PIE* Success
Stories"
*Public Involvement and Education
~y the Puget Sound Water Quality Authority
31ympia, Washington
360-407-7300

23.

"Downstream News", Spring 1996
~y the King County Surface Water Management Division
Seattle, Washington
206-296-6519

24.

=1996 Community Stewardship Network Directory"
E~y the King County Surface Water Management Division and King
,3ounty Department of Natural Resources
Sea~tle, Washington
:206-296-6519

R0026227

MESSAGES
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~" ~ ~t~;~ ~~ ~i~1...
~.~
~-~

""~" ~’ ~’~’?
......

What goes down the drain does not
simply ~o away. Except for homes with
septic ta~ks, all water washed down the
drai~ or flushed down the toilet in
Albuquerque goes to the City’s Southside
Water Reclamation Plant. At the plant,
suspended solids, bacteria, and some
treatable metals are removed. To destroy
any remaining bacteria, the wastewater is
chlorinated. F~ally, this water is dechlorinated before being released to the ~o
Grande, a cultural lifeblood for the state,
The waters of the Rio Grande provide ~
indispensable resource for agriculture,
wildlife, i~dustry and comm~ties
downstream: Thi~ about what might be
going down the drain[
Did you ~ow ~at m~y ~~s
that enter the sewer ~tem ~n’t
be ~moved during the ~a~ent
p~ess? ~ose substances ~at enter ~e
storm drain system are not treated at ale
Anything poured into a gutter or a sto~
dra~, such as used motor oil or ~fifreeze,
flows directly to ~e Rio Grade, ~ually
via neighborhood arroyos,
it may sunrise you to find out that
the ~o Grande suppers a riparian
habitat along its ban~. Water birds,
reptiles, amp~bians, aquatic vegetation,
a~d fish all i~abit the river do~stream
from the treatment plant. ~e ~o Grande
also supports one of the largest cottonwo~ forests in the world.

The na~ral life in ~his habitat Is
endangered by subs~nces that
~nnot be removed In ~a~ent.
~e Albuquerque treatment facility does
a great ~ob, ~ut current te~oiogy ~oes
not ~eat everyt~ng ~at could possibly
~ pound down ~e drain. Metals such
as lead, silver and copper remain. If the
effluent is heavily polluted by chemicals
from products like used ~fiff~ze or
used motor oil when it reaches ~e pl~t,
then ~e treated wastewater is also less
pure as it enters ~e ~o Grande.
That’s why your decisions count.
Any time a toxic ho~ehold or industrial
product is po~ed thoughtlessly down
the drain, it affects the quality of the
habitats dependent on the river. In this
state, due to ~e ~ique role of the ~o
Grande, that ~cludes many rural
comm~fies and wild areas,
~me~mes, the Ind~dual ~n
m~e a big distan!! ~e ~dus~y
~d b~ess d~charge ~ re~lated by &e
Env~o~ental Protec~on Agency ~d ~e
City, for now ho~ehold hazardous
wastes are not. Vol~t~ individual
respo~ib~ is the most direct cure. Each
~ you decide not to po~, it co~ts~
A ~ou~l home own@r has
many a~ema~ves to poudn~
to~ns down the drain. ~ awa~ ~at
m~y co--on ho~hoid pr~uc~, su~
~ pa~, cle~e~, p~fi~des, herbicid~
~ ~d o~, con~ con~. Fixer
~ ~ home photo prong con~
s~ver. ~ ~o~ you po~
~’ .~
~

..,

Sol ons:
~ Never pour antifreeze into a
~tter~ Recycling is available~ Please call the
Albuquerque Enviro~ental Health Department at 768-2~.
E!~ff,~f~e~m Never dump oil on
the ground or in a sto~ drain. Recycle this
product~ Find out about se~ice stations and
other sites in your neighborh~d that will take
in used oil for proper handling. Please call the
Enviro~ental Health Department at 768-2600.
Make ~ve~ possible attempt to use up leftover
materials as specifi~ on the label. Surplus ca~
then be offered to others for their use. Try
use the less hazardous and non toxic products
offered on the market, and buy only what you
need. Finally, you can call the Albuquerque
Environmental Health ~partmen~ at 768-2600.

the leftover paint as possible. Offer unused
portions to neighbors and theatrical groups, or
use to cover graffiti. Cans with dried pai~t
may be di~arded in the trash. Paint thinoer
can be reused~ ~t aside the used thinner in a
closed container until the paint particles settle
out. The clear liquid may be strained for reuse.
When the remaining paint sludge is dry, it
may go in the trash. Photpgraphic fixer with
silver should be saved for recycling. Call the
Enviro~ental Health Department at 768-2600.
~ Use low-phosphate soap
or w~, or don’t use soap at all, for washing
your car. T~ to wash the suds onto your law,
or dese~ I~d~aping instead of the ~tter
~ap ~ s~ll amounts will not damage a yard,
but soap will ~rm fish and other aquatic
wildlife in the river.

SOLUTIOII TO
S T 0 FI M W A T E R P 0 L
WHAT’S DOWN THAT
DO YOU EVER ~ONDER ~ ~AT KIND OF "STUFF" ~0~$ DOWN THO~E
~ETAL GRATES ON STREET CORNERS> OR, WHERE THAT ~YSTERIOU£ DARK DRAIN LEADSTO) WHERE DOES~’T
"~’~"~
CO~
WHEN IT RAINS OR WHEN YOU HOSE OFF YOUR DRIVEWAY OR
SIDEWALK, THE WATER RUNS DOWN CUBERS OR STOR~ D~INS.
THESE DRAINS (ONNECTqO UNDERGROUND PIPES WHICH LEAD RICHTTO CREEKS AND
RIVERS. BUTA LOTOF OTHER STUFF. ~ ,~OSTOF tTTOXIC,...T~..’>WASHE$ INTOSTOR~
DRAINS LIKE ~OTOR OIL

AND ANTI-FREEZE FRO~ L[AKY~RS, TRASH. WEED

KILLERS, PAINT, AND OTHER HOUSEHOLD TOXIGS. YU~K’ WE CALL IT sTaR.wATER
POLLUTION_
WHEN YOU’RE RIDING IN A BOAT WITH YOUR FRIENDS HAVE YOUR EVER SEEN GARBAGE FLOATING IN YOUR FAVORITE RIVER? THAT’S STaR.WATER POLLUTION~ TOO
SO~ PEOPLE DON’T KNOWTHAT STaR.WATER POLLUTION CAN HURT FISH BIRDS,
AND CRI~ER$ THAT LIVE IN OUR CREEKS AND RIVERS~ ~UTYOM AND YOUR
(AN HELP STOP IT~

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
o~ ~..
%
"J~,~

Tell your parents, teachers, friends,
and relatives that you want la protect

SCHOOL
¯
* Slo# o r~t~ cen~r f~ ~t, gloss and cons

~

slormwoter ~tlution:

* Ri~ y~ bike or t~ ~s, o~ car ~1 with o ~iend
~hen ~t ro ns o~r ~[tution turns rata water ~ltuhon

HOME

O~DOOR$

~ a~ a ~s~ grip ~ on ~r ~

, * Femmd your parents not ~o apply temhzer

¯ O~e a ~n~, r~i~ ~r ~mi~ ~ bn~ ~er ~ox~c
mo~nals ~h as ~inl, c~r~, a~ ~ici~s to a ~
h~ ~zard~s ~s~c~on si~

¯ If you see oil on your drivewoy use k~
~mer ~o soo~
~he fresh con
~ Use your poo~r

WORKING TOGETHER. WE CAN ALL BE THE SOLUTIONS TO STORMWATER POLLUTION’

Residential and Commercial Source Control Programs to Meet Dater Quality Goals E- 11
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L O VE LOUISIANA
Save a Lake! or a Bayou! or a Stream!
Ready to make a d/fference? -rainstorm run-o~f from
It’~ as simple-as decid .L~..g you var/ou~ ~/rbart, agricultural
want to clean up our .~ " -= orfdre~...~.S6Urces. Two of
waterways by edu.ca.ti~g .
the majb~sources of
others about the imRo, france
r~o~point sou’ice pollution
of not using our ~to~-~n
are’us~d~notor oll and
drains for dumping ~
household
.cleaners dumPed
chemicals or other wastes.
" intbst0rm drains. Our
And you can begin
~
by..,
p~ogram involves stencflihg a
stencfl!hg storm drains in
storm., drain, or a sign near .
your~,’ea in cooperation
the drain, with a simple
with the Department of
message: DUMP NO WASTE,
Environmental Quality. The
l)~ TO LAKE... or
Louisiana Storm Dra~n
stream, or bayou. This
Stench .Program is part of
simple message will be a
DEQ’s nonpoint source,
reminder that storm drains
anti-pollution program,
are not garbage cans and
Waste that comes out of a
should, not be used fsr
pipe is called "poin~ source
dumping because the water
poltution’. ~ nonpoint,
from these drains goes
source of~porlution refers to
directly to our water sources
untrealed. Other
communities, like those in
Washington ;State, have
found this a useful program
in fighting unnecessa~,
waste.
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HOW T-O JOI-N

DEQ’S DRAIN STENCILING PROGRAM
Who is painting drains?
Comm~nity groups, boy
scouts girl scouts, school
groups, parents clubs.~
garden clubs, environmental
~roups, civic organizations,
men and .women, boys and
girls, yvung and old, kids
providing
service,
with
class‘ community
projects, adults

If the drains are
located on private
property, such as
an apartment
parking lot, get a
letter of’approval from t_he
management.

What other stenciling tips
should be followed?
¯ Keep a record of storm
drains completed on the
stencil tracking form
provided by DEQ.
¯ Make a record of drains
you observe to be
contaminated with wastes
on your stencil tracking
form. Have your project
leader mail the tracking
form to DEQ at the
address listed in this
brochure.

What paints should be used?
Suggested paints to be Used
How easy is getting
are water-based, inverted tip
permission?
marker, yellow traffic spray
Once you have
paints. An inverted tip can is
mailed a volunteer more environmentally safe
than aerosol cans because it
form to DEQ, you.
is lead-free, contains no
wll] be notified
* Follow safety rdles. Assign
m~thylene chloride~ it has
about who to
a traffic guard to wear a
"I~wer
volatile_organic
contac:, in your area for
traffic vest. Do the project
"carbons and-it~l~ ozone-safe,
permission to stencil drains.
in groups.
.One can~of.sp.ray"paln[ will
~fencil appro~tnately 20~ ,,’-.-.. ¯ Wear old clothes and old,
If you are pain_ring drains.
" -" ~’~.- " -’"
" "~omfortable
shoes.
drains along
-- .- "~"~"
---....
public
~.L--.:--~
-_ , ~:-Clean up. Store the stencil
"
thoroughfares.
..~"
: ~-~.A~"dne.piast~.’;..b~g: Pick up
’
" .~-~II paper to~s:,’ r~g.s or
usually you will.~
. e~Ipty paint~ ~nd
be directed to call your city
~’.:~’~dl, spose of in ~R’~er bag.
or parish Public Works
:~ . ..Disposeof
Department. Ask for the
- - all ~Va~te
~.,
~~-i,~~-~properly.
dram utility or road- :.
maintenance division.
’e~’ RetUrn t~e stench, the
~ stencil tracking form and
paint ~ans [o your project
leader when finished.
You will then get a
let[e£ of approval
¯ Maintain your drams and
:
from the public -keep them free of debris.
works department.
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Inside Your Home
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nknowln
’ gly, in the dairy care of our households, we each may b’e polluting
U
nearby bays and other waterways. This booklet offers practical steps to reduce that
pollution in order to begin repairing our damaged coastal waters. Some sugge .s-~ons are
simple,cost-free,and require only a slight change of routine. Others are more intricate and
car be implemented gradually over t~me. A few suggestions may even inspire you to
.re-landscape certain areas of your property.
~

Ultimately, it’s up to each of us to decide what
-to do to upgrade the quality of our waterways.
Everyone can help...

especiaily
you.

"Nobody ever made a greater mistake than he who did 7zothi,2g
because he thought be could only do a ligtle."
Edmu7Td Burke

R0026238

, EPSURI
Summertir~e ¯ Late afternoon ¯ Thunderstorms
Torrents of rain are pouring down onto your yard. It’s virtually
impossible to stop surface runoff now ...
The second line of-defense is to keep
surface runoff clean. The challenge
is to prevent the runoff from picking
up an array of conteminants from fertilizers,
15~srJcides, bare ground, pets, pools, waste,
cars and boats.

;-

Fertilizers
~’~: ~::~i~.;~’~’: "
"? ~b~n~’~g the.
- /a~ .and/andsc.a!~
p/~nts, remem/~,r
. ~;~tJ~ifad~-oj~..
¯ :~:t~$~reyou
f]’ert~lize on lar~, the
more ~ou may be
polluting the

Fertilizers contain nilmogen
and phosphorus, two
elements which promote the
growth of plants, in water as
well as land. Fertilizer-laden
runoff can over-stimulate
aquatic plant growth, causing
algal blooms and fish kills.
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i!A6ENCY ADDRESSES AND
Sarasota (~ountv Nat, ural Resources Department
Loca~on: 1301 Cattlemen Road, Sarasota
Mail!rig address: P.O. Box 8, Sarasota, FL 34230
¯ Coastal~one Division
(813) 378-6113
Forestry Division
(813) 378-6115
South County office
(813) 493 .~500
Natural Sciences Division
(813) 378-6113
Pollution Control Division
(813) 378-6128
Ecological Monitoring Division ~ (813) 378-6142
Sara’sote Countv Solid Waste M~naqement
8350 Bee Ridge.Rcad
Saraso~, ," Florida 34241
(813)951-5096
County Coooerative Extension Se~c~~.~.-~ .....

Sarasota CountvEnwronmenta Library
Sarasota, Florida 34231
Manatee County P~olic He@lth Unit, "
4~10 6th Avenue East
Breden~n,. Florida .34231
Poilution Control Division
Environmental Health Division

,~- ~ .,~ ;
(8~ 3) 924-967~

(813) 748-0666
ext. 1326
ext. 1340

Manatee Coun~ Planning & Development Oepartment
212 6th Avenue East
Bradenton, Florida 34231
- (813) 746-3090
Manatee County Cooperative Extension Service.
1303 17th Street West
Palmet-~, Florida 34208
(813) 722-4524

National~ ==~Estuary~:~ Proqram,_, ....- Sarasot~~
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REGIONAL FLAVOR
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City of Phoenix
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As Flo the Raccoon explains
to her boys Dwain and Rusty,

It’s up to us
to keep pollution
out of storm drains!
What goes into the storm drains
(or street, or gutter) goes
right to our creeks and Bay.
If you see something dumped
or spilled near a storm drain,
call 329-2413 immediately!
Palo Alto Storm
Drain Program
415/32~-2129

(Let’s hope Rusty gets the message SOON!)
Printed on recycled paper, of course
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¯ This activity book belongs to:
E-28
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Water Wager: Have the Final Word
t oxic
recycle
plastic
sludge
drain
glass
sewer
groundwater
Calls

river

Across
3. A material sometimes made by humans that does not decompose and
is very difficult to recycle.
5. What to do so that glass, aluminum and paper can be used again.
8. Water found in the earth.
10. A hard, breakable material which is good to recycle.

Down

1. Another word for poisonous.
2. A large stream that flows into a lake or ocean.
4. The pipe that carries wastewater to the treatment plant.
6. The name for the solid material that is taken out of treated water.
7. Another name for pop containers. {It’s smart to recycle them).
9. Where the water goes down the sink or bathtub.
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I How To BE A CLEAN WATER RA~NGERI

CLEAN

E-30

WATER

-~,wuJ,
R0026249

A watershed is ~he area of land surrounding a
waterway that drains into it_ A watershed
includes not only the waterw-e/i~self but also
the entire land area ~hat drains to it_ For
example, the watershed of a lake would include
not only the s~reams entering into that lake
but also ~he land area that drains int~ ~hose
streams and evenuJally the lake.

O

A watershed can be as small as a back-yard that
drains to a puddle or as large as the secuons
of New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Delaware that drain into the Delaware River.

(/~eHe~onhere. Asl~overNew,lersey, lcansee~~
I ~t eoll
Newliv~jersey
~ made Which
0fmany
~
in o watershed.
one di~rere~
do you livew~sheds.
in? [
~

~

In urban and suburban pans of the state,
manmade systesns change the way water
flows. Where does the water in the
street gutter go? In mos~ places in New
Jersey, that gu~er leads to a storm drain
along the curb which goes direcdy ~o a
local waterway. VVhatever flows down
the storm drain enters a series of
ou~JI
undergroundp~pes
lead
pipe that flows into a local waterway.
The stormwater does not get created.
All the liner, motor off drippings, and
other debris goes with it into the local
waterway. Tkat’s why it’s important to
keep scormwater clean!

So what happens on the land in a watershed
a:iTects the waterway. For example ff coo many
fertilizers are used on lawns, the exa~ ferulizer
can end up in the local waterway. The same
thing goes for ground water The exa~ fertilizer
could end up in ground water and maybe
someone’s well.

Hi! I’m l~urt fiass. That storm drain nn’t a ~rba~
~,,disposal. It goes right to my home_l
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Never throw anything down storm drains.
They are for rainwater only.

Don’t litter. Always put trash where it belongs.
Always clean up after your pets.
Obey your town’s "pooper scooper" laws.
Tell others how important it is to keep our land and water clean.

Plant a tree. They take pollutants out of ground water,
provide shade, and clean the air.
Find out what waterwayyou live near.
Where does your water come from?

lJl Precycle! Buy pr°ducts that use the least am°unt °f packaging"
Recycle. Find out what is recyclabJe in your community.
Buy products in recycled or recyclable containers.

~.erearesom~e

J important tips you J
Ican follow to hel~J

Learn about environmental issues. Get involved in local organizations~

Conserve water wheneverpossible. For example,
turn off the water while brushing your teeth anc~
don’t linger in the shower.

O
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TARGETED POLLUTANTS
AND ACTIVITIES
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changing Oil
and other Flu~
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Pollution From
Surface Cleaning
It harms the environment...
In most parts of the San
Francisco Bay Area, storm
drains are pathways for pollution,
traveling directly from streets,
gutters, and other paved surfaces
to local creeks or the Bay, Ocean

Where do these pollutants come from?
In general, three phases of the cleaning process can cause
problems for the environment:

¯ Using harmful cleaning chemicals--4ncluding soaps as
well as solvents
¯ Removing toxic materials such as oil, antifreeze, and
grease from parking lots, sidewalks, or other surfaces
* Generating polluted wash water from activities such as
wet sand blasting of buildings to remove paint

or Delta. Wash water from surface cleaning activities often
carries pollutanta that can harm
the numerous wildlife apeciee
that depend on healthy waterways for their su~ivel,

What sor~s of hazardous waste can
surface cleaning generate?

¯..And it’s against the law!

¯ Solvent cleaners

* 0i!-saturated absorbents (’but not oil-saturated rags,
which can be cleaned at an industrial laundry)
¯ Wash water that contains lead paint chips

Allowing polluting substances
into storm drains is prohibited in
Califomis. Both the person who
discharges the pollutant or leaves
it behind, and the o~mer of the
property where the mageriai is
generated are liable.
This folder provides guiclanca for
mobile cleaners to prevent pollution when cleaning fiat surfaces
such as sidewalks, plazas, building exteriors, parking areas, and
drive-throughs.

This guidance is not specifically
intended to be appropriate for
other mobile cleaning jobs such
as fleet washing and detailing,
carpet cieaningo or cleaning of
food-related equipment.

R0026263
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So Where Should
Wash Water Go.=
Onto landscaping
or unpaved
surface

Wash water from clean~ng
unpainted building exteriors,
sidewalks, or plazas, i~
¯ Discharge does not contain
hazardous waste
AND
¯ Discharge will not cause
flooding or nuisance
problems, or flow to a o’eek
AND
¯ You have the owner’s
permission

Down a sink,
toilet, or cleanout
m through the
sewer to a

wastewater treatment plant
Wash ~rater Imm ~ dean~ug of painted building exteriors,
sidewalks, plazas, parking areas,
drivedhroughs, food service
facility dumpster/grease cow
tainment areas, etc., ¯
* You have used dry cleanup
methods before washing with
or without soap
AND
¯ Discharge does not contain
hazardous waste
AND
¯ (For parking lots, traf~c
dumpster/grease containment areas) You or the property owner have checked the
local wastewamr treatment
plant’s requirements be/ore
discharging to the sewer

~ To the street or
~

storm drain

Wash water fl’om cleaning
sidewalks, plazas, and building
exteriors, ~
¯ You have s~ccessfglly used
dry cleanup methods
(descn’bed in the Ups"
section of this folder to
remove fresh oil stains.
debris, and similar
pollutants~before
using water
AND
¯ Cleaning is done with
water only--no soap
or other cleaning
chemicals
¯ Water has not removed
paint
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Tips on proper cleaning and
disposal methods
Avoid using soap!

Collecting wash water

Hazardous waste disposal

, Even bi,~degTadable soap is
harm_Th] to the environment,
Before you use soap, test to
see whether hot water under
pressure will do the job.

¯ A simple and acceptable
method for collecting wash
water on private property
requires only a drain plug,
small sump pump, and a length
of hose. If a small parking-lottype catch basin is available,
remove the grate, plug the
drain pipe (usually 2, 3, or 4
inches in diameter) and place
the pump in the catch basin,
attached to a garden hose.
As wash water drains to this
lowest spot, pump to landsca~ing, a sewer line cteanout, or a
container for later disposal
to the sewer,

¯ Be sure to read cleaning
product labels before disposing
of wash water. Follow use and
disposal instructions carefully.

Dry cleanup

methods

,) tn man.~ cases you can eliminate the need to collect and/or
divert wash water iIyou follow
this two,.step process:
1. Use zbsorbents (such as
rags, absorbent mats or
pads, rice hull ash, cat litter,
verm)culite, or sand) to pick
up greasy or oily spills,
2. Sweeo or vacuum to pick
up litter, debris, or saturated
absorbents
¯ Waste materials from dry
cleanup ~uch as absorbents,
paint chips, etc. may often
be disposed of In the trash.
Check with the local solid
waste authority, to be sure.
Rags may be sent to an
industrial laundry.
Screening wash water

¯ When cleaning surfaces such
as buildings and decks without
loose paint, sidewalks, or plazas
without soap, thorough dry
cleanup should be sufficient to
protect s~:orm drains. However
if any debris could enter storm
drains or remain in the gutter
or street after cleaning, wash
water should first pass through
a "20 me’.;h" or finer screen to
catch the material, which
should be disposed of in
the trash

¯ Vacuum booms are another
option for capturing and
collecthag wash water.

¯ Check with the city or count3"
environmental health department to find out how small
businesses can dispose of
hazardous waste at a drop-off
event (instead of hiring a
hazardous waste hauler}.
In general, you must generate
less than 27 gallons or 220
pounds of a particular type
of waste each month to qualify
to use these "Conditionally
Exempt Small Quantity
Generator~ (CESQG)
programs.
Equipment and supplies

Directing wash water to
landscaping
¯ When routing wash water to
landscaping, check the slope
and area to be sure to avoid
runoff into a street or gutter,
If the soil is very dry, wet it
down thoroughly before
discharging so that wash water
will soak into the soil instead of
running off to the street, gutter.
or storm drain,
Blocking storm drains or
containing wash water
¯ Sand bags can be used to
create a barrier around storm
drains,
¯ Plugs or rubber mats can be
used to seal Stol-m drain
openings,

* SIx’ciai materials such as sheets
of absorbent, storm drain plugs
and seals, small sump pumps,
and vacuum booms are available from many vendors. For
more in.formation check
catalogs such as Pigalog
(800-468-4647), Lab Safet3"
Supply (800-356-0783), C&H
(800-558-9966), and W.W.
Grainger (408-433-9889), or call
the Cleaning Equipment Trade
Association (80G433-9889) or
the Power Washers of North
America (202-393-7044).
Remember, sending water
that contains soap or any
other type of pollution to a
storm drain or water body
violates state and/or local
regulations!

¯ You can also use vacuum
booms, containment pads. or
temporary berms to keep wash
water away from the street,
gutter, or storm drain.
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Cleaning and Disposal
Type of Surface
Sidewalks, plazas

Cleaning Method
Dry cleanup* first,

wash without ~mp

Proper Disposal
Screen wash water,* if needed, to catch debris

THEN
Discharge to landscaping,* or to a gutter, street,
or storm drain

Si~iewalks, plazas

Block the storm drain
or contain runoff"
Dry cleanup," then
wash with soap"

Discharge to landscaping*
OR
Collect water and pump to the sewer"

Pro-king areas,
driveways,
dr~ve-throughs

L Block the storm drain
or contain runoff*
~. Use absorbents to pick
up oik then dry sweep
3. Clean with or
without soap

Collect water and pump to the sewer"
C~eck ~e local t~.stewater authority’~
reNuirem~t* for di.~har~e

Restaurant/food
handling dumpster
ar~as, ga’ease storage

Block the storm drain
or contain r~noff"
Dry cleanup

If you must use water after sweeping/using
absorbents, collect water and pump to the sewer"
Check the local wastewater authon~,’s
requirement* for discharge

Building surfaces,
decks, etc., without
loose paint

Use high-pressure water,
no soap

Screen wash water," if needed, to catch debris
THEN
Discharge to landscaping,* or to a gutter, street,
or storm drain

U apainted building
surfaces, wood
decks, etc.

Block the storm drain
or contain runoff"
Use soap or acid wash
to remove deposits,
wood restorer, or
other chemicals

Make sure pH is between 6 and 10
THEN
Discharge to landscaping"
OR
Collect wash water in a tank" and pump
to the sewer
Check the local wastewater authonty ~
requirements for discharge

Painted surfaces
being cleaned to
remove paint or
graffiti

Block the storm drain
or contain runoff*
Use any cleaning
method

Collect wash water ha a tank and pump to
the sewer, or dispose as hazardous waste, as
appropriate*
Call the local wastewater authority or the state
Department of Toxic Substances Control
(510-540-3732) for help in determining whether
the paint contains toxic pollutants such as lead,
mercury, or tn’-butyl tin; or if the solvent cleaners
you use are hazardous

G -affiti removal

Block the storm drain
or contain runoff"
Wet sand-blast

Direct all runoff to a landscaped or unpaved area"
OR
Follow instructions above for painted surfaces

See tips section for ideas on how to do this.:
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Pollution Prevention Voucher
.!cleaner company name),
cleaner of the premises described below, has been trained by the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies
Association in proper surface cteaning techniques for water pollution prevention.
Customer company name

.Address

Check a~l that apply:
Surface(s) cleaned
__Building exterior
__Sidewalks, plazas
__Parking area/
drive-throughs
__Oumpster area/

Cleaning method
~Water only
__Water and soap
__Acid wash
Other chemicals
(list)

Precautions
_~Dry cleanup
(sweeping, absorbents)
___Block storm drain
___Runoff____contained
__screened

grease storage
__Paim./graffiti removal
__Other (describe)

__Wet sand blast
__Other (describe)

___pH adjusted
___Other <describe)

Cleaner’.,; signature
Customer’s signature

Phone

Wash water disposal
__Landscaping/
,,npaved area
__Gutter, street,
storm drain
__Sanitary sewer
__Hazardous waste
~isposal
__Other (describe)

Date

Customer’s name (print)

Allowing polluting substances into storm drains is prohibited in California. Both the person who discharges
the pollutant or leaves it behind, and the owner of the property where the material is generated are liable.
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The problem is not going away4. Tests of Greenville’s wastewater
still show taxic levels of the pesticide diazinon. Unfortunately,
an efficien:, cost-effective method of removing the pesticide
from water has not yet been developed. If diazinon continues
to contaminate our wastewater, Greenville water utility customers will ~ace major increases in their sewer bills to correct
the problem.
The pesticide use survey conducted earlier this year showed
widespreac use o~ diazinon in the city. Even when applied
properly, eiazinon and other pesticides can still make their
way into the wastewater system. Since even trace amounts are
toxic to th.~ test organisms it appears that proper usage ~sn’t
effective in controlling the contamination.
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’ Seminar to help fight pesky critters
:..~i, ~’ ’+/ I , ..

By JoAnn Hall, Anita Mitchell
Special to Ih~ Herald Bann~

~hanc~ arc, ff you’ve ~ot a IX:t,
Our mccn! warm, humid
has been Ideal for Ih¢ br~d|nB of
I~ fl~a and tick pOpLdaflo~s.
In an eft’on Io lXovid¢ area rcsi-

¯

¯ .’
"

"
"

lrol information, a fm¢ ~mlnar will
b~ spomorcd by Public Education for :" culmnd
’"
F-xlcmlon
Urban
’~ ’ " P-ntomolo;"
..... " ’ ’ ; , pro~u(~L~
’ ". ’~ , ". ~:".
f~i~ .....
fl~ andlick
o:’., ~,~ ~’ol."
........ .’ ~
Greenville Waler Udlifl¢$ and the Bist, wtllbclb~ fealun~d speaker. His
Area
res|denls
who
have
been
thi!! County Exl~nsion Service on prcscnlatlon will over Indoor/outexpcriencln8
flea
and
tick
inr~s~aThursday.
¯ "door flea and dckcon~’ol as well as ~ons arc encouraged Io alt~nd Ibis
The public seminar will Ix:gin at 7 on-pet treatment ..... ~.
.
free seminar. ’
p.m. at the Fletcher Warren Civic
Several local vetednafla~s and
No advanced r~:gisti:~tion is
Center. 5501 |iwy. 69.
relallers will also be present to pro- required.
"
Dr. Mike Merchant, Texas Agri. vide information on locally available
For additional information on

~ ~’~*’~ G~’~’"~
¯
’
TM~~d~y’s :~inar c~li Public
cadon for C,-cenvill¢ Wm~r U~ili(J~
~1 4~7-~]49.
Hall and Mitchell aro coorOir~tors of Public Edt~catiot~ for
Grovnvillo W~tor t3tilitios

Community
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There are ways tO
’ control pests

: fl(fln"l"~
g k~. IockJnseclentrypoln~sby
............. : ..... "¢’";~"~’"~-~’’’"~":’:"~’;’~’~5.~"~::.; ’;-~. ~’,,--::
...
lstheuseofbakstadons. Balts~flons
screening windows and ven~s. Caulk ~-e
safe ~nd easy to use, The control
or paint crack~ or crevices and weath- agent is housed in a small plastic disk
, There’s an old saying that the only ersLrip doorS.
’
things ;that can’t be avoided’In life. ’If cockroaches have already that allows Ihe cockroaches In, but .
areileafli and taxes, This should prob.- moved in, b,Oric acid is a very effec- ~lock~ human and adimal contact.
Because cockroaches like to explore
ably be’amended|o in(~ludecock .... "
tire control tight’spaces, bait stations are very
roaches. Cockroaches have been pesproducl. Place attractive to them:
~ering humankind since Roman times,
boric acid in
Select bait stations that contain
fFor many;ithe.batfle;agalnst ~eock; ’
and around hydramethylnon as the active ingreroach invasions is never-ending, And
cracks
and
Follow
the
manufacturer’s
recomdient. Place bait stations near favorite
a Irip Io the store It select a cockcrevices in roach hang-outs such as under the mendations for replacement and disroach c0ntrolproduct may 0hlyadd to
areas where kitchensink, behind or under the. posal.
one’s frustration.
; ’:’
~
.
roaches
have refrigeratorm~d slowe, in upper and
Additional infonna~iort on cockA recent article in "Common beensighted,
roach
conlrol is available from the,
Sense Pest Conuol Quarterly" proOther locations for application lower kitchen cabinets, and in the Office of Public Education re?
and under
vldes’tnvaluableinformattonl~thOSe are under kiR:hen appliances and bathroom behind the toilet
Greenville Water Utilities at 457’
seeking relief from’c~kroach lnfes, : around plumblhg flxtu~s and pipes. theslhk. ’
3149. And remember, don’t use
" Not ’all
baitsostatlonscohtain
the Diazinon~
lalions.
’: " ’ :’ ’ ’", .... Observe these safety precautions ’ same amount
of bait
c~nsider pine.
Start by practicing cockroach pre- :when worldng with boric acid: do not
lng
t~,.
o.
stations
tn
each
of
these
areas.
Hall
and
Mitchell are coordinavention. Properly st6r~ food lind ke~p ’ place It where children and pets can
dishes and food prephr~ifloh areas’ - get Into it, and wear goggles a,nd the
s~U~ns’aie’positioned
against
the
Greenville
WaterEducation for
toprovtdegrealercomroI.Makesure tots of Public
clean. Take household ttashout evet:y gloves when applying,
,,
day and use a uash cart with a tightAnother effective control method wall so that roaches will encounler
them as pail of their daily activities.
~nd Anita Ml~chell

C~UIDELINES

FOR
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TYPES OF POLLUTIOr~

7

:
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In the Santo Clara Valley, all storm drains flow ~ to local c~eks and the San
Francisco Bay, with no treatment. Stormwater pollution is a serious problem for
wildlife dependent on our waterways, and for the peopl~ who lice’near polluted

er deanup prac~c~ that allow food par~ides, oil. ~ and deardng products to
flow mm a sut’et, gum~. o~ storm drain.
All of the cities’ h~ the Valley-are ~quired by the Re~or~ Wate~ Ouality ~ontroi
Board to enforce loca~ ordinances pmhib~ng the cSscharge of ~oUutan~ to s~rm

dra~s or ~ ~ Also, the Ca~forrda [~runent of F’tsh and Game forbids any
discharge of mater’s that cotdd pass h~to ~eks, rivers, or me Bay that wo~d be
~delete~ous to fl~ p~nt 5re, or b~d 5re. "’
In addiflo~ the Sama Clara County Deparunent of Envtronmenufl Heath and local
devices be cleaned as ofte~ as necessary m prevem overflow and to n~e~ ~
grease and off LLmits h~ wastewat~. ~eck w~h these agencdes to find out about
outer r~pm’emems -- see phone numbe~ on page ~.
Following ~he prac~ces h~ this manual wiU ensure compSance w~th ordinance
help contz~e to a cleaner Bay. Please share this reformation with any corm’actors
d~at you ~
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AUDIENCES
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Spreading the Word
On Storm Water
A Strategy for the Milwaukee Area

Southeast Area Water Quality Education
University of Wisconsin- Extension
March 1994
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S~:xead~g lhe Word on S~otm Wate~

PROGR~U~ UNDERSTANDING; Increase understanding of the storm water permit

program among affected local governments and industries.
SOLUnONS ACC~ANCE:: Increase acceptance of and motivation to implement storm water controls and pollution prevention practices among
local governments, business and industry, and urban residents.
SKILl. DEV~.OPMEN’r: Help local governments, business and industry, and
urban residents develop the knowledge and skills needed to implement
storm water controls and pollution prevention practices.
IMpAm" EV~UAT~ON: Provide information to and solicit feedback from local
governments, business and industry, and urban residents about the
impact of storm water cleanup efforts.

Target Audiences
Target audiences that must be reached to address these sources of polluted runoff include:
¯

URBAN RESIDENTS
Residents with yards and gardens
Vehicle owners
Pet owners
Schools and youth groups
Community groups

¯

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Elected officials
Staff and consultants

¯

BUS~NESS AND INDUSTI~
Automotive businesses
Building maintenance
Construction
Fleet maintenance
Landscaping and related businesses
Marinas and boat maintenance
- Mobile cleaning services
- Ou tdoor storage and processing
- Parkdng lot and grounds maintenance

The Chapter 3 discusses characteristics of each audience and recommends appropriate information and education programs.
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A Slra,tegy lot the Milwaukee A~ea

FIGURE 5

Ten Keys to a Successful Media Campaign
1 Build on existing themes, mascots and materials--espec~a!ly the "It All Adds Up" and the
"Stormie" cartoon character.
2 Target materials to reach all income, age and cultural groups using appropriate languages,
themes, music, media outlets, etc.
3. Use a variety of messages, times and media to reach the critical threshold where people
will remember and act on the iflformation they have received.
4. Make the content and tone of messages positive.

Appeal to motivations such as clean neighborhoods, health and safety, environmental
quality, convenience.
6. Build on what people already know and use sources they consider credible.
7. Use terms that people can easily understand such as"runoff" ratherthan °nonpoint source
pollution."
8. Match the mediato the message, keeping in mind that:

¯ Print media are most effective for messages that require absorption of details and
contemplation by the receiver;
¯ Television has the strongest emotional impact, but is the most costly; and

¯ Radio’s advantages are flexibility and the ability to reach specific target audiences multiple times at a markedly lower cost than television.
9. Use graphics and sound to reinforce messages and make them more memorable.
10. Localize messages, but where appropriate, tie them to national and international events.
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40

S~,ng ~ Wor~ on ~on~ w=e~

Internai review during development
Bv author
By colleagues
By editing, layout, and illustration staff
2. External review during development
By staff in other agencies
By advisory committee members
By potential users
3. User feedback
Records of ’ase (numbers distributed, audiences, types of
events)
Suggestions, complaints, and comments (tracked for revi- sions or new materials)
Requests for further information (through storm water
hotline or direct inquiries)
In some cases, a more formal review through mail-back forms, telephone
surveys or focus groups will be appropriate.

Evaluating Programs
11~ ~valuatot’$ primary r~ponsibility i~ togathzr and interpret in-

formation that can help key individuaisandgroulashnproveefforts,
make ~nlightened decisions, and
provide credible information for
public consumption,
Wonhe~ and Sanders 1989

Educational programs such as workshops, staff training and school curricula require even more extensive evaluation. Evaluation typically begir~ with a planning or steering committee that identifies educational
outcomes, oversees program development, designs evaluation tools,
analyzes results and makes recommendations for future ping.ms. Cornmonly used tools includ e:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Records of participation
Pre/post tests
Evaluation forms
Informal evaluation (discussion, show of hands, comments)
Records of requests for further information or additional programs
Telephone surveys or interviews of participants
Case studies of participants
Reviews by planning or steering committees
Reviews by external agencies

Evaluations methods must be selected for each program based on the
type of information needed as well as available time and resources. Each
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King County Promotes Your Business
for Your Pollution Prevention Efforts
Polluting is like pouring money down the drain-it costs less to prevent it than to dean
it up. It’s also against the law. When it rains, water carries pollutants into storm drains
that lead to lakes and streams. To prevent pollution, sweep your parldng lots, cover
dumpsters and stored materials, and wash cars in contained areas. Get recognized for
prote~lJng water quality-Become a Business for Qean Water today.
¯ Show us ~at you have implemented
required practices to prevent pollutants
from ent~ng storm drains, lakes,
wetlands and streams and become a
Member.
¯ Be more than a Member-become a
Community Partner-by edu(~ting o~her
businesses and the community.

Become a Business for Qean
Water and Re(eive.A/ly busilless hi IJItirlcorporated Kblg

County Ls eligible to become a member of
Businesses for Oean W-ate- by following these

steps:
¯ ~!1296-1900 to s~edule a free
~onsultation and learn what your
business needs to do to prot~ water

lOng County
Surf’a~e i~ Managment Division
700 Fin Aveflue, Suite 22.00
Se.a~e, Washington 98104

¯ Free publidty in newsletter,

newspapers, directories and more.
¯ A certificate and other materiaLs t~at
show your o.~tome~, commundy and
employees that your business works to
protect our environmenL
¯ Best of all, you’ll have a well-maintained
business, redudng (o~, tJ~ne and

Bulk Rate
U.S. Postage
PAID
Sear’de, WA
Pe~it No. 601
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Engineering Department
Nonwan B. Rk~e. ~yo~

November, 1992

Welcome to the Seattle Drainage and Wastewater Utility Middle School
F.,duczfion Program!
Mention Seattle to someone and immediately thoughts of water, water
resources, and speetaedar scenery come to mind. Puget Sound and all the
surrounding lakes, rivers, and streams offer unparalleled recreation
opporttmities, commercial and sport risking, one of the world’s leading
seaports, high quality drinking water, and even electricity. Seattle’s residents
value clean water and are willing to pay the cost of prote6cdng and preserving
The Drainage and Wast~water UI51ity (DWU), a division within the Seattle
Engineering Department, is the agency primarily charged with the respons~ility
for preventing water pollution in Seattle. To that end, DWU places a high
value on environmental education of all age levels in an effort to promote nonpolluting behavior. DWTJ is developing educational tools, such as this video
and teachers manual, to assist Seattle and other school teachers with their
enviromncntal education programs. These tools will help school age children
build a sense of respe~"t for our natural water resources and provide them with
the opportunity to develop clean water ethics within their school community,
their family, and their neighborhood.

Senior Planner

Anthony Matlock
Education Specialist

Carlton Stinson
Education Specialist
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INTRODUCTION
This ma~lml is pa.rt of an overall water quality education program designed

by Seattle Drainage & Wastewater Utility for the students and teachers of
Seattle middle schools. The material in this manual reinforces and enriches
the concepts presented in the video entitled ’Wdater You Doing".
Together, the video and this manual, along with the accompan’ying Field
Trip Guide, can be used to instruct students of Seattle about some of the
issues involved in managing and maintaining water quality within our city.
Because of the uniqueness of individual schools and classrooms, the
materials were created to allow teachers maximum flexdbility. The
infomaation can be taught in a variety of settings with a time commitment
ranging from just one class period to an engrossing five weeks or more of
in-depth studies.

THE VIDEO
The video is divided into five segments, each segment rtmning an average
of six minutes. One segment, followed by an activity and discussion, is
structured for a 40-minute class period. The ideal or optimum approach
would include a week of studying and interacting with the video and the
manual’s suggested activities.

The manual uses a matrix format. For each video segment, the matrix
includes a selection of video loci, learning objectives, bridging questions
and suggested activities. This menu-style format was adopted so the "
selection of approaches could be as effective as possible for various
learning environments. At the very minimum, the topic of drainage and
wastewater can be taught within one class period. The manual, however,
includes other materials for the instructor who desires to extend the topic
into a full five-week unit.
THE FIELD TRIPS
A field trip is a unique oppommity for students and teachers to visit and
experience some of the lessons and activities offered in the various
segments of the video and manual. The Select Trips are fully funded
including bus transportation, admission fees and teacher substitutes. Special
(over)
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arrangements will be made for any teacher who is interested in the
Optional Trips. Further information can be found in the Field Trip
Directory.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
,
We are happy to assist you with any questions about procedures or
additional information and materials. Please call:

Rich Gustav
Senior Planner
Drainage & Wastewater Utility
660 Dexter Horton Building
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 684-7591
This educational program is made possible by the Seattle Drainage and
Wastewater Utility, a division of the Seattle Engineering Department, and
is funded, in part, with a grant from Washington State Depaxtment of
Ecology Centennial Clean Water Fund.
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Promoting Stewardship of
Puget Sound
More PIE Success Stories
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Promoting Stewardship of
Puget Sound
More PIE Success Stories

April 1996

Puget Sound Water Quality Authority
P. O. Box 40900
Olympia, WA 98504-0900
(360) 407-7300 or 1-800-54-SOUND

Produced through funding from the Public Invoivement
and Education Project, financed by proceeds from the
Washington State Centermaat Clean Water Fund and
administered by the Puget Sound Water Quality.
AuthoriW. Th~s publication may be reproduced.
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Introduction
+-- I~ ~:~ I)k>l~l

n 1987 the Puget Sound Water Qualit3,’ Authori~, to bridge language and cultural burners (though
treated one of the most powerful tools available much wor~: ,.n this area remains)
or protecting and improving the region’s water
quali~ --the PIE (Public Involvement and
:ducation) Fund. The success of this innovative
Criteria for a Successful PIE Project
approach lies in the fact that it provides funding
~-Move beyond "us versus them" attztudes
~o communiw-based proiects that build stewardand emphasize that good water quaiity
:+hip for Puget Sound. In the last n,ne years, the
ks in evewone’s best interest.
Authority’ has provided more than $4 million for
~ Emphasize interesting, innovauve activi?.30 proiects. These proiects have spread the
ties that involve people, put them m
message of clean water to at least two million
charge of deosions and lead to local
peopie,
action.
Local Problems, Local Solutions
~ Be well-designed and dearly amcutate
~,,t the heart of the PIE Fund is the belief that
effecuve methods for reaching identified
< ommunity-based organizations, bus,nesses,
target audiences.
~::,cal and tribal governments, and schools can
~Suppor~ cleanup and protecnon of
~wolve and educate people about water qua~it>’
Puget Sound waters.
~:~ ways that government, by itself, cannot.
I.ocal groups best understand the needs within
~Be carried out by groups whic.~ have
their own communities, and are best prepared to
demonstrated their abilities to implemanage local resources. Through PIE, the
ment the project they propose.
,a.uthonty has provided direction, funds and
~-Clearh’ iustify expenditures.
technical assistance to enable project sponsors to
~Be guided by an advtsory group, which
act on local needs.
includes a cross-section of affected peopie (for example, a mixture of business
l:~ 1987 this philosophy appeared risk-y and d~e
people, local government staE, ciuzen
PIE Fund was very. much a pilot program,
group representatives and tec.~nical
Today, after hundreds of successful projects
experts) as needed for the pamcular
have netted tangible improvements in Puget
projects
Sound and increased public understanding of
water quali~, the program has proven its merits
a~ a valuable and responsible method for imple- Before qualifying for PIE ~unding, prolects
menung water quali~’ protection called for in
undergo thorough evaluation by Authorit3’ stall
the Puget Sound Water Quali~Management
and a 12-member Education and Public
Flan. The PIE Fund has been used by other
states as a model in developing their own pu~hc Involvement Advisor, Committee. The comil~.,ttee- which includes educators, business peo
lr volvement and education programs,
pie, iarmers, interested cmzens, representatives
from local and tribal governments, and at leas~
As the PIE program has grown and evolved, so
have the PIE proiects. Partnerships and alliances one tormer PIE contractor-- and staff rev,ew
among groups with different miss,ons and
proiects. The process is ve~. competitive --onh’
one >f five aro~,osals ~’p,cailv rece~x es ~undm~
pulosophies is becoming commonplace.
Sponsorship from businesses and their relatec~
a~soc:at~ons has grown. Proleas aimed at
’. :vohtng ;t variety of ethnic groups, pamcularh
n<~’n-En~hsh speaking people, has grown anO as
~ resuJl go\eminent ;tgenc~c~, are ]earning how
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Raspberry Farm Improvement Clubs
This project established Raspberry Farm Improvement Clubs to enable raspberry farmers
to experiment with techniques to reduce pesticide use on their farm~ and share their f’tndings with other farmers.
Project Design
Project s~aff encouraged farmers to establish
RaspbenT Farm Improvement Clubs. Through
the clubs, rannets developed and performed
experiments designed to reduce pesticide use.
TBe farmers received technical assistancefrom
re.,,earchers to help develop research proposals,
Eath club designed an experiment to find a
non-chemical solution to a pest problem and
ca’ned out the experiments on their own fame.

mat,on on production practice~, [l:at reduc~
pesticide use on farms
~5 An entiret,, new way of thinking about pests
and pest management was introduc~cl v,~thin
me farming communtt.v and farmers themselves became the ones to fmci :he best
niques anc~ spread the word.

Notes
Peer learning is usually the best way for knowi! edge to spread. In this proiect, the fam~ers
Results
~, Three Raspben-y Farm Improvement Clubs ! worked together to solve problems associated
developed different experiments to meet their i with pesticide use. As members of the
Washington Red Raspberry. Commission and
needs and reduce pesticide use. Farmers
farrmng groups, the farmers became
demonstrated their successes to other farmers other
spoKespersons for new methods developed in
through farm visits. The information from
the project.
the experiments was shared at meetings and
workshops and has advanced the knowledge
Perspective
base for alternatives to pesticides.
"S~ months ago you couldn’t get someone to
60rgamc raspberry farmers who have been
talk about alternatives to pesticides. Nov,’ there
looking for information and help with organic is a lot of interest." --Jerry Dobbins, particzpatgrowing techniques now have other farmers
mg raspberry farmer
to talk to and new techniques to use.
~; A strong coalition of farmers, environmental~sts, private consultants and researchers
formed to broaden support for integrated
pest ,management and to disseminate infor,~oonso~, Northwest CoaLition for Altemat’wes to Pesticides, P.O. Box 1393, Eugene, OR 97403
(’.;03) .344-5044
-_- .........
~ortlinmtm~. Gwendolyn Bane
pit: ~ndingn $9,015
-~
~1!~ I~,ourt~: $1200
"r~melirm: June 1994 - May_1995
"i’arge¢ J~ud~rm~: Commercial and non-commercial red raspberry growers, researchers and industry representatives in Washington
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First, take a medium- :: Teachers: check out these

sized stream ....

i environmental education resources

"
Wan~ to pu: on a community
s~wardshi!) event but no[ sum
i There’s a wcaRh of ¢la.sscs and
~, And iVs not too early to mark
~, ner~ m slant? Turn to SWM’s
i -curn~ulum ma~nals out there 0US
your oaJendar for TREE3! The third
Gommunity Stewardship allow-to
summer to help you teach your
anr~uaJ TREE (Teaching Resources
K~t". a coll~.ct)on of checklists,
s~udcn[s about wa~.er msouic~s,
for Environmental Education) Fair is
handouts aad other resources
Rcadon fofde~ls!
scheduled for October ! 1 aI
groups can use to put or~ their own
~Iass~s, ~sses) ~ssP~s,/ - Eckstein Middle School in Seattle
/~’venL~. Compiled In an easy-to-use
From workshops and exhibit, you’ll
~,’ Sign up for one or all of the
b~nder, the k~t was put together by
get t~ps. I~sson ~deas a~d maenads
summer workshops for educators
SWM staff as a result of their
on a variety of topics, including
sponsored by fl’~ Thornton Creek
par~nersh,p with Water Tenders,
watersheds, recycling, energy
Alliance.
From
June
22
to
27.
learn
, Bear Creek community group. If
conscrva~on
and much morn. For a
about GIS, u~m watersiw.ds,
you’re interested in a copy, call
monitoring and how to us~ dam in flyer or more information on
Pat Johnson at 296-8029. ~
~’~ classrcom. To find out if spac~ is ammchng or exi’~ibiting, call Polly
"
Freeman a~ 296-8359 or e-mail her
available, e-mail Peter Hayes a~
"~
at
poOy,fi-eeman @ metrokc.gov
""~-’ ~:
pe~r_hayes@~wa.us
~# Teach kids about riv~ and
.......- "
or call him at 440-2754.
foresls] The Nisqually River
"~ The North Cascades Ins~ute
offi=’s a variety of ~ workShOl~: Education Proj~c~ has-pro together_
a guid~ for educators called Where
check out Watershed W~ekfor
the Rivers Begu~ abom the rivers
F_.ducawrs (July 8-12 in North .
and adjac~at uld-grow~ forests in
. Cascades National Park), Whe.re the Mount Rainier National Park. The
21 a Rockpon S~a~ Pa~k) or
park o’fferson~-day ~ach~" work(continued from p~a. ge 1)
ARumic Insects: Ripar’~n Habi/mz . shops on using ~ gmdr.., which is
Student Conserval~n Association. i and Stream Eco/ogy (Augu~ 10- I 1..-~ow available in ~ copy and on
CD-ROM. Call ~h¢ Park’s Educanon
Commuhiff S~:wardship g~an[
! availability, call (3~0) 856-1934 or Office at (~60) 569-2.211, X3313 for
mo~m.fonnauou. ~
pro.lcc’,.s, las~ycar’sgramecsa~just i e-mailnd@ncascades~orgOr

S[ ratdst Grards

"
.: -...

"

=_

.

~.
".

-.

-

~ .. _.

._

Vor <J y

Mor~ than 2 700 cit~ns actively ~i
pam~ipa~ m zh~ Imx~xion ?f ~ir [.

’ " "---" .

w~r~ys 0~ou~ last y~ar’s

BUS IN ESS
-~"
gra.nLs. Th:_ y planl.cd thousands o f :: ASSOCIATIONS

" " ’ AoS_O~ TELE~Sm~ ~e rest Ou~ o ~e

~.

~,~,~ ~ a,~

,$7,~00T0 KEEP
~
or
~tL~
S~oZ
~n=
~,~
r~ .~_~ont~ l~ about frogs and
WATER
CLEAN
.
BIJ~ne~ ~ alld -

an~ s~mmer, lnterDretive s~g~s m Lake

aquatic insec~ grew nad~/e pla~s "
for a vazict’y of [~-~ora~lorl projeo[s,
a~J n~Ior~J a.qd cleated-up

}ow-gt~osphorus galzlen#ngdi~lays at
area nurseries are soreaoing u~e

of fencing and built ~cv~l hundr~ !~

steams a~ w~ands n~.ar ~i~

~hooL~
With lhis year’s grant awards, d~
Cornmuni~ Stewardship and. Waker-

C~am[[l~s of ~,carl ap~j
tOg g~. ~) ~ p~ in ~

.l~z~nesses Wo~ Iz~et~er to

s~mam~ s~e Park.

dist~buted aroun¢l ~e watersl~e~ ~nd

to ~im, ~nos~or~ ,n~ to me ~aka.

improve _and protect KingCoon~s ~ w~y .o "~os" ~o~ us~
wat~ mso0r~s. P0sSib~ projects
- CO~d Jl~ode ~ po~lJ~Ofl

Dl~.~o~omstt~treachesfftelake
stimulates Oense growttts of algae,

turning t~e ~*e a cJouay green,

ways 2000 g:r~It programs have
funded 88 projects sinc~ ] 9~ for a

~ ~ prOdLK~
edIJC~ ~ og edlJCa~j

total inves~’nent of aknosz $200,000

"and t~ning e~ployees, Target

~ ha#ltat anO water #uality. To keeD

p:’sourc~. SLay tun~£1 fo~ mor~ de~a~ on the ] ~)b Community S|ew-

SWM’s sef11~e are~ (~dle wes~m

fert~hzer to your yarO sf~armgly, take your cer to
~ez waste ano make sure your septic tahk ~s ~n ~41 ~Da/r.": ’~ ".~. "

~rd.shzp (it-ant proj¢cLs. If youd like
;0 ~ flotifiec when- nex[ yea.r’,, gT’JnI
:~ppJicaIzon~ ,~’~ available, pJea.~, call

Pat Johnson at 296-8029. ~

thh’d of unincorporated King
County). Applicalions are available
[~OW and proposals are~e on
Jt~y 1. For ~ irrtorma~orl, c~]
’

Sandra Kilroy at 2~80~7.

causing ugly surlace scums and
u/t~ma~e/y harming recreational use~

inlereste~ m i~etpm~7 get the low.phosphorus messaoe_ n~t to your.neigM~or~?
Call Polly Freeman at 296-8359 to O/str/Oure Ooo¢l~angers amu~l Lake
sammam~s/~ or to learn more aooul tt~e camoatqn to con~ToI
pollution

-"

_
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Crealure Comforts Kennels (~)
Awd’mHL WA
I a~ry Will~u~ghhy
I)cni~c Will(~.~,h!~y ....

8t!-221)0

quality by ifnplenl#nllflg pollnhon
/~fevenfloft prat:h~ ~s d~’sctibod tn King
(;gigolos Storm~dlef t’ollulton On/~tfnl
Manual

Bellevue, Factoria,
Newport Hills
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~ Please list us in the 1997 Community Stewardship Network Directory.
Group Nam,~
Addres,,
Cit~

:-~ Community group/Non-profit
~] Government Agency

2i School
_1Busmes~

Zip

Phone
Check ~he ~ rormatton you have to share: 2 Display~xhibits ]~ Educational Matertai~ ~ Grant~ A~ aiiable A Lakc~ d Monitoring
~] Native Pl mt Propagatton ~ Newsletter ~ Noxious Weeds
:)Storm Dr~n Stencihng ~VotunteerProjects ~Watersned~
Mmn emph~,~,
:~1 kno~ a~ot~er ~roup~hatshouldbe hsted: Name:
Questions
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Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program. Pure Water, Volume 2, No. 2. No date.
Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program. Home Maintenance Tips for a Cleaner Bay. No date.
Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program. Kids in Creeks. 1995.
Alameda County Urban Runoff Clean Water Program, 1994. Restaurants: Suggested Best
ManagememPractices. January, 1994.
Alameda County Green Business Program. What is Green Business?. 1996.
Alan P!ummer Associates Inc., (APA) 1995. 1995 Annual Public Education Program Report for the
City of Oklahoma City.
Alliance oft.he Chesapeake Bay. 1994. Chesapeake Regional Information Service. Elizabeth River
Factsheet. August 9. Accessed via the intemet. HTML copyright 1995 the BIOS Project.
Ausubel, Seth. 1996. NY/NJ Harbor Estuary Program. Personal communication. May, 1996.
Aveni, M. 1996. Multi-Faceted Extension Education Program to Reduce Residential Nonpoint
Source Pollution. Presented at Watershed ’96 Baltimore, MD. June, 1996.
Bannerman, Roger. 1996. Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. Personal communication.
June, 1996.
Bannerman, R.T., D.W. Owens and R.B. Dodds. 1993. Sources of Pollutants in Wisconsin
Stormwater. Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and USGS Water Resources Division.
Wat. Sci. Tech. 28 (3-5): 241-259.
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Battelle Ocean Sciences. 1993. Study of PCB in New York/New Jersey Point Sources. Data Report
for Task If. US EPA Office of Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds. January 29.
Battelle Ocean Sciences. 1994. Evaluation of Trace Metals in Combined Sewer Overflows and Wet
Weather Irdtuents for Waste Load Allocation. Prepared for New York City Department of
Environmental Protection. January.
Bell, Warren, City Engineer, City of Alexandria. Personal communication. November, 1996.
Bender, Jenny. 1994. Central Matin Sanitation District. Personal communication. October, 1994.
Bosques, Sergio. 1996. US EPA Region 2. Personal communication. May, 1996.
Boyd, Karen. 1996. Woodward-Clyde. Personal communication. July, 1996.
Brandent~urg, B. 1996. Central Conga Costa Sanitary District. Personal communication.
Brashear, R., G. Oswald, H. McWreath, and J. Young. 1995. Optimization of a Regional PermitTerm Stormwater Quality Monitoring Program for the Dallas/Fort Worth Area. Presented at
WEFTEC ’95, Miami Beach, FL. October 21-25, 1995.
iBrosseau, Geoff. 1996. Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association. Personal
communication. August, 1996.

iBureau of Sanitation. 1994. Study to Mitigate Silver, Copper, Mercury, and Zinc in the Effluent
of the Terminal Island Treatment Plant. City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works. Permit
number CA0053856) January 31.
California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB). 1994. 1993/94 California Used Oil
Recycling Block Grants. Information and Application Instructions. June, 1994.
California Departrnem of Water Resources(DWR), 1994. Graywater Guide, December, 1994.
Camachc, Norma. 1995. County of Ventura Solid Waste Managemem. Personal communication.
May, 1995.
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Carvetk, Ray. 1993. King County Hazardous Waste Management Program. Personal
communication. June, 1993.
Center., for Watershed Protection. 1994. The Importance of Imperviousness Watershed Protection
Techniques, Vol. 1, No. 3, Fall, 1994.
Center for Watershed Protection, 1995. Auto Recyclers - Onsite BMPs Mitigate Urban Runoff
Hotspots. Watershed Protection Techniques, Vol. 1, No. 4 - Summer 1995.
Centr:al Contra Costa Sanitary District (CCCSD). Central San Sewer Squad. 1994.
Centr:fl Matin Sanitation District. Where Does It Go? August 1994.
Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (CVRWQCB). Adopt-A-Watershed Unit
Matrix. A project of the Tides Foundation. No date.
Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (CVRWQCB). Memo from Valerie Connor
to Jerry Bruns re: Status of Urban Storm RunoffProjects - Central Valley Region. January 30, 1995.
Central VaUey Regional Water Quality Control Board (CVRWQCB). Memo from Val Cormor to
Jerry Bruns and Chris Foe re: Chlorpyrifos in Urban Storm Runoff. Central Valley Region.
(January 28, 1996).
CH2M HILL. 1995. Pollutant Sources Evaluation (Provision 5B). City of San Jose. San
Jose/Santa Clara Water Pollution Control Plant. Permit Assistance Program.
Chandler, Robert, 1996. Seattle Drainage and Wastewater Utility. July 1996.
Chang G., J. Parrish and C. Souer. 1990. The first flush of runoff and its effect on control structure
design. Environ. Research Mgt. Div. Dept. of Environ. and Conservation Services. Austin, TX.

Chesapeake Bay Program. 1994. Chesapeake Bay Basinwide Toxics Reduction Strategy
Reevaluation Report. Report from the Chempeake Bay Program’s Toxics Subcommittee. CBP/TRS
117/9< September.
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Chesapeake Bay Progra~ 1996. The Chesapeake Bay Program: An Overview. accessed through
the Intemet. July, 1996. http://www.epagov/r3chespk/cbp_homefoayprog/overview.htm
Chesapeake Executive Council. 1989. Chesapeake Bay Basinwide Toxics Reduction Strategy: An
Agreement Commitment Report from the Chesapeake Executive Council. Annapolis, Maryland.
Chesapeake Regional Information Service. A Citizen’s Guide Chesapeake Bay Program. No date.
City and County of San Francisco, Water Pollution Prevemion Program (CCSF). Grow It! The
Less Toxic Garden. Control Pests and Plant Disease Using Less-Toxic Methods.
City and County of San Francisco, Water Pollution Prevention Program (CCSF), Clean Image:
Polluticn Prevention Tips for Photoprocessing and Printing Operations. No date.
City and County of San Francisco, Water Pollution Prevemion Program (CCSF), Help Paint the
Town (h’een; Pollution Prevention Tips for Painting Contractors. No date.
City ana County of San Francisco, Water Pollution Prevention Program (CCSF), 1991. Consumer
Products Heavy Metals Inventory. August 1991.
City and County of San Francisco, Water Pollution Prevention Program (CCSF), 1992. Cyanide
Study. August 1992.
City and County of San Francisco, Water Pollution Prevention Program (CCSF), 1993. Dental
Related Metals Inventory. January 1993a.
City and County of San Francisco, Water Pollution Prevention Program (CCSF), 1993b. Mass
Loadings of Used Motor Oil and Latex Paints to the Sewerage System_ November 1993.
City and County of San Francisco, Water Pollution Prevention Program (CCSF), 1994. Educating
the Public About the Use and Safe Disposal of Household Toxic Products: A survey of San
Francisco Households. July 1994.
City and County of San Francisco, Water Pollution Prevention Program (CCSF), 1995a. Rx for a
Healthy Environment: Pollution Prevention Tips for Hospitals and Medical Office Buildings.
Februar~ 1995.
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City and County of San Francisco, Water Pollution Prevention Program (CCSF), 1995b. Quick
Guide to Car Care for the do-it-yourselfer.
City and County of San Francisco, Water Pollution Prevemion Program (CCSF), 1996. Annual
Repot:. July 1996.
City or’Albuquerque, New Mexico. Are You Pouring Water Quality Down the Drain? No date.
City oI’Glendale, City of Mesa, City of Peoria, City of Phoenix, City of Scottsdale, City of Tempe,
Town of Gilbert. Pollution Prevention Begins With You A Guide to Protecting the Salt River and
Our Environment. No date.
City of Los Angeles, Departmem of Public Works. The Fantastic Journey. 1994a.
City of Los Angeles, Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering, Stormwater Managemem
Divisien. Canopy. 1994b.
City of Los Angeles, Hazardous and Toxics Materials Office, Board of Public Works. Eiiminating
Hexavalent Chronium From Cooling Towers. No date.
City of Olympia, 1996. Impervious Surface Reduction Study, Executive Summary. January, 1996.
City of Phoenix. Pollution Prevention Begins With You. A Guide to Protecting the Salt River and
Our Environment. No date.
City of Phoenix. 1995. Investigation of Mercury Discharges in the Service Area of 23rd and 91st
Avenue Wastewater Treatment Plants. Cities of Glendale, Mesa, Peoria,. Phoenix, Scottsdale,
Tempe and town of Gilbert, Arizona. NPDES permits AZ0020559 and AZ0020524. April 6.
City of Phoenix, Street Transportation Department, Storm Water Management Section, 1996. Best
Management Practices for Boat Builders and Repairers. January 1996.
City of San Jose. 1996. Pollution Prevention Strategy for a Clean Bay-Stares Report. Environmetal
Services Department. January.
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City of San Jose, Environmental Service Department, 1992a. Water Conservation Guide for Office
Buildings and Commercial Establishmems.

City of San Jose, Environmental Service Departmem, 1992b. Water Conservation Guide for Hotels
and Motels.
City of San Jose and Montgomery Watson, Preliminary. Local Limits Report, November 15, 1993.
City of Seattle Stormwater Management Program. Water Quality Videos. November 1992.

City. of Sunnyvale. Recipes for a Safe Household.
City of Sunnyvale. 1996. Annual Pretreatment Report FY 1995-96. July, 1996.
City of Sunnyvale and EOA, Local Limits Development: Preliminary Load Allocation and Local
Limits Evaluation, September 1, 1993.
City of Tempe Environmental Services Division. Are you pouring water quality down the drain?.
No date.
City of Tempe Environmental Services Division. Pollution Prevention Program. No date.
City of Tempe Environmental Services Division. 1996. Industrial Pretreatment Quarterly March,
1996.

Clark, Rosemary. 1996. Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District. Personal
communication. April, 1996.
Clawson, W 1996. National Cattlemen’s BeefAssodation’s Water Qualtiy Information Project.
Presented at Watershed ’96, Baltimore, MD. June 8-12, 1996.
Claytort. 1L, and W. Brown, Cemer for Watershed Protection. 1996. Environmental Indicators to
Assess Stormwater Control Programs and Practices. July, 1996.
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Cleaning Equipment Trade Association, San Francisco Bay Area (CETA), 1995. Mobile Cleaner
Best Management Practices for Waste Water Runoff in The Greater San Francisco Bay Area.
October 2, 1995.
Cohn-Lee, Richard G. and Diane M. Cameron. 1992. Urban Stormwater Runoff Comamination of
the Chesapeake Bay: Sources and Mitigation. The Environmental Professional 14:10-27.

Commonwealth of Vh’ginia, Departmem of Environmental Quality. Detenga El Aumento De Sus
Costos Evite La Contaminacion Ambiental. No date.
Connor, Denise. 1996. Larry Walker Associates. Personal communication. July, 1996.
Conservation Technology Information Cemer. 1995. Know Your Watershed Program. What is a
Watershed Partnership. June 1995.

Coonley, Kirk. 1996. City of Overland Park. Personal communication. June, 1996.
Cooper, Ashli, City of Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant, 1996. Diazinon in Urban
Areas. August, 1996.

Corsi, R., Shepherd, J., and Kemp, J., 1994. Residential Washing Machines as Sources of Indoor
Air Pollution.’? Chloroform Formation, Mass Transfer and Emission Dynamics. Presented at Air
and Waste Management Association Annual Meeting. June 19-24, 1994.
County Sanitation Districts of Orange County. 1995. Non-industrial Source Control Project.
Determination of Domestic Waste Characterizes. October 19, 1994 through October 26, 1994.
Source Control Division, Fountain Valley, California. April.
Cuniff; Loft. 1996. Dade County Department of Environmental Resource Management. Personal
communication. July, 1996.
Davidson, Nita A_ 1995. Evaluation of Copper- and Tributyltin- Containing Compounds.
Environmental Monitoring & Pest Management Branch. Department of Pesticide Regulation.
California Environmemal Protection Agency. Report No. EH-95-07. August, 1995.
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District of Columbia Department of Public Works (DCDPW). 1995. Wastewater Pretreatment
Voluntary Agreement. March, 1995.

East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD). Household Hazardous Waste Wheel. No date.
East Bay Municipal Utility District 0EBMUD). 1.994 Stopping Pollution at the Source. 1994.
East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD), 1996. Pollution Prevention Program Semi-Annual
Progress Report, Wastewater Department. July 1996.

Eisenberg, Olivieri and Associates (EOA). 1992. Proposed Copper and Nickel Source Control
Program for Commercial Facilities. Prepared for City of San Jose Office of Environmemal
Managemem. June.
Eisenberg Olivieri and Associates (EOA). 1991. Investigation of Un-permitted Sources of Nickel
and Copper in Santa Clara]San Jose WPCP Influent. Prepared for City of San Jose. December.
Eisenberg, Olivieri and Associates (EOA). 1996. Update of Source Loadings to the City of
Sunnyvale Water Pollution Control Plant. February.
Ellis, Chuck. 1996. City of Los Angeles. Personal communication. June, 1996.
Ellison-Lloyd, Delyn. 1996. Fighting pollution-bolsters bottom line for businesses. The
Sacramento Bee. Business Forum. Sunday, September 15, 1996.
Engberg, Catherine, 1995. The Regulation and Manufacture of Brake Pads: The Feasibility of
Reformation to Reduce the Copper Load to the San Francisco Bay. Prepared for the Palo Alto
Regional Water Quality Control Plant. July 1995.
Erickson, Caroline, 1996. City of Boulder. July 1996.
Erwia, William 1996. City of Greenville. Personal communication. June, 1996.
Farm and Home Pollution Prevention Update, 1995. Preventing Rural Water Pollution: The
Farm*A*Syst and Home*A*Syst Program. June, 11995.
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Florida Clean Vessel Act and Grant Program, 1994.
Florida Department of Environmental Protection. Ecosystem Management Around the Home. No
date.
Florida Pollution Prevention Program. Pollution Prevention Program. No date.
Florida Department of Environmental Regulation. 1994. Stormwater Management A Guide For
Horidians.
Foster, L. 1996. King County Hazardous Waste Managemem Program. Personal communication.
August, 1996.

Frahm, A_ 1995. Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle. Personal communication. March, 1995.
Frahm, A., D. Galvin, G. Genster, G. Saving, and A. Moser. 1996. Changing Behavior: Insights
and Applications. Prepared for the Local Hazardous Waste Management Program in King County.
July, 1996.
Galveston Bay National Estuary Program (GBNEP). 1992. Characterization of Point Sources and
Loadings to Galveston Bay. GBNEP-15. March.

General Accounting Ottice (GAO). 1991. Water Pollution. Nonindustrial Wastewater Pollution
Can Be Better Managed. Report to the Chairman, Committee on Environment and Public Works,
U.S. Senate. December. GAO/RCED-92-40.
General Motors, Global Rivers Environmental Education Network. General Motors Partnership
with GREEN. No date.
Global Rivers Environmental Education Network. 1996. Green. Volume VIIL No.3. September
1996.
Goldsmith, A. 1996. New Jersey Environmental Federation. Personal communication. June, 1996.
Greenx~ood, D. 1996. City of Livermore. Personnel communication_ August, 1996.
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Gregory, J. 1995. City of Benicia. Personal communication. September, 1995.
Grimsrud, M. 1994. The Compliance Incentive Experience in Santa Rosa, California. Presemed
at WEFTEC, 1994.
Harader, S, 1994. What Every POTW Should Know About Dry Cleaners. January, 1994.
Harader, S. 1996. Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District. Personal communication. July,
1996.

Hathaway, S.W. 1980. Sources of Toxic Compounds in Household Wastewater. Wastewater
Research Division, Municipal Environmental Research Laboratory, U.S. EPA, 1980.
Heal the Bay. "We’re Healing the Bay One Neighborhood at a Time".
Heal the Bay. Revenge. 1996.

Hildebrand, Douglas. 1996. King County Water Pollution Control Division. Personal
communication. June, 1996.
Hogret~, Robert. 1996. City of Albuquerque. Personal communication. July, 1996.
Hudson, Kari. 1995. Restoring the Chesapeake: Bottom-Up Approach is Winning Pollution Battle.
American City & County. vol. ll0, no. 7, June, 1995.
Huggett, R.J., M.A_ Unger, P.F. Seligman, and A_D. Vallds. 1992. The Marine Biocide
Tribut3’ltin--Assessing and Managing Environmental Risks. Environ. Sci. Technol. 26:232-237.
Hunt, Gary. 1996. Waste ReductionResource Center. Personal communication. July, 1996.
HydroQual, Inc. 1991. Assessment of Pollutant Loadings to New York-New Jersey Harbor.
USEPA Marine and Wetlands Protection Branch, Region 1I. Task 7.1. January.
Iowa Department of Natural Resources 0DNR). 1994. Report of Urban Comamination in Iowa.
Larry J W’flsort, Director. March.
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Iowa Waste Reduction Center, University of Northern Iowa (IWRC), 1995. Iowa Waste Reduction
Center, Annual Report 1995.
IPM Practitioner: Monitoring the Field of Pest Managemem vol. XVIL no.11/12. NovemberDecember 1995.

King County Surface Water Management Agency. Duwamish River Restoration Sites Tour. No
date.
King County Surface Water Management Agency. Stop Pouting Money Down the DrainBecome
....
a Business for Clean Water. No date.
Land-of-the-Sky Regional Council. Stormwater Fact Sheet No. 5, Municipal Pollution Prevention
Planning. No date.

Larry Walker Associates (LWA). 1992. Sources of Pollutants of Concern and Waste Minimization
Plan for South Bayside System Authority. April.
Larry Walker Associates (LWA). 1993. Pollution Problems Associated with Inactive Mines in the
Sacramento River Basin. Prepared for the City and County of Sacramento. March 1993.
Larry Walker Associates (LWA). 1994a. Residential Metals Study, prepared for the Central Costa
SanitarvDistrict. May, 1994.
Larry Walker Associates (LWA). 1994b. San Francisco Bay Area Pollution Prevention Group,
Copper Levels in Wastewater: Source Identification and Control Strategies; Results of the Bay Area
Pollution Prevention Group Copper Issues Surveys, 1994. November 1994

Larry Walker Associates (LWA). 1995. City of Davis Pollution Load Reduction Program: Task
1.1, Background Information for Pollution Prevention Program, Technical Memorandum. June
1995.
Larry Walker Associates (LWA) and GeoffBrosseau. 1996a. Assessment of the Printing Industry
in the RWQCP Service Area. Prepared for The Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant.
February 14, 1996.
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Larry Walker Associates, 1996b. Novato Source Monitoring Program: Monitoring and Data
Analysis Report. Prepared for the Novato Sanitary District. June 1996.
Larry Walker Associates (LWA). 1996c. Toxic Organic Constituent Literature Assessment.
August. 1996.
Larry Walker Associates. 1996d. Sacramento Stormwater NPDES Permit Monitoring Program,
Technical Memorandum: Assessment of Long Term Effectiveness of the Sacramento CSWMP
(Dratt). October 1996.
Larry Walker Associates. 1996e. Oil and Grease Workshop Materials. Prepared for the City of
Woodland. January 1996.
Larson, N., S. Thorns, J. Craig, I. Smith, and C. Lonse-Hanson. 1996. Lake Superior Binational
Program: An Ecosystem Approach to Protection of Lake Superior Through Development fo
Lakewide Managment Plan. Presented at Watershed ’96, Baltimore, MD. June 8-12, 1996.

Leffler, M., and R. Flagle. 1996. Backyard Actions for a Cleaner Chesapeake Bay: A Cooperative
Outreach Program. Presented at Watershed ’96. Baltimore, MD. June, 1996.
Local Hazardous Waste Management Program, King County. Fact Sheet: How to handle
X-ray fixer. No date.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, 1996. Marketing Research Survey of ~Do-ItYourselfers’.
Louie, Selina. 1995. San Francisco Bay Area Regional Water Quality Comrol Board. Personal
communication. August, 1995.
Louie, Selina. 1996. San Francisco Bay Area Regional Water Quality Control Board. Personal
communication. July, 1996.
Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality. Louisiana Storm Drain Stencil Program. No date.

Lyon, A. 1996. Save Money and Increase Community support: Targeted Volunteer Monitoring.
Presented at Watershed ’96, Baltimore, MD. June 8-12, 1996.
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MacCoy, D., K_L. Crepaeau, and K.M Kulvila. 1995. Dissolved Pesticide Data for the San Joaquin
River at Vemalis and the Sacramento River at Sacramento, CA, 1991-94. USGS. Open-File Report
95-119. Prepared in cooperation with the USEPA and California Regional Water Quality Control
Board (RWQCB).
Makepeace, D.K., D.W. Smith, S.J. Stanley. 1995. Urban Stormwater Quality: Summary of
Contaminant Data. Critical Reviews in Environmental Science and Technology 25(2):
93-139.
Malcolm Pirnie, Inc. 1993. Erie County Pollution Prevention Program Evaluation. April 1993.
Management Institute for Environmem and Business (MEB). 1994. Virginia’s Small Business:
Competitive Opportunities through Pollution Prevention and Toxics Management.

Massachusetts Office of Tectmical Assistance (OTA), 1990. Toxics Use Reduction Case Study:
Metal Recovery at Howard I-I. Sweet and Son, Inc.
Massachusetts Office of Technical Assistance (OTA), 1992. Customer Education and Zinc Use
Reduction at Dydee Diaper Service.
Massachusetts Office of Technical Assistance (OTA) 1994. H20 Improvements.
Masterson, John P. and Roger T. Bannerman. 1994. Impacts of Stormwater Runoff on Urban
Streams in Milwaukee County, Wiscomin. Presented at the American Water Resources
Association’s National Symposium on Water Quality. November.
Mayio, A. 1996. Citizen Patners in Water Quality Monitoring: The Volunteer Monitoring
Movement. Presented at Watershed ’96, Baltimore, MD. June 8-12, 1996
McBride, Kevin. 1996. City of Ft. Collins. Personal communication. June, 1996.

McDonald, Stephanie. 1996. Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project. Personal communication.
July 1996.
McManus, Kevin. 1996. Massachusetts Water Resource Authority. Personal communication. July,
1996.
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Mendoza, J. 1996. City of Hayward, CA. Personal communication. July, 1996.
Menke, J. 1996. City of Phoenix, Street Transportation Department. July, 1996.

Mercer, G., K. Cave, and V. Katmelis. Comprehensive Watershed Analysis Tools: The Rouge
Project - A Case Study. Presented at Watershed ’96, Baltimore, MD. June 8-12, 1996.
Meta Information Services. Alameda Countywide Clean Water Program Baseline Telephone
Survey Executive Summary. No date.
IVfilwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District (2VLMSD). 1991. A Toxics Reduction Strategy for the
Creater rawau ee Area. May 1991.
Minnesota Office of Waste Management, 1991a. Waste Source Reduction Checklist. April 1991.

Nfirmesota Office of Waste Management, 1991b. Reducing water usage with cooling towers.
August, 1991.
Montana State University (MT P2), 1996. Montana Pollution Prevention Program: Summary of
Accomplishments. 1996.
Montgomery Watson. 1993a. Pollutants of Concern Evaluated. Submitted to the Regional Water
Quality Board for the City of Palo Alto. July 30.

Momgomery Watson- 1993b. Maximum Allowable Headworks Loadings Determination.
Submitted to the Regional Water Quality Board for the City of Palo Alto. October 1.
Momgomery Watson. 1994a. City of Palo Alto: Proposed Local Limits. April 1994.
Montgomery Watson_ 1994b. Abstracts from Update of Literature Search for Review of Potential
Best Management Practices. Prepared for Municipality of Anchorage, Department of Public Works.
March, 1994.
Montgomery Watson. 1994c. Waste Minimization Program Development. Prepared for
Sacramento Regional Sanitation District. April, 1994.
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Montgomery Watson. 1995. Cooling Tower Study. Prepared for the City andCounty of San
Francisco. September, 1995.
Momgomery WatsorL 1996a. Potential Management Practices for Stormwater Pollution Prevention.
Prepared for Watershed Management Section, Project Management and Engineering, Department
of Public Works, Municipality of Anchorage. April, 1996.
Montgomery Watson. 1996b. Priority Toxic Organic Pollutant Survey, 1995.
Moran, Kelly. Palo Alto Regional Water Qualit3’ Control Plant. Personal communication.
September, 1995.

Moyer, Laurie and Joel Cross. 1990. Pesticide Monitoring: Illinois EPA’s Summary of Results,
1985-1989 ]~llinois State Environmental Protection Agency 0EPA). Division of Water Pollution
Control, Springfield, Illinois. December.
National Association of County and City Health Officials, National Association of Counties, The
National Pollution Prevention Roundtable, Municipal Waste Management Association, The United
States Conference of Mayors. 1995. Preventing Pollution in our Cities and Counties a compendium
of Case Studies. Fall 1995.
National Pollution Prevention Roundtable (NPPR). 1995. Preventing Pollution in Our Cities and
Counties.
National Project Water Education for Teachers. 1996. Materials Available From Project Wet.
Montana State University. June, 1996.
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection. How to be a Clean Water Rainger.
New York-New Jersey Harbor Estuary Program. 1996. Summary of the Comprehensive
Conservation & Management Plan. March, 1996.
Non-Point Source News Notes, 1994. St. Louis River Citizen Program. May/June 1994.
Non-Point Source News Notes, 1995a. Card Carrying Contractors Control Construction
Compliance. No. 42, August/September, 1995.
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Non-Point Source News Notes, 1995b. How Do We Develop Local Stewardship?
October/November 1995.
North Carolina Office of Waste Reduction. NC Office of Waste Reduction (brochure). No date.

North Cereal Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG). 1996. rtegio~ Urban Storm Water
Management Strategy for the DallaslFort Worth Metroplex. Accessed via the intemet,
hrt p ://www. net cog. dst.tx.us/envir/water/’metstw, html.
North Carolina Department of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources, 1987. Water and
Chemicals Reduction for Cooling Towers. May 1987
North Carolina State University Water Quality Group (NCSU). 1996. NCSU Water Quality Group
Home Page. accessed through the Intemet. July, 1996.
http://www.bae.ncsu, edu/bae!programs/extension/wqg/about.html.
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission (NIPC). 1992. Best Management Practice Guidebook
for Urban Development. Prepared for Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. July, 1992
(reprinted August, 1995).
Nottingham, D. 1996. Lee County Division of Natural Resource Management. Personal
communication. July, 1996.
Novato Sanitary District (NSD). 1996. Request for ,~anenctment of NPDES Permit Pertaining to
Copper Effluent Limit of 2.9 #g/L. January 1996.

Oberts, G.L. 1994. Influence of Snowmelt Dynamics on Stormwater Runoff Quality. Watershed
Protection Techniques 1 (2): 55.
Often, (3. 1996. Massachusetts Ottice of Technical Assistance. Personal communication. June, 1996.
Opris, S. 1996. Broward County Department of Natural Resources Protection. Personal
communication. June, 1996.
Orange County NPDES Clean Stormwater Program, 1993. Best Managemem PRactices for New
Development. September 1993.
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Osborne, D. and T. G-aebler. 1992. Reinventing Government, How the Entrepreneurial Spirit is
Transforming the Public Sector From Schoolhouse to Statehouse, City Hall to the Pentagon.
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company; Reading, Massachusetts. April 1992.
Ozkan, H.E. 1992. A Survey on Attitudes of Applicators toward Pesticide Waste Reduction. The
1992 International Summer Meeting, St. Joseph, MI: American Society of Agricultural Engineers.

Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP). Cooling Water Systems.
Management Guidelines for Water Quality Protection. No date.
Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP). Pollution Prevention Tips for
PotteD’ Studios. No date.
Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP). Pollution Prevention for Hospitals
and Medical Facilities. No date,

Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP). Keep Pool/Spa Water Out of Storm
Drains, Streets, and Creeks. No date.
Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP). Apartment and Condominium
Complexes Pollution Prevention and Waste Reduction Programs. No date.

P~o Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP). Guidelines for residents of multifamily buidlings. No date.
Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP). Best Management Practices for
Water Quality Protection; Machine Shops. No date.
Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP). 1994a. Silver Reduction Pilot
Program. November, 1994.
Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP). 1994b. The Clean Bay Business
Program for Auto Parts Stores. November, 1994.
Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP). 1995. Stanford University Medical
Center Waste & Wastewater Copper Evaluation. December.
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Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP). 1996. Pollution Prevemion Week
1996. September 16-22, 1996.
Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Comrol Plant (PARWQCP), 1996a. Clean Bay Plan 1996.
Palo AAto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP). 1996b. Copper Piping Corrosion:
A Problem for San Frands¢o Bay. Fact Sheet. February.
Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant (PARWQCP) and Momgomery Watson. 1994.
Headworks Loadings Allocation Evaluation, January, 1994.
Perciasepe, 1L, EPA_ 1996. Memo to State Water Program Directors. May 17, 1996.

Pitt, R, R_ Field, M. Lalor, M. Brown. 1995. Urban Stormwater Toxic Pollutants: Assessment,
Sources, and Treatability. Water Environment Research 67(3): 260-275.
Pitt, 1L. M_ Lalor, R_ Field and M_ Brown_ 1993. The Investigation of Source Area Controls for the
Treatment of Urban Stormwater Toxicants. Wat. ScL Tech. 28(3-5): 271-282.
Pitt, R.E. and 1L Field. 1990. Hazardous and Toxic Wastes Associated with Urban Stormwater
Runoff’. Presented at the "Sixteenth Annual Hazardous Waste Research Symposium; Remedial
Action, Treatment, and Disposal of Hazardous Waste", US EPA, Risk Reduction Engineering
Laboratory, Office of Research and Development. Cincinnati, Ohio. April.
Prillwitz, M. 1995. Department of Water Resources. Personal communication. December,
1995.
PTI Environmental Services. 1991. 1990 Puget Sound Pesticide Reconnaissance Survey.
Prepared for the US EPA Region 10, Office of Puget Sound, Seattle, Washington. August.

Puget Sound Water Quality Authority (PSWQA), 1993. Public Involvement and Education
Project Models Fund. July, 1993.
Reaume, K. 1996. Rouge Program Office. Personal communication. July, 1996.
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Resource Recycling Systems, Inc., 1989. Waste Reduction Checklist. Prepared for the Office
of Waste Reduction Services, State of Michigan, Department of Commerce and Natural
Resources. December 1989.
Ristow, J. 1996. Riverside County Transportation and I_and Management Agency. June 1996.

Riverside Flood Control and Water District. Storm Water, Clean Water Protection Program Protecting Our Water. No date.
Robinson, J.C., W.S. Pease, D.S. Albright, and R.A. Morello-Frosch. 1995. Pesticides in the
Home and Community: Health Risks and Policy Alternatives. CPS Report: A publication of the
California Policy Seminar.

Romain, B. 1996. City of Santa Monica. Personal communication. July, 1996.
Rourke, D. 1988. Heavy Metals Loadings from Hospital and Photofinishing Related Industries,
prepared for the City and County of San Francisco, Water Pollution Prevention Program (CCSF),
No date.

S. R. Hansen and Associates. 1995. Identification and Control of Toxicity in Storm Water
Discharges to Urban Creeks. Prepared for Alameda County Urban Runoff Clean Water Program.
March 7, 1995.
Sacramento Bee. 1994. Striking Gold in Graywater. April 3, 1994.

Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District (SRCSD). Sewer Use Requirements and Waste
Minimization for Dry Cleaners. No date.
Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District (SRCSD). Treatment and Disposal of Spent
Fixer. April 1994.
Sacramento River Watershed Project. Handout: "Adopt-a-Watershed School Ctm-iculum Guide."
Fall, 1996.
Sacramento Stormwater Management Program. Solution to Stormwater Pollution.
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Sacramento Stormwater Management Division. What’s Down That Dark Drain?" No date.
San Francisco Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) 1995.
Blueprint for a Clean Bay: Best Management Practices to Prevent Stormwater Pollution from
Construction-related Activities.
San Francisco Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association/San Francisco Bay Area
Pollution Prevention Group (BASMAAiSFBAPPG). Your Shop Can Make A Differenc!! What
vehicle service shops can do to protect water quality in the Bay and Delta. 1995.
San Francisco Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies and the San Francisco Regional
Water Quality Control Board (BASMAA, 1996). Pollution from Surface Cleaning. 1996.
San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (SFRWQCB), 1994. Update of
Region’s Pollution Prevention Program. August 3, 1994.
San Francisco Estuary Institute (SFEI). 1995. RMP Regional Monitoring News. Regional
Monitoring Program for Trace Substances, a cooperative program managed and administered by
the San Francisco Estuary Institute. Volume 1 (1).
San Francisco Estuary Project, 1992. Estuarywise, 100 tips on how you can prevent pollution
of our bay and delta. September, 1992.
San Jose Mercury News, 1996. Laundry Eschews Chemicals. September 24, 1996.

Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program (SCVNSP). Good Cleaning
Practices to Protect Our Creeks and Bay. No date.
Sapadin, J. 1996. US EPA Region 2. Personal communication. May, 1996.
Sarasota County, Florida. Bay Repair Kit. No date.
Save The Bay. 1996. Save The Bay 1995 Annual Report. Accessed through l.ntemet. July,
1996. http://savethebay.org/annual/
Scarpa_ L., 1996. City of Richmond. Personal Communication. November, 1996.
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Scheuler, T. 1995. Urban Pesticides: From the Lawn to the Stream, in Watershed Protection
Techniques, vol 2, No. 1, Fall, 1995.
Schultz, W. 1990. Natural lawn Care, Garbage, Vol. 2, No. 4, July/August, 1990.
Schweinfurth, R., Water Environment Federation. Personal communication. October, 1996.
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC). 1989. Domestic/Commercial Loading
Case Study-Draft. Prepared for US EPA Office of Water Enforcement and Permits. March.
D!834-03-354-01a/#2.
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC). 1993. Toxic Assessment of New
York/New Jersey Harbor Ambient Waters. Final Report. Prepared for US EPA Office of Water
Enforcement and Compliance. March 26.

SCS Engineers, 1989. Waste Audit Study: Marineyards for Maintenance and Repair, prepared
for Aiternative Technology Section Toxic Substances Control Division, California Department
of Health Services. August 1989.
Seattle Drainage and Wastewater Utility. 1992. Water You Doing?
Seattle Drainage and Wastewater Utility. 1996. Public Education Plan.
Self:ridge, T. 1996. Novato Sanitary Distria. Personal communication. July, 1996.

Shave~, E. and F. Piorko, 1993. Education in Deleware’s Soil and Water Management Program.
Presented at National Conference on Urban Runoff Management, Chicago, ll. March 30, 1993.
Shepp, D. L. 1996. Petroleum Hydrocarbon Concentrations Observed in Runoff from Discrete
Urbanized Automotive-Intensive Land Uses. Presented at Watershed ’96, Baltimore, MD. June,
1996.
Silver Coalition, 1995. Code of Management Practice for Silver Dischargers. September, 1995.
Simpson, J. 1994. Tetra Tech Inc. Mikwaukee Survey Used to Design Pollution Prevention
Program. Watershed Protection Techniques, Fall, 1994.
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Small Business Center for Education. 1990. Handling Hazardous Waste: A Resource Guide
for Small Boat Yards and Marinas.
Soil Conservation Service in cooperation with the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation. 1994. Clean Water...A Community Commitment to Protecting New York’s
Watersheds. September 1994.

South Baysicle System Authority. How Your Sewage Treatment Plant Protects Our Environment,
Our Health, & Our Water Quality. No date.
Southeast Area Water Quality Education Program.. 1994. Spreading the Word on Storm Water.
No date.
Southside Water Reclamation Plant. 1994. Pollution Prevention Oppommities Guidelines:
Jewelry Manufacturing. March, 1994.
Spaulding, J. 1996. New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services. Personal
communication. June, 1996.
Squibb, K.S., J.M. O’Connor, and TJ. Kneip. 1991. NY-NJ Harbor Estuary Program Toxics
Characterization Report. Institute of Environmental Medicine NY University Medical Center.
Tuxedo. NY. July.
Stanford University Medical Center. 1995. Water and Wastewater Copper Evaluation. Prepared
for the Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant. December.
Stave, K. 1996. Describing the Elephant: Multiple Perspectives in New York City’s Watershed
Protection Conflict. Presented at Watershed ’96, Baltimore, MD. June 8-12, 1996.
Steuer, LJ., W.R. Selbig and NJ. Homewer. 1996. Contaminant Concentration in Stormwater
from Eight lake Superior Cities, 1993-94. United States Geological Survey (USGS). Prepared
in cooperation with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. Madison, Wisconsin.
Open-File Report 96-122.
Stockholm Water Foundation. 1996. Finalists 1996 Stockholm Junior Water Prize.
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Stone, M. and M.A. Taylor. 1995. Lake Leelanau Landowner’s Handbook.
Summers, T. 1996. Riverside County. Personal communication. June.
Sundstrom, L. 1996. City of Phoenix, Street Transportation Department. July.
Swensen, P. 1996. EPA Region 5. Personal communication. June-July.

Templeton, S.R., SJ. Yoo, and D. Zilberman. 1996. Keeping Yards and Using Yard Chemicals:
Descr:.ption, Conceptual Modeling, and Econometric Analysis of Household Behavior in San
Francisco. Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, University of California at
Berkeley. July 13, 1993.
Terrene Institute. The Case Against Mercury: Rx For Pollution Prevention. No date.

Tuominen, T. 1996. Western Lake Superior Sanitary District. Personal communication.
Union Sanitary District (USD). 1993. Commercial Printing Industries: Best Management
Practices for Industrial Sanitary Sewer and Storm Water Pollution Control. December.

Union Sanitary District (USD). 1995. Pollution Prevention Plan Annual Report. July 15.
United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), 1990a. Guides to Pollution
Prevention; The Fabricated Metal Products Industry.
United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), 1990b. Guides to Pollution
Prevention; The Commercial Printing Industry. August 1990.
United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), 1993. User’s Guide.
United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA). 1994. Pollution Prevention at
POTWs Case Studies. (742-F-94-001). Winter, 1994.
University of Tennessee, Center for Industrial Services. 1995. Writing a Waste Reduction Plan
for Health Care Organizations.
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University of Wisconsin- Extension Environmental Resources Center. Blueprints for Educating
Young People About Water. No date.
Uribe and Associates, 1995. 1994 Summary Report; Vehicle Service Facility Waste
Minimization Program,. Prepared for Palo Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant. January
1995.
Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Management Program (VCSQMP). Best Management
Practices for Restaurants and Related Businesses. No date.
Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Management Program (VCSQMP). 1995a. Illicit
Discharge Investigation Approach. February 14,

Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Managment Program (VCSQMP). 1995b. Annual
Report. September, 1995.
Waschbusch, R.J. 1996. Stormwater-Runoff Data, Madison, Wisconsin, 1993-94. U.S.
Geological Survey Open-File Report. 95-733.
Washington Department of Ecology, Public Works Department Environmental Services Section.
Safe Alternatives to Common Household Chemicals. No date.
Washington Toxics Coalition (WTC). 1991. A Database of Safer Substitutes for Hazardous
Household Products. Phase Two Report prepared for the Mtmicipality of Metropolitan Seattle.

March, 1991.
WashingtonToxics Coalition (WTC). 1992. A Database of Safer Substitutes for Hazardous
Household Products. Draft Phase Three Report prepared for the Municipality of Metropolitan
Seattle. August, 1992.
Water, Environment and Technology, 1995. Municipalities Learn to Cope with Diazinon. p. 29.
June, 1995.
Water Environment Federation. Give Water A Hand- A Youth Program for Local Environmental
Action. No date.
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Watershed ’96: Moving Ahead Together CotLference. 1996. Preconference Workshop Building
A Successful Watershed Framework. June 8-12, 1996.
Wayne County Department of Environment, Rouge River National Wet Weather Demonstration
Project. Demo Iafo. Number 1. The Watershed. No date.
Weis, J.S. 1989. Tributyltin and Public Policy. Environmental Impact Assessment Review.
9(1): 33.
West Michigan Environmental Action Council. No date. Action Issue. Subject: newsletter on
environmental issues.
Western Lake Superior Sanitary District (WLSSD). 1996. Memo to Dental Professionals.
Subject: Recycling amalgam and chair-side traps containing amalgam can help us reduce
mercury discharge. August.
Wilder, Diana. 1994. Save the Bay’s "I’oxic Diet’ Project. The Small Flows Journal, Vol. 1,
Issue l, Fall 1994.
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR). 1991. A Summary of the Nonpoint Source
Control Plan for the Milwaukee River South Priority Watershed Project. The Wisconsin
Nonpoint Source Water Pollution Abatement Program. PUBL-WR-245-91. November.

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR). 1993. Nonpoint Source Control Plan for
the Milwaukee River South Priority Watershed Project, Project Summary. The Wisconsin
Nonpoint Source Water Pollution Abatement Program. PUBL-WR-264-93. July.
Wnuk. Monica, 1996. Iowa Department of Natural Resources, Iowa Waste Reduction and
Assistance Program. June 1996.
Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1990. Water Quality Protection for Automotive Businesses.
Prepared for the City of Bellevue, Storm and Surface Water Utility. November 1990.
Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1994. Contribution of Heavy Metals to Stormwater from
Automotive Disc Brake Pad Water. Prepared for the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source
Pollution Control Program.
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Woodward-Clyde Consultants (WCC), 1996. Monitoring Data Analysis. Draft Final Report.
Prepared for Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA). June 5.
Woodward Clyde Consultants in association with Kinnetic Laboratory, Inc. 1991. Santa
Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Study, Volume I: Loads Assessment Report. Prepared for the
Santa Clara Valley Water District. February 22, 1991.
Woodwick, F. 1995. Issue paper on: the sources of arsenic to 91st avenue WWTP and their
potenti’,d impact on compliance with arsenic NPDES limit anticipated in next permit. City of
Phoenb:. June.
Wurtz, S. 1996. US EPA Region 7. Personal communication. June, 1996.
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Why do we care about non-point source oil pollution?

In 1969. the Cuyahoga River in Ohio caught on
fire because it became flammable after years of
uncontrolled pollution. The horn .f.f~ng event
ser~-ed as a wake-up call to the American public to
address the deteriorating condition of many US
nvers, lakes and estuaries. Three years later the
Clean Water Act was passed with the objective to
make al’, waterways of the US safe for fishing and
swirnnmng by the year 1983. Although this goal
still has not been reached, water pollution control
has come along way in the last 25 years.

In 1972, two-thirds of our water bodies were unfit for swimming or fishing. Thanks to extensive clean-up ef
two-thirds of the water bodies in the country are considered clean and safe, but the remaining one-third £f U
waters a~e still considered unsafe. 99% of the five Great Lakes and more than 27,000 Midwest inland lake.,
advisories to the public that some fish are not safe to eat. While direct discharge from factories has been nea
elin’nnate, d, our water continues to be poisoned by sources more difficult to handle: non-point sources ofpol
(Sierra Club Oct 1997).

The problem
Polluted stormwater runoff creates surface water pollution. Surface runoffbecomes polluted as it flows ove
rooftops, paved areas, bare soil, and through sloped lawns. As it moves over these surfaces it collects soil. t
waste, salt, pesticides, fertilizer, oil, grease, leaves, litter, and other pollutants to carry., with it on its journey
nearest bady of surface water.
Stormwa:er may also collect in storm drains, surface ditches, and sewers, which carry.’ these the substances u
they reaca a river, lake or estuary within its watershed. Contrary to popular belief, many storm sewers do no
carry, storm water to sewage plants for treatment.
Oil prod~..cts in surface water are particularly troublesome. There are two main reasons for this.

I ol:
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(~hemicals in oil are so toxic that even small a~’nounts are very. harmfi.~l to living_ thin~s..
Oil pollution comes from non-point sources that are difficult to control because their origin is not
associated with particular geographic locations.

Examples of non-point oil polluters of water
cars, trucks, boats and machinery, for agncultura
forestw and construction purposes. Yet one of
greatest contributers to petroleum pollution is
individual owners of motor vehicles. As we shal
in the following section, illicit discharge of motc
is a major casue of oil pollution of surface water
On the le~t Brook{vn. 5T

Although most such sources individually pollute only in small amounts, collectively they do serious hat
the natural enviroament.

Cleanup of oil-contaminated water can be extremely difficult and expensive. Efforts to control oil-polluted
water ruaoffis therefore focusing on preventive measures - to make sure that spills or leaks do not occur in
first place - rather than trying to clean up polluted waters.
~--,t’:’Q’nt"~l I}C°’~"~"~" --,~ ~"~ ~"~’1 For more information on non-point source polluti
’" 7--:N°np~nl SQU~P* P°llunQ’n
~
,
see EPA’s Office of Water’s Nonpoint Source Pol!
Program:http: iiw~,~v.epa ~ov’O WOW.’~S ’roads
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Environmental Chemistry of Waste Oil
~,~en waste oil is released into the environment, its chemical and physical characteristics change
through a process called weathering. Essentially, weathering occurs as a response to exposure to
ambient environmental conditions. Weathering tends to remove the volatile, or aromatic constituents
ant those that are easily metabolized by microorgamsms (Hall and Coon ! 988).
The major constituents of concern in waste oil are benzene, toluene, st?’rene, benzol alathracene,
napthalene, and benzo(a)pyrene (Mueller Asso. 1980). Each of these constituents is subject to the
weathenng process, and the exact weathenng products of waste oil depend on ambient environmental
corditions. For instance, in an aquatic environment, the breakdown products of benzene ~ncIude
butylphenylether, benzophenone, toluene, nitrobenzine, and aniline (Marchini et aI. 19921.
After oil enters an aquatic environment, its constituents remmn suspended in the water column for a
few da.vs. These constituents then rmgate into sediments, where they can remain for years (Brown
1980).
In general, there are seven processes that can act on pollutants in aquatic enx ironments (Barber et al.
~9~5)
Stick to sediments, where they concentrate (sorption and deposition),
... Come loose from sediments and reenter the water column (desorption and diffusion),
.. Biological transformation into intermediate compounds or completely biode_m’aded.
~- Aromatic compounds may enter the atmosphere (volitalization),
..~. Accumulate by way ofbioaccumulation in animals,
~!. May be broken down by sunlight (photolysis), or
Mav be broken down by interactions with water (hydrolysis).
Any or all of these processes can act on constituents of waste oil in surface water.
For a ~aphic illustration of the fate of oil products in the environment, click HERE.
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Biological Effects of Uncontrolled Waste Oil Pollution
HEALTH EFFECTS: WILDLIFE, HUMANS and BIOACCUMULATION
Toxicological studies of the effects of petroleum products on living organisms have focused mainly on :he
effects c f spilled crude on marine organisms and on *.he effects of processed petroleum products on humans.
Probabl’: because waste oil varies depending on how it was used, relatively few studies that were availabie t
us looked specifically at the effects of waste oil in surface waters on human and wildlife health. Nonethe!ess
few stucies have been done, and we will extrapolate from studies in marine environments to roughly assess
effects in surface waters.

Health effects in wildlife
Brown 11980! performed a variety, of experimental investigations into the effects of crude oil from various
sources on aquatic plants and animals in southern Louisiana. He found that a measured amount of oil
introduced into an experimental brackish marsh ecosystem reduced plant productivity, bv 88% and. because
plants were not growing as quickly, that the oil had long-term effects on the addition of’usable organic mat-t~
the ecosystem. Populations of zooplankton, which are microscopic animals that tive water, declined
immediately after the introduction of an oil load into Brown’s study area, but these organisms recovered the
numbers within two weeks. Crustaceans and fish suffered from bet~avioral changes and pathological effects.
Both types of animals initially swim to the surface and show motor disturbances, both of which make them 1
able to a¢oid predators. Long-term, both types of animals suffered from lethal or sublethal skin diseases. Th
diseases are thought to occur when oil constituents selectively kill beneficial bacteria that live on exposed
tissue. T~is selective killing of beneficial organisms "allows p~thological organisms to proliferate, causing
disease and death.
The effects of crude oil on birds has been extensively studied in marine environments. In~ested crude oii ca~
slower growth, damages internal organs, and decreases reproductive success (studies in ~all and Coon !988

Other wc,rkers have found that benzene and its derivatives cause lethal and sublethal effects in freshwater
rmrmows (Marchini et al. 1992).

Health effects in humans and laboratory animals
Surnmanzed in chart below:
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Compound

Exposure
pathway

Physiological
targets

Acute effects

Chronic
effects

Source

Benzene

Inhalation.
skin contact

CNS,
metabolized by
hver

Severity of CNS depression ranges
from confu.sion up to coma. Destroys
bone marrowy, mav cause
chromoson~l abnormalities. Known
carcinogen, aute mF’eloblastlc

Accm’nulates
m fat

Hume and Ho
1994, Hall and
(oon ! 988

leuken-aa 1,~; most common. Lethal to
freshwater minnows at moderately
high doses.
Ethyl.
benzene

Inhalation.
skin contact

CNS

Severity. of CNS depression ranges
from confusion up to coma

Not known

Toluene

Inhalation.
skin contact

CNS

SeveriD’ of CNS depression ranges
from confusion up to coma, may
cause birth defects

Not known

Hume and Ho

Xyiene

Inhalation,
skin contact

Kidney, body
fat, nerves,

t I) Seventy of (NS depression
ranges from contusion to

I 1 ) 5% of
inhaled

I ] ) Hume and Ho
1994

lungs, brain,

coma-humans

muscle, spleen,
f2) Changes in brain chenms~,’

i Hume and Ho 19!

product is
stored m body’ (2) Studies in
fat.
Burbacher 1993

Bioaccumulation
Bioaccmnulation occurs ’,’,’hen environmental contaminants are stored in biological tissues and transferred t(
other organisms through the food web. When this animal is eaten bv another, i~’s load of contaminant is
transferred to the predator. Each animal can also transfer some of tills contaminant to its offspring. Thus, ev,
if ambient concentrations of a contaminant are loxv, tissue concentrations in some animals in the ecosystem
be quite ~igh.
This process ofbioaccumulation can have devastating effects on ecosystems--DDT was a bioaccumulating
compoumd that caused almost total reproductive failure in birds of prey in the 1960’s and 1970’s. The
bioaccumulative potential of petroleum products is reduced by two factors. First, the most abundant
constituents are straight-chain hydrocarbons, which are readily metabolized and are not known to be highly
toxic (Hume and Ho 1994). Second, the toxic aromatics in oil (benzene, toluene, xylene, etc) are light and
volatiliz~ quickly enough that thev are unlikely to be ingested in water.
The waste oil constituents of most concern are those that are picked up dunng lubrication, or solvents that a
mixed in dunng pre-disposal storage.
TOP OF PAGE
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Major Contributors
SOURCES OF POLLUTION

SURFACE RUNOFF
POLLUTANT

MICHIGAN STUDY

AMOUNT C

Petroleum pollution of water is often associated with oil spills from big ocean liners like the now infamous
Exxon Valdez. A recent report from the National Research Council reveals the truth about the most import:
sources of oil-pollution (Sierra Magazine 1999i. ]t is clear from the diagram that illicit discharge and urban
runoff are the major factors to be considered tbr connol of hydrocarbons (Field 1997. Storm and Combined
Sewer Overflow). The graph below illustrates the annual ammount of oil released into the enwronment
worldwide in comparison with the Exxon Valdez.

Worldwide Annual Flows of Oil Pollution
[]Used engine o~i from road
runoff and o~1 changes
Ship ’- [] Emissions from cars and
industry
[] Tanker acc~deMs
¯ Offshore dnllinc
100
200
300
Millions of gallons per year

400

[] E~(on Valdez (! 989)

Table 1. Source: National Research Council 1999 (Sierra Magazine March.’Apnl 1999, p

The oil pollution problem in surface runoff
Ongoing studies by EPA have shown that polluted runoff is a major factor in the degradation of water resou:
in the US. Storm water runoff in particular is considered by the EPA to be the biggest current threat to heah
national water resources.
l_n EPA’s ’National Water Quality, Inventory" 1994 report to Congress, the EPA indicates that storm water
lot5
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discharges from a variety, of sources, including separate storm sewers, construction, waste disposal, and
resourc: extraction activities, are "major causes of water quality impairment. Roughly 46% of the identifiec
cases ol’water quality impairment in surveyed estuaries are attributable to storm sewer runoff (EPA 1998.
NPDES rule proposal, p. 2).

How does oil get into stormwater runoff?
Leaks and dumping: In urban or construction contexts, oil and grease are may leak onto road surfaces fror
car and truck enNnes, may be spilled at fueling stations, and max’ be improperly disposed of instead ofbein~
taken tc recycling stations.
Improper disposal includes dumping directly to a storm water sewer pipe materials, and dumping on the
ground, where the material may drain directly to a storm sewer or be washed into a storm sewer during a sto
event. Rain and snowmelt can also carry, these pollutants directlv to adjacent surface waters.
Runoff n storm sewers is usually canned to a wastewater treatment plant with other sewage. These wastew~
treatment plants treat water to remove conventional pollutants such as oil and grease. Dunng heax.w storm
events, ,,he quantity of stormwater runoff entenng sewers can overwhelm treatment plants. These heaxm’
stormwaters bypass the treatment plant and are discharged without treatment. This untreated discharge cont
many ccntaminants, including waste oil

Effects af bad and illegal plumbing: Studies have shown untreated storm water sewer discharges often
include wastes and wastewater from non-storm water sources, commonly referred to as illicit discharges.
These d~scharges are "illicit" because the storm sewer systems are not designed to accept and discharge,
process, such wastes. These discharges require government permats under the Clean \Vater Ac:. As a result,
illicit di,’;charges to storm sewer systems can create severe widespread contarmnation and water-quality
problems.

Example: Michigan study on improper disposal of oil products by commercial facilities
:VFhe .ann Arbor and Ypsilanti municipal water qual
!projects in Michigan inspected 660 businesses,
homes, and other buildings and identified 14 perce
iof the buildings as having improper storm sewer dr
connections. The program assessment revealed thal
!on average, 60 percent of automobile-related
ibusinesses, including service stations, automobile
!dealerships, car washes, body shops, and light
iindustrial facilities had illicit connecnons to storm
isewer drains. The program assessment also showed
!that a majority of the illicit discharges to the storm
isewer system resulted from improper plumbing and
iconnections, which had been approved by the
imunicipality when installed. (Huron River Potlutio
!Abatement Program, Washtenaw County Statutory.’
iDrainage Board. 1987.)
Effects of actions by private citizens: Improper disposal of materials to street catch basins and other storn
sewer inlets often occurs because many people mistakenly believe that disposal to such areas is an
enviromT~entally sound practice. Par~ of the confusion max’ occur because some areas are ser~’ed by combine
2 orb
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sewer s3stems, which are part of the sanitarv sewer collection system, and people assume that materials
discharged to a catch basin will reach an appropriate municipal sexvage treatment plant; however.very few
places it. the United States actually treat their storm water, The vast majority, of storm water sewers dischar~
effluent :lirectlv to surface waters.
The materials that are most commonly dumped on the pound or in storm sewers by’ the generai public inclu
used off,
household toxic materials,
ra,tiator fluid, and
liuer (disposable cups. cans. and fast-food packages].

Table 2. Percentage of respondents that reported disposal, in the past 12 months, of motor oil. paints, or chemicals at
count?’ collection sites: (b) local service stations: (c) into sewer or storm drains.

Number of
Respondents

County
Collection
Sites

Local
Se~ice
Stations

Sewer or
Storm
Drains

Total
Nummer of
Responc ent s

-200

90+

7C+

approx.
40

Percentage

÷ + 100%

45%

35%

20%

iCount.v A

+ 60

6’7%

25%

8%

~iCount}~ B

+ 75

2’7%

53%

20%

County 2

+ 65

31%

38~

31%

One-Person

+ 35

43%

43%

14%

Two- Person
Househgld

+ 65

38%

39%

23%

Three-P_~rscn
Househ ~id

I00

50%

30~

20%

~Owners

120

67%

25%

- 8%

:Renters

-~ 80

13%

50%

37%

,of Total

Househgld

Source: bt_.L~p:i/www.eoa.£ov/owowwtrl/OCPD/ex 6-St.html, .91easuring Progress of Estuary Pro,grams (EPA 1995)

Through recent community-level initiatives such as recycling and household pickup programs there h
been increasing success in addressing these problems, l~ee Community Activities1 The EPA seems
increasingly aware that this is a necessary, approach to deal with the problem of oil-polluted storm-w~
runoff. When the general public is the main polluter then the traditional approaches developed mainl
for industrial pollution are not sufficient. More on alternative approaches in the final section.

How much oil is in stormwater runoff?
3 o~5
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It is extremely difficult to quantitatively distinguish the individual impact of oil products from the
impact of the rest of the set of storm water pollutants. From toxicological data, EPA estimates that oi
products constitute one of the most damaging group of pollutants in urban runoff in the US. (EPA 19!
Document code fr09ja98-23).
A lot of oil can enter surface waters through stormwater runoff:
"" Dunng one four-hour storm, 24,000 gallons cfoii and ~rease, equivalent to a moderate crude oil spill
b.vpassed New York City’s Newton Creek treatment plant.
~’" A stud,,’ of Jamaica Bay, New York, found that 50% of the petroleum derived materials contributed tc
bay are due to wet-weather overflows. The major source of petroleum contarnlnation in Jamaica Bay
shown to be waste crankcase oil. This is in a:_zreement with studies of Delaware Bay. Petroleum
hydrocarbons and associated aromatic hydrocarbons are a cause of serious ecosystem degadation in
New York Bight. Accumulation of pol.vnuclear aromatics in sediments eventually may prove hamaLthl
benthic communities in the Bight.
Used oil as a major pollutant: According to a recent study conducted bv the National Research Coun,
the largest source of petroleum-related pollution of water has been identified as storm water runoff
(Sierra Magazine, March 1999). This graph was compiled from a diagram based on figures from the
National Research Council (and published in Sierra Magazine April 1999) to illustrate the proportion
oil pollution from road runoff and oil changes.
Leading sources of water quali~’ impairment nationwide identified in a 1998 report by EPA include
non-point and diffuse sources (i.e., urban storm water runoff--runoff from agricultural and urban
sources, construction sites, land disposal of waste, and resource extraction), industrial process
wastewaters, and municipal point sources.
Table 3. Leading sources of pollution for particular water bodies in the US (EPA1995)
Water Bodies

Urban runoff

Resource extraction

Rivers/streams

12%

11%

Lakes/reservoirs

18%

] 11%

Estuaries

46%

[ 13%

Waste disposal

The measured amounts of pollution from diffuse sources, including storm water runoff from agricult~
and urban sources, construction sites, land disposal of waste, and resource extraction indicate that
diffuse sources are a leading cause of impaired waters, as follows (see table 2): The table should be
interpreted as follows: Out of all rivers and streams surveyed, twelve percent of them were impaired I
urban runoff/storm sewers as their main non-point source of pollution, and 11 percent were impaired
resource extraction. Similarly, eighteen percent of the studied lakes, ponds, and reservoirs ere impair~
by urban_runoff/storm sewers, and 11 percent were impaired by land disposal of wastes. Forty-six
percent of estuaries were impaired bv urban runoff!storm sewers, and 13 percent were impaired by l~
disposal of wastes.
TOP OF PAGE
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Economic Damage and Abatement Costs
ECONOMIC DAMAGE

ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF ABATEMENT

Economic damage of uncontrolled oil-polluted surface runoff
Loss of ecological services: Water polluted with oil damages aquatic and wetland ecosystems by
degrading habitat and harming plant and animal populations. Many of the richest and most
ecologically productive habitats occur at the edges of water--along the banks of rivers and streams and
alc,ng the shores of lakes and oceans. Pollution of these waters can have negative effects on the
ability of aquatic and wetland habitats to perform their functions in the ecosvstem. These ecolo~cai
functions can be thought of as services that the ecosystem provides.

B,~. considenng ecological functions as services thex can then be associated with a value. One way to
vaiue these services is to find the commodity value of resources extracted from the ecosystem, for
instance, the value of a commercial fishery. Another valuation method for ecolo~cal services is
fin :ling the value of a man-made substitute for the service. For instance, the water purification service
of m acre of wetland may be valued at the cost that ~ndustry, a~mculture, and municipal water
suppliers would incur to perform the filtration themselves. Costanza et al. (1997) used both of these
techniques in their calculation the value of global annual ecological services. They estimated that the
530 million acres of rivers, streams, lakes, and wetlands provide combined ecological services of
$6 58 trillion.
Co~t of clean-up: The costs of cleaning up major tanker disasters can be very, ver?’ hi~. For
instance, the cleanup for the 11 million barrels ofoil spilled by the Exxon Valde: has cost nearly $4
bil ion in environmental and legal damages.
Co~t of lost recreational opportunities and asthetics: Oil pollution of aquatic ecosvstems kills fish
and poisons waterfowl. Oil-polluted water can also have an unpleasant odor and may have a film of
oil at the surface. These effects combine to damage the recreation possibilities in an on oil-polluted
wa::ers, as well as making them unattractive. The cost of oil pollution in these inland waters can be
measured as the damage to sport fisheries (which have been valued for marine systems, see EPA
19~2) and waterfowl hunting as well as decreases in property values for properties adjoining or
cor raining oil-polluted waters.
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Economic benefits of abating oil-polluted surface runoff
The economic benefits of abating oil pollution in inland surface waters are the avoided replacement
co,~ts for ecological services and the value avoided damage to natural resources commodlD,
producuon. In other words, oil will not have to be removed from intake water bv downstream
inclustnal, agricultural, and municipal users, and commercial fisheries will retain their value.
Additionally, recreational opportunities will persist and clean-up costs will not be incurred.
People pay a premium to live near clean water, and one of the technical options for addressing
non-point source runoff pollution of surface waters both improves existing waterwavs and creates new
waters. Stormwater retention ponds and constructed wetlands are both recommended as best
management practices to control this contaminate. These ponds and wetlands filter out oil and
encourage biode~adation and other forms of breakdown, which improve the quality of receiving
walers. In addition, these artificial ponds and wetlands can have additional positive impacts on
property values (up to $60,000, Frederick et al. Date unknown).
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ANALYSIS and RECOMMENDATIONS
\~, e have seen that non-point source waste oil pollution of surface waters causes econormc and
environmental damage. This pollution comes from numerous and diverse non-point sources, which have
unique physical and regulatory properties. Because of these unique features, it is not practical to impose
emissions charges or to use other emissions-based economic incentives for abatement. It is also
unrealistic for anv federal regulation to encompass all aspects of petroleum non-pmnt source pollution.
Even detailed and thourough leNslation calls upon the need for public understanding and participation to
address this issue effectively. Although the Clean Water Act is a good beginning, it ~s not comprehensive
enou~a to remedy oil pollution problems on its own.
Comm.and and control regulation can be used to require best management practices (BMPs) but these
measu:es can only accomplish some abatement. Economic incentives should focus on markets for used
and \~aste oil. As the current situation for the used oil markets is unstable, the incentive for new waste
reduct:on and recycling technologies lies in the economic benefit of conserving oil.

Non-point Source Pollution
Non-point sources demand non-traditional approaches
On the previous pages on this web site, we have seen how the problem ofoil pollution in US surface
waters is closely linked to inappropriate consumer practices, such as illicit discharges and leaks fi’om
deficient motor vehicles. As shown in a 1998 report by the National Research Council, the most
important source of oil-related water pollution is motor oil in storm water runoff- commonly washed off
from oily parking lots or dumped directly into the storm sewers by ignorant car owners. These
pollution-source characteristics pose a particular challenge to policy makers when try]~ ng to come up with
an effet.tive government regulatory, response. As a government agency, how do you enforce a policy that
aims a~ regulating the way millions of Americans handle used motor oil?
EPA’s :ommand and control policy instruments were primarily developed to curb industrial sources of
pollution. Applying the same uniform standard approach to regulate non-point source oil-pollution of
surface water is likely to have little effect and run into tremendous enforcement problems when applied
to a no a-point pollution problem. The EPA knows this and has therefore introduced programs such as
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), which incorporate criteria for Best
Manag,ement Practices (BMPs) for different actors.

Why the Clean Water Act is Not Enough
Water pollution control has come a long way in the US since the Cuyahoga River burst into flames 30
years ago. The Clean Water Act of 1972 should get most of the credit for accomplishing the observed
improvements, but the command and control approach of the Clean Water Act can onlv take us so far. It
mav hace been effective in curbing industrial discharge and other point sources ofpollhtion, but the
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uniform standards approach has done little to reduce pollution from non-point sources (NPS) of inland
surface waters. Non-point sources, however, remain a major problem for inland surface waters -- and for
policv makers.

Why BMPs are Not Enough
\Ve believe that the EPA initiative to include Best Management Practices in the mainstream EPA
non-point source programs represent an important step in the right direction for government
intela.entions, especially when dealing with municipal non-point sources and agricultural runoff. The
initiative recognizes the important role of local resource users and the decisions they make resource use.
These EPA programs are insufficient for controlling the most common non-point source of oil pollution
in surgace waters in the US - the millions of regular American individuals who handle motor oil on a
daily ?asis. We cannot expect NPDES and similar programs to have any si_m’~ificant effect on oil-polluted
storm water. ,amy command and control-based regulation - even if combined with BMPs - is doomed to
fail w-~en it is directed towards millions of individual Arnerican consumers. It would be unrealistic (and
extremely costly) to enforce such a policy because the EPA cannot acquire complete and perfect
information about the full extent of motor oil pollution of surface waters.
Although states have been given responsibility for implementing these NPDES permits, most states do
not have the resources to monitor NPS pollution, which means that they’ can’t find some of the less
obvious hot-spots that contribute to pollution. The data collection programs that states have are usually’
designed to monitor point sources. While much NPS pollution may enter receiving waters from facilities
that are also point sources, the monitoring equipment may not be set up to detect these different
pollut;mts. The lack of state monitoring programs makes it impossible to measure the success of BMPs
in con:rolling NPS pollution.
If imperfect information leads to limited and sporadic enforcement, then we can also expect low
compltance as a likely policy outcome. Consequently,, we can conclude that current legnslation - even in
combiaation with widely applied BMPs - is not enough to reduce oil-pollution of inland surface waters in
the US. The present situation calls for new, complementary approaches that can better address the
particular characteristics of oil our problem scenario.

Problems with the Used Oil Market
One of the major lirmtations for the used oil
market is the direct impact the price of
virgin oil has on the profit margin for
recyclers. In order to compete, recycled oil
products must be sold at a lower price than
virgin oil products (Nolan in EPA 1994). In
addition to pricing products below crude
oil, recyclers bear the burden of collection
costs while twang to maintain a profit. This
can be especially problematic for recyclers
when virgin oil prices are low.
R0026344
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WSen virgin oil prices dipped below roughly
$.50 per gallon, the generators of used oil
experienced a loss from $.01 - $.10 per
gallon of used oil. The area between the red
and blue regnons represents a free zone; no
pa,vment, no charge. Only at levels indicated
by the green figures was it profitable to be
used oil generator.

When prices for virgin crude are high, there is a stronger incentive for used oil processing and re-refining
because recyclers and transporters will pay for it. Conversely, low virgin oil prices encourage onsite
burning of used oil (EPA 1994). Because the value of virgin oil has fluctuated dramatically ~n the !ast
decade, it is very difficult to create a stable used oil market.

Complementary Incentives for Increased Compliance
We do not argue that the US government should give up its command and control approach and the
Clean Water Act and have it replaced by market-based policy instruments. We believe that the CWA is a
good base for controlling a dangerous contaminant such as motor oil and that it should be taken further.
We argue that if the US government is serious about reducing oil-pollution of surface waters, then BMPs
should be taken further and linked to a series of complementary market-based incentives. The goal of
these market approaches is to create a market for waste oil that will make used oil too valuable to waste.
Introducing a motor oil tax or a deposit!refund incentive would create incentives for DWs to keep track
ofoil ~nd will create incentives for commercial used oil generators to comply with BMPs. EPA
proposed these and other market incentives in 1991 but have not put them into place. These
market-based approaches, which rely principally on a self-regulating price mechanism to achieve a
sociall / optimal market equilibrium, should reduce the need for the government to acquire perfect
information and thus lower the costs of monitoring and enforcement.

Recommendations

Based on the above analysis, we would like to urge policy makers and all other motor oil users to
consider and support the following steps for immediate action:

R0026345
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*" 1. Extend the current NPDES instrument for storm water runoff control to include all the major
actors associated with oil-pollution storm water and develop appropriate BMPs for the expanded
NPDES program. Althou~ it is difficult to measure the direct environmental impact of such
measures, it is nevertheless an important step to take.

~

2. Introduce market incentives to achieve hi:~er compliance for BMP standards *br individual
users. We specifically would urge policy makers to consider a policy mix conststmg of a
combination of some or all of the following instruments:
A product tax on motor oil as to achieve a socially optimal market equilibrium and to raise
revenue to finance incentive programs;
A deposit/refund system on motor oil as to provide a direct cash incentive for user to recycle the
used oil through an authorized agent;
A price floor for virmn oil as to make recycling of used oil more profitable:
A series of economic incentives to promote appropriate BMPs associated with private consumers’
handling of used motor oil, such as providing opportunities for training and technical assistance on
BMPs and introducing small grant pro~ams to support the development of innovative local
responses to address the used-oil problem at the neighborhood level:
Tax incentives for petroleum and other related industry companies that enNneer new products to
efficiently manage new and used oil.

3. Expand the current efforts to inform the public about the adverse effects of illegally dumping used
motor-oil into the street sewers, and
a. Conduct more studies on the economic danaage ofoil poIlution of US surface waters, so that a
quantitative benchmark can be established against which new policies can be evaluated.
In ligh of economic and environmental considerations, we feel these approaches to addressing the
problem of surface run-off petroleum pollution would prove effective in significantly reducing the
amount ofoil in our waters. These recommendations are in no way the only instruments that may be
employed to address this issue. By revising government regulation, market practices and public
percep’:ion, the problem of oil pollution may be less threatening to human health and the environment.

V625 Environmental Economics and Policy, Spring ~9, Dr. Kenneth Richards ,

Gro.p r: Krister Andersson, Katherine Ardizone and Laura Hilden
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Ongoing studies of fire behavior
ano _~cotogy are providing imnortan/
insignt~ into ~he envl~onmenta[

ecosus/ems of Southern Cadfornia.

FIRE BEHAVIOR

FoLLowing chaparral fires, the Living vegetation cover is totaLLy burned, Leaving only
dead shrub skeletons and an ash Layer. Most of these shrubs will. quickly resprout,
however, from underground buds.

Fire management in the
,"4onica ,’,4ountains and l:he
Angeles ~asin has developed

man,! _qovernment agencies.

Prescribed burning presents an effective
means of reducing ....... in key areas.
This technique reduces the buiLd-up of
fLammabLe fuels through controLLed flies
~-;~rr4#4 r~t iJnde[ conditinn£ when fire
intensities remain Low and controlLabLe.

Fire management policies have led to 3 number of
controversial issues that have now Largely been r~u~ved.

~ .~lil,,rtm~. ~,.~,.illiliu ~ludi,’, Jr+’ n,,~, ,,~iu~
lh,-l~l~.sl m ,.l~-~.Ir,,m~’ al,,l l~mol~->,’nni~

Prescribed chaparrat burns create a
management d+temma in that they
reduce fire hazards but add smoke
pa~culates wh+ch nega~vety impact
air quati~.

FIRE MANAGEMENT
ASSESSMENT AND THE GRADE
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WH ERE STORNWATER
CONES FRON

C~,astal waters are ~)t~e of our most impnrtant
natnral resources. (]oasta[ water quality is

In the Los Angeles area. we average
about I5 inches per year of rainfall, which

the natural resource that gives 5,mthern
California one of its greatest reputafions~

occurs primaHly between November and
April. Therefore. we have long periods when

beaches. CaliI’ornia’s dexelopment has affected our coastal enviroument in many wavs.

no rain falls, atlowing trash and pollutants to

Partially treated ~asIewater discharges have
impacted coastal waters by releasing tons of

drain system. The first large sto~ of the season washes a dispropo~ionate a~nount of

p~,llutants, soch as DDT (a well known, now

trash to the ocean. You may have seen pic-

banned pesticide), suspended solids and

tures of"trash plumes" extending from tnajor
stom~ drains, such as Ballona Creek. well

estimate flows in order to design drainage

into the ocean. The first rain of the season,

many others. The previous Repo~ Card
tRC 1998) described wastewater treatment,

accmnulate on land sudaces and in the storm

Stormwater flow and qualiD- are a function
many different faclors in addition to lhe
amount of rainfall. Hydrologists use a procednre called the "rational method" to estimate
the amount anti rate of smrmwater flow.
Historically. the rational method was used to
systems to prevent floods. Flood prevention

our successes and failures, and the plans

and the first poi~ion of any rainfall, is called

is an important activity of our public agencies, which has generally been performed

to reach full secondau treatment, which
the City of Los Angeles achieved in
December. 199g.
But wastewater treatment is only pa~ of

a "seasonal first [lush" or "’first flush.’" The
first flush is always the most contaminated

well. The rational method assumes that the
amount of sto~water that flows from a spe-

sto~water. Recent work by UCLA investigatots, which was also described in RC 1998.

cific area is the product of the rainfall.,surface area and a runoff coefficient. The

the sto~. Much more cnntaminated water

coefficient is related to the i~npen’iousness of

reaches our beaches and coastal waters
through stormwater discharges, or nonpoint

has shown that the bulk of the pollutants
entering Santa Monica Bay are from
stom~waters, as opposed to treated waste-

sources. This water, usually called stormwa-

waters. Future effo~s to improve the water

ter. crosses a variety of laml uses, such as

quality in Santa Moniea Bay, and by implica-

that most of the water percolates into the soil,
replenishing groundwater sources. Paved

yards, roof tops. parking lots and freeways,
beibre it reaches the ocean. Stormwater was

tion, most other coastal waters in CMifornia.

previously
~ thought to be clean and not a pof
lutant. We now know that stormwater, especially [?ore higbly developed urban areas,
such as parking lots and highways, contains
many pollutants that create problems on the
beaches and in our coastal waters,

must focus on improving stomwater quality,
Unfo~unately, stormwaters are more difficult
to control than wastewaters. Thev. are more
dispersed, with a greater number of public
agencies responsible for their regulation. It is
not yet clear who "owns" sto~water and is
responsible for its cleanup,

the land. Open areas, such as undeveloped
land. have low runoff coefficients, indicating

areas have the highest runoff coefficient: virtually all the rainfall becomes sto~water.
Highly imperious areas are associated
with urban development and failed ecosvstems. When imperviousness (percentage
impermeable sufl’ace area) exceeds 20 to
30%. the ecology is affected and sometimes
destrnved. The increased stormwater volume

Picture 1: Baltona Creek during dry weather.
This picture shows Batlona Creek at the
Fairfax Street Crossing. The small flow
visible at the bottom is dry weather flow.

,

and flow rate cause streams to undercut their
banks, creating erosion problems and
destroying habital for wildlife. Flow rale in
streams draining urbanized areas can
change from a small t~ckle to raging torrents in only a few minutes. Erosion prohlems require tlood control agencies to stabilize stream hanks, which turns streatns and
creeks i~to the concrete channels we see in
movies.
T~o areas in the Santa Monica Bay
Watershed. which UCLA researchers have
been sludying with U.S. EPA sponsorship are
illustrative. The Ballona Creek watershed,
draining- the west portion of Los Angeles. is
highly developed and more than 60% of
rainfall becomes stormwater, h is not surprising lhat Ballona Creek is a concrete
channel with water depth that changes from
just a few inches before a storm to as much

as 20 feet during a large storm {Picture 1).
The concrete channel is needed for flood
control, but has destroyed the ecology of the
creek. Notice the water level in the second
picture (Picture 2) of Ballona Creek.
Fu~hermore, the flowing stormwater cuts
through downstream wetlands and natural
habitats, and deposits silt where there
should be none. In contrast, the Malibu
Creek watershed is much less developed and
only ~0% of the rainfall becomes stormwater. Much of this runoff results frmn the hilly
topography, as opposed to its imperioushess. which is less than 30%. Malibu Creek,
while affected from urban development, still
retains much of its ecology.
The water quality from the two areas is
also different. Stom~water from urban areas
transpo~s pollutants associated with land
uses. Lawns and gardens release nutrients

and pesticides, while streets release hwh’ocarbons, oil and grease and heavv metals
associated with motor vehicle~. Ballona
Creek stormwater is elevated in many poilutants, such as heavv ~netals {zinc, lead. copper, and nickel). Malibu Creek slormwater.
by ~.omparison. i> much ~.h,aner. Recent
work hv the 5outhern California Coast Water
Research Project ~SCC$gRP). in partial vollaboration ~ith UCI,A and USC, suggests
stormwater from Ballona Creek is toxic to
certain aqoafic life forms. Heavy metals are
the most suspect pollutants. Stormwater from
Malihu Creek does not appear to be toxic.
Another problem with storm drains is
d~ weather flow. Most observers find it
~trange that storm drains usually have a
small flow, even in the driest portion of the
year. These small flows result t?om natural
drainage and "’nuisam:e" tlows. The flow
from excessive irrigation of lawns, leakage.
car washing, hosing down of streets and sidewalks, anti olher small sources, is nuisance
tlow. There are also permitted discharges
inlo storm drains from cooling towers and.
unfortunately,- illegal discharges. These flows
all add up and become the unsightly trickle
across beaches iu summer weather. These
dU weather flows represent special problems
and require innovative solutions.

WHERE STORMWATER GOES
St~rmwater makes its wa~ from the street in
fr~mt of vom house or \ our roof drains directly to the ~eean ~rou~h a series of pipes,
channels, creeks and rivers, which increase
Picture 2: Battona Creek during a Large storm. This picture shows Battona Creek at the same
in s ze until they reach the ocean. There are
!.ocation during a [arge storm. Reference the water [eve{ in this picture to the level in the
no treatment plants between the stormwater
previous picture using the white pipe that crosses the creek. The violence of this storm is
generation point and the (mean. The time of
evident, and the noise from the flow was so loud that conversation between two people standing
travel in a major storm may be short (generat the bridge was not possible. Urban development causes these high flows, which requires the
ally around five hours from downtown Los
concrete channels to protect property.
Angeles to Santa Monica Bay, via Ballona
.~
.
Creek) or lengthy in dr? weather (more than
25 hours during dry’ weather flow). During
B EACH CLOSURES
The stormwater that reaches the ocean
the summer, mounds ,~fplants and algae may
.
requires time and distance to mix with the
Beacl~ closures are another symptom of
grow in the concrete channels. Pollutants
saltwater. This occurs because the temperaare often deposited in the stormdrains durstonnwater problems, g& are routinely told to
Lure and density of the stormwater are differaw)id swimming near storm drains, anti not to
ing low flow. All of this material is flushed ent from sea water. Observe that the dry."
out all at once during a large storm. This
weather spill (Picture 3) does not quickly swim at all after storms (Picture .4). A recent
makes the problems worse, because the
mix with the sea, but meanders in a plume, study, partially sponsored and conducted by
beaches are "’slugged." and the large slug of
Eventually, the plume will become fully Heal-the-Bay, suggested that swimmers near
pollutants is generally worse than evenly
mixed, but until this occurs, anything m the storm drams were at tearer risk than swimmers far from storm draius. The rapidly flowdistributed pollutant discharge.
plume will be exposed to stormwater poiluIn the Los ~~.ngeles area. stormwater flow tants, almost without dilution. During wet
ing stormwater scrubs bacteria anti other pol. through two
to Santa Monica Bay
¯ "is primarily
t~ create elevated conweather, the volume of stormwater flow at lutants from the landbeaches,
and especially
large drains. Ballona Creek and Malibu
very large drains such as Ballona Creek. is centrations on the
Creek. There are approximately 30 other such that the salinity of the ocean near shore
neat" slo,.mdrains. Also, the greatest stress on
storm drains that can affect Bay beaches. The
sanitat.y sewers occurs during storms. The
can be temporarily reduced,
Los :\ngeles River is another major drain, and
high water table causes infiltration, which is
discharges south of Santa Moniea Bay.

\

@

Picture 3: Stormdrain showing a spill. This picture shows a spill from a small
stormdrain that terminates at the surf. The brown color of the storm water
reveals how it r~ows in a plume and is not immediately diluted, Our public
health authorities have posted beaches, telling bathers not to swim close to ~
stormdrains, for good reasons.
~-,

leakage of stormwater into sewers. The
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~
~’~
~
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by agencies that monitor beaches as well as

those that operate water and wastewater
stonnwater may overload the sanitary sewer
treatment plants. When coliform coneentraand cause it to overflow at a downstream loealion. The overilow is a mixture of stormwater tion increases to a specific threshold, a
beach is posted or closed. There are different
and sewage and contains bacteria and other
types of coliform tests and new types of indipollutants, that can cause a serious health risk
when it reaches the beach. Stom~water may in eator organisms are being evaluated,
Progress is also being ~nade to mnre reliably
rare cases cause erosion problems, which may
and inexpensively detect pathogens. Rules
destroy a sewer or ~ater line, creating amassive spill. The dry ~eather t]ow (:an also ere- for beach closures are evolving, and the [imits and required responses by regulators vary
ate high bacteria concentrations, especially if
across California.
there is a sewer leak.
A careful examination of beach closure
Our public agencies are required to
data
for the California’s coastal counties
monitor coastal water quality to detect leaks
reveals no significant upward or downward
as well as assess the impact of stormwater,
trend in beach closures. There is a definite
They use indicator organisms to determine
trend that shows years with greater rainfall
water quality. Indicator organ[sins are nonresult in more closures, but this is expectharmful organisms that are associated with
ed. On average, less than 4% of "beach
disease-producing or pathogenic organisms,
miles" are closed. A beach mile is a linear
Indicator organisms are more abundant and
mile of shore line and is an attempt to staneasier to measure than pathogens (pathogens
dardize reporting. Obviously the closure of
are disease-producing organisms). We
a single but veU large [)each is more ~,igbelieve that monitoring indicator organisms
nit]cant than the closure of a small beach,
is a more reliable way of assessing the safety
At first, 4% of the beach miles being closed
of beaches than measuring the actual
sounds like a large amount; however, one
pathogens. Pathogens are more difficult to
must realize that beaches adjacent to large
detect and less abundant, which means roustormdrains are always closed. San Diego
line monitoring may not detect them.
Colifl)rms are the classic group of indi- County has the greatest nulnber of closures
cator organisms and are routinely measured

but also has the greatest number of [)each-

es. Does this suggesl thai beaches are gelling better or worse’?
In spite of the lack of (tuantitative (tata.
beach water quality~ is improving \’{’~ are
monitorin~ mu(:h n’~ore frequentl? than [)re, ious[~. \Ve dmuId expect to find more prohlems just because of more extensive monitoring. We also know that several long-term
problems have been s.lved. Tile City of gus
Angeles" efforts to tq)gl’l~lde the Hyperion
Treatment Plant and replace aging sewers are
resulting in far fewer sewage leaks. Other
agencies are also making progress. It is now
much more likely that a sewer leak will be
quickly detected and fixed than lO years ago.
Efforts are unde~’ay at the State Water
Resources Control Board to create a
statewide database of beach closures and
postings. This is partially in response ~o a
new law. AB 411. which requires greater
monitoring and posting of beaehes when
indicator ~)rganisms exceed certain thresholds..~dditional indicator organism types
will also be ~nonitored. The initial resolts of
this law may be counterintuiliw’. Far more
problems ~ilt be reported than before, and
the stringent requirements will create more
beach closures and postmgs. This will create
a perception that beavh water quality is
worse, when it is actually the same or
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(,ur bea,’hes..kt pres~nt there is t~(~ tre~ttage~3t’ies ha~e ret:ently i~stitute~l st(~vmdrain

Picture 4: Beaches are posted or ctosed when the indicator organism count exceeds a
spedfic threshotd. Be~ches that are adjacent to a stormdrain are permanentty posted,

trusl~
int’uriating. It is ir~mic that the same publit’
that wants clean beaches also creates a large
pa~ of the prt)bleru. Caltrans reports that

The pubtic is a~o urged not to s~m immediatet~ a~er a storm.

20’~* uf’ the mnterial retn~ved ~’r~m lreewa?’
stnrm drain inlets is ~:igarette butts.

improving. The additional monitoring over
tbe next five to ten ?’ears will create a mut:h
better understanding of beach water quality,
WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT IT
Stormwater is IlOt dS easy to (:ontrol as
wastewater. We cannnt simply require an
agent?~ to provide treatment. The episodic
nature ~)t" stormwater precludes the use of
treatment plants. One large rainfall, lasting
perha[~s a few hours, creates more stormwalet t~ow t¢~ Santa ~loni¢:a Bay than our new

Hyperion treatment pla~lt can treat in a
month. Conventional treat~nent sgstems a~’e
not appropriate. Instead. we are evel~pin¢
alternative approaches, called Best Management Practices or BMPs. BMPs ~’an t)e
structural, such as stormwater detentio~l

Porous Pavement: It is n~)t alxvavs necessaQ
to l~a~e areas with 100~?~’ impem’ious material.
lu ,~ther lo~:~les. ~,spe~’ially in Europe. pnrnus
pax,em(~ilts~l~’e tls~’(]. [)(,r+~us paxemet~t results
in {no~’e {nt’ihr:~li(m cln(l tess st(~’msv~ter tlnw.

aging the public to praeti(:e p~llution
prevention.
Stormwater pollution preventinn must
be a joint effort between individuals and
public aget~cies. We also need to t’ethink
some of our building practices. The toll~-

t~(~r(~us i)avelllellt fan be ets simple ~s ~sinz
l~ose .v-arranee~l l)rit:ks or ~.~mt:rete blocks.
Pot-ous l)avemeuts are not applicable to all
sites, sttch as well-traveled {’reewavs.
need ¢lemo~l>ttattion proje¢’ts to show better
the [~otentia[ appli¢’atiCms t~l" tills technology’.

One large rainfat[, perhaps a few
hours, creates as much storrnwater
flow to Santa t, lonica Bay as
our new Hyperion treatment
plant treats in a month.

stm-mwater can be ~,raduallv released, which
avoids scouring pollutants and slugging o1"
the beaches cited previausly. These methods
are land intensive: however, in developing
areas, we can set aside a portion of each new
development to provide for stormwater abatement. This is a more colnnlol] ~ractice on the
East Coast.
Trash Screens and Racks: Recent approaches to screening stormwater to remove trash

and debris are being evaluated in several
places in Southern California. These new
technologies may be able to remove trash
and gross solids without excessive maintenance or flood control risks. The solutions
are not cheap, but will probably provide a
viable alternative for trash control. Figure 1
(p. 19, top) shows how these screens work.

Biomass Injection: If you inspect a parking niques and building codes are required,
lot with green space {open space with vegeta- but the.’,’ should be no more expensive than
tion), you will probably notice that stormwa- existing approaches.
ter is directed towards a drain and not to the
Low Ftow Diversion: It is possible to pump
Wettands, Ponds and Detention Basins: We
green space. Infiltration can occur in the
the d
have little opportunity in our inner city areas
green space and. more importantly, the green
ita~’ sewers. This BMP was suggested bv the
to construct wetlands and:detention ponds, A
space can actually provide treatment for
some of the pollutants. Parking lot C at LAX wetland is a marsh or swamp (see RC 1998 Pico-Kenter Stormdrain task force in the
information) in the drain system or early 1980s. In dry weather, the small ilow in
is an example of a site where we should prac- ibr more
coastal area. The natural processes in the the stormdrain is pumped to a sanitary sewer.
rice biomass injection. The stormwater can
wetlandcan
treat manv .pollutants, p°nds Itfl°wstOthetreatmentplantandiseventu"
be directed to the green space where much of
aid discharged through ocean oatfalls. New
it can percolate into the soil. Excess can flow and detention basins are used to capture a
treatment plants such as Hyperion have the
to a storm drain inlet that is in the middle of portion of the storm flow, especially the first

Existing storm drain

:
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~
~

New circutar screen .., .~ ~-.-.~ -~.. ~.~...
" ’~ " :" ~ ~’:"q~’~’ "~:~ ’~ This figure shows
::’: ........
The middle diagram shows a diversion
for
low
flow. This low flow trickles across
.,~.- ::~,{~.*~*a:..T~:,--,,:-,:~-.< 2.,’.~:,~,a-~;~-.’-~W~’~:’.,qs’s~three alternative Best
our beaches to=reach the ocean. By
¯ ~[~5~:..:
..:...-.::~:;,,g~.: .-:.}.:-~,.~._.~:, <.-~=2;:~>i~<:->~;./~.-:; Management Practices
installing a divemion, the low flow can be
~n~ ~o~ fl~in :# :-> :"~":: -"~" ’ ’ for stormwater. All have
_
pumped to a sanitaU sewer, then to a treatbeen investigated or
~
_ .. I~
.~.~,e.~,~g~X~, proposed by researcbem
ment plant, such ~ ~e Hyperion Plant,
where it is treated and discharged several
at UC~.
miles away from the cost.
The top of this figThe bottom fi~re shows a catch basin
ure shows a new t~e of
inset. No~Mly sto~water flowg across
screen being instMled at
the s~eet to an opening in ~e curb, and
severM places with
¯" ~oposition A funding.
~om there into a small sto~ drMn ~at
eventually flows to a large drain snch as
The screen is construct~ ed next to an existing Ballona Creek. Solids,.~ash and debris eo!sto= drain, represent- " leer in ~e b~in. One god is t0 de~ the
b~ins before the wet se~on,~hich preed by the two hofizontM
lines. A smM1 divemio~ ven~ ~e ~ weather accumulation (trash,
. (weir) is placed in ~e . debris, road dust and p~cle~) from reaehsto~ drMn to direct a. ing ~e: oee~.-D~ng wet weather, smM1
sto~s’w~ matefiMinto ~e catch basin
fraction of the flow
~
~mugh
the
screen.
The
which accumulates unt~ it is fl~hed out in
F{~ure 1
a l~ge. sto~. ~e inse~ shown in the fi~re
speci~ly desired screen resists elogong
is a m:ethod, of ~apping ~e accumulated
and capture ~h, debris and large solids,
matefiM so ~at it is mtMned in the b~in.
The captured matefiM must be removed
More~adv~ced insets have sorbents ~at
pefiodic~y and disposed to a lan~ll or
¯
~R remove i l~ge ~ioh of ~e suspendo~er appropriate place. These devices ~e
ed ~glids and oil ~d ~e~e. The insets
desi~ to. ~eat the flint flush and ~e
smMler stores. Veu large sto~s, will must Mso bepefiodicMly cleaned ~d
replaced.
byp~s the screen,

For over 90 years Civil Engineers have been separating stormwater from the sanitary
sewer. Now we are telling them to put the low-flow stormwater back into the sewer.

itarv sewers}, which redm’es load on the
[reallllell[ plant. The City aml County ~)t" Los

numerous other examples. Many industries
and bu~hwsses can practice pollution pre-

rants from stommaterand trealed wastewater:
fixe ~cars ago we could nol

and ten are in ~ome ~tate of planninK or con>

covered storage [or prnduct inventmT, can

con~trnctimt pro.i~cts

Street Sweeping and Catch Basin Cteaning:

in~pectinn programs to reduce smog also

a~emem >traiegies. The

~treet s~eeping prevents trash and gro~s pof
lutants from e~ering stormdrains. Better

reduce stormwater pollution.

~ill become models for

sweeping i~ethods to inerease the reeoveu of

~H~T H~V~ ~[ ~ON[?

proectsand lnngtermchange~.
Monitoring programs are improxing.

areal1 particles are b~ing developed. Catch
basins (the opening on the street where

How well are we doing? Unlike last ?ear’s

stom~ater enters the stormdrain) can be

i’epol~ un

more aggres~i~eI} cleaned and maintained,
l/ecent research conducted at UCLA and

nmch more difficult problem than wa~tewater

measure stormwater l’uno[’f frnnl file entire
County. Increased beach mnnitoring will

pm~iatly sponsored by a conso "tium of cities,
lead 1)v the City of Santa Monica. hab demon-

management. The reasons are both technical
and institutional. Although stormwater man-

a!~o assist in solatin~ problems and eneoura,,in- ,olutions

sIrated tha~ catch basin inserts can retain

agement was required bv the 1972

pollutants and avoid flooding problems.

Amendments to the Clean Water .kcl. we are

The rededication to waslewater treatment has resulted in new treatment plants

l:igure 1 (p. 19. bottom} shm~s an insert,

still struggling to create a regulatou framework. Successful stormwater management

and new sewers. ~) no~ have the capacity for

Product Rep[a~em~nt and Pottution

must be practiced bv individuals as well as
agencies,
The Santa Monica Bay Restoration

Hyperion Plant. Preveming sewage spills
shnuhl have the highest priority. ’Fhe technol-

Prevention: We now know that cetlain products are more polluting than others.
Xutomobile brake pads are an example.
Some brake pads have high metal content,
which tmcomes a stornmater pullutant as the

wastewater treatment, the answer is
m~t so (:lear. Stormwater management is a

The Los Angeles Count? Department of
Public g:orks is creating a monitoring program. which should eventually be able to

low l’lox~ diversion in the City of Los Angeles"

Project has funded several significant

~,g?, exists to greatly reduce sewage spills.
. not all good. In some
The past record ~s

studies to better understand sto~water and
mitigate its impacts. This research is contin-

instances our public agencies acted only
after being sued by environmental advocacy

We previousty thought stormwater was ctean.
Now we know that stormwater transports more pottutants
to Santa Monica Bay than the treated wastewaterso

I N T R 0 D U CTI 0 N

spilling buckets and hasty, ponrly monitored
disposal of spent solvents. Such behavior
appears negligent in hindsight, but was. in
qm4hern California depends v~ >ubtermost cases, simply the standard practice at
ranean wa[er, or ~roundwater. to supplement
the time. This is not su~Asing for it was a
its water supply, yet this valuable resource is
remarkable era of growth for Southern
~){’ten overlooked by the ~eneral public as an
envinmmental i~ue. In Southern California, Calitbmia, and there w~s little time for environmental foresight,
~<OUlld~z/tt~r proidems rend ~o be overshadThe pu~ose of this a~icle is to promote
,,wed by the more readily obse~’able problems of air or ~s ater p,~[lution. This attitude an understanding of ~oundwater quality as a
topic of environmentM concern, and to define
toward gronndwater is probably more a case
~1" ’out of sight, out ot mind" than one ~,f out- relevant technical and legislative issues
associated with ~oundwater and its de~adaright neglect. Nonetheless, ignorance contion as a resource. Perhaps the most imporC(*l-lling [}~i5 r{*SOtlF{’ }ILls Farnered a w*)eful
rant point to be made is that groundwater
legauy of groundwater contamination that
will require decades ~,f effort and billions of quality problems develop over a long time,
,lu[lm> t,~ mitiaate. Thu>. it is timely to urn> and require an even longer time for clean up.
We illustrate this point by way of a historical
,idler the historiual tem se of our groundwana~ative about the San Femando Valley
ter res~urues ami what we want to do about
groundwater basin. Finally, the discussion
these resources in the future,
turns to the state of this resource in Southern
As Southern California’s population and
California today, and its future outlook,
co,moray grew during the tatter halt" of this
uunm~, so did lh~ scope oi its groundwater
quality prohlerns. Many ne~ and useful
, hemical~ were produced, including "chlorihated >~,]~ ents’, such as trichhwo~:thene
dI’CE} ana )c 1 th~tc (PCI(L degrcas{n~ 4~t’Itl> tlSetl ill ~4S[ quantities wherever
,,,,, ,,,,~~";,d .....,~r ~de~.mmic uompone~ts needed
u[eaning. With thmr use came ieaking tanks,

HYDRO6EOLOGY 101
Hydrogeology is the study of water quantity
and flows in the subsuflaee te~ain {see
Figure 1). Groundwater is a generic term tor
water that has accumulated in appreciable
quantities in the pore space of unconsolidated

or loose sediments, or in the fractures associated with bedrock. This subsurface reservoir
se~es as the dominant source of fresh water
in the hydro ogle cycle. Indeed, groundwater
co~nprises about twodhi}ds of the fresh water
supply on this planet. This water percolates
into the ground, a process refe~ed to as
groundwater recharge, mainly during the
rainy season. It can exit the subsufl’ace
through the roots of plants, the beds of rivers,
lakes and streams, or water production wells.
Like water in rivers or in pipes, groundwater flows fro[n zones of higher elevation or
pressure to zones located dmvnhil!, or at
lower pressure. Under special drcumstances, groundwater pressure differences
develop vertically’, gixing tqse to the
upwelling of natural springs, llowever,
groundwater ilow is typically horizontal and
slow, its progress constantly impeded by the
su~ounding filter, material (the soil). In tact,
a groundwater velocity of 100 feet per year is
considered normal. A slow flow rate means
the residence time, or the average time spent
by a parcel uf ~’ater in a groundwater system,
mav be years, decades ~r even longer.
Contaminant hvdrogeologv i~ the study
of the fate and transport uf uhemicals m
~gr°undwater" ~*e have a reas~mable umterstanding of how chemicals pollute groundwa-

Supeflund sites with prublems ve~, similar
in size and scope to thoae associated with the
San Fernamlo basin. Numerous landfills and
mililarv ba~es offe~ ~Iill ,,ther examples of
Southern California’s hazardous ~aste legacies in groumh~ater ~see sidebar page ~01.
OTHER CURRENT
GROUNDWATER QUALZTY
~SSUES
fi~ure 3: ~n ove~ew of the 5an ~emando Va[te~ and surroundin~ mountains.
Due to their ubiquitous usage and stability or
.....................................
~oundwater extraction, pa~icularly in the
highly industrialized eastern end of the basin,
As the 1980s progressed, it became apparent
that the soils underlying many prominent
factories of the Valley were affected by spills
and leaks of these compounds and other
toxic chemicals. Ironically, it may have been
the reduced pumping of the late 1970s that

staying power in the environment, chlorinatThe plot in Figure 5 depicts the estimated extem of the upper aquifer TCE plume in

ed solvents such as those discussed above

the San Femando Valley in the Spring of
1996. The creeping plume remains largely
unchanged today. It is roughly t7 miles lon~

mination in ~outhern California and_ the rest
of the United ~tates. However, there are
many other groundwater contamination

and may contain more than 200 trillion gal-

issues in our region, such as those associated

Ions of contaminated groundwater. An interim strategy for extracting and cleaning

with fuels, agricultural wastes, septic sys-

first brought the groundwater in contact with
many of these spills. In 1987. the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (U.S.

groundwater at the front of the plume has

EPA) initiated a five-year remedial investi-

and liability of various panics is assessed,
However~ the uhimate time-frame for

gation of ~he groundwater contamination in
the basin. The soils and groundwater underlying the streets and towns of the San
Fernando Valley had become a gigantic
Supe~’und site.

been designed and will be implemented over
the next 12 years while the responsibility

cleanup is three decades or longer,
Unfo~unately, the San Femando Valley
is not unique. The other major valleys, the
San Bemardino and San Cabriei are also

are the leading source of gronndwater conta-

tem~ and sea water intrusion.
In the 1980s. it became clear most of the
underground storage tanks at gas stations
were leaking gasoline into groundwater. Of
pa~icular concern in gasoline leaks is benzene, a known carcinogen that is ve~ mobile
when released into the environment. As any
l~os Angeles motorist would suspect, repairing the tank svstems and restoring the soil
and ~roundwater around most comer gas sta-

The record for cleaning up

contaminated groundwater
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tion to sav the least. Indeed, an estimated 02
billion dollars has been spent on this task in
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California throughout the earh, 1990s.
In the face of these costs, a movement
toward more econo~nicallv feasible strategies
regarding gasoline releases m the subsurface
was commissioned by the state in 1995 and
carried out by an advisorv committee corn-
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pased of scientists from several Universitv of

Time

California campuses. The committee reported the human health risk associated with
such gasoline releases was relatively small.

Figure 4: Histodca!. depths to water for two San Fernando Valley drinking water wefts

(ULARA Watermaster Report, 1995)

They noted that plume reduction was generally already underway at such sites due to the
biodegradability of gasoline components,

known in Southern California groundwater

the full environmental impact of this chemi-

Just as mmnentum was beginning to build

supplies, suggesting that even new tanks are

cal was not adequately assessed before it was

behind the notion of worrying less about
leaking nndergronnd ~asoline tanks, a new

leaking. In the city of Santa Moniea, drinking
water production wells in the Arcadia and

introduced into our gasoline supplies.

problem arose in the form of cleaner burning

Charnock well fields have been closed due to

H 0 W W E g L A R E W E D 01 N G

gasoline mixtures,

gross MTBE contamination. Based on its

Around the late 1980s, reformulated
gasoline mixtures were introduced to help

chemical properties and ubiquitous presence
in California groundwater. MTBE is even

Untbrtunately, the record for cleaning up con-

alleviate air quality problems associated with
automobile emissions. A key in~edient in

more mobile than benzene, the previous
gasoline component of interest. Based on a

is not veU strong. There are many reasons for
this poor progress. First, it can take vears to

these mixtures was methvl tertiau-butyl

State-commissioned UC-wide study on

gather sufficient information, through

ether (MTBE). Despite recent efforts to cnrre, or the problem of leaking underground

MTBE in 1998, Governor Gray Davis proclaimed in Mareh 1999, California will phase

exploratoU drilling and well sampling, to
begin engineering proper cleanup strategies.

storage tanks, MTBE has ~nade its presence

out MTBE over the next five vears. Clearly,,

Second, hazardous chemicals have had

tmninated groundwater in Southern Califorrlia

Figure 5: Plume map showing the estimated extent of dissolved trichloroethyLene (TCE) propagation in the San Fernando ValLey’s upper
aquifer (adapted from U.S. EPA database)
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Groundwater quality problems are often a
case of out of sight, out of mind.

(;i~ en Ihat federally mandated cJeanup ~oa]s
fro many of [h~ elmmical~ ~MCL~) ar~

~roundwat~r repercus~hm~. Th~ i~ not to ~av

extremely low. cleanup of major ~oundwater

there are no hmFer any aeti~e hazardou~
waste ]andfili~: there are many. These agen-

quality problem~, even under the b~st of circure,lances, is adceades hm~proposition,

ties nuw operate a system of checkpoints to
help minimize, supervise and track the

[u addhi,m to thes~ technical reasons,
co~t ~ues are prominent in our l~ilure to

waste. And. as the ~inal det~nse befi~re our
tap~, Southern California drinkiu~ water

~.omplete the cleanup of our groundwater
resources. One unsavory problem is that

and regularly screen drinking water ~r haz-

agencies are also aware of potential problems

many o[’the responsible parties view cleanup

ardous contaminants. Most of these chemias a long-term and expensive penahy fl)r eals are easily removable once identified. ~.
"
A glimpse of groundwater seeping from
what they consider to have been standard
exposed fractures in cliffs along the
operating pro~edures of a b~g,me era. As a
T H E F UTU R E
Southern California coast.
business they prefer to pay to contest their
problems in vourt rather than expend

Despite this apparent pr%~ess, lhere is still

resuurees on the cleanup. While litigation
costs may be substantial, they are dwarfed hv

substantial room for improvement in all of
these areas. If the recently installed cheek-

hmg-term cleanup measures. Furthermore. if

points discussed above prevent the occurfence of new hazardous waste sites. ~hen they

a case is stalled long enough, there is always
a ;hanee a responsible pa~y’s problem will
~]isappear. either by natural dilution process-

will have served a pu~ose. However. as we

tiun and presen’alion in mind when making
decisions affecling land and water usage.
Some difficult decisions about our
ground~,aler resources will he made in the
not-so-distant fulure. First and h~remost, we
will need to decide whether we want to pay to

Cs or through changes in our laws.

noted at the outset of this a~icle, groundwater
quality problems are often a case of ’out of

clean our aquit~rs to Ihe levels cunen/lv dic-

On a more positive note. groundwater~’e[ated legislation appears to he doing a good

sight, out of mind’. This is also tl~e when it
comes to budgets, where funding for local,

tared by {t~e law. Those in faw)r of the eleanup
might point out it is a dangerous precedent to

~oh of at least controlling present waste dis-

state and federal agencies, as well as that i}~r
education and research, has a tendency to

begin relaxing environmeutal standards for
any resources. The major impediment to this

, U.S. EPA). Cal EPA and Regional k~hter

disappear in favor of more visible problems,
,ks a society we need to lobby local, state and

alternative is it will t}~ree us to share the
cleanup costs, both as (,onscieulmus citizens

~ )t al ty Control B~}ards are generally a~are

federal officials to keep gronn(lwater restora-

and

posal practices. Federal and state agencies,
!ike the Environmental Protection :kgeney

It is a dangerous precedent to start relaxing
environmental standards for any resource.
pollution. Those against cleanup might just as
rightfully argue that any water marked for
cunsumption is easily treated on an "as-need-

Recent History: C. Despite the fact we now
have the agencies and technolo~’ to address
many of our groundwater problems, we

ed’ basis. One impediment to this alternative

remain satisfied with keeping the problems

is the negati\e public perception regarding
drinking water that was formerlv refmTed to

from getting worse. In [)art. this attitude has
been brought about by the nature of subsur-

as wastewater. If and when this impediment is

face problems, which are difficult and expen-

overcome, we will again need to be prepared

sire both to characterize and solve. However,

to share the cost. In this case. the cost will be
associated with the more advanced water

a large portion of this attitude is part of a pervading mood of ambivalence regarding what
really needs to be considered when it comes

testing and treatment processes that such a
policy will require,

to cleaning up groundwater: responsibility,
risk, cost, time, or some as yet unknown com-

GRADES

biuation of these factors.

The grades on our protection and restoration
of groundwater resources are presented on a
historical basis:
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was dnne from the 1940s through the 1970s
was enormous. There were no watchdog agenties to protect the public interest. The only
positive note is that. in most cases, we really
did not knnw what we were doing. We can
liken this grade to the one w)u would expect
to receive ’,*,’hen you find that you have been
going to the wrong classroom for three weeks.
Then. when you finally arrive at the right
classroom, it’s the day tbr the midterm exam.
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WHAT IS ENVIRONMENTAL
E D U C ATI 0 N (E E) ?

mut:h a~ to auv++ue else: and that they, too,

If we assume that education lead+ to literacy
then the first question we +houhl ask is

can undersland it and have a rnle in it+ stew+
ardship. In addition, many envmmmental
advances have l~een made ~+ver the pa~t two
deeades--L.s Angeles" air is cleuner now

+’What is envirunmental litemev’" E~rlier
this decade, the Environmentul Literacy I EL)
Framework descrihed environmental literacy

than in the "?Os (see I~C 1~)~+ and we must
ensure that l~ture generalions muintain Ihis
progress. Studenls need not becume urdenl

~t~ multi-tAceted, including u <’o~nitive
dimensiun ~knowledge aud skilh: at’t~etive
tlituensi<m <attitmle~: and a behaviural
dimension tindividual or group invulvement

e~virotmlental activists n.r research s(’ientiers, but lilerate voling citizen+ who can
make decisious based on sound knowledge
and evidence~ven though some .f these
decisions may not be in tune with the local

in environmental action). In 1992+ C. Roth
defined EL as "essentially the capacity t~+
perceive and inte~ret the relative health of
environmental systems and take the apprupriate action to maintain+ restore+ or improve

environmentalists" perspective+,
Envirnnmental agencies and organizalions (including the Calitbrnia Depa~ment of
Education+ that responded to a 1995 su~ev

the health of those svstems.’"

leading to the repofl Pieces ~¢" a Pt~le: An

TOWARD ENVIRONMENTAL
LITER~Y FOR ~LL
Shouhl all our students become environmentally literate’? A quick answer is "’yes."
Tmlay’~ students, both from disadvantaged

Overt,iew of the St++tus oJ Enrironmental
Education in the United ~States +uppo~ EE
lbr all:
¯ "’Each individual shuuhl Imve a basic

;rod non-disadvantaged groups, have lisled
many concerns, with their environment being

understanding of the environmental
sciences"
¯ "’Each individual should undersiand the
relationships between hunmn a¢:ti,ms and

high ,m the ti>t. Students need t+pl+Omtmities
they are pa~ ,~t their ,’nvirumneut~
u<,t ,~t~+¢+rver~ ,,t it. Ihat it I~eh,ngs t. Ihet++ as

the environment"
¯ "’Et~+ir<mme~lal education should l>e inte~raled into ull +t’ho~l ~’urrit’uhnns"

t. le;iml

¯ "+Di~,erse environme~,tal education
tunities sh,mld be available to the general
public"
¯ "’Envir<mmet~tal edh¢’alitm io the
+houhl be ~ <’onperative veulure, coordin~ted at all levels within the state and with
nutitmal and internali~m~l netx~orks.+"
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
Itow ~all we. as educators, help students
achieve environmental lilemev’¢ Over the past
IO-IS yea~, diverse cun+ieula projects have
been developed from a varietx of funding
sources, each with their own agenda. Fnr
example, money from the Califi~mia [+icense
Plate Fund has developed Project WILD and
Pn~ect Aquatic WILD. These popul~ cu+icula provide elassr+mm activities that model
envit~)nmeutal concepts such as population
fluctuations, impacts ¢,f toxins on lbod chains
and webs. and lhe effect of the deslmclion
habitats on local species. Ahhough designed
fi~r K-12 grades, they are most popular
with elemenla~ teachers. The California
Depanmem of Educatiou (CDE} has supl~ned the developtnent ~f A Child,s Place in the
E+rwinntment, a K-O cumenlum that considers
a specific environmental concept at each
grade level. The Imwrence ttall tffScience has

Teachers explore the ecology of NIono Lake.

,,ks ~ell as pub-

sonal views. This does not mean that stu-

dents should be shielded from activists. But
they should be given oppo~unities to see
issues from the pempectives of all stakeholddeveloped environmental programs such ~s
ers such as land developers, city councils.
SEPUP {Science Education {~r Public Underlocal water authorities, tax payers and others.
standing Project) among their many programs
One of the best teaching strategies is the
for K-t2 students. UC Santa (~l~z has deve[classroom debate. Students must defend the
oped L{!~ b*B. a program that uses ~choo[ garperspectives of interested panics (such as
dens as u vehicle tk~r teaching science,
those listed above), thus enabling them to see
Local and state utility eumpanies also
LACOE and IALSD also offer the Yosemite issues t}om all perspeetives~an uncomfo~provide a rich source of enviromneuta[ eduInstitute amt Eastern Siena program for able but illuminating exercise.
cation materials. The Los Angeles DepartIn addition, although it may not be the
ment of ghter and Power {LADWP) had a teachers and students. In addition, there are
mariue science programs offered through Sea role of EE to develop activists, it is certainly
far-rea< } ing education program until funding
the role of EE to help students learn actions
Education Afloat and the Roundhouse
~’as reduced recently. Fortunately. many
Marine Science LaboratoU in Manhattan they can take in their own personal lives that
publications remain that promote underBeach. UCLA has developed a small aquari- will suppo~ a healthier environment. They
standing of ~ater issues in the city, including
can learn how to conse~e resources such as
urn. the Ocean DiscoveU Center in .Santa
transport to the city. purification, and delivpower and water, recycle, and dispose of
Monicu,
and
a
marine
science
program
at
e~’ to customers. The Metropolitan g~ter
toxic materials properly. Action must. of
Fnrt M(:At~hur that provide programs for stuDistrict {MWD) had eo~esponding matericourse, be linked to science and social soldents and ten,chefs,
als. X~ste disposal concepts can he auaht
Care
must
be
taken
bv
teachers
as
they
ence principles.
through Closi~g lt~e l,oop, a curriculum
use environmental (:urrieula, especially
developed by the Los .~ngeles County
E N V I R 0 N ~ [ N T~ k E ~ U C ATI 0 N
those published hy strong activist groups that
Depamnent of Integrated k~ste Management.
IR $0~THERN C~tI~0RRI~
in which landfills provide the vehicle for obviously further their own specific causes.
It is easy to get caught up emotionally in
teaching science concepts. Other programs
Visits to local seeondaU school classes proinclude £’artl~ Resource.s. a program deve[- Ihese causes. Environmental issues are not
oped by a conso~ium of oil companies in black and white: lhere are many perspectives vide vauing pictures. In some cases, you will
~l~xas. These latter lwo programs are geared from wh[C[l Io ~ludv Iheln. Teachers must see seeonda~ and elementa~ students out on
remain even-handed ~halever their own per- field trips to loeat areas such as the wetlands,
to~tu’d teachers of secondary grades,
lished environmental
education curricula,
Io¢:al seD)o[ districts provide environmental
instructional experiem:es for their teachers
and students. For example, the [~os .Kngeles
Unified School District (LAUSD) works
,:[oselv with tl~e Los Angeles County Office
of Education IIACOE) to take students to
ouldoor camps during the acudemie year.

ChiLdren in etementaq grades respond wett to tessons on their
environment. Such Lessons provide concrete experiences upon which
they can build more sophisticated understandings.

Sm.~ P~o

~ont~lo

_~C~°n°

O~c~

C~taic’ Dam. leand~ to understand ~ivironme,~tal issues first h:md. Od~ers may be r,’~,d-

Bul. [rom ,,b~’ation~ of h~truction~] prac-

...~ .

h~a al! sides ()f spe~’ii~(’ (:oneems. t)thers max
never get to environmen[a] sc{el/t~e })ct’ause

etemenun]’ ~rades respired well to less~ms on
lheir e~irorm~e~t. SuHI lessons provide ~:on-

tl’s usually the last ~’haph.r m the text.
.-~t the elemenlam’ h*ve], the approa~’h h,

~re~e exp~’rhm(’~’s tqxm ’~hieh lhe~ ~’an build Ihrnugh studying an integraled system such

~i~’e. it i~ e~,s, t,, ~ee that enviromnental eur-

theft such courses "’water down" science, it
may be more challenging to teach science
the environment. ]b do so. nne needs a broad

EE is somewhat differenl. Mo~t published

m~n’e sophisticated Lmderstandh]gs. Many
teat:hers, ineludin~ those less-well prepared

proNrams refereed to e~rlier ~t’~r workshops

to teach science, feel more comfortable

b~ck~nund in ~1 the sciences, ~nd to be able
to link ~:oneepts across science disciplines. It

to teachers ro help them become [~milior with
the curriculum, the environmental issues

teaching seiem:e through environmental topits. Thev often feel more cnmfo~able taking

seems that few faculty and high school teachers feel eomfo~uble in doing this, perhaps

addressed, ~nd, to a greater or lesser extent,

their students outside to explore and ask

because they have strong content understand-

the science behind them. Hnwever. the repofl
P$eces ~’~ Pz~/e finds the average length of

questions th~n settin~ up explorative aetivi-

in~ in quite n~ow fields and thus. only feet

an EE teacher traini% pro~am is 2-4 d~vs.
Hence the depth of content and quality of
teacher training is severely limited. Ahhnugh

ties in their classrooms. In addition, elementam" teachers relate environmental lessons In
those in social studies, thus making them
more likely tn include environmental lessnns

cumib~able teaching their own specific discipline. This compares to the same diseomfo~

tbllow-up is usually provided in the [orm of

in their iustructional programs.

newsletters. [nternet sites and telephone hot-

In the ~:ase ,~1’ secomtatw students, thnse
whu do not have a natural tendency to gravi-

lines, the preferred method~ providing mentor teachers as suppo~is not cnmmon,
University facuhv and teachers {usually
thnse of secondao’ grades} question whether

rate toward scicm:e courses ~flen become
interested in science through an enviromnen-

that etement~ teachem feel at teaching science. for which they feel unprepared.
CURRENT STATUS OF EE IN
TODAY’S EDUCATION SYSTEM
Despite the large selection of EE eumcula
cow available, despite access to a whole

one should introduce students to basic science concepts first and then relate them to

tal ~pproaeh~the increase in popularity t~f
inte~ated science courses and co~esponding weahh of EE intb~ation on the World Wide
low numbem ot’students enrolling in traditionWeb, and despite effo~s of individual agen-

the envirnnment, or introduce students to
enviromnental issues and then help them

ai chemisto’ and physics courses illustrates
this. This brings more students into the study

ties and organizations to bring EE into the

understand the science behind them. There

,~f science. Ahhough it is perceiw,d by some

ma ority of school districts list no subject

edueatiun retbrm efib~s of Goals 2000. the

Hands-on [earning at the UCLA Ocean
Discovery Center .....

S

c’alled "’En~ironmeotal I£llucation’" in theh"
proiects, have b~en developed by. ageocie~
outside the formal education svslem, the discip[ine Iends to be relegated to the ~delines"

HS program on Urban Science. Integrated
%’iem’f is nm~ accepted as a~eiencecourse

down" the scientific content in EE courses,
and leads to lack ofsuppo~ bv more tradi-

Little effort has been made to bring HE inlo

m the :k-K requiremculs for {~C entrance,

the core curriculum. In atddition, despite the
recent Ounw of activhx. to develop contmtt

knother positixe moxe ronsard implementing
more EE in ~ceomlarv classrooms is the new

tional departments. However. an environmental issue often provides an excellent way

standards in academic disciplines, EE has

kdvam:ed Placement (.klh Environmental
3cience course heina ~fl’fered for the first time
this year.

receixed no such atttention. Perhap~ this i~
nol all bad. If EE is to be included in the
main cumcuIum, it mosl be included in the

to motivate students to learn more~acid rain
triggers student interest in understanding
acids and pH. This triggers questions such as
what does pH mean? What acids are formed
in the environment’.;’ Why? How? Why and

C0~PONENTS 0F AN EE

wheo are hydrogen ions dangerous? %aehers

ed hv standards of its {n~ n. However. in the
new State Science Education Standards.

{URRlCULUM

must then teach the traditional concepts
about acids and bases. Too often this last

there is no mention of environmental ~cience
(although there is aveU strong strand of eco-

Consider again the three components of EL
lisled at tt~e )egimfing of this article. ~> see
that although EE ctm’icula usually address

step is not taken. But why?

the content behind enviromoental issues, it
is more .ften the attitude and the action cornponents dmt teachers and students alike will

TEACH ER$

large NSF-fumted Los Angeles Systemic
Initiative (LA-SI) is to establish an
Integrated Science Program in all IA(SI)
secondary schools. Since environmental

appreciate, get involved with. and remember,
It is difl~cuh m~d challenging especially at
the elementary level, J’or teachers to focus on

elementaU and seeondao’ ~ades. Not only

science concepts behind the issues. Even at

ground in science and be able to identify and
clarifv science concepts they want their stu-

studies provide a rich intearated ~vstem.

the seconda~’ level, where curricula explain
science concepts clearly, it is too often the

dents to learn, but they must also present the
material in a way that enables all their stu-

social and behavioral components that sludents find interesting. This ,.omrihutes to the

dents to learn~not simply those who have a

-

main cmTiculum standards and not separat-

logical standards across the grade levels), h
will be left up to d~e teacher to weave m ~he
enviromnental perspective,
On a more positive note, one goal of the

teachers have designed many of their integrated programs around a study o[" the environmenl, especially the urban environment,
An exa~nple of such a program is the Venice

myth that an environmental [})eus "waters

PREPARATION OF SCIENCE

It is challenging to leach science well both in
must teachers have a strong, broad back-

flair for the discipline. And as more information is added to the body of science, the task

An increasing number of opportunities for teachers and students to
conduct investigative science are available through electronic networks [inked through the world wide web.

F~,rmall.v established in 19{~7. UCLA’s
Institute af the Enviromnent grew out of the
need for a callll)tl5 tlllit dedicated to facilitz~tit~ connevtions among the immv different
ami divergem fields re!evant to ~[~mmmental research and teaching, kndersta~ding t}le
eia~ romnent requires inquit) that transceml>
discipiine-~pecific approaches, g’hereas
most university-based enxiroumental programs are affiliated primarily with a single
department or school, the loE is an
aulonomous unit that works campus-wide to
add new dimensions to enviromnent-related
l’esearch, teaching, an0 community ot~tt’each,

The IoE brings Iogmber UCLA’s diverse environment-related programs, providing coordinaIion and integration, and making such p,’ograms more visible and effective on (~ampus.
as well as in the broader community.
THE IOE’S OBJECTIVES ARE:
¯ To develop multhiisciplinary academic
plograms that address the full breadth of
enviromnental issues facing today’s society:
¯ To stimulate innovative and imegrative
inlerdiscip[imuT l-eseal’CbOll local, regi~maI.
and global environmental processes: and

* To use collaborative problem-solving to
strenglJle~l UCLXs effectiveness in serving
the c,mmmnity.

loE faeuhv de~eloped the first yea~’lo~g
cluster course~Environment 1A. "’The
Global gnvironinent: -k Multidiaciplimtry
Perspective"~whic ~ had its debut in the
1997-98 academic year.
" The IoE is developing e~vironment~d
minors in six areas of conce~atration:
engineering, life sciences, physical
>cienc.es, public beahh, public policy.
social sciences.
¯ In coming years, the IoE will initiate interdisciplinmT graduate programs spanning a
wide range of environmeutal topics.

.~dditionallv. UCLXs .Stunt" Ranch Natural
t{eserve provides access to natnral
labm’atorv seltings in the nearbv Santa
DISCOVERY-BASED LEARNIN@
}{onica Mountains, and the Marine Science
Center’s research vessel. "’Sea
To ~q,}mn(’e the educational experience for
k(~l~.k stu(lents at all levels and in many UCLA.’" enables students to collect data at
sites in the Santa Monica Bay, Channel
fields, the [oE has the goal of incorpnrating
Islands. and Southern California Bight. The
en~iromnental issues into eveU aspect of
loE encourages students to supplement
learning,
classroom study bv participating in field
¯ The loE played a ma.jor role in research throughout the Los Angeles area.
gaining bands-on insights into air. land. and
impleme~ting a comprehensive overhaul
,,f lbe gemwa[ education curriculum in water issues at’i~cting Southern California
and beyond.
[~C[,,~’s College of Letters and Science.

°"I~stitute of the~
Environment

Corffcu[um ]
Committee

: Executive I
Committee

Research
ConsorL’~um

from NASA to ’r~ate an

})~ bringh~gt{~gether~’ampuss(’ho}arsusweJl
a~ experts from l,~cul governmeul and businesses. These broad-based investigation,s
seek practivuluns~erstocomplexque>fi*ms
about preserving natural resourve~. ~hile
still providing set, ires lor the community,
They also presenl valuable opp,~rlunities for

a~,~rv {[~[{l{[.) at L
Offering slate-of-the-art
{mage-pro~’essin~ and
pulati(mai services, the
EI{I~I. wil! support reseurchers involved in
fl~e growin~ field of envirmnnental obserration from spa{’e,

research sectors: humm~ water use. coastal
water quality’, land use, regional meteorolo~’, and regional air quality. Wi~h funding

students t~ learn in the context ,~t’disvove~=’.

¯ The Lower Malibu Creek and Malibu
Lagoon Resource Enham’ement aml

¯ Our landmark Watershed project inte-

Management Project is collecting data

grates the meleorology, hydrology. ~’hem-

about the ~:omplex physical pro~:esses
occurring in the largest watershed fl~at
draius into Santa Monica Bay. The aim is

diagnostics to help improve how well lhev
pe~rm. The slatistieal proc~edures being

to identitY" strategies for preserving and
restoring these vital and irreplaceable

pm~ because ~hev are embedded of a broad

isu~, bioloD’, and voastal oceanography of
the Los Angeles basin to address a host of
issues related to water quality, availabilitv,
and management,
. The ()LOBE ~{;lobal Observations to
Benefit the Environmentl project brings
together faculty fi’om tbe graduate Scbool

coastal resources,
¯ Over the past several years, researchers at

from the NSF. statistical tools are being
developed to assess uncertainties in these
computer models and provide statistical

developed also have wider applicability
strate~ for how to evaluate computer sireulation models in a number of fields.

lhe IoE in the natural and social sciences

¯ Suppo~ from the California Sea Gram
College System is enabling loE

have been deveh~ping computer models

researchers to design the first Model of the

teachers lead students through scientific
exercises, using actual instruments to

thai characlerize various aspen’Is of
human-climate interactions in the Los
Angeles Basin. One central theme has
been lhe urban water cycle, which se~’es

Southern Cali[brnia Coastal Ocean eapuhie of resolving three-dimensional eireulation patterns and integrating lhe most[

record and interpret meteorological data.

as an integrating melaphor linking five

of Education and Information Stndies and
the Departments ~fl" Atmospheric Seiem’es.
Biology and Oeography to help local K-t2

important features of biogeoehemical and
purti,tulate dynamics.

Statistical Models project extends existing

[lll’l)a.nce crl,~ariance matrices allmving for

atmospheric research. The center will

working scientists. The goal is to assist in

latent ~ariables. Xt the end of the project,
there will b~~ softwar~~ a~ailable for the

lidar obset~’ations {a technique, simS]at

the process hv which scientists t~ to generalize their tindin~s from "’,’a,e studi~F"

radar., that employs pulsed laser light

techniques ~,,~i,~ dm~’l,~ped that will mn

instead ~ff mierowaxesl to infm’m

or other special purpose imt~stigations,

m~ a mm~her r~f different plalforms,

air quality forecasts.

difficult to km)~ whethm" lhe findin~b

I£n~irmm,~nlat .ks~e~snlent Labofat~,’v

climate change by examining relationship~

apply to s~ltings differenl from tim ,nes
actnallv ~tudied. Since much of the

and (;~,~graphical lnfm’mation Sx’sl~m
~[/I~AIJGI5~ that ~ill he accessible t~n

amm~g lhe atmosphere, land surface~.

research umletlaken })v the I~)E is based in
Southern California. the new statistical

campus as well as ,m the [nternet. The

tools ma} h~dp to indicate which finding

nets. a~d t}w pu!)lic ~ilh access to one of

only apply locally and which may have
broader implications. The extensim~ of sta-

the largest and most diverse environmental
databases for a major urban atrea.

The Institute has established a new web site.
Our activities are routinely updated on the

¯ The loK is eollaimrating with Ihe Los
Alamos National Laboratory to establish a

site. and we announce events and other

tistical multiDvel models include: 13 multiple response variables. 2~ non-linear

I{I{AIJGIS will provide scienlists, plan-

"What is unique about the Institute of the Environment as an
en~ronmentat program is its interdisciptinaq breadth. It encompasses

art o~ the major academic fields on a major universitg campus. Other
univer~itg-based programs t~nd to focus on a singte discipline, like
engineering or agdcutture. The IoE is broadIg interdisdptinaq to the

same ~xtent that our sode~ is."

oceans, anti

biogeoehemiealcveles.

HOW TO REACH

activities of interest to those concerned about
the environment. Contact us through our

site and sign our Guestbook. g~ welcome
your feedback.
[nstitule of the Environmenl
University of California, Los kngeles
1652 Mira Hershey Hall
Los Angeles. CA 90095-1496

Richard P. Turco, Ph.O.
Founding Dire~or, Ins~tute of the Environment

Professor of AtmospheNc Sciences

Phon~: 310-825-5008
~Veb site: http//w~.ioe.ucla.edu

WASTEWATER TREATMENT

purt~. 5*’i~ntit’i~’ :u’;um,~lu> o~f~red b’, De*’,m~ber. 199~. two m(mth~ ~he~d (~f
1+ XCSI) +~te nmer t.~edible t++ the enx[t’on- final ennstruetion s~’hedule. The Cit~ and

gastex+aterarticle. The go+ Angeles County

ueixed u+mi]ict of interest. The savin~s ,>t

tlotet~ the DI)’["

sedintents tenla~tl, tln{l +~ill hutmt us l’oF +otne

tim~’touome,
c<mtai~ed it; lhe
The Bureau of Sanitatiott. City of Los
o~f
sediments
+kngeles l.ludy N~ilsou+ wrote to say they
~Vhite’s Point
may someday be
appreviated the "’.k’" they received t)3t" inland
r~’intt’~+du+.e+d int<~ plants, but believed tl~ev nmv deserve an "A’"
for the Hyperion ~astewater Treatment
the etivironment,
Plant. They ~:ited the dif{’iculti~+s associated
where they will dn additional damage.
Presently the DDTseditnentsare~’m+’red b~ ++ith its expansion+ and improvements,
sediment from the release ++f primaU +,fl]uincluding differences of opinion with regulaent. (2ontinued release of primary ef’l]ttent tory ~get~:ies al)out the design and method
for its expansion. The l{eport Card was a retmight keep the sedilnents covered and prevent their release. The {Y.S. EPA t’ec~>gnized mspe~+tive look at the ~astewater treatment
the need to prevent I)I)T ~’rom reentering the I>~ the Hyperion [)]ant sin<.e the Clean g~Ster
environment, l>ut felt the damage h’om pri- Act .~tlletlthllenls ill 1972. The grade xva+
mat~: ettluent was greater than the ri>k ot+ bused ,m the performance during this entire
DDT release. :~ cotnment i’t’<m~ Pro{’essor peri<+d, as opposed to more recent events,
Stensm+m. the author of this ut~itqe, i+ that
and the author stands behind this ~rade.
the +eientifit: merits o{+ both sides of the
However. there is a new stotx to tell
debate were never entirely tmderstood. This
with respe<’t to the Hyperion Plant. The
l’estJlted from ~t luck of’ a disinterested third pttmt began full secondary treatment in

1S in aceremonv attended by IS00 people.

The <’onstrut.tion of the plant is a tribute

tothe Citx. h ~s u"top 10"" plum in terms
its +ize. There are re++ plants larger in the
United States. The ntost outstanding aspect
of the Hyperion construction is the veO’ tight
cnnstruction s(:hedule, and the small area
occupied by the plant. The plant provides not
only for secondatw treatment, but anuernt+ic
sludge digestion and sludgedewatering. The
digesters produce methane gas which is
burned at the S<:atter Good Power statiou to
produce ele(:trieitv t}>r Hyperion at signifiaunt savings. Hyperion also provides approximatelv 20 million gallons per day of
reuluimed water [~>r the West Basin project.
and additional revlamation will occur in the
future. Hyperion nmv has the capacity to
treat the Citv+s wastewaters, including the
high tlows that occur in winter, as well as
low-flow diversions. ++hieh will pt’oteet
beaches in the summer.

W F T/A N D S

but it is probably tim largest plant in the
>maJleM Jam[ area of any plaut hi the ~orld.

Ma~bu Lagoon. UCLA has just completed
a study of the Malibu Creek ~Vatersh~d. led

llalhma ~etlm)d~. ~hhough there ha~

hv Professors Richard :kmbrose and

This result~ in pa~ [)eeause of the use of high

been little change to the wetland area at

purity oxygen for aeration, but mosth" from

Bailona XXetJamls. l[ltFe cm~tmues to be a

Orme. The study has improved our understanding-of the hydrology anti barrier beach

tale timing because there simply ~as m~t

the preservation am] r,~storation of the
wethmds. ~ {?{~a~itiol! of enxironmenta[

the evolutiou of the wetlands. The ~tudv also

groups continues
to protest the

[ug the resonrees t,f the watershed and provided preliminaU wetland restoration plans

p]zms for Plax a

and reeummendations for several areas in the

ondat~" plant.
[n the late 1970"s and early lt~{~{}’s, en~i-

Vista. n $7 billion residential

lagoon area. The recommendations will soon
be considered by the community. The

ueers rexiewed the uhl Hyperion Plant. the
requiremeuts fi~r the st,condarv treatment,

and commercial

Southern California g~tlands Clearinghouse

developmeut,

including sludge disposal, and ~aid that "it
can not be done." Now the City has dOlle it.

and especially

has given Malibu Lagoon a high priority
funding for restoration, so planning for

Hyperion may m~t he ti~e largest phmt.

ruom t’~r normal eonstructim~ practices, h
x+a~ ;.l[>.* r+e,’essa~ to keep the old seeom{atw
plant operating until it could be replaced bv
the first ctm~ph’ted porti.u of the new -ee-

aml we have to thank the City’s m,w team [’.r

the involvement of l)ream~’~,’ks. In summer
1908. a federal judge issued an injunctiou

accomplishing this great task.

that glopped

additional restoration in the area sh.u[d
begin soon.

work on a 16-aere [}eshwater

Hichae[ K. Stenstrom, Ph.D.

fresh,water runoff b~f~m~ it enters the salt

Richard F. Ambrose, Ph.D.
~rofessor. gnvironmental Health Scienees.

Professm’. Civil and
Envinmmental Engineering,

marsh, but no~ other cm~st~etion activities:

Directur. Envirunmental ~eience

marsh being cm~stuueled to reguhde and treal

Sehou[ of gugineering
and :~pplied Seiem’es

\

evahlated numerou~ alternatives for manag-

the ruling is being appealed. The plans fbr

Engineering Program,

the salt marsh restoration haw~ not vet been
released.

School of Public Health

AIR QUALITY
mt+t+it(>rit+~ ,+ffort tt+easut’in+~irtoxics expo-

lato~’ aetion+, pro+re+s wu+ made ott other
fronts:

Response received from the South
Coast Air Qu~ty ~lanageme~t District

st~’e to move than 5Q compounds: targeted
Tt~w~ HalI meetings to resolve chmnie nui-

.kccordiag to its opening /~tter f’rorn the’
Director. the Ins/itute’s first [~ep(~rl Card ~ts

~ente~l ~,:iehb,~’h(,>ds (such as lo~-inc,m~e
c~mmmnities ~t" ,’,~lm’): ~u~d enhancement of

naent to(>Is to provide (lecisiom-m~tkcrs ~ith

intended to "’document progress and regres-

Ne~-S~urce Review for~’aneerous and hazur(I,)t~s ~ir ,:onlamin~mts.

tial benefits and costs of alternative air

sion’" in fuur en~rir(~nmentu! ~reas. }t~,wever.
si~nifi(:ant strategk: a(ecomplishments were
omitted from b(~th the grading analvsi~ tuid

¯ Adoptiotl of l]tr-reaehing fugitive dust

the discussion of

controls, to address some of the worst
t~ne-partieulate pollution in the

our regi(m’s air
quality programs,
Taken together,
these new tools
quietly paved the
way fi~r increased
public

he:dth
benefits, continued reductions in ambient
emission levels, and improved cost-effective-

nation, inciudi~g measures to significantIv redu,’e suspeudcd road dust, which

move complete understanding of the potenquality solutions:
¯ ~larket act.cleration l~r a host of low-emission technologies and fuel svstems alex eloped through public-priv;~te partnerships
under the internationally recugnized
Te(:hn(*l(~gy Advancement program; and

comprises one-third of the ambient partit:les ~maller than 10 microns in (tiameter.
kno~n as P~ll0~strongly linked to respir~ttom’ disease and increased deaths. The
measures adopted required a eomprehensire approach tying together technical

¯ Improved dialog to clari~y e~breement prio~ities, highlight compliance issues, and
streamline working relationships among
regional, state, and federal bodies.

hess for air pollution control measures,
For example, unmentioned

rese:~rch and implementatioa among the

Finally. critical seedwm’k was taking place to

quality anicle were two benchmark accomplishments that ot:cu~ed in the year under

maintenance operations by local governments, and Southland agriculture,

air pollution. This key seedwork included

review, 1997:
¯ Early. rewards from the :~QMD

In additiun, that year also saw progress on
reducing emissions from solvents, petroleum

expansion of the region’s air monitoring network, practical demonstrations of waterborne
cleaners and low-emission paints, and

Governing Board’s Environmental

coke h~mdling, cestaurant (:hain-eharbroil-

impoflant research on diesel exhaust~later
declared as a toxic air(ontaminant and a sig-

Justice lnitiatiw~s, im:h~(ting initiation of

ers. b,,iIms ;uul water ~(~ale{’s. and refine~w

nificaot public health threat.

1.999"s air quality suvcesses ha~e
included heightened focus ,m ways Io mitigate
disproportio~mte impacts ~t poor air quaiity
~m childrm~ and those with pre-existing
health problems, and a landmark rule conm~llingemissions from arc’hired’rural vt~ttliugs.
a ~ignificant source of ozone-pre~’ursor emis~ions in the South Coast. Today’s action f~cus
xwmld rmt have been possible with<mr the
active public and small-business feedhack
s+>licited ,+xer the past two ~ears.
Sonthern Californians (’an measure their
progress in the war on smo~ by comparing
1977"s 121 Stage 1 smog episodes to the single epis~,(le in 1997. And though El Nin,~
showers helped our air that year: so did dillgent effo~s that may have escaped the allenlion of the Institute. The prospect fi)r the
future is blue ~kv bv the time that federally
~nandated clean air standards are t~ be
achieved,
BarD R. Watterstein, D. Env.
Executive Officer. South Coast AQMD

Response to SCAQMD

surged t0 12. ~hether this represents a
shot,-term setback, or the beginning of a
kX> x~el(’ome the SCAQMD’s response us part reversal in the long-term decline in oz~me.
will only be revealed over time. ~) intend to
ot an open dialogue voncerning critical emiroomental issues (’onf’rontin~ the ~’egi,m. revisit tim District’s Air Quality Management
Hinderer. (at from ~’miewing malv a sinzle Plans. and the status of air quality in
x ear. 1997. as slated by the District. the Air Southern California. no later than the 2003
Quality artivle in the 1908 Report Card pro- Report Card. At that time. the additional
vided a much larger perspet’tive ,,n the 50 years of air mtmitoring data will tell us
~ ear ef’fo~ t~ reduce +tit pollution in SOtlthet’n whether the District’s rosy projectitms were
Californin. XX ill+in that [urger framework it justified.
was not p,~ssible to List every recent ac(:ompiishmem of the local air pollution agency. A~hur M. Winer, Ph.D.
although most of its major achievements Prot~ssor, Environmental Health Sciences.
were cited. Clearly. many o[ the recent pro- Environmental Science and
jeers listed in the District’s response to our
Engineering Program,
article are laudable and, in several ca~es.
School of Public Health
hmg overdue. Nexertheless. it remains
unclear whether the present overall efforts by
the Dislri(.l will in ~ct produce "’blue skies"
in the next decade, as promised in their letter. Fro" example, while taking credit t~)r there
bein~ m~lv a single Stage [ ozone alert in
1997. lhe l)is~rict’s letter fails to mention
~]tal i~ I()O~ ihe munl)er ~t" Stage [ ulerls

1999 Southern California
Environmental Report Card
UCLA Institute of the Environment
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INTRODUCTION
Pollution of Malibu Creek and Malibu Lagoon has been causing concern for many years. In the late
197(, ) s. an areawide plan for the South Coast area of California listed urban runoff, rural runoff.
agricultural activities, recreational activities, septic tank systems, and unsewered communities as
potential non-point sources of pollutants.
Nearly 20 years later these same sources are still a concern. The State of California. in its ! 994
Water Quality Assessment, identified Malibu Lagoon, Malibu Creek and two of its tributaries, and
several lakes in the Malibu Creek watershed as water bodies with at least some degree of water
quality impairment. The assessment also identified "non-point" sources -- sources such as overland
storm runoff or seepage, which carry, pollutants to the stream system via diffuse pathways -- as a
major part of the problem. In addition, the use of imported water has greatly increased summer
flows in the last 30 years.
Recognizing the problems, theResource Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains
(formerly theTopanga-Las Virgenes Resource Conservation District) sponsored development of a
natural resources plan for the watershed, with emphasis on water quality and quantity. The plan was
prepared by the Natural Resources Conservation Service.

It was clear from the outset that a great many groups and individuals would be involved in the
planning process. The RCD joined with the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Program to coordinate
the efforts of the interested parties. Because of the diversity of viewpoints and concerns, a formal
mediation effort was undertaken. That effort has led to a more widespread awareness of the connection between land use activities throughout the watershed and water quality in the creeks and lagoon.
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The participants also developed a list of action goals. Some of these are addressed in the natural
resources plan. Others are being pursued in other ways.
The plan:
1. Identities and describes local water quality and quantity problems, including alteration of the
flow regime.
2. Evaluates and compares treatments to reduce the water quality problems linked to surface runoff.
3. Identifies possible implementation strategies and funding sources.
The complexities of the Malibu Creek watershed, the current level of understanding, and the differing points of view of interest groups means that there is no single combination of broadly applicable
treatment options. Each site needs to have specific treatments designed for its particular conditions.
The information and ideas in the plan will assist local leaders and land users in their efforts to improve water quality.
This report is a brief summary of the information in the natural resources plan. Copies of the complete plan may be obtained by contacting the RCD of the Santa Monica Mountains.
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SETTING
The Malibu Creek Watershed is located about 35 miles west of
Los Angeles. The creek and its tributaries drain a 109-squaremile area of the Santa Monica Mountains and adjacent Simi Hills.
Approximately two-thirds of the watershed is in Los Angeles
Count,, and the rest is in Ventura Countv.

\

Ve,,tura Cou,uw
Los Angeles

Malibu Creek drains into Malibu Lagoon and from there into
Project Area
Santa Monica Bav. Santa Monica Bay is one of three estuaries in
California currently in the National Estuary Program. The program is an interagency effort administered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Its purpose is to protect and improve coastal water quality.
Malibu Creek ~atershed
Natural Resource Plan
Los Aszgeles and Ventura Counties.

2. 2~

=-7/~’--,
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Malibu Beach is internationally known for its prime surfing conditions and is a popular destination for
beachgoers and vacationers. The beach is part of the highly valued recreation area along the Santa
Monica Bay coastline. Malibu Lagoon State Beach is located at the outlet of the lagoon.
Malibu Lagoon provides valuable estuatine habitat. It also serves as an outdoor classroom and offers
many recreational opportunities. It is
one of the few lagoon-type estuaries
draining into Santa Monica Bay.
The lagoon’s outlet to the ocean is
closed off most of the year by a sand
and gravel bar. It opens only when
large storm flows come down the
creek or when smaller or continuous
flow’s cause the lagoon to overflow.
The bar is often breached mechanically when there has been an extended period of low flow. The
currents in the bay rebuild the bar
after only a few weeks.
Sand and Gravel Bar
Two major highways cross the watershed: the Ventura Freeway (U.S. 101) and the Pacific Coast Highway (State Highway 1). More than 150.000 people commute along the Highway 101 corridor each day,
and anolher 20,000 use the Pacific Coast Highway and the Malibu Canyon-Mulholland Highway corridors. The 1990 population within the watershed was about 90,000. Over 40 percent of the work force
holds high-end white collar jobs, such as executive or professional specialty jobs. Forty percent of the
housing in the watershed in 1990 was constructed after t980.
The watershed consists of a number of subwatersheds. Land use and related resource issues vary significantly flom one subwatershed to another. The subwatersheds are described later in this report.

4
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LAND OWNERSHIP AND USE
Evidence indicates that the Malibu coast has been inhabited bv humans for more than 10.000 years.
Within recent history, grazing was the predominant land use in the watershed. Modern expansion of the
Los Angeles metropolitan area and consequent development pressures have significantly reduced grazing and increased recreational activities and urban development in the watershed.
The watershed is located near a major metropolitan area, yet
includes large areas of open space. Despite the extensive
urbanization, large areas remain undeveloped in the upper
watershed. A significant portion of the 69,900-acre watershed
is in public ownership, including 6,700 acres in the Santa
Monica Mountains National Recreation Area and 8.500 acres
owned by the State Department of Parks and Recreation. The
numerous parklands provide opportunities for hiking, mountain
biking, fishing, horseback riding, camping, bird watching, and
other outdoor activities.

Land Use
Acres
Orchards
30
Pasture
1,520
Field Crops
260
Confined Animals 320
Urban
8,310
Rural Residental
2,800
Natural Areas
55,300
Golf Courses
540
Water
450
Other
380
Total
69,910

Recent development has resulted in the conversion of large blocks of middle and upper watershed open
space to urban landscape. The cities of Malibu, Calabasas, Agoura Hills, Westlake Village, and Thousand Oaks lie partly or entirely within the watershed. All have expanded significantly in population
since the !990 census. Several additional large subdivision projects have been proposed and are now
pending before the Ventura and Los Angeles County Planning Commissions. The city of Malibu lies
along Santa Monica Bay at the outlet of Malibu Creek.
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PLANT COMMUNITIES AND WILDLIFE
Over 60() native species and 200 introduced species of plants are known to exist in the watershed. The
predominant habitat types include coastal oak woodland, mixed chapanal, coastal scrub, coastal salt
marsh, and annual grassland, with inchisions of riparian and other habitat types.

The watershed supports an abundant and diverse wildlife community, which reflects the diversity of the
vegetative communities. More than 450 species occur, including 50 mammals, 384 birds, and 36 reptiles and amphibians. The wildlife populations are unique in their proximity to one of the largest urban
areas in the United States.

Fish species include the southern steelhead, tidewater goby, and arroyo chub. Non-native fish
include goldfish, largemouth bass, and bluegill.
The steelhead run in Malibu Creek is the southernmost documented run in the United States.

Tidewater Goby

At the time the natura! resource plan was published, one plant, one fish, and nine bird species that are
permanent or seasonal residents in the watershed were federally listed as threatened or endangered.
Nineteen additional state-listed species may occur there. A number of additional species are candidates
for listing. The tidewater goby. the federally listed endangered fish. had ceased to exist in Malibu
Lagoon. but was reintroduced in 1991 bv the Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica
Mountains. The goby is found only in coastal, brackish water habitats. The Malibu Creek population of
the Southern Calitbrnia stee[head has been included in a recent addition to the federal list of endangered
species.

6
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CULTURAL RESOURCES
The Santa Monica Mountains ha\e one of the
highest densities of" archaeologicaI sites of any
mountain range in the world. The National Park
Service estimates that there may be over 300 sites
within the watershed. There are at least two
Chumash pictograph sites, and more are likely.
These are of extreme public interest, yet are religious and sacred sites for Native Americans. Other
sites include sacred sites, bedrock mortar site~,
villages, middens, and burial sites.

a’.a,-~

b. ~4~.~’~

d.

-/’4"4"
g.~./

e~,,~,~_ f.

~_~- ~’~.7
Aquatic designs from nine sites in
the Chumash country
a. Purisimeno; b. Ynezeno;
c. Cuyama; d. Canalino;

e. Ventureno; f, Emigdiano

FIRE IN THE WATERSHED
Fire is one of the natural processes in the local ecosystem. Nearly all areas in the watershed have
burned at least once since 1925. and a substantial portion has burned three or four times. The most
recent fire was the Old Topanga fire of November, 1993. Human encroachment into fire-prone areas
requires fire management planning that recognizes the reality of the fire regime.
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THE WATERSHED ECOSYSTEM
The development in the watershed has stressed
and chan~,ed ecosystems. Buildin~,s pavement,
lawns, and highways have replaced natural
habitats. Imported water has allowed humans
to increase their population beyond the
watershed’s natural sustainability. Increased
stream flows have changed riparian and aquatic
systems. Even though the increased flows are
thought to benefit steelhead, they may also have
adverse effects, such as elevated water temperatures caused by discharges, non-continuous
stream flows, and water quality impacts.

IMPAIRED WATER QUALITY
Beneficial uses of the waters of the Malibu Creek Watershed, and especially those of the lagoon, are
being threatened bv accelerated sedimentation, runoff, salinity fluctuations, nutrients, and harmful
bacteria. For example, coliform levels in the Malibu area stream system often reach concentrations
higher than recommended for contact recreation, a designated beneficial use for the creek. The State
Water Resources Control Board has identified eight water bodies in the watershed as impaired (not
meeting standards} or suffering intermediate impairment (not meeting standards on some occasions t.
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Impaired Water Bodies
las listed in the 1994 State Water Quality Assessment)
Malibu Lagoon

Twenty-nine acres, impaired:
eutrophication, threat of recreational impacts, and fish kills.

Malibu Creek

Six miles, intermediate impairment, and three miles, impaired:
fish population decline, spawning impairment, and sedimentation.

Lake Eleanor

Eight acres, intermediate impairment, eutrophication and urban runoff.

Malibou Eake

Fii-ty-five acres, intermediate impairment;
elevated fish tissue levels, suspected eutrophication, and sedimentation.

Lake Sherwood

One-hundred-eighty-four acres, intermediate impairment:
suspected elevated fish tissue levels.

Westlake Lake

One-hundred-fifty-six acres, intermediate impairment:
suspected elevated fish tissue levels and eutrophication.

Triunfo Canyon

Seven miles, intermediate impairment:
suspected sedimentation.

Lake Lindero

Fourteen acres, intermediate impairment:
elevated fish tissue levels.

9
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LAND MANAGEMENT TO IMPROVE WATER QUALITY
Water quality problems in this watershed are heavily influenced by land use acti\-i~ics. Ihc~c are
opportunities to reduce non-point source pollution by improving land management ~’jIll{ ~I’I[’s’ Appropriate treatments vary. depending upon the land use.
Confined animal facilities. These create a major problem in the collection, m,~,~’.-:’cment"
and disposal of waste products from the animals. Proximity to water bodies is ai~,, often a
problem.
Confined animal facilities are usually sparsely vegetated because large numbc~* ,’f animals or
large animals in a small area remove or trample the plant material. Nutrients lr,’m manure
deposited on the ground su~ace in these areas will not only leach into the grotm,i\~ alcr but
will also be transported offsite by wind and water, along with the manure and >,,~i Imnicles.
The problem is even greater where the confinement area includes part of the cr,’,’X system.
An example of a conservation system to reduce nutrients, sediment, and runott ’.,’a\ ttm a
confined animal facility might include the following practices: a waste mana~t,’m,’ut system.
waste utilization, roof runoff management, filter strips, and critical area pla ~lim:
¯

Single-family residential areas. Residential streets are deposition and " ’ :’ ’.
pollutants such as nutrients, sediments, dust, hydrocarbons and coolant from \ c!::,!es, and
yard and pet wastes. These materials need to be removed from streets before ~-a~-:L~ I carries
them into the storm sewer systern. This requires an effective street cleaning lw<
Nutrient use on lawns and landscaping is estimated to be two to three times the
needed tk~r growth. This is often due to lack of information. Water use in 1-esid,’::uat areas is
also excessive for the same reason. The excess water and nutrients are either dc,:\ered
directly into the storm drain system and the creeks or into the local ground \val,’: .-,,dies.
Reductions in nutrient and water use through better management and educalion .-:~ be cost
effective for the land owner.

lO
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An example of a conservation system to reduce erosion, sediment and runoff from roads, and
nutrients, sediment, and excess water leaving horse paddocks, lawns, and other landscaped areas
migh~ include the following: better road planning ,critical area planting, filter strips, a waste
management system, waste transfer, residential street waste management, irrigation water management, nutrient management, and sediment basins.
¯

Spaced rural residential
areas. This is a land use
designation where the parcels
may include a large house,
landscaped ground, a horse
paddock, and home orchards
which are not associated with
an agricultural operation.
Horse paddocks averaging a
half acre or more are common
Spaced Rural Residential
in the spaced rural residential
areas. Water and nutrient use on lawns and landscaping is similar to that in single-family residential areas. The system of practices described for single-family residential areas could also be
used in the spaced rural residential areas to reduce erosion, sedimentation, nutrients, and excess
fresh water.
Horse paddock improvements could include distancing the paddock from streams and watercourses, controlling water from upslope areas and roofs, leaving cover on the soil surface, animal
waste management and storage, and sediment control.

¯

Natural areas, rural parks, and landfills. Erosion from roads and trails in the natural areas of
~he watershed has been identified as a source of most of the sediment from land in this use.
Similar ra~es are associated w~th roads and trails in the parks, and with landfills.
An example of a conservation system to reduce erosion and sediment caused bv runoff from
roads and other disturbed areas such as landfills might include the following practices: better
road planning {including retirement of unnecessary roads and trails), critical area planting,
sediment basins, and a program of prescribed burning.
11
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SUBWATERSHEDS
The Malibu Creek Watershed includes eight subwatersheds that contribute to the flow and quality of
water in Malibu Creek. Each subwatershed can be viewed with its own land use and resource issues,
revealing how it affects the whole watershed’s ecosystem. The following pages provide an overview of
each subwatershed with its land use. water quality issues, and the types of treatment that would be most
usetui in reducing pollution from non-point sources.

12
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SUBWATERSHED OVERVIEW
Located in the far west portion of the Malibu ....
Creek watershed, the 10,975-acre Hidden Valley
subwatershed has an approximate population of
1.200 (Census 1990). The subwatershed is
predominately natural areas with a large acreage
of pasture for the raising of livestock. A 2olf
course is located adjacent to Lake Sherwood
which is the outlet of the subwatershed. The
majority of the residential area is situated around
Lake Sherwood. Most of the existing buildup in
the subwatershed occured prior to 1980.

\~
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T .........
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LAND USE
POTENTIAL TREATMENT
10

ii

e,
....

~]

_
I ~
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WATER QUALITY ISSUES

For Rural Land Uses:
Filter Strips
Waste Management Systems
Waste Utilization
Livestock Exclusion
Pasture and Hayland Management
Fencing
Irrigation Water Management
Nutrient Management
For Urban Land Uses:
Nutrient Management
Irrigation Water Management

Major Water Body: Lake Sherwood
Possible Concerns: High levels of nutrients causing
increased algae growth in lake
Possible Sources: Fertilizers, animal wastes, wildlife
wastes

Designated Beneficial Uses: Municipal water use,
water contact recreation*, non-contact water recreation*, warm freshwater habitat*, groundwater recharge, navigation*, wildlife habitat
* may be affected by the possible concerns
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SUBWATERSHED OVERVIEW
The -, ~’,-~-acre Westlake subwatershed contains the
,~I,c, ,,I Thousand Oaks and Westlake Village. This
,u~,,, .act,bed is predominantly natural and urban areas.
Mu, ’:, ,~’ the residential area is situated around the 157acre \~. c,tlake Lake.

LAND USE
POTENTIAL TREATMENT

W~ SU~N

4~

For Urban Land Uses:
Lawns. Golf courses, etc.
Nutrient Management
Irri~ation~ Water Management

3.5

~

2.si~

i~

1~2’~|
05--

~

~
=~.m~m. ~u~ ~
u~o us~

Stormwater Runoff
Constructed Wetlands
Filters
Detention Basins

IN ~
~a¢~o~ ~

WATER QUALITY ISSUES
Major Water Body: Westlake Lake
Possible Concerns: Eutrophication impairment, high
coliform bacteria levels have been recorded
Possible Sources: Fertilizers. urban runoff, wildlife
wastes
Designated Beneficial Uses: Municipal and domestic
supply~, water contact recreation*, non-contact water
recreation*, warm freshwater habitat*, groundwater
recharge~:, navigation*, wildlife habitat
* may be affected by the possible concerns
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SUBWATERSHED OVERVIEW
The Lindero Canyon subwatershed consists of
2,463 acres about equally divided between residential and natural areas. Golf courses occupy 138
acres of the subwatershed. Much of the development took place in the 1980s. The outlet for this
subwatershed is the 14-acre Lake Lindero. As with
subwaterhseds 1 and 2. much of the residential area
is located around the lake with more residential
acreage adjacent to the golf course in the northern
part of the subwatershed.

LAND USE
POTENTIAL TR EATM ENT
1,3
1,2 __~

g ~"

~

1.1
0.~1 ~
0.8 -o.~
o.~
0.4 ~
0.a
0.2
i
o.1
~I
~,~=~

~

~[_ ~]
~~~I

For Urban Land Uses:
Irri,,ation~ Water Mana2ement~
Constructed Wetlands
Filters
Detention Basins
Access Roads
Critical ~ea Planting
Sediment Basins

For Natural Areas:

WATER QUALITY ISSUES

Road Retirement
Critical Area Planting

Streambank Restoration

Major Water Bodies: L~e Lindero. Lindero Creek

Possible Concerns: High levels of coliform bacteria.
sediment deposition
Possible Sources: Urban runoff, wildlife wastes
Designated Beneficial Uses: Municipal and domestic
supply*, contact and non-contact water recreation*, warm
freshwater habitat, wildlife habitat
*may be affected by the possible concerns
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SUBWATERSHED OVERVIEW
Located in the northern end of the Malibu Creek
watershed, the Palo Comado subwatershed
consists of 9.360 acres of mostly natural area with
a large spnnkling of residential area and confined
horse facilities. The majority of the population of
this subuatershed lives in the City of Agoura
Hills. The natural areas (6.958 acres) are in good
condition and do not appear to have major
problems.

\

/
o....o

/

LAND USE
WATER QUALITY ISSUES
Major Water Bodies: Medea Creek, Palo Comado
Creek
Possible Concerns: Nutrients and bacteria in
creeks
Possible Sources: Urban runoff, confined animal
waste, wildlife wastes
natural area

urban

Designated Beneficial Uses:
Upper Medea Creek: Existing uses - wildlife
habitat, rare and endangered species habitat,
wetlands habitat: Potential uses - municipal
and domestic supply*, cold freshwater habitat:
Intermittent uses - groundwater recharge*.
contact and non-contact water recreation*.
warm freshwater habitat

POTENTIAL T REATM E NT
For Urban Land Uses:
Lawns, Golf Courses. etc.
Filter Strips
Irrigation Water Management
Nutrient Management
Stormwater Runoff
Constructed Wetlands
Filters
Detention Basins

Lower Medea Creek: Existing uses - contact
and non-contact water recreation*, warm
freshwater habitat, wildlife habitat, wetlands
habitat: Intermittent uses - municipal and
domestic supply*, groundwater recharge

For Confined Animal Land Uses:
Waste Management System
Waste Utilization
Waste Transfer
Livestock Exclusion
Fencing
Pasture and Hayland Management

As a tributary to Medea Creek, Palo Comado
Creek has the same beneficial uses as Medea
Creek.
*may be affected by the possible concerns
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SU BWATERSHED OVERVIEW
This 18,261-acre subwatershed is predominantly
natural area with residential area as the second
largest land use. There are also small amounts of
orchard, pasture, and field crop acreage. Over
30!) out of the total 3,766 households are on
septic systems. The residential areas are
scattered throughout the subwatershed as
opposed to being congregated in one area. The
outlet of this subwatershed is the confluence of
Las Virgenes and Malibu Creeks.

’~

~,~.
/

LAND USE
~ v~_.,~

POTENTIAL TREATMENT

la~
<’5~~

For Orchards, Lawns and Shrubs:
Filter Strips
Irrigation Water Mana.oement
Nutrient Management

li~[
~’~:~[
2
~u~,’~r,~[ ~-[~£o~1 ~u~ ~
t~O uS~

-

For Stormwater Runoff:
Constructed Wetlands
Filters
Detention Basins

I

WATER QUALITY ISSUES

For

Confined Animal Units:
Waste Management Systems
Waste Utilization
Livestock Exclusion
Fencing
Pasture and Hayland Management

Major Water Body: Las Virgenes Creek, Stokes
Creek
Possible Concerns: Intermittent high bacteria and
nutrient levels, low dissolved oxygen levels
Possible Sources: Runoff from natural areas.
wildlife, urban runoff, septic systems
Designated Beneficial Uses: Existing uses contact and non-contact water recreation*, warm
frteshwater habitat, wildlife habitat, wetland habitat,
rare and endangered species habitat: Potential uses cold freshwater habitat*, migration*, spawning*
* may be affected by the possible concerns.
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SUBWATERSHED OVERVIEW
The 11,349-acre Triunfo Canvon~ subwatershed
contains 87 percent natural area, 9 percent residential area. 3 percent rural residential area. and l
percent ot the total area is comprised of confined
animal units. Much of the residential area is located
adjacent to Malibou Lake. which is the outlet of this
subwatershed. The confined animal units appear to
be concentrated along Triunfo Canvon and lower
Medea Creek. There are 625 homes on septic
systems in the subwatershed.
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LAND USE
WATER QUALITY ISSUES
~o ’- -7~:"
~ :~:

Ma or Water Bodies: Malibou Lake. Triunfo
Creek. lower Medea Creek
Possible Concerns: Suspected sedimentation in
Triuntb Creek. suspected eutrophication and
sedimentation in Malibou Lake.

o "-~==

,~,.~,~,=~

?d , --z.::___

~eo~ ~o,,:o.,.~ ~.,. : ~
~.~DUSE

:

Possible Sources: Roads. streambanks, septic
sysyems, confined animal units, fertilizers, runoff
from upstream subwatershed
Designated Beneficial Uses:
Tnufo Creek - Existing use - wildlife habitat:
Intermittent uses - contact and noncontact
water recreation*, warm freshwater habitat:
Potential use - municipal and domestic supply

POTENTIAL TREATMENT
For Rural Land Uses:
Access Road Improvements
Critical Area Planting
Sediment Basins
Filter Strips
Irrigation Water Management
Nutrient Management

Malibou Lake: Existing uses - contact and
noncontact water recreation*, warm freshwater
habitat*, wildlife habitat, wetrlands habitat.
rare and endangered species habitat*, navigation*: Potential use - municipal and domestic
supply*

For Confined Animal Units:
Waste Management Systems
Waste Utilization
Livestock Exclusion
Pasture and Hayland Management
Fencing
Filter Strips

Lower Medea Creek: Existing uses - contact
and noncontact water recreation, warm freshwater habitat, wildlife habitat, wetland habitat:
Intermittent uses - municipal and domestic
supply, groundwater recharge
* may be affected by the possible concerns
18
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SUBWATERSHED OVERVIEW
The ~.2 ~5-acre Cold Creek subwatershed
con,~,t, mostly of natural area with scattered
rural re,~dences on private septic systems and
34 acre, of confined animal units concentrated
in the lov, er portion of the subwatershed. The
outlc! o! this subwatershed is the confluence of
Cold and Malibu Creeks.
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LAND USE
POTENTIAL TREATMENT
4~

For Rural Land Uses:
Filter Strips
Irrigation Water Management
Nutrient Management
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WATER QUALITY ISSUES
Major Water Body: Cold Creek

I

For Confined Animal Units:
Waste Management System
Waste Utilization
Waste Transfer
Filter Strips
Livestock Exclusion
Hayland Management
Fencing

Pasture and

Possible Sources: Runoff from natural areas, wildlife
wastes, septic systems, confined animal units, fertilizers
Designated Beneficial Uses: Existing uses - contact and
non-contact water recreation*, warm freshwater habitat,
cold freshwater habitat, wildlife habitat, mitigation,
spawning, wetlands habitat, rare and endangered species
habitat; Potential uses - municipal and domestic supply*
*may be affected by the possible concerns
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SUBWATERSHED OVERVIEW
The Malibu Creek subwatershed is the southernmost ....
subwatershed for the Malibu Creek Watershed and
ends at Malibu Lagoon by the City of Malibu. A full
93 percent of the subwatershed is natural area, with 3
percent rural residences and 2 percent urban area.
There are also small acreages of confined animal
units and golf courses. This subwatershed contains
the Tapia Treatment Plant and Rindge Dam.
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LAND USE
POTENTIAL TREATMENT
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WATER QUALITY ISSUES
Major Water Bodies: Malibu Creek, Century
Reservoir
Possible Concerns: High nutrient and bacteria
levels, fish population decline, spawning impairment, and sedimentation
Possible Sources: Urban runoff, septic systems,
wildlife, runoff from natural areas, fertilizers,
confined animal units, erosion from roads

For Rural Land Uses:
Access Road Improvement
Critical Area Planting
Sediment Basin
Filter Strip
Irrigation Water Management
Nutrient Management
For Confined Animal Units:
Waste Management System

Waste Utilization

Waste Transfer
Livestock Exclusion
Fencing
Filter Strip
For Stormwater Runoff:
Filter Strips
Detension Basins
Constructed Wetlands

Designated Beneficial Uses: Existing uses - contact
and non-contact water recreation*, warm freshwater
habitat*, cold freshwater habitat*, wildlife habitat,
migration*, spawning*, wetland habitat, rare and
endangered species habitat: Potential uses - municipal and domestic supply*
* may be affected by possible concerns
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The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in its programs on the basis of race,
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Compliments of the Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains. For further information
call 310-455-1030.
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STATE OF THE WATERSHED - Report on Surface Water Quali~
The San Gabriel River Watershed

June 2000
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California Regional Water Quality. Control Board @
Los Angeles Region
Winston H. Hickox

Gray. Davis

320 W. 4lh Street. Sm~e 2’,(, Los Angeles. CA 90013
Phone (213) 576-~o0!) FAX (213) 576-6640

.5~ecretarr.for
Environmental

TO:

San Gabriel River Watershed Stakeholders

FROM:

Shirlev BirosikWatershed Coordinator
LOS ANGELES REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

DATE:

June 29. 2000

SUBJECT:

SAN GABRIEL RIVER STATE OF THE WATERSHED REPORT

Governor

The San Gabriel River has been one of this year’s targeted watersheds in our watershed management
permitting cycle. As it represents a major ~vatershed, we have prepared a State of the Watershed report
for the river. A draft cop5’ of this report was distributed in Mav for review and comments received on
the draft report have been incorporated into this final document to the extent possible.
The emphasis of the report is on a broad look at data from a number of surface water sampling programs
and general observations on surface water quali~’. Recommendations for more focused monitoring are
made. An overview of the watershed and its infrastructure is also given. Although termed a ~’final
report", the document will be updated at least ever3.,’ five years in line with our watershed permitting
c~clc.
The electronic version of the document contains a number of hyperlinks; some links are to websites and
some are to Excel files containing data and charts. This hardcopy contains a limited number of these
charts and none of the data from the spreadsheet files due to their very large size. These files may be
obtained electronically from this office by contacting myself at 213-576-6679 or
sbirosik(~,rb4.swrcb.ca.~ov.

Enclosure

California Environmental Protection Agency
~ Recycled Paper
()ur m~s.vt~rr ts to r, resera.e ~ncl enhance the quality of (",31tl~orma s water resources.lbr the benet~t ot ,~,resent ana’ tuture .~.enerattons
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Executive Summary
The San Gabriel River recei:es drainage
from a 689 square rrule area of eastern Los
t_os ~,ng~es co
\
Angeles County: its headwaters originate in
\
National Forest lands in the San Gabriet
"----,~._
Mountains. The watershed consists of
\
extensive areas of undisturbed riparian and
_
\
~
woodland habitats in its upper reaches.
"~ -~"-~-’~~
Much of the watershed of the West Fork and
East Fork of the river has been set aside by
./-7"-/°-~~-2,.._
the U.S. Congress as a wilderness area: other
areas (particularly’ the East Fork and lower
North Fork )in the upper watershed are
subject to heavv recreational use. The upper
watershed also contains a series of flood
control dams. Further downstream, toward
the rmddle of the watershed, are large
spreading grounds utilized for groundwater
recharge. The watershed is hydraulically connected to the Los Angeles R~ver through the Whittier Narrows
Reservmr (occurring mostly’ during high storm flows!. The lower part of the river flows through a
concrete-lined channel in a heavily’ urbanized portion of the count’,’ before becoming an soft bottom
channel cnce again near the ocean in the city.’ of Long Beach. Large electrical power poles line the ~iver
along the channelized portion and nurseries, small stable areas, and a large poultry farm are located in these
areas (CF,WQCB-LA Region, 2000).

II
-v~nt~,a
~.o

Water Quality Problems and

Issues

Existing Beneficial Uses designated in the watershed:
Estuam’
,4bore Estuam’ (various reaches~

Pollutants from dense clusters of
residential and commercial land uses
have impaired water quality in the
middle a~d lower watershed. Tertiautreated eff, quent from several sewage
treatment plants enters the river in its
middle reaches (which is partially
¯
channelized) while two power

Contact & noncontac~
water recreation
Industrial serx’ice supply
Protecuon of rare &

Cot, tact & noncontact

water recreauon

lndusmal servme supply
Protecnon of rare &

endangered species

endangered species

Wildlife habitat

Wildlife habitat

Marine habitat

Warm- & coldwater habitat

Spawning

Estuanne habitat

Navigation
Commercial & sportfishing

Spawning

Mumc~pal water supply
Groundwater recharge
Industrial process supply

generating stations discharge cooling
Minatory,
Agricultural supply
water intc the river’s estuary. The
watershec is also covered under the municipal storm water NPDES perrmt, Several landfills are also
located in the watershed.
Three reservoirs, which
Permitted discharges:
Significant Issues:
were constructed
primarily for flood control
¯
$1~ icing of resep,’o~rs
¯
Nine ma!or NPDES dischargers
purposes, occur in the
¯
Pr~,tection of ~oundwater
POTWs)
uoper
part
of
the
rec barge areas
*
25 minor permits
¯

Trash

¯
¯

\Vatershed-wide monitoring
Mmmg, strearn,

rnoYificauons
¯
¯

..\mblent zox~clt;
Urban and storm water
rur, ofl’quaiity

¯

N,>~,pomt source loadings
from nurseries and horse

¯

Est~a~’ dy-namlcs

¯

Restoration of wetlands

watershed. Frequent

¯
39 discharges covered under general perm, its
removal of accumulated
¯
536 dischargers covered ,.ruder an ~ndusmal
sediments is necessary to
v, ater permit
maintain the flood control ¯ storm
170 dischargers co’,ered ,ander a construc~or
capacity’ of these
storm ’a ater ~erm~t
reservoirs. Some of the
removal methods previously used have had short-term water quality
impacts. Continued need for such maintenance could cause lon~er-ten’n
impacts tCR\VQCB-LA Region,
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1,~,IP.4IRMENTS.¯ The upper reaches of the river (in the Angeles National Forest) are heavily used for
recreational purposes and have been impacted from trash (303(d)-listed as an impairment), debris, and
habitat destruction. Various reaches of the river are on the 1998 303(d) list due to nitrogen and its effects,
trash, PCBs and pesticides, metals, and coliform (CRWQCB-LA Region. 2000).
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State of the Watershed
This document is primarily a report on surface water quality, in the San Gabriel River Watershed.
However, topics such as a physical description of the river and structures, ~vater resources and related
issues, groundwater agencies, and other broider topics are also included as needed. The reader may need
to consult other documents for more detailed descriptions of habitats, wildlife, and structures than this
document is meant to provide. This document xvill be updated in future watershed cycles.
Physical Description of River, Tributaries, and Structures
The San Gabrie! River receives drainage from a 689 square rmle area of eastern Los Angeles County and
has a main channel length of approximately 58 miles: its headwaters originate in the San Gabriel
Mountains with the East, West, and North Forks. The river empties to the Pacific Ocean at Los Angeles/
Orange Counties boundary in kong Beach. The main tributaries of the river are Big and Little Dalton
Wash, San Dimas Wash, Walnut Creek, San Jose Creek, Fullerton Creek, and Coyote Creek (LA County
DPW, 1994).
The Upper Watershed
The watershed consists of extensive areas of undisturbed riparian and woodland habitats in its upper
reaches, much of which is set aside as a wilderness area by the U.S. Congress. Other areas in the upper
watershed are subject to heavy recreational use. The upper watershed also contains a series of reservoirs
with flood control dams (Cogswell, San Gabriel, and Morris Darns, going downstream) (CRWQCB-LA
Region, 2000). Cogs~vell Dam (formerly San Gabriel Dam No. 2) is located 22 miles north of the city of
Azusa on the West Fork of the San Gabriel River. Construction of the dam ~vas begun in 1932 and was
completed in 1934. Its primary purposes are flood control and water conservation and it drains an area of
39.2 square miles. San Gabriel Dam (formerly San Gabriel Dam No. 1) is located 7.5 miles north of the city
of Azusa on the San Gabriel River. Construction of the dam was begun in 1932 and was completed in
1939. Its primary purposes are flood control and water conservation and it drains an area of 202.7 square
miles. Morris Dam is located 5 miles north of the city of Azusa on the San Gabriel River. Construction of
the dam was begun in 1932 and was completed in 1935. Its primary purpose is water consev,’ation and it
drains an area of 217 square miles (LA County DPW websites). There are a number of"beneficial uses"
designated for these reservoirs (as well as all the waters of this watershed) by the CRWQCB-LA Region;
see page 5 for further information.
Santa Fe Dam
The river flows out of the San Gabriel Canyon and into the San Gabriel Valley entering first the Santa Fe
Dam and spreading grounds. Santa Fe Dam and Reservoir is a flood control project constructed under the
authorization of the Flood Control Act of 1936 and operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los
Angeles District. Construction of the project started in 1941 and was completed in 1949 (USACE LA
District, Reservoir Regulation Section website).
The project is located on the San Gabriel River about 4 miles downstream from the mouth of the San
Gabriel Canyon. The Rio Hondo, a distributary of the San Gabriel River, branches from the river just
below Santa Fe Dam and flows westward to Whittier Narrows Reservoir. From Whittier Narrows
Reservoir, the San Gabriel River flows south to the Pacific Ocean, and the Rio Hondo flows southwestward
to the Los Angeles River (USACE LA District, Reservoir Regulation Section website).
Santa Fe Dam is an element of the Los Angeles County Drainage Area (LACDA) flood control system.
The primary purpose of Santa Fe Dam is to provide flood protection to downstream communities along the
San Gabriel River between the Santa Fe Dam and Whittier Narrows Dam, and, in conjunction with the
Whittier Narrows Darn, provide flood protection along the Rio Hondo Channel, the Los Angeles River, and
the San Gabriel River.. The second authorized purpose of the Santa Fe Dam is to provide recreation
opportunities. The Santa Fe basin also includes a Wildlife Management Area, a desi~,nated sensitive
habitat area. The flood control operation of Santa Fe Dam is also coordinated with ~e operation of other
Corps dams in the LACDA system, namely Whittier Narrows Dam. Hansen Dam and Sepulveda Dam.
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Although it has no authorized storage allocation for ~ atcr supply, its flood control operation provides
incidental water conservation benefits to the people of San Gabriel Valley and other parts of the Los
Angeles Basin (USACE LA District, Reservoir Regulation Section website and USACE LA District,
1998).
Santa Fe Dam contains sixteen hydraulically operated gates set to pass low flows and build a debris pool
during high inflows. Discharge rates within the debris pool range allows the Los Angeles County,
Department of Public Works to divert the flow to its spreading facilities, thereby enhancing water
conservation. Once the reservoir level reaches elevation 456 feet, flood control releases are initiated and the
flood pool is drained as rapidly as possible, consistent with the achievement of downstream flood control.
As soon as the flood pool is drained, releases are reduced so that LACDPW can resume water conservation
operation. (USACE LA District, Reservoir Regulation Section xvebsite).
The LACDPW has operated and maintained the Santa Fe Reservoir Spreading Grounds (SFRSG) since
1953 through an easement with the USACE. Stormwater and imported water diverted from the San Gabriel
River are spread in the area. The spreading grounds are east and west of the San Gabriel River and occupy
the northwest portion of the Santa Fe Reservoir. The SFRSG receives controlled releases from Morris
Dam: also receives seasonal local flows originating in San Gabriel Canyon and imported water releases
from the Upper San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District’s USG-3 outlet and from the San Gabriel
Valley Municipal Water District’s outlet to Beatty Channel (USACE - LA County DPW/Water
Conservation Division, 1995).
The spreading grounds recharge water to the Main San Gabriel Basin underlying the San Gabriel Valley.
The basin has an estimated storage capacity of 9.5 million acre-feet and is bounded by the San Gabriel
Mountains on the north, the Puente Hills on the south, the San Jose Hills to the east, and the San Rafael
Hills to the west. The Santa Fe Dam Recreation Area is located approximately one mile southeast of the
SFRSG (USACE - LA County DPW~Vater Conservation Division, 1995).
The Santa Fe Dam Floodplain has been designated as a LA County Significant Ecological Area (SEA No.
22) as defined by the County Zoning Code. This area has been designated as a Class 3 (5,7) SEA. Class 3
designates an area where the biotic communities, vegetative associations, and habitat of plant and animal
species that are either one of a kind or restricted in distribution in LA County. Class 5 designates an area
that contains biotic resources that are of scientific interest because they are either an extreme in
physical/geographical limitations or they represent an unusual variation in a population or community.
Class 7 designates areas that would provide for the preservation of relatively undisturbed examples of the
natural biotic communities in LA County. The extensive alluvial fan sage scrub, lowland riparian, and
freshwater marsh habitats located in the flood control basin are the major resources supporting the SEA
designation (USACE - LA County DPW/Water Conservation Division, 1995).
The Area Between Santa Fe and Whittier Narrows Dams
The San Gabriel River Channel between Santa Fe Dam and the Whittier Narrows Basin is soft-bottomed
with riprap sides. LACDPW has constructed a rubber dam in the San Gabriel River channel just
downstream of the Walnut Creek confluence which can impound up to 400 AF (USACE LA District,
1998).
Walnut Creek is a tributary, to the San Gabriel River above the Whittier Narrows area. Puddingstone
Reservoir is located on upper Walnut Creek and is operated for flood control, water conservation, and
recreation with a relatively small flood control allocation (USACE LA District, 1998).
San Jose Creek, a soft-bottomed channel, also enters the San Gabriel River upslxeam of the Whittier
Narrows area, but downstream of the Walnut Creek confluence and its dry-weather flow is dominated by
tertiary-treated effluent from a nearby treatment plant.
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II 7zittier Narrows Dam
\Vhittier Narrows Dam is a flood control and water conservation project constructed and operated by the
USACE, Los Angeles District. Construction of the project was completed in 1957. The Whittier Narrows
are a natural gap in the hills that form the southern boundary of the San Gabriel Valley. The Rio Hondo
and the San Gabriel River flow through this gap and are impounded by the reservoir (USACE LA District,
Reservoir Regulation Section website).
l-he purpose of the project is to collect runoff from upstream along with releases into the San Gabriel River
r~’om Santa Fe Dam, thus, the primary authorized purpose of Whittier Narrows Dam is flood control.
Subsequent Acts of Congress authorized the development of the area for park and recreational purposes.
There is also a nature area located in the southeast area of the basin which was developed as mitigation for
the established recreation facilities. The third authorized purpose of water conservation was granted in
1956 (USACE LA District, ReservoirRegulation Section website and USACE LA District, 1998).
1I the inflow to the reservoir exceeds the groundwater recharge capacity of the spreading grounds along the
P, to Hondo or the bed of the San Gabriel River. dox~-nstream, this water is stored temporarily in a water
conservation pool. The Rio Hondo and San Gabriel sides of the reservoir each have their oxvn water
conservation pools. If the water conservation pool on the Rio Hondo side is exceeded, flows are released
~nto the Rio Hondo at a rate ~vhich does not exceed the downstream channel capacity, of either the Rio
Hondo or the LA River. If the ~vater conservation pool on either side of the reservoir is exceeded a release
of approximately 5,000 cfs can be made into the San Gabriel River. If the pool in the reservoir exceeds
flood control storage, the gates on the San Gabriel River outlet begin to open automatically and emergency
releases are made into the river (USACE LA District, Reservoir Regulation Section website).
The gates on the Rio Hondo outlet are normally wide open. On the San Gabriel side one gate is normally
open about 0.5 feet with the remaining gates closed. The reservoir is normally empty, and a weir within the
reservoir keeps the flo\vs from the Rio Hondo and the San Gabriel River separated. The natural flow to
each river therefore normally passes through the dam unhindered. During the initial stages of a flood event,
the gates on the Rio Hondo side are partially closed to build a water conservation pool. As long as the
pool on the Rio Hondo side of the reservoir is below a certain elevation, releases are made to accommodate
the capacity of the spreading grounds downstream along the Rio Hondo. All outflo~v to the San Gabriel
River from Whittier Narrows Dam is through or over the spillway gates. Whittier Narrows currently
provides greater than 100-year protection to areas downstream from the spillway on the San Gabriel River.
There are plans to retain more water behind both Santa Fe and Whittier Narrows Dams, and in turn increase
downstream water recharge, through increasing the size of the pools behind the dams and releasing water at
a slower rate (USACE LA District, Reservoir Regulation Section website and USACE LA District, 1998).
Potentially occurring federal and state listed and candidate species in the riparian habitat of the Whittier
Narrows Dam area include Least Bell’s Vireo (federal and state listed) and tricolored blackbird (California
species of special concern and a candidate for federal listing). The California gnatcatcher potentially
occurs in the coastal sage scrub of the dam area and is a Califorma species of special concern and federal
threatened species (LA County DPW, !994).
Recharge Areas Below Whittier Narrows
Further downstream, along the Rio Hondo and San Gabriel River, are large spreading grounds utilized for
groundwater recharge. The stretch of the river below the Whittier Narrows area overlies the Central Basin
groundwater basin which contains a number of shallow aquifers and three deeper aquifers (the Silverado,
the Surmyside, and the Lynwood). The deep and shallow aquifers are recharged by underflow through the
Whittier Narrows from the north, and by percolation from the San Gabriel River and the Rio Hondo
Channel, which floxvs into the Montebello Forebay just south of the Narrows. This surface and subsurface
flow through the Narrows represents outflow from the upstream San Gabriel Basin. The San Gabriel River
and Rio Hondo are unlined in this area, allowing for groundwater recharge at the San Gabriel Coastal Basin
Spreading Grounds and the Rio Hondo Spreading Grounds, respectively (LA County DPW, 1994).
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The Montebello Forebay is a recharge facility located immediately downstream of Whittier Narrows Dam
and allows infiltration into the Central Basin aquifer. The Rio Hondo Coastal Basin Spreading Grounds are
located on the banks of the Rio Hondo south of Whittier Boulevard, 2 miles downstream from the Whittier
Narrows Dam. The spreading grounds are owned and operated by the LACDPW which uses gates across
the Rio Hondo to divert flow to three separate intake structures. The San Gabrie! River Coastal Spreading
Basins are operated by the LACDPW. They are located on the west side of the San Gabriel River between
Whittier Boulevard and Washington Boulevard. Water is diverted to the grounds by way of two robber
dams across the soft-bottomed river channel (USACE LA District, 1998).
Up to an annual average of 50,000 AF per year of reclaimed water is used to supplement local surface
water and imported water for replenishing the Central Basin aquifer through the Montebello Forebay. The
source of reclaimed water is from the following three water reclamation plants owned and operated by the
County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles CounB, (CSDLAC): Whittier Narrows, San Jose Creek, and
Pomona (CSDLAC, 2000).
The Lower Watershed
The lower part of the river flows through a concrete-lined channel in a heavily urbanized portion of the
county before becoming an soft bottom channel once again near the ocean in the city of Long Beach. The
concrete-lined Coyote Creek joins the San Gabriel River at the tidal prism in kong Beach south of Willow
Street (CRWQCB-LA Region, 2000).
The Alamitos Barrier is an engineered freshwater pressure ridge and seawater trough located in the City of
Long Beach. The Barrier is designed to protect the Central Groundwater Basin of Los Angeles County and
the Orange County Groundwater Basin (which are geologically one basin) from seawater intrusion through
an alluvium-filled erosional gap, commonly known as the Alamitos Gap. Currently, the Barrier is
maintained through the injection of treated, imported potable water. The seawater trough is created by the
extraction of brackish groundwater from four wells located on the seaward side of the injection well arc,
and barrier performance is monitored through observations conducted at 230 wells located at multiple sites
near the gap (Water Replenishment District of Southern California, 1998).
The combination of wells is designed to reverse the inland gradient of subsurface water and thus prevent
further seaward intrusion. The Central Basin Municipal Water District supplies imported water to the
Water Replenishment Dista’ict of Southern California for groundwater replenishment and barrier injection
(Water Replenishment District of Southern California, 1998).

The Watershed’s Designated Beneficial Uses
The Los Angeles Regional Board’s Basin Plan is designed to preserve and enhance water quality and
protect the beneficial uses of all regional waters. Beneficial uses form the cornerstone of water quality
protection. Once beneficial uses are designated, appropriate water quality objectives can be established and
programs that maintain or enhance water quality can be implemented to ensure the protection of beneficial
uses. The designated beneficial uses, together with water quality objectives, form water quality standards.
Such standards are mandated for all waterbodies within the state under the California Water Code. In
addition, the federal Clean Water Act mandates standards for all surface waters, including wetlands
(CRWQCB-LA Region, 1994).
There are twenty-four beneficial uses in the Region as a whole; examples include wildlife habitat,
municipal water supply, navigation, and marine habitat. These uses and their definitions were developed
by the State and Regional Boards for use in the Regional Board Basin Plans. Beneficial uses can be
designated for a waterbody in a number of ways. Those uses that have been attained for a waterbody on, or
after, November 28, 1975, must be designated as "existing" in the Basin Plans. Other uses can be
designated, whether or not they have been attained in a waterbody, in order to implement either federal or
state mandates and goals (such as fishable and swirnmable) for regional waters. Beneficial uses of streams
that have intern’uttent flows, which can support some beneficial uses during dry periods through shallo~v
ground water or small pools, are designated as intermittent. In addition, a use can be designated as
"potential" if there are plans or potential to put the water to such future use among other reasons
(CRWQCB-LA Region, 1994).
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The beneficial uses of the San Gabriel River and its tributaries are listed in the table below as lhey appear m the I.os Angeles Regional l~oard’s 13asin Plan

Hydro
Unit #

MUN

SAN GABRIEL RIVER WATERSHED
San Gabdel River Estua~ c,w
San Gabdel River Firestone Blvd Esluary

405.15
405.15

P*

San Gabnel River Whittier N-Firestone
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabdel River Main Stem z
North Fork San Gabriel River
West Fork San Gabdel River
East Fork San Gabriel River
Coyole Creek to Estuary
Whittier Narrows Flood Conlro! Basin
Legg Lake
San Jose Creek
San Jose Creek
Puente Creek
Thompson Wash
Thompson Creek
Thompson Creek Dam & Reservoir
Walnut Creek Wash
Big Dallon Wash
Big Dalton Canyon Creek
Myslic Canyon
Big Dalton Dam & Reservoir
Bell Canyon Creek
Little Dalton Wash
Little Dalton Canyon Creek

405.15
405.41
405.42
405.43
40543
405.43
405.43
405.15
405.41
405.41
405.41
405.51
405.41
405 52
405.53
405.53
405.41
40541
405.41
405.41
405.41
405 41
405.41
40541

WaterbodyO

:~
O
~
~
~
,~
~
~

E:

Exisling ber~efioal use

P Potenl~al belleflclal use
I
Inlermdlenl beneficial use
E.P. and I shall be prolecled as required
Aslenxed MUN designations are
designaled under Sfl 80-63 and RB 89-03
Some des~gnatiol~s n~y shll be considered
lot excmpbons al a taler date

P*
P*
E
E

P*
P*
P°
P*
P*
P*
P*
P*
P*
P°
P*
P"
P*
P*
P°
P"
P°

IND IPRO AGR
I
GWR FRSH NAV POV~ REC~ REC2 COM AQUA WARM COL i SAL
C
!D
’
-E
E
E
E
E
p
Em
E
P

P

E
E

E
E

P

P

E
E

I
I
E
E

E
E

E
I
I
I

Foolr~otes are COrlSisteol O~ all benefioal use fables,

Em
Im
E
E

E
I
E
E

I
I
E
E

Pm
E
E
Pm
Pm
p
Im
I
Px
Im
Pm
I
I
Px
I
Pm
I

I
E
E

p
E
E
I
I
p
I
I
I
I
p
I
I
E
I
p
I

E
E

,E

EST

E

MAR WILD BIOL RAR
E
E

E
p

Ee

E
E
E
E

E

P
E
E
E
E
p
E
E
E
E
p
E
E
E
E
p
E

E
P

MIGR SPW
N
El

SHEL WET~
L

Ef

P

E
E

E

E
E

k Public access to reservoir and ils surrounding watershed is prohibiled by the Los
Angeles Deparlment of Water and Power

a WatefbOdlltS are llstl,..-~d multiple llm~s if lhey cross hydro~o(Ji¢ area or sub area boundanes
Beneficial use designalions al:~ly to all fdbulades Io lhe indicaled w’~te~body, it nol l~sled separalely
nl
b Walerbod~es designaled as WET may have wellands habilal assooaled wlth ol~ly a portion of lhe wale~body s
Any regula|o~y aclio,’~ w~uld requi~e a delailed ana~ys~s of l~e area
v
c Coaslal waterbodms which are also lisled in Coaslal Fealu[es Table (2-3) o~- in Wetlands Table (2 4)
w
e One oi mo~e rare spedes u!illze all ocean, bays, esluanes, and coastal wetlands 1o~ foraging and/or nesltng
f AquallC o~anlslTl~ utilize all bays, esluanes, lagoons and coaslal wetlands, to a cedain e~lenl, for spawnlng
×
and early develol~l~nl, lhls n~y i~¢Iude n’Igrallon inlo areas wf~ich a~-e heavlly influenced by h eshwJter inpuls

Access proh~blled by Los Angeles County DPW irl conc[ete-c.tlanne~zed areas
Access p~-oh~b~ted by Los A¢igeles Counly DPW
Pubhc wale~ supply reservoir Owner prot~bds pubhc entry
These areas are engineered channels All ~efereoces to T~dal Pnsms ~n Regional
Board documenls are funcllonally equ~valenl to esluanes
Owl~er plol,bds entry

E
E

E

Waterbody"

Hydro
Unit # MUN

San Dimas Wash (lower)
405 41
San Dimas Wash (upper)
405.44
San Dimas Dam and Reservoir 40544
San Dimas Canyon Creek
405.44
West Fork San Dimas Canyon
405.44
Wolfskill Canyon
405.44
Puddingslone Dam and Reservoir
405.52
Poddingstone Wash
405.41
Marshall Creek and Wash
405 41
Marshall Creek and Wash
405.53
Live Oak Wash
405 52
Live Oak Creek and Wash
405.53
Live Oak Dam and Reservoir
40553
Emerald Creek and Wash
40553
Sanla Fe Flood Control Basin
405.41
Bradbury Canyon Creek
405.41
Spinks Canyon Creek
40541
Maddock Canyon Creek
405.43
Van Tassel Canyon
405 43
Fish Canyon Creek
405.4,3
Roberts Canyon Creek
405.43
Morris Reservoir
405.43
San Gabdel Reservoir
405.43
UPPER SAN GABRIEL RIVER TRIBUTARIES
San Gabriel River: Main Slem z
405.43
Callle Canyon Creek
405.43
Coldwater Canyon Creek
405.43
Cow Canyon Creek
405.43
East Fork San Gabriel River
405 43
Allison Gulch
405 43
Fish Fork
405.43
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E
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Waterbody"

Hydro
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MUN

North Fork San Gabriel River
Bichota Canyon
Coldbrook Creek
Cedar Creek
Crystal Lake
Soldier Creek
West Fork San Gabriel River
Bear Creek
Cogswell Rese~oir
Devils Canyon Creek

405.43
405.43
405.43
405.43
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[~XlStlflg benefioal use

Footnotes are cons~stenl on all benefioal use tables,

Potent=at beneflcJal use
Inter mdtent benelioal use
and I shall be protected as requ=[ed
Astenxed MUN des=gnations are
des=gnaled under SB 88-63 and RB 89-03
Some designaliofls may still be considered
to," exemptions at a laler date,

a Walerbod~es are lisled mulliple I~mes if they o’oss hydrologic area of sub area boundanes
Bene~cia~sedes=gnat~app~y~a~nbu~a~e~he~nd~ca~edwa~er~dy~fn~t~is~edsepara~ely
m
b Walerbod~es designaled as WET may have weltands habitat associated with only a portion o| Ihe walerbody s
Arty regulalo~y a¢lion wo~Jtd require a detailed analysis of Ihe area.
v
c Coastal ’,,~-aterbodies which are also listed in Coaslal Fealures Table (2-3) of in Wetlands Table (2-4).
w
e One of rno~e rare species ulil=ze all ocean, bays, estuanes, and coastal wetlands for foraging ancl/of nesting
I Aquatic o~ganisms utilize all bays, estuanes, lagoons and coastal wetlands, to a certain exlent, for spawn=ng
x
and early develol:~nent. This may include n’lg~’atioft into areas which are heawly influenced by t~eshwaler =nputs.
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L
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k Public access Io reservoir and ~Is surrounding watershed is p~oh=b=ted by the Los
Angeles Department of Waler and Power
Accessprohlb~ledby[osAngelesCounlyDPWinconcrele-channehzedareas
Access proh=biled by Los Angeles CotJnly DPW
Pubhc waler supply reservo=r Owner prohibits pubt=c entry.
These areas are engineered channels All references Io T=dal Pnsms in Regional
Board docL~menls are tunchonally equivalent to estuaries.
Owner proh~bils entry

E

E
E
E

Beneficial Use Definitions
Beneficial uses for waterbodies in the Los Angeles Region are listed and defined below. The uses are listed
~n no preferential order.
.M unicipal and Domestic Supply (MUN)
Lses of water for community, military, or individual water supply systems including, but not limited to,
drinking water supply.
Agricultural Supply (AGR)
Uses of water for farming, horticulture, or ranching including, but not limited to, irrigation, stock watering,
or support of vegetation for range grazing.
Industrial Process Supply (PROC)
L’ses of water for industrial activities that depend primarily on water quality.
Industrial Service Supply (IND)
Uses of water for industrial activities that do not depend primarily on water quality including, but not
hrmted to, mining, cooling water supply, hydraulic conveyance, gravel washing, fire protection, or oil well
re-pressurization.
Ground Water Recharge (GWR)
Uses of water for natural or artificial recharge of ground water for purposes of future extraction.
maintenance of water quality, or halting of saltwater intrusion into freshwater aquifers.
Freshwater Replenishment (FRSH)
Uses of water for natural or artificial maintenance of surface water quantity or quality (e.g.. salinity).
Navigation (NAV)
Uses of water for shipping, travel, or other transportation by private, military, or commercial vessels.
Hydropower Generation (POW)
Uses of water for hydropower generation.
Water Contact Recreation (REC-1)
Uses of water for recreational activities involving body contact with water, where ingestion of water is
reasonably possible. These uses include, but are not limited to, swimrmng, wading, water-skiing, skin and
scuba diving, surfing, white water activities, fishing, or use of natural hot springs.
Non-contact Water Recreation (REC-2)
Uses of water for recreational activities involving proximity to water, but not normally involving body
contact with water, where ingestion of water is reasonably possible. These uses include, but are not limited
to, picnicking, sunbathing, hiking, beachcombing, camping, boating, tidepool and marine life study,
hunting, sightseeing, or aesthetic enjoyment in conjunction with the above activities.
Commercial and Sport Fishing (COMM)
Uses of water for commercial or recreational collection of fish, shellfish, or other organisms including, but
not limited to, uses involving organisms intended for human consumption or bait purposes.
Aquaculture (AQUA)
Uses of water for aquaculture or mariculture operations including, but not limited to, propagation,
cultivation, maintenance, or harvesting of aquatic plants and animals for human consumption or bait
purposes.
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Warm Freshwater Habitat (WARM)
Uses of water that support warm water ecosystems including, but not limited to, preservation or
enhancement of aquatic habitats, vegetation, fish, or wildlife, including invertebrates.
Cold Freshwater Habitat (COLD)
Uses of water that support cold water ecosystems including, but not limited to, preservation or
enhancement of aquatic habitats, vegetation, fish, or wildlife, including invertebrates.
Inland Saline Water Habitat (SAL)
Uses of ~vater that support roland saline water ecosystems including, but not limited to, preservation or
enhancement of aquatic saline habitats, vegetation, fish, or wildlife, including invertebrates.
Estuarine Habitat (EST)
Uses of water that support estuarine ecosystems including, but not limited to, preservation or enhancement
of estuarine habitats, vegetation, fish, shellfish, or wildlife (e.g., esmarine mammals, waterfowl.
shorebirds).
Wetland Habitat (VCET)
Uses of water that support wetland ecosystems, including, but not limited to, preservation or enhancement
of wetland habitats, vegetation, fish, shellfish, or xvildlife, and other unique wetland functions which
enhance water quality, such as providing flood and erosion control, stream bank stabilization, and filtration
and purification of naturally occumng contaminants.
Marine Habitat (MAR)
Uses of water that support marine ecosystems including, but not limited to, preservation or enhancement of
marine habitats, vegetation such as kelp, fish, shellfish, or wildlife (e.g., marine mammals, shorebirds).
Wildlife Habitat (’vVILD)
Uses of water that support terrestrial ecosystems including, but not limited to, preservation and
enhancement of terrestrial habitats, vegetation, wildlife (e.g., mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians,
invertebrates), or wildlife water and food sources.
Preservation of Biological Habitats (BIOL)
Uses of water that support designated areas or habitats, such as Areas of Special Biological Significance
(ASBS), established refuges, parks, sanctuaries, ecological reserves, or other areas where the preservation
or enhancement of natural resources requires special protection.
Watershed Stakeholder Groups
Los Angeles/San GabrielRivers Watershed Council: This group was formed in 1995 following a large
watershed conference held in the area which served to encourage other efforts. The Council has a board of
directors and became incorporated as a nonprofit organization in 1996. The group is tracking watershed
activities, but has primarily focused on flood control issues in the Los Angeles River as well as
oppormmties to create greenbelts and restore habitat. The Council’s goal is to help facilitate a process to
preserve, restore, and enhance all aspects of the double watershed. Currently, the Watershed council is
heading up the Los Angeles County Task Force of the Southern California Wetlands Recover), Project.
The Council is also initiating a Watershed Management Plan for both the Los Angeles and San Gabriel
River. Their website is at hrtp:i!lasgriverswatershed.org!.
Friends of the Los Angeles River; Friends of the Los Angeles River is a non-profit organization founded
in 1986 to protect and restore the natural and historic heritage of the Los Angeles River and its riparian
habitat through inclusive planning, education, and stewardship. Their website is at hrtp:iiw-ww.folar.or~.
Water Resources, and Groundwater Agencies and Issues
Groundwater in certain areas of the San Gabriel Basin has been impacted by volatile organics atmbutable
to widespread industrial land use and associated contarmnant releases over the last several decades. In
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1979. VOCs were discovered in a number of public water supply wells in the San Gabriel Basin. As a
result, the USEPA and the Regional Board entered into a cooperative agreement in 1989 to identify and
cleanup the contan’zination. Subsequent investigations revealed more widespread soil and ~oundwater
contamination in the Basin. During the last 15 years, more than one quarter of the approximately 366 water
supply wells in the San Gabriel Valley has been found to be contaminated. The Regional Board. under
authority of the California Water Code, locates and abates the sources of pollutants affecting these wells
and oversees the remediation of the pollution. These investigations, conducted through the Well
Investigation Program (WIP), are designed to identify and eliminate sources of pollutants in public water
supply wells; identify dischargers by establishing a cause-and-effect relationship between the discharge of a
pollutant and a polluted well; when necessary, take enforcement action against dischargers in order to force
them to undertake site investigations and corrective actions; and oversee remediation of soils.
Soil and groundwater in the San Gabriel Valley are contaminated by volatile organic compounds such as
PCE, TCE, and I, 1,!-TCA. Since 1997, new chemicals called emerging chemicals have been found in
drinking water and groundwater monitoring wells. These chemicals include perchlorate, N~DMA. and 1,4dioxane which are carcinogens or suspected carcinogens.
The Regional Board has been the lead agency-that oversees soil cleanup and "hot spot" groundwater
cleanup. These are sites where groundwater contamination is so significant it warrants site-specific
cleanup. USEPA is the lead agency for the regional groundwater cleanup. The various operable units
(Superfund areas) in the Valley, such as Baldwin Park, Whittier Narrows, Puente Valley, E1 Monte, South
El Monte, and Alhambra are at various stages of site assessment and cleanup.
Although the main goal of hot spot cleanups is the removal of high levels of contarmnants, responsible
parties are encouraged to reduce their cleanup costs by either sharing soil and/or groundwater treatment
systems or reusing treated groundwater in their processes (CRWQCB - LA Region website).
Agencies with a vested interest in water resources in southern Califorma:
¯

¯

¯
¯

¯

¯

Los Angeles County Department of Public Works - The Los Angeles County Flood Control District
was created in 1915 by the State legislature with the charge to control and conser~’e flood, storm, and
other wastewaters. Since 1985 the LACDPW has been performing the functions of the flood control
district. Under its conservation mission, LACDPW owns or operates 29 water spreading areas xvhere
groundwater is recharged. Several dams and reservoirs, including the U.S. Army Corps Wbattier
Narrows Dam, are operated to store water for post storm releases to downstream spreading ~ounds.
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California - The MWD is a public agency and quasimunicipal corporation. Currently the MWD imports water from two sources, the Colorado River via
the Colorado River Aqueduct and Northern California via the State Water project and its California
Aqueduct.. MWD’s primary purpose is to develop, store, and distributed water at wholesale rates to its
member agencies. MWD is composed of 27 member agencies, including 14 cities, 12 municipal water
districts, and one county water authority.
Department of Water and Power, City of Los Angeles - The DWP imports water from the Owens
Valley and Mono Basin through the Los Angeles Aqueducts. The remainder of the Cit-y’s needs are
supplied by local groundwater supplies and imported water from the MWD.
Water Replenishment District of Southern California - The primary objectives of the WRD are to
provide high quality water to its users, minimize adverse effects produced by years of groundwater
pumping, and to oversee groundwater recharge operations in the Centxal and West Coast Basins.
WRD purchases water imported through the State Water Project or the Colorado River Project and
reclaimed water from CSDLAC to supplement storm runoffto replenish the groundwater basins.
Direct groundwater recharge is accomplished through percolation at the spreading grounds adjacent to
the Rio Hondo and the San Gabriel River; further replenishment is accomplished by injecting water at
three freshwater barriers (West Coast Basin, Dominguez Gap, and Alarmtos Barriers).
County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County. - The CSDLAC is a supplier of reclaimed water
used dunng groundwater replenishment. Effluent from its facilities is a major part of the surface flow
in the river during dry. weather.
San Gabriel Valley ~lunicipal Water District - The District is composed of four cities and imports
water to the San Gabriel Basin via the East Branch of the State Water Project.
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¯

¯

¯

West Basin and Central Basin Municipal Water Districts - The West basin and Central Basin
provide service to more than 40 cities and distribute wholesale water to approximately 50 separate
water utilities. The Districts are involved in water conservation programs, water quality improvement
projects, recycled water projects, and brackish groundwater desalting.
Upper San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District - The District was incorporated in 1960 by
popular referendum and was annexed to the MWD in 1963. The District was formed to help solve
water supply problems of the rapidly developing San Gabriel Valley.
Three Valleys Municipal Water District - The Distract was formed in 1950 by popular referendum
and was annexed to the MWD later in 1950. The District was formed to [provide supplemental
imported water to serve growing needs of orchards and communities in the Pomona, Walnut, and
eastern San Gabriel Valleys (LA County DPW, 1994).

Discharges into the Watershed
Major Dischargers
The Joint Outfall System (JOS) is the CSDLAC’s integrated network of facilities which includes seven
treatment plants, five of which are associated with the San Gabriel River Watershed. These five treatment
plants (Whittier Narrows, Pomona, Long Beach, Los Coyotes, and San Jose Creek) are connected to the
Joint Water Pollution Control Plant (JWPCP) which discharge off of the Palos Verdes Peninsula. This
system allows for the diversion of desired flows into or around each "upstream" plant. Sludge (sewage
solids separated from the wastewaters) from the upstream plants are returned to the trunk sewer for
treatment at JWPCP (CRWQCB - LA Region files).
The Whittier Narrows Water Reclamation Plant is located within the Whittier Narrows basin on the west
side of Rosemead Boulevard, between the Pomona Freeway and San Gabriel Boulevard. The facility
discharges 10 MGD of tertiary-treated water into the Rio Hondo for groundwater recharge in downstream
spreading grounds. Some reclaimed water is used to irrigate a nearby commercial nursery. The plant is
constructed to be fully functional dunng flood events (USACE, LA District, 1998). Discharges from this
facility normally are diverted to the Rio Hondo Spreading Grounds for groundwater replenishment.
However, during heavy storm runoff, the effluent will enter the Los Angeles River through the Rio Hondo;
there are times when discharges may enter the San Gabriel River depending on the depth of water behind
the dam.

Two other water reclamation plants, the Pomona and San Jose Creek Water Reclamation Plants, discharge
water into the middle reaches of the San Gabriel River. The Pomona plant discharges about 2.5 MGD to
San Jose Creek which flows into the Whittier Narrows basin via the San Gabriel River. The San Jose
Creek plant has three outlets to the river, one to San Jose Creek, one to the unlined portion of the San
Gabriel River upstream of the San Gabriel River Coastal Spreading Grounds, and one outlet to the lined
portion of the river downstream of the spreading grounds (USACE, LA DisWict, 1998). The Los Coyotes
and Long Beach Water Reclamation Plants discharge into the lower watershed.
In addition, two generating stations discharge into the tidal prism just north of Second St. (Westminster
Ave.), the Haynes and Alamitos Generating Stations. Both draw in water from the nearby Los Cerritos
Watershed Management Area.
POTWs (California Regional Water Quality Control Board - Los Angeles Region files)
County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County, Los Coyotes Water Reclamation Plant (Los
Coyotes WRP) Order No. 95-077, CA0054011
¯
¯
¯
¯

Located at 16515 Piuma Avenue, Cerritos
Design capacity of 37.5 MGD
Treatment is primary sedimentation, activated sludge biological treatment, secondary sedimentation,
coagulation, inert media filtration, chlorination, dechlorination
Tertiary-treated municipal and industrial wastewater is discharged into the San Gabriel River 1230
feet upstream of the Artesia Freeway, above the estuary.
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¯

A portion of the treated effluent is reclaimed for landscape irrigation and is regulated under Order No.
87-51.

County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County, San Jose Creek Water Reclamation Plant (San
Jose Creek WRP) Order No. 95-079, CA0053911
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

Located at 1965 South Workman Mill Road, Whittier
Design capacity of 100 MGD
Treatment is primary sedimentation, activated sludge biological treatment, secondary sedimentation,
coagulation, inert media filtration, chlorination, dechlonnation
Tertiary-treated municipal and industrial wastewater is discharged via three discharge points:
¯ Discharge No. 001 to the San Gabriel River is the primary discharge outfall which is eight miles
south of the plant near Firestone Blvd. From this point treated effluent flows directly to a
concrete-lined, low flow channel in the river and travels about nine miles prior to reaching the
estuary.
¯ Discharge No. 002 to San Jose Creek is used for groundwater recharge at Rio Hondo and the San
Gabriel Coastal Spreading Grounds. San Jose Creek is unlined from the discharge point to the San
Gabriel River.
"
¯ Discharge No. 003 delivers treated effluent to the unlined portion of the San Gabriel River as well
as both the Rio Hondo and San Gabriel Coastal Spreading Grounds for poundwater
replenishment.
In addition to groundwater recharge, a portion of the treated effluent is used for irrigation and
industrial process xvater and is regulated under Order No. 87-50. Treated effluent for groundwater
recharge and discharged to lined channels is partially dechlorinated; that used for direct reuse is not
dechlorinated. The discharge to the lined channel (No. 001) leaves the treatment plant at about 1 mgi1
residual chlorine and is less than 0.1 mgi1 upon discharge to the lined portion of the San Gabriel River.

County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County., Long Beach Water Reclamation Plant (Long
Beach WRP) Order No. 95-076, CA0054119
*
¯
¯
¯
¯

Located at 7400 East Willow Street, Long Beach
Design capacity of 25 MGD
Treatment consists of primary sedimentation, activated s_ludge biological treatment, secondary
clarification, coagulation, inert media filtration, chlorination, and dechlormation.
Tertiary-treated municipal and industrial wastewater is discharged to Coyote Creek at a point 2,200
feet upstream from the confluence with the San Gabriel River, above the estuary
A portion of the treated effluent is reclaimed for irrigation and regulated under Order No. 87-47.

County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County., Whittier Narrows Water Reclamation Plant
(Whittier Narrows WRP) Order No. 95-082, CA0053716
¯
¯
¯
¯

Located at 301 North Rosemead Blvd., E1 Monte
Design capacity of 15 MGD
Treatment consists of primary sedimentation, activated sludge biological treatment, secondary
clarification, coagulation, inert media filtration, chlorination, and decldorination.
Tertiary-treated municipal and industrial wastewater is discharged via four discharge points:
¯ Discharge No. 001 to the San Gabriel River via a point 700 feet upstream fi’om the Whittier
Narrows Dam. The treated effluent generally flows down the river to the San Gabriel River
Spreading Grounds
¯ Discharge No. 002 to Zone 1 Ditch at a point 5,500 feet upstream from its juncture with the Rio
Hondo. The treated effluent enters the Rio Hondo at a point about 4,000 feet upstream from the
Whittier Narrows Dam and generally flows down the river to the Rio Hondo Spreading Grounds.
¯ Discharge No. 003 to a test basin for the study of using reclaimed wastewater for groundwater
recharge; there has been no discharge here since 1981 and no plans to discharge here in the
immediate future.
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¯

¯

Discharge No. 004 directly to the Rio Hondo via a 27oinch diameter discharge line at a point 1,400
feet upstream from San Gabriel Blvd., above Whittier Narrows Dam. The treated effluent
generally flows down the river to the Rio Hondo Spreading Grounds.
All or a portion of the effluent is reclaimed and is regulated under Board Order No. 88-107.
Reclaimed water directed to reuse is not dechtorinated.

County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County, Pomona Water Reclamation Plant (Pomona
\\’RP) Order No. 95-078, CA0053619
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Located at 295 Humane Way, Pomona
Design capacity of 15 MGD
Treatment consists of primary sedimentation,.activated sludge biological treatment, secondary
sedimentation, coagulation, inert media filtration, chlorination, and dechlorination.
Tertiary-treated municipal and industrial wastewater is discharged to the South Fork of San Jose
Creek, a tributary of the San Gabriel River, at a point near the interchange of the Pomona and San
Gabriel River Freeways, above the estuary.
During dry weather, virtually all of the treated effluent is reclaimed for landscape and crop irrigation,
as well as for industrial processes and is regulated under Order No. 81-34.

Constituent

POTW Effluent Annual Averages
Los
San Jose Creek
Coyotes
East
West

Units

Pomona

MGD

9.65

36.22

52.79

pH units

6.98

7.23

°F

76

BOD

mg/L

TDS

Whittier
Narrows

Long
Beach

29.45

10.27

17.86

7.00

6.97

6.98

7.18

76

77

77

76

76

6

6

6

5

3

10

mgiL

506

843

583

560

538

661

Suspended Solids

mg/L

<2

<1

2

<1

<1

2

Sertleable Solids

rnl/L

< 0.1

< 0.1

< 0.1

< 0.1

< 0.1

< 0.1

Flow
pH
Temperature

A total of nearly 39,000 acre-feet/year of reclaimed water from the Whittier Narrows, San Jose Creek, and
Pomona WRPs were used for groundwater replenishment of the Central Basin in 1997-98. An additional
10,000 acre-feet/year were used for irrigation and industrial use at 390 sites. Thirty-six percent of the
reclaimed wastewater produced by these facilities in 1997-98 was reused; the remainder was discharged to
the watershed. Use of reclaimed water to recharge the Montebello Forebay has helped reduce the need for
use of imported water or natural river water (imported water use decreased from 22.551 acre-feet in 199697 to 0 acre-feet in 1998-99 (LA/SG Rivers Watershed Council, in press).
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Types of permitted wastes discharged into the San Gabriel River Watershed:
Nature of Waste Prior to Treatment or Disposal
DCSOIL - nonhazardous contaminated soil
DCNWTRS - nonhazardous contaminated groundwater
DCONTAC - nonhazardous contact cooling water
DDOMIND - nonhazardous domestic sewage & industrial waste
DMISCEL - nonhazardous wastes from dewatering, rec. lake overflow,
swimming pool wastes, water ride wastewater, or ground~vater seepage
DNONCON - nonhazardous noncontact cooling water
DPROCES - nonhazardous process waste (produced as part of
industrial/manufacturing process)
DSTORMS - nonhazardous stormwater runoff
DWSHWTR - nonhazardous washwater waste (photo reuse washwater,
vegetable washwater)
HCNWTRS - hazardous contaminated groundwater
HPROCES - hazardous process waste tproduced as part of
industrial/manu facturint~ process)
HSTORMS - hazardous storrnwater runoff
IMISCEL - inert wastes from dewatering, rec. lake overflow, swimming
pool wastes, water ride wastewater, or ~oundwater seepage l
California Regional Water Quality Control Board - Los Angeles Region tiles)

# of Permits
1
I
1

T,vpes of Permits

2

Minor

5
4
29
3
1
1
1
7

Major

1

Minor
Minor
Major

Minor
General

Minor
Major
Minor
Major
Minor

Minor

7

Minor

6

General

1

General

1
2

Major
General

Hazardous - influent or solid wastes that contain toxic, corrosive, ignitable, or reactive substances (prior to treatment or disposal)
managed according to applicable Department of Health Services standards
Designated - influent or solid wastes that contain nonhazardous wastes (prior to treatment or disposal) that pose a significant threat to
water quality because of their high concentrations
!herr - influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment or disposal) and have little
adverse impact on water quality
Major discharges are POTWs with a yearly average flow of over 0.5 MGD or an industrial source with a yearly average flow of over
0.1 MGD and those with lesser flows but with acute or potential adverse environmental impacts.
Minor discharges are all other discharges that are not categorized as a Major. Minor discharges may be covered by a general permit,
which are issued administratively, for those that meet the conditions specified by the particular general permit.

In addition, approximately 70 oil wells are located in the Whittier Narrows below elevation 230 feet. The
wells pre-date the construction of the dam and are part of the Montebello Oil Field discovered in 1918

(U.S. Army Corps of Engineers LA DisWict, 1998).
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Current Water Quality Impairments
(California Regional Water Quality Control Board - LA Region, 2000)
303(d) impairments in watershed and projected TMDL schedule:
303(d) Listed Waterbody (Reach)

San Gabriel R~ver Reach 3 (Whittier Narrows
to Ramona)
San Gabriel River Reach 2 (Firestone to
VvEqittier Narrows Dam)
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary to
Firestone)
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary to
Firestone)
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary to
j Firestone)
San Jose Creek Reach 1 (SG confluence to
Temple St.)
San Jose Creek Reach I (SG confluence to
Temple St.)
Coyote Creek
I Coyote Creek
Coyote Creek
Walnut Creek
[ Walnut Creek
San Gabriel River East Fork
Legg Lake
Puddingstone Reservoir
E! Dorado Lakes
El Dorado Lakes
Puddingstone Reservoir
Legg Lake
Santa Fe Dam Park Lake
Coyote Creek
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary to
Firestone)
San Gabriel River Estuary
El Dorado Lakes
El Dorado Lakes
C~’stal Lake
I.egg Lake
l.egg Lake
Legg Lake
Puddingstone Reservoir
Santa Fe Dam Park Lake
San .lose Creek Reach 1 (SG confluence to
Temple St.)
San Gabriel River Reach 2 (Firestone to
Whittier Narrows Dam)
San Gabriel River Estuary
Coyote Creek
San Jose Creek Reach 1 (SG confluence to
Temple St.)
San Gabriel River Reach 2 (Firestone to
Whittler Narrows Dam)
San Gabriel River Reach I (Estuary to
. Firestone ~
Coyote Creek

Pollutantd
Impairment

toxicity

Type of
TMDL

TMDL Start
Date - FY
(start of
monitoring)

mtrogen and its
effects

1999/00

TMDL
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
AmendmenO
2002/03

trash
trash
PCBs &.pest.

1998/99
2000/01
2000/01

- !999/00
2008/09
2007/08

metals

2000/01

2005/06

Comments

NH3
NH3
algae
toxicity
NH3
algae
NH3
algae
toxicity
toxicity
pH
trash
trash
DDT, PCBs,
chlordane
Hg
Cu, Pb
Hg
Cu, Pb
Pb, Cu
abnormal fish
histology
abnormal fish
histology
abnormal fish
histology
algae, NH3,
eutroph,
pH
algae, nutrients

~
Dependent on cause

2000/01

2005/06

nitrogen and its
effects

2006/07

2010/11

metals

2000/0t

2004/05

colilbrm

2006/07

2010/11

NH3
pH
odors
low DO, org.
enrichment
pH
Pb
Pb
As
Ag
colitbrm
coliform
coliform
col i form
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Further
Assessment
needed - cause of
abnormalities
unknown

Typical Data Ranges for Waters Listed as I, mpaired:
Pollutant/
Impairment
ammoma

tox)c)ty

Applicable
Obiective/Criteria
Basin Plan narratwe objecuve
Basin Plan numeric objective:
varies depending on pH and
temperature but the general
range is 0.53 - 2.7 mg~l of total
ammonia (at average pH and
temp.) in waters designated
as WAPd,I to protect against chronic
toxicity and 2.3-28.0 m~l to protect
against acute toxlcitv
Basin Plan narrative objecuve

algae

Basin Plan narrati’,e objecttve

Eurrophlcation
pH

Basin Plan narratixe obiective
Basth Plan numeric objecttve:
6.5 - 8.5 pH units

c~Oors
low DO. orgamc
ermchment

Basin Plan narrative ob2ective
Basra Plan narrau;e objectlve

trash
Lead

Arsemc
t~ssue)
Copper
Silver
Mercury
(tissuei
coliform

DDT
PCBs
chlordane
abnormal fish
histology

Typical Data Ranges
Resulting in Impairment
ND - 21.1 rngr’l (mean of 10.1±4.1)

0 - 100% survival

0.9 - 9.4 pH utmts Imean of 8.5=0.6)

Basin Plan nuroenc objective:
annual mean greater than 70 mgiI
no sin£1e sample less than 5.0 m,~"l
Basin Plan narrauve ob)ect*ve

0.1 - 14.9 m~l (mean ol 4.3---3.5)

USEPA water quality, criteria:
vanes based on hardness but
typically 3.2 - 25 ugil

100 ug/I (maximum!

State Board numeric objective (tissue):
Max. Tissue Residue Level 200 n~,~
USEPA water quali .ty criteria
vanes based on hardness but
,t]/pically 12 - 47 uffl
USEPA water quality criteria
varies based on hardness but
,typicallv 4.1 - 65 ug!!
NAS guidelines (tissue):
500 nw~
Basin Plan nuruenc objective:
fecal coliform not to exceed log mean
of 200 mpWl OOml in 30-day period and
not morn than 10% of samples exceed
400 MPN/100ml
State Board numeric objecttve (tissue):
Max.
Max. Tissue
TissueResidue
ResidueLevel
Level32.0
2.2 nWg’
State Board numeric objective (tissue):

240 - 300 ng~g lussuel

State Board numeric objective (tissue):
Max. Tissue Residue Level 1.1 nWg
Basin Plan narrative objective

90 ug/I (maximum;
30 ug.1 (maximum)

510 n~/~ (tissue!
ND - 240000 MPN/IOOml

303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches
San Gabriel River Reach 2 (Firestone to Whittler Narrows Dam)
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary to Firestone)
San Jose Creek Reach 1 (SG confluence to Temple St.)
Coyote Creek
Legg Lake
:El Dorado Lakes

San Gabriel River Reach 3 (Whimer Narrows to Ramona)
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary. to Firestone)
Coyote Creek
Walnut Creek
San Gabriel River Reach
San Jose Creek Reach 1 (SG confluence to Temple St )
Coyote Creek
E1 Dorado Lakes
El Dorado Lakes
Walnut Creek
El Dorado Lakes
Legg Lake
Santa Fe Dam Park Lake
Le,~ Lake
Puddingstone Reservoir
Crystal Lake

San Gabriel River East Fork
1. e .~,~ Lake
San Jose Creek Reach I (SG confluence to Temple St.)
San Gabriel River Reach 2 (Firestone to Whittier Narrows Dam~
Santa Fe Dam Park Lake
El Dorado Lakes
Le~,~ Lake
San Gabriel River Estuary.
Legg Lake
El Dorado Lakes
Santa Fe Dam Park Lake
Coyote Creek
Puddingstone Reservoir
El Dorado Lakes
San Jose Creek Reach I (SG confluence to Temple St.)
San Gabriel River Reach 2 (Firestone to Whittier Narrows Dam)
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary. to Firestone)
Coyote Creek

25 - 36 ng/g (tissue)

Puddingstone Reservoir

54 - 65 ngdg (tissue)

Pudding.stone Reservoir

16.1 - 31.7 ng!g ~.tissuel

Puddingstoue Reservoir
Coyote Creek
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary. to Firestone)
San Gabriel River Estuary
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Overview of Existing Monitoring Data
Receiving Water Monitoring Data
What follows is an overview of the available receiving water monitoring data from 1988 to present; some
figures are included in this document (electronically also as Figures.xls). All of the data and the rest of the
figures are available electronically from the Regional Board as Excel 97 files (with the exception of one
report) rather than as hardcopy due to the very large amount of information the files contain. As an
informational note, the CRWQCB-IdA Region ambient monitoring database contains sampling results from
multiple agencies including the CRWQCB, US Forest Service, Department of Water Resources, and the
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works. Due to its large volume of data, information in the
ambient monitoring database has been separated into files based on broad categories of constituents. In
some cases, data from the CSDkAC submittal were added into the constituent files in order to create one
file with all chlorides data, for instance.
Yhis overview of the data is not meant to represent an official Water Quality Assessment. Due to time
constraints, no statistical analyses were performed. Rather, it as a qualitative review of available
information on ;vater quality. At some locations, only older data are available, while at other locations only
more recent data exist. The intent of this overview is to generally describe patterns in various constituents
which have been sampled in the watershed, to highlight where future data gathering may be most fruitful or
needed, and to suggest where a more thorough data analysis could yield decisions for Water Quality
Assessment purposes.
¯ CRWQCB, LA Region ambient monitoring database: SGRiverMetals ambientonlv.xls,
SGRiverColiform ambientonl¥.xls, SGRiverChloride alldata.xls, SGRiverNutrients alldata.xls
¯ County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County electronic submittal of receiving water
monitoring data previously submitted in report format: SGRiver LACSD RW Data 1995-1999.x]s
¯ Los Angeles County electronic submittal of municipal stormwater monitoring data:
MunStormwaterSGRiver1997-98.xls and MunStormwaterSGRiver1998-99.xls
Monitoring frequency: Parts of the watershed have been monitored much more regularly and fi:equently
than others (see maps in Figures 1-6). The headwaters (based on the data available in the Regional Board
ambient database) were monitored fairly intensively in the early 1990s but very infrequently since then. A
large monitoring effort was conducted from 1988-1994 by the LA County Department of Public Works at a
large number of sites; monitoring under the current municipal stormwater permit is much less intense and
at fewer sites. For the most part, sampling is concentrated in the mainstem of the river and in tributaries
near confluences (as well as in the vicinity of maj or point sources for which data from 1995-1999 were
examined). As a consequence, much of the tributaries Walnut Creek, San Jose Creek, and Coyote Creek
have not been monitored yet these, through the data available at the confluences, appear to be major
contributors of pollutants to the mainstem of the river. Also of note are the large storm drains connecting
to the mainstem below the spreading grounds which may be worthy of individual monitoring due to
patterns seen in the data, particularly for coliform.
When one considers the unusual nature of this watershed, however, a fairly unusual monitoring program
may be warranted. Waters from the upper part of the watershed often do not get past the Santa Fe Dam and
its spreading grounds. Waters entering the mainstem from San Jose and Walnut Creeks may be diverted
through Whittier Narrows area to the Los Angeles River. Those waters remaining in the San Gabriel River
will often recharge at the downstream spreading grounds. From the beginning of the concrete portion on
downstream is a continuously flowing river through discharges from POTWs as well as through urban
runoff. It is joined by Coyote Creek just before meeting the unlined tidal prism.
General observations: The original datasets xvere in some cases reduced or streamlined to eliminate very,
infrequent sampling episodes or those not collected on the same date. At times, earlier and later datasets
are compared; this is pointed out where it occurs.
¯

Nutrient and related data: Nitrate-N, nitrate-N, ammonia-N, total phosphate, and pH data are generally
available for most of the si~es monitored. Nitrate (as NO3), BODs, chemical oxygen demand
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total organic carbon (TOC), and dissolved oxygen data are also sporadically available. For example,
the County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County (CSDEAC) monitors BODs and COD but not
TOC. Other agencies have occasionally monitored for BOD~ and TOC but never COD. This is
unfortunate since the latter parameter has shown the most interesting patterns which will be discussed
further below.
Certain parameters can appropriately be generalized into average values (nitrate-N, COD, and total
phosphate are examples) since temporal fluctuations are not great in this dataset. Dissolved oxygen
levels however fluctuate greatly and must be viewed on a finer scale.
Not surprisingly, nutrient concentrations tend to be quite low in the upper watershed (in the West,
North, and East Forks). The average concentration of total phosphate in the North Fork, however, is a
little higher than rmght be expected, pH averages slightly over 8.0 mgi1.
The next site where an array of parameters is collected is just above the confluence with San Jose
Creek, many miles downstream. Here, nutrient concentrations are marginally higher than in the
upper watershed, pH averages slightly under 8.0 mgi1.
A POTW discharges to San Jose Creek just upstream of its confluence with the main river. Ammonia
and nitrate-N are already higher upstream of the POTW than in the upper watershed. Average
ammonia, nitrate-N, and total phosphate levels increase noticeably below the POTW while pH
averages just unde[ 7.5 mg 1.
Sampling data for the mainstem belo~v the confluence with San Jose Creek is again somewhat sparse
until the San Gabriel Spreading Grounds, below the Whittier Narrows Dam. These data were collected
from 1988-1994 and include mostly nitrite-N, pH, total phosphate, and TOC but comparisons to sites
elsewhere in the watershed are difficult due to the availability of only this older dataset.
The next two sites with a large amount of data are each located downstream of a POTW within the
concrete-lined portion of the main river. Nutrient concentrations have increased considerably by the
lowermost of the ~vo sites. COD also increases as one progresses downstream
The next two sampling sites further downstream are much closer to the tidal prism and indeed the
lowermost one is influenced at times by tidal overwash onto the concrete. Nutrient levels, particularly
total phosphate, are considerably higher here than in the area above the concrete portion of the river.
COD levels continue to rise. However, while BOD5 levels were rather high in the older dataset
associated with the more upstream site, levels were considerably lower in the more recent data at the
downstream site.
As previously mentioned, most of the monitoring in Coyote Creek is concentrated around the major
point source, a POTW. An older dataset exists for a site further upstream. The greatest difference in
parameters occurs in ammonia-N and total phosphate concentrations which rise downstream of the
POTW and are rather low upstream. Nitrate-N levels however are rather uniform both upstream and
downstream of the POTW.
Coyote Creek enters the main river at the tidal prism. COD rises sharply within the tidal prism. By
contrast, after initially high levels, ammonia-N, nitrate-N, nitrite-N, and total phosphate levels fall
sharply.
As described earlier in this document, various reaches of the river are 303(d)-listed as impaired for
ammonia, toxicity, algae, or pH.
¯

Bacteriological data: Medians were calculated in order to evaluate bacteriological data for general
trends. Total coliform was collected at all sites with fecal coliform and enterococcus collected at
some. Coliform levels fluctuated greatly at many locations.
What limited data there were for the upper watershed showed consistently low levels of total and fecal
coliform. The tributaries Coyote and San Jose Creeks exhibited high median levels of total and fecal
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coliform as well as enterococcus (higher than the mainstem). Of particular interest is an abrupt
increase in median total coliform levels in the concrete portion of the main river. A number of large
storm drains enter the river in this stretch.
Various reaches of the main fiver, San Jose Creek, and Coyote Creek are 303(d)-listed as impaired for
coliform.
¯

Metals data: Metals were generally not detected in the upper watershed and only occasionally detected
elsewhere in the watershed; they were found most often in the lowermost part of the watershed.
Arsenic and zinc were the metals most frequently detected. It can likely be assumed that the majority.
of sampling took place on dry weather days; wet weather storm sampling is discussed below and
exhibited very different results. Various reaches of the fiver, its tributaries, or lakes associated with
reservoirs are currently 303(d)-listed as impaired for lead, copper, arsenic (in tissue), silver, and
mercury (in tissue).

¯

Chlorides data: Chlorides are higher in Coyote Creek than in San Jose Creek; chloride levels in the
mainstem above the tidal prism are slightly lower than those in San Jose Creek. It’s also clear from the
data that full strength seawater is not reached until well into the tidal prism.

¯

Organics data: Except for lindane, other organics were rarely detected.

Specific findings
¯

Nutrients and related data: Dissolved oxygen is the most variable parameter related to nutrient
concentrations. At times, average concentrations may be acceptable but extreme fluctuations may be
occurring from week to week or from month to month (and probably daily although samples are
generally not obtained that often).
A fairly large amount of dissolved oxygen data were obtained for parts of the upper watershed in the
early 1990s. Concentrations averaged 9.8 mgil with little fluctuation. Availability of oxygen to
aquatic life is temperature-dependent; with the generally low temperatures of the upper watershed,
much of the oxygen was likely available for use.
Dissolved oxygen levels fluctuate greatly in the rest of the watershed with concentrations in San Jose
Creek fluctuating the least and those in Coyote Creek fluctuating the most, especially in recent years
(Figure 7). The fluctuations are extreme at some sites. Although some reaches are 303(d)-listed for
algae, no part of the river or its tributaries are currently listed for low DO!organic enrichment or
eutrophication.
Ammonia-N concentrations were also evaluated in more detail. (Figures 8 and 9) Ammonia-N
concentrations also fluctuate greatly at times. The graphed locations (other than those in the tidal
prism and San Jose Creek) are in concrete-lined portions of the fiver. San Jose Creek water would
likely not reach the lower fiver; however, it is clear that considerable ammonia enters the more
sensitive tidal prism stretch of river and persists for some distance. Often, nearly half of the total
nitrogen in the fiver is in the form of ammonia. Much of the lower reaches of the river and its
tributaries are on the 303(d) list for ammonia exceedances.
Chemical oxygen demand is higher in Coyote Creek than in either San Jose Creek or the upper parts of
the concrete-lined portion of the main fiver. (Figure 10) Levels increase gradually at the more
downstream stations until the tidal prism is reached where levels increase dramatically and continue to
rise all the way to the mouth of the river. Also, COD levels have greatly increased over the past txvo
years. This pattern is not consistent with that for BOD and indeed for many other parameters which
tend to decrease pan-way into the tidal prism. COD in the effluent of tertiary treatment plants is
generally less than 20 mgi1. There may be sources of industrial waste entering the lower watershed
which are currently unknown and are apparently not associated with stormwater runoffsince levels are
high virtually year-round. Also of interest is an apparent decrease in overall BOD levels in the
watershed when comparing the older dataset (1988-1994) with the later dataset (1995-1999) although
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the two datasets do not overlap sampling sites exactly (see later discussion on BOD levels in
storrn~vater).
Bacteriological data: Although highly variable, total coliform levels in San Jose and Coyote Creeks
have rarely dropped below 1,000 mprd100ml during the last five years. They are both currently on the
303(d) list for coliform exceedances. The louver reaches of the main river are also 303(d)-listed for
coliform; however, there are some differences in total coliform concentrations among the current
sampling sites (CSDLAC data). (Figures 11 and 12) Coliform levels below the SJCWRP discharge
point (in the main river) are much lower than further downstream which may indicate a nearby source,
possibly through a storm drain. Levels below the SJCWRP appear to fluctuate more with the seasons
(and, presumably, with storm runoff) while levels further downstream are more consistently high. The
beginning section of the tidal prism contains very high levels of coliform and rarely drops below 1,000
mprv’100ml. The estuary is not currently 303(d)-listed for coliform.
Metals data: Coyote Creek is currently 303(d)-listed for silver bioaccumulated in tissue. Recent (nonstormwater) data are largely nondetect for metals. The estuary, is also listed for arsenic in fish tissue
through the state’s Toxic Substances Monitoring Program. It is unclear from where arsenic may be
originating since it is generally found in the water column at low levels. More intense monitoring
(with appropriately low detection lirmts) would be useful to update the status of metals impairments.
Chlorides data: It appears from Figure 13 that the POTW discharge in Coyote Creek is ameliorating
high chloride levels coming from further upstream.

LA Count3" Department of Public Works. electronic copies of stormwater monitoring data for Storm
Years 1997-98 and 1998-99- specific findings
Sampling sites are located in Coyote Creek north of Willow Street (not a required site) and in the San
Gabriel River south of the Whittier Narrows Dam.
¯

1997-98 storm season
Bacteriological data: Not surprisingly, very high total and fecal coliform as well as fecal streptococcus
levels were found in the San Gabriel River during stormevents (coliform samples were not collected in
Coyote Creek).
Nutrients (and related) data: In general, a "f’~rst flush" effect was seen where nutrient concentrations
were higher following the first storm and gradually lower throughout the season. Nutrient
concentrations were not outside the range found during dry weather although vaned considerably from
storm to storm. BOD and COD levels, however, were noticeably elevated over that found during dry
weather and were higher in Coyote Creek than in the San Gabriel River.
Chlorides data: It is clear from the chloride data that Coyote Creek in particular receives a
considerable amount of storm runoff (relative to baseline flow) due to the greatly lowered chloride
concentrations dunng some storms.
Metals data: Metals data were compared with estimated water quality objectives for metals (hardnessadjusted). Potential metals exceedances occurred on 88% of the monitored days (at both an acute and
chronic level) at the Coyote Creek site. Potential chronic objective exceedances occurred at the San
Gabriel River site on 66% of the monitored days while potential acute exceedances occurred on 33%
of the monitored days.
Copper and zinc were the most common problem metals in Coyote Creek. Cadrmum and lead were
also occasionally at high levels. Many other metals ~vere not detected. The creek is 303(d)-listed for
silver only (in tissue) which did not occur at excessive levels in the water column sampling.
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Potential exceedances at the San Gabriel River site involved copper, lead, and zinc to a fairly equal
extent. The river (one reach) is 303(d)-listed for lead but not copper or zinc.
Semivolatiles and pesticides: These were detected very, infrequently.
¯

1998-99 storm season
During this storm season, some sampling occurred on non-storm days.
Bacteriological data: The Coyote Creek site was not monitored for coliform. At the San Gabriel River
site, one sampling event occurred on a non-storm flow day. Coliform levels were much lower on that
date than on early storm-year sampling dates (although still high relative to body contact standards).
Later in the storm-year, coliform levels during storm days were much lower (compared to the
beginning of the storm-year) and comparable to the one dry weather sample taken. Except for during
the first ~vo sample events, fecal coliform and fecal streptococcus were not exceptionally high; total
coliform was always high.
Nutrients (and related) data: For Coyote Creek, this year also there appears to have been a "first flush"
effect for some constituents (notably nitrate-N and ammonia-N). This effect appeared to occur during
what were likely the flu’st significant storm of the season in December. Levels were much higher than
in the early season d~,-weather sampling event for virtually all constituents except BOD which
appeared to fluctuate independent of storm flows. Nutrient levels remained quite high in the second
dry sampling event in January. Nutrient levels dropped somewhat throughout the rest of the storm
season.
A "first flush" effect was harder to discern in the San Gabriel River data. It’s possible that enough
nutrients are carried during regular flows to mask storm effects.
Chlorides data: Chlorides levels dropped considerably during storms in Coyote Creek and more so
than in the San Gabriel River.
Metals data: There were far fewer monitoring days with potential exceedances during this storm
season than during the previous storm season. Twelve percent of the sampling days at the Coyote
Creek site resulted in potential chronic effect level exceedances (copper, zinc, and selenium) while
there was only one sampling day where potential acute level exceedances occurred (copper and zinc).
Eight percent of the sampling days at the San Gabriel River site resulted in potential chronic level
exceedances with no potential acute level exceedances.
Semivolatiles and pesticides: These were detected very infrequently.

Toxicity Study of the Santa Clara River, San Gabriel River~ and Caileguas Creek~ December 1996
Copies of this report may be obtained from the Regional Board. An electronic version is not available.
Much of the sampling took place in the early 1990s. Persistent toxicity problems were noted in Walnut
Creek as well as in Coyote Creek and the San Gabriel River near their confluence; persistent toxicity was
also seen in the tidal prism. Attempts were made to determine the causes of toxicity; an organophosphate
(such as diazinon) and/or a metals (such as zinc) were implicated at times. A number of fish collected at
several sites in the lower watershed exhibited abnormal histopathology associated with pollutants such as
metals or certain organics. Coyote Creek and parts of the San Gabriel River are 303(d)-listed for abnormal
fish histology. The San Gabriel River Estuary is not currently 303(d)-listed for toxicity.
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Effluent Monitoring Data
The majority of this information is only available by v~smng the Regional Board office by appointment for
file review.
CR\VQCB, LA Region NPDES (effluent) program monitoring and compliance inspection files
The POTWs in the watershed are generally meeting permit limitations and, except for arnmonia-N (and
nitrogen effects in general), do not appear to be greatly contributing to current 303(d)-listed exceedances.
Effluent monitoring data from a subsample of other .types of discharges (minors) were also evaluated. A
number of discharges are of treated groundwater from cleanup of volatile organic compounds, pH readings
have been quite high (or at times low) at some sites. Nitrate levels were also elevated in some of these
discharges although this parameter was not monitored regularly. A number of sites discharge stormwater
runoff under individual NPDES perrmts. For the most part these permits do not contain limits for metals:
they instead focus on parameters such as oil & grease, suspended solids, and pH. There is usually an
annual metals scan required and some metals are fairly elevated at times. There are a few sites discharging
condensate water with extra monitoring in one case revealing rather high levels of ammoma. COD, and oil
& grease.
CRWQCB-LA Region. 1996-1997 Annual Report for Storm Water Industrial Activities General
Permit - Analysis of the Sampling Results. August 1988. Final Draft.
The data analyzed in this report were submitted under a statewide General Industrial Activities Storm
Water Permit which ~vas initially issued in 1991 and reissued in 1997. The perrrut requires each regulated
facility, to prepare and implement a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan, develop and implement a
monitoring program, and subrmt an annual self-monitonng report. There are approximately 500 facilities
covered by the industrial storm water perrmt in the San Gabriel River Watershed. The report also
addressed some data from 1992-1993. A large number of data exist for the period from 1993 to 1996 but
the resources needed to make the data available electronically do not.
Results for the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers Watersheds were combined in this report but it ~vill be
assumed that the combined data may be loosely representati,ze of one or the other watershed. It was
reported that out of the approximately 2,000 facilities reporting pH results, 13% were outside of the 6.0 9.0 mg/l benchmark level in 1996-1997; 24% were above the 100 rag/1 benchmark level for total suspended
solids; 25% were above the 200 gmhos/cm benchmark level for specific conductance; 14% were above 15
mg/1 benchmark level for oil & grease; and 6% were above the 110 mg/l benchmark level for total organic
carbon. Some of the samples exceeding the benchmark were orders of magnitude higher. The results in
1992-1993 were similar.

Recommendations for Future Monitoring
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Investigate potential contributions from storm drains of coliform and COD in lower San Gabriel River
Investigate sources of high coliform in Coyote Creek
In general, evaluate water quality in Walnut Creek, San Jose Creek, and Coyote Creek more
intensively including using toxicity tests and Toxicity Identification Evaluations
Investigate the need to continue 303(d)-listings for arsenic and silver
Evaluate need to newly 303(d)-list reaches for copper and!or zinc
Determine impaLrment status of lead in watershed
Evaluate need to 303(d)-lis~ estuary for low dissolved oxygen and ammonia
Include nitrate monitonng for discharges of treated groundwater; in general, include COD monitoring
for larger discharges
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Potential Long-term Activities
The Regional Board considers these as issues of concern in the watershed for the agency over the long-term
~ California Regional Water Quality Control Board - Los Angeles Region, January 2000)
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Development of a coordinated watershed monitoring program
Hydrologic study of the estuary to evaluate mixing dynamics and effects on water quality and
beneficial uses
Identification of seasonal variations in water quality
Evaluation of fish tissue from fish in the lower river and estuary
Determination of the fate of ammonia in the estuary
Evaluation of habitats in the middle/lower river
Evaluation of impacts from reservoir cleaning on water quality, particularly fisheries-related
Evaluation of mining on insrream beneficial uses
Evaluation of success of trash TMDL efforts in upper river
Evaluation of impacts from indusrria! stormwater in the watershed
Identification of sources of contributing flows to reaches and tributaries
Identification of dry segments in reaches and tributaries
Consideration of TMDL-related issues
Implementation of biological monitoring
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Figure 2

San Gabriel River Watershed - Sampling Sites South of San Gabriel Canyon
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Figure 3

San Gabriel River Watershed - Sampling Sites South of San Gabriel Canyon
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Fig~re 4

San Gabriel River Watershed - Sampling Sites in Area of San Jose and Walnut Creeks
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Figure 5

San Gabriel River Watershed - Sampling Sites North of Coyote Creek
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Figure 6

San Gabriel River Watershed - Sampling Sites South of Coyote Creek
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Figure 7

Dissolved Oxygen in Coyote Creek, 1995-1999 CSDLAC Data
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Figure 8

Ammonia-N in Tidal Prism, 1995-1999 CSDLAC Data
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Total Coliform in Coyote Creek - LACSD data 1995-1999 (only matched data)
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Figure 14

Chloride in Coyote Creek - LACSD Data 1995-99
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CONVERSION FACTORS
By

Multiply SI units

Length
0.03937

millimeter (mm)

To obtain inch-pound units
inch (in)

Volume
liter (L)
liter (L)
liter (L)
liter (L)

33.82
2.113
1.057
0.2642

ounce fluid (ft. oz)
pint (pt)
quart (qt)
gallon (gal)

cubic meter per second (m3/s)

Flow
35.31

cubic foot per second (ft3/s)

Mass
0.03527
0.002205
1.102

gram (g)
gram (g)
megagram (Mg)

ounce, avoirdupois (oz)
ounce, avoirdupois (oz)
ton, short

Temperature
F = 1.8 x°C + 32

degree Fahrenheit (°F)

Concentration (Mass/Volume)
1.0
0.0000334

parts per million (ppml)
ounces per quart (ozJqt)

degree Celsius (°C)

milligrams per liter (rag/L)
milligrams per liter (mg/L)

1This conversion is true for concentration values <8,000 mg/L The equivalent value in mg/L for
concentrations >_8,000 ppm can be calculated from table 1, American Societ~ of Testing Material (2000), or by
using the following equation:
C.~y~= C~.,/(1-C~,.(6.22 x 11~~)
where:
C.~= sediment concerro’ation, mg/L and
Cp~= sediment concentration, ppm
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Comparability of Suspended-Sediment
Concentration and Total Suspended Solids Data
By John R. Gray, G. Douglas Glysson, Lisa M.Turcios, and Gregory E. Schwarz

ABSTRACT

Reliable, quality-assured sediment and ancillary data
Two laboratory analy~cal methods ~ suspended-sediare the underpinnings for assessment and remediation of
ment concenu’ation (SSC) and total suspended solids (TSS)
sediment-impaired waters. The U.S. Geological Survey
~ are predominantly used to quantify concentrations of
(USGS) has protocols for the collection of sediment data
suspended solid-phase material in surface waters of the
(Edwards and Glysson, 1999) and for laboratory analysis
United States. The analytical methods differ. SSC data are
of suspended-sediment samples (Guy, 1969; Matxhes and
produced by measuring the dry weight of all the sediment
others, 1991; Knott and others, 1992 and 1993; U.S. Geofrom a known volume of a water-sediment mixture. TSS
logical Survey, 1998 and 1999a). Most of the laboratory
data are produced by several methods, most of which entail
analytical methods were adapted or developed by the
measuring the d~ weight of sediment from a known volFederal Inter’agency Sedimentation Project (194 I), aI>ume ofa subsample of the original An evaluation of 3,235
proved by the Technical Committee (Glysson and Gray,
paired SSC and TSS data, of which 860 SSC values include
1997), and used by most Federal agencies that analyze
percentages of sand-size material, shows bias in the relation
fluvial-sediment data.
between SSC and TSS --SSC values tend to increase at a
Data collected, processed, and analyzed using consistent protocols are comparable in time and space. Congreater rate than their corresponding paired TSS values. As
sand-size material in samples exceeds about a quarter of the
versely, data obtained using different protocols rnav not
sediment dry weight, SSC values tend to exceed their con’e- be comparable. The focus of this study is the comparasponding paired TSS values. TSS analyses of three sets of
bi|ity of suspended-sediment concentration (SSC) and toquality-control samples (35 samples) showed unexpectedly
tal suspended solids (TSS) data. The terms SSC and TSS
small sediment recoveries and relatively large variances in
ar~ often used interchangeably in the literature to dethe TSS data. Two quality-control data sets (l 8 samples)
scribe the concentration of solid-phase material susthat were analyzed for SSC showed both slightly deficient
pended in a water-sediment mixture, usually expressed in
sediment recoveries, and variances that are characteristic of milligrams per liter (rag/L) (Gregory Granato, U.S. Geomost other quality-control data compiled as part of the U.S.
logical Survey, oral corm’nun., 1999; James, 1999). HowGeological Survey’s National Sediment Laboratory Quality
ever, given that all other factors are held constant (such as
Assurance Program. The method for detgrmining TSS,
particle density and shape), the analytical procedures for
which was originally designed for analyses ofwastewater
SSC and TSS differ and may produce considerably different
results, particularly when sand-size material comsa~.ple.s, is shown to be fundamentally um’eliable for the
analys~s of natural-water samples. In contrast, the method
poses a substantial percentage of the sediment in the
for determining SSC produces relatively reliable results for
sample.
samples of natural water, regardless of the amount or perThis report compares the SSC and TSS analytical
centage of sand-size material in the samples. SSC and TSS
methods and derivative data, and demonsu-ates which of
data collected from natural water are not comparable and
the data types is the morn accurate and reliable. The
should not be used interchangeably. The accuracy and
evaluation is b~sed on historical SSC and TSS data
comparability of suspended solid-phase concentrations of
collected and analyzed by the USGS and selected coopthe Nation’s natural waters would be greatly enhanced if all
erators.
these data were produced by the SSC analytical method.
The authors appreciate the assistance of." Stephen S.
Anthony, Donna L. Belval, .)arn~s G. Browu, Ronald D.
Evaldi, Herbert S. Gain, .lohn D. Gordon, Stephen D.
INTRODUCTION
Preston, Daniel ~. Sullivan, Richard J. Wagner and Henry
Zajd, .Ir. for providing the dam used in this report. The
The importance of fluvial sediment to the quality of
aquatic a~d ripa~an systems is well established. The U.S.
formal reviews of Herbert S. Garn, Mary Ellen Ley, and
Henry Zajd, It., were most appreciated, as were informal
Environmental Protection Agency (I 998) identifies s..ediment as the single most w~despread cause of impairment of Pearsal]’s
reviews byinsights
Anne Hoos
and and
research
Harvey
significantly
Jobson. Kenneth
enhanced
the Nation’s rivers and streams, lakes, reservoirs, ponds,
and estuaries.
the report. Patricia Greene’s and Roger FL Chang’s support for developing the tables and figures was invaluable.
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Table 1. State in which natural-water samples were collected, collecting organization, collection methods,

and devices for obtaining subsamples for suspended-sediment concentration (parameter code 80154) and
total suspended solids (parameter code 00530} analyses
{SSC. suspencle~l-sediment concentration; TSS, total suspended solids; USGS, U.S. Geological Survey]

ssc
(80~84)

TSS
(00830)

SSC
(80~84)

HawaiP

USGS

USGS

Automatic Sampler

Kentucky=

USGS

USGS

V~rginia~

USGS and
Cooperator

Wisconsin"

USGS

SSC
(S0~S4)

TSS
(00830)

Automatic Sampler

None

Chum Splitter

USGS

Open BottJe

None

None

USGS and
Cooperator

USGS, 1999~

USGS, 199g

None

Chum Splitter

Cooperator

USGS, 1999~

Open BottJe

Cone Splitter

Cone Splitter

"James G. Brown, U.S. Geological Survey, wntten commun. (1999).
~ Stephen S. Anthony, U.S. Geological Survey, w,tten ¢ommun. (1999).
¢ Darnel J. Sullivan, U.S. Geological Survey, wTttIen commun. (1999).
~ Ronald D. Evaldi, U.S. Geological Survey, written commun. (1999).
"Stephen D. Preston, U.S. Geologica/Survey, written ¢ommun. (1999).

RELD TECHNIQUES AND LABORATORY METHODS
The paired SSC and TSS results used in this evaluation
were derived from analyses of natural-water samples colleered by the USGS and selected eooperato~ (table I).
Analyses of all SSC data from natural water were made by
USGS sediment laboratohes, and analyses of the TSS data
were made by USGS and cooperating laboratories. Additionally, 53 quality-control samples were prepared by the
USGS and analyzed by a laboratory that provides data to
the USGS.

Field Techniques
The large majority of water samples were collected using
either the equal-width-increment or the eqtml-discharge-increment method to obtain a composite sample that is representatWe of the discharge-weighted SSC (’Edwards and Glysson,
1999). Some samples, including those obtained by at least one
cooperating agency, were collected by dipping an open bottle
to obtain samples for subsequent TSS analysis. Some of the
paired SSC and TSS samples were collected in-stream sequendally and submitted to laboratories for analysis as whole
samples. The remaining samples w~re split into subsamples
by using a churn splitter or cone splitter (Ward and Haat, 1990;
Capel and Larson, 1996; Cape] and others, 1995).

.........

TSS
(00830)

’ Donna L. Bek, al, U.S. Geological Survey, wrftten c~mmun. (1999).
~ Richard J. Wagner, U.S. Geological Survey, wri~en commun. (1999).
"Hefoert S. Gain, U.S. Geological Survey, written commun. (1999).
~ See Edwards and Glysson (1999).

Tests performed by the USGS demonstrate that the
churo splitter and cone splitter can provide unbiased and acceptab[y pre~se (generally within I 0 percent of the known
value) SSC values as la~e as about 1,000 mg/L when the
mean diameter of sediment particles is less than about 0.25
ram. At SSC values of I 0,000 mg/L or more, the bias and
precision of SSC values in chum splitter subsamples are considereal unacceptable (U.S. Geological Survey, 1997; Wilde
and others, 1999).
Cone splitters produce subsamples with SSC values that
are adequately representative of ~e original sample at 10,000
rag/L, but not at 100,000 mg/L. The accuracy of the cone
splitter for SSC values between 10,000 mg/I. and 100,000
mg/L is malmow~ a~d is considered unacceptable at concenmarions later than 100,000 mg/L (U.S. Geological Survey,
1997; W’tlde and others, 1999).
Subsampling will typically increase the variance and (or)
create bias in the concentration and size distribution of solidphase material in a subsample. Significant differences in the
amount of solid-phase material in some paired samples may
have occurred as a result of non-representative splitting of
the original samples, or by collecting conseeud-ve in-stream
samples under conditions of rapidly varying SSC. Similarly,
because the data were obtained by field personnel in eight
States as part of urn-elated studies, significant differences
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may have resulted because of differences in dam-collection
techniques. However, the probability of significant bias resulting from consistently selecting samples with larger concenwations of sediment for analyses by one of the methods
would be small based on the large number of paired data
used in the analysis. There is no evidence indicating that
methods used for collecting, processing, or selecting
subsamples for s~bsequent analysis introduced bias in the relations between SSC and TSS identified in this evaluation,
Laboratory Methods
Two standard methods a.re widely cited in the United
States for determining the total amount of suspended material in a water sample. These are:
1. ing
Method
D 3977-97,
"StandardinTest
Method
for DeterminSediment
Concentration
Water
Samples"
of the
American Society for Testing and Materials (American
Society for Testing and Materials, 2000), and
2. Method 2540 D, "Total Suspended Solids Dried at 103°105° C" (American Public Health Association, American
Water Works Association, and Water Pollution Control
The differences in these analytical methods, and some
variations used to produce TSS data are described below.
Suspended-Sediment Concentration Analytical
Method. ASTM Standard Test Method D 3977-97 lists three
methods that result in a determination of SSC values in water
and wastewater samples:
I. Test Method A - Evaporation: The evaporation method
may only be used on sediment that settles within the allotted storage time, which can range from a few days to severaI months. If the dissolved-solids concentration exceeds
about I 0 percent of the SSC value, an appropriate coffeelion factor must be applied to the SSC value. The precision and bias of Method A are shown as follows:
rag/L, milligrams per liter]
sc~mard
Ccmcentration Cont~rm’atkm D~,mtion
of
A00~cL
R~:ov~re0. Test M~t~cx~
(moffl.)
(mgtL)
(rag&)
10
~,0oo
10o,0o0

9.4
9~
~00.2¢J~

zs
~.a
s~2

staooaru
Devtatmn of
Sing~ Olrmrator
(mufti.)
2.3
Is.~
a~0

Bias.
p~ccem
.~
.~.~

3
.3. Test Method C - Wet-sieving filtration: The wet-sieve.
filtration method also yields a SSC value, but the method
is not as direct as Methods A and B. Method C is used if
the percentage of material larger than sand-size particles is
desired. The method yields a concentration for the total
sample, a concentration of the sand-size particles, and a
concentration for the silt- and clay-size panicles. A dissolved-solids correction may be needed, depending on the
type of analysis done on the fine fraction of the samples
and the dissolved-solids concentration of the sample. The
precision and bias of Method C are shown as follows:
[rnm, millimeters; mgiL, rmlligrams per liter]
Sta~r~
S~e~e Concen~mn ConcenWa~m o~Tes~
~ixttre Diarr~tar AdOatl
R~::o~eraa
MeII~I Operalot
N~ (ram)
ImgaJ
frugal
ImVt)
(mo~t)
I ,o.0~
I
3.4
~.s
~.4
i <o.0~.
10
8.7
4.3
2
>o.0~2
9
s
s.~
~.~
2
,0.x~
~
7~
ls.2
11
3

<0.0~z

9o~

~

87.2

Bias,
perc~t
~40

51

_~4
-~3
-8

These three methods are virtually the same as those used
by USGS sediment laboratories and described by Guy
(1969). Only the Whatman grade 934AH, 24-ram-diameter
filter is used for purposes of standardization. Each method
includes retaining, drying at 103°C +_.2°C, and weighing all of
the sediment in a known mass of a water-sediment mixture
(-U.S. Geological Survey, 1999a).
Total Suspended Solids Analytical Method. According
to the American Public Health Association, American Water
Works Association, and Water Pollution Control Federation
(1993), the TSS analytical method uses a predetermined
volume from the original water sample obtained while the
sample is being mixed with a magnetic stirrer. An aliquot of
the sample -- usually 0.1 L, but a smaller volume if more
than 200 mg of residue may collect on the filter -- is with-

drawn by pipette. The aliquot is passed through a filter, the
diameter of which usually ranges from 22 to 125 ram. The
filter may be a Whatman grade 934AH, Gelman type A/E,
0.3
MilJipore typ~ AP40; E-D Scientific Specialties grade 161, or
2. Test Method B- Filtration: The filtration method is used
another product that giv=s demonstrably equivalent results.
orfly on samples with concentrations of sand-size material
After filtering, the filter and contents are removed and dried
(diameters greater than 0.062 ram) less than about
at I03° to I05° C, and weighed. No dissolved-solids
10,000 mg/L and concentrations of clay-size material of
correction is required. The percentages ofsand-siz= and f’mer
about 200 mg/L. No dissolved-solids correction is needed, material cannot be determined using the TSS method.
The precision and bias of Method B are shown as follows:
The American Public Health Association" American
rag/L, milligrams per liter]
Wat.er Works Association, and Water Pollution Control Federaaon (1995) descn’be the precision for this m~thod as foiSmnaarcl S~an~arO
Concentration ConcenU’atJon
lows: "The stancla~l deviation ~ ~2 m8i~ (coefficient of
D~nation of
Oevia~io. of
AOO~O,
R~:ov~rea, Te~t ~
Since, Ol~-ator -. ajax,
variation
33 percent) at 15 rag/L, 24 mg/L (10 percent) at 242
(rag/L)
(rng~)
frog/L)
(rn9/~
~c~¢t
rag/L,
and
13 mgiL (0.76 percent) at 1,707 rag/l, in studies
1o
s
z.~
z
.zo
by
two
analysts
of four sets of I 0 determinations each.
loo
~
s.3
5.1
-9
Single-laboratory analyses of 50 samples of water and waste1.0oo
,~1
z’o.4
1~.1
-3.a
water were made with a standard deviation of differences of
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2 ~ mgiL.~ The standard provides no indication of the size of tended for use with wastewaters, effluents, and polluted
particles used in the testing for the method,
waters;’ as listed in the American Public Health Association,
In practice, TSS data are produced by a number of varia- .~maerican Water Works Association, and Water Pollution
t~ons to the processing methods described in the American
Control Federation (1971). A fundamental change took place
Pubhc Health Association, American Water Works Assoeiain 1976, when the Total Suspended Matter Method was
t~on. and Water Pollution Control Federation (1995). For ex- deemed suitable for "residue ha potable, surface, and saline
ample
waters, as well as domestic and industrial wastewater~ ha the
¯ For the collection of TSS samples as part of the Chesarange up to 20,000 mg/L" by the American Public Health Aspeake Bay Program, field staffpump water from a sped- sociation, American Water Works Association, and Water Pol5ed depth into a plastic gallon container. The container is
tution Control Federation (1976"). The Suspended Solids and
v: gorously shaken, and 0.2 - 1.0 L of the water-sediment
Total Suspended Matter Methods described above are predem3xrure is poured for field filtering and subsequent analy- cessors of the "Total Suspended Solids Dried at 103°-105°C"
sis. 0Vlary Ley, Interstate Commission on the Potomac
Method, which first alrl~ared in 1985 by that title in the
R~ver Basin. the State of Maryland and the Commonwealth American Public Health Association, American Water Works
of ~,qrginia, written commun., 2000).
Association, and Water Pollution Control Federation (1985).
¯ O~e State government laboratory produces TSS data by
In summary, the evidence indicates that the TSS method
~ gorously shaking the sample and pouring it into a cruwas originally designed for wastewater analyses, presumably on
c~ble for subsequent analysis. All of the sample is poured
samples collected after a settling step at a wastewater treatment
into the crucfble unless "there is a lot of suspended matefacility 0aenee the term "SUSl~.nded" in TSS). The American
hal." in which case only part of the sample is poured (Lori Public Health Associatiort, American Water Works Association,
Sprague, U.S. Geological Survey, written commtm., 1999). and Water Pollution Control Federation (I976) expanded the
¯ Another laboratory analyzed quality-control samples by
TSS Method’s applicability in 1976 to include natural water.
Differences Between the SSC and TSS Analytical
using Method 2540D of the American l>ublie Health Assoc~arion, American Water Works Association, and Water
Methods. The fundamental difference between the SSC and
Pollution Control Federation (1995), with the following
TSS analytical methods stems from preparation of the
variation: The sample is shaken vigorously and a third of
sample for subsequent filtering, drying, and weighing. A
the desired subsample volume is decanted to a secondary
TSS analysis normally entails withdrawal of an aliquot of the
vessel. This process is r~eated twice to obtain a single
origina! sample for subsequent analysis, although as previously
subsample for subsequent filtration, drying and weighing,
noted, there is evidence of inconsistencies in methods used
The reduction in TSS data comparability is not limited to in the sample preparation phase of the TSS~analyses. The
lack of consistency in processing and analytical methods.
SSC analytical method measures all sediment and the mass
According to James (1999), there is generally no agreed
of the entire water-sediment mixture. Additionally, the perupon definition of TSS in regard to storm-water runoff, in
centage of sand-size and finer material can be deten’nined as
pan because the settleable pan of TSS is not reported in
part of the SSC method, but not as part of the TSS method.
most storm-water studies.
If a sample contains a substantial percentage of sandThe problem extends to nomenelat’ore. The terms "SSC" size material, then stircing, shaking, or otherwise agitating
and "TSS’, or variations thereof, are sometimes atm’buted to the sample before obtaining a subsample will rarely produce
an incorrect data type. For example, a proposed Total Max.i- an aliquot representative of the SSC and particle-size distrimum Daily Load for sediment in Stekoa Creek, Georgia
bution of the original sample. This is a by-product of the
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 4, written
rapid s~ttling propcn’ies of sand-size material, compared to
commun., 2000) is based on regional TSS data, which are
thos~ for silt- and clay-size material, given virtually uniform
compiled from U.S. Geological Survey records; the TSS data densities and shapes as described by Stokes’ Law. Aliquots
referred to are actually SSC data. Buchanan and Schoellobtained by pil~tte might be withdrawn from the lower part
hamer (1998) refer to "suspended-solids concentration dam" of the sample wher~ tt~ sand concentration tends to be cafor San Francisco Bay. Those data would more appropriately riehed immediately after agitation, or from a higher part of
be referred to as SSC, becauso the total water-sediment mass the sample where the sand concentration is rapidly depleted.
and all sediment were measured in the analysis (Alan
The physical characteristics of a pipette used to withMlodnosky, USGS, oral commun., 1999).
draw an aliquot, or subsample, can hala’oduce additional erPart of the problem may b~ attributable to the origin of
rors in subsequent analytical results. The American Public
the TSS method and subsequent changes in the ~ of waHealth Association, American Water Works Association, and
ter for which it is recommended for use. Information avail- Water Pollution Control Federation (I 995) specifies use of
able from the American Public Health Association and
"wide-bore pipettes" to withdraw aliquots. The tip opening
American Water Works Association (1946") makes it clear
of those recommended for use is about 3 mm in diameter
that the Suspended Solids Method was intended foruse for
(K.imble-Contes Inc., accessed May 1,2000). By definition,
wastewater effluents (’Kenneth Pearsall, U.S. Geological Sur- the upper limit of sand-size material, which is expressed as
vey, written commun., 2000). This is more or less consistent the median diameter, is 2 mm (Folk, 1980). A natural sediwith the Total Suspended Matter Method, which was "inmeat paniele’s long axis is almost always larger than its me-
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dian axis and can be substantially larger. Hence, a single
coarse-grained sand particle or multiple sand-size panicles,
particularly when present in large concentrations, may clog
a 3-ram tip pipette ~md~r suction,
If the afor~nentioned lack of consistency in the TSS
analytical procedure extends to variability in diameters of
pipette tips used to withdraw TSS aliquots, the size of particles being excluded from the s~bsample could vary with
the type of pipette used. Hence, use of a pipette may cause
concentration bias when subsampling if sand-size material
is present in the sample,

were collected about month])~ or bimonthly using techniques
described by Edwards and Glysson (1999). A churn splitter
was used to obtain subsamp]es of the water-sediment mixrure. The USGS sediment laboratory in Iowa City, Iowa,
analyzed the subsamples for SSC and TSS (.lames G.
Brown, U.S. Geological Survey, written commun., 1999).
Hawaii. According to Hill (1996), 13 SSC and TSS
sample pairs were collected at three srreamflow-gaging sintions in the Kamooalii drainage basin, Oahu, Hawaii, from
1985-89, as a component of a large-scale highway-construc.
tion study. The SSC samples were collected by a US PS-69

Based on Stoke~’ Law, subsamp]es obtained by pouring automatic pumping sampler. The TSS samples were colsand-rich water-sediment mixtures should be deficient in
lected by a Manning automatic pumping sampler. A churn
sand-size materfal. Because the fine material concentration
splitter was used to obtain subsamples for TSS analyses.
will not normally be altered by the removal of an aliquot,
The SSC samples were analyzed by the USGS sediment
the differences between the two methods will tend to be
laboratory in Oahu. The TSS samples were analyzed by the
more pronounced as the percentage of sand-size material
USGS National Water Quality Laboratory in Denver, Coloin the sample increases,
rado (Stephen S. Anthony, U.S. Geological Survey, written
Samples collected sequentially h-stream may have difcommun., 1999).
f’erent concentrations and size characteristics of solid-phase
Illinois. A total of 223 SSC and TSS sample pah-s were
material. This may be due to natural variations in the
collected at 8 USGS streamflow-gaging stations in the upper
amounts and composition of solid-phase material in u’ansIllinois River Basin from 1988-90 (Sullivan and BIanchard,
port, and to variance and (or) bias that is introduced by
1994). Samples were collected according to techrfiques desampling procedures. Likewise, a subsample may contain
scribed by Edwards and Glysson (1999). A chum splitter
an amount and size distn’bution of sediment atypical to that
was used to obtain subsamples for SSC and TSS analyses.
of the original. However, any differences in SSC and sizeSSC samples were analyzed at the USGS sediment Inborndistribution data from paired samples resulting from intory in Iowa City, Iowa, using the evaporation method. TSS
steam variations or sampling procedures would likely occur
samples were analyzed by an Illinois State laboratory using
randomly among the 3,235 paired analyses used in this
the nonfilterable residue, gravimetric method (Daniel
evaluation.
Sullivan, U.S. Geological Survey, written commun., 1999).
Ker~cky. A total of 95 SSC and TSS sample pairs were
DFSCR|P~ON OF DATA USED IN THE EVALUATION
co]letted at 12 sampling locations in the Ohio River Basin in
Results of analyses of natural-water samples and of
May 1999. SSC and TSS samples were collected at each site
quality-control samples prepared by the USGS were used
for one day over several hours at about l-hour intervals.
for this evaluation Natural-water samples for determination
Samples were collected using an open-bottle sampler beof SSC (,parameter code 80154) were collected and ariacause of the low stream velocities. No splitting d~dces were
lyzed by the USGS (table I). Natural-water samples for deused to obtain subsamples. The USGS sediment laboratory
termination of TSS, (parameter code 00530) were collected
in Louisville, Kentucky, analyzed the SSC samples. A conby the USGS and cooperating agencies, and analyzed by the
tract laboratory performed the TSS analyses (’Ronald Evaldi,
USGS and cooperating laboratories. A total of 3,235 pairs
U.S. Geological Survey, written commun, 1999).
of’SSC and TSS data for natural water were obtained from
Maryland A total of I,.561 SSC and TSS sample pairs
the files of USGS District offices,
were
collected at 6 streanfflow-gaging stations in the
The paired SSC and TSS data were collected at 65 samPatuxent River Basin, Maryland, as part of the USGS
piing sites in Arizona, Hawaii, Illinois, Kentucky, Maryland,
Patuxent Nonpoint Source study during the years 1985-98

Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. All but the 12 sam-

pling sites in Kemucky were at USGS streamflow-gaging
stations. The percentage of sand-size material was available
for 860, or about 27 percent, of the SSC samples. The SSC
and TSS natural-water.data.used in this evaluation were
augmented by analytical results of 53 quality-control
samples prepared by the USGS National Sediment Laboratory Quality Assmance Program (Gordon and others, 2000,
U.S. Geological Survey, 1998; 1999a; 1999b; 2000b).
Arizona. A total of 122 SSC and TSS sample pairs

were collected at a USGS stre~znflow-gaging station on

Pinal Creek at Inspiration Dam near Globe (station number
09498400) in central Arizona from 1982-98. The samples

(2~reston and Sunmaers, 1997). The sampling frequency was

monthly, with additional samples collected during periods of
storm runoff. The monthly base-flow samples were collected using the equal-width-increment method (Edwards
and Glysson, 1999), and the storm-runoff.samples were collected using an automatic sampler. A chum splitter was
used for both monthly and storm samples of both SSC and
TSS. The SSC samples were analyzed at USGS sediment
laboratories in Lemoyue, Pennsylvania" and Louisville,
Kentucky. The TSS samples were analyzed using a pipette

and filtration method by a Maryland State laboratory
(Stephen D. Preston. U.S. Geological Survey, w-ntten
commun., 1999).
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Virginia. A total of 188 SSC and TSS sample pairs were tory. Know~ amounts of water and sediment were used to
collected at 7 streamflow-gaging stations in Virginia dunng
constitute quality-control samples as part of the USGS Nathe vears 1975-95. Paired SSC and TSS samples were coltional Sediment Laboratory Quality Assurance Program. The
leered every other month by the USGS except during some
National Sediment Laboratory Quality Assurance Program is
low-flow periods as pan of the River Input Monitoring Prodesigned as an interlaboratory-comparison evaluation to program (U.S. Geological Survey, 2000a). Techniques described vide a measure of bias and variance of suspended-sediment
by Edwards and Glysson (1999) were used to collect all
data analyzed by laboratories operated or used by the USGS.
samples. A chum splitter was used to obtain subsamples for
The quality-control samples received by the participating
TSS analyses The USGS collected most of the samples, ex- laboratories were identified as such.
cept during some low-flow periods when the Virginia DepartThe quality-control samples were submitted in five
merit of Environmental Quality collected the samples. SSC
batches to a cooperating laboratory during 1997-99. Of the
analyses were performed by USGS sediment laboratories. A
quality-control samples, the first 35 were shipped as batch
Virginia State laboratory performed the TSS analyses (Donna numbers 1997-1, !997-2, and 1998-I and were analyzed for
L. Belval, U.S. Geological Survey, written commun., 1999). TSS. Eighteen quality-control samples were shipped as batch
Washin~ott A total of817 SSC and TSS sample pairs numbers 1998-2 and 1999-1 and analyzed for SSC using the
were collected at 25 streamflow-gaging stations in Washing- evaporation method (Kenneth Pearsal!, U.S. Geological Surton during the years 1973-98, as part of various projects,
vey, 1999, oral commun.).
Techniques described by Edwards and Gtysson (1999) were
COMPARABILITY OF SUSPENDED-SEDIMENT CONused to collect all SSC and TSS samples. A churn splitter
wa~ used to obtain subsamples for TSS analyses. The ~SC CENTRATiON AND TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS DATA
and TSS samples were analyzed at a USGS sediment laboraNatural-Water Data
tory in Tacoma, Washington, through September ]982.
Thereafter, samples were analyzed at the USGS Cascades
The relation between SSC and TSS data was evaluated by
Volcano Observatory Sediment Laboratory (Richard J.
companng all available paired SSC and TSS natural-water data,
Wagner, U.S. Geological Survey, written commun., 1999). and subsets of those data for each State. The number of paired
Wisconsin. A total of 216 SSC and TSS sample pairs
SSC and TSS values for selected SSC concentration ranges
were collected at 3 streamflow-gaging stations on streams in with and without particle-size data are shown in figure I.
the Lake Michigan watershed, Wisconsin, as pan of an evaluOf the 3,235 natural-water SSC samples used in this study,
ation of the differences in results of
water-quality monitonng caused by
1400
differences in sample-collection
methods (Kammerer and others,
n=
E-d Numbero~SSCValues
1998). Low-flow samples were
wi~ Percent- Sand
¯~
1200
collected in August and October
~
[] Nundmr of SSC Values .
1993, and high-flow samples were ~
n = 1,051
without Percem-Sam
collected in April-July 1994. The t~ =
~ 1000
SSC samples were collected using ~ ~
techniques described by Edwards
~~
and Glysson (1999). The TSS
800 ~~
n = 718
samples were collected concurrently with the SSC samples by the :~ .~
.~ ~
Wisconsin Department of Natural
~. ~" 600 Resources using an open bottle.
Subsamples for SSC and TSS
~ ~.
analyses were obtained using a
~. ~ 400 cone splitter. SSC samples were
o
analyzed by the USGS sediment
laboratory in Iowa City, Iowa. TSS "~
200 n:
samples were analyzed by a Wis- ~
1 value :
consin State laboratory (Herbert S.
Garn, U.S. Geological Survey,
I
0
written commun., 1999).
Quality-Control Data,. The SSC
.
and TSS natural-water data used in
this evaluation were augmented by Figure 1. Number of paired suspended-sediment concentration ($$C) values
analytical results of quality-control and total suspended solids (’r$s) values of the 3,235 data pairs for selected
samples from a cooperating labora- suspended-sediment concentration ranges, in milligrams per liter.

~
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Table 2. Statistical characteristics of paired suspended-sediment concentration (SSC) and total suspended
solids (TSS) data for each of eight States, and for the combined data from all States
[mg/L, milligrams per liter;, >, greater than]

" ¯. :.{:~; ,’;~ ;’.-- :;!iL~-"~::.
"~b~e of~SC

Percentage
of values

Number of
values when
S$C value is
¯ 3rd Quartile
value

Number of
values
>0 mg]L when
SSC value is
¯ 3rd Quartile
value

Percentage of
values
>0 mg/L when
SSC value is
> 3rd Quartile
value

. ~:FSs P~l~-’~-;~:-i:~a:~:;!~;L-’~:-!~ Number
, ~;~-::.~" =-~-. :-Z ~-~
.. _ ._..:.;~:__~ ..::._...~ ;: of values

3rd
Quanile
mg/L

, ~--A~i~r~i:~-~’
~,~*: :- - -: _j-;: ~-._~ ~-

122

153.2.5

93

76%

31

13

353.0

30

13

100%

97%

3

3

~00%

";~’;; ¯ ~l’Jaw~ It3~; ;

: ~e

~.:

95

Number
ofvalues
>0 mg/L

>0 mglL
forall
paired data

10.2

28

29%

24

1,561

324.0

1,071

+i! ~i;~ir~’~;~:~;

69%

~88

390

16.0

~os

328

,.

84%

:Wast~ ingt~-~. ’_

56%

817

30.0

.0

518

63%

91%

203

216

179

80.25

184

85%

88%

54

54

100%

-., w s~onslr~ ,~--~
- -~--° -- ~ ~::~ ;~ ~ -._.._, . _ . . !-,.~;.- -.~_,

All .Pai:red’ DataK 3,23S

108.0

2.123

66%
809
672
83%
1 Based on statistics using all 3,235 paired data; some values vary slightly [Tom those caiculated using sum;’-nary
statistics from the eight States.

74 percent had values less than or ec~al to 100 rag/L; only one
on SSC (the lower line) and SSC on TSS (the upper line).
value (25,600 rag/L)exceeded 10,000 mg/I. (figure I).
Statistical characteristics of SSC and TSS paired data for Because of measurement errors associated with the co]leceach State and for all paired data are given in table 2. Sixty- tion processing, and analysis of the data, neither line can be
interpreted as an unbiased estimate of the true relation
six percent of all TSS values a~ smaller than their
corresponding paired SSC values. Eighty-three per27,500 cent of all TSS values are smaller than their paired
~
SSC value when SSC values exceed the 3 cpza~le
2S.O00 .... Line ofequa! ~lue
.
value. For each State except ~nt~cky (38 percent
~ Line resuming from regressing
D.S00
SSC on TSS t’Uppe~ Bound)
.-"
for 24 paircd samples), 61 to ] 00 p~cent of’the TSS
~Line resuming ~m regressing
z0,0o0
values am smaller tha~ their paired SSC value when
TSS on SSC (Lower Bound)
-"
~
’~
SSC values exceed the 3 quazd]e vaI~e. To summa17.5o0
.’"
dz¢, SSC values tend to exceed t~¢ir con’~spondJn~
15,0o0
.’"
paired TSS vaJues. This tendency becomes stronser
at lazier values of’SSC.
~ Iz.500
.Relations between all 3,235 paired TSS and SSC
measut,~nents at~ show~ in figures 2 and 3. Accord~
...~
~o 7.5o0
.-" "’"
in~ to Olysson and others (2000), them is ~o s~ple,
S.0oo
.-"
straightforward way to adjust TSS data to estimate
." >- "~
SSC Jt’pair~d samples are not ~’ailable. Relations
Zsoo
identiSed hcr~Ln am not n;commended for use in ad- "
0 ~.’..i, ,
,
,
,
justin8 TSS data ualcss supported by addJtioaal re.
o
s~o0
~0.0oo ~5,ooo
20,000
search.
25,000
The data shown m figure 2 are plotted without
Wansformation and include the two ordinary least
squares regression lines obtained by regressing TSS

iq~u¢~ ~. Relation between untransformed values of
suspended-sediment concentration and total susp~nd~l solids
~’or 3,235 data points.
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between the two measurement methods. In fact, the existence
of measurement error implies the system of equations
describing the two measurements is insui~ciently identified,
making estimation of an unbiased relation impossible

pounng are also unlikely to contain representative amounts
of sand-size material. In contrast, the amount or percentage
of sand-size material in a ssc sample has no effect in bias
because all sediment in the original sample is used in the

without additional information on the variance of the
measurement error for at least one of the measurements
(Klepper and Learner, 1984). However, the two least squares
regression lines can be used to bound the true slope and
intercept coefficients (Frisch, 1934). In the case of TSS and
SSC, the least squares intercepts are very small relative to the
range of the data. Consequently, the two regression lines
effectively form consistent upper and lower bounds on the
true relation between TSS and SSC. These bounds imply that
TSS is biased downward relative to SSC by a proportionate
amount of 25 to 34 pergent. Given the large skew appm’~nt in
the data, this finding is tentative and requires confirmation
using a statistical or functional transformation yielding
homoscedasti¢ residuals,
The relation between SSC and TSS for all 3,235 pairs of
transformed data using the base-10 logarithm and the line of
equal value are shown in figure 3; the relations for ~ach State
and lines of equal value are shown in figure 4. Trends in the
scattergrams plotted for all data compared to those with data
that were segregated by State show some similarities,
including a tendency for the data to plot to the right of the
line of equal value, particularly at larger values of SSC.
As described previously, at least two factors associated
with the TSS analysis can result in subsamples obtained by
pipette or by pouring that are deficient in sand-size material,
Rapidly falling sand-size material can be difficult to withdraw representatively, particularly if pipette subsamp[es are
obtained from near the surface and (or) if the subsample is
not withdrawn immediately after mixing. Also, coarser sand
particles may plug the pipette intake, precluding withdrawal
of a representative mixture. Subsamples obtained by

S SC analysis.
The relation between sand-size material and TSS bias
was examined using the 860 paired SSC and TSS values for
which the amounts of material coarser and finer than 0.062
mm in the SSC sample are known. Percent sand-size material, percent finer material, and the total mass of sand-size
material were included in the analysis. All but one of the
paired data associated with particle sizes are for streams in
Illinois, Virginia, and Washington.
The relation between percent sand-size material associated withthe SSC sample, and the SSC minus TSS remain-

der is shown in figure 5. No bias is apparent when sand-size
material composes less than about a quarter of the sample’s
sediment mass. Above about a third sand-size material, the
large majority of the SSC values exceed their paired TSS values. The increase in bias at larger SSC values as percent
sand-size values increase is consistent with the observation
that splitting original samples that contain a substantial percentage of sand-size material will rarely produce subsamples
with a SSC or panicle-size distribution similar to those of the
original.
Splitting samples that contain, small percentages of sandsize material are more likely to produce subsamples with
concentrations and particle-size distributions similar to the
original. The relation between TSS and the concentration of
material finer than 0.062 mm for 860 of the paired SSC and
TSS data with associated particle-size distribution data is
shown in figure 6. The concentration of fine material was
calculated as follows:

10,0~

J

NlxPtc~l~$~,=~,~mg/I.

1~0

~
i

0,1

SSC is suspended-sediment concentration, and

Li~olEqulllValue ------~.~

Percent> 0.0s2m= is percent sand-size material associated
with the SSC value.

100 o
10

~- o

o~

.~-"
0.1

C<~ = SSC [I-(Percent~/~
C<o~. is the concentration of material finer than
0.062 mm in diameter,

o o o o,,===~ o,,o
~
I
1
10
100
.1,000
Suspended-Sediment ComerUtmions, in moj1.

10‘000

Figur~ 3. Relation between the base-10 logarithms of
suspended-sediment concentration {SSC) and total suspended solids (TSS) for 3,235 data pairs in the scattergrams
plotted. All SSC andTSS values les~ than 0.25 mg/L were
set equal to 0.25 rng/L to enable plotting the data on
logarithmic coordinates,

At TSS values that exceed about 5 mg/L of fine material, the SSC and TSS data a~ more or less evenly
distributed around the line of equal value (figur~
This suggests that the TSS method can provide relatively unbiased results when the large majority of material in a s~mple is finer than 0.062 ram.
The importance of bias in the relation between SSC
and TSS characterized in figure 3 can be magnified "
when TSS data are used to compute sediment discharges. Sediment discharges increase when the product of water discharge and SSC increases (PortenCield,
1972). Additionally, the mobility of coarse material
tends to increase with larger flow velocities. Because
of the strong tendency for SSC to exceed TSS at larger
values of SSC (see figures 3 and 4), calculating discharges of TSS will usually result in underestimates of
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10
about a third sand-size material in composition, and
with percentages and concentrauons of sand-size mate~’~o ~lut, not plotted:
hal that increase with discharge.
*
Figure 7 shows an example of the influence of bias
800
.~
s4% s~nd, ~4so ~
resulting
from using TSS data to calculate instanta=
~ -~
~,
-neous sediment discharges for a stream in the north~00
eastern United States. All the TSS and SSC samples
,"
used to compute sediment discharges from October 15
r~
~ast-Sclu~s
through December 24, 1998 were collected by a coop400
~ Iitnjmssion tin~ ,
crating agency using an open bottle and analyzed by
.
ii
the cooperator’s laboratory. The apparent order-ofa
,, ~
,
¯
magnitude change in sediment discharges between No20@ ."
o
~,/= ~, s JL
vember and Deeember1998 was not related to any in"~ "~
,~l
t,~
~ ,..~...~.-~,~_.
~
~,
,,.
~.~.~~
stream change in solid-phase transport, but to a change
i
o
"~ ~
~.~ ~-. ....
in analytical procedures (Henry Zajd, Jr., U.S. Geo)
~"
~ ~er--6~-~’*-~ ~ -~-&logical Survey, oral commun., 2000). TSS analyses
¯
were performed on all samples collected in October
10~ and November 1998, and SSC analyses were used to
80
60
40
20
0
produce subsequent data. The USGS did not publish
daily sediment discharges for the pre-December period
Percent Sand-Size Matecial in the Suspemled~Sed|ment Concentration Sample
shown in figure 7 because the TSS data used in the
computafons were considered unreliable.
Figur~ ~. Relation between percent sand-size ~aterial in the
sample analyzed tot suspended-sediment concentration and the
Quali~-~ontrol Data
remainder of suspendecl-sediment concentration minus total
suspended ~olids.
Box plots that show the results of quality-control
samples analyzed for SSC and TSS by a cooperating
10,000
laboratory participating in the USGS National Sediment Laboratory Quality Assurance Program are
:
shown in figure 8. The samples were analyzed in five
i
Line of Equal Value
sample sets. Box plots for sample sets 1997-I, 1997-2,
.~ 1,000
tn ~
and 1998-1 represent TSS anal,ytacal results. Box plots
~
"g..-=
t
for study sample sets 1998-2 and 1999-1 represent
1110
SSC analytical results. This figure illustrates two im~’~
portant characteristics related to sediment-data quality.
1,00~

J

~

~

11}

tively biased. The combined dam for all samples analyzed as part of the Sediment Laboratory Quality Astt
’
surance Program from 1996 through September 2000
~
have a median concentration bias of-1.83 percent; the
~.
_..~r ~ t ~ t ~,~
~!
1
° ~
o
25th percentile is -4.39 percent; and the 75th percentile
~
"
is 0.00 percent. The bias primarily reflects a loss of
t
~
~
some sediment, such as through a filter, or an inability
IM
1
100
10
1
0.1
to weigh accurately ve~, small amounts of ~ mateTotal Suspended Solids, in mg/L
r~ai in the SSC analytical procedure. The SSC median
percent bias values for both stud~ sets ~ about -2 and
F~zjur~ ~. Relationship between total suspended solids and
-4 percent of the known sediment mass. ~ contz’a~
the concentration of suspended sediments finer than 0.062mm TSS median percent bias values for the three study sets
in paired suspended-sediment concentration samples. All SSC r~g¢ from -6 to -23 percent from the know~ sediment
andTSS values less than 0.25 mgJL were set equal to 0.25 mgJL
mass; the mean difference in TSS median percent bias
to enable plotting the data on logarithmic coordinates,
from the known scdimem mass is -]6 percent. Only
for sample set 199"7-2 does an)’ ~uaxtile include the
TSS
value
for the ]~own sediment mass. The median percem
the suspended solid-pl~se dischazgcs compared to those estibias
~
TSS
sample set 1997-1 and in 199~-1 e×ceeds thr~
mates that ar~ computed from SSC data- TSS dischazge un= from the mean value of all meas~d sediF-pscudosigmas
dcrcsfimams m_~y he neglig’Jble for slz~ams corwc~ng a predommandy fine material load over the range of ~scharges. mcnt mass measurements reported L~ the USG S National
Substantial underestimates of TSS discharges can be

~

peered for sr~ams conv~ng sediment loads that exceed

’Th= F-pscudOsi~ma is a nonpzt’~ncmc static z~a]%mus to the slzndard clevisdon that is czlcd~tcd by using the
sist~nt to ~ ~ffcct ofex~mc out]icrs.
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1,4

Sediment Laboratory Quality
Assurance Program. The
analytical method used by
the laboratory for determination ~fTSS in natural-water

~,
~ I.’~

i

1,2
~’~
~

~ ~.~

samples was de~med unac-

0.~

~
ceptable by the U.S. Ge~logical Survey (USGS,
025
~) 0.8
1999b).
Second, the variances as- ~o 0.7
sociated with the TSS qual~ 0.6
it’y-control data are large
~
0.15
E 0.5
compared to those for SSC
~) 0.4
data (figure 8). The least
~ 0.3
variable data - those from
0.1
sample set 1997=1 -range
~
from -18 to -32 percent of
,0.0~
~ 0.1
the known value, and the difference between the Ist and
= 0.0
0
~5.Oct ~-Oct
3rd quartile values is 9 percent. In comparison, the
most variable SSC data F]$uee 7. ]nstantaneous water discharges, and sediment dischar.qes computed
from iota} suspended solids (TSS) and suspe~deO-sediment concentration (SSC)
those from sample set 1999data for a stream in the northeastern United States, "1998.
l - range from 0 to -5 percent; the difference in the Ist
and 3rd quantile values is 4 percent.
In terms of bias and variance, the TSS results from two
procedure entails measurement of the entire mass of sediment
of the first thee sample set.s - 1997- l and 1998- l - w~e
and ~he net weight for the entire sample. In contrast, only a
considered unacceptable by the U.S. Geological Survey (U.S. part of the water-sediment mixture is typically used in the TSS
Geological Survey, 1998; 1999a). The SSC results from
analysis. Difficulties in, and variations for methods associated
study sample sets 1998-2 and 1999-I, which were produced
with obtaining TSS subsamples can result in determinations of
by the same laboratory, are considered among the most accu- solid-phase characteristics that are substantially different from
rate of all laboratories that participated in the USGS National those of the original sample.
Sediment Laboratory Quality
Assessment Program (John
Gordon, U.S. Geologicaa
Survey, oral commun.,
~) 30
2000).
Tota~ Suspended Solids
~ 20
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Of the two ana]ylica]
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~
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(SSC), and total suspended
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~ -20
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~
¯
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duced by the SSC technique
I’~ DATA NOT ~NCLUSntE
are the more reliable. This is~- -30
particularly true when the
~997-I 1997-2 ~998-I ~998-2 ~999-I
amount of sand in a sample
exceeds about a quarter of
S~dy Number
the dD’ sediment mass. This
conclusion is based on the
Fi~ur~ ~. Variability in re.sults of suspended-sedimem concentrations and totat susfollowing observations:
pearled solids ana)ytica) methods in quality-cootro) water samples anatyzed by a col. The SSC analytical
operator laboratory. (John D. Gordon, U.S. Geological Survey, written cornmun., 2000).
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/12 2. Subsampling by pipette or by pouring from an open
the sarnple is less than about 25 percent. TSSvalues from
container will generally result in production of a sedimentanalyses of samples collected following a settling step for
deficient subsample. An analysis of 3,235 paired SSC and
coarser sediments, such as those obtained for compliance
TSS natural-water samples from eight States showed that
purposes at sewage treatment plants and water treatment faSSC values tend to exceed their paired TSS values, pattiucilities, may be reliable. However, because relatively few
larly at larger values of SSC. This is consistent with the asTSS
data are associated with the percent sand-size and finer
sumption that most subsamples used to determine the TSS
material
from SSC samples, it is usually impossible to idendata were obtained by pipette or by pouring from an open
dfy
which
if any TSS data may be biased. Some of the TSS
contmner,
data may reflect the mass of suspended solids in rtatural-wa.
3. An analysis of 860 paired SSC and TSS natural-water
ter samples, but there are currently no absolute means to
samples for which relative amounts of sand-size and finer
identify those data, nor a generally reliable procedure to cormaterial are known for the SSC sample were used to deterrect biased TSS data.
mine the effect of sand-size particles on the TSS analysis.
The TSS method, which was originally designed for
SSC values tend to be larger than their paired TSS values as
analyses
of wastwater samples, is shown to be fundamenthe percentage of sand-size material exceeds about a quatxer
tally unreliable for the analysis of natural-water samples. In
of the mass of sediment in the sample. Additionally, a relation between values of TSS and the paired SSC material finer contrast, the SSC method produces relatively reliable results
than 0.062 mm showed that for samples with TSS values ex- for samples of natural water, regardless of the amount or perceeding about 5 nag/L, the paired SSC and TSS data are more centage of sand-size material in the samples. SSC and TSS
data collected from natural water are not comparable and
or less evenly distributed around the line of equal value,
should not be used interchangeably. The accuracy and cornSand-size material is more difficult to subsample than finer
parabiliry
of suspended solid-phase concentrations of the
material due to the large fall velocity of sand-size material as
Nation’s
natural
waters would be greatly enhanced if all
described by Stokes’ Law.
these
data
were
produced
by the SSC analytical method.
The tendency for SSC values to exceed their paired TSS
values has important ramifications for computations of suspended solid-phase discharges; those computed using TSS
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INTRODUCTION
The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and the Regional Water Quality Control
Boards (RWQCBs) (together "Boards") are the principal state agencies with primary
responsibility for the coordination and control of water quality. In the Porter-Cologne Water
Quality Control Act (Porter-Cologne), the Legislature declared that the "state must be prepared
to exercise its full power and jurisdiction to protect the quality of the waters in the state from
degradation..." (California Water Code section 13000). Porter-Cologne grants the Boards the
authority to implement and enforce the water quality laws, regnlarions, policies and plans to
protect the waters of the state. Timely and consistent enforcement of these laws is critical to the
success of the water quality pr%m’arn and to ensure that the people of the State have clean water.
It is the policy of the SWRCB that the Boards shall strive to be fair, fu’m and consistent in taking
enforcement actions throughout the State, while reco_muzmg the individual facts of each case.
Toward that end, it is the intent of the SWRCB that the enibrcement actions of the RWQCBs be
in accordance with the provisions of this policy.
Enforcement serves many purposes. First and foremost, it assists in protecting the beneficial
uses of waters of the State. Swift and sure enforcement orders can prevent threatened pollution
from occumng and can promote prompt cleanup and correction of existing pollution problems.
It ensures compliance with SWRCB and RWQCB regnlations, plans, policies, and orders.
Enforcement not only protects the public health and the envu’onment, but also creates an "even
playing field," ensuring that dischargers who comply with the law are not placed at a competitive
disadvantage by those who do not. It also deters potential violators and, thus, further protects the
environment. Other benefits result from a strong enforcement program. Monetary. remedies, an
essential component of an effective enforcement program, provide a funding source for needed
cleanup projects, provide a measure of compensation for the often unquantifiable damage that
pollution causes to the environment, and ensure that polluters do not gain a substantial economic
advantage from violations of water quality laws.
Enforcement determinations may be complicated fact-specific decisions based ultimately on
experience and professional judgment. The purpose of this Policy is to provide a framework
within which such decisions may be better made. In deciding which course of action should be
pursued, RWQCB staff should consult with their supervisors. In many cases, the final decision
will be left to the RWQCB.
It is important to note that enforcement of the State’s water quality requirements is not solely the
purview of the Boards and their staff. Other agencies (e.g., the California Department offish
and Game) have the ability to enforce certain water quality provisions in state law. State law
also allows for members of the public to bring enforcement matters to the attention of the Boards
and authorizes aggrieved persons to petition the SWRCB to review most actions or in-actions by
the RWQCB. In additiom state and federal statutes provide for public participation in the
issuance of most orders, policies and water quality control plans. Finally, the federal Clean
Water Act authorizes citizens to bring suit against dischargers for certain ,types of Clean Water
Act (CWA) violations.
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1. FAIR, FIRM AND CONSISTENT REGULATION AND
ENFORCEMENT
[:a~r. firm and consistent enforcement depends on a foundation of solid requirements in law,
regulations, policies, and the adequacy of enforceable orders, including waste discharge
reqmrements (WDRs), cleanup and abatement orders. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permits, and other orders. The extent to which such enforceable orders include
well-defined requirements and apply similar requirements to similar situations affects the
consistency of compliance and enforcement. Whenever the circumstances of a discharge
(including the nature and volume of the discharge and the beneficial uses of the receiving water)
are similar, the provisions of the enforceable orders should be comparable.
The SWRCB, with assistance and advice from the RWQCBs will compile and maintain
examples of standard enforceable orders. RWQCBs’ orders shall be consistent except as
appropriate for the specific circumstances related to the discharge and to be consistent with
applicable water quality control plans. Such modifications must be consistent with applicable
state and f~deml law. RWQCB Water QualiU Control Plans mav include unique requirements
that apply within a region and must be implemented even if not consistent with other RWQCBs.
The Boards shall have a consistent and valid means to determine compliance with enforceable
orders. Compliance assurance activities include the review of self-monitoring reports, facility
inspections and complaint response. RWQCBs shall regularly review all discharger selfmonitoring reports and document all violations and the subsequent response in the Boards’
enforcement data management system. Where enforcement resources are limited, actions should
be targeted to the highest priority significant violations. Enforcement actions should be initiated
as soon as possible after discovery of the violation. Violations that are similar in nature and have
similar water quality impacts should receive similar enforcement.
II. DISCOVERY OF VIOLATION
Violation of WDRs, Water Quality Control Plan prohibitions, enforcemem orders, and other
provisions of law administered by the SWRCB or RWQCBs can be discovered through
discharger self-monitoring reports (SMRs), compliance inspections, facility reporting,
complaints, or file review.
A. Serf-Monitoring Reports
The Boaras ensure compliance with WDRs by requiring dischargers to implement a monitonng
and reporting program under California Water Code sections 13267 and 13383, and to
periodically submit SMRs. Reporting frequency for regulated dischargers depends on the nature
and impact of the discharge. The regulations that implement the CWA also specify, monitoring
requirements. WDRs shall explicitly require the discharger to clearly identify, violations of their
WDRs in ,~he SMR.
B. Compliance Inspectiom
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Compliance inspections are conducted on-site by the RWQCB staff under the authori .ty provided
in California Water Code sections 13267 and 13383. Compliance inspections address
compliance with WDRs, laboratory quality control and assurance, record keeping and reporting,
time schedules, best management practices, pollution prevention plans, and any other pertinent
requirements. The inspections are also used as a verification of the accuracy of the discharger’s
SMR.
C. Direct Facility. Reporting
Dischargers with regulated facilities should generally be required through their WDRs to report
to the RWQCB by phone, usually immediately or within 24 hours, followed by a written report
and a discussion in the next SMtL when certain events occur, such as:
¯

Bypass of raw or partially treated sewage or other waste from a treatment unit or discharge of
wastewater from a collection system.

¯

Treatment unit failure or loss of power that threatens to cause a bypass.

¯

Any other operational problems that threaten to cause significant violations of WD~ or
impacts to receiving waters.

¯

Discharges of oil or petroleum in or on waters of the State or where it will be discharged in
or on waters of the State.

D. Complaints and Complaint Investigations
Often information regarding an actual or potential violation or unauthorized discharge is
obtained through telephone or written notification from a_member of the public, another public
agency or an employee working at a regulated facility. Complaints may also involve nuisance
conditions, such as noxious odors that extend beyond a wastewater treatment plant boundary.
The SWRCB Office of Operator Certification also investigates complaints of operator
misconduct at wastewater treatment plants. During the course of an investigation additional
violations that are indirectly related or unrelated to the original investigation may also be
discovered.

E. Case Record Maintenance and Review
WDRs and enforcement orders (e.g., cleanup and abatement orders, cease and desist orders, time
schedule orders and California Water Code section 13267 orders) frequently mandate completion
of tasks, which the dischargers must confirm by submission of appropriate reports to the
RWQCBs. Failure to submit the reports or to complete the required tasks may be the basis for
additional enforcement. RWQCBs shall use data management systems to track tasks and reports
required of dischargers.
Often the RWQCB first hears about spills or other violations from the California Department of
Fish and Game, the California Department of Toxic Substance Control or other enforcement
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agencies. District Attomeys are mother source on information. The RWQCBs can use this
information to decide whether to initiate joint or separate enforcement actions.
III. DETERMINING SIGNIFICANT VIOLATIONS
Enforcement actions shall be targeted toward the hi~Aaest priority, water-quality violatiom
(significant violations). The general criteria below have been developed to assist the RWQCBs
m iden ’ ,ufymg significant violations in order to help establish priorities for enforcement efforts.
Depending on the circumstances, violations that are not included on this list could nonetheless be
considered "significant" as well.
The following subsections comprise a non-exclusive list of violations that are considered
"significant," will be identified as significant violations in the enforcement database, and will be
considered high priority for enforcement.
A. NPDES Effluent and Receiving Water Limitation Violatiom
For facilities with NPDES permits, the following effluent and receiving water limitation
violations are significant violations:
¯

Any violation of an effluent limitation for a Group 1 pollutant (see Table [II- 1) by 40
percent or more. (If the effluent limitation is zero, any detection necessarily exceeds the
effluent limitation by 40 percent or more.) In addition, where the effluent limitation is
lower than the applicable detection limit, the discharge must also equal or exceed the
app!icable detection limit in order to be considered a significant violation. The applicable
detection limit is the Minimum Level for discharges of priority pollutants subject to the
SWRCB’s "Policy for Implementation of Toxics Standards for Inland Surface Waters,
Enclosed Bays, and Estuaries of California," and the Practical Quantitation Limit for all
other Group 1 pollutants.
¯ Any violation of an effluent limitation for a Group 2 pollutant (see Table 11I-2) by 20
percent or more. 0-f the effluent limitation is zero, any detection necessarily exceeds the
effluent limitation by 20 percent or more.) In addition, where the effluent limitation is
lower than the applicable detection limit, the discharge must also equal or exceed the
applicable detection limit in order to be considered a significar~ violation. The applicable
detection limit is the Minimum Level for discharges ofpnonty pollutants subject to the
SWRCB’s "Policy for Implementation of Toxics Standards for Inland Surface Waters,
Enclosed Bays, and Estuaries of Caliform&" the Method Detection Limit for total residual
chlorine, and the Practical Quantitation Limit for all other Group 2 pollutants.
¯ Any waste discharge that violates a flow limitation by ten percent or more.
¯ Any’ waste discharge that violates a receiving water temperature limitation by three degrees
Celsius or more.
¯ Any waste discharge that violates an effluent or receiving water limitation for pH by one
pH anit or more.
¯ Any waste discharge that violates an effluent or receiving water limitation for any other
pollutant or monitored parameter that is not listed in either Table III- 1 or Table III-2 by 40
percent or more.
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Table III-1. Group 1 Pollutants. This list of pollutants is based on Appendix A to Section
123.45 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations. For the purpose of data entry into the
Permit Compliance System (PCS), the United States Environmental Protection Agency (L:SEPA)
has identified an exhaustive list of those pollutants which are included as Group 1 pollutants
under the various classifications of"other." The list is available on the SWRCB’s Intemet site
(www.swrcb.ca.gov). The entire list, including any future amendments by USEPA thereto, is
hereby incorporated into this Table III- I.

Oxygen Demand
Biochemical Oxygen
Demand
Chemical Oxygen Demand
Total Oxygen Demands
Total Organic Carbon
Other

Detergents and Oils
Methylene Blue Active
Substances
Nitrillon-iacetic Acid
Oil and Grease
Other Detergents or
Algicides

Solids
Total St~spended Solids
Total Dissolved Solids
Other

Minerals
Calcium
Chloride
Fluoride
Magnesium
Sodium
Potassium
Sulfur
Sulfate
Total Alkalinity
Total Hardness
Other Minerals

Nutrients
Inorganic Phosphorous
Compounds
Inorganic Nitrogen
Compounds
Other
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Aluminum
Cobalt
iron
Vanadium
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Table III-2. Group 2 Pollutants. This list of pollutants is based on Appendix A to
Section 123.45 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations. For the purpose of
data entry into the Permit Compliance System (PCS), USEPA has identified an
exhaustive list of those pollutants which are included as Group 2 pollutants. The
entire list is available on the SWRCB’s intemet site (www.swrcb.ca.gov). The entire
list, including any future amendments by USEPA thereto, is hereby incorporated into
this "fable LII-2.

Metals
All metals not specifically listed under Group 1.
Inorganics
Cyanide
Total Residual Chlorine
Organics
All organics not specifically listed under Group 1.

B. Chronic Violatiom
Chronic violations are significant violations. A facility or discharger is in chronic
violation when it has four or more similar t~pes of violations during any sLx-month
period, or it has violated a monthly average effluent limitation for a specific pollutant in
the same season for two consecutive years.
C. Toxicity Violations
Two or more violations of numeric or narrative toxicity requirements contained in
WDRs, Water Quality Control Plan prohibitions or other provisions of law within any
six-month period are significant violations.
D. Violatiom of Prohibitiom
WDR.s, Water Qualiu Control Plans, and enforcement orders often contain prohibitions
(year-round or seasonal) against certain types of discharges of waste. Violations of such
prohibitions are considered significant violations.
E. Spills (including other unauthorized discharges)
Significant violations include:
¯ sewage spills that reach surface waters;
¯ sewage spills to soil that are a public health threat and/or are greater fl-um 5000
gallons; and
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¯

spills of other materials that cause a public health threat or cause toxicity to fish and
wildlife (e.g., hazardous materials and oil).

F. Failur~ to Submit Reports
Failure to submit reports required by WDRs, California Water Code section 13267 and
I3383 orders, California Water Code section 13260, regulations or Water Quality, Control
Plans within 30 days from the due date, or submission of reports which are so deficient or
incomplete as to impede the review of the status of compliance are significant violations.
In addition, failure to comply with the notification requirements contained in California
~ater Code sections 13271 and 13272 is a significant violation.
G. Violations of Compliance Schedules
Violations of compliance schedule dates (e.g., schedule dates for starting construction.
completing construction, or attaining final compliance) by 60 days or more from the
compliance date specified in an enforcemem order or WDRs are significant violations.
H. Failure to Implement a Pretreatment Program
Failure of a publicly-owned treatment works to substantially implement its approved
pretreatment program as required in its WDRs, including failure to enforce industrial
pretreatment requirements on industrial users and failure to meet pretreatmem program
compliance schedules within 60 days is a significant violatior~
L Storm Water Program Violations
1. Industrial and Construction Discharges
Certain construction and industrial activities require compliance with either the General
NPDES Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated with Construction Activity
(Construction Storm Water Permit) or the General NPDES Permit for Discharges of
Storm Water Associated with Industrial Activity Excluding Construction (Industrial
Storm Water Permit). Failure to submit a Notice of Intent for coverage under the general
permits or a notice of non-applicability, after specific notification to the discharger, is a
significant violation. Failure to either develop a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP), to substantially implement a SWPPP, to conduct required monitoring, or to
submit annual reports is a significant violatiorL
2. Municipal Discharges
In most urban areas, discharges of storm water to and from mumcipal separate storm
sewer systems (MS4s) require compliance with a Municipal NPDES Storm Water Perrmt.
Failure to either submit a report of waste discharge, to develop a storm water
management plan, to substantially implement the storm water management plan, to
conduct monitoring, or to submit an annual report is a significant violation.
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3. Failure to attain performance standards, failure to report and address violations and
unauthorized discharges
Most storm water permits require the discharger(s) to comply with general performance
practices or standards (e.g., best management practices, best available technology
economically achievable, best conventional technolo~, and maximum extent
practicable). If storm water and!or authorized non-storm water discharges cause or
substantially contribute to an exceedance of an applicable water quality standard, the
discharger is usually required to take specific actions (e.g., modify its Storm Water
Management Plan) to resolve such exceedances. For storm water and/or authorized nonstorm water discharges that cause or substantially contribute to an exceedance of an
applicable water quality standard, significant violations include the failure to comply with
the procedures to address exceedances required by the permit. Discharges of non-storm
water that are unauthorized by the permit are significant violations. The criteria for
significant violations in section IB(A) of this policy apply to NPDES storm water permits
that contain effluent limitations.
J. Clean Water Act Section 401 Violations

Discharges into waters of the United States that require a federal permit or license also
require certification from the SWRCB or RWQCB that the discharge will comply with
the State’s water quality standards. Failure to obtain certification prior to a discharge that
causes or contributes to a condition of nuisance or pollution or violates water quality
standards is a significant violation. Failure to substantially comply with conditions
specified in the certification is a significant violation.
K. Violation of Water Quality. Objectives or Receiving Water Liraitatiom
Any discharge of waste resulting in, or likely to result in, a violation of a water quality
objective or a receiving water limitation in groundwater or surface water, or in the
creation of a condition of nuisance, is a significant violation unless specifically
authorized by the SWRCB or RWQCB. For storm water discharges, RWQCBs may
allow the iterative approach discussed in SWRCB Orders WQ 91-03, 91-04, 96-13, 98-0
and 99-05.
L. Discharge of Biosolids to Land
The following violations of the SWRCB General WZ)Rs for discharge ofbiosolids to
land are significant violations:
¯ Any discharge in violation of the setback requirements;
¯ Any discharge that exceeds 1.4 times the agronomic rate for nitrogen, where the site
is no~ a land-reclamation site;
¯ Any discharge oftailwater m violation of the requirements:
¯ Any discharge that exceeds the Background Cumulative Adjusted Loading Rate in
the requirements: and
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¯

Any violation of the specific Class B Discharge Specifications.

M. Other Discharges of Waste to Land (Non-Chapter 15 Facilities)
The following violations of requirements in WDRs for facilities regulated by the NonChapter 15 Program are significant violations:
¯ The fhilure to maintain required fi’eeboard in ponds;
¯ Any discharge that exceeds flow limits by 20 percent or more:
¯ Any discharge that exceeds the effluent limitation for biological oxygen demand or
total dissolved solids by 100 percent or more; or
¯ Any discharge where the dissolved oxygen is less than 50 percent of the effluent
iLmitafio~
N. Failure to Pay Fees, Penalties or Liabilities
Failure to pay fees, penalties or liabilities within 30 days of the due date is a significant
violation unless an alternate payment schedule has been accepted by the RWQCB
Executive Officer or the SWRCB’s Division of Administrative Services.
O. Falsifying Information
Falsification or intentional withholding of information required by an order of the
SWRCB or a RWQCB is a significant violation.

IV. ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS
The Boards have a variety of enforcement tools to use in response to non-compliance by
dischargers. This section describes the range of options and discusses procedures that are
common to some or all of these options.
A. Progressive Enforcement
An enforcement action is any informal or formal action taken to address the failure to
comply with applicable statutes, regulations, plans, policies, or orders of the Boards. For
some violations, an informal response such as a phone call or staff enforcement letter is
sufficient to inform the discharger that the violation has been noted by the RWQCB and
to encourage a swift remm to compliance. More formal enforcement is often an
appropriate first response for more consequential violations. If the violation continues.
the enforcement response should be escalated to increasingly more formal and severe
actions until compliance is achieved. Progressive enforcement is not appropriate in all
circumstances, for example, where there is an emergency situation needing immediate
response fbr which a cleanup and abatement order is appropriate or where the discharger
is a chromc violator.
B. Standard Language
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In order to provide a consistent approach to enforcement throughout the state,
enforcement orders should be standardized where appropriate. The SWRCB intends to
maintain model enforcement orders containing standardized provisions for use by the
RWQCBs. RWQCBs should use the models and modify terms and conditions as
appropriate for the specific circumstances related to the discharge and to be consistent
with RWQCB plans and policies.

C. Informal Enforcement Actions
An informal enforcement action is any enforcement action taken by SWRCB or RWQCB
staffthat is not defined in statute. An informal enforcement action can include any form
of communication (verbal, written, or electronic) between SWRCB and!or RWQCB staff
and a discharger about a violation or potential violation. These actions may, in some
circumstances, be appealed to the RWQCB or the RWQCB Executive Officer but cannot
be directly petitioned to the SWRCB.

The purpose of an informal enforcement action is to quickly bring a violation to the
discharger’s attention and to Nve the discharger an oppommity to return to compliance as
soon as possible. The RWQCB may take formal enforcement action in place of, or in
addition to, informal enforcement actions. Continued noncompliance should trigger
formal entbrcement action.
1. Verbal Enforcement Actions and Staff Enforcement Letters
For many violations, the first step is a verbal enforcement action. Staff should contact
the discharger by phone or in person and inform the discharger of the specific violations,
discuss how and why the violations occurred, and discuss how and when the discharger
will correct the violation and achieve compliance. Staff shall document the conversation
m the facility case file and m the enforcement database.
A staff enforcement letter is often appropriate as follow-up, or in lieu of.. a verbal
enfomement action. Staff enforcement letters are signed by staff or by the appropriate
senior staff The letter should inform the discharger of the specific violations, and, if
known to staff, discuss how and why the violations occurred and how and when the
discharger will correct the violation and achieve compliance.
Verbal enforcement actions and staff enforcement letters should not include language that
excuses the violation or that modifies a compliance date in WDRs or other orders issued
by the State or RWQCB.
2. Notice of Violation (NOV)
The NOV letter is the highest level of informal enforcemem action. An NOV letter shall
be signed by the RWQCB Executive Officer or designee and shall be addressed and
mailed to the discharger(s). In cases where staff normally work with the discharger’s
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consultant, the consultant should also receive a copy of the letter. The NOV letter shall
include the following information: description of specific violations, summary of
appropriate enforcement options (including the potential daily or per gallon maximum
Administrative Civil Liability (ACL) available), and a request for a written response by a
specified date. The summary of applicable enforcement options shall include appropriate
citations to the California Water Code and note that the RWQCB reserves the right to
take any other enforcement action authorized by law.
D. Formal Enforcement Actions
Formal enforcement actions are statutorily recognized actions to address a violation or
threatened violation of water quality laws, regulations, policy or orders. Formal
enforcement orders generally shall contain findings that address the statutory
requirements of the specific statutory provision being utilized.
1. Notices to Comply
Notices to Comply are issued pursuant to California Water Code section 13399 et seq.,
which requires the use of Notices to Comply as the sole enforcement option m most
situations involving "Minor" violations.
The violations listed below are generally considered to be minor in nature:
¯ Inadver, ent omissions or deficiencies in recordkeeping that do not prevent an overall
compliance determination.
¯ Records (including WDRs) not physically available at the time of the inspection
provided the records do exist and can be produced in a timely manner.
¯ Inadvertent violations of insignificant administrative provisions that do not involve a
discharge of waste or a threat thereof.
¯ Violations that result in an insignificant discharge of waste or a threat thereof;
provided, however, there is no significant threat to human health, safety, welfare or
the environment and provided further that such violations do not violate any other
order or prohibition issued by the SWRCB or RWQCBs. Si~m~ificant threat means the
threat of or an actual change in water quality that could result in a violation of water
quality objectives or cause or contribute to a condition of pollution or nuisance.
A violation is not considered minor in nature if it is a significant violation as described in
Section llI of this policy or includes any of the following:
It involves any knowing, willful, or intentional violation of Division 7 (commencing
with Section 13000) of the California Water Code.
¯ It involves any violation of Division 7 of the California Water Code that enables the
violator to benefit economically from noncompliance, either by realizing reduced
costs or by gaining a competitive advantage.
¯ It cannot be corrected within 30 days.
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2 Notices of Stormwater Noncompliance
The Stormwater Enforcement Act of 1998 (California Water Code section 13399.25 et
,,eq. ) requires that each RWQCB notify storm water dischargers who have failed to file a
notice of intent to obtain coverage, a notice of non-applicability, a construction
cemfication, or annual reports. If, aider two notifications, the discharger fails to file the
applicable document a mandatory civil liability shall be assessed against the discharger.
Technical Reports and Investigations
California Water Code sections 13267(b) and 13383 allow RWQCBs to conduct
investigations and to require technical or monitoring reports in accordance with the
conditions in the section. Failure to comply with orders made pursuant to Section
13267(b) may result in administrative civil liability pursuant to Section 13268. Failure to
comply with orders made pursuant to Section 13383 may result in administrative civil
liability pursuant to Section 13385. Section 13267(b) and 13383 orders are formal orders
that are enforceable when signed by the Executive Officer of the RWQCB.
It is important to note that California Water Code sections 13267 and 13383 are not
strictly enforcement statutes. They are the statutes that RWQCBs should routinely cite as
authority whenever asking for technical or monitoring reports. It should also be cited in
all WDRs as authority for the monitoring and reporting proem’am.
4. Cleanup and Abatement Orders (CAOs)
Cleanup and Abatement Orders (CAOs) are adopted pursuant to California Water Code
section 13304. CAOs are often issued to dischargers that are not being regulated by
WDRs. CAOs are issued by the RWQCB, or by the Executive Officer under delegation
from the RWQCB pursuant to California Water Code section 13223. RWQCBs should
keep an accurate record of staff oversight costs for CAOs, because dischargers are liable
for such costs. If staff costs are not recovered voluntarily or through civil court actions,
the RWQCB may request that a lien be placed on the affected properw,.
RWQCBs shall comply with SWRCB Resolution No. 92-49 in issuing CAOs. CAOs
should require discharger(s) to clean up the pollution to the most stringent levels that are
economically and technically feasible. At a minimum, cleanup levels must be
sufficiently stringent to fully support beneficial uses, unless the RWQCB allows a
containment zone. In the interim, and if full cleanup cannot be achieved, the CAO should
require the discharger(s) to abate the effects of the discharge. Abatement activities may
include the provision of alternate water supplies. CAOs should name all dischargers for
which there is substantial evidence of responsibility.
CAOs shall contain language describing likely enforcement options available for noncompliance and should specify that the RWQCB reserves its right to take any
enforcement action authorized by law. Such language shall include appropriate
Califorrua Water Code citations. Violations of CAOs should trigger further enforcement
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in the form of an ACL, a Time Schedule Order (TSO) under California Water Code
section 13308, or referral to the Attorney General for injunctive relief or monetary
remedies.
5. Section 13300 Time Schedule Orders (TSOs)
Pursuant to California Water Code section 13300, the RWQCBs or the Executive
Officers can require the discharger to submit a time schedule which sets forth the actions
that the discharger will take to address actual or threatened discharges of waste in
violation of requirements.
6. Section 13308 Time Schedule Orders (13308 TSOs)
California Water Code section 13308 authorizes the RWQCB to issue a Section 13308
Time Schedule Order (13308 TSO) which prescribes a daily civil penalty if compliance is
not achieved in accordance with the time schedule. The RWQCB may issue a 13308
TSO if there is a threatened or continuing violation of a cleanup and abatement order,
cease and desist order, or any order issued under California Water Code sections 13267
or 13383. The daily penalty must be set based on an amount reasonably necessary, to
achieve compliance and may not contain any amount intended to punish or redress
previous violations. Therefore, the 13308 TSO should contain findings explaining how
the daily penalty amount will induce compliance without imposing punishment. For
example, it could include a calculation of how much money the discharger is saving each
day by delaying compliance. The 13308 TSO provides the RWQCBs with their primary
mechanism for motivating compliance, and if necessary, assessing monetary penalties
against federal facilities.
If the discharger fails to comply with the 13308 time schedule, the daily penalty is
imposed when the RWQCB Executive Officer issues an ACL Complaint. The amount
proposed in the ACL complaint should be equal to the daily penalty multiplied by the
days of violation, ffthe amount of proposed liability in the ACL Complaint is less than
the amount specified in the 13308 Order, the ACL Complaint shall include specific
findings pursuant to California Water Code section 13327. The penalty may not exceed
$10,000 for each day in which a violation of the 13308 TSO occurs.
7. Cease And Desist Orders (CDOs)
Cease and Desist Orders (CDOs) are adopted pursuant to California Water Code sections
13301-13303. CDOs may be issued to dischargers violating or threatening to violate
WDRs or prohibitions prescribed by the RWQCB or the SWRCB. CDOs are ot~en
issued to dischargers with chronic non-compliance problems. These problems are rarely
amenable to a short-term solution; often, compliance involves extensive capital
improvements or operational changes. The CDO will usually contain a compliance
schedule, including interim deadlines (if appropriate), interim effluent limits (if
appropriate), and a final compliance date. CDOs may also include restrictions on
additional service connections to community sewer systems.
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CDOs shall contain language describing likely enforcement options available for noncompliance and specify that the RWQCB reserves its right to take any further
enforcement action authorized by law. Such language shall include appropriate
California Water Code citations. Violations of CDOs should trigger further enforcement
in the form of an ACL, 13308 Order or referral to the Attorney General for injunctive
relief or monetary remedies.
8. Modification Or Rescission Of Waste Discharge Requirements
In accordance with the provisions of the California Water Code, the RWQCB may
modify or rescind WDRs in response to violations. Examples of cases where rescission
of ~,Z)Rs may be appropriate include: failure to pay fees, penalties or liabilities;
discharges that impact beneficial uses of the waters of the state: and violation of the
SWRCB General WDRs for discharge ofbiosolids due to exceedance of the Background
Cumulative Adjusted Loading Rate. Rescission of WDRs generally is not an appropriate
enforcement response where the discharger is unable to prevent the discharge, as in the
case of a publicly owned wastewater treatment plant.
9. Administrative Civil Liability (ACL)
ACL means monetary assessments imposed by a RWQCB. The California Water Code
and the Health and Safety Code authorize ACLs in several circumstances which are
snammafi~d in Table IV- 1. Staff working on ACLs should consult the appropriate
section of the California Water Code to review the entire text.
Table IV-1. Summary of California Water Code and Health and Safety Code
Authority for Imposing Administrative Civil Liability.
STATUTE

COVERAGE

§ 13261 (Califorma Water Code)

Up to $1,000 per day for failure to fun’fish reports of
waste discharge or failure to pay annual program fees.
($5,000 per day for non-NPDES discharges if hazardous
waste is involved and there is a willful violation.)

§ 13265 (California Water Code)

Up to $1,000 per day for discharging without a permit.
($5,000 per day for non-NPDES discharges if hazardous
waste is involved and violation is due to ne~gence.)

§ 13268 (California Water Code)

Up to $1,000 per day for failing or refusing to furmsh
technical or momtormg reports or falsifying information
thereto. (Up to $5,000 per day for non-NPDES
discharges if hazardous waste is revolved and there is a
knowing violation. I
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§ 13271 tCalifornia Water Code)

Up to $20,000 or imprisonment for not more than 1 year
or both for failing to notify the Office of Emergency
Services (OES) of a discharge of hazardous substances or
more than 1000 gallons of sewage.

§ 13272 ICalifomia Water
Code)(Limitation: Does not apply to
spills of oil into marine waters as
defined in Government Code
§8670.3(f).)

Imprisonment for not more than 1 year or a fine of not
less than $500 and not more than $5000 per day for each
day of failure to notify OES of a discharge of any oil or
product in or on the waters of the state.

§ 13308 (California Water Code)

Up to $10,000 per day for violations of time schedules.
Amount to be prescribed when time schedule is
established.

¯ Up to $10 per gallon of waste discharged (if no
§ 13350 (California Water
Code)(Limitations: Must show
cleanup and abatement order has been issued).
intentional or negligent violation of
cease and desist order or cleanup and ¯ Between $500 and $5,000 per day if a cleanup and
abatement order has been issued.
abatement order; must also show that
pollution or nuisance occurred if any ¯
If there is no discharge, but an order of the RWQCB
other order, including waste
is violated: Between $100 and $1,000 for each day of
discharge requirements, is violated.
violation.
Strict liability with defenses if
hazardous substances are involved."
§ 13385 (California Water Code)
(Lhnited in scope of NPDES permit
program, e.g., point source
discharges to surface waters. Strict
liability applies.)

For NPDES permit program violations: Up to $10,000
per day of violation plus an additional liability of $10 per
gallon for each gallon over 1,000 gallons where there is a
discharge that is not cleaned up.

§ 13385 (California WaterCode)

¯

13385 (h) (1) ... Mandatory minimum penalties of
three thousand dollars ($3,000) shall be assessed for
the first serious violation and each additional serious
violation m any period of six consecutive months,
except that the state board or regional board may
elect to require the discharger to spend an amount
equal to the penalty for the fi~t serious violation on a
supplemental environmental project or to develop a
pollution prevention plan.

¯

13385 (i) Mandatory minimum penalties of three
thousand dollars ($3,000) shall be assessed for each
violalaon whenever the person does any of the
following four or more times in any period of six
consecutive months, except that the requu-ement to
assess the mandatou minimum penalty, shall not be
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applicable to the ilrst three violations:
(1) Exceeds a waste discharge requirement effluem
limitation.
(2) Fails to file a report pursuant to Section 13260.
(3) Files an incomplete report pursuant to Section
13260.
(4) Exceeds a toydcity discharge limitation contained in
the applicable waste discharge requirements where
the waste discharge requirements do not contain
pollutant- specific effluent limitations for toxic

pollutants.
§ 13399.53 (California Water Code)
(Penalties may be reduced for
specified reasons.)

¯

Not less than $5,000 per year or ftaction thereof for
failure to submit required notice of intent for
coverage under stormwater permit.

¯

Not less than $1,000 per year or fraction thereof for
failure to submit notices on non-applicabili ,t,tT, annual
reports or construction certification as required by
stormwater program.

§ 13627.3 (California Water Code)

Fines of up to $100 per day for persons operating
wastewater treatment plants without the appropriate
grade of license. Up to $1,000 per day for failure to
provide reports on wastewater treatment plant operators.

§ 25284.4 (H&S Code)
(Special provision covering
underground storage tanks.)

For violation of tank integrity testing provisions, up to
$500 per day.

California Water Code sections 13323-13327 describe the process to be used to assess
ACLs. The California Water Code authorizes RWQCB Executive Officers to issue an
ACL Complaint. Section VII of this policy provides specific insmactions for staffto use
when preparing ACL documents. The ACL Complaint describes the violation, includes a
calculation of maximum potential liability, proposes a specific monetary assessment, and
sets a hearing date (within 60 days after the Complaint is served). ACLs issued under
section 13385 for violations of the CWA require that the hearing must be held at least 30
days after the issuance of the complaint in order to comply with public notice
requirements.
ACL Complaint
Upon receipt of an ACL Complaint the discharger(s) may either waive their rights to a
hearing and pay the liability; negotiate a settlement (usually memorialized in the form of
an amended complaint) and comply with the terms of that settlement; or appear at the
RWQCB heanng to dispute the Complaint. In the latter case, the RWQCB will consider
whether to affizm, modify, or reject the liability, proposed by adopting an ACL order. If
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the RWQCB adopts an ACL Order, it may be for an amount that is greater or less than
the amount proposed in the complaint but may not exceed the maximum statutory
Suspended Liability
The RWQCB may, by various means, allow a portion of the liability, to be satisfied
through the successful completion of a Supplemental Environmental Project (SEP) anck’or
a Compliance Project (CP). The remaining portion of the liability shall be paid to the
State Cleanup and Abatement Account. The specific procedures for suspending liability
for SEPs and CPs are discussed in greater detail in Section VIII of this policy.
Staff Costs
The portion of the ACL amount that is intended to recover staff costs should always be
paid to the State Cleanup and Abatement Account. Staff costs are discussed in greater
detail in Section VII of this policy.
ACL Order
ACL Orders are final upon adoption and cannot be reconsidered by the RWQCB. Thus,
the RWQCB may want to include a clause in the time schedule for completing SEPs or
CPs that reserves its jurisdiction to modify the time schedule if it, or its Executive
Officer, determines that the delay was beyond the reasonable control of the discharger. If
the RWQCB fails to reserve jurisdiction for this purpose, the time schedule in the ACk
Order can only be modified by the SWRCB pursuant to California Water Code section
13320. Another option that allows some flexibility in the time schedule for a CP is for
the Board to adopt a CAO or a CDO at the same time it adopts the ACL Order. The time
schedule in the CAO or CDO, subject to any future amendments to the CAO or CDO,
would then be incolporated into the ACL Order by reference. All cash payments to the
SWRCB or RWQCBs, including previously suspended liabilities assessed for failure to
comply with CPs or SEPs, shall be paid to the State Cleanup and Abatement Account.
10. Referrals To Attomey General, District Attorney, United States (U.S.) Attomey or
City Attorney
The RWQCB can refer violations to the state Attorney General or U.S. Artomey or
request the appropriate county District Attorney or City Attorney to seek criminal relief.
A superior court judge may be requested to impose civil or criminal penalties. In some
cases (e.g., when the District Attorney or Attorney General is unable to accept a case),
the RWQCB may find it appropriate to request the U.S. Attorney’s Office to review
potential violations of federal environmental statutes, including the CWA, the
Endangered Species Act, the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, or the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act.
a. Attorne_y..General
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The Attorney General can seek judicial civil liabilities for a variety of Califomia Water
Code violations, essentially the same ones for which the RWQCB can impose ACL.
Maximum per-day or per-gallon civil monetary remedies are two to ten times higher
when imposed by the court instead of the RWQCB. The Attomey General can also seek
injunctive relief in the form of a restraining order, preliminary injunction, or permanent
injunction pursuant to California Water Code sections 13262, 13264, 13304, 13331,
13340 and 13386. Injunctive relief may be appropriate in emergency situations, or where
a discharger has ignored enforcement orders or does not have the ability to pay a large
ACL.

For civil assessments, referrals to the Attomey General should be reserved for cases
where the violation merits a significant enforcement response but where an ACL would
be inappropriate or ineffective. For example, when a major oil spill occurs, several state
agencies can seek civil monetary remedies under different state laws: a single civil action
by the Attorney General may be more efficient than numerous individual agency actions.
A violation (or series of violations) with major public health or water quality impacts
should be considered for referral in order to maximize the monetary, assessment because
of its effect as a deterrent. Referral for recovery of natural resources damages under
common iaw theories, such as nuisance, may also be appropriate.
b. District Attorney, Circuit Prosecutor, or U.S. Attorney
District Attomeys may seek civil or criminal penalties under their own authority for some
of the same violations the RWQCB pursues. While the Califomia Water Code requires a
formal RWQCB referral to the Attorney General, the RWQCB’s Executive Officer is not
precluded fi-om bringing appropriate matters to the attention of a District Attorney. A
major area where District Attorney involvement should be considered is for unauthorized
releases of hazardous substances. In most of these cases, the RWQCB is not the lead
agency, and the referral action is intended to support the local agency or another state
agency that is taking the lead (e.g., county health department, city fire department,
Califomia Deparanent ofFish and Game or the California Department of Toxic
Substances Control). In many cases, RWQCB staff lacks the time to prepare an
enforcement action, and a District Attorney referral is another option to seeing the matter
pursued. Many District Attorney offices have created task forces specifically staffed and
equipped to investigate environmental crimes including water pollution. These task
forces may ask for RWQCB support which should be given within available resources.
District Attorneys also have the resources to carry out investigations that may be beyond
the expertise of RWQCB staff. For example, a District Attomey’s investigator is smiled
at interviewing witnesses and collecting evidence. Such assistance can help a RWQCB
to determine if enforcement action is required and help with developing the evidence
needed to prove the basis for enforcement.
The California District Attomeys Association has established the Environmental Circuit
Prosecutor Project to provide experienced environmental attorneys to rural California
counties. Circuit Prosecutors are deputized as needed in counties that lack the resources
to have a prosecutor experienced in environmental law as a full time employee.
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In addition to the criminal sanctions and civil fines, the District Attorney or Circuit
Prosecutor often pursues injunctive actions to prevent unfair business advantage. The
law provides that one business may not gain unfair advantage over its competitors by
using prohibited tactics. A business that fails to comply with its WDRs or an
enforcement order competes unfairly with other businesses that obey the law.

In cases where there is a serious violation of the CWA and additional investigatory
resources are needed, the U.S. Attorney may be contacted.
c. Civil versus Criminal Actions
Enforcement actions taken by the RWQCB are admAnistrative or civil actions. In cases
where there is reason to believe that specific individuals or entities have engaged in
criminal conduct, the RWQCB or Executive Officer may request that criminal actions be
pursued by the District Attorney, Attorney General, or U.S. Attorney. Under criminal
law, individual persons, as well as responsible parties in public agencies and business
entities, may be subject to fines or imprisonment.
While criminal statutes differ, many require some .type of intent or knowing behavior on
the part of the violator. This intent may be described as knowing, reckless, or willful. In
addition to the required intent,, criminal offenses usually consist of a number of elements,
each one of which must be proven. Determining whether the required degree of intent
and each of the elements exists often involves a complex analysis. If a potential
environmental criminal matter comes to the attention of staff, consultation with RWQCB
management and counsel should take place first before making any contact with other
enforcement authorities.
When evaluating whether a case should be referred for criminal investigation, particular
attention should be given to the degree of intent and the gravity, of the violation. A good
rule of thumb is that if the conduct appears to be intentional or reckless and constitutes a
serious threat to human health or the environment, careful consideration should be given
to pursuing the case criminally.
E. Petitions of Enforcement Actions
Persons affected by most formal enforcement actions or failures to act by a RWQCB may
file petitions with the SWRCB for review of such actions or failures to act. The petition
must be received by the SWRCB within 30 days of the RWQCB action. A petition on
the RWQCB’s failure to act must be filed within 30 days of the date the RWQCB refuses
to act or within 60 days after a request has been made to the RWQCB to act. Actions
taken by the Executive Officer of the RWQCB pursuant to authon .w delegated bv the
RWQCB (e.g., cleanup and abatement orders) are considered actions by the Board and
are also subject to the 30-day time limit. In addition, significant enforcement actions by a
RWQCB Execunve Officer may be reviewed by the RWQCB at the request of the
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Discharger. Lastly, the SWRCB may, at any time and on its own motion, review most
actions or failures to act by a RWQCB.

V. SPECIFIC RECOMMENDED ENFORCEMENT
It is the intern of the SWRCB that the following specific instances of non-compliance
receive consistent enforcement responses fi-om all nine RWQCBs. Decisions by the
SWRCB and RWQCB to deviate from these specific recommendations should be based
on extenuating circumstances that are documented in the discharger/facility record (e.g.,
file, databases, other records).
A. Knowingly Falsify. hag or Knowingly Withholding Information that is Required
to be Submitted to State Regulatory Agencies
The foundation of the State’s regulatory program relies on dischargers to accurately, and
honestly, report information required by the Boards. This required reformation includes,
but is not limited to: irrfluent and effluent quality, and flow data; surface and ground water
data: spills of untreated or partially treated wastewater; and technical reports. Knowingly
falsifying or knowingly withholding such information that would indicate violations of
requirements contained in board orders, plans and policies erodes the State’s regulato~
program and places the health of the public and the environment at risk. The Boards
shall respond to any instance of falsification or withholding of required information in
accordance with this policy.

The discharger is respons~le for compliance with orders and reporting of required
information, including violations, to the SWRCB or RWQCB. The discharger is also
responsible for ensuring that any employees, agents, or contractors acting on its behalf
report truthful, accurate and timely required information. WDRs shall require training,
specific signature authorization, audits, and procedures to ensure that dischargers,
including their designees and employees are providing truthful, accurate, and timely
reporting of required information.
The Boards shall consistently enforce the statutes pertaining to falsification or
withholding of required information as follows:
¯

Initiate investigation of all instances of suspected falsification or withholding of water
quali~, data within thirty days of becoming aware of the allegations. If the results of
pre~ investigation suggest a possibility of criminal wrongdoing by the
discharger, the SWRCB and RWQCB staff shall consult with management and
counsel and inform the appropriate criminal investigative agency. The State and the
RWQCBs may still pursue administrative actions against the discharger, however,
prior to initiating any administrative or civil procedure, the criminal investigators
and!or~ prosecutors must be consulted to insure that the administrative and civil
process does not interfere with. or jeopardize, the criminal investigation.
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¯

Protect the confidentiality of all staff investigations of potential instances of
kno~mgty falsifying or withholding required information. The RWQCBs shall
protect the complainant’s personal information such as name, address, phone numbers
and employment data by providing a secure location for files about matters related to
ongoing criminal investigations or licensing (e.g., treatment plant operator
certification). The information in these files shall not be released to the public except
as the law may require.

¯ Refer all cases where the investigation supports the allegation of falsification or
intentional withholding of water quality, data to the District Attorney, Circuit
Prosecutor, Attorney General or the U.S. Attorney for criminal investigation.
¯

The SWRCB shall promptly consider, pursuant to California Water Code section
13627, suspension or revocation of the-Operator Cemficate of any operator who
knov~mgly falsifies required information submitted to the SWRCB or RWQCB,
withholds required information from the SWRCB or RWQCB, submits false or
misleading information on an application for operator certification, or through threats,
coercion or intimidation forces others to falsify or withhold required information
from the SWRCB or RWQCB. Prior to initiating an investigation of potential
operator misconduct involving falsification or withholding of information, the
SWR.CB’s Office of Operator Certification shall insure that its investigation does not
interfere with or jeopardize any potential criminal procedure.

¯

The RWQCB should assess civil liability against any facility where there is sufficient
evidence of falsification or intentional or negligem withholding of required
information.

¯

Where appropriate, the RWQCB shall, at a public meeting consider rescinding
existing waste discharge requirements where the investigation supports the allegation
of falsification or withholding of required reformation.

¯

The RWQCB should implement an intensive inspection schedule (e.g., semi-monthly
impections for a period of six months) for any facility where the investigation
supports the allegation of falsification or withholding of water quality data.
Inspections should involve thorough review of facility, water quality records,
procedures and processes, and sampling of effluent at regular intervals. Requesting
the assistance of the District Attorney, Attorney General, or U.S. Attorney should be
considered in complex cases.

B. Failure to Submit Reports and Submittal of I~aflequate Reports
As stated above, the foundation of the State’s water quality regulatory program relies on
dischargers to report information specified in the WDR or in an order. If the discharger
fails to submit a report, or submits a report that is inadequate (i.e., so deficiem or
incomplete as to impede the review of the status of compliance) the RWQCB should
notify, the discharger of the violation. At a minimum, the RWQCB should take an
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informal enforcement action if the discharger does not correct the violation within 30
days of the notification, and should issue an ACL if the discharger does not correct the
~olation within 60 days of the notification.
C. Mandatory Minimum Penalties for NPDES Violations
Mandatory penalty provisions are required by California Water Code section 13385(h)
and (i) for specified violations of NPDES permits. A mandatory minimum penalty of
$3.000 shall be assessed by the RWQCB. As an alternative to assessing $3,000 for the
first serious violation in a six-month period, the RWQCB may require the discharger to
spend an equal amotmt on a supplemental environmental project (SEP) or a pollution
prevention plan (PPP). A serious violation is any waste discharge that exceeds the
effluent limitation for a Group II pollutant by 20 percent or more, or a Group I pollutant
by 40 percent or more. (See Tables III- 1 and III-2)
If the RWQCB allowed the discharger to prepare a PPP pursuant to Califomia Water
Code section 13263.3 or an SEP in lieu of paying $3,000 for the first violation, the
RWQCB must wait until the discharger has not had any serious violations for six months
before it can allow the discharger to prepare an SEP or PPP m lieu of the mandatory
penalty for additional serious violations.
The RWQCB shall assess mandatory minimum penalties of $3,000 per violation, not
counting the first three violations, if the discharger does any of the following four or
more times in any six-month period:
¯ exceeds WDR effluent limitations;
¯ fails to file a report of waste discharge or files an incomplete report of waste
discharge pursuant to California Water Code section 13260; or
¯ exceeds a toxicity discharge limitation where the WDRs do not contain pollutantspecific effluent limitations for toxic pollutants.
The six-month time period shall be calculated as a "rolling" six months.
The intent of these portions of the California Water Code is to assist in bringing the
State’s waters into compliance with WDRs. RWQCBs should issue mandatory minimum
penalties within seven months of the ftrst qualif34ng violation, or sooner if the total
mandatory penalty amount is $30,000 or more. This will encourage the discharger to
correct the violation in a timely manner.
A single operational upset which leads to simultaneous violations of one or more
pollutant parameters shall be treated as a single violation. EPA defines "single
operational upset as "an exceptional incident which causes simultaneous, unintentional,
unknowing (not the result of a knowing act or omission), temporary noncompliance with
more than one CWA effluent discharge pollutant parameter. Single operational upset
does not include.., noncompliance to the extent caused by improperly designed or
inadequate treatment facilities." "Issuance of Guidance Interpreting Single Operational
Upset" Memorandum from Robert G Hess, Assistant Enforcement Counsel. September
27, 1989. The EPA Guidance further defines an "exceptional" incident as a "non-routine
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malfuncnonmg of an otherwise generally compliant facility." Single operational upsets
include such things as upset caused by a sudden violent storm, a bursting tank, or other
exceptional event and may result in multiple violations of the same effluent limitation.
The discharger has the burden of demonstrating a single operational upset occurred. The
RWQCB shall apply the above EPA Guidance in determining if a single operational
upset occurred. It is not a defense to liability, but may affect the number of violations.
D. Failure To Pay Annual Fees
Califorma Water Code section 13260 requires that each person prescribed WDRs shal!
pay an annual fee, except confined animal feeding or holding operations, which have a
one-time $2,000 fee. Failure to pay the fee when requested is a misdemeanor and may be
subject to an ACL imposed by the RWQCB of up to $1,000 per day pursuant to
California Water Code section 13261. If the annual fee is not paid within 30 days of the
invoice, the SWRCB staff shall issue a Notice of Violation for the annual fee which
informs the recipient of the amount due and states that non-payment of the fee could
result in one or more of the following:
¯ an ACL imposed by the RWQCB not to exceed $1,000 per day;
¯ a civil liabili~, imposed by the superior court not to exceed $5.000 per day:
¯ recission of existing WDRs: or
¯ prosecution as a misdemeanor.
If the fee is not paid within 30 days of the Notice of Violation an ACL Complaint should
be issued by the RWQCB Executive Officer. The amount of an ACL for nonpayment of
fees should reflect an escalation of liability if there is a past history of failure to pay fees.
In addition to the ACL, the discharger remains responsible for payment of the annual
fees.
E. Failure To Pay Administrative Civil Liabilities
The SWRCB shall pursue collection of unpaid administrative civil liabilities. The
California Water Code states that ACLs shall be paid within 30 days of the RWQCB’s
adoption of an ACL Order unless the recipient flies a petition for review under California
Water C~xte section 13320. When a petition is flied, payment is extended during the
SWRCB review of the petition and shall be paid within 30 days of the SWRCB’s
decision on the petition, ffthe recipient fails to seek judicial review within 30 days of the
SWRCB action, the SWRCB shall file for a judgment to collect the ACL pursuant to
Califorma Water Code section 13328. Application shall be made to the appropriate court
in the county in which the liability was imposed, generally within 60 days of the failure
to pay.
As an alternative to Section 13328, the SWRCB or RWQCB may pursue judicial
collection for failure to pay an ACL imposed for CWA violations pursuant to California
Water Code section 13385. After the time for judicial review has expired, the California
Water Code provides that the Attorney General upon request shall petition the
appropriate court to collect the liability. The person failing to pay the liability on a
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timely basis shall be required to pay interest, attomey’s fees, cost for collection
proceedings and a quarterly nonpayment fee of 20 percent for the liability and the
nonpayment fees unpaid at the beginning of each quarter.
F. Acute Toxicity and Public Health
Where any violation can be shown to be the result of failure of a discharger to exercise
normal care in handling, treating, or discharging waste, and that failure has resulted in
acute toxicity to fish or wildlife and/or a public health threat, civil liability should be
assessed.

VI. SPECIAL SITUATIONS
A. Violatiom at Federal Facilities
The CWA and the Resource Conservation and Recover?., Act contain limited waivers of
sovereign immunity. Due to sovereign immunity, the State cannot assess penalties or
liabilities against federal agencies for past violations (e.g.. no ACLs) under most
cxrcumstances. One significant exception is provided by the Federal Facilities
Compliance Act of 1992 (42 USCA 6901 et seq), which allows the States to penalize
federal agencies, under specified circumstances, for violations of state hazardous waste
management requirements. In addition, under California Water Code section 13308, a
RWQCB may seek an ACL, up to a maximum of $10,000 per day of violation, against
federal facilities for any violation of a time schedule order. The time schedule order
issued pursuant to Section 13308 prescribes a daily civil penalty which is based upon the
amount necessary to achieve future compliance with an existing enforcement order. The
RWQCB should take the action administratively, but if the federal government declines
to pay, the RWQCB must refer the matter to the Attorney General’s Office to file an
action in state or federal court. Congress must waive sovereign immunity for the State to
assess penalties or liability against the federal government.
B. Integrated Enforcement
SWRCB and RWQCB staff should cooperate with other environmental regulatory
agencies, where appropriate, to ensure that enforcement actions are coordinated. The
aggregate enforcement authorities of the Boards and Departments of the California
Environmental Protection Agency (CaVEPA) and the Resources Agency should be
coordinated to eliminate inconsistent and inappropriately duplicative efforts. The
following steps should be taken by RWQCB staff to assist in integrated enforcement
efforts:
¯ participate in multi-agency enforcement coordination:
¯ share enforcement information; participate in cross-training efforts: and
¯ participate with other agencies in enforcement efforts focused on specific individuals
or categories of discharges.
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C. Oil Spills
Responses to oil spills to marine or estuarine waters should be coordinated through the
Department of Fish and Game’s Office of Oil Spill Prevention and Response (OSPR).
OSPR staff may pursue enforcement action administratively or through referral to the
local District Attorney. Staff should assist in an investigation by providing
documentation, sampling, etc. If the discharger has not prepared a spill prevention plan
or the plan is not acceptable to the RWQCB, the RWQCB should request a technical
report under California Water Code sections 13267 or 13383. Major oil spills, those in
excess of 10,000 gallons, usually involve a number of governmental jurisdictions. Such
spills should be brought to the RWQCB for consideration of referral to the Attorney
General for recovery of civil liability and other remedies.
Oil spills to inland (fresh) waters are not within the jurisdiction of OSPR. If formal
enforcement actions are taken, they are usually enforced by either the county District
Attorney under either the Fish and Game Code or Health and Safety Code, or by the
RWQCB under the California Water Code. In general, if the District Attorney is
interested in pursuing the case, the RWQCB should consult with the District Attorney
before pursuing its own enforcement action to avoid any potential double jeopardy issues.
However, staff should always request that any settlement by the District Attorney include
recovery of staff costs and require any actions that appear necessary to prevent recurrence
of a spill and/or to mitigate damage to the environment. If a District Attorney is the
enforcement lead, RWQCB staff should generally focus their efforts on cleanup and
prevention of future spills.
D. Hazardous Waste Spills
Hazardous wastes are those meeting the criteria specified in Title 22, Division 4.5,
Chapter 11, California Code of Regulations. RWQCB staff shall coordinate enforcement
actions involving hazardous waste spills with the California Department of Toxic
Substances Conu’ol and/or any local or county hazardous waste program. Spills
constitute unlawful disposal of hazardous waste pursuant to the Health and Safety Code.
RWQCB staff should consider referring spills in all but the smallest amounts to the
appropriate District Attomey. In addition, the RWQCB should consider assessing an
ACL unless the spill was very small or limited in impact. Due to the nature of the
materials discharged, the RWQCB should consider assessing an ACL in an amount at or
near the legal maximum, If the California Department of Toxic Substances Control is
seeking penalties or damages through a referral to the Attorney General, the RWQCB
may consider joining that action in lieu of assessing an ACL.
Large spills of hazardous waste or hazardous substances, 10,000 gallons or more, should
be treated like large oil spills, and should be considered for referral to the Attorney
General. If appropriate, RWQCB staff should coordinate with the District Attorney or
U.S. Attorney to determine whether criminal prosecution is warranted. In addition, such
spills may constitute the tmlawful disposal of hazardous waste pursuant to the Hazardous
Waste Control Act (Health and Safety Code Section 25100 et seq.) and. in most cases,
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should be investigated in conjunction with the Califorma Department of Toxic
Substances Control.
E. Spills of Non-hazardous Materials

Spills of materials that do not meet the fomaal criteria as being hazardous can still be
highly toxic, such as some petroleum hydrocarbons or detergents, or of only limited
toxicity., such as corn syrup. For this reason, such spills must be evaluated case-by-case
for enforcement.

F. Solid Waste Facilities
Where a RWQCB has issued, or is likely to issue an entbrcement action against a solid
waste facility, it shall provide a statement to.the local enforcement agency, the Integrated
Waste Management Board, the air pollution control district or the California Department
of Toxic Substances Control, if the violation involves the jurisdiction of that agency.
This statement shall be provided at least 10 days prior to the date of issuance of an
enforcement order which is not an emergency, within five days from the date of issuance
of an enforcement order for an emergency, or within 15 days of the discovery, of a
violation of a state law, regulation, or term or condition of a solid waste facility’s WDRs
for a solid waste facility, which is likely to result in an enforcement action. The
statement shall provide an explanation of and justification for the enforcement action, or
a description of the violation (Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 45019).
The RWQCB shall inspect a solid waste facility within 30 days of receipt of an
enforcement action or proposed enforcement action from one of the above agencies if
such action stems from a complaint concerning a solid waste facility, and if a water
quality violation is at issue (PRC Section 45020).
¯

If a RWQCB receives a complaint concerning a solid waste faciliu, which is not
within its jurisdiction, it must refer the complaint to the appropriate state agency
within 30 days (PRC Section 45021).
¯ If a RWQCB receives a complaint concerning a solid waste facility, either directly or
by referral from another state agency, it shall either take appropriate enforcement
action, refer the complaint to the Attorney General, the district attorney, or city
attorney, whichever is applicable, or provide, within 60 days, to the person who filed
the complaint a written explanation as to why enforcement action is not appropriate
(PRC Section 45022).
¯ RWQCB enforcement activities at solid waste facilities shall comply with the
following (PRC Section 45020):
¯:" Enforcement activities shall eliminate duplication and facilitate compliance.
¯:" Facility operators must be notified before an ACL is assessed.
¯:" Prior to assessing an ACL, and upon the request of a solid waste facility operator,
the RWQCB must meet with the operator to clarify regulatow requirements and
to determine how the operator could come into voluntary, compliance. The
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operator may request a meeting with all agencies involved in the enforcement
matter.
¯ :- The RWQCB must consider the factors listed in PRC Section 45016 in
determining the appropriate enforcement action.

VII. ACL Procedures
The following provisions apply only to ACLs and do not apply to mandatory minimum
penalties required pursuant to Califomia Water Code sections 13385(h) and (i).
The RWQCB must make two important decisions in specifying the conditions of an
ACL. First is the determination of the total liabili .ty considering the factors in law. These
factors are described in the stepwise approach in section VII (A) below. Second is the
determination of the appropriate distribution~ of that liability between payments to the
SWRCB’s Cleanup and Abatement Account (CAA), Compliance Projects (CPs), and
Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs). This distribution is explained in Section
VII(B).
A. Determination of the Total Liabili~
The Califomia Water Code requires that the determination of the total liability include
the consideration of a number of factors. Prior to issuing a complaint the RWQCB
Executive Officer shall consider each factor. This consideration shall be documented in a
staff report. If the RWQCB issues an ACL Order, the order shall contain findings
ex-plaining the Board’s consideration of the factors. The documentation of elements such
as the economic benefit, staff costs and avoided costs are necessary for the appropriate
distribution of the total liability.
The California Water Code lists a number of factors that must be taken into consideration
when setting ACLs. California Water Code section 13327, governing ACL amounts for a
wide variety of violations, states that:
[The Board] shall take into consideration the nature, circumstance, extent, and gravity
of the violation or violations, whether the discharge is susceptible to cleanup or
abatement, the degree of toxicity of the discharge, and, with respect to the discharger,
the ability to pay, the effect on ability to continue in business, any voluntary cleanup
efforts undertaken, any prior history of violations, the degree of culpability, economic
savings, if any, resulting from the violation, and other matters as justice may require.
California Water Code section 13385(e), governing ACL amounts for violations subject
to the C~A, has sli~mhfly different language, stating that:
[The Board] shall take into account the nature, circumstances, extent, and gravity of
the violation, and, with respect to the discharger, the ability to pay, any prior history
of violations, the degree of culpability, economic benefit or savings, if any, resulting
from the violauork and other matters that justice may require. At a minimum,
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liability shall be assessed at a level that recovers the economic benefits, if any,
derived from the acts that constitute the violation.

The California Water Code does not specify how these factors are to be weighed or
combined when setting the actual dollar amount of an ACE. This section describes the
procedure to be used to set ACL amounts based on the facts of the case. The steps in the
procedure are shown in Table VII- 1. This procedure applies to ACLs issued under both
California Water Code section 13327 and California Water Code section 13385(e). The

RWQCB staff should carefully document each step in the staff report for the ACL. The
manner in which the RWQCB considers these factors for any given situation is up to the
discretion of the RWQCB.
Table VII- 1. Procedure to set ACL amounts
Step

-

Procedure

A. Initial Liability,

Set an initial liability based on the extent and severity, of the violation and the sensitivity of
the receiving water. An initial liability should also be calculated for non-discharge
violations.

B. Beneficial Use
Liability.

If possible, estimate the dollar value of any impacts of the violation on beneficial uses of the
affected waters.

C. Economic
Benefit

Estimate the economic benefit to the discharger. Economic benefit is any savings cr
monetary gain achieved by not preventing the violation.

D. Base Amount

The Base Amount a single amount that is a result of combining the figures derived from the
first 3 steps. For many ACLs, the base amount will be the addition of the initial liability.
from step A and the economic benefit from step C because the calculation of the beneficial
use liability may not be appropriate. For those instances where it is appropriate to calculate
the beneficial use liability (step B), the initial liability may be reduced to reflect the extent
that the impact of the violation is covered by the value estimated in Step B. The base
amount reflects the extent and severity of the violation, its impact on beneficial uses, and
takes away any monetary gain from the discharger.

E. Adjustment for
discharger’s
conduct

Determine factors to adjust the Base A mount with respect to the conduct of the discharger’s
history of violations and other considerations. Apply these factors to the Base Amount from
step D

F. Adjustment for
other factors

Determine whether any other factors should be taken into consideration when setting the
ACL amount. If appropriate, adjust the figure from Step E to include these factors.

G. StaffCosts

Estimate the SWRCB and RWQCB staff costs resulting from the violation. If appropriate,
add this cost to the figure determined from steps A through F.

H. Adjustment for
ability, to pay

If appropriate, increase or reduce the figure from Steps A through G with respect to the
discharger’s ability, to pay.

I.

Cheek against
Check the figure from steps A through H against the statutory, maximum and minimum
statutory limits limits.

1. Step A. Initial Liability.
Set an Initial Liability, based on the nature, circumstances, extent, and gravity of the
violation. l’his may include the consideration of information such as the pollutants
contained m a discharge, the volume of the discharge, the sensitivity of the receiving
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water and its beneficial uses, known, suspected or threatened toxicity, threats to human
health and the volume of the receiving water relative to the discharge. The way that this
amount is calculated will depend on the type of violation. For spills, effluent limitation
violations, and similar violations, the initial water quality liability can be based on a
per-gallon charge.
For non-discharge violations such as late reports, failure to submit reports, and failure to
pay fees, this initial water quality liability should be set considering the impact on the
RWQCB’s ability to effectively administer its water quality programs. These impacts
include, but are not limited to, additional RWQCB staff costs beyond the normally
required effort and the potential consequences of delayed clean-up, coordination,
mitigation and enforcement response by the RWQCB due to late or omitted reports.
2. Step B. Beneficial Use Liability
Review the designated beneficial uses of the receiving water and determine whether the
violation has resulted in any quantifiable impacts related to beneficial uses. Examples of
quantifiable impacts are beach closures, fish kills, and reductions in wildlife populations.
To the extent that information is available, estimate the value of these impacts. It will
rarely be possible to assign a value to all impacts on beneficial uses. However staff
should review available information on values related to beneficial use of the receiving
water and develop estimates of the impacts of the violation on these values.
For example, when a violation has resulted in a beach closure, this value could be
estimated fi’om a value per-person-per-visit of beach use, an estimate of how much the
degradation in water quality has reduced this value and an estimate of the extent that the
closure has reduced attendance.
3. Step C. Economic Benefit
Economic benefit is any savings or monetary gain achieved by not preventing the
violation. In cases when the violation occurred as truly no fault of the discharger and it
was demonstrated that the discharger exercised due care, there may be no economic
benefit, ha cases where the violation occurred because the discharger postponed
improvements to a treatment system, failed to implement adequate control measures such
as Best Management Practices (BMPs) or take other measures needed to prevent the
violations, economic benefit could be estimated as follows:
a. Determine the actions that should have been taken to avoid the violation. Needed
actions may have been capital improvements to the discharger’s treatment system
implementation of adequate BMPs or the introduction of procedures to improve
management of the treatment system.
b. Determine when these actions should have been taken.
c. Estimate the cost of these actions. The avoided costs may include expenditures that
should have been made for capital improvements, adequate staffing, training, and the
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development of procedures and practices. If the discharger is now committed to
implementing the actions needed to bring the discharger into compliance, the current
costs should not be considered as part of the economic benefit but should be
considered under Step F, "Other Factors", for a Compliance Project. The discharger’s
use of the money should be considered as part of the economic benefit under the next
step d. The avoided ongoing costs such as needed additional smiting from the time
determined under step b to the present should also be included m the economic
benefit calculation~
d. Determine the value for use of the money. Convert the avoided costs to a present
value at the time that the ACL is issued. This calculation reflects the fact that the
discharger has had the use of the money that should have been used to pay to improve
the treatment system. This calculation shall be done using the current version of
USEPA’s BEN computer program (the most recent version is accessible at
ht-tp:i/www.swrcb.ca.gov/water_laws/mdex.htrnl).
e. Determine whether the discharger has gamed any other economic benefits. These
may include income from continuing m production when equipment used to treat
discharges should have been shut down or increased revenues gamed as a result of
competitive advantage.
f. The RWQCBs should not adjust the economic benefit for monetary efforts made by
the discharger to abate the effects of the discharge.
On a case by case basis and to the extent that the reformation is available these figures
should be estimated and used to calculate economic benefit. Any compound interest
calculations must be done using USEPA’s BEN computer program which is available at
http:,iw~.v.swrcb.ca.gov.
4. Step D. Base Amount
The Base .kmount is the sum of the Initial Liability or the Beneficial Use Liability or a
combination of the Initial Liability and the Beneficial Use Liability and the Economic
Benefit. When it is appropriate to calculate the Beneficial Use Liability, the RWQCBs
should assess the extent to which the Beneficial Use Liability represents the entire harm
resulting from the violation. The RWQCBs may, at their discretion, find it appropriate to
combine the amounts from Steps A and B m a way that reflects the significance of the
impacts quantified m Step B relative to the total impacts of the violation.
The way that the Initial Liability and the Beneficial Use Liability should be combined
will depend on how the violation harms the beneficial uses of the receiving waters and
the extent to which this hm’m has been quantified. For example, a sewage spill will
typically result in a wide variety of impacts, such as fish kills, degradation of wildlife
habitat, and beach closures. For a sewage spill to the ocean m an urban area with hi~
beach use, impacts on beach recreation may represent most of the harm resulting from the
spill. If it is possible to estimate the value of the lost beach recreation in step B, it is
appropriate to take this value and add it to some portion of the Initial Liability amount to
reflect the total tmpact.
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For a sewage spill contaminating a beach in a remote area, where beach use is relatively
low, impacts on beach use are less important than other impacts, such as degradation of
wildlife habitat and harm to a pristine environment. In such a case, the combined liability
(steps A and B) should be based more heavily on the Initial Liability, because the impacts
quantified in step B are less significant relative to the enttre impacts of the violation.
Next, add the liability from steps A and/or B to the economic benefit from Step C to give
the Base Amount. This calculation gives an amount that is the minimum appropriate to
the violation. It reflects the nature, circumstances, extem, and gravity of the violation,
and its impact on beneficial uses including toxicity, while taking away any economic
benefit or savings to the discharger considering any expenditures associated with
voluntary cleanup if appropriate.
5. Step E. Conduct of the Discharger .
The Base Amount from Step D must then be adjusted to reflect the conduct of the
discharger. This adjustment reflects factors such as the de~ee of culpability of the
discharger, any voluntary cleanup efforts undertaken and the discharger’s history of
violations. This adjustment can be made by determining values for the four factors in
Table VII-2, and using them to determine a conduct factor that is applied to the Base
Amount. The RWQCB may apply the various conduct factors using percentages. A
percentage less than 100 percent may be appropriate for a discharger that made
exemplar3 efforts such as voluntary cleanup. Percentages greater than 100 percem are
appropriate for dischargers that demonstrated less than exemplary behavior such as
delaying notification of a spill. Large multiplier percentages 200 - 500 percent may be
appropriate for cases involving falsification of data or other deliberate acts. This
calculation is:
ACL := Base Amount x CF1 × CF2 × CF3 × CF4
Table VII-2. Conduct Factors to adjust ACLs
Factor

Adjustment for

Control Factor (CF 1)

Amount of control that the discharger had over the
discharge

Notificauon Factor
(CF2)

Extent to which the discharger reported the violation as
required by law or regulation.

Cooperation Factor
(CF3)

Extent to which the discharger cooperated in renaming to
compliance and correcting environmental damage,
including any voluntary cleanup efforts undertaken.

History factor (CF4)

Previous violations
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6. Step F. Other Factors
If ~t is determined that there were avoided capital costs under the calculation of economic
benefit and that the discharger is committed to take the necessary actions, the RWQCB
may Lnclude the amount of those costs under "other factors" in the ACL. The RWQCB
can also suspend that amount contingent upon implementation of a Compliance Project.
If the RWQCB believes that the amount determined using Steps A through E is
inappropriate, the amount may be adjusted. Examples of circumstances warranting an
adjustment under this step are:
¯ The discharger publicized the violation and the subsequem enforcement actions in
a way that encourages others to violate water quality laws and regulations.
¯ The threat to human health or the environmem was so egregious that the
preceding factors did not, in the opimon of the RWQCB, adequately address this
violation.
If such an adjustment is made, the reasons for the extem and direction of the adjustmem
must be noted in the administrative record.
7. Step G. Staff Costs
Staff costs are one of the "other factors that justice may require", and should be esth’nated
when setting an ACL. Staff should estimate the cost that investigation of the violation
and preparation of the enforcement action(s) has imposed on s~zte government agencies.
Staff costs should be added to the amount calculated from the previous steps.
8. Step H. Ability to Pay
The procedure in Steps A through G gives an amount that is appropriate to the extent and
seventy of the violation, economic benefit and the conduct of the discharger. This
amount may be reduced or increased based on the discharger’s ability to pay.
The ability of a discharger to pay an ACL is limited by its revenues and assets. In most
cases, it is in the public interest for the discharger to continue in business and bring
operations into compliance, ff there is strong evidence that an ACL would result in
widespread hardship to the service population or undue hardship to the discharger, it may
be reduced on the grounds of ability to pay. The RWQCBs may also consider increasing
an ACL to assure that the enforcement action would have a similar deterrent effect for a
business or public agency that has a greater ability to pay.
a. Businesses
Normally. an ACL should not seriously jeopardize the discharger’s ability to continue in
business. The discharger has the burden of proof of demonstrating lack of ability to pay
and must provide the information needed to support this position. This adjustment can be
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used to reduce the ACL to the highest amount that the discharger can reasonably pay and
still bring operations into compliance. The downward adjustment for ability to pay must
be made only in cases where the discharger is cooperative and has the business ability.
and the intentions to bring operations into compliance. If the violation occurred as a
result of deliberate or malicious conduct, or there is reason to believe that the discharger
can not or will not bring operations into compliance, the ACL must not be adjusted for
ability, to pay.
The RWQCBs may also consider increasing the ACL because of a business’s ability to
pay. RWQCBs should consider other ACLs for similar violations taken elsewhere in the
Region or the State and adjust the amount up or down according to a discharger’s ability
to pay. This type of adjustment may serve to "level the playing field". For example, in
order to have an equivalent deterrent effect for similar violations, the ACL for a Fortune
500 company should be significantly greater than one for a small business.
b. Public A~encies
ACLs paid by cities, sanitation districts and other public agencies are ultimately paid by
their service populations, usually by taxes or user fees. The RWQCB may consider
adjusting the total liability for cases of hardship or increasing the ACL if the agency has a
large rate base and it is appropriate to increase the ACL to assure a similar deterrent
effect for similar violations.
9. Step I. Statutory Maximum and Minimum Limits
The ACL must be checked against the statutory maximum and minimum limits to ensure
that it is in compliance with the appropriate section of law. The maximum amount for an
ACL issued under California Water Code section 13385~is $I0,000 for each day in which
a violation occurs plus $10 per gallon for amounts discharged but not cleaned up in
excess of 1,000 gallons. The statutory maximum amounts for ACLs issued under
California Water Code section 13261 are summarized in Table IV- 1.

California Water Code section 13385, which applies to discharges regulated pursuant to
the CWA, was amended effective January 1, 2000 to state that "At a mimmum, liability
shall be assessed at a level that recovers the economic benefits, if any, derived from the
acts that constitute the violation". Therefore, for such violatiom occumng on or a~er
Janual-y 1, 2000, the minimum amount for an ACL is the economic benefit.
It is the policy of the SWRCB that all ACLs shall be assessed at a level that recovers the
economic benefit.
B. Distribution of an ACLs Liability
An ACL action may distribute the total, proposed liability determined above to three
types of discharger-expenditures: implementation of CPs; implementation of SEPs: and
cash payments to the State Cleanup and Abatement Account, including staff costs. If the
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ACL action distributes liability to CPs or SEPs, it shall document that the amount of
liability suspended is equal to the cost of implementing the CPs and/or SEPs and shall
specify the date on which the CPs and/or SEPs are to be completed. The ACL action
shall specify the amount of liability that shall be immediately due to the State Cleanup
and Abatement Account. The cash liability shall, at a minimum, include the staff costs
associated with the investigation of the violations and preparation of the ACL.

1. Compliance Projects (CPs)
ACL actions are intended to address past violations. If the underlying problem has not
been corrected, the cost of remmmg to compliance constitutes an avoided cost (and thus
an economic benefit) until the necessary improvements are actually implemented. Under
these circumstances, the RWQCB may suspend a portion of the liability to compel future
work by the discharger to address problems related to the violation. Compliance Projects
(CPs) are projects designed to bring the discharger back into compliance in a timely
manner.

a. Examples of CPs
CPs may include construction of new facilities, up,made or repair of existing facilities,
adding staff, training, studies, and the development of procedures.
b. CP Qualification Criteria
1) CPs are projects that are designed to bring the discharger back into compliance in a
timely manner.
2) CPs are not SEPs
3) CPs shall have clearly identified project goals, costs, milestones, and completion
dates ;rod these shall be specified in the ACL action.
c. ACL Actions Allowing CPs
I) Either the RWQCB or the discharger may recommend specific CPs that could be
included in the ACL action.
2) The ACL action shall only suspend the portion of the total liability contingent upon
completion ofa CP(s) that is equal to the discharger’s economic benefit of the
avoided costs.
3) CPs that are greater than one year shall have at least annual reporting requirements.
4) If the discharger expends at least the amount suspended and completes the CP by the
specified date, the suspended amount is permanently suspended.
5) If the CP is not completed on the specified date the amount suspended becomes due
and payable to the CAA.
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2. Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs)
Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs) are projects that enhance the beneficial uses
of the waters of the State, provide a benefit to the public at large, and that, at the time
they are included in an ACL action, are not othercfise required or would be greatly
accelerated by implementing the project. California Water Code section 13385(h)(3)
allows limited use of SEPs associated with mandatory minimum penalties. In addition,
the SWRCB supports the inclusion of SEPs in ACL actions, so long as these projects
meet the ~teria listed below.
a. Examples of Supplemental Environmental Proiects
¯ Pollution Prevention
.
¯ Environmental Restoration (e.g., projects that involve the restoration or enhancement
of wiidlife and aquatic habitat )
¯ Environmental Auditing (e.g., projects that involve studies relevant to the discharge)
¯ Public Awareness (e.g., industry specific, public-awareness activity, or commumU
environmental education projects such as watershed curriculum, brochures, television
public service announcements, etc.)
¯ Watershed Assessment (e.g., citizen monitoring coordination and facilitation)
¯ Watershed Management Facilitation Services
¯ Non-Point Source Program Implementation
b. SEP Qualification Criteria
¯

¯
¯

¯

¯
¯

An SEP should only consist of measures that go above and beyond the obligation of
the discharger. For example, sewage pump stations Should have appropriate
reliability features to minimize the occurrence of" sewage spills in that particular
collection system. The installation of these reliability features following a pump
station spill would not qualify as an SEE
The SEP should lead to improved water quality and enhanced support of beneficial
uses of waters of the State.
The SEP shall not directly benefit the SWRCB or RWQCB functions or staff For
example, SEPs shall not be giRs of computers, equipment, etc. to the SWRCB or
RWQCB.
The SEP shall not be an action, process or product that is required by any rule or
regulation of any entity (e.g., local government, California Coastal Commission,
United States Environmental Protection Agency, United States Army Corps of
Engineers, etc.).
The SEP shall contain specific performance standards, including milestones for
achievement, and identified measures or indicators of performance. The ACE action
shall specify that the discharger shall meet these standards, milestones and indicators.
The SEP should, when appropriate, include documented support by other resource
agenc,~es, public ~oups and impacted persons.
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¯

The SEP should, when appropriate, document that the project complies with the
California Environmental Quality Act.

c. ACL Actions Allowin~ SEPs

¯

¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯

[For all ACL actions pursuant to any relevant California Water Code section other
than Section 13385.] The discharger may propose to conduct an SEP in exchange a
portion of the proposed liability, exclusive of the amount specified for a CP, in the
ACL action. If the discharger opts to perform a SEP, the ACL action shall require the
disc "harger to pay the remainder proposed liability, exclusive of the amount specified
for a CP, to the State Cleanup and Abatement Account.
The ACL action shall require the discharger to provide at least one progress report to
the SWRCB or RWQCB at the completion of the SEP.
The ACL action shall require the discharger to provide the RWQCB a post-project
accounting of expenditures.
If an SEP is accepted in an ACL action, the discharger shall hire an independent
management company, which reports solely to the RWQCB, to audit implementation
of the SEP. The company shall evaluate compliance with performance measures and
make recommendations to the RWQCB about the successful completion of the SEP
prior to the deadline(s) to complete.
If the final cost of the successfully completed SEP is less than the amount suspended
for completion of the SEP in the ACE action, the discharger shall remit the difference
to the State Cleanup and Abatement Account.
If the SEP is not successfully completed by the date specified in the ACL action, the
discharger shall pay the amount that was suspended to the State Cleanup and
Abatement Account.
If the discharger successfully completes the SEP in a time specified, the portion
suspended for the SEP will be permanently suspended.
Because the RWQCB loses the ability to amend an ACL order, the ACL order shall
contain reasonable milestones and compliance dates and the RWQCB should consider
including a force majeure clause.

d. Public Process
The SWRCB will establish procedures to develop lists of candidate projects. The list of
candidate projects shall be made available on the Intemet in the form of a database
containing information on candidate projects, completed projects, and in-progress
projects. At a minimum, the RWQCBs shall provide public notice of adoption of ACLs
Orders that include SEPs. In cases where the ACL includes a SEP and covers violations
of the CWA, the RWQCBs shall provide a period for public comment prior to adoption.
All ACL complaints that have been settled by the Executive Officer, with or without
SEPs. shall be placed as an information item on the next. feasible agenda for the
RWQCB
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VIII. DISCHARGER SELF-AUDITING
It ~s desirable to encourage self-auditing, self-policing, and voluntary disclosure of
envtronmental violations by dischargers. Such self-auditing and voluntary disclosure of
v~olations shall be considered by the Boards when determining enforcement actions and
m appropriate cases may lead to a determination to forego or lessen the severity of an
enforcement action. Falsification or misrepresentation of such voluntary disclosures shall
be brought to the attention of the appropriate RWQCB for possible enforcement action.

IX. ENFORCEMENT REPORTING BY RWQCBS
In order to ensure greater consistency in the reporting by the RWQCBs on violations and
enforcement actions, the enforcement reports for all Regions will be standardized. These
reports witl include a listing of facilities with a water quality violation during the
reporting period or unresolved from a previous reporting period, including violations
~nthout a RWQCB response. This listing shall include at least the following information:
¯ The date of violation;
¯ An identification whether the violation is considered to be significant (see Section
III);
¯ The RWQCB response, if any;
¯ The date of the response;
¯ The corrective action taken by the discharger, at least in cases of significant
violations; ard
¯ A listing of all previous violations for the facility which occurred in the previous 12
months and the associated RWQCB response.
The enforcement reports will be presented to the RWQCBs on an interval no greater than
quarterly. The report format will be the format that is produced by the State Water
Information Management (SWIM) data system and the RWQCBs will utilize the SWIM
data system to track and monitor their violations and enforcement activities. Utilization
of the SWIM data system by the Regions is essential in order for the SWRCB to comply
with California Water Code section 13385 (m) which requires statewide reporting of
violations to the Legislature.
A. Summary Violation and Enforcement Reports
All RWQCBs shall produce standard quarterly reports addressing significant violations.
The SWRCB will specify the format of the summary reports.
B. Spill Reporting

All spills shall be entered into the Sanitary Sewer Overflow/Spills Module of the
SWRCB’s SWIM data system. In order to achieve consistent reporting of spills from
regulated discharges all new and revised requirements and permits shall at a minimum
contain the language requiring reporting of spills consistent with Table IX- 1 below.
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SUMMARY OF SPILL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
TABLE IX-1

TYPE
Sewage

VOLUME
any

Sewage
Sewage

< 1000 Gals.
=>1000 Gals.

DISCHARGE POINT
Waters of U.S./Impairment of
Use
Soil
Soil

Hazardous
Materials
Hazardous
Materials

Any

Waters of U.S.

Any amount
that poses a
threat to
beneficial

Soil

REPORTING PERIOD
ASAP, but no more
than 24 hours
Quarterly

ASAP, but no more
than 24 Hours
ASAP, but no more
than 24 hours
ASAP, but no more
than 24 hours

uses.

Oil
Non-hazardous
materials (e.g.,
dirt, winery
wastes, nonhazardous
leachate, etc.)

,amy amount
that produces
a sheen.
Any amount
that poses a
threat to
beneficial
uses.

Waters of U.S.

ASAP, but no more
than 24 Hours

Soil or waters of the U.S.

Quarterly

X. POLICY REVIEW AND REVISION
It is the intent of the SWRCB that this policy be reviewed and revised, as appropriate, at
least every five years.
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United States Department of the Interior
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Reston, Virginia 20192

In Reply Refer To:
Mail Stop 412 or
Mail Stop 415

November 27, 2000

OFFICE OF WATER QUALITY TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 2001.03
OFFICE OF SURFACE WATER TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 2001.03
Subject:

Collection and Use of Total Suspended Solids Data

USGS Policy on Collection and Use of Total Suspended Solids Data:
1. The use of Total Suspended Solids data (TSS, parameter code 00530) resulting
from the analysis of water samples to determine the concentration of suspended
material in water samples collected from open channel flow and calculations of
fluxes based on these data is not appropriate. Collection of samples to determine
TSS requires concurrent collection of samples for suspended sediment
concentration (SSC) analysis. Concurrent SSC analysis can only be discontinued
after it is conclusively documented in a published report that the TSS data, on a
site-by-site basis, can adequately represent SSC data over the whole range of
flows that can be expected.

2. The SSC analytical method, ASTM D 3977-97, Standard Test Method for
Determining Sediment Concentration in Water Samples (ASTM, 1999), is the
USGS standard for determining concentrations of suspended material in surface
water samples. This method is used by all USGS sediment laboratories, and by
cooperating laboratories certified to provide suspended-sediment data to the
USGS.
Background:
An important measure of water quality is the amount of material suspended in the water.
The USGS has traditionally used measurements of suspended-sediment concentration as
the most accurate way to measure the total amount of suspended material in a water
sample collected from the flow in open channels. Another commonly used measurement
of suspended material is the TSS analytical method. This method was originally
developed for use on wastewater samples, but has been widely used as a measure of
suspended material in stream samples because it is mandated or acceptable for regulatory
purposes and is an inexpensive laboratory procedure. Using the TSS analytical method
(parameter code 00530) to determine concentrations of suspended material in open
channel-~-low can result in unacceptably large errors and is fundamentally unreliable.
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Summary of Recent Studies:
Studies on the accuracy of the SSC analytical method by ASTM (1999) and the USGS
Branch of Quality Systems (Gordon and others, 2000) have shown that the SSC analysis
represents an accurate measure of the concentration of the suspended sediment in a
sample. Other measurements such as TSS, turbidity, and data obtained from optical
backscatter instruments are often used as surrogates for suspended sediment and are often
less expensive to collect and (or) analyze and some may be collected on a nearcontinuous basis. However, proper use of these surrogate measurements of suspended
material requires that a relationship between SSC and the surrogate be defined and
documented for each site at which the data are collected.
Differences between the TSS and SSC analyses were investigated using 3,235 paired TSS
and SSC samples provided by eight USGS Districts (Gray and others, 2000), and with
14,466 data pairs from the USGS’s NWIS data base (Glysson and others, 2000). The
findings of these studies can be summarized as follows:
1. The TSS analysis is normally performed on an aliquot of the original sample. The
difficulty in withdrawing an aliquot from a sample that truly represents suspended
material concentration leads to inherent variability in the measurement. By
contrast, SSC analysis is performed on the entire sample, thus measuring the
entire sediment mass. If a sample contains a substantial percentage of sand-size
material - more than about 25 percent - then stirring, shaking, or otherwise
agitating the sample before obtaining a subsample will rarely produce an aliquot
representative of the suspended material and particle-size distribution of the
original sample.
2. TSS methods and equipment differ among laboratories, whereas SSC methods
and equipment used by USGS sediment laboratories are consistent, and are
quality assured by the National Sediment Laboratory Quality Assurance Program
(OSW Technical Memorandum 98.05; Gordon and others, 2000).

3. Results of the TSS analytical method tend to produce data that are negatively
biased by 25 to 34 percent with respect to SCC analyses collected at the same
time and can vary widely at different flows at a given site. The biased TSS data
can result in errors in load computations of several orders of magnitude.
Analysis of paired data for TSS and SSC (Glysson and others, 2000) indicates that in
some cases, it might be possible to develop a relation between SSC and TSS at a given
site. At least 30 paired sample points, evenly distributed over the range of
concentrations and flows encountered at the site, would be needed to define such a
relationship. There is no reliable, straightforward way to adjust TSS data to estimate
suspended sediment without corresponding SSC data.
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Because the TSS analytical method is widely used outside of the USGS for the
determination of suspended-material concentrations in water samples for open channel
flow, and because the TSS analysis is specified in several States’ water-quality criteria
standards for sediment, it would be appropriate for USGS District offices to share this
information with their cooperators. The Offices of Water Quality and Surface Water are
p~sing this information on to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of
Water and to other Federal agencies that are involved in using sediment data. For
questions or additional information, contact Doug Glysson (OWQ, zzlvsson@usgs.gov)
or John Gray (OSW, jrgray@usgs.gov).
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ASTM, 1999, D 3977-97, Standard Test Method for Determining Sediment
Concentration in Water Samples, Annual Book of Standards, Water and Environmental
Technology, 1999, Volume 11.02, p 389-394.
Glysson, G. D., J. R. Gray, and L. M. Conge, 2000, "Adjustment of Total Suspended
Solids Data for Use in Sediment Studies," in the Proceeding of the ASCE’s 2000 Joint
Conference on Water Resources Engineering and Water Resources Planning and
Management, July 30 - August 2, 2000, Minneapolis, MN, I 0 p. "
Gordon, J. D., Newland, C. A., and Gagliai’di, S. T., 2000, Laboratory Performance in the
Sediment Laboratory Quality-Assurance Project, 1996-98: U. S. Geological Survey
Water-Resources Investigations Report 99-4184, 69 p.
Gray, J. R., G. D. Glvsson, L. M. Turcios, and G. E. Schwarz, 2000, Comparability of
Suspended-Sedimen~ Concentration and Total Suspended Solids Data, U.S. Geological
Survey Water-Resources Investigations Report 00-419 I, 14 p. "
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DISCLA IMER
This publication is a planning document produced by the staff of the California Regional Water
Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region.
No poficy or regulation is either expressed or intended.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
LOS ANGELES REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT INITIATIVE CHAPTER
December 2000
OVERVIEW
Water resource protection efforts of the State Water Resources Control Board and the Rec~ional VVater
Quality Control Boards are guided by a five year Strategic Plan (last updated in 1997). A k~y comoonent
oi’ the Slrategic Plan is to utilize a watershed management approach for water resources prolection.
To protect water resources within a watershed context, a mix of point and nonpoint source discharges,
ground :and surface water interactions, and water quality/water quantity relationships must be considered.
These complex relationships present considerable challenges to water resource protect;on programs. The
Slate and Regional Boards are responding to l.hese challenges within the context of our organization’s
Watershed Management Initiative (WMI). The WMI is designed to integrate various surface and ground
water regulatory programs while promoting cooperative, collaborative efforts within a watershed It is also
designed to focus limited resources on key issues and use sound science.
Previously, State and Regional Board programs tended to be directed at site-specific problems This
approach was reasonably effective for controlling pollution from point sources. However. with diffuse
nonpoint sources of pollutants, a new regulatory strategy was needed. The Wtvll uses a strategy to draw
solutions from all interested parties within a watershed, and to more effectively coordinate and implement
measures to control both point and nonpoint sources.
For the initial implementation of the WMI, during the late 1990s, each Regional Board identified the
watersheds in their Region, prioritized water quality issues, and developed watershed manaqement
strategies. These strategies and the State Board’s overall coordinating approach to WMI ar~ contained in
the Integrated Plan for Implementation of the WMI which is updated annually. In following years, the
Regional Boards have continued to build upon their early efforts to utilize this approach. The full version
of our WMI Chapter outlines our ongoing efforts to continue implementation of the WMI.
The Los Angeles Regional Board and Watershed Management
The Los Angeles Region has jurisdiction over all coastal drainages flowing to the Pacific Ocean between
Rincon Point (on the coast in western Ventura County) and the eastern Los Angeles County line, as
as the drainages of five coastal islands (Anacapa San Nicolas, Santa Barbara, Santa Catalina, and well
’ includes all coastal waters within three miles ofSan
Clemente). The Regional Board’s jurisdiction also
the
continental and island coastlines.
The Los Angeles Region is the State’s most densely populated and industrialized region. Over 1,000
discharges of wastewater from point sources in this Region are regulated by the Los Angeles Regional
Board. Over 700 of these point source discharges are discharged to surface waters, and are regulated
under the Nalional Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). In addition, the Regional Board
prescribes Waste Discharge Req~Jirements (WDRs) for the remaining discharges, which are primarily to
ground waters and landfills. However, the quality of many walers continue to be degraded from pollutants
discharged from diffuse and diverse nonpoint sources. Future success in reducing polltJ[~&]s from
nonpoint sources and achieving additional reductions in pollutants from point sources requires a shift to a
more geographically-targeted approach.
Our watershed management approach integrates activities across the Regional Board’s many diverse
programs, particularly permitting, planning, and other surface-water or ented programs which have tended
to operate somewhat independent of each other. This approach enables us to better assess cumulative
impacts of pollutants from all (point and nonpoint) sources, and more efficiently develop watershedspecific solutions that balance the environmental and economic impacts of our actions.
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We have designated ten watershed management areas in the Los Angeles Region as shown in the figure
below.

Watershed Management Areas of the
Los Angeles Region
Los Angeles Co.~

~

Santa (~,ar~kRiver -- ~-,~,~_

’

I

1
Channel Islands WMA

~e~ =.= c~= 10 miles

Initially, implementation of watershed management in the Los ~geles Region occu~ed in phases over a
seven-year cycle for our pilot watersheds Ventura River and Calleguas Creek. We are now shifting to a
five-year cycle to be in line with the standard permit life (of an NPDES permit) and to equalize workloads
over the years. ~is shift in our watershed cycle is illustrated in the table on the next page. The majori~
of permit-related tasks such as pe~it renewals/revisions and regional monitoring program development
as well as preparation of state of watershed repots, will occur during the first approximately ~elve
months of the watershed’s five-year cycle. Much of the rest of the five-year cycle will be spent developing
and implementing, with the input of stakeholders, measures for management of more complex pollutants
from point and/or nonpoint sources. Many of the region’s TMDLs will be implemented during the second
cycle of permit renewals.
It should be pointed out that the involvement of stakeholders is critical to the success of watershed
management; however, the process to involve stakeholders demands more of regulators in terms of
public outreach, education, and consensus building.
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Permit Timeline for Watershed Management Initiative

CreekRiver
_Calleguas
Santa Clara
I Dominguez ChanneI-LA~’LB Harbor
l Santa Monica Bay
i. Los Angeles River
San Gabriel River
Los Cerritos Channel
Channel Islands
Ventura River
Misc. Ventura Coastal
Santa Clara River
Calles, uas Creek
Dominguez ChanneI-LAiLB Harbor

FY 2001/02
FY 2002/03
FY 2003/04
FY 2004/05
FY 2005t06
FY 2006/07

FY 2007/08

NPDES permits in the Los Angeles Region are organized and scheduled by watershed. This workload
must be integrated with that required under backlog reduction efforts or other regulatory or legislative
requirements. Preliminary "State of the Watershed Reports" are prepared by watershed "teams"
composed of permit writers, planning, TMDL, and nonDoinl source program personnel, and those involved
,with groundwater protection.
The Watershed Management Initiative Chapter
This document is the fifth iteration of what we call our "Chapter" which is our Region’s chapter of the WMI
document for the whole state. The participants in implementation of the WMI in California (the nine
Regional Boards, State Board, and USEPA) were asked in 1996 to begin preparation of a document which
identified priorities and resource needs, across programs, in a watershed context. The Chapter is currently
used both as an outreach and as a planning tool to identify the Region’s priorities over the upcoming two
fiscal years (FYs) and where we should spend our baseline resources, as well as where we need
additional resources. The Chapter is organized into sections including the Introduction, Watershed
Sections, and Region-wide Section. Included in each Watershed Section is an overview of that
watershed, a description of its water quality concerns and issues, past significant Regional Board activities
in the watershed, current (funded) activities, near-term (usually unfunded) activities that would benefit the
watershed, and activities which may happen on a longer time-scal~ (usually unfunded). The Region-wide
Section includes a description of activities not easily associated with particular watersheds.
Programs and Funding Under WMI
Programs covered under WMI include core regulatory (e.g., NPDES), monitoring and assessment, basin
planning and water quality standards, watershed management, wetlands, TMDLs, 401 certifications,
groundwater (as appropriate), and nonpoint source management activities (many of these programs also
have region-wide components). It turns out most of our highest priority needs fall into areas that have little
to no funding. Areas with particular shortages include nonpoint source management (e.g., we see a
need for an additional 14.0 PYs for FY00/01), CEQA review, monitoring and assessrn~’~}~ basin
planning, 401 certifications (the statewide needs analysis from FY 00/01 indicated a shortfall Of 13.9
PYs), stormwater, and more than minimal work on NPDES pretreatment, enforcement, compliance, and
monitoring report review. A majority of any additional monies that may become available would be
dedicated to these programs in the targeted watersheds (then non-targeted watersheds) as well as
allocated to upcoming TMDLs occurring throughout the Region. For example, in FY00/01, we see a
need for an additional 8.8 PYs to conduct TMDL work. This watershed effort, which itself has
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consumed a lot of limited staff resources, will hopefully result in resource flexibility and augmentation to
address these deficiencies.
Integration of Multiple Mandates Under WMI
While the Watershed Management Initiative strives to integrate and coordinate the various Regional and
State Board programs and address the highest priority funding needs for those programs, there is also
need to respond to and accommodate priorities established by the individual Regional and Stale Boards’
members, priorities established prior to the WMI which run on their own timelines, legal or legislative
mandates, or olher new mandates which may affect the way the WMI is implemented in a Region. It is
important to re-state here that the WMI is not a new program but rather a way to describe our approach to
integrating existing and newly evolving programs and mandates.
For example, a high priority statewide mandate is management of nonpoint source pollution. High priority
Regiona! Board activities include implementation of an effective enforcement strategy, development of a
septic tank policy initiative, development and implementation of a strategy to assess nonpoint source
Ioadings TMDLs, and better communication and coordination of Board programs and policies through
improved outreach. More information is included in the Introduction of the full chapter. It is clear many of
the Regional Board high priority activities are of primary importance in fulfilling not only the WMI but also
the nonpoint source management initiative and other mandates.
However, some mandates present challenges to fully implementing watershed management. These
include recent USEPA, State Board, and legislative requirements for reducing permit backlog, conflicts
with the timing of scheduled TMDLs, lengthy delays incurred by the public processes e.g., hearings,
workshops), ands insufficient funding or staff.
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT WATERSHED ISSUES
The Region encompasses ten Watershed Management.Areas (WMAs) which are the geographicallydefined watershed areas where the Regional Board implements the watershed approach. These
generally involve a single large watershed, within which exists smaller subwatersheds. However, in some
cases they may be an area that does not meet the strict hydrologic definition of a watershed (e.g., several
small Ventura coastal waterbodies in the region are grouped together into one WMA). Watersheds in the
strictest sense are geographic areas draining into a river system, ocean or other body of water through a
single outlet and includes the receiving waters. They are usually bordered, and separated from other
watersheds, by mountain ridges or other naturally elevated areas.
Many of the watersheds in this Region range over large areas that are highly diverse. A Designated
Wilderness Area may occur in one part of a watershed while extensive development dominates another
part and possibly agriculture in yet different area of the watershed. This fact results in a great diversity of
issues of concern to this agency in any particular watershed with the concomitant need to balance
priorities among existing stakeholders. The following summarizes significant watershed issues in our
’watershed management areas. More detail may be found by consulting the full version of the WM!
’Chapter.
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Watershed Management Areas
Significant Watershed Issues
1) Ventura River Watershed
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

5) DominguezChannel/LA.LBHarbor
WMA

Eutrophication. especially ~n estuary
TDS concerns in some subwalersheds
One major discharger (POTW)
Industrial storm water - 27 dischargers
!m#ediments (dams. diversions) to steethead trout
migration
!mpa~rments: DOT. algae, diversions, selenium, other
me~als, trash
Cur’ently scheduled TMDLs: eutrophication FY04,05

¯

¯

Impairments: metals, PCBs. P,t,,Hs, histonc pesticides,
coliform, trash, nitrogen
Currently scheduled TMDLs: coliform FY01,’02

2) Miscellaneous Ventura Coastal WMA
The harbors
¯
¯
¯
¯

Accamulahon of metals, "PCBs, and historic pesticides
~n sediment and tissue
Considerable marine life subject Io imoacts
Imgairmen~s: DDT. PCBs. PAHs, metals, TBT, coliform
Curremly scheduled TMDLs: zinc FY04/05

6) Santa Monica Bay WMA
¯

¯

T~e we’lands and coast
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯

Histr.~ric pesticide contamination
Loss of quality habitat
Impacts from oil spills and agriculture
Use ~y endangered species
!mpa~rmenls: historic pesticides and effects, coliform
Currently schedu ed TMDLs: coliform FY01,’02

¯
¯

High quality natural resource
Four POTWs
Industrial storm water - 103 dischargers
Construction storm water - 310 dischargers
Impacts from exotic vegetation
Impacts from agricullure
Increasing urbanizat on flows, and channelization in
upper watershed; impacts on middle and lower
watershed
impairments: nitrogen and effects, salts, coliform,
Lrash, histodc pesticides
Currently scheduled TMDLs: chloride FY01/02,
nitrogen FY02]03, eut~oph, and trash FY04/05, coliform
FY05i06

4) Calleguas Creek Watershed
¯
¯
¯
o
¯
"
¯
¯
¯
¯

Six POTWs
Industrial storm waler - 82 dischargers
Construction storm water - 100 dischargers
Highly modified watershed
Impacts from agriculture and naval facility
Sediment inputs to Mugu Lagoon, one of the largest
wetlands in southern California
Competing urban uses; development pressures,
particularly in upper watershed
Severe lack of benthic and ripadan habitat in watershed
Impairments: nitrogen and effects, water-soluble
pesticides and effects, salts, historic pesticides, PCBs,
siltalion, selenium, mercury, olher metals, trash
Currently sct~eduled TMI~..s: chloride FY00/01,
nitrogen FY01/02, other salts and water-soluble
pesticiCes FY03/04, PCBs and historic pesticides
FY04,"05, melals FY05/06

Key recreational resource (beaches)
Three POTWs, one refinery, and three generating
stations
21 minor discharges
General permits - !66 dischargers
Industrial storm water - 147 dischargers
Construction storm waler - 107 dischargers
[mpa~rmenls: mercury, selenium, other metals,
historical pesticides, PAHs, PCBs. mtrogen, coliform,
trash, TBT. habitat alteration, exotic vegelation, sails

Coastline
¯

,~cule health risk associaled vvdh s’,,’,qmmmg in runoffcontaminated surfzone walers
¯
Chromo risk associated wilh consumption of seafood in
areas impacted by DDT and PCB contamination
¯
Reduction of loadings from the b,,,,o major POTWs in
light of projected population increases
¯
Other impacts from urban runoff/slorm water
¯
Historic deposits of DDT and PCBs in sediment
¯
Loadings of pollulants from other sources: sediment
resuspension, atmospheric deposilion
¯
The need to have a better understanding of the Bay’s
resources
¯ - Currently scheduled TMDLs: coliform FY01102; metals
FY03/04: chlordane FY05/06

3) Santa Clara River Watershed
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
°

One ROTW. ~vo generating stations, six refinenes
!ndustrial storm water - 415 dischargers
H~stoncal deposds of DO]" and PCBs in sedimenl
Discharges from POTW & refineries
Spdls from ships and industrial facililies
Leaching of conlaminaled groundwater
Slormwaler runoff

Malibu Creek Watershed
¯
¯
*
¯
¯
*
¯

Excessive freshwater, nutrients, and coliform in lagoon;
contributions from POTVV and other sources
Urban runoff from upper watershed
Impacts to swimmers/surfers from lagoon water
Septic tanks in lower watershed
Appropriate restoration and management of lagoon
Access to creek and lagoon by endangered fish
Currently scheduled TMDLs: nutrients and coliform
FY01/02

Ballona Creek Watershed
¯
¯
*
¯
¯
¯

Trash loading from creek
Wetlands restoration
Sediment contamination by heavy metals from creek to
Manna del Roy Harbor and offshore)
Toxicity of both dry weather and storm runoff in czeek
High bacterial indicators at mouLh.qf,.¢reek
Currently scheduled TMDLs: trash FY00/01, coliform
FY02/03PCBs and pesticides FY03/04 and 04105.
me~als FY03/04 and 04/05

/
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Watershed Management Areas
Significanl Watershed Issues

7) Los Angeles River Watershed
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

9) Los

Six major NPDES dischargers (four POTWs)
30 minor permits
109 dischargers covered by general permits
Industnal storm water - 1,327 dischargers
Construction slorm water - 147 dischargers
Nitrogen and coliform contributions from septic
systems
Other nonpoinl sources (horse stables, golf courses)
Cross-contamination between surface and groundwater
Protection and enhancement of fish and v,’ddlife habilat
and recreational areas
Removal of exohc vegetation
Balancing removal of vegetalion for flood control wilh
the need for urban habitat
Altainingabalancebel’weenwaterrectamat~onand
mm~mum flows to support habitat
leakage of MTBE from underground storage tanks
Contaminated sediments within lhe LA River estuary
Impairments: nitrogen, trash, selenium, other metals,
coliform. PCBs, historic pesticides, chlorpyrdos
Currenlly scheduled TMDLs: trash 00/01. nitrogen and
coliform FY01/02, metals FY03/04, hislonc pesticide
FY05/06

Cerritos Channel/Alamitos Bay

WMA
o
Four minor dischargers
¯
Loss of wetlands habitat in Los Cerritos area
¯
Impacts from antifouling paint in marmas
¯
Urban and storm water runoff impacts on isolated water
bodies
¯
Loss of tidal exchange
¯
Impairments: ammonia, metals, hisloric pesticides and
effects. PCBs. PAHs
¯
Currently scheduled TMDLs: coliform, ammonia,
metals. PAHs historic pesticides FY04/05
’
10) The Channel Islands WMA
¯
Five islands
¯
One maior discharger, four minor gischargers
¯
Areas offshore of islands designaled as Areas of
Special Biological Sigmficance
¯
High quality marine and rocky intertidal habilat
..
Heavy use by manne mammals and endangered
species
¯
NO known ~mpairments
¯
Lack of information on water quality

8) San Gabriel River Watershed
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
’,
,,
¯
,’
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Eight major NPDES dischargers (five POTWs)
23 minor permits
65 discharges covered under general permits
549 dischargers covered under an industnat storm
water permit
!75 dischargers covered under a construction storm
water permit
Sluicing and disposal of sediments from reservoirs
Protection of groundwater recharge areas
Ambient toxidty
Excessive trash in recreational areas of upper
watershed
Mining!stream modifications
Extensive stream modification for mining and water
reclamation
Urban and storm water runoff quality
Nonpoint source Ioadings from nurseries and horse
stables
Lack of understanding of estuary dynamics (e.g.
salinity profile)
Septic systems
Impairments: nitrogen and effects, trash, metals,
historic pesticides, coliform, chlorides, PCBs
Currently scheduled TMOLs: trash (completed),
nitrogen (river).and coliform FY02.,’03; metals FY04/05,
nitrogen (lakes) FY03104; PCBs & pest. FY05106

~
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S UMMA R Y OF REGIONWlDE A C TIVlTIES
There are many activities conducted at the Region which do not apply to a specific ’watershed; instead
they represent ongoing regionwide strategies and policies, or programs which are not directly linked to the
rotating watershed cycle. Also, statutory, regulatory, or funding requirements may dictate completion of
some :activities at odd intervals throughout the five-year watershed cycle (such as increased emphasis on
pretreatment inspections). The table be!ow gives examples of watershed versus non-watershed reIated
activities.
Waters.hod Tasks
Renew permds

integrate mun~o~.al storm water program
i Conduc ~nspect ons for v’.’alershed permits
~ Enforcement (in-cycle compliance)
; !mplementNPScontrols

Non-Watershed Tasks
Issue new permits
Develop new general permits, reduce backiog,
pretreatment
rssue rndividual industrial and slorm water permits
Conduct inspections on new permits
I Enforcement (spills. out of cycle compliance)
t Develop
eroblemsregional strategies to addressNPS

I Develcp. coordinate and ~mplement watershed
Coordinale moniloring on a regional scale
L’"n°n~tor~ng
,’vater Qualify Assessments iState of Ihe Walershed B;ennial 305(b) Reports Io USEPA
i
Reports. partial updales Io 305(b) by watershed)
Develop watershed policies
I Develop regional policies
Nafershed-spec~fic Basin Plan Updates
Regional Basin Plan Updales. Triennial Reviews (as
Currently required)
, Oata management bnput and use by walershed)
Regional Dalabase management (developmenl and
i GIS (input of watershed-specific layers and
GIS
(development and input of regional layers and
"
informalion)
Maintenance of system.)
VVatershed-specific outreach/educalion
General outreach educalion

l

l

| ~~corporation of CEQA and 401 Decisions into
| watershed planning (as groups are formed, and as
~ timing permits)

Timely review of CEQA documents. 401
certifications per statutory deadlines

While the Watershed Management Initiative strives to integrate and coordinate the various Regional and
State Board programs and address the highest priority funding needs for those programs, there is also
need to respond to and accommodate priorities established by the individual Regional and State Boards’
members, priorities established prior to the WMI which run on their own timelines, or other new mandates
which may affect the way the WMI is implemented in a Region. The following briefly describes our overall
approach to implementing a subset of programs (some statewide mandates) and other Board priorities on
a regionwide scale.
Core Requlatory- General Permits
There are many dischargers in this Region covered by general permits for discharges to surface water
through a letter issued by the Executive Officer. This activity occurs independent of the watershed cycle
as the need arises. Many of these are for short-term projects such as dewatering. 40 CFR §122.28
provides for issuance of general permits to regulate a category of point sources if the sour-~,es: a) involve
the same or substantially similar types of operations, b) discharge the same type of waste, c) require the
same type of effluent limitations or operating conditions, d) require similar monitoring, and e) are more
appropriately regulated under a general permit rather than individual permits.
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Core Requlatory- Storm Water Permits
Storm water activities include those involving the lhree municipal permits (and Standard Urban Storm
Water Mitigation Plans associated with the two urban ones) in the Region, the approximately 2700
facilities regulated under the State’s general industrial permit, and the approx’imately 950 construction
sites regulated under the State’s general construction permit.
Wetlands Protection and Manaqement- Water Quality Certification
A key wetlands regulatory too! for the Regional Board is the CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification
Program which regulates discharges of dredge and fill materials to waters. The 401 certification program
is one of the most effective tools the state has for regulating hydrologic modification projects, especially
those which directly impact the region’s diminishing acres of wetlands and riparian habitat.
Key ~rogram activities should include CEQA documents review/response, pre-construction meetings with
applicants, site visits, application processing, foilow-up monitoring and inspections, and enforcement.
Unfortunately, the program is currently severely underfunded with only application processing being
undertaken. The program is currently funded at 2.1 PYs; the FY 00/01statewide needs analysis for
the 401 certification program indicated a needed augmentation of 13.9 PYs.
Approximalely 150-200 applications are processed each year. Information about projects and the
program ,n general is available on the Regional Board website at http://’~,wv.swrcb.ca.qov/-r~,~qcb4/.
Manaqement of Nonpoint Source Pollution
California’s Nonpoint Source (NPS) Pollution Control Program has been in effect since 1988; it has
recently been updated (January 2000). A key element of the Program is the "Three-Tiered Approach,"
through which self-determined implementation is favored, but more stringent regulatory authorities are
utilized when necess.ary to achieve implementation.
Qur long-term goal for the NPS program is to improve water quality by implementing the management
measures identified in the California Management Measures for Polluted Runoff Report (CAMMPR) by
2013.
Major current nonpoint source program priorities are: 1) oversight of workplans for 319(h) and Proposition
13 projects, 2) establishment of regional strategies to address agriculture, marinas, and septic tanks (the
latter will be focused on densely populated communities and areas where ground water is a source of
drinking water), 3) investigation of loading contributions from agriculture, nurseries, golf course, and
horse stables (in aid of TMDL work), and 4) expansion of our public education and outreach. It is
anticipated our nonpoint source program implementation will heavily emphasize Tier 1, at least initially.
We see a need for an additional 14.0 PYs to fully implement our priorities.
Enforcement Strateqlz
The statewide Water Quality Enforcement Policy adopted by State Board in 1996 is intended to make all
enforcement consistent, predictable, and fair throughout the state. The Regional Board adopted a
resolution in 1997 which confirmed the Regional Board’s desire to carry out enforcement’T~’a manner
consistent with State Board’s enforcement policy and that Regional Board staff prepare a regional
enforcement strategy consistent with Slate Board’s enforcement policy. The statewide enforcement policy
is currently in the process of being revised.
The enforcement policy states that the Regional Board staff must bring to the attention of their Regional
Board for possible enforcement action, at a minimum, an array of permit violations for a variety of
dischargers as well as failure to submit reports or deficient reports, and spills. Our increased efforts have
resulted in an improved enforcement record for the region and has contributed to increased compliance in
viii
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some programs (e.g. industrial slormwater). The quarterly violations report is available to lhe public as
pad of lhe Executive Officer’s Report; and is also available on lhe Board’s web page.
Beachesz’Coastal Watersheds Activitie~
Due to the great resource and economic value associated wilh the beaches and coastal v.,’atersheds of
this Reg on a number of activities occur that are specific to the coaslal areas. Among these are a
number of monitoring programs as well as a program to manage contaminated sediments. Monitoring
programs include: several regional sur~,,’eys of the Southern California Bight which evaluated a number ot~
conslituents to determine the spatial extent and magnitude of ecological disturbances, trend monitoring
conducted through the State Mussel Watch and Toxic Substances Monitoring Programs, the recently
formed Surface Water Ambient t~1onitoring Program (SWAI~IP), and a recently developed inventory of
Coastal Ambient lk’lonitoring Programs (CAMP).
Additicnal y a Contaminated Sediments Task.Force has been established to develop a onq-term strategy
to mar’age contaminated sediments found in the ports and marinas of Los Angeles County.~ This effort
was fu:~,ded by the Karnette bill.

FOR ~DDITIONAL INFORMA T/ON
Contact the Regional Board’s Watershed Coordinator, Shirley Birosik, at (213) 576-6679 or
sbirosik_.~rb4 swrcb.ca.qo~t for additional information or consult the Regional Board’s website at
~vl-rwqcb4.
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Section 1. INTRODUCTION

THE REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD WATERSHED MANA GEMENT APPROA CH?

WHY THE

The nine Regional Water Quality Control Boards (Regional Boards) are each semi-autonomous
and comprised of up to nine part-time Board Members appointed by the Governor. Regional
Board boundaries are primarily based on watersheds. Each Regional Board makes water
qualit7 decisions for its region. Thes~ decisions include setting water quatity standards issuing
waste discharge permits, adopting policies, and taking enforcement actions.
’
The Los Angeles Region has jurisdiction c~ver all coastal drainages flowing to the Pacific Ocean
bet~veen Rincon Point (on the coast in western Ventura County) and the eastern Los Angeles
BCount’/lin._e, as well as the drainages of five coastal islands (Anacapa San Nico as, Santa
arbara Santa Catalina and San Clemente). The Regional Board’s jurisdiction also includes
all coastal waters within three miles of the continental and adjacent island coastlines.
The Los Angeles Region is the State’s most densely populated and industrialized region. Over
1,000 discharges of wastewater from point sources in this Region are regulated by the Los
Angeles Regional Board. Over 700 of these point source discharges are discharged to surface
waters, and are regulated under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System. Permits
issued under this program are referred to as NPDES permits. In addition, the Regional Board
prescribes Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs) for the remaining discharges, which are
primarily to ground waters and landfills. Up until recently, NPDES permits and WDRs were
assessed on a case-by-case basis as they came up for renewal.
In recent years, watershed issues have become much more complex and the need to respond
with more coordinated monitoring as well as development of cost-effective solutions has
required us to rethink our "permit by permit" approach and move to a watershed approach.
In
addition, in light of economic constraints, dischargers of point source wastewaters are
requesting more consideration of site-specific objectives. At the same time, environmental
interests are requesting cumulative assessments of pollutant Ioadings to waterbodies and
impacts to beneficial uses. This requires acknowledgment of the growing importance of
nonpoint sources to watershed pollutant Ioadings. We also have the added need of conducting
TMDLs for most of our Region’s waters.
Managing water quality by watershed allows the Los Angeles Regional Board to address these
varied demands in a more coordinated and effective manner. As the control of point source
pollutants through NPDES permits and WDRs is central to the Los Angeles Regional Board’s
strategy to protect water quality, we have structured our approach to watershed management
around the need to issue NPDES permits by watershed, in a timely and coordinate~l manner
over a five-year cycle. This also allows for the gathering of input and coordination of nonpoint
source issues within the same framework.
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THE WATERSHED MANA GEMENT INITIATIVE
Watershed management is not a new program--it is a strategy for integrating and managing .
resources. The goal of the state’s Watershed Management Initiative (WMI) is to integrate water
quality monitoring, assessment, planning, standards, permit writing, nonpoint source
mana~;ement, ground water protection, and other programs at the State and Regional Boards to
promote a more coordinated and efficient use of personnel and fiscal resources while ensuring
maximum water quality protection benefits. The State’s watershed work integrates and
supports, to the extent possible, local community watershed protection efforts to implement
cost-effective strategies for natural resource protection. As characteristics and resources vary
widely from watershed to watershed, this approach customizes efforts to manage resources
and address problems unique to each watershed white offering stakeholders the opportunity to
implement the most cost-effective solutions to problems within their watersheds.
Watershed management represents a shift from a traditional approach that focuses on
regulation of point sources, lo a more regional approach that acknowledges environmental
impacts from other activities. Over the last twenty-five years, permitting programs have
significantly reduced pollutants that are discharged to California’s waters from point sources.
However, the quality of many waters continues to be degraded from pollutants discharged from
diffuse .and diverse sources, referred to as nonpoint sources, and from the cumulative impacts
of multiple point sources. Future success in reducing pollutants from nonpoint sources and
achieving additional cost-effective reductions in pollutants from point sources requires a shift to
a more geographically-targeted approach.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of how permitting, planning, and other activities are integrated
into our Regional watershed strategy. The upper part of the figure (initial start-up period) refers
to work conducted mostly during the first time through the rotating cycle. The lower part of the
figure addresses activities that occur during each cycle.
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Figure l. Elements of a \Vatershed ~Ianagement Cycle - Region 4
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THE WATERSHED MANAGEMENT/NITIA TIVE CHAPTER
This document is the fifth iteration of the Chapter. The participants in implementation of the
WMI in California (the nine Regional Boards, State Board, and USEPA) were asked in 1996 to
begin preparation of a document which identified priorities and resource needs, across
programs, in a watershed context. The Chapter is currently used both as an outreach and as a
planning tool to identify the Region’s priorities over the upcoming two to three fiscal years
(FYs), describe where we should spend our baseline resources, as well as where we need
additional resources (in support of Budget Change Proposals). It turns out most of our highest
priority needs fall into areas that have little to no funding. This effort will hopefully result in
flexibility and augmentation to address this deficiency.
The Chapter itself is not a commitment to complete work but provides a framework to identify
priorities and resource needs which shoui~l form the basis for formal commitments which are
made in fund source- and program-specific Workplans on an annual basis. Determinations of
which activities will be funded by specific Workplans will be negotiated on the basis of the
information in the Chapters. Annual program Workplans and grant applications will still be
prepared by program managers to identify which activities are going to be funded in a particular
year based on the fiscal decisions made.
The Chapter is organized into sections including the Introduction, Watershed Sections, and
Reqion-wide Section. Included in each Watershed Section is an overview of that watershed, a
description of its water quality concerns and issues, past significant Regional Board activities in
the watershed, current (funded) activities, near-term (usually unfunded) activities that would
benefit the watershed, and activities which may happen on a longer time-scale (usually
unfunded). The Region-wide Section includes a description of activities not easily associated
with particular watersheds as well as more detailed information on implementation of certain
programs (such as nonpoint source) in the Region. The Appendix includes TMDL schedules
and lists of ~ to be reviewed or renewed each year. More detailed information on
allocation of resources may be obtained by request from the Regional Board.
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WMI DEFINITIONS
The following represent commonly used terms and definitions utilized throughout the document:
A watershed is the geographic area draining into a river system, ocean or other body of water
through a single outlet and includes the receiving waters. Watersheds are usually bordered,
and separated from other watersheds, by mountain ridges or other naturally elevated areas.
The watershed management approach is the specific method by which the Regional Board
implements watershed management. Features include the targeting of priorily problems,
stakeholder involvement, developing integrated solutions, and evaluating measures of success.
The entire watershed, including the land mass draining into the receiving water, is considered.
Watershed Management Areas (WMAs).are the geographically-defined watershed areas
where the Regional Board will implement the watershed approach. These generally involve a
single :arge watershed within which exists smaller subwatersheds but in some cases may be an
area that does no~ meet the strict hydrologic definition of a watershed e.g. several small
Ventura coastal waterbodies in the region are grouped together into one WMA.
State of the Watershed/Water Quality Characterization Reports are reference documents
produced by Regional Board staff that describe the existing water quality conditions, data gaps,
and sources of pollutants within a WMA. Strategies to resolve the water quality concerns,
either in progress or proposed, are described. Preliminary versions of these reports are
produced by the Regional Board in order to stimulate discussion and inputs on issues from
other stakeholders. These documents will be updated as needed. First edition reports are
available for Calleguas Creek, Santa Monica Bay, Los Angeles River, and San Gabriel River
Watersheds.
A Watershed Management Plan is a planning document often produced by watershed
stakeholder groups which addresses water quality, land use, economic, habitat, recreation, and
other concerns and recommends specific management strategies to resolve identified problems
in a cooperative and coordinated manner. Should stakeholder involvement be lacking, a plan
which focuses on water quality concerns will be produced by the Regional Board and would
emphasize a more regulatory approach to water quality improvement.
Nonpoint sources of pollution are those with no single point of origin. Pollutants may often be
carried off the land by stormwater or be part of urban runoff. Common nonpoint sources are
agricultural, urban (runoff from residential areas, parking lots, streets, etc.), and construction
activities. Point sources, on the other hand, by definition originate from a discrete source such
as a pipe or outfall through which a facility may discharge while regulated by a NPDES permit.
Beneficial uses are those uses of water identified in state and regional water q_u...a~l_ity control
plans that must be achieved and maintained. Uses include contact water recreation, municipal
water supply, navigation, agricultural supply, wildlife habitat, and groundwater recharge, among
others. Designated beneficial uses, together with water quality objectives form water quality
standards as mandated under the California Water Code and Federal Clean Water Act.
The California Water Code defines water quality objectives as "the allowable limits or levels
of water quality constituents or characteristics which are established for the reasonable
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protection of beneficial uses of water or prevention of nuisance within a specific area." These
objectives are both narrative (descriptive) and numerical and appear in each Regional Board’s
water quality control plan (Basin Plan) which also describes implementation programs to
protect all waters in the Region.
Best Management Practices (BMPs) are intended to reduce the amount of pollutants and
prevent pollutants from leaving a facility and reaching a waterbody. BMPs include good facility
housekeeping methods and such things as scheduling certain types of work around periods of
rainfall or high winds, controlling runoff from a facility and modifying practices to reduce the
possibility of pollutants leaving a facility. These are often used in regulating stormwater and
other nonpoint sources.
The Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) is a number that represents the assimilative capacity
of a receiving water to absorb a pollutant. The TMDL is the sum of the individual wasteload
allocations for point sources, load allocations for nonpoint sources plus an allotment for natural
background loading, and a margin of safety. TMDLs can be expressed in terms of mass per
time (the traditional approach) or in other ways such as toxicity or a percentage reduction or
other appropriate measure relating to a state water quality objective. A TMDL is implemented
by reallocating the total allowable pollution among the different pollutant sources(through the
permitting process or other regulatory means) to ensure that the water quality objectives are
achieved.

¯

TMDLs establish the loading capacity of a watershed, identify needed reductions,
identify sources, and recommend allocations for point and nonpoint sources.

¯

The Margin of Safety is a required component of the TMDL that accounts for the
uncertainty about the relationship between the pollutant loads and the quality of the
receiving waterbody.

¯

Grouping TMDLs is a reasonable and logical way to collapse the total number of
individual TMDLs to make the most effective use of resources we currently have and
any which we may obtaio in the future. This is largely due to the fact that some of
the "pollutants" for which a water may be listed are actually "effects" of pollutants.
The TMDL chart in each watershed section of this report reflects this collapsed
approach. For example, many reaches of the Los Angeles River are listed for
ammonia. Some of the same reaches are listed for pH problems while other
reaches are listed for algae, scum, and odors. It is very likely the presence of these
"pollutants" are interrelated. Excessive nitrogen (reflected here as high levels of
ammonia) may lead to a condition of eutrophication (excessive nutrient loading)
which can influence pH levels as well as promote increased algal growth. Scum
may be evident due to floating algal material and odors may result when excessive
algae starts to die off. Thus, it makes sense to group these approximately 95
TMDLs (calling it a "nitrogen and related effects" TMDL "group") an~l’~a~proach the
problem by determining the sources of nitrogen loading into the watershed and the
appropriate allocations in order to reduce Ioadings.
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OVERVIEW OF ONGOING REGIONAL BOARD PROGRAMS AND
A C TI VI TIES
The Regional Board implements a wide variety of programs with different mandates,
requirements, etc. Many of these (most surface water programs) are already fully or partially
integrated into the watershed approach; others (primarily ground water),will be incorporated
later and a fev,, will likely remain separate from the WMI process. The following gives a brief
descr priori of these major program areas, current priority activities for each, and whether they
are considered Category One or Two activities. Category One activities are those of high
priority which are required by federal or state statute or regulation thai need to be completed at
least once during the 5-year planning cycte. Category Two activities are considered very
important but are not required by statute or regulation. Additionally, more specific program
objectives and implementation activities are included in the watershed or region-wide sections
as appropriate. Updated information on Regional Board activities and programs may be also
found on the Board’s webpage at http:!/www.swrcb.caqov/-rwqcb4.
SURFA CE WATER
Core Regulatory (Category One)
Core regulatory activities include NPDES (individual permits - updates and revisions, issuance
of general permits, stormwater permits/program, enforcement actions, response to complaints,
compliance and pretreatment inspections, pretreatment audits, and review of monitoring
reports), groundwater protection activities (issuance of Waste Discharge Requirements),
issuance of Water Reclamation Requirements, and land disposal under Chapter 15 California
Code of Regulations. Issuance of new permits continues to be a high priority. Reduction of
backlog and increased efforts in compliance and enforcement are also very high priorities.
Permits are scheduled for reissuance to coincide with targeted watersheds on a rotating
schedule of five years. Major NPDES permittees are inspected at least once annually while
those in Significant Noncompliance are inspected at least quarterly until the noncompliance
issue is resolved. Minor NPDES permittees are inspected at least once in each permit
reissuance cycle (20% of the total per year). Those in noncompliance will be inspected
annually until the problem is resolved.
Our FY01/02 focus in the core regulatory workplan will be on reducing backlogs, increasing
inspections, and increasing our emphasis on pretreatment. Our watershed efforts will focus on
coordinating receiving water monitoring and implementing bioassessment. Storm water will put
an increased emphasis on compliance inspections and enforcement.
An additional core regulatory task follows adoption of the statewide Consolidated Plan for
cleanup of toxic hot spots (in sediment). The Water Code requires reevaluation of those WDRs
that may influence the creation of further pollution of known toxic hot spots.
Core regulatory must also implement waste load allocations established by TMDLs during
renewal of existing permits or issuance of new permits.
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Monitoring and Assessment (Categories One and Two)
Categcry One activities include the biennial Water Quality Assessment 305(b) Report, Surface
Water Ambient Monitoring Program (SWAMP), and Los Angeles Basin Contaminated Sediment
Task Force work. Category Two activities include involvement with the State Mussel
Watch/Toxic Substances Monitoring Programs (SMW/-fSMP), special studies, and volunteer
monitoring.
Monitoring and/or assessment efforts are occurring on both regional and watershed scales.
The State Mussel Watch and Toxic Substances Monitoring Programs (SMW/TSMP), the
recently concluded Bay Protection and Toxic Cleanup Program (BPTCP), Los Angeles Basin
Contaminated Sediment Task Force, and Regional Board ambient monitoring through the
SWAMP are the major regional monitoring and/or activities with direct coordination provided by
Regional Board staff (the SMW/TSMP, BRTCP, SWAMP, and Contaminated Sediment Task
Force are described in more detail in the Region-wide Section of this document while activities
specific to each watershed are described in the appropriate watershed sections). Also, every
two years an update of the 305(b) report is required; emphasis will be put on updating targeted
watersheds at those times. It should be noted, however, that an update to 305(b)/303(d) was
not required in April 2000. The next scheduled update will be due to USEPA in April 2002.
Monitoring can have a number of goals. It may be used to assess trends over time and obtain
general assessment information on a regional scale (ambient monitoring, TSMP, and, to some
extent, the SMWP). It may be used to pinpoint "hot spots" and track sources on a watershed
scale (BPTCP and ambient monitoring). It may also be used to assess Ioadings for TMDLs.
An increasing use will be to better judge impairments of beneficial uses on a watershed scale
and to assess effectiveness of nonpoint source BMPs and other water quality improvement
strategies.
A major long-term monitoring and assessment goal is to increase utilization of biological
assessments including incorporating them in monitoring requirements for dischargers.

Basin Plannin.q (Categories One and Two)
Category One basin planning activities include conducting triennial reviews of planning
priorities, development of water quality standards and implementation plans and policies,
development of TMDLs, and preparation of Basin Plan amendments (some of which follow from
development of TMDLs).
A triennial review is a fundamental planning function at Regional Boards. This activity provides
the Board with.the opportunity to review the status of water quality, identify issues and
problems, and solicit direction and comment from concerned parties as well as the public in
general. The triennial review process sets the stage for possible changes (i.e. amendments) to
the Basin Plan, which may be needed to more effectively protect water quality. -~’ffiendments to
the Basin Plan also ens~Jre that the Regional Board’s approach to protecting water quality is
legally sound. A triennial review is currently underway.
Another important planning function is interaction with the public and other agencies that are
planning projects that may impact the environment. Under the California Environmental Quality
Act, the Regional Board has an opportunity and responsibility to work with the public to ensure
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projects that may affect water quality are properly designed to reasonably mitigate adverse
impacts. This responsibility to participate in the planning processes at other agencies extends
to the development of regulations (such as the California Toxics Rule and Stat.e Implementation
Policy) and guidelines (such as irrigation practices). Review of environmental documents is a
Category Two activity.
Wetlands Protection and Manaqement (Categories One and Two)
Wetlands acres in the Region have diminished greatly over the past several decades as coastal
development, in part cular, has increased. Wetlands provide hab tat, serve to s!ow down water
flow, decrease total volume through infiltration, and filter out a number of pollutants through
active uptake by plants as well as deposition in sediments. Wetlands such as coastal estuaries
are a buffer zone between ocean and inland water resources and are heavily utilized by aquatic
organisms. Continuous stretches of ripariah habitat function as wildlife corridors to allow animal
movement between increasingly isolated populations. They also serve as popular recreational
destinations for residents and visitors. Unfortunately, many of our Region’s wetlands are
~mpacted by varying kinds and amounts of pollutants and alterations.
The Regional Board participates in the Southern California Wetlands Recovery Project, which
for the first phase effort, conducted an inventory of coastal wetlands from Santa Barbara to the
U.S.-Mexico border. This inventory included information on twelve wetlands in seven
watersheds for our region. When compared to estimated historical acreages, Los Angeles
County has lost 93% of its wetlands while Ventura County has lost 58% of its wetlands. A 20year regior~al wetland plan and strategy for prioritizing and restoring sites is being developed.
Currently, the Project funds wetlands projects which involve planning, restoration, or
acquisition. More information about the Project may be found on its webpage at
http://www-coastalconservancy.ca.qov/scwru/index.html.

put wetlands requlatory tools include:
1.

Wetlands beneficial use designation: The Region’s Basin Plan now includes a
beneficial use category for Wetland Habitat.

2.

Water Quality Objective: The Region’s Basin Plan has a narrative objective for
wetlands protection which addresses the protection of hydrologic conditions and
physical habitats to sustain the functional values of regional wetlands.

3.

Water Quality Certification (401) Program: A key Category One activity associated
with wetlands protection.and management is CWA Section 401 certification which
regulates discharges of dredge and fill materials to waters. The 401 certification
program is one of the most effective tools the state has for regulating hydrologic
modification projects, especially those which directly impact the region’s diminishing
acres of wetlands and riparian habitat.
""

4.

Wetland Grant: Funding for mitigation monitoring has. been requested.
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Nonpoint Source Program (Categories One and Two)
Nonpoint source Category One activities include coordihation of 319(h) grant project activities,
implementation of TMDLs and implementation of Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization
Amendments provisions. Participation in stakeholder/watershed groups meetings and activities
and public/agency outreach are Category Two activities.
California’s Nonpoint Source (NPS) Pollution Control Program has been in effect since 1988. A
key element of the Program is the "Three-Tiered Approach," through which self-determined
implementation is favored, but more stringent regulatory authorities are utilized when necessary
to achieve implementation. The NPS Program has been upgraded to enhance efforts to protect
water quality, and to conform with the Clean Water Act Section 319 (CWA 31!)) and Section
6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA). The lead State agencies
for the NPS Program are the SWRCB, thg nine RWQCBs, and the California Coastal
Commission.
Our Ior~g-term goal for the NPS program is to improve water quality by implementing the
management measures identified in the California Management Measures for Polluted Runoff
Report (CAMMPR) by 2013. The short-term plan to achieve this goal is to identify, educate, and
promote stakeholder involvement.
Current nonpoint source program priorities are: 1) oversight of workplans for 319(h) and
Proposition 13 projects, 2) establishment of regional strategies addressing agriculture, marinas,
and septic tanks (the latter will be focused on densely populated communities and areas where
ground water is a source of drinking water), 3) investigation of loading contributions from
nurseries, golf cou.rse, and horse stables (in aid of TMDL work), and 4) expansion of our public
education and outreach. Certain sources (e.g., commercial and multi-family septics) may be
regulated with waste discharge requirements.
GROUND WATER
The following programs under our Groundwater Division are currently not managed under our
watershed schedule. Over time, we expect to integrate aspects of these programs with other
watershed activities, particularly with regard to coordination of monitoring and assessment
activities and GIS. Steps taken to date include the mapping of drinking water wells and
underground storage tank AND Well Investigation Program (WlP) sites in a Geographic
Information System (GlS).
Underqround Storaqe Tanks Requlation and Remediation (Category One)
Responsibilities include oversight of investigations into groundwater pollution and any corrective
actions which may be needed which result from leaking underground storage tanks. Cases are
roughly organized along watershed boundaries.
SLIC Program (Category One)
Response to reports of unauthorized discharges, such as spills and leaks from above-ground
storage tanks which may !mpact any of the region’s waterbodies, are investigated through the
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Spills, Leaks, Investigation and Cleanup (SLIC) Program and remediation actions are
implemented.
’
DOD and DOE Sites Cleanup Program (Category Two)
The Regional Board works with a number of other agencies involved with remedial investigation
and cleanups at U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) and U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
sites. Agreements with the DOD and DOE provide for accelerated cleanups at military bases
and other Defense sites schedule for closure.
Well lnvestiqation Program (Category One).
Followuo investigation of volatile organic compounds in public water supply wetls is conducted
through the Well Investigation Program (WIP). Investigations focus on identification and
elimination of sources of pollutants in public water supply wells, the identification of responsible
parties, and oversight of soil and ground water remediation. In a way, this program is
watershed-based as il focuses on two watersheds - San Gabrie!and San Fernando (upper Los
Angeles River).

FUNDING
Many high priority (in terms of Regional Board as well as statutory priorities) activities are
unfunded or underlunded. For example, monitoring and assessment, basin planning, and
nonpoint source activities are grossly underfunded (we see a shortfall of 14.0 PYs in resources
needed to implement our priorities for the NPS program and a statewide needs analysis
revealed a 13.9 PYs shortfall in the 401 certification program). Some resources must be
utilized for required activities such as triennial Basin Plan reviews and Water Quality
Assessments. The latter activity tells us where our impaired waters are and there are federal
requirements to conduct TMDLs on 303(d)-Iisted waters although more money is needed to do
TMDL work on the problem waters (for example, we foresee a shortfall of 8.8 PYs and
$650,000 in contract monies for FY00/01 TMDL work). If a TMDL is completed and a
remediation strategy developed des’pite this, there is then little money for followup work,
particularly with regards to dealing with nonpoint source contributions. This means that our
involvement in nonpoint sources must be very time-conservative. While it may take years of
work to cooperatively fix a nonpoint source problem, direct enforcement could take a lot less
time and be an immediate action. However, the latter is contrary to the cooperative spirit of
watershed management. Each watershed will require difference sile-specific approaches
depending on a variety of factors. Additionally, enforcement is another underfunded activity,
Particularly when dealing with nonpoint source discharges. On the other hand, priorities may
shift due to the influx of "new" money to fund a previously underfunded, and often times, lower
priority activity. Use of the new money may be specific to certain activities such as increased
pretreatme~t inspections in lhe core r.egulatory program. See Table 1 for the fun~g status
and priority of Regional Board activities and programs in greater detail.
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_T_able 1., Funding Status of Major Regional Board Activities and Programs
Program/Activity (and
Subcategories)

Importance
(High,
Med, Low)

Mandated?

Current What We Can Do With
Funding Existing Funds

What Could Be Done with More Funds

I~’~’;~..,,~,- ~,- .~,
Triennial ~vlews

M

y

Undo#
funded

Absolutely necessa~ updates;
delayed anger limited Triennial
Reviews

Evaluation of
beneficial uses

H

y

Under- to
unfunded

Field obse~ations m conjunction
with other actlvibes

Comprehensive benehc~al use su~eys (necessary to set
and refine use designations)

Development of WQ
objectives

H

y

Under- to
unfunded

Utifize existing objectives.

Develop new and!or s~te-specific objecbves: panic,pate on
5tare/Federal Task Forces. develop regional pohcies to
m~plem#nt water quality standatds

Development of
watershe~ ~gional
pnonties

H

~

Underfunded

Solve the easiest problems

Develop el complex watershed solubons

Watershed Coordination

H

N

Development of
watershed plan~

H

N

Under to
unfunded

Coordination

a

N

H

y

and Plan
Development

TMDL Development

¯

~

~:~,~ ......

Conduct regular comprehensive rewews of the Basra Plan
and associated issues; act on an increased number of
triennial review-I~sted items

~’~ ~:::~ ,

Rely on stakeholders to do most of
the work

Abd~ty to provide staffing offers to watershed groups to
guide and prepate integrated plans for water quahty along
w~th flood protection, habitat protection, etc.

Under.
funded

Limited outreach

Provide staff to panic,pate in all watershed groups

Underfunded

TMDLs with only the required
elements in order to meet deadhnes

More ~m~e spent developing TMDLs with site-spec~h¢
reformation

,;
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Program/Activity (and
Subcategories)

Import.
ance
(High,
Med, Low)

Water Quality Assessment
Monitoring ~
Ambient watershed

Mandated?

Current
Funding

a

Lab support
H

Assessment

y

Under.
funded

Do the basics required by the
SWAMP; minimal staff sampling;
rely on stakeholder samphng
with minimal oversight, develop
collaborative discharger
watershed monitoring programs

Collect better data to assess Impacts, assess for more
constituents with more robust samphng; develop priorities,
and evaluate successes; actively solicit and coordinate
stakeholder men tonng; move beyond "snapshot"
n~omtoring

Underfunded

Evaluate small subset of waters,"
analyze inexpensive
constituents; often inadequate
for decision-making

Ut~hzing "better science" for decision-making

H’

N

Underfunded

Use efftuent chronic toxicity
testing as surrogate

Real assessment of impact~ to Benehcial Uses through
held

H

y

Unfunded

Compile and assess as h~ne
permits ("back-burner")

Ut~lizaho~ ,~5 a cf~bcal element ~n watershed decision.
making

N/A

(WQA)
Computer data
storage

What Could Be Done with More Funds

" .!’~’~ii!’; -.?.".!I~L~.~, .:. l,~i

(SWAMP)

Biomonitoring
(training/field
wk )

What We Can Du With
Existing Funds

H

N

Unfunded

Data stored in many locations

More efflc~et~t and comprehensive analyses

H

y

Unfunded

Simple ~tatistic.~

More rigorous analyses

State of watershed
report

M

N

Unfunded

Summarize available into

Into sharing/priority setting

Biennial WQA
Report

M

y

Unfunded

Limited to targeted watersheds
(minimal into)

Regular a~d more comprehensive updates/better data for
quahty decisions

H

N

Unfunded

Encourage other groups to
develop indicators that would Oe
useful for our Region

He~e,~fch and develop ~d~cator~ and a "report card" format
for Regton

Analyze data

Reporting ~,Water
Quality Rep~ Card
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Program/Activity (and
Subcategories)

Importante
(High,
Med, Low)

Mandated?

Current
Funding

What We Can Do With Existing
Funds

What Could Be Done with More Funds

Unfunded

Limited to highest priority projects with the
greatest potential impacts

Prowde early, meaningful ¢omnJenfs; pro-401 coord., early
tJot fication be aware of pJecemeahng of projects

CEQA Review

M-H

y

401 Review

M-H

Y

....

,: ~., .~.,~, ..::.

Underfunded

Review and process applications

;,~;.,.~...~, ;

Follow-up work (monitoring and enforcement), pro.
construction meetings, site visits, review of draft CEQA
documents, development ofregionalpolicies

a

N

Underfunded

Minimal effort, usually associated with ~jtoup
meetings

More acbve cooperation at~d outreach w~th ind~wduals and
groups in the watershed

H

N

Underfunded

Minimum needed to get project through
funding process

Receive better products and leverage from successful
projects, hands on ~nvolvement and advett~semetJt of
successful projects

H

y

Underfunded

H

y

Under.
funded

Reduce backlog; process major and minor
oermits on watershed schedule/transfer minor
permits to general permits as time allows

Have resources to solicit more stakeholder involvement, use
h~gher level tools (modehng) to develop limits

H

y

Underfunded

Minimum required

More field presence/outreach/may reduce need for
enforcement

Enforcement

H

y

Underfunded

Only high profile major spills/violabons

~p~ll/complaint~/ollow.
up
;;

More enforcement actions taken on sp~lls/violabons that are
plot high prohle

H

Underfunded

Only major spills

Better customer serwce, lollow-up ot~ complaints, successful
cleanups

Outreach

Contract/Project
Management
Development of NPS
Solutions
Permitting - Point Source

Little to none on our ow~: somu .woivumcf)t
with others’ work, and inihabon of regulatoty
mechanisms (Tiers I! and III)
:~rL" ~.: ~ ’ :~: .~ .:! ~,:~ ~f~ "" ~ ’~ ."~’.’,~.’;~ r.;,.~ .

(NPDES and WDRs)

’~! ,"~ "," ?

Permit development

Wo~k w~th watershed (;om~ut~zbes to develop and
t~ot~po~nt pollution control strategies, evaluate success of
best managemeflI prachces and management measures

Inspections

Y/N
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OUR REGION’S APPROACH TO WATERSHED MANAGEMENT
We have designated ten watershed management areas in the Los Angeles Region (Figure 2)..
Init ally, implementation of watershed management in the Los Angeles Region occurred in
phases over a seven-year cycle for each watershed. We are now shifting to a five-year cycle to
be in line with the standard permit life and to equalize workloads over the years. This shift in
our watershed cycle is illustrated in the table that follows. The majority of permit-related tasks
such as permit renewals/revisions and regional monitoring program development as well as
preparation of state of watershed reports, will occur during the first approximately twelve
months of the watershed’s five-year cycle. Much of the rest of the cycle will be spent
developing and implementing, with the input of stakeho ders, measures for management of
pollutants from point and/or nonpoint sources. In some cases, nonpoint source activities may
be occurring throughout the cycle due to the prior existence of stakeholder groups who have
been meeting regularly on these issues. ~oward the end of the five-year cycle (and prior to
initiating the next cycle), we shall evaluate the success of our watershed efforts.
In light of limited schedules and resources, efforts during the 12-month start-up phase will
target compilation and assessment of available data, identification of data gaps and the need
for additional studies/monitoring, the development of a balanced stakeholder group, and
issuance of permits for point source discharges. A by-product of these efforts will be a
preliminary indication of pollutant problems from nonpoint sources; followup efforts to address
these nonpoint source problems, as well as other water quality problems, will be undertaken
during the cycle if efforts are not already underway through some other means.
NPDES permits in the Los Angeles Region are organized and scheduled by watershed.
Preliminary "State of the Watershed Reports" are prepared by watershed "teams" composed of
permit writers, planning and nonpoint source program personnel, and those involved with
groundwater protection. These reports have become very useful tools for local watershed
groups for general educational value and in setting priorities.
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Figure 2. Watershed Management Areas
of the Los Angeles Region
Ventura
I Co.

j)

Los Angeles Co.

’\ "~_"
Santa Clara~River ~,~

Misc. Ventura
Coastal WMA

L-,~-BHarbor~" Lo, C,m~o, 10 miles
C~n~l and

Permit Timeline for Watershed Management Initiative
~anta Clara River
iCalleguas
Creek

FY 2001/02

Dominguez ChanneI-LA/LB Harbor
.. Santa Monica Bay
Los Angeles River
San Gabriel River
Los Cerritos Channel
_Channel Islands
Ventura River
Misc. Ventura Coastal
Santa Clara River
Calleguas Creek
Dominguez ChanneI-LA/LB Harbor
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The formation of a balanced group of stakeholders for each watershed is critical to the success
of watershed management, especially for resolving issues arising from nonpoint source
pollutants. Accordingly, part of our approach is to initiate such groups of stakeholders and
¯ encourage active Participation. Working in partnership with stakeholders, we expect that we
can achieve the following goals (or have already done so during the watershed’s first cycle)
within each of our watershed management areas during the first five-year cycle of watershed
management.
¯

Establishment of a stakeholder group or an infrastructure of stakeholder contacts which represents a range
of key ~nterest groups in the watershed; yet involvement is not a barrier to timely resolution of a water quality
problem.

¯

Compilation of reasonably available water quality data and related information in the form of a ’State of the
Watershed Repot1.’

¯

Assessment of data gaps and a plan to fill the gaps.

¯

Development of a coordinated, cost-effective watershed.wide monitoring program.

°

Identification of priority permit issues and coordinated issuance of NPDES permits that addresses these
issues.

¯

Identification of other high priority issues, including nonpoint source issues, and consensus among
stakeholders as to how to proceed to resolve them.

¯

Implementation of watershed-based solutions.

¯

Evaluate success.

o

Many of the tasks noted above will not be limited to a particular part of the watershed cycle.
Rather, some may overlap throughout the watershed cycle as may be the case with tasks such
as review and assessment of monitoring data and permit compliance. Also, some tasks may
have less emphasis than others depending on the watershed, its problems, and the relative
influence of point versus nonpoint source contributors.
What is important is the basic tenets of watershed management are being implemented:

¯

The highest priority issues are being identified and addressed,

¯

Stakeholder involvement is occurring, and

¯

A scientific basis for water quality management decisions is being created.

While this is an idealized model, many factors often change what can be done for each step.
these include regulatory or statutory mandates, consent decrees, legislation, and changes in
Board priorities or funding.
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OUR HIGH PRIORITY ISSUES UNDER THE WMI
This Regional Board establishes priorities on an annual basis. While some of these priorities
fall outside of the watershed management arena (it is acknowledged that some activities will
likely always remain outside of the WMI), the bulk of these priorities are clearly of primary
importance in fulfilling not only the WMI but also the nonpoint source management initiative and
other mandates. For example, one major priority is, in fact, implementation of the watershed
approach. In addition to Regional Board-directed priorities, priorities are mandated by
legis ation, statute, regulation, State Board, CaI-EPA, USEPA, and from sheer need to protect,
restore, or enhance water quality. A list of the highest of these collective priorities follows.
These are not necessarily arranged in priority order.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

¯

¯

÷

Point sources - controlling compounds which continue to cause instream toxicity and/or accumulate
in sediments or biota.
Industrial discharges - ensuring compliance with either individual or general permits.
New/re-development _ proactively addressing water quality issues-through CEQA, 401 certifications,
or stormwater permits - ensuring wet weather compliance with construction permits.
Addressing the regional salt management/salt imbalance issue which is becoming increasingly
critical in the region. Also, balancing this issue with the need to promote the use of reclaimed water.
Municipal stormwater/urban runoff - advancing stormwater and urban runoff programs through a
variety of efforts. Current priorities include trash control and new development/re-development
issues.
Watershed monitoring and assessment - coordination of existing resources and participation in the
Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program. More use of bioassessment as a tool.
Water quality standards program - although this is the cornerstone of all of our programs, it has
been minimally funded for the last two decades. This is a critical need for our organization to address
this deficiency.
Habitat loss/restoration - even with strides in improving instream water quality, unless habitat is
restored, in many cases beneficial uses can not be restored. Efforts which address this need are 401
certification, the Southern California Wetlands Recovery Project, and various watershed efforts.
Removal of exotic species is also included in these efforts.
Priority nonpoint source efforts - several areas have been targeted for accelerated efforts including
development of regional strategies io address agriculture, septic tanks, urban runoff, and marinas as
contributors of nonpoint source pollution as well as involvement with grant funding activities relating to
CWA Section 319(h) and Proposition 13.
Toxic hot spots (sediment) - many of the impairments in the Region, particularly in harbors, are
related to contaminated sediments. While source reduction will decrease pollutant levels over time,
remediation of these sediments will also be needed which will be a long-term project. An effort to help
address this need is the Contaminated Sediments Task Force.
Beach closures - other impairments in the Region are the result of elevated coliform levels or beach
closures. Monitoring the water quality of recreational areas along the coast, identifying land uses or
drainages which generate pathogens, and reducing pollution within these areas is a targeted activity.

These Boai’d priorities are further highlighted in the watershed and reg~on-w~de sect=ons as
appropriate.
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Section 2. Activities Organized on a Watershed Basis
This section describes activities organized on a watershed basis. An. overview of each
watershed or WMA is provided, its water quality problems and issues are described, past
significant activities (as appropriate), current activities (funded activities, in FY00/01
workplan), near-term activities (planned or projected high priority activities that may need
funding, especially beginning in FY01/02), and potential long-term activities (long-term goals,
beyond two years).
A table has been included in the Region-wide Section which describes _non-TMDL-related
resource needs for FY01/02. TMDL resource needs are also included in the Region-wide
Section of this document.
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2.1

SANTA CLARA RIVER WATERSHED

This watershed will be targeted for permitting purposes in FY01/02.
..Overview of Watershed
Size of watershed:
appro~irnately 1.200
sq. mi.
Length ofnver:

[ I. ,%
~

,,.., .,., ,,,, ~
Venlura

~ Co.

Los Angeles Co.

approx.rnately 100
miles

The Santa Clara
River is the largest
nver system in
southern California
that remains in a
relatively natural
state; this is a high
quality natural
resource for much
of its length. The
river originates in
the northern slope
of the San Gabriel
¯
Mountains in Los Ange es County, traverses Ventura County, and flows into the Pacific Ocean
halfway between the cities of San Buenaventura and Oxnard.
Extensive patches of high qualily riparian habitat are present along the length of the river and
its tributaries. The endangered fish, the unarmored stickleback, is resident in the river. One of
the largest of the Santa Clara River’s tributaries, Sespe Creek, is designated a wild trout stream
by the state of California and supports significant spawning and rearing habitat. The Sespe
Creek is also designated a wild and scenic river. Piru and Santa Paula Creeks, which are
tributaries to the Santa Clara River, also support good habitats for steelhead. In addition, the
river serves as an important wildlife corridor. A lagoon exists at the mouth of the river and
supports a large variety of wildlife.
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Water Quality Problems and Issues
increasing loads of nitrogen and
Beneficial Uses in watershed:
salts in supplies of ground water
threaten beneficial uses including
Estuary
irrigation and drinking water.
Above Estuan,
Contact & noncontact waler recreation
Contact & nonconla~t water recreation
Other threats to water quality
w,~,~ife habitat
Wildlife habilat
Preservation
of
rare
&
endangered
species
include increasing development
Preservalion ot rare & endangered species
Migratory habita!
Migratory habilat
in floodplain areas which has
Wetlands habital
Wetlands habitat
Spawning habitat
Municipal supply
necessitated flood control
Esluarine habital
Indusmal service supply
Marine
habital
measures such as channelization
Industrial process supply
Naviga lion
Agncultura! supply
that results in increased runoff
Commercial & sportfishing
Groundwater recharge
volumes and velocities, erosion,
~resh~er
W a r my, taler habital
and loss of habitat. In many of
Co,d,,,ater hab,lal
these highly disturbed areas the
exotic giant reed (Arundo donax) is gaining a foothold.
Permitted discharges:
¯

¯

¯

Four POTWs (one discharge
in estuary, one in middle
reaches, two in upper
watershed)

!03 dischargers covered
unde[ an industrial storm

water permit
310 dischargers covered
under a construction storm
water permit

Many of the smaller communities in this watershed remain
unsewered. In particular, in the Agua Dulce area of the upper
watershed, impacts on drinking water wells from septic tanks is a
major concern. The community is undertaking a wellhead
protection effort, with oversight by Board staff. Development
pressure, particularly in the upper watershed, threatens habitat
and the water quality of the river. The effects of septic system use
in the Oxnard Forebay area is also of concern.

Types of permitted wastes discharqed into the Santa Clara River Watershed:
Nature of Waste Prfor to Treatment or Disposal

t

~’~unnazaraous (designaled) contaminated groundwater

# of Permits
2
1

’Nonhazardous (designated)wastes #Ore dew’atering, rec. lake
overflow, swimming pool wastes, water dde wastewater, or
_9.roundwater see~
N°nhazard°us~orlcontact coolinq, water
Nonhazardous (designated) process waste (produced as part of
in d ustria I/m a nu factudn.~q..p._.~___~_
Nonhazardous ~ stormwater runoff
Hazardous contaminated groundwater
Nonhazardous ~filter backwash brine waters

Nonhazardous (designated) domestic sewage & industrial waste
Nonhazardous (de_~._-,~-~i~.d) w~a,;~-atet waste (photo reuse

washwater, ve~=letable wash,,~ater~)
Inert wastes from dewatef~g, rec. lake overflow, swimming pool

wastes, water ride wastewaler, or 9roundwaler seepage

T ~es of Permit~
Minor
General

6
8

Minor
General

2
2

Minor

1
1

Minor
Minor

Minor

1

General

1

Minor

4

Major

1
1

Minor
Gfq~BI

12

General

Hazardous wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain toxic, corrosive, ignitable, or reactive substances (prior to
treatment or disposal) managed according to applicable Department of Health Services standards
Designated wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain nonhazardous wastes (prior to treatment or disposal) that pose
a significanl threat to waler quality because of their high concentrations
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Nonhazardous was~es are those inf]uent or solid ’wastes that do not conlain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prio# to treatment
or disposal) and have little adverse impact on wa{er qualit,/
Inert wastes are those inf]uent or solid wastes that do not conlain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment or
disposal) and have liltle adverse impact on water qualily
Major discharges are POTVVs with a yearly average flow of over 05 MGD or an industrial Source with a yearly average flow of over
0 1 MGO and those with lesser flows but ’,’-,41h acute or potential adverse enwronmental impacts.
Minor discharges are all other discharges that are not categorized as a Major. Minor discharges may be covered by a ger~eral
;erm which are issued administrative y for those that meet the conditions specified by the particular general permit.

Twenty-nine of the 43 NPDES discharges discharge into the mainstem of the Santa Clara River
while the rest go to various tributaries.
Of the 130 dischargers enrolled under the.general industrial storm water permit in the
watershed, the largest numbers fall in the Motor Freight Transportation and Warehousing, and Motor
Vehic/e Parts, Used categories.
There are currently 310 sites enrolled under the construction storm water permit with a similar
number of sites located in the upper and lower watershed. The majority of these are residential
sites 10 acres or larger in size.
iMPAIRMENTS.. Limited data (beyond mineral quality and nitrogen) is available for much of the
Santa CIara River. The Santa Clara River Estuary and Beach is on the 1998 303(d) list for
coliform while a portion of the river upstream of the estuary is listed for ammonia and coliform.
Portions of the river have chloride exceedances. The Estuary is also listed for DDT in fish
tissue. Two small lakes in the watershed are also on the 1998 303(d) list for eutrophication,
trash, DO, and pH problems. Two major spills of crude oil into the river have occurred in the
last six years although recovery has been helped somewhat by winter flooding events. Natural
oil seeps discharge significant amounts of oil into Sant~i Paula Creek.
The table below gives examples of typical data ranges which led to the listings. See Table 7 in
the Appendix for additional details on currently scheduled TMDLs as well as specific ~ts
included in the TMDLs.
Applicable

Typical Data Ranges

303(d) Listed Waters/Rea

Bridge)

C
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Impairments
ammoma

Applicable
ObjectivelCriteria

Typical Data Ranges 303(d) Listed WaferslReaches
;ultim in Impairment

Basin Plan narrative objec’hve

NO - 4 9 rag,’1 (mean of I 4 ~
1 3)

Santa Clara River React~ ,8 (W Pier Hv,,y 99 to Bouquet Cyn Rd
Bridge)
Sanla
Clara
River3Reach
(Blue
West P;er
Hw~ 99)
Santa Clara
River
Reach
(Dam7 to
abvCut
SPtoCrk/blw
Timber

Basin P~an numenc objective

nitrate ÷ mtr~e

Cyn)

vanes depending on pH and
lemperalure but the general
range is 0 53- 2 7 toga of total
ammonia (at avera~je pH and
temp) in waters designated
as WARM to pro{oct aga~nsl chronic
~ox~c=ty and 2 3 - 28 0 mg!I to protect
a~ainsl acute toxicity
Basra Plan numenc obtecti’,,,e

0 3 - 15 4 rag/1 (mean of 5 7 *
24)

no greater than 10 mg,"l

org. enrichment/

Torrey Canyon Creek
Brown Barranca/Long Canyon
~,’lint Canyon Creek Reach
Santa Clara River Reach 8 {VV Pier H~,~. ~9 to Bcuquet Cyn Rd
Bridge)

Basra Plan narrahve objective

low DO
Basra Plan numeoc objechve:

pH

17.3 - 9 6 pH units (mean of 8 5 t Elizabeth Lake

odors
coliform

Basin Plan numeric objective:

-’.Eutmphicatio~

I 08 - 110 mg!I (mean of 77 _*
2.5)

Santa Clara River Reach 9 (Bouquel Cyn Rd to abv Lang
Gaging)
Santa Clara River Reach 8 (W Pier H~,W ,99 to Bouquet Cyn Rd
Bridge)
Elizabeth Lake

annual mean greater than 70 mg/I
no single sample less than 50 mo~l
I
Basin Plan numeric objective:
6.5 - 8.5 pH units
Basin Plan narrative objective

sulfate

VVheeler Canyon/Todd Barranca

0.7)
/
Lake Hughes
20 - 24000 MPN/100ml

Inland: fecal coliform not to exceed
log mean of 200 mprdlOOml in 30day
pedod and not more than 10% of
samples exceed 400 MPNIIOOml
Beaches: Iota/coliform not to exceed
1.000 MPN/10Oml in mote than 20%
of
samples in 30 days and not more
than
10.000 MPN/10Oml at an~ time
Basin Plan numeric objective:

Santa Clara River Reach 9 (Bouquet Cyn Rd. to abv Lang
Gaging)

150 mg/l
Basin Plan r,a,,aiive objective

a’lgae

Basin Plan narrative objective

~
~"ash

Basin Plan narrative objective
Basra Plan narrative objective

Santa Clara River Reach 8 (W Pier Hw~ 99 to Bouquet Cyn Rd
Bridge)
Santa Clara River Estuary

Elizabeth Lake
Lake Hughes
Munz Lake
Lake Hughes

’E izabeth Lake
Munz Lake

~hemA"

National Academy of Science
Santa Clara River Estuary
Guideline
(lissue~: f(~ rig/9
t~xaphene
Stale B~ar~l numeric objective
Santa Clara River Estuary
(tissue):
Max T~ssue Residue Level 8 8 ng~g
Chorea refers to the sum ol the chemicals aldrin, dietdnn chlordane, endnn, heptach or heplachlor epoxide, HCH (=ncluding lindane), endosulfan, and
Ioxaphene
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CURRENTLY SCHEDULED TMDLS.
Type of
TMDL
chloride
mtrogen

eulroFhicalion

trash

cohform

Listed WaterslReaches in TMDL

Sanla C~ara River Reaches 3, 7, and 8
Santa Clara River Reaches 3, 7, and 8
Wheeler Canyon/Todd 8arranca
Torrey Canyon Creek
Brown Barranca!Long CanyonMint Canyon Creek Reach 1
Eqzabelh Lake
Munz Lake
Lake Hughes
Elizabeth Lake
Munz Lake
Lake Hu~hes
Sanla Clara River Reaches 8 and 9
Santa Clara River Estuary
Santa Clara River Eslua.~ Beach/Surfers Knoll

Year Scheduled
for Completion
(FY)
01/02
02J03

04,’05

04/05
05~06

We see a need for an additional 2.2 PYs as well as $100,000 in contract dollars for
FY00/01 TMDL work conducted in this watershed.
Stakeholder Group_s
Santa Clara River Enhancement and Management Plan Steering Committee The 26-member
Project Steering Committee is currently directing preparation of an Enhancement and
Management Plan. The Committee consists of representatives of the folio.wing individuals and
agencies:
Acton ]’own Coundl °

Los Angeles Department of Regional Planning - APIS

Aggregate Producers

AgdcultureJPrivate Land Ownership
Beach Erosion Authority for Operations & Nourishment °
Castaic Lake Water Agency
Cities of Fillmore/Santa Pauta *
City of Oxnard
City of San 8uenaventura °
Cih/of Santa Cladta °

County of Ventura - Resource Management Agency °
Fdends of the Santa Clara River °

Newhall Land & Farming Company
Santa Clara Valley Property Owners Association
State of California Coastal Conservancy ¯
Stale of California Department of Fish and Game °
State of California Department of Parks and Recreation °
Slate of California Department of Transportation * - Distdct 7
State of California Water Quality Control Board - L.A. Region *
United Water Conservation District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers *
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service *

(environmental organization umbrella gr.o, up)

Valley Advisory Committee

Los Angeles County Flood Control District

Ventura County Flood Control District "

Los Angeles County Sanitation District

° Additionally indicated support for the dyer study by signing a Memorandum of Cooperation

Six subcommittees worked with a consultant to collect the information necessary for a river
management plan: agriculture, flood control, water resources, aggregate industry, recreation,
and biology were the areas focused on. These subcommittees worked on determining river
dynamics and areas where the interests of diverse groups overlap along the river; the critical
issues areas were identified. Reports were developed by the subcommittees that provide
background information, goals, and recommendations for the river on the issue areas. A series
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of computer-based maps have been produced, which are currently being used in a GIS overlay
process to identify conflicts and opportunities and facilitate decisions regarding use of the river
floodplain. The stakeholder are currently looking for a consultant to put together a CEQA
document for a watershed plan.
Friends of the Santa Clara River This non-profit stakeholder group has been involved with
watershed activities along the length of the river with a focus.on the protection, enhancement,
and management of the river’s resources. More information about this group may be found at
their website http://wvwv.FSCR.orcj.
Santa Clarita Organization for Planning the Environment (SCOPE) This group has been
involved with educating the public about pl.anning and environmental issues, including those
involving the r ver particularly in the area around the Santa Clarita Valley. More information
about this group may be found at their website http:/iwww.scope.org/.
Si_qnifica n t Pa s t A c tivities
Santa Clara River Enhancement and Management Plan development evolved as the result
of the efforts of former Ventura County Supervisor Maggie Kildee, representatives of the
Ventura Office of the UoS. Fish and Wildlife Service, and grant funding provided by the State
Coastal Conservancy. As far back as 1991, it was becoming apparent that the many proposed
and conflicting uses of the river were heading for problems of rather large proportions unless
the agencies that regulated the river and the various stakeholders along the river agreed on a
consensus plan to manage the river and its resources. The increasingly complex regulatory
process along the river, involving protection of river ecology and natural processes, was
becoming a more difficult environment for stakeholders wishing to stabilize banks, develop
urban projects, or mine river aggregate deposits. The river is a very complex natural system
and agencies had been forced to be very conservative in analysis of projects because of
incomplete understanding of the dver’s ecological processes. Large instream aggregate mining
projects which had been proposed, plus several urban development projects in the making, led
to the feeling that a giant "train wreck" was in store for the Santa Clara River. The options were
to keep doing business-as-usual approaches, or to work together to develop a coordinated
conservation plan for the dyer. Therefore, in 1991, Supervisor Kildee invited all concerned
parties to participate in initiating the Plan. A Project Steering Committee was formed. Since
that time, funding for consulting services associated with Plan development, totaling $510,000
to date, has been provided by the Coastal Conservancy, the State Wildlife Conservation Board,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Cities of Santa Clarita and San Buenaventura, and both
Ventura and Los Angeles County Flood Control Districts. In addition, a great deal of staff time
and in-kind services have been’ contributed to this planning effort. This project also formed the
primary basis for nomination of the Santa Clara River as an Amedcan Heritage River. Although
the river is still under consideration, it has not yet been designated.
--:~The Steering Committee began by identifying the river’s critical issue areas. Reports were
developed by subcommittees that provide background information, goals and recommendations
for the river on the issue areas. A series of computer-based maps have been produced, which
are currently being used in a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) overlay process to identify
conflicts and opportunities and facilitate decisions regarding use of the river floodplain.
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The Steering Committee initially identified nine main categories of critical resource issue areas
and, over the past two years, subcommittees covering Biological Resources, Recreation, Water
Resources, and Aggregate Mining have each developed reports providing background "
information, and goals and recommendations for their respective areas. In addit on two reports
covering the History of the Santa Clara River and the Cultural Resources of the River have
been published.
One clownside to this effort is lhat the study and plan were limited to the mainstem of the r ver
not the tributaries or other watershed areas outside of the 100-year floodplain. If additional
resources can be found, the study area can be expanded throughout the watershed. This will
increase the chance of successful protection of this watershed.
Other important community-based efforts include Ventura County’s Agriculture Policy
Working Group’s Agricultural Land Preservation Program, the Heritage Valley Tourism
Development Program, Santa Clara River Valley Historic/Cultural Preservation Programs and
the City of Santa Clarita’s River Corridor Plan.
In 1990, the Regional Board adopted Resolution No. 90-004 (Drought Policy) which had a
term of three years and provided interim relief to dischargers who experienced difficulty meeting
chloride objectives because of a state-wide drought. The policy adjusted effluent limits to the
lesser of 1) 250 mg/I or 2) the chloride concentration in the water supply plus 85 mg/I. In 1995,
the Regional Board extended the interim limits for three years and directed staff to develop a
long-term solution to deal with the impact of changing water supply, especially during droughls.
In 1997, the Regional Board adopted Resolution No. 97-002 (Chloride Policy) which set the
chloride objective at 190 mg/I except in the Calleguas Creek and Santa Clara River Watersheds
where, due to the great concern for protection of agriculture, staff were directed to determine
the chloride concentrations sufficient to protect agricultural beneficial uses.
Current Activities
CORE REGULA TORY
Continuing core regulatory activities that will be integrated into the watershed management
approach include (but are not limited to) necessary renewal/revision of NPDES permits and
issuance of new permits. This will be a targeted watershed for the bulk of permit renewal
purposes in bY" 2001-02. There are four major _discharqers, 16 significant or minor dischargers
under individual permits, as well as 23 dischargers currently coyered under general permits
(additional information on permits may be found in the Appendix). Compliance inspections,
review of monitoring reports, response to complaints, and enforcement actions relative to the
watershed’s NPDES permils will continue.
The one POTW discharging to the estuary conducted a limited-term receiving m-6"h~oring
program to investigate whether toxic constituents (to be regulated under the CA Toxics Rule)
are accumulating or bioaccumulating in the estuary.
We anticipate that NPDES permit renewals will focus on 1) compliance with the CA Toxics
Rule, 2) nutrients, 3) coordinated monitoring, and 4) biomonitoring.
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Additionally, most urban areas in Ventura County, including this watershed, are implementing
Best Management Practices under the Ventura County Municipal Storm Water Permit (adopted
in 2000). The "Discharger" consists of the co-permittees Ventura County Flood Control District,
the County of Ventura, and the Cities of Camarillo, Fillmore, Moorpark, Ojai, Oxnard, Port
Hueneme, San Buenaventura, Santa Paula, Simi Valley, and Thousand Oaks. The Discharger
is required to implement the approved Ventura Countywide Slormwater Quality Urban Impact
Mitigation Plan (SQUIMP) by January 27, 2001. The SQUIMP shall address conditions and
requirements for new development and significant redevelopment.
To date, the storm water monitoring program has consisted of land-use based monitoring
combined with receiving water monitoring and modeling. The Discharger intends to sign an
agreement to Participate in the Regional Monitoring Program established for Southern
California municipal programs under the gL~idance of the Southern California Coastal Water
Research Project.
The Santa Clara River receives municipal storm drain discharges from the City of Fillmore, City
of Oxnard (part), City of San Buenaventura (pad), City of Santa Paula, and unincorporated
Ventura County (part).
MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
The Santa Clara River will be a focus for SWAMP monitoring as the watershed comes up for
targeting in the rotating watershed cycle. Currently, we plan on emphasizing stratified random
sampling with the strata represented by stretches of river or tributary immediately upstream of
confluences. Biological assessment work will be a major component of the program.
The upper Santa Clara River is monitored by the County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles
County under NPDES permits for the Saugus and Valencia treatment plants. Somewhat
downstream, between the towns of Piru and Saticoy, water quality in the surface and
groundwater is monitored by United Water Conservation District. Mid-river receiving water data
is provided by the City of Santa Paula treatment plant under an NPDES permit and occasionally
by the City of Fillmore when they discharge to surface waters under an NPDES permit.
Otherwise, the City of Fillmore provides groundwater data that has not yet been integrated into
the watershed picture. At the river’s terminus, some water quality data is available from the City
of San Buenaventura under NPDES permit for discharge to ponds adjacent to the dyer. The
monitoring supports compliance evaluation; it is not part of a program for nonpoint source
identification or TMDL development. In conjunction with the receiving water monitoring, landuse based monitoring is carried out as part of the Ventura County Municipal Storm Water
Program. There is a long stretch of the middle river (surrounded by pdvate property) that has
had little to no monitoring because of limited access. Additionally, the Regional Board
monitored a number of locations in lhe dyer and its tributaries until fairly recently.~ben funding
levels were reduced. The Regional Board has conducted some monitoring in the watershed
also¯
In support of upcoming TMDLs scheduled for the watershed, approximately one dozen sites will
sampled along the length of the river this fiscal year for pesticides, nutrients, and minerals.
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In addition, efforts to study impacts of chloride on groundwater supplies will require ongoing
monitoring. A MQU has been prepared by staff and has been signed by several key
stakeholders interested in this issue.
Ground water data are being collected by a number of agencies and should be compiled by the
Fox Canyon Groundwater Management Agency. We should be acquiring some of this data
over the next two years for use in our analysis of the Oxnard Plain nonpoinr source
contamination problems.
WETLANDS PROTECTION AND MANA GEMENT
Acquisition of parcels at the mouth of the river (wetlands, dunes and former riparian areas at
the estuary as well as at the adjoining McGrath Lake and dunes) is a high priority for FY00/01
and future years funding by the Southern California Wetlands Recovery Project.
The Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy is a state agency created by the Legislature in 1979
charged with primary responsibility for acquiring property with statewide and regional
significance, and making those properties accessible to the general public. The Conservancy
manages parkland in the Santa Monica Mountains, Santa Susana Mountains, the Simi Hills, the
Santa Clarita Woodlands, the Whittier-Puente Hills, the Sierra Pelona, the Los Angeles River
Greenway, the Rio Hondo, the Verdugo Mountains, the San Gabriel Mountains, and the San
Rafael Hills. The agency’s goals are to: 1) implement the Santa Monica Mountains
Comprehensive Plan, 2) implement the Rim of the Valley Trails Corridor Master Plan, 3)
implement the Los Angeles County River Master Plan, 4) further cooperation with local
governments in the region to secure open space and parkland, and 5) expand education, public
access, and resource stewardship components in a manner that best serves the public,
protects habitat, and provides recreational opportunities.
NONPOINT SOURCE PROGRAM
Santa Clara River Enhancement and Management Plan
A set of computer-based GIS maps has been developed to allow generation of a set of
comparative overlay maps demonstrating the potential conflicting uses and compatible
opportunities on each of 13 river reaches defined in the Plan.
Using the maps, extensive discussion of issues along the river will take place during a series of
Project Steering Committee working sessions. Qverlay layers are developed around the
resource areas of water resources, flood protection, agricultural resources, aggregate
resources, biological resources, cultural resources, recreation, and land use. Within each
resource area, individual layers are being developed depicting selected parameters for
comparison. For example, for biological resources, layers have been generated~wing the
various types of riparian vegetation, exotic species, and habitat values. The overlay analysis
resulted in identification of the areas of greatest potential conflicts facing the river, and
recommendations for addressing these issues, including (1) preserving and maintaining water
conveyance and groundwater recharge functions of the river, (2) creating mitigation banks,
enhancing significant biological areas, and providing public access opportunities, (3) enhancing
populations of threatened and endangered species on the river, with the goal of creating viable
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and sustainable populations, (4) enhancement and preservation of agricultural land, (5)
mitigation of beach erosion issues, (6) implementation of flood protection and bank stabilization
facilities, and (7) identification of areas appropriate for development and for sand and gravel
extraction.
Following completion in 1998 of the overlay analysis, a Draft Plan with reach-by-reach analyses
was developed and public meetings held to discuss the Plan and its ramifications.
Environmental review of the Draft Plan will also be carried out prior to developing the Final Plan.
Two demonstration projects under consideration for funding by the Coastal Conservancy would
utilize a GIS overlay process for 1) a bank stabilization project using bio-technical methods to
promote reduced bank erosion while increasing wildlife habitat, and 2) creation of a mitigation
bank on a unique portion of river terrace riparian habitat for the protection and enhancement of
wildlife habitat
In April 1999, the Project Steering Committee released preliminary river-wide and reach-specific
recommendations for public comment. River-wide recommendations include those involving
issues such as public outreach, private property rights, water quality, water rights, saltwater
intrusion, water supply, river gradient, public flood protection facilities, maintenance of design
flow capacity, private flood protection, cultural resource protection, fish passage, habitat
conservation priorities, biological management, control of exotics, biological mitigation, public
access and recreation, recreational property acquisition, and permit streamlining.
The group has also developed draft resource-based ranking criteria for parcel acquisition.
There is one such parcel acquisition, funded by the State Coastal Conservancy, currently being
pursued. The proposed acquisition includes 213 acres of river bottom, river terrace, and
riparian habitat. Slaff will remain involved with the Plan’s development and implementation.
During the fall of 1999, the Project Steering Committee reviewed proposals from consultants to
prepare a CEQA document for the Plan for the river.
Regulatory-based Encouragement of Best Management Practices
Currently under consideration are agreements with sister agencies in regulatory-based
encouragement of Best Management Practices. Most notably is the use of a GIS layer for
pesticides application available from the Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR). Reduction
of pesticides identified as contaminants of concern for a watershed might be addressed through
a Management Agency Agreement (MAA) with the DPR, or through waiving adoption of waste
discharge requirements on an individual basis using information gathered in databases
provided by the Ventura County Agricultural Commission office.
Regulatory involvement with the Agua Dulce septic tank problems is currently at Tier I but is
moving into Tier II (see discussion of NonDoint Source Program in the Regionwi~’Section for
description of tiers). The rural community of Aqua Dulce is at the headwaters of the Santa
Clara River in northern Los Angeles County. Previous studies have shown elevated nitrate
levels in the groundwater due to animal wastes, septic systems, and some natural sources.
Some drinking water wells are experiencing high levels of nitrate exceeding the MCL. The
Regional Board requested the Aqua Dulce Town Council submit quarterly monitoring reports
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with a goal of testing 65 wells each quarter. Quarterly reports so far submitted have shown
nitrate contamination.
Agriculture
There are a number of 303(d)-Iisted impairments in the watershed which may be attributable in
part to agricultural practices, notably salts and nitrogen related as well as movement of historic
pesticides. We will be focussing our 319(h) priorities for the Upcoming application period on a
number of areas of concern in the Region including development of an agricultural "strategy",
education and outreach programs and implementation of management measures relative to
nutrient management and erosion control.
Groundwater
The Oxnard Forebay is a prime groundwater recharge area that is impacted by nitrogen
discharges, mainly from densely populated communities using septic systems, and agri-cultural
areas. The Regional Board undertook a study of septic systems in the area during FY98/99; in
August 1999 the Board adopted a Basin Plan amendment to prohibit septic systems in the
Qxnard Forebay. The amendment immediately prohibits the installation of new septic systems
or the expansion of existing septic systems on lot sizes of less than five acres. Discharges
from septic systems on lot sizes of less than five acres must cease by January 1, 2008. This
prohibition will affect up to 3,000 septic systems and ten to fifteen thousand people.
BASIN PLANNING
Chloride impairments in certain reaches of the river initially led to formation of a chloride
committee to conduct a chloride TMDL by spring 2000.. This stemmed from issues raised
during development of a chloride policy for the region. Growers expressed concerned about
increased chloride and effects on salt-sensitive crops, such as avocados. Staff propose going
to the Board in December 2000 with two resolutions: one to extend the interim chloride
limitation for discharges to the dyer until December 7, 2001; the other to amend the Basin Plan
chloride objective for certain reaches in the river. The Board adopted the extension of the
intedm limitation at the December meeting, raised the Basin Plan objectives in Reach #3 from
80 to 100 mg/I, and determined the chloride objective for chloride in reaches #7 and #8 should
remain unchanged from 100 mg/l. Reaches #3, #7, and #8 are currently 303(d)-Iisted for
chloride. Reach #3, now with a higher objective for chloride, may be considered for de-listing in
2002. The Board has directed slaff to complete a chloride TMDL on Reaches #7 and #8 within
six to nine months.
Basin Planning activities will also include continued participation in both internal and external
watershed planning efforts and further incorporation of watershed management a~...d principles
and watershed-specific priorities into future updates of the Basin Plan, where appropriate.
Near-term Activities
Specific resource needs are described in the Region-wide Section of this document.
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A preliminary review of resources for core regulatory activities against cost factors has
determined that our region is seriously underfunded for our baseline program.. We will be
seeking more funding for our core program activities.
The Santa Clara River Watershed is being proposed for inclusion in a partial update of the
Water Quality Assessment report due in 2002. This will require staff resources to collect and
analyze data in 2000/01 in order to develop a State of the Watershed Report and update the
Water Quality Assessment.
Future phases of Ihe Santa Clara River Enhancement and Management Plan effort, to be
carried out over the next one-to-five years, involve completion of the GIS overlay analysis,
preparation of the Draft Plan, environmental and public review of the Draft Plan, publication of
Final Plan, and acquisition of funding for Plan implementation. Regional Board staff
involvement will continue.
Our efforts to involve stakeholders shall also include exploration of funding options (especially
for implementation of nonpoint source, measures) and continuation of other outreach activities,
such as speeches, meetings, and participation in environmental events. We shall continue out
involvement in the watershed group’s efforts to develop and implement a watershed
management plan.
We are also proposing increased efforts in oversight and management of ground water
resources. However, staff involvement in voluntary resolution of nonpoint source problems
(Tier I) requires more resources than a regulatory-based approach. Tier II (regulatory
encouragement) activities over the long-term include tracking nonpoint source inputs by
supplemental databases such as DPR and the Department of Food and Agriculture (DFA), as
well as increased sampling of the receiving water for contaminants of concern and toxicity. Tier
III (effluent limitations) activities over the long-term include sampling, inspecting, and permitting
priority contributors of contaminants of concern in watersheds not fully implementing a
stakeholder-driven watershed approach.
We will maintain involvement with stakeholder activities and pursue funding options, especially
those involving implementation of nonpoint source measures (coordinate 205(j) and 319(h)
activities) as well as other outreach activities such as speeches, meetings, and participation in
environmental events. With additional resources we propose conducting a number of education
and outreach activities including holding regional workshops and conferences with other
Regional Boards as well as experts in the field. We also propose further refining our
agricultural strategy to clearly delineate our goals and objectives with regards to reducing
nonpoint source pollution from.this sector and potential tdggers for moving through the tiers.
The complexity of this watershed system, coupled with divergent goals among upstream
developers, downstream farmers, and environmental interests, necessitate that.e~tra planning
resources be allocated to this watershed, it is imperative that the Regional Board actively
participate in dialogue regarding water quality issues during the near-term, to ensure proper
planning and development of the long-term projects that are being proposed. Among the "
various approaches that will be taken by the Regional Board" is more active participation in
CEQA and other planning efforts in this watershed to ensure protection of this valuable water
resource, especially in light of the high growth proiections in the floodplains and recharge areas
of this watershed.
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Potential Mid- to Long-term Activitie,~
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Evaluation of potential impacts from mining in and around Ihe river
Evaluation of impacts from large-scale development in the upper river
Identification of conflicts between ground water supply and water quality in lower watershed
Identification of water quality and quantity issues for steelhead trout recovery
Consideration of TMDL-relaled issues
Implementation of watershed-wide biological monitoring which is a long-term goal for all of our
watersheds
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2.2

CALLEGUAS CREEK WATERSHED

This was a targeted watershed for permitting purposes in FY95/96 and it will be targeted next in
FY01i02.
Overview of Watershed
_
I" ......
~Co

~o~ ~o~,~co.

\

Calleguas Creek and its major
tributaries, Revolon Slough, Conejo
Creek, Arroyo Conejo, Arroyo Santa
Rosa, and Arroyo Simi drain an area of
343 square miles in southern Ventura
County and a small portion of western
Los Angeles County. This watershed,
which is elongated along an east-west
axis, is about 30 miles long and 14
miles wide. The northern boundary of
the watershed is formed by the Santa
Susana Mountains, South Mountain,
and Oak Ridge; the southern boundary
is formed by the Simi Hills and Santa
Monica Mountains.

Land uses vary throughout the watershed. Urban developments are generally restricted to the
city limits of Simi Valley, Moorpark, Thousand Oaks, and Camarillo. Although some residential
development has occurred along the slopes of the watershed, most upland areas are still open
space, however, golf courses are becoming increasingly popular to locate in these open areas.
Agricultural activities, primarily cultivation of orchards and row crops, are spread out along
valleys and on the Oxnard Plain.
Mugu Lagoon, located at the mouth of the watershed, is one of the few remaining significant
saltwater wetland habitats in southern California. The Point Mugu Naval Air Base is located in
the immediate area and the surrounding Oxnard Plain supports a large variety of agricultural
crops. These fields drain into
ditches which either enter the
Beneficial Uses in watershed:
lagoon directly or through
Calleguas Creek and its
Estuary
Above Estuary
Wildlife habitat
Wildlife habitat
tributaries. Olher fields drain
Contact & noncontact water
into tile drain systems which
Contact & noncontact waler
recreation
recreation
discharge to drains or creeks.
Estuadne habitat
Industrial service supply
Also in

the area of the base are

freshwater wetlands created on
a seasonal basis to support
duck hunting clubs. The lagoon
borders on an Area of Special
Biological Significance (ASBS)

Marine habitat
Industrial process supply
Preservation of rare & endangered
Preservation of rare & endangered
species
species -’";"

Navigation

Preservation of biological habitats
Wetlands habitat
Migratory & spawning habitat.
Shellfish harvesting

Agricultural supply

Groundwater recharge
Wetlands habitat

Freshwater replenishment

Warmwater habitat
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and supports a great diversity of wildlife including several endangered birds and one
endangered plant species. Except for the military base, the lagoon area is relatively
undeveloped.
Supplies of ground water are critical to agricultural operations and industry (sand and gravel
mining) in this watershed. Moreover, much of the population in the watershed relies upon
ground water for drinking.
Water Quality Problems and Issues
Aquatic life in both Mugu Lagoon and the inland streams of this watershed has been impacted
by pollutants from nonpoint sources. DDT, PCBs, other pesticides, and some metals have
been detected in both sediment and biota collected from surface waterbodies of this watershed.
Addit onally ambient toxicity has been revealed in several
studies from periodic toxicity testing in the watershed (ammonia
Permitted discharges:
from POTWs and pesticides such as diazinon and chlorpyrifos
¯ Six POTWs wilh NPDES
are implicated). Fish collected from Calleguas Creek and
permits (3 larger. 3 smaller)
Revolon Slough exhibit skin lesions and have been found to
¯
82 dischargers covered
have other histopatho!ogic abnormalities. High levels of
under an industrial storm
water permit
minerals and nitrates are common in the water column as well
¯
10o dischargers covered
as in the groundwater. Sediment toxicity is also elevated in
under construction storm
some parts of the lagoon. Reproduction is impaired in the
water permit
resident endangered species, the light-footed clapper rail due to ° Municipal storm water permit
elevated levels of DDT and PCBs. Overall, this is a very impaired watershed. It appears that
the sources of many of these pollutants are agricultural activities (mostly through continued
disturbance and erosion of historically contaminated soils), which cover approximately 25% of
the watershed along the inland valleys and coastal plain, although the nearby naval facility has
also been a contributor. Other nonpoint sources include residential and urban activities, which
are present over approximately 25% of the watershed. The remaining 50% of the watershed is
still open space although there is a severe lack of benthic and riparian habitat.
Mugu Lagoon as well as the Calleguas Creek Estuary is considered a candidate toxic hot spot
under the BPTCP for reproductive impairment (the endangered clapper rail), exceedance of the
state Office of Environmental and Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) advisory level for
mercury in fish, and exceedance of the NAS guideline level for DDT in fish, sediment
concentrations of DDT, PCB, chlordane, chlorpyrifos, sediment toxicity and degraded benthic
infaunal community.
.
Primary issues related to POTW discharges include ammonia toxicity and high mineral content
(i.e., salinity), the latter, in part, due to imported water supplies.
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T es of ermitted wastes dischar edinto the Calle uas Creek Watershed.Nature of Waste Prior to Treatment or Disposal
Nonhazardous ~led) conlaminated ~roundwat"~-r
Nonhazardous (designaled) wastes from dewa~er ng, rec. lake
overflow, swimming pool wastes, water ride wastewater or
’
~e
Hazardous Contaminated groundwater

# of Permits
2
~
4

,~__.~Z~s
of Permit~
General
__

General

4
Minor
4
_.__~General
3
Major
2
~~
sewage
mestiCtner
t
1
wastes from dewa~ering, rec. lake overflow, swimming pool
’,,’,,as es, water ride waste’,’~roundwater see ap_~.e
3
General
Hazardous wastes are those influent solid wastes that. contain loxi~ corrosive. ~gndable, or reactive substances (pnor to
treatment or disposal) managed acCorging to applicable Department of Health Services standards
Designated wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain nonhazardous wasles (prfor to treatment or disposal) thai
a s~gnificant threat to water quality because of their high concentrations
Nonhazardous wastes are ~hose influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic ’wastes (pr or ~o treatment
or disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
Inert wastes are lhose influent or solid wasles that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wasles (prior to !reatment or
disposal) and have litlle adverse impact on water quality
Nonhazardous (designated) domestic sewage & industrial wasle

Maior discharges are POTWs with a yearly average flow of over 0.5 MGD or an industrial source with a yearly average flow of over
& 1 MGD and those w~th lesser flows but with acute or potential adverse environmental impacts.
Minor discharges are all o~her discharges thai are not Categorized as a Major. Minor discharges may be COvered by a general
perm l, which are issued administrative y, for those that meet the conditions specified by the particular general permit.

Discharges are fairly evenly spread around the watershed; nine of lhe 25 NPDES discharges
go to the Arroyo Conejo, five each to the Arroyo Las Posas and Calleguas Creek, while four go
to the Arroyo Simi.

Of the 82 dischargers enrolled under the general industrial storm water permit in the watershed,
the largest numbers fall in the Electronic and Other Electrical Equipment and Components and Stone,
Clay, Glass, and Concrete Products categories.

There are 100 construction sites enrolled under the construction storm water permit. About 60
percent are located in the Simi Valley area and 40% in the Camarillo area. The majority of
these are residential sites 10 acres or larger in size.
The table below gives examples of typical data ranges which led to the 1998 303(d) listings.
See Table 7 in the Appendix for additional details on currently scheduled TMDLs as well as

specific pollutants included in the TMDLs.
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/MPA IRMEN TS:
ilmparments

Applicable
Objective/Criteria

mlrale ÷ ,,,~,~,=.

~asln ~lan numen¢objectr.,e:
no greater than 10 toga

Typical Data Ranges
303(d) Listed WaterslReaches
Resulting in Impairment
11 9- 70 0 mgA(meanot485_* 13) Fox Barranca
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 1 (Lewis~Somis Rd to Fox Barranca
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 2 (Fox Barranca to Moorpark Fwy

n~trogen

,ammonia

(23))
Basin P!an numenc obtecl=ve.
no greater Ihan 10 toga

Arroyo Simi Reach I (Moorpark Fw’y (23) to Brea Cy~)
Calle~luas Creek Reach 3 fPotrero to Somis Rd )
Rio de Santa ClaraJOxnard Orain #3
Calleguas Creek Reach 1 (estuary to 0 5 mi S of Broome Rd
Calleguas Creek Reach 2(0 5 m~. S of Broome Rd to Polrero

Basin Plan narratr,’e objective

Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to Central Ave
Beardsley Channe! (above Central Ave )
Mugu Lagoon
Duck pond a£1ric, drairVMugu Drain/Oxnard Drain #2
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 1 (Lewis/Sore,s Rd to Fox Barranca)
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 2 (Fox Barranca to Moorpark Fw’y
(23))

Bas~nPlannumencobjectwe.
vanes depending on pH and
temperalure but the general

algae

low OO/org.
enrichment

chlotpyrifos
iLissue~
Ioxicity

01-20 2mg, l(meanof27~36) ArroyoSimiReachl(MoorparkF.,,cy(23) loBreaCyn)
Calleguas Creek Reach t (estuary to 0 5 m~ S of Broome
Calleguas Creek Reach 2(0 5 mi. S of Broome Rd. lo Polrero
Rd.)
range is 0,53 - 27 toga of tolal
Coneio CreekJArroyo Coneio N. Fork
ammoma (at average pH and
Coneto Creek Reach 1 (confl. Calleguas to Santa Rosa Rd)
lemp) in waters designaled
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd to Tho. Oaks cily lim~l)
as WARM to protect againsl
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (’Tho. Oaks city limit to Lynn Rd )
chronic
toxicity and 2.3 - 280 mg/I to
Conejo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn Rd)
protect
against acute loxicit~
Basin Plan narrative objective
Conejo Creek Reach 1 (confl. Calleguas lo Santa Rosa Rd)
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho. Oaks city limil)
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (’rho. Oaks city limit lo Lynn
Conejo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn Rd )
Revoton Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to Central Ave )
Beai~sley Channel (above Central Ave.~
Basin Plan nan’ative objective
Conejo Creek Reach 1 (¢onfl. Calleguas lo Santa Rosa Rd)
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho. Oaks city limit)
Basin Plan numeric objective:
2-6 - 10.9 mgA (mean of 7.0 :t: 1.8)
Conejo Creek Reactt 3 (Tho. Oaks c~ty limit to Lynn Rd.)
ann.ual mean g~ate=" than 7.0 mg/I
Conejo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn Rd.)
no sm~te sample less than 5.0 ~
Basin Plan narrat~e objective
Revoton Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to Central Ave.)
Beerdsle~ Channel (above Central Ave.~
Basin Plan narrative objective
0 - 100 % survival
Conejo Creek Reach 1 (conl]. Calleguas to Santa Rosa Rd)
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd, to Tho. Oaks city
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (’Tho. Oaks city limit to Lynn Rd,)
Conejo Creek ReacJ~ 4 (above Lynn Rd.)
Callegu’as Creek Reac~ 1 (estuary to 0.5 mi. S. of Broome Rd.)
Calleguas Creek Reach 2(0.5 mi. S, of Broome Rd, to Potrero
Rd.)
Duck pond agric, drain/Mugu Drain/Oxnard Drain #2
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to Cenlral Ave.)
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iimpairments

Applicable
ObjectivelCriteria

chlor,de

Basin Plan numeric obiect=ve
150 mg.’l

Boron

Basin Plan numeric oblech’,e
1 0 rngj’l

suilale

Basin Plan numeric ob~ech’,,e
250 mg~l

r~ota d ssolved
sohds

~,~=.~ rlan numenc oblectl’,e
850 mg./I

DDT
(tissue &

Basin Plan narrative objective

sediment)

State Board numeric objective
(tissue):

Typical Data Ranges
Result!n. in Impairment
78 230 moil (mean of 173 :t: 31

TaRo Canyon Reach I
-~
Arroyo Sinai Reach 1 (Moorpark Fwy (23) to Brea C.’n)
~’-rrovo Las Posas Reach 2 (Fox Barranca to ~’,tocrp~rk Fw’y
(23))
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 1 (Lewis,’Somis Rd lo Fox Barr
Calleguas Creek Reach 3 (Polrero Io Som~s Rd )
ConejoCreekReach2(SanlaRcsaPd IoTho Oaks
Creek Reach 4 (above L’,’nn Pd )
0 4 - 1 4 mg/I (mean of 1 1 ± 0 3)
Fox Barranca
TaRo Canyon Reach I
Arroyo Simi Reach I (~.tocrpark F’.’,-.,’ (23) ~o Brea C’~n)
Arroyo S~m~ Reach 2 (above Brea ~anyon)
Iuas Creek Reach 3 IPolrero !o Somls Rd )
185 - 1000 mg;’l (mean of 642 ± 278 Fox Barranca
TaRo Canyon Reach 1
Arroyo Sim~ Reach 1 tMoorpark F,,~v (23) Io Brea C’.,n)
Arro’/o Sim~ Reach 2 (abo~e Brea ~anvon)
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 1 !Lew,s, Sor~is Rd to Fox Barrancal
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 2 (Fox Barranca 1o Moorpark
I23))
Coneio CreeL/Arroyo Conejo ~.~ Fcrk
Cone~o Creek Reach 1 (confl Calle~uas to Santa Rosa Rd)
Coneio Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd to Tho Oaks city
Coneio Creek Reach 3 (Tho. Oaks city limit ~o L~,nn Rd )
460 - 1470 m~l (mean of 1023 ÷ 246
-

37.5 - 1648.0 ng!g (sediment)

145.9 - 556.9 ng!g (tissue)

Max. Tissue Residue Level 32.0
ng/g

chlordane
tissue &
sediment)

Basin Plan narrative obje.,;t;ve
- State Board nume~’~ Ol~e !
(tissue):
Max. Tissue Residue Level 1 1
ng/g

303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches

, C,’eek Reach 4 (above L’,nn Rd ~
Tapo Canyon Reach 1
’
Fox Barranca
Arroyo Siml Reach 1 (Moorpark Fwy (23) to Brea C~,n)
,,~rroyo Simi Reach 2 (above Brea Canyon)
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 1 (Lewis~Somis Rd to Fox Barranca)
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 2 (Fox Barranca to Moorpark Fwy
(23))
Calleguas Creek Reach 3 (Potrero to Somis Rd )
Conejo Creek/Arroyo Conejo N. Fork
Conejo Creek Reach 1 (conf,. Calleguas to Sanla Rosa
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho Oaks city
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (Tho. Oaks cib, limit to Lynn Rd)
Cone)o Creek Reach 4 (above L}a~n
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 1 (Lew~Somis Rd. to Fox Barranca)
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 2 (Fox Barranca to Moorpark Fwy
(23))
Conejo Creek/Arroyo Cone)o N. Fork
Coneio Creek Reach 1 (con& Calleguas to Santa Rosa

3 4 - 45.0 ngig (sedimenl)
28.5 - 40.6 ng/g (tissue)

Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho. Oaks city
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (Tho. Oaks city limit to Lynn Rd)
Conejo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn Rd.)
Calleguas Creek Reach 1 (estuary to 0.5 mi S of 8roome Rd
Calleguas Creek Reach 2 (0.5 mi. S of Broome Rd. to Potrero
Rd )
Duck po.nd agric, drain/Mugu Drain/O~xnard Drain #2
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to Central Ave
Beardsley Channel (above Central Ave.)
Mugu Lagoon
Rio de Santa Ctara/Ox~.e,d Drain #3
Conejo Creek/An’Dye, Conejo N. Fork
Calleguas Creek Reach 1 (estuary to 0.5 mi. S of Broome Rd
Calleguas Creek Reach 2 (0.5 mi. S ef-groome Rd. to Po~rero
Rd )
Duck pond agric, drain/Mugu Drain/Oxnard Drain #2
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to Cent,;al A,.,e )
Beardsley Channel (above Central Ave )
Mugu Lagoon
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Impairments
(hssue)

dacthal
(tissue &
sediment)

enctosullan
(tissue &
sediment)

Applicable
Objective/Criteria
, allonal Academy of Science
Guideline
(tissue); t00 ng/g

Basra Plan narralive oblectwe

Basra Plan narralive obiective
State Board numeric obiective
(tissue):
Max. Tissue Residue Level 2~)
ng/g

Typical Data Ranges
Resull
~airment
695 9 - tg~t0 1 ng/g (tissue)

303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches
Conelo Creek Reach I (conf} Calleguas to Santa Rosa

Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. {o Tho Oaks c~ty ]imil
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (-Tho Oaks c~ty limil to Lynn
Conelo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn Rd )
Calleguas Creek Reach 1 (estuary to 0 5 mi S of Broome Rd
Caileguas Creek Reach 2 (0.5 mi S of Broome Rd to Potrero
Rd )
Duck pond agric drain/Mugu Drain,’Oxnard [~rain ~2
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to Cenlral Ave
Beardsley Channel (above Central .Ave )
Drain #3
NC~ - !20 1 ng/g (sediment)
Reach 1 (confl Calleguas to Santa R a
I ~ - 5.7 ng/g (hssue)
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd to Tho. Oaks
Coneio Creek Reach 3 (Tho. Oaks c~ty limit to Lynn Rd
Conelo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn Rd )
Calleguas Creek Reach 2 (0 5 mi Sot Broome ~d to
Rd )
Revo/on Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon Io Cenlral Ave
Beardsley Channel (above Cenlral Ave )
NC). 144 2 ng.,’g (sediment
42 3 - 2"94 0 ng~g (tissue

Reach I (confl. Calleguas to Santa Rosa Rd)
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho. Oaks Oly limit
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (Tho. Oaks cily limit to Lynn Rd.)
Conejo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn Rd )
Calleguas Creek Reach 1 (estuary to 0 5 mi. S of Broome Rd
Calleguas Creek Reach 2 (05 mi. S of Broome Rd to Potrero
Rd.)
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to Central Ave)
Beardsley Channel (above Central Ave )

toxaphene
(t=ssue &
sedimenl)

Basin Plan narrative obiective
State Board numenc objective

(tissue):

ND - 1900 ng/g (sediment
238 - 468 ng/g ({issue)

Max. Tissue Residue Level 8.8
ngJg

Reach 1 (cong. Calleguas to Santa Rosa Rd)
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho. Oaks c~ty limil
~one,to Creek Reach 3 (’Tho. Oaks city limit to Lynn Rd.)
Conejo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn Rd.)
Calleguas Creek Reach 1 (esluary to 0.5 mi. S of Broome Rd.)
Calleguas Creek Reach 2 (0.5 mi. S of Broome Rd. to Potraro

Rd.)

ieldnn
(tissue)

~:*~0-Board
~, .......
Stale
numeric objec’live
(tissue):
Max. Tissue Residue Level 0.65
ng/g

sediment, toxicity Basin Plan narrative objective

4.7 - 6.6 ng/g (tissue)

Ducl~ pond ag~_,, drairVlVlugu Drain/Oxnard Drain #2
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to Central Ave.)
Beardsley Channel (above Central Ave.)
Mugu Lagoon
Santa Clara/Oxnard Drain #’3
Branch (Mugu Lagoon to Central Ave )
~eardsley Channel (above Central Ave.)

14 - 71% survival

Reach 1 (estuary to 0 5 mi. S. of Broome
Calleguas Creek Reach 2(0.5 mi. S. of Broome Rd. to Potrero
Mugu Lagoon
Rio de Santa Clara/Oxnard Drain #3

~ hart’alive objective
~lan
Basin Plan narrative objective
,c..hromi,um

J Orain/Oxnard Drain
0.51 - 0.5,8 ug/g (tissue)

Arroy~ Simi Reach 1 (MoorpanY Fwy (23) to Brea Cyn)
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (Tho. Oaks city limit to Lynn Rd)
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho. Oaks city limit)

Reach 1 (;o~,~. Calle~uas Io Santa Rosa Rd,)
toxaphene
ChemA refers to Ihe sum of lhe chem=cals a’ dr n clieidr}n ch ordarie, endr n. heptach or heplachlor epoxide HCH (incJuding I ndane) endosulfan, and
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Impairments
sdver
(hssue)

Applicable
Objective/Criteria
Basin Plan narralrve objective

~
mckel
Ihssue)

Basra Ptan narrat=,,,e objecte~,e

cadmium
d~ssue)

Basin Plan natrahve objective

copper

USEPA water qualib/criteria

~
zinc

uni

~

Selemum

Typical Data Ranges
Resultim ,Impairment
0 03 - 0 04 ug/g [lissue)

0 5 ug,’g ttissue)

0 14 . 0 15 u~/g (tissue)

USEPA waler Qualify crllena
86 u~l
USEPA waler qualify crl~ena
2 1 u~l
USEPA water quality cnlena
11 0 ug~l !maximum)
5 0 uQ;I
£as,n Plan narrat,ve obiective ~0 ng,’g (sediment)

lissue &
Sedimen0

State Boarcf numeric objective
(tissue):
Max Tissue Residue Level 2 2
ng/g

15 8 - 70 8 ng!g (tissue)

303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches
Arroyo Simi Reach 1 (Moorpark Fwy (23) 1o Brea Cyn)
Coneio Creek Reach 3 (Tho Oaks ci~ limit to Lynn Rd )
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho Oaks cffy
Santa Rosa
Arroyo Sim~ Reach 1 (Moorl:~a,’k Fw,/(23) to area CYO)
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (Tho Oaks c=ty lind to Lynn Rd )
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Sanla Rosa Rd ~o Tho Oaks c~/y timer
Conejo Creek Reach t (confl Calleguas to Santa Rosa
Conelo Creek Reach 3 (Tho Oaks c~ty lira t to L’~nn RO )
Coneio Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd !o Tho Oaks city
Coned Creek Reach 1 confl Cafleauas to Santa Rosa
’,tugu Lagoon
Arroyo Sim~ Reach 1 (t’,loorpark F,,~. (23) 0 Brea Cyn)
Mugu Lagoon
Arroyo Simi Reach 1 (Moorpa,-k F;W ~23) to Brea Cyn)
~_ _n 8. ra.n~h fMu u Laooon fo Central Ave
Calleguas C,’eek Reach I (estuary to 0 5 mt S of Broome R
Calleguas Creek Reach 2 (0 5 mi S of Broome Rd to Potrero

Rd.)
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to Cenlrat Ave )
Beardsley Channel (above Central Ave.)
~ Mugu Lagoon

~ Basin Plan narrative objective

4 ~_ t C.la.r_a/!)xnard Drain #3
| Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu.Lagoon to Central Ave )
~bove Central Ave.~..

CURRENTLy SCHEDULED TMDLS:
Type of
TMDL
chloride

nitrogen

pesticides
(water-soluble)

Other salts

Listed Waters/Reaches in TMDL
TaI:X> Canyon Reach 1
Arroyo Simi Rear~ 1
Arroyo Las Posas Reaches 1 and 2
Calleguas Creek Reach 3

Year Scheduled
for Completion
00101

Fox Barranca
An’oyo Las Posa$ Reaches t and 2
Arroyo Simi Reach 1
Calteguas Creek Reaches 1, 2 and 3
Cooejo Creek/Arroyo Conejo N. Fork
Conejo Creek Reaches 1.2, 3, and 4
Revolon Slough Main Branch
Beardsley Channel
Mugu Lagoon

02/03

3in #2
Conefo Creek
1, 2, 3 and 4
Calleguas Creek Reaches I and 2
Dur_~ pond ~ draitvl~ Dr-~NOxnard Drain #2
Reveler Slough Main Bra~,t~
~ Channel
Fox Barranca
Tapo Canyon Reach 1
Arroyo Simi Reaches 1 and 2
Arroyo Las Posas Reaches 1 and 2
Calleguas Creek Reach 3
Conejo Creek/Arroyo Conelo N Fork
~Reaches 1. 2, 3 and 4

03/04
.. ,. ~.~
03t04
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Type of

TMDL
PCE~s

Listed WaterslReaches in TMDL

Catleguas Creek Reach 1
Calleguas C~eek Reach 2

Year Scheduled
for Completion
(FY)
04/05

Revolon Slough Main ~ranch

Beardsley Channel

Mugu Lagoon
Pesticides
(sed~menlbound)

metals

Mugu Lagoon
Arroyo Las Posas Reaches I and 2
Conelo Creek,’Arroyo Cone/o N Fork
Conefo Creek Reaches I, 2.3 and 4
Calleguas Creek Reaches 1 and 2
Duck pond agdc. drain~Mu:3u Ora~nzOxnard Drain "2
Re’,’olon Slough Main 8ran~:h
Beardsley Channel
Arro,,43 Sirn~ Reach 1
Coneio Creek Reaches 1.2 and 3
Mugu Lagoon
Revofon Slouoh .Main Branch

04/05

05,06

We see a need for an additional 2.5 PYs as well as $50,000 in contract dollars for FY00/01
TMDL work conducted in this watershed.
Stakeholder Groups
Calleguas Creek Watershed Management Committee (and subcommittees) The committee
and subcommittees have been actively meeting since November 1996 with the purpose of
developing a watershed management plan. The technical subcommittees include
Habitat/Recreation, Flood Protection/Sediment Management, Water Quality/Water Resources,
Public Outreach/Education, and Geographical Information Systems (GIS). A Steering
Committee attends to the details of management plan development. The full Management Plan
Committee meets on a quarterly basis, generally conducting business in a half-day session.
Two or three Regional Board staff attend these meetings. The Flood Protection and Habitat
Subcommittees meet bimonthly; one Regional Board staff member attends each. The Water
Quality Subcommittee is meeting bimonthly and 1-2 staff members attend. The Steering
Committee is also meeting bimonthly with 1-2 staff members attending. Regional Board staff
are not currently assigned to the Public Outreach and GIS Subcommittees. For further
information concerning this group, please visit their website at
http://www.callequas.com/cc.htm.
A number of committee members were also on the Mugu Lagoon Task Force which was formed
in 1990 in response to concerns about sedimentation filling in Mugu Lagoon which is at the
mouth of the Calleguas Creek Watershed. A major focus of the early meetings was exchange
of information on the extent of sedimentation with related concerns such as pesticide transfer.
A sediment and erosion control plan was prepared for the Ventura County RCD--by’the U.S.
Natural Resource Conservation Service (USNRCS) using Coastal Conservancy funds
CCalleguas Creek Watershed Erosion and Sediment Control Plan for Mugu Lagoon", May
1995). This group is not currently meeting; however, information gained from this effort
continues to be used by the other Calleguas Watershed Committees.
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Si,qnifican t Past Activities
CORE REGULA TORY
The majority of Calleguas Creek Watershed permits were revised in June 1996. This
watershed, as well as the Ventura River Watershed, were pilot watersheds in our
implementation of the watershed management approach The Ventura County Municipal
Stormwater NPDES Permit had most recently been adopted in 2000.
MONI TORING A/VD A SSESSMENT
The Calleguas Creek Watershed was included in a partial update of the Water Quality
Assessment report in 1998. Also, in 2000, the dischargers completed a short-term ’watershed
characterization study which assessed a large number of sites for both biological and chemical
parameters.
BA SIN PLANNING
In 1990, the Regional Board adopted Resolution No. 90-004 (Drought Policy) which had a
term of three years and provided interim relief to dischargers who experienced difficulty meeting
chloride objectives because of a state-wide drought. The policy adjusted effluent limits to the
lesser of 1) 250 mg/I or 2) the chloride concentration in the water supply plus 85 mg/I. In 1995,
the Regional Board extended the interim limits for three years and directed staff to develop a
long-term solution to deal with the impact of changing water supply, especially during droughts.
In 1997. the Regional Board adopted Resolution No. 97-002 (Chloride Policy) which set the
chloride objective at 190 mg/I except in the Calleguas Creek and Santa Clara River Watersheds
where, due to the great concern for protection of agriculture, staff were directed to determine
the chloride concentrations sufficient to protect agricultural beneficial uses.
NONPOINT SOURCE PROGRAM
Work on nonpoint source problems in the watershed has been a long-term effort, initiated in
1990, with the support of 319(h) funds and olher funding from, and support by, stakeholders.
The 319(h) grant projects, special studies, and other activities that have been completed to
date include:
¯ Irrigation Demonstration Project. In 1994, the Ventura County Resource Conservation
District successfully completed an irrigation project that demonstrated the water quality and
conservation benefits of drip irrigation. This project was funded through a 319(h) grant.
¯ Toxicity Testing: In order to detect sources of toxicity, we have collected w~.t.e~ samples
under three sequential studies (toxicity testing by UC Davis). Results of this sampling indicated
sporadic toxicity, generally during wet weather seasons, with strong implication of
organophosphate pesticides.
¯ Calleguas Creek Watershed Treatment- Phase I: The Ventura County Resource
Conservation District served as contractor for this proiect which focused on Best Management
2.2-9
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Practices that involved small, individual landowners/farmers. This demonstration project was
designed to implement streambed protection practices. This project was funded through a
319(h) grant.

Current Activities
The following is a summary of current regional board activities in the Calleguas Creek
Watershed which are expected to continue as part of the Watershed Management Initiative.
CORE REGULA TORY
Permits in this watershed will be targeted for renewal in FY 2001-02. Current regulatory
~s include compliance inspections, review of monitoring reports, response to complaints,
and enforcement actions, as needed. "
A watershed-wide regional monitoring program was created to fill in data gaps and eliminate
duplicative and unnecessary monitoring. POTWs contributed significant resources to do a
surface and ground water characterization study. It also serves to assess nonpoint source
pollution from a variety of land uses.
Additionally, most urban areas in Ventura County, including this watershed, are implementing
Best Management Practices under the Municipal Storm Water Permit (revised in 2000).
Additionally, most urban areas in Ventura County, including this watershed, are implementing
Best Management Practices under the Ventura County Municipal Storm Water Program. The
"Discharged’ consists of the co-permittees Ventura County Flood Control District, the County of
Ventura, and the Cities of Camarillo, Fillmore, Moorpark, Ojai, Oxnard, Port Hueneme, San
Buenaventura, Santa Paula, Simi Valley, and Thousand Oaks. The Discharger is required to
implement the approved Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Urban Impact Mitigation Plan
(SQUIMP) by January 27, 2001. The SQUIMP shall address conditions and requirements for
new development and significant redevelopment.
The Calleguas Creek receives municipal storm drain discharges from the City of Camarillo, City
of Moorpark, City of Simi Valley, City of Thousand Oaks (part), and unincorporated Ventura
County (part).
To date, the storm water monitoring program has consisted of land-use based monitoring
combined with receiving water monitoring and modeling. The Discharger intends to sign an
agreement to participate in the Regional Monitoring Program established for Southern
Califomia municipal programs under the guidance of the Southern California Coastal Water
Research Project.
In fulfillment of NPDES permit requirements for one discharger, and in concert W~fl’ other point
and nonpoint source dischargers, a characterization study of primarily point source Ioadings for
the pollutants of concern began in June 1998.
Regulation of groundwater protection activities is intended to eventually become fully integrated
into the watershed management approach; currently, groundwater monitoring (for POTWs
using ponds) is being coordinated with surface water monitoring.
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Key regulatory staff continue to participate as past of the Calleguas Creek Watershed team for
purposes of updating the State of the Watershed Report and for communication on the
characterization study in development.
MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
Calleguas Creek will be a focus for SWAMP monitoring as the watershed comes up for
targeting in the rotating watershed cycle. Since extensive monitoring has already occurred
here, particularly in the lower watershed a more directed approach to sampling site selection
will be taken.
’
As the first integrated watershed monitoring program in Ihe Region, the six POTWs in the
watershed are each implementing a portion of the monitoring program
NPDES permits and as further revised in their Characterization Study as described in their
’
. in the effort.
to also
include
other
agenoes
In conjunction with the receiving water monitoring,
land-use
based
monitoring is done as a part of the Ventura County Municipal Storm Water Program. The
monitoring supports compliance valuation, nonpoint source identification, and potential TMDL
development. The expanded monitoring by the dischargers will also serve to evaluate
beneficial uses. Addit onally, the Regional Board is funding additional toxicity work in the upper
watershed in coordination with the dischargers’ monitoring.
The BPTCP has identified the lagoon and tidal prism as "toxic hot spots" based on sediment
contamination. Staff have completed a cleanup plan for the areas which was adopted as part
of a statewide consolidated plan by the State Board in June 1999. Cleanup/remediation
alternatives identified include dredging, in-situ capping, and treatment. Continuing Regional
Board activities include working with stakeholders to further characterize historical sources of
pollution as well as the extent of existing contributions. While remediation of the lagoon (as
part of a military facilil’y) may proceed on its own timeline, in general, there is a concerted effort
by all stakeholders to prepare a comprehensive watershed management plan to address all
problems in the watershed.
Six TMDLs are currently scheduled for this watershed over the next five years and considerable
resources will be needed to support their development.
NONPOINT SOURCE PROGRAM
We expect that stakeholders will continue work on developing a watershed management plan,
which will include measures foi" reducing pollutants from nonpoint sources. Accordingly, our
efforts in the Calleguas Creek watershed will focus on continuing the nonpoint source phase of
the watershed cycle, including integrating resulls of our on-going nonpoint source efforts. The
319(h) grant projects, special studies, and other activities that are currently on-~i~-g include:
319(h) Grant Project
Ca/leguas Creek Watershed Treatment - Phase I/: The Ventura County Resource
Conservation District serves as contractor for this project which focuses on Best Management
Practices that require the coordinated efforts of several small groups or a large landowner/
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farmer (as a fo!lowup to Phase I concentrated on small, individual landowners/farmers). This
demonstration project is designed to implement streambed projects that were successful..
We continue to support as high priorities for FY2001/02 319(h) funding projects relating to
comprehensive erosion control efforts, habitat enhancement/restoration, and reduction of a
variety of pollutants (see Table_4).
205(j) Grant Project
205(j) monies have funded a component of the Surface Water Element of the Calleguas Creek
Characterization Study Monitoring Program which is evaluating nonpoint source contributions in
the watershed. The study seeks to identify nonpoint source Ioadings of nitrogen, salts, and
pesticides and with the results of the Surface Water Element, conduct TMDLs on several of
these pollutants. The study is currently in the data analysis stage.
Toxicity Testing
Followup work is being conducted on the sporadic toxicity found in previous studies conducted
by UC Davis. Another contractor is investigating a procedure to distinguish toxicity due to
organophosphate pesticides.
Participation in Stakeholder Groups
Calleguas Creek Watershed Management Committee and Technical Subcommittees:
Recognizing that many of the water quality probtems in the lagoon stem from land use practices
and pollutant sources above the lagoon, members of these committees meet regularly to
exchange data and discuss coordinated approaches to solving the many problems in this
watershed, including development of a watershed management plan. The watershed group
consists of about 130 stakeholders who have been meeting for about two years. As we expect
that much effort will need to be focussed on resolving agricultural and flood control issues, we
have made a concerted effort to include appropriate stakeholders. Besides the main
management committee of stakeholders, five technical subcommittees deal with more specific
issues such as water quality, flood control, habitat/natural resources, public outreach, and GIS.
The group is working on development of a watershed management plan and are actively
pursuing development and implementation of "early action" items. Staff have been and will
continue to work with these committees.
During fiscal year 2000/01, we shall continue to work with stakeholders to complete a
watershed management plan. In particular, we shall work toward integrating our past, ongoing, as well as other appropriate nonpoint source projects into the stakeholders’ watershed
management plan.
Other NPS Activities
Our efforts to involve stakeholders also shall include exploration of funding options (especially
for implementation of nonpoint source measures) and continuation of other outreach activities.
such as speeches, meetings, and participation in environmental events.
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In this watershed, particularly with regards to agriculture, voluntary nonpoint source
management measures are taking place. Agriculture is being brought into the watershed
process as an important stakeholder and have,, under the various subcommittees, brought to
the table a number of voluntary best management practices.
Currently under consideration are agreements with sister agencies in regulatory-based
encouragement of Best Management Practices. Most notably is the use of a GIS layer for
pesticides ap.plication available from the Deparlment of Pesticide Regulation (DPR). Reduction
of pesticides identified as contaminants of concern for a watershed might be addressed through
a Management Agency Agreement (MAA) with the DPR, or through waiving adoption of waste
discharge requirements on an individual basis using information gathered in databases
provided by the Ventura County Agricultural Commission office.
BA SIN PLA NNfNG
A priority basin planning issue is continued work to determine the scope of water quality
impacts from agricultural runoff in the Region. The majority of agricultural activities occur in the
Calleguas Creek Watershed, especially in the Oxnard Plain and in the nearby foothills.
Development of solutions to any impacts is also a high priority and will be a major concern of
the nonpoint source program and, by extension, the watershed committee and subcommittees
which will be addressing this as well as other problems. An evaluation of salt-sensitive
agricultural resources will be done as part of the chloride TMDL.
Chloride impairments in certain reaches of the river led to formation of a chloride committee to
conduct a chloride TMDL by spring 2000. This stemmed from issues raised during
development of a chloride policy for the region. Growers are concerned about increased
chloride and effects on salt-sensitive crops, such as avocados. In December 2000, the Board
a resolution to extend the interim chloride limitation (190 mg/I) for discharges to the creek until
December 7, 2001. A chloride TMDL for the creek is tentatively scheduled to go beforethe
Board in March 2001.
WETLANDS PRO TEC TION AND MANAGEMENT
The S~outhern California Wetlands Recovery Proiec! considers the lower Conejo Creek
acquisition a high priority project for funding starting in FY00/01. The Habitat Subcommittee of
the Calleguas Creek Watershed Plan Committee has also approved the acquisition as a
priority. A conceptual restoration plan is being prepared.
T~he Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy is a state agency created by the Legislature in 1979
charged with primary responsibility for acquiring property with statewide and regional
significance, and making those properties accessible to the general public. The Conservancy
manages parkland in the Santa Monica Mountains, Santa Susana Mountains, the.Simi Hills, the
Santa Clarita Woodlands, the Whittier-Puente Hills, the Sierra Pelona, the Los Angeles River
Greenway, the Rio Hondo, the Verdugo Mountains, the San Gabriel Mountains, and the San
Rafael Hills. The agency’s goals are to: 1) implement the Santa Monica Mountains
Comprehensive Plan, 2) implement the Rim of the ValleyTrails Corridor Master Plan, 3)
implement the Los Angeles County River Master Plan, 4) further cooperation with local
governments in the region to secure open space and parkland, and 5) expand education, public
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access, and resource stewardship components in a manner that best serves the public,
protects habitat, and provides recreational opportunities.
DOD SITE CLEANUP PRQGRAM
The Regional Board is working with the Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) to
investigate soil and groundwater quality. Sites currently under assessmentJ-remediation include
Mugu Lagoon, a former landfill, the Naval Exchange gas station, two Installation Restoration
Program (IRP) sites, numerous underground storage tanks, and the former oxidation sewage
ponds.
The NaW disposed of inert, contaminated and hazardous wastes to an unlined unpermitted
landfill constructed by depositing and compacting wastes into Calleguas Creek. An erosion
berm was installed as an interim remedial measure to prevent further erosion of the former
landfill by storm water flowing through the creek during storm events. Long-term groundwater
monitoring will be required for this site. Sediments and surface water at IRP Site 5 are
contaminated with chrome. An initial emergency removal action (sediment excavation) failed to
adequately remediate all impacted sediments and additional sediment remediation and surface
water monitoring is ongoing.
Soil and groundwater at IRP Site 24 is contaminated with chlorinated solvents. Groundwater is
being treated by implementation of a new biodegradation technology. It is not yet determined to
what extent groundwater remediation or monitoring will be required to restore this site.
It is anticipated the Navy will implement a base-wide groundwater/surface water investigation to
evaluate the overall groundwater and surface water quality, evaluate the interactions of surface
water and groundwater, and determine the cumulative risk of multiple groundwater-surface
water contamination sites on the overall water quality of the area and the risk to human health
and the environment.
Prior to 1979, the Navy was allowed to discharge partially treated wastewater to surface water
oxidation ponds that were constructed in the Calleguas Creek tidal prism. The ponds were
unlined and allowed to percolate unevaporated water to the underlying groundwater, which is
located about four feet below grade. The Regional Board rescinded the Navy’s discharge
permit in 1979 and required the Navy to pump all wastewater to the Oxnard POTW. However,
periodic unpermitted discharges of wastewater continued to the ponds during planned repairs of
the wastewater discharge line and wastewater overflow conditions, which occurred during
heavy rains.
To prevent additional wastewater discharges to the ponds, the Regional Board issued a
Cleanup and Abatement Order to the Navy in 1998 directing the Navy to cease..a!!.._unpermitted
discharges, construct a lined emergency wastewater retention basin, upgrade the wastewater
discharge line, and remove the sludge that has accumulated in the ponds.
Current funding for the investigation and remediation of contaminated solids, surface water and
groundwater at the base is through the DoD/CalEPA funding agreement; however, this funding
is not satisfactory for the investigation or control of contaminants from upstream sources for the
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protection of Mugu Lagoon and continued funding cuts have had significant impacts on the level
of oversight by Regional Board staff on these areas.
Near-term Activities
Specific resource needs are described in the Region-wide Section of this document.
NPDES Permits in the watershed will come up for renewal in FY 2003/04. In the meantime,
core regulatory activities will focus or{ permit compliance, monitoring report rev ew, and
enforcement as needed. In addilion, integration of stormwater and nonpoint source issues will
continue. Members of the watershed team will be involved with periodic updates of the State of
the Watershed Report. Add tonally, there.will be on-going interaction wilh stakeholders and
followup on goals established during the permit renewal phase. Pending results from the
discharger pollutant characterization study, a decision on waste load and load allocations will be
pursued.
A review of resources for core regulatory activities against cost factors has determined that our
region is seriously underfunded for our baseline program. We will be seeking more funding for
our core program activities.
We shall have made significant progress later in this watershed’s first cycle, toward identifying
and assessing problems (through the characterization study) and involving stakeholders. At
that point we (and the stakeholders) may also enough information to gel a headstart on
establishing load allocations for certain pollutants of concern.
Additional monitoring and assessment tasks include continued involvement in updates to the
baseline State of the Watershed Report, focusing on filling data gaps and evaluating cumulative
impacts as monitoring data become available from dischargers, evaluating the results of the the
Characterization Study, Regional Board ambient monitoring, follow-up on pollutants identified
through toxicity identification evaluations, implement TMDLs to actually begin to solve problems
found through monitoring, and implementing the municipal storm water program.
Our efforts to involve stakeholders shall also include exploration of funding options (especially
for implementation of nonpoint source measures) and continuation of other outreach activities,
such as speeches, meetings, and participation in environmental events. We shall continue our
involvement in the watershed group’s efforts to develop and implement a watershed
management plan.
Additionally, we need to outreach more with the agricultural community. We are also proposing
increased efforts in oversight and management of ground water resources. However, staff
involvement in voluntary resolution of nonpoint source problems (Tier I) requires.more
resources than a regulatory-based approach. Tier Ii (regulatory encouragement) activities over
the long-term include tracking nonpoint source inputs by supplemental databases such as DPR
and the Department of Food and Agriculture (DFA), as well as increased sampling of the
receiving water for contaminants of concern and toxicity. Tier III (effluent limitations) activities
over the long-term include sampling, inspecting, and permitting priority contributors of
contaminants of concern in watersheds not fully implementing a stakeholder-driven watershed
approach. Staff are currently working on an agricultural policy for the board.
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We will maintain involvement with stakeholder activities and pursue funding options, especially
those involving implementation of nonpoint source measures (coordinate Small Community
Grant, State Revolving Fund, 205(j), and 319(h) activities) as well as other outreach activities
such as speeches, meetings, and participation in environmental events. As resources permit,
we will also work with stakeholders to implement provisions of the Coastal Zone Act
Reauthorization Amendments.
Potential Mid- to Lonq-term Activitie.~
In the long-term, activities will include continued participation in both internal and external
watershed planning efforts and further implementation of watershed-specific solutions. Several
Basin Planning issues will be addressed through the Characterization Study and watershed
planning efforts. More resources are needed for these activities in 2000/01 and beyond.
Other mid- to long-term issues include:
¯

Beneficial uses: Studies to evaluate beneficial use issues.

¯

Site specific objectives: Review studies conducted by dischargers or other watershed interests.

¯

Land use planning: Integrate water supply and quality issues with local land use planning and
management.

¯

Groundwater: Integrate inter-related ground and surface waters--optimizing protection for both.

¯

Flood control: Institute better coordination of mulli-agency reviews of environmental impacts for flood
control and development projects, including the consideration of regional mitigation programs.
Optimize the use of environmentally-friendly flood control facilities.

¯

Implementation of watershed-wide biological monitoring is a long-term goal for all of our watersheds.

Review and comment on watershed issues in CEQA documents (for the highest priority
projects) will also continue; however, this is currently an unfunded program.
Under the BPTCP, we estimated that about 20% of the Western Arm and 10% of the Eastern
Arm of Mugu Lagoon contain contaminated sediments (about 725,000 cubic yards). We
estimate that about 3 miles of Calleguas Creek contains 50,000 to 100,000 cubic yards of
contaminated sediments. We want to work with local groups to develop remediation plans.
Due to sensitive nature of Mugu Lagoon, we would suggest no action or in-situ treatment,
rather than dredging, as remediation oplions. Treatment is expensive (probably would exceed
$100 per cubic yard). Dredging could be used to remediate Calleguas Creek, all, hough finding
a suitable disposal site could be difficult; it would cost $1 to 5 million.
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DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL AND LOS ANGELES/LONG BEA CH HARBORS WMA

This watershed will be targeted for permitting purposes in FY02/03.
Overview of WMA
- _
I
ve,~u,~
I Co.

The Los Angeles and Long Beach
Harbors are located in the southern
portion of the Los Angeles Basin.
Los Angeles Co.
Along the northern portion of San
Pedro Bay is a natural embayment
formed by a westerly extension of the
.... I
coastline which contains both
harbors, with the Palos Verdes Hills
the dominant onshore feature.
Historically, the area consisted of
marshes and mudflats with a large
marshy area, Dominguez Slough, to
the north and flow from the Los
Angeles River entering where
Dominguez Channel now drains.
\
Near the end of last century and
during the beginning of this one,
channels
wereand
dredged,
marshes
were
filled, wharves
were
the Los
Angeles
River
was
diverted,
a breakwater
was
constructed
in order
to constructed,
allow deep draft
ships
to be directly
offloaded and products be swiftly moved. The Dorninguez Slough was completely channelized
and became the drainage endpoint for runoff from a highly industrialized area. Eventually, the
greater San Pedro Bay was enclosed by two more breakwaters and deep entrance channels
were dredged to allow for entry of ships with need of 70 feet of clearance. The LA/LB Harbor
complex together is now one of the largest ports in the country.
Both harbors are considered to be one oceanographic unit. Despite its industrial nature,
contaminant sources, and low flushing ability, the inner harbor area supports fairly diverse fish
and benthic populations and provides a protected nursery area for juvenile fish. The California
least tern, an endangered species, nests in one part of the harbor complex.
Similar to LA Inner Harbor
in many respects,. LB Inner
Harbor is dissimilar to the
other Port in the higher
number of privately-owned
waterfront parcels which
the Port has recently been
in the process of the buying
up and converting to Portrelated uses, generally
container terminals. Also,
basins and slips in LB Inner

’Beneficial Uses in WMA
Dominquez Channel
{~bove estuary)
Noncontact water recreation

Preservation of rare &

endangered species

Domiquez Channel
{in estuary)
Contact & noncontact water recreation

Preservation of rare &

---.,.-

endangered species

Industrial water supply

Navigation

Commercial & sportfishing
Marine habitat
Estuarine habitat
Wildlife habitat
Migratory & spawning habital
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Harbor are somewhat more separated from each other than in LA Inner Harbor which may
possibly prevent contamination from spreading easily.
The outer part of both harbors (the greater San Pedro Bay) has been less disrupted and
supports a great diversity of marine life. It is also open to the ocean at its eastern end and
receives much greater flushing than the inner harbors.
Water Quality Issues and Problern,~
A POTW discharges secondary-treated effluent to the
Permitted discharges:
outer LA/LB Harbor and is under a time schedule order to
remove the discharge. The discharger’s plan consists of
¯
One POTW
achieving full reclamation (mostly for industrial reuse
¯
Two generating stalions
purposes) by 2020 which would eliminate the discharge
¯
Six refiner,es
¯
completely. They plan on achieving about 80%
415 dischargers covered under an
industrial
storm water permit
reclamation by 2005. Two generating stations discharge
o 69 dischargers covered under the
to the inner harbor areas. Many smaller, non-process
construction storm water permit
waste discharqes also occur into the harbors and Dominguez Channel drains a highly
industrialized area of the city resulting in very poor water quality.
Types of permitted wastes discharqed into the Dominquez Channel WMA:
Nature of Waste Prior to Treatment or Disposal

# of Permits

r~nnazaroous (designated) contaminated groundwater
I

Nonhazardous (designated/ contact coolin~l water
Nonhazardous (designated) wastes from dewatering, rec. lake

overflow, swimming pool wastes, waler ride wastewater, or
~lroundwater seepa£e
Nonhazardous (designated) noncontac! cooling water
NonhnT~rdous (designated) process waste (produced as part of
industriaVmanufactudn~ pr~ss)
Nonhazardous (designated) s;,o~ .,water runoff
Hazardous contaminated groundwater
Nonhazardous Idesignated! domestic sewage

. Nonhazardous Idesi~lnated) filter backwash brine waters
Nonhazardous wastes #o~7~ dewatedng, re¢. lake overflow, swimming

)ool wastes, water dde wastewater, or groundwater seepa£le
Inert wastes from dewatering, re¢. lake ove~ow, swimming pool
wastes, water dde wastewater, or ~lroum:twater seepage

1
1
1
2
1

Types of Permits
Major
Minor
General
Minor
Major

6
30
2
5
2
1

Minor
General
Major
Minor.
General
Minor

2
36
6
4
1

Major
Minor
Minor
General
Major

2
2

Minor
General

9

General

Hazardous wasles are Ihose influenl or solid wastes that contain toxic, corrosive, ignitable, or reactive substances (pdor to
treatment or disposal) mat~a~ a~:xdir~j to applicable Department of Heallh Services standards
Designat~ w"aste~ are those influe~t or solid wastes that cor~tain nonhazardous wasles (pdor to treatment or disposal) thai pose

a significant threat to water quality because of their high concentrations
Nonhazardous wastes are those influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (pnor to treatmenl
or disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
Inerl wastes are those inf~uent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment or
disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
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Major cischarges are POTWs with a yearly average flow of over 0.5 MGD or an industrial SOurce with a yearty average flow of Over
0 1 MGD and those wilh lesser flows but ’.’,,’~lh acute or potential adverse environmental impacts.
Minor discharges are all other discharges that are not categorized as a Maior. Minor discharges may be covered by a general
perm~L which are issued administratively, for those that meet [he conditions specified by the particular general permit.

About one-half of the 120 NPDES discharges to Dominguez Channel- the rest go to the LA/LB
Harbor.
,
Of the 415 dischargers enrolled under the general industrial storm water permit in the
watershed, the largest numbers fall in the Motor Vehicle Pads, Used; Fabricated Meta/s Products,
Except Machinery and Transportation Equipment; and Motor Freight Transportation and Warehousing
categories¯
There are 69 sites enrolled under the construction storm water permit. The majority are along
Dominguez Channel and are commercial sites.
Two areas within Los Angeles Harbor are considered to be toxic hot spots under the BPTCP:
Dominguez Channe!/Consolidated Slip, based on sediment concentrations of DDT, PCB,
cadmium, copper, lead, mercury, zinc, dieldrin, chlordane (all exceed sediment quality
guidelines), sediment toxicity, and degraded benthic infaunal community; and Cabrillo Pier
Potential sources of pollution:

area, based on sediment concentrations of DDT, PCB and
copper, sediment toxicity and issuance of a human health
°
Historical deposits of DOT and PCBs in
(fishing) advisory for DDT and PCB in white croaker and
sediment
¯
Discharges from POTW & refineries
exceedances of National Academy of Science guidelines
¯
Spills from ships and industrial facilities
for DDT in fish and shellfish. Several locations have been
¯
Leaching of contaminated groundwater
listed as sites of concern under the BPTCP: Inner Fish
¯
Stormwater ~noff
Harbor, due to sediment concentrations of DDT, PCB,
copper, mercury and zinc and sediment toxicity (not
recurrent); Kaiser International, due to sediment concentrations of DDT, PCB, PAH, copper
and endosulfan; Hugo Neu-Proler, due to PCB sediment concentrations; SouthweSt Slip, due
to sediment concentrations of DDT, PCB, PAH, mercury, and chromium, and sediment toxicity
(not recurrent); Cerritos Channel, due to sediment concentrations of DDT, PCB, metal,
chlordane, TBT, sediment toxicity and accumulation in mussel tissue; Colorado Lagoon, due to
DDT, PCB, lead, zinc, chlordane, dieldrin, sediment toxicity and accumulation in mussel and
fish tissue; Shoreline Marina, due to sediment concentrations of zinc, DDT, PCB, chlordane
and PAH, and sediment toxicity (not recurrent); Long Beach Outer Harbor, due to sediment
concentrations of DDT and chlordane and sediment toxicity (not recurrent); West Basin, due to
sediment concentrations of DDT and PCB, sediment toxicity (not recurrent) and accumulation in
clam tissue; Alamitos Bay, due to sediment concentrations of DDT and chlordane. There is
need for further monitoring in all of these areas to cfarify their status. Potential sources of these
materials are considered to be historica~ deposition, discharges from the nearby POTW
(especially for metals), spills from ships and industrial facilities, as well as stormwater runoff.
Many areas of the harbors have experienced soil and/or groundwater contamination, which may
result in possible transport of pollutants to the harbors’ surface waters. Dredging and disposal
of contaminated sediments and source control of pollutants in the harbors will be a major focal
point for the _Contaminated Sediment Task Forco described further in the Regi0n-wide Section
of this document.
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Los Anqeles Inner Harbor
Although the area is dramatically cleaner now than twenty-five years ago, pads of LA Inner
Harbor are still suffering the effects of historic deposits of pollutants in the sediment and current
point and nonpoint source discharges. Fish caught in the East Basin have exhibited
histopathological abnormalities (liver lesions). The abnormalities are indicative of aromatic and
chlorinated hydrocarbon contamination. There is also significant degradation in the biological
community of a part of Inner Harbor with high levels of PCB and DDT; and toxicity of the
surface water: microlayer of one part of the harbor to a test fish species (larval kelp bass).
Additionally, CaI-EPA’s Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment now advises
against consumption of white croaker in the harbor and recommends no more than one meal
every two weeks of black croaker, queenfish, and surfperches if caught in the harbor. On the
other hand, the benthic community in man~, other areas of the inner harbor are healthy and
sediments, though high in many pollutants, do not cause a great deal of toxicity in controlled lab
tests.
LA Inner Harbor is on the 1998 303(d) list due to DDT, metals, PAHs, chlordane, TBT, and
PCBs. Some of the contamination in sediment is historic with resuspension potential.
Dominguez Channel was the recipient of runoff from the Montrose Chemical Facility which
manufactured DDT several decades ago. There are also mostly nonpoint source inputs from
several problem sites, spills, and storm drain runoff. The problems tend to be exacerbated by
the poor circulation and flushing. The Port is in the process of filling in a large part of Outer
Harbor and deepening some channels as part of their "2020 Plan". Pier 400, a 590-acre site of
new land created by diking and filling harbor waters, was completed in April 2000. As a result,
the potential exists for greater stagnation and more problems from deposition of new
contaminants.

Data from the State Mussel Watch (SMW) Program have documented high levels of metals,
PCBs, TBT, and PAHs in mussel tissue at several locations in LA Inner Harbor. The Bay
Protection and Toxic Cleanup Program (BPTCP) has found a number of inner harbor areas with
elevated pollutant levels but a smaller number of those have exhibited sediment toxicity.
Sediment data collected by Regional Board staff, the Port of LA, and various other researchers,
have revealed several areas of heavy contamination with metals, PCBs, and DDT, and
occasionally PAHs. Regional Board data show that the level of contamination within particular
regions of the inner harbor vary considerably from site to site. Additionally, it is difficult to
separate the effects of historic contamination from current inputs. Bight’98 included samples
within harbors, including a number of stations in LA/LB Harbor; toxicity, sediment chemistry,
and benthic data reports should be available early in 2001.
Dominquez Channel
Little receni data exist for the Channel itself even though considerable heavy in~’trial facilities
(including the old Montrose site) are located within the watershed.. However, a consultant for
Montrose conducted sediment sampling for DDT in the Channel during 1990. EPA, in a letter to
Montrose, cited this data and provided a comparison of those values with NOAA’s "identified
concentrations of DDT in sediment associated with adverse impacts. A sediment level of 3 ppb
was associated with adverse impacts in 10% (ERoL) of the data reviewed by NOAA and a level
2.3-4
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of 350 ppb total DDT was associated with adverse impactsin 50% (ER-M) of the data reviewed
by NOAA" (EPA letter to Montrose Chemical Corporation, November 27, 1991). The consultant
found DDT levels of 300 - 13,000 ppb in the Channel. EPA stated that adverse impacts in the
biological community of Dominguez Channel and Consolidated Slip Would be expected.
A Regional Board study conducted in 1975 found that the aquatic biota of the Channel were
largely marine in origin and were a continuation of LA Inner Harbor biota. The number and
abundance of aquatic species declined with distance inland from the harbor. A fairly abrupt
decline in benthic species between Alameda and Wilmington Streets was attributed to the
effects of pollution. Capitella capitata was one of the most abundant benthic species in the
area and is generally associated with polluted areas. An absence of benthic fish species
adjacent to one oil refinery was considered to be indicative of oxygen-poor bottom water. There
was a degraded benthic community at several stations in Consolidated Slip during BPTCP
sampling.
Of major concern in the mid-1980s was discharge of zinc chromate as an additive in cooling
water/boiler b!owdown. There may have been some justification for that concern. Sediment
sampling conducted by Regional Board staff in 1988 revealed zinc tevels as high as 447 ppm,
chromium as high as 67 ppm, and lead as high as 231 ppm
Lonq Beach Inner Harbor
While historic contamination is a definite problem in the older parts of the harbor (including the
naval base), Pier J has only recently been constructed, utilizing some highly contaminated
dredge material. Some other likely problem sites include: Cerritos Channel with its inputs at
times from ConsoJidated Slip (water generally flows from LB to LA Harbors), a creosote
manufacturing site, several oil terminals, a defunct ship repair yard (and several active ones),
and the naval base, which is closed, while the attached shipyard remains open.
Contamination in the LB Inner Harbor is known to be sporadic. Little information is available on
contamination in Southeast Basin except for TBT water concentrations of up to 380 PPT found
in a 1988 statewide study of harbors and low levels of PCBs found in mussel tissue in 1986.
The most recent SMW data for the Inner Harbor show some areas of elevated DDT, most
notably at those stations located in or near Cerritos Channel.
Moderate PCB levels were found in mussel tissue in front of the creosote facility located in
Channel 2 and somewhat higher levels were found in Cerritos Channel which is likely related to
its proximity to Consolidated Slip and other LA Harbor point and nonpoint sources. Long Beach
Inner Harbor is on the 1998 303(d) list for DDT, PAHs, and PCBs, while San Pedro Bay is listed
for DDT, PAHs, PCBs, and some metals.
The table below gives examples of typical data ranges which led to the listings.--See Table 7 in
the Appendix for additional details on currently scheduled TMDLs as well as specific pollutants
included in the TMDLs.
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IMPA IRMEN TS:
Impairments
Benlhic comm
efiects

Applicable
Ob ective/Criteria

Typical Data Ranges
Resultint
Impairment

Basin Plan nan’alive oblective

303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches
Dominguez Channel Estuary (to Vermonl) ~
Los Angeles Harbor: Consolidated Slip

Long Beach Harbor (part Main Ch. SE Basin. Wes
Basin. Pier J. and breakwater1
ChemA°
Nalional Academy ot Science Guideline
!tissue)
Dominguez Channel Estuary (to Vermont)
(tissue): 100 ng.’g
Dominguez Channel (above Vermont)
Machado Lake/Harbor Lake)
"chlordane
Basin Plan narrative objective
I00 n~g (sediment)
Dominguez Channel Estuary (to Vermont)
(sediment & hssue)
Dominguez Channel (above Vermont)
Stale Board numeric obiective (tissue)
S 0 - 11 3 ng/g (lissue)
Los Angeles Harbor: Consolidated Slip
Max Tissue Residue Level 1,1 ng,’g
Machado Lake (Harbor Lake!
~DT
Basin Plan narrative oblective
500 - 1 ’-~00 ng!g (sediment)
Dominguez Ch-~nnet Estuary {to Vermont)
ised~men! & hssue)
Dominguez Channel (above Vermont)
State Board numeric obiective (tissue):
36 - 227 ng,’g (tissue)
Los Angeles Harbor: Consolidated Slip
Max Tissue Residue Level 32 0 ngJg
Los Angeles Harbor (pan Main Ch. Fish Hbr.
Cabrillo Pier, and breakwater)
Long Beach Harbor (part. Main Ch. SE Basin. West
’Basin. Pier J. and breakwater)
Cabrillo Beach (Inner)
San Pedro Bay nearshore and offshore zone:
Cabrillo Pier area
Los Angeles Harbor: Southwest Slip
Machado Lake IHarbor Lake)
PCBs
Basin Plan narrative obiective
500
1,000
ng/g
(sediment)
Dominguez Channel Estuary (to Vermont)
(sediment & tissue)
-’ State Board numenc object=re (tissue):
Dominguez Channel (above Vermont)
42 5 - 90.7 ng/g (tissue)
Los Angeles Harbor: Consolidated Slip
Max. Tissue Residue Level 2.2 ng/g
Los At)geles Harbor (part Main Ch, Fish Hbr.
Cabdllo Pier. and breakwater)
Los Angeles Harbor: Southwest Slip
San Pedro Bay nearshore and offshore zone:
Cabhllo Pier area
Cabnllo Beach (Inner)
Long Beac~ Harbor (part Main Ch.. SE Basin. West
Basin, Pier J, and breakwater)
aldrfn
Ma(~hado Lake IHarbor Lake1
Stale Board nu.T, elk; objec~ve (tissue):
Dominguez Channel Estuary (to Vermont)
(lissue!
Max. Tissue Residue Level 0.33 ng/g
.
dieldhn
Do,~ir~juez Cha,,~,el fabove Vermont}
Slate Board numeric objec0ve (tissue):
0.9
2.1
ng/g
(tissue)
Dominguez
Channel Estuary (to Vermont)
(tissue)
Max. Tissue Residue Le~e~ 0.7 ng,’g
Domlnguez Channel (above Vermont)
~ediment tox~ity
Machedo Lake (HaC-uot Lake}
Basin Plan narrative objective
San Pedro Bay nearshore and offshore zone:
Cabdllo Pier area
Los Angeles Harbor:. Southwest Slip
Los Angeles Harbort Consolidated Slip
Los Angeles Harbor (part Main Ch.. Fish Hbt.
Cabdllo Pier. and breakwater)
Long Beach Harbor (part. Main Ch., SE Basin, West
PAHs
Basin, Pier J, and breakwater)
Basin Plan narrative obj~,,~Jve
2,000 15o0(~0
ngig (sediment)
Dominguez Channel (above Vermont)
(sediment)
Dominguez Channel Estuary (to Vermont)
Los Angeles Harbor. Consolidated Slip
Los Angeles Harbor (part. Main Ch.. Fish Hbr,
Cabdllo Pier, and breakwater)
Long Beach Harbor (part. Main Ch.. SE Basin. West
Basin, Pier J. and bm.ak.water)
San Pedro Bay near,shore and offshore zone
Cab,;;;,., Pier area
;hromium
Basin Plan narrative ob.lective
100 - 200 uoj’g (sediment)
San Pedro Bay nearshore and offshore zone
Cabnllo Pier area
sediment)
Dominguez Channel (above Vermont)
Dominguez Channel Estuaw (Io Vermont)
Los Angeles Harbor: Consolidated Slip
r-~.^_^, refers to the sum ol the chemicals alddn, d=eldnn, chlordane, endnn, heptachlor, heptachlw el)oxide. HCH (including I ndane) endosulfan and
J
toxaphene

.
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Impairments

Applicable

Objective/Criteria

Typical Data Ranges
Resulting in Impairment

303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches
"

150 "510 ugig (sediment)
110 - 510 ug!g (tissue)

Los Angeles Harbor Consohdaled "Slip
Dommguez Channel (above Vermonl)
Dominguez Channel Estuary do Vermom)
Los Angeles Harbor ~part ,Main Ch. Fisr~ Hbr.
Cabntlo Pier, and breakwater)
San Pedro Bay nearshore and offshore zone
ea
Los Angeles Harbor Consolidated Shp
Torrance Carson Channel
Dommguez Channe/Estuary (to Vermonl)
Oommguez Channet (above Vermonl)
Dom,nguez Channe~ (above Vermonti
~ton Drain
Los Angeles Harbor !parl Ma~n Ch . F~sb Hbr.
Cabnllo Pier. and breakwater)
Wilmington Dra~n
Domlnguez Channel lahore Vermonl)
Torrance Carson Channel
Oominguez Channe~ Esluary (tO Vermon0
San Pedro Bay nearshore and offshore zone
Cabr~llo Pier area
Machado Lake IHartor Lake)
Machado Lake ~’Harbor Lake)
=Machado Lake (Harbor Lake)
Wilmington Drain
Dominguez Channel (above Vermont)
Dominguez Channel Estuary (Io Vermont)

Zinc
(sediment & tissue)

Basin Plan narrah~,e objective

Lead
sediment ~

Basin Plan narrati,,e obiechve

!20 - 122 ug!g (se~3~men{)

=::,asln P’lan marrat]ve objects,,e

1 t0 - 140 ug.’g Ised~men~)

Copper
(sed~menl)

~
odors
ammonia

Basin Plan narrative ob,[eclive
Basin Plan narralive oblective
Basin Plan narratl,,e objechve
Basin Plan numeric obiectwe:
vades depending on pH and
temperature but the general
range is 0.53.2.7 mg~l o! to{al
ammonia (at average pH and
temp ) in waters designaled
as WARM to protect againsl chronic
toxicity and 2 3 - 280 mg/f to protect
a~ainst acute toxicib,/
Basin Plan narrative objective

k~bulyltin

coliform

)each ~ln~,r~

Basin Plan numeric objective:
Inland: fecal coliform not to exceed
log mean of 200 mpn/10Oml in 30-day
pedod and not more than 10% of
samples exceed 400 MPN/10Oml
Beaches: total coliform not to exceed
1,000 MPN/10Or~ in mote than 20% of
samples in 30 day~ and not more than
10.0~) MPN/10Oml at an~f time
Basin Plan r, airalive objective

ND - t 8 0 mg/I

2.000 ng/g (tissue)

33 - 160.000 MPN/100ml

2 - 11 days/year cJosed

Los Angeles Harbor" Consolidated Slip
Los Angeles Harbor (part. Main Ch., Fish Hbr,
Cabnllo Pier. and breakwater)
Dominguez Channel (above ~errnont)
Dominguez Channel Estuary (to Vermont)
, Torrance Carson Channel
Wilmington Drain

Harbo~ (part. Main Ch, Fish Hb~.
Cabnllo Pier, and breakwater)

Tras--"~’~~
Basin Plan n~tive
Cabnllo Beach ~
" Chem A refers to the sum of the chemicals aldrin, dieldrin, chlordane, endrin, heptachlor heptachlor epoxide. HCH (including lindane) endosu fan. and -toxaphene
,

CURRENTL Y.SCHEDULED TMDLS.
Type of
TMDL

303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches

coliform

Dorninguez Channel
Oominguez Channel Estuary

___._______
coliform

Year Scheduled
for Completed
01/02

Torrance Carson Channel
Wilmington Drain
Cabrillo Pier area
Cabrillo Beach (inner)

01/02
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We see a need for an additional 1.1 PY as well as $5.0,000 in contract dollars for FY00/01
TMDL work conducted in this watershed.
Current Activities
The following is a summary of current regional board activities in the Dominguez Channel
Watershed which are expected to continue as part of the Watershed Management Initiative on
a watershed basis.
CORE REGULA TORY
Continuing core regulatory activities that will be integrated into the watershed management
approach include (but are not limited to) necessary renewal/revision of NPDES permits. This
will be a targeted watershed for the bulk of permit renewal purposes in FY 2002-03. Many
permits (refineries, in particular) are being renewed this year because of backlog issues,
however. There are eleven major dischargers, 65 significant or minor dischargers under
individual permits, as well as 37 dischargers currently covered under general permits (additional
information on permits may be found in the Appendix). Compliance inspections, review of
monitoring reports, response to complaints, and enforcement actions relative to the watershed’s
NPDES permits will continue. A watershed-wide regional monitoring program will be created in
anticipation of the next cycle.
Due to limited resources, only the basic regulatory activities are performed: review of
dischargers’ monitoring reports, minimum necessary inspections and sampling, issuance/
renewal of permits, levels 1 and 2 enforcement actions (noncompliance and violation
notification), case handling, and answering inquiries from the public.
MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
In anticipation of the need for preparation of a State of the Watershed Report during the permit
renewal time period, the Board’s regional database’s charting and mapping capabilities will be
utilized to begin an assessment of available water and sediment quality information.
The BPTCP has identified two areas in the harbors as "toxic hot spots" based on sediment
contamination. Staff have completed a cleanup plan for these areas; this plan is part of the
Consolidated Plan for the state’s toxic hot spots approved recently by State Board. Cleanup/
remediation alternatives identified include dredging, in-situ capping, and treatment. Continuing
Regional Board activities include working to insure cleanup of contaminated land sites which
may affect harbor waters, issuance of waste discharge requirements, where appropriate, and
control/treatment of stormwater runoff. Of those areas identified as candidate sediment toxic
hot spots, there is about 25,000 to 50,000 cubic yards of contaminated sedime-nt~-in the
Cabrillo Pier area; removal by dredging and disposal would cost 0.5 to $5 million; however,
remediation there isn’t recommended until Consolidated Slip contaminated sediments are
cleaned up. The Consolidated Slip/Dominguez Channel area has about 50,000 cubic yards of
contaminated sediments and would take $1 to 5 million to dredge. More sampling would be
needed prior to any dredging in order to develop a detailed dredging plan. Also, post2.3-8
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remediation monitoring would be needed. This area is part of an EPA-designated Superfund
site and should receive attention under that program within the next few years.
NONPOINT SQURCE PROGRAM
Staff will pursue starting a general stakeholder group in the watershed to address nonpoint
source issues. Staff have performed inspections of commercial fishing operations in the Los
Angeles Har.bor area and educated personnel regarding negative impacts of discharges to the
harbor. Since these inspections, staff have initiated some enforcement actions.
Staff is encouraging proposals for Proposition 13 funding for preparation of a watershed
management plan.
BA SIN PLANNING
Basin Planning activities will include continued participation in both internal and external
watershed planning efforts and further incorporation of watershed management and principles
and watershed-specific priorities into future updates of the Basin Plan, where appropriate.
Comments on watershed issues in CEQA documents for the highest priority projects will
continue to be prepared; this is currently an unfunded program.
Near- term A ctivitie.~
Specific resource needs are described in the Region-wide Section of this document.
Permits in this watershed will be renewed in FY 2002/03. Continuing core regulatory activities
include compliance inspections, review of monitoring reports, response to complaints, and
enforcement actions as needed relative to the watersheds NPDES permits. A watershed-wide
regional monitoring program will be created in anticipation of the next cycle.
A preliminary review of resources fsr core regulatory activities against cost factors has
determined that our region is seriously underfunded for our baseline program. We will be
seeking more funding for our core program activities.
As noted earlier, a large part of this watershed is on the 303(d) list for a variety of pollutants,
especially in the sediment. Work conducted through the BPTCP has determined many of these
areas support healthy benthic communities and acceptable levels of sediment toxicity. We will
initiate discussions with stakeholders in 2000/01 on the best approach to take to resolve the
problems noted on the 303(d) list.
The Dominguez Channel and Los Angeles/Long Beach Harbors Watershed is be]h~l proposed
for inclusion in a partial update of the Water Qu~ality Assessment report due in 2002. Staff
resources (0.75 PY/year) will be needed in 2000/01 and 2001/02 to collect, analyze, and
store data for the Water Quality Assessment, State of the Watershed Report, and TMDL
development.
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We will maintain involvement with stakeholder activities and pursue funding options, especially
those involving implementation of nonpoint source measures (coordinate 205(j) and 319(h)
activities) as well as other outreach activities such as speeches, meetings, and participation in
environmental events. As resources permit, we will also work with stakeholders to implement
provisions of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments.
Potential Mid- to Lon.q-term Activitie~
As may be the case in other industrial areas with extensive sediment contamination,
development of regional sediment quality guidelines would be very valuable. The CSTF is
developing an electronic database of relevant local sediment monitoring data to be used for this
purpose. Development of sediment quality guidelines should be completed by January 2003.
Basin Planning efforts may be focused on better defining beneficial uses in the area and
implementing the State Bays and Estuaries Plan adopted in 2000. We also anticipate
discharger requests for development of site-specific objectives for a number of constituents that
will be included in the new Bays and Estuaries Plan. An assessment of existing data will be
needed as part of this task.
Additional long-term activities include:
¯

Development of a watershed-wide monitoring program

¯

Consideration and implementation of TMDL-related issues

¯

Further evaluate beneficial uses throughout the watershed

¯

Restoration of habitat following improvements in water quality

¯

Implementation of biological monitoring

¯

Explore options for, and implement, sediment cleanup/removal
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This was the targeted watershed for permitting purposes in FY1996/97 and will be targeted
again in FY03/04.
Overview of WMA

-- I
-..I Co.
ve,,~,~

\

Los ,~nge~es Co.

\
\
.~

\
,/.

\

The Santa Monica Bay Watershed
Management Area (WMA). which
encompasses an area of 414 square
miles, is quite diverse. Its borders
reach from the crest of the Santa
Monica Mountains on the north and
from the Ventura-Los Angeles
County line to downtown Los
Angeles. From there it extends
south and west across the Los
Angeles plain to include the area
east of Ballona Creek and north of
the Baldwin Hills. South of Ballona
Creek the natural drainage area is a
narrow strip of wetlands between
Playa del Rey and Palos Verdes.
The WMA includes several

watersheds the two largest being
Malibu Creek
the north andmountain
Ballona Creek
the acreage
south. While
the Malibu
Creekand
area
contains
mostlytoundeveloped
areas, to
large
residential
properties
many
natural stream reaches; Ballona Creek is predominantly channelized, and highly developed with
both residential and commercial properties.
As a nationally significant water body, Santa Monica Bay Was included in the National Estuary
Program in 1989. It has been extensively studied by the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project
(SMBRP) and a watershed plan was developed in 1994. A Santa Monica Bay Watershed
Council was formed in 1994 to oversee implementation of the Plan. The Restoration Project
staff will be coordinating with Regional Board staff to carry out the Board’s watershed approach
in the Santa Monica Bay Watershed.
.Water Quality Problems and Issue,-:
Though relatively small in its size compared with watersheds in other parts of the country, the
Santa Monica Bay WMA embraces a high diversity in geological and hydrologicaJ..:.
characteristics, habitat features, and human activities. Almost every beneficial use defined in
the Basin Plan is identified in water bodies somewhere in the WMA. Yet many of these
beneficial uses have been impaired for years. While some of the impaired areas are showing
signs of recovery, beneficial uses that are in relatively good condition face the threat of
degradation.
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Existing and potential beneficial use impairment
_
Beneficial Uses in the WMA:
problems in the watershed fall into two major
categories: human health risk, and natural habitat
All of the beneficial uses defined in the Basin Plan"
(wildlife) degradation. The former are issues primarily for the Region occur somewhere in this Watershed
associated with recreational uses of the Santa Monica Management Area excepl for BIOL (preservation
of biological habitats)
Bay. The latter are issues associated with terrestrial,
aquatic, and marine environments. Pollutant Ioadings
that originate from human activities are common causes of both human health risks and habitat
degradation.
Permitted discharges:
¯

Seven major NPDES permit discharges

¯

Three POTWs (b, vo direct ocean discharges),

¯
¯

one refinery, and three generating stations
21 minor discharges
166 dischargers covered under general permits

¯

¯

147 discharges covered by an industrial storm

water permit

107 dischargers covered by a construction
storm water permit

Of the major NPDES dischargers in the Santa
Monica Bay WMA, the three POTWs (particularly the
tWO direct ocean discharges) are the largest point
sources of pollutants to Santa Monica Bay.
Pollutants from the minor discharges have been
estimated to contribute less than two percent of the
total pollutants being discharged to the Bay.

Types of permitted wastes discharqed into the Santa Monica Bay WM,4:
Nature of Waste Prior to Treatment or Disposal
Nonhazardous (designated) contaminated groundwater
Nonhazardous (designated) contact cooling water
Nonhazardous Idesi~nated) domestic sewa~le & industrial waste
Nonhazardous Idesignated) domestic sewa~le
Nonhazardous filter backwash bdne waters
Hazardous stormwater runoff
Nonhazardous (designated) ~,,astm,~ #om dewatedng, rec. lake
overflow, swimming pool wastes, water dde wastewater, or
groundwater seepage
Nonhazardous (designated) noncontact cooling water
Nonhazardous (designated) process waste (produced as part of
industrial/manufacturing process)
Nonhazardous tdesignated~ sto~,water rtmoff
Hazardous contaminated grouno’water
Inert wastes from dewatering, rec. lake overflow, sw~mm=ng pool
wastes, water dde wastewater, or ~lroundwater seepage)

# of Permits

Types of Permits

2
1
4
1
3
2
1
1
11
131

Major
Minor
General
Maior
Maior
Minor
Minor
Maior
Minor
General

4
1
2

Minor
General
Major

1
1
21
8.

Minor
Minor
General
General

Hazardous wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain toxic, corrosive, ignitable, or reactive substances (prior to
treatment or disposal) managed accordln~ to applicable Department of Health Services standards
Designated wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain nonhazardous wastes (prior to tz’eatment or disposal) that pose
a significant threat to water quality because of their high concentrations
Nonhazardous wasles are those influent or solid wastes that do not conlain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment
or disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
Inert wastes are those influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment or
disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
Major discharges are POTVVs with a yearly average flow of over 0.5 MGD or an industrial source with a yearly average flow of over
0.1 MGD and those with lesser flows but wi~ acute or potential adverse environmental impacts.
Minor discharges are all other discharges that are not categorized as a Major. Minor discharges may be covered by a general
permit, which are issued adm nistratively, for those that meet the conditions specified by the particular general permit.
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The majority of the 196 NPDES discharges to the Santa I~onica Bay WMA go to 13allona Creek
(160).
Of the 147 dischargers enrolled under the general industrial storm water permit in the
watershed, the largest numbers fall in the Fabricated Metal Products, Except Machinery and
Transportation Equipment; Local and Suburban Transit and Interurban Highway Passenger
Transportation; Motor Freight Transportation and Warehousing" and Scrap and Waste Materials
categories.
’
There are a tolal of 107 construction sites enrolled under the construction storm water permit.
Forty-five of these sites are in the Malibu Creek Watershed with 62 in the rest of the WMA. The
sites are fairly evenly divided between commercial and residential.
A considerable number of monitoring proc~rams have been implemented in the Santa Monica
Bay WMA, particularly over the last twenty years. Sampling efforts tend to center around
assessing urban runoff effects in general along the coastline and reservoirs of PCBs and DDT
contaminated sediment in the area of the Palos Verdes Shelf. Three statewide monitoring
programs, Slate Mussel Watch, Bay Protection and Toxic Cleanup, and Toxic Substances
Mon toring focus on biological measurements.
The data from these programs indicate that in general the open coastline is much cleaner than
the Bay’s enclosed waters, except with regards to DDT and PCBs on the Palos Verdes Shelf.
Pollutants of particular concern are chlordane, DDT, copper, and zinc. The BPTCP has listed
the Santa Monica Bay - Palos Verdes Shelf area as a toxic hot spot for DDT and PCBs human
health advisories (fishing) and NAS exceedances of DDT levels in fish. Marina Del Rey is listed
as a toxic hot spot due to sediment concentrations of DDT, PCB, copper, mercury, nickel, lead,
zinc and chlordane, and sediment toxicity; Marina Del Rey Entrance Channel (mouth of Ballona
Creek) is listed due to sediment concentrations of DD’[, zinc, lead, chlordane, dieldrin, and
chlorpyrifos, and sediment toxicity. The BPTCP listed King Harbor as a site of concern, due to
sediment concentrations of DDT and PCB and sediment toxicity (not recurrent).
Urbanization has had a significant impact on the dparian and wetland resources of the
watershed, primarily through filling, alteration of flows, and decrease in water quality. It is
estimated that 90% of the histodc wetlands of the Santa Monica Bay WMA have been
destroyed, with the remaining wetlands significantly degraded.
Although groundwater accounts only a limited portion of the Santa Monica Bay WMA’s supply of
fresh water, the general quality of groundwater in the watershed has degraded from
background levels.
Greater Santa Monica Bay
Santa Monica Bay is heavily used for fishing, swimming, surfing, diving etc, activities classified
as water contact recreation (REC-1). However, the ability for people to enjoy these activities
has been lost to a certain degree because of the real or perceived risk to human health. The
primary, and also the best documented, problems are acute health risk associated with
swimming in runoff-contaminated sun’zone waters, and chronic (cancer) risk associated with
consumption of certain sport fish species in areas impacted by DDT and PC8 contamination.
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The general public has also been concerned about potential health risks associated with the
consumption of contaminated seafood from Santa Monica Bay. This is the primary pathway
through which humans are exposed to toxic chemicals found in the marine environment. While
recent studies have shown that health risks are limited to consumption of certain seafood
species found at certain locations, the public perception remains that all seafood in the Bay is
contaminated.
One of the most evident impacts in marine habitats is sediment contamination and damage to
marine life that the contaminants cause when they are released from the sediment (through
natural fluctuations or through disturbance of the sediment) into the food chain. Organic
Major Issues of Concern in Greater Santa
Monica Bay
¯
¯

¯

¯
¯

Acute health risk associated with swimming in
runoff-contaminated surfzone waters
Chronic risk associated with consumption of certain
sport fish species in areas impacted by DDT and
PC8 contamination
Reduction of Ioadings from the two major POTWs in
light of proiecled population increases
Other ,mpacts from urban runoff/storm water
Historic deposits of DDT and PCBs in sediment;
high levels in fish (Palos Verdes Shelf a Superfund

sitel

Loadings of pollutants from o~her sources: sediment
resuspension, atmospheric deposition
The need to have a better understanding of the
Bay’s resources

compounds such as DDT, PCBs, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), chlordane, and
tributyltin (TBT) are found in sediments in
concentrations that are harmful to marine
organisms at various locations in the Bay. Also
~’ound in Bay sediments are heavy metals such as
cadmium, copper, chromium, nickel, silver, zinc,
and lead. The major historic sources of sediment
contamination have been wastewater treatment
facilities; thus the accumulations are highest near
treatment plant outfalls off of Palos Verdes and
Playa del Rey.

Bioaccumulation of DOT in white croaker, dover
and California brown pelicans are wellknown examples of the impacts caused by
sediment contamination. Prior to the 1980s, high concentrations of DDT Were found in muscle
tissues of these organisms. DDT in these organisms are implicated in fin erosion and other
diseases in fish as well as eggshell thinning and subsequent species decline in the California
brown pelican.
sole,

Malibu Creek Watershed

The most recent Water Quality Assessment Report finds water quality in some streams within
the Malibu Creek Watershed is impaired by nutrients and their effects, coliform and their
effects, trash, and, in some instances, metals. While natural sources contribute, nonpoint
source pollution from human activities is strongly implicated including ill-placed or
malfunctioning septic systems and runoff from horse corrals. Nutrient inputs are also
contributed by urban runoff and the POTW which discharges tertiary-treated effluent into the
Creek about five. miles upstream of Malibu Lagoon.
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,Major Issues of Concern in Malibu
Creek Watershed
¯

¯
¯

E,’,cessive freshwa er. nulrients, and
coliform in lagoon: contributions from
P()TW
Urban runoff from upper watershed
Impacts to swimmers/surfers from lagoon
water
Septic tanks in lower ’watershed
Appropriate restoralion and management of

A nutrient TMDL for the mainstem of the Creek is in
progress although ecologically-relevant nutrient
objectives are lacking. A recently completed study
produced a report which should lead to more effective
management of the Lagoon and its resources as the
restoration process continues.

Historically, the Lagoon was much larger than its
current day size and although the flow dynamics of the
Creek as well as the ocean’s influence on the Lagoon in
~agoon
¯
Access to creek and lagoon by endangered
the past can only be extrapolated, it is likely Creek flow
fish Isteelhead troul and tidewater goby)
was much less than today during the dry season and a
marine influence may have dominated, keeping the
lagoon entrance open much of the year as occurs in the
larger Mugu Lagoon to the north.. This also would have facilitated migration of the now
endangered steelhead trout. And though Creek flow was likely less, more of the watershed was
available for the trouts’ use, at least prior to the construction of Rindge Dam in the 1920’s. Most
important, during the dry season there would be access to deep shaded pools in many parts of
the watershed where the fish could mature until rain created the flows needed to reach the
ocean.
¯
¯

Today, the flow regime is quite different and a major issue of concern. Both increased urban
runoff from the more developed upper watershed and discharges from the POTW have
increased baseline flows. However, recently the POTW which discharges to Malibu Creek
came under a discharge prohibition starting each May 1, or at the first natural closure of Malibu
Lagoon by sand buildup (whichever is later), through and including October 31 of each year,
except during times of plant upset, storm events, or lhe existence of minimal streamflow
conditions that require flow augmentation in Malibu Creek to sustain endangered species. In
the long-run, this discharge prohibition may have many other implications on water quality and
quantity in the Creek and Lagoon.
The lagoon size is much reduced from historic times and il currently remains closed much of
the year except for during the winter when ocean influences, breach t6e sandbar and Creek
flows help maintain the opening. This had led to decreasing salinity or, at times, greatly
fluctuating salinity which has disturbed efforts to restore the Lagoon. This also leads to
elevated groundwater levels adjacent to the lagoon, assuring failure of septic systems in the
area. Additionally, surfing and swimming is popular off the beaches in the immediate area and
there is considerable concern over contaminated Lagoon water reaching these people.
Ballona Creek Watershed
The most recent Water Quality Assessment Report indicates impairment in this_.w..at, ershed due
to coliform and its effects such as shellfish harvesting
historical origin such as DDT, chlordane, and dieldrin, advisories; trash; PCBs and pesticides of
as well asand
their
effects
such
sediment
toxicity; metals such as lead, silver, arsenic, copper, cadmium,
zinc,
as well
asas
their
effects
such as water column toxicity; and tributyltin.
Ballona Creek is completely channelized to the ocean except for the estuarine portion which
has a soft bottom. While at one time it drained into a large wetlands complex, it now has no
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direct connection to the few wetlands remaining in the area although tide gates exist in the
channel which connect to Ballona Wetlands. However, Ballona Creek may more often affect
the nearby wetlands due to wave action moving trash, suspended material and dissolved
contaminants from the ocean to the nearby Ballona Wetlands and Marina del Rey Harbor within
which complex Ballona Lagoon is located.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
Major Issues of Concern in Ballona
and Los Angeles County Department of
Creek
Watershed and Wetlands
Beaches and Harbors conduct routine dredging
operations in order to keep the entrance to
¯
Trash loading from creek
Marina del Rey Harbor open. Led by the Los
¯
Wetlands resloration
¯
An.qeles Basin Contaminated Sediment Task
Sediment contamination by heavy metals from
creek to Marina del Rey Harbor and offshore)
Force (for further information on this Task
¯
Toxicity of both dry weather and storm runoff in
Force, see the Regionwide Section of this
creek
document), the USACE is conducting a study to
° High bacterial indicators at mouth of creek
identify sources of heavy metals loadings within
the watershed. The results of the study could provide useful information to develop a TMDL for
selected heavy metals.
Both dry weather and storm runoff from the main channel and two major tributaries were found
to be toxic to marine organisms. Toxicity was also found during storms in the ocean near the
mouth of the Creek. Preliminary investigations show that the sources of toxicity vary, and were
associated with metals on one occasion and with organic chemicals on another occasion.
Further efforts are needed to identify the sources of toxicity.

Bacterial indicator levels measured at stations near the mouth of Ballona Creek frequently
exceed the level of concern. As a result, warning signs are posted permanently on each side of
the Creek. The number of beach closures due to sewage spills rose again in 1998 after a long
declining trend over the last ten years.
The BPTCP lists the Marina del Rey Entrance Channel and Marina del Rey back channels as
Toxic Hot Spots; however, since they are not high priority sites, we have not yet developed
preliminary remediation plans or cost estimates.
Other Urban Watersheds
The most recent Water Quality Assessment Report indicates impairment in many of these
smaller drainages, which discharge directly to the ocean, due to one or several of the following:
coliform, ammonia, lead, copper (and toxicity likely associated with metals), trash, and low
dissolved oxygen. Due to the frequency of high bacterial indicator levels, warning signs are
posted permanently at many of these locations (i.e., storm drain outlets). It should be noted
that there are plans to divert many of these storm drains to the sewer system dur.Lng dry
weather.
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/MPA IRMEN TS:
The table below gives examples of typical data rangeswhich led Io the 1998 303(d) listings.
See Table______~7 in the Appendix for additional details on currently sched01ed TMDLs as well as
specific pollutants included in the TMDLs.
Impairments
beach closures
sw~mminQ restr~chons
shellSsh ha~esting a~",,’
enlerlc ,,’~r~]ses

Applicable
Objective/Criteria
Basin Plan narrath.,e objechve

Typical Data Ranges
Resultin,
mpairment
1 - 15 day.year closed

Basin Plan narratlve.~.~ecti...,e
Basin Plan narrahve objechve

’ beaches

Basin Plan narrative obtech,,e

Basra Plan numeric objechve
Inland: fecal cohform not to exceed
leg mean of 200 mpn/100ml in 30-day

Exceedances occurring on up lo
53% of sample dales

period and not more than 10% of

autroph.

unnatural scum/foam

ammonia

odors

Malibu Lagoon Estuary
Pico Kenter Dram
3ationa C~’eek
Verdes Shoreline Poem Beach
Manna De~- Rey Harbor Beach
Marine del Rey Harbor - Back Basins
Medea Creek Reach 2 ’abv cent] w=th
’ indero)

Basin Plan narrative objective

Medea Creek Reach 1 Ilake to cent9 wdh
Lindero)
Las Virgenes Creek
Malibu Lagoon
Malibu Creek lagoon to Malibu Lake
Stokes Creek
Linde,r~ Creek Reach
Lindero Creek Reach 2 (above lake)
Pale Comado
Santa Monica Bay beaches
Santa Monica Canyon
Ashland Avenue Drain
Sepulveda Canyon
Pico Kenter Drain
Ballona Creek Estuary
3allona Creek
Malibu Creek: Lagoon to Malibu Lake
Las Virgenes Creek
Lindero Creek Reach 2 (above lake)
Medea Creek Reach 2 (abv. conff, with
Lindero)
Medea Creek Reach I (~ake lo confl, with
Lindero)
Lindero Creek Reach
Malibou Lake
Lake Lindero
Westlake Lake
Sherwood
Malibu Lagoon
Malibou Lake
Lake Lindero
Westlake Lake
lagoon to Matibu Lake

Basin Plan r~,,~i~e objective

Las Virgenes Creek
Lindero Creek Reach 2 (above lake)
Reach 1

samples exceed 400 ~’,IPN/100ml
Beaches: total coliform not to exceed
1 000 MPN/100ml in more lhan 20% o!
samples ~n 30 day~ and not more than
10,000 MPNI’~00ml at any time

algae

Marina Del Rey Harbor Beach
Don
Lagoon

Basin Plan narrat]’,,e o~hve
¢ohlorm

303(d) Listed WaterslReaches

Basin Plan narralJve objective

Basin Plan narrative objective

Basin Ran numer~ objective:
varies depending on pH and
temperature but the general
range is 0.53 - 2.7 mg/] of total
ammonia (at average pH and
temp.) in waters designated
as WARM to protect against chronic
toxiciby and 2.3-28 0 mo,~q to protecl
a_~st acute toxicity
Basin Plan narralive o_..~.Le~-live

ND - 5.77 mg,1

Lake S he~,~:x:l
Sepulveda Canyon" : ":
Pico Kenter Drain

Lake Lindero
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Impmrments
!low DO.
;orgamc ennchment

lrasn

mercury

Applicable
Objective/Criteria
Basin Plan narrahve oblecfive
Basra Plan numenc ebiechve
annual mean greater ~han 7 0 toga
no single samole less than 5 0 m~l
Basin Plan narralwe obiective

IjSEPA water quahty cntena 0 012 ug,,I

waler & tissue)

bead
(water & sediment)

Sla{e Board numenc ob~ectwe (.t~ssue)
Max Tissue Residue Level 1.000 n.~9
Basin Plan narratwe objectwe
USEPA water quality cnter~a:
varies based on hardness but
b/pically 3 2 - 25 ug/I

cadmium
(sedimenl)

Basin Plan narrative objective

copper

Basin Plan nan’atJve objective

(sediment. tissue,
& water)

nickel (sediment)
silver (sediment)

arsenic
(tissuel
zinc

USEPA water query cdteda:
vanes based on hardness but
typically 12 - 47 ug/I

Basin Plan narrative objec~ve
Basin Plan narrative objectJve

State Board numeric objective (tissue):
Max. Tissue Residue Level 200 noJ9
Basra Plan nan’atNe objective

(tissue &
sediment)
selenium
(water)

USEPA water quality criteria:
5.0 ug/I

’.ributyltin
sediment & tissue)
:exactly

Basin Plan narrative objective
Basin Plan na~atwe obiective

Typical Data Ranges
Resultin~ in Impairment

303(d) Listed WaterslReaches

Las Virgenes Creek
~Jahbou Lake
0 1 - 19 3 mg/I (mean ot 4 9 _+ 4 5)
Wesflake Lake
Lake Sherwood
Ashland Avenue Orain
Ballona Wetland
Bal!ona Creek
Medea Creek Reach 2. (abv confl with
Lindero}
Medea Creek Reach 1 (Iake
Lindero)
Lake Lindero
Lindero Creek Reach 2 (above lake)
Linclero Creek Reach 1
i*,’falibu Creek: lagoon to Malibu Lake
Las Virgenes Creek
[Pico Ken~er Drain
! 0 ugvl (max,mum - water)
Santa Mon~ca Bay Nearshore and
Offshore Zone
Lake Shenvood
Triunto Cyn Creek Reach 1
Triunfo C~’n Creek Reach 2
100 - 306 ng,’g (sediment)
Manna del Rey Harbor - Back Basins
Topanga Cyn Creek
91 - 240 ug/I (waler)
Sepulveda Canyon
Pico Kenter Dram
Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and
Offshore Zone
Ballona Creek
Ballona Creek Estuar,/
Santa Mortice Canyon
Westlake Lake
Tdunfo Cyn Creek Reach 1
Triunfo Cyn Creek Reach 2
Ballona Creek
!Santa Mortice Bay Nearshore and
Offshore Zone
100 ng/g (tissue)
Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and
Offshore Zone
Manna del Rey Harrier - Back Basins
117 - 293 ugA (water)
Ballona Creek
Pico Kenter Drain
Westlake Lake
Malibo~ Lake
Lake Calabases
Santa Menica Bay Nearahore and
Offshore Zone
Santa Momca Bay Nea~hore and
Offshore Zone
Ballona Creek
Ballona Creek
Ballona Wetland
500 noj/g (sediment)
Santa Momca Bay Nearshore and
Offshore Zone
500 ng/g (tissue)
Manna del Rey Harbor - Back Basins
Ballona Creek Estuary
Lake
8 - 38 ug,,l
Lake Lindero
Medea Creek Re.a.c.h....2 (abv con& with
Undem)
Medea Creek Reach 1 (lake to con& wdh
Lindero)
Las Virgenes Creek
Lindero Creek Reach 2 (above lake)
Lindero Creek Reach 1
6,000 ngJg (tissue)
I Ballona Creek
, Manna del Rey Harbor. Back Basins
Ballone Creek
Ashland Avenue Drmn
Pico Kenter Orain
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Impairments

Applicable
Objective/Criteria

benthic comm effects

Typical Data Ranges
Resultin
npairment

Basin Plan narrative objective

fish cOnsumphon a~’wsory

303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches
Marina ,"tel Rey Harbor - Back Basins

Basin Plan narrative objective
Santa Monica Bay t~,~earshore and
Offshore Zone

sec,ment !ox~¢Hv

Chem,~"
PAHS
(SeCrmenf)
CDT
!t,ssue)

Rev~Har.bor - Back Basins
Santa Mom’~a Bay Nearshore and
~ffshore Zone
Marina del Rey Harbor - Back Basins
Ballona Creek
8allona Creek Estu_~
Creek

Basin Plan narrahve ObleCt~ve

National Academy ot Soence Guideline
thssue~ 100 n~’c.I
Bas.n Plan narrahve objeclive

5000 - 6509 ng!g

State BOard numenc oblectwe (hssue)
Max Tissue Residue Level 320 ng/g

~eshc~des
PCBs
(sed=ment ~. ’,tssue)

52 - 88 ng/g

Basra P!an r~arrahve ob_LeChve
Basin Ptan narrahve oblecbve

200 ng/g (sediment)

Slate 8oard numenc objechve (tissue)
Max Tissue Residue Le,,el 2 2 n~T’g

d~eldrin
~
chlordane
(tissue &
sediment)

29 - 162 ng/g

State Board numenc oblectr, e (tissue):
Max. T~ssue ResCue Level 0 65 ng/g
Basin Plan narrative objective

4 8 - 16 8 ng/g
t00 ngYg (sediment)

Slate Board numenc objective (tissue):
Max_ Tissue Residue Level 1.1 ng/g

-----.--.-__
.ex0r~c v elation
habitat alteratio~
hydromodification.
r,e~fuced tidal flushin
debns

Basin Plan narrativeo~tive
Basin Plan narrative objective

153 - 55 ng/g (tissue)

Estuary
Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and
Offshore Zone
Manna del Re’~-’~arrbor - Back Basins
Ballona Creek Estuary
Ballona Creek
Sanla Monica Bay Neafshore and
Offshore Zone
beaches
Verdes Shoreline Point Beach
Manna de! Rey Harbor - Back Basins
Ballona Creek Estuary
Ballona CCeek
Malibou Lake
Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and
Offshore Zone
~ta Monica
r beaches
Ballona Creek
~arbor. Back Basins
Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and
Offshore Zone
Ballona
Creek
Estuary
Madna
del Rey
Harbor
- Back Basins
Westlake Lake
dibou Lake

’--"J

--1

Basin Plan narrative objective

Offshore ZoneBay Nearshore and
"-’[ 89 - 330 rag4 (mean of 244 ± 76~
,
Lake Undero
~uctance
~. ~____
~~
ChemA refem to the sum of the chemicals
P~an~1325
aldrin, dieldrin,- chlordane,
3530 rno~L~ean
enddn heptachlot,
of 2937
heptachlot
,,. ~’47
epoxide. HCH
,ake(including
Lindero lindane), endosulfan, and
toxaphene
,
~

Basin Plan numeric cb/ective:

CURRENTLy SCHEDULED TMDLS.
Type of ’
TMDL

Listed Waters/Reaches in TMDL

Year Scheduled

trash

Ballona Wetland
Bal~ C~=~&
Nutrients and their effect Mal~u-~

00/01

Malil~ Creek: Lagoon to Malibu Lake
Lindero Cree~ Reaches 1 and 2
Las Virgenes Creek
Medea Creek Reaches 1 and 2
Malibou Lake
Lake Lindero
VVestlake Lake
Lake

01102
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Type of
TMDL

Listed WaterslReaches in TMDL

coliform and ~s effe~,t

Medea Creek Reaches I and 2
Llndero Creek Reaches 1 and 2
Los Virgenes Creek
Malibu Lagoon
Malibu Creek lagoon to Malibu Lake
Slokes Creek
Pale Comado
cohform and iIs effect
Greater Santa I%1on,ca Bay beaches
Santa Monica Cam!on
Ashland Avenue Ora~n
Sepulveda Can’ien
Pico Kenter Drain
nutrients and the,r effect
Medea Creek Reach 2
Lmdero Creek Reac,h~s I and "~
Las Virgenes Creek
~,lalibu Lagoon
Malibu Creek: laggon lo Malibu Lake
Mahbu La~e
Lake Lindero
Westtake Lake
Lake Sherwood
Lake Calabasas
coliform an(~ i~s effe(:t
Marina Oel Rey Harbor Beach
Marine del Rev Harbor - -~ack Basins
metals and their effects Ballona Creek
Ballona Creek Estuary
Ballona Wetland
coliform and its effect
Ballona Creek Estua~
Metals
Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and Offshore Zone
~ist. PCBs. ~oest. and effects
Marina del Re)’ Hart)or. Back Basins
hist. PCBs. pesL and effects Ballona Creek
Ballona Creek Estuanf
Metals
Marina del Re), Harbor - Back Basins

Year Scheduled
for Completion {FY
01;02

01~’02

01/02

02~03
0~03

0~03
03/04
03t04
04/05
04~’05

We see a need for an additional 4.2 PYs as well as $230,000 in contract dollars for
FY00/01 TMDL work conducted in this watershed. ~

Stakeholder Groups
¯

Malibu Creek Watershed Advisory Council and Executive Committee (with subcommittees)
A number of stakeholder groups began meeting in the late 1980°s/early 1990’s in the Malibu

area. One short-term facilitated group (in conjunction with the Advisory Council) formulated
a list of priority issues that need to be resolved while the Executive Committee worked with
the Advisory Council to exchange information and develop a Natural Resources Plan for the
watershed prepared by the USNRCS. Separate task forces and subcommittees formed and
reformed and eventually one group emerged with its associated subcommittees (and task
forces as needed) as the main stakeholder forum. The Malibu Lagoon Task Force is
currently quite active and the group is involved with offering advice on watershed-wide
monitoring and coordination on development of a Malibu Lagoon Enhancement and
Management Plan. Also currently active is the Volunteer Water Quality Mo~it~-ing Task
Force, Monitoring and Modeling Subcommittee (tasked with developing a watershed-wide
monitoring program), Human Health Subcommittee, and Wildlife Subcommittee. Joint
Advisory CouncillExecutive Committee meetings occur quarterly with 1-2 staff members
attending. Various subcommittees and task forces are active as needed but usually 1-2
other groups will be meeting quarterly with 1-2 staff members attending.
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¯

Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project (Watershed Council, Bay Oversight Committee,
Implementation Committee, and Technical Advisory Committee) The SMBRP was formed
in 1989 under the National Estuary Program and is charged with the responsibility of
assessing the Bay’s problems, developing soluiions, and identifying implementation
procedures. A Bay Restoration Plan was developed and is in the process of being
implemented. One or two Regional Board staff will attend the quarterly meetings of the
Oversight Committee while another staff member will attend the quarterly Technical
Advisory.Committee meetings. More information about this group may be found at their
website http://www, smbay.or~.

¯

Tcpanga Watershed Committee The committee was formed in 1998 as a followup to
previous a community group working developing on alternatives to traditional flood control
measures. Their focus has expanded .to include general watershed management and
protection activities as well as volunteer monitoring. More information about this group may
be found at their website http://www.topanqaonline.com/twc/index.html.

Past Siqnifican t A c tivities
Watershed Management
The first edition of a State of the Watershed Report was produced in June 1997 which
assessed water quality using data from the SMBRP and the Regional Board as well as other
data provided by Watershed Council members; this document will continue to evolve and be
updated.
Nonpoint Source
A number of nonpoint source control strategies have been undertaken in the Malibu Creek
Watershed. Those that involved restoration of aquatic life beneficial uses include streambank
and riparian corridor habitat restoration projects funded by 319(h) monies undertaken by the
Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains and the Department of Parks
and Recreation. Additionally, the Resource Conservation Distdct has prepared a manual for
horse owners in the areas detailing ways to prevent nonpoint source inputs from their land
(funded by 319(h) monies).
Current A c tivitie,,~
The following is a summary of current regional board activities and strategies for dealing with
point and nonpoint source pollution as well as other issues of concern in the Santa Monica Bay
WMA.
CORE REGULA TORY
Revisions of most of the major permits took place during 1997. Many of the minor discharges
are now regulated under general permits. Portions of a regional ocean monitoring program are
currently being implemented and other aspects of it are being developed (see Region-wide
Section for additional details). Watershed (inland) regional monitoring programs are being
developed with the dual purpose, in many instances, of both creating a more effective program
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and collecting the needed data to determine mass loading allocations. ’ Ongoing work r&lated
to individual NPDES permits includes review and assessment of monitoring data, conducting
compliance inspections, and pursuing enforcement actions if necessary. Due to limited
resources, only the basic regulatory activities are performed: review of dischargers’ monitoring
reports, minimum necessary inspections and sampling, issuance/renewal of permits, levels 1
and 2 enforcement actions (noncompliance and violation notification), case handling, and
answering inquiries from the public.
Core regulatory responsibilities also include administration of the consent decrees for full
secondary treatment compliance by the City of Los Angeles and the County Sanitation Districts
of Los Angeles County (CSDLAC) and a 1990 Settlement Agreement with lhe City of Los
Angeles. Another responsibility is oversight of the approved pretreatment programs for the joint
outfall system for the City of Los Angeles and the CSDLAC and oversight of the sewage
collection systems.
In addition, although the permit for the Tapia Water Reclamation Plant in the Malibu Creek
Watershed was renewed in 1997, there were appeals and changes which resulted in the permit
being revised again in December 1999. Staff continue to spend significant effort on this permit
due to contentious issues such as the summer flow prohibition and pending nutrient limitations.
The Santa Monica Bay WMA falls within Los Angeles County which was issued a renewed
municipal storm water permit in 1996. There are 87 co-permittees covered under this permit
including 85 cities, the County of Los Angeles, and the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans). Work on the permit will involve review of monitoring reports, evaluation of the storm
water program’s effectiveness, coordination with other watershed efforts, and modification of
the permit as necessary. During 1997/98, discharger responsibilities under the permit
concentrated on the evaluation of the five BMP model programs required in the 1996 permit:
Illicit Connection/Illicit Discharges, Development Construction, Development Planning, Public
Agency Activities, and Five-Year Public Education Strategy (including industrial/commercial site
visits).
However, the Regional Board also needs to encourage and support the development and
implementation of innovative structural and non-structural BMPs under the municipal storm
water permit. In the Ballona Creek Watershed, over the next two years, many projects funded
under Proposition A will be implemented. Promoted by the SMBRP, co-permittees within the
watershed have collaboratively or individually conducted pilot projects to test new catchbasin
retrofit devices and the effectiveness of street sweeping methodologies. The City ot~ Los
Angeles also conducted a study of impacts of street washing in homeless-aggregated areas.
The results of these studies/pilot projects may lead to possible wide application of some new
BMPs over the next two years. These projects would qualify to receive Section 319(h) funding.
An important requirement of the storm water municipal permit is implementatiorr-~ the
Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plans (SUSMPs) and Numerical Design Standards for
Best Management. Practices (BMPs) which were adopted in 2000. The SUSMP is designed to
ensure that storm water pollution is addressed in one of the most effective ways possible, i.e.,
by incorporating BMPs in the design phase of new development and redevelopment. It
provides for numerical design standards to ensure that storm water runoff is managed for water
quality concerns in addition to flood protection and that pollutants carried by storm water are
retained and not delivered to waterways.
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The numerical design standard is that post-construction treatment BMPs be designed to
mitigate (infiltrate or treat) storm water runoff from the first ¾ inch of ra nfall, prior to its
discharge to a storm water conveyance system. Other standards also apply; additional
information on the SUSMP may be found on the Regional Board website
h
.. ttp:/,’ www. swrcb.ca.qov/-rwqcb4.
Also, given the recent surge in sewage spills into Ballona Creek, the Regional Board needs to
exercise its authority through use of enforcement actions Io require the City of Los Angeles to
complete its planned infrastructure improvement and enhance its vigilance over the existing
sewer system.
"
Key regulatory slaff will also remain involved in the Santa Monica Bay team in order to stay
focused on key watershed issues and contribute to updates of the State of the Watershed
Report.
MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
Portions of a regional ocean monitoring program are currently being implemented and other
aspects of it are being developed (see Regionwide Section for additional details). Watershed
(inland) regional moniloring programs are being developed wilh the dual purpose, in many
instances, of both creating a more effective program and collecting the needed data to
determine mass loading allocations. Bight’98 and 1994 SCBPP monitoring covered coastal
areas (including harbors and marinas in Bight’98).
The SMBRP, with participation of the Regional Board, has been developing a new sources and
loading monitoring design for point and nonpoint source ocean discharges from the Santa
Monica Bay WMA/wasteshed. The overall objective of this monitoring program design, which
applies to any watershed, is to produce improved estimates of Ioadings to the Bay in order to:
¯
¯
¯

make cost-effective trade-offs in reducing inputs of toxic pollutants
evaluate the effectiveness over time of source control and treatment options taken to reduce inputs to
the Bay
assist in evaluating receiving water impacts

Because it is not practical to continuously monitor every stream/storm drain, the monitoring
approach adopted by the municipal storm water permit is to rely on sampling of a set of mass
loading stations in combination with a set of land use stations. Data collected through sampling
of these stations will then be used to calibrate models that produce mass loading estimates for
a specific watershed/subwatershed. This approach is further supplemented by several
monitoring programs and research projects with narrower objectives. Under the municipal
storm water permit, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (LAC-DPW) is
conducting a critical source monitoring project to estimate the relative loading from4ive selected
facilities/sites with high potential of generating pollutants. Caltrans conducts monitoring aimed
at estimating Ioadings from highway runoff. For the last two years, LAC-DPW has funded
USC/UCBS/SCCWRP to define the dispersion zone of storm water in the nearshore ocean and
to study impacts from storm water runoff by measuring sediment contamination, toxicity, and
the benthic community response index in the dispersion zone. The USACE has worked with
UCLA to collect storm water samples in Ballona Creek to calculate relative contributions of
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pollutant Ioadings from each tributary and major land use types. SCCWRP also has en-going
efforts to investigate the loading and impacts of storm water runoff throughout the Southern
California region, including creeks in the Santa Monica Mountains.
Besides information provided by these existing efforts, there are still information gaps that
hinder the fulfillment of the identified monitoring objectives. Spec fically, the following needs to
happen during the next two years:
¯

A project that develops methodology for and conducts stalus and trend analysis using stormwater
monitoring data collected under the municipal NPDES permit.
¯ A study that uses more frequent monitoring during different periods of a storm to generate a
"pollutograph." This information will greatly improve the accuracy of pollutant loading estimates
generated by modeling efforts.
¯ A project that resolves the issue of consistency in detection limits used by different dischargers. The
Regional Board needs recommendations and rationale on the proper detection limits for each
measured constituent to estimate and make comparisons of Ioadings from various sources (point and
nonpoint sources).
¯ The study and application of molecular markers for storm water runoff. The marker can be used to
identify the area of storm water influence and therefore aid further study if the runoff impacts in
receiving water sediments.
¯ Toxicity Identification Evaluations to identify the sources of storm water/urban runoff toxicity.
¯ A study of the effectiveness of structural BMPs that are implemented using Proposition A grant money
funds. Since many pollution control devices are new and considered to be pilots in the Region, the
review panel for the Proposition A funds recommended that the regional Board should take on the
responsibility to both monitor the progress in implementing these projects and to evaluate the
effectiveness of installed devices for regional applicability.
¯ A study of the effectiveness of non-structural BMPs (e.g. public outreach) implemented under the
municipal storm water permit. The information will be useful for developing future storm water
pollution control strategies.
¯ Development of practical sanitation survey tools.

These projects would require either additional staff time or need to receive funding from
sources such as Section 205(j) grants, State Revolving Fund (SRF), or Proposition 13.
A madne resource inventory and habitat mapping (available on CD) are two projects recently
completed for Santa Monica Bay. The objectives of these projects are to produce a detailed
inventory of the Bay’s habitats, especially the Bay’s unique and sensitive habitats that have
been overlooked in past monitoring and inventory including intertidal, kelp bed, short bank,
Torrance Beach, and artificial reefs. It also provides necessary baseline for the valuation (and
potential damage assessment) of the Bay’s habitats, for special designation (e.g. ecological
reserve) of certain areas, and for planning measures against abuse and depletion by pollution,
development, or excessive harvesting. Additionally, it helps to identify the "habitats of concern"
or "species of concern" and identify cost-effective methods for restoration and rebuilding efforts.
It is anticipated that the initial mapping and inventory efforts planned by the SM-I~-P will identify
many data gaps that need to be filled by special studies that:
¯
¯
¯

quantify the amount of substrate in the Bay and the Southern California Bight capable of supporting
kelp beds
assess the condilions of kelp habitats in the vicinity of Malibu
analyze trends in the abundance of target species such as sea stars, owl limpets, and sea grasses
based on historical surveys
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¯
¯
¯

analyze trends in community composition and diversity of in!erlidal habitats in the Bay
survey the abundance of residenl species in the Bay
assess the population sustainability of key commercial and sportfishing species

These studies could qualify to receive grant funding such as Section 205(j), SRF, or Proposition
13.
There are also a number of ongoing volunteer monitoring efforts underway in the WMA. They
include storm event sampling at over 30 Bay storm drains coordinated by the Santa Monica
BayKeeper, gutter patrol monitoring in inland neighborhoods and monitoring of Malibu Lagoon
and the lower Creek for water quality and biological parameters coordinaled by Heal the Bay,
water quality and biological monitoring and surveys of Malibu lagoon coordinated by the
Resource Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains, monitoring of the upper Malibu
Creek Watershed, and coliform monitoring of the surf zone off of Malibu coordinated by the
Malibu Chapter of the Surfrider Foundation.
WETLANDS PRO TECTION AND MANA GEMENT
The wetlands priority in the Ballona Creek Watershed is Ballona Wetlands. Currently, the
restoration process is stalled due to controversy surrounding approval of a large development in
the area. Previous planning efforts have produced a wetlands restoration plan known as a
"hybrid" plan, which contains elements of both full and mid-tidal allernatives in a manner that
reduces environmental impacts and minimizes costs. Depending on the development plan
approval process, the strategy is to ensure that adequate funding sources are secured for
implementation of the restoration plan. The Regional Board participated in this activity through
the 401 water quality certification process.
In the Malibu area, _The Southern California Wetlands Recovery Proiect considers the Malibu
Lagoon Water Level Control Project a high priority for FY00/01 or future funding. Also
considered a high priodty for funding is the Upper Malibu Creek Feasibility Study which would
join with US Army Corps to study the feasibility of removing Rindge Dam. Two other high
priority projects in the Santa Monica WMA is the Topanga Lagoon Restoration Feasibility Study
and Solstice Creek Steelhead Enhancement work.
.The Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy is a state agency created by the Legislature in 1979
charged with primary responsibility for acquiring property with statewide and regional
significance, and making those properties accessible to the general public. The Conservancy
manages parkland in the Santa Monica Mountains, Santa Susana Mountains, the Simi Hills, the
Santa Clarita Woodlands, the Whittier-Puente Hills, the Sierra Pelona, the Los Angeles River
Greenway, the Rio Hondo, the Verdugo Mountains, the San Gabriel Mountains, and the San
Rafael Hills. The agency’s goals are to: 1) implement the Santa Monica Mountains
Comprehensive Plan, 2) implement the Rim of the Valley Trails Corridor Master_.P.~n, 3)
implement the Los Angeles County River Master Plan, 4) fudher cooperation with local
governments in the region to secure open space and parkland, and 5) expand education, public
access, and resource stewardship components in a manner that best serves the public,
protects habitat, and provides recreational opportunities.
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NONPOINT SOURCE PROGRAM
Nonpoint source pollution to the ocean (greater Santa Monica Bay) includes urban runoff, aerial
fallout, spills, sediment resuspension, oil seeps, vessel traffic, and advection. Strategies for
dealing with urban and storm runoff were discussed under the Core Regulatory section. In
addition, a priority over the next two years is to dived dry weather flows from all problematic
storm drains to the sewer system. Currently, diversions of six storm drains (Pico-Kenter,
Ashland, Brooks Ave., Herondo St., Pershing Dr., and Thornton Ave.) have been fully or
partially funded through Proposition A. money. Therefore, more attention will be shifted to deal
with Santa Monica Canyon, the only problematic drain that has not been scheduled for
diversion, and Santa Monica and Redondo Piers, where measures to prevent sewer system
leakage may be needed.
Strategies have been developed and efforts are underway to address aerial fallout, sediment
resuspension, septic systems, marinas, and vessel traffic.
Septic Systems: In January 2000, the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project (SMBRP)
convened a Task Force to address the issue of septic system management throughout the
northern Santa Monica Bay watersheds. The area of focus covers three jurisdictions: the City
of Malibu, the City of Los Angeles, and areas of unincorporated Los Angeles County. In order
to bring together the various perspectives and expertise on this issue, the Task Force was
composed of representatives from various stakeholder organizations including: State
Department of Health Services (SDHS); Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
(RWQCB); California Coastal Commission; Los Angeles County Departments of Public Works,
Health Services and Regional Planning; City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety;
City of Malibu Environmental and Building Safety Department; Los Angeles County Board of
Supervisors Office - Third District; and Heal the Bay.
The Task Force’s goal has been to develop solutions to the problems associated with septic
systems and their impact on water quality, while at the same time identifying the obstacles that
must be faced in trying to mitigate the situation. By bringing an understanding of these
obstacles into the formulation of its recommendations, the Task Force has tried to ensure that
the solutions are implementable and still fully address the problem at hand.
After its review of the existing management and regulatory framework for septic system
management in the Bay’s watersheds, the Task Force’s recommendations suggest that
improving management of septic systems will require significantly greater oversight by both
state and local agencies as well as improved coordination between them.
The Task Force recommends a comprehensive approach to septics system management in
northern Santa Monica Bay that includes the following elements:
¯

Issue waste discharge requirements (WDRs) for all existing multi-family and commercial
establishments in northern Santa Monica Bay watersheds.
The RWQCB should issue WDRs for &ll existing commercial and applicable multi-unit
developments in northern Santa Monica Bay watersheds that are not currently permitted. Itis
estimated that there are approximately 380 systems that need permits in this area.
Develop general WDRs for common types of commercial and multi-unit residential units to
facilitate the permitting process.
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Seek funding to increase RWQC8 staffing to reduce the permit backiog.
¯¯

Establish a comprehensive permitting program for operation, inspection and monitoring of all
septic systems.
Local agencies should require operational permits for all (commercial, multi-unit and single-family)
septic systems. These permits would be issued on a five-year renewal basis, with shorter
intervals for poorly performing systems.
Develop a comprehensive inspection and monitoring program that would be implemented through
the operational permits. Require that initial inspections be conducted between six and 12 months
after installation of new systems.
All properties served by septic syslems should be permitted within five years of the adoption of
these recommendations by local municipalities.
Develop computerized management systems to track and analyze permits, maintenance and
inspection schedules.

¯

Design and implement a comprehensive groundwater monitoring program to improve
assessments of septic system impacts to receiving waters and groundwaters.
Design a regional groundwater monitoring program in order to obtain information needed to better
understand groundwaler conditions and reduce the number of monitoring ;’veils that may be
required of permiltees. This moniloring program would be implemented through WDRs.

¯

Establish a coordinated approach for oversight of septic systems, including
modificationfupdate of the WDR waivers between the RWQCB and local agencies.
The RWQCB and local agencies should establish agreements that ensure consistent
implementation of a policy that all commercial and multisystems obtain WDRs before building
permits are issued by local agencies.

¯

Develop a grants program for qualified homeowners to provide financial assistance to
upgrade failing systems.
Establish a financial assistance program for homeowners for which the upgrade, replacement or
repair of failing on-site waste disposal systems would be a significant financial hardship.

¯

Develop more stringent requirements for installation and operation of wastewater
management systems in environmentally sensitive areas.
Utilize a risk-based approach in implementing the operational permit program, e.g. identify
environmentally sensitive areas to be addressed as high ~riority, develop more stringent operating
permits for wastewater management systems in these areas.

¯

Establish local septic system maintenance districts to oversee and fund the permitting,
inspection and monitoring activities.
The process for establishing such a district is outlined in the State Health and Safety C~)de.

¯

Conduct public outreach to residents regarding proper operation and maintenance of septic
systems.
Educational outreach to septic system owners should be conducted regarding proper operation
and maintenance of seplic systems and regarding the implementation of the prbib’d~ed permitting
and inspection programs.

The Task Force is currently seeking approval and support of these recommendations from the
agencies responsible for their implementation. Finalized recommendations will be incorporated
into the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Plan with the ultimate goal of implementation by all
appropriate entities.
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~4erial Fal!ou_t: Funded by USEPA, the SMBRP will conduct a study of air transportJdeposition
of toxic contaminants to the Bay over the next three years. This study will quantify the toxic
materials and nitrogens emitted annually in the. Los Angeles air basin that are subsequently
deposited in the Bay and the Bay’s watershed, and identify the sources of various airborne
pollutants in the air basin and their relative contributions to total pollutant loading to the Bay.
The Regional Board has been assisting the SMBRP by encouraging participation of the
stormwater management agencies. The Regional Board can use this information to evaluate
the effectiveness of air pollution control measures.
Sediment Resuspension_: Currently, there is no study specifically planned to examine sediment
resuspension as a source of pollutantloading to the Bay. However, the USEPA Superfund
investigation on the Palos Verdes Shelf and the Contaminated Sediment Task Forc_~e are both
Iooking into the sediment resuspension issue in order to evaluate the feasibility of capping as a
remediation measure. USEPA initiated a I~ilot project in September 2000 to evaluate cap
placement methods and cap stability at three test cells on the Palos Verdes Shelf. These two
efforts will provide valuable information that will help evaluate relative contributions of pollutant
loading from sediment resuspension.
Marinas and Vessel Traffic: Boating wastes (vessel traffic) are potentially a significant source
of Ioadings into the Bay as- well as into harbors of pathogens, trash, and some heavy metals.
The SMBRP has organized a comprehensive boater education program for the southern
California counties. In addition, the new Clean Marina 319h grant will further help educate
boaters, facilitate dean-out practices, and promote recognition of successes.
O~ther NPS Activitie&. We will continue to manage a 319(h) project involving restoration of
Zuma Lagoon. The-goals of the project are: enhancement of existing native habitats, an
increase in habitat diversity and expansion of freshwater marsh and willow riparian habitats
through the use of native plantings, establishment of a-sycamore alluvial woodland/coastal
scrub habitat, and development of an interpretive area and trails that would serve to educate
the public regarding the biological and cultural resources of the site. This project is projected to
be finished by 2001.
A number of nonpoint source control strategies are being undertaken in the Malibu Creek
Watershed. Those that involve restoration of contact and noncontact recreation beneficial uses
include:
¯
¯
¯

An assessment of nutrient and bacteria inflow from septic systems adjacent to the Lagoon through the
use of tracers, by the City of Malibu (a 205(j)-funded study).
Development of a policy at the Regional Board to regulate/permit, if appropriate, septic systems in
localized areas of Malibu and the Santa Monica Mountains area including Malibou Lake.
Implementation of the waiver policy

Also, the City of Calabasas is using 319(h) money to develop and coordinate a watershed
education center and library wilh a projected completion date of 2000.
We continue to support as a high priority for 319(h) program funding in FY2000/01 projects to
restore wetlands in Malibu, Topanga, and Trancas Lagoons.
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We anticipate a number of applicants will be pursuing Proposition 13 funding for
implementation or restoration projects, particularly in the Malibu area.
Additionally, work will continue with the Bay Watershed Council, the implementation
Committees for Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek, with the Storm Water Santa Monica Bay
Watershed Committees, and with other Santa Monica Bay. Watershed stakeholder groups, in
order to identify any necessary modifications and/or new nonpoint measures that should be
implemented through the Bay Restoration Plan or individual. Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek
Plans.
BA SIN PLA NNING
As we are limited in resources and time to accomplish every watershed goal during the permit
phase of the first cycle, the priorily issuesidentified for the first cycle will need to be addressed
during the remainder of the first cycle. We will continue to develop strategies for the
implementation of priority actions identified under the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Plan,
including protection of the Ballona Wetlands, as well as additional actions targeted by the
Watershed Council for action. We will also integrate these into the Watershed Council’s Plan
and implementation activities.
Basin Planning activities will include continued participation in both internal and external
watershed planning efforts and further incorporation of watershed management and principles
and watershed-specific priorities into future updates of the Basin Plan, where appropriate.
Near-term Activities
Specific resource needs are described in the Region-wide Section of this document.
Since most of the NPDES permits for this watershed were renewed in 1997, in general, core
regulatory activities during the next four years will focus on permit compliance, monitoring
report review, and enforcement as needed. Work continues on lower Malibu Creek issues.
Members of the watershed team will be involved with periodic updates of the State of the
Watershed Report. Additionally, there will be on-going interaction with stakeholders and
followup on goals established during the permit renewal phase.
In Particular, over the next two fiscal years, a number of issues need to be addressed that
require additional funding. The major NPDES permits that were not renewed in 1997 (one
POTW and the three generating stations) expired in 1999 (Scattergood, El Segundo and
Redondo were renewed in 2000). The next watershed cycle when the Santa Monica Bay WMA
will be targeted is in 2003/04. In the meantime, the POTW has completed construction of its
secondary treatment facilities in order to achieve compliance with full secondary treatment
requirements. There is a need to revise the facility’s effluent monitoring program’fro include
intermediate monitoring to determine removal efficiencies. There are also a number of major
studies requested of dischargers have been submitted, are due soon, or are likely to take place
which will require review and evaluation. Consolidation of non-storm water discharges into
general permits specific to watersheds and development of a waiver program for de minimis
non-storm water discharges also requires resources. It is estimated the above activities will
require an additional 2 PYs/year over baseline resources.
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Regarding resources needed to continue oversight of the Los Angeles.County storm water
permit (regulatory-based BMP management), regulatory personnel will be revising the annual
program report format, auditing the permittees, evaluating the revised model programs, and
reviewing reports and alternate programs submitted by permittees. The eighteen municipal
program audits must be completed and matched with BMPs selected to address the pollutants
of concern to facilitate development of TMDLs. The Caltrans storm water management
program BMPs must be matched with pollutants of concern to facilitate TMDLs impacted by
transportation land use. In addition, SWPPPs for all industrial storm water facilities in the WMA
must be reviewed and BMPs matched with pollutants of concern to facilitate TMDL
development. These above activities will also require an additional 2 PYs.
A preliminary review of resources for core regulatory activities against cost factors has
determined that our region is seriously underfunded for our baseline program. We will be
seeking more funding for our core program activities.
Issuing waste discharge requirements for all existing multi-family and commercial
establishments in northern Santa Monica Bay watersheds not currently under permit (with any
necessary followup work), as recommended by the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project
septic systems task force, will entail requiring an additional 2 - 4 PYs per year for at least
the next five years.
There are a number of information gaps that need to be filled over the next few years such as:
*

Review existing data and assess fish contamination levels in the entire Santa Monica Bay (not just the
Palos Verdes Shelf).

¯

Analyze the link between contaminants in fish and biological impacts to shore birds, sea birds, and
marine mammals.

¯

Continued involvement in updates to the baseline State of the Watershed Report, focussing on filling
data gaps and evaluating cumulative impacts as monitoring data become available from dischargers.

¯

Regional Board ambient monitoring, and evaluation of monitoring data from the municipal storm water
program.

¯

An important issue to address at some point in the future is the need to protect the populations of
threatened and endangered species in the Bay which include the California least tern, Belding’s
savannah sparrow, western snowy plover, California brown pelican, El Segundo blue butterfly,
steelhead trout, and tidewater goby. Depending on the level of existing efforts, the needs for each
species range from monitoring and assessing current conditions, to developing or implementing
strategies for population recovery.

¯

In the Malibu Creek Watershed, a number of long-term projects are being considered or are in
progress which the Regional Board will be involved with to some extent. The Malibu Creek
.
Watershed Council is projected to complete work on a Watershed Management Plan by 2001. This
Plan would include implementation strategies to resolve concerns and issues in the watershed. The
Department of Parks and Recreation and the City of Malibu are investigating development of a plan to
reduce unseasonal breaching of the lagoon; a plan may be available by 2002. Also, the Rindge Dam
Task Force is investigating the possibility and alternative ways to remove the dam in order to facilitate
access to the upper watershed by steelhead lrout. There is no projected end date for this project.
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A~ditionally, although not a nonpoint source project per se, the POTW which discharges to Malibu
Creek is under a discharge prohibition starting each May 1, or at the first natural closure of Malibu
Lagoon by sand buildup (whichever is later), through and including October 31 of each year, except
during times of plant upset, storm events, or the existence of minimal streamflow Conditions thal
require flow augmentation in Malibu Creek to sustain endangered species. However, in the long-run,
this discharge prohibition may have many other implications on water quality and quantity in the Creek
and Lagoon.
¯

Develop a strategy for regulating septic systems in the Malibu area.

¯

A priority planning issue is to define water quality standards for nutrients in Malibu Lagoon and Creek.

¯

We will also continue our involvement with stakeholder activities and the pursuit of funding options,
especially those involving implementation of nonpoint source measures (coordinate 205(j), SRF, Prop.
13, Small Community Grant, and 319(h) activities) as well as other outreach activities such as
speeches, meet ngs, and participation in environmental events. As resources permit, we will also
work with stakeholders to implement provisions of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization
Amendments.

¯

We plan on pursuing funding in FY00/01 in order to complete a nutrient TMDL in the Malibu Creek
Watershed as well as start a coliform TMDL there. We also require funding for trash and coliform
TMDLs in Ballona Creek and coliform TMDL in Marina del Rey Harbor.

¯

Comments on watershed issues in CEQA documents (for the highest priority projects) will continue to
be prepared; however, there is currently no funding for this program.

¯

Implement biological monitoring in priority watersheds (e.g. Malibu, Topanga).

Potential Long-term Activitie.,.
In the long-term, Basin Planning activities will include continued participation in both internal
and external watershed planning efforts and further incorporation of watershed management
and principles and watershed-specific priorities into future updates of the Basin Plan, where

appropriate.
A wetlands management issue that will continue to impact core regulatory activities in Malibu
Creek is the listing of the creek as critical habitat for the endangered steelhead trout. Water
quantity will continue to play as critical a role as water quality in the issue.
We will continue to develop strategies for the implementation of priority actions identified under
the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Plan, including protection of the Ballona Wetlands, as well
as additional actions targeted by the Watershed Council for action. We will also integrate.these
into the Watershed Council’s Plan and implementation activities. Additional issues may include:
1 ) conduct or review studies to evaluate and refine (if necessary) the designated-b.~eneficial uses
for certain waterbodies, 2) consider the establishment of wet weather criteria in some areas, 3)
integrate water supply and quality issues with local land use planning and management, and 4)
institute better coordination of multi-agency reviews of environmental impacts for flood control
and development projects, including the consideration of reg’ional mitigation programs.
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2.5 LOS ANGELES RIVER WATERSHED
This was the targeted watershed for permitting purposes in FY1997/99 and will be targeted
again in FY 2004/05.
Overview of Watershed
I ~.
I Co

Size of watershed: 824 square miles
\
\

I
I
I
i

Length of river: 55 miles

The Los Angeles (LA) River watershed is
one of the largest in the Region. It is also
one of the most diverse in terms of land
use patterns. Approximately 324 square
miles of the watershed are covered by
forest or open space land including the
area near the headwaters which originate
in the Santa Monica, Santa Susana, and
San Gabriel Mountains. The rest of the
\
watershed
is highly developed.
The river
flows through the San Fernando Valley past heavily developed residential
and commercial
areas. From the Arroyo Seco, north of downtown Los Angeles, to the confluence with the Rio
Hondo, the river flows through industrial and commercial areas and is bordered by railyards,
freeways, and major commercial and government buildings. From the Rio Hondo to the Pacific
Ocean, the river flows through industrial, residential, and commercial areas, including major
refineries and petroleum products storage facilities, major freeways, rail lines, and rail yards
serving the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach.
... I

~

\\

Major tributaries to the river in the San Fernando Valley are the Pacoima Wash, Tujunga Wash
(both drain portions of the Angeles National Forest in the San Gabriel Mountains), Burbank
Western Channel and Verdugo Wash (both drain the Verdugo Mountains). Due to major flood
events at the beginning of the century, by the 1950’s most of the river was lined with concrete.
In the San Femando Valley, there is a section of the river with a soft bottom at the Sepulveda
Flood Control Basin. The Basin is a 2,150-acre open space upstream of the Sepulveda Dam
designed to collect flood waters during major storms. Because the area is periodically
inundated, it remains in a semi-natural condition and supports a variety of low-intensity uses as
well as supplying habitat. At the eastern end of the San Fernando Valley, the river bends
around the Hollywood Hills and flows through Griffith and Elysian Parks, in an area known as
the Glendale Narrows. Since the water table was too high to allow laying of concrete, the river
in this area has a rocky, unlined bottom with concrete-lined or dp-rap sides. This stretch of the
river is fed by natural springs and supports stands of willows, sycamores, and cottonwoods.
The many trails and paths along the river in this area are heavily used by the p~]~’l]’~: for hiking,
horseback riding, and bird watching.
South of the Glendale Narrows, the river is contained in a concrete-lined channel down to
Willow Street in Long Beach. The main tributaries to the river in this stretch are the Arroyo
Seco (which drains areas of Pasadena and portions of the Angeles National Forest in the San
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Gabriel Mountains), the Rio Hondo, and Compton Creek. Compton Creek supports ~ wetland
habitat just before its confluence with the Los Angeles River. The river is hydraulically
connected to the San Gabriel River Watershed by the Rio Hondo through the Whittier Narrows
Reservoir. Flows from the San Gabriel River and Rio Hondo merge at this reservoir during
larger flood events, thus flows from the San Gabriel River Watershed may impact the LA River.
Most of the water in the Rio Hondo is used for groundwater recharge during dry weather
seasons. The San Gabriel River drains approximately 689 square miles, which includes the
eastern San Gabriel Mountains and portions of the Chino, San Jose, and Puente Hills.
I Beneficial Uses in watershed:
Estuary
Induslnal service supply
Contacl & nonconlacl water
recreal,on

Nawgation
Commercial & sportfshing
Pro~ect,on ol rare & endangered

species

Wildlile habital
Mar,no habilat
Migration of aquahc organisms
Spawning
Estuarine hab,tat

Above estuary
Groundwaler recharge
Contact & noncontact waler

recrealior~
Wetlands ,a~,at
Warmwater hab~tal

F~rotection of rare & endangered

s~cies

Wildlife habitat

The LA River tidal prism/estuary begins in Long
Beach at Willow Street and runs approximately
three miles before joining with Queensway Bay
located between Ihe Port of Long Beach and
the city of Long Beach. The channel has a soft
bottom in this reach with concrete-lined sides.
Queensway Bay is heavily water recreationoriented; however, major pollutant inputs are
tikely more related to flows from the LA River
which carries the largest storm flow of any river
in southern California.

Also part of the watershed are a number of lakes including Peck Road Park, Belvedere Park,
Hollenbeck Park, Lincoln Park, and Echo Park Lakes as well as Lake Calabasas. These lakes
are heavily used for recreational purposes.
Four basins in the San Fernando Valley area contain substantial deep groundwater reserves
and are recharged mainly through
runoff and infiltration although the
Permitted discharges:
increase in impermeable surfaces has
¯
decreased infiltration. Groundwater
Six major NPDES dischargers (four POT’Ws)
basins in the San Gabdel Valley are not ¯ 3o minor permits

separated into distinct aquifers other
than near the Whittier Narrows. Active
recharge occurs in some of these areas
through facilities operated by Los
Angeles County. Spreading grounds
recharge two basins in the coastal plain
of Los Angeles west of the downtown
area.

¯
¯

¯
¯

112 dischargers covered by general permits
Minor permits cover miscellaneous wastes such as ground
water dewatedng, recreational lake overflow, sw~rnming pool
wastes, and ground water seepage. Other permits are for
discharge of treated contaminated ground water, noncontact
cooling water, and storm water
Two municipal storm water permits
1,327 dischargers covered under an industrial storm.water

permit

¯

147 dischargers covered under a construction storm water

permit

Water Quality Problems and Issues
Pollutants from dense clusters of residential, industrial, and other urban activities have impaired
water quality in the middle and lower watershed. Added to this complex mixture of pollutant
sources (in particular, pollutants associated with urban and stormwater runoff); is the high
number of point source permits.
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T es~rmitted wastes dischar.g_~d into the Los An_q.~_~s River Watershed..
Nature of Waste Prior to Treatment or Disposal
Nonhazardous, ~u~signaleo.} contaminated groundwater
Nonhazardous~ contact coolinc~ water
N43nhazardous ~ted) domestic sewac~e & industrial waste
Nonhazardous (designated) wastes from dewatenng, rec. lake
overflow, swimming pool wastes, water ride wastewater, or
groundwater seepage
Nonhazardous (designated) noncontact cooling water
Nonhazardous (designated) process waste (produced as part of
industrial/man u facturin£~ process)
Nonhazardous {designaled) stormwater runoff

Hazardous contaminated groundwaler
Nonhazardous (designated) domestic sewage
Nonhazardous ~filter backwash brine waters
Nonhazardous wastes from dewater ng, rec. lake overflow,~
~ wastes, water ride wastewater, or ~roundwa~er see.ee_.~~
Inert contaminated groundwater
Inert wastes from dewatering, rec. lake overflow, swimming pool
wastes, water ride wastewater, or ~roundwater seepa£le

# of Permits
2
9
3
1
8
58
3
!3
2
1
9
I
2
9
1

T~, pes of Permi,~
Minor
General
Minor
~
Major
Minor
General
Minor
General
Minor

2
2

Major
Minor
General
Minor
General
Maior
Minor
Minor
General

1
16

General
General

-

Hazardous wastes are those in~luent or solid wastes that contain toxic, corrosive, ignitable, or reactive substances (prior to
treatmenl or disposal) managed according to applicable Department of Health Services standards
Designated was~es are lhose influent or solid wastes that contain nonhazardous wastes (prior to treatment or disposal) that pose
a significant threal to water quality because of their high concentrations
Nonhazardous wastes are those influenl or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment
or disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
Inert wastes are those influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic waste~ (prior to treatment or
disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
Major discharges are POI’Ws with a yearly average flow of over 0.5 MGD or an industrial source with a yeady average flow of over
0.1 MGD and those with lesser flows but with acute or potential adverse environmental impacts.
Minor discharges are all other discharges that are not categorized as a Major. Minor discharges may be covered by a general
permit, which are issued adminisltatively, for those that meet the condffions specJfied by the particular general permit.

A majority of the 148 NPDES discharges go directly to the Los Angeles River. Burbank
Western Channel receives four discharges, Compton Creek receives five, and Eaton Wash
receives three.
Of the 1,327 dischargers enrolled under the general industrial storm water permit in the
watershed, the largest numbers fall in the Fabricated Metal Products, Except Machinery and
Transportation Equipment; Motor Freight Transportation and Warehousing; Scrap and Waste Materials;
Motor Vehicle Parts, Used; Primary Metal Industries; and Chemicals and Allied Products categories.

There are a total of 147 construction sites enrolled under the construction storm water permit.
About t~ice as many of these are in the upper watershed (which includes the San Fernando
Valley) and the construction in this watershed is fairly evenly divided between commercial and
residential.
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IMPAIRMENTS: The majority of the LA River Watershed iS considered impaired due to a
variety of point and nonpoint sources. The 1998 303(d) list implicates pH, ammonia, a number
of metals, coliform, trash, scum, algae, oil, chlorpyrifos as well as other pesticides, and volatile
organics in that impairment. Some of these constituents are of concern throughout the ength
of the river while others are of concern on y n certain reaches (see chart below). Impairment
may be due to water column exceedances, excessive sediment levels of pollutants, or
bioaccumulation of pollutants. The beneficial uses threatened or impaired by degraded water
quality are aquatic life, recreation, groundwater recharge, and municipal water supply.
The table below gives examples of typical data ranges which led to the listings. See Table 7 in
the Appendix for additional details on currently scheduled TMDLs as well as specific pollutants
included in the TMDLs.
Impmrments

Applicable
ObjectivelCriteria

Typical Data Ranges 303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches
Resulting in Impairment

Basin Plan narrah;e objective

nulnents (a(gae)

Scum, odors

~H

Tujunga Wash (dis Hansen Dam to Los Angetes River)
Los Angeles Rivet Reach 5 (wilhin Sepulveda Basin)
£asm Plan numeric obiect~ve:
HE) - 34 9 mgJ1 (mean of 10.7 +
Los Angeles River Reach 4 (Sepu~veda Dam to Riverside
4 8)
Dr.)
,anes de0ending on pH and
Los Angeles River Reach 3 (Riverside Dr. to Figueroa St )
Iemperature but the general
Los Angeles River Reach 2 (Figueroa St. to u/s Carson St
,~nge ~s 0 53 - 2.7 m94 of total
Los Angeles River Reach l(uis Carson St. to estuary)
ammonia (at average pH and
Burbank Western Channel
temp ) in w-alers designated
Rio Hondo Reach 2 (from Whiltier Narrows Flood Cnlrl
Basin Io Spreading Grounds)
as WARM to protect against chronic
Rio Hondo Reach I (Sanla Ana Fw~ to Los Angeles River)
toxicity and 2.3 - 28.0 m9,,t to protect
Lincoln Park Lake
against acule toxicity
Echo Park Lake
Lake Calabasas
Basin Plan narrative objective
Los Angeles River Reach 5 (within Sepulveda Basin)
Los Angeles River Reach 4 (Sepulveda Dam to Riverside
Dr.)
Basin Plan numehc objective:
0 2 - 14 5 moj’l (mean of 2.7:1: 3.2) Los Angeles River Reach 3 (Riverside Dr. to F"igueroa St.)
mtrates-N + nilrites-N not
"
Los Angeles River Reach 2 (Figueroa St. to u/s Carson St.)
greater than 10 rag,’1
Los A~geles River Reach 1 (u/s Carson St. to estuary)
Burbank Western Channel
Verdugo Wash (Reaches 1 & 2)
Arroyo Seco RCh I (d/s Devil’s Gate Dam) & RCh 2 (W
Holly Ave. to Devil’s Gate)
Lincoln Park Lake
Echo Park Lake
Lake Calabasa$
Basin Plan narrative objective
Tujunga Wash (d/$ Hansen Dam to Los Angeles RiveO
Los Angeles River Reach 5 (within Sepulveda Basin)
Los Angeles River Reach 4 (Sepuivm:la Dam to Riverside
Dr.)
Los Angeles River Reach 3 (Riverside Dr, to Figueroa S! )
Los Angeles River Reach 2 (Figueroa St. to u/s Carson St)
Los Angeles River Reach 1 (u/s Carson St. to estuary)
Burbank Western Channel
Peck Rd Lake
Lincoln Park Lake
Echo Park Lake
Lake Calabasas
Basin Plan r~u."nedc ob~.~ive:
70 - 10.6 pH umts (mean of 92 ± Los Angeles" River Reach 1 (u/s Ca.r~q.n~ St. Io estuary)
09)
65 - 85 pH units
Rio Hondo Reach 1 (Santa Ana Fw’y to Los Angeles f~iver)
Compton Creek
Echo Park Lake
Lake Calabasas
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Impairments
Low D©/orgamc
Ennchment

Applicable
ObectivelCriteria
Basra Plan narrative obiective

Typical Data Ranges 303(d) Listed WaterslReaches
Resulting in Impairment

£as~n Plan numeric objective:
annual mean greater than 7 0 mg/l
no s~n.ale sample less than 5 0
Trash

Basin P~an narrative objechve

Copper

USEPA water quality enter,a:
varies based on hardness but
~’y’p~cally 12 - 47 ug!l

Lead

USEPA water quai#? cnteha:

’rujunga Wash (dis Hansen Dam to Los Angeles River)
Los Angeles River Reach 5 (w~thin Sepulveda Basin)
Los Angeles River Reach 4 (Seputveda Dam to Riverside
Dr )
Los Angeles R{ver Reach 3 (Ri,,’ers de Dr to Figueroa SI )
Los Angeles River Reach 2 (Figueroa St to u/s Carson St
Los Angeles River Reach I(u;rs Carson St to estuary)
Burbank Western Channel
Verdugo Wash fReaches 1 & 2)
~,rroyo Seco Reach 1 (d!s Devil’s Gate Dam! & Reach
Holly Ave. {o Dewl’s Gate)
Rio Hondo Reach 1
Peck Rd Lake
Echo Park Lake
Lincoln Park Lake
63 ug,’l (maximum)
Tujunga Wash (d/s Hansen Dam to Los Angeles River)
Complon Creek
Rio Hondo Reach 1 (Santa Ana Fwy lo Los Angeles River)
Echo Park Lake
Lake Calabasas
140 u9/I (max=mum)
Los Angeles River Reach 4 (Sepulveda Dam to Riverside
Or.)
LOS Angeles River Reach 2 IFigueroa SI. lo u/s Carson St )
Los Angeles River Reach l(tYs Carson St. to estuary)
Monrovia Cyn Creek
Rio Hondo Reach 1 (Santa Ana Fwy to Los Angeles River)
Complon Creek
Peck Rd Lake
Lincoln Park Lake
Echo Park Lake
3 ug/] (maximum)
Burbank Western Channel

varies based on hardness but
t,~ically 3 2 - 25 ug~

Cadmium

USEPA water quality cnlena:
,vanes based on hardness but
U~EPA water quality c~teda:
vanes based on hardness but

coliform

USEP# ~
Basin Plan numeric objective:

L=ncoln Pa.rk Lake
Peck Rd Lake
0 2 - 15 2 m9/I (mean ot 6 0 ± 4 0) Lake Calabasas

1,340 uo~l (maximum)

9 3, MPN/10Oml
ND - 93,000

Inland:
coliform
not to excaed
log
meanfecal
of 200
mon/10Oml
in 30~ay

[d/s Hansen Dam to Los Angeles River)
Los Angeles River Reach 6 (u/s of Sepuiveda Basin)
Los Angeles River Reach 4 (Sepulve~a Dam to Riverside
Dr.)
Los Angeles River Reach 2 (Figueroa St. to Ws Carson S! )
Los Angeles River Reach 1(u/s Carson St. to estuary)
Verdugo Wash (Reaches 1 & 2)
Arroyo Seco Rch 1 (d/s Oevil’s Gate Dam) &Rch 2 (W.
Holly Ave. to Devil’s Gate)
Rio Hondo Reach 1 (Santa Ana Fwy to Los Angeles River)
Rio Hoodo Reach 2 (Whittler Nan’ows Flood Control Basin
to Spreading Grounds)
Complon Creek

penod and not more than 10% of
samples exceed 400 MPN/10Oml
Beaches: total coliform not to exceed
1,000 MPN/10Oml in more than 20% oi"
samples in 30 da~s and not more than
10,000 MPN/IOOml at any time

Basin Plan narr-ative objective
National Academy of Science Guideline

c~lordane

Lake Calabasas
Rio Hondo Reach t (Santa Ana Fwy to Los Angeles River)

Bell Creek
~iveda Basra)
Los Angeles River Reac~ 5 (w~t:hin Sel~ulveda Basin)

State Board m,,-,-,~,~, objective (tissue):
Max. Tissue
Slate Board numeric objective (tissue):
32.0 no/g
Slate Board numeric objective (tissue):
Max Tissue Residue Level 1 1 ng/g

Echo Park Lake
Peck Rd Lake
Lake Calabasas
iPe~k Rd Lake

¯ Chem A refers to the sum of the chemicals alddn, dieldi’in, chlordane endnn hep achlor, heptachior epoxide. HCH (including ndane’L endosullan, and
t3xaphene
¯
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Ground water resources in the watershed are also
impacted. Impacts, both real and threatened, include
those
from hundreds of cases of known leaking
POTWs
Industrial discharges
underground storage tanks that have contaminated
o
septic systems
soil and/or ground water with petroleum
¯
landfills
hydrocarbons and volatile organic compounds.
¯
Nonpoint sources (horse stables, golf
cou,ses)
There are also a number of cases of refineries/tank
¯
Illegal trash dumping
farms that have contaminated soil and/or ground
°
Cross-contamination between surface and
water.
Seawater intrusion (chloride) is of concern in
groundwater
other areas of the watershed which has necessitated
wellhead treatment, shutdown, or blending. Finally, a number of wells have been shut down
due to nitrate contamination with septic systems as a likely source.
Potential sources of pollution:

ISSUES. The major issues of concern in the watershed include: 1) protection and
enhancement of fish and wildlife habitat, 2) removal of exotic vegetation, 3) enhancement of
recreational areas, 4) attaining a balance between water reclamation and minimum flows to
support habitat, 5) management of storm water quality, 6) assessment of other nonpoint
sources including horse stables, golf courses, and septic systems, 7) pollution from
contaminated ground water, 8) groundwater recharge with reclaimed water, 9) contamination of
ground ’water by volatile organic compounds, 10) leakage of MTBE from underground storage
tanks, 11) groundwater contamination with heavy metals, particularly hexavalent chromium, and
1 2) contaminated sediments within the LA River estuary.. Some of these issues are only
indirectly related to water quality but are those identified by stakeholder groups.
CURRENTL Y SCHEDULED TMDLS:
Type of
TMDL
trash

nitrogen and
related effects

coliform

Listed Waters/Reaches in TMDL

Year Scheduled
for Completion

Tujunga Wash (d]s Hansen Dam to Los Angeles River)
Los Angeles River Reaches 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Burbank Western Channel
Verdugo Wash Reaches 1 & 2
Arroyo Seco Reaches 1 and 2
Rio Hondo Reach 1
Tujunga Wash (d/s Hansen Dam to Los Angeles River)
Los Angeles River Reaches 1, 2, 3, 4.5
Burbank Western Channel
Verdugo Wash Reaches 1 & 2
Arroyo Seco Reaches 1 and 2
Rio Hondo Reaches 1 and 2.
Compton Creek
Los Angeles River Reaches 1, 2, 4, and 6
Tujunga Wash (d/s Hansen Darn to LA River)
Verdugo Wash Reaches 1 and 2
Arroyo Se~._,o Reach 1
Rio Hondo Reaches 1 and 2

(FY)
00/01

01/02

01/02
-~-~

Compton Creek
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Type of
TMDL

Listed Waters/Reaches in TMDL

Year Scheduled
for Completion

(FY)

metals

Tujunga Wash (d/s Hansen Oam to Los Angeles River)
Compton Creek
Burbank Western Channel
Los Angeles River Reaches 1. 2, 4
Rio Hondo Reach 1
Monrovia Cyn Creek
Aliso Canyon Wash
h~st pesticides Los Angeles River Reach 5 (wi[hin Sepulveda Basin)

03/04

05~06

We see a need for an additional 1.9 PYs and $100,000 of contract monies for FY00/01
TMDL work conducted in this watershed.
Stakeholder Groups
Los Angeles/San Gabriel Rivers Watershed Council The group was formed in 1995 following a
large watershed conference held in the area which served as a springboard. The Council has a
board of directors and became incorporated as a nonprofit organization in 1996. The group is
tracking watershed activities, but has primarily focused on flood control issues in the Los
Angeles River as well as opportunities to create greenbelts and restore habitat. Three
committees have been formed recently: water resources, water quality, and multi-use projects.
The Council’s goal is to help facilitate a process to preserve, restore, and enhance all aspects
of the two watersheds. Preparation of a watershed management plan by this group is
underway. This group is coordinating with other groups to seek Proposition 13 funding.
Generally one staff person attends these monthly council as well as monthly board of directors
meetings. More information about this group may be found at their website
http://www.lasqriverswatershed.orq/.
Los Angeles Basin Contaminated Sediment Task Force Contaminated dredged material
disposal is a major issue in the Los Angeles Region due to its large commercial ports and the
several major marina complexes and small vessel harbors..Queensway Bay, at the mouth of
the watershed, receives a large sediment load that impacts recreational uses. The U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers frequently conducts maintenance dredging to remove accumulated
sediments from this area. The need for a long-term management strategy for dealing with
contaminated sediments in the Los Angeles area has been identified and the Task Force will
prepare this strategy. Representatives on the Task Force include a numberof federat and state
agencies as well as port and environmental group representatives. More information about this
group may be found in the Region-wide Section of this Chapter.
P..ast Significant Activitie_~
CORE REGULA TORY
The Los Angeles County Storm Water Permit (which the LA River Watershed falls within)
permit was renewed in July 1996.
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WATERSHED MA NA GEMENT
Key regulatory staff are part of a LA River Watershed "team" for purposes of preparing a State
of the Watershed Report/Water Quality Characterization Report (a draft of which was released
April 18, 1998) and for coordinating permit renewals and regional monitoring program
development.

Current Activities
The following is a summary of current Regional Board activities in the Los Angeles River
Watershed which are expected to continue as part of the Watershed Management Initiative on
a watershed basis. Activities which address the aforementioned pollutants or issues of concern
are highlighted. Additionally, there are a large number of projects and activities currently
underway by watershed stakeholders ranging from a wetlands assessment funded by the
Coastal Conservancy and others to an NPDES Permit Public Education Program funded by the
City of Alhambra.
CORE REGULA TORY
Continuing core regulatory activities that have been integrated into the watershed management
approach include (but are not limited to) renewal/revision of NPDES permits including those
covered under Regional Board general permits. Compliance inspections, review of monitoring
reports, response to complaints, and enforcement actions relative to the watershed’s NPDES
permits will continue. A draft watershed-wide regional monitoring program was created in
1998/99 and our modifications and improvements to discharger monitoring programs will target
data gaps and eliminate duplicative and unnecessary monitoring. Coordination between major
dischargers, environmental groups, volunteer monitors, and resource and regulatory agencies
will be critical to the success of this task. Because of the large number of permits, renewal of
permits in this watershed during its first cycle was spread over two years.
The Los Angeles River Watershed falls within Los Angeles County which was issued a renewed
municipal storm water permit in 1996. There are 87 co-permittees covered under this permit
including 85 cities, the County of Los Angeles, and the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans). Work on the permit will involve review of monitoring reports, evaluation of the storm
water program’s effectiveness, coordination with other watershed efforts, and modification of
the permit as necessary. During 1997/98, discharger responsibilities under the permit
concentrated on the evaluation of the five BMP model programs required in the 1996 permit:
Illicit Connection/Illicit Discharges, Development Construction, Development Planning, Public
Agency Activities, and Five-Year Public Education Strategy (including industrial/commercial site
visits). The watershed also falls partly within the City of Long Beach which was issued a
municipal storm water permit in 1999.
An important requirement of both storm water municipal permits is implementation of the
Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plans (SUSMPs) and Numerical Design Standards for
Best Management Practices (BMPs) which were adopted in 2000. The SUSMP is designed to
ensure that storm water pollution is addressed in one of the most effective ways possible, i.e.,
by incorporating BMPs in the design phase of new development and redevelopment. It
provides for numerical design standards to ensure that storm water runoff is managed for water
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quality concerns in addition to flood protection and that polh~tants carried by storm water are
retained and not delivered to waterways.
The numerical design standard is that post-construction treatment BMPs be designed to
mitigate (infiltrate or treat) storm water runoff from the first ¾ inch of rainfall, prior to ils
discharge to a storm water conveyance system. Other standards also apply; additional
information on the SUSMP may be found on the Regional Board website
htt p://www, swrcb, ca. qov/- rwq c b4.
Regulation of grour~dwater protection activities is intended to eventually become integrated into
the walershed management approach while land disposal activities will likely remain separate.
Accomplishment of core regulatory activities are a high priority that is currently funded;
however, funds do not tend to go far enough to encompass extensive enforcement and
response to complaints: however, enforcement is a high priority.
Due to limited resources, only the basic regulatory activities are performed: review of
dischargers’ monitoring reports, minimum necessary inspections and sampling,
issuance!renewal of permits, levels 1 and 2 enforcement actions (noncompliance and violation
notification), case handling, and answering inquiries from the public.
MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
Work on a TMDL for nitrogen in the watershed is currently underway. A preliminary draft was
released to the public on April 1, 1998; however, due to staff changes and resources, it was not
completed. A public draft of this TMDL is expected to be available early in the summer of 2001.
A State of the Watershed/Water Quality Characterization Report was prepared during 1997/98
based on information obtained through the Board’s ambient monitoring program, dischargers’
receiving water monitoring data, and data available from other agencies. The first edition of the
report focuses on the upper LA River Watershed. This document was released in April 1998.
NONPOINT SOURCE PROGRAM
The major nonpoint source-generated pollutants found throughout the watershed that have
contributed to its impairments are lead, coliform, and oil, while chlorpyrifos is implicated in the
upper watershed. These pollutants are common components of dry weather urban runoff and
wet weather storm runoff. In many ways, the "point source" municipal stormwater permit for LA
County will be a major tool in nonpoint source pollution elimination. Permitees are responsible
for development and implementation of storm water management plans, for plans to eliminate
non-storm water discharges (dry weather urban runoff), and must apply best management
practices to prevent storm water pollution.
The Regional Board encourages pollution prevention and source control; the 205(j) and 319(h)
grants are tools to provide funds for these types of projects. For FY00/01, we have listed as a
priority for 319(h) grant funding activities (see Table 4) which demonstrate effective ways to
reduce Ioadings of trash, nutrients, and coliform through pilot projects which implement trash
reduction, management of horse corral runoff, golf course irrigation water runoff, urban runoff,
or implementation of septic correction measures.
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Staff will also be involved in stakeholder meetings and will assist in the development of
watershed management plans which will be expected to address strategies to reduce point and
nonpoint source pollutants as well as other issues other than strictly water quality concerns. A
strong stakeholder group already exists and has been meeting regularly.
BA SIN PLA NNING
A priority basin planning issue is to implement the Basin Plan’s ammonia objective. Some
dischargers believe the objective may be too stringent for certain waters and that site-specific
objectives may be justified while some resource agencies and many environmental groups
support the current objective. The regional board objective for ammonia allows for studies to
be performed to explore site-specific objectives, if appropriate. Dischargers which must meet
this objective by June 2002, and should be well on their way to compliance by this point. This
issue is especially relevant in the LA River since ammonia is already known to be a pollutant of
concern.
Determination of appropriate nutrient (nitrate and phosphate) objectives for protection of
aquatic life is also a remaining issue.
Basin Planning activities will include continued participation in both internal and external
watershed planning efforts and further incorporation of watershed management and principles
and watershed-specific priorities into future updates of the Basin Plan, where appropriate.
Review and comment on EIRs for the highest priority projects within the watershed will
continue; however, there is currently no funding for this program.
WETLANDS PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT
The San Gabriel and Lower Los Anqeles Rivers and Mountains Conservancy/is an independent
State agency within the Resources Agency. State law established the Conservancy in 1999.
Its jurisdiction includes the San Gabriel River and its tributaries, the Lower Los Angeles River
and its tributaries, and the San Gabriel Mountains. Puente Hills, and San Jose Hills. It was
established to preserve open space and habitats in order to provide for low-impact recreation
and educational uses, wildlife and habitat restoration and protection, and watershed
improvements within its jurisdiction. It is currently involved with beginning work on an open
space plan for the area. Propositions 12 and 13 have directed funds to the Conservancy.
The Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy is a state agency created by the Legislature in 1979
charged with primary responsibility for acquiring property with statewide and regional
significance, and making those properties accessible to the general public. The Conservancy
manages parkland in the Santa Monica Mountains, Santa Susana Mountains, the-Simi Hills, the
Santa Clarita Woodlands, the Whittier-Puente Hills, the Sierra Pelona, the Los Angeles River
Greenway, the Rio Hondo, the Verdugo Mountains, the San Gabriel Mountains, and the San
Rafael Hills. The agency’s goals are to: 1) implement the Santa Monica Mountains
Comprehensive Plan, 2) implement the Rim of the Valley Trails Corddor Master Plan, 3)
implement the Los Angeles County River Master Plan, 4) further cooperation with local
governments in the region to secure open space and parkland, and 5) expand education, public
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access, and resource stewardship components in a manner that best serves the public,
protects habitat, and provides recreational opportunities.
Near-term Activities
Specific resource needs are described in the Region-wide Section of this document.
Following renewal of theW
atershed ’s permits, core regulatory activities will focus on permit
compliance, monitoring report review, and enforcement as needed. Members of the watershed
team will be involved with periodic updates of lhe State of the Watershed Report. Add tionally,
there will be on-going interaction with stakeholders and followup on goals established during
the permit renewal phase. Pending completion of a final TMDL we will pursue agreement on
pollutant Ioadings that can be implemented through future NPDES permits, the municipal
stormwater permit, and through other nonpoint source control measures.
A pretimina~ review of resources for core regulatory activities against cost factors has
determined that our region is seriously underfunded for our baseline program. We will be
seeking more funding for our core program activities.
We are making significant progress toward identifying and assessing problems in the upper
watershed and involving stakeholders. Also by this time, we shall have completed intensive
sampling and modeling of ammonia loads in the main channels in the Los Angeles River
watershed for a TMDL which will give us a headstart on assessing and allocating pollutant
Ioadings from both point and nonpoint sources.
Monitorinq and special studies: Quarterly water quality assessment monitoring at a minimum of
14 stations along the LA River Watershed (particularly.its tributaries)with sampling for general
minerals, nutrients, metals, coliform, pesticides, radioactivity, volatile organics, and other
organics, as well as gathering baseline information on trash, is proposed. The annual cost of
this monitoring is estimated at $113,400. This monitoring will be in addition to monitoring of
the main channel conducted by dischargers. Additionally, a number of special studies will
be needed which are expected to cost a total of $108,000. TMDLs that need to be
developed include:
1) Ammonia: The first phase of the TMDL was completed in FY97/98. Currently the model
is at the calibration stages for dry weather simulations. Historical data as been gathered from the
Regional Board and various other agencies to calibrate the model. Wet season calibration for the
model will occur in the first quarter of 2001. Sampling efforts are currently underway to gather
data for. the wet season calibration effort. Investigation of nitrogen uptake by algae and algal
growth rates and river nitrification rates are currently underway, and will be available for use in the
model simulations.
2) Coliform: A first review indicates that the coliform contributions from PC~~V~/’s is not
significant. To give us a rough estimate of the sources of coliform, special studies are needed to
determine the type of coliform present in the river: from human waste, horses, wildlife, or other.
These studies are estimated to cost $75,000. Once the sources have been identified, a load
allocation may be calculated, and BMPs or other solutions may be proposed to achieve such
allocations.
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3) Metals: To develop a first phase TMDL for metalsl more monitoring is needed. However.
staff resources should be dedicated to data assessment and analysis, and to prepare an
implementation strategy.
4) Trash: The municipal stormwater permit co-permittees in coordination with the Regional
Board will be conducting a study to determine the threshold level for beneficial use impairment as
part of this TMDL effort. A draft TMDL is out for review and is scheduled for adoption at a
January 25, 2000, Board meeting.
5) Pesticides: A section of the river has been listed impaired due to pesticides found in fish
or shellfish. POTWs are currently implementing effluent limitations to control pesticide Ioadings.
Nonpoint source contributions need to be estimated. If toxicity money is available, $100,000
would allow us to pinpoint specific areas and seasons where we have problems.
6) Volatile organic compounds: ,~, section of the river has been listed impaired due to VOCs
from ground water. As efforts to clean up the ground water in the San Fernando Valley are
implemented, staff expects that contamination from VQCs will decrease. Monitoring of VQCs is
needed to determine if this assumption is correct.
Our efforts to involve stakeholders also shall include exploration of funding options (especially
for implementation of nonpoint source measures) and continuation of other outreach activities,
such as presentations, meetings, and participation in environmental events.
Also, efforts are underway to address problems with urban runoff (through the storm water
municipal and industrial NPDES permits) and septic systems. Future activities should focus on
horse corrals and golf courses, parks or other green areas. Activities proposed include
outreach to implement BMPs. Tier I activities also should include monitoring and assessment
to determine if Tier 2 or Tier 3 activities are needed to ensure successful implementation of
BMPs and reduction of nitrogen and coliform Ioadings.
We will maintain involvement with stakeholder activities and pursue funding options, especially
those involving implementation of nonpoint source measures (coordinate 205(.j) and 319(h)
activities) as well as other outreach activities such as speeches, meetings, and participation in
environmental events. As resources permit, we will also work with stakeholders to implement
provisions of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments.

Potential Lonq.term Activities
In the long-term, Basin Planning activities will include continued participation in both internal
and external watershed planning efforts and further incorporation of watershed management
and principles and watershed-specific priorities (such as more refined regional procedures for
conducting use attainability analyses and site-specific objective development) into the next
update of the Basin Plan. More detailed analysis regarding certain beneficial uses needs to be
done (species inhabiting/using the river, potential for aquatic life in the river, futile’water supply
needs/diversions, ground water recharge areas). We will continue to pursue funding for Basin
Planning programs. Comments on watershed issues in CEQA documents (for the highest
priority projects) will continue to be prepared; however, there is currently no funding for this
program.
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Other issues include:
¯

Balancing maintenance of habitat in the river wit.h flood control needs

¯

Evaluation of areas in the river for restoration purposes

¯

Evaluating critical habitat areas

¯

Evaluating the most protective (while providing flood control) long-term plans for vegetation/sediment
removal under the 401 certification program

¯

Evaluate and implement low flow diversions where appropriate

¯

Assist in ~reenway deve!opments along the river

¯

Evaruate estuarine habitats and water quality

¯

Implementing biological monitoring
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2. 6 SAN GABRIEL RIVER WATERSHED
This watershed will be targeted for permit renewal purposes in FY05/06.
Overview of Watershed
-- _
I
-I Co
ve~,,,,~

Size of watershed: 689 sq. mi.

The San Gabriel River receives drainage
from a large area of eastern Los
Angeles County; its headwaters
\
originate in the San Gabriel Mountains.
..,, I
\
The watershed consists of extensive
areas of undisturbed riparian and
~"~’-"~
"’~
woodland habitats in its upper reaches.
/7~"--~~
Much of the watershed of the West Fork
~
and
East Fork of the river is set aside as
~
a wilderness area; other areas in the
upper watershed are subject to heavy
recreational use. The upper watershed
\
also contains a series of flood control
dams. Further
downstream,
towards
middle of the watershed, are large spreading grounds utilized
for groundwater
recharge.
Thethe
watershed is hydraulically connected to the Los Angeles River through the Whittier Narrows
Reservoir (normally only during high storm
Beneficial Uses designated in the watershed:
flOWS). The lower part of the river flows
through a concrete-lined channel in a heavily
Estdary
Above Estuary
urbanized portion of the county before
Contact & noncontact
Contact & noncontact
becoming an soft bottom channel once again
water recreation
water recreation
Industrial service supply
near the ocean in the city of Long Beach.
Industrial service supply
of rare &
Protection of rare &
Large electrical power poles line the river along Protection
endangered species
endangered species
the channelized portion and nurseries, small
Wildlife habitat
Wildlife habitat
Spawning
stable areas, and a large poultry farm are
Spawning
Manne habitat
Warm- & cold’water habitat
located in these areas.
Estuarine habitat
~

LOS Angeles CO.

\

Navigation

Water Ouafit~ Problems and Issues

Commercial & sportfishing

Municipal water supply

Groundwater recharge
Industrial process supply

Agricultural supply
. Migratory
Pollutants from dense clusters of residential and commercial activities have impaired water
quality in the middle and lower watershed. Tertiary effluent from several sewage treatment
plants enters the river in its middle reaches (which is partially channelized) while two power
generating stations discharge cooling water into the river’s estuary. The waters.h.e,,d, is also
covered under two municipal storm water NPDES permits. Several landfills are also located in
the watershed.
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Several reservoirs, which exist primarily for flood
control purposes, occur in the upper part of the
watershed. Frequent removal of accumulated
sediments is necessary to maintain the flood control
capacity of these
Significant Issues:
reservoirs. Some of the
¯
Sluicing of reservoirs
removal methods
¯
Prolection of
previously used have
groundwaler recharge
areas
had water quality
¯
Trash in upper watershed
impacts. Continued
¯

Mining/stream,
modifications

¯
¯

Ambient toxicity
Urban and storm water
runoff quality

need for such

Permitted discharges:
"

¯
¯
¯

Nine major NPDES dischargers (five
POTWs)
23 minor permits
2 municipal storm water perm~ls
65 discharges covered under general
permils
549 dischargers covered under an
industrial storm water permit
175 dischargers covered under a
construction storm water permd

maintenance could cause longer-term impacts. A study is currently
underway to better assess impacts associated with the sluicing
; projects.

Types of permitted wastes discharqed into the San Gabriel River Watershed:
Nature of Waste Prior to Treatment or Disposal
Nonhazardous (designated) contaminated groundwater
Nonhazardous (designated) contact cooling water
.Nonhazardous (designated) domestic sewaae & industrial waste
Nonhazardous (designated) wastes from dewatering, rec. lake
overflow, swimming pool wastes, water ride wastewater, or
cjroundwater seepage
Nonhazardous (designated) noncontact cooling water
Nonhazardous (designated) process waste (produced as part of
industriatlmanufactudng process)
Nonhazardous (designated) stormwater runoff

Nonhazardous (designated) washwatar waste (photo reuse
washwater, ve~jetable washwater~
Hazardous contaminated groundwater
Inert wastes from dewatedng, rec. lake overflow, swimming pool
wastes water dde wastewater, or groundwater seepage)

# of Permits

Types of Permits

3
1
2
5
4
37

General
Major
Minor
Maior
Minor
General

1
1
1
2
1
9
1
1

Minor
General
Major
Minor
Major
Minor
General
Minor

3
7
1
16

Minor
General
Minor
General

Hazardous wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain toxic, corrosive, ignitable, or reactive substances (pdor to
treatment or disposal) managed according Io applicable Department of Health Services standards
Designated wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain nonhazardous wastes (prior to treatment or disposal) that pose
a significant threat to water quality because of their high concentrations
Nonhazardous wastes are those influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment
or disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
Inert wastes are those influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment or
disposal) and have little adverse impact or~ water quality
Major discharges are POTWs with a yeady average flow of over 0.5 MGD or an industrial source with a yearly av...,.erage flow of over
0.1 MGD and those with lesser flows but vath acute or potential adverse enviroemental impacts.
" ....
Minor discharges are all other discharges that are not categorized as a Major. Minor discharges may be covered by a general
permit, which are issued administratively, for those that meet the conditions specified by the particular general permit.

A majority of the 99 NPDES permittees in the watershed discharge directly to the San Gabriel
River (38). Nineteen discharge to Coyote Creek and twelve discharge to San Jose Creek.
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Of the 549 dischargers enrolled under the general industrial storm water permit in the
watershed, the largest numbers fall in the Fabricated Metal Products, Except Machinery and
Transportation Equipment; Chemicals and Allied Products; Motor Freight Transportation and
Warehousing; and Motor Vehicle Parts, Used categories.
There are 175 construction sites enrolled under the construction storm water permit. The sites
are fairly evenly divided between residential and commercial and a similar number of sites are
found in both the upper and lower watershed.
IMPAIRMENTS: The upper reaches of the river (in the Angeles National Forest) are heavily
used for recreational purposes and have been impacted from trash, debris, and habitat
destruction. Various reaches of the river are on the 1998 303(d) list due to nitrogen and its
effects, trash, PCBs and pesticides, metals, and coliform. The table below gives examples of
typical data ranges which led to the listings. See Table 7 in the Appendix for additional details
on currently scheduled TMDLs as well as specific pollutants included in the TMDLs.
Impairments
ammoma

Applicable
ObjectivelCriteria
Basin Plan narrative oblectlve
Basin Plan numeric objective:

tox~oty

/anes depending on pH and
temperature but the general
range ~s 053 - 27 mg/I o! total
ammonia (at average pH and
romp) in waters designated
as WARM to protect against chronic
Ioxicity and 2.3-280 rag,’1 to protect
against acute toxicit~
Basin Plan narrative objective

algae

Basin Plan narrative objective

Eutrophication
pH

Basra Plan narrative obiective
Basin Plan numeric objective:
6.5 - 8.5 pH units

odors
low 00, organic
enrichment

trash
Lead

’Arsen=c
{tissueI
Copper
Silver
Mercury
(tissue)

Typical Data Ranges 303(d) Listed WaterslReaches
Resultin(~ in Impairment
San Gabnet River Reach 2 (Fireslone Io Whi|tier Narrows Dam}
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estua~ to Firestone)
tlO - 21 1 m.oJI (mean of
San Jose Creek Reach 2 (Temple ~o 1-10 at White Ave)
10 1.*-4 1)
San Jose Creek Reach I (SG conl]uence to Temple SI )
Coyote Creek
Legg Lake
El Dorado Lakes

0 - 100% survival

69 - 94 pH units (mean of
8.5:=0.6)

El Dorado Lakes
Legg Lake
Santa Fe Dam Park Lake
Le~:jg Lake
Puddingstone Reservo~"
Crystal Lake

8asm Plan narrative objective
Basra Plan narra~ve objective
Basra Plan numeric objective:
annual mean greater than 7.0 mgi!
no single sample less than 50 m,o~t
Basin Plan narrative objective’

San Gabriel River Reach 3 (Whittier Narrows to Ramona)
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary to Firestone)
Coyote Creek
Walnut Creek
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary to Firestone)
San Jose Creek Reach 1 (SG confluence to Temple St )
San Jose Creek Reach 2 (Temple to 1-10 at White Ave)
Co~’ote Creek
El Dorado Lakes
El Dorado Lakes
Walnut Creek

0.1 - 14 9 mo~l (mean ol 4.3:1:3.5)

USEPA water quality criteria:
vanes based on hardness but
17picalty 3.2 - 25 ugi!

100 ugtl (maximum)

State Board numerm objectiye (lissue):
Max. Tissue Residue Level 200
USEPA water quality C,,ltena
vanes based on hardness but
ht~icallv 12 - 47 u,~
USEPA waier ~,~Jality ~ntena
vanes based on hardness but

240 - 300 ng/g (tissue)
90 ug~l (maximum)
30 ug~l (maximum)

San Gabriel River East Fork
ILe~j Lake
iSan, Gabdel River Reach 2 (Firestone to Whitlier Narrows Dam~
iSanta Fe Dam Park Lake
El Dorado Lakes
L ,e~:~ Lake
San Gabnel River Estua~/
Legg Lake
El Do.do Lakes
Santa Fe Dam Park Lake ....
Coyote Creek

.typically, 4 1 - 65 u.9,q

NAS guidebnes (tissue):
500 n~g

510 nqJ~ (tissue)
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Impairments
CoItform

ODT
PCBs
chlordane
abnormal 5sh
h~$tology

Applicable
Obiective/Criteria
Basra Plan numenc Oble~t~ve:
fecal coliform not to exceed log mean
ot 200 mpn/10Oml in 30-day penod and
not more than 10% Of samples exceed
400 MPN/10Oml
State Board numenc obiectrve (t~ssue);
Max. Tissue Residue Level 32 0
Stale Board numeric objective (tissue):
Max Tissue Residue Level 2 2 n,~,~
Slale Board numeric objecttve {t~ssue)
Max Tissue Residue Level 1 1
Bas=n Plan na~ative ob)ective

Typical Data Ranges
Resultin~l in Impairment
NO - 240000 MPNilOOml

303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches

25 - 36 ng~g (tBsue)

San Jose Creek Reach 2 (Temple to 1-10 at White Ave)
San Jose Creek Reach 1 (SG contluence to Temple St )
San Gabriel River Reach 2 (Firestone to Whittier Narrows Dam)
San Gabriel River Reach I (Estuary to Firestone)
Coyote Creek
Puddingstone Reservoir

54 - 65 ng,’g (t~ssue)

Puddingstone Reservo=r

16 1 - 31 7 ng,/g/t~ssue)

~Puddingstone Reser,’o~r
Coyole Creek
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary ~o Fireslone)
San Gabnel River Estuary

C URREN TL Y S CHEDULED TMDL S:
Type of
TMDL
mtrogen and
ils effects

Nitrogen and its
effects

coliform

metals

Listed WaterslReaches in TMDL

San Gabriel River Reaches 1,2. 3
San Jose Creek Reaches 1 and 2
Coyote Creek
Walnul Creek
El Dorado Lakes
Puddingstone Reservoir
Legg Lake
Santa Fe Dam Lake
CrTstal Lake
San Gabriel River Reaches 1 and 2
San Jose Creek Reaches 1 and 2
Co)’ote Creek
San Gabriel River Reach 2

Year Scheduled
For Completion
02_/03

03/04

02/03

04/05

San Gabdel River Estuary
Coyote Creek

We see a need for an additional 1.4 PYs as well as $200,000 in contract dollars for
FY00/01 TMDL work conducted in this watershed.

Stakeholder Groups
Los Angeles/San Gabdel Rivers Watershed Council: This group was formed in 1995 following
a large watershed conference held in the area which served as a springboard for other efforts.
The Council has a board of directors and became incorporated as a nonprofit organization in
1996. The group is tracking watershed activities, but has primarily focused on flood control
issues in the Los Angeles River as well as opportunities to create greenbelts and restore
habitat. The Council’s goal is to help facilitate a process to preserve, restore, and enhance all
aspects of the two watersheds. There has been interest recently to convene a subcommittee to
address water quality issues in more detail. More information on this group may.be found on

their website http://www.lasqriverswatershed.orq.
Friends of the San Gabriel River
The Friends of the San Gabriel River is a non-profit organization founded in 1999 that
advocates water quality improvements, restoration of habitat, and increased access to the river
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for the public. More information on this group may be found on their website at
http:i/www.sanqabrielriver.orq/.
Pas t Siqnifican t A ctivities
CORE REGULA TORY
The Los Angeles County Storm Water Permit (which the San Gabriel RivetWatershed falls
within) permit was renewed in July 1996. Individual NPDES permits in this Watershed were
renewed in FY99/00.
WA TE~?SHED MANA GEMENT
An in-house team of staff completed a "State of the Watershed Report" for the San Gabriel
River. This report is available by request as hardcopy or electronic files.
MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
As part of a larger-scale investigation which concluded in 1996, ambient toxicity (as well as fish
histopathology) was evaluated at a number of locations in the river which lead to additional
303(d) listings for impairments. The East Fork Trash TMDL (1999) documented the main
sources of trash in the upper watershed.
Current A c tivities
The following is a summary of current regional board activities in the San Gabriel River
Watershed which are expected to continue as part of the Watershed Management Initiative on
a watershed basis.
CORE REGULA TORY
Continuing core regulatory activities that will be integrated into the watershed management
approach include (but are not limited to) necessary renewallrevision of NPDES permits. There
are nine major dischargers, 25 significant or minor dischargers under individual permits, as well
as 39 dischargers currently covered under general permits. Compliance inspections, review of
monitoring reports, response to complaints, and enforcement actions relative to the watershed’s
NPDES permits will continue. All of the County Sanitation Districts’ permits, for their inland
POTWs (which comprise most of the flow in the middle to lower river) are being renev~ed this
year.
The San Gabriel River Watershed falls within Los Angeles County which was issued a renewed
municipal storm water permit in 1996. There are 87 co-permittees covered underj.his permit
including 85 cities, the County of Los Angeles, and the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans). Work on the permit will involve review of monitoring reports, evaluation of the Storm
water program’s effectiveness, coordination with other watershed efforts, and modification of
the permit as necessary. During 1997/98, discharger responsibilities under the permit
concentrated on the evaluation of the five BMP model programs required in the 1996 permit:
Illicit Connection/Illicit Discharges, Development Construction, Development Planning, Public
Agency Activities, and Five-Year Public Education Slrategy (including industrial/commercial site
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visits). The watershed also falls partly within the City of Long Beach which was issued a
municipal storm water permit in 1999.
An important requirement of both storm water municipal permits is implementation of the
Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plans (SUSMPs) and Numerical Design Standards for
Best Management Practices (BMPs) which were adopted in 2000. The SUSMP is designed to
ensure that storm water pollution is addressed in one of the most effective ways possible, i.e.,
by incorporating BMPs in the design phase of new development and redevelopment. It
provides for numerical design standards to ensure that storm water runoff is managed for water
quality concerns in addition to flood protection and that pollutants carried by storm water are
retained and not delivered to waterways.
The numerical design standard is that post-construction treatment BMPs be designed to
mitigate (infiltrate or treat) storm water runoff from the first ¾ inch of rainfall, prior to its
discharge to a storm water conveyance system. Other standards also apply; additional
information on the SUSMP may be found on the Regional Board website
http://www, swrcb.ca qov/-rwqcb4.
Due to limited resources, only the basic regulatory activities are performed: review of
dischargers’ monitoring reports, minimum necessary inspections and sampling, issuance/
renewal of permits, levels 1 and 2 enforcement actions (noncompliance and violation
notification), case handling, and answering inquiries from the public.
NONPOINT SOURCE PROGRAM
The Regional Board encourages pollution prevention and source control; the 205(j), Prop 13,
SRF, and 319(h) grants are tools to provide funds for these types of projects. For FY00/01, we
have listed as a priority for 319(h) grant funding activities (see Table._~3) which demonstrate
effective ways to reduce Ioadings of trash, nutrients, ahd coliform through pilot projectS which
implement trash reduction, management of horse corral runoff, golf course irrigation water
runoff, urban runoff, or implementation of septic correction measures. High priority projects
also include those involving restoration of aquatic and riparian habitats, as well as,
enhancement of recreational uses..
MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
In support of TMDL work, as well to obtain other needed information, we are requesting funding
in order to start nitrogen, coliform, and metals TMDLs which are currently scheduled. We also
plan on conducting ambient toxicity monitoring work and noted the need for a tidal prism mixing
study to resolve issues concerning the fate of freshwater effluent in the estuary.
BA SIN PLANNING
Basin Planning activities will include continued participation in both internal and external
watershed planning efforts and further incorporation of watershed management and principles
and watershed-specific priorities into future updates of the Basin Plan, where appropriate.
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WETLANDS PROTECTION AND MANA GEMENT
The Southern California Wetlands Recovery Proiect considers the El Dorado Wetlands
Restoration Plan a high priority for FY00/01 or future funding.
The San Gabriel and Lower Los An eles Rivers and Mountains Conservanc is an independent
State agency within the Resources Agency. State law established the Conservancy in 1999.
Its jurisdiction includes the San Gabriel River and its tributaries, the Lower Los Angeles River
and its tributaries, and the San Gabriel Mountains. Puente Hills, and San Jose Hills. It was
established to preserve open space and habitats in order to provide for low-impact recreation
and educational uses, wildlife and habitat restoration and protection, and watershed
improvements within its jurisdiction. It is currently involved with beginning work on an open
space plan for the area. Propositions 12 and 13 have directed funds to the Conservancy.
The Santa Monica Mountains Conservanc,! is a state agency created by the Legislature in 1979
charged with primary responsibility for acquiring property with statewide and regional
significance, and making those properties accessible to the general public. The Conservancy
manages parkland in the Santa Monica Mountains, Santa Susana Mountains, the Simi Hills, the
Santa Clarita Woodlands, the Whittier-Puente Hills, the Sierra Pe!ona, the Los Angeles River
Greenway, the Rio Hondo, the Verdugo Mountains, the San Gabriel Mountains, and the San
Rafael Hills. The agency’s goals are to: 1) implement the Santa Monica Mountains
Comprehensive Plan, 2) implement the Rim of the Valley Trails Corridor Master Plan, 3)
implement the Los Angeles County River Master Plan, 4) further cooperation with local
governments in the region to secure open space and parkland, and 5) expand education, public
access, and resource stewardship components in a manner that best serves the public,
protects habitat, and provides recreational opportunities.
Near. term A ctivitie.,~
Specific resource needs are described in the Region-wide Section of this document.
A preliminary review of resources for core regulatory activities against cost factors has
determined that our region is seriously underfunded for our baseline program. We will be
seeking more funding for our core program activities.
We will maintain involvement with stakeholder activities and pursue funding options, especially
those involving implementation of nonpoint source measures (coordinate 2050), Prop. 13, SRF,
and 319(h) activities) as well as other outreach activities such as speeches, meetings, and
participation in environmental events. As resources permit, we will also work with stakeholders
to implement provisions of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments.
P_otential Long-term Activitie~
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
°

Development of coordinated watershed monitoring program
Hydrologic study of the estuary to evaluate mixing dynamics and effects on water quality and
beneficial uses
Evaluation of fish tissue from fish in the lower river and estuary
Evaluation of loxicity impacts in the estuary
Evalualion of habitats in the middle/lower river
Evaluation of impacts from reservoir cleaning on water quality, particularly fisheries-related
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¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Evaluation of mining on instream beneficial uses
Evaluation of impacts of reclaimed water on river/groundwater
Evaluation of success of trash TMDL efforts in upper river
Evaluation of impacts from industrial stormwater in the watershed
Consideration of TMDL-related issues
Implementation of biological monitoring
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2.’7 LOS CERRITOS CHANNEL AND ALAMITOS BA Y WMA
This watershed will be targeted for permit renewal purposes in FY05/06.

Overview of WMA
Ivoo,u,a
I c~,.

Lo, ,~ co.

Los Cerritos Channel, Tidal Prism.
and Wetlands: The Los Cerritos
Channel is concrete-lined above the
tidal prism and drains a relatively small
area of east Long Beach, albeit a

densely urbanized one. The channel’s
tidal prism starts at Anaheim Road
and connects with Alamitos Bay
through the Marine Stadium; the
wetlands connects to the Channel a
short distance from the lower end of
the Channel. The wetlands, and
portion of the channel near the
wetlands, is an overwintering site for a
’~=~ c~,-~.,o~ c~o~,,.~o
great diversity of birds (up to 50
species) despite its small size. An
species, the
Belding’s Savannah Sparrow, may nest there and an areaendangered
adjacent to bird
the wetlands
is a historic
least tern colony site. One small marina is located in the channel which is also used by rowing
teams and is a popular fishing area.
Alamitos Bay:. Alamitos Bay is composed Of
Beneficial uses designated in the watershed:
the Marine Stadium, a recreation facility built
in 1932 and used for boating, water skiing,
Estuary (madna, wetlands, bay)
Above Estuary
Contact & noncontact
and jet skiing; Long Beach Marina, which
Wildlife habitat
water recreation
contains five smaller basins for recreational
Industrial service supply
Navigation
craft and a boatyard; a vadety of public and
/ntermittent uses:
Commercial & sportfishing
Noncontact water
private berths; and the Bay proper which
Estuarine habitat
recreation
includes several small canals, a bathing
’Marine habitat
Warmwater habitat
Wildlife
habitat
beach, and several popular clamming areas.
Preservation of rare &
A small bathing lagoon, Colorado Lagoon in
endangered species
Migration of aquatic organisms
Significant Issues:
Spawning habitat
has a tidal
Shellfish harvesting
¯
Loss of wetlands habitat in
Wetlands habitat
connection
Los Cerrfto~ area
with
the
Bay
.....
¯
Impacts from antifouting-paint
l/"and
Long
a small
Beach,wildlife pond, Sims Pond, also has a tidal
in marinas
¯
Urban and storm water runoff
connection. The latter is heavily used by overwintering
migratory birds.
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Water Quality Problems and Issues
A considerable amount of leaching of boat paint likely occurs in the Bay, particularly in the
marina. Nonpoint source runoff from storm drains are is also a likely source of problems.
Types of permitted wastes discharqed into the Los Cerritos Channel WM,4:
Nature of Waste Prior to Treatment or Disposal

# of Permits

, Nonnazar~ous (designated) filter backwash brine waters
Nonhazardous (designated) wastes from dewa~ering, rec lake
overflow, swimming pool wastes, water ride wastewater, or
groundwater seepage
Nonhazardous (designa ed) stormwater runoff

1
2

Hazardous contaminated groundwater
inert wastes from dewater ng, rec. lake o,.’edlow, s’,wmm~ng pool
wastes, ,rater ride wastewater, or groundwater ~

J

Types of Permits
Minor
General

2
1
1
1
3

Minor
General
Minor
General
,.General

Hazardous wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain loxic, corrosive, ignilable, or reactive substances (prior to
trealment or disposal) managed according to applicable Department of Health Services standards
Designated wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain nonhazardous wastes (prior to treatmenl or disposal1 that pose
a significant threat to water quality because of their high concentrations
Nonhazardous wastes are those influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment
or disposal) and have little adverse impact on waler quality
Inert wastes are those influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment or
disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
Major discharges are POTWs v,4th a yeady average flow of over 0.5 MGD or an industrial source with a yearly average flow of over
0.1 MGD and those with lesser flows but with acute or potential adverse environmental impacts.
’,Ainor discharges are all other discharges that are not categorized as a Major. Minor discharges may be covered by a general
permit, which are issued admin stratively, for those that meet the conditions specified by the particular general pert’niL

IMPAIRMENTS: Beneficial uses in the wetlands area are considered fully supported while those

in the channel are not. Beneficial uses in the Bay are, for the most part, considered fully
supported although Long Beach Marina is considered a site of concern due to elevated
sediment concentrations of metals. The table below gives examples of typical data ranges
which led to the listings. See Table 7 in the Appendix for additional details on currently
scheduled TMDLs as well as specific pollutants included in the TMDLs.
Impairments
¯,
Ammonia

Copper
~in tissue,)
Lead
[~. n sediment!

Applicable
Obiective/Criteda
Basin Plan n~.,~t;ve objec~-e
Basin Plan numeric Objective:
varies depending on pH and
temperature but the general
range is 0.53 - 2.7 rng/1 of total
ammonia (at average pH and
temp.) in waters designated
as WARM to protect against chronic
toxicity and 2.3-28.0 mg/t to protect
against acute loxioty
Basin Plan hart’alive objective
Basin Plan narrative objectwe

Typical Data Ranges
Resultin~l in Impairment

303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches
Los Cerntos Channe~

ND - 2.19 mg4 (mean of 0 34 ~ 0.41)

Los Cerritos Channe~
510 ug,’g (sediment)

2.7-2
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Impairments
,
~-""-"
(}n sediment)
chlordane
(in lissue,)
DDT

PCBs

dielctnn

sediment toxiotv
coliform

Applicable
ObjectivelCriteria
~as=n P~an narrative objective

Sta~e Board numenc obiectr,,e
(tissue)
Max Tissue Residue Level I ! n.q/g
Slale Board numenc objechve
(tissue):
Max Tissue Residue Level 32 0 ng/g
State Board numeric oblecIive
(tissue):
Max Tissue Residue Level 2 2
e’-’e Board numenc ob}ectlve
(tissue):
Max. Tissue Residue Levet 0 65 n_.~
Basin P~an narrative objective
Basin Plan numenc objective
Inland" fer.~l cohform not to exceed
tog mean ot 200 mpn~’1OOml in
day
penod and no{ more Ihan 10% Of
samples e~¢eed 400 MPN/’100ml
Beaches: lotal cot{form not to exceed
1.000 MPNI100ml in more than 20%
of
samples in 30 days and not more
10.000 MPNil00ml at any time
Basin Ptan narrative objective

Typical Data Ranges
Resulting in Impairment

303(d) Listed WaterslReache~

690 ug/g (sediment)

Colorado Lagoon
Los Cerritos Channel

64 9 ng/g (hssue)

Colorado Lagoon

59 9 n~’g {tissue}

Colorado Lagoon

42..0 nglg (tissue)

Cotorado Lagoon

18 2 n~g dissue)

Colorado Lagoon

Colorado Laaoon
2 - 170000 MPi’,b’100ml ~ Los Cerntos Channel

I0.000 ng/g (sediment)

~oon

CURRENTLY SCHEDULED TMDLS:
Type of
TMDL

am~_o,n~a
me~qls
PAH~

Listed Waters/Reaches in TMDL

LOS Cerdtos Channel

Year Scheduled
For Completion
04/03"-’-~

Los CelTitO8 Channel
Color’ado Lagoon

04/~"~~

Co---"~"~--Lagoon

04/05

~tic~des olorado Lagoon

0,~/0--~’-~

.Stakeholder Groun~
It is anticipated the Los Angeles/San Gabriel Watershed Council and the Friends of the San
Gabriel River will function, at least initially, as this WMA’s stakeholder groups. The Los Cerritos
WMA is located between the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers and drains to the same
general area as the San Gabriel River. There is also a minor hydraulic connection between the
lower San Gabdel River and Los Cerritos Channel due to the location of a power.p.l.ant intake
~ith the Long Beach Marina; the discharge from this facility is into the San Gab=:[~l’River
estuary. Another potential stakeholder group is the Los Cerritos Wetlands Task Force
http://www.loscerritos, orq/.
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Current A c tivities
The following is a summary of current regional board activities in the Los Cerritos Channel and
Alamitos Bay Watershed which are expected to continue as part of the Watershed
Management Initiative on a watershed basis. Please see the San Gabriel River Watershed
Section for combined information on existing and needed resources for these two watersheds.
CORE REGULA TQRY
Continuing core regulatory activities that will be integrated into the watershed management
approach include (but are not limited to) necessary renewal/revision of NPDES permits. There
eight significant or minor dischargers under individual permits as well as seven dischargers
currently covered under general permits. Compliance inspections, review of monitoring reports,
response to complaints, and enforcement actions relative to the watershed’s NPDES permits
will continue.
The Los Cerritos Channel and Alamitos Bay WMA falls partly within Los Angeles County which
was issued a renewed municipal storm water permit in 1996. There are 87 co-permittees
covered under this permit including 85 cities, the County of Los Angeles, and the California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans). Work on the permit will involve review of monitoring
reports, evaluation of the storm water program’s effectiveness, coordination with other
watershed efforts, and modification of the permit as necessary. During 1997/98, discharger
responsibilities under the permit concentrated on the evaluation of the five BMP model
programs required in the 1996 permit: Illicit Connection/Illicit Discharges, Development
Construction, Development Planning, Public Agency Activities, and Five-Year Public Education
Strategy (including industrial/commercial site visits). The watershed falls mostly within the City
of Long Beach which was issued a municipal storm water permit in 1999.
An important requirement of both storm water municipal permits is implementation of the
Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plans (SUSMPs) and Numerical Design Standards for
Best Management Practices (BMPs) which were adopted in 2000. The SUSMP is designed to
ensure that storm water pollution is addressed in one of the most effective ways possible, i.e.,
by incorporating BMPs in the design phase of new development and redevelopment. It
provides for numerical design standards to ensure that storm water runoff is managed for water
quality concerns in addition to flood protection and that pollutants carried by storm water are
retained and not delivered to waterways.
The numerical design standard is that post-construction treatment BMPs be designe~l to
mitigate (infiltrates or treat) storm water runoff from the first ¾ inch of rainfall, prior to its
discharge to a storm water conveyance system. Other standards also apply; additional
information on the SUSMP may be found on the Regional Board website
http://www.swrcb.ca.qovl-rwqcb4.
_. ~
NONPOINT SQURCE PROGRAM
The Regional Board encourages pollution prevention and source control; the 205(j) and 319(h)
grants are tools to provide funds for these types of projects. For FY00/01, we have listed as a
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priority for 319(h) grant funding activities (see Table 3) which restore aquatic and riparian
habitats and those that enhance recreational uses.
BA SIN PLA NNING
Basin Planning activities will include continued participation in both internal and external
’watershed planning efforts and further incorporation of watershed management and principles
and watershed-specific priorities into future updates of the Basin Plan, where appropriate.
WETLA NDS PRO TEC TION AND MA NA GEMENT
The Southern California Wetlands Recovery Project has identified acquisition of an option on
the 185-acre Bixby andl00-acre Hellman Ranch parcels (which are in the area of the wetlands)
priority projects for FY00/01 or future funding.
Near-term ,4 ctivities
Specific resource needs are described in the Region-wide Section of this document.
A preliminary review of resources for core regulatory activities against cost factors has
determined that our region is seriously underfunded for our baseline program. We will be
seeking more funding for our core program activities and TMDLs in this area.

¯ ..

We will maintain involvement with stakeholder activities and pursue fundin o tions, es e i
those ~nvoMng ~mplementation of nonpoint source measures (coordinate
5 )Participation
and31
activities) as well as other outreach activities such as speeches, meetings, and
in
environmental events. As resources permit, we will also work with stakeholders to implement
provisions of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments.
Potential Lon.q-term Activitie.~
¯

Evaluation of existing conditions/beneficial uses

¯

Consideration of TMDL-related issues

°

Implementation of biological monitoring
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2.8

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS WMA

This watershed will be targeted for permit renewal purposes in FY05i06.
Overview of WMA
The Channel Islands within the Region’s
boundaries are: Anacapa, San Nicolas, Santa
Barbara, Santa Catalina, and San Clemente
Islands. Anacapa and Santa Barbara Islands
are part of the Channel Islands National Park.
The waters within six nautical miles of
Anacapa and Santa Barbara Islands are
designated a national marine sanctuary. The
ocean waters adjacent to the islands (not the
entire circumference of Santa Catalina
however) were designated Areas of Special
Biological Significance by the state of
California. The west side of San Nicolas

~-__

~

.....~,,,,~o

"~ ,~ ...~~.,. ~ \
:,~{..
~~’~~
I ’~
Channell$1aiadsWMA

’L,.....~
"
-~""lr"~-~l\

supports a large gull rookery and elephant seal
breeding area. The U.S. Navy has facilities on
San Nicolas (and a desalination plant) and San
Clemente Islands with a small package treatment
plant on the latter. The city of Avalon is located
on Santa Catalina Island and also has a small
treatment plant.

Beneficial Uses of Island Watercourses
Municipal supply
Groundwater recharge
Contact & noncontact water recreation
Warmwater habitat

Wildlife habitat

Preservation of rare & endangered species

Water Quafity Problems and Issue,,;.
Water quality in the vicinity of the islands is uniformly good. There are some potential threats
from naval facilities and small treatment plants; however, no part of this watershed
management area is on the 303(d) list.
Types of permitted wastes discharqed into the Channel Islands WMA:
Nature of Waste Prior to Treatment or Dis_~osal

# of Permits

Nonhazardous (designated) wastes from .dewatering, rec. lake
overflow, swimming pool wastes, water dale wastewater, or

groundwater seepage

1

Ty_.pes of Perrnit~
Minor

’

Nonhazardous (designated) domestic sewage

1

Majol"

Hazardous wastes are those inl]uent or solid wastes that contain toxic, corrosive, ignitable, or reactive substances (prior to
treatment or disposal) managed according to applicable Department of Health Services standards
Designated wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain nonhazardous wastes (prior to treatment or disposal) that pose
a significant threat to water quality because of their high concentrations
Nonhazardous wastes are those influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment
or disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
Inert wastes are those influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollulants or organic wastes (prior to treatment or
disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
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Major discharges are POTWs ,with a ),early average flow of over 0.5 MGD or an industrial source with a yearly average flow of Over
0 1 MGD and those with lesser flows but wilh acute or potential adverse environmental impacts.
",tinct discharges are all other discharges thai are not categorized as a Major. Minor discharges may be covered by a general
permit, which are ~ssued administral rely, for those that meet ~he conditions specified by the particular general permit.

Stakeholder Group
There is currently no stakeholder group organized for the islands.
Current A c tivities
CORE REGULA TORY
Continuing core regulatory activities that will be integrated into the watershed management
approach include (but are not limited to) necessary renewal/revision of NPDES permits. There
is one major discharger (sewage treatment plant on Santa Catalina Island) and four significant
or minor dischargers under individual permits.
The Channel Islands WMA
Compliance inspections, review of monitoring reports,
¯
Five islands
response to complaints, and enforcement actions relative
¯
One maior discharger, four minor
to the watershed’s NPDES permits will continue.
¯
¯
¯

dischargers
Areas offshore of islands designated
as Areas of Special Biological

Significance

habitatHigh quality marine and rocky intertidal

Heavy use by marine mammals and
endangered species

Near-term Activitie_~

Due to limited resources, only the basic regulatory
activities are performed: review of dischargers’ monitoring
reports, minimum necessary inspections and sampling,
issuance/renewal of permits, levels 1 and 2 enforcement
actions (noncompliance and violation notification), case
handling, and answering inquiries from the public.

Specific resource needs are described in the Region-wide Section of this document.
A preliminary review of resources for core regulatory activities against cost factors has
determined that our region is seriously underfunded for our baseline program. We will be
seeking more funding for our core program activities.
The Channel Islands WMA is being proposed for inclusion in a partial update of the Water
Quality Assessment report due in 2002. Some staff resources will be needed in 2001/02 to
gather and analyze existing data.
We will maintain involvement with island activities and pursue funding options, especially those
involving implementation of nonpoint source measures (coordinate 2050) and 3.~t9(h) activities)
as well as other outreach activities such as speeches, meetings, and participation in
environmental events. As resources permit, we will also work with stakeholders to implement
provisions of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments.
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2.9 VENTURA RIVER WATERSHED
This was a targeted watershed for permitting purposes in FY95/96 and FY00/01.
Overview of Watershed
The Ventura River and its tributaries
drain a coastal watershed in western
Ventura County. The watershed
Los,,,,~,es co.
covers a fan-shaped area of 235
~
i
square miles, which is situated within
the western Transverse Ranges (the
~
I
... I ~
,
only major east-west mountain ranges
I
in the continental U.S.). From the
..
...._.
~-~,.
upper
slopes of the Transverse
j
.-.
Ranges,
the surface water system in
~
the Ventura River watershed
generally flows in a southerly direction
to an estuary, located at the mouth of
the Ventura River. Groundwater
\
basins composed of alluvial aquifers
deposited
the surface
wateror
system, are highly interconnected with the surface water system
andalong
are quick
y recharged
_
I ,,o- - _ _ ..,.

depleted, according to surface flow conditions. Topography in the watershed is rugged and as
a result, the surface waters that drain the watershed have very steep gradients, ranging from 40
feet per mile at the mouth to 150 feet per mile at the headwaters.
Precipitation varies
widely in the
watershed. Most
occurs as rainfall
during just a few
storms, between
November and March.

Summer and fall
months are typically

Beneficial Uses in Watershed:
Estuary
Navigation
Commercial & sponfishing
Estuartne habitat
Marine habitat
contact & noncontact water recreation
Warmwater habitat
Wildlife habitat

Above Estuary
Municipal supply
Industrial service supply
Industrial process supply
Agricultural supply
Contact & noncontact water recreation
warmwater habitat

Wildlife habitat
dry. Although snow
Preservation of rare & endangered species
Preservation of rare & endangered species
Migratory & spawning habitat
occurs at higher
Migratory & spawning habitat
Wetlands habitat
Wetlands habitat
elevations, melting
Shellfish harvesting
Coldwater habitat
snowpack does not
Groundwater recharge
Freshwater replenishment
sustain significant
runoff in warmer
months. The erratic weather pattern, coupled with the steep gradients throughout most of the
’watershed, result ia high flow velocities with most runoff reaching the ocean.
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Water Quality Problems and lssue,~
The majority of water quality problems involve eutrophication (excessive nutrients and effects),
especially in the estuary/lagoon although some DDT and metals have been found in mussel
and fish tissue (on the 303(d) Iist for these). A large storm drain enters the river near the
estuary and homeless persons live in and frequent the river bed. Sediment in the estuary,
however, appears relativel~"uncontaminated and in laboratory tests conducted through the Bay
The Ventura" River Watershed
Protection and Toxic Cleanup Proqram, little sediment
toxicity was found. In some sub- watersheds, high TDS
¯
One major discharger (POTW)
concentrations impair the use of water for agriculture.
¯
27 dischargers covered under industrial
The watershed’s water quality problems are, for the
stormwater permit
¯
Eutrophication concerns, especially in
most part, nonpoint source-related. There have also
lagoon
been incidents of releases of toxic materials into storm
¯
Some bioaccumulalion o! DDT and
drains entering the lower river.
metals
¯
-

TDS concerns in some subwatersheds

Impediments to s~eeIhead trout

There is only one major dischar,qer, a small PO1-W (3.0
MGD) in the middle reach of the Ventura River which
has recently upgraded (end of 1997) to tertiary treatment
The treatment plant effluent had been implicated in nuisance growth of aquatic plants and low
dissolved oxygen found at times downstream of the discharge. For much of the year, the
facility’s effluent can make up two-thirds of the tolal river flow. The major concern was the
facility’s inability to meet the nutrients and suspended solids discharge limitations in its NPDES
permit. Addit onally, high biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) in the effluent resulted in
dissolved oxygen concentrations in the river that could not support cold water aquatic habitat.
The facility was required to upgrade under a Regional Board Cease and Desist Order. The
most recent monitoring has shown the quality of the effluent has significantly improved
including a reduction of nitrate-nitrogen from 20 mg/I to 4 mg/I, a reduction of suspended solids
from 12 mg/I to 2 mg/I, and a reduction of BOD from 10 mg/I to 2 mg/I. DO levels in the river
have improved dramatically to about 11 mg/I and algal growth is greatly reduced below the
plant; however, nonpoint sources (agriculture and horse stables) still appear to be contributing
to algal growth above the plant.
migration (but much high quality
habilal}

Types of permitted wastes discharqed into the Ventura River Watershed:
Nature of Waste Prior to Treatment or Disposal
Nonhazardous tdesignated) domestic sewage & industrial waste
Nonhazardous (designated) wastes from dewatedng, rec. lake
overflow, swimming pool wastes, water dale wastewater, or

# of Permits

Types of Permits

1
4

Major
General

groundwater seepage
HaZardous wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain ~oxic, corrosive, ignitable, or reactive substances (prior to

treatment or disposal) managed according to applicable Department of Health Services standards
Designated wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain nonhazardous wastes (pdor to treatment or disposal) that pose
a significant threal to water quality because of their" high concentrations
Nonhazardou,,,wastes are those influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutanls or organic wastes (prior to treatment
or disposal) and ha’4e little adverse impact on water quality
Inert wastes are those influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment or
disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
Major discharges are POTWs with a yearly average flow of over 0.5 MGD or an industrial source with a yearly average flow of over
0.1 MGD and those with lesser flows but with acute or potential adverse enwronmental impacts.
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Minor discharges are all other discharges that are not categorized as a Major. Minor discharges may be covered by a general
perm~L ~,hich are issued administra ire y, for those that meet the condilions specified by the particular general permit.

Of the 27 dischargers enrolled under the general industrial storm water permit in the watershed,
the largest numbers fall in the Motor Freight Transportation and Warehousing; Food and Kindred
Products; and Oil and Gas Extraction categories.
Water diversions, dams, and groundwater pumping also are thought to limit surface water
resources needed to support a high quality fishery. Reduced water supplies affect water quality
and thus beneficial uses, particularly with regards to the endangered steelhead trout (steelhead
trout are known to utilize the River and some of its tributaries historically supported annual
steelhead runs of 5000 - 6000 adults). Removal of the Matilija Dam (upper river) has recently
been identified as a high priority.
The taole below gives examples of typical data ranges which led to the 1998 303(d) listings.
See Table 7 in the Appendix for additional details on currently scheduled TMDLs as well as
specific pollutants included in the TMDLs.
IMPA IRMEN TS:
Impairments
DOT
Algae

Applicable
Obj.ective/Criteria

Typical Data Ranges 303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches
Resulting in Impairment

Basra Plan narrative objective
Basin Plan narrative objective

Pump ng.
Water diversions

Basin Plan narrative obiective

’~opper

Basin Plan narrative objective

~iiver

Basin Plan narrative objective
Basin Plan narral~,e objective

~

Trash
S._.~.e

Basra Plan ~ec0ve
Basin Plan ~ec~e

23 0 n.~.,~.ssue)
Ventura River Estuar,!
Ventura River Reach 2 (Main SL to Weldon Canyon)
Ventura River Reach 1 (estuary to Main St.)
Ventura RJ,.,er Estuar’,(
Venlura River Reac~l 4 (Coyote Creek to Camino Cielo Rd )
Venlura River Reach 3 (Weldon Canyon to c~ntl, w/Coyole

Cr.)
4 1 ug/g (tissue)
003 ug/g (tissue)
40 0 uoj’g (tissue)

iVentura River Reach 2 (Main St. to Weldon Canyon)
Ventura River Reach 1 (estua~ to Main SI.t
Ventura River Reach 2 (Main St. to Wetdon Canyon)

Ventura River Reach 1 (estuar~ to Main St.

! Canyon)
Ventura River Reach 2 (Main St. to Wetdon
Ventu~a River Reach I ~
Ventura River Estuary
Ventura River Reach 2 ~Main St. to Weldon Ca~~

2.2~

CURRENTLy SCHEDULED TMDLS
Type of

Listed Waters/Reaches in TMDL

Year Scheduled

(FY)
Ventura River Estuar’~_

We see a need for an additional 1.3 PYs as well as $50,000 in contract doll~’for FY00/01
TMDL work conducted in this watershed.
Stakeholder Group_
Ventura River Steelhead Restoration and Recovery Plan Group A Plan was developed in
response to the listing of steelhead trout as an endangered species by the National Marine
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Fisheries Service (NMFS) in August 1997. The plan was developed 1) to identify measures to
mitigate impacts of ongoing operations and maintenance activities, 2) to identify future projects
and, 3) identify and evaluate opportunities to promote recovery and restoration of the steelhead
trout in the watershed. One staff person will continue to remain involved with the group, as
needed.
Preliminar~ State of the Watershed Report Staff completed a Preliminary State of the
Watershed Report for the Ventura River in 1995.
Significant Past Activities
In August 1997. the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)listed the steelhead trout in
Southern California as endangered underthe Federal Endangered Species Act (ESA). The
listing means that any project or action that may affect steelhead trout or their habitats will
require consultation with NMFS to obtain an incidental take permit. In order to prepare for the
listing and deal with possible regulatory requirements as a result of the listing, the Casitas
Municipal Water District, City of Ventura, Ventura County Flood Control District, and seven
other local public and private agencies collaborated and developed the Ventura River
Steelhead Restoration and Recovery Plan in December 1997 (see above). The plan also
contains large amount of background information on the watershed such as hydrology, biology,
steelhead habitat conditions, and the operations and maintenance of water wastewater, solid
waste, transportation and flood control facilities of the sponsoring agencies. The regulatory
activities by the Regional Water Quality Control Board in the watershed were briefly reviewed in
the plan.
Current A c tivities
The following is a summary of current regional board activities in the Ventura River Watershed
which are expected to continue as part of the Watershed Management Initiative on a watershed
basis.
CORE REGULA TORY
Permit__s in this watershed were renewed together in June 1996; this watershed will be targeted
again in FY2000-01. The Ventura County Municipal Stormwater Permit is scheduled for
reissuance in spring 2000. Continuing core regulatory activities include compliance inspections,
reviewing of monitoring reports, response to complaints, and enforcement actions as needed.
Key regulatory staff will continue to remain involved in the Ventura River Watershed Team for
purposes of coordinating wate~’shed activities in-house and working on any needed State of the
Watershed Report updates.
Additionally, most urban areas in Ventura County, including this watershed, are implementing
Best Management Practices under the Municipal Storm Water Permit (adopted in 2000).
Addit onally, most urban areas in Ventura County, including this watershed, are implementing
Best Management Practices under the Ventura County Municipal Storm Water Program. The
"Discharger" consists of the co-permittees Ventura County Flood Control District, the County of
Ventura, and the Cities of Camarillo, Fillmore, Moorpark, Ojai, Oxnard, Port Hueneme, San
Buenaventura, Santa Paula, Simi Valley, and Thousand Oaks. The Discharger is required to
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implement the approved Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Urban Impact Mitigation Plan
(SQUIMP) by January 27, 2001. The SQUIMP shall address conditions and requirements for
new development and significant redevelopment.
The Ventura River receives municipal storm drain discharges from the City of Oiai, City of San
Buenaventura (part), and unincorporated Ventura County (part).
To date, the storm water monitoring program has consistedof land-use based monitoring
combined with receiving water monitoring and modeling. The Discharger intends to sign an
agreement to participate in the Regional Monitoring Program established for Southern
California municipal programs under the guidance of the Southern California Coastal Water
Research Project.
Currently under consideration are agreements with sister agencies in regulatory-based
encouragement of Best Management Practices. Most notably is the use of a GIS layer for
pesticides application available from the Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR). Reduction
of pesticides identified as contaminants of concern for a watershed might be addressed through
a Management Agency Agreement (MAA) with the DPR, or through waiving adoption of waste
discharge requirements on an individual basis using information gathered in databases
provided by the Ventura County Agricultural Commission office.
MONI TORING A ND A SSESSMEN T
A receiving water monitoring program is implemented by the Ojai Valley Sanitary District,
supplemented by ambient or special monitoring conducted by Regional Board staff. The
monitoring supports compliance evaluation, nonpoint source identification, and potential TMDL
development. Ventura River Watershed TMDL-type activities investigated sources of low
dissolved oxygen in the river in the area of.the treatment plant. In conjunction with the receiving
water monitoring, land-use based monitoring is done as part of the Ventura County Municipal
Storm Water Program. We would also like to begin early monitoring for 303(d) parameters in
2001, with a potential de-listing of some of the current 303(d) parameters.
WETLANDS PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT
The Southern California Wetlands Recovery Project considers the removal of Matilija Dam on
Matilija Creek, a tributary to the Ventura River northwest of Ojai a strong contender for funding
in FY00/01 and future years. According to the US Fish & Wildlife Service, the removal would
accomplish 1) restoration of the Ventura River ecosystem and contribute to recovery of
endangered steelhead trout, 2) provide needed sediment for beach nourishment and coastal
erosion control, and 3) facilitate recreational access to Matilija Wilderness Area in the Los
Padres National Forest. Other projects under discussion involve land acquisitions at the mouth
of the river. This habitat is primarily riparian.
-.~NONPOINT SOURCE PROGRAM
A priority issue is continued work to determine the scope of water quality impacts from
agricultural runoff in the Region. Some agricultural activities occur in the Ventura River
Watershed. Development of solutions to any impacts is also a high priority and will be a major
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concern of the nonpoint source program and, by extension, watershed groups which will be
addressing this as well as other problems.
Staff will pursue re-initiating stakeholder meetings in the walershed and assist in development
of a watershed management plan which will be expected to address strategies to reduce point
and nonpoint source pollutants as well as issues other than strictly water quality concerns. In
the meantime, staff will remain involved with the agencies that collaborated to develop a plan
for restoration and recovery of anadramous steelhead trout in the watershed. An example of
regulatory-based encouragement can be found in this plan development. Equestrian stables in
the San Antonio Creek tributary of the river were identified by Regional Board and U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers staff as existing and potential sources of problems in the watershed.
Facility owners are working to improve their operations from a water quality standpoint in an
effort to avoid implementation of manager~ent practices under Waste Discharge Requirements.
BASIN PLANNING
Basin Planning activities will include continued participation in both internal and external
watershed planning efforts and further incorporation of watershed management and principles
and watershed-specific priorities into future updates of the Basin Plan, where appropriate.
Review of and comment for the highest priority EIRs in the watershed will continue although this
is currently an unfunded program.
Near. term A c tivities
Specific resource needs are described in the Region-wide Section of this document.
Near-term Basin Planning issues include addressing impacts from hydromodification and
pumping, particularly in steelhead trout restoration and dam removal efforts, and developing
nutrient standards for the lagoon.
Potential Lonq-term Activities
Baseline watershed-wide bioassessment monitoring in this largely natural watershed will be an
important component of any long-term planning and assessment. There are currently no funds
for this type of activity.
We will be involved to some extent with discussions concerning the proposal to decommission
and remove the Matilija Dam. The Ventura County Board of Supervisors voted to request
legislation be introduced to fund a Reconnaissance Study by the U.S. Army CorEs, of Engineers
on that matter.
"--
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2.10 MISCELLANEOUS VENTURA COASTAL WMA
This Watershed Management Area was targeted for permitting purposes in FY00/01.
Overview of WMA
Channel Islands Harbor_. Channels Islands Harbor is located south of the Santa Clara River
and is in theimmediate vicinity of considerable residential development and some agricultural
land. The Southern California Edison inlet canal to the Ormond Beach Generating Station is
located at the north end
of the harbor. The harbor
is home to many
-- -recreational boats and
I
Ventura
two boatyards.
I Co.
Los Angeles CO.

Port Hueneme Harbor:.
Port Hueneme is a medium-sized deepwater
..,.. I
harbor located in Ventura
County, north of Mugu
/
Lagoon. Part of it was
operated by a U.S. Navy
Construction Battalion
Misc. Ventura
until very recently while
Coastal WMA
the rest of the harbor
serves as a commercial
port operated by the
\
Oxnard Harbor District. The construction of a majority of the harbor was completed in 1975.
The commercial side generally serves ocean-going cargo vessels and oil supply boats; the
latter serve the oil platforms in the Santa Barbara Channel. Two endangered bird species may
use the harbor, the California Browrl Pelican and the California Least Tern.
.V. entura Marina: Ventura Marina is a small craft harbor located between the mouths of the
Ventura and S~nta Clara Rivers. It is home to numerous small boats and two boatyards. The
"Ventura Keys" area of the marina is a residential area situated along three canals. The marina
is surrounded by agricultural land and a large unlined ditch drains into the Keys area. Since the
marina is between the mouths of two rivers which discharge large sediment loads from their
relatively undeveloped watersheds, the marina has a constant problem with keeping the
entrance channel open.
McGrath Lake: McGrath Lake is a small brackish waterbody located just south o..f..~e Santa
Clara River. The lake is located partially on State Parks land and Partially on privately-owned
oilfields in current production. A number of agricultural ditches drain into the lake. A state
beach is located off the coastal side of the lake. The habitat around the lake is considered to
be quite unique and it is utilized by a large number of overwintering migratory birds.
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Beneficial Uses in WMA
Channel Islands Harbor
Industr,at servmce supply
Conlact & noncontacl
waler recreation

Navigabon

Commercial & sportfishing
Marine habitat

Wildlife hab,lat

Port Hueneme Harbor

Ventura Marina

Pro{::ess water suppty
Contact & noncontact
water re~:reation
Navigation
Commercial & sportfishing
Manne Habitat

Industrial serv,ce supply
Conlact & noncontact
water recrealion
Nawgat~on
Commercial & sporflishing
Manne habilat

Wildlife ha~,~at

W,~d,te ha~,~at

Shellfish harvesting

Orrnond Beach

Ormond Beach Wetlands and McGrath Lake

Contact & nonconlact vvaler
recreation
Wildlife habitat
VVetlands habitat
Pro~ecIion of rare &

Contact & noncontact water
recreal,on
~,~/ildlife habitat
WeIlands habitat

Induslrial water supply

Estuar,ne ha~,ta~

open Coastline: A major
feature of the coastline north
Of mugu Lagoon is Ormond
Beach and Ormond Beach
Wetlands. There are a
number of scenarios under
consideration for restoration of
this degraded yet valuable
wetlands.
Water Quality Problems
and Issues

Protect,on ot rare &
endangered s~cles

Channel Islands Harbor. The
harbor is on the 1998 303(d)
Po,,,e, gene,a,on
list for lead and zinc. During
Commercial & sportfishing
Uar~.e .a~tat
the early to mid-1980s, the
Shetll~sh harvesting
SMWP found low to
intermediate levels of metals
and organics except for one especially high accumulation of DDT. Sediment sampling for
metals conducted by Regional Board staff in 1988 revealed slightly to moderately elevated
levels. Copper at one site was nearly 50 ppm and zinc was as high as 76 ppm. Arsenic was
slightly elevated (4 ppm) at a sampling site located next to a drain possibly connected to a
nearby agricultural field. Under the BPTCP_, the harbor is listed as site of concern due to DDT
and silver sediment concentrations and sediment toxicity (but not recurrent toxicity); further
monitoring is needed here.
endangered species

Nawgation

Port Hueneme Harbor. The harbor is on the 1998 303(d) list
for PAHs, DDT, PCBs, TBT, and zinc. The SMWP has found
The harbors
¯
One deepwater harbor and two
elevated levels of Cu, Zn, PAHs, and PCBs. Zinc was at
small-craft madnas
elevated levels on the commercial side while PCBs were
¯
Accumulation of metals, PCBs,
very high on the Navy side. The Navy side is suspected of
and histodc pesticides in
using large amounts of pentachlorophenol (PCP) for
sediment and tissue
¯ Support considerable marine life
treatment of wood pilings. An Army Corps DEIR released in
1985 covering extension of one channel stated that water
The wetlands and coast
quality was good. The document also bdefly discussed the
¯
Histodc pesticide contamination
port’s biota which CDFG found to be "fairly healthy" and
¯ Loss ofqualily habitat
¯ Impacts from oil spills
typical of southern California harbors. Sediment core
¯
Use by endanaered species
samples were collected in 1985 as part of a proposed
dredge project. Relatively low levels of metals were found and no pesticides were detected. It
may well be that flushing is good in the harbor and only locating a station directly next to a
source will result in bioaccumulation. The BPTCP found fairly minimal levels of’sediment
toxicity in recent testing but the harbor is considered a site of concern under the programdue to
accumulation of DOT, PCBs, TBT, PAHs, and zinc in mussel tissue. Further monitoring is
needed here.
Ventura Marina: The marina (the Keys area) is on the 1998 303(d)list for coliform problems.
The City of Ventura monitors six stations within the Keys and the nearby Arundell Barranca
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(open drain carrying mostly agricultural runoff) for coliform on a regular basis. There are
currently ongoing discussions concerning the possibility of re-rerouting the barranca away from
the marina. The SMWP has found moderately elevated levels of metals, DDT, and chlordane
in the marina from sampling conducted in the late 1980s; however it is not listed as a site of
concern under the BPTCP.
’
McGrath Lake: The lake is on the 1998 303(d) list for pesticides. The BPTCP found varying
amounts of sediment toxicity and sediment levels of many pesticides were very high; the lake is
listed as a toxic hot spot due to sediment concentrations of DDT, chlordane, dieldrin, toxaphene
and endosulfan above sediment quality guidelines. A characterization study is ongoing and
restoration work is being planned. A major crude oil spill into the lake occurred in late 1993 and
runoff from nearby agricultural fields is ongoing.
Open Coastline: Little is known of water quality in the Ormond Beach area. The Oxnard
Treatment Plant discharges secondary effluent to the ocean off of Oxnard. The facility is
currently investigating approaches to remove upstream brine dischargers in order to move
toward water reclamation. Part of the reclaimed water is proposed for use in a seawater
intrusion barrier project to protect the Oxnard Plain ground water basin. The ocean
immediately off of the coast was part of Bighr98 and the 1994 Southern California Sight Pilot
Project.
T es of ermitted wastes dischar ed into the Misc. Ventura Coastal WMA:
Nature o_._._~f Waste Prior to Treatment or Disposal
N°nhazard°us~c°ntaminated--~r°undwater
N°nhazard°u~omestic se~___.~ & industrial waste
Nonhazardous (designated) wasles from dewatering, rec. lake
overflow, swimming pool wastes, water ride wastewater or
,
~
Nonhazardous desi nated noncontactcoolin~.water
Nonhazardous (designated) process waste (produced as part of
N°nhazard°~torrnwater runoff
1
~_e_s.i na!ed~ilter backwash brine waters
n~onnazardous (designated) washwater waste {~se
washwater, ve etable washwater
Inert wastes from dewalehng, rec. lake overflow, swimming pool
wastes, water dale wastewater, or groundwater seepac~e)

# of Permits
1
1
5
4

T’Lpes of Permits
Minor
M.._.ai
Minor
General

1
1

~or

1
1

Minor
Minor
Minor

2

General

Hazardous wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain toxic, corrosive, ignitable, or reactive substances (prior to
treatment or disposal) managed according to applicable Department of Health Services standards
Designated wastes are those influent or solid wastes that contain nonhazardous wastes (prior to treatment or disposal) that pose
a significant threat to water quality because of their high concentrations
Nonhazardous wastes are those influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (pdor to treatment
or disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
Inert wastes are those intluent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment or
disposal) and have little adverse impact on water quality
Major discharges are POTWs with a yearly average flow of over 0.5 MGD or an industrfal source with a yearly average flow of over
0,1 MGD and those with lesser flows but w,h acute or potential adverse environmental impacts.
Minor discharges are all other discharges that are not categorized as a Major. Minor discharges may be covered by a general.
permit, which are issued administratively, for those that meet the conditions specified by the particular general permit.
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The table below gives examples of typical data ranges which led to the listings. See Table 7 in
the Appendix for additional details on currently scheduled TMDLs as well as specific pollutants
included in the TMDLs.
IMPA IRMEN TS:
Applicable
Objective/Criteria
Beach ClOSures

Typical Data Ranges
Resultin in Impairment

Basin Plan narrative objeclive

Coliform

10 37 days/year closed
"

~as~n l--’lan numenc ob ective.

Sediment tcx~otv
Chlordane Ised~ment)
!DOT
(sediment &
Tissue)
ifissue)
~AHs
(.sediment~
Zinr:
(sedimenl & tissue)

Inland: fecal coliform not to exceed
log mean of 200 mpnll00ml in 30-day
pehod and nol more than 10% of
/
samples exceed 400 MPNtl00ml
J
Beaches: lotal coliform not to ex~ceo~ed
1,000 MPN/100ml in more than 20 ,o of
samples in 30 da~ and nol more than J
10.000 MPN/100ml at an~
Basin Plan narrahve objective
Basin Plan narrative ob~
]
Basin Ptan narrative obiective
Stale Board numenc objective (tissue): -]
Max, Tissue Residue Level 32.0 n_2.g.~,,9.~
Basin Plan narrative ob.~ective
State Board numeric objective (tissue): ]
Max. Tissue Residue Level 2.2 ng!g
Basin Plan narrative objective

Obiect,ve was exceeded from
32 - 75% of time

/

McGrath Beach
........... / Beach
Sanla Clara River Estuary Beach, Surfers
McGralh Beach
Venlura Harbor Ventura Keys

McGralh Lake
McGrath Lake
McGrath Lake
Porl Hueneme Harbor

160 noz~
3,000 ng/g (sediment)
700 n.2.g..BL~is s u e )

Port Hueneme Harbor
2.000 ng/g
10,000 ng/g

Port Hueneme Harbor

320 - 400 ng/g (lissue)

Port Hueneme Harbor
Channel Islands Harbor
Channel Islands Hart)or
Port Hueneme Had:~r

/

Basin Plan narrative objective
~~~
Basin Plan ~
~ ~ narrative o~

~
~

I
I

303(d) Listed Waters/Reaches

380 ~
180 n~g
7,000 n_.~_~_~

CURRENTLY SCHEDULED TMDLS
Type of
Listed Waters/Reaches in TMDL
TMDL ...........

Year Scheduled

(FY)
.;..zinc

"llf}~

~Man.d..alay Beach

Port Hueneme Harbor

04/05

We see a need for an additional 0.7 PY for F¥00/01 TMDL work conducted in this
watershed.
,Stakeholder Group
Ormond Beach Task Force Ormond Beach is part of the Miscellaneous Ventura Coastal WMA;
the area includes a somewhat degraded wetlands which has considerable restoration potential.
The Task Force was formed in 1993 and meets on an infrequent basis to addre~h’ssues and
projects which may affect the beach and wetlands.
Curren t A c tivities
Both existing and needed resources are presented in a table in the "Near-term Activities"
subsection.
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CORE REGULA TORY
Continuing core regulatory activities that will be integrated into the watershed management
approach include (but are not limited to) necessary renewal/revision of NPDES permits. This
will be a targeted watershed for the bulk of permil renewal purposes in FY 2000-01. There are
three major .d.ischarqers, 13 significant or minor dischargers under individual permits, as well as
one discharger currently covered under a general permit (additional information on permits may
be found in the Appendix). Compliance inspections, review of monitoring reports, response to
compfaints, and enforcement actions relative to the watershed’s NPDES permits wil! continue.
Additionally, most urban areas in Ventura County, including this watershed, are implementing
Best Management Practices under the Municipal Storm Water Permit (adopted in 2000).
Additionally, most urban areas in Ventura.County, including this watershed, are implementing
Best Management Practices under the Ventura County Municipal Storm Water Program. The
"Discharger" consists of the co-permittees Ventura County Flood Control District, the County of
Ventura, and the Cities of Camar Iio, Fillmore, Moorpark, Ojai, Oxnard, Port Hueneme, San
Buenaventura, Santa Paula, Simi Valley, and Thousand Oaks. The Discharger is required to
implement the approved Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Urban Impact Mitigation Plan
(SQUIMP) by January 27, 2001. The SQUIMP shall address conditions and requirements for
new development and significant redevelopment.
The Miscellaneous Ventura Coastal WMA receives municipal storm drain discharges from the
City of Oxnard (part), City of Port Hueneme, and City of San Buenaventura (part).
To date, the storm water monitoring program has consisted of land-use based monitoring
combined with receiving water monitoring and modeling. The Discharger intends to sign an
agreement to participate in the Regional Monitoring Program established for Southern
California municipal programs under the guidance of the Southern California Coastal Water
Research Project.
MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
The Ventura Coastal drainages are being proposed for inclusion in a partial update of the
Water Quality Assessment report due in 2002. Staff resources will be needed in 2000/01 to
prepare the update. The monitoring needs in this WMA include staff to evaluate coastal
receiving water data, sediment data analysis and interpretation, resources to integrate surface
and ground water data, and resources to evaluate other information (e.g., pesticide and
fertilizer use databases as well as those for grower/crop and cr~)p timing).
McGrath Lake: A Consent Decree established a settlement with the responsible party in a 1993
crude oil spill. The settlement created a Trustee Council (California Department of Fish and
Game, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and California Department of Parks and Recreation) to
determine how to spend $1.315 million targeted for natural resource restoration.
The Trustee Council formally requested assistance from the Regional Board to perform a study
to characterize the water quality and sediments within the lake, as well as sources of
contaminant inputs to the lake. The main objectives of the study were to determine whether it
would be necessary or beneficial to dredge the lake to remove contaminated sediments, and
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whether it would be beneficial to spend funds on habitat improvement projects in and around
the lake, given the ongoing potential contaminant inputs and uncontrolled water management
activities. The Regional Board funded the characterization study (contributing $100,000) using
some of the money the Board received from the oi! spill settlement.
A preliminary study was conducted in August 1998 to aid in selection of sampling sites for the
characterization study. The characterization study was conducted in October 1998 and
included:
1) water quality measurements at several locations in the lake (temperature dissolved oxygen, pH, and
nutrient data)
’
2) surficial sediment samples at 10 stations in.the lake will be analyzed for grain size, sediment
chemistry (pesticides, petroleum hydrocarbons, metals) and sediment toxicity
3) deep sediment cores at 7 statfons in the lake will be subsampled for sediment chemistry analyses
4) water column measurements at one station in an agricultural drain entering the lake (pesticides,
metals, and nutrients)
5) sediment chemistry (pesticides and metals) at 2 stations in agricultural drains
The characterization study demonstrated widespread sediment contamination throughout most
of the lake, including high concentrations of several trace metals and pesticides. Prior to
undertaking a sediment cleanup and habitat restoration program, it would be useful to
eliminate or reduce on-going sources of contamination, e.g., agricultural runoff. The Trustee
Council plans to release a restoration plan in 2001 and work with local stakeholders to develop
solutions to these problems.
"
Shoreline: Beginning in 1999, a new law requires public health officials in coastal counties to
conduct weekly testing, between April 1 and October 31, at beaches visited annually by more
than 50,000 people and at adjacent storm drains (including natural creeks, streams, and rivers,
that flow during the summer. Due to the popularity of Ventura County beaches for year-round
activities, the Ventura County Board of Supervisors authorized the implementation of a program
that expanded the monitoring program to all 12 months of the year. Ventura County
Environmental Health Department will conduct routine surf zone sampling at 52 beach
locations. Data will be reviewed by the Regional Board and used to assess current conditions
of Ventura County beaches for future 305(b) reports.
Open Coastline: Our source of data for the coastal areas comes chiefly from the one POTW
and two generating stations which discharge offshore as well as regional data from Bight’98
and the 1994 SCBPP. These data support compliance evaluation.
WETLANDS PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT
The Southern California Wetlands Recovery Proiect has listed Ormond Beach Wetlands
acquisition and preparation of a restoration plan as a priority project for FY00/01 or future
funding. The project involves acquisition of 600 acres of wetlands and dunes parcels privately-
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owned and implementation of an existing restoration plan for these parcels. Acquisition of land
in the McGrath Lake area is also a high priority.
BASIN PLANNING
Basin Planning activities will include continued participation in both internal and external
watershed planning efforts and further incorporation of watershed management and rinci
d watershed-specific priorities into future
of th~
~,-~ ~, appropna[e.
....... "
P.. pies
....undates
o,- ,--,,~,
wner.e
NONPOINT SOURCE PROGRAM
We are encouraging application for Proposition 13 funding for use in preparation of a
watershed management plan for this watershed management area.
Groundwater
The Oxnard Forebay is a prime groundwater recharge area that is impacted by nitrogen
discharges, mainly from densely populated communities using septic systems, and agricultural
areas. The Regional Board undertook a study of septic systems in the area during FY98/99; in
August 1999 the Board adopted a Basin Plan amendment to prohibit septic systems in the
Qxnard Forebay. The amendment immediately prohibits the installation of new septic systems
or the expansion of existing septic systems on lot sizes of less than five acres. Discharges
from septic systems on lot sizes of less than five acres must cease by January 1, 2008. This
prohibition will affect up to 3,000 septic systems and ten to fifteen thousand people. The County
of Ventura has applied for Small Community Grant funding to provide adequate sewage
treatment on behalf of the Saticoy and El Rio communities.
Another 319(h} project is underway which also involves septic tanks. The Scope of Work for
this project is still being developed but will involve the evaluation of several systems for nutrient
re m ova I.
A well head protection and demonstration project in the Fox Canyon Groundwater Management
Area is being funded with 319(h) monies. This project is destroying disused drinking water
wells which may serve as a conduit for contamination to reach the deep water aquifer.
Currently under consideration are agreements with sister agencies in regulatory-based
encouragement of Best Management Practices. Most notably is the use of a GIS layer for
pesticides application available from the Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR). F~eduction
of pesticides identified as contaminants of concern for a watershed might be addressed through
a Management Agency Agreement (MAA) with the DPR, or through waiving adoption of waste
discharge requirements on an individual basis using information gathered in databases
provided by the Ventura County Agricultural Commission office .... .=Marinas
There are a number of marinas in this WMA, all with well-documented levels and types of
pollution consistent with nonpoint sources. We have initiated enforcement actions on several
commercial fishing operations to ensure compliance with state discharge requirements. We will
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be focusing our 319(h) priorities for the upcoming application period on a number of areas of
concern in the Region including development of education and outreach programs and
implementation of management measures whic~h are intended to reduce pollution from these
nonpoint sources in marinas. A particular area of concern in Port Hueneme has been
management of squid wastes from fishing vessels.
Near-term Activities
Specific resource needs are described in the Region-wide Section of this document.
A preliminary review of resources for core regulatory activities against cost factors has
determined that our region is seriously underfunded for our baseline program. We will be
seeking more funding for our core program activities.
The Ventura Coastal drainages are being proposed for inclusion in a partial update of the
Water Quality Assessment report due in 2002. Staff resources will be needed in 2000/01 to
prepare the update. The monitoring needs in this WMA include staff to evaluate coastal
receiving water data, sediment data analysis and interpretation, resources to integrate surface
and ground water data, and resources to evaluate other information (e.g., pesticide and
fertilizer use databases as well as those for grower/crop and crop timing).
Most watershed programs look to the Regional Board as the information management agency
for the collected data. To meet that need, we require additional resources related to data
management and interpretation. Some of the expenditures under NPDES support the
monitoring that will ultimately be used to identify and quantify nonpoint source inputs.
We will maintain involvement with stakeholder activities and pursue funding options, especially
those involving implementation of nonpoint source measures (coordinate 205(j) and 319(h)
activities) as well as other outreach activities such as speeches, meetings, and participation in
environmental events. With additional resources we propose conducting a number of
education and outreach activities including holding regional workshops and conferences with
other Regional Boards as well as ekperts in the field, contacting marina operators individually,
and offering an incentives program.
Potential Lonq-term Activities
Arr~ndell Barranca: The Regional Board staff have been approached by the City of San
Buenaventura for input on a potential project to re-route the Arrundell Barranca from Ventura
Harbor to the Santa Clara River estuary. The proposal calls for a constructed wetlands near
the estuary to treat the Barranca’s water before entering the Santa Clara River. The project is
proposed as a method of dealing with periodic coliform exceedances in areas of the Ventura
Harbor/Ventura Keys
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Seawater Intrusion into the Oxnard Plain: The City of Oxnard is attempting to remove high TDS
inputs to their treatment plant with the ultimate goal of reuse of the Wastewater for a seawater
intrusion barrier project in the Qxnard Plain.
Implementation of watershed-wide biological monitoring: This is a long-term goal for all of our
watersheds.
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Section 3.

Regionwide Activities

There are many activities conducted at the Region which do not apply to a specific ’watershed;
instead they represent ongoing regionwide strategies and policies, or programs which are not
direc~tly linked to the rolating watershed cycle¯ Also, statutory, regulatory, or funding
requirements may dictate completion of some activities at odd intervals throughout the five-year
watershed cycle (such as increased emphasis on pretreatment inspections). We expect that
some of these activities, which include triennial reviews, water quality assessment (305(b))
reports, updating lists of impaired waterbodies (e.g. the federal 303(d) list), can be negotiated
into a watershed schedule (see Monitoring and Assessment discussion under each Watershed
section for proposed water quality assessment scheduling). See Table 2 below for more
examples of watershed versus non-watershed related activities.
Table 2. Example Work Activities and Their Fil (or not) Inlo Watershed

~

sks
Non- Watershed Tasks
Issue new permils
~ermils
Issue individual industrial and storm
Conduct inspections on new permits
Enforcement (spills. out of cycle compliance)
Develop regional stralegies to address NPS
)roblems

~ Storm ~
Conduct inspection~ f~r ~alershed permits
~-cycle compliance)
Implement NPS controls
T"-~DL!W LAs
Develop, coordinate and implement watershed
~
Waler Quality Assessments (State of the Watershed

---------’----Coordinate monitoring on a regional scale
Biennial 305(b) Reports to USEPA

,.,Repoffs, partial updates to 30~tershed)
Develop watershed p-~ci’~s
~ atershed-specific Basin Plan Updates

Develop regional policies
Regional Basin Plan Updates, Triennial Reviews (as

~ent (input and use by watershed)

~rshed-specific layers and
information)
~out~each/education

Incorporation of CEQA ; d 401 Decisions into

tegional Database man~elopmen and

GIS (development and input of regional layerstand
Maintenance of system..____~)
General oulreach education
Timely review of CEQA ~

=ts, 401

watershed planning (as groups are formed, and as certifications per statutory deadlines

And, while the Watershed Management Initiative strives to integrate and coordinate the various
Regional and State Board programs and address the highest priodty funding needs for those
programs, there is also need torespond to and accommodate priorities established by the
individual Regional and State Boards’ members, priorities established prior to the:WMI which
run on their own timelines, or other new mandates which may affect the way the WMI is
implemented in a Region. It is important to re-state here that the WMI is not a new program but
rather a way to describe our approach to integrating existing and newly evolving programs and
mandates. The following describes our overall approach to implementing a number of
programs (some statewide mandates) and other Board priorities.
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Core Requlatory
During FY01/02, we shall be carrying out regularly scheduled permit renewals in the Santa
Clara River and Calleguas Creek Watersheds. The other activities we will be conducting f#r
this one year are on a regionwide rather than watershed scale due to a number of factors.
One activity involves renewing both officially and unofficially backlogged permits. Many
backlogs were created unofficially through utilizing our original seven- rather than five-year
cycle for permit renewals. These should decrease greatly as we phase into a five-year cycle
but, in the meantime, there will likely continue to be some backlog for FY01/02. We also plan to
renew our general permits (see below) to incorporate Basin Plan amendments and fine-tune
other requirements.
Another activity which has taken up considerable time, and contributed to backlogged permits,
is responding to appeals and lawsuits. At.issue for a number of permits is a lack of regional
nutrient objectives which has translated into a lack of permit limitations and subsequent
petitions and/or lawsuits. Ideally, TMDLs would be adopted in the year proceeding permit
renewals for a particular watershed. Permit limitations could then be based on allocations from
the TMDLs. Also ideally, we would have state-adopted water quality objectives (or an
implementation plan for federal numbers) or ecologically-relevant regional objectives for
parameters such as nitrogen and phosphorus to use for development of permit limitations.
These "official" numbers will likely be available in the near future but, in the meantime, we
continue to experience challenges to our permit limitations (or lack thereof).
Recently enacted legislation which does not allow Board discretion to issue Time Schedule
Orders without penalties has added to the difficulty of adopting permits per original schedules.
One of the final tasks of the Bay Protection and Toxic Cleanup Program was adoption of a
statewide Consolidated Plan for cleanup of toxic hot spots. Water Code Section 13395 states
that the Regional Board is required to reevaluate WDRs including (1) an assessment of the
WDRs that may influence the creation or further pollution of the known toxic hot spot; (2) an
assessment of which WDRs need to be modified to improve environmental conditions at the
known toxic hot spot; and (3) a schedule for completion of any WDR modifications deemed
appropriate. We were required to begin the reevaluation of WDRs associated with high priority
known toxic hot spots within 120 days after final approval of the Consolidated Plan (by March
15, 2000). As part of our reevaluation, we were required to submit a list of WDRs associated
with each high pdority toxic hot spot within six months after final approval of the Consolidated
Plan (by May 15, 2000). The priodty list for moderate and low priodty known toxic hot spots
must be submitted within one year of final approval of the Consolidated Plan (by November 15,
2000). While we do not have to actually revise any WDRs within these timeframes, if we find
that we will need to make revisions, we will need to supply a schedule. And as we renew or
modify WDRs, we need to include a finding that the discharge may contribute to the pollution
present at the toxic hot spot.
.
_Core Requlatory- General Permit,~
There are many dischargers in this Region covered by general permits for discharges to
surface water through a letter issued by the Executive Officer. This activity occurs as often
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outside as within the watershed cycle. 40 CFR §122.28 provides for issuance of general
permits to regulate a category of point sources if the sources:
a)

Involve the same or substantially similar types of operations;

b)

Discharge the same type of waste;

c)

Require the same type of effluent limitations or operating conditions;

d)

Require similar monitoring; and

e)

Are more appropriately regulated under a general permit rather lhan individual permits.

General permits currently in effect include:
¯

NPDES Permit No. CAG914001 - for disc~’arges of volatile organic compound contaminated
groundwater to surface waters (threat!complexity rating 2B)

¯

NPDES Permit No. CAG994002 - for discharges of treated groundwater from construction and proiect
dewatering to surface waters (threat/complexity rating 3B)

¯

NPDES Permit No. CAG99400! - for groundwater discharges from construction and project
dewatering to surface waters (threat!complexity rating 3C)

¯

NPDES Permit No. CAG674001 - for discharges of hydrostatic tesl water to surface waters
(threat/complexity rating 3C)

¯

NPDES Permit No. CAG834001 - for treated groundwater and other wastewaters from investigation
and/or cleanup of petroleum fuel pollution to surface waters (threal/complexity rating 2B)

¯

NPDES Permit No. CAG994003 - for discharges of nonprocess wastewaters not requiring treatment
systems to surface waters (threat/complexity rating 3C)

As a point of comparison, the highest threat/complexity rating is 1A and the lowest 3C.

Core Requlatory- Storm Water
Storm water activities include those involving the three municipal permits in the Region, facilities
regulated under the State’s general industrial permit, and construction sites regulated under the
State’s general construction permit.

Municipal permits
Municipal permits currently in effect include:
NPDES Permit No. CAS004003 - adopted in 1999 this is the permit for municipal storm water and urban
runoff discharges within the city of Long Beach
’
NPDES Permit No. CAS004002 - adopted in 2000 this is the permit for municipal storm.water and urban
runoff discharges within the Ventura County Flood Control District, County of Ventura, and cities of
Ventura County
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NPDES Permit No. CAS614001 - adopted in 1996 this is the permit for municipal storm water a~d urban
runoff d~scharges with the county of Los Angeles
An important part of the urban municipal permits (Los Angeles County and City of Long Beach)
are the Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plans (SUSMPs) and Numerical Design
Standards for Best Management Practices (BMPs) which were adopted in 2000. The SUSMPs
are designed to ensure that storm water pollution is addressed in one of the most effective
ways possible, i.e., by incorporating BMPs in the design phase of new development and
redevelopment. It provides for numerical design standards to ensure that s[orm water runoff is
managed for water quality concerns in addition to flood protection and that pollutants carried by
storm water are retained and not delivered to waterways.
Monitoring has indicated that mass emissions of pollutants to the ocean are significant from the
urban watersheds such as the Los Angele.s River, Bal!ona Creek, and Coyote Creek. Studies
have found chemical concentrations of pollutants that exceed state and federal water quality
crfleria in storm drains flowing to the ocean and that there are adverse health impacts from
swimming near them.
Municipal storm water regulations at 40CFR 122.26 require that pollutants in storm water be
reduced to the maximum extent practicable (MEP). The definition of MEP has generally been
applied to mean implementation of economically achievable management practices. Because
storm water runoff rates can vary from storm to storm, the statistical probabilities of rainfall or
runoff events become economically significant and are central to the control of pollutants
through cost-effective BMPs.
The numerical design standard is that post-construction treatment BMPs be designed to
mitigate (infiltrate or treat) storm water runoff from the first ¾ inch of rainfall, prior to its
discharge to a storm water conveyance system. Other standards also apply; additional
information on the SUSMP may be found on the Regional Board website
http:llwww.swrcb.ca.qovl-rwqcb4. Effective implementation of the SUSMP would be aided
by 1 PY for review of city approvals of projects.
Retail gasoline outlets (RGOs) were given a categorical exemption by State Board to the
SUSMP requirements, partly because the threshold to mitigate developed by the Regional
Board which was based on size and RGOs were deemed too small. A needed special project
(0.5 PY) is to develop a new threshold to mitigate for RGOs.
The Ventura County Municipal Storm Water Permit co-permittees must implement an.approved
Ventura Countywide Stormwater Quality Urban Impact Mitigation Plan (SQUIMP) by 2001. The
SQUIMP similarly addresses conditions and requirements for new development and significant
redevelopment.
Industrial permit .....
The 1987 amendments to the Clean Water Act established a framework for regulating
municipal and industrial storm water discharges under the NPDES Program. In 1990, the
USEPA published final regulations that established application requirements for storm water
permits. The regulations require that storm water associated with industrial activity that
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discharges either directly to surface waters or indirectly through municipal storm drains must be
regulated by an NPDES permit.
State Board adopted the Industrial Activities Storm Water General Permit in 1997. The permit
requires facility operators to (1) eliminate unauthorized nonstorm water discharges, (2) develop
and implement a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), and (3) perform monitoring
of storm water discharges and authorized nonstorm water discharges. Facilities that discharge
storm water associated with industrial activity requiring a General Permit are listed by category
in the Code of Federal Regulations. These categories include manufacturing, mining/oil,
recycling, steam electric generating, and light industry, among others. There are approximately
2,600 facilities in this Region covered by the general industrial permit. Most of these sites are
in the Los Angeles River Watershed with the San Gabriel River Watershed and the Domiguez
Channel and LAJLB Harbor WMA also containing a considerable number. Five to ten
additional PYs would be needed to fully address all aspects of industrial storm water
permitting including compliance inspections of all facilities once every five years, review
of SWPPPs, and followup work.
Construction permit
In 1990, USEPA published final regulations that establish storm water permit application
requirements for specified categories o1: industries. The regulations provide that discharges of
storm water to waters of the United States from construction projects that encompass five or
more acres of soil disturbance are effectively prohibited unless the discharge is in compliance
with an NPDES permit.
State Board adopted a general permit for storm water discharges associated with construction
activity in 1999. It.contains narrative effluent limitations and requirements to implement
appropriate Best Management Practices (BMPs) which emphasize source controls.
Elimination or reduction of nonstorm water discharges is a major goal of the general permit. It
prohibits the discharge of materials other than storm water and authorized nonstorrn water
discharges. It also requires development of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
and monitoring program.
]’here is a total of 948 sites covered under the construction storm water permit as of November
2000. The majority of sites are in Ventura and western Los Angeles Counties with 310 in the
Santa Clara River Watershed and 100 in the Calleguas Creek Watershed. There are a total of
307 residential sites of 10 acres or more in the Region compared to 112 sites of less than 10
acres. There are a total of 142 commercial sites of 10 acres or more while there are 104 sites
of less than 10 acres.
_Monitoring and Assessment
California Water Code Section 13192 required the SWRCB to assess and report on the State
monitoring programs and to prepare a proposal for a comprehensive surface water quality
monitoring program. As currently envisioned, the Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program
(SWAMP) will be implemented using a scientifically sound monitoring design with meaningful
indicators of the environment and the results will be readily available to the public. Ambient
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monitoring serves as a measure of the overall quality of water resources and the overall
effectiveness of Regional Boards prevention, regulatory, arid remedial actions.
The SWAMP is intended to meet four goals:
1

identify specific problems preventing the SWRCB, RWQCBs, and the public from realizing
beneficial uses in targeted watersheds.

2)

Create an ambient monitoring program that addresses all hydrologic units of the State using
consistent and objective monitoring, sampling and analysis methods; consistent data quality
assurance protocols; and centralized data management.

3)

Document ambient water quality conditions in potentially clean and polluted areas.

4)

Provide the data to evaluate the effectiveness of water quality regulatory programs in protecting
beneficial uses of waters of the State.

Eventually, each of the SWRCB and RWQCBs existing monitoring programs (e.g., the State
Mussel Watch Program, Toxic Substances Monitoring Program, toxicity studies, and
fish/shellfish contamination studies) will be incorporated into SWAMP to ensure a coordinated
approach without duplication.
Two general approaches are outlined in the current proposal for implementing SWAMP. ©ne
focuses on identifying specific problems in targeted watersheds (directed monitoring) through
sampling in areas suspected to be contaminated or sampling to evaluate the status of the most
sensitive beneficial use (e.g., sample frequently-consumed fish). The overall goal is to
establish site-specific information in sites known or suspected to have water quality problems.
Collecting information on locations which may need listing or delisting of waters under CWA
Section 303(d) is a focus. The other approach involves documenting ambient water quality
conditions in potentially clean and polluted areas (ambient monitoring). The overall goals is to
develop a Statewide picture of the status and trends of the quality of California’s water
resources. It is intended that this portion of SWAMP will be implemented in each hydrologic
unit of the State at least one time every five years. This portion of SWAMP is focused on
collecting information on waters for which the State presently has little information and to
determine the effects of diffuse sources of pollution.
Our general approach to implementing the SWAMP will be to sample in the preceding year
those waters targeted under the WMI in the following year. For example, in FY00-01 we would
sample in the Calleguas Creek and Santa Clara River Watersheds which are targeted under
the WMI the following year. That way, each hydrologic unit in the Region would be sampled
every five years. A possible exception to this approach is that we may investigate reference
sites in non-targeted as well as targeted watersheds.
In general, we would utilize a stratified random approach to select sample sites-~’s-tr’ratified to
include areas around major confluences) except for our investigation into eutrophication which
would utilize a uniform sampling approach and our followup work at previously identified
problem sites. Depending on the number of samples deemed necessary (by the scientific
review panel) in each stratum to give reliable results (and the associated costs), a more uniform
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sampling approach may be utilized instead, such as uniform sampling or sampling at
confluences.
There is $360,000 available in FY00/01 for sampling and analysis. The majoi’ity (-60%) of
those resources are anticipated to be dedicated toward biological monitoring as opposed to
chemical analyses. Biological monitoring may include freshwater toxicity tests, habitat
assessments, analysis of benthic invertebrates, fish bioassessments, or sediment toxicity tests.
Much of this work will be conducted through a master contract with the Department of Fish &
Game.
Basin Plannin~
Water Qua/ity Legislation
The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Contrdl Act (California Water Code) was enacted by the
State ~n 1£69 and became effective January 1, 1970. This legislation authorizes the State
Board to adopt, review, and revise policies for all waters of the state and directs the Regional
Boards to develop regional Basin Plans.
The Clean Water Act (CWA), enacted by the federal government in 1972, was designed to
restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters. One
of the national goals states that wherever attainable, water quality should provide for the
protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife, and provide for recreation in and on
the water (i.e., fishable, swimmable). The CWA directs states to establish water quality
standards for all "waters of the United States" and review and update such standards on a
triennial basis.
The USEPA has delegated responsibility for implementation of portions of the CWA to the
and Regional 8oards, including water quality planning.and control programs such as the State
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES).
Besides state and federal laws, several court decisions provide guidance for basin planning.
One decision reaffirmed the public trust doctrine, holding that the public trust is "an affirmation
of the duty of the state to protect the people’s common hedtage in streams, lakes, marshlands,
and tidelands, surrendering that dght of protection only in rare cases when the abandonment of
that right is consistent with the purposes of the trust." Public trust encompasses uses of water
for commerce, navigation, fisheries, and recreation.
Basin Plans
Regional Board Basin Plans a~e designed to preserve and enhance water quality and protect
the beneficial uses of all regional waters by providing consistent long-term standards and
program guidance for the Region. Specifically, Basin Plans (i) designate beneficial, uses for
surface and ground waters, (ii) set narrative and numerical objectives that must be attained or
maintained to protect the designated beneficial uses and conform to the state’s antidegradation
policy, and (iii) describe implementation programs to protect all waters in the Region. In
add tion, Basin Plan incorporate (by reference) all applicable" State and Regional Board plans
and policies and other pertinent water quality policies and regulations.
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As pad of the State’s Continuing Planning Process, components of Basin Plans are reviewed
as new data and information become available or as specific needs arise. Comprehensive
updates of Basin Plans occur in response to state and federal legislative requirements and as
funding becomes available. State Board and other governmental entities’ (federal, state and
local) plans, that can affect water quality, are incorporated into the planning process. Following
adoption by Regional Boards, the Basin Plans and subsequent amendments are subject to
approval by the State Board, the State Office of Administrative Law (OAL), and the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).
Recent Basin Plan Amendments
Basin Plan amendments will be completed periodically as new standards, policies, and other
information are developed. TMDLs will also be adopted as Basin Plan amendments. This will
generate a significant workload for Standards/TMDL staff over the next 13 years. We also
anticipate that watershed efforts utilized, i~ part, to accomplish TMDLs will identify other
possibilities for Basin Plan studies and amendments (e.g., new or revised standards, new
policies).
The first TMDL was adopted by the Regional Board in 1999 (amended in 2000) to reduce lrash
on the East Fork of the San Gabriel River. This Basin Plan amendment has since been
approved by the State Board, OAL and USEPA.
A Basin Plan amendment updating municipal and domestic water supply designations was
brought to the Board for consideration in late 1998. In November 1998, the Regional Board
voted to amend the Water Quality Control Plan for the Los Angeles Region (Basin Plan), by
adopting a resolution to "Incorporate Changes in Beneficial Use Designations for Selected
Waters." This amendment removed the beneficial use designation for "Municipal and Domestic
Supply" (MUN) from eight surface waters and two ground water areas along the coast. The
State Board voted to approve this amendment at the February 1999 Board hearing, however, in
July 1999, the State Office of Administrative Law (OAL) issued a Notification of Disapproval due
to a number of details including our responses to comments. The Regional 8oard resubmitted
groundwater portion of the amendment, which was approved by OAL in 2000.
In 1990, the Regional Board adopted Resolution No. 90-004 (Drought Policy) which had a term
of three years and provided interim relief to dischargers who experienced difficulty meeting
chloride objectives because of a state-wide drought. The policy adjusted effluent limits to the
lesser of 1) 250 mg/I or 2) the chloride concentration in the water supply plus 85 mg/I. In 1995,
the Regional Board extended the interim limits for three years and directed staff to develop a
long-term solution to deal with the impact of changing water supply, especially during droughts.
In 1997, the Regional Board adopted Resolution No. 97-002 (Chloride Policy) which amended
the Basin Plan by setting the chloride objective at 190 mg/I except in the Calleguas Creek and
Santa Clara River Watersheds where, due to the great concern for protection of agriculture,
staff were directed to determine the chloride concentrations sufficient to protect-agricultural
beneficial uses. The Chloride Policy has since been approved by the State Board and Office of
Administrative Law (OAL).
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Water Quality Objectives
The CWA (§303) requires states to develop water quality standards for all waters and to submit
to the USEPA for approval all new or revised water quality standards are established for inland
surface and ocean waters. Water quality standards consist of a combination of beneficial uses
and water quality objectives, as well as an antidegradation policy. Water quality objectives may
be expressed as either numeric limits or a narrative statement.
In addition to the federal mandate, the California Water Code (§13241) specifies that each
Regional Board shall establish water quality objectives. The Water Code defines water quality
objeclives as "the allowable limits or levels of water quality constituents or characteristics which
are established for the reasonable protection of beneficial uses of water or the prevention of
nuisance within a specific area." Thus, water quality objectives are intended (i) to protect the
public health and welfare and (ii) to maintain or enhance water quality in relation to the
designated existing and potential beneficial uses of the water. Water quality objectives are
achieved through Waste Discharge Requirements and other programs. These objectives,
when compared with future water quality data, also provide the basis for identifying trends
toward degradation or enhancement of regional waters.
Trienmal Review Process
The California Water Code, (§13240), directs the State and Regional Boards to periodically
review and update Basin Plans. Furthermore, the CWA (§303 [c]) directs states to review water
quality standards every three years (triennial review) and, as appropriate, modify and adopt new
standards.
In the Triennial Review Process, basin planning issues are formally identified and ranked during
the public hearing process. These and other modifications to the Basin Plan are implemented
through Basin Plan amendments as described below..In addition, the Regional Boardcan
amend the Basin Plan as needed. Such amendments need not coincide with the Triennial
Review Process.
The year 2000 triennial review is c~rently underway with the public hearing process scheduled
for January or February 2001. While basin planning priorities have not yet been identified
through the process, there are clearly some issues that will need time and resources in the
upcoming years. Many of these issues have been raised due to EPA recommendations, new
legislation and court orders. For example, in EPA’s letter approving the Basin Plan, EPA
identified 14 issues that should be included in thetriennial review. These include: updating
beneficial uses to better identify waterbodies supporting rare, threatened and endangered
species, in particular; updating water quality objectives (e.g., ammonia and bacteria); and
updating implementation policies and procedures (e.g., for acute and chronic toxicity
objectives).
Another issue, driven by recent legislation, involves the Regional Board waiver policy. Regional
Boards may issue both categorical and individual waivers. In the case of categorical waivers,
the Regional Board must approve and issue categorical waiver criteria either through adopting
a specific resolution or Basin Plan amendment. Once a Categorical waiver is approved by the
Regional Board, Regional Board staff may be delegated the responsibility to review and
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approve categorical waivers. Four categorical waivers have been approved in the Region, as
set forth in Resolution No. 53-5 (adopted in 1953). These are: septic tanks, swimming pool
discharges, on-site drilling mud discharges from single oil wells, and discharges from private
impoundments or lakes. Individual waivers are typically for construction or development projects
that are short-term or one-time events.
Section 13269, Paragraph (a), of the Water Code states that certain Water Code provisions
"may be waived" by a Regional Board for a specific discharge or a specific type of discharge "if
the waiver is not against the public interest." However, recent legislation (Senate Bill 390,
amending Section 13269) requires that all waivers or waiver categories be evaluated and
renewed every 5 years. Initially, Regional Boards must evaluate and renew all waivers and
’waiver categories by January !, 2003, otherwise they will automatically terminate. After this
initial evaluation and renewal, Regional Boards must conduct on-going compliance monitoring
and renew, every 5 years, all waivers and waiver categories. The evaluation of waivers requires
an initial review of all waivers and waiver categories, as well as validation of the adequacy of
waiver conditions through field sampling at a representative number of discharges granted
waivers. Depending on the data generated from this exercise, the Regional Board may decide
to renew the waiver category (based on the adequacy of waiver conditions and their
observance) amend the conditions (based on their inadequacy as documented through field
tests), or allow the waiver category to automatically terminate on 1/1/2003 (based on the
documented impact on water quality). If the last option is chosen, the Regional Board will then
have to determine how those discharges should be regulated--either through general WDRs or
individual WDRs.
Another issue of importance is the anticipated workload associated with adopting TMDLs as
Basin Plan amendments on a very short time schedule, as required by the Consent Decree.
There are a number of triennial review issues from 1995 that have not been addressed. In
addition, future triennial review issues may include:
¯

Development of biomonitoring/biocriteria efforts

¯

Further work on ensuring compliance with ammonia objectives by June 2002

¯

Implementation issues associated with the California Toxics Rule and State Implementation Policy

¯

Specific refinements to certain beneficial uses; conducting regular beneficial use assessments to
provide more detail - particularly for aquatic life

¯

Development of regional and watershed-specific policies for nonpoint sources
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Proposed (Needed) Near-term (FY 2001/02) and Long-term (beyond FY 2002/03) Resource
Altocation for Standards an.___~d Planning Activities
Task
Product
Near-term Lob--rig-term
Implement tnenn~al review -various
_tasks
Amend Basin ~
Updated Basin Plan
~MDLs
Address ’waiver olic
Updated waiver policy
Update Basin Plan maps,
Updated graphics in Basin Plan
2ncluding reach boundaries
Prepare web-ba~~ed ~
Interactive web version
version of Basin Ptan
~
. Review oi CEQA --------~Comment~to lead aaen~ies
documents
~
H

priority/
H
H

M
I

2.0
~
M
M

I

3.0

-- ~

-- ~

0.~-~-1.0
0~---

t.o
c1 rv? , 2,e n t planning and

Preparation of CEQA -----’~,-’,--.,’-.-P~
oOCumen S las needed) II ,..c~,~ ~ocumen~s

M

-’--~ ~

We will remain committed to involvement with the 205(j) grant program for planning and
assessment activities. Tab e 3 which follows lists our priority projects under that grant
program.
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Table 3. Targeted Watersheds and Projects for 2001/02 Section 2050) Grants in the Los Angeles Region

Los Angeles
Fund one con,~,,.,,,~,,, wi~,==,~--~menq ol an overall watershed monitoring
River Watershed r program; evaluate its usefulness in future watershed assessments and as
’ an element in a watershed-wide monitoring program; establish baseline
that can be used for comparison after implementation of control measures
at pollutant sources (both point and nonpoint)
Los Angeles
Fund collection and assembly of all mor~itoring data for watershed
River Watershed
incudlng utilizing sources such as monilodng pledged In CEQA or 401
certification documents
Santa Monica
Priorltize storm drains needing diversion; focus efforts on major problem
Bay WMA
drains for coliform TMDL implementation
Santa Monica
Fund portion of watershed-wide monitoring program in Malibu, with
Say WMA
emphasis on nutrients and coliform or bloassessment concerns in the
upper portion of the watershed as part of an integrated monitoring effort
jointly undertaken by local stakeholders
Calleguas Creek
Hydrologic model of water~hed, thc~uding the lagoon
Watershed
San Gabriel
Fund collection and assembly of alJ monitoring data for watershed
River Watershed
including utilizing sources such as monitoring pledged in CEQA or 401
certification documents
Ban Gabriel
Fund collection of bioassessment data for watershed; evaluate its
River Watershed
usefulness in future watershed assessments and as an element in a
watershed-wide monitoring program; establish baseline that can be used
for comparison after implementation of COn~Ol measures at pollutant
sources (both point and nonpoint)
San Gabriel
Hydrologic model of estua@ (emphasis on establishing characteristics of
River Watershed
fresh- and saltwaler mixin~l zone~)
San Gabriel
Develop plan for maintenance of watershed’s flood control dams.
River Watershed
Regionwide
Regional planning to remove septic tanks in densely populated areas and
hook up IO sewers
;
~
~
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Additional assessment information for Year 2002
WQA; baseline beneficial use support information

Historic dalabase (mapped sampling siles) as
starting polnl for fulure work
Ability to focus efforts on Ihe malor problem drains
Produce data for TMDLs; find sources of
impairments; evaluate any BMPs being implemented;
assess areas of walersh~d not previously studied
Hydrologic model (including Mugu Lagoon)
Historic dalabase (mapped sampling sties) as
starting poinl for future work
Additional assessment ~n/ormalion for Year 2002
WQA; baseline beneficial use support information

Hydrologic model of estuary
Most effective method to clean out reservoirs wilhoul
beneficial use impairments
A plan to remove septics in densely populated areas
and reduce inputs (coliforms and nulrienls) to ground
water and sudace water from faully seplics and
congested leachfields (a plan to implement cohform
and nulrient TMF)I

’
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Wetlands Protection and Mana.qement
Wetlands acres in the Region have diminished greatly over the past several decades as coastal
development, in particu ar, has increased. Wetlands provide habitat, serve to slow down water
flow. decrease total volume through infiltration,
active uptake by plants as well as deposition in and filter out a number of pollutants through
sediments. Wetlands such as coastal estuaries
organisms.
stretches
riparian
function asand
wildlife
corridors
to allow
animal
are a buffer Continuous
zone between
ocean of
and
inland habitat
water resources
are heavily
utilized
by aquatic
movement between increasingly isolated populations. They also serve as popular recreational
destinations for residents and visitors. Unfortunately, many of our Region’s wetlands are
impacted by varying kinds and amounts of pollutants and alterations.
Over the past 7 years, we have embarke(:i on a number of efforts to inventory and evaluate our
Region’s wetlands. These efforts have included the following:
¯

We funded a 1993 study, entitled Waterbodies, Wetlands, and their Beneficta! Uses in the
Los Angeles Region which provides descriptions, maps, photos and functional values of
wetlands throughout the region.
’

¯

Our Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project funded a wetlands inventory in 1993 which
outlines historical changes in wetlands in the Santa Monica watershed, an inventory of
current wetlands in the watershed and potential restoration and creation projects in the
watershed¯
’

¯
¯

The Regional Board continues the work of inventorying through participation in the Southern
California Wetlands Recovery Project, which for the first phase effort, conducted an
inventory of coastal wetlands from Santa Barbara to the U.S.-Mexico border. This inventory
included information on twelve wetlands in seven watersheds for our region. When
compared to estimated historical acreages, Los Angeles County has lost 93% of its
wetlands while Ventura County has lost 58% of its wetlands.
A 20-year regional wetland plan and strategy for prioritizing and restoring sites is being
developed. Currently, the Project funds wetlands projects which involve planning,
restoration, or acquisition. Some of the this region’s wetlands given a high priority for
funding include Los Cerritos Wetlands, Malibu Lagoon, Ormond Beach Wetlands, and the
Ventura River estuary. More information about the Project may be found on its webpage at
htt :www.coastalconservanc .ca. ov/scwr /index.html. "

Water Quality Certification (401) Program
A key wetlands regulatory tool for the Regional Board is the CWA Section 401 Water Quality
Certification Program which regulates discharges of dredge and fill materials to waters. The401
certification program is one of the most effective tools the state has for regulating hydrologic
modification proiects, especially those which directly impact the region’s diminishing acres of
wetlands and riparian habitat. Program work is conducted in conjunction with U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers and the California Department of Fish & Game.
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Key program activities should include CEQA documents review/response (possibly involvement
as lead agency), pre-construction meetings with applicants, site visits, application processing,
follow-up monitoring and inspections, and enforcement. Unfortunately, the program is currently
severely underfunded with only application processing being undertaken. The program is
currently funded at 2.1 PYs; the FY 00/01 statewide needs analysis for the 401
certification program indicated a needed augmentation of 13.9 PYs. Any incremental
increases in the baseline PYs would go first toward follow-up work and enforcement, then
toward increased support of application processing, then coordination meetings, site visits, and
CEQA documents review/response. Follow-up work is especially critical since mitigation
wetlands often do not function as well as projected during the planning phase. Another very
important activity that could be funded is the development of policies regarding in-stream gravel
mining and use of in-stream sediment basins.
Furthermore, beginning in FY 00/01, the program began requiring in-house certification rather
than sign-off by State Board. This has resulted in more detailed review of all projects, even
those which would previously have been given less attention (those with little likelihood-of
producing impacts) with less time then being available for large projects likely to produce
impacts. Another program change which occurred in the past fiscal year was allowing thirdparty petitions of certification decisions; previously, only the applicant was allowed to do this.
This leads to potentially needing to divert scarce resources from application processing to
litigation work.
Approximately 150-200 applications are processed each year. Information about projects and
the program in general is available on the Regional Board website at
.h. ttp://www.swrcb, c,a. qov/-rwq cb4/.
Recently, the Regional Board applied for USEPA wetlands protection grant funding under CWA
Section 104(b)(3) for federal fiscal year 2001. The pre-proposal was competitive and the Board
was asked to submit a full, detailed application. We are requesting $309,500 from USEPA to
conduct a b,~’o-year study to access the effectiveness of wetlands mitigation conducted through
the 401 certification program. Funds will be awarded during summer 2001.
Mana,qement of Nonpoint Source Pollution
Background
The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (Porter-Cologne), Division 7 of the California
Water Code, establishes a comprehensive program for the protection of water quality and the
beneficial uses of State waters. Porter-Cologne applies to both surface and ground waters, and
to both point and nonpoint sources. The implementation portion of this comprehensive program
should provide for the attainment of water quality standards.
- ....
The two primary federal statutes that establish a framework for addressing nonpoint source
pollution in this Region are Clean Water Act (¢WA) Section 319 and the Coastal Zone Act
Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA) of 1990 Section 6217. Together these statutes
encourage states to assess water quality problems associated with nonpoint sources of
pollution and to develop programs to control these sources.
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¯

.o

CWA Section 319 requires that, in order to be eligible for federal funding, states develop an
assessment report detailing the extent of nonpoint source pollution, and a management
program specifying nonpoint source controls.
CZARA Section 6217(a) requires the state ~o develop and implement management
measures for nonpoint source pollution to restore and protect coastal waters; establish
coastal nonpoint source programs.

These programs will be implemented through changes to the state’s current nonpoint source
control program approved by USEPA under CWA Section 319 and throughchanges to the
state’s coastal zone management program (implemented in this state by thg California Coastal
Commission) approved by NOAA under Coastal Zone Management Act Section 306.
Under CZARA, California must (1) provide for lhe implementation of management measures
that are in conformity with the USEPA Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources
of Nonpoint Po/lution in Coastal Waters (1~)93) and (2) provide a process for developing and
revising management measures to be applied in critical coastal areas and in areas where
necessary to attain and maintain water quality standards.
Management measures are defined in CZARA as: "economically achievable measures to
control the addition of pollutants from existing and new categories and classes of nonpoint
sources of pollution, which reflect the greatest degree of pollution reduction achievable through
application of the best available nonpoint pollution control practices, technologies, processes,
siting cr teria operating methods, or other available alternatives." Mechanisms for
implementation of these management measures may include, for example, permit programs,
zoning, enforceable water quality standards, and general environmental laws and prohibitions
by which a state exerts control over private and public lands and water uses and natural
resources in the coastal zone (including those which may be implemented by agencies other
than the State Water Resources Control Board and the California Coastal Commission). States
may also use voluntary approaches like economic incentives if they are backed by appropriate
regulations.
The State recently adopted an updated nonpoint source management plan which includes a
5-year implementation plan as well as a longer-term 15-year implementation strategy. The plan
by USEPA and NOAA in July 2000. Implementation of the plan will entail the use of
considerable resources at the Regional Board level. Documents relating to this plan may be
found at h-ttP://www.swrcb.ca.qov/nps/hlml/protectinq.html.
While it is clear nonpoint sources of pollution are difficult to manage, the state’s current
nonpoint source management plan (developed in 1988 pursuant to Clean Water Act Section
319) does present a three-tiered management approach which can be implemented
sequentially or a focus may be put on one tier if deemed effective in a particular situation:
¯

Tier 1, self-determined implementation of best management practices (BMPs)-,;acknowledges the advantages of property and business owners pursuing creation of sitespecific or business-specific programs of waste management tailored to lheir budget.

¯

Tier 2, regulatory-based encouragement of BMPs, may occur when voluntary
implementation is lacking. Encouragement may be effected through Regional Board
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waiving of waste discharge requirements if compliance with BMPs occurs. Or, BMPs may
be enforced indirectly by entering into management agency agreements (MAAs) With
agencies which have the authority to enforce. These MAAs would reference the specific
BMPs to be used and the means of implementation.
¯

The Regional Board can adopt and enforce requirements on any waste discharge including
those from nonpoint sources. Tier 3 in the nonpoint source management hierarchy involves
prescribing effluent limitations which would in turn require implementation of BMPs in order
to insure compliance.

The State’s Nonpoint Source Management Plan supports Regional Boards actively promoting
voluntary implementation of BMPs but also supports that, when necessary, the Regional Boards
exercise their regulatory authority over nonpoint sources in order to achieve water quality
objectives. This Regional Board utilizes the full range of nonpoint source management options.
A discussion of the overall approach to management of nonpoint source pollution used in this
Region follows while specific nonpoint source issues and implementation activities relative to
individual watersheds are described in the appropriate watershed section.
Proposition 13 Funding
The passage of the Costa-Machado Water Act of 2000 (Proposition 13) provided for the
availability of water quality grants under three subaccounts: (1) Chapter 6, Article 2, Watershed
Protection Program, (2) Chapter 7, Article 2, Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program, and
(3) Chapter 7, Article 5, Coastal Nonpoint Source Control Program.
The Watershed Protection Program provides funding for development of local watershed
management plans as a priority and, additionally, funding for implementation of nonpoint source
control projects that are consistent with local watershed plans and Regional Board water quality
control plans. The Nonpoint Source Control and Coastal Nonpoint Source Control Programs
provide funding for implementation of nonpoint source control projects that are consistent with
local watershed plans and Regional Board water quality control plans.
There are more specific requirements for funding under each subaccount but all three include
the a number of criteria be used in the project ranking and s~lection process. Criteria include
(but are not limited to) that the project: consider the entire ecosystem for protection or
restoration; address the root causes of degradation, rather than the symptoms, has definable
targets and desired future conditions; and that the project helps protect intact or nearly intact
ecosystems and watersheds.
Sixty percent of the funding is required to go to the six southern California counties. Funding
levels are considerably higher than that available through CWA Section 319(h) and will be a
critical component of nonpoint source work in this Region.
Our Approach
The State’s Nonpoint Source Management Plan puts an emphasis on prioritization of nonpoint
source categories as well as those waters impacted by nonpoint source pollution. It also states
that management activities and implementation schedules needs are to be identified (e.g.
monitoring for source identification, education, training, regulation, interagency agreements,
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and employment of BMPs). As is discussed elsewhere, many of these activities are severely
underfunded. However, with that in mind, the following presents this Region’s goals and
objectives for the implementation of the State’s Nonpo.int Source Management Plan. Program
objectives which apply most specifically to particular watersheds are.highl ghted and enlarged
upon in the appropriate watershed sect on, as appropriate. The following program objectives
will serve as a basis for workplan development; the final list of tasks will be dependent on the
level of funding. The current funding level of these objectives are also included below and
further described in Table 8.
Nonpoint Source Program Goals
Long-term Program GoaL improve water quafity by imp/ementing the management measures
identified in the Cafifornia Management Measures for Polluted Runoff Report (CAMMPR) by
2013
°
¯
¯
¯

Facilitate implementation of,watershed management plans for prevention and control of
nonpoint source pollution throughout the Region
Expand our nonpoint source Pollution control efforts in the Region
Encourage more implemenlation of management measures in targeted watersheds
Track implementation of management practices

Nonpoint Source Program Objectives
1)

2)

3)

4)

Program management _ We shall oversee implementation of the Nonpoint Source
Program in this Region through a variety of activities including fulfilling reporting
requirements for the program, attending nonpoint source program roundtable meetings,
and preparing and tracking annual workplan tasks. Funded
Contract.management _ In order to encourage planning and implementation of
appropriate management measures, we shall explore funding opPortunities and assume
responsibility for administering and tracking contracts through which federal and state
funds can be directed toward finding solutions to nonpoint source problems. Table 4
identifies our high pdority projects for funding through the Section 319(h) grant program.
Table 5 identifies our high priority projects for funding through Proposition 13 funding.
(Note: high priority projects for funding through the 205(j) grant program are listed in
~). Partially Funded
Establishment of regional and/or watershed strategies - We intend to focus on
developing regional (and where appropriate, watershed-specific) strategies to address
nonpoint source pollution from agriculture (including investigation of use of nutrients,
pesticides, and irrigation return water at large farming operations, nurseries and horse
stables), urban (specifically new and existing development, golf courses a..n,d.._septic
tanks, the latter will I:)e focused on densely populated communities and areas where
ground water is a source of drinking water), marinas and hydromodifications. Partially
funded
Increase coordination of nonpoint source program with TMDLs through identification and
[eporting on the primary sources of nonpoint source pollutants with associated Ioadings;
~ncrease coordination of the nonpoint source program with the WMI. Partially funded
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5)

6)

Identify and prioritize management measures to control NPS activities and promote
implementation of these specific management measures to reduce or eliminate nonpoint
source pollution problems throughout the Region (see Table 6 for summary of Regional
NPS Problems by Management Measure Category). Partially funded
¯

For agriculture, high priority NPS/CZARA Management Measures include: a) for
traditional agriculture, erosion and sediment control, nutrient management,
pesticide management, irrigation water management, and education/outreach; for
horse stables, management of wastewater and runoff from confined animal
facilities, grazing management, and education/outreach; for nurseries, nutrient
management, pesticide management, irrigation water management, and
education/outreach.

¯

For urban, high priority NPS/CZARA Management Measures include: a) watershed
protection and runoff from new and existing dove opment, b) for septic systems
new and operating onsite disposal systems, and c) for golf courses pollution
prevention/education.

¯

For marinas, medium priority NPS/CZARA Management Measures include: control
of solid wastes, fish wastes, liquid material, and petroleum; boat cleaning and
maintenance; maintenance of sewage facilities; and public education.

¯

For hydromodification management, low-medium pdority NPS/CZARA
Management Measures include: channelization and channel modification;
streambank and shoreline erosion control; and education/outreach.

¯

For wetlands, riparian areas & vegetatedtreatment systems, low-medium priority
NPS/CZARA Management Measures include protection of wetlands and riparian
areas, restoration of wetlands and ripadan areas, and education/outreach.

Increase participation in public outreach and education activities through technology
transfer, public presentations and preparation of education packages. We will
participate on technical advisory committees, regional workshops, and agency meetings
to promote implementation of nonpoint source management measures through.
Partially funded

Table 7 describes our shod-term program objectives as they relate to our long-term goals.
Table.______~8 summarizes our proposed FY2001/02 activities (potential workplan activities), describes
the current level of funding, and defines where and at what level additional funding is needed.
We anticipate needing an additional 14.0 PYs to accomplish these tasks which are
necessary to implement the State’s upgraded NPS Plan. Any incremental increase in staff
levels would go toward: 1) greater identification, education, and promotion of stakeholder
involvement, 2) increased determination of the effectiveness of BMPs and Management .
Measures implemented, 3) establishment of a more effective policy to address pollutants from
septic systems, confined animal facilities, mobile businesses, in-stream gravel mining, and
agricultural runoff, and 4) quantification of the effectiveness of mitigation used to replace
wetlands and riparian areas impacted by development.
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Table 4.
Project
Number

R4o 1

R4 - 2

R4 - 3

R4.4

R4 - 5

R4 - 6

h Priorit

ects for FY 2001/02 319_~ Fundin.g_

Project Description

Geographic
Area/Watershed

NPS Management
Measures (as li~ted

projects; trash reduction, management ot horse
corral runoff, golf" course irrigation water runoff, urban
runoff, or implementation of seplic correction measures
Watershed*
(NOT relaled to a NPOES permil). Leads to
demonstration of effective ways to reduce Ioadings from
these constiluents, mainly, trash, nutrients° and coliform,

3.6.A
1.B.

]uatic and’riparian ha
; enhance
recreational uses. Leads Io protection
and enhancement Los Angeles River
of beneticlal uses
Watershed"

6.B.

wetlands (Malibu, Topanga, and Trancas
Lagoons). Leads to protection and restoration of
benelicial uses

6 B.

projects: trash reduction, management of horse
corral runoff, golf course irrigation Water runoff, urban
runoff, or implementation of seplic correction measures
(NOT related to a NPDES permit). Leads to
demonslration of effective ways 1o reduce Ioadings from
these constituents, mainly, trash, nutrients, and coliform,
all of which
,irments
t, omprehensive erosion control projects, with
demonstrable Improvements, In previously
identified top three problem subwatersheds In terms of
sediment prOduction. Leads to significant reduction in
Habilat enhancemenl/riparian restoration. Leads to
restoration and prolection of beneficial uses

Santa Monica Bay WMA"

Monica Bay WMAo

Creek
Watershed"

Creek

34.8
3.6A.

1 A.
.G.
5.3.A.
6.B.

Walershed"
R4 _ 7

Watershed Restoration

(* denotes Category 1
Action Strategy
in State’s Nonpoint
Priority Watersheds)
Sour~;e
Management
River
3.4.8
Los Angeles-S~-n Gabriel Rivers
Pla

Reduce nulrienls, pesticides, and sediments in irril
water lhat,flows to surface water or infiltrates 1o ground
water. Le~ds to implementation of measures needed to
comply w~h TMDLs and de-lisl impairments.

Creek
Watershed*
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1C
t.D.
F.
1 .G.

Watershed Council. The Los
Angeles-San Gabriel Watershed. an
Integrated Vision of the Future. 1997

Los Angeles-San Gabnel Rivers
Watershed Council. The Los
Angeles-San Gabnel Watershed, an
Integrated Vision of the Future. 1997
Santa Monica Bay Restoration
Project. Santa Momca Bay
Restorabon Plan. 1995.
Sanla Monica Bay Restoration
Project. Santa MonJca Bay
Restoration Plan. 1995.

Natural Resources Conservation
Service. C~lleguas Creek
Watershed Erosion and Sediment
Control Plan for Mugu Lagoon, 1995.
Nalural Resources Conservalion
Service. Calleguas Creek
Watershed Erosion and Sediment
Control Plan for Mugu Lagoon. 1995.
Nalural Resources Conservalion
Service. Calleguas Creek
Watershed Erosion and ,Sedm~ent
Control Plan for Mugu Lagoon. 19(,95.
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Table 4. High Priority Projects for F¥ 2001102 319(h) Funding
Project
Number

Project Description

Geographic
Area/Watershed
(* denotes Category I

R4 - 8

Restore aquatic and riparian habitats; enhance
recreational uses. Leads to protection and enhancement
of beneficial uses.

R4 - 9

Trash reduction projects in upper San Gabriel River;
elsewhere in watershed, management of horse corral
runoff, golf course irrigation water runoff, urban runoff, or
implementation of sep(ic correction measures (NOT
related to a NPOES permit). Leads to trash reduction in
upper San Gabriel River (implementation of trash TMDL).

Pri°riO~-Watersheds_~_
San Gabriel River
Watershed"

San Gabriel River
Walershed"

R4 - 10

Restore aquatic and riparian habitats; enhance
recreational uses,

R4 - 11

Restore aquatic and riparian habitats; enhance
recreational uses. Leads to protection and enhancement
of beneficial uses,

Los Cerritos
Channel/Alamitos Bay
WMA°
Santa Clara River
Watershed °

GIS repository for watersheds of Region; use in TMDLs a
high pdodty,

Regionwide

R4 - 12

R4 - 1~3 ~for water and wetland mitio~ation data.
R_.~ionwide
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NPS Management
Measures (as listed in

Watershed Restoration
Action Strategy

State’s Nonpoint Source
Mana~.~ment Plan~..__
6.8.
California Regional Water Quali~y
Control Board, Los Angeles Region.
East Fork San Gabriel River Litter
TMDL, 1999.
Los Angeles-San Gabriel Rivers
Watershed Council. The Los
Angeles-San Gabnel Watershed, an
Integrated Vision of the Future, 1997.
3.48., 3.6A, 1 B
California Regional Water Quality
Control Board, Los Angeles Region.
East Fork San Gabriel River Litter
TMDL, 1999.
Los Angeles-San Gabriel Rivers
Walershed Council. The Los
Angeles-San Gabriel Watershed, an
Integrated Vision of the Future, 1997.
6.8.
None
6.8.

Sanla Clara River Enhancement and
Management Plan Steering
Committee. Draft Santa Clara River
Enhancement and Management Plan.
City of Santa Clarita. Santa Clara
River Corridor Plan.
California Regional Water Quality
Control Board, Los Angeles Region.
Watershed Management Initiative
Chapter, 2000.
None

--

Table 5. Hi h Priorit Pro’ects for FY 2001102 Proposition 13 Funding
Project
Project Description
Geographic
Number

NPS
Management

Area/Watershed
(* denotes Category 1
Priority Watersheds)

Measures (as listed

R4 - 2
R4 - 3
R4 - 4
R4 - 5
R4 - 6
R4 - 7
R4 - 8

R4 - 9

R4 - 10

R4 - 11

R4 - 12

Action Strategy

in State’s Nonpoint
Source Management
Plan

Protection
Program
R4 - 1

Watershed Restoration

evelopment of Watershed Management Plan
Management Plan
of Watershed Management Plan
Watershed
of Watershed Man~lan
Finalize development of Santa Clara River

anta Monica Bay WMA¯
(Topanga Creek Watershed)
Cerrilos Channel WMA"
~1 River Watershed*

Plan
a River Watershed"
=velopment of Watershed Management Plan
Los Angeles River
Watershed"
Management Plan
Channel and
LA/LB Harbor WMA"
Implement priority projects identified in the
Trout Restoration and Recovery Plan
Ventura River Watershed
Implement priority projects identified in the Cafleguas
Creek Watershed Erosion and Sediment Control Plan
for Mugu Lagoon
Implement priority projects identified in the Santa
Monica Bay Restoration Plan
Implement priority restoration and enhancement
projects identified by the Southern California Wetlands
Recovery Project

Y restoration projects identified in
draft Watershed, Wetlands, and Riparian Restoration
Plan for Calleguas Creek

’
Walershed"

Monica Bay WMA¯

Monica Bay WMA*
Ventura River Watershed

IA.
1. G.
5.3.A.
3.4.
3.6.A.
1 8.
6.8.

Entrix, Inc. Gteelhead Trout
Restoration and Recovery Plan,
1997,
Natural Resources Conservalion
Service. Calleguas Creek
Watershed Erosion and Sediment
Control Plan for Mugu Lagoon. 1995,
Monica Bay Resloralion
Project. Santa Monica Bay
Restoration Plan. 1995.
fiscal year workplan adopted
by Board of Governors

Misc. Ventura Coastal WMA"
I os Cerritos Channel WMA"
Creek Watershed*
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draft Watershed, Wetlands, and
R~parlan Restoration Plan for
Calleguas Creek
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Table 5. Hi( h
Nonpoint
Source
Pollution
Control
Program
R4 - 12

R4 - 13

"’ R4 - 14

R4 - 15

R4 - 16

ects for F¥ 2001102

Implement pdority projects ldentilied in the Calleguas
Creek Watershed Erosion and Sediment Control Plan
for Mugu Lagoon
, ,,==,, ~uu~uun projects in upper ~an Gabdel River
(implementation of trash TMDL); elsewhere in
watershed, management of horse corral runoff, golf
course irrigation water runoff, urban runoff, nursery
runoff, or implementation of septic correction
measures (activities related to a storrnwater permit
ARE eligible: those related to other NPDES permits
are not).
Reduce nutrients, pesticides, and sediments In
irrigation water that Ilows to surface water or infiltrates
to
ground water. Leads to implementation of
impairments
t
measures needed
to comply with TMOLs and de-list
Trash reduction, management of horse corral runoff,
golf course irrigation water runoff, urban runoff,
nursery runoff, or implementation of septic correction
measures (activities related to a stormwater permit
ARE eligible: those related to other NPDES permits
are not), Leads to demonstration of effective ways to
reduce Ioadings from these constituents, mainly, trash,
nutrients, and coliform, all of which are causing
impairments.
Trash reduction, management of horse corral runoff,
golf course irrigation water runoff, urban runoff,
nursery runoff, or implementation of septic correction
measures (activities related to a stormwater permit
ARE eligible: those related to other NPDES permits
are not). I~eads to demonstration of effective ways to
reduce Ioapings from these constituents, mainly, trash,
nutrients, and coliform, all of which are causing
=mpairments.

13 Fu

Calleguas Creek Watershed*

1 .A.
1 , G.
5.3.A.

San Gabriel River Watershed*

3.4.B.
3.6.A
1 .B

Calleguas Creek Watershed*

1 .C.
1 D.
1 .F.
1.G.

Los Angeles River
W;itershed*

3.4.1~.
3.6A.
1.B.

California Regional Water Quality
Control Board, Los Angeles Region.
East Fork San Gabriel River Litter
TMDL, 1999.
Los Angeles-San Gabriel Rivers
Watershed Council. The Los
Angeles.San Gabriel Watershed, an
Integrated Vision ol the Future, 1997

Santa Monica Bay WMA*"

3.4.B.
3.6.A,
1.B.

Santa Monica Bay Restoration
Project. Santa Monica Bay
Restoration Plan, 1995.
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Control Plan for Mugu Lagoon, 1995.
California Regional Water Quality
Control Board, Los Angeles Region.
East Fork San Gabriel River L~tter
TML~L. 1999.
Los Angeles-San Gabriel Rivers
Watershed Council. The Los
Angeles.San Gabriel Watershed, an
Integrated Vision of the Future,
1997.
Natural Resources Conservation
Service. Calleguas Creek
Watershed Erosion and Sediment
Control Plan for Mugu Lagoon, 1995.
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Table 5. Hi~ h Priorit,
Coastal
Nonpoinl
Source
Conlrol
Program
R4 - 17

R4 - 18

R4 - 19

iects for FY’ 2001/02

oastal-orienled trash reduction, management of
horse corral runoff, golf course irrigation water runoff,
urban runoff, nursery runoff, impacts from boating
activilies, or implementalion of sewer collection
system improvements or septic correction measures
(activities related to a stormwatar perml! ARE eligible:
those related Io other NPDES permits are not). Leads
to demonstration of effective ways to reduce Ioadings
to the coast from these constituents, mainly, trash,
nutrients, and coliform, all of which are causing
Coastal-oriented trash reduction, management of
horse corral runoff, golf course irrigation water runoff,
urban runoff, nursery runoff, impacts from boating
activities, or implementation of sewer collection
system improvements or septic correction measures
(activities relaled to a stormwater permil ARE eligible:
those relaled to other NPDES permits are not). Leads
to demonstralion of effective ways to reduce Ioadings
Io the coasl from thes.e constituents, mainly, trash,
nulrienls, and coliform, all of which are causing
Coastal-oriented Irash reduction, management of
horse corral runoff, golf course irrigation water runoff,
urban runoff, nursery runoff, impacts from boating
activities, or implementation of sewer collection
system improvements or septic correction measures
(aclivities related to a stormwaler permil ARE eligible:
those relatsd to other NPDES permits are not). Leads
to demonstration of effective ways to reduce Ioadings
to the coast from these constituents, mainly, trash,
nutrients, and coliform, all of which are causing
impairments.
I

)osition 13 Fundin<

Los Angeles River
Watershed"

3.4.B.
3.6.A.
1 .B.

Santa Monica Bay WMA"
3.6A
1.B.

San Gabriel River Watershed"
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34.B.
3.6A.
t .B.

Los Angeles-San Gabriel Rivers
Watershed Council. The Los
Angeles-San Gabriel Watershed. an
Inlegrated Vision of the Future, 1997

.Santa Monica Bay Restoration
Prelect. Santa Monica Bay
Restoration Plan, t 995.

California Regional Water Quahty
Control Board. Los Angeles Region.
East Fork San Gabriel Rwer Litter
TMDL. 1999.
Los Angeles-San Gabriel Rivers
Watershed Council. The Los .
Angeles-San Gabriel Watershed. an
Integrated Vision of the Future. 1997
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Table 5. High Priority Projects for FY 2001102 Pro ~osition 13 Funding
R4 - 20

Coastal-oriented trash reduction, management of
horse corral runoff, golf course irrigation water runoff,
urban runoff, nursery runoff, impacts from boating
activities, or implementation of sewer collection
system improvements or septic correction measures
(activities related to a stormwater permit ARE eligible:
those related to other NPDES permits are not). Leads
to demonstration o! effective ways to reduce Ioadings
to the d..oast from these constituents, mainly, trash,
nutrients, and coliform, all of which are causing
impairments,

Los Cerritos Channel WMA"
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3.6.A.
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TABLE 6. REGIONAL NPS* PROBLEMS BY MANAGEMENT MEASURE CATEGORY
Watershed

Pollutants impairing or threatening Beneficial Uses arranged by Management Measure Category
Agriculture
Silviculture
Urban
Marinas &
HydromodifiWetlands &
Recreational
Boating

Calleguas Creek Watershed

Los Angeles River Watershed

nitrogen
chlorpvrifos
histodc pest.

Miscellaneous Venlura
Coastal Walers WMA

sediment toxicity
historic Pesticides

Santa Clara River Watershed

historic l)eslicides
nitrogen
salts
nitrogen

San Gabriel River Walershed

Systems

nilrogen
sediment loxicitv
sillation
loxicily
salts
selenium
historic I~esticides
chlorDyrlfos

coliform
toxicity

Problems may be partially or fully due to NPS. Point

cation

nilrogen
sediment toxicilv
siltation
Ioxicity
mercury
other metals
historic Pesticides
chlorDvrifos
PCBs

sillalion

nitrogen
chlorpynfos
historic pest.
trash
selenium
other metals
coliform
PCBs
oil
sediment Ioxicilv
historic Pesticides
Coliform
PCBs
PAHs

Colilorm
PCBs
PAHs
melals
TBT

historic I~esticides
nitros]on
coliform
nitro~:len
coliform
loxi¢ily
PCBs
Irash
arsenic
mercury
other metals
chloride
~l?norm~]
sources
may
also be
I fish hi$loloa¥
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TABLE 6. REGIONAL NPS* PROBLEMS BY MANAGEMENT MEASURE CATEGORY ~
Watershed -

Santa Monica Bay WMA

Agriculture

coliform
nitro~:len

Dominguez Channel and
LA/LB Harbors WMA

Los Cerritos Channel and
Alamito$ Bay WMA

Ventura River Watershe~
~

eutroph,
DDT
selenium

Silviculture

Urban

coliform

_

_ by Management Measure Category
Marinas &
HydromodifiWetlands &
Recreational
cation
Vegetated
Boating
Treatment
Systems

coliform

exotic vegelation

reduced tidal
flushing

nitrogen
PCBs
sedimenl toxicity
benthic comm. effects
toxicity
PAHs
arsenic
mercury
other metals
hist. oesticides
trash
fish consum~fion advisory
debris
salts
coliform
sediment toxicity
benthic comm, effects
PCBs
historic Pesticides
PAHs
metals
nitrogen
trash
historic pesticides
PCBs
sediment toxicity
PAHs
metals
nitrogen
coliform
eutro~h,
metals
tr~h

metals
PCBs
sediment loxicilv
benthic comm. effects
toxicity
PAHs
TBT

habilal allerahon
hvdromodificalion
reduced tidal fiushin~

coliform
sediment toxicity
benthic comm. effects
PCBs
hisloric ~aeslic~des
PAHs
metals
TOT

diversions

* Problems may be partially or fully due to NPS. Point sources may also be contributing to the problem.
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TABLE 7 - SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES
This table lists our specific short-term (1-5 years) objectives and the 10ng-term goals to which
they are linked
Program Goal that

~es

the Objective

Fulfills
~ement
Goals 2 and 4
~,5,--_c_0n_t[acl man_a emenl Goals 1,2 and 3
Identify Primary sources of NPS impacts
Goals 1 and 2
Identify and Priontize Managemenl
Measures for NPS activities
Goals 1 and 2
Increase coordination of NPS pr~rgram
with TMDLs and WMI
Goals 1 and 2
Establishmenl of regional/watershed
Goals ! and 2
~es
Coordinate w~th other regulalory
t
agencies and stakeholders to control
’
NPS
! Goals 1, 2 and 3
tncrease participation ~n outreach,
t Goals 2 and 3
Promote implemenlalion of h gh priority
Management Measures for Agriculture
Goals 2 and 3
and Urban Areas

~

low priority Management Measures for
Marina’s, Hydromodifications and
Wetland and Riparian Area

Management

2000
X
X.~

IX
JX

X
X

3.1A

X
X

X

’ ’
1A,lC 1D,1E,1F 1G,
3.4A,3 4B 3.6A
4 2E 4 2F,4.3A
5.1 A,5.1.B,5 3.A,
5.4A, 6.0A, 6.0B.
6.0C

Goats 2, 3 and 4

l
Long-Term Goal. Improve water quality by Jmplementing Management Measures by 2013
¯ Program Goal 1: Facili/ale implementation of watershed management plans for prevention and COntrol.or nonpoint source
pollution throughout the Region
¯
Program Goal 2: Expand our nonpoint source pollution control efforts in the Region
¯
Program Goal 3: Encourage more implementation of Management Measures in targeted watersheds
¯
Program Goal 4: Track implementation of management practices
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TABLE 8:

PROPOSED SFY 2001102 RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Task
NPS Program
management
319(h)/205(j) contract
management
Increase coordination of
NPS program w~(h TMDLs
and WMI
Establishment of
regional/watershed
strategies
Coordinale w~th olher
regulalory agencies and
stakeholders to control
NPS

Product
Annual Reports. Identify primar~ NPS
~mpacts and pnoritize management
to control NPS activities
Database to track projects & develop
report summary, Contract QA/QC,
Contract outreach
Better coordination of projects and
increased participation in TMDL
development and implementation

Management
Measure{s)

Coordinated planning
Increase participation in outreach,
education, workshops, TACs

Promote implementation of
high priority Management
Reduction of NPS impacts, summary
Measures for Agriculture
of BMP’s implemented, Enforcement
And Urban Areas
of Non-compliance
Promote implementation of ~
medium and low pnorily
Management Measures for I Develop database Io track projects
Marina’s. hydromodifiand expand GIS system to
cations, and wetland and
confirmation project & mitigation
riJ3arian areas
locations
CEQA Review for watershed
Management & large or regional
Coordinaled planning
projects
Total funded staff
Total unfunded staff

1G.3.6A,4.3A,
5.4A, 6D
1A, 1B, lC,ID,1E,
1F,1G,3.1A, 3.1B,
3.1C, 3.2A, 3.2B,
3.3A, 3.4A, 3.4B,
3.6A,
4.1A,4.2A,4.2B,
4.2C,4.2D,4.2E,
4.2F,4.3A,5.1A,
5.1.B,5.3.A, 5.4A,
6A, 6B, 60
3.1A, 3.1B, 5.1B,
6A

Staff or
Contract

Cost

0.7

70,000

0.7
1.0"

70,000
100,000

0.1 "
0.5

10,000
50,000

0.2

20,000

0.2
05

20,000
50,000

I

0.9
7.5

90,000
750,000

0.1
3.0

10,000
300.000

1.5
2.9PYs
14

150,000
290,000
1.400 000

STAFF COST _> 1 PY $100,000 (costs in bold are those with anticipated resources; costs not in bold are those
currently without resources). Contract costs are for the entire contract even if multi-year.

Regional Board Enforcement Strategy
The statewide Water Quality Enforcement Policy adopted by State Board in 1996 is intended to
make all enforcement consistent, predictable, and fair throughout the state. On March 3, 1997,
the Regional Board adopted Resolution No. 97-005 which confirmed the Board’s desire to carry
out enforcement in a manner consistent with State Board’s enforcement policy and that

Regional Board staff prepare a regional enforcement strategy consistent with State Board’s
enforcement policy. The Resolution directed staff to implement the Regional Enforcement
Strategy. The statewide enforcement policy is currently in the process of being revised.
The statewide Water Quality Enforcement Policy upon which the Region Board E~orcement
Strategy is based states that "(v)iolations of Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs) or
applicable statutory or regulatory requirements should result in a prompt enforcement response
against the discharger. At a minimum, the Regional Board staff must bring the following to the
attention of their Regional Board for possible enforcement action:" effluent limit
violations/other permit violations - major dischargers; effluent limit violations/other permit
violations - other NPDES/WDR dischargers; toxicity violations - all NPDES dischargers
violations of comp ance schedules and enforcement orders - all dischargers; failure to submit
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reports/deficient reports (excluding stormwater); violations of POTW pretreatment programs;
stormwater permit violations/deficiencies/failure to submit reports; other violations and
enforcement actions; and spills (generally, non-permittees).
Board staff are also involved in a number of interagency environmental task/strike forces
including the U.S.E.P.A. Environmental Strike Force, Los Angeles County Strike Force, Ventura
County Strike Force, and Santa Monica Mountains Task Force.
Data Management And GI,£
The State Water Information Management system (SWIM) is an organizational-wide database
that was designed to facilitate electronic reporting, tracking, and analysis of regional data and
information. The two modules that have been developed so far have incorporated the core
structure of the Waste Discharger System (WDS) and information for the Underground
Investigations (UGI). The modular structure of the database allows inclusion of new programs
without redesigning the data model. WDS has now been shut down and converted statewide to
SWIM We continue to develop and pilot new models and tools. Currently under development
is a query by address tool, expanded ad-hoc query tool, and environmental data entry and
retrieval tools.
SWIM now tracks information on permits, both NPDES and non-NPDES. This module expands
the old database in several ways. We can now record the permit limits and can perform
compliance checking of electronic data against these limits. Data submitted electronically are
also available for evaluation by region or watershed or through a number of other filters. Data
is also available for historic permits. Previously only data from the current fiscal year was
online.
The Underground Investigations (UGI) module is a replacement for Region 4’s Well
Investigation Program (WIP) database. This module tracks the progress of WIP facilities, and
provides reports to USEPA. This module could be expanded to track the progress of facilities
in other programs such as Above Ground Tanks, Department of Defense, or Spills, Leaks,
Investigation, and Cleanup should the need arise. This module could also be expanded to
evaluate groundwater treatment methods, to track contaminants spatially, and to tie into Region
4’s geographic information system (GIS).
The new database is Windows-based and uses pull-down menus to ensure consistency of data.
This past year we took the first steps to move our GIS from a limited "special project" oriented tool to a
region- and program-wide standard tool. These steps include making Arcview available to all staff,
having all coverages converted to standard projection and "served" from a central location, and
developing custom interfaces for the UGT, WIP, and TMDL programs.
Over time, we expect to expand the capabilities of the system, by 1) adding new.n:~mponents to
the system, 2) linking the data to geographic layers, 3) linking our system with others such as
USEPA and 4) providing access by the public to certain information.
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Specific needs incJude:
¯
¯
¯
¯

A tool to search the entire database by address (currently under development)
GIS connectivity with our database, to allow analysis of data using our GIS. This would facilitate
watershed management
Update coordinate fields in SWIM (to develop coverages, such as facility and sampling locations)
Obtain additional GIS coverages, such as elevation contours, hydrogeologic basins, wetlands, land
use

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Develop coverages to be available on the internet
Develop a catalog of available maps
Add a module to track 401 Certification application tracking and compliance
Add a module to track CEQA documents
Develop tools to perform TMDL analysis
Internet connectivity, to allow the dischargers, other agencies, and the public to query the database
A module to facilitate the input and storageof volunteer monitoring data
Ability to scan in permits and reports and make them available electronically over the LAN and the
internet
Input information from other programs, such as SLIC, DOD and Underground Tanks
Insure data compatibility with Southern California Coastal Water Research Project (SCCWRP) data

An estimate of minimum staff needs to coordinate this increased effort is 2 PYs/year. This
would increase in future years as more demands are placed on our system. Significant contract
dollars would also be needed. Exact costs are not available at this time.

Other Reqion-wide Activitie~
Other activities may be undertaken at odd intervals during the watershed cycle. These include,
among others, processing applications for new permits, reviewing CEQA and NEPA
documents, reviewing and commenting on requests fo~: Section 401 water quality certification,
landfill regulation, site (including DOD/DOE) cleanups, well investigation program activities,

leaking underground storage tank cleanups, routine public outreach, and responding to spills,
complaints (unrelated to permits), and special requests from the Regional Board (Table 2).
Some of the other region-wide strategies and programs the Regional Board implements are
described in more detail below.

BEA CHES/C OA S TA L WATERSHED A C TI Vl TIES
This Region’s coastal resources support many of our most valuable beneficial uses. Our
beaches, from Ventura through Zuma, Malibu, Venice and Long Beach are world-renowned.
The Region’s coastal estuaries, dunes, and wetlands are nearly gone and what is left are highly
degraded. These resources, while inherently valuable as natural resources, also have a high
economic value to the State with many vacationers naming beaches and lakes as their prime
vacation destination. These beaches and coastal resources are a huge tourist del~r generator.
Concurrently, our Region’s ports and marinas are support valuable beneficial uses providing
important avenues of trade as well as recreational boating opportunities and marine habitat.
They too are impacted by the need to dredge and dispose of sediments often contaminated by
upstream watershed sources.
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It is clear the impacts to beaches, bays, coastal wetlands and estuaries, and near shore waters
is especially critical to address from both an economic and ecological perspective. The
Regional Board is focussing on protecting these resources through a combination of integrated
coastal planning with an aggressive effort to assess and control watershed loadings of key
pollutants - pathogens, trash and sediment (particularly contaminated) - which continue to
degrade coastal areas and increase the costs of dredging. Also part of this effort will be a
WEBsite which will provide access to "realtime" pathogen data for our beaches. These efforts
are described in greater detail under individual watersheds. As funding is located for these
issues, they will be coordinated Beaches/Coastal Watersheds activities. Specific elements that
have funding are described below.
Contaminated Sediment Long-term Management Strategy
The Los Angeles County’s coastline includes two of the nation’s largest commercial ports and
several major marina complexes and small-vessel harbors. Maintenance of authorized depths
in existing channels and berthing areas and expansion and modernization of ports, harbors,
and marinas, requires periodic dredging in virtually all of these facilities. Some of the
sediments dredged from these harbors contain elevated levels of heavy metals, pesticides, and
other contaminants. In most cases, the concentrations of these contaminants do not approach
hazardous levels. However, the sediments contain enough contaminants that they are not
suitable for unconfined ocean disposal. Additionally, the State’s Bay Protection and Toxic
Cleanup Program has identified bays and estuaries containing areas with contaminated
sediments. Remediation of these sites may require dredging and disposal of this material.
Disposal of any contaminated dredged materials requires special management, such as
placement in a confined aquatic disposal site, capping, or disposal in an upland site.
Additionally, some ports and harbors have considered other management techniques, such as
treatment and beneficial re-use.
Recently, the ports and harbors have delayed or canceled several dredging projects because of
contaminated sediment issues. The regulatory agencies evaluated disposal options for these
projects on a case-by-case basis without the benefit of a regional perspective on management
alternatives, cumulative impacts, and long-term solutions to prevent re-contamination of
sediment. This approach has led to public concern over the ecological and human health
implications of contaminated dredged material disposal. To resolve these issues, the regulatory
and resource agencies, ports and harbors, environmental groups, and other interested parties
agreed to establish a task force. The mission of the Contaminated Sediment Task Force
(CSTF) is to prepare a Contaminated Sediment Long-Term Management Strategy (Strategy)
for the Los Angeles region (limited to Los Angeles County). Past projects suggest that the
major sources of contaminated dredge material will continue to be Marina del Rey Harbor, the
ports of Los Angeles and Long .Beach, and the mouth of the Los Angeles River.
The members of the CSTF agreed that the Strategy will consider confined aquatic and upland
disposal, sediment treatment, beneficial re-use, other management techniques, and
contamination source control. The CSTF agreed on a number of goals including identifying the
scope of the contaminated sediment problem, an analysis of management and disposal
alternatives, development of a unified regulatory approach, and identify inputs of contaminants
to coastal waters and ongoing regional efforts to reduce such" inputs with a view towards
promoting efforts that would reduce the inflow of contaminants. Initially, the CSTF will work with
existing watershed management programs.
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The CSTF was established through a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) among the state
and federal agencies with regulatory jurisdiction over dredging and disposal activities, as
identified by SB 673, and other agencies representing ports, harbors, and marinas. The
following agencies are signatory to that MOU: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency; California Coastal Commission; Regional Water Quality
Control Board, Los Angeles Region; County of Los Angeles Department of Beaches and
Harbors; City of Long Beach; Port of Long Beach; and Port of Los Angeles.
The CSTF will carry out its operation by two main committees (Executive and Management
Committees), and five strategy development committees (Watershed Management and Source
Reduction, Aquatic Disposal and Dredging Operations, Upland and Beneficial Re-use,
Sediment Screening Thresholds, and Implementation Committees). The membership of the
Management Committee includes those p~rties that signed the MOU and one organization
selected to represent the environmental community (Heal the Bay). This committee is the main
decision-making group with the CSTF. The Executive Committee consists of the chief
executives of the four major agencies that regulate and manage dredging and disposal in
Southern California. This committee will facilitate final agency concurrence, adoption, and
implementation of the completed strategy. The strategy development committees will develop
specific elements of the long-term management plan.
The CSTF has developed and is implementing an Interim Dredge Material Management Plan,
and is required to complete the Contaminated Sediment Long-Term Management Strategy by
January 1, 2003. The program is funded at the Regional Board and the Coastal Commission at
1 PY each per year over a five-year time period. The CSTF received $2,033,000 from the
legislature to conduct studies to answer specific questions and fill data gaps necessary to allow
completion of the long-term management plan.
The CSTF has a web site which may be consulted for additional information:
.http://www. ceres, ca.qov/coastalcomm/sediment/sdindex.html.
Regional Monitoring of Ocean Waters
The Southern California Bight Pilot Project conducted a survey in 1994 to assess the spatial
extent and magnitude of ecological disturbances on the mainland shelf between Point
Conception in Central California to the CalifQrnia-Mexico border. The survey was a cooperative
effort between four large discharger agencies (City of Los Angeles, County Sanitation Districts
of Los Angeles County, Orange County Sanitation District, and City of San Diego), regulators
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, State Water Resources Control Board, and Los
Angeles, Santa Ana, and San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Boards), as well as the
Southern California Coastal Water Research Project, and the Santa Monica Bay Restoration
Project. Monitoring focused on benthic infauna, sediment chemistry, sediment toxk:ity,
demersal fish/invertebrate populations (trawling), water quality (CTD measurements), and
bioaccumulation (fish tissue with species not consumed by humans). Final reports were
published in 1998.
The Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project has developed a conceptual framework for
ecosystem monitoring within Santa Monica Bay. Some components of this framework are
being utilized. In1995, a regional sampling program was implemented for bacteriological
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monitoring at shoreline and inshore stations with high recreational use within the bay (a
cooperative effort by City of Los Angeles, County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County,
and Los Angeles County Department of Health Services).
Work on a regional sampling program to assess the ioadings of contaminants entering the bay
is also continuing. In the meantime, the Southern California Coastal Water Research Project
(SCWRP) is working on a model POTW monitoring program for the four largest southern
California dischargers (City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County Sanitation Districts, Orange
County Sanitation District, and City of San Diego) which will be available in 2000.
A second regional survey of the Southern California Bight was conducted in 1998. Rather than
simply repeating lhe 1994 survey lhe participants in the 1998 survey agreed to expand the
monitoring program to include a I’arger geographic scope (including enclosed bays, harbors and
estuaries, the Mexican coastline south of California, and offshore channel islands), new
monitoring components (microbiology, grdater emphasis on stormwater runoff impacts) and
additional participants (small point source dischargers, stormwater groups and other interested
parties, including volunieer monitoring programs being implemented by environmental
organizations). Most of the sampling occurred over a six-week period from late July to early
September, although certain components (water quality, microbiology) were performed during
different time periods. Sampling of benthic infauna and sediment chemistry took place at
approximately 250 stations, sediment toxicity at approximately 200 stations, and demersal
fish/invertebrate populations and bioaccumulation at approximately 175 stations. The
microbiology sampling was conducted at approximately 250 stations once per week over a 5week period in August-September 1998 (dry season) and February-March 1999 (wet season).
The waler quality component included sampling once during dry weather (September-October)
and h,vice during wet weather along several transect tines throughout the Bight.
As the monitoring data becomes available, it will be analyzed and discussed by the .
subcommittees and Steering Committee of the Bight’98 project, which include representatives
from the participating agencies. Final reports are published as the data analysis is completed.
The final reports for the microbiology studies have been released; other reports should come
out in 2001 (e.g., toxicity, demersal fish/macroinvertebrate abundance, sediment chemistry,
benthic infaunal communities and bieaccumulation) due to the longer time period required to
analyze these types of samples. More information about the Biqht and other related projects
may be found on the SCWRP webpage http://www.sccwrp.or~."
USEPA’s Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program (EMAP) first visited the Bight to
conduct regional monitoring in 1994, contributing to the funding of the Southern California Bight
Pilot Project. However, EMAP was unable to provide funding for the Sight’98 survey. Planning
is underway to conduct another bighl-wide regional survey in 2002 and EMAP is planning to
participate in this efforl.
Coastal Ambient Monitoring Program (CAMP)/Seafood Monitoring .....
Governor Wilson’s Executive Order W-162-97 (issued October 8, 1997) required Cal/EPA to
inventory existing ocean and coastal water quality moniloring programs and make
recommendations for a comprehensive program for monitoring water quality and reducing
pollution within coastal watersheds, bays, estuaries, lagoons and nearshore ocean waters. The
State Water Resources Control Board was assigned the responsibility to implement this
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mandate (funded by AB 1581 and AB 1429). SB 753 required the SWRCB to establish a
statewide monitoring program to assess human health risks associated with recreational fishing
and seafood consumption (Coastal Fish Contamination Study). A screening study was initiated
during 1999 to assess approximately ten sites and supplement the information already available
for Santa Monica Bay. However, oceanic conditions associated with an El Nino event
precluded adequate collection of fish samples during 1999, so the screening study was
extended into 2000 The goal is to develop a regional (Region 4 coastline, not just Santa
Monica Bay) sampling program during 2001, which will probably keep most of the original
framework created by the Bay Restoration Project, but expand it throughout the region. An
inventory of coastal water quality monitoring programs has been prepared for Southern
California with the assistance of SCCWRP; it can be accessed at: .http://www.sfei.orq/camp.
Other Regional Monitoring Programs (SMW/TSMP and BPCTP)
State Mussel Watch/Toxic Substances Mozfitorinq Proqrams (SMW/TSMP): Water column
monitoring for toxic substances can be unreliable since toxic substances are often transported
intermittently and can be missed with standard "grab" sampling of water, in addition, harmful
levels of toxicants are often present in such low concentrations that detecting them can be
difficult and expensive. In some cases, a more realistic and cost-effective approach is to test
the flesh of fish and other aquatic organisms that bioaccumulate these compounds in their
tissues and concentrate toxicants through the food web.
In 1977, two biomonitoring programs were initiated by State Board: the Toxic Substances
Monitoring and State Mussel Watch Programs. The Los Angeles Region is active in both
programs which are implemented jointly by the State Board and the California Department of
Fish and Game. Tissue samples collected under the TSMP are usually fish but can also
include benthic invertebrates. The tissue is analyzed for trace metals and synthetic organic
chemicals. The fish are generally collected from inland fresh waters but are occasionally
collected from estuaries. The SMWP provides similar documentation of the quality of coastal
marine and estuadne waters. Mussels, which are sessile (attached) bivalve invertebrates,
serve as indicator organisms and provide a localized measurement of water quality, as they
accumulate trace metals and synthetic organic chemicals in their tissues. Mussels are
generally transplanted into the test site from "clean" areas of the state (generally Bodega Bay)
although occasionally local, "resident" mussels are collected. Other types of shellfish can be
used at times and sediments have, at times, been collected. The focus of TSMP sampling in
the region has tended to be trend monitoring while the SMWP has been used more for "hot
spot" identification although with lesser resources available in recent years, the SMWP has
moved away from hot spot identification in favor of long-term trend monitoring at fewer sites in
recent years. Data from these two programs have been critical in determining beneficial use
impairments in coastal waters.
For FY00/01, the SWMP will seek to maintain a number of "long-term" sites in the LA/LB Harbor
area as well as along the open coast in Santa Monica Bay. The TSMP will Iook..t&ward
evaluating targeted watersheds for this fiscal year, namely, the San Gabriel River (mostly in the
estuary) and the Los Cerritos Channel Watershed.
Bay Protection and Toxic Cleanup Proqram (BPTCP): In 1989, state legislation added Sections
13390 through 13396 to the California Water Code which established the BPTCP. The
program has four main goals: 1) to provide protection of existing and future beneficial uses of
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bays and estuarine waters, 2) to identify and characterize toxic hot spots, 3) to plan for cleanup
or other mitigating actions of toxic hot Spots, and 4) to develop effective strategies to control
toxic pollutants, abate existing sources of toxicity, and prevent new sources of toxicity.
While in its identification and characterization phase, the program implemented regional
monitoring at each of the coastal Regions. Sediment toxicity tests, chemical analyses, and
benthic communib/surveys were used to classify each bay or estuarine waterbody. Waters
were generally "pre-screened" for contamination using toxicity tests; if enough was found, more
intensive monitoring followed to confirm the existence and spatial extent of monitoring. Using
this approach, the Santa Monica Bay/Palos Verdes Shelf, parts of, Consolidated
Slip/Dominguez Channel, Cabrillo Pier, Mugu LagooniCalleguas Creek, McGrath Lake, Los
Angeles River Estuary, Marina Del Rey, and Marina Del Rey Entrance Channel were identified
as candidate toxic hot spots. A number of other waters were identified as sites of concern.
State Board adopted a statewide, consolidated cleanup plan in June 1999 with Office of
Administrative approval follow ng in November 1999. Regional cleanup plans deal specifically
with high priority candidate toxic hot spots; detailed cleanup plans were not required for ’
moderate priority candidate toxic hot spots or sites of concern although listed in the document.
Identified remediation/cleanup alternatives for toxic hot spots range from specific actions such
as in-site capping, issuing waste discharge requirements, or dredging to more
regional/watershed activities such as long-term management of contaminated sediments or
proactive application of the watershed management approach as a preventive measure. At this
point, no specific funding source has been identified to pay for remediation activities although
potential funding mechanisms are addressed in the statewide consolidated cleanup plan. The
best chance for obtaining funds for cleanup appears to be through the use of Supplemental
Environmental Projects (SEPs) from enforcement actions or by partnering with other groups
within the context of the watershed management approach to take advantage of local efforts.
Funding for staff resources ended in June 1999.
Now that the Consolidated Plan has been approved, the Regional Board is required to
reevaluate WDRs in compliance with Water Code Section 13395. The reevaluation shall
consist of (1) an assessment of the WDRs that may influence the creation or further pollution of
the known toxic hot spot; (2) an assessment of which WDRs need to be modified to improve
environmental conditions at the known toxic hot spot; and (3) a schedule for completion of any
WDR modifications deemed appropriate. We were required to begin the reevaluation of WDRs
associated with high priority known toxic hot spots (i.e., Palos Verdes Shelf, Consolidated Slip,
Cabrillo Beach, Mugu Lagoon, McGrath Lake) within 120 days after final approval of the
Consolidated Plan (i.e., by March 15, 2000). As part of this reevaluation, we were required to
develop a list of the WDRs associated with each high priority toxic hot spot ( within six months
after final approval of the Consolidated Plan (i.e., by May 15, 2000). The priority list for
moderate and low pdodty known toxic hot spots (i.e., Ballona Creek Entrance Channel, Marina
del Rey, Los Angeles River Estuary) must be developed within one year of final, aDl2roval of the
Consolidated Plan (i.e., by November 15, 2000). We do not have to actually revise any WDRs
within these timeframes, but if we find that we will need to make revisions, we will need to
supply a schedule. And as we renew or modify WDRs, we need to include a finding that the
discharge may contribute to the pollution present at the toxic hot spot.
The program also has a website which may be consulted for additional information:
h_httlD://www, swrcb, ca. qov/bptcp.
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Fundinq Needs For Non-TMDL Programs (Watershed and Re.clionwide Activities~
This table presents resource needs (FY01/02) which are non-TMDL-related for watershed and
regionwide activities. TMDL resource needs are described later in this section of the document.

Watershed

Monitoring/
Special
studies/
data
handling

WQA

Standards/
planning

NPDES

Stormwater

NonChapter
15

NPS
strategy
irnplementation

Wetlands

TOTAL
(PYs)

Contracts
($)

Santa
Clara
River

0.2

0.3

0.7

1.2

1.0

0.75

1.8

1.8

7.75

45.000

Calleguas
Creek

03

0.4

05

1.1

0.7

0.65

1.8

1.6

7 05

10,000

Oominguez Ch.
& LA/LB
Harbor

0.3

0.75

0.2

0.8

1.2

0.5

1.0

1.3

5.3

-"

Santa
Monic~
Bay

0.2

---

0.5

5.2

2.0

3.0

1.8

1.4

14.1

210.000

Los
Angeles
River

0.3

--

0.5

1.4

1.9

0.5

1.8

1.5

7.9

220,000

San
Gabriel
River

0.3

--

0.5

1.9

1.9

0.5

1.8

1.4

8.3

25,000

Los
Cerritos

0.1

--

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.1

0.9

1.3

3.1

--

Channel
Islands

--

w

0.1

0.1

w

0.1

0.1

~

0.4

~

Ventura
River

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.3

0.1

1.0

1.4

3.7

~

Misc.
Ventura
Coastal

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.7

0.7

0.3

1.0

1.3

4.7

$10,000

~

0.4

--

~

0.5

1.2

0.9

3.0

200.000

Region- -wide

TMDL Scheduling And Development .....
Table 7 (in Appendix 4.7) shows 303(d) listed waterbodies/reaches by watershed. Clearly,
there are a large number of waters in the Region which are impaired by a number of
constituents (764 individual impairments were listed in the sL~bmittal to State Board). The
overriding problem associated with TMDL development needs to be reiterated here, namely,
staff resources at the Regional Board to either directly conduct or be involved in stakeholder3-36
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Ied TMDL investigations and in general stay dedicated to nonpoint source activities are still
minimal. Specific TMDL resource needs for the next three fiscal years are defined in the
resource planning matrix in the next section of this document. In general, depending on the
watershed, it is anticipated that 0.5 -2.0 PYs/watershed more will be needed at a minimum
to make additional headway on TMDLs and implementation of our nonpoint source strategy (as
well as augment point source regu ation where needed); this need will increase as we add
more TMDLs in the next two years to ful y accomplish our TMDL mandate. Additionally,
AB1740 (Ducheny) was enacted in 2000 and requires that to the extent interest is expressed by
the public, and resources are available, each regional Board shall establish for each watershed
where a water body is listed as impaired, an Advisory Committee consisting of the public and
interested stakeholders who wish to be involved in the process of adoption and implementation
of the corrective actions necessary to eliminate the impairment.
However, with a seemingly impossible workload before us, there is a reasonable and logical
way to collapse or group TMDLs to make ihe most effective use of resources we currently have
and any which we may obtain in the future. This is largely due to the fact that some of the
"pollutants" for which a water may be listed are actually "effects" of pollutants. Table 7 reflects
this collapsed approach. For example, many reaches of the Los Angeles River are listed for
ammonia. Some of the same reaches are listed for pH problems while other reaches are listed
for algae, scum, and odors. It is very likely the presence of these "pollutants" are interrelated.
Excessive nitrogen (reflected here as high levels of ammonia) may lead to a condition of
eutrophication (excessive nutrient loading) which can influence pH levels as well as promote
increased algal growth. Scum may be evident due to floating algal material and odors may
result when excessive algae starts to die off. Thus, it is reasonable to group together these
TMDLs (calling it a "nitrogen and related effects" TMDL) and approach the problem by
determining the sources of nitrogen loading into the watershed and the appropriate allocations
in order to reduce Ioadings.
Another example relates to the Malibu Creek Watershed. Many of its reaches are listed as
impaired due to coliform. Other reaches are listed for swimming restrictions or shellfish
harvesting advisories (an effect of elevated coliform levels). It is reasonable to group together
these various reaches and "pollutants" together when performing a TMDL. USEPA has
produced a number of documents relating to TMDL development; these may be found on the
Internet at http://www.epa.qov/owow/tmdl/.
Table 7~A lists all of the TMDLs in the Region as well as a schedule for completion. All TMDLs
must be completed by 2011 (as requested by U.S. EPA and State Board and per a consent
decree). Table 7B lists all TMDLs that we will have started in the next five years (although some
will be completed after that time period). It also gives more det&il about the scheduling of
activities such asactual TMDL development, formation of implementation strategies, and Basin
Plan amendments for the nexl three fiscal years. Table 7C is a resource planning and project
management tool detailing resource needs and intermediate milestones for all TMDLs that we
will have started in the next three years. More information on TMDLs scheduled-To’Teach
watershed may be found in the appropriate watershed section.
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The following three tables summarize our near-term annual TMDL watershed resource needs
(PYs and contract dollars) for the next three fiscal years, beyond what we expect to receive with
current funding levels. These needs are also reflected in our resource allocation matrices (for
the out-years). It should be emphasized that we see need for an additional 14.8 PYs
during the current fiscal year (FYO0/01).
Near-term Annual :Y00/01} TMDL Watershed Resource Needs (PYs and Contract Dollars)
Watershed

Pollutants

Monitoring/
Assessment

TMDL
Develop
-ment

Implementation Plan
Development

Basin Plan
Amendment

TOTAL
(PYs)

Contracts
($)

Calleguas
Creek

nitrogen,
sails.
chloride

0.3

16

0.2

04

2.5

$50.000

Santa
Monica Say

Coliform,
nutrients.
trash,
metals

0.2

3.4

0.2

0.4

4.2

$230.000

I Coliform,
I nitrogen,
} trash

0.4

0.7

0.4

0.4

1.9

$100,000

Dominguez
Channel/LA
-LB
Harbors

Coliforms

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.4

1.1

$50.000

Ventura
Coastal
WMA

Coliform,

0.2

0.3

0.2

--

0.7

--

Los
Cerfitos
WMA

none
scheduled
for FY00/01

0.2

--

--

--

0.2

--

Santa
Clara River

Coliform,
nikogen,

0.2

1.1

0.4

0.4

2.2

$100,000

San
Gabdel
River

Nitrogen,
metals,

0,4

0.9

0.1

--

1.4

$200,000

Ventura
River

Eutroph.

0.2

0.9

0.2

--

1.3

$50.000

Channel
Islands

no 303(d)
waters

0.2

--

--

--

0.2

--

2.5

9.2

"1.9

2.0

15.6

$780,000

LA River

TOTALS

Additionally, 1 PY each is needed for a region-wide data comp,lerhnterpretm:~reportwriter and a public outreach person to coordinate workshops and meetings regarding
303(d) list topics.
As has been mentioned many times previously, a major impediment to completing these
TMDLs per a 13-year schedule is the less than adequate resources for this program.
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Near-term Annual

TMDL Watershed Resource Needs PYs and Contract Doll.,

Watershed

Pollutants

Monitoring/
A~sessmenl

TMDL
Develop
-ment

Implementation Plan
Development

Basin Plan
Amendmenl

TOTAL
(PYs)

Calleguas
Creek

Salts,
pesticides
nutrients

0.8

1.9

0.6

0.4

2.8

$125.000

Santa
Monica Bay

Coliform,
nutrients.
trash.
PCSs,
Metals

0.6

4.9

0.8

0.6

69

$225.000

L.A River

Cohform,
nitrogen,
Irash.
metals

12

09

" .....

2.1

$50.000

Dominguez
Channel/LA
-LB
Harbors

coliform

04

Ventura
Coastal
W MA

Coliforms

0.4

__

__

0.5

LoS
Cerritos
WMA

~ NH3

I Contracts
($)

---

02

06

.-.

---

0.2

0.6

_

"--

0.5

--

Santa
Clara River

Eutroph.,
coliform,
nitrogen

0.8

1.2

--

0.4

2.4

$40,000

San
Gabriel
River

Nitrogen,
metals,
coliform

1.0

1.2

0.2

0.4

2.8

$50,000

Ventura
River

Eutroph.

_

0.3

0.2

--

0.5

$50,000

Channel
Islands

no 303(d)
waters

--

--

--

--

TOTALS

5.2

10.0

108

2.2

19.2

$530,000

Additionally, 1 PY each is needed for a region-wide data compilerlinterpreterlreport.
writer and a public outreach person to coordinate workshops and meetings regarding
303(d) list topics.
As has been mentioned many times previousty, a major impediment to completing’these
TMDLs per a 13-year schedule is the less than adequate resources for this program.
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Near-term Annual FY02/03) TMDL Watershed Resource Needs (PYs and Contract Dollar,..
Watershed

Pollutants

Monitoring/
Assessment

TMDL
Develop
-ment

Implementation Plan
Development

Basin Plan
Amendment

TOTAL
(PYs)

Contracts
($)

Calleguas
Creek

Salts.
pesticides,
PCBs

0.8

2.4

0.4

0.4

4.0

$125.000

Santa
Monica Bay

Coliform.
nulrients,
PCBs.
Melals

! .2

2.8

0.8

0.4

5.2

$225.000

LA River

Metals

--

0.3

02

--

0.5

$50.000

Dominguez
ChanneliLA
-L8
Harbors

none
._.
scheduled ......
for FY02/03
(startup
work)

Venlura
Coastal
WMA

PAHs, zinc

--

1.7

0,2

---

1.9

$60,000

Los
Cemtos
WMA

Pesticides.
metals,
PAHs. NH3

0.2

3.4

0.2

--

3.8

$125,000

Santa
Clara River iI Chloride,
eutroph.,
trash

0.4

1.2

0.2

--

1.8

$50,000

San
Gabriel
River

Nitrogen,
Coliform

0.4

0.7

0.4

0,2

1,7

$40.000

Ventura
River

Eutroph.

0,4

--

--

0.2

0.6

--

Channel
Islands

no 303(d)
waters

12.5

2.4

1.2

19.5

$675,000

TOTALS

-3.4

Additionally, 1 PY each is needed for a region-wide data compiler/interpreter/report.
writer and a public outreach person to coordinate workshops and meetings regarding
303(d) list topics.
As has been mentioned many times previously, a major impediment to completing these
TMDLs per a 13-year schedule is the less than adequate resources for this progr.[a..~rn.
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With an anticipated near-term augmentation need of 14-19 PYs/year, we are actively
seeking funds for this effort.
If we were required to redirect other resources (’assuming we had the flexib lity which for the
most part we don’t), it would have a disastrous impact on our other programs. This magnitude
of redirection would require almost a 50% reduction in our NPDES program which is already
severely underfunded based on the number of facilities we regulate. Alternatively, we could
cease all enforcement efforts and about one-third of our surface water regulatory program.
None of these are acceptable alternatives.
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Appendix 4.1 NPDES Wastewater Permit Reissuance (2000 - 2005)

R0026712

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board

Permits to be Renewed During FY 2001/2002
Facility

~ger"

City

NPDES#

SANTA CLARA RIVER WATERSHED

WDID#

City oISanta Paula/OMI

Santa Paula WWRP, NPDES
Valencia WWRP, NPDES
Saugus WWRP, NPDES

Los Angeles County San (~i$1
Los Angeles Counly San Dist
San Buenavenlura City Of

Venlura WWRP, NPDES

minor~
Caslaic Lake Water Agency
Dept. Ot Waler Resources

Earl Schmidt Fillration Plant
William E. Wame Power Plant

H. R. Textron Inc.

Valencia Facility

H R Texlron Inc

Valencia Facility
Culligan Water

Harris Waler Conditioning
Keysor-CenluPyCorp
Los Angeles City of DWP
Los Angeles City of DWP
Los Angeles County Parks & Rec
MeIropolitan Ware/Disl. O! SC
National Technical Syslems
Rayne Waler Systems Of Ventura
Sanla Clan{a. City Ot
Six Flags Magic Mountain
Texaco Group Inc
Venlura Reg=onal San Disthct
generalpermits
Caslaic Lake Waler Agency
Chevron US A. Inc.
E nloe Welt Drilling
HMH Construction Co Inc.

;
~
’

SANTA PAULA
VALENCIA

CA0054224 4A56010800!
CA0054216 4A190107023
SAUGU$
CA0054313 4A 190107021
VENTURA (CORPORATE NAME CA0053651
4A560107001
SAN 8UENAVENTURA)

TfWQ

1,~ Q
2’~ Q
2’~ Q
1,, Q

3
,3
3

3/10/02
4/10/04
9/10/01
9/10/01
11/10101

3"~Q
3’~ Q

5/t0/03
2/I0103
1/10/03
3110102
9/10t03

2,~Q

6743
7793
3070

2
2
3
3
3

2’~ Q
2"~ Q
2’~ Q
2’~ Q

98-032
98~)20
98-006
97-062
98066

3
3

DPROCES
DCNWTRS
DMISCEL
D~’~OHCON

4110/02
10/10/01

3’" Q

96-082

DFILSRI

6945

3

9110/01

3,,~Q

96079

CA0063240

4A’{91142001
4A199002002
4A56105700!

6045
7346

2
3

1/10/03

4A560101002

98-005
95-146

DMISCEL
DMISCEL

CA0059021

6523

2

3"~ Q
3’’j 0
1,,O

CA6994001 4A196000397
CA6834001 4A566600124
CAG99400t 4A 196000492
CAG99400f 4A566000441

Peter J. Piclchess Honor Ranch
Northfield Business Park proj.

7882
8012
8040

3
2

SAUGUS
OXNARD

2960
1822

1

4A 190116001

6544

3

4A190805002

3

4A192332001

6610
5024

4A192332003
4A561037001

7727
6818

CA0057126 4A192000001
CA0055824 4A 193500005
CA0058432 4B190106061
CA0062561 4A 190107086
CA0059641 4A 190115006
CA0064122 4A191152001
CA0002658 4A569002001

1954
6112
6313
7140

CA0059030
CA0059188
CA0003271

VALENCIA
VENTURA (CORPORATE NAME
SAN BUENAVENTURA)
SAUGUS
CASTAIC
SANTA CLARITA

LOS ANGELES (COUNTY)
OXNARD

4.1-3

1
1
1

3/10/02

CASTAIC

Former Sen’ice Slalion 9-2521

1759
4993

Exp. Renewal Order No. Waste Type
Date

5/10/00
5/10/00
5/10/00

¯ PYRAMID LAKE
VALENCIA

Pvc-PvaCopolymerMtg, Saugus
Caslaic Power Plant
Tunnel Nos. 1&4
Val Verde Co. Park Swim Pool
SAUGUS
Foothill Feeder Power Plant
CASTAIC
Rye Canyon Road Facility
VALENCIA
So~t Water Sales & Svc,Venlura
VENTURA (CORPORATE NAME
SAN BUENAVENTURA)
Ouldoor Project Homes
SANTA CLARITA
Amusement Park, Valenoa
VALENCIA
Pacific Coa$1 Pipeline Sile
FILLMORE
Fillmore WWTP, NPDES
FILLMORE
Lateral Extension Pipeline

CI#

__

major~

CA0064017
CA0060267

CA0061638
CA0003352

7947

3
3

9110!00
4110197
4/t0/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10102

97.041
95-081

DDOMIND

95-080
95074

DDOMIN,,D
DDOMIND
DDOMIND

2"~ Q
2’~ Q

97-030

DMISCEL

99-015

3"~ Q

96-066
96078

DPROCES
DMISCEL

4," Q
4" Q
4"

96-095

92-023

HCNWTR$
DMISCEL
DStORMS

DCI’;WTRS
OOOMIND

97-045
DMiSCEL
97046
HCNWTRS
97-045
IMISCEL
97-045 DMISCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2001/2002 (cont’d)

Los Angeles County San Oisl
McDonald’s Reslaurant
MobiI Oil Corp.
Mobil Oil Corp.
Ogden Conslructors
Robinson Development Services
San Buenavenlura City Of
Santa Clarila Community Colleg
Sanla Clarita, City OI
Sanla Clarila, City Of
Soulhern Cali/omlaGas Co,
Valencia Co,

Valencia Waler ReclamalJon
GW-Mcdonald’sRestauranl
NewhallSlalJon
Serw.,e Slalion # 18-KCM
Sanla Paula ImprovemenLReach2
Sand Canyon BridgeWldening
Venlura WWRP
College Of The Canyons
GW - Four Oak Wells
Golden Valley Road Extension
Lines23.5/335
Avenue ScollBridge

Valencia Co.
Valencia Co.
Valencia Co.
Valencia Co.
Valencia Wa{er Company

Decom Ddv~ Bridge
DelLagoDewatedng Proj.
Easl Creek ChannelLining ProJ
Soulh River Dewaledng Proj.
Water WelINo. 205
Wells 10, $6, $7, and $8

Valencia Water Company

CALLEGUAS CREEK WATERSHED
majors
Camarillo Sanitary District
Simi Valley, City Of

CamanlIoWWRP, NPDES
Simi Valley WWRP. NPDES

Thousand Oaks City Of DPW
minors

Hill Canyon WWRP, NPDES
,;

Camrosa Waler District
Emery Worldwide
Exxon Co, U.S A,
Norlhrop Grumman Corp. Masd

CamrosaWVVRP, NPDES
PtiTechnologics
22 Siles Groundwaler Assessmen
Newbury Park NPDES
"

VALENCIA
GORMAN
SANTA CLARITA
SANTA CLARITA
SANTA PAULA
SANTA CLARITA

CA6994001 4A196000424
CAG99400 t 4A 196000102
CAG994001 4A196000160
CAG634001 4A1%600132
CA6834001 4B196600125

7906
7296

CA0053597
CA0055221
CA0056294

CAMARILLO
CAMARILLO

CA0064050

4.1-4

4= Q
4’,Q

2
3

4110102

4=’Q
4= Q

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

4= Q
4," Q
4’, Q

3

5/10/03

4" Q

3
3

4/10/02
4110102

3
3

3
3

4" Q

98-055
97-045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL

4" Q
4= Q

97-04,5

IMtSCEL

4/t0/02

97-047

IMISCEL

97.045
" 97.045
97-045

/MISCEL
IMISCEL

4" Q
4’" Q
4" Q

3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02

4" Q

4A560112001

4917

7093

DCNVVTRS
IMISCEL
IMISCEL
DMISCEL

4/10/02
4110102
4/10/02

1
1

7743
7394

97-046
97-045
97-045
97-045

4",Q
4,. Q

1

5/10/01
5/10/01

5/10/01
3 12/10/03

2
11
2

(]MISCEL

97-045
97-046

4/|0/02
4/10/02

1278

97-045
97-045

OMISCEL
DMISCEL
OWSHW-rR

3
3
3
3

3021

4A562443001
CA0063304 4B191015005
CA0062588 4A562436001

NEWBURY PARK

4=Q

4/|0/02
4/10/02
4110102

4A560100001
4A560110001

CA0059501 4A560106003 6769

NEWBURY PARK
LOS ANGELES

4110102

3
3
2

7464
8178

8035
CA6994001 4A566000472
8002
CAG994001 4A196000506
8078
VENTURA (CORPORATE NAME CAG994001
4A566000381
7848
SAN BUENAVENTURA)
SANTA CLARITA
CA6994003 4A196400040
7324
SANTA CLARITA
CA6994001 4A196000323
7812
SANTA CLARITA
CA6994001 4A1%000510
8090
SANTA CLARITA
CA6674001 4A196300108 ’ 8091
SANTA CLARITA
CA6994001 4A196000473
8004
SANTA CLARITA
CA6994001 4A196000534
8153
SANTA CLARITA
CA6994001 4A196000455
7968
SANTA CLARITA
CAG994001 4A196000539
8165
SANTA CLARITA
CA6994001 4A195000467
7990
SANTA CLARITA
CAG994001 4B196000466
7989
SANTA CLARITA
CA6994001 4A196000499
8054

CAMARILLO
SIMI VALLEY

3

4~’ Q

97~)45
97.045
97.045
97-045

IMI$CEL
IMISCEL
IMISCEL
IMISCEL
IMISCEL

24Q
97-125 DDOMIND
24 Q
97.122 DDOMINO
2~Q
97.123 DDOMIND
2,~Q 00-009 DDOMEST

11/t0/01
4/10/05

2"~ Q
3’~ Q

00-042

8/31/05

3’~ Q

00-126 HCNWTRS

96-090

HCNWrRs

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2001/2002 (cont’d)
Facility

~
Rockwell Sc~enc~ Cenler I ’
Telellex Conkol Syslems

sl =¢i,iv
The Talley Sile, Newbun/Park

Thousand Oaks City Of DPW
Tosco Corp.
Transit Mixed Concrele Co
Venlura Co Water Works Disl.
general permits
Calleguas Municipal Waler Oisl
Calleguas MunicipaIWaler Oisl
Caileguas Municipal Water Dis1
Calleguas Municipal Waler Oist
Calleguas MunicipaIWaler Disl

NEWBURY PARK

NPDES#
WDID~
CI~ TT
CA0060348 4A562074001 6808 3

Olsen Road WWRP, NPDES
Tos¢o Gasoline Semite Sta~n

NEWBURY PARK

CA0059609

THOUSAND OAKS

Sand&Gravel,Ponds.Overflow
Mooq:)ark WWTP

CA0056359
CA0064343

MOORPARK

4B192131032

MOORPARK

CA0059315
CA0063274

SIMI VALLEY
MOORPARK
MOORPARK

CAG994001
CAG994001

Calleguas ConduiINorth Branch
FairviewPump Sla0on
Grimes Can),on Road Wellfiel
Grimes Can),on Wellfield #2
WelINos. ASR.17 andASR.18

Former Wend)’ ARC~
Mobil Oil Corp.

City

MOORPARK
MOORPARK
NEWBURY PARK

CAG994001
CAG994001

4A562397002
4A5601 t2002

DDOMIND 5

1
.’~

DMISCEL 14
DPROCESS 2
HCNWTRS 2
DSTORMS i
DNONCON 2
DFILBRI 1
DCNWTRS 3
IMISCEL ’12
DWSHW]R !

2

8089

2
3

2/10/02
5/10/01
tl/9/04

2"~ Q
3,~Q

4A562022001
4A560103003

97-032
97-124
99-130

6658
7513

3
2

DDOMIND
DCNWTRS

5/10/01
12/10/03

2’~ Q
2"~ Q

96‘046
00-049

DMISCEL
ODOMIND

4A566000508

8087
7149
7556

3
3

4/10/02

4" Q
4" Q

9?‘045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL

4A566000049
4A566000190
4A566000317

CAG994001
CAG834001

4A566000464
Former Wend), ARCO Service SI
4A566600117
Tank Leak-Mobil Ss#1’l-H7a
NEWBURY PARK
Oxnard Community College
CAG834001 4A566600116
TankLeak.Oxnard Community Col
OXNARD
Thousand Oaks City of
CAG834001 4A566600099
Unil W & F Inlerceplor - II
Unocal Corp.
THOUSAND OAKS
CAG994001 4A566000477
Former UnocalSlation #4687
US t’~avy Naval Air Weapons Sial
THOUSAND OAKS
CAG834001 4A566000129
Tank Leak.Navy Exchange Gas St
POINT MUGU
Venlura CoWaler Works Disl.
CAG834001 4A566600084
Moorpark WWTP
"General permit dischargers will be reviewed and may not be "renewed"
MOORPARK
but allowed to continue
with enrollment
CAG674001
4A566300107
Santa C/ara River Watershed
CAG834001 3
CAG994001 18
CAG994003 1
CAG674001 1

6729
4761

~/10/0i ~er 96‘048 HCNWTRS

Calleguas Creek Watershed
CAG834001 5
DDOMIND 5
CAG994001 6
DDOMEST 1
CAG674001 1
HCNV,~RS 8
DMISCEL 6
DCNWTRS 2
IMISCEL 3

7817
7985
7876
7192
7771
8009
81.50
696‘1
8086

3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

~3
2

4/10/02
4/I0/02

2
2
3
2
2

4/10/02
4!10/02
4110102
4110102
4/10/02

3

4/10/02

2’~ Q

4" Q
4., Q
4,, Q
4" Q
4" Q
4" Q
4,, Q
4" Q
4" Q
4= Q

97-045
97-045
97-045
97-045
97~)46
97‘046
97‘046
97.045
97‘046
97‘046
97‘047

HCNWrRS

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
IMISCEL
HCNWTRS
HCNWTRS
HCNWTRS
IMISCEL
DCNWi’RS
HCNWTRS
IMI$CEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board

Permits to be Renewed During FY 2002/2003
City

NPDES#

WDID#

CI#

TTWQ

DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL-LA/LB HARBOR WMA

Exp.

Renewal Order No. Waste Type

Dale

Quarter

8/10/98
11/10/98

1,’ Q
t,, Q
1,, Q
2’~ Q
2’" Q

majors
Arm Pe~oleum Producls Co.
Equilon Enlerprises LLC
Equilon Enlerprises LLC
LA City Bureau of Sanila0on

Watson Refinery

CARSON

Carson Plant

CARSON
WILMINGTON

L.A. Reining Co. (Wilmioglon)
Terminal Island WWTP
L.o~g Beach Generation Slation
Had)or Generating Station

Long Beach Generalion LLC
Los Angeles City of DWP
Mobil Oil Corp.
Tosco Corp.

SAN PEDRO
LONG BEACH
WILMINGTON
TORRANCE
WILMINGTON

CA0000680
CA0000809
CA0003778
CA0053856
CA0001171

49192010008

5424

2

49192108004
49192121001

6108
5427
2171

2
1
!
1
1
!

4B190106005
49192111002
49193500004
49192079002
49192131002

5764
2020
5742
6103

t
2

2ndQ
1,, Q
1,’Q

12/10/98

1,, Q

94-001

1,

12/31/01

1,’ Q

99-143

DSTORMS
DMISCEL

2
3

10/10/99
5/10/02

3’d O
’3’’~ Q
3’’~ O

94-116
974)79
96~)04

DSTORMS
DSTORMS

2’’~ Q
2’~ Q
24 Q
2’~ Q
2’~ Q
2’~ Q
2’~ Q
3’~ Q

97-075
00~)89

DSTORMS
DSTORMS

97~]06
95-14 t
97-021
99-;05

DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DMISCEL
DWSHVVTR

Tosco Corp.
Tutor-Saliba Team

CARSON

Alameda Mid-ConidorTrench Pj

LYNWOOD

CA0064351

49192131026
4B191340001

7‘3352
8084

WILMINGTON
TERMINAL ISLAND
WILMINGTON

CA0063363

4B191285001

7466

CA0061051
CA0059153
CA0050232

49192538001
49192208003

6920
6571

48192010019
49192010015

6810
6643

2
3

12/10/00
5/10/02

.3

49192010018
4919201000‘3
48192143001
49191303001

6802
6023
6546
8100

2
3
2
,3

6/10105
12/10./01
9/10/00

CA0062537

4919261400t
49192034001
48192575001

CA0002020
CA0003557
CA0063304

49192121002
49192108009
49191015005

7873
4420
7104
1511

2
3
3
2

1596
7394

3
1

CA0060631
CA0055413

49192525001
49190118001

6841
4152

3
3

CA0001911

49192124001

4192

2

Carson Crude Oil Terminal

Arco Products Co.
Arco Terminal Se~’ices Corp.

Marine Terminal, l.Berth 121,L8
Long Beach Madne Terminal 2
Long Beach Marine Terminal 3

Arco Terminal Se~ices Corp.
California Sulphur Co.

Sulfur Pelletizing, Wilmington
Hollywood Park
Long Beach Madne Terminal
Edo¢o

Churchill Downs California Co.
Dow Chemical Co.
Edoco
Elixir Industnes
Equilon Enterprises LLC
Equilon Enterpnses LLC

Tank Leak.Elixirlndusldes
,~
;;

Exxon Co. U 5.A
Fairch=ld Holding Corp.
Gardena, City Of.
GATX Tank Storage Terminals Co

Carson Sulfur Recovery Plant
Mormon Island Manne Terminal
22 Sties Groundwaler Assessmen
Tank Leak-Voi-Shan Redondo Bch
Primm Memorial Swimming Pool
San Pedro Madne Terminal

CARSON
LONG BEACH
LONG BEACH
LONG BEACH
WILMINGTON
INGLEWOOD
LONG BEACH
CARSON
GARDENA
CARSON
WILMINGTON
LOS ANGELES
REDONDO BEACH
GARDENA
SAN PEDRO

CA0059285
CA0000442
CA000045 f
CA0059064
CA0064211
CA0064165
CA0002941

4.1-6

DSTORMS
HCONTAC

99-093
93-014
94-130
95-027
9,3-00,3
93-019

CA0000361
CA0055387
CA0000035
CA0063185

Arco Pipe Line Co.

DCNV~I’RS

9/16/04
2/10/98
11/t0/99
1/10/00
1/10/98
3110/98

Ton’anca Refinery, NPOES
L.A.Refinery, Wilmington Plant
L.A.Refinery, Carson Plant

minors
AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS,INCHydrogen Plant & Related Fac.
AI Larson Boal Shop
AI Lar~on Boat Shop
Arco C Q.C. Kiln, Inc.
Arco C.Q.C. Kiln, Inc.

93‘051
9‘3-073

2/10/02
9/10/04
2/10/03
1/I0/99
12/10/01
6/10/05
5/10/05
4110105
2/10/02
7110100
2/10/01

4~ O
2’~ Q
2"~ Q
4~, Q
4~" Q
1,,Q
2,~Q

98-019
94-012
97-005

DOOMEST
DNONCON
DNONCON
HSTORMS
HSTORMS

DSTORMS

DSTORMS
HCNWTRS

00-113
00086
00-042

OSTORMS
DSTORM.S
DMISCEL

97‘020
95-097

HCNWTRS
DFILBRI

96-010

DMISCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 200212003 (cont’d)

GATX Tank Slorage Terminal~ Co
GATX Tank Slorage Terminala Co
Harbor Cogeneralion Company
Hilco Carbon Composites, Inc
Honeywell Inc.

Los Angeles County Parks & Rec
Metropolitan Stevedore Co.
Mobil Oil Corp.
Morton Inlema~ional. Inc.
Morton International, Inc.
Northrop Grumman Corp. Masd
Paktank Corp. - Los Angeles
Paktank Corp.. Los Angeles
Permalile Repro Media Corp.
Pe(ro Diamond Terminal Company
Plaskolile Wesl. Inc.
Port o! Los Angeles
Port o!Los Angeles

~
O
O
~
03
",,i

Bedh 172. LA.Marine Terminal
Harlx~ Cogenemtion Company
HilcoiDefence Prod DIv,
Torrance Facilily
Tank Leak-Honeywell Inc.

Honeywell Inc.
Long Beach City Of
Los Angeles City of DWP
Los Angeles City ot DWP
Los Angeles City olDWP
Los Angeles City ol DwP

Praxair, Inc.
Redman Equipment & Mfg Co
Rhod~a In
.5an Pedro Boalworks
Shore Terminal LLC
Southern Ca Mar=he In~t~lule

Carson Terminal

;
~

CARSON
WILMINGTON
WILMINGTON
GARDENA
TORRANCE
GARDENA
LONG BEACH

CA0056863
CA0060178
CA0060003
CA00590,18
CA0058688
CA0062162
CA0059544
CA0056383
CA0056448

"Soulheasl Resource Receve~/
Hat)or Steam PlanI, N Skim Tank
WILMINGTON
Harbor Sleam Plant, Skim Pond
WILMINGTON
Harbor G.S.. Madne Tank Farm
WILMINGTON
CA0057037
Olympic Tank Farm Skim Pond
. WILMINGTON
CA0057568
Lennox County Park
LOS ANGELES
CA0062766
Metropolitan Stevedore Co.
LONG BEACH
CA0057746
Soulhwestem Terminal-Area I
TERMINAL ISLAND CA0003689
Tank Leak-Bee Chemical Co.
GARDENA
CA0060992
Morton Salt - Long Beach
LONG BEACH ’
CA0061476
El Segundo Facilily
EL SEGUNDO
CA0059226
Petroleum & Chemical Terminal
WILMINGTON
CA0055247
Wilmington Liq. Bulk Terminals
WILMINGTON
CA0063177
Permalile Repro Media Corp.
CARSON
CA0059871
Marine Terminal. Berth 83, Lb
LONG BEACH
CA0059358
ConlJnental Acm/lics. Inc.
COMPTON
CA0060798
Anaheim St. Viaduct Project
LOS ANGELES
CA0063851
New Dock Skeet Pump Stalio
TERMINAL ISLAND CA0064157
Praxair. Wilminglon
WILMINGTON
CA0001848
Torrance Heal Exchanger Mfg&Rp
TORRANCE
CA0058726
Dominguez Ind Chem Plant
CARSON
CA0058629
San Pedro Boatworks-Berth 44
SAN PEDRO
CA0061042
Wilminglon Manne Terminal
WILMINGTON
CA0055263
Southern Ca. Marine Inslilute
TERMINAL ISLAND CA0058556

48192238002
48192407002
48192520001

5244
6822

48192128001
48192354002
48191263001
48190105017
4B 190106039

6797
6520
6417
7015
6707
6004

48190106040
4B190106046
48190106051

6005
6155
6211

48191289001
48192078001

7532
5354
1558

4819207900!
4819253900 !
48192543001
48192081002
4819901900!
48199019002
4{9192512001
48192197001
4B19253300!
48190106095
48191310001
48t92140001
48192090001
48t92007002
48192536001
48192263001
48191035001

7591
7856
5428
6455
6379
6918
5915
6362

5/t0/05

2
2

7It0/00
4110/02

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

5/10/98
2/10/99
2/10/02
7/10/98
11/10/97

3
3
2
3

3’° Q
3"~ O
3’"Q
4" Q
3" Q
4,, O
4,, Q

5/10/02
t2/10/01

2" Q

6/I0/00
4/10/01
5/10/02

4"1Q.
I,, O
3"~ Q

3/10/02
2t10/02
5/I0/02
11/10/99

1,, Q
4,, Q

2
2
3

4/10/99
3/10/00
8/10/01
12/10/99

2’~ Q
2" O
1,, Q
2"’ O

3
2
3
2

1/10/00
8/10/00
1 f/10/02
11/10/00

3"~Q
1,, Q
1,, Q
2"’ (3

3
2
3
2
3

.1/~0/05
8/~0/99
,1/10102

3’~’ Q
3"~ Q
3,4 (9
2,.JQ

6922
6949
6609
5985
7298
6759
6677
6895

2

Quader ,
4~Q
4" Q
4" Q

3
j
3
2

5/10t00
12/10/99

1,, Q
~i,, O

1,, Q

95-036
00-087
95-091
97-053
93-028
94-014
97-022
97~84
92‘085
97‘080
97‘003
95-066
96-029
97-078
97-060
97~23
97<)81
94.119
94-036
95-041
96-067
95-009
95-026
95-12!

97-138
95.156
00~65
94992
97~59
95-072
95<)10

DSTORMS
OSTORMS
DSTORMS
DFILSRI
DNONCON
DNONCON
HCNVV~RS
OSTORM$
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DMISCEL
DSTORMS
DPROCES
HCNW]RS
DSTORMS
DNOi~,IOON
DSTORMS
HSTORMS
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DCONTAC
OCt.~WrRS
£~MISCEL
DCONTAC
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
E)MISCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2002/2003 (cont’d)
I{Oi$chargat~
Soulhwesl Marine, Inc. "
The Jankovich Co.
Tidelands Oil Production Co,
Tosco Corp.

Facilily

Southwest Marine, Inc.
The Jankovic~ Co,-Berth 74
Wilminglon And Terminal Island

CiO/

NPDES#

WOLD#

TERMINAL ISLAN{]
SAN PEDRO
WILMINGTON

CA0000868
CA0002798

48t91)017002
48192108007
48192023001
48192131013
48192089001

CI#

TTWQ

Exp.

Renewal

2061

3
2

10/10/00

3’~ Q
3’= Q
1. Q
1,, Q
4~’ Q

6078
6080

Tri.Union Seafoods, LLC

Los Angeles Terminal West
Planl Nos. 1 & 2

LOS ANGELES
SAN PEDRO

TRW Inc.
TRW Inc.
Ultramarlnc

CA0001813
CA0059846
{]A0000469

Hawthorne Site
Space Pad~ Fac~lily
Marine Term, Berth 164

United States Borax & Chem Cor
US Navy Defense Logistk:s Agen

Wilmington Planl
Defense Fuel Supply Pier 12 Lb

HAWTHORNE
REDONDO BEACH
WILMINGTON
WILMINGTON

CA0063916
CA0063924
CA0055719
CA0000787

48192557002
48192557003
48192023002
48192129002

7698
7607
2165
1449

LONG BEACH
SAN PEDRO

¢A0060496
¢A0001902

48190705002
48192137001

6877
0907

TORRANCE

CA0002992

48192047001

SAN PEDRO

CA0002186

48192407001

6007
5960

EL SEGUNDO
CARSON

¢AG994001
CAG994003

4819600055f
48196400054

TORRANCE
TORRANCE
TORRANCE
TORRANCE

¢AG834001
CAG674001
CAG674001

48196600007
48196300054
48196300053
48196000310
48196000521

7680
7678
7781
8133

Weslem Fuel Oil Co.
West,side Concrete Co.

Western Fuel Oil Co.
Greene’s Ready.Mixed Concrete

Westway Terminal Company

Westway Terminal-Berths 70-71
general permits
AboveNef Communicalions, Inc.
Silverado Aquifer Testing
AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS,INCCarson Hydrogen Plant
Arco Petroleum Products Co.
California Waler Sen~ice Co.
California Waler Service Co.
California Waler Service Co.
California Waler Service Co.
California Waler Service Co.

Tank Leak-4000 W. Redondo Beac
Hi-Hill Tank
Ht-Rese~voir #1
Gw-Well #32 & #33
Well # 98
Wells tgA. 75A, 77 & 79

LONG BEACH
CARSON

Caltrans
{]efense Fuel Support Point

Dominguez Channel Watershed
DFSP San Pedro-Pump House Area

GARDENA
SAN PEDRO

{]eparlmen! ol Navy
El Segundo, C=ty of

Former LB Naval Sta, NEX Gas S
Palot Test Well Facilily

LONG BEACH

;
Equilon Enlerprises LLC
~
GATX Tank Storage Terminals Co
GATX Tank Slorage Terminals Co
GATX Tank Storage Terminals Co
GATX Tank Storage Terminals Co

Tank Leak-2186 Redondo Bch BI.
Carson Terminal
HI-Galx. Carson
Galley Streel Terminal
Hi-Berth 118-119

EL SEGUNDO
TORRANCE
CARSON
CARSON
SAN PEDRO
SAN PEDRO

CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001

6773
5796

8188
8051
7253

48196000380

7846

CAG994001

48196000287

CAG834001
CAG834001

48190600122
48196600123
48196100021

7732
7565

CAG994002
CAG834001
CAG674001
CAG674001
CAG674001

4B196600030
4B196300118
4B196300004

7566
7911
7365
8!55
7107

4B196300119
8157
CAG674001 4B196300023 7332

4.1-8

2
2
1
2
2
3
2
3

1/10/01
7/f0/99
5110/02
5/10/02
6/10/01
6/10/01
7/10/99
12/10/01
11/10/99

2
3’

7/10/01
5/10/00

2

7/10/00

3
3

4/10/02

2
3

4,. Q
4,. (3
2,,~Q
3’d (3
3’= Q
2’’~ Q
4," (3
3’~ Q

Order No Waste Type
9S-143
96‘011
94-063
97-082
97‘077
96-060
96-059
94-064
97-004
94-125
96‘064
95‘070

ONONCON
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DNONCON
HCNVVTRS
HCNWTRS
DSTORMS
HNONCON
DSTORMS
{],STORMS

97-139

DSTORMS
DSTORMS

97-045

IMISCEL

5/10/03

2’~ Q
4,. O

98.055

4" Q
3’~ Q
3’~ Q
2’~ Q
2"u Q

97-046
97-047
97~347
97-045
97-045

{]NONCON
HCNVVTRS
DMISCEL

3
3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

3
3

4/10/02
4/t0/02

9~-045

2
2

4/10/02

2"~ Q
2,,~Q
4" Q

3
2

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

4,. Q

3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02

4" Q
4= Q
3"~ Q
3"~ Q

3
3

4110/02
4/10/02

3’’~ Q
3’’~ Q

97-045
97‘046
97-046
97-043
97-046

{]~ISCEL
DMISCEL
IMI$CEL
DMI$CEL
DMISCEL
DCNWTRS
HCNWTRS
DMISCEL
HCNWTRS

97-047
97‘047
97-~47

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DM!SCEL

97-047

{]MISCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2002/2003 (cont’d)
Cily
GATX Tank Storage Terminals Co
GATX Tank Slo~-a~e Terminals Co
Heinz Pel Products ~)iv.
LA Co Dept of Public Works
LA Co Depl of Public Wo~s
LA Co Oepl of Public Works
Los Angeles Cily ol DWP
Los Angeles City ot DWP
Los Angeles City of DWP
Mobil Oil Corp
Mobil Oil Corp.
Port Of Long Beach
Port Of Long Beach
Port of Los Angeles
SFPP, LP

HI-Berth 172
Westway Terminal, Berth 79
Heinz Pet Products
Oominguez Gap Bamer 1,2, &3
Oominguez Gap Bamer 1,2, &3
Gd~ith St. Slorm Drain Proj
Madne Tank Farm
Pipeline Terminal Island
Los Angeles Hatter WRP
Southeasl Terminal II
$outhweslem Terminal-Area I
Pod Ar..cess Oemonsl~’ation
Henry Ford Sewer Pump StalJon
West Basin ICTF Project

Soulhern California Edison

Watson Slalion
EPTC Pipeline (Dominguez Ch)

Soulhern Cahtomia Edison
Soulhern California Edison

EPTC Pipeline (LMLB Harlx)rs)
EPTC Pipeline (Dominguez Ch)

Southern {Salitomia Edison
Southern California Waler Co
Southern California Water Co,
Soulhem California Waler Co.
Southern California Waler Co.
Southern California Water Co,
$oulhern California Waler Co.
Southern California Water Co ,,
Syart Parking Slructures, Inc
;i
Tesoro Petroleum

SAN PEDRO
TERMINAL ISLAND
WILMINGTON
WILMINGTON
CARSON
WILMINGTON
SAN PEDRO
SAN PEDRO
TERMINAL ISLAND
TERMINAL ISLAND
LONG BEACH
LONG BEACH
SAN PEDRO
CARSON

EPTC Pipeline (LMLB Hatl~)
Dallon Well
Ocean Gate Well
Southwest Disldcl
Yukon Wells 1 & 2
Chicago & Complon Ooly Wells
Goldmedal Planl
Truro Fe & Mn Filtration Plant

NPDES#
WDtD#
CI~~" TTWQ
CAG674001 4B 196300020
729~ 3

WILMINGTON

GARDENA
HAWTHORNE
CARSON
INGLEWOOD
LAWNDALE

HAWTHORNE
INGLEWOOO
Tank Leak-SYART PARKING STRUCT GARDENA
Target Store-290
GARDENA

CAG914001
CAG994003
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994002
CAG674001
CAG6?400I
CAG994002
CAG674001
CAG674001
CAG994001
CAG994002
CAG994002
CAG674001
CAG67400t

4B196800027
4B196400065
48196000497
48196000497
48196’100057
4B196300040
4B196300103
4B 196100023
4B196300098
48196300090
4B196000179
4B 196100016

CAG674001

4B1%100038
4B!96300121
4B196300109
4B 196300110

CAG994002

4B1%’100039

8077

2
3
3

4110102
5/10/03
4/10/02

8177
7495
8045
7929

3
3
3
3
3

4/10/02
4/t0/02
4110102
4/t0/02
4/10/02

8000
7952

3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02

7510
7889
8117
8170
8094

3
3
3
3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

5795
6089
6089

~0~5

3

4/10/02

8124

,3

4/10/02

3
3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

3
3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

3
3
2

5/10/03
5110103
4/10/02

2

4/10/02

CAG994002

4B 19610004 t

8126

CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001

4B196000486
4B196000447

8014
7959
7878

CAG994002
CAG994003
CAG994003
CAG834001
CAG914001

4.1-9

4B196000394
4B196000485
4B196100026
4Bt96400037
48196400045
4B196600036
4B196800023

Exp.
Renewal Order No. Waste Type
4/10/02 Quarter
’ ~,,~ Q
97-047 DMISCEL
Date

8026
7958
7916
8027
7374
~03~

4~ Q
4", Q
2’~ Q
2~ Q
4", Q
3"1Q
3’’~ Q
4" Q
3’~ Q
3’~ Q

97-044
98-055
97-045
97-045
97-043
974347
97-047
97-043
97-047

DMISCEL
DNONCON
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
NCNWTRs
DMISCEL
IMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

2’~ O
4’" Q
4,, Q
],d O

97.047
97-045
974343
97-043
97-047

3’~ Q
3’~ (J

97-047
97-047

4," Q
4~ (3
2~ O

97-043

DMISCEL

97-043

DMISCEL

974]45
97-045

NMISCEL
DMISCEL

974)45
97-045

. DMISCEL
NMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
HFILBRI

2"~ Q
2’~ Q
2"~ Q
4" Q
4,, Q
4,, Q
4,,,Q
4’~ O

97-043
98-055
98-055
97-046
974344

DMISCEL
OMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
ItAiSCEL
IMISCEL
IMISCEL

HCNW]RS
IMISCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During F¥ 200212003 (cont’d)
Facility

City

NPDES#

Tosco Corp,
Water Repenishmenl Oist Of S.C
Wyndham Holels & Resorts

WDID#

HI-L. A, Refinery, Wilminglon
WILMINGTON
CAG674001
4B196300024
West Basin Observation Well
TORRANCE
CAG994001
4B 196000162
Wyndham Holel at L.A. Airport
LOS ANGELES
4B196400060
*General permit dischargers will be reviewed and may not be "renewed" but allowed toCAG994003
continue with
enrollment
CAG61400f 16
CAG834001 5
CAG914001 2
CAG994001 13
CAG994002 9
¢AG994003 5

NMISCEL 2
NCNW’rRS 1
DCNWTRS 3
DSTORMS 38
HCONTACT 1
HSTORMS 3
DMISCEL 37
DWSHWTR 1
HCNWTRS 10
DRLBRI 2
DNONCON 9
DPROCESS 1
IMISCEL 9
NFILBRI 1
DCON]’AC 2
DDOMEST 1
HNONCON 1

4.1-10

CI#
7337
7470
4581

TTWQ
3
3
3

Exp.
Dale
4/10/02
4110102

Renewal
Quarter
3’d Q
2"~ Q

5/t0/03

4,. Q

Order No.
97-047
97-045
98-055

Wast
DMISCEL
OMISCEL
IMISCEL

~

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2003/2004
ischarger"

Facility

SANTA MON/CA BAY W--’~
majors
AES Redondo Beach, LLC
Chevron USA Inc.
E~ Segundo Power. L.L.C.
Equilon Enlerpnses LLC

Redondo Generaling Station
El S~undo Re/inep/
El Segundo Generating Slalion
Shell Slation #204-1944-0100
Hyperion WWTP, NPDES
Tapia WWRp. NPDES
Scaltetgood Generaling Slalion

LA City 1]ureau el Sanilation
Las Virgenes MWD
Los Angeles City el DWP
Los Angeles County San Disl
Mobil Oil Corp.

JWPCP, Carson NPDES
Service Station #18-FX-5

minor~
4201 Wilshire, LLC

HARBOR ASSOCIATES
Adams Plaza

Adams Plaza
Bevedy Springs Medical Center
Cushman & Wake/]eld Of CatitI
Exxon Co. US A.
Holiday Inns. Inc.
LA Co Oepl o! Public Works

1]evedy Hal Springs
Amedc, an City 8ank Building
22 Siles Groundwater Assessmen
Holiday Inns
Matibu Mesa WWRp, NPDES

Los Angeles County MTA
Mark Wilsh~re Apt Tower
Mob~t Oil Corp.

Melro Lines-Segmen~ 2b & 3
Los Angeles Aparlmenl Bldg

Pine Realty, Inc

Tank Leak.MobiISs#lB.LDM
Galeway WeslBIdg, La

Pivolal Cenlu~y Plaza Holel
Redondo Beach, City el
RMR Properties
Salvation Airily, The

Sanla Monica.City Of
Slacker Resources. Inc.
Univers~ly Of Soulhern Calit
UNOVA, Inc

;,
;;

Cenlu~/Plaza Hotel & Tower
Se~lkI~ Lagoon
Rmr Pr~perlies
Red Shield YIh & Community CI~
Sanla Monica Waler "rrl. Planl
Inglewood Oil Fd,1]aldwin Hills
Unive~ity Polk Swimming Pool
UNOVA, Inc.

City

NPDES#

REDONDO BEACH
EL SEGUNDO
EL SEGUNDO
CULVER CITY
PLAYA DEL REY

WDID#

CA0001201

48192111003

0536

CA0000331
CA0001147

4819211300f
4819211 f00f
48191312001

1603
4657
8030

CALA1]ASAS
PLAYA DEL REY

CA0064289
CA0109991
CA0056014
CA0000370

48190106002
48190104001
411193500003

CARSON
CULVER CITY

CA0053813
CA0064301

48190107013
48192079027

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

CA0054861
CA0058297

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
MALIBU

CA0062189
CA0055361
CA0063304
CA0053490
CA0059099
CA0059714
CA0053091

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

CA0064262

LOS ANGELES
REDONDO BEACH

Renewal
Older No.
Ou, a~_~er ....

CA0053287
CA0055638
CA0064297

411191083001
411191101001
411191266001
411191121001
48191015005
4B 191070002
48190107048
48192515001
411191019001
48192079026
48191067001
48191080001
48!90143001

I
I
I
1
1
1
1

1492
4760
1886
1758
8055
5225
6302
7023
2556
7394
5569
6599
6763
5839

1,, Q
1,, O
1,, Q

2/10/99
10/10/02

I
1

5/10/05
5/10/02
6/10/04

3
3
3
3
1

6/10/02
6/10/02
6/10/02
7/10/02
4/10/05

3
1

6/10/02
3t~0/99
4/10/02

1

8041

3
3

6/10/02
4110/04

5854
5144

3
3

7/10/02
7/10/02

8034
3
LOS ANGELES
CA0054615 41119t086001
5881
3
LOS ANGELES
CA0055409 4819101600l
0565
3
LOS ANGELES
CA0054101
48190122001
4904
2
LOS ANGELES
CA0057827 4B192113018
6240
2
LOS ANGELES
CA0054453 48191035003 545 f
3
BEVERLY HILLS
CA0055786 48191112001
5656
3

4.1-11

5/10/05
8/10/02
5/10/05
6/10/04

6/10/04
6/I0/02
6/10/02
7/10/05
3/10/99
6/I0/02
5/10/98

3’~ Q
2~J (]
2"~ Q
1,’ Q
2"~ Q
3,~Q
2’~ Q
2~ O
2,,~Q
2°~ Q
3’~ Q
2~J Q
2o" O
3"~ Q
2’~ Q
3’~ Q
2’~ Q
2~ Q
2,~ Q
2,.~Q
2’~ Q
2"~ Q
3’~ Q
Q
4’"
4,, Q

Waste lype

00085
97.f 12

DPROCES
HSTORMS

004)84

00083
97-090

DPROCES
DCNWTRS
DDOMIt, JD
DDOMIND
DCON/AC
DDOMIND

99-062

DCNWIRS

97-097

DMISCEL
DNOHCOH
DMI$CEL
DNONCON
~MISCEL

99.065
94-021
97-135

97.101
97-098
97-103
004)42
974)95
94.027
97050
97-092
99-038 ¯
97094
97-096

OMISCEL
ODOMEST
HCNWTPS
DNONCON
DCNWTRS
DMISCEL

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DFILBRI
DSTORMS
974)93 ¯ DMISCEL
93031 DNONCO~
99057
91-100
974391
00075
94 028

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2003/2004 (cont’d)
Facility

IIDischarg.r’
West Basin Munidpal Water Dis

West Basin WWRP, NPDE$

West Basin Municipal Water Dis
general permits
100 N. La Cienega Part Lawry’s
100 N. La Cienega Part Lawry’s
1800 Rosecrans Partners, LLC
331 North Naple LLC

City

NPDES# WDID#

C I# T]’WQ

EL SEGUNDO
CARSON

CA0063401
CA0064246

4B 190137001

7449

Carson Regional WRP

48190137004

7972

GW-Lawr~s Pdme Rib Reslauran
GW-Lawry’s Pdme Rib Restauran

BEVERLY HILLS
BEVERLY HILLS

48196000051
4B196000051
4B196800019

G.w-Office Bulk:ling
5055 Wilshire Limited
Gw-585 North Rossmore, Ltd,

CAG834001
CAG994001
MANttA’I’rAN BEACH CAG914001
BEVERLY HILLS
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001

Former Fairchild Controls

7153
7153
7984
7738
7078
6958

3
3

Exp.
Date
5/10/05
4/10/00

2
3

4110102
4/10102

97-.045
97-045
97"045
97-044

4/10/02

4" Q

97-045

4/10/02
4/10/02

4" Q
3~ Q

97-045
97-046

4110/02
4110102

4,. Q
4’. Q

97.045
97"045

3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

4" Q
4," O

97’045
97-045
97-045

2
3
‘3

4/10/02
4110102
4110102

3
3

4/10/02
4110/02

4,. Q
4" Q
4~ Q

3

4110102

4" Q

3
3

4110102
5/10/03

3
3

4110102
4/10/02

4,. Q
2"d Q
3’’~ Q

3
3

4110102
4/10/02

3"~ Q
3"~Q
4,. O

3

4/10/02

4" Q

Sepulveda Sile

LOS ANGELES

CAG914001

8032

Anli.Defamation League

BEVERLY HILLS
LOSANGELES

4B196000357
4B196000359

Arco Petroleum Products Co.

6688
6740

3
‘3

Tank Leak-Arco Station #1507

4B196600014

Arden Realb/Group, Inc.
Arden Realty Group. Inc,
Atria Wesl

CAG994001
CAG994001

4B1%000416
49198000362
4B19600001‘3

7282
6927

2

Comsto~:k Building
New Wilshire Bldg.
Gw-Off~,e Building East.

HOLLYWOOD
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG834001

Atria West

Gw-Office Building West
Gw-B, N. Y, California Inc.
Former Pierce Service Station

8. N. Y, California Inc.
Bernard Cohen
Beverly Connection. Ltd.

Shopping Mall
Gw-City O! Beverly Hills
Site "A’Soulh Parking SInJct

8evedy Hills, City Of
Bevedy Hills, City Of
Braille Institute Of Amedca
California Fed. Enterprises

Gw-Braille Institute Of Americ
The Wilshire
Sanla Monica Bay Watershed

Caltrans
Capital Salvage
Casden Properties, Inc.
Casden Properties, Inc.
CBS, Inc, Television City
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Cedar~-Sinai Medical Center

j
i

CapitaISalvage
Park La 8tea, Parcel A
Park La Brea, Parcel C
Gw2-Cbs, Inc.
Cedars-Sinai Medical Cente
Cedars-Sinai Medical Cente

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001

BEVERLY HILLS
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

CAG834001
CAG994001

BEVERLY HILLS
BEVERLY HILLS

CAG994001
CAG994001

LOS ANGELES
LO~ ANGELES

CAG994001

LOS ANGELES
LOSANGELES
LOS ANGELES

CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994003
CAG994002

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

CAG994002
CAG994002

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

CAG994001
CAG994001

4.1-12

4B196000014
48196000016
4B196600114
48196000363
4B196000142
4B196000356
48196000131
4B196000367
4B1%000288
48196400032
4B196100055
4B196100042
4B196100007
4B196000515
48196000236

6806
7070
7071
7073
7851
6845
7400
6584
7364
6881
7733
5852
8159
8132
7275
8106
5840

97-046
97"045
97"044

4110102
4110/02
4110/02
4110/02
4/10/02

Wilshire~Carson Office Build
Office Building

5055 Wdshire Limited Partner
585 North Rossmore, Lid.
Allied Signal Aerospace
Amir DevelopmenlCo.

3’~ Q
4," Q
2"~ Q
4" Q
4" Q
4,. O
2’~ Q

2
3
3
3
2

48196000284
4B196000021
48196000237
4B196800022

Renewal Order No. Waste Type I’
Quarter
24 Q
00-091
DDOMEST
2"~ Q
99-014
OMISCEL

3
.3
‘3

4," Q
3’’~ Q
4," Q

97-046
97-045
97-045
97.045
97-045
97-045
97"045
98"055
97"043
97-043
97-043
91-045
97"045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
OMISCEL
DCNWTRS
DMI$CEL
DMISCEL
HCNWTRS
DMISCEL
DMI$CEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMI$.CEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMI$CEL
DMISCEL
DMI$CEL
OCNW]RS
DCNWTRS
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2003/2004 (cont’d)
¯
Cenler For Eady Education’ ~
Cenler West
Channel Gateway LP.
Chamock LLP
Children’s Hospital Los Angele
Clark. Swall Lid.
Coastfed Properties
Cochran Properly Coq~.
Coppedield Inveslmenl & Dovel

Douglas Emmett Realty Advisor,j
Douglas, Emmett & Co.
ExxonMobil Corporation
Fansteel. Inc.
G & L Realty Corp.
George & Erika Kabor Family Tr
Gold~ich & Kesl Mapagemen{ Co.
Gramercy Apartmenl Limiled Par
Greenwood And Co.
Hansohl Healthland
HotlRegencylDanielRafalian
House Ear In~li~ute
HPG Managemenl
HPG Managemenl

~
Q
Q
N
¯ .~

Hunlley Drive Apartment
Hy. Max Building Corp.
II Mook Kang

Gw-Residential Condominiums
Chamo~k WellBeld LIP
Children’s Hospital
Clark-Swall Lid.
Coaslfed Properties
Cochran Ave. Apt
Gw-Wilshire.Hignland Bldg.
Gw-328 Cloverdale Apts

CWD Cloverdale li Associales
Delia Towers Joinl Venture

HPG Managemenl
HPG Managemenl

" ’ ’
’
VOC-Cenler For Eady Education
Center Wesl

,~
;~

Cenlury Plaza Tower~, Offices
One Westwood. Douglas Emmelt R
Wilshire Landmark II Building
Former Exxon Stalion 7-7221
Precision Sheet Metal
Office Building Parking Garage
La Clenega Cenler
GW-Museum Terrace Aparlmenl
Gw-Gramercy Apa~menl
Gw*Cotner Plaza
Tank Leak-Hansohl Heallhland
Gw-1200 Holt Ave. Condo
Gw2-House Ear In:slitule
Gw-618 Oelroil Apts.
Gwl-616 S. Bumside Apadmenl
Gw2"360 S. Detroil Apartment
Gw2-Hanceck Park Place Apts
Hunlley Odve Apadment
Oakhurs! Condo.
Gw-Maplewood Apts.

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
BEVERLY HILLS
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
BEVERLY HILLS
BEVERLY HILLS
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
BEVERLY HILLS
LOS ANGELES

w,~
CAG9t4001
CAG994001

~ul~bt00010
48196800010

7814

CAG994001

48196000361
48196000314

6832
6795
7799

CAG834001
CAG994001
CAG994001

48196600121
48196000103
48196000417

7912
7299
7003

CAG994001
CAG994001

48196000421
48196000337
48196000239

6733
6979
5856
7000

CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG834001
CAG914001
CAG994001
CAG994002
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG834001
CAG994001
CAG994002
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994002
CAG994002
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001

,1.1-13

48196000242
48196000408
48196000540
48196000420
48196600130
48196800018
48196000365
48196100025

3
2"
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3’
3

5835
8129
6837
8146
7983

3
2
2
3

4/10/02
4/10/02

2~ Q

4/t0/02
4/10/02

4’~’ Q
4,, Q

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

3"~ Q
4" Q
4,, Q
4" Q
4,’ Q

4/10/02
4110102
4/10/02
4110/02
4/t0/02
4/10/02
4/t0/02
4/t0/02

6848
7938
6748

3
3

4/10/02
4/t0/02
4110/02

7233
7235
7389

3
3
2

4/10/02
4/I0/02
4/10/02

48196000025
48196100004

71t9
6946

4/t0/02
4/10/02

48196000256
48196000235

7001
6955
7091
7072
7728

,,1
3
3

48196000339
481%000075
48196000129
4Bf 966000,,19

48196100006
48196100005
48196000283
48196000401
48196000247

7891
7004

3
3
3
..t
3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/t0/02

,3~0

4" Q
4" Q
4" Q
4~ Q
4" Q
3’~ Q
2~ Q
4,, Q
3’~ Q
4‘" Q
4,, Q
4,, Q
3"~ Q
4~O
3’,, Q
4" Q
4,’, Q
3,,~O
3"~ Q
4~ O
4’" Q
4,’, Q

97-043
97~]44
97-0,15

DMISCEL
HCNWTRs
DMISCEL

97-045
97-046

DMISCEL
HCNWTRS
OMISCEL

97-045
97-045
97-045
97-045
97-045
97-045
97-045
97.045
97-045
97-046
97.044
97-045
97~]43
97-045
97<)45
97-045
97-046
97-045
97-043
97-045
97-045
97~)43
97-043
97-045
97~]45
97-045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
IMISCEL
OMISCEL
DCNWIRS
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
HCNWTRS
(]MISCEL
DMISCEL
OM!$CEL
DMISCEL
OMISCEL
DMISCEL

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2003/2004 (cont’d)

Institute Plaza
IRISH CONSTRUCTION
JM13 Group Trusl III
K-G Properties
L Flynt, Ltd.
LA City 13ureau of Sanitation
LA Co Dept of Public Works
LA Co Dept o! Public Works
LA Co Depl of Public Works
LA Co Dept of Public Works
LA Co Oept of Public Worlds

Gw-lnslJtute Plaza
Playa Del Rey Residential Area

LOS ANGELES
PLAYA DEL REY

Centu~’ Park Plaza
Gw-K-G ProperlJes

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

Greal Westam Savings Cenler

BEVERLY HILLS

Madna Interceptor Sewer Line
Gw-Hollyhilis Drain Unit 4
Gw-Hollyhills Drain Unit .5
West Coast Bamer Proj, 1
West Coast Barrier Proj, 2
Wesl Coast Barrier Proj, 3&4

LA Co Depf of Public Works

West Coast Barrier Proj, 5

LA Co Dept of Public Works
LA Co Dept of Public Works

We$1 Coast Barrier Proj, 6
West Coast 13artier Proj, 7

LA Co Dept of Public Works
LA Co Oept of Public Works
Las Virgenes MWD
Laxfuel Corp.
Le Montrose Holel

Wesl Coast Bamer ProJ. 8
West Coast Banter Proj, 9
Gw-Tapia Groundwater Discharge
Tank Leak.Lax fuel Corp.
Gw2-Le Monlrose Hotel

Los Angeles City of DWP

Stone Hollywood Trunk Line - 3

Los Angeles City of DWP
Los Angeles City of DWP

Stone Hollywood Trunk Line- 4
Franklin Reservoir

Los Angeles City of DWP

Hollywood Reservior

Los Angeles City of DWP
Los Angeles City of DWP
Los Angeles City Of Muni. Aud.~
~
Los Angeles Counly MTA

Slone Hollywood Trunk Line - 3
Stone Hollywood Trunk Line - 4
Los Angeles Convenlion Cenler
Tank Leak-Division 7

Los Angeles Count’/Muse,Of Nat

George C Page Museum

Los Angeles Count’/San Dist

Calabasas Landfill

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
EL SEGUNDO
MANHATTAN BEACH
MANHATTAN BEACH
HERMOSA BEACH
REDONDO BEACH

NPDES#
WDID#
CAG994001
4B196000053
7154
CAG994001
48196000543
8176
CAG994001
413196000514
8105
CAG994001
4131960000|8
7075
CAG994001
CAG994001

48196000348
481960005!7

CAG99400t
CAG99400 f
CAG994001

48196000211
48196000212
413196000351

CAG994001

48196000352

CAG99400f
CAG994001

46196000353
4B 196000354

CAG994001

48196000410

REDONDO BEACH
REDONOO BEACH
EL SEGUNDO

CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001
CALABASAS
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG834001
WEST (BR. P.ONAME FOR CAG994002
WEST HOLLYWOOD)
LOS ANGELES
CAG674001
LOS ANGELES
CAG674001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994003
WEST (BR. P.O,NAME FOR CAG834001
WEST HOLLYWOOD)
LOS ANGELES
CAG994002
AGOURA HILLS
CAG994001

4.1-14

4B196000411
48196000412
481960004 !5
48196000037
413196600100
48196100008
4A196300106
49196300099
413196000434
481%000269
48196000505
48196000470

Cl# TTWQ
Dale
3
4/10/02
3
4/10/02
3
4110102
3
4/10102

5690
8110
7600
7601

3

4110/02

3
3
3

4/10/02
4110102

6092

3
3

6093
6094
6096,
6097
6098
6099

3
3
3

4110102
4110102
.4/10/02
4/10/02
4110/02
4110102
4110102
4110/02
4110102

Exp.
Quarter
4~hQ
4’. Q
4,. Q
4~ Q

Renewal Order No,~
97-045
DMISCEL
97.045 IMISCEL
97-045 DMISCEL
97-045

DMI$CEL
DMISCEL

4,. Q
4,. O

97-045
97-045

4’. Q
4,. Q
4" Q

97.045
97.045
97-045

4" O

97.045 DMISCEL
97.045. OMISCEL
97.045 DMISCEL

4" Q
4,. Q
4~’ Q

91.045
97-045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

DMISCEL

5778
7128

3
3
3
3

7568
7649

2
3

4/10/02
4110102
4/10/02

4,. Q
3,~Q
3’~ Q

8073
7934

3
3

4/10/02
4110102

97~47
97.047

IMI$CEL
DMISCEL

7937

3

4110102

2’~ Q
2’~ Q
4~’ Q

97-045

DMISCEL

7696
8074

3
3

4/10/02
.t/10102

4" Q
4= Q

97-045
97-045

7935

3
3
2

4/10/02
5110103

4,. Q
2’~ Q
3’~ Q

97-045
98-055
97-046

DMISCEL
IMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
HCNW3RS

3
3

4/10/02

3’~ Q
4,. Q

97-043
97-045

DMISCEL

413196400033
413196600111

5900
7141

413196100056
48196000293

6739
7749

4110102

4/10/02

4,. Q
4,. Q
4= Q

OMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMtSCEL

97.045
97.045
97~45
97-046
97-043

HCNW~R$
DMISCEL

IMtSCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During F¥ 2003/2004 (conrd)
~geff
L0s AnBelas Free Clinic - ¯
Macench Marina LimitedIn~;.
Partne
Malibu, City Of
Maple Asso¢lales, Lid
Marsh Holtzrnan
Masselin Manor

Gw-San Vicente Convalescent
Home Office Building
Venice Power Planl
VOC-HOTEL SOFITEL LOS
ANGELES
Ta~ Leak-Mobil Ss#11.Fx5
Tank Leak.Mobil Ss#18-LOM
Gw-Mpl, Ltd.

Mobil Oil Corp.
Mobd Oil Corp.
MPI. Lid.
N & R Ha)worth Properly
NPS Management Corp.

N & R Ha)worth Property
Wesl Holt)wood ~a¢ilily

One Haemel Institute

Office-1030 Robertson Blvd. La
Orlando-Melrose Place Lofts
Robe~on Plaza
Doheny Estates
Maralhon Office Building
Park La Brea

Orlando-Melrose Place Lo~
Pacif~c]’heatres Corp.
Panda Estale Inveslmenl. Inc.
Paramounl Piclures Inc,
Park La 8rea
Park Place Terrace Limiled

Playa Capital Co. LLC
PMG. lnc
Preferred Really Advisors Inc,
P~ent~ss Properties Ltd. Inc.

Los Angeles Free Clinic Inc.
Gw-Madna Market Place
Big Rock Mesa Drainage Facilit
407 North Maple Drive
Gw-WilshirePlace
Masselin Manor Apartment

Medical Landmark Associales
Mercu~, Casually Company
Metropolitan Waler Dist. Of SC
Miotel Hotel

Pepperdine Unive~ily
Peter Georgeanni
Playa Capital Co., LLC

Facility

Gw-Part Place Terrace
Gulls Way,
!,
’;

Gw-Playa Vista Developmenl Pro
Gw-Tiffany Court Apts.
GW. Lake View Apartments
Office Building, La
Maple Plaza

NPDES~

WDID#

LOS ANGELES
MARINA DEL REY
MALIBU

CAG994001
CAG994001

49196000,364
48196000167

CAG994001
CAG994001

48196000419
48196000544
48196000137

BEVERLY HILLS
LOSANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

CAG99400!
CAG994001 48196000334
CAG994001 419196000171
CAG994001 48196000332
CAG994003 48196400035
CAG914001 48196800009

CULVER CITY
CAG834001
LOS ANGELES
CAG834001
BEVERLY HILLS
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001
WEST (BR P.O.NAME CAG994002
FOR WEST
HOLLYWOOD)
LOS ANGELES
CAG914001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994002
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001
1BEVERLY HILLS
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
MALIBU

Gwq53 N Wilcox Apts.
Tank Leak-Playa Visla Site

Real’rech, Inc.

City

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
BEVERLY HILLS

CAG994001
CAG994001

¢1# TTWQ DE:~ ~e~nae~ art ,Order No. Was~
6846
6834
6696
8180
7615
6789

3
3

4/10/02
4/~0/02

~
4,, Q

974345
974)45

3
3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

4,, Q
4,’, O
4’. (3

974)45
97.045
974345

4’, Q
4" Q
4" Q

.974345
974)45
974345
98-055

7496
6714
7589
6847

3
3
3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
5/10/03

2

4!10/02

2"~ Q
2"0 O

48196600051

7425

2

4/10/02

48196600102
48196000200
48196000372
419196100003

3’. Q

974)46

7783
7573
6987
6976

2
3
3
3

4!10/02
4/10102
4/10/02
4/10/02

3’~ Q
4,"Q
4," Q

97-046
974345
974345
97-043

48196800011

6902
8138
5858
6975

481%100043
48196000409
48196000370
48196000077
48196000081
48196000080
48196000224

7234
7243
7242
7635
6959
6839
7648

CAG994001 48196000238
CAG834001 48196600119
CAG994001 48196000243
CAG994001 48196000234
6749
CAG994001 48196000335
6835
CAG994001 48196000414
6705
CAG994001 48196000358 6704

2

3’" Q

3
3
3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/f0/02

2~’~ O
3’’~ Q
4," Q
4,, Q
4" Q

3

4/10/02

4," Q

3
3

4!10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

4"~ Q
4’~ Q
4’" Q
3’~ O

3
2
3
3
3
3
3

4/t0/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10102
4/I0/02
4/10/02

4" Q
4,, Q
4," (3
4,. Q
4’" Q

4.1-I.5

974)44

974344
974)43
97.045
974)45
974)45
974345
974)45
974)45
974)45
974346
97-045
974)45
974345
97-045
97 045

DMISCE~L
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
IMI$CEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
HCNWTRS
HCNWTRS
HCNWrRS
DMIS.CEL
DMISCEL
OMISCEL
HCt,IWTRS
It,,IISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

DMISCEL
~-~CNWrRS
DMISCEL
DMISCEL "
OMISCEL
DMISCEL
OMtSCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board

Permits to be Renewed During FY 2003/2004 (cont’d)
TWQ
Reno Apartments

’

Roman Catholic Archbishop LA.
S. K. Management

University Calholic Center
Gw-Apartment At Delmit St.
The Monel

S K. Management
Santa Monica,City Of
Santa Monica,Cily Of

Chamock Mun. Water Wellfield
Moss Ave. Pump Station
PCH Sewer Replacement

Santa Monica,City Of
Sanlee Dairies, Inc.
Shapiro, Gary,Evelyn & Leonard
Shell Oil Product~ Co.

Copeland Beverage Group
Gw-Tiger Co.
Tank Leak-Shell Oil Gasoline S

Shorenstein Co,, LP,
Shuwa Investment Co,
Sikh Study Circle, Inc.

Wilshire Rodeo Plaza
1900-01 Avenue O! The Stars
Gw-Sikh Study Circle, Inc.
Gw-The Culver St~ios

Sony Pictures Entertainment
Soulhern Calilomia Waler Co.
Southern California W.aler Co.
Slat Property Fund, LP
Stale Farm Mutual Auto Ins Co

Chamock Planl
Senlney Flllralion Plant
Star Prope~ Fund, LP
Insurance Offce, Westlake Vii
Sunsel Pumping Plant

Sieve P, Rados, Inc.
Temple Beth Am
The Korean Times Los Angeles
Third Fairfax, LLC
Tishman Speyer Properties

~
O
I’~
03

Tosco / 76 Products Co.
Transamerioa Senior Living,lnc
"two Cahl Plaza/Arden Really

i
’I

LOSANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOSANGELES

4B196000336
4B196000342
4B196000007
4B196000008

CAG834001
CAG99400!

4B196600113
4B196000384

CAG994001
CAG994003
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001
WEST (BR. P.QNAME CAG834001
FOR WEST
HOLLYWOOD)
BEVERLY HILLS
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001

4B196000503
4B196400031
4B196000020

LOS ANGELES
SANTA MONICA
SANTA MONICA
LOS ANGELES

6679

CAG994001

4B196000349
4B196000249

CAG994002
CAG994002

4B196t00019
4B196100018

5850
7693
7567

CAG994002
BEVERLY HILLS
CAG994001
WESTLAKE VILLAGE CAG994003
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001

4B196100030
4B19600037t
4B196400034

LOS ANGELES
CULVER ~ITY

LOSANGELES
LOS ANGELES

BEVERLY HILLS
BEVERLY HILLS

3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

6978
5842
7787

3
3
3

7309

3
3

4B196000312
4B196000067

CAG994001
CAG994001

4B196000413
4B196000233

6682
7646

4B196000360
4B196000388

6788
6685

4B196000369
4B196000350

5904
5853

4B196600075
CAG994001 4B196000525
CAG834001 4B196600044

6897
8107
;’406

4.1-16

3
3
3

7360
7994

CAG994001

CAG994001
WEST (BR. P.O,NAME CAG994001
FOR WEST
HOLLYWOOD)
BEVERLY HILLS
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG994001
LOS ANGELES
CAG834001

3
2

7852
8071

4B196000355

LOS ANGELES
CULVER CITY

3
3
3

7836
7061
7062
7841

4B196600112

Gw-K-Mad

Tank Leak-Unocal Ss #1715
Bevedy Hills Clark Plaza
Tank Leak-Arden Realty Inc.

6900

2214
7077
7086

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

Corp. Headquarters
Gateway East Office Bidg, La

CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001

Gw-Temple Belh Am
Fremont Plaza
The Tower
Ti~elmaster Building

TMC Realty
Tooley & Co
Top,J Managemenl Corp.

GW Reno ApadmenL~

3
,3
3
3
3
2
3
2

DEep.
te
4/10/02
4110/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/t0/02
5/10/03
4/10/02

Renewal
Quarter
4=o
4,, Q

97-045
97-045
97.045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
OMISCEL

97-045
97-046

DMISCEL
HCNWTRS

97-045
91.045

OMISCEL
OMISCEL

98.055
97-04,5
97-046

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
HCNWTRS

97-045
97-045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL

974)45
97-043

DMISCEL
OMISCEL

3,~O
3"~ Q

974)43
97-043

DMISCEL
DMISCEL

4," (3
2’~ O

974345
98.055

4" Q
4,. Q
4!~ Q

97-045
97-045
97-045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

4" Q
4,. Q

974345
974345

4~. (3

974345

DMISCEL

4,. O

97-045
97.045
97.046
974345

DMISCEL

4,, Q
4= Q
3’~ O
4~ O
4,,’ Q
2"j O

4/10/02

4" Q
3"~ Q

4/10/02

4" (3

4/10/02
4/10/02

4,. Q
4" (3
3’’~ Q

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
5/10/03
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4110102
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

~

4,. Q
3’d Q
4," Q
3’’~o

97-046

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

DMISCEL
HCI’~WTRS
IMISCEL
!-ICNWTRS

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2003/2004 (conrd)
City
Two Rodeo Associates
Unisys Corporal)on
University o! Calitomia LA
Unocal Corp

Two Rodeo Ass~
VOC-Memorex Coq~

NPDES#

BEVERLY HILLS .........
WESTLAKE VILLAGE
LOS ANGELES

WDID#

CI#

TTWQ

Exp,
Dale

Renewal
Quarter

’...~’o ~)~)4 4B196800008
UL) 1 48196000373 7002 3 4/10/02
4" O
97.045 DMISCE~
CA6914001
6723
2
4/10/02
2’~
Q
97-044
CAG99400 f
HCNWTRS
48196000532
8151
.3
4/10/02
LOS ANGELES
Unocal Corp
4=’
Q
97-045
CA6834001
Tank Leak-Unocal Ss #5894
48196600010
7619
2
4/10/02
RANCHO PALOS VERDES CA683400 !
3’, Q
Urban Retail Property
97-046
HCNWTRS
481966001
t0
Century City Shopping Center
7816
2
4/10/02
LOS ANGELES
V~!la Marina East Board ol Dir
3"
Q
97.046 HCNWTRS
CAG994001
Villa Madna East V
48196000407
5834
3
4/10/02
MARINA DEL REY
4" Q
Water Repenishmenl Disl Of S.C
97.045 DMISCEL
CAG99400t
48196000402
Soulh Torrance Tesl Wells
7892
3
4/10/02
W-B Lid
TORRANCE
4"
O
97.045 DMISCEL
CA6994001
GW-12100 Wilshire Blvd.
49196000386
7861
3
4/10/02
LOS ANGELES
Wells Fa~jo Bank
4,, Q
97-045
DMISCEL
CA6994001
Nc-Dala Processing Center
48196000297
7754
3
4/10/02
LOS ANGELES
West Basin Municipal Waler Dis
4~
Q
97-045
DMISCEL
CA6994003
48196400002
West Basin Waler Recycling
6641
3
5/10/0~
EL SEGUNDO
Wilshire 8orgata Owne.r Assoc,
2’~ Q
98-055
DNONCO~
CA6674001
48196300039
Gw-60 Units Condominium
7492
3
4/10/02
LOS
ANGELES
Wilshire Owners Associalion
2’~ Q
97.047 DMISCEL
CA6994001
Wilshire Owners Association
4919600016 t
74(36
’3
4/10102
LOS ANGELES
4," O
Wilshire West Execubve Center
97.04.5
CA6994001
DMISCEL
Wilshire West Executive Center
48196000366
6879
3
4/10/02
LOS
ANGELES
4,.
Q
Wilshire Wesl Partners
97.045 DMISCEL
CA6994001
Gw-Wilshire Renaissance Apts,
48196000422
6953
3
4f10/02
LOS ANGELES
World Oil Marketing Co.
4~ Q
97-045
OMISCEL
CA6994002
T,=nk Leak-Stalion 16
48196100020
6977
3
’~/10/02
SANTA
MONICA
3’~
Q
97~43
World Otl Marketing Co.
DMISCEL
CA6834001
4B 196600076
Tank Leak-World Oil Marketing2
7651
2
4/10/02
3’"
Q
Wodd Oil Markeling Co.
LOS ANGELI~S
97-046
CA6834001
HCNWFRS
Wodd Oil Station No. 62
48196600101
77~38
2
4/10/02
BEVERLY HILLS
3’~O
Wrilers Guild Of America West
97-046
CA6834001
HCNWTRS
Gw-Fairfax Plaza
48196600115
78(30
2
4110/02
LOS ANGELES
3’~ (3
"General permit dischargers will be reviewed and may not be "renewed"
bul allowed to continue
with enrollment
97-046
HCHW]RS
CA6994001
49196000153
7454
3
4/I0102
4" Q
97.045
DMIS¢EL
CAG67400t 3
DCNW]RS
7
CAG83400t 20
DCONTAC 1
CAGBt4001 7
ODOMEST 2
CA6994001 114
DDOMIND 3
CA6994002 16
DFILBRI 1
CAG994003 6
DMISCEL 142
ONONCON 5
;
DPROCESS 2
,;
DSTORMS 1
HCNWTRS 22
HSTORMS 1
IMISCEL 8
Universily ol California LA
Tank Leak-Unocal Ss #2124

4.1-17

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 200412005
NPDES#

WOLD#

CI#

]’TWQ

Exp.
Date

Renewal
Quarler

Order No.

1
1

5/10/03
5110103

98-052

1
1

5/10/03
11/15/01
4110/04

1’* Q
1,, Q
I,, Q
1,, Q
2"~ O
2’~ Q

99-066
99-043
98-051

DDOMEST
DMISCEL
DSTORMS

1,, O
2’~ O
3’~ O

%-033
9/-019

HCNW’IRS

97-126
98-097

DMI$CEL
DSTORMS
DSTORM3
DCI.,IWTRS

LOS ANGELES RIVER WATERSHED
majors
Burbank, City Of Public Works
LA City Bureau of Sanilalion
LA City Bureau of Sanitalion

Burbank WWRP, NPDES
L.A.-Glendale WWRP, NPDES
"l’illman WWRP, NPDES
Tapia WWRP, NPDES

Las Virgenes MWD
Southern California Edison
The Boeing Company
minors
3M PharmacaulP..als
Arco Terminal Services Corp

Dominguez Hills Fuel Oil Fac
Roc.~eldyne Div. - Santa Susana
3M Pharmaceuticals
EastHynes Facility
Nt & Sa LA. Data Center

Bank O! America
Celotex Corporalion
Chevron US A. Inc.

Asphalt Roofing Mfg, La
Van Nuys Terminal

Collec Induslnes Inc
Consolidated Drum Recondilion
DiaICorp, The

Former Menasco Aerosyslem Faci
Oil Dram Recycling, South Gate
Southwest Grease Business
Long Beach Relme~y- Rainfall

Edington Oil Co.
Exxon Co., U.S.A. ’

Exxon Company U.S.A.

Exxon Co., USA.
FiltrolCorp.

22 Sites Groundwater Assessmen
FillrolCorp.
Kaiser Aluminum Exl,"uded Prod.

Kaiser Aluminum Exl~uded Prod.
Kaiser MarquardL Inc.

RamjelTesling, Van Nuys

Lincoln Avenue Water Co.
Los Angeles City o1’ DWP
Los Angeles City o! DWP
Los Angeles City Of Rec&Parks
~
(::)
O
N
03
¯ "M

Los Angeles Co~Jnty M]A
Los Angeles Tur~ Club
Mairo I. Inc.
i’ACA I Universal C=ty Studios

j
i

South Coulter Water Trealment
General OlfE, e Building
Tunnel # 105
Los Angeles Zoo Griffilh Park
Metro Lines-Segmenls 1 & 2a
Santa Anita Park
Voi-Shan ChatswortJ]
Universal City Studios

BURBANK
LOS ANGELES

CA0055531
CA0053953

48190101001
48190106001

4424

CA0056227
CA006427l

48190106004
48191040004
48192111004

5695
8059
5841

48562013002

6027

3
1

NORTHRIDGE (NORTH LOS ANGELES) CA0063312 48192594001
LONG BEACH
CA0059561 48192010016
LOS ANGELES
CA0057690 48192475001
LOS ANGELES
CA0001899 48192355001
VAN NUYS
CA0059293 48192113025
BURBANK
CA0064319 48191318001
SOUTH GATE
CA0059242 48192178001
COMMERCE ’
CA0062022 48192545001
LONG BEACH
CA0057363 48192326003

7482
6710

2
3

4/10/03

6203

2
2
3
3
3

8/10/02
11110/03
3/10/01
9/16/04
2/10/02

6984
6181

3
2

6522
7394

3
1
2

VAN NUYS
CALABASAS
COMPTON
SIMI HILLS

RANCHO DOMINGUEZ
LOS ANGELES
LOSANGELES
COMMERCE
VAN NUYS
ALTADENA
LOS ANGELES
NEWHALL
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
ARCADIA

CA0052949
CA0001309

5675

0642
6659
8044
6637

5/10/03

2/10/02

Wa~

98-047
98-046

3’d Q
2’’~ Q
2,,~Q
3’d O

97-024

4110104
11/10/03

3’~ Q
2~4 Q

99-045
98-095

5/10/04
4110105

4" O
2’~ Q

99-058
00-042

96-018
99-088

CA0058971

48192134001

CA0063304
CA0057886
CA0000892

48191015005
48192488001
48192389001

6242
6010

3

3/I0t02
4/10/04

24 Q
1,, Q

97-056
99-044

CA0003344

48192070001

1265

3

5/10/03

24 Q

CA0064068
CA0056855

48191300001
48190106035

7752
4135

12/10/01
4/10/02

CA0064149
CA0056545

48190106099
4819010(;036
4B192515004

7839
4551
7759

3
3
3

1,,0
4," Q
4" O
2r~ O

98-054
97.002
97-054

48191319001
48191306001
49199017001

8102
7762

3
3

5988

3

CHATSWORTH

CA0064092
CA0064203
¢A0064084

UNIVERSAL CITY (MOVIE STUDIO)

CA0002739

2
1

1110103
5/I0/03
4/10/02
9/10/04
2/~0/02
10110/01

1,, Q

~8-007
98-053

1,’ O

97-049
99-109

4’~ Q
4," Q

97-016
96-083

DDOMIND
DDOMIND
DDOMIND

DSTORMS

DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
DMISCEL
DSTORMS
DPROCES
DCONTAC
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DDOMEST
HCNWTR$
DMISCEL
DMI$CEL
DFILBRI

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During F¥ 200412005 (cont’d)
McWhorler Technolooies’’ In~---~
Metropolilan Waler Disl. O1SC
Owens-Brockway Glass Container
Pabco Paper Products
Pacific Rel~ning Co.
Pasadena. City Of, DWP
Sta. Lube, inc.
Water Repenishmenl Disl Of S.C
general permits
550 S. Hope Slreet Associales
5th Street Properties. LLC
Ah Warner Cenler Properties
Alpha Therapeutic Corp

Sta -Lube, Inc.
¯ West Coast Basin Desaller
Gw-550 S. Hope SI. Building
Trillium Towers

Former Aralex Sen’ices
HI-West Hynes Pump Stain

Bank OI America

Gw-Koll Mang. Services
Complon Creek Bridge
Gw-BuVoank Public Service Depl

8n~loco Engr. & Consl. Co. Inc
Burbank, City Of Public Servic
Burbank, Cily Of Public Servic
Calilomia American Water Co
Calilomia Cred~l Union
Calilomia Water Service Co.

Gw2-Reservoir Forebay
Gw-Ading~on Well # 2
California Credil Union
GW-Complon Creek Water Wells
Well # 94

California Water Service Co.
Calilomia Waler Service Co.
Calilom~a Water Service Co.

Well # 97
Well ~s 15 & 16

Callrans

Car~’America Realty Co p.
G=tadel Really. Inc.
Coast Packing Co.

Glass Conlainer Oiv, Vernon
Papedx)ard & Carlon MIg,Vemon
Former Western Fuel Oil
DepL Of Water & Power

Gw-Warner Cen(er Plaza 3
Blood Fractionation & Process

Aramark Undorm Serv~.es
Arco Pipe Line Co.

Caltrans
Capdal & Conulies U.S.A .Inc

City
McWhoner lechnolo(jies, Inc.
Rio Hondo Power Plant

;
;i

LA-105 Garfield/Ardis Ave.
Los Angeles River Walershed
Capital & Counties U S.A.,Inc:
CarrAmerica Office Building
Fidelity Federal Bank Bldg.
Nc-Coasl Packing Co.

LYNWOOO
SOUTH GATE
VERNON
VERNON
SAN PEDRO
PASADENA
RANCHO DOMINGUEZ
TORRANCE
LOS ANGELES
WOODLAND HILLS
WOODLAND HILLS
LOS ANGELES
LONG BEACH
LONG BEACH
LOS ANGELES
RANCHO DOMINGUEZ
BURBANK
BURBANK
LOS ANGELES

NPDES#
¯

-

CA0063908
CA0059633
CA0056464
CA0057274
CA0064190
CA0063355
CA0064025
CA0064238
CAG994001
CAG994001

4B19248600l
4Bf9t31100 t
4Bt90138001
4B t91293001
4B190140001

7949

4B196000003
4B 196000398

7063
6833

CAG9!4001
CAG674001
CAG994001
CAG994001

4B196800021
4B196300062
48196000028
4Bt96000489

7395
7770
7099
8033

CAG994001
CAG994002
CAG994001
CAG994001

48196000043
4B196!00009
48196000149
413196000427
4B 1960003’11

7132
7316
7441
6882
7782

CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG914001
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994003

3
2
3

Exp.
Date
5/10/04
4/10/02
2/10/02
11/10/03

2
3
2
3

7/10/03
5/10/03
11/10/0’1
4/!0/02

3

4/10/02

3
3

4/10/02
4/I0/02

3
2
3
3

5/10/03
4/10/02
4/10/0.2

2

4671
7865
7576
7742

7792
6453

LONG BEACH

TTWQ

~.
4B191297001’ 7655
4B f90115005
6742
4B 192085002
6079

48196000313
49196400043

CAG994001
CAG994001

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
WOODLAND HILLS
GLENDALE
VERNON

CI#

CAG994001
CAG994003

LOS ANGELES
LONG BEACH
LONG BEACH
LONG BEACH
DOWNEY

WDID#

48196000374

7831

4B196000442

7948
7830

4B196000375
4B196800025
8068
4B196000286
7731
48196000493
6972
4B196000474
6917
413196400025
6236
CAG994003 4B196400003 7652

3
3
3
3

4/10/02
4!f0f02
4110/02

3
3

4/t0/02
41t0/02
4/I0/02
4110/02

3
3

4/10/02
4/t0/02

3
2
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

3
3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
5110103
5/10/03

3

-~

QU~rter
2~O
3"~ Q
3"~ Q
3"~ Q
4"~ O
3"~ Q
t,, Q
2’~ Q

-~
99-053
97-051
97-017

DNONCON
DNONCON

98-098
98-060
98-057
96-089
99-042

DSTORMS
DMISCEL
ONONCON
DPROCE$
DFILBRI

DCNWrRS

4’" Q
4" Q

97-045

DMISCEL

97-045

4,,Q
4,, Q
2"~ Q

97-045
98-055
97-044

DMISCEL
DMISCEL

3’~ Q

DNONCOtt
DCt’~WTRs
DMISCEL

4,, Q
3":’ Q
4," O
4’" Q
4~ Q

97-047
97-045
91-045
97.-045
97-043

DMISCEL
IMISCEL
. Dt’,IISCEL
OMISCEL

97-045
97-045
97-045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
NMISCEL

4," Q

97-045

DMISCEL

4," Q
4,, O

97-04.5
97-045
97-044
97-045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DCNW]R S
DMISCEL
HCNWTRS

4~ Q
4,, O

2~ Q
4~Q
4" Q
4’" Q
4~ Q
4~’ Q

97-0,15
97-045
[~HONCOH
98-055
DMISCEL
98-055 DNONCON

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 200412005 (cont’d)
Facility
Compton Municipal Water Oepl.
Comerslone Suburban O~ce.L
Crescenta Valley Water Dislnc
Dba "Ultimate"

Muniopal Water Supply Wells
First Financial plaza
Waler Well No. 15
Nc-Oba "Ullimate"
Fommr Southland Oil Site

DTSC/England & ASsoc.
Easl P(isadena Water Co.
Equilon Enterprises LLC
Fashion Square Car Wash
Former Shell SS/Equilon Enler.

Water Well No. 10
Shell Station
Fashion Square Car Wash
Hanna’s Arco
Gw-Grdnd Promenade
Physicians Medical Terrace

G & K Management Co., Inc.
Glendale Advenlisl Med. Cenler
Glendale li Associates, Ltd.
Glendale Memorial Hospital

No-Glendale Galle~ O~fice
Health Center

Grand Cenlral Square
Gross Enlerpnses. Inc,

Gw-Parking Skucture
Encino Exexutive Plaza
Gw-Sherman Oaks Branch
Tank Leak-Interstate Brands

Home Savings
Interstate Brands Corp.
James Ratkovlch Real Estate

The Pacific
Jet Propulsion Lab.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
LA Co Dept o! Public Works
LA Co Dept of Public Works

Alamitos Barrier Project 1,2&3
Gw-Storm Drain Project 9037

LA Co Depl of Public Works

Le Sage Avenue Drain
Project 9037 Unil 4

LA Co Dept o! Public Works
Laeroc 1998 Income Fund, L.P.

Ca~on Cannister Water T~I Sys

Lasmo Oil & Gas Inc.

Carson Tank Farm

Long Beach Building Materials
Los Angeles City o10WP
Los Angeles C~ty of DWP

Long Beach Building Materials

Los Angeles City o! OWP
Los Angeles C=ty o1DWP
Los Angeles C~ty of DWP

j
i

East Valley Water Recycling Pj
Roscoe Tank Line No. 2
Headwork Pilot Well Test
Pollock Wells Trealmenl Planl
Stone Inlel Line Flow Control

City

NPDES#

COMPTON
ENCINO VERDUGO CITY ¯

CAG994002

LOS ANGELES

CAG994001
CAG994002
CAG994003

COMMERCE
PASADENA
LYNWOOO
SHERMAN OAKS
LOS ANGELES

WDID#

CI#

TTWQ

48196100044

8147

3

49196000399
48196100059

6713
8181

3
3

CAG914001

48196400005
48t96800033

7679
81.52

3
2

4/10/02
5/10/03
4/10/02

CAG994001
CAG834001
CAG834001
CAG834001

481960005.50
48196600131
48196600127
48196600019

3
2
2
2

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

CAG994001
CAG994003

48196000135
481964000t 7

8131
8169
8081
7609
7611

4/10/02

7448

3
3

CAG994003

4B196400006

6683

~ 3

ENCINO
SHERMAN OAKS
GLENDALE

CAG994003
CAG994001
CAG994002

48196400022
48196000035
48195100014

6903
7127
6722

3
3
,3

5/10/03
5/10103

CAG994001
CAG834001

48196000144
48196600103

7407
7212

LONG BEACH
PASADENA
LONG BEACH

CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001

48196000453
481%000430
48196000501

6973
7480
8066

3
2
3

LONG BEACH
WOODLAND HILLS

CAG994001
CAG994001

48196000182
48196000425

7517
7907

3

4110102
4110102

LONG BEACH

CAG994002

48196100058

8162

3

4/10/02

LOS ANGELES

CAG994003

48196400048

6915

5/10/03

CARSON
LONG BEACH

CAG834001
CAG834001

SAN FERNANDO
CANOGA PARK
BURBANK
LOS ANGELES

CAG674001
CAG674001
CAG914001
CAG914001

48196600077
48196600128
48196300089
48196300097

7642
8123
7943

3
2
2
3

SHERMAN OAKS

CAG994001

7999
7991
7637
7909

3
2
2
3

LOS ANGELES
GLENDALE
GLENDALE
GLENDALE
LOS ANGELES

4.1-20

4B196800020
48196800016
4B196000426

3
,3
3

Exp.
Date
4110102
4/10/02

8110103

4/10/02
4110/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4110/02
4/I0/02

Renewal
Quarler
3’~Q
4," Q
3,~Q
4" Q
2"~ Q
4= Q
4= Q
4" Q
4,, Q
4,, Q
4" Q

Order No.

Waste Type

97-043
97-045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL

97.043
98-08.5

DMISCEL
DNONCON

97-044
97-04.5

DCNW’rRS
IMISCEL
DCI1VVlRS
DCNWTRS

97-046
91-046
97-046
91.048

HCNWI’RS
DMISCEL

98-055

DNONCON

4,. Q

98-055

4,. G
4,. Q
3"~ Q
4~’ Q

98-055
97-045
97-043
97-045

DNONCOt~
DMI$CEL

4~ Q
4,. Q
4’. Q
4" Q
4= Q

97-046.
97-045

4" Q
3’~ Q

97-045

DMISCEL

97-043

IMISCEL

4= Q
4~ Q

98-055
97.046

4= Q
3’~ O
3"s Q
2~ Q
2’~ Q
4’" Q

97-046
97-047
97-047
91-044

OCNVVTRS
HCNWTRS
ICNWTRS

97-045
97.045
97-045

97.044
97-045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
OMISCEL
HCNWTRS
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DM/SCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 200412005 (cont’d)
Los Angeles City Of Gen. Serv.

Nc-Los Angeles City Hall

Los Angeles Count,/Parking Au{
Los Angeles Times
Los Angeles Times

Gw-Walt Disney Hall Parking
Gw-Ofr~.e Bldg. 145 $. Spring
Parking Sbucture 205 W. 2nd.

Los Angeles Times

Parking Slructu~e 213 S.Spdng
Parking Sbucture 220 S.Spring

Los Angeles Times
Los Angeles Uni/ied School Dis

Tank Leak-Los Angeles Unified
Lubricating Speciallies Co.
Macy’s West Glendale

Lubricaling Speciallies Co.
Macy’s Wesl
Maguire Partners
Maguire Thomas Partners
Mammoth Apadments, LLC

The Gas Company Tower
Glendale Cenler
Mammolh Apartments

Meb’opolitan Waler Disl. OI $C

Greg Avenue Power Planl

Mitsui Fudosan (USA) Inc,
Mobil Oil Corp.
Mobil Oil Corp.
Monrovia, City ot

Gw-Sanwa Bank Plaza
Vernon Terminal
Tank Leak-Mobil $s#11-Frn
Well# 6
N~vlowe Properties

Newlowe Properties
Norwalk. City Of

Gw.G.W. Wells Nos. 3, 4, 5, 8
Gw-One Calilomia Plaza
Wesl Hynes Station

One Cali/ornia Plaza
Pa~J/ic Pipeline System, Inc.
Pico Water District
Red Lion Holel

Gw-Pico Water Diskict
Red Lion Holel

Robe~ Chan

B.C. Plaza

Sherman Car Inc.

Sherman Car In(;

Sierracin/S ylmar Corp.
Sm~lh & Hricik
Soledad Enrichmen(Action, Inc
South Gate. City Of
South Gate. C~ty Of

Nc-$ierracin.Sylmar Corp.
550 N Brand O/rice Building
Gw-W. San Fernando CourthOuse
Gw-South Gale Park Reservoir

Southern Cahlom~a Edison

~
;~
’

Gw-WelI-Head Wls Consl.
EP]C Pipeline (Los Angele Riv)

/wu
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
VERNON
GLENDALE
LOS ANGELES

7774

CAG99400!
CAG994001
CAG994003

’18196000076
48196000033
48 t96400049

7227
7 ~ 17
6994

CAG994003
CAG994003
CAG834001
CAG994003
CAG994003

48196400046
48196400081
48196600066
48196400044
48196400023
481964000.50

6884
7013
7521
6761

CAG994001
CAG994003
CAG994001

LOS ANGELES
VERNON
ENCINO

CAG674001
CAG834001
CAG994001
CAGgl4001

MONROVIA
LOS ANGELES
NORWALK
LOS ANGELES
LONG BEACH

CAG99400t

PICO RIVERA
GLENDALE
LOS ANGELES
LONG BEACH

48196400014
48t96000546
48196400029
48196000324
48196300120
48196600097
48196000387
48196800012

CAG994003

48196400015

7353

48196400018
48196000093
48196000071
48196000105

CAG674001

48196300111

4.1-21

3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

6986
8t60
7760
7870
7837
7 ~88
7860
8122
73 ! 7

~AG994003
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG994001

3
3

8 t 72 ,
7.588

CAG994001
CAG674001
CAG994001

48196400047
48196600126
48t96400009

3
3

6224
7005
5755

48196000063
48196000193
48196300t 15
48196000 t t4

CAG994003
CAG83400t
CAG994003

SYLMAR

SOUTH GATE

48196400008

CAG994003
CAG994003

GLENDALE
SHERMAN OAKS
SUN VALLEY

GLENDALE
CHATSWORTH
SOUTH GATE

CAG994003

3
2
3
3

Exp.
Dale
5/t0/03

Renewal
Quarter
4’~ Q

4110102
4/10/02
5/10/03
5/t0/03
5/t0/03
4/10102
S/10/03
5110103
5/10/03
5/10/03
4/t0/02
5/10/03
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/t0/02
4/10102
41~0/02
4/10/02

3
3

4/10/02
4/t0/02
4/10/02

3
3

S/10/03
5/I0/03

6008
6~94
7273
7295

2
3
3
3
3

4/10/0~
5/t0/03
5/10/03
4/f0/02

7304
8096

3
3

6885
8062

4/10/02
4/~0/02
4110/02

Order No.

Wasle

98-055
97-048
97.045

DNONCO~

4*~ Q
4,. Q
4,. Q
4," Q

98~]55
98-055

4,’, Q
4’. (3

98.055
97-046

4" Q

98-085
98-055
98-055

4"~ Q
4" Q
4= Q
4,. (3
4= Q
4," Q
3’~Q
4,. Q
4"Q
2~Q
4’" Q
4,. Q
3’ Q
4,. (3
4"~ Q
4,. Q
4,. Q

98.055
97-045
98-058
97~]45
97-047
97.046
97-045
97-044

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
HCNWIRS
DSTORMS
DMISCEL
DCNVVT, RS
DNONCON
IMISCEL
DMISCEL
IMISCEL
HC/~WTRS
DMISCEL

97-045
97-045
97-047

OMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

97-045
98-0.55

OMISCEL
DNONCOH
DMISCEL
IM/SCEL
DNOt~COt~I

4,. Q

98~]58
97-046
98-055

4,. Q
4,. Q

98-058
97-045

4= Q
4" Q
3’~ O

97-045
97-045
97-047

¯

OMISCEL
¯ DMISCEL
DMISCEL
It~IISCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 200412005 (cont’d)

Southern California Edison
Southern Calitomia Edison
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS CO

Tank Leak-Compton Service Cen.

COMP’rON
GW-EOISON PIPELINE & TERMINAL LOS ANGELES
Line 120 Pipeline Relocalion Pj
VAN NUYS
HI-Line 765
LONG BEACH

¢1#

TTWQ

CAG834001
CAG994001
CAG674001

4B196600108
4B 196000322
48196300117

7210
7811
8155

2
3
3

CAG674001
CAG994001

4B196300041
4B196000819

7501
8112

3

PARAMOUNT
BELL GARDENS
BELL GARDENS
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

CAG994002
CAG994002
CAG994002
CAG994002
CAG994002

4B196100049
4B 196100054
4B196100061
48196100045

8140
8145

P~/Site
Hoffman Plant

BELL GARDENS
CUDAHY

Thri~ Oil Co. # 132
Well 2 & 3 and 2 Tanks
Two Call| Plaza/Equity Off~;e

TARZANA
CUDAHY
LOS ANGELES

Storm Drain Cleaning I
Storm Drain Cleaning II

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES

CAG99z1002
CAG994002

Cenler for Health Professions
Plaza Six, Warner Center

Walnul Park Mutual Water Co.
Walt D~sney Co., The

LOS ANGELES
WOODLAND HILLS

CAG994001
CAG994001

Well # 11
Riverside Bldg.

CAG994001

Warner Brothers Inc.

HUNTINGTON PARK
BURBANK

Warner Brolhers Studio Facilit
GW2-Warner Corperate Center

BURBANK
WOODLAND HILLS

CAG994002
CAG994003
CAG994002

Oominguez Monilodng Wells

WILMINGTON

CAG994001

Southern Calitornia Gas Co.
Soulhern Calilornia Water Co.
Soulhern California Water Co.
Southern California Water Co.
Southern California Waler Co.
Southern Calitornia Water Co.
Southern California Waler Co.
Southem California Water Co.
Southern California Waler Co.
Thn~ Oil Co.
Trac1349 Mutual Water Company
Two Calif Plaza/Arden Realty
Uniled S orm Waler, Inc.
United $lorm Waler, Inc.
University Of Southern Calif.
Volt Management Co, LP

Warner Corporale Cenler
Waler Repenishment Disl O! S.C

Chanslor Well
Cenlul7 Site
Clara Site
Gage Site Water Wells
Goodyear Site
Nadeau Site

BELL

4.1-22

3
3
3
3
3

CAG994002

4B196100052
48196100050

8184
8134
8143
8141

3
3

CAG994003
CAG834001

4B196400056
4B196600118

806~
6942

3
2

CAG994003
CAG994001

4B196400089
4B196000027
4B 196100034

8070
7098
8024

4B196100035
4B196000450

8025
7961

3
3
3
3

4B196000389
48196000437
4B196100022

6926
7942

4B196400053
4B196100001

7922
8060
7794

48196000403

7895

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Exp.
Date
4/10/02
4110102
4/10/02
4/10/02

Renewal
Orde~"~r No.
Quarter
4=======~Q
97-046
4,. (3
97-048
3"~ Q
97-047
3’d Q
97.047

4/10/02
4/10/02

4=Q
3’d Q

4i10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

34 Q
3’4 Q
3’= Q
3"~ Q

4/10/02
5/10/03

3’~ Q
4,. O
4," Q

4/10/02
5/t0/03
4110/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4110102
5/t0/03
4/10/02
4/10/02

97-045
97.043
97-043
97-043
97-043
97.043
97-043

Waste Type
HCNWTR$
DMISCEL
IMISCEL
DMISCEL
IMISCEL
IMISCEL
NMISCEL
DCNWTRS
IMISCEL
IMISCEL
IMISCEL

98.055
97.046

IMISCEL
HCNWTRS

4,, Q
4,. Q
3’~ (3
3’’~ Q
4~’ (3

98-055
97-045
97-043

IMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

97-043
97-045

OMI$¢EL
OMISCEL

4~ Q
4" Q
3’~ Q
4~ Q

97-045
97-045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL

97.043

DMISCEL
IMISCEL

3’’~ Q
4= Q

98.055
97.043
97.045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2004/2005 (cont’d)
Facility
Weslland Inveslmenl
Wodd Oil Mankeling Co.
WRC Prope~es. Inc.

City

NPDES#

Central Slocker Lid.
Tank Leak-World Oil Markelingl

WOLD#

CI#

GLENDALE
¢AG994003 4B19640001 ~
ARTESIA
CAG834001
4B 196600080
Office Bldg.. 330 N. Brand
ZERO CORP.-ZERO WEST DIVISION ZERO CORP..ZERO WEST DIVISION GLENDALE .
CAG994003 4B1%400015
BURBANK
"General permit dischargers will be reviewed and may not be "renewed"
but allowed to continueCAG99400t
with enrollment
4B196000531
CAG674001 8
CAG834001 12
CAGgl400! 6
CAG994001 42
CAG994002 15
CAG994003 26

DCNWTRS 11
DCONTACT l
DDOMEST 2
DDOMIND 3
DFILBRI 2
DMISCEL 67
DNONCON 16
DPROCES 2
DSTORMS 11
HCNWTRS 11
ICNWTRS 1
IMISCEL 16
NMISCEL 2

o
O~

4.1-23

rTWQ

6762
7567
7852
7399

Exp.

3
2
3
3

Renewal Order No. Waste l’ype

Date
5/10/03
4/10102
,5/10/03

Quarter
4’, Q
4~ Q

4/10/02

4,, Q

4., Q

98-0,55
97.046

HCNWTR$

98-O55
97-O45

DNOHCON
DCNWTRS

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2005/2006
NPOES#

WDI0#

CA0001139
CA0057177
CA0000353
CA0053619

(31#

TTWQ

Exp.
Dale

48192111006
48192093001

6113
6154

1

5/t0/05
4110105

1,, Q

00-082

1,, Q

48193500002

2769
0755
2848

5/10/05
5/10/00

1,, Q

00-068
00-081

24 Q
2~ Q
2’~ Q
2’~ Q
2’~ Q

95-018
95-082
95-079
95-077
95-076

.5AN GABRIEL RIVER WATERSHED

Renewal~rder No
Quarter

majors
AES Alamitos, L.L.C
Cenco Refining Co.
Los Angeles City of DWP
Los Angeles County San Disl
Los Angeles County San Dist
Los Angeles County San Dist
Los Angeles County San Disl
Los Angeles County San Dist
minor=
Ball-Foster Glass Container Co
California Dairies Inc.
California State University
Covina Irngating Co.
Exxon Co., US A.
Golden West Refining Co.
Hemlock Mulual Water Company
LACnty FairHotel&Expo Complex
Libbe), Glass Inc.
Los Angeles City of OWP
Los Angeles City o! DWP
Los Angeles City of DWP
Los Angeles City of DWP
Lubricaling Speoalties Co.
Melropolitan Water Dist. Of S~
Norwalk Indusl~ies Co.
Royal Galenng
SFPP, LP

Alamilos Generating Station
Sanla Fe Springs Refinery

LONG BEACH

Haynes Generating Stalion

SANTA FE SPRINGS
LONG BEACH

Pomona WWRP, NPDES
Whi~ier Narrows WWRP, NPDES
San Jose Creek WWRP, NPDES
Los Coyotes WWRP, NPDES

POMONA
EL MONTE
WHI]-IIER

Long Beach VVWRP, NPDES
Ball Glass Container Corp.
Milk Process Plant, Artesla
CSU. Long Beach, Pool, Etc
Trealment Ptanl #1
22 Sites Groundwater Assessmen
Sanla Fe Springs Relinery
Hemlock Mutual Water Company
Fairplex
City’Of Industry Facility
Tank H, J Area, Haynes PII. Lb
Tank A,B,C,D Area,Haynes PI,Lb
Tank E Area, Haynes PIL Lb
Tank F,G Area.Haynes Pit, Lb

CERRITOS (DAIRY VALLEY)
LONG BEACH

CA0053116
CA0053911
CA0054011
CA0054119

48190!01019
48190107016
48190107020
413190107015
48190107014

5542
5059
5662

5110100
5/10/00
5/10/00
5/10/00

DPROCES
DSTORMS
DCONTAC
ODOMIND
DDOMIND
DDOMIND
DDOMIND
DDOMII’~D

EL MONTE
ARTESIA

CA0000884

48192262001

5720

3

11110103

1" Q

CA0057371

48192454001

LONG BEACH
GLENDORA

OPROCES
DMISCEL

6849
7394

3
1
2

2~ Q
4" Q
1,’Q

98-096
99-136

48190800001
48192526001
48191015005
48t92162001

3
3

12F:J/04

CA0054267
CA0060577
CA0063304

6166
2952

94-034
99-137

1,,Q
3,,~Q

00-042
00-051

O~,IISCEL
DP~R©CES
DMISCEL

4,, Q
4" Q
2’~ Q

97-108
99-107
9%132

LOS ANGELES
SANT/~ FE SPRINGS
EL MONTE
POMONA
CITY OF INDUSTRY (CORPORATE
NAME INDUSTRY)
LONG BEACH
LONG BEACH
LONG BEACH

Pico Rivera, Oil Blending

LONG BEACH
PICO RIVERA

Weymouth Softening&Filtration
Ecology Auto Wrecking
Royal Catering, El Monle
No~alk Pump SlalJon

LA VERNE
SANTA FE SPRINGS
EL MONTE
NORWALK

4.1-24

CA0055115
CA0059552
CA0064254
CA0001821

4/10/99
12F:J/04
4/10/05

6083
6706
8101
2955

3
3
3

9/10/04
11/10104

6142

3

2/10/05

CA0057649

48190106042
413190106007

6208

3

2/10/05

CA0051665
CA0057673

48190106049
481.~0106050

6209
6210

3
3

2/10/05

CA0059013
CA0057070
CA0056928

48192127001
48190115004
48199032001

6521
614~
6041

CA0053392
CA0063509

48191106001
48192597001

5849
7497

3
3
1
2
1

CA0056995

4B 191152001
48190144001
48192085001

3/10/05
7110/02

2/10/05
4/10/02
10/28/05
5/10/02
6/10/05
5110105

3
3" Q
3’~ Q
3’~ Q

DSTORMS
DWSHWIR
DtvllSCEL
DCO#,ITAC

00-025

DSTORMS

00~26

DSTORMS
DS]ORMS

3’" Q
3,,~ Q

00-027
97-052
99-102

1,’ Q
3,,~Q

97-076
00-112

1,, Q

00-088

DSTORMS
IMI.SCEL
DSTORM$
DSTORMS
H¢t~WTRS

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 200512006 (cont’d)

¯
U.S. Gypsum Co.

U,S. Gypsum Co.
Unocal Corp.
US Navy Defense Fuel Supply Ce
Wheelabralor Norwalk Energy Co
generalpermits
Ashland Chemical Company
B F Goodrich Aerospace
13ell Gardens, City Of, DPW
Bumble Bee Seafoods, Inc.
California American Waler Co
Calilomia American Water Co.

Former La Mirada Planl
Defense Fuel Supply. Norwalk
Stale Hospital Co<Jeneration Pt
Ashland Chemical Company
B F Goodrich Aerospace Caffx)n
Gw-Oomestic Water Well
Santa Fe Springs Facility
Hall Well $ile
Longden Well

Caltrans
Callrans

I,~-105 Woodruff Ave
Route 10 Pavement Rehab. Pj.
San Gabriel River Watershed
VOC-Ca~er Coporalion

Catlrans
Carner Corporalion
Cerntos, City O1

C-5 Waler Well

Cemlos, City O1
Downey, City OI. Waler Supply

Gw-Cerdlos Shenff Stalion
Gw-Waler Supply Well # 11

EricRealty
Fairchild Holding Corp.

VOC.EricRealty
Fairchild Fasteners Screwoorp

Goulds Pumps Inc,

GOulds Pumps Inc.

Namillon Standard Conltols

Specltol Electronics

Hermetic Seal Corp.
Hermelic SeaICorp,
J A B Holdings, Inc.
Jayeasl Parlner~h~p
K=nneloa hngatlon Dist

Hermetic Seal Corp.
"
~
~

Hermelic SeaICorp.
J A. B. Holdings
CenlralPlaza
Gw-K3 Waler Well

~"~ urlr~uu:~[RY(CORPORATE CA0064114
NAME INDUSTRY) .....
LA MIR.AOA
CA0063461
LA MIR.ADA
CA0063975
NORWALK
CA0059137
NORWALK
CA0059927
SANTA FE SPRINGS
SANTA FE SPRINGS
BELL GARDENS
SANTA FE SPRINGS
TEMPLE CITY (RUDELL)
SAN MARINO
DOWNEY
POMONA
WHITTIER

CAG914001
CAG994003
CAG994001
CAG994003
CAG994001
CAG994001
CAG914001

481925~7~A 3a.....
~
48191287001
48192131031
48190705001
4B191168001
413196800001
413196400039
413196000276
48196400062
413196000446
48196000377
4B196800026
48195000504
48196000285

CAG994001
¢AG994001
CITYOF INDUSTRY (CORPORATE CAG914001
48196800002
NAME INDUSTRY)
CERRITOS (DAIRY VALLEY)
CAG994001 48196000538
CERRITOS (DAIRY VALLEY)
CAG994001 413196000216
DOWNEY
CAG994001 ’18196000148
LA MIRADA
CAG914001 48196800006
INDUSTRY (CORPORATE NAME
CAG914001
48196800017
FOR CITY OF INDUSTRY)
INDUSTRY (CORPORATE NAME CAG674001
48196300092
FOR CITY OF INDUSTRY)
INDUSTRY (CORPORATE NAME CAG994001
4131960004‘36
FOR CITY OF INDUSTRY)
ROSEMEAD
CAG914001 413196800031
ROSEMEAD
CAG994003 413196400038
EL MONTE
CAG914001 48196800015
CERRITOS (DAIRY VALLEY)
CAG994003 48196400061
PASADENA
CAG994001 4B196000011

4.1-25

j

7481
7688

2
3
3
.3

6572
6767
7785
7963
7708
6913
7957
784’3
8069
8072
7730
7786
8164
7604
7431
7798
7980

ua~e
4110102

al
(~uarler
3’~ Q

4/10/05
11110104

2~ Q
2"~ Q

10/10/04

3’d Q
3’~Q

12/10/0.5

2
3
3
3
3

4110102
5/10/03
4110/02
5/!0/03
4/10/02

3
2

4110/02

3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

2

4/10/02

,3
3

4/10/02

4’" Q
4,. Q
4,. O
4,. Q
4,. Q
4,. Q
4,,’Q
4,,~ Q
4’~’ Q
4’h Q

Order No.

Waste

974)57

~
HCNWTRS

004)66

HCNWTRS

99.1,38
99-133
004)08

DCONTAC
DSTORMS
DNONCON

974]44

HCNWIRS
DMISCEL

984]55
97-045
98-055
974)45
974)45
974)44
974945
97-045
974)44

DMISCEL
DNONCON
DMISC~L
DMISCEL
DCNWTP,$
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
HCNWTRS

3
2
2

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

4,. Q
4’" Q
4" Q
4,"Q
4" Q

97-045
974)44
97-044

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
HCNWTRS
Dt’,IISCEL

7965

3

4/10/02

3’’~ Q

974)47

OMISCEL

7620

3

4/10/02

4" Q

974)45

DMISCEL

7699
2937
7402
69|4

2
3
2

4/10/02
5/10/03
4/10/02

4,. Q

974944
984955
974944

3
~

HCNWTRS
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

5110103
4/10102

984)55
914945

DCNW]R$
DM/SCEL

7066

4" Q
4,’, Q
4,. Q
4," O

97-045
97-045

IMISCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2005/2006 (cont’d)

La Habra He,:jMs (;o. Water Dis
La Veme. City of
Lansco Die Casting. Inc.

Well # 10
Wheeler Park
Lansco Die Casting Inc.

Long Beach Waler Dept.
Long Beach Water DepL

Commislon 19 & 20 Water Wells
Commission 21, 22. & 23 Wells
Wise 1A Water Well

Long Beach Water Depl.
Main San Gabriel Basin Water
McKesson CorporaOon
Montebello Land & Water Co
PASADENA CITY OF
Pasadena, City Of. DWP
Rockview Dairies. In~;.
Rowland Water District

LONG BEACH
AZUSA
SANTA FE SPRINGS
LOS ANGELES

Well#59

PASADENA

San Gabriel Basin WG Authority
San Gabriel Valley Water Co.
San Gabriel Valley Water Co.
San Gabdel Valley Water Co.

Plant B7 -Well BTE

San Gabriel Valley Water Co.
San Gabriel Valley Water Co.

Plant No. 8 Well 8F
Planl Wl & Wel~ W’IC & WlE

Whiltier Narrows Early Action
San Gabriel Valley Water-Pt.2
Plant 1 & Well 1E

San Gabriel Valley Water Co.

SGVWC Plant B5

San Gabriel Valley Waler Co.
San Gabriel Valley Water Co.

San Gabriel Valley Water W6

South Montebello IrngatJon

San Gabriel Valley Water Co

Southern California Edison
Southern Calilomia Edison

,,,
i

CAG994001 4B196000444
CAG994001 4B196000429
CITY OF INDUSTRY (CORPORATE CAG994003 4B196400058
NAME INDUSTRY)
LONG BEACH
CAG994001 4B196000379
LONG BEACH
CAG994001 4B196000535

S~ategic Well Testing
VOC-Fon’ner IvlcKesson Facilty
Well No: 14. Southeast Comer
Gw-Garfield Well
Gw-Potable Water Well
Well # 1

South Monlebello Irngation

I.~ HABRA HEIGHTS

LA VERNE

Gw-Waler Well # 6
Gw-Water Well #7
Alamilos Generating Station
EPTC Pipeline (San Gabriel Ri)

PASADENA
SOUTH GATE
INDUSTRY (CORPORATE NAME
FOR CITY OF INDUSTRY)
SOUTH EL MONTE
EL MONTE
EL MONTE ’

3
3
3

4/10/02
4/I0/02

7845

3

4/10/02

3
3
3
2

4/10/02

CAG994001
CAG994001

4B196000516
4B196000279

8161
8088
7718

CAG914001
CAG994001
CAG994001

4B196800003
4B196000465
4B196000449

7789
7988
7960

¢AG994001

413196000042

CAG99400t
CAG994002

413196000315
4B196100029

7151
78~1

3
3

7978

3

CAG914001
CAG674001

4B196800030

8056
7857

2
3

8011
7703

3
3

7955

3
3

413196300069
413196000478
4B196000264

¢AG994001
CITY OF INDUSTRY (CORPORATECAG994001
NAME INDUSTRY)
EL MONTE
CAG994001 413196000445
WHITTIER
CAG994001 4B196000475
CITY OF INDUSTRY (CORPORATECAG994001 413196000331
NAME INDUSTRY)
WHI’I-IIER
CAG994001 4B196000382
CITY OF INDUSTRY (CORPORATECAG994001 4B196000248
NAME INDUSTRY)
MONTEBELLO
CAG994001 4B196000319
MONTEBELLO
CAG994001 4B196000321
LONG BEACH
CAG674001 413196300100
CAG674001 4B196300104

4.1-26

7953
7914
8075

8010
7826

3
3

3

5/10/03

4/10/02
4110102
4/10/02
4110102
4/10102
4110/02
4110102
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
~1/t0/02
4/10/02

4" Q
4,’ Q
4" Q

97-045

DMISCEL

97-045
98-055

DMI$CEL
IMISCEL

4~’ Q
4,, O
4"~ Q

97-045
97.045

DMISCEL
IMISCEL

97-045
97-045
97-044

IMISCEL
DMISCEL
HCNWTRS
DMISCEL

4" Q
4," Q
4" Q
4,’O
4" Q
4~ Q
3"~(3

97-045
97‘045
97-045
97‘045
97-043

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

4,, Q
3’~ Q

97-044
97-047

,I," Q
4" Q

97~)45
97-045

4’, Q
4,,, Q

97-045
97-045

DMISCEL
IMISCEL

4’, Q

97-045

DMISCEL

97-045
97-045

IMISCEL
DMISCEL

97-045
97-045

DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL

7849
7657

3
3

4/10/02

4,, Q

4/I0/02

4", Q

7803

3
3
3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

4" Q

7808
8007
8079

4,,, Q
3"~Q
3’’~ Q

97-047
97-04~

OMITEL
IMISCEL
DMISCEL

IMISCEL

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
Permits to be Renewed During FY 2005/2006 (cont’d)

i

Discharger*

Soulhern California Edison
Soulhern Calilornia Water Co.
Soulhern California Water Co,
Southern California Water Co.
Soulhem California Waler Co,
Southern California Water Co.
Southern California Waler Co,
Soulhern Calilornla Waler Co.
Soulhern California Waler Co.
Southern California Water Co.
Spyglass Homeowners Associatio
Suburban Water Systems
Suburban Waler Systems
Suburban Water Systems
Suburban Waler Systems
Suburban Waler Systems
The Boeing Cornpany
TRW Inc.
Wodd Oil Markeling Co.
Xerox Corporalion

Facilily

City

NPDES#

WDID#

CA6994002

46196100040

8125

CAG99400!
CA6994001

46196000383
46196000318

CA6994002
CA6994002
CA6994002
CA6994002

46196100046
46196100047
4Bt96100053

7850
7802
8135

CI#

TTWQ

Exp.

Renewal

Order No.

3

4/10/02

3.~Q

97-043

3

4/t0/02

4," Q

3
3

4/10/02
4/10/02

97-045
97-045
97-043

8136
8144
8139
8 t42

3
3
3
3

4/t0/02
4/10/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

4~’ Q
3’~ Q
3"~ Q
3’~ Q
3"~ Q
3’’~ Q

8063
8065
7555

3
3
3

~ 7717
7607
7368
8047

3
3
3
3
3

5/10/03
5/10/03
4/10/02
4110102

4" Q
4’. Q
4~ Q

4110/02
4110/02
4/10/02
4/10/02

4.’ Q
4" Q
4," Q
4" Q

3
3

5/10/03
4/10/02

4" Q
4" Q

97-045
98-055
974)45

7.t94

2

6783

2

4/10/02
4/10/02

3’’~ Q
4," Q

97-046
97-044

HCNWTRS
HCrjWTRS

6730
6297
1003

3
3

4/10/96
2110102
,1/10/02

914)48
97-018
974)55

HCNWTRS

P’ Q
4," O

10/10f04

1,, Q

99-13t

5/10/03
4/10/02

,1" Q
4," Q

98-055

EPTC Pipeline (San Gabriel Ri)
Cenlral Disldct
Harmon Well #2
Cenlralia Stle

SANTA FE SPRINGS
CLAREMONT
HAWAIIAN GARDENS

Hawaiian Site
Imperial Site

HAWAIIAN GARDENS
NORWALK
HAWAIIAN GARDENS

Juan Site
Vine Site
DACE Plant
Encinita WTP
Gw-Sptglass Homeowners Assoc.
La Mirada Planl
Plant 139, Well #2,4,5,6
Plant 140
Plan1147, Well 3
Plant 409, Well # 2
C1 (Long Beach) Fadlily
Monadnock Facilily
World Oil Station # 61
VOC-Xerox Pomona Facilily

ARTESIA
NORWALK
TEMPLE CITY (RUDELL)
WHrFFIER
LA MIRADA
WEST COVINA
LOS ANGELES
LA PUENTE
LA MIRADA

46196100048
CAG994002 46196100051
CA6994003 46196400055
CAG994003 46196400057
CAG994001 46196000188
CAG99400t 46196000278
CA6994001 48196000215
CAG994001 46196000133
CA6994001 46196000494
CAG994001 48196000152

LONG BEACH
CA6994003 48t96400063
CITY OF INDUSTRY (CORPORATE CA6994001
46196000343
NAME INDUSTRY)
CERRITOS (DAIRY VALLEY)
CA6834001 4B196600063
POMONA
CA6914001 46196800005

7446
6116
7531

4,. Q

LOS CERRITOS CHANNEL WMA
minors
ArCo Peltoleurn Products Co.
Arco Pipe Line Co
Long Beach Unified School D.!,sl
Paramounl Petroleum Corp, ’;
general permils
~
(~
O
I’~
~,~

Certified Alloy Producls, Inc.
Eqmton Enlerprises LLC

Tank Leak-16804 Downey Ave.
Halhaway Terrninal Tank Fan~
Millikan High Sch Nalalodurn
Paramounl Relinery
Ce~lilied Alloy Products, Inc.
Tank Leak-Signal Hill Bulk PII

PARAMOUNT

CA0059731

46192208004

SIGNAL HILL
LONG BEACH
PARAMOUNT

CA0058343
CA0056t20
CA0056065

46192 t8700t
46190120001
46192348001

LONG BEACH

CA6994003

LONG BEACH

0AG834001

46196400064
46196600025

4.1-27

60.38

3
2

6734

3

7338

2

1,, Q

97-043
97-043
97-043
97-043
984)55
98-055
974)45
97-045
974)45
974)45
97-045

97-046

Wa~l
DMI$CEL
[)MISCEL
DMISCEL
IMISCEL
IMISCEL
IMISCEL
IMISCFL
IMISCEL
IMISCEL
IMISCEL
DMI$CEL
DMISCEL
DMISCEL
DMI$CEL
IbtI$CEL
DMISCEL
DSTORMS
DMI$¢EL

DS/ORM3
DFILBRI
DSTORMS
DSTORMS
HCNWTRS

Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board

Permits to be Renewed During FY 2005/2006 (cont’d)

!/Discharge~"
LA Co Depl of Public Works
Long Beach Water Dept.
Long Beach Waler Dept.
Pinnacle Communities, Inc.

Facility

City

NPDES#

WDID#

Ala~ito~ Barrier Project 1,2&3
Ocean BI. Peninsula Sewer Proj

LONG BEACH

CAG994001

4B 196000500

LONG BEACH
LONG BEACH
SEAL BEACH

CAG994001
CAG994001

48196000542
48196000548

CAG994001
CAG674001

4B196000513
48196300104

$12 Sewer Force & Gravity Main
Pinnacle Communilies
EPTC Pipeline (San Gab~el Ri)

Southern Calilomia Edison

CI#

TTWQ

6056
8174
8179

3

Exp.
Date
4/10/02

3
3

4/10/02
4110102

8098

3
3

4110102
4/10102

8079

Renewal
Quarter
4’h (3
4"~ Q
4= Q

Order No.
97~45
97~45

Waste Type
DMISCEL

4" Q

97-045
97.045

IMISCEL
IMISCEL
DMISCEL

4,, Q

97.047

IMISCEL

2’~ Q

94~69

DOOMEST

CHANNEL ISLANDS WMA
major
Avalon. City OI
minor~
Southern Calitomia Edison

Avalon VWVTP, NPOES

AVALON

CA0054372

4B190100001

0066

1

7/10/99

Pebbly Beach DesalinalJon PIt

AVALON

CA0061191

US Havy Naval Air Weapons Stal
US Navy Region Southwest

2

11/10/94

1,, Q

89-t 17

DFIL6RI

SAN NICHOLAS ISLAND
SAN CLEMENTE ISLAND

CA0061794
CA0110175

4B192111010
4A560703007

6899

San Nicholas Island DesalinalJ

6971 ’

7/10/05

OFIL~3RI

6432
6068

3’~ Q
2~ Q
3’~ Q

00.074

NALF, San Clemenle Island W~P
4B190703003
University OI Southern Calif.
Wdgley Inslitute For Environ.
TWO HARBORS
CA0056651 4B191035002
"General permit dischargers will be reviewed’and may not be "renewed" but allowed to continue with enrollment

3
1
3

00-090
96-006

DOOMEST
DMISCEL

San Gabriel River Watershed
CAG614001 4
CAG834001 1
CAG914001 10
CAG994001 35
CAG994002 7
CAG994003 8

Los Cerritos Channel WMA
CAG994003 1
CAG834001 1
CAG994001 4
CAG674001 1

DCNWTRS 3
DCONTAC 3
DDOMIND 5
.DMISCEL 41
DNONCON 2
DPROCES 3
DSTORMS 11
DWSHWTR 1
HCNW]’RS 10
IMISCEL 17

l
~

HCNWTRS 2
DSTORMS 3
DFILBRI 1
DMISCEL 2
IMISCEL 3

Channel Islands WMA
DDOMEST 2
DFILBRI 2
DMISCEL 1

4.1-28

517110
1110/0!

Waste T es Cate ories rior to treatment or disp_.~.~
DCNWTRS - nonhazardous Conlaminated groundwater
DNONCO.....~N - nonhazardous noncontact cooh~ng water
DPROCES - nonhazardous process waste ~as part of industrial/manufacturin_g_~ocess)
.. DSTORMS - nonhazardo’us stormwater runoff
IICN\VTRS - hazardous contaminated._groundwater
DFI[.BRI~ nonhazardous filter backwash brine waters
DDONIIND - nonhazardous domestic sewa$e & industrial waste
DWSHWTR - nonhazardous washwater waste (photo reuse washwater, v_egetable washwater)
IMISCEL - inert wastes from dewaten_~’ng, tee. lake overflow, swimmin,[~.ol wastes, water ride wastewater, or groundwater see._page
DMISCE..~.__....~L - nonhazardous wastes from dewatering, ree. lake overflow, swimmin~o..~_.l wastes, water ride wastewater, or groundwater seepage
HCNWTRS - hazardous conlaminated~undwater
DCONTA__.._.~C - nonhazardous contact ¢oolin.~._water
DDOMEST- nonhazardoul domes~
NMISCEL - nonhazardous wastes from dewaterin , .
~ ~ ~ rec
overflow,
swimminl[poo
wastes water ride wastewater, or_.~roundw~Jter
see~a ~e.?.~.g.g.g~.~
~.o lake
- Inerl
conlamlnaled
groundwater
.
I/azardous - inlluent or sohd wastes that Contain toxic, corrosive, ignitable, or reaclive substr, nces (prior to treatment o~ disposal) managed according to apphcable Departnlenl of Ilealth Services stand,~ds
13esignaled - inlluent or solid wastes thai contain aonhazardous wastes (prior to treatment or disposal) that pose a significant threat to water quality because of their high concentrations
Inert - influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or organic wastes (prior to treatment or disposal) and have liltlc adverse n~Jpact on waler quahty
Nonhazardous - influent or solid wastes that do not contain soluble pollutants or Organic wastes (prior to treatment or d~sposal) ,~nd have little adverse nnpact on water quahty
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Appendix 4.2 NPDES Storm Water Wastewater Permit Reissuance

R0026740

There are three Municipal Storm Water Permits in Region 4:
The Ventura County Municipal Storm Water Permit is scheduled for renewal
in 2005.
The Los Angeles County Municipal Storm Water Permit is scheduled for
renewal in 2002.
The City of Long Beach Municipal Storm Water Permit is scheduled for
renewal in 2004.

R0026741

Appendix 4.3 NPDES Pretreatment Wastewater Permit Reissuance

R0026742
4.3-1

The following are the Pretreatment Programs in Region 4 and their schedule for audit.
The pretreatment compliance inspections are scheduled annually in years than an audit
is not performed:

PROGRAM
Burbank
Camarillo SD
Las Virgenes MWD
Los Angeles CSD
City of Los Angeles
Ojai Valley SD
Oxnard
San Buenaventura
Simi Valley CSD
Thousand Oaks
Moorpark WTP
Santa Paula

AUDIT
2002
2003
2002
2004
2004
2002
2001
2005
2001
2001
2005
2001

R0026743

Appendix 4.4 NPDES Compliance

R0026744

All major NPDES dischargers will be inspected at least.once per year. All minors will be
inspected at least once during the life of the permit.

4.4-2

R0026745

Appendix 4.5 Chapter 1 5 Permit Reissuance

R0026746

Landfill Waste Discharge Requirements
Status and Proposed Reissuance for Priority Watersheds
Groundwater programs (including landfills) have not been officially integrated into the watershed
approach. We expect to integrate these programs increasingly over the next several years. In the
meantime, to the extent practicable, landfill issues will be considered when completing "State of lhe
Watershed Reports" and designing watershed monitoring programs.
Our current priority (for the next two years) are the Santa Clara River Watershed, Calleguas Creek
Watershed, and Dominguez Channel WMA. We are providing the current status and proiected revision
dates for landfills in these watersheds:
Santa Clara River Watershed
Wayside Landfill

Current WDR: Adopted in 1975
Landfill is closed
WDR will be revised in 2001 to reflect closureipostclosure
requirements

Ch~quita Canyon Landfill

Current WDR: Adopted in 1998

Bailard Coastal Landfills

Current WDR: Adopted in 1988
Landfill is closed
WDR will be rescinded in 2000

Bailard Landfill

Current WDR: Adopted in 1993"
Landfill is closed
WDR was updated in 2000

Coastal Landfill

Current WDR: Adopted in 1988
Landfill is closed
WDR was updated in 2000

Santa Clara Disposal Site

Current WDR: Adopted in 1983"
Landfill is closed
WDR was updated in 2000

Toland Road Disposal Site

Current WDR: Adopted in 1996

Callequas Creek Watershed
Simi Valley Landfill
~nnel WMA
City of Los Angeles, Gaffey St Site

Current WDR: Adopted in 1990
WDR will be updated in 2000
Current WDR: Adopted in 1955
Landfill is closed
WDR will be rescinded in 2002 ......

Indicates that WDRs were revised in 1993 to reflect 40 CFR, Pad 258 (Subtitle D) requirements)

4.5-2
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Appendix 4.6 Non-Chapter 15 Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs)

4.6-1

R0026748

Non-Chapter 15 Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs)
DRAFT Review and Update Strategy
Los Angeles Region
FY 2001/2002 and 2002/2003
The Groundwater Regulatory Unit Programs (WDRs and landfills) have not yet been officially integrated
into the watershed approach. We expect to integrate (stepwise) these programs in the next several
years. The workplans for the next two years will focus on reducing the review backlog, and to the extent
practicable, reviewing and renewing (if appropriate) permits in the targeted watersheds. These facilities
will also be considered when designing watershed monitoring programs.
The following tables list all WDRs in the Santa Clara River and Calleguas Creek Watersheds (targeted
watersheds in FY01/02), the Dominguez Channel WMA, (targeted watershed for FY02/03) and all WDRs
due for review in FY01/02 and 02/03.
’

4.6-2

R0026749

Non-Chapter 15 Active Permits in Santa Clara River and Calleguas Creek Watersheds by Threat to
Water Quality (F¥01/02)
Discharger

Facility

City

WDID#

Expiration
Date

Waste Type

SAUGUS
VALENCIA

4A190107083

4/27/90

DDOMIi’~D

4A190107084

4/27/90

DDOMIND

VENTURA (CORPORATE NAME SAN
BUENAVENTURA)
SANTA CLARITA

4A560107002

4,’27f90

DDOMIND

4A191290001

10,’28/14

IMISCEL

7;22/06

DDOMEST

SANTA CLARA RIVER WATERSHED
threat to water quality I
Los Angeles Count’/San Oist Saugus WWRP, Non-NPDES
Los Angeles County San D~st Valencia WWRP, Non-NPDES
San Buenaventura City Of
Ventura WWRP, Non-NPDES
Valencia Co.

Natural River Management Plan

threat to water quality 2
Acton Crescent Bay
Tract 52883
Development
&cton Pfaza Shopping Center Shopping Center

ACTON

4A196500020

ACTON

4A19114900!

414/03

DDOMEST

An¢ika / Kaiser

ACTON

4A1~500011

7z22/06

C’DOMEST

St.Tract 49684

Aq~,inas. Thomas College

Santa Paula College

SANTA PAULA

4A561000001

2/28,’99

DDOMEST

Crown Valley Commumty
Church
Ga~,ina & Sons Inc.

Crown Valley Community Church

ACTON

4A191147001

5,,30/02

~DOMEST

St-T.T. 45695

ACTON

4A1%500016

7’22;06

DDOMEST

Gene Lesniar

SI-Tract 48391

ACTON

4A 195500004

7/22,’06

DD©MEST

Golden Valley Muni. Water
Dist
Hale & Associates
LA Co Dept of Public Works

Gorman wwrP, Non-NPDES

GORMAN

4A190107001

8/!9/04

DDOMIND

St-22284/Todd Landis

ACTON

4A196500015

7/2Z’06

DDOMEST

Lake Hughes Commun~ ww-rp

LAKE HUGHES

4B190134001

;/31,’05

DDOMEST

Los Angeles County Health
Dept
Los Angeles County Health
Dept
Los Angeles Count), Prob
Dept
Myron Wolter

Acton Rehabilitation Center

ACTON

4A190107024

7/14/05

DDOMEST

Warm Springs Rehab~tion Cir.

CASTAIC

4A190107005

2,’26/04

DDOMEST

Mendenhall-Munz Boys Camp
WWTP
St-Tt48818

LAKE HUGHES

4A190101076

9/23;04

DDOMEST

ACTON

4A196500001

7 ,~22..]06

DDOMEST

Nova Development Company Tract 52882

ACTON

4A196500019

7!22,’06

DDOMEST

Paradise Ranch Mobile Home Sewage Disp, Caslaic
Par
Saticoy Fool Cor~
Vegetable Proc, Santa Pauta

CASTAIC

4A191030001

3!27/99

DDOMEST

SATICOY

4A562408001

9/14t10

DWSHWTR

Siena View Cede=-

Commercial Developmenl.

ACTON

4A191148001

10/17102

DDOMEST

Tower Investment

SI-Tract 50385

AGUA DULCE

4A196500013

7/22106

DDOMEST

Ventura Co Water Works Dist. Piru WWTP, Non-NPDES

FILLMORE

4A560114006

9/16/09

DDOMEST

Ventura Co Water Works Dist Todd Road Jail Faor~y
Ventura Regional San District Fillmore W~NTP, Non-NPDES

SANTA PAULA

4A560121001

8/21/99

DDOME ST

FILLMORE

4A560101001

4/5/07

DDOMIND

Ventura Regional San District Saticoy S.D. w~rrp, Non-NPDES
Ventu~ Regional San Dislrict Montatvo W~P, Non-NPDES

SATICOY

4A550109001

7/19/07

DDOMIND

4A560102001

4/5/07

DDOMIND

Tract 52637

VENTURA (CORPORATE NAME SAN
BUENAVENTURA)
ACTON

4A196500021

71"22/06

DDOMEST

Cen Fed Bank

Tract 49240

ACTON

4A561051001

4/18/06

DDOMEST

Crown Valley Bldg. Supply
Equilon Enterprises LLC

Crown Valley Bldg. Supply

ACTON

4A561052001

9/51‘06

ODOMEST

Shell Oil Co.

ACTON

4A192108021

5/11/10

DDOMEST

Fm H Partnerships L.P.

E Z Take Out

ACTON

4A191145001

411810~

DDOME ST

Foodmaker tnc.
Greyslone Homes, Inc.

Jack In The Box

ACTON

4A191288001

5/11/!0

DDOMEST

River Street Property

FILLMORE

4A566700013

1/25/08

It,llSCEL

H R. Texl]’on Inc.

Valencia Faolity

VALENCIA

4A192332004

5~30,’04

NCNW1"RS

Weary & Associates
threat to water qual~ 3

4.6-3
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Non-Chapter 15 Active Permits in Santa Clara River and Calleguas Creek Watersheds by Threat to
Water Quality (FY01/02) (cont’d)
Discharger

Facility

City

’
,.~moneira
CO.
’
Limoneira&Olivelands Sewer Frm SANTA PAULA
Los Angeles County Fire Oept Fire Camp 511, Aclon
ACTON
Los 4ngeles County Fire Dept Camp #16 Correction Inmate Fac
P~LMDALE
Pan ~mencan Seed Co.
Pan ~merican Seed. Sanla Raula SANTA P~ULA
Sierra Height Mobile Home Mobile Home Estate
CAf’IYC.N COUt~TRY
EsI
trans Technology Corp
~’Ion-HPDE S
CANYON COUNTRY
’,,Vall Enlerpnses Ltd.
Building A. Sanliago SQuare
ACTON

WDID#

Expiration Waste Type
Date
4A190107079

5i10/08

4A190707001

9f’27/11

DDOMEST

4A565015001

~t18/02

DPROCES

4A561036001

10/18/05

DDOMEST

DDOMEST

4A!92528002

2/24/04

DCNWTRs

4A191144001

4/18/06

DDOMEST

CA L L EGUA ~ CREEK WATERSHED
threat to w-a~
Camanllo Sanitary C~istnct

Camanllo V’~VRP, ,".~on-tIPOES

Camrosa Water Distnct

C~MARILLO

Camrosa ~,W,’RP. ~,!on-NPDES

4A560100002

CAi’,IARILLO

?’,~8/90

DDOMh’,[D

,IA560106001

4,5/07

DC’OM, EST

4A~60110003

4,~7,’~0

!’;EWBURY PARK

4A562436002

~. 0,’25,~01

HCt,IWTRS

M©CRPARK

4A560103002

4;13110

DDOMIND

G & H Techno!ogy tnc.

C,:,MARrLLO

4A561059001

9/16/04

Tierra Rejada Golf C;ub

OCNWTRS

VE~’,[Tb’RA (COUNTY)

4A561060001

I~6/13

DDOMEST

Sim~ Valley. City Of

Simi Valley WWRP. HonJ’;PDES SIMI VALLEY

threat to water quality~
t’lortJ’~rop Orumman CorD
Newbury Park - Hon-I’;PDES
Masd
Venlura Co Water Works Dist. t’,toorpark WWTP. Hon-;,~PDES
!.hreat to water quality ~
American Premier
Underwriters
Crumpler & Kruger Real
Estate
Galley Enlerpnses
Gillibrand. p W., Company

Village Carwash

THOUSAND OAKS

Sand & Grave Plant, Ta~ Cyn

SIMI VALLEY

Mushrooms Etc.

Musl~rooms Etc.
Rockwell Science Center LLC Tank Leak-Rockwell fnfemation
Thrifty Oil Co.

Tank Leak.Atco SS#’96t4
Transit Mixed Cono’ete Co. Sand&Gravel,Ponds-Percolation

4B191301001

1/26/13

DCNWTRs

4A562402001

6,"12]12

DPROCES

4A562430001
4A5620~’4002

9/18/01

OWSHW’rR

’~/22J08

THOUSAND OAKS

HCNWTRS

4A562433001

4/20104

MOORPARK

HCNWTRS

4A562022002

3/24/98

DWSHWTR

CAMARILLO
THOUSAND OAKS

46-4

R0026751

Non-Chapter 15 Active Permits in the Dominguez Channel WMA, by Threat to Water Quality
(FY02/03)
Discharger
Facility
,~OMI~G UEZ CHANNEL WMA

C~

WDID#

LONG BEACH

GATX Tank Storage Terminals Carson-Closure Of Surface tmpo
Co
Pod Of Long Beach
Dredging-L 8 Harbor 5 Yr Maint
Port of Los Angeles

Dredging-Berths 238-239

Shell Oil Pr~%tS Co
Tosco Corp

Exp. Date

Waste Type

4818)0105030

1 t/2103

DDREDG3

CARSCN

48192238004

10128104

DCNSOIL

LONG BEACH

48190105026

5/30/02

OCREDGS

SAN PEDRO

481-°’0106098

12F31~8

DC’REDGS

~’orm, er Shell Wilminglon Plant

CARSON

48192108020

10/’28;04

DCHSOIL

L.A RefinerT.Wiim Land Treat

WILMINGTON

48192131028

12/7/06

DCNSOtL

4~,go Heu-Proler Co.

Hugo Neu-Proler Co.

TERMINAL ISLAND

48191298001

3/29tl 1

HCNSO!L

Lasmo Oil & Gas ;nc

Carson Tank Farm

CARSC~’.~

48192516001

1(22;02

t, lobil Oil Corp

Mobil Oil Corp.

TORE". HCE

48192079025

1/26/13

CCi’JSOIL

Port Of Long Beach

Dredging-Berths J245-J247

LCNG EEACH

48190105031

6/30100

~’DREDGS

Pert Of Long Beach

Dredging-Terminal Island Conta

LCNG BEACH

48190105033

6130103

DE;REDGS

Port of Los Angeles

Berth 71 Maintenance Dredging

SAN PEDRO

48190106110

~i30/02

~,DREDGS

Port cf Los Angeles

Dredging-Berth 144 Wharf Rep.

SAN FEBRO

48190106103

5118113

DDREDGS

Port of Los Angeles

Dredging-Channel Oee#ening

SAN PEDRO

48190106109

813/13

DDREDGS

threat to water quality 1
Port Of Long Beach

Dredging-Pier T Manne Termina

threat to water qualit~ 2

threat to water quality 3

4.6-5
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Non-Chapter 15 Active Permits in Region 4, by Threat to Water Quality, then Review Date FY01/02
Discharger

Facility

City

WDID#

C;own Valley Communib, Church

Crown Valley Community Church

tJorthrop Grumman Corp. M, asd

ACTON

4A191147001

Llewbury Park- Non-NPDES

5130102

NEWSURY PARK

4A562436002

I0/25/01

LONG BEACH

HCNWTRS

481~105026

6~30/02

DOREOGS

Topanga Sta~e Park

TOPANGA

Carson Tank Farm

48190801002

6/18,’02

CARSON

DDOt~EST

48192516001

1/22,02

:AMARILLO

DCNWTRs

4A562430001

)t18101

OWSHWTR

threat to~

Port Of Lcng Beach
threat to water quali~ 3
Oep{ Of Par~s And Recreation
Lasmo Oil & Gas Inc
Mushrooms Etc.

Dredging-L B Harbor 5 Yr Maint

Mushrooms EIc

DDOMEST

#an Amenc.an Seed Co

Pan a, mencan Seed. Santa Pau, la

P,ctsweel ~Aushroom Farms

SANTA PAUl_.&

Pictsweel t’,lushmom Farms

4A565015001

5/18~02

DPROCES

4A562428001

5,;18,02

DMISCEL

4B190106110

~20/02

DDREDGS

48199010001

6i18/02

DMISCEL

~on el los A~eles

Berth 71 Ltainlenance _r2re~ing

~ose Hiils Memorial Park Asso

’,’Et’ITURA (CORPORATE
t,IAME SAN
BUENAVENTUR~)
SAN PEDRO

,~,’hillier Fac,,l~ty

WHITflER

R0026753

Non-Chapter 15 Active Permits in Region 4, by Threat to Water Quality, then Review Date FY02/03
Discharger

Facility

Cff7

"WDID#

Adon Plaza Shopping Center

Shopping Center

ACTON

4A191!49001.

BKK Coq:x)rafion

Cogeneration Plant

WEST COVINA

4B190308007

Chevron U.S A Inc.

E] Segundo Groundwater Recycle

EL SEGUNDO

48!92113002

LA Co Dept of Public Works

Debris Basins Maintenance

LOS ANGELES

4B1~107103

9i10/02

IOREDGS

Sierra View Cerler

Commercial Development

ACT©N

4A191148001

10117,’02

DDCMEST

22601 PCH Associates

Retail Shopping Center

N1ALIBU

48191171001

8/20;02

DDOMEST

Ferro Cast Company

4A562366002

9/24,’02

DWSH~;,qR

L mone~ra Co

Ventura Non-NP~ES, Wash Water VENTURA (CORPORATE
NAME SAN
BUENAVENTURA
Limoneira&O[ivelands Sewer Frm SANTA P~ULA

4A565014002

!/21~03

DDC, MEST

Long Beach City of

Dredging-East Beach Area

LONG BEACH

481~105006

2/18,’03

DE’REDGS

Long Beach C~ty Of

Dredging-West Beach Area

LONG BEACH

48190105018

2/18,’03

DDREDGS

mot1 Of Long Beach

Dredging-Terminal Island Centa

L©I*JG BE,~CH

481~105033

6i30/03

ODREDGS

Exp. Date

Waste Type

4/4;03

DDOMEST

12/5,’02

DNCNCON

8/25:02

DMISCEL

Ihreat to water quality 2

threat to water quality 3

4.6-7
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Appendix 4.7 303(d) Listings/TMDL Schedules

J.7-l

R0026755

Table 7A. Summary Schedule for TMDL Development (by watershed)
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TABLE7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
Assumes these acliwties are funded to adhere to Ibis schedule

Ventura River Watershed

303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

’,/emura Ri~er Estuary
Ventura River Reach 2 (Main St. to Weldon
Canyon)
Venlura River Reach 1 lestuary Io Main St.)
Ventura River Estuary
Venlura River Reach 4 (Coyote Creek to Cammo
Cielo Rd )
Ventura River Reach 3 (Weldon Canyon to confl,
wJ Coyote Cr )
’v’enlura River Reach 2 (Main SI. to Wetdon
Canyon)
’Ventura River Reach 2 IMain St. Io Weldon
Canyon)
Venlura River Reach 1 (estuary Io Main St.)
Ventura River Reach 1 (estuary to Main Sl.)
Ventura River Esluary
Ventura River Reach 2 (Main St. to Weldon
_Canyon)

Type of
TMDL

~MDL Start
Date - FY
(start of
monitoring)

DDT

DDT

2001/02

algae

eutroph,

2000/01

2004105

diversions

2001/02

2005,06

me~als

2001102

2005,06

trash

2001/02

2005/06

selenium

2001/02

2005/06

Pollutant

TMDL
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)
2005/06 ~

Commen’~’~"s

needed
nitrogen monitoring

algae
algae,
e u ~r_.~..p h.
pumping,
water
diversions
pumping.
.rater
o
diversions
Cu, Zn

further monitoring

Ag
Cu, Zn
Ag
trash
Se

R0026757

TABLE7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
Assumes Ihese activ,ties are funded to adhere 1o this schedule

Miscellaneous Ventura Coastal WMA

303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

Ventura Harbor: Ventura Keys
McGrath Lake

McGrath Lake
Port Hueneme Harbor
Port Hueneme Harbor
McGrath Beach
McGralh Beach
Mandalay Beach
Port Hueneme HarBor
Channel Islands Harbor
Port Hueneme Harbor

Type of
TMDL
Pollutant

Coliform
coliform
chlordane,
hist. pest.
DDT, olher
and effects
pesticides
sediment
DDT. PCBs hist. organtcs
PAHs
PAHs
Coliform
coliform and
beach
its effects
closures
beach
closures
7n
z_inc
Pb, Zn
metals
TBT
TBT

TMDL Start
"Date - FY

TMDL
Completion

(start of
monitoring)

Date - FY
(Basin Plan

Comments

Amendment)
2001/02
2001/02

2006107
2006/07

2001/02
2001/02
2000/01

2006/07
2006/07
2001/02

2002/03
2006/07
2006~’07

2004/05
2010/11
2010/11

FurlherneededaSsessmenlTBT ’e~,
have likely dropoed

R0026758
4.7-4

TABLE7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
Assumes !hese actiwhes are funded ~o adhere to lhis schedule

Santa Clara River Watershed

dy(Reach)

I Santa Clara River Estuary
Sanla Clara River Reach 8 0/V Pier Hwy 99 to
Bouquet Cyn Rd Bridge)
Santa Clara River Reach 7 (Blue Cul to West Pier
Hvw 99)
Santa Clara Rwer Reach 3 (Dam to abv Sp.
..Crk ,blw Timber Cyn)
Santa Clara River Reach 9 (Bouquet Cyn Rd. to
abv Lang Gaging)
Santa Clara River Reach 8 (W Pier Hv~, 99 to
Bouquet Cyn Rd Bridcle)
Sanla Clara River Esluary
Santa Clara Ri.ver Estuary Beach!Surfers Knoll
Wheeler CanyonfTodd Barranca
Torrey Canyon Creek
Brown Barranca/Long Canyon
Mini Canyon Creek Reach 1
Santa Clara River Reach 8 OAt Pier Hwy 99 to
8ououet Cvn Rd Bridoel
Santa Clara River Reach 8 ~ Pier Hw,! 99 to
Bouquet Cyn Rd Bridqe)
Santa Clara River Reach 7 (Blue Cut to West Pier
Hwy 99)
Santa Clara River Reach 3 (Dam to abv Sp.
_C.r.k-/blw Timber C n
Elizabeth Lake
Elizabelh Lake
Lake Hughes
Lake Hughes
Lake Hughes
Lake Hughes
Munz Lake
~
Munz Lake
L a__.k e Hughes

TMDL

Date. FY
(start of
monitoring)

hist. pest.

2001/02

Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)
2006/07

chloride

1997i98

2001/02

coliform

2001/02

2005/’06

nitrogen and
ts effects

2001,02

2002;03

Pollutant

ChemA,
toxaphene
chloride
chloride
chloride
coliform
coliform
Coliform
Coliform
ndrate +
nitrite
mtrale +
mtrite
nilrate +
nitrite
mlrate +
nitrite
NH3, nitrate
+ nitrite
org.
enrichment/I
NH3. nitrate
+ nitrite
NH3
Eutroph.
DO, pH
Eutroph.
fish kills
algae
odors
Eutroph.
~’ash
trash
trash

eutroph, and
its effects

2002/03

2004/05

trash

2004/05

2004/05

4.7-_~
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TABLE7A, SUbIMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
-~ssumes these actiwties are funded to adhere Io this schedule

Calleguas Creek Watershed

303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

Type of
TMDL
Pollutant

TMDL Start
Date - FY
(start of

monitoring)
Fox Barranca
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 1 (Lewis/Somis Rd. to
Fox Barranca)
Ar.°oyo Las Posas Reach 1 (Lewis/Somis Rd. to
Fox Barranca)
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 2 (Fox Barranca to
Moor0ark Fwy (23))
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 2 (Fox Barranca to
Mooroark Fv, rv t23Y~
Arroyo Simi Reach 1 fMoorpark Fv,,’y (23) to Brea
C~,n)
Calleguas Creek Reach 1 (estuar7 Io 0.5 mi. S. of
Broome Rd )
Calleguas Creek Reach 1 (estuary to 0.5 m~. S. of
Broome Rd.)
Calleguas Creek Reach 2(0.5 mi. S. of Broome
Rd [o Polrero Rd.)
Calleguas Creek Reach 2(0.5 mi. S. of Broome
Rd. lo Potrero Rd.}
Calleguas Creek Reach 3 (Potrero to Somis Rd.)
Conejo Creek/Arroyo Conejo N. Fonk
Conejo Creek Reach 1 (confl. Calleguas to Santa
Rosa Rd)
Conejo Creek Reach 1 (con& Calleguas to Santa
Rosa Rd)
Conejo Creek Reach 1 (con& Calleguas to Santa
Rosa Rd)
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. Io Tho.
Oaks city limit)
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho.
Oaks city limit)
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho.
Oaks city limit)
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (Tho. Oaks city limit to
Lynn Rd.)
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (Tho. Oaks city limit to
Lynn Rd.)
Conejo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn Rd.)
Conejo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn Rd.)
Co~ejo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn Rd.)

Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to
Central Ave.)
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to
Central Ave,)
Beardsley Channel (above Cenlral Ave.)
Beardsley Channel (above Central Ave.)
Mugu Lagoon
Duck pond agdc, drain/Mugu Orain/Oxnard Drain

n~trate +
nitrite
NH3

Nitrogen and
its effects

1997/98

TMDL

Completion

Comments

Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)
2001/02

nitrate ÷
nitrite
NH3
nitrate ÷
nitrite
NH3
NH3
nilrogen
NH3
nitrogen
nitrate ÷
nitrite
NH3
NH3
algae
low DO/org.
enrichment
NH3
algae
low DO/org,
enrichment
NH3
algae
NH3
algae
Low
DO/org.
enrichment
nitrogen
algae
nitrogen
algae
nitrogen
nitrogen

4.7-6
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TABLE7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
,Assumes these achvd~es are funded 1o adhere ~o this schedule

Calleguas Creek Watershed
Type of
TMDL

303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

Pollutant

Cone~o Creek Reach 1 (confl. Calleguas to Santa
Rosa Rd)
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho.
Oaks city limill
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (Tho Oaks city lim~l Io
Lynn Rd)
Coneio Creek Reach 4- (above Lynn Rd.)
Calleguas Creek Reach 1 (estuary to 0.5 mi. S. of
Broome Rd.I
CaIleguas Creek Reach 2(0..5 mi. S. of Broome
Rd. to Potrero Rd )
Duck pond agnc. drainJMugu DrainlOxnard Drain
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to
Central Ave)
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to
Cenlral Ave. )
! Beardsley Channel (above Cenlral Ave )
~.~eardstey Channel (above Central Ave.)
ilFox Barranca
Tapo Canyon Reach 1
Arroyo Sirni Reach 1 (Moorpark Fw’y (23) to Brea
Cyn)
Arroyo Sirni Reach 2 (above 8rea Canyon)
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 2 (Fox Barranca to
Moort3ark Fwy (23))
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 1 (Lewis~Somis Rd. to
Fox Barranca)
Calleguas Creek Reach 3 (Potrero to Somis Rd.)
Conejo Creek/Arroyo Conejo N. Fork
Conejo Creek Reach 1 (con& Calleguas to Sanla
Rosa Rd)
Conejo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho.
Oaks city limit)
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (rho. Oaks city limil to
Lynn Rd.)
Conejo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn R~f.)

toxicity

water-soluble
oest. and
effects

to×icily

TMDL Start
Date - FY
(start of
monitoring)
1997/98

TMDL ~
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)
2003/04

Comments

toxicity
loxicity
toxicity
toxicity
toxicity
toxicity
chlorpyrifos

loxiQly
chlorpyrifos
Boron.
sulfate, TDS
Boron,
chloride,
sulfale. TDS
Boron,
chloride.
sulfate. TDS
Boron,

salts

1997/98

2003/04

(2000/01 for
chlorides)

sulfate, TDS
chloride,
sulfate, TDS
chloride,
sulfate, TDS
chloride,
TDS
sulfale, TDS
sulfale, TDS
chloride,
sulfale. TDS
sulfate, TDS
chloride,
sulfate, TDS

4.7-7
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TABLETA. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
Assumes :hose activities are funded to adhere to this schedule

Calleguas Creek Watershed
Type of
TMDL
303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

Pollutant

Arroyo Las Posas Reach 1 (Lewis/Somis Rd. to
Fox Barranca)
Arroyo Las Posas Reach 2 (Fox Barranca to
Moor~aark Fwy (23))
Conejo Creek/Arroyo Conejo N. Fork

DDT

Conejo Creek Reach 1 (confl Calleguas to Santa
Rosa Rd)

DDT

historic pest.
and effects
and vehicle
of transport

TMDL Start
Date - FY
(start of
monitoring)
1997,;98

TMDL
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment1
2004/05

Comments

chlordane.
DDT
ChoreA,
dacthal,
DDT,
endosulfan,
toxaphene

ChemA,
dacthal,
DDT,
I
!
endosulfan.
toxaphene
Conejo Creek Reach 3 (Tho. Oaks city limit Io
ChemA,
Lynn Rd)
dacthal,
DDT.
endosutfan,
toxaphene
Conejo Creek Reach 4 (above Lynn Rd.)
ChemA,
dacthal,
DDT,
endosulfan,
[oxaphene
Calleguas Creek Reach 1 (estuary to 0.5 mi. S. of sediment
Broome Rd.)
toxicity
Calleguas Creek Reach 1 (estuary to 0.5 mi. S of
ChemA,
Broome Rd.)
chlordane,
DDT,
endosulfan,
toxaphene
Calleguas Creek Reach 2(0.5 mi. S. of Broome
sediment
Rd. to Potrero Rd.)
toxicity
Calleguas Creek Reach 2 (0.5 mi. S of Broome
ChoreA,
Rd. to Potrero Rd.)
chlordane,
dacthal,
DDT,
endosulfan,
toxaphene
Duck pond agdc. drain/Mugu Drain/Oxnard Drain ChoreA,
#2
DDT,
chlordane,
toxaphene
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to
ChoreA,
Central Ave.)
chlordane,
daclhal,
DDT,
dieldrin,
endosulfan,
toxaphene
Beardsley Channel (bbove Central Ave.)
ChemA.
chlordane.
dacthal.
DDT,
dieldrin,
endosulfan,
toxaphene
Mugu Lagoon
siltation
I Conelo Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho.
,, Oaks oty limit)

-"-’~
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TABLE7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
Assumes these activdies are funded Io adhere to this schedule

Calleguas Creek Watershed
303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

Mugu Lagoon
Duck pond agric, drain;Mugu Drain/Oxnard Drain
#2
Mugu Lagoon

Arroyo Sim~ Reach 1 [Moorpark Fw’y (23) Io Brea
Cyn)
Coneio Creek Reach 3 (Tho. Oaks cily limit to
Lynn Rd.)
Coneio Creek Reach 2 (Santa Rosa Rd. to Tho.
Oaks cdy limit)
Conejo Creek Reach 1 (confl. Calleguas to Sanla
Rosa Rd)
Calleguas Creek Reach 1 (estuary Io 0.5 mi. S of
Broome Rd.)
Calleguas Creek Reach 2 (0.5 mi. S of Broome
Rd. to Potrero Rd.)
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to
Central Ave.)
Beardsley Channel (above Central Ave.)
vlugu Lagoon
Rio de Santa Clara/Oxnard Drain #3
Rio de Santa Clara/Oxnard Drain #3

Rio de Santa Clara/Oxnard Drain #3
Mugu Lagoon
Mugu Lagoon
Revolon Slough Main 8~an~_,h (Mugu L%,,~,~ to
Central Ave.)
Beardsley Channel (above Central Ave.)
~o ~ CI~~ ~
Arroyo Simi Reach 1 (Moorpark Fwy (23) to Brea

Cyn)
Revolon Slough Main Branch (Mugu Lagoon to
Central Ave.,)

Type of
TMDL
Pollutant

Sediment
toxicity
sediment
toxicity
Chlordane,
dacthal,
DOT,
endosultan,
toxaphene
Cr. Ni, Ag,
Zn
Cd. Cr.
Ag
Cd Cr,
Ag
Cd, Cr Ni.
PCBs

TMDL Star1:
Date - FY
(start of
Monitoring)

TMDL
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)

Comments

hisloric pest.
and effects
and vehicle
of transport
(conrd)

metals

2002,/03

2005/06

PCBs

2001/02

2004/05

sed.-bound
organics
And effects

2005/06

2008109

mercury
other metals
trash

2005/06
2005/06
2005106

2008/09
2008/09
2008/09

nitrogen
selenium

2005/06
2005/06

2008/09
2008/09

PCBs
PCBs
PCBs
PCBs
PCBs
ChemA,
chlordane.
DDT,
toxaphene
sediment
toxicity
Hg
Cu, Ni, Zn
trash
trash
ni~ogen
Se
Se

R0026763
4.7-9

TABLE TA. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
~ssumes these actwdies are funded to adhere Io this schedule

Dominguez Channel and Los Angeles/Long Beach Harbor WMA
Type of
TMDL
303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

Pollutant

Dominguez Channel Estuary (to Vermont)

benthic
comm.
effects

Dominguez Channel Estuary (to Vermont)

ChemA,
chlordane,
DDT, PCBs
aldrin,
dieldrin

Dominguez Channel Esluary (to Vermont)
,
Dominguez Channel (above Vermonl)

Dominguez Channel (above Vermonl)
l~cs Angeles Harbor: Consolidated Slip
Los Angeles Harbor: Consolidated Stip
Los Angeles Harbor: Consolidated Slip
Los Angeles Harbor (part. Main Ch., Fish Hbr,
~.-.3hrill~ Pi~=r and hreakwat~rl
Los Angeles Harbor: Southwest Slip
Los Angeles Harbor: Southwest Slip
San Pedro Bay nearshore and offshore zone:
Cabrillo Pier area
San Pedro Bay nearshore and offshore zone:
Cabrillo Pier area
Cabrillo Beach (Inner)
Long Beach Harbor, part. Main Ch., SE Basin,
West Basin, Pier J, and breakwater
Long Beach Harbor, part. Main Ch., SE Basin,
Wesl Basin. Pier J, and breakwater
Long Beach Harbor, part. Main Ch., SE Basin,
West Basin, Pier J. and breakwater
Machado Lake (Harbor Lake)
Dominguez Channel (above Vermont)
Dominguez Channel Estuary (to Vermont)
Los Angeles Harbor: Consolidated Slip
Los Angeles Harbor (part. Main Ch., Fish Hbr,
Cabrillo Pier, and breakwater)
Long Beach Harbor, part. Main Ch.. SE Basin,
West Basin. Pier J, and breakwater
San Pedro Bay nearshore and offshore zone:
Cabrillo Pier area
Los Angeles Harbor (part. Main Ch., Fish Hbr,
Cabdllo Pier, and breakwater)
Cabrilto Beach (Inner)

PCBs, DDT,
other hisl
Pest. and
their effects

TMDL Start
Date - FY

TMDL
Completion

(start of
monitoring)

Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)
2007/08

2004/05

Comments

ChemA,
chlordane,
DDT, PCBs
aldrin,
dieldrin
benlhic
comm.
effects
DDT. PCBs
chlordane
DOT. PCBs
DDT, PCBs
sediment
toxicity
DDT, PCBs
sediment
toxicity
DDT, PCBs
benthic
comm.
effects
DDT. PCBs
sediment
toxicity
ChemA,
chlordane,
DDT, PCBs
PAHs
PAHs
PAHs
PAHs

PAlLs

2004/05

2007108

Effects of
coliform

2000/01

2001/02

PAHs
PAHs
beach
closure
beach
closures ....

4.7-1o

Further Assessment
Needed
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TABLE 7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
~,ssumes Ihese activities are funded to a~ahere Io this schedule

Dominguez Channel and Los Angeles/Long Beach Harbor WMA

303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

Torrance Carson Channel
Wilmington Drain
i Dominguez Channel (above Vermont)
i Oominguez Channel (above Vermont)
! Dominguez Channel (above Vermont)
! Dorninguez Channel Estuary (to Vermont)
Dominguez Channel Estuary (to Vermont)
, Oominguez Channel Estuary (Io Vermont)
I Los Angefes Harbor: Consolidated Slip
LLos Angeles Harbor: Consolidaled Slip
Machado Lake (Harbor Lake)
t’,1achado Lake (Harbor Lake)
,"Jachado Lake (Harbor Lake)
i Wilmington Drain
i Dom nguez Channel (above Vermont)
C>ominguez Channel Estuary (to ’,./ermon0
San Pedro Bay nearshore and cffshore zone:
Cabrillo Pier area
, Los Angeles Harbor: Consolidated Slip
Los Angeles Harbor (part. Main Ch.. Fish Hbr.
Cabrillo Pier, and breakwater)
~ominguez Channel (above Vermont)
Dominguez Channe! Estuary (to Vermont)
Torrance Carson Channel
_.~Wilmington Drain
Machado Lake (Harbor Lake)

Type of
TMDL
Pollutant

Cu. Pb
Cu, Pb
Cu, Pb
Cr
Zn
Cu. Pb
Cr
Zn
Pb
Cr, Zn
algae,
eutroph. ,
NH3
odors
NH3
NH3
NH3
Zn. Cu. Cr

Metals

2003/04

TMDL
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)
2006/07

nilrogen and
its effects

2006/07

20!0/11

ammonia

2005t06

2007/08

metals

2006/07

2010/11

TBT

2006/07

2010/11

co!iform

2000/01

2001/02

trash

2006/07

2007/08

TBT
TBT
coliform
coliform
coliform
coliform
trash

TMDL Start
. Date - FY
(start of
monitoring)

4.7-11
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Comments

Fur[her assessm~¥
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TABLETA. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
Assumes these aclw~t~es are funded to adhere to Ibis schedule

Santa Monica Bay WMA
303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

Pollutant

Marina del Rey Harbor Beach
Marina del Rey Harbor Beach

beach
closures
coliform

Madne del Rey Harbor - Back Basins

coliform

Medea Creek Reach 2 (abv. confl, with Lindero)

coliform

Medea Creek Reach 1 (lake to contl, with Lindero)
Las Virgenes Creek
Malibu Lagoon

coliform
coliform
swimming
restrictions
shellfish

Malibu Lagoon
Mal~bu Creek: lagoon to Malibu Lake
Stokes Creek
Lindero Creek Reach 1
L ndero Creek Reach 2 (above lake}
Palo Comado
Malibu Beach

t

Malibu Lagoon Beach (Surfrider)
Dockweiler Beach
Dockweiler Beach
Redondo Beach
Redondo Beach
Santa Monica Beach
Santa Monica Beach
Paradise Cove Beach
Paradise Cove Beach
Topanga Beach
Topanga Beach
Las Flores Beach
Torrance Beach
Torrance Beach
’ Trancas Beach (Broad Beach)
Trancas Beach (Broad Beach)
Will Rogers Beach
Will Rogers Beach
Big Rock Beach
Cabrillo Beach (Outer)
Cabrillo Beach (Outer)
Venice Beach
Venice Beach
Dan Blocker Memorial Beach
Leo Carillo Beach (south of County line)
Leo Carillo Beach (south of County line)
Long Point Beach
Big Rock Beach

Type of
TMDL

coliform and
its effect

coliform and
its effect

TMDL Start
TMDL
Date o FY
Completion
(start of
Date - FY
monitoring) . (Basin Plan
Amendment)
1998/99
2002/03

1998/99

2001/02

1998/99

2001/02

Comments

coliformadharvesting
Coliform
coliform
coliform
Coliform
beach
closures
coliform
beach
closures
coliform
beach
closures
coliform
beach
closures
coliform
beach
closures
coliform
beach
closures
coliform
coliform
beach
closures
colifon’n
beach
closures
coliform
beach
closures
coliform
coliform
beach
closures ....
coliform
beach
closures
coliform
coliform
Beach
closures
coliform
coliform
beach

cohforrn and
its effect

c~osures

R0026766
4.7-I2

TABLE7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
’~sSumes these activities are funded lo adhere to this schedule

Santa Monica Bay WMA

303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)
¯
Wh~les Point Beach
! Point Oume Beach
Las Tunas Beach
Point Vicenle Beach
Malaga Cove Beach
Lunada Bay Beach
Zuma 0.%’esb, vard Beachf
Point Fermin ~ark £each
Puerco Beach
Beach
Royal Palms Beach
Sea Level Beach
Rocky Poinl Beach
Resort Point Beach
Robert H. Meyer Memorial Beach
Abalone Cove Beach
Flat Rock Point Beach Area
Escondido Beach
Carbon 8each
Castlerock Beach
La Costa Beach
Bluff Cove Beach
Inspiration Point Beach
Nicholas Canyon Beach
Palos Verdes Shoreline Point Beach
Santa Monica Canyon
Ashland Avenue Drain
Sepulveda Canyon
Estuary

Type of
TMDL
Pollutant

beach
clOsures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
cJosures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
closures
beach
clo~ures
beach
closures
beach
closures
Beach
closures
pathogens

c~o~n
c~ifo~

Ballona Creek Estuary

TMDL Start
Date-FY
(start of
monitoring)

coliform and
its effect
(conrd)

coliform and
its effect

1998/99

TMDL
Completion .
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)

Comments

2002/03..._

shellfish
harvesting
adv.

4.7.13
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TABLE7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
Assumes Ihese activities are funded to adhere Io this schedule

Santa Monica Bay WMA
Type of
TMDL

303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

Pollutant

Malibu Lagoon

eutroph,

Malibu Creek: Lagoon Io Malibu Lake

nutrients and
their effect

TMDL Start
Date - FY
(start of
monitoring)
1998/99

TMDL

Completion ¯

Comments

Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)
2001/02

nulrients
(algae)
unnatural
scum/foam
Las Virgenes (]reek
nutrients
(algae)
Las Virgenes Creek
unnalural
scum/foam
Las Virgenes (,’reek
low DO, org.
enrichment
Lindero Creek Reach 2 (above take)
unnatural scum/foam
Lindero Creek Reach 2 (above lake)
algae
Lindero Creek Reach 1
unnatural
scum/foam
Lindero Creek Reach 1
algae
Medea Creek Reach 2 (abv. confl, with Lindero) algae
Medea Creek Reach 1 (lake 1o confl, with Lindero) algae
Malibu Creek: lagoon Io Malibu Lake

Malibou Lake
Malibou Lake
Lake Lindero
Lake Lindero
Westlake Lake
Westlake Lake
Westlake Lake
Lake Sherwood
Lake Sherwood
Lake Sherwood
Lake Calabasas
Lake Calabasas
Lake Catabasas
Lake Calabasas
Ballona Wetland
Ballona Creek
Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and Offshore Zone
Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and Offshore Zone
Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and Offshore Zone
Santa Monic~ Bay Nearshore amd Offshore Zone
Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and Offshore Zone
Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and Offshore Zone
Nicholas Canyon Beach
Paradise Cove Beach
Robert H. Meyer Memorial Beach
Point Dume Beach
Sea Level Beach

algae,
eutroph.
low DO, org.
enrichment
eutroph.,
algae
odors
NH3
eutroph.,
algae
low DO, org.
enrichment
NH3
Eutroph.,
algae
low DO, org.
enrichment
NH3
Eutroph.
Low DO, org.
enrichment
pH
trash
trash
Hg
Cd, Cu, Pb,
Ni, A9, Zn
chlordane
DDT, PCBs
sediment
toxicity
fish
consumption
advisory
DDT, PCBs
DDT. PCBs
DOT, PCBs
DDT, PCBs
DDT, PCBs

trash

1998/99

2000/01

metals

2000/01

2003/04

chlordane
pest. and
hisL PCBs,
and effects

2004/05
2005/06

2005/06
2009/10
..~.~

R0026768

TABLE7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
Assumes these activ.ties are funded to adhere to this schedule

Santa Monica Bay WMA
Type of
303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

[ Whiles Pooh’Beach
Trancas Beach (Broad 8each)
]’opanga Beach
Royal Palms Beach
#oinl Fermin Park Beach
Redondo 8each
Puerco 8each
Portugese Bend 8each
Amarillo Beach
Zuma (Weslward Beach)
Malibu Lagoon Beach (Surfrider)
La Cosla 8each
I Big Rock Beach
Btuff Cove Beach
/ Cabrdlo 8each (Outer)
I Carbon Beach
tCastlerock Beach
Escondido Beach
Flat Rock Point Beach Area
Inspiration Point 8each
Las Tunas Beach
Abalone Cove Beach
Malaga Cove Beach
Las Flores 8each
Long Point Beach
Malibu Beach
Palos Verdes Shoreline Poinl Beach
Marina del Rey Harbor - Back Basins
Marina del Rey Harbor - Back Basins
Marina del Rey Harbor - Bac~ Basins
Madna del Rey Harbor - Back Basins

Ballona Creek
Ballona Creek Estuary
Ballona Creek Estuary
Canyon
Pico Kenter Drain
Rey Harbor o Back Basins
Marina del Rey Had~o~ - Back Basir~
Creek
Sepulveda Canyon
Pico Kenter Drain
Pico Kenter Drain
Pico Kenter Drain
Santa Monica Canyon "

TMDL
Pollutant

DDT PCBs
hist. PCBs.
DDT, PCBs
pesl. and
DDT. PCBs
Effects
DDT, PCBs
(conl’d)
DOT, PCBs
DDT. PCBs
DDT, PCBs
DDT. PCBs
DDT, PCBs
DDT. PCBs
DDT. PCBs
DDT, PCBs
DDT. PCBs
DDT, PCBs
DDT, PCBs
DDT. PCBs
DOT. PCBs
DOT, PCBs
DDT, PCBs
ODT, PCBs
DDT PCBs
DDT. PCBs
DDT, PCBs
DDT. PCBs
DDT, PCBs
DDT
pesticides
DDT, PCBs,
hist. PCBs,
chlordane
pest. and
dieldrin
effects
benthic
comm.
effects
fish
consumption
advisory
PCBs, DDT,
hisL PCBs,
ChemA.
pesL and
chlordane,
effects
dielddn
sediment
toxicity
PCBs, DDT,
chlordane
sediment
Ioxicity
NH3
2009/10
ammonia
NH3
Pb
metals
Cu, Zn
Pb
metats and
Pb
their effects

TMDL Start
Date - FY
" (start of
monitoring)

200!/02

2001102

TMDL
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)
~

"~"
Comments

2003/04

2004/05

~

2006/07
2001/02

2004/05

2004/05

2006/07

Cu
toxicity
Pb

4.7-15
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TABLE7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
Assumes these activities are funded to adhere Io lhis schedule

Santa Monica Bay WMA
Type of
TMDL

TMDL Start
Date - FY
(start of
monitoring)

303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

Pollutant

Ballona Creek
Ballona Creek.
Ballona Creek
Ballona Creek Estuary
Bal!ona Wetland
Westlake Lake
Malibou Lake

Pb, Ag
As. Cu, Cd
toxicity
Pb, Zn
As
chlordane
chlordane,
PCBs
DOT

metals and
their effects

2000/01

TMDL
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)
2003/04

hist. pest.

2006/07

2009/10

low DO, org.
enrichmen.t

DO

2006/07

2008/09

trash
lrash
trash
trash
trash
trash
trash
trash
exotic
vegetation
Ballona Wetland
habitat
alteration,
hydromodification,
reduced tidal
flushing
Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and Offshore Zone
debris
Lake Lindero
chloride,
spec. cond.
Westlake Lake
Pb
Westlake Lake
Cu
Malibou Lake
Cu
Lake Sherwood
Hg
Lake Calabasas
Zn
Lake Calabasas
Cu
Lake Lindero
Se
Triunfo Cyn Creek Reach I
Pb, Hg
Tdunfo Cyn Creek Reach 2
Pb, Hg
Medea Creek Reach 2 (abv. ¢onfl. with Lindero) Se
Medea Creek Reach 1 (lake to con& with Lindero) Se
Las Virgenes Creek
Se
Lindero Creek Reach 2 (above lake)
Se
Lindero Creek Reach 1
Se
Ashland Avenue Drain
toxicity

trash

2005i06

2006/07

trash
unknown

20081’09
2006/07

2009/10
2009/10

debds
chloride

2006/07
2006/07

2009110
2009/10

metals

2005/06

2007108

N/A

2006/07

2009/10

TBT

2006/07

"~ ~
2009/10

N/A

2006/07

2009/10

Lake Calabasas
Ashland Avenue Dram
Medea Creek Reach 2 (abv. confl, wilh Lindero)
Medea Creek Reach 1 (lake to con& wilh Lindero)
Lake Lindero
Lindero Creek Reach 2 (above lake)
I Lindero Creek Reach 1
Malibu Creek: lagoon to Malibu Lake
Las Virgenes Creek
Pico Kenter Drain
Ballona Wetland

Ballona Creek

TBT

Marina del Rey Harbor - Back Basins

TBT

Malibu Lagoon

benthic
comm.
effects

47-16
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Comments

Ora,n ,s di’~er~ed
dunng dry wealher
~ow

Cause e! to,~t’y
needs to be
detetmine~. Dt~=n
is diverled dunng
dry weather flO~,~’
TBT levels have
likety dropl~e<:l ~nce
last samplin<j
Cause needs to
be determ=ne~

T~,BLE 7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
3,ssumes these activdies are funded Io adhere to Ibis schedule

Los Angeles River Watershed
303(d) Listed Waterbody (Reach)

Sepulveda Chanr~eliCanyon
Tuiunga Wash (d/s Hansen Dam to Los Angeles
River)
’rujunga Wash (d/s Hansen Dam to Los Angeles
r River)
Los Angeles River Reach 5 (w~/hin Sepulveda

Pollutant

NH3

Type of
TMDL

TMDL Start
Date - FY
(start of
monitoring)

nitrogen and
related
effects

1999100

TMDL
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
amendment)
2001/02

Comments

NH3
scum. odors
NH3

~ Los Angeles River Reach 5 fwithin Sepulveda
scum, odors
"
£asin)
Los Angeles River Reach 4 (Sepulveda Dam to
NH3
Riverside Dr.)
Los Angeles River Reach 4 (Sepulveda Dam ~o
scum, odors
Riverside Dr. )
L3s Angeles River Reach 3 (Riverside Dr. Io
NH3
i Figueroa
! Los Angeles River Reach 3 (Riverside Dr. to
odors, scum
i Figueroa Sl.)
Los Angeles River Reach 2 (Figueroa SI. ~o u/s
NH3
Carson SI.)
Los Angeles River Reach 2 (Figueroa Sl. Iouts
odors, scum
Carson Sl.)
Los Angeles River Reach l(u/s Carson St. to
NH3
estuary)
Los Angeles River Reach l(u/s Carson St. to
pH
estuary)
Los Angeles River Reach l(u/s Carson St. lo
scum
estuary)
Burbank Western Channel
NH3
Burbank Western Channel
Algae
Verdugo Wash (Reaches I & 2)
algae
Arroyo Seco Rch 1 (d/s Devil’s Gate Dam) & Rch
algae
2 (W. Holly Ave. to Devil’s Gale)
Rio Hondo Reach 1 (Santa Aria Fwy to Los
NH3
Angeles River)
Rio Hondo Reach 1 (Santa Ana Fwy to Los
pH
Angeles River)
Rio Hondo Reach 2 (from Whittier Narrows Rood
NH3
Control Basin to Spreading Grounds)
Coml3ton Creek
pH
Wash (d/s Hansen Dam to Los Angeles
coliform
River)
Los Angeles River Reach 6 (u/s of Sepulveda
coliform
Basin)
Los Angeles River Reach 4 (Sepulveda Dam to
coliform
Riverside Dr.)
Los Angeles River Reach 2 (Figueroa St. Io u/s
coliform
Carson St.)
Los Angeles River Reach 1 (Ws Carson St. to
colifown
estuary)
Verdugo Wash (Reaches 1 & 2)
Arroyo Seco Rch 1 (d/s Devil’s Gate Dam) & Rch Coliform
Coliform
2 (W. Holly Ave. to Devil’s Gale)
Rio Hondo Reach 1 (Santa Aria Fwy to Los
coliform
Angeles River)
Rio Hondo Reach 2 (from Whittier Narrows Flood
coliform
Control Basin to Spreading Grounds)
Com0ton Creek
coliform

t

coil form

4.7-17

1999/00

2001/02
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TABLE 7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
Assumes these actJv~hes are funded to adhere to Ibis schedule

Los Angeles River Watershed
303(d) Listed Waterbody (Reach)

Tujunga Wash (dis Hansen Dam to.Los An~e!es
River)
Los Angeles River Reach 5 (w~thin Sepulveda
Basin)
Los Angeles River Reach 4 (Sepulveda Dam to
Riverside Dr )
Los Angeles River Reach 3 (Riverside Dr. to
Figueroa St.)
Los Angeles River Reach 2 (Figueroa St. to u/s
Carson St.)
Los Angeles River Reach l(u/s Carson SL to
estuary)
Burbank Western Channel
[ Verdugo Wash (Reaches 1 & 2)
i Arroyo Seco Reach 1 (d/s Devil’s Gate Oam) ~,
Reach 2 (W. Holly Ave. to Devil’s Gate)
Rio Hondo Reach 1 (Santa Ana Fwy to Los
Angeles River)
Tujunga Was~ (d!s Hansen Dam Io Los Angeles
River)
Compton Creek
Burbank Western Channel
Los Angeles River Reach l(u/s Carson St. to
estuary)
Los Angeles River Reach 2 (Figueroa St. to u/s
Carson St.)
Los Angeles River Reach 4 (Sepulveda Dam to
Riverside Dr.)
Rio Hondo Reach 1 (Santa Aria Fwy to Los
Angeles River)
Monrovia Cyn Creek
Aliso Canyon Wash
Peck Rd Lake
Echo Park Lake
Lincoln Park Lake
Los Angeles River Reach 5 (within Sepulveda
8asin~)
Pe~ Rd Lake
Peck Rd Lake
Lincoln Park Lake
Lincoln Park Lake
Lincoln Park Lake
Lincoln Park Lake
Echo Park Lake
Echo Park Lake
Echo Park Lake

Pollutant

trash

Type of
TMDL

TMDL Start
Date - FY
(start of
monitoring)

trash

1999/00

TMDL
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
amendment)
2000/01

Comments

trash
trash
trash
tras~
trash
trash
lrash
trash

I

trash
Cu

metals

2000/01

trash

2008/09

2010/11

pesticide

2007108

2010/11

nitrogen and
its effects

2007/08

2010111

2003/04

Cu. Pb
Cd
Pb
Pb
Pb
Cu, Zn
Pb
Se
trash
trash
trash
chlorpynfos
low DO,
org.
enrichment
odors
NH3
Low DO
Eutroph.
odors
pH
Eutroph.,
NH3, algae
odors

4.7-1S
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TABLE7A. SUMMARY SCHEDULE FOR TMDL DEVELOPMENT
,Assumes these activ,ties are funded lo adhere to Ibis schedule

Los Angeles River Watershed
303(d) Listed Waterbody (Reach)

Type of
TMDL

TMDL Start
Date. FY

historic pest.

2002/03

TMDL
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
amendment)
2005/06

PCBs and
historic pest.

2007/08

2010/11

metals

2007/08

2010/11

o~1

2007/08

2010tl 1

VOCs

2007;08

2010/11

Pollutant

(start of
monitoring)
Los Angeles River Reach 5 (within Sepulveda
.Basin)
Echo Park Lake
Peck Rd Lake
Peck Rd Lake
Lincoln Park Lake
Echo Park Lake
-Los Angeles River Reach 5 (within Sepulveda
Basin)
Los Angeles River Reach 2 (Figueroa SL to uis
i Carson SI.)
Los Angeles River Reach 6 (u/s of Sepulveda
Basra)

ChemA
PCBs
DDT,
chlordane
Pb
Pb
Cu. Pb
o~1
oil
VolaNe
organics

4.7-19
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Comments

Further assessment,
needed
’

San Gabriel River Watershed
303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

Pollutant

Type of
TMDL

TMDL Start
Date - FY

(start of
monitoring)
San Gabne~ River Reach 3 (Whither Narrows to
Ramona ~
San Gabriel River Reach 2 (Firestone to
Whittier Narrows Dam}
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary to
Firestone)
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary to
Firestone)
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary to
Firestone)
San Jose Creek Reach 2 (Temple to I-10 at
While Ave.)
San Jose Creek Reach 2 (Temple to 1-10 at
White Ave.)
San Jose Creek Reach 1 (SG confluence to
Temple St.)
San Jose Creek Reach 1 (SG confluence to
Temple St.)
Coyote Creek
Coyote Creek
Coyote Creek
Walnut Creek
Walnut Creek
San Gabriel River East Fork
Legg Lake
Puddingstone Reservoir
El Dorado Lakes
El Dorado Lakes
Puddingstone Reservoir
Legg Lake
Santa Fe Dam Park Lake
Coyote Creek
San Gabdel River Reach 1 (Estuary to
Firestone)
San Gabriel River Estuary

El Dorado Lakes
El Dorado Lakes
Crystal Lake
Legg Lake
Legg Lake
Legg Lake
Puddingstone Reservoir
Santa Fe Dam Park Lake
San Gabdel River Reach 2 (Firestone to
Whittier Narrows Dam)
San Gabdel River Estuary
Coyote Creek

toxicity
NH3

nitrogen and
ils effects

1999/00

TMDL
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)
2002/03

Comments

HH3
algae
toxicity
NH3
algae
NH3
algae

NH3
algae
toxicity
toxicity
pH
trash
trash
trash
trash
DDT. PCSs. PCBs & pest.
chlordane
Hg
metals
Cu, Pb
Hg
Cu, Pb
Pb, Cu
abnormal
Oependent on
fish
cause
histology
abnormal
fish
histology
abnormal
fish
histolo(:j~/
algae, NH3, nitrogen and
eut~oDh,
its effects
pH
algae,
nutrients
NH3
pH
odors
low DO,
org.
enrichment
pH
Pb
metals

1998/99
2000/01
2000/01

1999/00
2008/09
2005/06

2000/01

2005/06

2000/01

2005/06

2001/02

2003/04

2000/01

2004/0~,-"

Completed

Further Assessment
needed - cause of
abnormalities
unknown

As
Ag

47-20

R0026774

San Gabriel River Watershed
303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

San Jose Creek Reach I (SG confluence ~o
Temple St )
San Jose Creek Reach 2 (Temple to 1-10 at
White Ave )
San Gabriel River Reach 2 (Firestone to
Whiltier Narrows Dam)
San Gabriel River Reach 1 (Estuary to
Firestone)
Coyote Creek

Pollutant

coliform

Type of
TMDL

coliform

TMDL Start
Date - FY
(start of
monitoring)
2000/01

TMDL
Completion
Date - FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)
2002.,03

Comments

coliform
cotiform
coliform
coli~’orm
..~

4.7-21

R0026775

Los Cerritos Channel and Alamitos Bay WMA
303(d) Listed Waterbody(Reach)

’~olorac~o Lagoon
Colorado Lagoon
Colorado Lagoon
Colorado Lagoon
Colorado Lagoon
Los Cerritos Channel
Los Cerri~os Channel
L3s CerrRos Channel
Los Cerntos Channel

Pollutant

OOT, PCBs,
chlordane
dieldrin
sediment
PAHs
Pb. Zn
Zn
Cu, Pb
NH3
coliform

Type of
TMDL

TMDL Start
Date. FY
(start of
monitoring)

hist. pest.
and effects

2001/02

TMDL
Completion
Date- FY
(Basin Plan
Amendment)
2004/05

runoff metals &
PAHs
metals

2001/02

2004/05

2001/02

2004/05

ammonia
coliform

2001102
2001/02

2004;05
2004/05

4.7-22

Comments

--

R0026776

Table 7B. Detailed Schedule of TMDL Activities (started in the next five years

4.7-~

R0026777

,Watershed

~.,. :.>.

’

,
¯ ~.’." ~..~
¯,~ ,~/,~.. ......:

Calleguas
Creek
WMA

Conejo Creek]Arroyo Conejo N. Fork
Calleguas Creek Reaches 1.2 and 3
Duck Pond ag drain/Mugu Drain/Oxnard Drain #2
Conejo Creek Reaches 1, 2, 3, and 4
Rio de Sanla Clara (tributap/to Mugu Lagoon)
Arroyo La,~ Posas Reaches 1 and 2
Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash
Arroyo Siml Reach 1
Fox Barranca

;’. ~
¯

. ~,:: ,Pollutant

~.., j’..,, .

Develop
Develop
Basin
Technical hnplementation
Plan
TMDL
Plan
Amendment

and its effects:
nitrate + nitrite
nitrogen
ammonia
algae
low OO/org. enrichment

00/01

01102

01102

RB/SH co-lead:

RB/SH co-lead

RB lead

Salts:
boron
sulfate
TDS (total dissolved solids)

01/02
for oll3er sails
RB lead

~on

Fox Barranca
Tapo Canyon Reach 1
Arroyo Stmi Reaches 1 and 2
Arroyo Las Posas Reaches I and 2
Calleguas Creek Reach 3
Conejo Creek]Arroyo Conejo N Fork
~k Reaches 1, 2, 3 and 4
Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash
Calleguas Creek Reaches 1 and 2
Duck pond ag drainlMugu Drain/Oxnard Drain #2
~k Reaches 1, 2, 3 and 4
Arroyo Las Posas Reaches 1 and 2

chloride
Water-soluble pe.~licides and etfecls:
chlorpyrifos
toxicity

Conejo Creek]Arroyo Conejo N. Fork
Conejo Creek Reaches 1, 2, 3 and 4
Calleguas Creek Reaches 1 and 2
Duck pond ag drain/Mugu Drain/Oxnard Drain #2
Revolon Slough and Beardsley Wash
Mugu Lagoon

Historic pesticides and effects,
siltation:
DDT
dacthal
endosulfan
ChemA
toxaphene
dieldrin

Arroyo Simi R"-"-"-"~ach 1
Conejo~reek Reach 3
Conejo;ICreek Reach 2
~o Creek Reach 1

~
Metals:
Cr, Ni, Ag,Zn
Cd

04105

00/01 for
chlorides
01/02

03/04 for other salts
RB/SH co-lead

00/01 for chlorides

03/04 for
other salts
RB lead

00/01 for
chlorides

02/03

02103

RB lead

RBISH co-lead

RB lead

03/04

03/04

04/05

RB lead

RB/SH co-lead

RB lead

05/06
05/06
F(U t~ad

RB/tSH co-lead

RB lead

"fable 7B. Detailed Schedule of TMDL Activities (started in the next live years)

Watershed

,.. :.. ~. ; ........;. ,~,~ :~ r~.
’ .~:~;..~.;~.~a~rbod~-[R~’~.£~
~,#~,~,;~v...::t,;., Pollutant
¯ , ",
.."’.~; ~"~ ’..,L~’~." ¯ ~’" "’ ~.4~

.

¯~ ...., ....... ~ ..... ~...-~, ..,. ,- . ~).,~~:~. ~
Calleguas Creek R~a~ 1 (estua~ Io 0.5 mi. S of Brae Rd.) PCBs
Calle~u~ Creek Rea~ 2 (0.5 rot. ~ of Brae Rd. Io Po~ero
Revolon 81ough Main Bran~ (Mugu Lagoon Io Cenlral Ave.)
Beardsley Channel (above Cen~al Ave.)
Mu~u La~n
Sanla Moni~ Medea Creek Rea~e~ 1 and 2
Bay WMA Las Virgenes Creek
Malibu Creek Lindero Creek Rea~es 1 and 2
Watershed
S~okes Creek
Palo Comado
Malibu Creek; lag~n Io Malibu Lake
Malibu Lagoon
Lake Calab~s
Lake Shewed
Westlake Lake
Lake Llndero
Malibou Lake
I Lindero Creek Rea~es 1 and 2
~ Medea Creek Rea~es 1 and 2
Las Virgene~ Creek
Malibu Creek; lag~n to Malibu Lake
Malibu Lagoon
Santa Moni~ Marina del Rey Harbor Beach
Bay WMA Marina del Rey Harbor - Ba~ Basins
Marina del Rey
Harbor

Coliform and effects:
colifo~
, swimming reslrictions
shellfish ha~esling advlso~

Nutrients and lheir e~ects (Phase I):
ammonia
pH
low dissolved oxygen
al,
eulrophi~lion
organic enrichment
unnatural foam/scum
nu~ienls
odors
Coliform and i~s eflecls:
~liform
beach closures

4.7-26

Develop
Develop
Basin
’
Technical Implementation
Plan
Plan
Amendment
03/04

03/04

04105

00101

00101

01102

RB/SH co-lead

RB/SH co-I~ad

RB lead

00/01

01/02

01/02

RB/SH co-lead

RB/SH co-lead

RB lead

01/02

02/03

02/03

RB/SH co-lead

RB/SH co-lead

RB lead

"fable 7/3. Detailed Schedule of TMDL Activities (started ia the next five years)

~ : ’1 "’1’ ’ ’ % "’ ;

~

Marina del Rey Harbor - Back Basins
Santa Monica
Bay WMA g~ea~er Santa
Monica Bay

Greater Santa Monica Bay beaches

Santa Monica Bay Nearshore and Offshore Zone

Santa Monica I~ay Nearshore and Offshore Zone
Sanla Monica
Bay WMA Ballona Creek

Ballona Creek
Ballona Wetland
Ballona Estuary
Ballona Creek
Ballona Creek l=$tuary
Ballona Wetland

~

Develop
Develop
Technical Implementation,

Pollutant

Basin
Plan

Historic PCBs, peslicides and effecls;
DDT, PCBs, chlordane
PCBs
chlordane
dieldrin
benlhic comm, etfecls
fish consumption advisory

03/04

03/04

03/04

RB/SH co-lead

RB/SH co-lead

RB lead

metals:
Pb, Cu, Zn

03/04
RB/SH co-lead

03/04
RB/SH co-lead

04/05
RB lead

00/,01
RB!GH co-lead

00/01
RB/SH co-lead

01/02

~
coliforms, pathogens, beach closures
(Phase I)

RB lead
Metals:
Hg, Cd, Cu, Pb, Ni, Ag, Zn

- ----------trash

4.7-27

02/03
RB/SH co-lead

03/04
RB lead

04/05
RB/SH co-lead

05/06
RB/SH co-lead

05/06
RB lead

99/0"-"""~-’-~
RB/SH co-lead

00/01
RB/SH co-lead

00/01
RB lead

01/02
RB/SH co-lead
02/03

01/02
RB/SH
co-lead
02/03

02/03
RB lead
03/04

RB/SH co-lead

RB/SH co-lead

RB lead

~

’ chlordan--’--’-"~

colifor"""-"~"~
shellfish harveslinq advise
Metals and ils effecls:
Pb, Ag, As, Cu, Cd, Zn

02/03
RB/SH co-lead

~

Table 7B. Detailed Schedule of TMDL Activities (started in the next five years)

Watershed

...

0~ ’ ¯:.~,..~~~,;.,,.t~.;:_., .~ . .:,
-~,:,~.:.r~:a,:.~..,3
,,,~.~’~. .:" .
,t.: .: ~....’.,,,~’,~ ".: _ q
~~.]
~. ~:i~,:,~:::-~",,~!Pollutant
~ ~::..,.,,...~’..’,~~ :. ,- .,~.~ ~, "

Ballona Cree~
Ballona Creek Ezlua~
Ballona Greek Estua~

Los Angeles
River
WMA

Topanga Cyn Creek
Sepulveda Canyon
Pico Kenter Drain
Pico Kenter Drain
Pico Kenter Drain
Santa Moni~ Can~on
LOs Angeles River Reaches 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
Burbank Western Channel
Verdugo Wash Reaches 1 and 2
~Arroyo Seco Rea~ 1
~Rio Hondo Rea~es 1 and 2
Complon Creek
Sepulveda Channel/Canyon
Tujunga Wash (dis Hansen Dam to ~ River)
Los Angeles River Reaches 1, 2, 4, and 6
Tujunga Wash (d/s Hansen Dam to LA River)
Verdugo Wash Reaches 1 and 2
Arroyo Seco Reach 1
Rio Hondo Reaches 1 and 2
Compton Creek
Los Angeles River Reaches 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
Burbank W/~stern Channel¯
Verdugo k’~sh Reaches 1 and 2
Arroyo Seco Reach 1
Rio Hondo Reach 1
Tujunga Wash (dis Hansen Dam to CA River)

Historic PCBs ~ Pesiicides and effects:
PCBs
DDT
ChemA
chlordane
dieldrin
sediment Ioxicit~
Melals and its effects:
~Pb, CU
~ toxicity

Nitr~en and related e~ects:
ammonia
pH
algae
scum

Colifom~

I Trash
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Develop
Technical
TMDL

Develop

Basin
.

Implementation
Plan
Plan
Amendment

03/04

03/04

04/05

RB/SH co-lead

RB/SH co-lead

RB lead

05106

06/07

06/07

00/01
RB lead

00101
RB/SH co-lead

01/02
RB lead

00/01

00/01

01/02

RB lead

RB/SH co-lead

RB lead

99/00

00/01

00/01

REI lead

RB/$H co-lead

RB lead

Table 7B. Detailed Schedule of TMDL Activities (started in the next five years)

Watershed

’ ~:",~
’ .- :’.,
’’ ’:~,:,’:-~
."; ~.;~."’
=;~3;;~W.aterbod
" ,’"~ .....

;

Pollutant

.... ~,~.:,~’, ....
Los Angeles River Reaches 1, 2, and 4
8urbank Western ¢hannel
Compton Creek
Monrovia Canyon Creek
Rio Honao Rea~ 1
Tujung~ Wash (dis Hansen Dam to ~ River)
~Creek.
Los Angel~s R~each 5 (wills Sepulveda Basin)
Dominguez
Channel
WMA

.......
Cabrillo Pier
Cabrillo 8each (inner)
~
Dominguez Channel Estua~ (to Vermont)
Dominguez Channel (above Vermont)
Los Angeles Harbor: Consolidated Slip
Los Angol~s Harbor (paa. Main Ch., Fish Hbr, Cabr o Pier
and breakwater)
,
Los Angele~ Harbor: Southwest Slip
San Pedro fl~y nearshore and offshore zone: Cabrillo Pier
area
Cabdlle 8e~Gh (Inne0
Long Bea~ Ha~bo~, pa~. Main Ch., SE Basin, We~t 8a~i~,
P~e~ J, and breekwaler
Machado Lake (Ha[bet Lake)
Oominguez ChaPel Estua~ (to Vermont)
Dominguez Channel (above Vermont)
Los Angele~ Harbor: Con~olidaled ~lip
Los Angeles Ha~bo~ (pa~. Main Ch., Fish Hbr, Cabnllo Pier,
and b~eakwaler)
~an Pedrq Say nearshore and o#~hore zone: Cabdllo Pier
area
Cabrillo ~a~h (Inner)
Long Beach Harbor, pa~. Main Ch,, ~E Basin, West Basin,
Pier J. and b~eakwale~

i,o

~pper
lead
zinc
selenium
cadmium
Historic pesticide:
chemA
beach closure~
Historic pesticides and Ihelr e~ects:
ChemA, chlordane. OPT, PCBs
aldrin, dieldrin
sediment toxicity benthic co,rim.
effec~

PAH~

4.7-29

Develop
Develop
Basin
Technical Implementation
Plan
TMDL
Plan
Amondmenl
02/03

02/03

03/04

RB lead

RS/SH co-lead

RB lead

04/05
RB lead

05/06
RB/SH co-lead

05/06
RB lead

01/02
RB/S~ co-lead
06/07

06/~7

01/02
RB/SH

0~/02

07/08

07/08

07/0~

~7/0~

Table 7B. Detailed Schedule of TMDL Activities (started in the next five years)

.......... ~ ...... , .......

, ......

~,,

:~ ,j’., ~..., .

ueve~op
uevetop
Basin
Technical Implementation
Plan
TMDL
Plan
Amendment

..... :""’:’"~ ’:~ ~g~atero~a~lNeacm~N~.~?::," , Polluiant

Venlura
Coaslal
WMA

’ Torrance Carson Channel
Wilmington Drain
Dominguez Channel (above Ve~ont)
Dominguez Channel Estua~ (to Ve~onl)
Los Angeles Harbor: Consolidaled Slip

Metals:
Cu, Pb, Cr, Zn,

05/06

06/07

06/07

Torran~ Carson Channel
Wilmington Drain
’ Dominguez Channel (above Ve~ont)
Dominguez Channel Estua~ (to Vermont)

Coliform

01/02

01/02

01/02

McGrath Beach
Mandalay Beach

Coliform and its effects:
coliform
beach Oosures

011 02
RB/SH co-lead

01/02
RSiSH co-lead

01/52
RB lead

Ventura Harbor: Venlura Keys

coliform

05/06

06/07

06/~7

McGralh Lake

Historic Pesticides and their effects:
Chlordane, DDT, other pesticides
Sediment toxicity

05/06

06/07

06107

Historic Organi~
DDT, PCBs

05/06

06/07

06/07

Po~ Hueneme Harbor

Po~ Hueneme’ Harbor

Ventura River
Watershed

PAHs

05/06

06/07

06/07

Po~ Hueneme Hair

Zn

03/04

03/04

04/05

Ventu~a River Estua~

DOT

04/05

05/06

05/06

~Venlu~a,River Reach 2 (Main St. to Weldon Canyon)
, Ventura~River Reach 1 (estua~ to Main St.)
Ventura’River Estua~

eutrophication

03/04

03/04

04/05

4.7-3~)
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i~i"’

:;%~ , Pollutant
~., ,
Ventura River Reach 2 (Main St. to Weldon Canyon)
Venfura River Reach 1 (estuary to Main St,)
Ventura River Estuary
Ventura River Reach 2 (Main St. to Weldon Canyon)
Santa Clara Santa Clara River Reaches 3, 7, and 8
River
WMA
~
Santa Clara River Reaches 3, 7, and 8
Mint Canyon Reach 1
Brown Barranca/Long Canyon
Torrey Canyon Creek
Wheeler Canyon/Todd Barranca
Santa Clara River Esluary
Santa Clara Rtver Reach 9 (Bouquet Cyn Rd. to abv Lang
Gaging)
Santa Clara River Reach 8 (VV Pier Hwy 99 to Bouquet Cyn Rc
Bridge)
Santa Clara River Estuary
Sabra Clara River Estuary Beach/Surfers Knoll

Metals:
Cu, Zn, Ag,

Develop

Develop

Basin

Technical Implementation
Plan
TMDL
Plan
Amendment
04/05

05/06

05/06

S~

04/05

05/06

05/06

Chloride

00/01

99/00

01/02

RB/SH co-lead
01/02
RB/SN co-lead

RB/SH co-lead
01/02
RB/SH co-lead

RB lea(]
02103

Tras’"-E’~

Nilrogen and ils effects:
nitrale + nitrite
ammonia
organic enrichment
low dissolved oxygen

RB lead

Historic Pesticides:
ChemA, toxaphene

05/06

06/07

06/07

Coliform

04/05

05/06

05/06

Elizabeth Lake
Munz Lake
Lake Hughes

Eutrophication and its effects:
Low DO, fish kdls, algae odors

03/04

03/04

04/05

Elizabeth Lake
Munz Lak~

Trash

04/05

04/05

04/05

4.7-31
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wa~er~,e,
’ , ~;:.;, .~,.~.:,’..’..,; ’,.,,;,;;;~;~., -... ~~~ ;.::::’ :..:,."
¯ ’ ;: .~’,~.:,,~:~.,~ater~g
~=l~_~},~~ ~:~.~" :~::" Pollutant
~~~ ~,’ ~,,,,~,~ ,.’ .....
San Gabriel
River
WMA

’ San Gabriel River Rea~es 1, 2, and 3
San Jose Creek Reache~ 1 and 2
Walnut Creek
Coyote Creek

~an Gabriel River East Folk

San Gabriel River Reach 2
San Gabriel River Es[ua~
Coyote Creek

San Gabriel River Reaches I and 2
San Jose Creek Reache~ I and
Coyole Creek

Develop
Develop
Basin
Technical Implementation
Plan
TMDL
Plan
Amendment

Nilrogen and i[s effecls:
ammonia
Ioxicity
pH
algae

01/02
RB/SH co-lead

Trash

99/00
R~/SH co-lead

99/00
RB/GH co-lead

RB adoption on
10/29/99

M~tals:
Pb
As
Ag

04/05
RB/SH co-lead

04/05
RB/SH co-lead

04105

02103
R~ISH co-lead

02103

coliform

01/02
RB/SH co-lead

02/03
RB lead

RB lead
02103
RBIGH co-lead

RB lead
Puddingslone Rese~o~r

PCBs and Pesticides:
DDT, chlordane, PCs

04105

05106

05106

El Dorado Lakes
Puddingslone Rese~oir
Legg Lake
Santa Fe Dam Pa~ Lake

Melals:
Hg, Cu, Pb

04105

05106

05106

Coyole C~eek
San Gab~el River Rea~ I (Eslua~ Io Flreslone)
San Gabriel River

abnormal fish histology
Cause unknown

04105

05106

05100

El Do[a~o Lakes
Puddin~lone Rose.elf
Legg Lake
Sanla Fe Dam Pa~ Lake
C~slal Lake

Nilrogen and il~ effect:
Eulrophication, algae, NH3, pH,
Nulrien~, orders, low DO,
enrichmenl

03~04

03104

03104
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1.4i:.~/,.:,,,,~: ,~
Los Cerritos
Channel and
Alamilos Bay
WMA

Colorado Lagoon

~oon

Los Cerrllos Channel

Los Cerritos Channel
,-.-,-..,.,--..,~
Los Cerritos Channel
~

""~ ’ " ....
’,: .......
" Pollutant
,,.. "
Historir-.
stonc pesticides
n~.~ti,-i,~and
.... .~
effects:
^~ .....
DOT, PCBs, Chlordane, Dieldrin
Sediment Ioxicity
~
Metals & PAl.Is:
Zn, Cu. Pb, PAHs

Develop
Develop
Basin
Technical Implementation
Plan
TMDL
Plan
Amendment
~
03/0~

-..-----.--.--.--.-Metals:
Zn, Cu, Pb
------------Ammonia
~
coliform

4.7-33

~

~..
04/05

04/05

03/04

04/05

04/05

03/04

04/05

04/05

03/04

04/05

04/05

03/04

04/05

04/05

Table 7C. Detailed TMDL Tasks Schedule (next three years)

R0026787

F2ble ’C Detailed T.MDL Tasks Schedule (next three years)
Calleguas Creek - Nitrogen and Its Effects

Consent Decree: March 2002
T31DL Devel~ment
Problem S{alemen{
Numeric Targe~
Source Analysis
Allocauons

~ $25,000

~

Problem statement xv~te-up
6/00~
Rationale for numeric ta~ 9/00
~ofsource analysis
11/0~
Numeric allocalions and
7/~1
rationale

$25,000

~nla~ion Planni~
Implememation Plan
Basin Plan Amendmenl
~entation
Mom~ormg
--~
~
Ree, aluanon

-~
8/0I
~afi Basin Plan Amendment .
Monit9~ data and Q~ QC
2/02

Calleguas Creek - Salts
Consent Decree: NA
TasM

Sources:’ "C6ht~act~. ;~: " ~: "

¯
TMDL Deve~ment
Problem Statement
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Allocations

9v)
(3/I0 py)

~
$25,000

~entation Planni:
Implementation Plan
Basin an Amendment
~entation
Momtofing
Reevaluation

:

CompletioR

Problems statement ~it~
Rationale for numeric tar
of source analysis
Numeric allocations and
rationale
" ~aflBasin Plan Amendment
data and
of reevaluation findir

4/01
6/01
10/01
3/02

3/02
6/03
3/03
4/03

Calle~as Creek - ~londe
Coment Decree: 3/01
TMDL Devel, ~ment
Problem Statement
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Allocations

(1/10 py) (fed)

Problem statement write-up

1/00
Rationale for numeric tar
12/99
of source anal s~
12/99
Numeric allocations and ~ 2/00
Rationale

(l/5py)(fed)

~lementation Plannir
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendment
l__~_plementation
Monit~ g
Reevaluation

4.7-35

Draft Basin Plan Amendment

12/00
3/01

Monitorir data and
~ort of reevaluation findin

7/01
8,’01

R0026788

Table 7C. Detazled TMDL Tasks Schedule (next three )ears)

~ :,~s

Calleguas Creek- Water-Soluble Pesticides and Effects
Consent Decree: March 2005
’- .. ....., :"’d
.: .... -:.’a.,
"’~’a.r,~
~- ~Y~,~.:2’;
~
Staff Resb~ii~i~,.;

TM~L Developmenl
Problem Statement
Numeric Target
.. Source Analys~s
AIIocatlons
lmplementalion Planning
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amcndmenl
Implemenlation
Monfloring
Reevaluation

01/02
01/02
02/03
02/03

(Ii10 py)
(2/5 py)
(2/5 py)
(3/I0 py)

01/02
03/04
05/06
06/07

Problems statement write-up
Rationale for numeric targets
Wrile-up of source analysis
Numeric allocations and
rationale

1/02
3/02
8/02
5/03

(1/5 py)
(1,"5 py)

Repo~
Basin Plan Amendment

6/03
2/04

(1/5 py)
(1/5 py)

Monitoring data and Q~’QC
Repo~ of reevaluation findings

1/06
1/07

Calleguas ~reek - Historic Pesticides and
Consent Decree: March 2005
.
~,.FY.- .... ::Staff; Resources :
TMDL Development .....
Problem Statement
Numeric Target
Source Analys~s
Allocations
Implementation Planning
I~lementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendment
Implementation
MoNto~g
Reevaluation

02/03
02/03
03/04
03/04

(1/10 py)
(2/5 py)
(2/5 py)
(3/10 py)

03/04
04/05
06/07
07/08

$50.000
$50,000

~

Cont~agi~;: -:Produc~-,.~:. .......

" " ’"~".:~;"~ ~i~o~i~tioa

Problems statement ~ite-up
Rationale for numeric targets
Write-up of source analysis
Numeric allocations and
rationale

1/03
3/03
8/03
5/04

(I/5 py)
(I/5 py)

Repo~
Basin Plan Amendment

6/04
1/05

(1/5 py)
(1/5 py)

Monitonng data and ~QC 1/07
Re~o~ of reevaluation findinon

02/03
03/04
03/04

(2/5 py)
(2/5 py)
(3/10 py)

Problems statement writc -r
Rationale for numeric targets
Write-up of source analysis
Numeric allocations and
rationale

1/03
3/03
8/03
5/04

03/04
04/05

(1/5 p~,)
(I/5 py)

Report
Draft Basin Plan Amendment

6/04
1/05

06/07

(1/5 py)

07/08

(1/5 py)

Monitoring data and QAiQC
2/07
Report of reevaluation findings 4/08

$25,000
$25.000
$25,000

Calteguas Creek - PCBs
Co~ent Decree: March 2005

T!VlDL Development
Problem Statement
r~umenc larget
Source Analysis
Allocations
Implementation Planning

Implementation Plan

Basin Plan Amendment
Implementation
Monitoring
Reevaluation

$25,000
$25,000

R0026789

Table 7C. Detailed TMDL Tasks Schedule (next three ?’ears)
Santa Momca Bay \VMA - Malibu Creek - Coliform and Effects
Consent Decree: March 2002

Problem Statement
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Allocatmns

~ntation Planmn~ ~
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendment
~entation
Momtoring
Reeva{uatmn

~~
00/01
00/01
00/01

(2/5 py)(fed)
~
(3/10 py)

0li0~ (l/5 pv)
0~/0~ 1,5 ""
py)

Problem statement wnte-~~
5~99
Rationale for numeric ta~
~ofsource analysis
$50 K
Numeric allocations and
4/01
modeling rationale, Model for co/ifo~
_ (fed)
_ and nuvients
~
4~01
Draft Basin Plan Amendment
Monitorin~ data and Q.~~
-- ~tion findings
Problem statement w~t~

_

~
(1,5 p>)

~

Santa Monica Bay WXL~ - Malibu Creek - Nuvmnts and Effects
~Consent Decree: Marct 2002
TaSk.
Problem Statement
Numeric Targe~
Source Analysis
Allocations

~ntatio~ Plan~i~
Implementation Plan
Basi~ PI~~ Amendment
~ntatio~
Momtormg
Reevaluation

99/00
99/00
0(fed)
-- 00i01
00/01 (3/10 py)

$50 K
modeling
(fed)

00/01
00/01
_~
~
~

~_

_

Problem statement ~te~ 5/99
- Rationale for numeric targets
10/01
Model
for ana~
colifo~
4/01
~otsource
1/01 and
nu~ents in Malibu Lagoon

~
4/01
~a~ Basin Plan ~endment
6/01
Moniton~ data and ~
~freevaluation findi~ 3/03
Problem statement ~te-u~ 4/05

R0026790
4 7-37
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Table -C. Detailed TMDL Tasks ~chedule jne>:t lhree yenrs)

Sanla Monica Bay W.MA - .Marina del Re.’, - C~!iforTn and Effects
Consent Decree: March 2003
¯I as~., _:...-.~.;:~.c;."(::~.:~.~ T3IDL Development
Problem Statement
.Numeric Target
$ource .~.nal’ys~s
Allocations
Implementation Planning
Irnplemenral~on Plan
Basin Plan Amendmen!
Implementation
.Monlloring
Ree’.aluation

lask.s

00i01
00/01
01/02
01/02

(1/10 py)
(2/5 py)
(2/5 py)

01/02
02/03
03/04
0-.1.,05

Problems statement v, Tite-up
Rationale for numeric targets
Write-up of source analysis
Numeric allocations and
rationale

1/01
3/01
9/01
4/02

( I, 5 py)
(1/5 py)

Report
Draft Basin Plan .Amendment

5/02
12/02

(!,5 py)
(l~5 pyl

Momtonng data and QA, QC
. Report of reevaluation findings

11.03
12:04

$20,000
~;30,000

(3/10 py)

i

Santa Monica 8av \VMA - Marina del Re?’ -Hislor~c PCBs, Pesticides and Effects
Consent Decree: March 2005
i :" * -,’.-FY
];.Staff Resources Cbntracts.- Product~", . : ~:i : -’-.’!,’~: :.: !C-6m~letioii~::

TSIDL Development
Problem Statement
Numeric Targe~
Source Analysis
Allocations
ll_.m_ plementation Planning
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendment
Implementation
Monitoring
Reevaluation

01,’02
02/03
02/03
02,’03

(1/10 py)
(2/5 py)
(2/5 py)
(3/10 py)

03/04
03/04
05/06
06/07

Problems statement write-up
Rationale for numeric targets
Write-up or source analysis
Numeric allocations and
rationale

1/03
3/03
5,03
9/03

( I/5 py)
(1,’5 py)

Report
Draft Basin Plan Amendment

11/03
06/04

(1/5 py)
(1/5 py)

Monitoring data and QA/QC 9/05
Report of reevaluation findings 11/06

$50,000
$50,000

Santa Monica Bay WMA - Marina del Rey -Metals
Consent Decree: March 2005
TSIDL Developmem
Problem Statement
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Allocations
Irnplementalion Planning
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendmen!
Implementation
Mom,oring
Reevaluauon

02/03
02/03
03/04
03/04

( 1/10 py)
(2/5 py)
(2/5 py)
(3/10 py)

03/’04
04/05

(1/5 py)
(I/5 py)

05.06
0@07

(1;5 py)
(I/5 py)

$25.000
$25,000

[

Problems statement ’,vrite-up "
Rationale for numeric targets
Write-up of source analysis
Numeric allocations and
rationale
-- ....

12/02
2/03
7/03
4/04

Report
Draft Basin Plan Amendment

5/’04
12/04

j Monitonn~
data and Q,~/QC
Report of reevaluation
findin~,n

2, 06
4,’07

R0026791

Tabk" 7C. Detailed T>.IDL Tasks Schedule (next ~hree >earst
Santa Momca Bay WMA - Beaches - Coliforni and Effects
Consent Decree: March 2002
T~sks "

A lloca~mns

~nlation

$130,000

~~~

~

~
~

-

7:o;

DrartBasinPlanAmendmen, ~
R~pom of reeva]ua~Jon ~ndm~

Sama Momca Bay ’A"MA -Nearshore & Offshore Consent Decree: March 2004

Problem Statement
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Al!ocations

)Y)
)Y)
?Y)
(3/10 py)

~entation ~
I~lementation ~
Basin an Amendm~
~e~tation
Monitonng
Reevaluation ~
~
Santa Monica Bay WMA - Ballona Creek - Trash
Cogent Decree: March 2001
TMDL Devel, ~ment
Problem Statement
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Allocations
I__~lementation Plannin
Basin Plan Amendment
~
Monitoring
Reevalua.on

~
~Y)
(3/I 0 py)

Problems statement ~te-~ 12/0~
Rationale for numeric~ 2/02
$50,000 ~ofsource analysis
6/02
$50,000
Numeric allocations and
10/02
rationale
-- ~
~a~ Basin Plan Amendment

~

2/03
9/03

~ ~o~
Monitonn~
data and
~ 10/0~
of reevaluation
nndi

Problems statement ~vrite-u~
Rationale for numeric
~ of source analysis
Numeric allocations and
rationale
~ort

4/99
11/99
12/99
12199

3101

Monitoring data and
3,’03
~ort of reevaluation findings 4/03

R0026792
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Fable-C De!a~ledTMDLTasksSchedule(next~hreeF,ears)

Santa Momca Bay W,’,,L4 - Ballona Creek - Colifo~,m and Effects
Consent Decree: ,March 2006
...........
] TMDL Development
Problem Statemem
Numeric Targe~
Source Analys~s
Allocations
Implementation Planning
Implememation Plan
Basin Plan Amendmen~
Implementation
.Monimnng
ReevaIuauon

~ Staf_l~i.Resources~ a~ontracl!~
00/01
00/01
00/01
01/02

( I/l~
(2/5 py)
(2/5~~
(3/10 py)

01~02
02/03

(I/5 py)
(I/5 py)

520.000
S20,000

03/04 (1/5 py)
03,04 ~ 1,"5 py)

~ l~Oi:! U C [~’~N:

Problems statement ~w~te-~ 7,"0~
Ranonale for numeric targets
9/00
Write. of source analF.s~s ~ 2,’01
Numeric allocations and
11,01
rationale
Report
Draft Basin Plan Amendment

12/01
7/02

Monitoring data and QA, QC
Repom of reevaluation findmo¢

1203
a,’oa

Problems statement ~ite-up
Rationale for numeric targets
Write-up of source analysis
Numeric allocatmns and
rationale

7/01
9/01
2/02
11/02

Repo~
~a~ Basin Pl~ Amendment

12/02
7/03

~
Santo Monica Bay ’,VMA - Ballona Creek -Metals and Effects
Consent Decree: March 2004
..... ~ ........ ;;:-~.~. :~ : . - . ~Sr:-: = .:Staf~ Reso~rees :- " Comf~Cts.~. {~PF8d~e~::m~ .- ~,~ .
TMDL Development ..... .......... Problem Sta~emem
01/02
Numeric Target
01/02
Source Analysis
01/02
Allocations
02/03

(I/!0 py)
(2/5 py)
(2/5 py)
(3/10 py)

-implementation Planning
Implementation Plan
Basi~ Pla~ Amendment
Implementation
Momto~g
Reevaluation

02/03
03/04

( l/5 py)
(I/5 p~)

04/05
05/06

(1/5 py)
(1/5 py)

TMDL Development
rromem btatement
Numeric Target
So~ce Analysis
Allocations

02/03
02/03
02/03
03/04

(1/10 p~)
(2/5 py)
(2/5 py)
(3/10 py)

03/04
04/05

( 1/5 p~)
( 1/5 p~)

05/06
06/07

(1/5 p~)
( 1,’5 py)

$25,000
$25,000

MonitoNng data and Q~QC
4/05
Re~o~ of reevaluation findings
Santa Monica Bay W~ - Ballona Creek - HistoNc PCBs, Pesticides ~d gffects
Cogent De~ee: March 2004

Implementation Planning
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendment
Implementation
Monitonng
Reevaluatmn

$25.000
$25,000

[~

~.7-.ao

Problems statement ~ite-up
Rationale for numeNc targets
Write-up of source analys~s
Numeric allocations and
rationale

7/02
9/02
11/02
11/03

Repo~
~afi Basin Plan Amendment

12/03
7/04

Monitoring data and Q,~’QC
Re~o~ ofreevahmtion

9:06

R0026793

Table -C. Detailed TMDL Tasks Schedule tnext three :,ears ~
Los Angeles River - Nitrogen and Effec,’~
Consent Decree: March 2003

Problem Statement
~)

Numeric Targe!

~entalion Plan,,ing.~ 997’00 I (3,"10 y)
Implementation PIan
pv..)
Basin Pin n Amendment
~y)
~

! 5 py)

Los Angeles River- Coliform
LA Rixer Coliform
FY

Tasks

EPA Deve!o_.p_pment

2,’9-’-’~-~
4/99

t

EPA Develog.pment

02,,0~’~7~

~

Source Anai.vs~s

.\lonitoring

I

01,’0

"~~
I

02/’03

S~aff Resour¢es ~ Contr~ts: !: P.i’bdiicts..

T3IDL Develo_9_pment
Problem Statement
99/0---T I.’10 py)
,Numeric Target
~ ~99/0"-’---~ ~
Source Analysis
00/01 ~
Allocations
00/0-’---i-~
~
~tation PlanninL
Implementation Plan
00/0--’---~
Basin Plan Amendment
- ~01/0--’---~~
Im~ntation
Monitoring
~~
Reevaluation
03/0~4 ~y)

j.
I
I
t

Completion
.

EPA Development
EPA Develo_%ment
EPA Develo.~ment
- EPA Development

4/00
6/00
12,/00
4/01

8/01
4/03
6/04

Los Angeles River- Trash
Consent Decree: March 2001
~ment
Problem_..~Statement
Numeric...~Target
Source..~Analysis
Allocations
/m~entation Plannin
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendment
~

Monitoring
Reevaluation

98/99
99/00
99/00
99/00

00/01
01/02

03/04 ]

~y)

(3/10 py)

Problem statement write-~
Rationale for numeric tar
of source ann
Numeric allocations and
rationale

4/99
!1/99
12/99
12/99

.,
Draft Basin Plan Amendment

1/00
1/01

Monitoring data and QA/QC
ofreevaluatmn findin~.s

4/04
5/05

R0026794

Table "C. Det2iled T~lDL Tasks Schedule tnext three ,..ears)
Los Argeles River - Metals
Consent Decree: ,",larc 2004

TMDL Development
Problem Statement

Numeric Target
Source Analysis

Allocalmns

01/02 I (I/10 py)

Problems 3tatement write-up

01/02 t2/5 py)
01/02 , t2/5 py)
02/03 !3/! 0 py)

550,000
550,000

Rationale for numeric targets
Write-up of source analysis
Numeric allocations and

rationale

~entation Planning_
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendment
Im~ntation

02/03
02,’03

1 *lonitoring
Reevaluauon

03/04 , 1/5 py} t
03/0------~ I I5 p.",!

(I/5 py)
(1,5 py)

" Report
--

9/01

t/02
7:’02
1 I,"02
11.02

~ Monitoring
data and QA,
QC 11,.03
Report of ree\’aluation
findines

.

Domineuez Channel WMA - Coliform

~’~ " . .......
-F3IDL Development
Problem Statement
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Allocations

FY.

Staff...Re~ources cbnti-ai~fs. : Prod~ct~-....::...

00/0-----~ (I/10py)
00/0 ! (2/5 py)
00/01 (2/5 py)
01/02 (3/10 py)

$20,000
$20,000

Implementation Planning

Implementation Plan

Basin Plan Amendment
Implementation
Monitoring
Reevaluanon

.C0mpletion

Problems statement write-u_.p_~ 7/00
Rationale for numeric targets 7/00
Write-up of source analys~is
3/01
Numeric allocations and
8/01
rationale

01/02
01/02

( 1/5 py)
(I/5 py)

Report
Draft Basin Plan Amendment

04/05
05/06

(1/5 py)
(1/5 py)

Monitoring data and QA/QC 12/04
Report of reevaluation findings ~/at;

9/01
2/02

Ventura Coastal WMA - McGrath Beach - Coliform and Effects
TSIDL Development
rrumem ~tatement
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Allocations
Implementation Planning
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendment
Implementation
Monitoring
Reevaluation

00/01
00/01
00/01
01/02

( I/10 py)(st)
(2/5 py)
(2/5 py)
(3/10 py)

01/02
0!/’02
04,’05
05/06

Problem statement ~vnte-up
Rationale for numeric targets
Write-up of source analysis
Numeric allocations and
rationale

8/00
12/00
5/’01
! 1/01

(I/5 py)
(I/5 py)

Report .....
Draft Basin Plan Amendment

11/01
6/02

(I/5 py)
(1/5 py)

Monitoring data and QA/QC
Retgort ofreewhmti,-,~ ~,,,4;,-,~S

11/04
~"~,’a~

$10.000

R0026795

Table -C Delafled T?,IDL Tasks Schedule (next ~hree ?ears)

Ventura Coastal WMA - Por~ Hueneme - Zinc
¯ Tasks .[ ~ .’~.7! "
T>IDLDevelo__pmen!
Problem Statement
Numer)c Target

~": ":"’02,03
~)
02~03
~
02,"03 ~ $25,000
03/04 (3/I0 py) ~ S25,000

Source .Anal.vs)~

Allocations
Implementation Planning
Implementation Plan

03, 04
04,05

(I :5 py)
( I/5 rdy,)

’ I_.~ementationBasin Plan Amendment
Mom,or]ng
~ 06,-----’S~ (I 5_py)
Reevalual)on

08.09

Tasks
~:

{1.5 py) ~

Venmr~ River - Eutrolahication
:2.:.
~ < ’. _ " -.’ ..q:

i .-:

’ :..-:2 ¯

-,--

Problems statement
Rat)onale/’or numenc"---v ,,,VZtar~e_.,~s ..[ I./03---~
~ of source analysis
6/0~
Numeric allocations and
4/04
rationale
Report
--------_Draft Basin Plan Amendment

4,’0~
~11,.04

] Monito~ _~_12/06
f ReDo’---~ ofreev.!,,~,);gn

0Urc-e~’~ COiiff~icts_: Products"
¯
’- . i..~:;
,

..

,’~umerlc larger

~02/03~,2/5
Source Analvs~s
02~03 (2/5 vv
-~~ analysis
AI~ @_
$50,000 ~ of source
6/03

Monitonng

~~

Reevaluat-’---’---~on

~~

Basin Plan Amendment

~ ~~

,oft

4/0~’~~

Monitori~ 8/0"~

of reevaluation findin s_..g.~_ 9/O--T~

lemenCaOon
~~
Santa ara rover Wr . C oride
TMDL Devel, )ment
Problem Statement
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Allocations

Rationale f_or numeric tar eta7--" 1,03

Draft Basin Plan Amendment

(3/10 py)

~iementation Plannin
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendment

ectives no TMDL
Problem statement writ~
Rationale for numeric tar
of source ana
Numeric allocations and
rationale

,1/99
8/99
12/99
N/A
12/99

Draft Basin Plan Amendment

~n
Monitonng
Reevatuatmn
~")

8/01

Monitorin~ data and
3/03
tort of reevaluation finding_~ 3,03

R0026796

Table -(7. De~ailedT3.1DLTasksScheduIe{nexttkreeyears)

Santa Clara River WMA -Nilro~.en and El’levis
Tasks-- :-- "7."- ,~-~. ,. F¥ .:.- Staff~Res0urces Contract~. ,P~:0"diicts~:;.~.-. . :~::-:,~
..? ~. ’~7
}:,!~!i::.i!:’~[.:~ii’- [;.."~:"![i" [~ :."~:. :?. ~C0m~pleii6a
T31DL Development
Problem Statement
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Allocations
Implementation Planning
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendment
Implementation
Monitoring
Reexaluat~on

00/01
~ 00/01
! 01;02
01,02

{1/10 py)(sl)
{2/5 py)
(2/5 py)
(3/10 py)

Problems statement ~xite-up
Rationale for numeric targets
Write-up of source analys~s
Numeric allocations and
rationale

4/0!
3/01
8/01
5/02

} 0!/02
I 02.’03

(1/5 py)
( I/5 py)

Repo~
Draft Basin Plan Amendment

6/02
1/03

0a,;05
05/06

(I/5 py)
{1/5 py)

blonitonng data and Q,&QC
Repo~ of reevaluation findings

1/05
2/06

S50,000
S50,000

San Gabriel P, dver-Nitrogen and Effects
7Compleri0nl
Tasks
: .~,
~";-~., ~..":, 4 .~,:-~. FY - , Staff Resources Cbnt~ct~ Produc~-~-!. ....... " ......
.. .::.
., ..,..:..,,..~,., ....... :~.,.,.: [...{[
7_.,::g(...~. !’ -{:~;~[ ’ -- ..-,:.,,~,..>~.,,,,-, :~.~* ,:. :....:! .. :g~,~’:a
.Dates .... -.
TMDL Development
Problem Statement
Problems statement \vnte-ut9
12/00
00/01 (1/I0 py)(st)
Numeric Target
1/01
00/01 {2/5 py)
Rationale for numeric targets
Source Analysis
5/01
00/01 (2/5 py)
$50,000
Write-up of source analysis
Allocations
$50,000
Numeric allocations and
3/02
00/01 (3/10 py)
rationale
Implementation Planning
Implementation Plan
4/02
01/02 ( 1/5 py)
Report
Basin Plan Amendment
11/02
02/03
(1/5 py)
Implementation
Monitoring
1/04
03/04 (1/5 py)
Monitorinl~ data and QA/QC
Reevaluation
Report of reevaluation findings 2/05
04/05 (1/5 py)
San Gabriel River - East Fork - Trash (COMPLETED)
TSIDL Development
Problem Statement
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Allocations
Implementation Planning
Implementation Plan
Monitonng
Reevaluation
Basin Plan Amendment
Implementation

99/00
99100
99/00
02/03

OAL 9/00,

(1/5 p~’)
( I/5 py)
(1/5 py)
(115 p,v)

Implementation Plan
Monitoring Plan
--.-.
Full Implementation

47-44

12/00

02/01/00
02/01/00
04/00
10/28/99
05/01,’03

R0026797
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Table’C Dela~Ied TMDL Tasks Schedule /next three years)
5an Gabriel River - Metals

Problem Sla~ement
:N
um~r~c
~ garge~

[ 02,"03
1 03{04

(1/I0 Dv)(st)
.~

Problems statement write-up
Rationale i~r numeric targets

(2,’5 pv)

6/03

8/03

Alloca~,ons
~~ $50,000

Numeric allocauons and

~ ~~n PlanninL
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendn, enl
n

I rid*no .......
~ (I/5 pv~

Reevalua~mn

~ pv..)
08,09 (!,5 py)

~

0/04

,

~epo~
Draft Basin PIan Amendment
"

11/04
6/05

" Monitonn7 data and O~QC
2/07
Re~o~ of reevaluation findings 1/09

~

San Gabriel ~ver Tas~

FY ~ Staff Resources Contracts Produc~

Problem Sta~emen~
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Alloca~ions
~en~ation Planni~ ~
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendmenl
~ntalion
blomtonng
Reevalua~on

00/0! ~
~0~I/’0~
01/02 (2/5 py) ~
02,/03 (3/’10 py’)

~~
~~

~nlation Plannin~
Implementation Plan
Basin Plan Amendmen{
~~lalion
Monitoring
Reevalua~,on

01/02
02/03
02/03
03/04

Problems statement x~vite-~
Rationale for numeric targets
Write-up of source analysis
Numeric allocations and
rationale
-- ~
Draft Basin Plan Amendment

~

~~
~~

San Gabriel ~ver - Lakes ~men[
Problem Statement
Numeric Target
Source Analysis
Alloca~ions

$20.000
$20,000

C0~plefi0~. :

5/01
7/01
12/01
9/02

10/02
5t03

_ Moniton~ data and QMQC 10/04
~o~ of reevaluation ~ndin~ 11/05
~d Effects

(3/10 py)

$25,000
$25,000

Problems statement ~ite-u
Rationale for numeric tan
of source analysis
Numeric allocations and
rationale

5/02
7/02
12/02
9/03

~afi Basin Plan ~endment

10/03
5/04

Monitorin[data and
~o~ of reevaluation findings

5/06
6/’07

03/04

~
06/07 [ (1/5 py)

R0026798
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